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Attention is drawn to the potential value of measurement of the rate of solvent uptake as 
a technique for following changes in the morphology of a polymer specimen, and for 
detecting small morphological differences between specimens. Examples of each use 
are described. The rate of sorption of carbon tetrachloride by polypropylene film is very 
sensitive to the slow changes associated with physical ageing in a specimen, and the 
effect of different cooling rates after heat treatment is easily observed. For a variety of 
samples of drawn poly(ethylene terephthalate) it appears that the sorption of benzene or 
1,2-dichloroethane is dependent upon two distinct types of orientation in the film. 

INTRODUCTION 

The morphological examination of non-crystalline poly- 
mer, or of the non-crystalline regions in semi-crystalline 
polymer, is proving to be a matter of some difficulty. 
Techniques such as X-ray diffraction, differential scanning 
calorimetry, electron microscopy and density measure- 
ment, which can give information about the nature and 
proportion of crystallites, are notably uninformative 
concerning the detailed morphology of non-crystalline 
material. Voids and very small elements of partly 
ordered chains are particularly resistant to direct observa- 
tion. Any technique which offers scope for measuring 
small morphological changes by means of a gross 
macroscopic property is therefore of particular interest. 
The sorption of organic liquids by polymer films is 
one such technique, the full potentialities of which 
have yet to be realized. 

The study of the permeation of organic liquids and 
vapours through polymeric membranes has generated 
a considerable literature, but there has been little 
emphasis on the morphological implications of the 
results, especially where the permeant interacts with 
and modifies the permeate. The work of Michaels et 
al. 1-3, despite an inadequate model, paved the way for 
later attempts to interpret measurements of permeability, 
diffusion coefficients and solubilities in morphological 
terms. IUers 4 made use of solvent sorption measurement 
in his work on the properties of poly(vinyl chloride) as 
modified by thermal treatment, and Ochiai et al. 5 
studied the equilibrium sorption of organic solvents by 
polypropylene. Blackadder and Keniry 6-s described a 
variety of experiments involving polyethylene mem- 
branes and organic permeants in the form of vapours 
and liquids. Kapur and Rogers 9 have used the transport 
properties of permanent gases to investigate some 
features of ageing in quenched polypropylene film. 
These and other papers suggest that the time is ripe to 
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draw special attention to the importance of solvent 
sorption in morphological studies. 

The starting point is the assertion that the initial rate 
of solvent sorption gives information of a qualitatively 
different kind to that obtainable from equilibrium 
sorption data at long times. The rate of sorption seems 
very likely to depend on the nature of the non-crystalline 
material in a given polymer sample as well as on its 
amount. At long times, however, the non-crystalline 
material might well become 'homogenized' by the 
swelling solvent so that the final uptake is directly 
related to the total amount of permanently swellable 
polymer. 

The purpose of this short paper is to present some 
typical situations where solvent sorption techniques 
appear to provide a convenient means of: (a) distinguish- 
ing between morphologically different samples of the 
same polymer; and (b) following small morphological 
changes in a given sample. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 
Polypropylene. An isotactic homopolymer was used, 

and film specimens were obtained by compression 
moulding at 220°C for 4min. The films were either 
cooled slowly at about 0.7°C/min or quenched by rapid 
immersion in cold water. The crystallinities (kindly 
determined by Miss A. Turner-Jones using methods 
described previously 1°) were 64.5 ~o and 56.0 ~o respect- 
ively. These results indicate that the quenching was not 
of the fastest. The thickness was typically 0-5 mm. 

PoIy(ethylene terephthalate). Some experiments were 
based on commercial biaxially drawn and crystallized 
films (about 20/~m thick) from two different manu- 
facturers. Other experiments involved a set of research 
samples which had been uniaxiaUy drawn to various 
draw ratios in the range 1.0 to 4.5. All of these films had 
a thickness of about 170/~m. 
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Carbon tetrachloride, benzene and 1,2-dichioroethane 
of analytical reagent grade were used without further 
purification. 

Procedure 
Film strips 10cmxlcm were convenient, and the 

average thickness of each strip was determined together 
with its weight. In a typical experiment a strip was 
immersed in solvent at 25°C, controlled by a thermostat 
to +0.1°C. On removal from the solvent after an 
appropriate period of time the strip was quickly dabbed 
dry with tissue and its weight noted at intervals over a 
period of 4 min. Graphical extrapolation of the results 
then gave the weight of the film at the time of its with- 
drawal from the solvent. Specimens left in solvent for 
a week or longer appeared to reach or approach equi- 
librium. In some experiments with polypropylene the 
strips were dried out by prolonged exposure to vacuum, 
and the original weights were almost unchanged. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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Figure 2 Ageing of quenched polypropylene film. Each specimen 
immersed in carbon tetraohloride at 95°C for 1 h 

Figure 1 shows that slow cooled and quenched samples 
of polypropylene film differ markedly with respect to 
the sorption of carbon tetrachloride at 25°C. It is 
convenient to plot the uptake as mass of solvent per 
unit dry weight of polymer, and the use of (t)1/2/l as 
abscissa eliminates the effect of variations in thickness 
from one strip to another where this would otherwise 
disturb the results. Here t is the time of immersion in 
seconds and l is the average thickness of the strip in 
mm. For films of highly uniform thickness t itself may 
be used for the plots. Figure 1 shows that the difference 
between the final uptakes (about 4: 3) is not as large 
as the difference in the initial rate of uptake (about 
2:1 as measured by the uptakes after 1 h, corresponding 
to (t)z/Z/l=120). The detailed morphological implica- 
tions of the results will be pursued in a later paper, but 
it certainly seems that if the final uptake is related to the 
total amount of swellable material the initial rate of 
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Figure I Sorption of carbon tetrachloride by polypropylene 
films at 25°C. ©, Quenched film; 0,  film cooled at 0.7°C/min. 
Arrows indicate sorption after £ days 
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uptake is additionally dependent on the nature of this 
material. 

It is becoming increasingly likely 9 that the amount 
and nature of the non-crystalline material in poly- 
propylene is closely related to the ageing processes 
observed in quenched samples of this polymer. The 
technique of solvent sorption is very appropriate as a 
tool to investigate such phenomena and one example 
follows. Instead of leaving strips of polymer in solvent 
for varying times, the procedure was to immerse strips 
of different ages for the same time and note the uptake. 
Ageing was thus reflected in the changing rate of uptake 
as measured by brief immersion. An immersion period 
of 1 h was suitable and this became an increasingly 
trivial fraction of the total age of the specimen as shown 
in Figure 2. The large change in rate of uptake with 
increasing age was easily measured with high precision. 
(The specimens shown in Figure 1 were sufficiently aged 
to be virtually unchanged during the relatively short 
time of the complete experiments represented there.) 

Poly(ethylene terephthalate) is a different kind of 
polymer but is also susceptible to investigation by 
solvent sorption. Figure 3 shows the sorption of benzene 
at 25°C by the series of films which had been uniaxially 
drawn. These results may be tentatively interpreted on 
the basis of the infra-red measurements made by Heffel- 
finger and Schmidt 11 on a similar series of films. They 
showed that, between film as cast and film uniaxially 
drawn 2.0:1, there was a substantial change in the 
orientation of the molecular axes but relatively small 
changes in the other structural parameters they measured. 
This suggests that the initial rate of solvent uptake, as 
exemplified by the 1 h values in Figure 3, is strongly 
affected by axial orientation. On the other hand, the 
largest structural change found by Heffelfinger and 
Schmidt between draw ratios of 3.5 and 4 was the 
increasing perfection of orientation of the phenyl rings 
parallel to the film surface. This suggests that the final 
solvent concentration, exemplified by the 212h results 
in Figure 3, is affected by the planar orientation of the 
phenyl rings rather than by the axial orientation. 

Finally, Figure 4 shows the different sorption charac- 
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teristics of  the two commercial samples of  poly(ethylene 
terephthalate) in 1,2-dichloroethane. (They did not 
absorb enough benzene for adequate sensitivity.) The 
samples were similar in density and in axial orientation 
but sample A was higher in concentration of  trans 
isomer and also in planar orientation of the phenyl 
rings. Here again, it would seem that the sorption 
technique merits further development. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study of the uptake of organic liquids appears to 
be a promising method of investigating polymer morph- 
ology, especially the morphology of non-crystalline 
regions. In addition, small and subtle changes brought 
about by thermal treatment of  ageing can be followed. 
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Figure 4 Sorption of 1,2-dichloroethane by biaxially drawn films 
of poly(ethylene terephthalate) at 25°C. O, Sample A, density 
1.3923g/cm~; O, sample B, density 1-3940g/cm 3 
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The technique is simple, requires no special apparatus, 
and can be made extremely precise. It enjoys the con- 
siderable advantage over many other techniques that 
small changes in morphology produce very large changes 
in sorption characteristics. 
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Figure 3 Sorption of benzene by poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
films at 25°C. Dependence of sorption on draw ratio for uniaxially 
drawn specimens. O, Immersed for 1 h; r-q, immersed for 65h; 
O, immersed for 212h 
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z3C n.m.r, spectra of 1,4-polybutadienes catalysed by ~r-allyl Ni trifluoroacetate systems 
show cis-trans sequence distribution. The assignment of different peaks is obtained 
both by comparison with model compounds as well as by comparing samples with different 
cis:trans ratios. All the observed peaks are assigned in terms of triads of steric configura- 
tion and a quantitative analysis of triad content is possible. Information on the structure 
of the so-called 'equibinary' polybutadienes is also reported. 

INTRODUCTION 

Proton magnetic resonance has proved to be of great 
interest for the study of the microstructure of diolefin 
polymers, cis- and trans-l,4-Polybutadiene, and natural 
and synthetic cis- and trans-l,4-polyisoprene have been 
investigated by this method and accurate quantitative 
determinations of the cis: trans ratios and of the amount 
of minor structural units (1,2- or 3,4-) have been 
obtained 1-5. 

However, it provides very little information on the 
distribution of the various isomeric structural units in 
the polymer chains a. laC nuclear magnetic resonance 
(n.m.r.) seems to be particularly attractive for investigat- 
ing these microstructural features of diolefin polymers. 
Recently, Mochel has investigated by laC n.m.r, a 
n-BuLi catalysed polybutadiene and has reported data 
concerning the isomeric structural unit distribution in 
the polymer chains 7. 

We began a systematic study on the structure of 
various diolefin polymers obtained by transition metal 
catalysts. This paper reports the results of an investigation 
by laC n.m.r, of 1,4-polybutadienes obtained by ~r-allyl 
nickel trifluoroacetate, with or without additional 
ligands. Catalysts of this type are known s to give polymers 
consisting almost exclusively of cis-l,4 and trans-l,4 
units, in almost equal amounts, but scarce information 
is at present available concerning the distribution of the 
structural units in the polymer chains. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

All laC n.m.r, spectra were run on 12mm samples 
containing ~10~o solutions (w/v) of polymer in 1,4- 

dioxane (20~o D8+80~o Ha). Experimental peak posi- 
tions are reported in ppm from tetramethyl silane 
(TMS), used as an internal standard. The spectrometer 
used was a Varian XL 100 operating in the Fourier 
transform (FT) mode. The FT conditions were as 
follows: 

Spectral width (Hz) 5000-1000 
Acquisition time (sec) 0.8-2 
Pulse width (/zsec) 30-45 
K transients 2000 
Data length 8192-4096 
Signal enhancement (sec) 0.40 
FT length 8192-4096 
Hertz/point 1.25-0.50 

Polymer preparation 
~r-Allyl nickel trifluoroacetate, rr-C3Hs-Ni-OCOCFa, 

and 2,6,10-dodecatriene-12-yl nickel trifluoroacetate, 
rr-C1eH19-Ni-OCOCFa, used as polymerization catalysts, 
were prepared according to the methods reported in 
the literature 9, z0. The polymerizations were carried out 
following the procedure already described 11. The per- 
centages of cis-l,4, trans-l,4 and 1,2-units of the poly- 
butadienes were determined by infra-red analysis, 
according to the method of Morero et al. 12, on polymer 
solutions in carbon disulphide, or on thin films prepared 
by evaporating polymer solutions in carbon disulphide. 
A Perkin-Elmer model 225 spectrophotometer was 
used. The polymerization conditions and the infra-red 
analysis of the polymers that have been subsequently 
investigated by 13C nuclear magnetic resonance are 
summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Polymerization of butadiene by =-allyl nickel trifluoro- 
acetate catalysts* 

I.r. analysis of 
the polymers$ 

% % % 
Run Catalyst systemt Solvent cis trans 1,2 

1 ~r-Cz2H19-Ni-OCOCFa+ heptane 51 49 
CFaCOOH 

2 ~r-Cz2H19-Ni-OCOCFs+ heptane 51 49 - -  
CFaCOOH 

3 ~-CsHs-Ni-OCOCFs+ heptane 72 25 3 
CFsCOOH 

4 ~-CaHs-Ni-OCOCFs+ heptane 55 45 - -  
CFsCOOH 

5 =-CsHs-Ni-OCOCFs benzene 57.5 38 4.5 

* Polymerization temperature: runs 1, 2, 4--20°C; run 3, 55°C; 
run 5, 70°C 
1" CFaCOOH/nickel complex: 20 
$ Analyses were performed on the CHsOH-insoluble polymers 
for runs 1, 2, 3, 5. Crude polymer from run 4 was extracted with 
methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) and i.r. analysis were performed on 
the residue to MEK extraction 

33-2-~,L 27.9-~. 

Figure la Aliphatic range zaC n.m.r, spectrum of sample 2 (see 
Table I) 

130"25 (130"10 
130"85.. "~ 

130"75-- 

J 
Figure lb Vinylenic range laC n.m.r, spectrum of sample 2 (see 
Table 1) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Spectra relative to different 1,4-polybutadienes show 
peaks in two different regions as shown in Figures la 
and lb for one of the samples. In the range of the 
aliphatic carbons two intense resonances, at 33.2 and 
27.9ppm respectively, are present in every spectrum. 
In some of the samples a few minor additional peaks 
are present. In the range of the vinylenic carbons, four 
main peaks (Figure lb) at 130.85, 130.75, 130.25 and 
130.10ppm are always present, whose relative intensity 
is different for the various samples. A few minor peaks 
are also observable in some samples. On the basis of 
the data reported in previous papers 7, as, 14, it is possible 
to assign the two peaks at 33.2 and 27.9 ppm respectively 
to the methylenic carbons directly bonded to a trans 
or a cis double bond. The minor multiplicity of the 
resonance peaks observed for the aliphatic carbons with 
respect to the vinylenic carbons, shows that the first 
ones are sensitive only to the configuration of the 
directly bonded double bond. This result is in full 
agreement with the conclusion of Roberts et al. la for 
compounds which could be considered as models for 
our polymers. It is, however, in disagreement with 
the conclusions that Mochel 7 derived from the study 
of a n-BuLi catalysed polybutadiene and of some 
model compounds (cis, trans, trans-l,5,9-cyclodo- 
decatriene; cis, trans-4,8-dodecadiene ; 3,7-decadiene). 
Mochel's conclusions are that the effect of cis and trans 
structures of the adjacent unit is much more pronounced 
on the aliphatic carbons than on the olefinic carbons. 
It is to be noted, however, that Mochel does not take 
into account the peaks at 130.85 and 130.10ppm, also 
present in the spectrum of the polybutadiene of his 
work. Furthermore, he uses as model compound cis, 
trans, trans-l,5,9-cyclododecatriene, although it has 
already been recognized that alkenes which include 
cyclic structures do not fit as well into the additivity 
rules is. With regard to the 13C n.m.r, spectrum of 
cis, trans-4,8-dodecadiene, it is possible to calculate 
the chemical shift of the various aliphatic carbons on 
the basis of the additivity coefficients, reported by 
Roberts et al. za, and by Grant and Paul 15. Results of 
this calculation are reported in Table 2, together with 
experimental frequencies as obtained from the spectra 
of ref. 7. The calculated values are essentially in agree- 
ment with Mochel assignments, except for the inversion 
of the assignment of the signals due to C3 and C7. 
Our assignment is in agreement with the insensitivity 
of aliphatic 13C chemical shifts with regard to the con- 
figuration of double bonds in/3 position Is. This insensi- 
tivity is also supported by the small chemical shift 
difference (0.14ppm) of carbons in position I1 and 2 

Table 2 Calculated and observed aliphatic carbon 
chemical shifts for cis, trans-4,8-dodscadiene 

Shift* (ppm) 
Assignment as 

Carbon Calc.l" Exp.$ from ref. 7 

3 30'4 30.8 7 
6 32'9 33.2 6 
7 27.4 27.5 3 

10 24'9 25"3 10 

* From TMS 
t According to refs 13 and 15 
$ From ref. 7 
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of e/s, trans-4,8-dodecadiene z6, and by the coincidence 
of the signals due to /3 aliphatic carbons in mixtures 
of cis- and trans-2-heptene and of cis- and trans-2- 
octene 17. 

A quantitative determination of the relative content 
of cis and trans units in 1,4-polybutadienes follows from 
the assignment of the main peaks at 33.2 and 27.9ppm. 

The assignment of the vinylenic main peaks at 130.85, 
130.75, 130.25, 130.10ppm can be made on the basis 
of the results obtained from trans-l,4- and cis-l,4- 
polybutadiene z4, as well as by considering the relative 
intensities of the peaks in our samples having different 
cis:trans ratios (Figure 2). The peak at 130.75 can be 
assigned to ttt sequences, while that at 130.25 can be 
assigned to ccc sequences. The equivalence by symmetry 
of the vinylenic carbons of the central unit both in the 
ccc and in the ttt triads (Table 3) has already been 
pointed out t4. 

The ctc and tct triads have C~ and Cs equivalent by 
symmetry. Considering, as generally admitted, that there 
is an additivity of the neighbour's contribution, we 
attribute the peaks at 130.85 and 130.10ppm to the 
ctc and tct triads respectively, being the most different 
from the already assigned ccc and ttt triads. 

In the asymmetric triads cct, tcc, ttc and ctt, Ct and 
Cs are not equivalent. Let us consider, for instance, 
the cct triad in which C1 is in a configurational situation 
with respect to its first neighbours similar to that of 
C1 and C2 of the ccc unit and in which Cz is in a con- 
figurational situation with respect to its first neighbours, 
similar to that of CI and Cz of the tct unit. It follows 
that the signals due to C1 and C2 of the cct sequences 
may have chemical shifts similar to the ones found for 
ccc and tct units respectively. Analogous considerations 
hold for the other asymmetric triads. The resultant 
assignment is summarized in Table 4. 

Experimental data for the polybutadienes examined, 
based on the above assignments, are presented in 
Table 5. Samples 1 and 2 consist exclusively of cis-l,4- 
and trans-l,4 units, in a ratio very close to 1. This is in 

,3c 7s 

~,~-130"2S 

130,10 

Figure 2 Vinylenic range I3C n.m.r.spectrum of sample 5 see) 
Table I )  

Table 3 Triads of 1,4-polybutadienes 

c\ /c--c /c--c\ 
ccc C C ~C C C 

I 2 % / c - %  
cct --C--C --C 

I 2 

/c--c,~ /c--c. 
tcc C C' cj \ C  

c /  , 2 
C=c/C--C~c /C--C~ 

tct  C t' "C 

c /  2 
C 

ttt ~C 

ctt C = C  C 

c / \c c/' 

t tc ~ C _ _ C  / i 

ctc C = C  C 
C / ~C__C/' 

c/c 
C 
\c /c 

c 

C 
\c  

/ C - - % _ _  C 

/c--c\ 
c c C 
2 \c 
/c--c. /c  

C \ C - - - C  
2 

/ - c \  c c / 
2 

Table 4 Olefinic carbon chemical shift 
assignment for 1,4-polybutadienes 

Exp. frequency 
(ppm from TMS) Triad assignment 

ctc ttc ctt 
130-85 Cz, Ca + Ca + Cz 

ttt ttc ctt 
130"75 C1, Ca + Cz + Ca 

ccc tcc cct 
130"25 C1, Ca + Ca + Cz 

tct tcc cct 
130" 10 C1, ~.'~2 + Ct + c~ 

full agreement with the data reported by Teyssi6 et 
al. 8-11, who defined these polymers as 'equibinary 
polybutadienes'. 

With regard to the distribution of the cis and trans 
units in the polymer chains the laC n.m.r, spectra permit 
to exclude a regular distribution of the type ctctctc, 
since in that case only two peaks, at 130.85 and 130.10, 
should be present, with only very weak or absent peaks 
at 130.25 and 130.75. 

In the spectrum of sample 1 (and to a lesser degree of 
sample 2) the four peaks in the olefinic region are almost 
of the same intensity. This finding could be rationalized 
on the basis that sequences of the type ccttccttcc are 
present in that polymer. However, regularity bands 
have been found to be absent in the infra-red spectrum 
of the solid polymer, in the temperature range from 
-180 ° to +100°C, and, in addition, no crystallinity 
has been detected by X-ray examination. This seems to 
indicate that sequences of the type ccttccttcc, if present, 
are rather short. A distribution consisting of short 
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Table 5 Relative intensities of zaC resonance peaks 

Methylenic z3C 
resonances 

Vinylenic zaC resonances 

130-85 (ppm) 130.75 (ppm) 130.25 (ppm) 130.10 (ppm) 
Sample ctc+½ttc+}ctt ttt+½ttc+½ctt ccc+½tcc+½cct tct+½tcc+½cct 

1,2 units laC resonances 
33"20 27'90 
(ppm) (ppm) 112.40 145.26 44.20 25.40 
CH2 CH2 (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
trans cis C= C# C~ C# 

1 25"4 23"3 25"4 25"9 
2 24' 0 21"2 26"6 27"4 
3 12"6 10"6 61 "4 15"2 
4 23"3 20"3 31 "5 24'0 
5 Ng-0 28'2 51.5 ,,,11-5 

sequences ccc and ttt, interspersed by sequences ctc 
and tct, seems more probable, on the basis of the 13C 
n.m.r, spectra as well as of the infra-red and X-ray 
examinations. 

In the olefinic portion of  the spectra of samples 3, 4 
and 5 the peak at 130.25 is the most intense, which is 
indicative of a predominance of the ccc, tcc and cct 
triads in these polymers. This is consistent with the 
higher percentage of cis units in these polymers, in 
agreement with the infra-red analysis (Table 1). 

As a conclusion we may say that the catalyst system 
zr-C12Hzg-Ni-OCOCFa+CFaCOOH (Table 1, runs 1 
and 2) is able to give 'equibinary' polybutadienes, but 
these do not consist of  regular sequences ctctct, as 
proposed in earlier studies s. 

With regard to the peaks of minor intensity in the 
olefinic region of  the spectra of some of the samples 
examined, those at 112.4 and 145-2ppm (samples 3 
and 5) can be attributed to C= and Cp of the 1,2 units, 
in agreement with Mochels's assignment: 

6 ,y 
- -  ell2 - -  CH - -  

I 
~CH 
II 

aCH= 

Analogously, some of the minor peaks in the region 
of the aliphatic carbons are most probably due to the 
methylene (C~) and methine (Cr) carbons of  the 1,2 
units. Mochel tentatively assigned 7 the peaks at 44.2 
and 38-6ppm present in the spectra of  his polybuta- 
dienes to the methine carbons (Cr) of the 1,2 units 
which are linked to trans-l,4 and cis-l,4 units, respec- 
tively. Similarly, the peaks at 30.7 and 25.4ppm were 
assigned to the methylene carbon (C~) connected to a 
trans or a cis unit, respectively. Our findings do not 
seem fully in agreement with these assignments, since 
in one of our samples (sample 3) the peak at 38.6ppm 
is missing. For  this reason there is the possibility that 
Cr and C~ give only single peaks, at 44.2 and 25.4 

49 51 absent absent absent absent 
46 54 absent absent absent absent 
24 76 present present present present 
43 57 absent absent absent absent 
38 62 present present present present 

respectively, independently of  the stereochemisty of the 
next neighbour unit. As a consequence, the weak peaks 
at 38.6, 36.2, and 30.7ppm present in the spectra of  some 
samples, independently of the 1,2 unit content, might 
be due to satellites (z3C-laC couplings) or to possible 
crosslinks, or also to the presence of oligomers. 
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Tentative identification of reactive species in 
the interfacial and aqueous solution synthesis 
of titanium polymers* 
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The active species in the synthesis of titanium polyethers of the following form 
Cp 
I 

-(-Ti--O--R--O-)--  
I 
Cp 

are tentatively identified as follows. Aq ueous solution syntheses: Cp2Ti2+and R-O°; interfacial 
syntheses: Cp2TiCI2 and R-OH with reaction occurring near the interface or in the organic 
phase. The above is based on pH studies and on studies as a function of diol nature. For 
aqueous solution systems the yield increases with increase in pH whereas for interfacial 
systems the yield remains constant over the pH range 8.7 to 12.7, For aqueous syntheses 
polymer is formed in only systems employing aromatic diols whereas for interfacial systems 
polyethers are formed using both aliphatic and aromatic diols. Other results are cited and 
are consistent with this. 

INTRODUCTION 

Relatively little work has been reported on the synthesis 
of organometallic polymers partly owing to a lack 
of suitable preparative methods. We have reported the 
synthesis of titanium polyamines, polyesters and poly- 
thioethers 1-7. Recently we reported the synthesis of 
titanium polyethers of the form 0)5: 

co 
I 

C~TiCI~+HO--~R--OH ~ --(-Ti--O--R--O--)- (I) 
1 
Cp 

All the above syntheses have utilized the low tempera- 
ture interfacial and solution condensation techniques 
avoiding or limiting undesirable thermally dependent 
reactions. 

Much of our work is largely based on the simple 
Lewis acid (the metal moiety) Lewis base (diamine, 
dithiol, etc.) concept. Even so the Lewis acids and bases 
can exist in several forms. Also several reaction sites 
are possible for interfacial syntheses. The present paper 
presents evidence aimed at tentatively identifying the 
active species of the metal and diol for both titanium 
polyether synthesis being effected by the solution and 
interfacial techniques as well as the site of polymerization 
for interfacial syntheses. 

EXPERIM~ENTAL 

Polymerization procedures are similar to those described 
in detail elsewhere z. Briefly, solutions of Cp2TiClz are 
added to stirred aqueous solutions containing diol and 

* Portions of this paper are taken from the thesis of S.T.B. 
~" Present address: University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria. 

any added base. For interfacial systems Cp2TiC12 is 
contained in a water immiscible solvent whereas for 
aqueous solution systems Cp2TiC12 is contained in 
water. The reaction apparatus is similar to that described 
elsewhere s. Essentially reaction occurs under rapidly 
stirred conditions in a 1 pint Kimax Emulsifying Mill 
jar placed on a Waring Blendor with a recorded rotor 
speed of 23 500 rev/min (no load). Solutions are added 
through a large mouthed funnel placed in a hole in the 
jar lid. Addition is rapid such that 100ml of solution 
can be added in less than 3 sec. A second hole in the 
jar lid acts as a vent. Timing for each reaction is begun 
after the second phase has been introduced into the 
stirring jar. Syntheses employing hydroquinone or 
substituted hydroquinones were accomplished under a 
nitrogen atmosphere utilizing equipment described 
elsewhere s. 

Polymer precipitates rapidly from the reaction jar 
as a tacky to 'powdery' solid. It is recovered using 
suction filtration, washed repeatedly with portions of 
water, and then transferred to a preweighed Petri dish 
for drying. After drying the Petri dish is weighed to 
determine product yield. The products vary in colour 
from yellow to dark orange. Some dry to give glasses 
from which strong, flexible films are formed when they 
are scraped from the Petri dish while others dry to 
give powdery solids. All can be ground to give powders 
which are electrostatic. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

While we have spent considerable effort in the synthesis 
of organometallic polymers, results aimed at describing 
the active species have been quite limited. This is mainly 
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due to the following: (a) rapidity of reaction--most 
reactions are complete within 60 sec; (b) complexity of 
reaction, reactive species and possible reaction pathways; 
(c) complexity of reaction system--rapidly stirred and 
for interfacial reactions the reaction system is hetero- 
phasic; (d) lack of prior similar and/or credulous 
research in analogous condensations; and (e) most of 
the organometallic products are insoluble in all solvents 
thus precluding determinations requiring solution of the 
products. The present polyethers follow this trend 
preventing the use of molecular weight as an index for 
study. Because of this, identification of the reactive 
species and reaction site(s) will necessarily be of a 
speculative nature. 

The exact form of the aqueous solubilized Cp2TiC12 
is unknown. Various structures have been suggested 
which include Cp2Ti 2+ and Cp2TiOH + 9-11. Probably 
aqueous solutions contain several species. Aqueous 
solutions are acidic, exhibiting a pH in the range of 
1 to 2. This is indicative of the occurrence of hydrolysis 
which would favour the presence of species such as 
Cp2TiOH +. A 0.08M aqueous solution of Cp2TiCI~ 
gives a pH of 1.7. Assuming the two most prevalent 
species to be Cp2Ti 2+ and Cp2TiOH +, this would 
indicate the ratio of Cp2Ti2+:Cpg.TiOH + to be 3:1. 
At high pH values insoluble Cp2Ti(OH)2 is formed. 
Aqueous solutions of Cp2TiClz can be evaporated to 
dryness to give Cp2TiC12 quantitatively. Thus the forma- 
tion of species such as Cp2Ti 2+ and Cp2TiOH + is 
reversible. Other characteristics of aqueous solutions of 
CpzTiCI2 have already been described 3-7. For simplicity, 
Cp2TiClz solubilized in water will be designated as 
Cp2Ti 9,+. 

Synthesis of titanium polyethers was general for the 
interfacial syntheses but was effected with only aromatic 
diols using aqueous solution systems 5. This suggests 
that the active form(s) of reactants is different for the 
two synthetic systems. The lack of polymer formation 
in aqueous solutions with aliphatic diols may be due 
to the difference in acidity between aromatic and ali- 
phatic diols. For instance, hydroquinone is 99 % mono- 
ionized at pH values > 12 and over 99 % di-ionized at 
pH values > 13.8 (for hydroquinone pka,=10 t2 and 
pka,=12 zz). Aliphatic diols remain largely un-ionized 
even at a pH of 14 (for instance ethylene glycol has a 
pka, of 15"113 and 1,3-dihydroxyacetone has a pka, of 
13"5 ~4. It is possible that polycondensation is only 
effected in aqueous solution with deprotonated diols 
whereas other criteria are critical for interfacial synthesis 
of titanium polyethers. The active aromatic diol species 
in analogous aqueous solutions has been identified to 
be the deprotonated dio115-17. The active aromatic diol 
species for aqueous solution polycondensation is prob- 
ably also the ionized diol for the present system, in 
agreement with a lack of polymer formation where 
aliphatic diols are employed. If the interfacial syntheses 
involve the deprotonated diol then one should expect 
an increase in reaction rate with pH 15. To evaluate this 
possibility, yield was studied as a function of pH utilizing 
buffered aqueous solutions for the solution condensation 
of Cp2TiClz with hydroquinone. Initially the molar 
ratio of buffer to hydroquinone was 2: 1. It was not 
possible to control the pH of such systems. Variations 
greater than 2pH units were experienced between the 
initial and final pH values. Buffering was effected when 
the ratio was increased to 6: 1. Results appear in Table 1. 

E. Carraher Jr. and S. T. Bajah 

Table 1 Results as a function of pH for aqueous 
solution systemsa 

Buffer pairs 
(amount) Average pHb Yield (%) 

KCI (0.003M) 12.5 98 
NaOH (0.0018M) 
Na~HPO4 (0.0012M) 11.3 30 
NaOH (0.0009M) 
NazPO4 (0.00072 M) 10.6 12 
Na2HPO4 (0.00138M) 
Na2CO3 (0.00072 M) 9.8 3 
NaHCO3 (0-00138M) 

a Reaction conditions: Cp2TiCI2 (0.00033M) in 
25ml of HsO added to rapidly stirred aqueous 
solutions containing hydroquinone (0.00033M) 
with added buffer at £5°C for a stirring time of 
30sec, 23500rev/min (no load) stirring time 
b The average pH is initial pH plus the final pH after 
the reaction divided by two. The pH difference in 
no instance was greater than 0.3pH unit 
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Figure 1 Plots of (A) variation of polymer yield with pH, taken 
from Table 1; (B) variation with pH of the percentage of total HQ 
present as mono-anions; (C) variation with pH of the percentage 
of total HQ present as di-anions; and (D) the sum of curves 
B and C 

Figure 1 is a plot of percentage mono-ionized hydro- 
quinone, di-ionized hydroquinone, sum of mono- and 
di-ionized hydroquinone and yield from Table 1. The 
plot of polymer yield resembles curves D and C and is 
consistent with the idea that the predominating active 
diol species in the aqueous solution condensations with 
Cp2TiCI2 is the deprotonated diol. 

As noted above the active diol species for interfacial 
systems is probably different. The reaction of diols 
with acid halides occurs rapidly when the diol is in a 
deprotonated form 16 although there are few studies 
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available on rates and mechanisms for this type of 
reaction in interracial systems tT. 

Interfacial condensations utilizing buffered aqueous 
phases were conducted. Initially buffer solutions in the 
range 8-8 to 13 were used employing a 25-fold mole 
excess of buffer compared to diol and Cp2TiC12 for 
interracial systems. Cp2Ti(OH)2 was produced and not 
the desired product. Israeli and ourselves have studied 
the hydrolysis of CpzTiC121s, 19. Formation of 
Cp2Ti(OH)z in neutral or acidic solutions is slow, but 
is greatly accelerated in the presence of base. Presumably 
the large excess of buffer employed acted to accelerate 
the hydrolysis of Cp2TiC12 at the exclusion of the 
desired ether formation. After further study, buffered 
systems were used where the amount of buffer was 
decreased representing a two-fold mole excess of buffer 
compared to diol and Cp2TiCb.. Such systems eliminated 
detectable Cp2Ti(OH)2 formation yet offered adequate 
pH control Results appear in Table 2. 

A similar pH profile study was made for the interfacial 
condensation of phenylphosphonic dichloride and hydro- 
quinone where the active hydroquinone is believed to 
be the ion 15. No product was formed below pH 9. 
Product yield increased with pH in a manner directly 
related to the increase in the m o u n t  of ionized hydro- 
quinone. The obvious difference between the yield-pH 
relationship found for the reaction between phenyl- 
phosphonic dichloride and hydroquinone and the 
present system is consistent with the reactive species 
being different for the two systems. 

Presumably then the active species for the interfacial 
condensation of Cp2TiC12 with hydroquinone is the 
un-ionized hydroquinone. This might also imply that 
reaction occurs in the organic phase or near the interface 
since were the reaction to occur in the aqueous phase, 
one should expect reaction with the more active RO ° to 
occur at the expense of the slower reaction with the 
un-ionized hydroquinone resulting in some pH-yield 
dependence similar to that observed for the reaction 

Table £ Results as a function of pH for interracial systemsa 

Distribution 
Buffer pairs Average Yield Solubilityc ratiod 

(amount) pHb (%) (mol/I) (CHCIs:H~O) 

KCI (0.0004 M) 12"7 38 6"9 0.023 
NaOH (0.0016M) 
KCI (0.008M) 12.6 33 6.6 0.020 
NaOH (0.0012M) 
Na2HPO4 (0.0012 M) 11.1 35 6-6 0.020 
NaOH (0.0008 M) 
NaHCOs (0-00128 M) 9.3 35 6.5 0.023 
Na2CO8 (0.00072 M) 
Na2HPO4 (0.0012 M) 8-7 36 6-4 0-020 
NaHCOs (0.0008M) 

a Reaction conditions: CpsTiCla (0.001 M) in 50ml CHCI3 added 
to aqueous solutions containing hydroquinone (0.001M) with 
added buffer (50 ml) at 25°C for a stirring time of 1 rain at a stirring 
rate of 23 500rev/min (no load) 
b The average pH is the initial pH of the solution plus the final 
pH of the aqueous layer after the reaction was run divided by 
two. The pH difference in no instance was greater than 0.5pH 
unit 
c Solubility of hydroquinone in 10ml of buffer solution at 25°C 
d Distribution ratio of 0.001 M of hydroquinone in 50ml of CHCI3 
and 50ml of buffer solution at 25°C 

Table 3 Results as a function of substituted hydroquinone 

Yield (%) 

Diol Aqueous solutiona Interfacialb 

Hydroquinone 1 46 
Chlorohydroquinone 41 61 
Tetrachlorohydroquinone 53 22 
Methylhydroquinone 30 52 
t-Butylhydroquinone 41 24 
2,5-di-t-Butylhydroq uinone 74 41 
2,3-Dicyanohydroquinone 70 72 

a Reaction conditions; same as given in Table I except that 
Cp2TiCI2 is contained in 50ml of water. Also 0.002M of NaOH 
is used instead of the buffer combination 
b Same as given in Table2, except 0-002M of NaOH is used instead 
of the buffer combination 

between phenylphosphonic dichloride and hydroquinone. 
Further supporting evidence was sought by comparing 

the relative reactivity trends for interracial and solution 
systems as a function of substituent(s) on the diol. 
Results appear in Table 3. Solubility, etc. trends were 
established and shown to be unimportant in determining 
the relative trends (Table 4). We can argue that if the 
reactive species in both systems is the same, then the 
orders of reactivity should be the same for both system 
types, the only difference being the presence of an 
organic layer which supplies a constant supply of 
organometallic reactant. That is, the active titanium 
species in both systems is the Cp2Ti z+ (the Cp2Ti z+ 
formed in the interfacial systems via migration from the 
organic layer to the aqueous layer with subsequent 
ionization). Further the active diol species would be 
either ROH or RO ° with reaction occurring in the 
aqueous phase to permit the ionization of Cp2TiC12. 
The trends are dissimilar. Thus the reactive species 
are presumably not the same for the two types of 
systems. 

Several observations are apparent from the trends 
listed in Table 4. The bottom three yields for the inter- 
facial systems are found for the most sterically hindered 
diols indicating that steric hindrance is a critical factor 
in the interfacial systems. Steric hindrance appears to 
be much less important for the aqueous systems. This 
difference in priority is expected if the reactive titanium 
containing species are Cp2TiCI2 in interfacial systems 
and Cp~Ti 2+ for aqueous solution systems. Reaction 
with Cp2TiC12 probably occurs via a bimolecular transi- 
tion state where steric considerations are important 
whereas reaction with Cp2Ti ~+ occurs via a simple 
addition of the diol which involves less steric constraint. 
Second, the electronic nature of the diol appears to be 
of secondary importance in both the aqueous and 
interracial systems. 

While the direct identification of various reactive 
species has not yet been accomplished, the following 
results are consistent with the experimental results 
reported here. It is currently believed that the active 
species involved in the aqueous solution syntheses are 
the ionized diol and the solvated Cp2Ti z+ cation. The 
active species for the interracial syntheses are believed 
to be un-ionized diol and un-ionized CpzTiClz. Further, 
that the interracial condensation occurs either quite 
near the interface or in the organic phase. 
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Table 4 Summary of solubility and reaction yield trends 

Reaction order 

Aqueous solution Interfacial O-H bond Solubility in water Solubility in CHCI3 
systemsa systems" polarityb,d (mol/I)c (mol/I)c 

Distribution 
ratio of moles 

in CHCla; 
moles in HaOe 

2,5-di-t-Butylhydro- Dicyanohydroquinone Methyihydroquinone t-Butylhydroquinone t-Butylhydroquinone 64 
quinone 2,5-di-t-Butylhydro- (0-13) (0.136) 

quinone 
Dicyanohydroquinone Chlorohydroquinone Chlorohydroquinone Chlorohydroquinone 1.1 

(0.11) (0.102) 
Tetrachlorohydro- Methylhydroquinone t-Butylhydroquinone 2,5-di-t-Butylhydro- 2,5-di-t-Butylhydro- 7.1 

quinone quinone quinone 
(0.043) (0-0392) 

Chlorohydroquinone Hydroquinone Hydroquinone Methylhydroquinone Methylhydroquinone 0-19 
(0.025) (0.025) 

t-Butylhydroquinone 2,5-di-t-Butylhydro- Chlorohydroquinone Tetrachlorohydro- Tetrachlorohydro- 17 
quinone quinone quinone 

(0-012) (0.0122) 
Methylhydroquinone t-Butylhydroquinone Tetrachlorohydro- Hydroquinone Hydroquinone 0.19 

quinone (0.0040) (0.0091) 
Hydroquinone Tetrachlorohydro- 2,3-Dicyanohydro- 2,3-Dicyanohydro- 2,3-Dicyanohydro- 17 

quinone quinone quinone quinone 
(0.0031) (0.00125) 

a Taken from Table 3. Listed in order of yield, highest first 
b Based on Taft a* and Hammett o meta, <r para values 
c At room temperature, 25°C 
d Listed in increasing order of O-H bond polarity 
e Determined using 0.001 M of diol, 50ml CHCIz and 50ml of H20 to which 0.002M NaOH had been added at 25°C. Order corresponds to 
listing in column 1 
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Composites formed by interstitial polymerization 
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The high impact strength of composites prepared by interstitial polymerization of methyl 
methacrylate (MMA) in polyurethane elastomer gels does not appear to involve graft 
copolymerization mechanisms for maximum efficiency in contrast with conventional 
rubber-modified thermoplastics. Chemical studies on 'model' systems coupled with 
solvent extraction measurements on the composite materials indicate that grafting does 
not take place. These conclusions were substantiated by dynamic mechanical results. 
Incorporation of poly(1,2-butadiene) into the backbone chain resulted in a marked drop 
in impact strength and although dynamic mechanical measurements suggest grafting 
occurs in this system, the lower impact strengths are probably due to the large upward 
shift in To of the corresponding elastomer. 

INTRODUCTION 

Conventional rubber-modified high-impact plastics con- 
sist, morphologically, of a continuous matrix of the 
glassy polymer in which are embedded a large number 
of rubbery inclusions 1-a. These composites can be 
formed by mechanical blending of preformed species, 
e.g. polybutadiene rubber with PVC 8. An alternative 
method is polymerization of the vinyl monomer in the 
presence of a pre-formed rubber either in bulk, e.g. 
high-impact polystyrene (HIPS), or in emulsion as is 
usually done with the acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene 
terpolymers (ABS) 4. 

The second method has been shown by analytical 
procedures 5 to contain graft copolymer. Thermodynamic 
considerations 6, 7 suggest that the graft copolymer is 
located in the interphase region between the rubber 
and glassy phases where it may be thought of as improv- 
ing adhesion between the phases. Where comparative 
studies have been carded out on such two-phase materials 
with and without grafting, it has been observed that 
samples prepared by grafting techniques are up to three 
times more efficient in promoting toughness than the 
same weight fraction of mechanically blended rubber 8, 9 
Thus, grafting of the rubber to the matrix is desirable 
for maximum toughness at low rubber contents. 

In Part 1 we reported a novel method for obtaining 
high-impact cast plastics by the technique of interstitial 

* Present address: Bell Telephone Laboratories, Mountain Avenue, 
Murray Hill, NJ 07974, USA. 
t Present address: Department of Physical Sciences, The Poly- 
technic, Wolverhampton WV1 1LY, UK. 

polymerization of a vinyl monomer, e.g. methyl meth- 
acrylate (MMA), in a polyurethane (PU) elastomer 
gel z°. These materials have been shown to consist 
mainly of a continuous matrix of the elastomer with 
inclusions of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 11. 
The question therefore arises whether grafting plays an 
important role in determining the properties of these 
materials. 

There are reports in the literaturelZ, la that the 
polymerization of vinyl monomers in the presence of 
liquid polyether polyols leads to graft copolymers. 
Kuryla et aL 14 reported their results on the polymeriza- 
tion of a series of vinyl compounds in the presence of 
excess polyether using azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) or 
benzoyl peroxide (BP) initiators. These workers claimed 
large percentages of grafted species although no exact 
figures were quoted. The products isolated after poly- 
merization initiated with AIBN or BP were reported to 
be similar and they reported no evidence of improved 
grafting efficiency using BP as opposed to AIBN. This 
is contrary to other results, e.g. MMA/polyisoprene 
which has been shown to yield graft copolymer with BP 
but not AIBN zS. 

Beachall et al. t6 grafted vinyl monomers to a pre- 
formed polyurethane but the method involved a two- 
step reaction via abstraction of a hydrogen atom from 
the urethane nitrogen with sodium hydride followed by 
reaction with an alkyl hydride, e.g. bromoethylacrylate, 
to yield a substituted urethane having a pendant ethyl 
acrylate group which could take part in subsequent 
vinyl polymerization. 
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In order to establish whether grafting is important 
in the composites prepared by interstitial polymerization 
we have relied on conventional extraction techniques 
coupled with studies on 'model' systems. We have also 
examined the effect on the mechanical and dynamic 
loss properties of composites in which telechelic hydroxy 
1,2-polybutadiene was incorporated into the elastomer 
network to provide more potential grafting sites. 

Gel permeation chromatography (g.p.c.) 
Measurements were made on a Waters Associate 

Instrument using the following conditions: injection 
time, 120sec; flow rate, lml/min; columns, 7x l0 s 
to 5x 10~A, 5x 104 to 1.5x 105A, 5x 10 a to 1.5x 104A 
and 700 to 2000A; solvent, tetrahydrofuran (THF). 
The high molecular weight column was removed for 
the measurement of the prepolymer and an additional 
column, 100 to 350A, was placed at the end. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Purification of materials 
The purification of reagents was carried out as pre- 

viously described 1°. Telechelic hydroxy 1,2-polybutadiene 
of molecular weight (MW) 2000 (PB-2000) (Nippon 
Soda Co. Ltd, Japan) was used as supplied. 

Synthesis of 'model' compounds 
(i) 50 % w/w of MMA was mixed with 50 %w/w of 

poly(oxypropylene glycol) of MW 2000 (PPG-2000) and 
0-6 ~ AIBN w/w was added. The contents were degassed 
and the mixture was given a normal curing cycle of 
15 h at 50°C followed by 1 h at 90°C and 2h at 120°C. An 
identical composite was prepared using 0.6 % BP (samples 
A and B respectively). 

(ii) 5 %w/w of PB-2000 was dissolved in 95 % MMA 
and 0.08 % AIBN was added. The mixture was cured 
as in (i) (sample C). 

(iii) A similar procedure to (ii) was carried out on 
a sample of pure PB-2000 (sample D). 

(iv) A hydroxy-terminated prepolymer was syn- 
thesized by mixing 40 g PPG-2000 with 2.38 g of diphenyl- 
methane 4,4'-diisocyanate (MDI). The mixture was 
warmed to 40°C and 0.04g benzoyl chloride and 0.08 g 
dibutyltindilaurate (DBTL) were added. The reaction 
was exothermic rising to 90°C. It was allowed to cool 
back to 70°C and maintained at this temperature with 
vigorous stirring under N2 for 2 h. On cooling to room 
temperature, a viscous liquid was obtained (sample E). 

(v) 60 ~ow/w of MMA was mixed with 40 %w/w of 
the prepolymer and 0.6 ~ow/w AIBN was added. The 
resultant mixture was cured as in (i). An identical 
composite was prepared using 0'6~o BP (samples F 
and G respectively). 

(vi) A low MW sample of PMMA was synthesized 
by refluxing 48 ml MMA, 75 ml toluene and 0.75 g BP 
for 2 h followed by precipitation into excess methanol. 
The filtered polymer was washed with methanol con- 
taining a few drops of HCI (to remove BP) and finally 
with water. The polymer was vacuum dried overnight 
at 55°C (sample H). 

(vii) A linear polyurethane (PU) was synthesized by 
mixing 5.29g MDI, with 40.71 g PPG-2000 and 0.5g 
DBTL. The mixture was allowed to react overnight at 
room temperature followed by the cure cycle described 
in (i) (sample I). 

Preparation of composites 
Composites were prepared as described previously 1° 

from MDI, PPG-2000 and OPG-3000 and MMA using 
the one-shot technique. In some cases, PPG-2000 was 
replaced by PB-2000. AIBN was used as the initiator 
although a few samples were produced with BP as the 
initiator. 

Extractions 
Samples were extracted on a Soxhlet extraction 

apparatus using chloroform as the solvent. The extract 
was examined by infra-red (i.r.) and nuclear magnetic 
resonance (n.m.r.) techniques. 

ATR infra-red spectra 
The i.r. of a series of composites containing PB-2000 

were measured by attenuated total internal reflection 
(ATR) techniques. The surfaces of the 45mmx 15mm 
were prepared with a Kent Mk II polishing machine. 
Spectra were calibrated by casting polymer mixtures 
containing known concentrations of PMMA (sample H), 
linear PU (sample I) and PB-2000 from chloroform 
solution. The solvent was flash-evaporated in an attempt 
to obtain a homogeneous film. The spectra contained 
reasonably well-defined peaks at 905 cm -1 (characteristic 
of the - - C H : C H 2  side groups in PB-2000) and 988 cm -1 
(characteristic of PMMA). Hydrogenation of PB-2000 
led to the complete disappearance of the 905cm - t  
peak. The calibrated mixtures contained 80%w/w 
PMMA with the remaining 20 % containing linear PU 
and PB-2000 in proportions varying from 0 to 100 % w/w 
PB-2000. The ratio of optical density at 905cm -1 to 
optical density at 988cm -1 (R1) is plotted against 
percentage of PB-2000 in Figure 1. A smooth curve 
can be drawn through the points and hence by measuring 
R1 for the insoluble composite samples, it was possible 
to make a reasonable estimate of the percentage of 
unreacted double bonds in the PU phase which con- 
tained PB-2000. 

Mechanical measurements 
The dynamic mechanical loss measurements were 

performed with a torsion pendulum as described pre- 
viously 11. At temperatures above Tg, the moduli of the 
bulk PU samples were too low for measurements to be 
made. 

I.O 

O6  

( 
~.~ , I , I i I , I i 

0 2 0  4 0  6 0  8 0  I 0 0  
PB-  2OOO (O/o) 

Figure 1 Ratio R, of opt ica l  dens i t i es  at 905cm-1 and 988cm -1 
plotted a g a i n s t  P B - 2 0 0 0  (%) in the e l a s t o m e r  p h a s e  of a ser ies  
of  80 :£0  P M M A / P U  m o d e l  mix tures  
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Figure £ G.p.c. traces for a series of model composites: (A) 
sample A, (B) sample B, (C) 0.125% PPG-2000. Concentration 
of A and B in THF was 0.25% 
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Figure 3 G.p.c. traces of (A) model prepolymer(sample E) and 
(B) pure PPG-2000 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Analysis of the g.p.c, chromatograph of both samples 
A and B [Figures 2(A) and 2(B)] shows that they consist 
of two well separated peaks. The first was very broad 
with a maximum at a count number of 23 and containing 
a low molecular weight tail extending down to 30 count 
numbers. The second was very sharp and centred at a 
count number of 33-5. The former peak was attributed to 
PMMA. The low molecular weight fraction could be 
reduced by decreasing the initiator concentration but 

this increased the average molecular weight causing 
partial blockage of the column. The latter peak coincides 
with the position of a sample of pure PPG-2000 [Figure 
2(C)] which is superimposable with the sharp peak on 
the composite when put through the column at an 
equivalent concentration. 

The g.p.c, trace of the hydroxy-terminated prepolymer 
(sample E) is shown in Figure 3(.4). It consists of two 
peaks, a somewhat broad peak centred at a count 
number of 27 and a sharp overlapping peak at 28.5. 
The latter coincides with the count number of pure 
PPG-2000 [Figure 3(B)]. This peak appears at a lower 
count number than the peak in Figure 2(C) because of 
the different column sequence. 

Examination of the g.p.c, traces of samples F and G 
[Figures 4(A) and 4(B)] shows that the peaks of the 
prepolymer are not quite separated from the broad 
PMMA peak. The prepolymer peaks are unchanged in 
position or intensity and appear to be superimposable 
to within experimental accuracy with the peaks of the 
pure prepolymer at an equivalent concentration [Figure 
4(C)]. It therefore appears that grafting does not take 
place on to either the polyether backbone chain or the 
urethane group under the conditions of composite 
formation. This is in contrast to the reported results 
of Kuryla et al. 14. 

Direct evidence for the lack of grafting has been 
obtained from extraction experiments on normal 80:20 
PMMA/PU composites. The chloroform extract was 
evaporated to about 5-10ml and the extract was pre- 
cipitated into methanol. Examination of this extract by 
n.m.r, and i.r. showed it to consist entirely of PMMA 
homopolymer, the s-methyl peaks in the n.m.r, spectrum 
being typical for a free radical polymerization 17. The 
methanol soluble fraction was evaporated and dried to 
constant weight. The extract was a viscous liquid which 
was identified by i.r. as a urethane linked polyether 
fraction. This must then represent the fraction of rubber 
not contributing to the elastomer network. 

The amount of extractable PMMA depended on the 
dimension of the composite pieces being extracted. 
Three weeks extraction of samples from impact tests 

¢. 
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Figure 4 G.p.c. traces for a series of model composites: (A) 
sample F, (B) sample G, (C) 0.096% prepolymer solution. 
Concentration of F and G in THF was 0.25% 
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(=25 x 5 x 3 mm) only resulted in l0 ~o PMMA as 
opposed to 55.8 ~ for finely divided samples. On further 
two weeks extraction, the former figure rose to 20 ~o and 
the latter to 65~o, at which stage the experiment was 
abandoned. The result suggests that given long enough 
time, all the PMMA could be extracted since it is well Sample 
known that it is difficult to extract a soluble polymer number 
from a crosslinked matrix of a second polymer is. The 1 
amount of extractable elastomer was independent of 2 
particle size and indicated that 10-20 ~o of the elastomer 3 
was not part of the network. 4 

The possible effects of grafting were examined by 5 
6 incorporating into the polyurethane backbone chain a 

group, viz. poly(1,2-butadiene), to which MMA might 
be expected to graft. This was suggested by the fact 5 
that sample C was incompletely insoluble (in contrast 
to A and B) but that the g.p.c, chromatogram of sample 
D was identical with pure PB-2000 (Figure 5), indicating 
that intermolecular crosslinking of the polybutadiene 
did not occur under the prevailing conditions. Hence, 
the complete insolubility of C can only be interpreted 
as being due to crosslinking involving grafting of PMMA a'E ~- O'1 
to the polybutadiene. The mechanical properties of a z 
set of composites of composition 60:40 PMMA/PU in L~ 
which the PU was prepared as described in Part 1 l° 
but with PPG-2000 being selectively replaced by PB-2000 
is shown in Table 1. o.ol 

It is seen that replacing PPG-2000 with PB-2000 
results in a marked decrease in notched impact strength. 
Since it was shown in Part 2 that impact strength is 
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Figure 5 G.p.c. traces for (A) sample D and (B) PB-2000 

Table I Variation of impact strength of a set of 60:40 PMMA/PU 
composites where the PU component contains varying propor- 
tions of PB-2000 

Composition of PU phase (w/w) 

OPG-3000 PPG-2000 PB-2000 
(%) (%) (%) NIS (kd/m 2) 

25 75 0 25-4 
25 60 15 23-1 
25 45 30 20"1 
25 30 45 19"9 
25 15 60 16'5 
25 0 75 11"8 

"150 -ICO 0 50 -5O 
r(*c} 

~'01 
I00 

I 

O'1 

Figure 6 Variation of shear modulus (G') and loss tangent 
(tan ~M) for: ©, 60:40 PMMA/PU(25% OPG-3000/75% PPG-2000); 
I-1, 60:40 PMMA/PU(25% OPG-3000/75% PB-2000); O, PU(25% 
OPG-3000/75% PPG-2000); I I ,  PU(25% OPG-3000/75% PB-£000) 

closely connected with the PU-e~ relaxation process zl, 
dynamic mechanical measurements might be expected 
to throw further light on this point. 

Figure 6 shows the variation of G' and tan 8~r with 
temperature for samples 1 and 6 in Table 1. The forms 
of the curves are similar to those described in Part 2, the 
dominant features being the peaks in tan 8~ and fall 
in G' associated with the glass transition temperature 
(Tg) of the PU. However, the temperature at which this 
process occurs differs in the two cases. In the material 
containing PPG-2000 the loss peak is centred at -48°C 
and in the material containing PB-200 it is centred at 
+6°C. In the former case the peak is well resolved 
and is accompanied by a discrete change in G'. The loss 
peak of the latter is comparatively broad and the change 
in G' is rather diffuse. This effect is exaggerated since 
the PU-~ process almost coincides with the PMMA-fl 
process. Also illustrated in Figure 6 are tan 8M plots 
for the respective bulk polyurethanes. The curve for 
the PU composed (w/w) of 25 ~o OPG-3000 and 75 ~o 
PPG-2000 rises quickly on approaching -50°C. Al- 
though the apparatus cannot follow the curve through 
the peak, the Tg can be presumed to lie in the range 
-52°C to -48°C. The PU composed of 25% OPG-3000 
and 75~ PB-2000 rises quickly near -15°C. Again 
the apparatus is unable to trace the peak. From the 
form of the curve, the Tg can be presumed to lie in the 
range - 15°C to - 10°C. 
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The temperature of the PU-~ or Tg process is sub- 
stantially the same in the bulk PU containing PPG-2000 
and in the corresponding composite. However, in 
materials containing PB-2000 the Tg of the PU in the 
composite is some 20°C higher than the corresponding 
bulk PU. This corresponds to hindrance of the PU-~ 
process motion and would be interpreted as due to 
grafting of the MMA to the elastomer backbone. A 
similar effect was observed by Turley s in studies of the 
effect of grafting in HIPS in which the Tg of the grafted 
rubber was some 10°C higher than the corresponding 
blended material. At the temperatures under con- 
sideration, the PMMA is immobile and would provide 
considerable hindrance to the PU chains bonded to it. 
The polyoxypropylene arms of the OPG-3000 component 
could undergo some motion at lower temperatures 
than the grafted PB-2000 sections and this spread of 
temperatures could result in the broad peak and diffuse 
change in G'. 

In the PB-2000 containing materials where conditions 
favour grafting, the observed effects are indeed consistent 
with the presence of grafting. When a composite is 
prepared as described in Part 1 a0, the PU-~ process occurs 
substantially at the same temperature as in bulk PU. 
Thus, on the basis of the above argument, there is no 
evidence of any grafting between the PU and PMMA 
phases thereby conforming with the conclusion drawn 
from extraction studies and studies on 'model' systems. 

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of tan 3vt 
and G' for each of the composites listed in Table 1. 
As discussed, the PU-~ process of the first sample 
containing 75~w/w PPG-2000 occurs at -48°C and 
is characterized by a sharp peak in the tan 8M and a 
discrete change in G'. The intermediate materials in 
the series which contain PPG-2000 and PB-2000 in 
varying proportions show broad PU-~ peaks which 
move upwards in temperature with increasing content 
of PB-2000 finally reaching a value of + 6°C for 75 ~ w/w 
PB-2000. 

The curves for the material in which the PU consists 
(w/w) of 25~ OPG-3000, 45~o PPG-2000 and 30~o 
PB-2000 are typical of the intermediate zone and the 
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Figure 7 Variation of shear modulus (G') and loss tangent 
(tan ~M) for a set of 60:40 PMMA/PU composites. The poly- 
urethane consisted of 25% OPG-3000, the remaining fraction 
being: ©, 75% PPG-2000; x,  60% PPG-2000/15% PB-2000; 
&, 45% PPG-£000/30% PB-2000; A,  30% PPG-2000/45% PB-2000; 
O, 15% PPG-2000/60% PB-2000; I-], 75% PB-£000 

2 

CH 

Table 2 ATR estimation of polybutadiene in 
the elastomer phase of the composite having 
unreacted double bonds 

Sample number K(%) R1 L(%) 

1 9 0"481 13 
2 22 0.650 25 
3 44 0-934 52 
4 66 1-120 80 
5 66 0"965 58 

peak in tan 3M extends from -25°C until it merges 
with the PMMA r-process at room temperature. The 
corresponding change in G' occurs over a similarly 
broad temperature range. Electron microscopy 11 sug- 
gested that the PB-2000 sequences were not uniformly 
distributed within the PU and was interpreted as due 
to a separation into regions rich in PPG-2000 and 
PB-2000 respectively. This could explain the observed 
broadness in the plots of tan 3M and G' against tempera- 
ture with the regions rich in PPG-2000 undergoing 
motion at the lower temperature followed at higher 
temperatures by the grafted PB-2000 segments. This 
would tend to produce double peaks in tan 8~t which 
might be observed as broad peaks of the form shown in 
Figure 7. Since the dynamic mechanical and 'model' 
composite studies suggest that grafting takes place in 
the polybutadiene chain, it should be possible to gain 
some insight into the mechanism from infra-red studies. 
There appear to be, a priori, three possible mechanisms19: 
(1) abstraction of the allylic hydrogen by the initiator 
radical to give a free radical site which can subsequently 
initiate polymerization; (2) addition of an initiator 
radical to the double bond; (3) chain transfer of the 
growing PMMA chain to the polybutadiene backbone. 

Table 2 shows the ATR results for a series of 80:20 
PMMA/PU composites containing known percentages 
(K) of PB-2000. The ratio R1 of optical densities at 
905 cm -1 and 988 cm -1 was measured and the percentage 
of double bonds (L) was calculated by reference to 
Figure 1. 

This comparison can only be approximate in view of 
the errors involved in the measurements, viz. the homo- 
geneity of the calibration film and the precise determina- 
tion of R1 for both calibrated samples and composites 
due to the peaks not being well-defined. It appears 
that the double bond concentration in the composite 
is overestimated since L > K  with the exception of 
sample 5 which was initiated by 0.24 ~o BP in contrast 
to the others which were initiated with 0-08 ~ AIBN. 
However, in spite of the errors in the measurement it 
would appear that grafting through the - -CH=CH2 
group with AIBN initiation does not take place, i.e. 
(2) can be eliminated. (3) can also be eliminated in 
view of the low chain transfer constant of a growing 
PMMA chain la suggesting that grafting takes place, by 
abstraction of the tertiary allylic hydrogen atom 20 thus 
providing a site for polymerization of MMA. In the 
case of initiation by BP, the ATR spectra indicate that 
mechanism (2) is also important, presumably as a 
result of the enhanced reactivity of the benzoyloxy 
radical. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Both chemical and dynamic mechanical evidence point 
to the fact that composites prepared by the method 
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described in Part  1 do not  contain any grafted species. 
Unfortunately it has not  proved possible to establish 
what effect grafting would have on the mechanical or  
morphological  properties o f  these composites. 

In  view o f  the results o f  Part  2 zl, the poor  impact  
strength obtained when PB-2000 was incorporated in 
the backbone chain is probably  associated with the 
large upward shift o f  the loss peak, i.e. Tg of  the rubber  
phase f rom - 4 8 ° C  to + 6 ° C ,  a l though grafting does 
appear  to take place in this system. 
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Composites formed by interstitial polymerization 
of vinyl monomers in polyurethane elastomers: 
4. Preparation, properties and structure of 
acrylonitrile and styrene based composites 
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The preparation of composites by interstitial polymerization of acrylonitrile in a poly- 
urethane and also of styrene in a polyurethane are described. The styrene composites 
are more difficult to prepare but the acrylonitrile composites are similar in ease of prepara- 
tion, appearance and properties to that of the MMA composites described in Parts 1 
and 2. The polymerization conditions, morphology, relaxation properties and impact 
strength for a series of composites of each kind are reported and compared with the 
corresponding MMA composites. 

INTRODUCTION 

Previous papers 1-a in this series have dealt with the 
preparation, properties and structure of composites of 
high impact strength prepared by interstitially polymer- 
izing methyl methacrylate (MMA) within a polyurethane 
(PU) gel. This paper describes an extension of this 
interstitial process in which the vinyl monomer is 
replaced by acrylonitrile and styrene with particular 
emphasis on polyacrylonitrile/polyurethane (PAN/PU) 
composites. 

Briefly, the interstitial process involves first dissolving 
the PU precursors (i.e. polyols and diisocyanate) in the 
vinyl monomer. Next the PU component is gelled by 
using a selective catalyst that promotes the urethane 
reaction at room temperature. Finally, the vinyl mono- 
mer is polymerized at a higher temperature by free 
radical initiation. The basic process can, in principle, 
be extended to any polymer/elastomer combination 
providing the monomer can both dissolve the elastomer 
precursors and swell the gel, and providing the relation 
of the elastomer can be carried out independently of the 
polymerization of the monomer. Studies on the 
PMMA/PU system have shown that an inclusion of 
20 ~ PU can promote about a tenfold increase in impact 
resistance for about a 50 ~ drop in modulus. It has been 
found that the morphology 2 consists essentially of 
near-spherical domains of the PMMA phase embedded 

* Present address: Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, 
Mountain Avenue, NJ 07994, USA. 
t Present address: Department of Physical Sciences, The Poly- 
technic, Wolverhampton WVI 1LY, UK. 

in a continuous matrix of the PU phase. Studies of the 
molecular relaxation processes 2 confirmed the existence 
of two distinct phases but also indicated some degree 
of interaction between phases. Factors that were found 
to have the most effect upon the properties or structure 
of the composites were: (i) overall ratio of PMMA/PU; 
(ii) molar ratio of isocyanate to hydroxyl groups; 
(iii) theoretical molecular weight Mc between crosslinks 
in PU network; and (iv) time interval between gelation 
of the PU and subsequent polymerization of MMA. 

Acrylonitrile fulfils the required conditions of com- 
patibility which allows interstitial composites to be 
made with the same type of polyether urethane as was 
used in the PMMA study. Most of the PAN/PU com- 
posites discussed in this paper use a PU made by reacting 
near-stoichiometric amounts of diphenylmethane 4,4'- 
diisocyanate (MDI) with oxypropylated glycerol of 
molecular weight 3000 (OPG-3000); this gives a 
theoretical Mc for the PU network of 2250 compared 
with the 4500 used in the majority of the work on the 
PMMA/PU system. The case of PAN is of particular 
interest in that unlike PMMA, it is insoluble in its 
monomer. This property is problematic in trying to 
produce good glassy solids of PAN by bulk polymeriza- 
tion. The polymerizing monomer soon becomes turbid 
and finally the polymer precipitates to give a compact 
aggregation of precipitated particles 4. Shavit and co- 
workersS, 6 discovered a process for obtaining clear 
samples by bulk polymerization which involved poly- 
merization of monomer around the precipitated polymer 
particles at a slow enough rate to allow monomer to 
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diffuse into the voids. This process, later improved by 
Pelion et al. 7 required several days in order to obtain 
transparent sheets, a typical cure cycle with p-toluene- 
sulphinic acid in aqueous hydrogen peroxide initiator 
being 3 days at 20°C, 2 days at 23°C, 2 days at 29°C, 
1 day at 35°C and 5 days at 40°C s. The process was 
further complicated by the continual addition of un- 
catalysed monomer to compensate for the shrinkage 
(~30700) on polymerization. Recent advances in this 
fieldS, a have been concerned with moulding of the 
final product to give a clear sheet but, as yet, bulk 
polymerization has proved unsatisfactory as a com- 
mercial casting process. The final product is also very 
brittle 10. The interstitial systems of PAN are therefore 
of additional interest as a means of easily producing 
strong castings by a bulk polymerization process which 
avoids the difficulties normally encountered with pure 
PAN. 

Styrene is similar to MMA in that the polymer is 
soluble in the monomer and hence should give com- 
posites with similar characteristics to the PMMA 
interstitial system. However, it is difficult to take the 
monomer to 100K conversion without using conditions 
which might prove adverse to the final composite, such 
as a final cure at 160°C as is used in the commercial 
bulk polymerization of styrenelL Attempts have there- 
fore been made to complete the conversion of the mono- 
mer using 7-irradiation. Even so, it was difficult to 
obtain samples with reproducible mechanical properties. 
In this paper the work on the polystyrene/polyurethane 
(PS/PU) system is therefore only reported briefly and 
the results are included mainly to demonstrate the 
generalities of the interstitial process for vinyl monomers 
and to compare the relaxation properties. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Purification of materials 
All materials were purified, similarly to that described 

in Part 11. Styrene was fractionally distilled from Call2 
(c.p. 65°C at 50mmHg) and acrylonitrile (AN) was 
fractionally distilled at atmospheric pressure (c.p. 
80°C at 760mmHg). Since commercial AN contained 
about 7 ~o water, it was carefully dried by refluxing for 
several hours over powdered Call2 followed by fractional 
distillation. The presence of water above trace amounts 
caused cloudiness to develop during gelation. Hence, 
it was essential that all materials were scrupulously dry. 
Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was used as supplied 
but benzoyl peroxide (BP) was purified by recrystalliza- 
tion from chloroform. 

Preparation of samples 
Composites were prepared by the one-shot technique 

described previously. The polymerization of AN is 
extremely exothermic which placed an upper limit of 
,-,50°C for the initial polymerization temperature at 
the initiator concentrations used. A final cure of 2-4 h 
at 90°C was used to ensure complete polymerization. 

A sample of pure PAN homopolymer was prepared 
by the method described by Shavit et al. 5. Approximately 
16g of AN containing 0.04~o AIBN were sealed into a 
glass tube (i.d. 10mm) and polymerized for 24h at 
45°C with the tube half immersed in the bath. The 
temperature was then raised gradually to 80°C at which 

Table 1 Effect of y-irradiation on the properties of 70:30 PS/PU 
composites after initial thermal treatment with different initiators 
(BP: 4 days at 80°C; AIBN: 4 days at 60°C) 

BP AIBN 
Dose 

(Mrad) NIS (kd/m 2) G' (GN/m 2) NIS (kd/m 2) G' (GN/m ~) 

0"00 6'1 0'26 27'5 0"28 
0"47 4"0 0'39 24'5 0"35 
0.64 4"0 0'40 25'7 0"33 
1 "28 4"0 0"39 25'6 0"33 
3"77 3"7 0"40 24"2 0"34 

temperature the bottom half of the immersed sample 
was transformed into a yellow glassy transparent 
material. This was sectioned for mechanical testing. 

Different polymerization conditions were used for 
PS/PU composites in an effort to obtain high con- 
version. AIBN was found to be unsuitable for curing 
at 120°C, owing to the formation of bubbles in the 
sample, presumably as a result of nitrogen gas liberated 
from the decomposing initiator or local 'hot spots' 
resulting in vaporization of the monomer. This problem 
did not occur using BP as the initiator, but the impact 
strength decreased after two days at 120°C and moduli 
were low. In addition, discoloration of the composite 
occurred at this temperature. An alternative technique 
was devised in which styrene was polymerized using 
conventional initiators (AIBN and BP) at comparatively 
low temperatures (60°C and 80°C respectively) and 
the cure was completed by ~,-irradiation at room tem- 
perature. The total dose from the 60Co source was 
measured by Avisco cellophane dosimetry. The results 
are shown in Table 1, where it can be seen that AIBN 
initiated samples have much higher impact strengths 
than BP initiated samples for little sacrifice in shear 
modulus. On the basis of Table 1, samples were prepared 
using 0.4 70 AIBN at 60°C for 4 days followed by a total 
dose of 1.3 Mrad. 

Mechanical measurements 
The mechanical measurements of shear modulus 

(G') and notched impact strength (NIS) were carried 
out as previously described 2. All measurements were 
at room temperature (22-24°C). 

Loss measurements 
The measurement of the dynamic mechanical and 

dielectric loss characteristics were carried out as 
previously described 2. 

Morphological measurements 
Samples were sectioned with a microtome, shadowed 

and examined by electron microscopy as previously 
described 2. Owing to differences in cutting charac- 
teristics on sectioning, micrographs of PAN/PU com- 
posites were in general more difficult to analyse than 
the corresponding PMMA/PU composites. The accuracy 
of measurements of the mean chord intercept length L 
across the domains was therefore lower, being typically 
about 25 700. 

RESULTS 

Physical properties 
The elastomer precursors gelled in solutions of both 

monomers to give clear gels. Providing thermal runaway 
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did not occur, the polymerization of AN in the gel 
posed no experimental difficulties. The variation in 
turbidity as polymerization proceeded was quite striking. 
The transmittance through the gel first decreased until 
the castings were opaque and then increased again as 
the conversion became complete. The final transmittance 
at room temperature of a typical 70 ~o PAN sheet 3 mm 
thick at 590nm wavelength was about 70-75 %. In the 
few PS/PU samples examined the corresponding trans- 
mittance was no better than 40 %. In the normal bulk 
polymerization of PAN, if no special precautions are 
taken, the final product is powdery and completely 
opaque owing to the gaps in the polymer aggregates. 
It was only when the method of Shavit et al. was used 
that the final polymer was a clear continuous solid. The 
bulk polymer produced by this method did not dissolve 
in dimethylformamide (DMF) but only swelled. The 
PAN/PU composites could only be swelled by 30%. 
This should be compared with the PMMA/PU systems 
which normally swell by as much as 1000%. All the 
PAN/PU composites cured at temperatures >90°C 
developed a yellow colour. 

Morphology 
Electron microscopy of PAN/PU and PS/PU com- 

posites gave similar results to the corresponding 
PMMA/PU composites. The micrographs were con- 
sistent with the interpretation of a morphology consisting 
to a first approximation of spherical domains of the 
vinyl polymer embedded in a continuous matrix of PU. 
Figure 1 shows a typical section from a 70:30 PAN/PU 
composite based on OPG-3000 polyol. The inclusions, 
about 100nm across, were interpreted as the PAN 
domains. Similar micrographs were obtained from 
PS/PU composites. Several PAN/PU composites were 
examined to investigate the effect of the experimental 
parameters on the size of the inclusions. 

The variation of L with PAN/PU composition is 
shown in Table 2. The PU was prepared from 100% 
OPG-3000. The ranges of the other parameters in- 
vestigated were: (i) theoretical 3~rc from 950 to 4500; 
(ii) NCO/OH molar ratio from 0.9:1 to 1.2: 1; (iii) 

Table 2 Variation of domain 
size with proportion of PAN 
for a series of PAN/PU com- 
posites with Mc 2250 

PAN (%) Z (nm) 

80 90 
70 65 
60 50 
50 40 

Table 3 Variation of NIS and G" with PU ~ c  for different poly- 
vinyl inclusions (70:30 polyvinyl/PU) 

PMMA/PU PS/PU PAN/PU 

NIS G" NIS G" NIS G' 
Mc (kd/m ~) (GN/m ~) (kd/m 2) (GN/m ~) (kJ/m z) (GN/m ~) 

4500 17-1 0.35 - -  0.08 34- 7 0.50 
2250 13"0 0"41 26.0 0"34 26"2 0-52 
1250 2.1 0.89 . . . .  
950 1.8 1 "19 2.4 0-56 12-0 0"56 

[AIBN] from 0-06 % to 0.6 %; and (iv) the effect of the 
time difference between gelation and polymerization. 
The effect of polymerization temperature was not 
investigated. The variation in the above four parameters 
was found to produce no significant change in domain 
size. Thus, within the ranges studied, neither the poly- 
merization rate of the vinyl phase, as affected by the 
initiator concentration, nor the molecular structure of 
the gel network, as affected by the other parameters, 
appeared to affect the nucleation and growth of the 
glassy domains in PAN/PU composites. 

Mechanical properties 
The parameters involved in preparing PAN/PU 

composites of optimum mechanical properties have 
been fully investigated. The results are qualitatively the 
same as those for PMMA/PU composites but different 
values were necessary to ensure optimum properties, 
e.g. an NCO/OH molar ratio of 1.2:1 has been found 
to give the best and most reproducible properties. 

For styrene a similar search for optimum properties 
was not made because of the difficulties of preparation. 

The most marked property changes are observed by 
varying )14c or composition as shown in Tables 3 and 4. 

The NIS  decreases and G' increases as _/l~rc is decreased 
or as the percentage of elastomer is decreased. The 
results for PAN/PU were more reproducible than those 
for PS/PU composites. The sample of PS/PU for 
3~c = 4500 was too rubbery for the NIS  to be determined, 
while the PAN/PU with 10 ~o elastomer was too brittle 
to notch. 

Also shown in Tables 3 and 4 for the purpose of 
comparison are the NIS  and G' of the PMMA/PU 
composites. The best combinations of modulus and 
impact strength are possessed by PAN/PU composites 
with PMMA/PU composites having medium toughness 
and moduli. PS/PU composites were often very tough 
but this was offset by low moduli, presumably owing to 
polymerization difficulties. 

Figure 1 Electron micrograph of a section from a 70:30 PAN/PU 
composite based on OPG-3000 polyol 

Relaxation measurements 
Dynamic mechanical measurements. The dynamic mech- 

anical properties of PAN/PU and PS/PU composites are 
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Table 4 Variation of NIS and G' with composition for different polyvinyl inclusions (PU Mc 2250) 

Composition PMMA/PU PS/PU PAN/PU 

polyvinyl/PU (~o) NIS (kJ/m 2) G'(GN/m 2) NIS (kd/m 2) G" (GN/m ~) NIS (kd/m~) G' (GN/m 2) 

90:10 1-5 1-15 - -  - -  - -  1.15 
80:20 2.4 0.76 23.0 0.44 11.7 0.91 
70:30 13.0 0.50 26.0 0.34 26.2 0.52 
60:40 23-2 0-27 38.7 0.16 27.0 0.22 
50:50 42.5 0.14 - -  0.08 31.0 0.09 
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Figure 2 Shear modulus (G') and loss tangent (tan 8M) as func- 
tions of temperature (T) for 100~/o PAN (r-I) and for composites 
PAN/PU: ©, 90:10; x,  80:20; A, 70:30; A ,  60:40; 0 ,  50:50. 
PU ~c=2250 
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Figure 3 Shear modulus (G') and loss tangent (tan 8M) as func- 
tions of temperature (T) for 100~/o PS (I-1) and for composites 
PS/PU: ©, 80:20; x ,  70:30; ~ ,  60:40; O, 50:50. PU ~c---2250 

illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 where both shear modulus, 
G', and loss tangent, tan 8M, are plotted as functions 
of temperature for the vinyl homopolymers and for 
composites containing progressively increasing amounts 
of PU with 3~rc 2250. Both sets of curves show a peak 
in tan 8M at low temperatures (~ -90°C) ;  this is the 
PU-fl relaxation process. The amplitude of this peak 
increases with increasing proportion of PU in the 
composites. This process is rather broad and shallow 
and consequently no significant drop in G' was observed. 

Both sets of curves also show a much larger peak in 
tan 8M at higher temperatures ( -50  to -40°C). The 
amplitude of this peak also increases with increasing 
proportion of PU in the composite and, in addition, 
the peaks move to higher temperatures. This peak is 
evidence of the ~ or glass transition process of the 
PU, and is accompanied by a large and discrete fall 
in G'. 

In Figure 2 a rather insignificant loss process is 
observed as a plateau at about 10°C in the tan 8M 
curves. This process is most prominent in the case of 
the 100 K PAN material and this is presumably the 
fl-process of PAN. There is little change in G' through 
this process and no significant fall in G' is observed for 
PAN/PU composites until G' falls (and tan 8M increases) 
on approaching the ¢ or glass transition process of 
PAN near 100°C. In Figure 3 the fl-process lz of PS 
is not very prominent and the loss curves above room 
temperature are dominated by a general increase in 
tan 8 merging with the ¢ or glass transition process 
near 100°C. In this temperature range it is seen that 
there is an appreciable fall in G'. 

The effect of varying -~'c on the dynamic mechanical 
properties of the composites is illustrated in Figures 4 
and 5 where G' and tan 8M are plotted as functions of 
temperature for PU 3~tc values of 4500 (only for 
PAN/PU), 2250, 1250 (only for PAN/PU) and 950. 
All the composites contained 70~ of the respective 
polyvinyl. 

For all the composites, the PU-fl process is seen to 
have been relatively unaffected by the variation of 
~rc. However, the positions of the PU-~ peaks and the 
corresponding changes in G' are dependent upon 3~rc 
and move to higher temperatures as _~rc decreases. 
Varying -/t~e appears to have little effect on the peak 
shapes or amplitudes. 

Comparison of dynamic mechanical properties in the 
three composite systems. Figure 6 shows the variation 
of G' and tan 3rt with temperature for PMMA/PU, 
PS/PU and PAN/PU composites, each containing 70_%0 
of the respective polyvinyl and 30~o of PU with Mc 
2250. 

At higher temperatures the PMMA/PU composite 
displays a large PMMA-fl loss peak and consequently 
G' drops quite quickly. The loss processes in the other 
composites are less active near room temperature and 
in these cases the fall in G' is less pronounced. Near 
100°C all plots show evidence of the respective a-pro- 
cesses in the polyvinyls. The increase in tan 8~ and the 
fall of G' in PAN/PU composites are less rapid than 
in the other two composites. These differences in be- 
haviour are reflected by the temperatures at which the 
G' of the respective composites falls below the arbitrary 
'softening level' of 0.1 GN/m 2. For PMMA/PU, PS/PU 
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and PAN/PU the temperatures are 75, 82 and 102°C 
respectively. 

Dielectric measurements and comparison with measure- 
ments on PMMA/PU composites. Figure 7 illustrates the 
variation of the dielectric loss tangent, tan 8i), with 
temperature for PAN/PU and PS/PU composites 
together with the plot for a PMMA/PU composite. 
The measurements were made at 1 kHz and all samples 
contained (w/w) 40~ of the respective vinyl polymer 
and 60 ~ of PU with JQc 4500. Measurements were also 
made over the frequency range from 60 Hz to 10 kHz. 

At low temperatures the PU-fl peaks appear at similar 
positions. The amplitude of this peak in the PS/PU 
composite falls below its level in the other materials. 
This is due to the very much lower dielectric loss in 
PS compared with the other vinyl polymers. The PU-o~ 
peaks of the three materials differ both in amplitude 
and in temperature. The PAN/PU composite possesses 
the largest amplitude PU-~ peak which occurs at - 30°C. 
In the PS/PU composite the peak is of smaller amplitude 
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Figure 4 Shear modulus (G') and loss tangent (tan 8M) as 
functions of temperature (T) for ?0:30 PAN/PU composites. 
PU theoretical ~ ¢ :  ©, 4500; × ,  2250; A, 1250; 0 ,950  
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Figure 5 Shear modulus (G')' and loss tangent (tan 8M) as 
functions of temperature (T) for 70:30 PS/PU composites. PU 
theoretical ~c:  ©, 9250; i ,  950 
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Figure 6 Comparison of dynamic mechanical properties of 
70:30 PAN/PU (Q) and 70:30 PS/PU (x )  composites with 70:30 
PMMA/PU ((3) composite. PU Mc=2250 
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Figure 7 Dielectric loss tangent (tan 8D) as a function of tem- 
perature (T) for: O, 40:60 PAN/PU; ×,  40:60 PS/PU; O, 40:60 
PMMA/PU. PU ~c=4500 

and occurs at -22°C and in the PMMA/PU composite 
the amplitude is further reduced and the peak occurs at 

_ 14°C. 
At high temperatures, tan 8D drops to a low level in 

the PS/PU composite and in the PMMA/PU system 
tan 8D increases on approaching the fl-process of PMMA 
which is centred at 80°C 2. 

Temperature dependence of impact strength. The 
variation of toughness with temperature for PAN/PU 
composites is shown in Figure 8 where NIS is plotted 
for samples containing 70 % of PAN and 30 % (w/w) of 
PU with/fie 2250 and 950. Both composites were brittle 
at low temperatures. The sample of higher /l¢c begins 
to toughen near -50°C and the NIS increases rapidly 
to a value of 18 kJ/m 2 at -30°C above which tempera- 
ture the increase is less rapid. The sample of lower ~rc 
begins to toughen at -10°C and the NIS increases 
quickly to 9kJ/m 2 at 10°C and then increases less 
quickly. 

Comparison of these results with those for a similar 
experiment (Part 2) with PMMA/PU composites shows 
that, for a given PU/ffc, the onset of toughening occurs 
at a lower temperature in PAN/PU than in PMMA/PU 
composites. 
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Figure 8 Charpy notched impact strength (MS) as a function 
of temperature(T)for 70:30 PAN/PU composites of PU theoretical 
Mc 2250 (©) and 950 (O) 

DISCUSSION 

Polymerization and morphology 
The basic morphology consisting to a first approxima- 

tion of polyvinyl domains embedded in a continuous 
PU matrix occurs in all the vinyl interstitial systems 
examined. Its occurrence appears to be independent 
of whether the polymer is insoluble in its monomer 
as with PAN or whether the polymer can be swollen by 
its own monomer as with MMA and styrene. 

The variation of the domain size with the PAN/PU 
composition ratio is similar to that found in the PMMA 
system. However, for a given composition, the size of 
the PAN domains is relatively insensitive to the other 
experimental variables. This is surprising when compared 
with the PMMA/PU system where it was found that 
the domain size depended critically on those factors 
affecting the structure of PU gel, i.e. [NCO]/[OH] 
ratio, Me and the period allowed between gelation and 
the beginning of vinyl polymerization. The non- 
dependence on the post-gelation period in the PAN 
case is probably a result of the induction time at 50°C 
being long enough for the PU gel to form completely 
before any appreciable AN polymerization. The choice 
of [NCO]/[OH] and AStc is expected to determine the 
structure of the PU at a molecular level. The difference 
in the effect of these parameters between the PMMA 
and PAN systems is perhaps related to the differences 
in solubility of the polymers in their respective monomers 
and hence to differences in the nucleation and growth 
of the polymer domains inside the gel. Another distinc- 
tion between the two systems which may have important 
effects on the structure of the gel at the supramolecular 
level is the different swelling powers of AN and MMA 
inside the PU gel. For a given PU elastomer it has been 
found that the equilibrium uptake of AN in the elastomer 
is only about two-thirds that of MMA monomer. 
Consequently any microgel regions formed during the 
initial stages of gelation would be in a tighter conforma- 
tion in AN than in MMA. Microsyneresis from the 
microgel regions would therefore be more likely to 
occur in AN and it is possible that the resulting inhomo- 
geneities in the supramolecular structure might become 
insensitive to the details at a molecular level. This could 
explain the observed insensitivity to [NCO]/[OH] and 

~re without contradicting the general conclusion made 
in Part 2 that the domain size is governed by the tightness 
of the gel structure (mainly at a supramolecular level). 

In some respects the polymerization process and 
turbidity changes in the PAN/PU composites are similar 
to the bulk polymerization of PAN. In both cases there 
is an initial increase in turbidity associated with the 
formation of PAN domains which are a consequence of 
the insolubility of the polymer in the suspending medium. 
In the bulk polymerization the medium is the liquid 
monomer which allows the free movement of the PAN 
domains. In the composite case where the medium is 
the PU gel swollen with monomer. Incompatibility is 
enhanced and the domains are restrained to the positions 
in the gel where they were originally nucleated. As 
polymerization proceeds the domains in the bulk 
polymerization diffuse until agglomeration and normal 
growth cause an opaque precipitate to form at the 
bottom of the reaction tube. If the polymerization is 
carried out normally at about 50°C, the gaps both 
within and between the agglomerates are usually never 
completely filled by polymer so that the final product 
is a white powdery solid. When, however, the method 
of Shavit et aL is used, where the diffusion and poly- 
merization of AN inside the gaps is carefully controlled, 
the opaque region can be transformed into a clear, 
glassy solid. This final transformation is physically 
analogous to the final stages in the preparation of the 
composite in which the turbidity decreases to a level 
which depends on the domain size and the difference 
in refractive index between the PAN and PU phases 12. 
The comparison between the composite and the two 
cases of bulk polymerization shows that apart from its 
main purpose as an impact modifier, the PU plays an 
additional role in enabling good, strong solids to be 
obtained with comparative ease from the normally 
difficult polymerization of AN. The PU gel provides a 
uniformly nucleated system in which there are strong 
restraints on the movement and agglomeration of the 
PAN domains. This structure provides a ready diffusion 
path for supplying monomer to the growing domains, 
thus simulating the controlled conditions used by Shavit 
et aL in their bulk polymerization of AN. 

The yellowing observed in composites cured at 
>90°C and also seen in the clear bulk polymerized 
PAN sample is probably due to conjugation resulting 
from the cyclization of the C = N  bonds 13. The insolu- 
bility of the bulk polymerized PAN sample in DMF 
indicates a slight crosslinking and agrees with previous 
findings 14. The low swelling of the PAN/PU composites 
compared with the PMMA/PU system indicates that 
similar crosslinking phenomena occur in the PAN phase 
of the composites. 

Relaxation phenomena 
The frequency-temperature behaviour of the PU-fl 

process is similar in all three composite systems. It was 
shown in Part 2 that wetting enhanced the tan 3M 
peaks and vacuum drying caused the process to disappear. 
For the three types of composite, the peak appears at 
the same temperature ( -90°C at 1Hz) regardless of 
the Tg of the PU. Most secondary relaxation phenomena 
arising from polymeric molecular reorientation occur 
at a temperature (T) related to Tg by T/Tg~-0"7 (in K) 15. 
Hence, one can conclude that this process arises from 
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Table 5 Dielectric relaxation results from a set of 40:60 polyvinyl/PU composites 

Temperature of maxima 
in tan 8D (°C) 

Features of polyvinyl 
Composite 200Hz lkHz 10kHz AH (kJ/mol) phase 

PMMA/PU -20  --14 -11 151 
PS/PU -27  -21 -15  130 
PAN/PU -37  -30  -20  118 
Bulk PU -34  -28  -15  101 

bulky, polar side group 
bulky, non-polar side group 
small, polar side group 

the relaxation of water molecules. These molecules are 
probably hydrogen-bonded to the PU chains. 

Little evidence is seen of the fl-process of PS in the 
PS/PU composite. This process is normally found at 
about 30°C for 1 Hz 16. A small process has been observed 
(Figure 2) for PAN at about 10°C (1 Hz) but the peaks 
are insufficiently resolved to gain further information 
about this process. The fl-process of PMMA has been 
discussed in Part 2 and elsewhere 17. 

The a-processes of the three vinyl polymers are 
similar in nature and occur at similar temperatures, 
105°C, 100°C and 105°C for PMMA, PS and PAN 
respectively. 

The major interest centres on the PU-a process in all 
three composites, as studied by both dynamic mechanical 
and dielectric techniques. The information concerning 
the behaviour of the a-process in PU when it is combined 
with various vinyl polymers to form the interstitial 
composites can be summarized as follows: (a) the 
temperature at which maxima in tan 3 (and particularly 
maxima in tan 3D) occur and the apparent activation 
energies characteristic of the molecular motions respon- 
sible for the processes vary according to the manner 
set out in Table 5; (b) the forms of the curves of tan 3M 
versus temperature as the ~te of the PU is varied in the 
different composites shows that the best resolved PU 
peaks occur in PAN/PU composites and that the least 
resolved peaks occur in PMMA/PU composites. The 
peaks in PS/PU composites fall into an intermediate 
category. 

The only difference between the composite samples 
used for dielectric measurements was the different vinyl 
monomer used in the synthesis and it has been shown 
that the morphologies of all three composites are similar. 
The varying amounts of hindrance to the PU-a motion 
and the different activation energies associated with it 
can only arise from the presence of the different poly- 
vinyls. The main differences in these polymers are listed 
in the right-hand column of Table 5, i.e. in the descriptions 
of the side groups. The side groups are immobile at 
the temperatures and frequencies listed. The greatest 
hindrance, highest activation energy and least resolved 
peaks are found in the PMMA/PU case where a bulky 
and highly polar side group is a feature of the vinyl 
polymer. Less hindrance, a lower activation energy and 
better peak resolution is found in the PS/PU case 
where the PS side group is still bulky, but is only slightly 
polar. The least hindrance, lowest of the three activation 
energies and the best resolved peaks are found in the 
PAN/PU case where the side group, although polar, 
is spatially insignificant. The results for the bulk PU 
might be misleading, although the activation energy 
follows the trend described above. It has been shown 
in Part 2 that bulk-prepared PU polymers have tighter 
networks than PU prepared in a solution of the vinyl 

monomer. Thus the higher temperatures for the peaks 
in bulk PU compared with the PAN/PU system probably 
arise from differences in the tightness of the network. 

For differences in such fine structures as side groups 
to be effective, the polyvinyl and PU must be in extremely 
close contact. The polymer chains of the different 
species must, in some instances, be adjacent. Since the 
polyvinyl inclusions give no indication of a fine structure, 
this intimate mixing probably occurs in the pre- 
dominantly PU phase. This is further evidence of an 
interaction between the polyvinyl and the PU which 
was discussed in Part 2. There it was shown that the 
interaction is greater when the PMMA domains are 
small and the interphase area between the PMMA and 
the predominantly PU phase is large. This evidence 
indicates that the interaction occurs at, or near the 
interphase boundaries. The consequence of this is that 
the 'PU phase' has a higher modulus than that of bulk 
PU. This is further discussed in the next paper TM. 

Hindrance to the PU-~ motion would also arise if 
the PU were in a state of tension or compression due 
to its environment in between the polyvinyl domains. 
However, this alone would not produce the systematically 
varying hindrance discussed above. 

Aspects of  toughening 
The temperature at which the various dielectric loss 

peaks occur was discussed earlier. Comparison of 
Table 5 with plots of notched impact strength vs. tem- 
perature (Figure 8) shows that the onset of toughening 
and consequent impact strength at room temperature 
is related to the position of the a-peak of the PU, i.e. 
its Tg. The temperature of the onset of toughening 
coincides with the position of the PU-a process as 
measured dielectrically at about 1 kHz. Further evidence 
of this relation can be seen from a comparison of Figures 
4 and 5 with the NIS data in Table 3. Similar observations 
have been made on conventional rubber modified 
plastics by several investigators 19, 20. The comparative 
lack of hindrance to the molecular motion responsible 
for the PU-~ peak in PAN/PU composites results in 
toughening at a lower temperature than in PMMA/PU 
composites where hindrance to motion is much greater. 
Consequently, the larger PU-~ peak in PAN/PU com- 
posites mirrors the higher impact strength at room 
temperature compared with PMMA/PU composites. 

The increased toughening above 50°C in PMMA/PU 
composites where the PU has a J~c of 4500 can be 
attributed to the onset of PMMA-/3 process (at 1 kHz). 
Although this process does not directly toughen the 
composite, the motion of the side group can be envisaged 
as removing the hindrance to the motion of the PU 
chains thus allowing them to become more mobile 
thereby contributing further to the toughening 
mechanism. 
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Referring again to Figure 8 of this paper, the com- 
posite of PU with h~re 950 does not become as tough 
as the composite of PU with Mc 2250, even at elevated 
temperatures. Above its glass transition temperature a Type 
crosslinked polymer will not be as mobile as a non- 
crosslinked polymer and this mobility will vary directly 
with ~tc. Thus the PU in the composite of lower Mc 
will be less mobile and less efficient at promoting the 
toughening mechanism than the composite whose PU 
phase is less tightly crosslinked. Although there is a 
relationship between the size of the PU-~ peak and Marbon 
toughness, this does not necessarily imply that this loss ABS 
process is responsible for the toughening effect. The 
loss peak simply reflects the molecular state of the 
elastomer and it could well be the case that the elastomer Dow 
needs to be in a particular state to initiate energy absorp- HIPS 
tion mechanisms. The extensive whitening of the fracture 
surface is similar to the phenomenon observed in con- 
ventional rubber modified systems where crazing in the 
glassy phase is probably the major energy dissipation 
mechanism 20. However, the whitening observed in the 
interstitial systems may have a different origin as a 
result of differences in morphology. 

Design of interstitially polymerized composites and 
comparisons with other toughened systems 

Analysis of relaxation properties coupled with the 
temperature dependence of impact strength allows 
certain conclusions to be made about the design of 
interstitially polymerized composites, particularly as 
far as toughness is concerned. The PU-~ loss process 
has to be at sufficiently low temperature, i.e. below 
-40°C (1 Hz) for the material to be tough at room 
temperature. Furthermore a well resolved loss peak is 
necessary for efficient toughening. 

The other important mechanical properties are a 
high modulus at room temperature and above and a high 
softening temperature. A consideration of Figure 6 will 
illustrate many of the factors which affect these para- 
meters. Considering, first, the curves for the PS/PU 
composite the modulus of PS is lower than that of the 
other polyvinyls and its Tg, at 100°C, is lower than 
those of PMMA (105°C) and PAN (105°C). These 
differences are reflected in the lower modulus at all 
temperatures and in the comparatively low softening 
temperature (as defined above) of 82°C. 

Considering the PMMA/PU composite, the poorly 
resolved PU peak and consequently poor toughening 
is compensated by the small fall in G' through the 
process. This advantage is soon lost because of the 
presence of the PMMA-fl process at room temperature 
resulting in a decrease in G' over a wide temperature 
range. This range is continued into the a-region and 
results in a low softening temperature of 75°C. Hence 
it is advantageous if the vinyl phase does not have such 
a secondary relaxation process thereby resulting in 
relatively high modulus at room temperature and above, 
and a high softening temperature. 

The PAN/PU composite exhibits the best design 
features. The high modulus at low temperatures is 
followed by a discrete change through the PU-a process, 
the well defined peak in tan 8M at -45°C being a pre- 
requisite for high toughness. From -30°C up to about 
70°C the modulus only falls very slowly because of the 
insignificance of the polyvinyl r-process. This results 

Table 6 Comparison of mechanical properties of interstitial 
composites with other rubber-modified materials 

N/S G" 
Material or grade (kd/m 2) (GN/m 2) 

Interstitial 80:20 PMMA/PU (Me 4500) 12.5 0.65 
composites 70:30 PMMA/PU (Mc 2250) 13.0 0.50 

80:20 PAN/PU (Mc 2250) 11.7 0.91 
70:30 PAN/PU (Mc 4500) 34.7 0.50 
70:30 PAN/PU (Mc 2250) 26.2 0-52 

Cyclolac G A 15-5 0-81 
Cyclolac X 27 8.0 1.04 
Cyclolac DM 6.3 0.98 
Cyclolac H 20.0 0.68 

Styron 456 5.5 0.73 
Styron 492D 5.4 0.67 
Styron 9403 5.3 0-57 

in a high modulus at room temperature. The slow fall 
in G' only begins to accelerate near Tg and a 'softening 
temperature' of 102°C is achieved. 

Thus the important features for good mechanical 
properties are a polyvinyl or 'glassy' polymer with 
high modulus over a broad temperature range, no 
significant r-process and a high Tg. In addition, the 
rubbery material, in this case PU, should have its Tg 
below -40°C (1 Hz). Finally, the interaction between 
the two phases must be such that the PU-a process is 
not greatly hindered by the presence of the polyvinyl. 

These considerations are merely those for optimum 
mechanical properties. Other considerations, such as 
the thermal and ultra-violet stability of the components, 
will also be important if a viable product is to be ob- 
tained. Unfortunately, both heat and ultra-violet stability 
of these composites are poor, as will be discussed in a 
later paper. 

Finally, it is interesting to compare the mechanical 
properties of the interstitial composites discussed in this 
paper with other rubber-modified materials. The results 
are listed in Table 6. It can be seen that interstitially 
polymerized composites compare favourably with ABS 
and HIPS although other desirable properties such 
as ease of fabrication or optical clarity have not been 
considered. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The technique of interstitial polymerization in poly- 
urethane elastomer gels has been shown to produce 
rubber-modified thermosets from a variety of polyvinyl 
glassy homopolymers. The monitoring of the toughness 
and stiffness of the composites has shown that the 
PAN/PU composites have the best combinations of 
properties. These are fully comparable to those of the 
better commercial rubber toughened plastics (ABS). 
The mechanical properties of PMMA/PU composites 
are nearly as good as those of PAN/PU composites and 
their optical clarity is superior. Owing to the difficulties 
described in this paper the mechanical properties of 
PS/PU systems are inferior to those of the other 
composites. 

The morphology of the composites from PMMA, 
PAN and PS is similar each having a PU matrix filled 
with polyvinyl domains. To a first approximation the 
relaxation studies support this view. A closer examina- 
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t ion o f  the relaxation results has shown that  the mole- 
cules o f  the various polyvinyls and the P U  are in close 
proximity and it is suggested that  the predominant ly  
P U  phase contains polyvinyl chains, i.e. the ' P U  phase '  
is composed in part  o f  interpenetrating networks o f  
polyvinyl and P U  chains. The significance o f  this is 
further discussed in Part  5 o f  this series is. 
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Composites formed by interstitial polymerization 
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Various theories which have been proposed for the shear modulus of two-phase com- 
posites are discussed in relation to their applicability to interstitial composites. The best 
fit to the experimental data is provided by a theory which considers particle-particle 
interactions. Non-interacting theories are found to be more suitable for model composites 
of pre-formed particles in a rubbery matrix. For the interstitial composites this is inter- 
preted as evidence for molecular interactions between the two components in an interfacial 
layer. 

INTRODUCTION 

The first four papers in this series have covered the 
preparation 1, 4, macroscopic physical properties 1, 4, 
microscopic structure a, 4 and molecular properties 2- 4 
of polymeric composites which have been prepared 
according to the interstitial method. In this paper, we 
report some studies on the variation of shear modulus 
(G) with composition and how this variation compares 
with various theories which might be applicable to 
the situation. We will concentrate on composites of  
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and polyurethane 
(PU) but will include some resuks of the variation of  
G with composition for composites of  polyacrylonitrile 
(PAN) and PU. 

Studies on the morphology ~ have shown that the 
composites of  PMMA and PU have a structure con- 
sisting of roughly spherical PMMA domains in a mainly 
PU matrix. Figure 1 shows a micrograph displaying the 
typical structure of a composite of 85:15 (w/w) 
PMMA/PU. The PMMA domains are about 300nm 
across for this composition and their size decreases as 
the PMMA content decreases. Further studiesZ, 4, 
involving dynamic mechanical and dielectric relaxation 
techniques, whilst supporting the morphological evidence 

* Present address: Bell Telephone Laboratories, Mountain Avenue, 
Murray Hill, NJ 07974, USA. 

of a two phase structure, have also indicated that there 
is some interaction between the two phases. 

Figure 1 Transmission electron micrograph of 85:15 PMMA/PU 
composite 
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The evidence of these studies is therefore, that to a 
first approximation, the composites are formed of 
spherical PMMA domains in a PU matrix. A second, 
and closer approximation, is that there is also some 
interaction between the phases. 

THEORIES OF MODULI OF COMPOSITES 

Many theories have been developed for the moduli 
of filled systems where one phase is in the form of 
spheres which are distributed in the second phase 
which is a continuous matrix. Neilson 5 has listed and 
discussed many of the theories which are applicable to 
spherical fillers as well as those of more general shape. 
All theories assume that the adhesion between the two 
phases is perfect. Moreover, most theories assume that 
the inclusions are uniformly distributed within the 
matrix, the whole sample being macroscopically homo- 
geneous and isotropic. 

Many of the early theories have been based upon 
Einstein's e relation for the viscosity: 

71 = r/l(1 -.}-2"5¢2) (1) 

of a suspension of rigid spherical bodies in a viscous 
fluid. ~1 is the viscosity of the fluid and ¢2 is the volume 
fraction of the spherical inclusions. Equation (1) can 
be adapted to the case of shear moduli by means of the 
relation 7: 

~ = G  
~1 G1 (2) 

Hence 

G= GI(I + 2"5¢2) (3) 

This relation is only valid as the volume fraction of 
the inclusion, ¢2 approaches zero. It will be noted 
that this expression only involves the modulus of the 
continuous phase and the volume fraction of the inclu- 
sions. Thus the modulus of the composite is independent 
of the modulus, G2, of the inclusions (if Gz ~ G1). 

Smallwood 7 and Guth 8 have extended Einstein's 
theory to account for the reinforcement of rubber by 
carbon black. Their equation: 

G = GI(1 +2"5¢2 + 14.1¢22) (4) 

predicts a higher degree of reinforcement than Einstein's 
equation. Their analysis takes into account solvation, 
i.e. the binding of the rubber by the carbon black. 
It is applicable over a wider range of concentrations 
than Einstein's equation. 

Another development of Einstein's theory has been 
formulated by Mooney a. This analysis is partly empirical, 
and when expressed in terms of shear moduli rather 
than viscosities, yields the relation: 

2"5¢z 
G= GlexP(l~ k¢2) (5) 

This equation takes into account the agglomeration or 
flocculation of the filler particles. Agglomerations of 
spheres might contain air spaces which would make 
the apparent volume of filler greater than the true 
volume of the filler. If the spheres were bound together 
the reinforcement would be larger than if the spheres 
were well dispersed. This is accounted for by the factor 
1-k¢2 where k, the crowding factor, is defined as: 

apparent volume occupied by the filler 
true volume occupied by the filler 

For the case of close packed spheres, all the same 
size, k--1.35, and for close packed spheres of infinite 
size distribution, k = l .  Mooney's equation has been 
shown 1° to account for the viscosity behaviour of 
suspensions in fluids up to volume fractions ¢2 of at 
least 0.5, k being adjusted in the range 1 to 2. 

Kerner 11 has produced a theory for the elastic moduli 
of filled systems by considering the effect of hydrostatic 
compression and tension on a single, typical, filler 
particle. This theory, as with those mentioned pre- 
viously, requires that the adhesion between the matrix 
and the filler particles be perfect, so that displacements 
are continuous across phase boundaries. Kerner's 
theory also requires the particles to be spherical in the 
mean. Kerner's theory also requires the particles to be 
spherical in the mean. When simplified to the case 
of one type of filler in the matrix, this theory yields the 
expression: 

o:o,/1J'o 1 ezG2 t (7 - 5Crl)G1 + (8 - 10crl)G_......_._~2 
ezG1 

(7-- 5trl)Gl+ (8 ~ /  

(6) 

where or1 is Poisson's ratio of the matrix material. This 
expression involves the modulus, Gz, of the filler material. 
If, as often occurs in practice, the filler is much more 
rigid than the matrix (G1 < G2) the expression simplifies 
to: 

o } 
where (7) 

2(4- 5 or1) 
/J~- i50 ~ i )  

Hashin and Shtrikman 12 have formulated a theory 
which provides upper and lower bounds for any of the 
four elastic constants of two phase systems. This theory 
allows arbitrary phase geometry provided that the 
sample is macroscopically homogeneous and isotropic. 
For two phase composites the shear modulus G is 
bounded by: 

(G2- G1)~2 (G1 -- G2)¢1 
Gx+ 1 +fll¢l(GZl_ 1 ) <~G<~Gz+ (8) 

provided (Az--12)(G1--GD>0 where A=2Ge/(1-2e) 
and f l=2(4 -  5e)/15(1 - e) with appropriate subscripts. 
When G2 > G1 this expression simplifies to: 

G I + ~  G1 < f , / , . ,  ¢1G2 
fl~ -.~ u ~. u2 - 1 -/32¢z (9) 

The separation of these bounds is very dependent upon 
the relative magnitudes of G1 and G2. These bounds, in 
fact, coincide with the two extreme cases accounted for 
by Kerner's theory. 

More elementary bounds for any geometry are: 

G ~< G1¢1 + Gzez 
G >t ¢1/G1 -}- ¢2/G2 

These results are not used in this paper and are given 
only for completeness. 
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I n  a n  a t t e m p t  t o  i n c l u d e  d o m a i n - d o m a i n  i n t e r a c t i o n s ,  
Budiansky 13 assumed that an 'average' sphere of phase 2 103- 
is embedded directly in the effective medium. For bulk 
moduli k z = k 2 = k =  oo his equation becomes: 

G~-G /3 2~ \ 
(a2 = G(G~-_G2) ~ G  + 5 t.i2) (1 O) I0 2 

This equation is unchanged by the replacements ~.*-*~z, 
and GI*-+G2. It has been suggested 14 that this equation ~-- 
should be used in geometries where phase 2 consists of 

z I0 spherical domains at low volume fractions, flocculation :~ 
occurring as ~ is increased until continuity of phase 2 
is reached at ~bz=0.4. This phase inversion implies that 
phase 1 should lose its continuity at ~2=0.6. 

Finally, Davies 14 has proposed a new relation: I 

G 1is = (~IG 1/5 + (~gG~/s (11) 

The derivation of this equation also considers domain- 
domain interactions and that kl =k2 =k. This equation 
is obtained by assuming that two composites with 
moduli G + A G  and G - A G  respectively have been 
mixed to obtain a new composite with modulus G. 
It is suggested that equation (11) is best suited to 
morphologies which have continuity of both phases at 
all 0<if2< 1. 

APPLICATION OF THE THEORIES TO 
COMPOSITES 

Shear modulus measurements were performed on a 
series of PMMA/PU interstitial composites which had 
been prepared according to the method described in 
the first paper t of this series. The shear moduli were 
measured at low frequency (~  1 Hz) by means of a 
torsion pendulum. Data were recorded for composites 
of composition varying from 90:10 PMMA/PU to 
25:75 PMMA/PU and for a 100~ PMMA sample. 
The measurement of the modulus of a wholly PU 
sample was performed with the aid of a simple low- 
friction stretching device. The strain employed was less 

IoaJ 
i o  2 

i o  

I. 'J ~ )  

ICr , I I I I I t I i I 
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Figure 2 Logzo (shear modulus), G as a function of volume 
fraction (if2) of P M M A  for P M M A / P U  interstitial composites. 
II~ are experimental points and numbers on theoretical curves 
refer to equations in the text 

I(~ I , I , I i I , I ~ I 
O 0"2 0 " 4  0"6 0 "8  I'O 

~2 

Figure 3 Loglo (shear modulus), G as a function of volume 
fraction (42) of P A N  for P A N / P U  interstitial composites. ~ are 
experimental points and numbers on theoretical curves refer to 
equations in the text 

Table I Elastic constants of the 
two components of P M M A / P U  
interstitial composite 

Gz 0.42MN/mZ 
G2 1"47x 10aMN/m 2 
crl'~ 0"499 
a ~  0"35 

Table 2 Elastic constants of 
the components of the P A N / P U  
interstitial composite 

Gz 0" 42 M N/m s 
G2 1"90x 103MN/m 2 
al 0.499 
as 0.35 

than 1 ~o and the Young's modulus, E, so obtained 
was converted to a shear modulus, G, by means of the 
relation: 

E 
G = 2(i + ~) (12) 

assuming Poisson's ratio, o, for the PU of 0.49915. 
The data are plotted in Figure 2 where log10 G is 

plotted against volume fraction. It is seen that the 
modulus of the composition falls away from the modulus 
of PMMA (1.47x 10aMN/m z) as the proportion of 
PU is increased and approaches that of PU (0.42 
MN/m2). 

In order to test the applicability of these various 
theories for the prediction of the modulus behaviour 
of PMMA/PU composites the values of the various para- 
meters have been used as set out in Table 1. The PU 
matrix is denoted by subscript 1 and the PMMA by 
subscript 2. The results of fitting these values into 
expressions (3)-(5), (7), (9)-(11) are plotted in Figure 2. 

Comparable plots of expressions (10) and (11) are 
shown in Figure 3 together with experimental points 
for PAN/PU composites. The parameters used in 
plotting the expressions are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 3 Particle size of 
various grades of Diakon 

Diakon grade Size (/~m) 

DV400 10--.30 
MG101 270 
MG102 600 

To test the applicability of some of the theories 
discussed in the previous section to the case where 
definite preformed spherical filler particles are included 
in a continuous matrix, a series of model composites 
was prepared. The preformed spheres used were a 
range of PMMA particles (Diakon Moulding Powders, 
ICI Ltd) whose diameters were as shown in Table 3. 

The matrix material was a PU composed of equal 
proportions of difunctional and trifunctional poly(oxy- 
propylene) polyols of molecular weights 2000 and 3000 
respectively (PPG-2000 and OPG-3000, ICI Ltd), 
reacted with hexamethylene diisocyanate. This diiso- 
cyanate was preferred to diphenylmethane 4,4'-diiso- 
cyanate, which was used in forming the interstitial 
composites, because it provided a longer gelation time 
which was found to be necessary for a thorough mixing 
in of the particles and the removal of air bubbles by 
degassing. Thick films (5 mm) were cast over mercury 
and the curing of the PU was completed at room tem- 
perature. (The properties of the elastomer were un- 
changed if the curing were carried out at elevated 
temperatures.) 

Model composites were prepared in this manner 
containing up to 45 ~ (v/v) of PMMA particles. Figure 4 
is a typical scanning electron micrograph of such a 
composite filled to 30~ with spheres of the smallest 
size (DV400). 

The modulus measurements were performed as 
described for bulk PU samples and the shear moduli 
were derived from the Young's moduli by means of 
equation (12). The results of these measurements are 
plotted in Figure 5 and it is seen that, within experimental 

Figure 4 Scanning electron micrograph of a model c o m p o s i t e  
c o n s i s t i n g  of PMMA particles (Diakon DV40O) in a PU matrix 

2"0 1 /(5,k-l.3} 

/ / 21 

,° oL 

O / I I I I I I 
O O'1 0"2 0'3 0-4 0"5 

Figure 5 Shear modulus (G) as a function of volume fraction 
(~) of PMMA particles in a PU matrix. [~, PU; ©, Diakon DV40O; 
0 ,  Diakon MGIO1; I I ,  Diakon MG102. Numbers on theoretical 
curves refer to equations in the text 

error, equal reinforcement is obtained with filler particles 
of different sizes (within the available range). In Figure 5 
are also plotted curves for expressions (3)-(5), (7) and 
(10) based upon the modulus of unfilled PU of 0-22 
MN/m 2. 

DISCUSSION 

When the Einstein equation (3) and the Guth and 
Smallwood equation (4) are applied to the cases of the 
interstitial composites of PMMA/PU and PAN/PU the 
predicted moduli are too low at all volume fractions 
~2. The Mooney equation (5) predicts moduli which 
are too low at low if2 and which increase too quickly 
at higher ~2. It can be seen that the bounds of the 
Hashin and Shtrikman theory (9) are too wide to be of 
any predictive value. This is to be expected since the 
ratio of moduli of the homopolymers (Gz/G1) is of the 
order of 4× 103. However, the bounds do enclose the 
experimental points. Kerner's equation (7) predicts 
moduli which coincide with the lower bound of the 
Hashin and Shtrikman theory. If Kerner's theory is 
applied to the inverted case where PU spheres are 
embedded in a PMMA matrix then the predicted moduli 
are in agreement with the upper bound of Hashin and 
Shtrikman theory. There is relatively close agreement 
between the predictions of Kerner's theory as applied 
to the inverted situation and the experimental points 
for large ~ .  

The Kerner and Hashin and Shtrikman equations 
correspond to the case where particle-particle inter- 
actions are absent. The .Budiansky equation (10) and the 
Davies equation (11) are derived from theories which 
consider such interactions. The Budiansky equation 
appears to give too little interaction for ffz <0.4 and 
rather overestimates it for ~z>0"4. However, it is a 
distinct improvement on the no-interaction equations. 
The best fit to the experimental points measured for 
the interstitial composites is achieved by the Davies 
equation. It is remembered that this theory is supposedly 
best suited to materials where both phases are continuous 
and would therefore be thought to be least appropriate. 

Considering now the case of composites formed of 
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definite PMMA spherical particles in a PU matrix, it is 
seen that the theories derived on a basis of no particle- 
particle interactions have variable degrees of  success in 
predicting the experimental moduli. The Einstein and 
Kerner equations are successful only up to volume 
fractions, ~2, of  0.1. The Guth and Smallwood equation 
is suitable for volume fractions up to nearly 0.3. The 
closest fit is obtained with the Mooney equation where 
k, the crowding factor, is chosen to be 1.2. This denotes 
a situation where, typically, the particles of  varying 
sizes are close-packed. The final curve in Figure 5, 
for the Budiansky equation, fits the experimental points 
for ~2 up to nearly 0.3. At higher if2 this equation 
predicts moduli which are much higher than the 
experimental values. 

It is seen that some of  the theories derived on a 
basis of  no particle-particle interactions are adequate 
in describing the variation of modulus with filler 
content when the filler is in the form of separate, pre- 
formed, spherical particles. The Mooney equation is 
particularly successful. An equation which is derived 
with consideration of such interactions is only successful 
at low ~2. 

The theories which do not consider particle-particle 
interactions are inadequate to predict the variation of  
modulus of  interstitial composites. More success is 
obtained by theories which take into account such 
interactions. The best fit is obtained by an equation 
which suggests continuity of both phases and it is 
remembered that Kerner's theory as applied to the 
case of a polyvinyl matrix is fairly successful at high ~b2. 

These indications of  continuity in the polyvinyl are 
not directly supported by morphological studies. Devia- 
tions from the simple polyvinyl domain in a PU matrix 
(first approximation) model could occur in two situa- 
tions. The relaxation studies 2, 4 indicated that a measure 
of  interaction is taking place between the polyvinyl 
and the PU. This interaction correlates with domain 
size and could be occurring through an intermingling 
of the molecules of the two species near the domain 
boundaries. This would have the effect of increasing the 
modulus of the rubber. Since the interdomain regions 
are quite narrow (5-20nm) this effect could modify 
the behaviour of  most of the PU. Another possibility 
is that molecules of  PMMA connect one domain to 
another. It is not expected that there would be sufficient 
of these to bring the modulus of the PU near that of the 
polyvinyl and hence make the latter phase effectively 

continuous. However, there could be sufficient polyvinyl 
links to appreciably stiffen the PU. Thus, although the 
domains and matrix may be chemically different, the 
local modulus between domains would be physically 
equivalent to a continuity of polyvinyl phase such as is 
envisaged in Davies' model. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the prediction of the modulus of  interstitially 
polymerized composites, the theories which consider 
particle-particle interactions are more successful than 
those which do not consider such interactions. The 
Davies theory is particularly successful. The theories 
which do not consider particle-particle interactions 
are more successful in predicting the moduli of com- 
posites of  preformed spherical particles in a rubber 
matrix. 

The success of  the Davies equation supports relaxation 
studies and suggests interactions between PU and 
polyvinyl molecules in the interdomain regions. 
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Composites formed by interstitial polymerization 
of vinyl monomers in polyurethane elastomers: 6. 
Low angle X-ray scattering and turbidity 
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and M. J. Bowden* 
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Low angle X-ray scattering (LAXS) from an interstitially polymerized poly(methyl meth- 
acrylate)-polyurethane system has been analysed in terms of a model due to Debye to 
give the mean chord intercept lengths of the disperse phase (PMMA) and matrix (PU). 
The model was found to fit the scattering within the experimental errors and the results 
are in excellent agreement with the results of electron microscopy. A theoretical expression 
is derived relating the turbidity with (a) the difference in refractive indices between the poly- 
vinyl and polyurethane phases, (b) the size of the two phase domain structure, and (c) the 
volume fraction of the phases. The expression has been tested experimentally. The domain 
sizes derived from the turbidity equation agree reasonably with those observed by LAXS 
and electron microscopy. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is concerned with the low angle X-ray scatter 
(LCXS) and turbidity of two phase interstitial com- 
posites and with their correlation with the morphology 
as revealed by the electron microscope (e.m.). The work 
has been carried out with composites made by inter- 
stitially polymerizing poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) inside a gel of polyurethane (PU). Details of 
the preparation and properties of these samples have 
been given in Part 11 and their morphology has been 
described in Part 2 2 . 

In Part 2 2 it was shown that to a first approximation 
the final composite morphology consists of spherical 
domains of PMMA closely packed and embedded in 
a continuous matrix of PU. The domains cover a dis- 
tribution of size in which the mean size depends on the 
PMMA/PU composition and on several other prepara- 
tion details. Typically the domains are in the region 
between 50 and 500nm diameter while the thickness 
of the PU between domains is about 10-30 nm. Visually, 
these composites appear clear or very slightly hazy 
depending on the domain size. 

The LAXS from interstitial systems is continuous, 
showing no discrete maxima. Several methods of analysis 
of the scattering profile have been tried. The method 
which most successfully agreed with electron microscopic 
observation and which is therefore described here was 

* Present address: Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc., Murray Hill, 
NJ  07974, USA. 

found to be that based on the approach of Debye e t  

al.a, 4 in which the geometry of the domain structure 
is represented by a spatial correlation function of 
exponential form. Apart from the constant of pro- 
portionality, the problem of describing the scattered 
radiation is the same for both light and X-rays, and is 
essentially a geometric diffraction problem which 
depends on the ratio of the size of the structural details 
to the wavelength of the radiation. The theory success- 
fully used in the X-ray work was therefore extended to 
cover the optical turbidity. The experimental work 
used to test this theoretical relation involves the measure- 
ment of refractive indices and turbidity together with 
associated X-ray and electron microscopy results. 

THEORY 

Both low angle X-ray diffraction and light scattering 
from interstitial composites can be described generally 
by the theory first introduced by Debye and co- 
workers 3, 4. For light scattering in particular, the same 
theoretical approach has been further generalized and 
examined more rigorously by Ross s. 

For this theory it is necessary to describe the inhomo- 
geneities associated with the domain structure by a 
spatial two point correlation function, y(r), defined 
by: 
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In terms of visible light scattering, ~A and ~B are the 
local fluctuations from the mean dielectric constant at 
the points A and B which are a distance r apart. The 
quantity (~AVB) represents the average product for all 
pairs of points a distance r apart. (7/2) is the mean 
square deviation over all points. For low angle X-ray 
scattering ~TA and Va will be the corresponding fluctuations 
in electron density. In a given interstitial two phase 
composite, 9,(r) should be identical for both light and 
X-ray scattering. 

For an isotropic composite the scattered intensity i(h) 
per unit volume of scatterer is then given by: 

i(h) 2 /'= z sinhr ~- =4~rKQ7 ) /  ~,(r)r ~ - - d r  (1) 
10 ,Ji=o nr 

where h = ? s i n O  

A = wavelength of radiation in medium, 

20 = total angle of scatter, 

I0 = incident radiation. 

K is a proportionality factor which for scattering with 
unpolarized light is given by: 

Ir 2 (l+cos20) 
K =  ¢414R2 2 

where R is the distance of observation from sample. 
For LAXS, the factor K is effectively constant for 

all 0. 
At the levels of turbidity and with the domain sizes 

encountered in most of the interstitial composites, 
equation (1) is rigorous. The problem is to determine 
the form of ~,(r) and relate it in a useful way to the 
structure of the composite. For a so-called 'random 
two phase structure', Debye et al. 4 have shown that 
y(r) should take the form of a simple exponential form, 
e-r~ a, where a is a characteristic correlation length. 
Equation (1) then reduces to: 

i (h) _ 81rKa3(~7) 2 
I0 (1 +h2a2) 2 (2) 

It is easy to test whether experimental observations 
of i(h) follow the form of this equation since a plot of 
i-z~ 2 vs. h 2 should give a straight line whose ratio of 
slope/intercept = a 2. Alternatively one could plot i-z/2 vs. 
02 for the angles studied in the LAXS patterns as sin 0 
___0. 

Debye et al. also demonstrated for their random two 
phase model that the specific interphase surface per 
unit volume of composite, Sv, is given by: 

Sv_ 4~(1 - ~ )  
a 

where ~ = volume fraction occupied by phase 1. However, 
quite generally for any two phase structure it can also 
be shown that6: 

4~ s~ = ~  

where L1 is the mean chord intercept length across 
continuous sequences of phase 1 when a straight line 
is drawn randomly through the structure. Thus it 
follows that: 

a 
L z - - - -  1-~ 

Similarly the mean chord intercept length of the matrix 
L2 is given by: 

a 
L 2 = ~  

In favourable cases Lt  and L2 can also be estimated 
directly from electron micrographs. Thus if the form 
of equation (2) is followed, it is in principle possible 
to compare the L obtained from a scattering experiment 
with the L from the electron microscopy. 

Electron microscopy of interstitial composites reveals 
a structure where the major phase exists as spherical 
domains closely packed into a continuous matrix of the 
second minority phase. A priori, there is no reason why 
this structure should satisfy the requirements of Debye's 
random two phase structure. However, in the experi- 
mental work described in this paper it has been found 
that the LAXS patterns give straight line plots consistent 
with the form of equation (2). Furthermore it has been 
found that the values of L1 and L2 deduced from the 
ratio of slope/intercept of the plots were in close agree- 
ment with the values of L obtained from electron 
micrographs 1. The fact that there is both qualitative 
and quantitative agreement with equation (2) shows 
that in the realm of low angle X-rays the simple random 
two phase model is an apt one for these interstitial 
systems. This gives confidence in extending equation (2) 
to the corresponding light scattering phenomenon and 
in particular to the optical turbidity of the composites. 

The turbidity ~" is an intrinsic property of a material 
and is defined by the Lambert extinction law: 

I --I0e - 'x  

where x is the optical path difference in the medium. 
If  it is assumed that the extinction is due entirely to 
scattering of light by the medium, -r can then be identified 
with the total fraction of light scattered per unit volume 
of the medium. Equation (2) can therefore be integrated 
over all scattering directions to give: 

/ t o t a l  ~r (*12)R(v, 
~'=10 2A ~ - ' )  (3) 

(Y2+2) [ y2+2 y2~ln(y2 + 1)] 
where B(y)= } Ly2+ 1 

47ra ? L I ( 1  - ~) 
and Y= A = 

For a simple two phase structure where one phase 
occupies a volume fraction ~, it can be shown that the 
mean square deviation in dielectric constant (~2) is 
given by: 

@/2) = (A e)2~(1 _ ~ )  

where A E is the difference in dielectric constant between 
the two phases. Since the dielectric constant E is related 
to refractive index by E=V 2, equation (3) can be re- 
written as: 

2~r~(1 - ~) (Av)2 
, =  ~ ~72 B(y) (4) 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Low angle X-ray scattering 
The LAXS patterns were obtained using a low angle 

camera designed by Kratky and coworkers 7. Mono- 
chromatization of the scattering was achieved by means 
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of  a dual filter technique s in which the scattering on 
one half of  the film is filtered through Ni foil and the 
scattering on the other half is filtered through Co foil. 
The thickness of  the foils are adjusted so that the 
difference in intensities (monitored by a Joyce-Loebl 
microdensitometer) is due to the Cu(K~I-K~2) peak in 
the incident spectrum. 

In principle one needs to know the angular distribution 
of intensity which would be produced when an incident 
beam from a point source is scattered from a point 
sample, through an angle 20, and detected by a point 
detector. In practice one uses a finite source and finite 
sample so that the experimental results represent an 
average over a finite range of scatter angles. The experi- 
mental curve must therefore be corrected for this 
'smearing' effect produced by imperfect collimation, 
and a computer programme was used to accomplish 
'de-smearing' of the experimental results. The pro- 
gramme was based upon the work of  Chu and Tan 
Creti 9. 

Electron microscopy 
Full details of  the electron microscopy have been 

reported elsewhereL Briefly the samples were sectioned 
with an LKB ultramicrotome and shadowed with 
evaporated chromium in order to reveal the domain 
structure. In principle it is possible to measure statistic- 
ally the mean chord intercept length of domains directly 
from the electron micrographs. However, since the exact 
positions of the domain boundaries are often difficult 
to resolve, an alternative method was used. Lines were 
drawn on the micrograph and a measurement was made 
of  NL which is the average number of domains that 
are cut per unit length of line. L1 is then given byT: 

L~=~ (5) 
where ¢=vo lume  fraction occupied by the domains. 
In practice ¢ was calculated from the weight fraction 
of  vinyl monomer used in making the composite and 
from the densities of  pur', PU and vinyl polymer by 
assuming a simple two phase structure. 

Turbidity 
The turbidities were determined from measurements 

of  absorbance made with a Perkin-Elmer u.v. spectro- 
meter at a wavelength of  589 nm. 

The samples were ground to a thickness of  about 
3mm and polished on both sides. A correction was 
made for reflections at the entry and exit surfaces of the 
sample by assuming that the fraction of light transmitted 
at each surface was 4n/(1 +n) z where n is the refractive 
index of  the sample. 

The turbidity results quoted in Table 1 relate to -r 
in the Lambert extinction law. 

Table I Summary of turbidity results 

Lz from L1 from L1 from 
Sample Wt 5/o 7 turbidity e.m. LAXS 

No. PMMA (cm -1) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

1 90 0.68 360 500 390 
2 85 0-66 200 280 210 
3 80 0.42 112 114 135 
4 75 0.33 77 80 85 
5 80 0.78 150 170 
6 80 0.24 89 89 

3 

13 

I 

I I 

a 

b 
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C 

15 

Figure I Debye plots of LAXS data for three different PMMA 
compositions: (a) 80~; (b) 60~; (c) 30~ 

The accuracy of the measured absorbance on the 
Perkin-Elmer instrument is not better than 0.005. 
However, the main disadvantage of the instrument for 
determining turbidity is that the beam is poorly collimated 
so that there is a systematic error from light scattered 
by the sample at very low angles. 

The difference in refractive index of phases An in 
equation (4) was determined from the difference of  the 
values measured for pure PMMA and PU samples at 
the 589.3nm doublet of sodium using a thermostated 
Abb6 refractometer operating at 20°C. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For the LAXS measurements a series of  interstitial 
composites of  different PMMA/PU compositions was 
examined. Figure 1 shows three typical Debye plots 
of  i -1/2 vs. 0 2. The plots are linear within experimental 
error, showing that the assumption of  an exponential 
form of correlation function is reasonable. Figures 2 
and 3 respectively show the results for all samples 
presented as mean chord intercept lengths L1 of the 
PMMA (disperse) phase and L2 the PU (matrix) phase 
calculated from the slopes of the Debye plots. Also 
shown on the same graphs are the estimates of L1 and 
L2 obtained by electron microscopy. Where a direct 
comparison is possible, the agreement between the 
individual pairs of L is good. Electron microscope 
results for the composites with low PMMA content 
could not be obtained, because of the difficulty in 
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Figure 2 Plot of L1 vs. PMMA composition. O, from LAXS data; 
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Figure3 Plot of L= vs. PMMA composition. ©, from LAXS data; 
• , from electron micrographs 

sectioning rubbery samples. The fluctuations from a 
smooth relation with PMMA composition, especially in 
Lm are probably due to slight variations in the preparation 
conditions of  the samples. 

The results of  the turbidity measurements are shown 
in Table 1. The first few samples listed in Table 1 are 
for varying composition and are identical to those used 

in the X-ray experiments. The last two samples con- 
taining 80 ~o PMMA were prepared under other prepara- 
tion conditions giving different size domain structures 
and turbidities. The difference in refractive index between 
PMMA and the PU was found to be 0.013 at 20°C for 
all the samples. The values of  L1 deduced from equation 
(5) is in good agreement with the corresponding values 
obtained from electron microscopy and LAXS. 

These results demonstrate that the random two phase 
model of Debye et al. provides a good basis for describing 
both LAXS and light scattering from interstitial types 
of  polymer composite. The applicability to LAXS is 
particularly convincing since apart from giving values 
of  LI which agree well with e.m. observations, the 
shape of the scattering profiles agree qualitatively with 
that predicted from an exponential correlation function. 
The applicability to turbidity is more tenuous since no 
independent check has yet been made on the shape of  
the light scattering profile and the expressions for ~- 
contain both L1 and the functional form of y(r) as 
unknowns. Also whereas the LAXS have been made in 
the domain h > 4 x 105 cm -1, light scattering and turbidity 
are associated with the angular domain defined by 
h < 4 x  105cm -1. Thus although the LAXS profiles are 
consistent with an exponential form for y(r), there is 
a priori  no reason why the light scattering profile should 
not depart from them. Further work is therefore being 
carried out to check whether the light scattering profile 
follows the form of equation (2). 

The success of the random two phase model in cor- 
relating the e.m. observations with the LAXS data 
suggests that it is well worth using the model as a trial 
for other two phase2systems of similar structural size. 
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The role of image intensification in the electron microscopy of radiation sensitive polymers 
is analysed. It is shown that image intensification cannot improve the quality of the usual 
internal recording with electron image plates. The chief advantage of image intensification 
is the reduced radiation damage to the specimen during focusing and alignment. For bright- 
field microscopy, unaided focusing imparts an electron dose to the specimen which is 
approximately 9 times larger than the dose sustained during the subsequent recording. Image 
intensification reduces the radiation damage during focusing to an insignificant fraction of 
the unavoidable radiation damage which occurs during the exposure of the plate and 
improves the picture quality correspondingly. In the darkfield case the chief advantage of 
the image intensifier is the greatly improved yield of useful pictures rather than improved 
quality. Optimum working conditions, including optimum voltage, for radiation sensitive 
specimens are calculated. Experimental results on polyethylene single crystals confirm the 
analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Electron microscopy of  crystalline polymers is limited 
by the degradation of the specimen in the electron 
beam. Electron beam damage can be reduced by the use 
of  specimen cooling, low electron dose rates and higher 
acceleration potentials. However, lower electron dose 
rates and higher acceleration potentials make focusing 
difficult or impossible, require longer photographic 
exposures and may lead to specimen drift during expo- 
sure. Therefore, image intensification has been introduced 
in an attempt to extend beam sensitive specimen life- 
timer, 2. Since one of  us is engaged in an extended study 
of  crystal defects 3 in radiation sensitive polymers a 
systematic study of the recording process was undertaken. 

FOCUSING 

Focusing is a necessary step in the operation of  the 
microscope but if  carried out in the usual fashion 
introduces considerable radiation damage into the 
speciment. The situation is improved if the focusing is 
done with the aid of  an image intensification system. 

Unaided focusing 
The dark adapted eye requires a phosphor screen 

brightness of  at least 1 .5x l0 -Zf t  Lambert  for the 

* Present address: Dept. of Chemical Engineering and Materials 
Science, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455, 
USA. 

i" A possible method of circumventing the problem is to focus on 
an area which is then damaged, followed by translation to an 
adjacent undamaged area for subsequent recording. The chief 
drawback of this method is the low yield of useful pictures. 

focusing of 100/~m wide Fresnel fringes 4. The current 
density necessary to produce this minimum brightness is 
dependent on the microscope voltage, and the thickness 
of  the phosphor screen. Resolution on the phosphor 
screen of 101ines/mm is sufficient for focusing. The 
resolution of  the recorded image is much higher ( ~  50 
lines/ram) because the focus control can be 'centred' by 
'rocking'  the focus and observing the phase shift of  
Fresnel fringes. I t  takes about  a minute for an experi- 
enced operator to focus an image. Assuming that the 
thickness of  the phosphor screen is matched to the 
operating voltage, the total electron dose for focusing 
can be calculated as a function of  voltage. The results 
are summarized in Table 1. It  can be seen that the dose 
at the screen plane is approximately 1 x 10-Z0A sec/cm 2 
for 60kV and declines to roughly half this value at 
voltages above 200 kV. 

Focusing with image intensification 
The lower limit at which an ideal image intensification 

system can be used for focusing is limited by the statistical 
electron beam noise to about 1 x 10-14A/cm2~. This is 
a factor 100-200 lower than the current densities for 
unaided focusing, provided the image intensification does 
not introduce additional noise. 

$ This can be estimated as follows: a beam current of 1 x 10 -z4 
A/cm 2 corresponds to 6 x 10 5 electrons/cm~/sec. We assume that 
the phosphor screen has a persistence time of about 1 sec. Resolu- 
tion on the phosphor screen is approximately 10 lines/ram, or 
4 x 10 4 picture elements/cm z. During the integration period of the 
phosphor each picture element receives approximately 16 electrons. 
The statistical noise is given by (16) t/~ and hence the signal to 
noise ratio is ~ 4. This is about the lower limit 5 necessary to detect 
a signal in a noisy background. 
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Table 1 Current densities and doses for unaided focusing at 
1-5x 10-2ft Lambert 

Current 
density 
(screen 

Microscope plane) 
voltage x 10 TM 

(keV) (A/cm 2) 

Total dose 
for 50 see 
focusing 
(screen Screen 
plane) Screen* mass 
x 1011 resolution thicknesst 

(Asec/cm ~) (lines/mm) (mg/cm 2) 

60 1 "75 10'5 11 9 
100 1 '25 7"5 8 21 
£00 1 "15 6"9 5 44 

1000~: 1 "0 6"0 1 80 

* From von Ardenne TM 

t Optimized based on range of electrons in the phosphor at the 
particular voltage and light absorption by the phosphor t6 

Usually, to improve resolution, a thinner than optimum screen 
is used for focusing. The total dose for focusing is correspond- 
ingly higher 

Focusing with channeltron image intensifiers 
Channeltron image intensifiers are devices which can 

intensify an electron image by a factor up to 105 6. A 
channeltron plate consists of an array of 40/~m diameter 
single channel electron multipliers fused together in the 
shape of a disc. Electron multiplication is achieved by 
secondary emission of electrons from the semi-conducting 
material lining the inside walls of each channel. The out- 
put of the device is an (amplified) electron image which 
is converted to a photon image via proximity focusing 
of the electrons on a phosphor screen. The channeltron 
image intensifier introduces inherent additional noise 
into the image during the amplification process for two 
reasons: (a) every input electron does not enter into a 
channel (50% open area of channels); (b) there is a 
statistical spread in the output pulse of each channel. 
Further external noise can arise from secondary electrons 
and ions present in the microscope column which must 
be removed from the channelplate input 7. The overall 
quantum detection efficiency (QDE) is about 0.256. 
Thus, an image can be focused at approximately 25-50 
times lower current densities than with a conventional 
system. Using commercially available microehannel 
plates 7, a channeltron image intensifier system can be 
easily built for about $2000. 

Focusing with SEC image intensifiers 
A variety of commercially available light image 

intensification systems can be employed in the electron 
microscope by converting the primary electron image 
into a photon image via a transmission phosphor screen. 
The photon image is then (fibre) optically coupled to 
the input of the image intensifier. Typical examples 
would be the RCA three stage cascade image intensifier 
or the Westinghouse one stage image intensifier followed 
by an SEC storage tube. The latter system has the 
advantage that the image can be further processed via 
standard television systems, as well as integrated over 
arbitrary periods of time. These commercially available 
systems have been developed to the point where they 
closely approach an ideal intensifier, e.g. no significant 
noise is introduced in the intensification process s. 
Disadvantages are the high cost of a complete system 
(about $30 000) and the required magnetic shielding. The 
extra expense could be justified if the gain of a factor 4 
in QDE is significant. Analysis of the microscope 
recording process will show that this is not the case. 

RECORDING 

An ideal recording device detects all incident electrons 
(QDE= 1), has an overall noise level less than the noise 
level of the primary electron image, and has a resolution 
better than the fluctuations in the primary electron image. 
Various studies 9,10 have shown that most commercially 
available electron image plates are essentially perfect 
recording devices for 60-100kV electrons. That is, the 
quantum efficiency is approximately one* and the noise 
level in the recorded image (graininess) results from the 
statistical noise of the primary electron beam. At higher 
beam energies the QDE of commercially available 
electron microscope plates decreases (see Table 3) but 
could probably be improved by going to thicker emul- 
sions and a higher silver halide/gelatin ratio. For opti- 
mum recording, the plate exposure dose should be 

5 x 107 electron/cm2t, (e.g. 1 × 10 -12 A/cm z for 10 sec). 
The corresponding photographic densities are 0.3-1.2 
depending on development conditions. It is worth 
pointing out that the use of Tri-X plates for recording 
micrographs of radiation sensitive polymers it will 
actually lead to somewhat degraded images since the 
QDE of Tri-X for electrons is lower than for electron 
image plates due to a thinner emulsion and lower silver 
halide/gelatin ratio. Since the QDE of the electron 
image plate is approximately one, an image intensifica- 
tion system of quantum detection efficiency, QDEim, 
needs to collect a factor 1/QDEim more electrons to 
match the photographic quality of conventional record- 
ing. Thus there is no advantage to use a channeltron 
based image intensification system for individual plate 
recording. However, such a device is indispensable for 
recording a large number of short exposure images (cin6 
photography) for in situ kinetic studies. Even the best 
converter system cannot surpass the conventional 
recording with electron microscope plates. The sole 
drawback of internal plate recording is the somewhat 
increased microscope contamination. Ultra high vacuum, 
high resolution microscopes, employing image intensi- 
fication with external recording are therefore being 
developedlL 

OPTIMUM MICROSCOPE OPERATION 

Because polymer specimens undergo radiation damage, 
there is a limited information content available from a 
relatively undamaged specimen. Optimum information 
extraction is achieved if all information is transferred 
losslessly (e.g. with QDE= 1) to the recording.medium 
and if the information loss in the necessary, but unpro- 
ductive, focusing step is negligible in comparison to the 
radiation damage which occurs during recording. 

Optimum focusing 
The ratio 'electrons used for focusing'/'electrons used 

for recording' (F/R) is a figure of merit for the efficiency 
of the information extraction from the microscope. This 
ratio depends strongly on the operation mode of the 

* The situation for light is entirely different. It takes about 10 
photons to render developable one grain, but one electron will 
render developable about 10 grains; the reason being that the 
particle energy in the latter case is approximately 104 times higher. 

f The resolution of an electron image plate is of the order of 
50 line pairs/mm, or I x 10 e picture elements per cm ~. The above 
dose corresponds to 50 electrons per picture element. Signal to 
noise ratio is 50/(50)t/~=7. 
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Table 2 Ratio of electrons used for focusing/electrons used for 
recording (for various operational modes) (F/R)* 

Total 
dose Focus Focus 

(screen in in Focus Focus 
plane) bright- dark- in BF in BFt. 

(electrons/ field field switch Re-adjust 
cm 2) (BF) (DF) to DF in DF 

Standard EM 4.7x 108 9.4 9.4 0.16 0-48 
EM+MCP 1.5x107 0.30 0.30 0.01 0-03 
EM+SEC 3-7x10 e 0.08 0.08 0.0302 0.0006 

* Optimum recording at 5x 107electrons/cm 2 (see text) at lOOkeV 
t For 110 reflection of polyethylene 

microscope and the method used for focusing. A dark- 
field image can either be focused by focusing first the 
brightfield image followed by switching to the darkfield 
mode (in practice the beam has to be switched off between 
these two steps, to allow for dark adaption and 'dying' 
of the brightfield image on the phosphor screen) or by 
focusing the darkfield image directly. 

We have calculated this ratio for a conventional elec- 
tron microscope, one equipped with a channeltron image 
intensifier and finally for one equipped with an SEC 
based intensification system (Table 2). 

It can be seen that during the minute it takes to find 
and focus a specimen in a conventionally equipped 
microscope, the crystal receives approximately enough 
electrons/cm 2 to record 9 brightfield micrographs. 

The brightfield mode of operation is the most fre- 
quently used mode since many radiation sensitive 
materials (e.g. biological specimens, non-crystalline 
polymers) are amorphous. Image intensified focusing 
will therefore greatly improve the quality of the bright- 
field recording. 

For the darkfield mode there seems to be little advant- 
age in using an image intensifier if the focusing of the 
darkfield image is done in brightfield (F/R=0.16). It 
should be kept in mind that the calculations are based on 
the assumption that no further adjustment of the dark- 
field image is necessary. However, owing to the lack of  
contrast in the brightfield image and the need to focus 
on a convenient 'dirt particle' or crystal edge, the speci- 
men frequently needs to be repositioned slightly in the 
darkfield mode, a process which requires approximately 
10 sec with the current density at the specimen higher by 
a factor Io/Ih~z. Under these conditions the figure of 
merit changes by a factor of 3 [~foeus is now .tBF + ~t~)F ~/'facuS ' / ' ad jus t  

(for 110 reflection of polyethylene)]. Experience shows 
in addition that the use of an intensifier for darkfield 
examination permits a much higher yield of informative 
darkfield micrographs since the operator has time to 
select interesting specimen areas and to systematically 
vary the diffraction condition with low current density 
on the specimen. 

Returning to the brightfield case we see that the 
channeltron image intensification system will lower the 
ratio of 'focusing' over 'recording' electrons to about 
0.3, and the SEC based system to approximately 0-1, 
i.e. either system will record practically all the information 
available from the specimen. However, a channeltron 
system will do it at a price one to two orders of magni- 
tude lower than that of a SEC based system. Thus, unless 
further electronic processing of the image is desired 
(e.g. automatic particle counting, etc.) there is little 
advantage in the use of an SEC system. 

Radiation sensitive polymers: E. L. Thomas and D. G. Ast 

Optimum recording for polymers 
The visual appearance of a polymer specimen in the 

electron microscope is a strong function of its particular 
radiation damage mechanism and the total radiation 
exposure z3. Electron beam damage to polymers occurs 
owing to the ionization of main chain atoms and subse- 
quent crosslinking of chains and/or chain scission. In 
order to record micrographs which are nearly radiation 
damage artifact free, it is necessary to assess the damage 
as a function of dose. For crystalline polymers, such as 
polyethylene, one can monitor the diffracted beam 
intensity as a function of time. As radiation damage 
causes the polyethylene lattice to distort, the diffracted 
intensity drops off exponentially za. A sensitive way to 
assess radiation damage artifacts is to compare darkfield 
images of the crystal taken at different fractions of the 
crystal lifetime. For polyethylene, the darkfield image 
develops a 'textured'* appearance during irradiation and 
all diffraction contrast features become fainter and finally 
disappear altogether. 

The 110 darkfield diffracted intensity from a crystal as 
a function of total incident dose is shown in Figure 1. 
The crystal lifetime % usually determined as the time it 
takes to change the diffraction pattern into an amorphous 
halo for a given incident beam intensity, corresponds 
approximately to the point on the diffracted intensity- 
electron dose curve at which the diffracted intensity no 
longer changes with increasing electron dose. We have 
determined that an unacceptable mount of artifact 
diffraction contrast in the dark-field image from radiation 
damage to the lattice occurs at about 60 % of the crystal 
lifetime. The electron dose which can pass through the 
nearly undamaged (as determined from the darkfield 
contrast studies) specimen, ~Bpec corresponding to 0.6 Tmax, 
is approximately 3 × 10Z6electrons/cm 2 at 100keV. The 
total diffracted intensity IhkZ, will be StoJhkz(t)dt. The 
optimum electron dose for recording ~1~o1~ is set 
by the noise consideration and photographic plate 
density (e.g. 5 x 107 electrons/cm2). Thus there exists an 
optimum magnification at which a maximum of informa- 
tion is extracted from the nearly undamaged specimen. 
This magnification M is given by. 

~"p°~ 11/2 
max / 

plate  M:/ 6[ roou.+ oo l/ 
t Llooo Ih~zJJ 

* Radiation damage in polyethylene is primarily from cross- 
linking. The strain fields from the crosslinks break the lattice up 
into small diffracting regions. This yields a fine black-and-white 
patchwork in the darkfield image. 

1.5 

! \" %\ 
,% 

0'7 o ~  

% , 

I I I I f - -  I 
I 2 3 4 5 

Time (rain) 
Figure I Typical 110 darkfield diffracted intensity from a poly- 
ethylene crystal as a function of dose. Jo=4x 10-SA/cm 2 
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where 

I0 = incident beam intensity, 

I000 = brightfield intensity, 

Ih~z = diffracted beam intensity, 

~ e e =  maximum electron dose in the specimen plane 
before extensive texturizing of darkfield image, 

f f ~  -- optimum plate exposure, 

fffoeus=minimum dose on phosphor screen, for 
brightfield focusing. 

For polyethylene at 100keV the optimum workin~ 
magnification for brightfield is (I000 ~ 0"510)MN 14 000 × 
and for a 110 darkfield (h10~0"0310)M~4000×. The 
specimen detail resolvable at a given magnification 
depends inversely on the contrast of the image. For a 
monolayer polyethylene crystal 120 A thick, brightfield 
contrast is about 40 ~o while darkfield contrast is nearly 
100~o. Thus the two different modes of operation yield 
about the same resolved specimen detail.* If n photo- 
graphs of an undamaged specimen are desired, then the 
working magnification must be lowered by a factor 
n-l12. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figures 2 and 3 are brightfield micrographs of a poly- 
ethylene single crystal taken at 12500x and 100keV. 
Focusing and alignment were accomplished with a 
microchannelplate image intensifier. Several diffraction 
contrast features (bend contours, dislocations and Moir6 
fringes) are visible in Figure 2. Figure 3 was taken after 
60 see of further irradiation, which corresponds to the 
approximate total dose required for unaided focusing at 
this magnification. Contrast features in Figure 3 result 
chiefly from absorption contrast since all diffraction 
contrast features have by now faded owing to radiation 
damage. Although image intensification is thus very 
helpful for obtaining optimum photographs of a nearly 

* The smallest detail which can be resolved in an undamaged 
crystal is of the order of 50/~ based on photographic plate resolu- 
tion of NS0 lp/mm. 

Figure 3 Brighffield micrograph of same area taken after another 
60sec of irradiation. Specimen current density 2.5xl0-4A/cm 2 
1Osec exposure 

undamaged crystal, such photographs are also (albeit 
somewhat more tediously because of the low yield of 
useful pictures) obtainable by focusing on an area 
which is damaged, followed by translation to an adjacent 
area to record an undamaged crystal. 

Finally, we would like to comment on the optimum 
voltage for the electron microscopy of polymers which 
has been reported to be in the vicinity of 300 keV 15. The 
observed specimen lifetime increases with increasing 
accelerating voltage, but the intensity of the diffracted 
beams (and hence the contrast) decreases (Table 3). 
Based on available experimental lifetime data for poly- 
ethylene we have calculated the total diffracted intensity 
as a function of voltage. It can be seen that the total 
diffracted intensity is practically independent of voltage.* 
Since the QDE of electron image plates in the region of 
50-300 keV is practically a constant, there is no optimum 
recording voltage. However, in the absence of image 
intensification the electron dose required for focusing is 
a smaller fraction of the total specimen dose f f ~  the 
higher the microscope operating voltage provided the 
image contrast is sufficient (I> l0 ~o). Thus, for a conven- 
tionally equipped microscope, the optimum voltage for 
operation lies in the vicinity of the QDE 'fall-off' and 
with sufficient brightfield contrast, i.e. in the vicinity of 
300 keV. 

Figure 2 Brightfield micrograph of a polyethylene single crystal. 
Specimen current density 2.5x 10-4A/cm ~, 10sec exposure 

CONCLUSIONS 

An analysis of the use of image intensification for the 
electron microscopy of radiation sensitive polymers leads 
to the following conclusions. 

(1) The chief advantage of image intensification is the 
reduced radiation damage during focusing and aligning 
of the specimen. Image intensification will not improve 
the quality of recording. 

(2) In the brightfield case, the radiation damage 
imparted to the specimen during focusing is large 
compared to the radiation damage occurring during 
subsequent recording. Thus image intensified focusing 

* The reason is that the radiation damage and electron scattering 
are both being largely controlled by the electron-electron interac- 
tion. 
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Table3 Diffracted intensity (kV) 

2 beam BF contrast 
Io - looo Theoretical Specimen lifetime, ~'0"6T . Electron energy Io Jlzox 106" ~ Jo dllo (t)dtx 104 j-o.6~ Jzlo*(t)dt 

(keV) ODE (%) (A/cm ~) (sec) (C/cm 2 ) r f0.6~ . tJO Jtlo (t)dt]xoo 

50 > 0" 7 36 35" 7 35 3" 75 0" 88 
100 >0"7 20 20-2 70 4"25 1 "00 
200 >0"6 13 12.7 125 4"77 1 "12 
300 10 10-1 140 4"22 0"99 
500 8 8-15 170 4"15 0.98 

1000 >0"23"[" 7 6"83 250 5"12 1 "21 

* Calculated from (the kinematical approximation at the Bragg condition) 

Jhkl(kV) = Jo (A(kV)) 2 lF(hkl, kV) [~t 2 
v~ 

where t=thickness=120A, Ve=volume unit eel l=92.4A a and Jo=incident beam intensity at specimen=l x 10-4A/cm 2 
"1" Exp data iv at dspec= 1 x 10-4A/cm 2 

will improve the quality (information content) of  bright- 
field micrographs. 

(3) Darkfield micrographs are usually recorded after 
the focusing has been done in brightfield conditions. In 
this ease the radiation damage during focusing, even in 
the conventional microscope, is small compared to the 
radiation damage during recording. Hence, image 
intensified focusing will not improve the quality of  the 
micrographs. However, it allows the operator to make 
further adjustments in the darkfield image before the 
actual recording. This, in general, increases the yield of  
informative and useful pictures. 

(4) Optimum recording (i.e. information extraction) of  
crystalline polyethylene is achieved at a magnification 
of ~ 14 000 x for brightfield and 4000 × for darkfield 
and at an optimum working voltage of 300 keV. 

(5) f f  image intensified focusing is used, the optimum 
working voltage is now a wide band between 50 and 
300 keV. 
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Transition and relaxation processes in 
co-amino acid polyamides* 

F. W. Lord 
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(Received 23 July 1973) 

Differential thermal analysis has been used to study the thermal transitions that occur on 
heating efficiently quenched samples of <o-amino acid polyamides. With 'even' amino acid 
polyamides (nylons-4, -6, -8, etc.) an endothermic type of transition was observed in the 
region of 30-40°C; this was followed immediately by an exothermic transition. No such 
transitions were observed with the 'odd' polyamides (nylons-5, -7, -11, etc.). From X-ray 
diffraction spectra and structural considerations, these transitions have been shown to be 
associated with the formation of hydrogen-bonded structures, that are possible with 'even' 
polyamides, but not with the 'odd' members. From a combination of differential thermal 
analysis, density and X-ray diffraction data, a new picture of the low temperature crystalliza- 
tion behaviour of this type of polyamide has emerged. 

INTRODUCTION 

Physical and mechanical properties of polymers are 
directly related to molecular mobility. In order to fabri- 
cate brittle or glassy polymers which have little or no 
molecular mobility, it is necessary to know the tempera- 
ture range over which segments or groups acquire 
mobility. This temperature range, or transition, one of the 
most important, is known as the glass-rubber transition 
Tu and has been the subject of many publications. It is 
associated only with the amorphous phase and is shown 
by all amorphous and partly crystalline polymers. No 
new phases and no latent heat effects are associated with 
this transition, which is therefore a second-order process. 

The glass-rubber transition, for practical purposes 
can be defined as the temperature or temperature range 
over which a sudden change in slope is observed in the 
curves of such thermodynamic properties as volume 
expansion or heat capacity, when plotted as a function 
of temperature. Many polymers show more than one 
second-order transition, but at the glass-rubber transition 
the change in properties is very large and the transition 
is therefore usually unambiguous. 

Many values for the Tg of polyamides have been 
suggestedl-S: these range from -50°C to +80°C, the 
generally accepted value being 45°C-50°C. Polyamides, 
however, exhibit some properties at room temperature 
which are not consistent with the second quoted tempera- 
ture range for Ta. They exhibit certain rubber-like 
properties at temperatures below 45°C, e.g. nylon-6 
shows considerable creep behaviour at 20°C. 

Some methods used for the determination of Tg 
(dilatometry, penetrometer methods, etc.) whilst possess- 
ing adequate accuracy and sensitivity provide insufficient 
control of the thermal treatment of the sample particu- 

* Presented at the IUPAC International Symposium on Macro- 
molecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

larly when this is a crystalline polymer. Nucleation and 
crystallization can occur between sample preparation 
and the start of the determination. The results obtained 
from low-temperature studies and described by Hartley 
e t  al. a were undoubtedly obtained on crystalline material 
as a result of inefficient quenching. 

Differential thermal analysis (d.t.a.), because of its 
high sensitivity and extremely small temperature require- 
ments ensures better control of fusion and quenching. 
It was therefore used to study the thermal transitions 
occurring in a series of oJ-amino acid polyamides. The 
use of differential thermal analysis methods for the 
determination of glass-rubber transitions has been 
described by Ke and Yoshimoto ~, a 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The thermal transitions were studied using the Du Pont 
900 differential thermal analyser and its associated 
calorimeter cell. This cell was selected because it dis- 
pensed with the use of glass sample holders; the polymer 
samples were contained in small aluminium dishes. A 
further advantage is that the sample can readily be 
detached from the metal dish and used for subsequent 
tests such as density determinations, microscopic and 
X-ray examinations. 

X-ray diffraction spectra were obtained with the 
Nonius horizontal version of the Guinier de Wolff 
focusing Powder Camera No. 1 operating at 35 kV and 
20 mA using CuK~ radiation with bent quartz crystal 
monochromator. 

Density determinations were carried out in a carbon 
tetrachloride-toluene density gradient column operating 
at 25°C. 

An amorphous sample is essential for the unambiguous 
determination of Tg. With crystalline polymers the sample 
must be melted at a temperature sufficiently high to 
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Figure1 Thermogram of amorphous poly(ethylene terephthalate). 
Heating rate=20°C/min 

destroy all previous thermal history and then be efficiently 
quenched. The quenching conditions should be such that 
nucleation effects occurring in the sample during the 
cooling process are minimized. 

The suitability of the Du Pont apparatus for this type 
of work was illustrated by using amorphous poly(ethylene 
terephthalate) (PET) the thermogram of which is shown 
in Figure 1. The value of Tg for PET agreed well with 
data obtained by dilatometry and other techniques. The 
exotherm at 130°C is due to a low temperature crystal- 
lization process; this is also in good agreement with data 
from other techniques 2. The endotherm at 250°C repre- 
sents the melting of the crystalline polymers. 

Special precautions, however, are necessary in order 
to obtain an amorphous sample of a polyamide. A 
fusion temperature of at least 30°C above the crystalline 
melting point and extremely rapid quenching to liquid 
nitrogen temperatures are essential. A typical thermo- 
gram obtained with nylon-6 is shown in Figure 2. 

In the case of nylon-6, the efficiency of the fusion and 
quenching operation can be assessed by measurement of 
the area under the exotherm (Figure 2). Unmelted, 
crystalline nylon-6 showed no exotherm, and a sample 
melted at a temperature just above the melting point 
prior to quenching showed only a small exotherm. 

From the mass of sample used and the cell charac- 
teristics the value of AH for the exotherm can be calcu- 
lated from: 

H= EAATs~Ts (1) 
M= 

where 

E =  cell calibration coefficient, 

A = peak area, 

ATs = Y-axis sensitivity, 

Ts = X-axis sensitivity, 

M =  mass of sample, 

a=  heating rate. 

The effect of water on the transitions observed by 
d.t.a, has been investigated. Undried nylon-6 gave AH 
value of 6.2-6.5 cal/g (25.93-27.2J/g). Samples dried for 
16 h at 100°C and 1.0 x 10-4mHg gave the same value. 
A rigorous drying treatment for 14 days at 1.0 x 10 -4 
mHg over P~O5 gave a slightly higher value of 6.7- 
7.0cal/g (28.03-30.29J/g). The main disadvantage of 
using undried polymer is that small bubbles, present 
in the samples after melting, make density determination 
unreliable. The sample after melting, however, is extremely 
sensitive to moisture and precautions must be adopted to 
minimize this effect. 

The effect on AH of nucleation affects due to poor 
quenching or incomplete fusion is shown in Table 1. 
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Figure £ Thermogram of efficiently quenched nylon-6. Heating 
rate = 29oC/min 

Table I Effect of fusion temperature and quenching conditions 
on AH 

Fusion Time of Quench 
temperature fusion temperature AH 

(°C) (min) (°C) AH(cal/g) (J/g) 

300 5.0 --180 7.47 31.25 
275 5"0 --180 7-10 29-7 
275 5"0 --180 7.10 29"7 
255 5" 0 - 180 6" 50 27.29 
255 5" 0 - 180 6.50 27.20 

, 230 5"0 --180 6"13 25"65 
225 5.0 -180 5.10 21.34 
220 5.0 --180 0.94 3-81 
255 15-0 -180 6-60 27.61 
255 5"0 --180 6.40 26"78 
255 2"0 --180 6"10 25"52 
255 5'0 --100 3"20 13"39 
255 5"0 -- 70 1"00 4"18 
255 5" 0 0 0 0 
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Figure 3 Thermogram of efficiently quenched amino acid poly- 
amides, (a) Nylon-4; (b) nylon-5; (c) nylon-6; (d) nylon-7; (e) nylon- 
8; (f) nylon-ll ; (g) nylon-12 

The mass of sample used in the above experiments 
was < 5.0 mg and the heating rate 20°C/rain. The stand- 
ard conditions adopted for all subsequent experiments 
using nylon-6 were a 2.0mg sample, fusion conditions 
of 5 rain at 255°C followed by liquid nitrogen quenching. 
Higher fusion temperatures whilst giving somewhat 
higher values of AH produced samples containing small 
bubbles together with some discoloration which made 
subsequent density and microscopic determinations 
difficult and uncertain. 

Samples of nylon-6 fused at 255°C and quenched in 
liquid nitrogen showed no spherulitic structure when 
10/zm thick sections were examined at room temperature 
under a polarizing microscope. Moreover, no spherulites 
developed when the samples were held at 200°C for 

30min; at this temperature spherulites, if present, grow 
rapidly. 

RESULTS 

The thermograms obtained from a series of co-amino acid 
polyamides presented an unexpected observation (Figure 
3). All the 'even' polyamides, i.e. those containing an 
even number of carbon atoms in the chain, showed an 
endotherm-like transition at about 30°C followed 
immediately by an exotherm having a peak temperature 
of about 70°C. No such transitions were observed in any 
of the 'odd' polyamides examined. 

The temperature of the endotherm-like transition 
corresponded to that observed by workers using other 
techniques and assumed by them to be the glass-transi- 
tion. The absence of such a transition in the case of 
'odd' polyamides demanded some explanation and the 
following hypothesis was advanced. 

The transitions observed in this series of polyamides 
are associated with 'parallel' and 'anti-parallel' configura- 
tions well known in co-amino acid polyamides and 
described by Slichter 1°. Polyamides in general tend to 
achieve structures containing the maximum molecular 
coupling. Molecules of 'even' amino acid polyamides 
being unsymmetrical can be arranged in two configura- 
tions: (1) where the atom sequence in polymer chains 
lying alongside each other is in the same direction. This 
is known as the 'parallel' form in which only 50~o of 
hydrogen bonds are possible if there is a planar zig-zag 
and no chain distortion. The plane of the completed 
hydrogen bonds is tilted with reference to the molecular 
axis; (2) where the atom sequences in adjacent chains 
are in opposite directions, known as the 'anti-paraller 
form, in which all hydrogen bonds are completed and 
the plane is normal to the molecular axis. 

With 'odd' polyamides, e.g. nylon-7, hydrogen bonding 
is complete in both 'parallel' and 'anti-parallel' configura- 
tions. These structures are shown in Figure 4. 

The association of the observed transitions in 'even' 
polyamides with hydrogen bonding was substantiated 
by examination of samples of iso-butyl substituted 
nylon-6. A glass transition was observed at temperatures 
between - 6 0  and +20°C, the actual temperature being 
dependent upon the degree of substitution. When the 
degree of substitution was high enough to hinder or 
prevent crystallization, no exotherm was observed on the 
thermogram. 

In the light of these findings it was necessary to find a 
full explanation for the thermograms obtained with the 
'even' and 'odd' polyamides. 

If the thermogram of nylon-6 is interpreted in the 
same way as was done for Terylene, then the exotherm 
should be due to low temperature crystallization. This 
hypothesis was tested by obtaining X-ray diffraction 
spectra of samples of nylon-6 removed from the calori- 
meter cell after they had been raised to temperatures 
corresponding to different parts of the thermogram. The 
X-ray findings are shown in Table 2. 

These results show that crystallization to the y-form 
occurred after completion of the exothermic process 
and that no heat effects were detected associated with the 
change of the 7- to the s-form. 

Similar experiments carried out on nylon-7 (in which 
no thermal transitions were observed) showed two 
fairly sharp reflections at all temperatures. The linear 
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Figure 4 Parallel and anti-parallel forms of nylon-6 and nylon-7. (a) Nylon-6, parallel form; (b) nylon-6, anti-parallel form; (c) nylon-7, parallel form; (d) nylon-7, anti-parallel form 
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Table 2 X-ray spectra of nylon-6 removed from the calorimeter 
cell at different temperatures 
i i= 

Tem peratu re 
of sample at 

time of 
removal (°C) X-ray spectra Comments 

20 " ]  Temperature range 
40 ~ covers passage 
60 Broad halo through the transitions 
80 and completion of 

exothermic process 
90 

100 
120 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
195 
200 

, Fairly sharp, single ~,-form 
reflection 

Mixture of single 
reflection of y-form and 
double reflection of 
s-form 
Double reflection 

s-form increasing 
with increasing 
temperature 

a-form only 

O-S 

0.4 

O-3 
> 
E 

~02  
E 

¢Y 

0.1 

0 

_ 0 . 1 ' ~  . . =  , 
0 l l I0 20  30  4 0  50 60 

Time (min) 

Figure5 Isothermal 'crystallization' of nylon-6. Rate of crystalliza- 
tion at 55°C 

separation between the two reflections increased slightly 
with increasing temperature. 

Further evidence that the exotherm observed in 'even' 
polyamides was not entirely due to crystallization was 
obtained from attempts to measure isothermal rates of 
crystallization over the temperature range 25°-60°C. 

2 mg of nylon-6 were fused for 5rain at 250°C, quenched 
in liquid nitrogen and then transferred to the calorimeter 
cell which had been pre-set to the desired isothermal 
temperature. As shown in Figure 5, a rapid exothermic 
process commenced even before the sample had achieved 
the steady isothermal state. This effect was observed at 
temperatures as low as 25°C. 

It has already been shown that the value of AH 
(Table 1) is considerably reduced by the nucleation or 
crystallization processes which can result from slow 
cooling from the melt or from incomplete fusion. Changes 
in AH values should therefore be a measure of any 
changes affected in well quenched samples by annealing 

at temperatures between 20°C and 60°C. The results 
are shown in Figure 6. 

At the same time density determinations were carried 
out on annealed samples. The density-annealing time 
curves are shown in Figure 7. A broken curve of AH- 
annealing time measured at 55°C is included to illustrate 
the large change in AH that can occur with only a very 
small change in density. 

X-ray diffraction spectra of annealed samples of 
nylon-6 measured in terms of the half-width of the single 
reflection gave similar curves to those obtained by AH 
determinations. The half-width-time curves are shown in 
Figure 8. Despite extremely long annealing times only 
a poorly ordered y-form of nylon-6 was obtained. 

D I S C U S S I O N  

The structures of oJ-amino acid polyamides have been 
studied and reported by many workers 10-27. The changes 
in structure that occur on heating a quenched sample of 
nylon-6 to a temperature just below the melting point, 
together with the effect of orientation, have been described 
by Roldan and KaufmanZL 

+6"(: 

A 

U 

<3 

+2< 

-0  60  120 180 240  
Time (min) 

Figure 6 Effect of annealing conditions on AH of nylon-6. O, 
20°C; x ,  4O°C; FI, 45°C; A, 50°C; O, 55°C; ~7, 60°C 
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Figure 7 Effect of annealing conditions on density of nylon-6. A, 
45°C; x ,  55°C; 0 ,  60°C; O - - -  O, see text 
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Effect of annealing conditions on X-ray diffraction Figure 8 
spectra of nylon-6. ©, 40°C; x,  45°C; A, 50°C; O, 55°C; I-I, 60°C; 
&, 70°C 

Quenching of a nylon-6 melt results in a loosely packed 
amorphous structure (amorphous 1) showing on X-ray 
diffraction a broad halo of spacing 4.30 A. On exposure 
to moisture or on warming, a denser amorphous form is 
produced (amorphous 2), which shows a halo of spacing 
4.16A and density 1.084g/cm a. On heating above the 
so-called Tg short range intermolecular order between 
chains develops without ordering along the length. The 
chains are assumed to be randomly twisted. Small 
elements comprised of groups of cylindrically shaped 
molecules having a unique spacing are formed giving a 
single reflection characteristic of a pseudo-hexagonal 
form of spacing 4.13 A and density 1-155 g/cm a. Moderate 
orientation of the chains produces longitudinal order of 
the amide groups along the chain length resulting in a 
sharper X-ray diffraction spectra and producing a 
hexagonal form of spacing 4.10 A and density 1-150 g/cm 3 
(/3-hexagonal or y-form). Stretching of this fl-hexagonal 
form results in a transformation to a paracrystalline 
monoclinic form of spacing: 

d~02+002 4.30-4.50A and densityl.136-1-174g/cm 3 
d200 3.70-3-86 A 

There is another form, that of the highly crystalline 
a-monoclinic form proposed by Bunn, of spacing: 

dz02+002 4.40A and densityl-225g/cm z 
d2oo 3"70 A 

From measurements of the spectra obtained on effici- 
ently quenched nylon-6, structures can now be assigned 
to the polymer before and after the thermal transitions 
described in this report. These are given in Table 3. 

Vogelsong 14 has shown that the y or fl-form of nylon-6 
corresponds to a hexagonal structure in which all the 
chains lie in the same direction but a twist in the chain 

enables all the hydrogen bonds to be made, i.e. a 'parallel' 
configuration. Heating at temperatures above 165°C 
resulted in the formation of the monoclinic a-form, an 
'anti-parallel' structure in which the chains lie in opposite 
directions. 

The X-ray diffraction spectra of a nylon-6 melt showed 
a broad halo of spacing 4.66A 19. This indicated some 
structure in the melt, evidence of which has been pro- 
vided by other techniques. 

A model can now be proposed to explain the transi- 
tions observed in 'even' polyamides and the absence of 
such transitions in 'odd' polyamides. 

If the structure known to persist in the melt consists 
of small regions of 'parallel' and 'anti-parallel' order and 
if the 'parallel' regions are fully extended, then this will 
result in unassociated -NH groups and these will be 
frozen into the structure on quenching. 

On heating, a temperature will be reached at which 
the methylene sequences in any 'parallel' regions acquire 
sufficient mobility to twist and so enable hydrogen 
bonding to be completed. The temperature region at 
which the twisting of methylene sequences occurs is 
40°-50°C and the resulting hydrogen bonding is respon- 
sible for part of the exotherm observed by d.t.a. Crystal- 
lization of the now fully hydrogen bonded 'parallel' 
regions to form the y-form cannot occur to any high 
degree of perfection, partly because of the twist in the 
structure but mainly because of the constraints of neigh- 
bouring 'anti-parallel' regions. The poor degree of 
crystallinity is shown by X-ray diffraction and the low 
densities observed (1-120g/cm 3 at 25°C even after 
prolonged heating at 55°C compared with 1.150g/cm a 
at 25°C for the s-form). Further heating at higher 
temperature causes crystallization of the 'anti-parallel' 
regions and disruption of the chain extended 'parallel' 
form. This is consistent with X-ray diffraction data 
which show a steady increase of the a-form together 
with an equally steady decrease of the y-form. 

The existence of unassociated -NH groups in poly- 
amides has never been reported; in fact many workers 
have concluded, from infra-red studies, that polyamides 
are always fully hydrogen bonded. However, the sample 
preparation itself and ingress of water into the sample 
always favours the completion of hydrogen bonds 
before the sample is subjected to infra-red examination. 

The other 'even' polyamides present the same transi- 
tions as were observed with nylon-6 and it would be 
expected that they also possess two crystal forms. 
However, nylon-8 shows normally only the 'parallel' 
form, the 'anti-parallel' form being induced only by 

Table 3 X-ray diffraction analysis of nylon-6 compared with 
published data 

Observed 
Literature spacing spacing 

Sample (A) (~,) Structure 
Quenched nylon-6 Halo 4.30 4.31 
Quenched nylon-6 Sharp 4.13 4.11 

heated 2h at 
55°C 

Quenched nylon-6 Sharp 4.10 4.10 
heated 16h at 
150 ° C 

Quenched nylon-6 ds02+002 4-30-4.50 4.36 
heated 10min 
at 210°C d~oo 3.70 

Amorphous1 
Hexagonal 
=-form or 
~,-form 

Hexagonal 
fl-form 
or y-form 

Monoclinic 

=-form 
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drawing at temperatures near to the melting point. This 
is due to the increasing stability of  the twist in the struc- 
ture arising from the increase in -CH~ sequence length. 
On this basis nylon-12 should be still more stable and in 
fact the 'anti-parallel' form of nylon-12 is at present 
unknown. 

Nylon-7 and 'odd' polyamides in general have not 
been so extensively studied. As with nylon-6, both types 
of structure will persist in the melt and be frozen-in on 
quenching. Hydrogen bonding is complete in both 
'parallel' and 'anti-parallel' regions, no twisting of the 
chains is required and no further hydrogen bonding is 
possible. Crystallization will, as a result be much faster. 
This is indicated by the absence of  any transitions even 
after the severe quenching conditions. 

It is now possible to propose a more reasonable 
explanation for the zig-zag in the melting point-methylene 
sequence length relation than the ones previously 
reported. 

Nylon-6 has a lower melting point than nylon-7. As 
the methylene sequence length increases a reduction in 
melting point would be expected. Nylon-6 is known to 
favour the 'anti-parallel' form in which complete hydro- 
gen bonding is achieved without distortion of the chains. 
It does not, however, achieve the maximum intermolecu- 
lar coupling. Nylon-7, on the other hand, can achieve 
both requirements and hence has a higher melting point. 

Nylons-8, -10 and above do not readily form 
'anti-parallel' structure but exist in a poorly crystalline 
'parallel' form in which a twist in the chains is necessary 
for complete hydrogen bonding. This results in lower 
melting points than the corresponding odd polyamides-9, 
-11, etc. 

The low temperature crystallization processes occurring 
in well quenched nylon-6 do not agree with the data 
described by Hartley et al. a. It is certain that the mass 
of sample used in their work was far too large to be 
efficiently quenched. The density changes observed by 
them at - 30°C were probably secondary effects resulting 
from crystallization which had occurred during the 
relatively slow cooling of the samples. 

The present work now shows that molecular re- 
arrangement detectable by d.t.a, occurs at temperatures 
between 30°C and 70°C. This results in only a marginal 
change in density and no significant change in the X-ray 
spectra. Crystallization, as defined by X-ray diffraction, 
occurs only after these re-arrangements are completed, 
i.e. at temperatures over 80°C. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(I) The thermal transitions observed by d.t.a, on heating 
efficiently quenched 'even' o,-amino acid polyamides are 
due to the persistence of  'parallel' and 'anti-parallel' 
regions of order in the melt and in the quenched state. 
Similar considerations explain the absence of  such 
transitions in 'odd' polyamides. 

(2) The existence of a transition in the region of  40°C, 
reported in the literature as the Tg has been confirmed. 
The unexpected high value for this transition has been 
shown to be due to hydrogen bonded structures. The 
temperature of this transition has been reduced to 
- 6 0 ° C  by chemical substitution. 
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Structure and properties of polypivalolactone* 
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Pivalolactone (o<,o<-dimethyl-fl-propiolactone) can be polymerized to linear polyesters with 
widely different molecular weights. The polymer has a high degree of crystallinity and a high 
crystalline melting point. Several other basic properties of the polymer have been deter- 
mined, such as molecular weight, glass-transition temperature, rheological characteristics, 
etc., and its possible use in the fibre and plastics field has been extensively investigated. It 
was found that the polymer, when adequately stabilized, has a high thermal stability and 
shows hardly any discoloration upon processing. 

Ultimate products such as fibres and injection-moulded articles based on polypivalo- 
lactone have a high resistance to hydrolysis, heat and chemicals, and exhibit excellent 
weathering properties. A remarkable characteristic of the products is their high elastic 
recovery, in particular after annealing at high temperatures. Many of the observed properties 
can be explained by means of the molecular and crystalline structure of the polymer. 

INTRODUCTION 

Earlier investigations by Shell into the use of tertiary 
carboxylic acids ('versatic' acids) in the preparation of 
alkyd resins z, 9- and paint latices s, 4 showed that direct 
esterification of such acids was difficult owing to the 
steric hindrance caused by the branching at the ~-carbon 
atom. However, this difficulty could be circumvented by 
causing the acid to react with epichlorhydrin and sub- 
jeering the resultant product to dehydroehlorination. 
The glycidyl ester thus obtained proved suitable for use 
in alkyd resins. Vinyl esters of the s-branched acids 
could readily be prepared via reaction with acetylene. 
The application of such esters in, for instance, vinyl 
acetate copolymer emulsions was found to lead to high- 
quality paint latices. 

Although steric hindrance makes the esterification of 
such branched acids difficult, it imparts a remarkably 
good stability to the resultant ester 5. The ultimate paint 
films exhibit a high resistance to alkali, weathering and 
discoloration. 

The lowest molecular weight tertiary carboxylic acid 
is pivalic acid, which can be prepared from isobutylene, 
carbon monoxide and water. It can be converted via 
chlorination into hydroxypivalic acid, another potential 
base material for the preparation of polyesters. However, 
here too, steric hindrance impedes esterification to 
products of sufficiently high molecular weight. In this 
case, direct esterification can be avoided by preparing 
the corresponding lactone from monochloropivalic acid 
via ring closure with sodium hydroxide: 

CH3 CH3 
I ~o I ~o ..o~ 

CH3~C--C C--q~-~ CH3,~ C --C y 
I \ I ell3 OH \OH CH2CI 

* Presented as a Symposium Lecture at the IUPAC International 
Symposium on Macromolecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

CH3 CH3 
CH3__Cl C/. O -..C~ [ 4 0 CH3--C--C 

I ONa I I 
CH=Ci CH='-O 

Owing to the highly strained ring system this lactone 
can be readily polymerized via ring opening, yielding 
the required high molecular weight linear polyester. 
Details on the polymerization of pivalolactone have been 
described in an earlier publication e. 

The present paper discusses the basic properties of 
polypivalolactone and evaluates its usefulness for appli- 
cation in fibres and plastics. 

BASIC PROPERTIES 

Crystallinity 
Pivalolactone can be polymedzed to products with a 

wide range of molecular weights, from low molecular 
weight oligomers to polymers with molecular weights 
of several millions. 

The very high degree of crystallinity of the polymer 
is related to the symmetrical arrangement of the repeating 
unit in the polymer chain, as is the case with, for example, 
polyethylene. This fact combined with infra-red data and 
the chemistry of the anionic polymerization process 
point to a high structural purity of the polymer. 

The crystalline melting point of the polymer is about 
245°C; its glass-transition temperature (Tu) is -10°C. 

Extensive studies have been made of the crystalline 
structures occurring in polypivalolactone. A detailed 
description of this work will be made shortly. 

Three crystalline modifcations have been observed: 
(i) the a-modification, which is the main product crystal- 
lizing from the melt. In this modification the polymer 
chain has a helical structure with two monomer units 
per turn; (ii) the r-modification, which crystallizes in 
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various amounts from the unoriented melt when low 
cooling rates are applied. It has a melting point of 
228°C. Annealing above this temperature converts the 
/3- into the a,-material; (iii) the metastable y-modification, 
which arises from orientation. The polymer chains in 
this modification have a planar zig-zag structure; this 
chain conformation is in fact 1-6 times extended with 
respect to the a-helical chain. 

Upon annealing of the oriented structures in fibres 
the y-modification (zig-zag structure) is completely 
converted into the a-modification (helic form) with con- 
comitant shrinkage. Well annealed material shows upon 
elongation a complete reversibility of the crystalline 
structure (o~-~ y transformations). It is this reversibility 
which greatly affects the properties of polypivalolactone. 

The linear rate of crystallization has been found to be 
very high for the ~-modification. The fl-modification 
crystallizes far more slowly and is, therefore, unimportant 
from a practical point of view; it is absent in fibres and 
is hardly found in mouldings. The degree of supercooling 
necessary for attaining an appreciable bulk crystallization 
rate is about equal to that required for polypropylene, 
viz. about 50-60°C (AT=Tm--Teryst.); the resultant 
crystallization rate is much higher than that of poly- 
propylene. 

Owing to the very high purity of polypivalolactone the 
nucleation frequency is usually much lower than that of 
other polymers and the spherulites may become very 
large. At temperatures above 190°C they easily grow to 
particles of more than 1 mm diameter. 

A fine crystallization morphology can be obtained by 
employing nucleating agents or by efficient quenching. 
The latter method is only effective with very thin articles 
(e.g. fibres). 

From X-ray analyses and density measurements on 
unoriented samples the density of 100~o crystalline 
material was found to be d~°=1.223 and that of the 
amorphous material d~°= 1.097 (Figure 1). 

Quenching of the polymer without notable crystalliza- 
tion is very difficult. For instance, quenching in ice 
water of a 0.Smm thick sheet compression-moulded at 
270°C results in a density of the polymer of 1.17, which 
corresponds to a crystallinity of 55 ~o. Normal cooling 
in the mould gives a density of 1-19 (75~ crystallinity). 

Thermal stability 
When polypivalolactone is heated above its melting 

point decomposition reactions may occur, with evolution 
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g- 
60 

.__¢ 
O 

U 

2O 

0 ~ I 1 I i I • = I t I ~ '1 = 
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Figure I Crystal l ini ty versus density of polypivalolactone 
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Figure 2 Decrease in molecular  weight (measured as LVN) of 
polypivalolactone upon heating at 270°C. , Closed mould 
(absence of air); . . . .  , mi l l ing (air atmosphere) 

of gases. They consist in depolymerization via an unzip- 
ping reaction, and subsequent decomposition of the 
lactone formed into carbon dioxide and isobutylene. 

o c o 
II I ~ 
C - - O - -  C - - C - - C - - O  ° 

t'c I 
fc_ _c.O) 

C - - O 0 +  L i - - 0  d 
co? + c=c"C  

\ C  

The extent to which depolymerization occurs greatly 
depends on the structure of the end groups in the polymer. 
For those applications in which even the small amounts 
of gas formed during processing pose a problem (melt 
spinning of fibres) the polymer should, during its extru- 
sion to nibs, be degassed by applying an extruder with 
a vent zone. 

The molecular weight of the polymer decreases on 
prolonged heating at high temperatures. The rate of 
degradation depends on temperature, type and amount 
of impurities and on the presence of oxygen (Figure 2). 

The pure polymer is remarkably stable in the absence 
of oxygen; the stability in the presence of 02 can be 
improved by using small amounts of antioxidants. 

Me#flow behaviour 
The polymer viscosity is shear dependent (Figure 3). 

This effect is much more pronounced with polypivalo- 
lactone than with the nylon and poly(ethylene tereph- 
thalate) (PET) samples which we also investigated 
(Figure 4). 

The temperature sensitivity of the melt viscosity at 
processing temperatures is rather low. This is in agree- 
ment with the large interval between Tg (-10°C) and 
the processing temperature (260-300°C). 

APPLICATION OF PIVALOLACTONE IN FIBRES 
A N D  PLASTICS 

When we compare the inher¢nt properties of poly- 
pivalolactone with those of current commercial polymers 
we observe some resemblance with well known products 
such as nylon and, in particular, PET. The latter two 
polymers are both crystalline and have melting points 
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Structure and properties of  polypivalolactone : H. A. Oosterhof 

Because of the very high rate of crystallization the rate 
of cooling of the molten filaments plays an important 
role: the faster the cooling, the less pronounced spherulite 
formation will be. In a normal air atmosphere cooling 
can be improved by applying high linear speeds of 
spinning (Table 1 and Figure 5). It was further observed 
that higher spinning speeds lead to fibres with a higher 
degree of pre-orientation (shown by an increase in 
tenacity and a decrease in elongation). At low spinning 
speeds brittle fibres are produced which cannot be 
stretched afterwards. 

Of course, the thickness of the filament also has a 
pronounced influence on the cooling rate. With air 
cooling unstretched fibres can be spun with a maximum 
thickness of 3.5-6tex (after stretching ~ 1-1.2tex). At 
higher tex values the fibres become brittle and cannot be 
stretched to a higher degree of orientation, 

The cooling rate can be considerably increased by 
applying a water quench. In this way completely or 
almost completely spherulite-free fibres can be obtained 
(Figure 6). This even holds for high filament thicknesses 
(investigated up to 12-14tex). Compared to air-cooled 
fibres, the water-quenched ones have a very high degree 
of preorientation. 

Table I Influence of winding speed on the properties of air- 
cooled polypivalolactone fibres 

Winding speed (m/min) 200 300 
Number of holes/jet diameter 

(mm) 8/0.8 8/0.8 
Product ion (cm3/min) 2-0 3 .2  
Draw-down ratio 430 420 
Titre (tex) 8"6 9.5 
Tenacity (g/tex) * 10.8 
Elongation at break (%) - -  400 
Stretch ratio - -  3.8 
Stretch temperature (°C) - -  195 
Titre, tex (8 f i laments) - -  2.5 
Tenacity (g/tex) - -  27 
Elongation at break (%) - -  28 

1050 

8/0-8 
8'9 

440 
7"6 

14"4 
240 

2"7 
195 

2"9 
37 
27 

* Impossible to determine; fibre was very brittle 

above 200°C. They are mainly applied as synthetic fibres 
and to a lesser extent as films and plastics. 

We have carried out an extensive investigation into 
the processing characteristics and ultimate properties l 
of polypivalolactone in the above-mentioned fields of 
application. 

Fibre processing and properties 
Melt spinning and stretching. Polypivalolactone can be 

p r ~ s e d  with the normal melt-spinning equipment. 
The temperature of extrusion is restricted on the one 
hand by the melting point of the polymer (~245°C) 
and on the other by its degradation (gas formation). In 
general, spinneret temperature of 260-300°C can be 
adopted. Care should be taken to avoid dead or hot 
spots in the spinning machine. As discussed before, 
prolonged heating of the polymer results not only in a 
decrease in hTtw, but also in decomposition of the polymer 
into carbon dioxide and isobutene. Such gas formation 
will give rise to strand breakage directly beneath the 
spinneret. 

Figure 5 Influence of spinning speed on spherul i te formation (air 
cooling). (a) 150m/rain; (b) 570m/rain 
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As discussed above the use of nucleating agents 
prevents the formation of large spherulites. However, it 
appears that even with rapid cooling in water many 
small spherulites are formed, which have an adverse 
effect on subsequent stretching (Figure 7). 

The spun fibres can easily be oriented by stretching 
over hot plates or hot pins. The stretching temperature 

Figure 6 Influence of water quenching on spherulite formation. 
(a) 570m/min (air cooled); (b) 260m/min (water at 15°C cooled-- 
water level 30cm below spinneret) 

can be varied from 20 to 210°C. At the lower tempera- 
tures, however, (20-50°C) some distortion occurs, 
resulting in fibres with a dull appearance. After adequate 
stretching the spherulites present in the original spun 
fibre disappear (Figure 8). 

Fibre properties. From extensive laboratory spinning 
and stretching experiments the following picture emerges 
of the ultimate properties of polypivalolactone fibres. 

(a) Mechanical properties. The tensile strength and 
modulus increase, as can be expected, with the level of 
orientation. Normal (one-step) stretching results in a 

maximum tenacity of 45-55 g/rex. By applying a two- 
step stretching procedure and annealing the fibre between 
the two stretching steps fibres can be obtained with a 
tenacity of 75-90g/tex, a very high modulus (up to 
ll00g/tex) and a low elongation at break (8-10~o). 
Such fibres contain a very high proportion of the meta- 
stable ~,-crystalline form (zig-zag structure). During heat 
treatment at elevated temperature (150-200°C), which is 
generally required to remove shrinkage, the y-crystalline 
structure converts into the s-form. This conversion 
decreases the tenacity to 45-55g/rex, the modulus to 
350g/tex and gives a 60-80~o increase in elongation. 
This means that, although high-tenacity fibres with an 
interestingly high modulus can be prepared, they cannot 
be used in those applications in which an additional 
heat treatment is required. 

One of the outstanding features of polypivalolactone 
fibres is their very high elastic recovery. It is important 
to note that the recovery remains at least on the same 
high level after removal of shrinkage by heat treatment 
in steam or dry air (Table 2). 

The remarkable fact that these highly crystalline fibres 
can show such high elongations at relatively high tenacity 

Figure 7 Influence of nucleation on spherulite formation. Water-quenched: (a) nucleated; (b) non-nucleated. Air cooled: (c) nucleated; 
(d) non-nucleated. Spinning conditions: jet size, 0.5mm; spinning speed, 3.5m/min; take-up speed, 260m/min; titre, £4den 
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Figure 8 Polypivalolactone fibre (air cooled) (a) before and (b) 
after stretching. Stretching ratio: 2.5 

Table 2 Influence of heat treatment on tensile recovery ( ~ )  and 
stress decay (~/o) 

Treatment 

None 

30min 5min 
at 126°C at 180°C 
in steam in airoven 

Tensile recovery*: 
Polypivalolactone fibre 94 80 86 
PET fibre 96 61 80 
Nylon-6 fibre 97 60 54 

Stress decay*: 
Polypivalolactone fibre 3.g 5-4 5.1 
PET fibre 13"0 18.9 17.5 
Nylon-6 fibre 11.5 23.6 

* At  5~/o elongation; holding time 1 min 

and moreover possess such good recovery properties 
has to be ascribed to the above-mentioned ~--y trans- 
formation. 

(b) Chemical resistance. Polypivalolactone fibres have 
excellent resistance to acids, alkali, solvents, bleaching 
agents and detergents. Only a small change in tenacity 
is observed after 30 days' immersion at room temperature 
in 5 ~o by wt. caustic soda in water. In this respect they are 
superior to PET fibres, which under the same conditions 
lose 50-60 ~ of their original strength (Figure 9). The 
high alkali resistance of the polypivalolactone fibre is 
not surprising since esters derived from tertiary carboxylic 
acids are well known to resist saponification 5. 

(c) Weathering properties. Polypivalolactone fibres 
have a high resistance to weathering. After 18 months' 
outdoor exposure (45 °, facing south) only a limited 
decrease in strength and elongation is observed (Figure 
10). Here too, we believe that the resistance of this ester 
to hydrolysis contributes a great deal to the retention of 
the tensile properties. 

(d) Whiteness and whiteness retention. The polymer 
powder is converted to nibs via extrusion at nearly 
300°C, and subsequently melt spun at the same tempera- 
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ture to fibres. The resulting fibres nevertheless do not 
exhibit any significant discoloration. The colour retention 
after weathering for 18 months or after oven ageing at 
100°C for 1000h proved to be excellent. In this respect 
the polypivalolactone fibres are far superior to nylon 
fibres and even better than fibres derived from PET. 

(e) Dyeability. Just as with PET fibres the polypivalo- 
lactone fibres can only be coloured with dyes that are 
applied from an aqueous dispersion. It was found that a 
number of disperse dyes normally used for PET fibres 
give good shades on polypivalolactone fibres on pressure 
dyeing at 125-130°C. However, the percentage of dye 
take-up from the bath is generally on the low side 
compared to that of PET. Good dyeability of the latter 
type of fibre can also be attained at 95-100°C by the use 
of carriers. (Carriers are generally solvents which assist 
the transport of dye from the dispersion to the fibre.) 
For polypivalolactone fibres no suitable carriers have 
been found. Apparently, the high degree of crystallinity 
has an adverse effect on the uptake of the dye molecules. 

Plastics processing and properties 
Processing. During preliminary compression and 

injection-moulding experiments with polypivalolactone 
it proved difficult to produce homogeneous articles. It 
was found that the irregularities in the articles were 
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Figure 11 Influence of nucleation on spherulite size. (a) Polypivalolactone nucleated with 0.1 phr sodium ~-naphthalenesulphonate; 
(b) non-nucleated polypivalolactone. Cross-section of quenched sheets; magnification 180x; crossed polarizers 

caused by the formation of large spherulites, which 
sometimes even led to initial cracks in the moulded 
article. A much more uniform pattern of crystallization 
can be obtained by the use of nucleating agents, for 
instance, with small amounts (0.1 ~o by wt.) of the sodium 
salt of ~-naphthalene-sulphonic acid (Figure 11). 

Compounds containing a nucleating agent can be 
injection-moulded with the conventional types of injec- 
tion-moulding machine at mass temperatures of 260-- 
300°C. The mould temperatures can lie between room 
temperature and 150°C. The molecular weight can be 
varied between approximately 150 000 and 400 000. At 
lower molecular weights the products are too brittle, 
while at higher molecular weights the decrease in flow 
affects the processability. 

Owing to its high degree of crystallinity polypivalo- 
lactone shows a relatively high mould shrinkage. 

Properties. A survey of the typical properties of poly- 
pivalolactone is presented in Table 3. Particular features 
are its hardness, dimensional stability at elevated tem- 
peratures and high stresses, and its resistance to u.v. 
light, heat and chemicals. 

(a) Influence of high-temperature annealing on mech- 
anical properties. The combination of good dimensional 
and heat stability observed with polypivalolactone at 
elevated temperatures prompted us to make it the subject 
of a further investigation. 

The mechanical properties of injection-moulded articles 
were determined before and after heating at different 
temperatures. It appeared that the products can safely 
be heated to a temperature of 220°C without showing 
any distortion of the polymer. The only effect is a further 
increase in crystallinity. It is remarkable, however, that 
even after short heating (5min) at temperatures of 
180-200°C a very distinct change in mechanical proper- 
ties occurs (Figure 12 and Table 4). The elongation at 
break strongly increases, while moreover an improvement 
in impact strength is noted. The annealing step apparently 
removes the stresses in the material which are caused by 
the high degree of crystallinity. The finding that after 

Table 3 Typical properties of polypivalolactone 

Property Value or rating 

Specific g ravity 1.18 
Hardness, Shore D 85 
Yield stress 38MN/m ¢ 
Yield strain 4-6~ 
G modulus (torsion pendulum at 1 Hz) 

at 20°C 1500 M N/m 2 
at 200°C 300 MN/m ~ 

Vicat softening temperature 220°C 
Heat distortion temperature (264 Ibf/in 2) 180-200°C 
Creep resistance (104h at £O°C at a 

stress of 20"6MN/m 2) 0.8~ (length increase) 
Izod impact strength 4kJ/m 2 
Water absorption (24h) 0-2% 
Volume resistivity 

at 20°C 60× 1012cm 
at 180°C O.£x 10Z~cm 

Chemical resistance (after 30 days 
immersion at room temp.) to: 
aliphatic hydrocarbons excellent 
aromatic hydrocarbons very good 
alcohols excellent 
ketones excellent 
alkali stress corrosion 
acetic acid excellent 

Table 4 Influence of annealing on some mechanical properties 
of polypivalolactone* 

Property Value 

Yield stress 

Elongation at break 

Set after break 

Tensile impact strength 

Charpy impact strength (notched) 

Charpy impact strength (unnotched) 

original 39MN/m ~ 
annealed 37MN/m 2 
original 10% 

an nealed 69% 
original 1.7% 

annealed 1.0% 
original 100kd/m 2 

annealed > 600kJ/m ~ 
original 3"4kd/m ~ 

annealed 6-5kJ/m 2 
original 4.6kd/m 2 

annealed 40kd/m ~ 

* Injection-moulded articles from polypivalolactone (MwN250 000) 
Annealing conditions: 5rain at 200°C 
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Figure 12 Influence of annealing on stress-strain behaviour of 
polypivalelactone. , Original; . . . .  , annealed. (a) Mol. wt. 
350 000; (b) mol. wt. 150 000 

annealing at 200°C this highly crystalline material 
produces a substance with an elongation at break of 
70 ~o and a very low set at break (the specimen reverts 
almost completely to its original dimension after break- 
ing) must again be ascribed to the reversible crystalline 
transformations from the stable a-modification to the 
metastable y-form upon elongation. 

(b) Heat-ageing characteristics. As already stated 
before, articles based on polypivalolactone have an 
excellent dimensional stability at high temperatures. It 
was, therefore, of interest to study the effect of ageing 
on this property. 

To this end injection-moulded dumbbells based on 
polypivalolactone stabilized with different types of 
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antioxidant were subjected to heat-ageing tests in air 
ovens at temperatures varying from 150-200°C. The 
polymer behaviour was checked by determining the 
change in tensile properties and molecular weight 
breakdown. 

The maximum allowable residence time depends on 
the temperature adopted and on the type of antioxidant 
employed. Very good heat resistance is achieved with 
amine types of antioxidant such as phenyl-fl-naphthyl- 
amine and phenyl-di(/3-naphthylamine). Polypivalolac- 
tone samples stabilized with these types of antioxidant 
reach storage lives of up to 800h at 200°C and of more 
than 5000h at 150°C. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our study has dearly shown that polypivalolactone is a 
polymer with a number of interesting properties. This 
had been confirmed by a further assessment of its merits 
as a base material for fibres and plastics by independent 
evaluations outside Shell. Yet, it is difficult to reach a final 
conclusion as regards the applicability of such a relatively 
new polymer in the existing field of fibres and engineer- 
ing plastics. The costs of producing the monomer 
and polymer also play a dominant role and it is mainly 
such economic factors rather than technical considera- 
tions which have prevented the polymer from being 
commercially available at present. 
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l Note to the Editor ] 
Preparation and properties of the poly(2-chlorocyanurate) 
of bisphenol A 
G. Allen and A. G. De Boos* 

Department of Chemistry, University of Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, UK 
(Received 30 May 1973; revised 3 August 1973) 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years interest has been shown in polymers 
containing s-triazine rings, particularly those based on 
cyanuric acid derivatives of bisphenolsZ-L These 
polymers are noted for their high transition temperatures 
and high thermal stabilities. Most of the latest work 
has been based on the poly(2-R-cyanurates) prepared by 
interfacial polycondensation of 2-R-4,6-dichloro-s-tri- 
azines with 2,2-bis(p-hydroxyphenyl) propane (bisphenol 
A). The preparative technique developed by Breed and 
Elliot 3 used a chloroform-water interfacial system which 
was stirred for 10min in a Waring Blendor. s-Collidine 
was used as acid acceptor. When the organic layer 
had been separated, the solvent was evaporated on a 
steam bath and the polymer was heated for 1 h. The 
heat treatment was essential for the production of high 
molecular weight polymers. 

The technique developed by Nakamura et al. 5, 8 used 
a nitrobenzene-water interfacial system, sodium 
hydroxide as acid acceptor and a cationic emulsifying 
agent. The period of stirring was from 0.5 to 5 h 
at temperatures in the range 7-95°C depending on the 
nature of the substituent R. After decanting the aqueous 
phase, the reaction mixture was poured into an excess 
of acetone and the polymer was collected by filtration. 
Nakamura also modified this technique to include a 
two step addition of acid acceptor and made a cursory 
survey of some of the physical properties of the 
poly(2-R-cyanurates). 

Sherliker v developed a technique which used a chloro- 
form-water system, sodium hydroxide as acid acceptor 
and a cationic emulsifying agent. A high speed emulsifier 
was employed and the emulsion was stirred for 4 m  i n  
at room temperature. The merits of this method over 
previous recipes include the feasibility of larger scale 
preparations, shorter reaction times and lower tem- 
peratures. 

The preparative technique used in this work was 
similar to that used by Sherliker. Some aspects of the 
solution properties, nucleophilic chemistry and physical 
properties of the poly(2-chiorocyanurate) of bisphenol A 
are reported. 

N CH~ . 

N%c/N CH, 

I 
Cl 

* Present address: Division of Textile Industry, CSIRO, PO Box 
21, Belmont, Victoria 3216, Australia. 

PREPARATION 

Purification of  reagents 
Cyanuric chloride (AR grade) and 2,2-bis(p-hydroxy- 

phenyl) propane (bisphenol A) (AR grade) were re- 
crystallized from petroleum ether (b.p. 80--100°C) and 
chlorobenzene respectively, dried and stored under 
vacuum. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and sodium 
hydroxide, both of reagent grade, were used as supplied. 
The solvents, tetrahydrofuran (THF) and benzene were 
distilled over calcium hydride immediately prior to 
use while other solvents were used as supplied. 

Preparation of  the poly(2-chlorocyanurate) of  bisphenol A 
A solution of the bisphenol (0.0201 reel), sodium 

hydroxide (0.0404mol) and cetyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (0.5 g) in de-ionized water (200 ml) was agitated 
strongly in a high speed mixer (MSE atomix). A solution 
of cyanuric chloride (0.0200mol) in chloroform (50m l) 
was added rapidly and the stirring continued for 4min. 
The mixture was transferred to a separating funnel and 
the organic phase was run into an excess of acetone from 
which the high molecular weight polymer precipitated. 
The polymer was separated, redissolved in chloroform, 
reprecipitated in petroleum ether and dried under 
vacuum. Polymer prepared by this method had a uni- 
nodal molecular weight distribution and had a reduced 
specific viscosity (1 g/dl in chloroform) of 1.03-1.35 
which corresponded to an intrinsic viscosity of 0.75- 
1.00 dl/g. The polymer was isolated in a yield of 60-70 ~o. 
Microanalysis yielded the results in Table 1. The infra- 
red spectrum of a cast film, n.m.r, spectrum (in deutero- 
chloroform solution) and ultra-violet spectrum (in 
chloroform solution) of the polymer, shown in Figure 1, 
confirmed the expected structure. 

The scale of preparation (0.02M), which could be 
easily increased further, was greater than that of previous 
recipes 6, the reaction time was shorter 8, the temperature 
of the polycondensation was lower 3, and no thermal 
after-treatment was required. Further, the polymer had 
a uninodal molecular weight distribution and the re- 
duced specific viscosity was as high as, or higher than, 
that of polymers prepared by other methods. The 

Table 1 Elemental analysis of the 
polymer 

Element Experimental Theory 

Carbon 63.3 63.7 
Hydrogen 4.3 4.1 
Nitrogen 12.0 12.4 
Chlorine 10.0 10.4 
Oxygen* 10.4 9.4 

* By difference 
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Figure 1 Spectra of PCC-bisphenol A. (a) Infra-red; (b) ultra- 
violet; (c) n.m,r. 

technique is also applicable to other polycyanurates 
although optimum parameters for polycondensation 
would be expected to differ from polymer to polymer. 

CHARACTERIZATION 

A typical poly(2-chlorocyanurate), (PCC-bisphenol A), 
product was characterized using the normal methods. 
Osmometric measurements were made with a Melabs 
recording osmometer (Model CSM-2) using THF as 
solvent. The specific refractive index increments of the 
polymer in the various solvents were determined using 
a Brice-Phoenix differential refractometer, which had 
been previously calibrated with an aqueous sucrose 
solution. Light scattering studies were performed in a 
Sofica light scattering photometer, using monochromatic 
light (A=546nm). Viscosity measurements were made 
at 25°C in a Desreux-Bischoff viscometer, the kinetic 
energy correction of which was negligible for the solvents 
used. Gel permeation chromatography (g.p.c.) was 
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performed in a Waters Associates Model 200 gel permea- 
tion chromatograph which had been previously calibrated 
with low dispersity linear polystyrene, using THF as 
solvent. 

Results and Discussion 

Although no comprehensive work has been published 
on the solution properties of poly(cyanurates) our 
results for PCC-bisphenol A, shown in Table 2, are in 
line with those previously published 7. 

In all cases Mw/Mn (g.p.c.)<Mw/Mn (true) and the 
difference exceeded experimental error. Further, the 
polymer did not fit on the universal calibration curve 9 
for the columns, the molecular weight average deter- 
mined by g.p.c, being much lower than the true values. 
There was some evidence that PCC tended to 'adhere' 
to the columns even when the solution was rigorously 
filtered. This behaviour was attributed to the reactive 
acid chloride side groups, since similar behaviour has 
also been reported for other highly polar polymers, 
especially those with highly reactive pendant groups. 

The Zimm 10 plots for PCC-bisphenol A in THF 
and benzene were complex and the complexity of the 
angular dependence of the Rayleigh ratio did not allow 
any meaningful determination of radius of gyration to 
be made. Nevertheless, it was possible to determine the 
second virial coefficients of the two polymer-solvent 
systems. The correlation between the second virial 
coefficients for PCC-bisphenol A in THF obtained by 
light scattering and osmometry was good, considering 
the errors involved in their determination. THF was 
almost a 0 solvent for the polymer at 25°C. The second 
virial coefficient in benzene was negative indicating 
that this solvent was a very poor solvent for the polymer. 
The low intrinsic viscosity of the polymer in benzene 
compared to that in the other solvents reinforced this 
conclusion. The high refractive index of the polymer, 
due to the aromatic groups in the polymer backbone, 
simplified light scattering work. 

Table £ Characterization of a typical poly(2-chlorocyanurate) of 
bisphenol A 

Technique Parameter Solvent Value 

Viscometry RVt 
[7] 

Light scattering Mw 

As 

Osmometry Mn 
As 

Gel permeation Mw/Mn 
chromatography 

U.v. spectroscopy E(264) 
(I/g) 

Differential dn/dc 
refractometry (ml/g) 

Gladestone-Dale plot Np 
p* 

chloroform 1.03 
chloroform 0.75 

THF 0.64 
DMA 0.60 

benzene 0.44 
TH F 990 000 

benzene 180 000 
THF 0.23x 10 -4 

benzene - 3 . 3 ×  10 -4 
THF 65000 
THF 0"17×10 -4 
THF £.2 

chloroform 23.0 

THF 0.189 
chloroform 0.156 

benzene 0.106 
o-dichlorobenzene 0-056 

1.611 
1.08 

* Density (g/ml) 
t Reduced specific viscosity (at 1.0g/dl) 
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NUCLEOPHILIC CHEMISTRY OF THE 
POLY(2-CHLOROCYANURATE) OF BISPHENOL A 

While the thermal stability of PCC-bisphenol A is 
known to be high, several workers have reported that 
the long term chemical stability of the polymer in air 
is low 5-7. Because degradation was thought to occur 
by a nucleophilic mechanism, and as no full investigation 
of this effect had been made, this aspect of the chemistry 
of the polymer was examined. Furthermore, it has 
been suggested 7 that poly(2-R-cyanurates) can be pre- 
pared from PCC by a second condensation at the 
reactive chlorine atom. Consequently, a more extensive 
investigation of the nucleophilic chemistry of the polymer 
was made. 

Experimental 

To a solution of the polymer in anhydrous THF was 
added an equivalent of the appropriate nucleophilic 
reagent. Anhydrous sodium carbonate was used as acid 
acceptor when phenols were the nucleophile while 
triethylamine was used as acid acceptor in other cases. 
The mixture was stirred for one hour at room tempera- 
ture, filtered and the polymer was precipitated by 
adding the mixture to an excess of petroleum ether. 
The effect of a series of reagents on PCC-bisphenol A 
is shown in Tables 3 and 4. To determine the cause of 
the long term degradation of the polymer, a sample was 
dissolved in chloroform, precipitated in methanol or 
petroleum ether and dried and stored under various 
conditions. The change in the intrinsic viscosity of the 
polymer was determined as a measure of degradation 
(Table 5). The stability of the polymer in organic solvent 
was determined by measuring the change in solution 
viscosity with time, shown in Figure 2. 

Results and Discussion 

Partial substitution of the acid chloride groups of 
PCC-bisphenol A by phenols was achieved with little 
degradation of the polymer. This is in contrast to 

Table 3 Reactions of phenols with the poly(2-chlorocyanurate) 
of bisphenol A 

Intrinsic viscosity Chlorine content 
Phenols (dl/g) (wt %) 

- -  0"62 10-0 
phenol 0.62 8"3 
p-hydroxybenzaldehyde 0.56 7-0 
p-ni trophenol 0-56 7"6 
p-chlorophenol  0.60 
p-bromophenol 0-55 

Table 4 Reaction of amines with the poly(2-chloro- 
cyanurate) of bisphenol A 

Intrinsic viscosity 
(dl/g) 

Chlorine content 
Amine Chl D M A  (wt %) 

- -  0-36 0.29 10"0 
butylamine 0-12 - -  4.8 
aniline 0.17 - -  - -  
pyridine - -  0-08 - -  
ethanolamine - -  0.19 u 

Table 5 Stability of the poly(2-chlorocyanurate) of bisphenol A 

Intrinsic viscosity (dl/g) 

Drying method Storing method* 

Precipitant Air Heat Vacuum Air SGt Vacuum 

petroleum ether 0.81 0.77 0.80 0.45 0.79 0-80 
methanol 0.66 0.63 0.44 

Initial polymer I t / ]=0.80 
* Sample stored for 30 days 
t Sample stored over silica gel 
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Figure 2 Degradation of PCC-bisphenol A in solution as 
measured by change in intrinsic viscosity. O, Chloroform; 
-- ,  THF, dioxane, benzene 

poly(2-chloro-4,6-N-phenyl-s-triazinyleneimide) which 
degraded when treated with phenol 8. An increase in the 
temperature of reaction had no significant effect on 
the degree of substitution or extent of degradation. 
However, in the presence of amines nucleophilic substitu- 
tion of the chlorine atom was accompanied by a large 
decrease in molecular weight of the polymer probably 
due to nucleophilic attack at the main chain ester links. 
Some of the partly substituted polymers were insoluble 
in chloroform and their intrinsic viscosities were 
measured in dimethyl acetamide. Extensive degradation 
of the polymer also occurred when the polymer was 
condensed with alcohols and sodium phenoxide, again 
probably a result of nucleophilic attack at the main 
chain ester links. 

In the presence of difunctional nucleophilic species 
(bisphenols, diamines, water) crosslinking and subse- 
quent gelation occurred. The crosslink formed by water 
was probably an ether link with properties similar to 
those of an anhydride. 

These results suggest that attempts to prepare high 
molecular weight poly(2-R-cyanurates) from PCC by a 
second condensation reaction were likely to be unprofit- 
able because of the relatively high reactivity of the main 
chain ether links which is enhanced by the activating 
effect of the chlorine substituent. 
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The long term stability of PCC-bisphenol A, in the 
absence of  atmospheric moisture or other nucleophilic 
species, was high, both in solution and in the solid state 
(Table 5 and Figure 2). Degradation of solid PCC- 
bisphenol A occurred when either atmospheric moisture 
or alcohol were present. Similarly, degradation of the 
polymer in chloroform solution was probably a result 
of  the action of  the alcohol stabilizing agent. From 
these results it appeared that long term degradation was 
a result of simultaneous nucleophilic attack, by atmo- 
spheric moisture, on the ester and acid chloride groups 
in the polymer. Even though hydrolysis of 2-chloro-4,6- 
diphenoxy-s-triazine is a fairly slow reaction at room 
temperature, attack at relatively few ester links would 
have resulted in measurable degradation of the polymer. 
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Note to the Editor 
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

Examination of the physical properties of PCC-bisphenol 
A was made difficult by the intractability of the polymer. 
Attempts to mould PCC-bisphenol A at temperatures 
up to 200°C and for times exceeding 15min in a 20ton 
(20.321Mg) hydraulic press were unsuccessful and 
moulded samples, suitable for physical testing could not 
be produced. Consequently physical testing was con- 
ducted either on the dried polymer in its precipitated 
form or on a thin film cast from T H F  on to a mercury 
surface and dried under vacuum at room temperature 
for 2 months. This film contained 7~ow/w T H F  but 
attempts to remove the residual solvent using higher 
temperatures caused the film to 'blow out' and rendered 
it unsuitable for physical testing. 

The transition temperatures of the polymer were 
determined by differential scanning calorimetry in a 
Dupont  900 Differential Thermal Analyser fitted with 
a DSC cell. A heating rate of  20°C/min was used and 
the polymer samples in the precipitated form were 
scanned from -100°C  to 175°C. Only one transition, 
at 140°C, was observed which corresponded to the glass 
transition of  the polymer. This value agreed with similar 
measurements made on related polymers by other 
workers 6, 7. The thermal stability of the polymer was 
determined by thermogravimetric analysis in a nitrogen 
atmosphere using a simple thermobalance at a heating 
rate of  6°C/min. The thermogram indicated that the 
polymer was stable to nearly 400°C under these 
conditions. 

The shear modulus of  the solvent-cast film of the 
polymer was determined using a Weissenberg rheogonio- 
meter. The shear modulus and dissipation factor were 
measured at 5°C intervals and the results are shown 
in Figure 3. The major mechanical transition that 
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Figure 3 Effect of temperature on the shear modulus G' (--) 
and tan a ( e )  of a solvent cast film of PCC-bisphenol  A 

occurred at IO0°C corresponded to the plasticized glass 
transition of the polymer but because of the presence of 
residual solvent, and in the absence of more information 
outside the scope of this work, no interpretation could 
be made of  the secondary transitions. 
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Letters 

Energy transfer in illuminated PMMA 

It has been known for a long time that y-irradiation of 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) produces degrada- 
tion of the polymer. For every 61 eV of ionizing energy 
absorbed, there is a main chain break 1, 3. However, 
when the polymer contains an aromatic as a solute, 
the amount of chain break is lowered 7, owing to the 
protection by the solute on the polymer. For instance, 
PMMA containing 5 ~o by wt of pyrene is completely 
protected from chain break by ionizing radiation s . 
Others such as p-terphenyl, xylene and benzene are 
also effective in this protective action. Wundrich 4 
attributed the inhibiting effect of pyrene and naphthalene 
on the degradation of 7-irradiated PMMA to energy 
transfer from the polymer to the aromatic solute. 
Aromatic amines added to PMMA are also instrumental 
in quenching degradation by 7-irradiation 5, 6; the pro- 
tection provided by the guest molecules on the host is 
explained by the transfer of electrons from the amines 
to the irradiated polymer, since the cation radicals of 
amines have been detected in the latter 7. 

Thin film samples of PMMA have been illuminated, 
using an Osram HBO 200W super high pressure mercury 
arc and a stable radical in the polymer was found at 
room temperature. The electron spin resonance (e.s.r.) 
spectrum of this 9-line radical is shown in Figure 1, 
similar to the e.s.r, spectrum observed in 7-irradiated 
PMMAS. This radical has been identified as the 
--CH2C(CHs)COOCH3 species 9. Since the effective 
shortest wavelength of the mercury lamp is 253.7nm, 
corresponding to a 4.9eV photon, it is clear that the 
radical is produced by polymer segments in the highly 
excited state following the adsorption of the u.v. light. 

25G /V 

Figure 1 E.s.r. spectrum of u.v. irradiated poly(methyl meth- 
acrylate) film at room temperature. The g-line signal is due to 
the radical --CH2C(CHs)COOCH3. The small sharp line denoted 
by * is due to the quartz signal. The field strength increases from 
left to right 

It appears, therefore, that the polymer is capable of 
transmitting the excitation along the polymer chain 
until it is localized at an appropriate site, at which a 
carbon--carbon bond dissociation results. 

Evidence of excitation energy transfer in PMMA 
comes from the observation that polymer films containing 
various solutes exposed to u.v. light for the same length 
of time as the solute-free polymer contain the above 
radicals at concentrations much lower than those of 
the latter. For example, triphenylamine, triphenyl- 
phosphine or naphthalene, present separately in polymer 
samples as a guest molecule to the extent of 2-3 mol ~o 
(the monomer of the plastic is used as the molecular 
weight) will lower the radical concentration by 50yo. 
Polymer films containing 8 mol ~o of any of the above 
three solutes have no radical signal within the sensitivity 
of the e.s.r, spectrometer. 

Apparently the solute molecules act as energy sinks 
in the polymer. The excitation energy in the polymer 
(which may exist as excitons) is transmitted to the 
solute molecules, in preference to being localized in the 
polymer chains, thus resulting in decreased chain 
scission. The protective effect by the solute on the 
polymer is not due to a filter effect on the incident 
photons from the light source; this possibility is pre- 
cluded by the work of Gardner et aL z. Neither is it 
likely that the observed lowerings of radicals in the 
solute-containing polymer are due to radical scavenging, 
since the mobility of the solute molecules is very limited, 
in view of the fact that the quenching effect persists 
even at liquid nitrogen temperature 5. Other molecules 
used in the same manner are found to be ineffective as 
energy interceptors, viz. tetracyanoethylene (a very 
efficient electron scavenger) and brilliant green (a 
strongly absorbing dye) have no effect on the radical 
formation in the illuminated polymer. 

The PMMA films, after exposure to the intense 
radiation from the mercury arc, acquire a light brown 
colour. When a piece of the irradiated film is observed 
in a Cary 14 spectrophotometer, a rather sharp band 
appears at 342.5nm, as shown in Figure 2. It has not 
been ascertained whether this band is related to the 
radical spectrum shown in Figure 1. 

The following is a brief description of the experimental 
procedure. The polymer, obtained from Borden Chemical 
Co., was dissolved in ethyl acetate and precipitated in 
cyclohexane. The dried, gummy polymer was redissolved 
in acetone. Thin films of the material were obtained by 
evaporating the acetone solution on a mercury surface 
very slowly. The films were then lifted from the mercury 
surface, cut to appropriate dimensions and rolled into 
cylinders and inserted into quartz tubings (about 9 mm 
o.d.) and evacuated overnight to a residual pressure of 
about 5 x 10 -5 mmHg on a grease-free vacuum manifold. 
The quartz tubes were then flame-sealed, placed in an 
unsilvered quartz Dewar containing ice-water and 
photolysed by the Osram lamp located 6in (~  15cm) 
away from the polymer sample. After irradiation, the 
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Figure 2 Optical spectrum of u.v. irradiated poly(methyl meth- 
acrylate) film. A, before irradiation; B, after 80rain of irradiation. 
The band maximum is at 342.5nm 

sample tube was inserted into the cavity of  the Varian 
Associates 4500 e.s.r, spectrometer for radical detection. 
For  optical work, a piece of  the polymer film was cut 
to size and inserted into a special cell of  2 mm optical 
path (from Pyrocell Co.). After evacuation and illumina- 
tion as described above, the optical spectrum was 
obtained in a Cary 14 spectrophotometer. 

More detailed work on the kinetics of  radical growth 
and decay and on the effects of  various solutes on the 
radical species is being carried out. 
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Letters 

Quantitative morphological charac- 
terization of semi-crystalline PET 

Introduction 

In this report it is shown that semi-crystalline poly- 
(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) samples with the same 
degree of  crystallinity but different morphological 
structures are obtained by suitable crystallization and 
annealing treatments. The morphological structure of  
the samples is related to their mechanical properties. 

Experimental 

PET sheets supplied by Agfa-Gevaert, Antwerp, were 
thermally crystallized and annealed in an oven under 
vacuum. The volume crystallinity, X~, was obtained 
from density measurements. Small-angle X-ray scattering 
(SAXS) measurements were made with a Kratky camera 
(slit collimation) and desmeared using a computer 
program kindly provided by Vonk t. Mechanical measure- 
ments were performed with an Instron testing machine. 

PET samples with similar degree of  crystallinity were 
prepared in two different ways. Sample I was crystallized 
from the glassy state at 200°C; the other samples were 
crystallized at 100°C (samples II and III) and at room 
temperature in the presence of  acetone (sample IV). 
They were heated in different ways to 200°C and annealed 
at this temperature for a certain time (see Table 1). 
The crystallinity of  samples II, III and IV was measured 
after the annealing. 

Results and Discussion 

Morphological structure from SAXS.  Desmeared SACKS 
curves of  samples I to IV exhibit one maximum which 
shifts to greater angles from I to IV. The Tsvankin 
analysis 2 as modified by Buchanan 3 was applied to the 
desmeared scattering curves; the morphological para- 
meters are listed in Table 1. The experimental observed 
long period, d, decreases considerably from sample I 
to IV and the calculated values obtained for the mean 
long period, L, the average lamellar thickness, /, and 
the average thickness of  the amorphous regions, a, 
follow the same trend. The linear crystallinities of  
these samples, k [=l/(a+l)], which corresponds to the 
one-dimensional alternation of  crystalline and amorphous 
domains, are higher than the corresponding volume 
crystallinities, X~. This suggests that part of the amor- 
phous phase is outside the lamellar bundles. Indeed, 
k is not related to amorphous regions which do not 
form part of  the regular alternating two phase structure 2. 

It should be noted that in the temperature range 
between 100°C and 200°C, there is a gradual increase 
in Xv and k. The structural changes induced by thermal 
treatments of  sample V depend on the heating rate 
(Table 1, samples II and III). 

For  sample III (slow heating) a decrease of the mean 
long period is observed, suggesting interlamellar crystal- 
lization (see evolution of  L, k and a). In sample II 
(quickly heated) the mean periodicity is almost constant. 
However, the values of  k and I increase while a decreases. 
Tentatively this is ascribed to intralamellar crystalliza- 
tion, i.e., incorporation of interlamellar amorphous 
chain segments into the existing lamellae. It is clear 
that during the heating process lamellar thickening 
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Figure 2 Optical spectrum of u.v. irradiated poly(methyl meth- 
acrylate) film. A, before irradiation; B, after 80rain of irradiation. 
The band maximum is at 342.5nm 

sample tube was inserted into the cavity of  the Varian 
Associates 4500 e.s.r, spectrometer for radical detection. 
For  optical work, a piece of  the polymer film was cut 
to size and inserted into a special cell of  2 mm optical 
path (from Pyrocell Co.). After evacuation and illumina- 
tion as described above, the optical spectrum was 
obtained in a Cary 14 spectrophotometer. 

More detailed work on the kinetics of  radical growth 
and decay and on the effects of  various solutes on the 
radical species is being carried out. 
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Letters 

Quantitative morphological charac- 
terization of semi-crystalline PET 

Introduction 

In this report it is shown that semi-crystalline poly- 
(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) samples with the same 
degree of  crystallinity but different morphological 
structures are obtained by suitable crystallization and 
annealing treatments. The morphological structure of  
the samples is related to their mechanical properties. 

Experimental 

PET sheets supplied by Agfa-Gevaert, Antwerp, were 
thermally crystallized and annealed in an oven under 
vacuum. The volume crystallinity, X~, was obtained 
from density measurements. Small-angle X-ray scattering 
(SAXS) measurements were made with a Kratky camera 
(slit collimation) and desmeared using a computer 
program kindly provided by Vonk t. Mechanical measure- 
ments were performed with an Instron testing machine. 

PET samples with similar degree of  crystallinity were 
prepared in two different ways. Sample I was crystallized 
from the glassy state at 200°C; the other samples were 
crystallized at 100°C (samples II and III) and at room 
temperature in the presence of  acetone (sample IV). 
They were heated in different ways to 200°C and annealed 
at this temperature for a certain time (see Table 1). 
The crystallinity of  samples II, III and IV was measured 
after the annealing. 

Results and Discussion 

Morphological structure from SAXS.  Desmeared SACKS 
curves of  samples I to IV exhibit one maximum which 
shifts to greater angles from I to IV. The Tsvankin 
analysis 2 as modified by Buchanan 3 was applied to the 
desmeared scattering curves; the morphological para- 
meters are listed in Table 1. The experimental observed 
long period, d, decreases considerably from sample I 
to IV and the calculated values obtained for the mean 
long period, L, the average lamellar thickness, /, and 
the average thickness of  the amorphous regions, a, 
follow the same trend. The linear crystallinities of  
these samples, k [=l/(a+l)], which corresponds to the 
one-dimensional alternation of  crystalline and amorphous 
domains, are higher than the corresponding volume 
crystallinities, X~. This suggests that part of the amor- 
phous phase is outside the lamellar bundles. Indeed, 
k is not related to amorphous regions which do not 
form part of  the regular alternating two phase structure 2. 

It should be noted that in the temperature range 
between 100°C and 200°C, there is a gradual increase 
in Xv and k. The structural changes induced by thermal 
treatments of  sample V depend on the heating rate 
(Table 1, samples II and III). 

For  sample III (slow heating) a decrease of the mean 
long period is observed, suggesting interlamellar crystal- 
lization (see evolution of  L, k and a). In sample II 
(quickly heated) the mean periodicity is almost constant. 
However, the values of  k and I increase while a decreases. 
Tentatively this is ascribed to intralamellar crystalliza- 
tion, i.e., incorporation of interlamellar amorphous 
chain segments into the existing lamellae. It is clear 
that during the heating process lamellar thickening 
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Letters 

Table 1 Morphological parameters of the PET samples* 

Sample 
number Sample history 

Average 
Average thickness 

Degree of Observed long Mean long lamellar of amorph. 
cryst., Xv period, d period, L thickness, / regions, a Linear degree 

(~/o) (A) (A) (A) (A) of cryst., k 

I 200°C for 17h 54 
II (100°C for 17h; 29~) 53 

+(from 100 to 20O°C very quickly) 
+(200°C for 17h) 

III (100°C for 17h; 2g~) 50 
+(from 100 to 200°C at 4°C/h) 
+(200°C for 17h) 

IV (Acetone-induced cryst, at 25°C; 30~) 51 
+ (from 25 to 200°C at 4°C/h) 
+(200°C for 17h) 

V 100°C for 17h 29 
VI Acetone-induced cryst, at 25°C 30 

* ~=0-2 (fractional thickness of transition zone) 2,z 
/g/~=0-3 (dispersion of crystallite sizes about the average) z,z 

10/°41 

IO9x2 - -  , . , = , , , 6O 80 I 0 0  120 140 160 !80 
Temperoture (oc) 

Figure 1 Modulus-temperature curves. I-I, Sample I; O, sample 
II; &, sample IV 

cannot be excluded 4. The structural parameters for 
samples tV and VI are not yet understood; however, 
these samples are interesting with regard to their 
mechanical properties. 

Viscoelastic properties. The morphological parameters 
(l and a) together with the arrangement of the chains 
within the amorphous domains determine the visco- 
elastic relaxation behaviour of the polymer 9. This 
property is a sensitive tool in investigating the fine 
structure of the amorphous layers. The temperature 
dependence of the stress relaxation modulus after 10sec, 
Er(10), is given in Figure 1. It is observed that the glass 
transition temperature, T~, increases from sample I 
to IV. The annealed samples II, III, and IV exhibit a 
higher rubbery plateau than sample I: EIv>EIII> 
Eli > El. For sample I isothermally crystallized at high 
temperature (200°C), only a small fraction of polymer 
segments is expected to be involved in interlamellar 
links within the relatively large interlamellar amorphous 
layers according to the theory of nucleation 8, 10 

More entanglements and tie molecules will occur in 
samples II and III as a consequence of the initial crystal- 
lization at low temperature (100°C). In these samples 

128 144 72 72 0'50 
103 110 63 47 0'57 

93 98 59 39 0"60 

84 87 54 33 0.62 

96 115 50 65 0.44 
68 72 42 30 0"57 

with small amorphous layers, the segmental mobility 
of the amorphous material is reduced. This is reflected 
in an increase of Tv The value of the rubbery modulus 
is determined by the arrangement of the chains within 
the amorphous regions but also by the volume concen- 
tration of the crystalline lamella acting simultaneously 
as physical crosslinks and filler particles. This picture 
can account for the observed results in Figure 1. 

Besides their influence on the viscoelastic properties, 
the morphological changes also alter the melting be- 
haviour of these samples. This, however, is beyond the 
scope of this paper and the results will be published 
elsewhere. 
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Ring-forming polymerizations: Parts B1 and 
B2. Heterocyclic rings 
R. J. Cotter and M. Matzner 
Academic Press, New York, 1972. B1 : 422 pp. $34.50; 
B2:568 pp. $39.50 

In these two volumes the authors complete their survey of 
polymerization systems in which cyclic units are formed to become 
integral parts of the polymer chain. Part A, published in 1969 dealt 
solely with carbocyclic and organometallic rings and the present 
work gives attention to heterocyclic unit formation. The treatment 
of this very extensive field follows that so well adopted in the earlier 
volume, both in the provision of critical reviews of the syntheses 
involved and in extensive tabulation where each individual polymer 
is listed together with available data on properties and relevant 
references. 

The volumes are the result of a long and detailed study of the 
journal and patent literature and indicate the enormous amount  of 
work which has gone into polymers of this type, work promoted to 
some considerable extent by the search for materials of high thermal 
resistance and enhanced physical and mechanical properties. 
Several such products are, of course, now commercially available. 
In the three chapters comprising Part 1 attention is given to poly- 
mers based on multibond reactions (e.g. poly Schiffs bases, carbo- 
diimides) and to those with heterocyclic units containing two or 
three carbon atoms (oxa- and thiadiazoles, triazoles, imidazoles, 
triazines, etc.). Part 2 has four chapters covering heterocyclic units 
with four carbon atoms (polyimides, amido- and ester-imides, 
piperazine, acetals, ketals), intra/intermolecular reactions, poly- 
merization of a,fl-unsaturated aldehydes (acrolein polymers) and a 
miscellany of ring-forming reaction products ranging from poly- 
tetrazoles to polyferrocenes. 

The work forms a worthwhile contribution to the bibliography of 
polymers. It has been meticulously and clearly presented and, 
thanks to the introduction of supplementary lists of references, 
includes literature published up to 1971. Subject and author indexes 
are given and the many tables relating to synthesis and properties 
are particularly useful. Printing and binding are of excellent 
standard. 

Both volumes will be of considerable interest not only to those 
engaged primarily in polymer synthesis but indeed to organic 
chemists more generally, as well as to many of other disciplines who 
are concerned with polymer structure/property studies and special- 
ized applications. The books will form a standard source for con- 
sultation and reference, and can be recommended to library shelves, 
but the prices quoted (S75 in all), while being understandably high 
for a work of this nature, may place them out of reach for personal 
acquisition by many individuals. 

R. J. W. Reynolds 

Structure and properties of polymer films 
Edited by R. W. Lenz and R. S. Stein 
Plenum Press, New York, 1973, 345 pp. $22.50 

This is the first volume in a symposium series on Polymer Science 
and Technology and contains the edited proceedings of the Borden 
Award Symposium, Boston, April 1972. It contains eighteen papers 
by distinguished authors covering applications of light scattering 
(four papers), stress-optical phenomena, dichroism, interferometry, 
infra-red spectroscopy and X-ray analysis, together with studies on 
mechanical properties in relation to structure (five papers including 
one on the e.s.r, study of molecular fracture) and on the transport 
of fluids through polymer films (two papers). 

The co-ordinating theme of this collection of research papers is, 
of course, polymer films, their structure and properties. 'Structure' 
here covers crystal structure and orientation, amorphous phase 
orientation and lamellar, fibrillar and spherulitic morphologies. 
Having said this, there is little further that can be added to integrate 
the scope and treatment of the subject matter, since, as in most 

symposia, almost all the papers are devoted to specific research 
topics, materials or techniques. The inevitably disjointed result is 
offset by the consistently high standard of the work reported, and 
by the value of the collection as a means of bringing workers in the 
field up to date. It is thus to be recommended to those wishing to 
keep abreast of developments in the 'structure-property' field of 
solid polymers in general (i.e. not just films). It is clearly not 
intended to provide either a reference book or a textbook on the 
subject. 

E. H. Andrews 

Chemistry in space research 
Edited by R. F. Landel and A. Rembaum 
Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1972. Dfl, 653 pp. 133.00 

In many respects this book is unique. It is the first attempt to 
present in one volume a survey of the principal areas of space 
research through chemistry. Chemistry has played an indispensable 
role in opening space to man and his instruments. Chemically 
powered rockets made possible man's  departure from earth to the 
moon and the exploitation of high temperature ablative polymers 
assured his safe return through the intense heat of re-entry into the 
earth's atmosphere. To meet the demands of the extreme environ- 
mental conditions encountered in the space programme new 
materials had to be developed. 

Under the conditions of outer and inner space, chemistry is very 
different from the chemistry we are familiar with in the terrestrial 
environment. In a very illuminating opening chapter, Libby reviews 
four general aspects of the space environment which have chemical 
significance---high pressure chemistry, radiation chemistry, high 
temperature chemistry and vacuum chemistry. High pressure 
chemistry is of relevance to studies of  the matter inside planets. 
It is interesting to read of recent progress in the construction of a 
megabar (1 million atm) press. Such a facility would open up the 
science of planetary interiors to more direct laboratory attack. 
Radiation chemistry, which is essentially the chemistry of ions, 
concerns the chemical effects of solar radiation and cosmic rays. 
(Young contributes a separate chapter on chemistry in planetary 
atmospheres.) High temperature chemistry arises from the very 
high solar temperatures reaching into the chemistry of plasma. 
Vacuum chemistry relates to the chemical consequences of the 
extremely low population of molecules in interplanetary space, 
largely the chemistry of very clean surfaces devoid of air and other 
gases. Libby envisages the possibility of using space ships as 
chemical laboratories for the production of materials such as dia- 
mond by the evaporation of carbon. Atmospheric contamination 
of the surfaces has been held responsible for past failures and the 
hope is that the use of high vacuum of the levels available in outer 
space will lead to success. 

As the Editors remark, 'space--vast, unexplored space---constitutes 
a problem and a mys t e ry . . .  By the mystery of space we mean the 
mystery of life'. The search for extraterrestrial life and the quest for 
clues to the origin of life as we know it on this earth have been 
strong motivating factors in space exploration. Three very stimu- 
lating chapters are devoted to Prebiological synthesis of organic 
compounds, Carbonaceous meteorites--possible sites of extra- 
terrestrial life?, and terrestrial and extraterrestrial stable organic 
molecules. 

Of most direct interest to readers of this journal are those 
chapters dealing with the various roles of polymeric materials in 
the space programme. The urgent need to extend the operating 
range of plastic materials to meet the extremely stringent environ- 
mental requirements spawed and spurred an intensive effort on the 
synthesis of high temperature polymers. In a comprehensive and 
authoritative chapter, Pezdirtz and Johnston review the techniques 
for evaluating thermal stability, new concepts and criteria for 
achieving thermal stability and some basic molecular structures 
which promote stability in polymers. Again, ablative polymers and 
composite materials are the foundation of re-entry. An excellent, 
in-depth treatment of the chemical aspects of ablation is provided 
by Ladacki. (In a book singularly free of errors, one misconception 
has crept in on p 298: the polymer Noryl is not produced from 
o-cresol but is a binary polymer of PPO and polystyrene.) The 
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requirement for materials suitable for use in the cryogenic tem- 
perature range has stimulated the study of low-temperature relaxa- 
tions in polymers. In his contribution, Shen aims at providing a 
basic understanding of low temperature mechanical behaviour of 
polymers on a molecular basis and correlating the relaxation pro- 
cesses with some of the molecular parameters. 

Only about 0.1% of the mass leaving the earth on the Apollo 
flights to the moon returns with the astronauts, most of the remain- 
ing 99.9 % is taken up by rocket systems and propellant mass. This 
observation serves to illustrate the vital role of the propulsion 
systems. 

Chemical propulsion--solid propellants and liquid propellant 
rockets---and spacecraft sterilization are considered in detail in the 
last three chapters. A good deal of prominence is given to the u s e  

of special polymers for solid propellant binders and to the effects 
of sterilization methods on polymeric spacecraft components. 

Chemists generally and polymer chemists in particular will find in 
this volume a wealth of information and much food for thought. The 
value of the book is enhanced because its authors look beyond the 
achievements of the first decade in space. By indicating the limita- 
tions of current knowledge, they point to useful areas for future 
chemical and polymer research. It is highly recommended. 

J. Idris Jones 

Block and graft copolymerization 
Edited by R. J. Ceresa 
Wiley, New York, 1973. 390 pp. £10 

This is the first of two volumes of reviews of the preparation, 
properties and usage of block and graft copolymers. It is organized 
so as to juxtapose the views of chemists and technologists on selected 
topics. The present volume deals with copolymeric modifications 
of several natural polymers (starch, rubber, wool and silk) and 
with the wholly synthetic block copolymeric elastomers based on 
styrene and dienes. Contributors are: G. F. Fanta (starch); R. J. 
Ceresa, R. D. Pendle (natural rubber); K. Arai (wool and silk); 
W. L. Wasley (wool); L. J. Fetters, G. Holden (synthetic elastomers). 

Within a given topic (starch, elastomers, wool), the reviews 
interrelate well and offer an unusually broad range of information. 
However, there is no unifying view and the collection (at £10) 
s e e m s  best suited to the institutional, rather than the individual, 
library. 

C. Booth 

Principles of plastics extrusion 
J. A. Brydson and D. G. Peacock 
Applied Science, London, 1973. 108 pp. £2.00 

This paperback is essentially a simple teaching programme 
designed for students and industrial trainees who have little or no 
background in science or in the technology of polymers. Seven 
sections set out in simple form a series of short notes, diagrams, 
questions and answers concerning single and multiple screw 
machines, die design, and processes for extruded sections, monofil, 
film, and wire-covering. Factors associated with polymer properties 
and machine design and operation are related to basic principles. 
The book is a text teaching only the very elements of extrusion 
from a practical angle. 

R. J. W. Reynolds 

Biomaterials, medical devices and artificial 
organs 
Volume 1, Number 1, 1973 
Marcel Dekker, New York. $35.00/vol. 

A new journal to pull together doctors, engineers and chemists 
was inevitable. The editorial for the first issue states that at least 
100 000 people live with artificial arteries and 45 000 with artificial 
heart valves, in the USA; a large figure, but Europe cannot be far 
behind. 

Compared with 20 years ago when prostheses were inserted and 
removed soon afterwards with remarkable regularity, things 
certainly have changed. The new quarterly journal, 15 × 22 cm, is 
virtually a book of 240 pages; printed in black and white by the 
web-offset process, the contents are well laid out, reproduction of 
half-tone photographs excellent, and it is easy to read. The first 
issue contains 12 original articles and a fascinating 50-page review 
of orthoptic heart prostheses. 

The quality of all papers is high and if the editor can maintain this 
standard and precautions have been taken by having an editorial 
board of 54 distinguished names, surely the largest yet !--then the 
journal will have wide appeal for scientists and clinicians in many 
fields. Weight for weight it's expensive when compared with other 
journals, most of whom carry advertising. But then quality counts. 

James Calnan 

Conference Announcement 

1974 Colston Symposium 
Structures of fibrous 

biopolymers 
Bristol University, 2-4 April 1974 

The 1974 Colston Symposium on Structure of 
Fibrous Biopolymers will be held at the Univer- 
sity of Bristol from 2 to 4 April 1974, under the 
auspices of the Colston Research Society. 
A number of invited speakers will cover aspects 
of the molecular architecture and properties 
of polysaccharides, collagen and related fibrous 
biopolymers. Further information may be ob- 
tained from the Conference Organizer: Dr 
E. D. T. Atkins, H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory, 
University of Bristol, Royal Fort, Tyndall 
Avenue, Bristol BS8 1TL, UK. 

Conference Announcement 

Plastics Processing 

Aachen, W. Germany, 20--22 March 1974 

The Institut f~ir Kunststoffverarbeitung in In- 
dustrie und Handwerk is organizing its 7th 
Symposium on Plastics Processing from 20 
March to 22 March 1974, in Aachen, West 
Germany. Among the various processing topics 
to be covered are" injection moulding; extru- 
sion; material testing; designing; mechanical 
properties; reinforcement. Further details may 
be obtained from Professor Dr-lng. G. Menges, 
Director, Institut fQr Kunststoffverarbeitung, 
5100 Aachen, Pontstrasse 49, West Germany. 
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Ring-forming polymerizations: Parts B1 and 
B2. Heterocyclic rings 
R. J. Cotter and M. Matzner 
Academic Press, New York, 1972. B1 : 422 pp. $34.50; 
B2:568 pp. $39.50 

In these two volumes the authors complete their survey of 
polymerization systems in which cyclic units are formed to become 
integral parts of the polymer chain. Part A, published in 1969 dealt 
solely with carbocyclic and organometallic rings and the present 
work gives attention to heterocyclic unit formation. The treatment 
of this very extensive field follows that so well adopted in the earlier 
volume, both in the provision of critical reviews of the syntheses 
involved and in extensive tabulation where each individual polymer 
is listed together with available data on properties and relevant 
references. 

The volumes are the result of a long and detailed study of the 
journal and patent literature and indicate the enormous amount  of 
work which has gone into polymers of this type, work promoted to 
some considerable extent by the search for materials of high thermal 
resistance and enhanced physical and mechanical properties. 
Several such products are, of course, now commercially available. 
In the three chapters comprising Part 1 attention is given to poly- 
mers based on multibond reactions (e.g. poly Schiffs bases, carbo- 
diimides) and to those with heterocyclic units containing two or 
three carbon atoms (oxa- and thiadiazoles, triazoles, imidazoles, 
triazines, etc.). Part 2 has four chapters covering heterocyclic units 
with four carbon atoms (polyimides, amido- and ester-imides, 
piperazine, acetals, ketals), intra/intermolecular reactions, poly- 
merization of a,fl-unsaturated aldehydes (acrolein polymers) and a 
miscellany of ring-forming reaction products ranging from poly- 
tetrazoles to polyferrocenes. 

The work forms a worthwhile contribution to the bibliography of 
polymers. It has been meticulously and clearly presented and, 
thanks to the introduction of supplementary lists of references, 
includes literature published up to 1971. Subject and author indexes 
are given and the many tables relating to synthesis and properties 
are particularly useful. Printing and binding are of excellent 
standard. 

Both volumes will be of considerable interest not only to those 
engaged primarily in polymer synthesis but indeed to organic 
chemists more generally, as well as to many of other disciplines who 
are concerned with polymer structure/property studies and special- 
ized applications. The books will form a standard source for con- 
sultation and reference, and can be recommended to library shelves, 
but the prices quoted (S75 in all), while being understandably high 
for a work of this nature, may place them out of reach for personal 
acquisition by many individuals. 

R. J. W. Reynolds 

Structure and properties of polymer films 
Edited by R. W. Lenz and R. S. Stein 
Plenum Press, New York, 1973, 345 pp. $22.50 

This is the first volume in a symposium series on Polymer Science 
and Technology and contains the edited proceedings of the Borden 
Award Symposium, Boston, April 1972. It contains eighteen papers 
by distinguished authors covering applications of light scattering 
(four papers), stress-optical phenomena, dichroism, interferometry, 
infra-red spectroscopy and X-ray analysis, together with studies on 
mechanical properties in relation to structure (five papers including 
one on the e.s.r, study of molecular fracture) and on the transport 
of fluids through polymer films (two papers). 

The co-ordinating theme of this collection of research papers is, 
of course, polymer films, their structure and properties. 'Structure' 
here covers crystal structure and orientation, amorphous phase 
orientation and lamellar, fibrillar and spherulitic morphologies. 
Having said this, there is little further that can be added to integrate 
the scope and treatment of the subject matter, since, as in most 

symposia, almost all the papers are devoted to specific research 
topics, materials or techniques. The inevitably disjointed result is 
offset by the consistently high standard of the work reported, and 
by the value of the collection as a means of bringing workers in the 
field up to date. It is thus to be recommended to those wishing to 
keep abreast of developments in the 'structure-property' field of 
solid polymers in general (i.e. not just films). It is clearly not 
intended to provide either a reference book or a textbook on the 
subject. 

E. H. Andrews 

Chemistry in space research 
Edited by R. F. Landel and A. Rembaum 
Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1972. Dfl, 653 pp. 133.00 

In many respects this book is unique. It is the first attempt to 
present in one volume a survey of the principal areas of space 
research through chemistry. Chemistry has played an indispensable 
role in opening space to man and his instruments. Chemically 
powered rockets made possible man's  departure from earth to the 
moon and the exploitation of high temperature ablative polymers 
assured his safe return through the intense heat of re-entry into the 
earth's atmosphere. To meet the demands of the extreme environ- 
mental conditions encountered in the space programme new 
materials had to be developed. 

Under the conditions of outer and inner space, chemistry is very 
different from the chemistry we are familiar with in the terrestrial 
environment. In a very illuminating opening chapter, Libby reviews 
four general aspects of the space environment which have chemical 
significance---high pressure chemistry, radiation chemistry, high 
temperature chemistry and vacuum chemistry. High pressure 
chemistry is of relevance to studies of  the matter inside planets. 
It is interesting to read of recent progress in the construction of a 
megabar (1 million atm) press. Such a facility would open up the 
science of planetary interiors to more direct laboratory attack. 
Radiation chemistry, which is essentially the chemistry of ions, 
concerns the chemical effects of solar radiation and cosmic rays. 
(Young contributes a separate chapter on chemistry in planetary 
atmospheres.) High temperature chemistry arises from the very 
high solar temperatures reaching into the chemistry of plasma. 
Vacuum chemistry relates to the chemical consequences of the 
extremely low population of molecules in interplanetary space, 
largely the chemistry of very clean surfaces devoid of air and other 
gases. Libby envisages the possibility of using space ships as 
chemical laboratories for the production of materials such as dia- 
mond by the evaporation of carbon. Atmospheric contamination 
of the surfaces has been held responsible for past failures and the 
hope is that the use of high vacuum of the levels available in outer 
space will lead to success. 

As the Editors remark, 'space--vast, unexplored space---constitutes 
a problem and a mys t e ry . . .  By the mystery of space we mean the 
mystery of life'. The search for extraterrestrial life and the quest for 
clues to the origin of life as we know it on this earth have been 
strong motivating factors in space exploration. Three very stimu- 
lating chapters are devoted to Prebiological synthesis of organic 
compounds, Carbonaceous meteorites--possible sites of extra- 
terrestrial life?, and terrestrial and extraterrestrial stable organic 
molecules. 

Of most direct interest to readers of this journal are those 
chapters dealing with the various roles of polymeric materials in 
the space programme. The urgent need to extend the operating 
range of plastic materials to meet the extremely stringent environ- 
mental requirements spawed and spurred an intensive effort on the 
synthesis of high temperature polymers. In a comprehensive and 
authoritative chapter, Pezdirtz and Johnston review the techniques 
for evaluating thermal stability, new concepts and criteria for 
achieving thermal stability and some basic molecular structures 
which promote stability in polymers. Again, ablative polymers and 
composite materials are the foundation of re-entry. An excellent, 
in-depth treatment of the chemical aspects of ablation is provided 
by Ladacki. (In a book singularly free of errors, one misconception 
has crept in on p 298: the polymer Noryl is not produced from 
o-cresol but is a binary polymer of PPO and polystyrene.) The 
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requirement for materials suitable for use in the cryogenic tem- 
perature range has stimulated the study of low-temperature relaxa- 
tions in polymers. In his contribution, Shen aims at providing a 
basic understanding of low temperature mechanical behaviour of 
polymers on a molecular basis and correlating the relaxation pro- 
cesses with some of the molecular parameters. 

Only about 0.1% of the mass leaving the earth on the Apollo 
flights to the moon returns with the astronauts, most of the remain- 
ing 99.9 % is taken up by rocket systems and propellant mass. This 
observation serves to illustrate the vital role of the propulsion 
systems. 

Chemical propulsion--solid propellants and liquid propellant 
rockets---and spacecraft sterilization are considered in detail in the 
last three chapters. A good deal of prominence is given to the u s e  

of special polymers for solid propellant binders and to the effects 
of sterilization methods on polymeric spacecraft components. 

Chemists generally and polymer chemists in particular will find in 
this volume a wealth of information and much food for thought. The 
value of the book is enhanced because its authors look beyond the 
achievements of the first decade in space. By indicating the limita- 
tions of current knowledge, they point to useful areas for future 
chemical and polymer research. It is highly recommended. 

J. Idris Jones 

Block and graft copolymerization 
Edited by R. J. Ceresa 
Wiley, New York, 1973. 390 pp. £10 

This is the first of two volumes of reviews of the preparation, 
properties and usage of block and graft copolymers. It is organized 
so as to juxtapose the views of chemists and technologists on selected 
topics. The present volume deals with copolymeric modifications 
of several natural polymers (starch, rubber, wool and silk) and 
with the wholly synthetic block copolymeric elastomers based on 
styrene and dienes. Contributors are: G. F. Fanta (starch); R. J. 
Ceresa, R. D. Pendle (natural rubber); K. Arai (wool and silk); 
W. L. Wasley (wool); L. J. Fetters, G. Holden (synthetic elastomers). 

Within a given topic (starch, elastomers, wool), the reviews 
interrelate well and offer an unusually broad range of information. 
However, there is no unifying view and the collection (at £10) 
s e e m s  best suited to the institutional, rather than the individual, 
library. 

C. Booth 

Principles of plastics extrusion 
J. A. Brydson and D. G. Peacock 
Applied Science, London, 1973. 108 pp. £2.00 

This paperback is essentially a simple teaching programme 
designed for students and industrial trainees who have little or no 
background in science or in the technology of polymers. Seven 
sections set out in simple form a series of short notes, diagrams, 
questions and answers concerning single and multiple screw 
machines, die design, and processes for extruded sections, monofil, 
film, and wire-covering. Factors associated with polymer properties 
and machine design and operation are related to basic principles. 
The book is a text teaching only the very elements of extrusion 
from a practical angle. 

R. J. W. Reynolds 

Biomaterials, medical devices and artificial 
organs 
Volume 1, Number 1, 1973 
Marcel Dekker, New York. $35.00/vol. 

A new journal to pull together doctors, engineers and chemists 
was inevitable. The editorial for the first issue states that at least 
100 000 people live with artificial arteries and 45 000 with artificial 
heart valves, in the USA; a large figure, but Europe cannot be far 
behind. 

Compared with 20 years ago when prostheses were inserted and 
removed soon afterwards with remarkable regularity, things 
certainly have changed. The new quarterly journal, 15 × 22 cm, is 
virtually a book of 240 pages; printed in black and white by the 
web-offset process, the contents are well laid out, reproduction of 
half-tone photographs excellent, and it is easy to read. The first 
issue contains 12 original articles and a fascinating 50-page review 
of orthoptic heart prostheses. 

The quality of all papers is high and if the editor can maintain this 
standard and precautions have been taken by having an editorial 
board of 54 distinguished names, surely the largest yet !--then the 
journal will have wide appeal for scientists and clinicians in many 
fields. Weight for weight it's expensive when compared with other 
journals, most of whom carry advertising. But then quality counts. 

James Calnan 

Conference Announcement 

1974 Colston Symposium 
Structures of fibrous 

biopolymers 
Bristol University, 2-4 April 1974 

The 1974 Colston Symposium on Structure of 
Fibrous Biopolymers will be held at the Univer- 
sity of Bristol from 2 to 4 April 1974, under the 
auspices of the Colston Research Society. 
A number of invited speakers will cover aspects 
of the molecular architecture and properties 
of polysaccharides, collagen and related fibrous 
biopolymers. Further information may be ob- 
tained from the Conference Organizer: Dr 
E. D. T. Atkins, H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory, 
University of Bristol, Royal Fort, Tyndall 
Avenue, Bristol BS8 1TL, UK. 

Conference Announcement 

Plastics Processing 

Aachen, W. Germany, 20--22 March 1974 

The Institut f~ir Kunststoffverarbeitung in In- 
dustrie und Handwerk is organizing its 7th 
Symposium on Plastics Processing from 20 
March to 22 March 1974, in Aachen, West 
Germany. Among the various processing topics 
to be covered are" injection moulding; extru- 
sion; material testing; designing; mechanical 
properties; reinforcement. Further details may 
be obtained from Professor Dr-lng. G. Menges, 
Director, Institut fQr Kunststoffverarbeitung, 
5100 Aachen, Pontstrasse 49, West Germany. 
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Temperature dependence of polymer chain 
dimensions in the polystyrene-cyclopentane 
system 

N. Kuwahara, S. Saeki, S. Konno and M. Kaneko 
Department of Polymer Science, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan 
(Received 6 July 1973) 

The limiting viscosity number in polystyrene-cyclopentane system has been determined 
over the temperature range of Ou to 01 in which 0u and 01 are the 0 or Flory temperature 
for the upper and lower critical solution temperatures. The temperature coefficient of 
unperturbed mean square end-to-end distance observed for the polystyrene (Mw=20× 104, 
Mw/Mn<l"06 and /V/w=67×104, Mw/Mn<l"lO) in cyclopentane is negligibly small. The 
observed temperature dependence of the polymer chain dimension over the temperature 
range of 0u=19.6 ° to 01= 154-2°C shows a parabolic curve with a maximum in the neighbour- 
hood of 90°C and is qualitatively interpreted by the free volume theory of polymer solution, 
which gives a new xl-temperature function. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the polymer-solvent system phase separation occurs 
at the upper critical solution temperature (UCST) and 
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) which 
appears in the vicinity of the vapour-liquid critical 
temperature of the solvent 1-9. The existence of both 
UCST and LCST is a very common phenomenon in 
polymer solutions and the two types of cloud-point 
curves behave like mirror images across the temperature 
axis of the intermediate region of the UCST and 
LCST ~-9. The UCST is raised and LCST is lowered as 
the molecular weight of the polymer increases, thus 
shrinking the temperature region of complete miscibility 
of the polymer 7-9. The Patterson-Delmas theory of 
corresponding states 1°-12, based on the Prigogine 
theory 18, semi-quantitatively predicts the UCST and 
LCST through the new type of polymer-solvent inter- 
action parameter Xl which takes account of free volume 
effects 8-9. Investigations of UCST and LCST in polymer 
solutions have supplied useful information and empirical 
parameters such as the number of external degrees of 
freedom of the solvent molecule 6-9. 

It is well known that the limiting viscosity number 
[~7] gives us information on the polymer dimension in 
the solution. The limiting viscosity number at 0l, like 
at Ou ~4, affords the unperturbed mean square end-to- 
end distance (r02) of the polymer 15 in which 0z and Ou 
are the 0 or Flory temperature for the lower and upper 
critical solution temperatures. It is of particular interest 
to observe the temperature dependence of the polymer 
dimension in solvent over the temperature range of 
Ou to 0t and also determine the temperature coefficient 
of unperturbed mean square end-to-end distance 
dln(r2o)/dT of the polymer. The polystyrene-cyclo- 
pentane system was selected from the view point of the 
appearance of Ou in the neighbourhood of room tern- 

perature and Ot at a temperature less than 160°C. In 
this temperature region thermal degradation of poly- 
styrene is not appreciable. The values of Ou and Oz in 
the polystyrene-cyclopentane system described else- 
where 9 were adopted in the present work. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The Pressure Chemical Co. products, batch lc(Mw = 20 x 
10 a, Mw/Mn < 1.06) and batch 13a(Mw= 67 x 104, 
Mw/Mn<l'lO), were used as polystyrene samples. 
Cyclopentane was reagent grade and was further purified 
before use. Cyclopentane was dried over anhydrous 
potassium carbonate and fractionally distilled by use 
of a column of 100cm length and 10mm diameter 
packed with stainless-steel helices. Several solutions in 
cyclopentane were prepared for the viscosity measure- 
ments in the concentration range of 0.7 to 1.7 g/dl for 
sample 1 c and 0.2 to 0.7 g/dl for sample 13a. All solutions 
were stirred with a magnetic stirrer for at least 24 h 
and then filtered directly into viscometers. The concen- 
tration of solutions was determined by evaporating a 
known volume to dryness and weighing the residue. 
The density of cyclopentane was determined with a 
flame-sealed pycnometer over the temperature range 
of Ou to 0~. 

Viscosity measurements were carried out with flame- 
sealed viscometers of Ubbelohde type having negligible 
kinetic energy corrections. The viscometers were placed 
in a silicone oil bath controlled to + 0-05°C. The thermal 
degradation of polystyrene in cyclopentane was minim- 
ized by flame sealing after keeping polystyrene solutions 
under dry nitrogen gas and was examined by repro- 
ducibility of the flow time of the solution at temperature 
lower than 50°C. The lowering of the flow time by the 
thermal degradation was estimated as less than 1 70 
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for sample 13a of M w = 6 7 x 1 0  4 and negligible for 
sample lc of  Mw=20 x 104. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Viscosity data were treated by double extrapolation 
of  Vsp/C and (lnvrel)/C against C to determine the 
limiting viscosity number, in which Vsp and ~Trel are the 
specific and relative viscosity and C is the concentration 
(g/dl). The limiting viscosity number for the two samples, 
lc and 13a, are plotted against temperature in Figure 1 
over the temperature range of  Ou = 19"6 ° to 01 = 154.2°C. 
[v] first increases and then pass through a maximum 
before decreasing as temperature increases from 0u to 
Or. The expansion factor of viscosity %~ is defined by: 

a~ = [vl/[v]0 (1) 

in which [~710 is the limiting viscosity number at the 0 
temperature. The values of a ~ are plotted against tem- 

~7 

perature in Figure 2. a~ increases steadily with increasing 
temperature in the range of  temperature lower than 
90°C and then decreases at higher temperatures than 
90°C after attaining a maximum in the neighbourhood 
of 90°C. The maximum values of  c% z are 1.24 for sample 
lc and 1.41 for sample 13a. 

The constant Ko is given by: 

Ko = IV]aIM 212 = ¢~o(<r2>lM)812 (2) 

in which M is the molecular weight of polymer and ¢0 
is a universal constant with the theoretical value of 
2.87× 1028 for non-draining flexible coil polymers 26. 
The effect of polymer heterogeneity is negligibly small 
for our samples in estimating /(0 from IV]0 and Mw. 
Values of [V]0 and Ko at Ou and 01 are listed in Table 1. 
Values of  dln(r~>/dT given in the last column was 
calculated from: 

dln(r~>/dT = (2/3)dlnKo/dT (3) 

The dln(r~>/dT value obtained from the values of Ko 
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Figure I Limiting viscosity number vs. temperature plot for the 
polystyrene-cyclopentane system for samples 13a (O) and lc  
(G). • and • indicate 0u and 9/ 
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Figure 2 Expansion factor vs. temperature plot for the poly- 
styrene-cyclopentane system for samples 13a (O) and lc (G) 

Table I Parameters obtained from viscosity for the polystyrene- 
cyclopentane system 

Sample lc Sample 13a 

Mwx 10 -4 (g mol wt) 20 67 
Mw/Mn 1.06 1.10 
[~7]ou(dl/g) 0.362+0-004 0.650+0.005 
['r/]e/(dl/g) 0"355+0"005 0.640+0"010 
KouX 104 (dl/g)x (g mol wt) -1/2 8'09_+0-09 7.94_+0"06 
Ko/xlO4(dl/g)x(g mol wt) -z/2 7.94_+0.11 7.82_+0.12 
d In <r~>/dTx 10 a (deg -z) - 0 - I  -0 .1  

corresponding to Ou and 0z is -0 .1  x 10-3deg -1 which 
is zero within experimental error. It is to be compared 
with the value of (0.44+0.2)deg -1 obtained by the 
use of different 0 solvents over the temperature range 
of  6-6 ° to 58.6°C 17, 28 

The role of free volume or thermal expansion is of 
great importance in explaining the behaviour of polymer 
chain dimension over the temperature range of  0~ to 
0t. The temperature dependence of the polymer chain 
dimension must be interpreted through a new Xl para- 
meter derived by taking account of the dissimilarities 
between the free volumes of the components. 

The Patterson 1°-12 and Flory theories 19-2~ of polymer 
solution thermodynamics lead to essentially the same 
expression 22 for x2 as a function of temperature. The 
former gives: 

X2 = -- ( U2/ R T  ) v 2 + ( C!o, 1/2R)~ "2 (4) 

The quantity - U 1  is the energy of  vaporization of the 
solvent, Cv, 2 is its configurational heat capacity, and 
R is the gas constant. The v 2 parameter is related to the 
cohesive energy and segment size of the solution com- 
ponents, while the 7 parameter reflects the free volume 
change, which occurs in mixing the dense polymer 
with the relatively expanded solvent. The ~- parameter is 
related to the characteristic temperature reduction 
parameter T* of solvent (1) and polymer (2) by 

" r  ~--- 1 - -  * d¢ T 1 /T  2 (5) 

Using the van der Waals model, equation (4) gives Xl at 
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the critical miscibility point. At zero pressure Xl(cri0 is 
given as a function of  the reduced volume II1 of  the 
solvent by 7: 

Xl(cri0 = Cl V2/(1 - Vl-Z/a)  + clrZ/2[(4/3) ~ t  - l l a _  1] 

=(1/2)(1 +r-Z/z) 2 (6) 

where 3cl is the number of external degrees of  freedom 
of  the solvent molecule, r is the ratio of  molar volumes 
of  the polymer and solvent and is taken to be independent 
of  temperature. The reduced temperature ~t of  the 
solvent is given by: 

= 17z-1(1  - yT -x/a) = T / T *  (7)  

The temperature dependence of  Xt, which is of  great 
importance in explaining the U C S T  and L C S T  of non- 
polar polymer solutions, for the polystyrene-cyclo- 
pentane system is given in Figure 3, in which the de- 
pendence of the ClV 2 and c1~ "2 o n  temperature are also 
included. Values of  x1 are calculated by the aid of  
equation (6) with the suitable molecular parameters 
such as cxv 2 and cz72, which are obtained from the 
experimental values of  the U C S T  and L C S T  over the 
wide range of  molecular weight of  the polymer s, 9. The 
experimental values of civ2=0.022 and c1~2--0.100 were 
adopted in calculating xl. The shift of  temperature by 
27°C adopted for fitting the theoretical curve to the 
experimental points for the U C S T  and L C S T  in the 
polystyrene--cyclopentane system 9 was also used for 
the estimations on the Xl values in Figure 3. Xt first 
decreases and then passes through a minimum in the 
neighbourhood of 95°C before increasing as temperature 
increases. The O condition for the U C S T  and L C S T  are 
characterized by contributions of the two terms in 
equation (6) to Xl(crit) of  0.5. In the polystyrene-cyclo- 
pentane system the contributions of the v 2 and ~-2 
terms at Ou are 0.285 and 0.215, while those of  the v~ 
and ~2 terms at 0t are 0.155 and 0-345. At the minimum 
point of  X~ in the neighbourhood of  95 °C the -r~ term is 
dominant compared to the v 2 term. 

The dimension of  polystyrene in cyclopentane attains 
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Figure 3 Interaction parameter (xl) vs. temperature (A), clv 2 vs. 
temperature (B) and ci~ ~ vs. temperature (C) plots for the poly- 
styrene-cyclopentane system 

a maximum at 90°C, while Xl shows a minimum at 
95°C. It is of  great importance that behaviour of  the 
polymer chain dimension on temperature is in excellent 
agreement with that of  Xl on temperature. There has 
been no consideration of a concentration dependence 
of  the X P arameterT' 2a-25 in determining the Xz value 
and 0 temperatures. The fiat shape of  the cloud-point 
curves in the polystyrene--cyclopentane system indicates 
that there is some concentration dependence of the 
X P arameterT. Thus the temperature dependence of  x1 
would be somewhat different if it were taken into 
account, although the deviation from the present Xl 
behaviour is not so large. 

In conclusion we emphasize that the effect of free 
volume or thermal expansion plays an important role 
in explaining the thermodynamic behaviour of non-polar 
polymer solutions. The behaviour of  the polymer chain 
dimension over the temperature range of  0~, to 0~ is 
qualitatively described by the Patterson-Delmas theory 
of corresponding state and Flory model with the 
Flory-Huggins critical value of Xz. 
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The far infra-red spectrum of crystalline 
polytetrafluoroethylene 
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The far infra-red spectrum of highly crystalline polytetrafluoroethylene has been shown 
to contain a new band near 33cm -z, the band at 55cm -1 has been shown to be a close 
doublet and two further bands at 291 and 308cm -z have been observed. These results 
strongly support the conclusions of Boerio and Koenig from Raman observations that the 
unit cell contains at least two molecular segments. 

INTRODUCTION 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) has been extensively 
studied by a wide range of physical techniques. It is 
known to undergo a phase transition at !9°C, but the 
available X-ray data 1, ~ indicate that, both above and 
below this temperature, the unit cell contains only one 
molecular segment. The change at the transition tem- 
perature appears to be purely intramolecular and to 
involve a transformation from a molecular helix with 
15 CF2 groups in 7 turns to one with 13 CF2 groups 
in 6 turns 3. 

Experimental investigations of the lattic~ dynamics 
of PTFE have not been common. There has been little 
advance in the mid-infra-red situation since the work 
of Liang and Krimm 4 apart from the careful work of 
Brown 5 who investigated the temperature and pressure 
dependence of the spectrum. The Raman spectrum was 
hardly known until the introduction of laser-Raman 
techniques but since then there have been the investiga- 
tion by Peacock et al. 6 and the series of investigations 
by Koenig and Boerio 7 which have all yielded excellent 
spectra. The neutron spectrum is in principle the most 
powerful source of knowledge of the dispersion diagrams 
and there have been several valuable contributions 
here from La Garde et al. s, from Twistleton and White 9 
and most recently from Piseri et al. 10. Numerous assign- 
ments have been published from time to time but the 
most recent, those of Boerio and Koenig it and of 
Piseri et al. 1° are supported by normal coordinate 
calculations of the dispersion diagrams based on reliable 
force fields and for this reason they must be preferred. 
These two assignments are given in Table 1 where the 
quoted wavenumber (cm -1) is that of Boerio and Koenig 
and where the value of Piseri et al. is different it is 
presented in parentheses. Values calculated but not 
observed by the authors are indicated by an asterisk. 

Table 1 Vibrational assignments for polytetrafluoroethylene 

Branch Description A1 As E1 E2 

BI CF2 symmetric stretch 1380 - -  1298 1347" 
(1207) (1384)* 

B2 CFs asymmetric stretch - -  1210 1242 1215 
(1450) (1298) (1449)* 

B3 CC stretch 731 - -  1150 741 
B4 CF2 rocking - -  638 552 676 
B5 CF~ wagging - -  516 332 524 

(520) (321) 
B6 CF2 'scissors' 387 - -  277 385 
B7 CF2 twisting 291 - -  203 308 

(288)* 
B8 Skeletal deformation - -  0 6* 140 

(chain extension) (31)* (136) 
B9 Skeletal deformation - -  0 0 15" 

(chain twisting) (20) 

* See text 

It will be seen from Table 1 that there are some significant 
differences between the two assignments. The work 
of Piseri et al. was mostly on the 157 helix above 19°C 
whereas that of Boerio and Koenig involved both 
types of helix. However, this difference is unlikely to 
be the cause of the discrepancy since the available 
evidence is that the vibrational frequencies of the two 
types of helix are closely similar. 

At temperatures much below 19°C, the lines in the 
Raman spectrum show splittings 12 and the far infra-red 
spectrum develops a sharp set of absorption bands 13. 
These phenomena can only arise from the effects of 
interchain forces but there is some disagreement as to 
what the outcome of these forces will be. Boerio and 
Koenig 12 interpreted their Raman splittings as cor- 
relation splittings arising from a unit cell containing 
more than one segment. Chantry et al. 13 supported 
this view and interpreted their far infra-red spectrum 
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as the predicted lattice spectrum. Piseri and his col- 
leagues 10, however, reject this view and are of  the 
opinion that the relaxation of  the helical selection 
rules, due to the effect of  the neighbouring chains, is 
sufficient to account for the much enriched spectrum. 
Clearly more work is required especially in the far 
infra-red to resolve the dispute. We have therefore 
carefully observed the far infra-red spectrum from 6 to 
400cm -~ to see whether weak features can be detected 
additional to those already known and also to determine 
whether the 200cm -~ Et  intense mode shows an 
observable splitting. 

THEORY 

The symmetries of  infinite helices can be described in 
terms of  line groups 14 and the spectral activity in terms 
of  a line factor group which is Dz5 for the high tem- 
perature phase and D13 for the low temperature phase. 
These dihedral groups have modes divided as follows: 

D15 F o=4AI + 5Az + 9(EI + Ez + Es + E4 + Es + Es + E7) 
(1) 

Dz8 Fo=4Az+5A2+9(E~+E2+Es+Ea+Es+Er)  (2) 

The spectral activity is confined to A1 (Raman polarized), 
Az (infra-red), El  (Raman depolarized plus infra-red) 
and Ez (Raman depolarized). Four  of  these modes 
(two of which form a doubly degenerate pair) have 
necessarily zero frequency since they correspond to 
either rigid translations or rigid rotations, so the final 
listing of active modes is: 

I'a = 4AI + 3A2 + 8El + 9E2 (3) 

A similar result can be obtained 15 by considering the 
dispersion diagrams for the nine basic modes (i.e. 3 for 
each of  the three atoms of a CF2 group) in which fre- 
quency as ordinate is plotted against phase angle, 
between the motions of adjacent CF2 groups, as abscissa. 
This yields nine curves (B1-B9) which are uniquely 
defined within the reduced Brillouin zone 0-180 °. The 
equivalent of  the familiar A k = 0  t6 selection rule is that 
the phase angle should be simply related to the screw 
angle of  the helix and therefore spectral activity in the 
case of  the 157 helix occurs for 0 = 0  ° (.41 and A2), 
0=168 ° (El) and 0 = 3 6 0 ° - 2 x 1 6 8 ° = 2 4  ° (E2). The 
intersections of  the vertical ordinates 0=0,  0= 168 ° and 
0=24  ° with the nine branches therefore define the 
possible infra-red or Raman bands. For  the case of  the 
136 helix, the angle is 166 ° and spectral activity will 
occur at 0=0,  0= 166 ° and 0=28 °. The evidence from 
neutron diffraction 10 is that the form of  the dispersion 
curves does not alter much as the molecule goes through 
the phase transition and since the helix angles are so 
similar, the vibrational frequencies, as observed in the 
infra-red and Raman spectra will be very similar. This 
has been confirmed experimentally 15. 

It  is worth pointing out that the neutron workers 
often quote the abscissa of  their dispersion diagrams in 
terms of  the wave vector qc = 2~r/c where c is a unit cell 
dimension. In terms of  this, the equivalents of  our 
spectroscopic nomenclature are Az, qc=0;  El, qc = 
0.4666; E2, qc=0.0666; E3, qe=0'4;  E4, qe=0"1333; 
Es, qc=0"3333; Er, qe=0"2; E7, qe=0"2666. The qc 
values are altered in proportion for the 136 case. Because 
the phase angle (24 ° for 157, 28 ° for 136) is so small, 

the higher frequency E2 modes tend to be close in 
frequency to the corresponding A modes. The curves 
B8 and B9 necessarily pass through the origin, for if 0 
is zero, the motions would be z-axis translation and 
z-axis rotation respectively. 

It is not possible, of  course, to observe the spectra 
of  conformationally ordered, isolated macromolecules 
for even if one could observe gas-phase spectra or 
dilute-solution spectra, the conformational order, which 
is present in the crystal would be lost. For  this reason, 
nearly all polymer spectra are observed in the solid, 
and preferably the crystalline, phase. The specimen 
may be a continuous sample of  the polymer or else 
may be made of  small particles thereof dispersed in a 
transparent matrix but in either case one has to consider 
how the ideal selection rules worked out for an isolated 
helix will be modified in the real solid where interchain 
forces will be significant. If  the solid polymer is crystal- 
line, the effects are well understood but if it is amorphous 
they are much less so. A crystalline polymer will show 
to first order a spectrum similar to that expected for 
the isolated macromolecule but to second order there 
will be correlation splittings if the unit cell contains 
more than one molecular segment and there will be a 
lattice spectrum in the far infra-red. I f  the unit cell does 
contain more than one segment the lattice spectrum 
may have several lines, depending on the unit cell 
symmetry, but if there is only one segment per unit 
cell, there will be only one line in the lattice spectrum, 
that corresponding to the z-axis rigid rotation mode. 

The assignment discrepancies mentioned earlier are 
fortunately not very important as far as the present study 
is concerned for they occur mostly for wavenumbers 
in excess of  1000cm -1 and the only point of difference 
in the far infra-red concerns the E2 intersection of B7. 
Piseri et aL 10 find it impossible from the shape of their 
B7 curve for the E2 intersection to have a frequency 
greater than that of the Az intersection and they point 
out that Boerio and Koenig only observed a line at 
308cm -x in the Raman spectrum for very low tem- 
pe ra tu res - fa r  below the 19°C transition. It is possible 
therefore that the line at 308 is the E2 intersection of B7 
for the 136 helix and that the corresponding line for 
the 157 helix has not so far been observed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Our observations were made with an RIIC lamellar 
grating interferometer coupled to a Putley indium 
antimonide detector for the 6 to 40cm -z region and 
with an NPL-Grubb  Parsons modular cube interfero- 
meter with Golay cell detector for the higher frequency 
region. The highly crystalline pre-form powder was cold 
pressed into discs of suitable thickness or else dispersed 
in a cold pressed polyethylene disc when the thickness 
required of  the pure material would have been too 
small to be practical. Some of our experimental results 
are shown in Figures 1-5. At higher resolution (0.5 cm -1) 
the 55cm -1 feature is partly resolved into a stronger 
component at 53.5cm -z and a weaker feature at 56.7 
cm-k  The error bars in the Figures show the maximum 
variation of  o, between four independent runs. The 
'noise' on any individual run is very much less. Small 
features whose heights are less than the error bars may 
nevertheless therefore be well observed and charac- 
terized. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed crystal structure of Boerio and Koenig 12 
predicts five lattice modes; three of which are trans- 
lational in character and two rotational. This charac- 
terization cannot be absolute in the absence of a centre 
of  symmetry but may well be a good approximation in 
practice. Our previous results la revealed four lattice 
bands at 46, 55, 70 and 85cm -1 and the new band 
(see Figure 2) 30cm -1 at room temperature, 33.5cm -z 
at 120K, could be the missing fifth lattice band. How- 
ever, this band unlike its higher frequency counterparts 
is observable at room temperature and does not show 
any large change of  intensity as the specimen is cooled 
and because of this behaviour, an assignment to the E~ 
intersection of B8 (calculated by Piseri et al. to be 
31cm -1) is quite plausible. The band does, however, 
shift upwards in frequency as the temperature is lowered, 
a form of  behaviour usually regarded as an indication 
that the band in question arises from an external mode. 
However, it has been shown 17 that in many cases, bands 
arising from internal modes nevertheless show shifts 
in frequency as the temperature is altered. An explana- 
tion for this may be found in the strong coupling which 
must exist between external modes and internal modes 
of  the same symmetry and closely similar frequencies. 
In this connection, it is interesting to note that Brandli 
and Sievers TM have published, more-or-less in passing, a 
far infra-red spectrum of PTFE at 4.2 K. These authors 
do not comment on the spectrum or advance any 
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Figure 2 Low wavenumber absorption spectrum of crystalline 
PTFE at liquid nitrogen temperature; resolution 4cm -z 

explanation for it, but they do observe a line at 33.5 
cm -1 which is undoubtedly the same one that we have 
observed. The fact that there is a large blue-shift in 
going from room temperature to liquid nitrogen tem- 
perature and then virtually none in going down further 
to liquid helium temperature, is rather reminiscent of  
the behaviour of  the Blu lattice band of  polyethylene. 
However, the balance of  the evidence favours the assign- 
ment of this band to the E1 intersection of the B8 branch 
especially since this particular branch is the one most 
well characterized by the neutron work 1°. 

This assignment then leaves us with five lines which 
can now very naturally be ascribed to the expected 
five line lattice spectrum. The splitting of the 55cm -1 
line into two components has also been observed by 
Johnson and Rabolt 19 and it is very clearly resolved in 
the helium temperature spectrum of Brandli and Sievers TM. 

We suggest that the persistence of the band near 50 cm -1 
above 19°C (see Fig. 1 of  ref 16) can be explained as 
follows. At temperatures above 19°C, there is only one 
molecular segment per unit cell and therefore there will 
be only one lattice mode, that corresponding to the 
z-axis rotation of  the free molecule. The 50 cm -1 feature 
is ascribed to this. As the temperature is lowered through 
the 19°C transition this band shifts towards 55cm -z 
(see Figure 1) and is split into two components by the 
in-phase and out-of-phase coupling which must occur 
in the unit cell of the low temperature phase. The three 
lines at 46, 70 and 85cm -1 would then be the three 
translational lattice modes. 

Two alternative theories have been advanced to 
account for the Raman splittings and the far infra-red 
line spectrum. Piseri and his colleagues suggest 1° that 
they arise from the activation of the Ea, E4, E5 and E6 
intersections by the lowered site symmetry due to 
interchain forces and Zerbi has suggested ~0 conforma- 
tional disorder as an explanation. However, both these 
theories have features which make them unlikely. 
First, if the Raman splittings arise from the effects of 
lowered site symmetry it would be most unlikely that 
the two components would have roughly equal intensities 
yet Boerio and Koenig 12 find just this for all three 
bands that show an observable splitting. If, on the other 
hand, the splitting arises from correlation effects in a 
unit cell which contains more than one segment it 
would be most surprising if the intensities were not 
roughly equal. Secondly, the calculated values 1° of the 
E3, E4, E5 and E6 intersections of B8 and B9 do not 
coincide with any observed features. Thus all the inter- 
sections of the B9 branch must lie below 35cm -1 and 
the low frequency intersections of B8 (E3=95cm -1, 
E2 = 140cm -1, E s =  158 cm -1) occur in featureless regions 
of the spectrum. The conformational disorder theory 
is unattractive because the effects are only seen at low 
temperatures and experience of  the infra-red spectra 
of  disordered materials shows them to be diffuse with 
intense 'liquid-lattice' type absorption bands. Behaviour 
of  this type can be seen for sintered materials in ref 13 
and it is clear from the spectra shown there that the 
far infra-red lines cannot owe their origin to conforma- 
tional disorder. If  they did, the lines would be far more 
intense for the sintered than for the unsintered material, 
whereas the observed lines are slightly weaker in the 
sintered specimen. Our highly crystalline material is 
conformationally highly ordered and at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures is one of  the most transparent materials 
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known in the interband regions. For  these reasons we 
consider the two-segment unit cell theory to be the 
more attractive and now go on to discuss the higher 
frequency infra-red spectrum in terms of  it. 

The 203 cm -1 band of  several specimens of  PTFE, 
fabricated in several ways and all studied to a resolution 
of  l cm -1 at a specimen temperature of  130K have 
b e e n  observed repeatedly. In no case was any splitting 
observed. This is in contradistinction to the Raman 
observations of  Boerio and Koenig 12 on the higher 
frequency bands where correlation splitting was ob- 
served. However, the splitting of  this particular band 
should be small since it arises from a nearly pure CFz 
twisting motion and it may be beyond present techniques 
even for helium specimen temperatures. 

The 300cm -1 region of  the spectrum is shown in 
Figures 3 and 4 and the temperature dependence of  the 
absorption is shown in Figure 5. The weak feature at 
278 cm -1 is coincident with the Raman band at 277 cm -1 
which has been assigned (see Table 1) to the EI inter- 
section of  B6. The occurrence of  strong features at 
293 and 311 cm -1 is more interesting since these probably 
correspond to the 291 (A1) and 308 (E~.) Raman bands, 
which are of  course forbidden in the infra-red. That we 
observe these forbidden bands both above and below 
the transition temperature (292 K) presents an enigma. 
The data of Figure 5 can be most simply interpreted as 
indicating that the halfwidths of  all three components 
fall monotonically as the temperature is reduced. The 
change from a 15 to 13 CF2 group helix as remarked 
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Figure 3 Far infra-red absorption spectrum of crystalline PTFE 
at room temperature; resolution 4cm -z 
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earlier makes very little difference to the vibrational 
frequencies 15 so this transformation is unlikely to 
show any obvious effects in the spectrum. However, 
the 203cm -1 band (i.e. the E1 intersection of  B7) is 
inherently very intense (~max=200neper/cm) 21 so any 
mechanism which would make its A1 and Ez counter- 
parts weakly allowed would make them readily observ- 
able. For  the low temperature phase, an obvious 
mechanism would be the lowered effective symmetry 
due to the presence of  two segments per unit cell. For  
the high temperature phase, Zerbi 's idea 2° of  con- 
formational disorder, brought about  by the large ampli- 
tude thermal motions, is attractive. This concept is also 
of  value in interpreting the X-ray data. These two 
mechanisms may be, of  course, only different facets 
o f  one phenomenon. The X-ray data tend to give a time- 
averaged picture of  the ensemble whereas the infra-red 
activity is governed by the instantaneous molecular 
configurations. An ensemble which is basically one 
segment per unit cell but with each segment subject to 
large random perturbations could appear instantaneously 
to be a melange of crystallites with varying numbers of  
segments per unit cell. As the temperature fails, the 
instantaneous picture comes more and more, on the 
large scale, to resemble the static picture. We may thus 
certainly interpret our low temperature data as further 
evidence that the unit cell contains more than one 
molecular segment. The occurrence of the forbidden 
features at high temperatures may then be ascribed to 
the effects of  thermally induced conformational disorder. 
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Electron spin resonance studies of spin-labelled 
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The anionic synthesis of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) carrying a nitroxide spin-label 
at the chain end is described. With n-butyl lithium as initiator it is necessary to polymerize 
at -70°C and add the labelling agent, 2-methyl-2-nitrosopropane, to the active polymer 
anion at the same temperature. At higher temperatures initiator attack at the ester groups 
yields spin-labelled side chains. The correlation time for rotational diffusion of an end- 
labelled PMMA sample is 2.8xl0-X°sec which is shorter than that from fluorescence 
depolarization studies. The probable reasons for this discrepancy are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The technique of spin-labelling with nitroxide radicals 
has recently been employed to obtain information on 
the motions of synthetic macromolecules both in the 
solid and in dilute solution. The method involves 
attaching a suitable stable nitroxide group to some 
point on the polymer molecule. This is followed by a 
line-width analysis of the electron spin resonance 
(e.s.r.) spectrum of the labelled polymer to evaluate 
~-e, the correlation time for rotational diffusion of the 
nitroxide radical. "re reflects the mobility of the polymer 
chain in the neighbourhood of the radical. Most of 
our studies 1-a so far have been concerned with polymers 
labelled randomly at specific points within the main 
chain. Other workers have studied polyesters, poly- 
amides 5 and polyethers 6 labelled at chain ends and it 
has recently been shown 7 that a number of end-labelled 
addition polymers can be prepared by reacting 'living' 
polymeric anions with 2-methyl-2-nitrosopropane 
(MNP). The radical end groups from this synthesis 
should have the structure: 

.¢~,.-- M - N - t B  u 

O" 

With poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), however, 
difficulties in preparing an authentic end-labelled speci- 
men by this route have been encountered 7, s 

A considerable body of evidence on the free radical 
polymerization of MMA indicates that termination is 
diffusion controlledg-lL In thermodynamically 'good' 
solvents segmental rotation appears to be the diffusion- 
controlling process but segment density also affects the 
termination reaction so that in 'poor' solvents radical- 
radical termination is hindered by the tightly coiled 
configuration of the macroradicals 1~. There is, therefore, 
particular interest in obtaining end-labelled samples of 
this polymer since the e.s.r, spectra could yield, in a 

more direct manner than hitherto, information con- 
cerning the mobility of segments near the chain ends. 
Preliminary experiments along these lines suggest s that 
the spin-labelling technique can improve our under- 
standing of the factors affecting termination in radical 
polymerization and supplement existing data from 
dielectric relaxation and fluorescence depolarization 
studies. 

In this communication we describe the preparation 
and characterization of an end-labelled PMMA. Our 
observations on this synthesis also have some relevance 
to the mechanism of anionic polymerization of MMA. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was freed from moisture and 
peroxides by refluxing over sodium wire. It was then 
distilled and the central cut of the distillate was collected 
and stored over sodium. 

MMA was distilled under reduced pressure, dried over 
calcium hydride and stored in a cold-room. 

All polymerizations were performed under vacuum 
using n-butyl or fluorenyl lithium as initiator, n-Butyl 
lithium (0.3M) in n-hexane or toluene was freshly 
prepared before each polymerization by reaction of 
n-butyl chloride and lithium metal. 

MNP was prepared as before 14. 
n-BuLi in hexane (20m l) was introduced by syringe 

through a serum cap into the reaction vessel which 
was then evacuated. Degassed THF (20 ml) was distilled 
in from a reservoir containing a little freshly formed 
green naphthyl sodium. The reaction vessel was then 
immersed in methanol/solid CO2 coolant, the contents 
were stirred vigorously and 4 ml of pure degassed MMA 
were added slowly by distillation. After the required 
reaction time the system was 'killed' by adding 0.25 g 
MNP in THF solution stored in a side arm of the 
reaction vessel. 
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Fluorenyl lithium was prepared by adding n-BuLi in 
toluene (5ml) to 1.0g fluorene in the reaction vessel. 
T H F  (60ml) was then added as above, the vessel was 
brought up to room temperature and the contents were 
stirred for 1 h to ensure that all the BuLi had been 
converted to 9-fluorenyl lithium. Thereafter the pro- 
cedure above was followed. 

With both initiators the system was killed by MNP 
at varying temperatures between - 7 0 ° C  and room 
temperature. 

The polymers were isolated by pouring the T H F  
solutions into cold methanol, and purified by repeated 
precipitation in methanol from chloroform solution. 
Before the final precipitation the polymer solution was 
shaken with silver oxide to ensure complete oxidation 
of  any hydroxylamine to nitroxide. The polymers were 
dried under vacuum at room temperature. 

E.s.r. spectra were recorded at room temperature 
from 5 ~ (w/v) solutions in toluene using a Decca X3 
spectrometer. Field measurements were made with a 
Systron-Donner 3193 Digital Gaussmeter and isotropic 
g values were measured by comparison with the spectrum 
of  Fr6my's salt 15 for which g =2.005 54 + 0.000 01. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Ideally MNP should react with the living carbanion of 
PMMA to produce the nitroxide (I) as follows: 

ell3 CH3 / tBu  
I MNP I MeOH 

--CH=-C- ) ~ ' - - C H 2 - C - N  ;" ' 
I I \ O -  
CO20H3 002CH3 

CH3 / tBu  CH3 / tBu  I 
I Oxldn 

- w ~ - C H 2 - ( ~ - N . o H  " " ~ ' - C H 2 - ~ - N \ o "  

CO2CH3 CO20H3 

(1) 

The structure of (I) predicts a three-line e.s.r, spectrum 
due to interaction of  the unpaired electron with the 
14N nucleus. Figure la shows such a spectrum for which 
g = 2-005 87 _+ 0.000 06 and a~ = 41.91 + 0.16 MHz. With 
BuLl as initiator this pattern was observed only when 
polymerization and termination were conducted at 
-70°C.  I f  the reaction vessel was allowed to reach 
room temperature, held there for approximately 10min 
then killed with MNP the polymer gave a six-line e.s.r. 
spectrum--a triplet of  doublets (Figure lb) with the 
same g value as Figure la and aN=38.83 +0.22MHz.  
The doublet splitting is due to a single proton, a r i=  
6.04+0.11 MHz. Unlike the three-line spectrum the 
six-line spectrum was not easily reproduced. 

At 0°C or after short times at room temperature, 
the product polymer gave a seven-line spectrum--a 
superposition of Figures la and lb in which the outer- 
most lines of the two spectra overlapped exactly. It 
was tentatively suggested s that Figure lb is the spectrum 
of  radical (II): 

CH3 

- C H - C -  H 
t I 
N CO2CH3 ! 

tBu. / \0. 
(ll) 

a F 

;V 
56 MHz 

I I 

Figure 1 (a) E.s.r. spectrum of end-labelled 
PMMA (I) polymerized anionically with n-BuLl 
in THF and 'killed' with MNP at - 70°C; (b) six-line 
e.s.r, spectrum of labelled PMMA polymerized at 
-70°C as in (a) and 'killed' with MNP after 
10min at room temperature 

following rearrangement of the PMMA anion. This 
explanation can be attacked on energetic grounds and 
is now untenable because: (i) fluorenyl lithium yielded 
a polymer with a three-line spectrum at all termin- 
ation temperatures; and (ii) deuterated MMA (CD2= 
C(CHa)CO~CH3) behaves exactly as normal MMA 16. 
The radical giving rise to Figure lb has not been identified 
but it probably arises from attack of  BuLi at the ester 
side groups. This suggestion is supported by the observa- 
tions that preformed PMMA reacts with BuLi and 
MNP to give a product with an e.s.r, spectrum identical 
to Figure lb, and that fluorenyl lithium is a much 
'cleaner' initiator for MMA than BuLi. 

The most important point in this communication, 
however, is that under the right reaction conditions a 
PMMA sample carrying an end-label of structure (I) 
can be produced. The resulting e.s.r, spectrum (Figure la) 
shows a dependence of line-width upon m~r, the 14N 
magnetic quantum number. This permits evaluation of 
~rc. For  illustrative purposes we quote one value here, 
viz. ~e=2.8x10-X°sec17. This figure pertains to a 
polymer (/fly--80 000) in ethyl acetate solution (5 ~ )  at 
25°C and is about two orders of magnitude longer than 
~'c for rotation of  a small nitroxide radical in a low 
viscosity solvent. Fluorescence depolarization studies Is 
gave a larger value for ~-c, viz. 54 × 10 -10 sec for PMMA 
carrying dichlorofluorescein groups at the chain ends. 
Apart from the unreliability of  the steady-state de- 
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polarization technique TM, two factors which control the 
rotational mobilities of  the fluorescent and spin-labels 
should be kept in mind when considering this dis- 
crepancy. These are the facility of  segmental reorientation 
of  the monomer  units adjacent to the label and the 
contribution arising f rom the viscous drag exerted by 
the solvent on the label. At  present we cannot comment  
on the relative weights of  these contributions but the 
fluorescence measurements were carried out in dimethyl 
formamide which is appreciably more viscous than 
ethyl acetate. Also, the hydrodynamic radius of  the 
dichlorofluorescein label is larger than that of  the 
spin-label. Both effects will give rise to higher values 
of  re from the fluorescence measurements. A study of  the 
effect of  temperature and solvent viscosity on "re should 
help to clarify the situation. 
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Measurements of anisotropic light scattering: 
application to the determination of the 
difference Hh-H, for 0= /2 
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By improving the performance of a photogoniodiffusometer, a technique for the accurate 
determination of various light scattering components has been developed. An original 
adaptation of the method is the measurement of (Hh-Hv)9oo/(Hv)9o o, the value of which 
is dependent only on the scattering particles shape. A few examples are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

A series of theoretical papers has been recently devoted 
to light scattering by anisotropic particles z-a. Using 
the Rayleigh-Debye approximation, the depolarized 
intensities have been specially considered. These intensi- 
ties are generally weak, and their precise measurement 
necessitates high performances from the light scattering 
photometer used. The present paper deals with simple 
improvements made on a standard Sofica photometer, 
which permits such precision, and successful checking 
of some original features of previous theoretical work. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Apparatus 
Measurements were made on a Sofica photogonio- 

diffusometer (PGD) 4 (type 42 000: the variations of the 
intensity of the incident light are compensated by using 
a reference phototube), the performance of which was 
improved by the following modifications (see Figure 1): 
(i) the initial polarizer (Polaroid HN32) is replaced by 
an easily removable Glazebrook's prism, Gz, which 

Light Photoelectric 
source cell 

IPu,se 
- - " ~  amplifier 

SP 50O 
I = - 

G, / 
Sqgttering 
Cel l  

Referen~ 

~ S i g n a l  _[ 

Re.cording 
go vanomCbzr 

1 
Lock-in 
(amplifier 

1 
LPand HP 
filters .[ 

Figure I Experimental arrangement showing optical and elec- 
tronic assemblies. SP500, initial light source; Gz, Glazebrook 
prism; P, polaroid; G2, Glazebrook prism; PM, photomultiplier; 
LP, HP, low and high pass filters 

may be orientated from the top of the PGD plate, with 
a precision of 0.1°; (ii) a second Glazebrook's prism, 
G~, is placed just in front of the photomultiplier (PM). 
It is movable round its axis and it is driven by a syn- 
chronous micromotor at the constant rate of N = oJ/2~r 
rev/sec. According to the chosen type of measurement, 
G2 will act as an analyser or a modulator; (iii) a remov- 
able polaroid P (type HN 32) may be set on the scattered 
beam in front of G2; (iv) the galvanometer and damping 
circuits of the Sofica instrument are disconnected and 
the signal which is received from the direct current 
amplifier of the PGD is put into a lock-in amplifier 
(Tekelec TE 9000) acting on the 2 N  frequency. In 
addition high pass (HP) and low pass (LP) filters are 
used. The synchronization between the modulator and 
the detector is effected by means of an optical system 
including a photoelectric cell (LF 1 A) connected to a 
logical output amplifier (statiphot S 5201 S Cometa); 
(v) the device is completed by a recording galvanometer. 
We used the initial light source SP500, though its 
spectrum is modulated to a frequency of 100Hz, since 
it is supplied by a 50Hz a.c. voltage; it is sufficient to 
choose low enough frequencies for the modulation 
(below 10Hz for example). The optical parts of the 
apparatus were adjusted with great care; the divergence 
of the incident and scattered beams was reduced by 
using additional sets of diaphragms. High optical quality 
cells (Sofica) were also used. 

Such a device enables us to get very accurate measure- 
ments of the various light scattering components Vv, 
Hv, V~, HA and their differences. 

Hv measurements 
The incident and scattered beams are respectively 

vertically (G1) and horizontally (P) polarized. The 
transmitted scattered light intensity is (Hv/2)(1 + cos2oJt). 
½Hv is then modulated to the 2 N frequency; the recorded 
output signal of the lock-in amplifier will then be the 
effective value [1/2(2)1/2]Hv. The determination of 
other light scattering components will be recorded in 
the same manner. 
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H h - H v  measurements: an original adaptation o f  the 
device 

The polaroid P is removed and the incident beam is 
horizontally polarized. The transmitted intensity after 
G~ is then: 

Hacos2co t + Hvsin2cot _ H a -  Vacos2o~ t _t H~ + Va 
2 2 

( H a -  Va)/[2(2) 1/~] will then be recorded. 
When Krishnan's reciprocity relation is valid, i.e. for 

unoriented scattering particles, or when the orientation 
of the particles has a cylindrical symmetry round pre- 
ferential directions which are the axes of the reference 
frame built on the exterior and interior bisectors of the 
scattering angle 0, Hv = Va. This measurement is carried 
out for 0= rr/2. As was theoretically shown by Ravey 2, 
the study of the ratio R =  [(Hh-Hv)/Hv]9o ° is a very 
sure way of ascertaining the scattering particle shape 
(prolate or oblate ellipsoid), for any optical anisotropy 
value of 3 provided that 3 ~ 0. Characteristic examples 
of this determination are shown below. 

H h - V v  measurements 
G1 and P being removed, the transmitted intensity 

after G2 is (Ha+Hv)cos2cot+(Vv+Vn)sin2cot, and 
finally [1/2(2)1/2](Ha - Vv) is recorded on the galvano- 
meter. This difference depends on both optical anisotropy 
and particle shape; the results of this study related to 
very anisotropic and anisodiametric particles will be 
presented elsewhere. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Performance of  the apparatus 
By studying the light scattered by various organic 

liquids, it was first experimentally verified that the 
following relations hold within 1 ~ :  

Hv( O) = Vh( O) 

I(O)=I(rr-- 0) 

Exhaustive measurements were thus performed with 
benzene. In Table 1, it is shown that Hv is constant 
within 0.3% and that the measurements are quite 
symmetrical, as they must be for benzene. The relation 
Hh=Vvcos20+ Hvsin20, i.e. H a - H v = ( V v - H v ) c o s 2 0  
which holds for small anisotropic molecules, is also 
verified; in Figure 2 the experimental variations of this 
function of 0 (the variations of the scattering volume 
are taken into account by the term sin 0) are plotted. 

Table I Angular dependence 
of Hv for benzene 

O Hv 

30 760 
37"5 752 
45 756 
60 753 
75 754 
90 755 

105 754 
120 753 
135 756 
142"5 752 
150 760 

% r  

.I.5 

0 '5  

O 

O 1 2 

3O k{Hh-H ~) 
Figure 2 Hh--Hv plot of experimental results for benzene 

A deviation from the proportionality to cos20, probably 
due to imperfect optics, takes place for 0 values between 
87 ° and 93 ° . For these angles, the scattered intensity 
corresponds to about one-hundredth of the Hv intensity 
scattered by benzene at 0=90 ° [HvB(90°)]. 

If suspensions of very small and/or slightly anisotropic 
particles are studied, it will be necessary to take into 
account these small deviations, by writing: 
( H a -  Hv)particles = (Ha - Hv)sus pens ion  - -  (Hh-- H v ) s o l v e n t ,  

for 0=90 ° . 
The response of the photomultiplier has also been 

tested for different states of light polarization. By using 
our dynamic method, the relative difference AI/I of the 
response for vertical and horizontal polarization has 
been measured; it has been found that: 

/___ 7 ~ for an R106 photomultiplier (Fica) 

and ~___ 0.3 ~ for the original R C A -  1 P 28 

which is thus good enough for all our measurements. 

Principle of  the measurements of  H h -  H,, 
In order to obtain results which are independent of 

the optical anisotropy of the scattering particles, the 
ratio R, as previously defined, has been studied. 

We must separately evaluate the absolute values of 
(Hh-Hv)9o ° and (Hv)90 °. For this purpose, benzene 
is used as a reference. The evaluation of the difference 
(Ha-Hv)9o o is carried out as follows. Let A be the 
value in arbitrary units of (Ha-Hv)90 ° for the solution 
studied. The solution is replaced by benzene, and the 
scattering angle 01 corresponding to the galvanometer 
deviation B is sought so that A and B have magnitudes 
of the same order. The quantity of interest will then 
be: 

1 - p v  COS201 A R~oo 
(Ha-Hv)9°°=l  + 3pv sin0z B 

where Rgoo represents the Rayleigh's ratio for benzene, 
0=90 °, and pv is the depolarization ratio of benzene 
(pv = Hv/Vv)~-0.277). It is also derived that for (Hv)9oo: 

Pv At  DB 
(Hv)9°° = 1 +-3Pv B'  "'9°° 

where A' (solution) and B '  (benzene) are the measured 
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values of Hv for 0=7r/2. Using the Rayleigh-Gans 
approximation, it has been shown 2 that if the scattering 
particle dimension is less than a critical value (about 
A), R must be negative for an elongated particle and 
vice versa (it must be positive for a fiat one). For 
spheroids the first terms of the series expansion of R 
are: 

X2 ~o (1 X21-2o~ ) 
R =  14 o J ~  -~ 14 oJ+3 t - . . .  

where co = p 2 -  1, 

p = ellipticity of the spheroid, 

X = 4~rp/A, 

p = radius of gyration of the particle. 

The actual theoretical curves are shown in Figure 3. 
The exact expressions for R are rather complicated and 
can be found in previous papers 1, z 

Results: study of R 
Single crystals of PEO-PS eopolymer. Poly(ethylene 

oxide) (PEO)-polystyrene (PS) single crystals were 
prepared by B. Lotz (Centre de Recherches sur les 
Macromolecules, Strasbourg). As shown in the electron 
micrograph (Figure 4), they are quite monodisperse, 
and their average size is about 0.6/zm (their thickness 
is about 150 A6). For such thin platelets, the theoretical 
value of R must be nearly equal to +7.52. It was found 
that R = 5  + 1. The agreement is satisfactory, given the 
rather low precision of the Hv (90 °) measurement; 
the value of the component Hv scattered by the single 
crystals is less than one-fifth of the intensity scattered 
by the solvent in which they are in suspension (p-xylene). 

Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV). Different TMV prepara- 
tions were supplied by Miss Lebeurrier (Institut de 
Botanique, Strasbourg). Most aqueous suspensions were 
rather polydisperse. By means of differential centrifuga- 
tions, it was possible to obtain various TMV fractions, 
which have enabled us to carry out light scattering 
measurements on rods of various length, L. Both green 
and violet incident lights have also been used. The 
results of this study are presented in Figure 5; it may be 
seen that the experimental points are in close agreement 

I // A B E 

U D 
,~ ~ 0 '2 

_O.21  ~ , i , , i I 
I 3 5 7 

4 ~ p / k  

Figure 3 Theoretical variations of R for spheroids of various 
ellipticities, p. A,  p=¼;  B, p=½;  C, p = 2 ;  D, p = 3 ;  E, p = 4  

Figure 4 Electron micrography of the PEO-PS monocrystals 
(from B. Lotz) 

with the theoretical curve. For example, the following 
interesting result has been derived from the best TMV 
preparation (it has been found by a classical light 
scattering experiment that L/A is about 2/3): at A0 = 5460 
A, R = - 6 ~  while at A0=4360A, R =  +8~o. Changing 
the wavelength of the incident light leads to a positive 
value of R as predicted by the theory for such rods. 

It is worth noting that the experimental and theoretical 
results are in fairly good agreement although the 
measured intensities are very small. The experimental 
accuracy lies between 10 and 20~,  according to the 
values of L. 

Aqueous suspensions of bentonite. Bentonite is a clay 
mineral 5, the particles of which consist of stacks of 
sheets; thus, the scattering particles in water are thought 
to behave roughly like very oblate particles. The study 
of R would then provide a convenient means for the 
determination of the actual shape of the bentonite 
particles in aqueous suspensions. 

These suspensions were dialysed and fractionated by 
successive centrifugations. Then we obtained roughly 
monodisperse products; from classical light scattering 
measurements, the 'diameter' D of these particles was 
found to be: 

0.7< D A<0.8 or X-~3 

Depending on the concentration of the suspensions, 
experimental values of R between + 40 ~ and 80 ~o were 
found. The theoretical values of R relative to spheroids 
of the above dimension, the ellipticities p of which are 
between ½ and 0, vary between + 5 0 ~  and +100~ .  
It may be noted that for prolate spheroids (p > 2) of 
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0 0 

0 

the same dimension, R would have small negative 
values. Thus, by means of this new technique, it is 
shown that the colloidal aggregates of  bentonite are 
flattened particles. 

0.2 

:1o  
- 

O 

o6 

O CONCLUSIONS 

The potential of this new scattering technique as a tool 
for determining particle shape in a solution is clear 
from the above results. The method requires neither 
the knowledge of the optical anisotropy of the particles, 
nor the utilization of an orientation field force. This is 
also applicable to absorbing particles (another interesting 
example of this study related to particles of carbon 
black will be presented elsewhere). The experimental 
conditions for the measurements are rather difficult 
since the scattering volume is minimum for 0=z  r/2 
and the measurements are not made on a single intensity 
but on the difference of two weak intensities of com- 
parable magnitude. Under these conditions, fairly good 
agreement between experimental and theoretical results 
is noteworthy. 

-O.I 

I ! I I 
0 5 I0 15 

2 n (2)V2L/X. 

Figure 5 Theoretical (--) and experimental (©) variations of R 
for TMV fractions 
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Morphology of cold-drawn high-density 
polyethylene fibres 
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Drawn fibres of high-density polyethylene, and their crystalline residues obtained by 
nitric acid digestion of the amorphous phase, exhibit single- or double-peaked melting 
endotherms depending on the degree of crystallinity of the fibre, the draw ratio and, in 
the case of some of the crystalline residues, whether or not they have been melted once 
or twice. The melting behaviour of the drawn fibres and their crystalline residues has 
been accounted for in terms of the rupture of a fraction of the original lamellar structure 
and the growth of a new crystalline structure. 

INTRODUCTION 

There is a considerable amount of evidence to show 
that the process of cold drawing high-density poly- 
ethylene (HDPE) involves rupture of the original 
lamellar structure and the formation of a new crystalline 
microfibrillar structure 1-5. At some intermediate stage 
of drawing at least two different crystalline entities must 
co-exist and they would be expected to have different 
melting points; nevertheless drawn HDPE products 
with two or more melting points have not been reported. 
However, Meinel et al. z,6 have observed that the 
crystalline residues obtained from drawn HDPE film 
by removing the amorphous fraction with nitric acid 
yield endotherms with twin peaks when melted a second 
time; furthermore, the position on the temperature 
axis of one of the twin peaks was observed to change 
markedly as drawing proceeded. Twin melting peaks 
were not observed with undrawn and drawn parent 
films, with crystalline residues from undrawn film, or 
with crystalline residues from drawn film after a first 
melting. 

Meinel and Peterlin attributed the low-temperature 
peak ( L T P )  to the presence of lamellae which had had 
their folds cut by the nitric acid treatment, and the 
high temperature peak ( H T P )  to the melting of a 
crystalline entity formed from tie molecules which had 
survived the nitric acid treatment. They argued that 
initially these two components of differing low molecular 
weight would constitute a molecular mixture and as 
such exhibit a single melting point, but would separate 
by a process of fractional crystallization during solidifica- 
tion after melting, and when remelted would exhibit 
separate melting points. 

The validity of these arguments is dependent on tie 
molecules surviving the nitric acid treatment, for which 
the evidence is slender. Meinel and Peterlin 6 considered 
that to a first approximation the elastic modulus of the 
acid-treated films should be proportional to the number 
of tie molecules. They claimed that for as long as the 
modulus could be measured, namely for up to 8h 

treatment with acid, the value was practically unchanged. 
After further acid treatment the specimens were too 
brittle to make measurements with. This evidence is not 
satisfactory in that their data show a decrease in modulus 
of 13~o and, more significantly still, show that after 
8 h treatment the weight loss was only 5 or 6 % whereas 
the samples whose melting endotherms were under 
consideration were derived from film that had received 
50 h acid treatment and suffered a weight loss equal to 
its amorphous content (about 25 ~). 

The investigations of Meinel et al. 3, 6 were confined to 
two moulded samples of HDPE film, one of which had 
been slowly cooled and the other quench cooled to 
yield isotropic products of 75 and 68 % crystallinity 
respectively. The absence of twin melting points in the 
endotherms of drawn film and uncertainty as to the 
identity of the two crystalline fractions giving rise to 
twin peaks in the melting endotherms of the crystalline 
residues, prompted the authors of this paper to conduct 
a similar investigation with samples of HDPE in a lower 
but overlapping range of initial degree of crystallinity, 
and with samples also differing in initial degree of 
orientation. Since these two parameters are difficult 
to vary with films the necessary samples were obtained 
by extrusion as fibres. It has been found that a fibre 
containing about 60~  crystalline material (hereafter 
designated 60-fibre) gives, after drawing, a twin-peaked 
melting endotherm, while fibres of 67.5 and 70 % crystal- 
linity (67-5-fibre and 70-fibre) yield only single peaks. 
The crystalline residues derived from the 60-fibre (60- 
residues) yield twin peaks when melted or remelted, 
whereas the 67.5 and 70 residues have endotherms with 
twin peaks only when remelted. At very high draw 
ratios all fibres and crystalline residues have a single 
melting point. In addition to studying melting behaviour, 
the degree of crystallinity of the fibres and the molecular 
weight of the crystalline residues have been measured at 
various draw ratios. 

The discovery that HDPE of lower degree of crystal- 
linity than that used by Meinel et al. a, 6 yields cold- 
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drawn products which have melting endotherms with 
twin peaks, and that the crystalline residues derived 
from these products exhibit endotherms with cor- 
responding twin peaks during melting and remelting, 
has simplified the identification of the crystalline fractions 
responsible for the twin-peak phenomenon. Arguments 
are put forward to show that in the initial stages of 
drawing they are the torn-off blocks of folded chains 
and the original lamellae; the former constituting the 
LTP and the latter the HTP. As drawing proceeds both 
components undergo modification and the changes in 
melting characteristics of both fibres and residues are 
consistent with partial destruction of the original 
lamellae and formation of a new crystalline structure. 
While the conclusions as to the identity and origins 
of the crystalline fractions differ from those of Meinel 
and Peterlin 6 they are in qualitative agreement with the 
accepted mechanism of deformation and with models 
proposed for the crystalline fibrillar structure of oriented 
polyethylenO -5. 

Notwithstanding the above conclusions, consideration 
has also been given to the possibility that the presence 
of twin melting points in endotherms obtained when 
crystalline residues are melted a second time is connected 
with the presence of buried chain folds in lamellae. It 
is possible that fractional crystallization would occur 
during solidification after a first melting and the endo- 
therm of remelting would have multiple peaks corres- 
ponding to multiple traverses of the lamellae. However, 
twin melting peaks are not observed in undrawn HDPE 
or their corresponding crystalline residues, although 
Ward and Williams 7 have obtained gel permeation 
chromatograms with multiple peaks from such residues. 
When the residues of drawn HDPE are investigated 
multiple peaks in melting endotherms are formed but 
not in gel permeation chromatograms. The two pheno- 
mena appear to be mutually exclusive. 

Table 1 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Polymer 
Commercial HDPE (Code No. 65.045) was supplied 

by Shell Plastics Laboratory, Carrington. It had a 
viscosity-average molecular weight of 6.0 x 104 and a 
melt flow index of 4-5g/10min at 190°C. 

Fibres 
Fibres were extruded at 200°C from a rod-type 

spinning unit. The output rate was kept constant, but 
the wind-up velocity and the distance below the spinneret 
at which the fibres were quench-cooled in water was 
varied. Variation of these two parameters provided 
fibres of different degree of crystaUinity and different 
birefringence as shown in Table 2. 

Drawing procedure 
Filaments (2cm lengths) were drawn at 23°C and 

0.5 cm/min on an Instron machine. Samples were drawn 
to their natural draw ratio and to draw ratios of 10, 
15 and 20. The natural draw ratio was calculated as 
the ratio of the cross-sectional area of fibre in the relaxed 
state before and after drawing. 

Oxidation with nitric acid 
Samples of drawn and undrawn fibres were treated 

with 95 ~o nitric acid at 80°C for 50 h. The residues were 

Crystalline content (~ )  from AH and nitric acid digestion 

60-fibre 60-fibre 
70-fibre (An=0.0016) (An=0.012) 

Draw ratio AH HNOa AH HNOa AH HNOa 

Undrawn 71 71 60 62 60 61 
10 74 75 77 76 74 74 
15 75 75 79 78 75 75 
20 76 76 80 80 76 75 
25 77 76 81 81 m 

washed in water until free from acid, extracted with 
hot acetone for 4h, and dried in vacuo at 60°C to constant 
weight. The main requirement of the nitric acid treatment 
is that it should be adequate to remove all the amorphous 
phase from a variety of fibres which differ in crystaUinity 
and orientation. Table 1 compares degree of crystaUinity 
calculated from heat of fusion with percentage weight 
of residual material. The two sets of figures are very 
similar and, since those derived from residual weight 
are inflated slightly by the presence of terminal carboxyl 
groups, it follows that the duration of acid treatment 
was more than adequate. 

Molecular weight of crystalline residues 
Intrinsic viscosities were determined from decalin 

solutions at 120°C and viscosity-average molecular 
weights were calculated from the expressionS: 

[~7] =2"76 x 10-4~v) 0.7s 

Values at different draw ratios are given in Table 2. 
Owing to the presence of buried and uncut chain folds 
the molecular weights give only a rough indication of 
fold length. 

Melting endotherms 
The endotherms were determined with a Perkin-Elmer 

differential calorimeter Model DSC-1. Samples of 
known weight (3--4mg), were heated in dry nitrogen 
(18 ml/min) at a rate of 8 °C/rain. In the case of crystalline 
residues heating was continued to 10°C above the 
melting point and the sample was cooled in the instru- 
ment at 8°C/rain. The thermogram for remelting was 
obtained from the newly crystallized sample with the 
same rate of heating as before. Percentage crystallinities 
were derived from heats of fusion and a value for 
crystalline polyethylene of 66 cal/g. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fibres 
From a wide variety of experimental methods an 

impressive amount of evidence has been accumulated 
to show that cold drawing HDPE involves rupture of 
the original lamellar structure and the formation of 
crystalline microfibrils from small blocks of folded 
chains 1-5. The derivation by Meinel and Petedin z 
of a differential work density curve from a true stress- 
strain curve is particularly informative since it deafly 
demonstrates the existence of two more or less simul- 
taneous deformation mechanisms--destruction of the 
original lamellar structure and deformation of the new 
structure. It was proposed that the second process 
occurs by longitudinal slip of microfibrils which a r e  
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Table 2 Properties of fibres and crystalline residues 

70-fibre: (280)a (9.2)b (19.5)c (0.60)d 67.5-fibre: (260)a (6.8)b 

Draw Crystallinitye MW of Crystallinity MW of 
ratio (~/o) Anf residues (~/o) An residues 

Undrawn 70.8 0.0015 1360 67-5 0.0018 1160 
10 74.0 0.016 1500 75.2 0.029 1480 
15 75.2 0- 022 1540 76- 8 0.039 1560 
20 75.9 0.095 1610 77.9 0.040 1670 

Rupture 77.9 . . . . .  

60-fibre(low An): 60-fibre(high An): 
(220)a (5" 1)b (22-1)c (0.24)d (45)a (2.6)b (21-2)c (0.80)d 

Undrawn 60.4 0.0016 1000 60.0 0-012 1100 
10 77.0 0.035 1640 74.0 0.032 1540 
15 79.1 0.050 1740 74.8 0.044 1670 
20 80.2 0.051 1750 76.0 0.046 1720 

Rupture 81.3 - -  - -  80.2 - -  

a Filament denier (g/9000m) 
b Natural draw ratio 
c Ultimate strength based on final denier (g/denier) 
d Ratio of nominal tenacities at yield and rupture 
e Derived from heats of fusion 
f Measured with a polarizing microscope and a calibrated quartz-wedge compensator 

connected together by relatively few fie molecules. To 
this interpretation of the drawing process must be 
added changes which occur in total crystalline content 
and in fold length (Table 2). Nevertheless, it is not at 
variance with the established concepts to suggest that 
during drawing, segmental and molecular mobility are 
so enhanced that increases in degree of crystallinity 
and fold length may readily occur. The data in Table 2 
suggest that the increase in crystallinity is largely 
accounted for by the increase in fold length. It is antici- 
pated that increases in fold length may occur both in 
the remainder of the original lamellae and in the smaller 
blocks of folded chains. It should, however, be easier 
for fold length increases to occur in the latter since 
the co-operative movement of a smaller number of 
folds will be required. 

The melting behaviour of the fibres and their crystal- 
line residues must be related to morphological changes 
accompanying drawing. The melting endotherms of 
60-fibres at their natural draw ratios (Figure 1) clearly 
show that a new crystalline species of lower melting 
point is being created. In order to explain the lower 
melting point it must be assumed that the size of the 
crystal units are less than in the original lamellae such 
that the surface free energy contribution to melting is 
increased, and/or the fold length has decreased. Esti- 
mates of crystal dimensions from the line broadening of 
wide-angle X-ray scattering, and calculations of crystal- 
thickness from the long period obtained by small-angle 
X-ray scattering show that both changes may occur 
during drawing 9. The fraction of lower melting point 
is, therefore, identified with torn-off blocks from the 
original lamellae, and the fraction of higher melting 
point with the original lamellae. 

As drawing proceeds both peak temperatures increase 
but that of the LTP increases the more rapidly (Figure 1). 
These changes are a reversal of those occurring in the 
initial stages of drawing and may be attributed to a 
differential rate of fold growth and aggregation of small 
crystals into larger units (fibrils) with a lower surface 
free energy. Owing to lack of resolution of the two 
peaks it is not clear whether the whole or only a part 
of the original lamellar structure is destroyed by drawing. 

a b 
129oc 130'5°C 

~ 9.5oc 131oc 

131"5°C 131.5o C 

~ 2 5°C 

133°C 

132oc 

J (2C ~' 

Figure 1 Melting end0therms of 60-fibres at 
draw ratios shown in parentheses. An un- 
drawn state: (a) 0.0016; (b) 0.012. Peak tem- 
peratures indicated 

Meinel and Peterlin 1 are of the opinion that with HDPE 
film destruction is complete at a draw ratio of about 
10, but the fact that the height of the HTP is maintained 
up to draw ratios of at least 15 suggests otherwise for 
fibres. This view is supported by evidence derived from 
the endotherms of the crystalline residues which is 
discussed later. 
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a b 
131oc 130.5oc 

32°C 1 3 2 " 5 ° C  

(201 12OI 
Figure 2 Melting endotherms of (a) 70-fibres 
and (b) 67.5-fibres at drawn ratios shown in 
parentheses. An undrawn state: (a) 0.0015; 
(b) 0.0018. Peak temperatures indicated 

Drawn fibres of 67"5 and 70% crystallinity do not 
appear to have two melting points (Figure 2). Since 
there is no reason to suspect that a different deformation 
mechanism applies, the possibility that twin melting 
points exist at extents of deformation less than the 
natural draw ratio must be examined. There is no 
reason to expect equivalent structural changes to occur 
at equal extents of deformation in materials with different 
natural draw ratios. This situation arises first because 
drawing takes place in two stages--drawing to the 
natural draw ratio at a neck followed by uniform 
extension of the material which has already been drawn 
to its natural draw ratio, and secondly, because the 
rate of deformation, and hence the intensity of deforma- 
tion, is enormously greater when drawing is proceeding 
at a neck. Thus at equal draw ratios different extents 
of morphological change are to be expected in 67.5-, 
70-, and 60-fibres of low and high orientation, which 
have draw ratios of 9-2, 6.8, 5.1 and 2-6 respectively. 
In particular the significant morphological changes 
which give rise to twin melting endotherms appear at 
lower extents of deformation the higher the natural 
draw ratio. Furthermore, close inspection of Figure 2 
shows evidence for the previous existence of twin melting 
peaks by the fact that the endotherms are wider for 
fibres at their natural draw ratio than they are for 
fibres in the undrawn state or at a draw ratio of 10. 
Between the undrawn state and the natural draw ratio 

the widths of the peaks at half height increase from 
1.5 to 2"1°C and 1.5 to 3.7°C for 70- and 67.5-fibres 
respectively. Thus there is no reason to suppose that 
the morphology and melting behaviour of the drawn 
versions of the fibres of relatively high crystallinity are 
in any way anomalous. 

At high extents of drawing (Figures 1 and 2) only 
a single melting peak is observed for all fibres regardless 
of their original degree of crystallinity and orientation, 
which is consistent with the formation of a homogeneous 
fibrillar structure. It is interesting but not surprising 
that at ultimate elongation the fibres have the same 
melting point (135 ° + 0.5°C), a similar degree of crystal- 
linity, and a similar tensile strength (Table 2). It is 
possible that if a much lower rate of drawing had been 
used differences would be even less. 

Crystalline residues 
Having established the identity of the two crystalline 

fractions responsible for the twin melting peaks of fibres, 
it is necessary to consider their relation to the melting 
endotherms of residues. By comparing Figures 1, 2 
and 3 it may be seen that in terms of the existence of 
single or twin melting peaks at equal draw ratios, and 
after the first melting of the residues, the residues and 
fibres are strictly comparable. However, where twin 
peaks exist in fibres and residues there is a noticeable 
difference in the degree of resolution of the two peaks. 
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. . . .  , < . . . j  
Figure 3 Melting endotherms of (a) 70-residues, (b) and (c) 
6 0 - r e s i d u e s . - - ,  First melt; . . . . .  , second melt. An of un- 
drawn parent fibre: (a) 0.11015; (b) 0.0016; (c) 0.012. Draw ratios 
of parent fibres shown in parentheses, Peak temperatures 
indicated 
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The resolution is far better at higher draw ratios in the 
residues than in the fibres. Such differences of detail 
are possibly the result of changes in morphology 
occurring during the course of heating fibre samples to 
determine their melting endotherms. In this connection 
Hosemann et aL 1°, ~ have commented on the suscepti- 
bility of the crystals of drawn fibre to thicken and give 
rise to a higher melting point practically independent 
of the original crystal thickness. In principle such 
changes cannot occur in the residues and it is concluded 
that the melting endotherms of the residues give a more 
realistic picture of the fibre morphology. 

The first- and second-melting endotherms of the 
60-residues are slightly different. After first melting and 
solidification both peak temperatures increase by about 
2°C, the area of the LTP increases at the expense of the 
HTP, and the degree of crystallinity also falls by up 
to 5 ~  as observed by Meinel and Peterlin 6. These 
changes undoubtedly result from a more effective 
fractionation of the molecules during recrystallization 
and indicate that, while the two crystalline fractions 
produced by the drawing process have different melting 
points largely owing to differences of fold length in the 
fibres, differences in overall crystallite size also exist. 
It would appear that the first-melting endotherms of 
the residues give the best indication of the morphological 
changes brought about by drawing, but unfortunately, 
the relative peak areas cannot be resolved accurately. 
A rough visual estimate would suggest that about 30 
of the lamellar structure of the 60-fibres has been de- 
graded and about 20 ~ in the case of the 60-fibre of 
higher initial orientation. 

The endotherms of the 70-residues are more difficult 
to interpret; a single peak is obtained from the first 
melting and a double peak from the second melting. 
Identical behaviour has been described by Meinel and 
Peterlin 6 for residues derived from drawn HDPE film. 
Their explanation, which has already been given in the 
introduction, is feasible if, as they claim, tie molecules 
and molecules derived from oxidized lamellae are in- 
volved in a fractional crystallization process during 
solidification following the first melting. Since this 
claim cannot be valid for 60-residues, which have 
double-peaked endotherms when first melted, and since 
there is no reason to suspect any radical difference 
between drawing 60, 67-5, and 70-fibres, their explana- 
tion is of doubtful validity. While the experimental 
data from this investigation offer no explanation for 
the phenomenon, it should be noted that geometrical 
differences between crystals give rise to different surface 
free energy contributions to melting and hence two 
crystalline fractions of different thickness may melt 
at the same temperature. Such an occurrence would, 
however, be fortuitous. Fortunately for present purposes 
an explanation is not essential. 

The absence of twin melting peaks for 70-fibres 
(Figure 2) and for the first melting of 70-residue (Figure 
3) makes estimation of the fraction of lamellar structure 
degraded during drawing difficult. Judged from a com- 
parison of endotherms obtained during the second 
melting of 60 and 70-residues there does not appear to 
be any significant difference. However, these endotherms 
are not a reliable guide and if, as claimed by Meinel 
and Peterlin ~, HDPE with a crystalline content of more 
than 70 ~ becomes less crystalline at extents of drawing 
below the natural draw ratio while polymer of less 

than 70~ crystallinity shows only an increase, it is a 
reasonable deduction that the fraction of lamellae 
degraded in the 70-fibres is somewhat greater than for 
the 60-fibres. Certainly there is no evidence for complete 
destruction of lamellar structure in fibres as has been 
suggested for drawn HDPE film. 

According to Meinel and Peterlin 1 the destruction 
of the original lamellar structure is nearly completed 
at a draw ratio of about 10, and further deformation 
proceeds largely by longitudinal slip of newly formed 
microfibrils that are believed to be attached to one 
another by a small number of tie molecules which 
transverse quasi-amorphous boundary layers. While 
this mechanism may be consistent with the negligible 
changes which occur between draw ratios of 10 and 15 
it does not assist in explaining the disappearance of the 
LTP at draw ratios between 15 and 20, which was not 
observed in the work of Meinel and Peterlin 6 on drawn 
films. Another significant difference between the two 
investigations is that rupture of the films occurred at 
nominal stresses less than the yield stress, whereas 
rupture of the fibres occurred at nominal stresses appre- 
ciably greater than the yield stress (Table 2). The different 
behaviour of the fibres suggests that in their case a 
more coherent fibrillar structure is developed and 
undergoes further deformation by slipping of constituent 
blocks of folded chains until lateral cohesive strength is 
improved to the point where it equals that of the fibrils, 
or that of interfibrillar tie molecules, and the fibre 
ruptures. Such a mechanism would destroy the identity 
of the original crystalline blocks used to build the 
fibrils, and hence the crystalline phase would exhibit a 
single melting point. 

The experimental data and deductions also have a 
bearing on the investigations of Ward and Williams 7 
into the distribution of buried chain folds in the lamellar 
structure of cold-drawn bulk polyethylene. Using 
gel permeation chromatography to elucidate the distribu- 
tion of chain lengths in crystalline residues, they detected 
multiple peaks corresponding to multiple chain traverses 
in lamellae derived from branched polymer, but obtained 
a single broad distribution from residues of linear 
polyethylene. Since the twin melting peaks discussed 
in this paper have been attributed to the creation of 
two crystalline fractions of different thickness, it is 
interesting to question why they were not detected in 
the investigation of Ward and Williams. The reason 
is almost certainly because the residues of both fractions 
contain buried chain folds and hence have distributions 
of chain lengths which when combined overlap to 
produce a single-peaked broad distribution. The same 
concept also serves to explain the observation of Meinel 
and Peterlin 6 that annealing residues just below their 
melting point removes the LTP and leaves a broad 
low-temperature tail in the endotherm; annealing would 
eliminate the chain folding and produce an imperfect 
chain-extended structure with a broad melting range. 

Since the present work contains evidence that the 
extent of lamellar degradation incurred by drawing is 
less for 60-fibres than 70-fibres, it is probably much 
less still or even negligibly small, for cold-drawn branched 
polyethylene with a crystalline content of less than 50 ~o 
and a much higher compliance. Therefore, the crystalline 
residues from cold-drawn low-density polymer and 
undrawn HDPE should have a distribution of molecular 
weight unconfounded with that of the crystals of a 
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second fraction of significantly different dimensions, as 
in fact observed by Ward and WilliamsL 

Ward and Williams concluded that the absence of  
multiple peaks in the crystalline residues of cold-drawn 
HDPE was the result of  large fluctuations in crystal 
thickness 7. It will be noted that the above explanation 
only differs in detail; it has been pursued to make it 
abundantly clear that twin peaks in melting endotherms 
do not have the same origin as the multiple peaks in the 
gel permeation chromatograms. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The appearance and disappearance of twin peaks in the 
melting endotherms of cold-drawn fibres of HDPE and 
in the melting endotherms of the corresponding residues 
obtained by removal of the amorphous phase by oxida- 
tion with nitric acid is consistent with a mechanism of 
drawing which involves degradation of a fraction of the 
original lamellar structure and the formation of a 
microfibrillar crystalline structure. The two crystalline 
fractions giving rise to the twin melting peaks are the 

original lamellae and tom-off blocks of  folded chains. 
In a fibre of  70 Yo crystallinity and low orientation the 
extent of  lamellar degradation is not more than about 
40Yo and is less for fibres of lower crystallinity and 
higher orientation. 
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The activating effect of triethylamine in the VCIdAIRa system has been explained in terms 
of a previously proposed kinetic scheme. Activation is observed at low amine concen- 
trations and is thought to occur by removal of adsorbed aluminium alkyl species from the 
catalyst surface. Deactivation occurs at higher donor concentrations and is believed to 
be due to competitive adsorption of donor with monomer. These proposals are consistent 
with the rate, molecular weight and polymer tacticity findings of other workers in Ziegler- 
Natta systems where the donor is capable of interaction with both the transition metal and 
metal alkyl components. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous papers in this series 1-5 the kinetics 
of  the catalyst system VCla/AIRa for the polymerization 
of  4-methylpentene-1 have been described and inter- 
preted in terms of  a kinetic scheme in which propagation 
is considered to occur between an alkylated vanadium 
species and adsorbed monomer*. The effect of  tri- 
ethylamine on the course of  polymerization is now 
reported, and the results are discussed in relation to the 
previously proposed scheme. 

* The term adsorption, in this present study, has been used in the 
sense of chemisorption of species on to the catalyst surface, i.e. 
where chemical bonding of some description is involved. Thus 
only those species which are capable of a specific interaction with 
the active site are considered as adsorbed, any physisorption will 
be much weaker and is neglected. 

Thus the monomer is adsorbed through formation of a ~r-donor 
complex, e.g. 

CH2 
o 3 v  -~ il 

CH 
I 
R 

Aluminium alkyl species are adsorbed through bridge structures 
such as :  

Cl~ el, R 
.-" "',..AI~ V. 

el j ..... R ...... ~ R  
whereas triethylamine forms a strong o-donor complex, e.g. 

VCIa~-NEt8 
However, species such as AI2Re, and AIRa.NEta are not con- 

sidered to have any coordinating capacity, and thus will not be 
adsorbed. Monomeric adsorption is supported by Caunt a2 a n d  
in the present system chain transfer with adsorbed monomeric metal 
alkyl has been demonstrated 4. 

The effect of  electron donors in Ziegler-Natta poly- 
merization has been extensively investigated and com- 
prehensively reviewed 6-g. Electron donors are found to 
activate or deactivate the polymerization depending on 
the nature of  the catalyst system and donor, and on 
the experimental conditions employed. Unambiguous 
interpretation of  results is, however, often difficult a s  

the donor may assume various roles in the polymeriza- 
tion. Thus in most systems, electron donors are capable 
of  interaction with both the transition metal halide and 
the metal alkyl component. Boor 10, in his extensive 
work on donor interactions, claims to circumvent this 
difficulty by the use of  ZnEt2 which he states is a weak 
acceptor and does not coordinate with donors. Boor 
thus interprets his findings on the basis of  interaction 
with the transition metal alone. However, several com- 
plexes of  zinc alkyls with donors such as ethers, tertiary 
amines, and pyridine have been reported 11, and although 
less stable than their aluminium analogues, are by no 
means completely dissociated in hydrocarbon solvents. 
Apart from this complication, correlation of  Boor's 
results with the more conventional aluminium alkyl 
activated systems is not as straightforward as it might 
appear. Keii e t  al.  12 have shown that the activities of  
the TiC13/AIEt3 and TiCI3/ZnEt2 catalyst systems for 
the polymerization of  propylene are very different, and 
have gone as far as to suggest the presence of  two 
types of active centre. Whether or not their conclusion 
is justified, it is clear from Boor's own work 10 that the 
activity of  the A1Eta based system is a factor of 100 x 
greater than the comparable ZnEt~ system. Whatever 
the reason for this difference in activity, the effect of  
interaction of  the donor with the transition metal 
component may well be different, at least quantitatively 
in both cases. 
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In the present study the effect of a strong donor, 
triethylamine, which is capable of complex formation 
with both the transition metal and aluminium alkyl 
was investigated. The experiments were, however, 
designed so as to vary the extent of the interaction 
of the donor with the catalyst components in an attempt 
to distinguish the relative importance of both complex 
formation with the transition metal and complex forma- 
tion with the aluminium alkyl. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents 
Details of catalysts, and solvents have already been 

published 2. 

4-Methylpentene-1 (4-MP-1). The monomer was kindly 
supplied by BP Chemicals Ltd, Sunbury, in a 99.6~ 
pure state and was purified as previously described 9'. 

Triethylamine (Et3N). This reagent was dried by 
refluxing over KOH and purified by subsequent frac- 
tionation. The fraction boiling at 89.0°C at 1 atmosphere 
(=101.325 kN/m ~) was collected and stored over fresh 
KOH pellets under nitrogen in the dry box. 

Bis(triethylamine) vanadium trichloride. This complex 
was prepared by a method analogous to that used by 
Fowles et al. z3 for the preparation of bis(trimethylamine) 
vanadium trichloride. Vanadium trichloride was re- 
fluxed with a 12 M excess of triethylamine for 5 h under 
nitrogen. The product, which was insoluble in Et3N, 
was filtered off under an inert atmosphere, and evacuated 
for 10 h at 10 -2 mmHg to remove excess Et3N. Elemental 
analysis of the dark brown product corresponded to a 
formula of VCIa.O.42Et3N, showing that only partial 
complex formation had been achieved. 

Polymerization procedure 
Polymerizations were carried out in a manner pre- 

viously described 2. The order of addition of reaction 
components was, however, varied as indicated in the 
results section. Addition of triethylamine during the 
course of polymerization was accomplished by utilizing 
a specially constructed dilatometer with a side arm 
containing an ampoule of Et3N sealed under vacuum. 
Benzene was used as solvent throughout this study. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effect of  order of  addition of  EtaN on course and rate 
of  polymerization 

Since the triethylamine can interact with both of the 
catalyst components, as well as with the alkylated sites, 
the order of addition of transition metal halide, alu- 
minium alkyl, monomer, and Et3N is likely to be 
important. The effect of varying the order of addition 
on the steady state rate of polymerization under standard 
conditions is shown in Table 1. As can be seen the 
triethylamine was added in three distinct orders which 
proved to be of significance, viz.: 

VCla/EtsN/4-MP-1/benzene/Al(iBu)a Order A 

VC13/4-MP-1/Et3N/benzene/Al(iBu)3 Order B 

VC13/4-MP-1/Al(iBu)3/benzene/EtaN Order C 

It is immediately apparent that under these conditions 
EtsN has an activating effect, and that the order of 
addition is important. 

The course of polymerization in the presence of 
amine (orders A and B) is shown in Figure 1, and is 
seen to be analogous to that of the control polymeriza- 
tion, i.e. there is an initial settling period which is 
followed by a region during which the polymerization 
rate, corrected for decrease in monomer concentration, 
remains constant up to at least 55 ~o conversion. 

Rather surprisingly the key order of addition for 
catalyst activation is between monomer and amine 
rather than between aluminium alkyl and amine as 
might have been expected. Thus the rates of polymeriza- 
tion for orders B and C, where monomer was added 
prior to amine, are almost double that of order A, where 
amine was added first. Furthermore, the polymerization 
activity is almost identical for orders B and C where 
the order of addition of amine and metal alkyl was 

Table 1 Effect of order of addition of components on rate of 
polymerization 
[4-MP-1]=2.00 tool/I; [VCls]= 18.5 mmol/I; [Al(iBu)3]=37"0 
mmol/I; [EtsN]=18.Smmol/I (except for control runs); tempera- 
ture=30°C 

Order of addition 

Rp/[VCl3] 
(mol/I min 

[vcb]) 

Control* 
Control 

A 
B 
C 

VCl3/Al(iBu)a/Benzene/4-M P-1 0.271 
VCIs/4-M P-t/Benzene/Al(iBu)3 0.274 
VCl3/Et3N/4-MP-1/Benzene/Al(iBu)a 0"292 
VCI3/4-M P-1/EtaN/Benzene/Al(iBu)8 0.468 
VCIs/4-M P-1/Al(iBu)a/Benzen e/EtaN 0.467 

* Catalyst components aged for 30min at 3O°C and the monomer 
distilled in 
N.B. As used throughout this paper, Rp refers to the steady state 
rate of polymerization corrected for depletion in monomer con- 
centration 

0 '4  

0'2 

X ~ , ~  X X X 

/ 
2 7. g. 8 

13 0 0 

I 

O IOO 2 0 0  
Time (rain) 

Figure 1 Dependence of rate of polymerization on addition of 
EtsN. [4-MP-1]=2.0Omol/I; [VCIs]=18-5mmol/I; [Al(iBu)s]--37-0 
mmol/I; temperature = 30°C. O, Control polymerization: [EtsN] 
=18-5mmol/I; O, order of addition A; x ,  order of addition B 
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varied, the monomer having been added beforehand. 
These observations seem to suggest that there must be 
some specific interaction between the monomer and 
VC13 surface which is a prerequisite to active site forma- 
tion. This preliminary monomer interaction, and conse- 
quently the number of active centres formed, would be 
expected to be reduced in the case of prior Et3N addition, 
as this donor is known to be strongly adsorbed 7. 

The importance of  the order of addition of catalyst 
components in 3-component catalyst systems has 
already been noted. Hence Vesely et al. 14 show that 
the deactivating effect of  H20  on the catalyst system 
TiC18/A1Et3 for the polymerization of propylene is most 
pronounced when the H20 is allowed to interact pre- 
ferentially with the TIC13. This interaction leads to 
both rate lowering and an increased settling period. 
Chirkov et al. 15 whilst reporting somewhat different 
findings for the same system again show that the order 
of  addition of catalyst components is critical. (The 
results of  Keii et al. 16 with SeOClz as donor are analogous 
to those of  Vesely et al.) 

The order of  addition of  monomer and Al(iBu)3 in 
the absence of additive is seen to be unimportant as 
far as the overall rate is concerned, which suggests that 
Al(iBu)8 is neither irreversibly nor very strongly ad- 
sorbed at sites used for monomer coordination, and 
is in keeping with previous results 4 where the adsorption 
constant (Ka) for Al(iBu)3 on VCI3 was found to be 
5.12 1/mol at 30°C. 

In 2-component catalyst systems little attention has 
been paid to the pretreatment of the transition metal 
component with monomer, probably because metal 
alkyl is usually added first to scavenge impurities. 
A notable exception is the study by Keii et al. 17, which, 
in contradistinction to the present study, demonstrated 
that higher rates could be obtained by the addition of  
propylene to TiCI3 prior to the introduction of A1Eta. 
(It is noteworthy that A1Eta is very much more strongly 
adsorbed than Al(iBu)a 4, and it is probable that the 
order of addition of  monomer and aluminium alkyl is 
consequently critical, as is the case with strong donors 
such as Et3N.) The kinetics of  the polymerization in the 
initial region were also changed, the rate being first 
order with respect to monomer in the former case but 
becoming second order when A1Et3 was added first. 
The importance of monomer in active site formation 
was also shown by their observation that the removal 
of  supernatant A1Eta from the catalyst system had 
little effect on the rate, providing that monomer had 
been introduced beforehand. Further, it has been shown 
that the number of active centres in the present system 
is reduced at low monomer concentrations 4. All these 
findings, together with those of McCarty et al. la and 
Overberger et al. 19, emphasize the importance of  
monomer in active site formation, which will be discussed 
further in a subsequent publication 29. 

Effect o f  variation o f  [Et3N] on rate o f  polymerization 

The effect of variation of donor concentration on the 
rate of polymerization was examined over a limited 
range for both orders of addition A and B. The results 
are summarized in Table 2. 

In the case where EtaN is added prior to the monomer 
(order A) the polymerization rate was reduced when 
[EtaN]:[Al(iBu)a]=0.25. This reduction was followed 
by slight activation as the ratio is increased to 0.5. 

Ziegler-Natta catalysis (6): D. R. Burfield and P. J. T. Tait 

Table 2 Dependence of rate of polymerizat ion on tr iethylamine 
concentrat ion 
[4-MP-1] = 2.00 mol/I ; [VCI3]= 18-5 mmol/I;  [A l ( iBu)3 l= 37-0 mmol/I ;  
temperature=30°C 

i 

[Et3N] [Et3N] Rp/[VCI~] 
Order of addit ion (mmol/I) [Al( iBu)3] (mol/ l  min [VCIs]) 

A 9"3 0.25 0.240 
A 18"5 0.50 0.292 
A 37.0 1 • 00 0- 00023 
B 9-3 0'25 0.423 
B 18-5 0-50 0-468 
B 27-8 0.75 0,684 

Control - -  - -  0.271 

These findings are somewhat analogous to those of  
Boor 1° for the system ZnEt2/TiCl3/Et3N/propylene 
(in this order of addition), where amine is added prior 
to monomer introduction. At equimolar proportions 
of EtaN and Al(iBu)a the steady state rate is, however, 
reduced by a factor of  1000. This result is comparable 
to the findings of  other workers, in systems where 
strong amine coordination with the metal alkyl occurs, 
who observe no, or very slow, polymerization when the 
amine is present in excess of the metal alkyl concentra- 
tion14, 21-24, but is in contrast to the results of Boor 1° 
for ZnEt2, which indicated that catalytic activity was 
maintained even in the presence of  excess donor. The 
decrease in rate is thus most likely associated with 
complex formation of the aluminium alkyl which is 
complete in the presence of excess amine2L It seems 
likely that alkylation of the transition metal is dependent 
on the presence of  uncomplexed monomeric metal 
alkyl, which is likely to be the case with the ZnEt2 
catalyst even in the presence of excess amine, since the 
zinc donor complexes are weaker than the analogous 
aluminium compounds. 

Polymerization in the presence of equimolar propor- 
tions of Et3N and Al(iBu)3 is quite distinct from that 
previously described, as is shown in Figure 2. The 
polymerization rate increases to a maximum within 2 h 
and subsequently decreases over the next 200h by a 
factor of about 12, after which the reaction continues 
at a slow but constant rate for at least a further 600 h. At 
the same time it was observed that the supernatant 
liquid, when the stirrer was stopped and the catalyst 
allowed to settle, was a light brown colour as distinct 
from colourless which is usually the case. This is sug- 
gestive of  the formation of  soluble vanadium species 
in the reaction mixture. It consequently seemed possible 
that the complex form of the rate curve might be due 
to the presence of two distinct systems, viz. a hetero- 
geneous polymerization of  steady rate and a homo- 
geneous polymerization of decaying rate. Detailed 
analysis of the rate curve supports this hypothesis. 

The kinetics of a related soluble catalyst system have 
been studied 26 and a rapid decrease in the rate of  poly- 
merization as a function of time was observed. The 
rate curve was found to fit equations of the form: 

Ro/Rt = Cok~t + 1 (1) 

and 

ln([M]0/[M]t) = (k~/ka)ln(kaCot + 1) (2) 

where R0 and Rt are the rates of  the polymerization at 
t = 0  and t = t respectively, kg is the second order decay 
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Figure 2 Plot of logzo (100- % conversion) versus time. [4-M P-l] = 
2.00tool/I; [VCl~]=lS-5mmol/I; [Al(iBu)3]=37.0mmol/I; [NEts]= 
37.0retool/l; order of addition A; temperature=30°C 

constant, k~ is the propagation rate constant, and Co 
is the active centre concentration. 

In the present case the overall rate of polymerization, 
at time t is given by: 

.Rt(total) = R t  (homogeneous) + Re(heterogeneous) (3) 

In order to separate these two terms it is necessary to 
assume that the rate of the heterogeneous polymerization 
reaches a constant value within 2h (as is normally the 
case) and is equal in magnitude to the final steady state 
rate, which was reached after 200h, when the rate of 
the homogeneous polymerization is assumed to have 
decayed to zero. 

Plots of (Ro/BO-1 vs. time and log Mo/M~ vs. log 
(kaCot + 1) are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively, 
and are seen to be linear with slopes of 3.98 × 10 -z rain -z 
and 4.50 x 10 -3 which correspond to a value of k~Co = 
1.80x 10-5rain -1. It is not, however, possible using the 
present data to separate the kp and Co terms. 

It should be emphasized that this phenomenon of a 
decaying rate, and coloration of the reaction mixture 
is not observed at 30°C in the absence of additive, or 
in the presence of additive where the molar ratio of 
[NEt3]: [Al(iBu)3] is less than one. (Deactivation has 
been observed at higher temperatures in the absence of 
additive but does not follow second order kinetics.) 
Consequently it is considered that soluble vanadium 
species are only formed in the presence of excess amine, 
since at lower concentrations most of the amine will 
be used up in complex formation of the aluminium alkyl 
and little extensive interaction with the VCI3 surface 
will occur. 

This polymerization is also of interest because it 
demonstrates that after the initial rate decay, the rate 
of the heterogeneous polymerization remains constant 
over an extended period (600h). 

For order B the steady state rate is seen to be increased 
significantly, even at low amine concentrations, when 
compared with that of the control experiment. This is 
in contrast to the behaviour obtained for order A, 
where the steady state rate is initially reduced. This 
difference in behaviour between orders A and B again 
emphasizes the importance of the monomer-transition 
metal interaction. The lower rates for the order of 
addition A is thought to be due to a reduction in the 
number of active centres when the amine is added prior 
to the monomer. The significance of the rate activation 
is discussed later in this paper. It is believed that the 
same mechanism of activation is operative in both 
systems but that this is not so apparent for order A, as the 
rate is simultaneously lowered by reduction of active site 
concentration. 

Polymerization activity of VCI3. O. 42NEts complex 
The amine complex was found to be completely 

inactive (less than 2x10-3% conversion in 50h) for 
the polymerization of 4-MP-1 in the absence of metal 
alkyl at both 30 and 60°C in contrast to the metal 
alkyl free (MAF) systems reported by Boor. In the 
presence of Al(iBu)a polymerization occurs, the course 
of which (Figure 5) is analogous to that found in the 
system (order A) where equimolar proportions of amine 

/ 

IOO 

0 5 I0 15 
Time (days) 

Figure 3 Plot of [Ro/Rt)- l ]  versus time. Experimental conditions 
as for Figure 2 

I'O I 

O ~- 

Xl s 
o 

o~ 
3 

0 0"5 I-'0 115 
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Figure 4 Plot of Iogzo ([M]o/[M]t) versus Iogzo (kdCot+l ) ,  Experi- 
mental conditions as for Figure 2 
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of  a steady rate, and therefore after attainment of a 
constant number of  active centres (Figure 6). The 
effect of the addition of  varying amounts of EtsN is 
shown in Figure 7. 

It  can be seen that the rate activation is similar in 
magnitude to that observed when amine is added at the 
onset of  polymerization (order B). Therefore it seems 
likely that the basic action of  the amine is the same in 
both cases. However, in this case of  activation the new 
steady state rate is achieved rapidly within about 3-4 min 
of  the addition, whereas (for order B) initial site forma- 
tion and chain initiation is complete only after about 
100rain. Since this amine activation is a much faster 
process than the initial formation of  sites active in 
polymerization, it is unlikely that these processes are 
identical. Consequently, these findings are not com- 
patible with the proposals that activation is due to an 
increase in the number of active centres caused by 
further breakdown of  the crystal lattice 7, 24, 28, 29, or by 

199 

0 I00  2 0 0  3 0 0  
Time (h) 

Figure 5 Plot of Iogzo (100-~/o conversion) versus time for amine 
complex. [4-MP-1]=£.0mol/I; [VCI3.O.42NEt3]=30.0mmol/I; 
[Al(iBu)3]= 37.0 m mol/I; temperature=30°C 

and metal alkyl were used. Thus the initial rate decreases 
by a factor of  about 11 to a steady rate, the value of  
which (2.5 x 10-4mol/lmin [VC13]) was the same as that 
obtained in the former case within experimental error. 

Chirkov et al. 27 similarly showed that the complex 
TIC18. O.42Et2NH was an active catalyst for the poly- 
merization of  propylene in the presence of  excess AIEts. 
It  was less active at 30°C than the unmodified system, 
and the overall activation energy was much higher at 
23kcal/mol (96.1kJ/mol) compared with l l .6kcal /mol  
(48.5 kJ/mol) for TIC13 alone. They concluded that the 
complex was fully stable and that the amine was not 
removed from the surface by interaction with the A1Et3 
since the rate remained constant throughout the course 
of  the polymerization. Their  findings, however, are not 
completely conclusive as it is possible that removal of  
amine could occur very rapidly during the mixing of  
the catalyst components and before the onset of  poly- 
merization. (Such a rapid equilibrium is demonstrated 
in the following section.) 

The present results suggest that where extensive 
interaction occurs between Et3N and VCI3 the effect is 
to deactivate rather than activate the catalyst, either by 
blocking the sites for monomer coordination or by 
prevention of  active centre formation or both. It is 
believed that excess metal alkyl must be present to 
ensure removal of  the amine from the surface, followed 
by subsequent alkylation to give an active system. 

Effect of  Et3N addition during polymerization on rate of  
polymerization 

Triethylamine was added to the reaction mixture 
during the course of  polymerization after the attainment 
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X ~ X ' ~ , - X , . = . X ~ X . . x ~ X  
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Figure 6 Effect of amine additions during course of polymeriza- 
tion. [4-MP-1]=2.00mol/I; [VCIs]=18.5mmol/I; [Al(iBu)3]=37.0 
mmol/I; temperature=30°C. ©, Control polymerization. Poly- 
merization after addition of triethylamine: 0 ,  [NEt3]=18.5mmol/I; 
x, [NEt3]=34.3mmol/I. ~ denotes addition of donor 
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Figure 7 Plot of Rp/[VCIs] versus [NEt~]'[AI(iBu)8] ratio for 
different orders of addition of donor. [4-MP-1]=2-00mol/I; 
[VCIs]=18.5mmol/I; [Al(iBu)3]=37.0mmol/I; temperature=30°C. 
x,  Order of addition A; ©, order of addition B; @, donor added 
during polymerization 
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Figure 8 Plot of Rp/[VCI3] versus time. [4-MP-1]=2.00mol/I; 
[VCIz]= 18.5mmol/I; [Al(iBu)8]= 37.0 mmol/I; [NEts]=37.0 mmol/I; 
temperature=30°C. 4, denotes addition of triethylamine 
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Table 3 Dependence of rate of polymerization on triethylamine 
added during the course of polymerization 
[4-MP-1]=2-00 mol/I;[VCl3]= 18.5 mmol/I;[Al(iBu)3]=37-0 mmol]l; 
temperature=30°C 

[EtsN] Rp* Rpt 
[EtaN] 

Rp/[VCI3] (mmol/I) [Al(iBu)8] [VCl3] [VCla] 

0.270 18.5 0.50 - -  0"558 
0"270 27"8 0"75 - -  0"641 
0'270 34"3 0"93 - -  0"10'2 
0"270 37"0 1"00 0"0443 - -  

0" 270 56" 0 1" 50 0" 00735 - -  

0"270 74"0 2"00 0"00413 - -  
0" 270 93- 0 2' 50 0" 00273 - -  

* Rate measured 120min after addition of EtaN 
"[" Steady state rate after addition of EtaN 

increased site forming capacity of the metal alkyl in the 
presence of amine 22, 23 

At [EtzN]: [Al(iBu)3]/> 1, the rate of polymerization 
is immediately reduced when amine is added during the 
course of polymerization (Figure 8). This initial rapid 
rate reduction is followed by a further slow deactivation 
analogous to that observed for order A when equimolar 
proportions of amine and metal alkyl were used. There- 
fore in the presence of excess amine it appears that 
extensive interaction with the VCI3 surface must occur 
leading to solubilization of part of the propagating 
active sites. It was not possible to measure accurately 
the final steady state rate due to the very low activity 
of these polymerizations, but the polymerization rate 
210min after the amine addition is recorded in Table 3. 
The final steady state rate was approximately x7  
lower than this recorded rate, and was reached after 
about 200 h. 

It has already been proposed z that the polymerization 
is governed by adsorption equilibria, and typically that 
the overall rate of polymerization (Rv) is given by" 

R~=k~OMCo (4) 

where 0M is given by: 

KM[M] (5) 
0M = -1 + KM[M] + KA[A] + KD[D] 

in the presence of an additive D, assuming that only 
monomeric species are adsorbed. The addition of donors 

capable of interaction with either or both of the catalytic 
components will affect the value of 0M, the actual 
magnitude of the effect being governed by the various 
equilibria present. 

In order to quantitatively account for both the 
activating and deactivating effects of EtzN in the present 
system, it is necessary to consider the interactions and 
the equilibrium reactions which may be involved. 
Tertiary amines are known to form strong complexes 
with aluminium alkyls30, al and thus the following 
equilibrium reaction may be important: 

K1 
AI(iBu) 3. NEts .  • AI(iBu)3 + NEts (6) 

The 'free' uncomplexed NEts can also be adsorbed 
on to the VCI3 surface: 

K D  

VCIa + NEt~T---~VCI3. NEts (7) 

Al(iBu)3 and monomer can similarly be adsorbed: 

K A  

VCI3 + Al(iBu) 3T----~VC13. Al(iBu) 3 (8) 
K ~  

VCI3 + M T-----~VC1 a. M (9) 

Hence, 0M will be given by equation (5). 
As the surface area of the VCI3 used in this study is 

low (2.3 m2/g), complete coverage by any one component 
requires only about 10-3mol of component/mol VCls, 
and consequently the bulk concentration of any com- 
ponent will be little changed by adsorption and hence 
any such change may be neglected. 

When the metal alkyl is in excess of the EtzN, then 
there will be little free EtzN. In addition, the concen- 
tration of free metal alkyl will be reduced, as will its 
adsorption on to VCI3. Hence the value of 0~t will 
increase and activation will be observed. 

On the other hand, when amine is in excess, although 
the KA[A] term will be largely removed from the de- 
nominator of 0M, free amine is now present and will be 
strongly adsorbed and equation (5) becomes: 

KM[M] (10) 
OM-- 1 + KM[M] + KD[D]F 

and deactivation is predicted. Combining equation (10) 
with equation (4) yields: 

k~CoKM[M] (11) 
R~= 1 +KM[M] + KD[D]F 

where [D]F is the concentration of free uncomplexed 
amine. Assuming that the metal alkyl is fully complexed 
it is possible to write: 

[D]F = [D]total- [A] (12) 

Inverting equation (11) gives rise to: 

1/~ 1 +KM[M] +KD[D]F (13) /~,~ ~ 

If k~Co remains constant as [D] is varied, a plot of 
1/Rv versus [D] should therefore be linear with positive 
intercept. Certainly the value of kvCo is different from 
that observed when [NEts]: [Al(iBu)3] < 1 as rate decay 
is observed and solubilization of active sites has been 
postulated. However, it is felt that within this particular 
set of polymerizations, at a constant reaction time 
(in this case 210min), kvCo may be taken to be constant. 
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Figure 9 Plot of [VCI3]/Rp versus [NEta]excess. [4-MP-1]=2"00 
tool/I; [VCIs]=lS'Smmol/I; [Al(iBu)3]=37.0mmol/I; tempera- 
ture=30°C 

This assumption seems to be justified by the linear plot 
obtained (Figure 9). 

From the ratio of slope/intercept, and using a pre- 
viously determined value 4 of K~t, a value of KD = 360 
1/mol is found*. The triethylamine is seen to be very 
strongly adsorbed compared to Al(iBu)3 (KA=5"2 
1/mol). Thus the very marked deactivation observed 
when the amine concentration is slightly increased 
from 27.8 to 34.3mmol/1 is predictable, as a small 
concentration of free amine will have a large effect. 
Figure 7 is somewhat analogous to a titration curve. 
The equivalence point is, however, nearer to 33 than 
37mmol/l, as should be the case. This discrepancy is 
probably due to a combination of factors leading to a 
reduction in the Al(iBu)3 concentration; consumption 
in alkylation and scavenging reactions, dissociation of 
the amine-metal alkyl complex, initial purity of the 
Al(iBu)a, and experimental errors in measurement of the 
amine and metal alkyl concentrations. 

The postulate that metal alkyl is reversibly adsorbed 
on to the transition metal surface, and that the poly- 
merization rate is governed by such adsorption equilibria 
has also been demonstrated by Caunt 39' and Kern et 
aL 8a, who have shown that in the polymerization of 
propylene by the catalyst system TiC13/A1Et2C1, the 
addition of A1EtC12 during the course of polymerization 
has a rate lowering effect identical to that obtained 
when A1EtCI2 is present in the initial catalyst mixture. 
The rate decrease is found to be readily reversed by 
addition of further A1Et2CI or A1Et3. It appears therefore 
that the rate lowering is explicable in terms of absorption 
equilibria rather than in terms of changes in numbers 
of active centres. Caunt has concluded that A1EtC12 
acts as an inhibitor by adsorption on to the catalyst 
surface, a proposal which is consistent with our present 
proposals. 

In addition, however, A1Et2C1 (activator) may also 
be considered to be an inhibitor, since it too will be 
adsorbed, albeit less strongly than A1EtCI2 and this 
adsorption will lead to a consequent reduction in 0M. 
It can be shown that this hypothesis is in keeping with 
the results obtained by Caunt3L For provided that 

* It should be noted that the KM, KA and KD values quoted in this 
series are calculated with respect to factors affected by adsorption 
at the active centre. Consequently, the values so obtained may 
not be the same as those relating to adsorption on unreacted VC13 
crystal surfaces. 

Ziegler-Natta catalysis (6): D. R. Burfield and P. J. T. Tait 

the TiCla/AIEt~C1/propylene system can also be described 
in terms of the adsorption equilibria established for the 
VCla/AI(iBu)a/4-MP-1 system, 0M is now given by: 

KM[M] (14) 
0M = 1 + KM[M] + K~[A1Et2CI] + K~[A1EtC12] 

Caunt has shown that in the presence of excess 
activator his polymerization data are consistent with the 
equation: 

[AI2Et2C14] (15) 
[A1EtClz] ~ K [A12Et4C12] 1/2 

and also that: 

[A1Et~CI] = K1 [A12Et4C12] 1/2 (16) 

Therefore from equations (4), (14), (15) and (16): 

1 1 
R~ - k~Co x 

1 + KM[M] +K'AK11/2[A12E,t4Clzll/Z + -] 
KAK [AI~Et2C14]] (17) 

J 
Hence if [AIzEt4C12] is kept constant, and [AlzEtzCl4] 
is varied, a plot of 1/R~, versus [AIzEtzCI4] should be 
linear with a positive intercept. Using the initial rate 
data of Caunt ~2 the p10t in Figure 10 is obtained, which 
is in excellent agreement with the above derivation. 
Unfortunately, the dependence on [A1EtzCI] cannot 
be tested with the data available in the above reference. 

Kern et al. ss have shown that the relative rates in 
the polymerization of propylene with the catalyst 
systems TiC13/A1EtzCI(3-z) is as follows: A1Et~: A1EtzCh 

[AI Et CI 2] (retool/I) 
O IO 20 

I I I 

0"06 

foo4  

0'02 

O ~ O  
O 0 2  0 4  0 6  

[n-Bu3N] (mol/I) 

Figure 10 Langmuir plots. @, Data from Caunt (Fig. 1); ©, data 
from Boor (Fig. 2) 
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AI~EtaCls: A1EtC12 = 100: 12:3: 0. This order may in 
part be due to differences in alkylating ability but 
probably it largely reflects the relative strengths of 
adsorption of the aluminium alkyls. 

That the effect of donors in the ZnEt2 system is 
different from the A1RxClt3-~) systems is to be expected, 
since even when excess donor is used, considerable free 
ZnEt2 is still present in solution, and alkylation can 
still readily occur. The rate would, however, be reduced 
through competitive adsorption. An initial deactivation 
is in fact observed z0, but this is followed by a subsequent 
activation, giving rates, up to a EtzN concentration of 
0.15 mol/l, which were slightly higher than the initial 
rate. At higher concentrations still the rate again de- 
creases until it is almost negligible at [Et3N] =4.5 mol/l. 

The initial deactivation at low amine concentrations 
is comparable to that observed in the present study in 
the case where amine was added prior to monomer. 
This is thought to be due to a reduction in the number 
of active centres, which is effectively the same as Boor's 
interpretation z0, except that Boor considers that the 
less stereoregulating sites are preferentially removed. 

The subsequent activation as the donor concentration 
is increased is explained by Boor z° in terms of higher 
activity of the remaining sites (increased kv) and/or an 
increase in the number of active sites. There is no 
supporting evidence for the proposal that activation 
occurs by an increase in activity of the polymerization 
centres. However, the possibility that additional active 
centres are formed must be allowed, since Boor 34 has 
shown that propylene can be polymerized by metal 
alkyl free (MAF) systems. Comparison of the activities 
of the MAF and ZnEt2 catalyst systems reveal that 
they are of similar magnitude, as is shown in Table 4. 
Thus it seems possible that in the presence of EtzN 
additional sites are formed by a mechanism analogous 
to that in the MAF systems. The ZnEt2 could aid such 
site formation, and further increase the rate, by acting 
as a scavenger for impurities. 

It is also conceivable that activation may take place 
by a mechanism similar to that proposed for the 
aluminium alkyl based system, e.g., removal of zinc 
alkyl species from the catalyst surface. This mechanism 
is likely to be much less effective for the zinc based 
systems as the donor complexation is weaker. Never- 
theless the effect could be significant, especially if the 
zinc alkyl species are strongly adsorbed. 

The deactivation observed at higher amine concen- 
trations, which is also found in MAF system 34, may 
be explained in terms of competitive adsorption of 
amine with monomer. Thus using the data obtained by 
Boor a4 a plot of 1/Rv versus [(nBu)aN] can be plotted 

Table 4 Comparison of propylene polymerization rate in MAF 
and ZnEt2 activated systems 

Catalyst 

Rate 
g g polymer 

cat× h × g Calls] Reference 

TiCI3. AA/(nBu)3N 0.0248* Boor ~ 
TiCIs. AA/(nBu)sN/Hs 0.27t 
• y-AIxTiyCIz- 160/Z n Et2 0.18 B oor TM 

* Rate corrected to a temperature of 50°C using a value of 
Ea=17.4kcaUmol (72.7kJ/mol) deduced from ref. 33 
l" Rate similarly corrected using Ea=12"1 kcal/mol (50.6kJ/mol) 

Table 5 Effect of variation of aluminium alkyl on rate activation 
[4-MP-1l=2"00mol/I; [AIR3]=37"0mmol/I; [VCI3]=18-5mmol/I; 
[EtzN]= 18.5 retool/I; temperature=30°C 

Aluminium Rp/[VCI3]* Rp/[VCIs]t Activation 
alkyl (mol/I min [VCI3]) (mol/I min [VCIs]) (%) 

A IEts 0"241 0"580 140 
AI(iBu)8 0" 270 0" 467 73 
Al(nBu)3 0"185 0"238 29 
Al(n Dec)3 0" 078 0" 097 24 

* Control polymerization 
t With Et3N present (order B) 

Table 6 Comparison of actual and predicted rate activation 
[4-MP-1]=£.00mol/I; [AIR3]=37.0mmol/I; [VCIs]=lS.5mmol/I; 
temperature=30 °C 

Activation (%) 

AIR8 0~ 0M* Predicted Observed 

AIEt8 0.137 0.247 80 140 
Al(iBu)s 0.216 0.247 14 73 
Al(nBu)3 0.225 0.247 10 29 
Al(nDec)3 0.227t 0.247 8 24 

* 0K in the presence of added EtsN, assuming adsorbed metal 
alkyl removed by complexation 
t Estimated 

and is shown in Figure 10. An excellent linear plot is 
obtained consistent with the above proposals. 

Effect of variation of aluminium alkyl on rate activation 
The rate of polymerization in the presence of EtaN, 

was determined with A1Et3, Al(nBu)3 and Al(nDec)8 
using order of addition B. The results are summarized 
in Table 5. It is immediately apparent that the magnitude 
of the activating effect varies with the aluminium alkyl 
employed. The order of decreasing effectiveness being 
the same as the order of decreasing strength of adsorp- 
tion, e.g. A1Et3 > Al(iBu)a > Al(nBu)3 > Al(nDec)3. This 
is expected if the activating effect is due to removal of 
adsorbed aluminium alkyl species from the catalyst 
surface. The activation cannot be explained in terms 
of increasing the catalyst activity (k~), by adsorption of 
the donor at, or adjacent to, the active site, as it has 
been previously shown a that the propagation rate 
constant (ks) is independent of the nature of the alu- 
minium alkyl. Any increase in k~ should consequently 
be the same in each case, which is clearly not observed 
here. 

From a knowledge of values of KR and KA previously 
determined 4 it is possible to calculate the rate activation 
based on removal of aluminium alkyl species from the 
catalyst surface. Comparison of the calculated and 
experimental activation is made in Table 6. Although 
the metal alkyls are placed in the right order, the calcu- 
lated values are in every case low compared to the experi- 
mental values. This discrepancy is thought to be outside 
the limits of experimental error, and may be due to the 
adsorption of aluminium chloroalkyl species which 
have been neglected in the above calculations. Thus 
during the initial active centre formation reactions 
A1R2CI will be formed by chloroalkyl exchange reactions 
and thus is likely to be more strongly adsorbed than 
A1R3, as already discussed. 0~t will consequently be 
increased by more than the predicted value by removal 
of these additional 'inhibitors'. 
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Effect of [VCls] on rate activation 
If the discrepancy between the predicted and observed 

rate activation is due to the presence of aluminium 
chloroalkyl species, then it would be expected that the 
rate activation, at constant metal alkyl concentration, 
would be dependent on the concentration of VCIs, 
since [Al(iBu)~Cl]oc [VC13] in these experiments. 

Experiments were conducted varying the [VC13] and 
adding EtsN after a steady state rate had been achieved. 
The results are recorded in Table 7. It is immediately 
apparent that the rate activation increases with the 
concentration of VC13. This strongly suggests that 
aluminium chloroalkyl species are present and that the 
equation for 0M should be modified to: 

KM[M] (18) 
0~t = 1 + Kay[M] + KA[A] + K~[A'] 

where A' = Al(iBu)2Cl. 
These results are also significant in that the value 

of R~/[VCIa], after addition of amine, is constant 
irrespective of the initial [Al(iBu)a]: [VCla] ratio (Figure 
11). This is of considerable interest as it may explain 
the well documented increase in rate of polymerization 
in Ziegler-Natta systems as the metal alkyl to transition 
metal ratio is increased up to a value of about 2: 1. 
This is usually interpreted as being caused by an increase 
in active centre concentration due to more extensive 
alkylation of the catalyst surface. These results, however, 
seem to indicate that the increase in rate is due to removal 
of aluminium chloroalkyl species rather than an increase 
in the number of active centres. 

Rp/[VCI~]* Rp/[VCIs]t Activation 
[VCls] (mol/I rain [VCM) (mol/l min [VCI3]) (%) 

3.63 0' 341 0.685 101 
18"5 0.270 0.641 134 
44.9 0" 208 0.689 174 

* Before addition of amine 
t After addition of amine [EtsN]=27.8mmol/I 
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Table 7 Effect of concentration of vanadium trichloride on rate 
activation 
[4-MP-1]=2.00mol/I; [Al(iBu)8]=37-0mmol/I; temperature=30°C 

, O " " O ' - " C  X,..__.XmXmX 

I I 

2 0 0  3 0 0  
Time (rnin) 

Figure 11 Variation of rate activation with [VCIs]. [4-MP-1]=2.00 
mol/I; [Al(iBu)3]=37"0mmol/I; [NEts]=27"8mmol/I; tempera- 
ture---30°C. [VCIs]: x,  3.63mmol/I; 0 ,  18.5mmol/I; O, 44.9 
mmol/l. $ denotes addition of donor 
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Table 8 Comparison of the rate of polymerization and 
number of active centres in the control and modified 
systems 
[4-MP-1]=2.0mol/I; [VCh]=18.5mmol/I; [Al(iBu)s]= 
37.0mmol/I; temperature =30°C 

Rp/[VCIs] C0 x 10 4 
(mol/I min [VCIs]) (mol/mol VCIs) 

Control system 0.270 3-8+ 0.4 
Modified system* 0.684 4.6___0.5 

* [NEtz]=27"8mmol/I (order B) 

Equilibrium reactions such as: 

VC13. AI(iBu)2CI + Al(iBu) a ~VCI3 + Alz(iBu) sC1 

and 

VCla. AI(iBu)2C1 + NEt3 ~VCI3 + EtaN. AI(iBu)~CI 

may be envisaged. Thus the initial alkylation reaction 
may well be complete even at low metal alkyl concen- 
trations. Higher concentrations are necessary, however, 
to remove the aluminium chloroalkyl species from the 
catalyst surface. 

Number of active centres in donor modified system 
It has been suggested in this paper that the rate 

activation observed on addition of EtaN, is due to 
removal of adsorbed aluminium alkyl species from the 
sites for monomer coordination rather than an increase 
in number of active centres. In order to confirm this 
the number of active centres in the modified system was 
determined by the tritium quench technique already 
described ~. 

Preliminary results are shown in Table 8. It is immedi- 
ately apparent that, whereas the steady state rate for 
the donor modified system is over 150~ higher, the 
number of active centres is only marginally higher and 
is in fact constant within the limits of experimental 
error. This clearly confirms the proposal that donor 
activation occurs by modification of the adsorption 
equilibrium rather than an increase in active centres. 

In addition these results help to distinguish between 
two possible hypothetical models for the polymerization 
system: (i) the adsorbed species, monomer and alkyl, 
could be considered as mobile on the surface and that 
a dynamic situation is achieved so that polymer chains 
could appear at all the possible centres. The momentary 
proximity of an alkyl molecule at any given centre 
would hold up temporarily the propagation of a polymer 
chain at that centre--all centres would nevertheless 
carry polymer molecules; (ii) the alkyl when adsorbed 
would remain in position for periods of time longer 
than the mean growth time for a polymer molecule. 
In this case polymer could only be attached to centres 
where the alkyl was absent. 

The above results, together with the kinetic results 
presented earlier which demonstrated that the addition 
of triethylamine during the course of the polymerization 
brought about a very rapid activation are considered to 
strongly favour the first hypothesis. 

Effect of donors on the molecular weight and isotacticity 
of polymer 

Although the effect of donors on the molecular 
weight and isotacticity of the polymer have not yet 
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been investigated in this present study, it is informative 
to examine the present proposals in the light of  the 
findings of  other workers. The addition of  donors, 
such as tertiary amines, to a variety of  catalytic systems 
is found, without exception, to increase the molecular 
weight of  the polymer by a factor of  between 1-5 and 
410, z4, 28, 27, 35-39 I t  has been previously shown 4, 5 
that chain transfer occurs with adsorbed metal alkyl 
and consequently the addition of  donors would be 
expected to reduce the rate of  chain transfer as the 
concentration of  adsorbed metal alkyl would be reduced 
by complexation or competitive adsorption. Calcula- 
tions on the system VC13/AIEta/4-MP-1, using the 
molecular data previously presented 5, indicate that 
the molecular weight would be expected to increase by 
a factor of  2-3, which is similar to the values reported 
for the TiCla/AIEta/propylene system of  1.5-336, 38. The 
isotactic content of  the polymer has also been found 
to increase in the presence of  added donors 10, 16,22, 37. 
The effect of  donors in the TiCla/ZnEt2/propylene 
system has been explained by Boor z0 on the basis that 
donors preferentially coordinate with, and thus remove, 
less stereospecific sites. Keii et al.16, on the other hand, 
present evidence to show that in the TiC13/A1Eta/pro- 
pylene system increased stereospecificity can be explained 
in terms of  a decrease in the concentration of  adsorbed 
metal alkyl leading to less extensive reduction of  the 
catalyst. They conclude that the stereospecificity of  the 
catalyst is largely governed by the reducing ability of  
the metal alkyl and is not directly influenced by the 
donor. 

The latter explanation is consistent with the proposals 
in this study. 

I t  is noteworthy that the form of the curves of  change 
in molecular weight and isotacticity versus donor con- 
centration are shown to be exactly analogous z0. This 
may mean that the factors affecting the molecular 
weight and isotacity are the same, which is again con- 
sistent with the explanation that donors alter the concen- 
tration of  adsorbed metal alkyl, upon which both the 
molecular weight and tacticity are dependent. Although 
removal of  less stereospecific sites could explain the 
increase in isotactic content, there seems no reason 
why these sites should yield higher molecular weight 
polymer, especially if  transfer with metal alkyl is the 
predominant regulation step as would be expected in 
the ZnEt2 based systems. 
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Phase structure of solution cast films of 
a-methylstyrene/butadiene/styrene block 
copolymers* 
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(Received 6 July 1973) 

The phase structure of solvent cast films of ~-methylstyrene/butadiene/styrene of differing 
compositions was investigated using physical methods. Both dynamic mechanical and 
differential scanning calorimetry measurements exhibited a single high temperature 
transition at 150°C. The transition has been shown to originate from a composite domain 
of the two glassy end blocks. Light scattering measurements showed that these domains 
varied in size from 0.35 to 0.40/zm and that they are randomly arranged within the butadiene 
matrix. The results are compared with the results of similar studies of A B A  systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

Studies on the physical properties of thermoelastic 
elastomers of the type ABA, i.e., two-component triblock 
copolymers, where A is a glassy polymer (often styrene) 
and B is a rubbery polymer (often butadiene or isoprene) 
are well documented 1-5. The properties of such polymers 
may be conveniently altered, and therefore tailored, not 
only by selective block copolymerization, but also by 
varying block composition, block molecular weights, 
and casting solvent. A further method of altering the 
physical properties of the triblock system without 
necessarily changing the molecular weights and the 
rubber to glassy polymer ratio, and hence perhaps not 
drastically affecting processability, is to replace one 
end block with a third polymer to form a three com- 
ponent ABC triblock copolymer. C is usually a rigid 
amorphous 6 or crystalline 7 polymer, which may or may 
not be compatible with A, with its major transition 
temperature (Tg or TM) different from that of A. 

In this paper the results of an investigation into the 
phase structure of three solution cast a-methylstyrene/ 
butadiene/styrene(~-MS/B/S) copolymers that contain 
different block compositions are reported. The tech- 
niques used include light scattering, electron microscopy, 
mechanical and thermal methods. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 
The polymers used in this study were prepared in 

these laboratories by R. E. Cunningham. Their com- 
positions and block molecular weights are listed in 
Table 18. The butadiene microstructure is reported as 
44% trans-l,4-, 3670 cis-l,4-, and 8 ~  vinyl for all 
samples used s. Reagent grade benzene was used to 
prepare 5wt70 polymer solutions from which clear 
sheets, of convenient thickness, were cast using either 

* Presented at a meeting of the Polymer Division, American 
Chemical Society, Detroit, Michigan, May 1-4, 1973. 

Table 1 Details of the composition and molecular weights of 
the three triblock copolymers used 

Component (%) Block mol wtx 10 -3 

Sample s-MS B S s-MS B S 

1 29 43 28 35 55 35 
2 17 53 30 25 63 37 
3 23 60 17 30 90 30 

glass or Teflon moulds. The cast sheets were dried, 
stored under vacuum prior to use, and found to be 
relatively strain free if the rate of solvent evaporation 
was kept low. 

Apparatus 
A schematic diagram of the light scattering apparatus 

is shown in Figure 1. It is sufficient to note here that a 
He-Ne laser (~=6328 A) was used as the light source. 
The intensity of scattered radiation was measured as a 
function of angle as previously reported 9. Electron 
micrographs of the OsO4 stained samples were obtained 
using an RCA EMU3 transmission electron microscope. 
Dynamic mechanical data, on cast samples with the 
approximate dimensions 5.0 x 0-5 × 0.1 cm, were taken 
over the limited frequency range of 1 to 102Hz using 
a RheoVibron instrument equipped with a modified 
Imass temperature chamber. An Instron Universal 
tester was used to obtain the tensile stress-strain data 
of ring samples cut from the cast sheets. The speed of 
tensile testing was 50.8 cm/min and the strain ~ (= 1 - A) 
was calculated from the equation1°: 

(1 - A) = 2AL/~rp + (ho/p)(h) -1/2 (1) 

L S D AM R 

_t I - l - - I  
Figure I Schematic diagram of the light scattering apparatus: 
L, laser; S, sample; D, detector; AM, amplifier; R, recorder 
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where AL, p and h0 are the Instron crosshead separation, 
the initial ring circumference and the sample thickness 
respectively. Equation (1) takes into account the twist 
of the sample during extension. Differential scanning 
calorimetry (d.s.c.) thermograms were obtained using 
a Perkin-Elmer 1B unit at a scan speed of 20°C]min. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The light scattering data were analysed via the Debye- 
Bueche expression 11, relating the scattered intensity I to 
the scattering angle 0." 

I =KVClSlra/SaZexp[-4rrSsinS(O/2)a2/)t s] (2) 

where K is a constant and c/s, a and )t are the mean 
square fluctuation of the dielectric constant, the mean 
size of the scattering domain and the wavelength 
respectively. A plot of the logarithm of I as a function 
of sinS(0]2) should therefore yield linear regions the 
slopes of which are characteristic of the sizes of the 
scattering domains. Figure 2 shows such plots for the 
three polymers used in this study; in all cases two linear 
regions are shown. The characteristic mean dimensions 
az and as, which are listed for each sample in Table 2, 
may be respectively taken as the sizes of the scattering 
domain and the interdomain separation distance. From 
the nature of the intensity versus sinS(0]2) plots it 
appears that the domains are spherical, reasonably 
monodispersed and randomly distributed. 

Electron micrographs of the three samples, shown in 
Figure 3 at a magnification of 30 000 x ,  indicate a 
two phase structure and tend to confirm the light 
scattering observations of monodispersion and random- 
h e s s .  

0 
0 

V ~X 

I I I t I I 

I 0 0  3 0 0  5 0 0  
S i n 2 e / 2 x l O  4 

F i g u r e  2 Log i n t e n s i t y  as a function of scattering angle. A is an 
arbitrary separation factor, O, A=0 ;  x ,  A--0; O, A = - I  

T a b l e 2  Characteristic dimensions 
from light scattering 

Sample az (/~m) a~ (/zm) 

1 0"40 1"20 
2 0"39 1"33 
3 0"35 0"66 

Limited frequency dynamic mechanical data (Young's 
modulus E '  and the loss tangent tan 8) are plotted in 
Figure 4 as a function of temperature for each of the 
three samples. Only two relaxation processes, as defined 
by maxima in tan 3 and corresponding decreases in 
E' ,  are given. A low temperature process is centred 
around -60°C (ll0Hz) and a single high temperature 
process is centred around 150°C. 

The low temperature process is associated with the 
butadiene glass-rubber transition Tg since the tan 3 
peak heights and the modulus step heights both vary 
with the butadiene content. The relatively high tem- 
perature location of the butadiene transition reflects a 
certain amount of phase mixing and also the multi- 
plicity of structure of the butadiene component. (Ta 
values of the butadiene homopolymers are listed as 
follows z 2: cis- 1,4-, - 102 °C; trans- 1,4-, - 83 °C; and the 
vinyl structure as -4°C.) 

The single high temperature process, which is also 
evident in the d.s.c thermograms shown in Figure 5, 
fails in the temperature region of 150°C which is inter- 
mediate between the Tg values of the glassy end block 
homopolymers; polystyrene and poly(o~-methylstyrene) 
are respectively listed at 100°C is and 180°C 1a-15. 
Using the empirical equation 16: 

VIBI(Tg - -  To) + Vsng(Zg - -  Zg) = 0 (3)  

where the subscripts refer to the two components and 
B is a constant, which is taken to be the same for these 
polymers, and V is the volume fraction, an effective 
Tg is calculated in the range of 140-148°C. Therefore, 
the high temperature transition is attributed to a com- 
posite phase formed by the mixing of the glassy end 
blocks. 

It is also apparent that this mixed glassy phase forms 
the scattering domain, previously characterized by the 
mean dimension al, since the sum of the percentage of 
end blocks when raised to the one-third power is directly 
proportional to the domain size, viz." 

(40) 1/3: (47) 1/z: (57) 1/8 =0.35*: 0.38*: 0.41" 

___0.35:0.39:0.40 

where * indicates reduced values standardized with 
respect to the first dimension. 

Thus taking the information gained from the various 
physical measurements a model for these solution cast 
copolymers may be constructed. It consists of a two 
phase system, similar to that shown by the various ABA 
triblock copolymers, namely SBS 17, is, SlSZ9 and IS119, 
which also show single low and high temperature loss 
peaks at around the Tu values of the components, where 
the mixed spherical domains containing a-MS and S 
are randomly dispersed in a butadiene matrix. The 
glassy domains appear to be inter-connected in much 
the same way as has been postulated for certain solution 
cast SBS block copolymers is, because on straining the 
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Figure 3 Electron micrographs of three samples at 30 000 x magnification 

I-8 ~ a IO 

I.O 9 

TenS(35,11OHz) ~,~ ~ . [  _ 8 

E / IO E u 

'- I '0  c 
o 9 2  i--- ~ 

8 
Tan 6 c~ 

5 
1'8 ~ .,~ ~ 

IO 

1.0 9 

. i i 

0 I o o  2 0 0  
Tcrnp~rature (°C) 

Figure 4 Dynamic mechanical properties at 3.5 and 110Hz as a 
function of temperature. (a) Sample 1 ; (b) sample 2; (c) sample 3 

polymers exhibit a definite plastic yield at low strains 
(Figure 6). 

Although polymers are generally considered incom- 
patible, it was found in the present study that the two 
glassy components gave a single composite phase which 
formed the scattering domain. Baer z5 studied block 
copolymers of c~-MS/S/~-MS and S/~-MS/S and found 

u 

O 

t -  
w 

C 

._u ISi°C 

o 

I.t.' 

1 , , 
350 400 4 5 0  5 0 0  

Temperature (K) 

Figure 5 D.s.c. thermograms in the high temperature region. 
A, Sample 1 ; B, sample 2; C, sample 3 

a single phase system characterized by a loss peak at 
around 150°C. However, physical mixtures of poly- 
styrene and poly(c~-methylstyrene) yield two mechanical 
loss peaks 15, at the respective Tg values, showing their 
incompatibility. Mixing of the glassy components to 
form the mixed domains and the interconnectivity of 
these domains may be due, in the present case, to the 
relative insolubility of the glassy components, when 
compared to butadiene, in the casting solvent. Thus, in 
the solution state the polystyrene and poly(~-methyl- 
styrene) may tend to aggregate into mixed but inter- 
connected spherical domains which remain dispersed in 
the butadiene matrix upon solvent evaporation. 

CONCLUSION 

Benzene cast films of ~-MS/B/S triblock copolymers 
exhibit a two phase structure. A composite domain 
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3 

t~ 

I 

0 2 4 6 
Strain, ¢ 

Figure 6 Stress-strain curves at 25°C. C), Sample 1 ; x ,  sample 2; 
0 ,  sample 3 

of  the glassy end blocks is randomly dispersed in the 
rubbery matrix. 
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Fracture surface energy (FSE) measurements using a cleavage technique gave values 
of 42J/m z for the polyester, 80J/m 2 for the epoxide and 310J/m ~ for a rubber-modified 
epoxide with standard errors of 6J/m 2, 5d/m 2 and 10J/m 2 respectively. A modified method 
of calculation was introduced to accommodate the considerable within-sample variability 
of FSE of some samples. The  effect of water on unmodified thermosets tested was 
examined and found to be relatively small. 

INTRODUCTION 

Weichers z used the double cantilever fracture energy 
test for a highly crosslinked material (an epoxide resin). 
The method was originally developed by Berry z for 
thermoplastic materials. A similar method has now 
been used to study the properties (dry and wet) of a 
further epoxide resin and a polyester resin. Both of 
these resins were used previously in a study of the 
creep of glass reinforced thermosets by Diggwa and 
Norman a. They showed that most of their categorized 
micro-failures were initiated very early in the creep 
curve and most significantly appeared in the resin or 
resin/interface regions--some were initiated in the 
'elastic part' of the creep curve. The investigation was 
essentially an attempt to quantify and categorize the 
various types of micro-damage and associate them 
with the various parts of the so elucidated creep curve. 

Both unreinforced materials presented new diffi- 
culties in the preparation of the testpieces and in the 
variability of the product, so that modified methods 
of specimen preparation and results interpretation had 
to be developed for the FSE work presented here. 
The increased product variability in the case of the 
epoxide material used was probably due to the harsh 
cure schedule, which was made so in an attempt to 
elevate the glass transition temperature of the epoxide. 

An attempt was made to vary the resin stiffness to 
detect whether this had any effect on the fracture energy. 
However, the readily available methods of changing 
stiffness also gave comparable changes in both strength 
and ultimate elongation. Therefore their FSE was not 
measured. 

Additional tests were also carried out (dry only) on 
some rubber modified epoxide resins. All the material 
formulations are given in Table 1, where all the additions 
are given in parts (by wt) per hundred resin (phr). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Casting of samples 
For the epoxide samples the mould, as shown in 

Figure 1, essentially consisted of a sheet of butyl rubber 

* Present address: Moulding Materials Research Dept, Turner 
Bros. Asbestos Ltd, PO Box 40, Rochdale, I.~mcs, UK. 

gasket (6.35mm thick cut into the shape shown) 
clamped between glass plates (340 mm x 195 mm x 6.35 
mm) lined with a sheet of poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
(PET) 127/~m thick. The assembled mould was held 
in a vertical position to receive the resin mixture. To 
aid release of the cured samples from the mould and 
butyl rubber gasket, a PTFE spray was applied before 
mould assembly. 

Table 1 Material formulation 

McGarry 
type 

modified 
Epoxide epoxide 

Poly- 
TI*  T£* ester 

Resin Epikote 828 
Hardener Epikure NMA 
Accelerator BDMA 
Hardener DMP30 
CTBN 
Resin Beetle 4128 
MEKP 
Cobalt naphthenate 
Initial cure or gel (h/°C) 

100 
95 
0"5 

100 

4 
10 

4/100 19/80 
3/180 2/120 

100 100 
95 95 
0.5 

4 
10 10 

100 
1 
0'5 

19/80 19/80 2/25 
2/120 2/120 3/80 

* See text 
DMPS0=tri(dimethylaminomethyl) phenol 
MEKP= methyl ethyl ketone peroxide 
BDMA= benzyldimethylamine 
CTBN = carboxyl-terminated butadiene-acrylonitrile 

~ m 

Glass plate 

PET sheet 

Rubber gasket 

PET sheet 

Glass plate 

Figure I The mould 
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When polyester samples were prepared using PET 
liners, undulating surfaces were obtained although there 
was no adhesion. The application of a silicone mould 
release spray was found to give adequate release without 
the use of PET and PTFE spray. 

By precipitation in epoxide resins of an elastomeric 
second phase, namely, carboxyl-terminated butadiene- 
acrylonitrile (CTBN) rubber, McGarry 4 found three- 
fold improvement in fracture energy. It was decided to 
produce a similar material and study the production 
technique and results. 

After a close examination of the preparation technique 
and numerous disappointments, an acceptable method 
was devised. Essentially the method consisted of: 
(1) moulds were assembled as shown in Figure 1; 
(2) weighed quantities of resin and rubber were 
separately heated to about 80°C and exposed to a hard 
vacuum to remove microbubbles and impurities such as 
water; (3) the appropriate amounts of resin and rubber 
were thoroughly mixed together, introducing as few 
bubbles as possible. Vigorous mechanical stirring was 
avoided as it resulted in bubbles in the cured sample. 
The mixture, which now appeared cloudy, was heated 
to about 80°C until the two components were well 
mixed with each other. When the cloudiness disappeared, 
a hard vacuum was applied; (4) when all the visible 
bubbles had been removed the mixture was removed 
from the evacuation chamber and cooled to about 
55°C; (5) using a 50ml pipette the appropriate amount 
of hardener (DMP 30) was introduced below the surface 
of the mixture and the mixture was stirred rapidly and 
thoroughly; (6) the mixture was then poured into the 
moulds which were already heated to 100°C. The initial 
gelation followed within several minutes of the intro- 
duction of the hardener. 

A typical distribution of the rubber particles in a 
cured sample are shown in Appendix II (Figure 7). 
Figure 8 shows an irregular particle. 

To assess the importance of DMP 30 in the final 
precipitation of the rubber particles in the two phase 
material produced by McGarry 4, the following samples 
were also prepared: Tl-- the first epoxide formulation 
given in Table 1 with 10 parts of CTBN per 100 parts 
of resin added; and T2--the first epoxide formulation 
given in Table 1 but with the BDMA replaced by 4 
parts of DMP 30 per 100 parts of resin and 10 parts of 
CTBN per 100 parts of resin. 

It should, however, be noted that direct mixing of 
CTBN with epoxide at room temperature will not give 
a sufficiently reactive mixture for curing with the first 
cure system (Table 1) for optimum properties of the 
cured samples. A pre-reaction technique is necessary. 

A batch of samples (M6), of the best rubber modified 
formulation, was made in the form of a single sheet 
using the same moulding techniques. The mould was 
350mmx350mm thereby making it large enough for 
cutting six samples. 

Curing and machining of samples 
The samples were cured in an oven using the schedule 

shown in Table 1. At the end of the cure cycle the 
samples were cooled slowly (not more than say 20°C/h) 
and removed from the moulds at room temperature. 

The samples were machined to 50 mm x 280 mm using 
a routing tool. Two longitudinal grooves were machined 
(to give the cross-section shown in Figure 2)by means 

C ~ t h i ckness ,  T = 

C A 

I iI I I  " IZl 

Figure 2 Machined sample, (a) Under load; (b) showing fish 
tail 

of a high precision circular saw with a blade 50.8 mm 
diameter and 0-13 mm thick. 

With the initial polyester samples the resulting fracture 
surface had erratic undulations. Reduction of the 
sample thickness between the grooves from one-third 
to one-quarter of the sample thickness led to a smooth 
fracture surface. Although with epoxide samples no 
visible difference in quality was observed, the groove 
depth used for polyester samples was adopted for 
consistency. 

Also it was observed that the quality of the fracture 
surface was critically dependent upon the method of 
crack initiation and the initiating fish tail so the latter 
was made very acute as shown in Figure 2b. Finally, a 
series of reference lines, at 1 cm intervals, were engraved 
on the sample as shown in Figure 2a. 

The rubber modified epoxides were not translucent 
and the position of the crack tip could not be seen by 
looking into the groove width of 0-138 mm. This was 
rectified by using a circular saw blade of 3.2 mm thick- 
ness for machining the groove. 

Measurement of fracture surface energy 
Conditioning of samples. The properties of polyester 

samples change significantly during the first 10 days or 
so after moulding. Therefore all samples were rested 
for at least 12 days before machining. During this 
period the samples were maintained at room temperature, 
in a dry and dark place. 

Samples to be tested in a wet environmental condition 
were left totally immersed in distilled water at 30°C for 
12 days after conditioning. This immersion period was 
a compromised minimum (see Appendix I). Initially a 
batch of samples was tested in air with water injected at 
the crack tip prior to each crack jump. The water was 
injected with the aid of a micro-pipette fitted with a 
hypodermic needle. Care was taken not to introduce 
stress during injection. A second batch of samples was 
tested while they were immersed in distilled water at 
room temperature. 
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All measurements of  fracture surface energy (FSE) 
were carried out at room temperature. 

Method of testing. Initial tests on the unmodified 
epoxide and polyester samples were made using the 
torsional test described by Outwater and Gerry 5. How- 
ever, fewer jumps (points on the graph) were obtained 
for each specimen and the fracture surface was very 
erratically undulating. The cleavage method was found 
to be superior in all these respects and was therefore 
adopted. 

Essentially the apparatus consisted of  an Instron 
Universal Bench Model testing machine. The samples 
were machined as described above and set up in the 
Instron in a horizontal position held by pins of  3 mm 
diameter inserted into the holes seen in Figure 2. The 
sample was loaded at a constant crosshead speed of  
0.4mm/min and when the crack jumped the crosshead 
was immediately reversed. The maximum load, cross- 
head deflection and the crack tip position was recorded 
relative to the nearest reference line by means of  a 
cathetometer. After relaxation of  the sample for at 
least 15 min after each loading cycle all subsequent 
fracturing modes were carried out at a crosshead speed 
of  4mm/min following the above procedure. (At the 
end of  each loading the sample was relaxed for at least 
three times the amount of  time taken to reach the load 
required to make the crack jump.) 

Treatment of results. The empirical relation to repre- 
sent the behaviour of  the beams in cleavage by Berry 9 
is F =  (~bC-~)3, where F is the force and ~ is the separa- 
tion of  the two halves of  a beam at which a crack of  
length C is about to move (see Figure 2a). ~ and v are 
arbitrary constants. A plot of  log [F/g] against log C 
gives an estimation of  v. 

For  the crack to be stable, Berry 2 further showed 
that ~,=(F3/WC).(v/4) where ~, is the fracture surface 
energy, and W is the crack width. Wiechers 1 plotted 
F3]W against C and used the slope thus obtained with 
the estimated value of  v to calculate 9'. It was found 
in the current investigations that very erratic values 
were obtained at values of crack length less than 80 mm 
or greater than 200mm, and these results were ignored 
in the calculations of  v and ~,. (The assumptions made 
in the theory become invalid when either the crack 
length is short or the remaining uncracked length is 
short.) With some samples, however, the scatter was 
still considerable between these limits. Figures 3 and 
4 show one of the best and one of  the worst respectively. 

In the worst cases the scatter of  the results was such 
that the 95~o confidence limits for the slope of  F3/W 
against C were very wide. The method of  calculation 
used by Wieehers z was therefore changed to make use 
of  the fact that the theory predicts that F3/W should 
be proportional to C and not merely linearly related 
to C. WiechersZ found a linear relationship which did 
not quite go through the origin, but was very close 
to it (the scatter of  the points about the line having 
been small for their material). It was therefore concluded 
that it was more meaningful to calculate the value of  
F3]WC for each point on the graph and to use the 
individual values of  this to compute the mean and the 
95 ~o confidence limits. 

Broutman e showed theoretically that v should vary 
with crack length and beam height (see Figure 5), taking 
into account the contribution of  the deflections due to 
bending, shear and end rotation of the beam. It can be 
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Figure 4 Example of very high scatter in sample L3 

estimated from Figure 5 that for a beam height of  25 nun 
and crack lengths of  80 to 200 mm the value of  v varies 
from about 2.4 to 2.8 giving an average of  2.6. Broutman 
then used his individual values of  v to calculate FSE 
and took the average value of  FSE. 

Although, in this work, individual values of  v for 
each value of  C have not been calculated, an effective 
average value of  v has been used. This is adequate in 
view of  the material. 

There are thus three methods of  calculation for FSE: 
(i) Berry ' - -using the average experimental value of  v 
with the slope of  F~/W against C; (ii) Broutmanr--using 
the individually calculated theoretical values of  v for 
each point and the slope of  F~/W against C; and (iii) as 
in this report--using the average experimental value 
of  v and the average of  the individual values of  FS/WC. 
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Figure 5 Values of ~ for different crack lengths and dimensions, 
h (see Figure 2a). A, h=6-35mm; B, h=12.7mm; C, h=15.24mm 

Table 2 Values of FSE for dry and wet epoxide and polyester 
materials 
All values of FSE are quoted in d/m s 

Immersion period 

12 days 12 days 70 days 
Tested water surface water Average 

Batch dry injected dried injected error 

Polyester: 
H 56 66 - -  - -  £1 
K 31 34 £8 - -  4 
P 30 45 29 37 3 
Column 
mean 39 48 £8 37 

Epoxide: 
d 87 1£6 59 
L 62 ~ 69 
M 66 87 59 
N 91 79 73 98 
O 77 85 76 82 
Column 
mean 77 94 67 90 

immersed in water for 70 days and then tested as those 
in the second column. 

The 95 % confidence limits for the estimation of the 
result for each sample were calculated. The deviations 
of these limits from their respective means were averaged 
and are given as 'average error' in the last column. 
The scatter of results which would be expected for the 
various samples in one batch (if tested under the same 
conditions) was greater than would be anticipated from 
the 'average error' quoted, since the latter takes no 
account of variation between samples. Sample L tested 
under wet conditions was omitted because its very 
erratic results meant that the mean value was useless. 

Table 3 shows values of FSE in the first column, as 
in Table 2, but the second column gives values of samples 
that were immersed in water for 12 days and tested 
while totally immersed during test. 

Table 4 is a consolidated form of the results showing 
percentage changes in FSE from the corresponding 
'dry' values of each batch of mixed compound. 

The dry samples give average FSE values of 42 + 6 
Jim z for the polyester and 80 + 5 J/m 9' for the epoxide. 

Weichers t showed that FSE of epoxide varies with 

Table 3 FSE values of samples tested dry and totally immersed 
in water 
All values of FSE are quoted in d/m s 

12 days immersion 
(totally immersed 

Batch Tested dry during test) Average error 

Polyester: 
R 36 32 2 
S 54 53 12 
Column mean 45 42 

1 2  
13 Epoxide: 

T 95 81 21 
7 U 80 72 11 

17 Column mean 87 76 - -  
9 

Applying these three methods to Broutman's results 
we obtain the following FSE values: (a) 205I/m2; 
(b) 238 1/m ~ with a standard error of 12 J/m2; (c) 
215 J/m 2. 

These values should not be compared with those 
obtained from the work in this paper since the material 
used by Broutman was different. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effect of water on resins 
The fracture surface energies (FSE) for the un- 

modified epoxide and polyester resins were measured 
and are shown in Table 2. The row corresponding to a 
particular letter contains samples from one batch of 
mixed compound. The first column of figures shows the 
dry FSE values. The values quoted in the second column 
of figures refer to samples which were conditioned by 12 
days immersion in water and tested with water injected 
at the crack tip before each jump. The next column 
gives the results of samples which were conditioned as 
those above, but were surface dried by blotting the 
surface with tissue paper immediately before testing. 
Finally results are shown for a few samples that were 

Table 4 Changes in FSE shown as a percentage of the dry value 

Immersion period 

Batch 

12 days 12 days 70 days 
FSE water surface water Average 
dry injected dried injected error 

(J/m s ) (%) (%) (%) (-+%) 

H 56 + 1 8  m - -  38 
K 31 +10 -10  - -  13 
P 30 +50 - 3  +£3 12 

Column mean 39 +£5 - 7  +23 
J 87 + 45 - 32 - -  14 
L 62 - -  +11 - -  21 
M 66 + 3 2  - 1 1  - -  11 
N 91 - 1 3  - £ 0  + 8  19 
O 7"/ q-10 -1  +7  13 

Column mean 77 -I-18 -11 -I-7 

Batch 

FSE 
dry 

(d/m 2) 

12 days immersion 
(totally immersed during Average error 

test) (%) (+%) 

R 36 - 1 1  7 
S 54 - 2  22 

Column mean 45 - 6  

T 95 - 1 5  22 
U 80 -10  14 

Column mean 87 -13  m 
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cure temperature and that a minimum value of FSE is 
obtained at a curing temperature of about 140°C (for 
24h). Furthermore a reduction in cure time from 24h 
to 8 h (with a cure temperature of 120°C) gives a linear 
increase in FSE. The epoxide material used in this 
work was cured at a higher temperature of 180°C but for 
3 h. In accordance with his observation a higher value 
of FSE than obtained by Weichers at 155°C was 
obtained. 

Although the changes produced by water immersion 
were in most cases insignificant relative to the 'average 
error' (Tables 3, 4 and 5) there was a trend that suggests 
that the injection of, and immersion in, water during test 
increases and decreases the value of FSE respectively. 
The changes in all cases are not more than 50 %. 

The absorption of water appeared to decrease the 
FSE, as seen from the results on samples which were 
surface dried. When the water was injected the FSE was 
increased and this effect must be assumed to be related 
to the presence of water at the surface. It might be 
thought that this effect results from an alteration in 
the true surface energy changes occurring on cracking, 
but it was several orders of magnitude too large. No 
obvious explanation could be found and further work 
would be required to confirm the effect and to elucidate 
the mechanism. The results for the totally immersed 
samples were similar to those for the surface dried 
samples. This cannot be explained unless it is assumed 
that injection produces a more intimate contact between 
water and the crack tip. 

Rubber modified epoxide 

With the rubber modified epoxides it was noted that 
the visible quality of the fracture surface was changed 
by the mode of the crack initiation, i.e. the fish tail 
and the speed of initiation. No visible difference was 
observed on: (a) changing the crack width from a half 
to a quarter of sample thickness; (b) changing the 
groove width from 0.13mm to 3.2mm; and (c) using 
crosshead speeds (loading rates) after initiation of 
0.4, 1 and 4mm/min. 

Table 5 shows values of FSE for rubber modified 
epoxides. The mix details of the other additives are 
given in Table 1. Samples M3 to M6 (the suffixes indicate 
different batches) were materials as described by McGarry 
which includes DMP 30 as the sole curing agent. Samples 
T1 contain the same curing agents as in the unmodified 
epoxide material. The curing agents in samples T2 
were the same as those in the unmodified material with 
BDMA replaced by DMP 30 (this is the same as NMA 
added to the McGarry material). 

The addition of the rubber to the unmodified material 
doubled the FSE (see T1). The use of DMP30 in place 
of the other curing agent doubled the FSE (see T2). 

Table 5 FSE of rubber modified 
epoxide resins 

Mean batch FSE Standard 
Batch (d/m 2) deviation 

M3 260 29 
M4 330 45 
M6 310 25 
T1 160 22 
T2 210 20 

Fracture properties of thermosets : A. D. S. Diggwa 

The McGarry type material showed a fourfold improve- 
ment in FSE compared with the unmodified material. 
The average FSE of the McGarry type material was 
310+ 10 J/m s. Hence comparing M3-6 with T2 showed 
that the inclusion of NMA while assisting the production 
by lowering the viscosity, limited the improvement that 
could be obtained by using the rubber. 

The between-batch variability of the M3-6 sample 
was similar to that for unmodified resins. Although the 
standard deviation of the samples M6 (cut from one 
sheet) was lower than that for M3 and M4 it was not 
significantly so. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The fracture surface energy for the dry tested 
samples was 42J/m s for the polyester and 80 J/m s for 
the epoxide with standard errors of 6 J/m 2 and 5 J/m s 
respectively. 

(2) Water absorbed by the resin in 12 days at 30°C 
tends to reduce the fracture surface energy, although 
the average decrease for the epoxide was only about 
10%. The decrease for the polyester was about half 
that for the epoxide. 
(3) The presence of water around the sample during 
test, after an immersion period of 12 days at 30°C, 
tends to reduce the fracture surface energy, although 
the average decrease for the epoxide was only about 
10 %. The decrease for the polyester was about half that 
for the epoxide. 
(4) Under certain circumstances, if free water was in 
contact at the beginning of the fracture mode with the 
previously soaked sample, the values of fracture surface 
energy tended to increase. The average change was 
about 20 %. 
(5) The best rubber modified materials tested showed 
an increase in fracture surface energy of about four 
compared with the unmodified material. 
(6) The modifications given in this paper were necessary 
to improve the test method. The use of a wide groove 
on the rubber modified samples did not lead to wandering 
of the crack within the useful region of the crack length. 
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APPENDIX I 

Water absorption check 

In order to assess whether 12 days immersion was 
adequate to produce substantial saturation a number 
of sections of epoxide and polyester were immersed in 
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distilled water at 30°C over an extensive period. In 
order to approximate the water absorption at the 
bottom of the groove of the FSE sample, sheet samples 
were produced 1.5mm thick and were machined down 
to sections approximately 20 mm square. Their flat 
surfaces were slightly ground to resemble the machine 
surface of the groove. Periodically weight measurements 
were taken and Figure 6 shows the percentage water 
absorption with time of immersion. 

The water absorption of the polyester samples changes 
only slowly after 12 days immersion. However, to 
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~ 2.0  

~ 1.0 

, f ~  ~ p . . . - I  ~ 

,,/ 
0 4'0 80 i i 120 160 

Time (days) 
2 0 0  

Figure 6 Water absorption curves. O, Epoxide; x,  polyester 

Figure 7 Electron micrograph of rubber modified epoxide 
material showing the typical distribution of rubber particles 

Figure 8 Electron micrograph of an irregular particle in rubber 
modified epoxide 

achieve a similar condition with the epoxide samples 
about 100 days would be required and this was im- 
practical. Nevertheless after 12 days immersion the 
epoxide samples reached about 40 ~ of the 200 day 
figure and this should be sufficient to at least observe 
whether water has any effect. 

APPENDIX II 

Electron microscopy of rubber modified material 
Specimens were cut from the McGarry 4 type material 

and an unsuccessful attempt was made to produce a 
section suitable for transmission electron microscopy. 
Difficulty was encountered in staining the specimens 
as a few days immersion in osmic acid gave insufficient 
staining. Even long term immersion (four weeks) gave 
poor absorption and upon sectioning, using an ultra- 
microtome, all the sections obtained were badly 
fractured or shattered. 

A replica was then made and assessed using standard 
techniques, of the fracture surface in the region where 
the crack tip came to rest during the fracture mode of 
the test. Figure 7 shows a typical distribution of rubber 
particles of the order of 1/zm diameter. It is reasonable 
to assume that this reinforced epoxide material is 
basically similar to that used by McGarry 4. The type 
of irregular particle, about 7/~m in length shown in 
Figure 8 was found to be exceptional. It can also be 
seen in these Figures that a series of directional fractures 
(or crazes) run within and between particles. 
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A correlation of Young's modulus with yield 
stress in oriented poly(vinyl chloride) 

F. F. Rawson and d, G, Rider 
Department of Physics, University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey, UK 
(Received 14 September 1973) 

The variations of tensile and compressive yield stresses and of Young's modulus of 
oriented poly(vinyl chloride) sheet with direction and with degree of orientation, represented 
by birefringence, are shown. Young's modulus was calculated from elastic stiffness 
constants measured by an ultrasonic pulse method at 5MHz with estimated strain and 
strain rate amplitudes of 2× 10 -5 and 100s -z. Yield strains were about 5 × 10 -2 measured 
at strain rates of about 2× 10-2s -z. Although the measuring conditions were so different 
there was found to be a close correlation between tensile yield stress and Young's modulus, 
the two quantities being connected by a simple linear relationship, as direction of measure- 
ment and degree of orientation were varied. Compressive yield stress did not correlate 
with Young's modulus, and changed little with direction or degree of orientation by com- 
parison with tensile yield stress. The empirical linear relationship between tensile yield 
stress and Young's modulus, difficult to account for theoretically, might form the basis 
of a method for determining tensile yield stress ultrasonically. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several authors have suggested that there is a correlation 
between the changes in tensile yield stress and Young's 
modulus which take place when a thermoplastic polymer 
is oriented 1-5. The present paper discusses the existence 
of such a correlation in oriented poly(vinyl chloride) 
(PVC), a polymer not considered in refs 1 to 4. Two 
points of difference between the present work and that 
cited above are first, that consideration is given not 
only to tensile but also to compressive yield stress, and 
secondly that Young's modulus was determined from 
elastic stiffness constants measured at 5MHz by an 
ultrasonic pulse method, rather than from the load- 
extension curve or by a low frequency resonance method. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Young's modulus and compressive yield stress were 
measured on 5.5mm thick Darvic (ICI Ltd) sheet. 
Comparatively few tensile yield stress measurements 
could be obtained from this material because of pre- 
mature fracture. For this reason use is also made of 
tensile yield stress data which had already been obtained 
on thinner sheet of other grades, namely 0"5 mm thick 
Vybak (Bakelite Ltd) sheet and 1 mm Cobex (Bakelite- 
Xylonite Ltd) sheet. 

The sheets were oriented by drawing in a tensile 
testing machine at an elevated temperature and holding 
at constant length while cooling to room temperature. 
The Darvic and Cobex were drawn at 80°C, while some 
Vybak was drawn at 71°C and some at 90°C. Elastic 
stiffness constants, tensile and compressive yield stresses 
and optical birefringence were all measured at room 
temperature. Some of these measurements have been 
reported elsewhere in other contexts and the methods 
of measurement described 8-s. 

One point about the measurements which is relevant 
here is that the yield stresses on one hand and the 
elastic constants on the other were measured at widely 
different strains and strain rates. Yield strains were 
typically about 5 x 10 -2 and yield stresses were measured 
at strain rates of about 2 x 10 -2 s -1. Young's modulus 
values were derived from stiffness constants measured 
by means of stress pulses in which the frequency was 
5 MHz, the strain amplitude, estimated from the power 
in the pulses, was about 2x 10 -5, and the strain rate 
was about 100s -1. Furthermore, while yield stresses in 
tension and compression were measured separately, the 
Young's modulus values represent some average of 
tensile and compressive behaviour about a mean zero 
stress. 

The complications of making use of results from 
three different drawing temperatures and three different 
grades of PVC were overcome by using birefringence 
rather than draw ratio as a measure of the degree of 
orientation in the material, and by normalizing all 
yield stresses by dividing the yield stresses for a given 
grade by the yield stress of that grade in the unoriented 
state to give the quantity referred to hereafter as the 
yield stress ratio. 

~ S ~ T S  

Tensile yieM stress 
For a given degree of orientation the tensile yield stress 

varied with direction in the plane of the sheet in the 
characteristic manner shown in Figure 1. The angle 
plotted, ;~, is that between the direction in which the 
material was drawn to orient it (the draw direction) and 
the direction in which the tensile yield stress was subse- 
quently measured. The experimental values in Figure 1 
were obtained on Vybak of birefringence 3-56x 10 -a 
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stress of oriented PVC to that of the unoriented material. This 
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Figure £ Variation with degree of orientation, indicated by 
birefringence, of the ratio of the tensile yield stress of oriented 
PVC to that of the unoriented material, for directions parallel to 
~=0 ° and at right-angles to ~=90 °, the orientation direction, 
The materials, orienting draw temperature and direction are 
indicated as follows: 

tl iw 

Symbol 
Draw temperature 

Material (°C) ~=0 ° ,~=90 ° 

Darvic 80 [] • 
Cobex 80 O • 
Vybak 71 V • 
Vybak 90 A • 

i t  is 

which had been drawn at 71°C; the shape of the curve 
is typical. 

The variation of tensile yield stress with degree of 
orientation is shown in Figure 2, in which the yield stress 
ratios parallel to and at right-angles to the draw direction 
()~=0 ° and A= 90 °) are plotted against birefringence. The 
graph includes measurements made on Darvic and Cobex 
drawn at 80°C, and Vybak drawn at 71 °C and 90°C. For 
clarity, yield stress ratios at intermediate angles are not 
shown in this Figure; as Figure 1 indicates they fall 
between the lines for A=0 ° and A=90 °. 

Compressive yield stress 
The corresponding graphs for compressive yield stress 

ratios are given in Figure 3 (Darvic, birefringence 3.63 x 
10 -3 ) which typifies the variation with direction, and in 
Figure 4 (Darvic) which shows the variation at A=0 ° and 
A=90 ° with birefringence. (The normalization process 
conceals the fact that in the unoriented material the 
compressive yield stress was about 19 ~o higher than the 
tensile yield stressT.) 

Young's modulus 
The Young's modulus values were calculated from the 

stiffness constants measured by Rawson and Rider s on 
the Darvic sheet using a 5 MHz ultrasonic pulse tech- 
nique. The oriented sheet was found to be elastically iso- 
tropic about the draw direction. Thus there were five 
independent elastic constants for any given state of 
orientation, and Young's modulus in a direction making 
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Variation with direction of the ratio of the compressive Figure 3 
yield stress of oriented PVC to that of the unoriented material. 
This example is Darvic oriented by drawing at 80°C to a residual 
birefringence of 3.63x 10 -s 
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Variation with degree of orientation, indicated by bire- Figure 4 
fringence, of the ratio of the compressive yield stress of oriented 
PVC to that of the unoriented material, for directions parallel 
to ,~=0 ° (r-I), and at right angles to ~--90 ° ( i ) ,  the orientation 
direction. The material was Darvic oriented by drawing at 80°C 
to the residual birefringence shown 
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Figure 5 Variation with direction of the ratio of the ultrasonically 
determined Young's modulus of oriented PVC to that of the 
unoriented material. This example is Darvic oriented by drawing 
at 80°C to a residual birefringence of 3.63x 10 -3 
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Figure 6 Variat ion with degree of orientation, indicated by 
birefringence, of the ratio of the ultrasonical ly determined Young's 
modulus of oriented PVC to that of the unoriented material, for 
directions parallel to ,~=0 ° ([3), and at r ight-angles to ,~=90 ° (11), 
the orientation direction. The material was Darvic oriented by 
drawing at 80°C to the residual birefringence shown 

angle A with the draw direction was given by: 

Ea = [smsin4A + saacos4~ + (2813 -~- s44)sinZ~cos2A]-I 

where slz etc. are the compliance constants, which were 
calculated from the measured stiffness constants CZl 
etcP; axis 3 is along the draw direction. 

As with the yield stresses, the Young's modulus 
values have been normalized by division by the value 
for the unoriented material and the results are illustrated 
in the same way as the yield stresses. Figure 5 shows 
the variation of Young's modulus ratio with direction 
for a given degree of orientation (birefringence 3.63 x 
10 -3) and Figure 6 shows the variation of Young's 
modulus ratios parallel to and at right-angles to the 
draw direction with birefringence. Young's modulus 
ratios for intermediate angles fall between the two lines 
in Figure 6. 

CORRELATION BETWEEN YIELD STRESS AND 
YOUNG'S MODULUS 

The procedures of normalizing the yield stresses and 
using birefringence as a parameter to indicate degree of 
orientation have been successful in bringing together 
the tensile yield stress data from the different materials 
and drawing temperatures (Figure 2) and establishing 
dearly the pattern of behaviour. The tensile yield stress 
in the direction of molecular orientation (the draw 
direction) rose steeply compared with the slight fall 
and levelling-off at right-angles to the orientation 
direction as the degree of molecular alignment increased. 

Marked differences in behaviour between tensile and 
compressive yield stresses can be seen by comparing 
Figures 1 and 3 and Figures 2 and 4. The variations 
of compressive yield stress both with direction and with 
degree of orientation were small. Compressive yield 
stress at right-angles to the orientation direction was 
slightly higher than in the orientation direction and 
there was a minimum value in the region of about 
45°-60 ° to the orientation direction. With increasing 
degree of orientation the compressive yield stress in all 
directions fell below the value for the unoriented state. 
Similar results of measurements in the orientation 
direction on polypropylene have been reported by 
Duckett et al. lo. 

The behaviour of Young's modulus clearly paralleled 
that of the tensile yield stress but not that of the com- 
pressive yield stress, as Figures 1 to 6 show. The close 
similarity in behaviour between Young's modulus and 
tensile yield stress is brought out in Figure 7 in which 
the tensile yield stress ratio is plotted against the Young's 
modulus ratio using smoothed values read from the 
curves in Figures 2 and 6 for A=0 ° and A=90 ° at the 
same set of birefringence values and from the curves 
in Figures 1 and 5 for intermediate values of A for a 
birefringence of 3.6 x 10 -a (considering the actual values 
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Figure 7 Tensile yield stress ratio plotted against ultrasonical ly 
determined Young's modulus ratio. Source of data: -I-, for a 
range of directions, birefringence 3 .6x10  -s, Figures I and 5; 
O, for a range of birefringence, parallel to the orientation direc- 
tion, upper curves of Figures 2 and 6; O, for a range of birefrin- 
gence, at r ight-angles to the orientat ion direction, lower curves 
of Figures 2 and 6 
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of 3-56 x 10 -s and 3.63 x 10 -8 to be the same). All the 
points lie close to a common straight line, thus emphasiz- 
ing the close correlation of the tensile yield stress and 
Young's modulus ratios. This empirical result can be 
written: 

cr;t-crU-l'45(E~--~ (1) 

Here, o denotes the tensile yield stress and E the Young's 
modulus. Subscript )~ indicates that the quantity is 
measured in the oriented material at angle ~ to the 
draw direction and subscript u refers to the unoriented 
material. The equation holds for all values of  ;~. 

There was no such general correlation between com- 
pressive yield stress and Young's modulus. Although, 
as Figures 4 and 6 show, compressive yield stress and 
Young's modulus at 90 ° to the orientation direction 
behaved in the same way in that both decreased slightly 
with increasing orientation, such similarity in behaviour 
did not extend to other directions, the difference being 
most marked in the orientation direction. 

the observed difference in yield stress in tension and 
compression, a difference which has been shown 7, z0 
to arise from two sources, the effect of the mean normal 
stress and the effect of orientation. What has to be 
explained here is why the Young's modulus correlates 
with the tensile yield stress and not the compressive. 

Because of these difficulties it does not seem possible 
at present to give a satisfactory explanation for the 
empirically determined equation (1). Nevertheless this 
equation may provide the basis for a method of deter- 
mining the tensile yield stresses of  oriented PVC (and 
perhaps other thermoplastics) from ultrasonic elastic 
constant measurements which might in some circum- 
stances be advantageous. 
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DISCUSSION 

The results show that the effects of orientation on 
Young's modulus and tensile yield stress were closely 
correlated although the two quantities were measured 
under widely different conditions, whereas the effect on 
compressive yield stress did not correlate. Robertson t 
has given a theory providing a relationship between 
yield stress and elastic constants based on the hypothesis 
that yield takes place at a specified state of strain 
irrespective of  the degree of orientation. There are two 
difficulties in applying his theory to these results. First, 
the elastic constants in the theory are those appropriate 
to the conditions in which the yield stress is measured, 
whereas in these experiments this condition did not 
hold. Secondly, no allowance is made in the theory for 
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Impact strength and mechanical losses 
in thermoplastics" 
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Statistical analysis of results on twenty different thermoplastics shows that there is an 
inverse correlation between impact strength and dynamic modulus. However, at best, 
this correlation only accounts for about two-thirds of the variance in impact strength. 
It is less satisfactory for composites than for pure polymers and it does not account for 
other secondary factors such as the embrittling effect of bulky side groups and reduction 
in molecular weight. 

Some of the residual variance may be accounted for by an additional direct influence 
of mechanical losses on impact strength. Impact tests on some polymers over a wide 
temperature range have shown pronounced peaks in brittle impact strength close to peaks 
in loss tangent. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many authors ~-~a have considered the possibility that 
there is some relation between the short-term toughness 
of thermoplastics, as judged by their impact strengths 
or by their brittle points, and their moduli and loss 
processes determined by dynamic mechanical experi- 
ments. The significance of this line of study is that it 
helps in the explanation and understanding of observed 
trends in toughness; more is known about the influences 
of chemical constitution and secondary factors on 
dynamic mechanical properties than about their in- 
fluences on toughness. If a trend in impact strength is 
inversely correlated with a trend in dynamic modulus, 
it implies that the change in impact behaviour is caused 
by a change in molecular or segmental mobility. Con- 
versely, if there is a trend in impact strength, without a 
related trend in dynamic mechanical properties, it 
indicates that the cause is a change in the severity of 
structural defects or in some other factor which does 
not affect molecular mobility. 

The main purposes of this paper are to consider how 
far the effects of chemical constitution on toughness 
can be accounted for by the inverse correlation between 
impact strength and dynamic modulus, and to present 
some evidence relating peaks in brittle impact strength 
to relaxation processes. 

CORRELATION OF TOUGHNESS WITH MODULUS 

The evidence for some relation between toughness and 
loss processes has been reviewed by Oberst s, Boyer 14 
and Heijboer 15. To obtain further quantitative detail, 
statistical analyses were performed on results which 
had been obtained on the twenty thermoplastics which 
are listed and classified in Table 1. The following five 
mechanical tests were used. 

* Presented as a Symposium Lecture at the IUPAC International 
Symposium on Macromolecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

1. The impact behaviour was assessed using Charpy- 
type impact tests, with various notch tip radii 19. For 
the preliminary analyses, the results were taken every 
10°C from -20°C to +60°C. It was found that better 
correlations were obtained by using the four-fold 
classification described by Vincent 19 than by using the 
actual values of impact strengths. The following nomen- 
clature will be used in this paper: 1S(UN)=impact 
strength of unnotched specimens; 1S(x) = impact strength 
of specimens with notch tip radius xmm; 1S(VS)= 
impact strength with very sharp notches; class 1 -  
specimens break even when unnotched, 1S(UN)< 
40kJ/m2; class 2--no break unnotched or IS(UN)> 
40 kJ/m z, 1S (2) < 20 kJ/m 2; class 3--IS (2) > 20 kJ/m 2 or 
no complete break, IS(1/4) < 10 kJ/me; class 4 IS(1/4) > 
10kJ/m 2 or no complete break. The class numbers 1--4 
were used for impact strength rating in the statistical 
analyses; 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 were used for borderline 
cases, giving a seven point scale. 

2. The real part of the dynamic Young's modulus in 
flexure (E') was obtained from the vibrating reed 
apparatus described by Robinson z0. The frequency 
range covered was approximately 100--300Hz (in this 
apparatus it varies with the modulus). 

3. The yield stress (ay) was obtained from tensile 
tests as described by Vincent 21 at an extension speed 
of 0.5in/min (0.21 mm/s). Occasionally, when ay could 
not be measured in tension, because of supervening 
brittle fracture, it was estimated using compression 
tests. 

4. The tensile yield stress in static fatigue was obtained 
at +20°C by the method described by GothamZL The 
values at 10 z, 104 and 106 s were used for analysis. 

5. The flexural strength in dynamic fatigue was 
obtained at +20°C/0.5Hz by the method described by 
Gotham 23. Again the values at 102, 104 and 106s were 
used. 

The matrix of correlation coefficients between the 
various test methods was obtained from the assembled 
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results. There is little doubt of the statistical significance 
of the correlations quoted below. Typically, a correlation 
coefficient of +0.70 is significant at the 0.1 ~o level and 
one of + 0"60 at the 1.0 ~o level. 

The stress needed to cause failure in dynamic fatigue 
after 100s correlated highly with the static fatigue 
stress at the same time (0.97). The corresponding cor- 
relation for 104s was much poorer (0"68)and after 
106 s the correlation between dynamic and static fatigue 
was not significant even at the 5 ~o level. Furthermore, 
there was no significant correlation between impact 
behaviour and dynamic fatigue. It can be deduced that 
additional considerations are needed to account for 
the effects of chemical constitution on fracture under 
cyclic stressing. Fatigue will not be considered further 
in this paper; the 'toughness' discussed is only that 
observed in fast or short-term tests. 

With due allowance for the difference in effective 
testing rate, E '  and err- were well correlated (0-81 to 
0.94) so it is clearly likely that, if there is an inverse 
correlation between impact strength rating (1SR) and 
E',  there will also be one between 1SR and cry-. This 
proved to be true but the correlations between 1SR 
and E '  were better than those between 1SR and ~r, 
between 1SR and lIE' or between 1SR and 1/gr. Figure 
1 is a graph of the correlation coefficient between 1SR 
and E '  plotted against the difference between the tem- 
peratures at which the two measurements were made. 
It can be judged from the graph that the best correlations 
were obtained when the dynamic modulus was measured 
somewhat below the temperature of the impact strength 
rating. For the remainder of the analysis, 1SR at tem- 
perature T was compared with E' at (T--10)°C. In 
Figure 1, the correlation coefficients under these condi- 
tions lie from -0.69 to -0.80. Thus it seems that there 
is a statistically significant inverse correlation between 
modulus and impact strength but that 36 to 50yo of 
the variance in impact strength rating is not accounted 
for by changes in dynamic modulus. 

Various changes were made in an attempt to refine 
and explore this correlation further: (1) some additional 
results were included, outside the previously selected 
temperature range. Table 1 lists the total temperature 
ranges of impact strength rating used for the various 
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Figure 1 Correlation coefficient between impact strength rating 
and dynamic modulus as a function of the difference between 
the temperatures of measurement, The correlation appears best 
if the modulus is taken about 10°C below the temperature of the 
impact strength rating 

Table 1 Thermoplastics used for statistical analysis 

Temperature Code Abbre- 
Material range (°C) No. viation 

Non-crystalline polymers: 
Poly(methyl methacrylate) -130 to +80 1 PMMA 

sheet 
Poly(vinyl chloride) sheet --130 to +60 
Polysulphone of bisphenol A -20 to  -t-60 
Poly(2,6-dimethyl-l,4- -£Oto +60 £ PPO 

phenylene ether) 
Polycarbonate of bisphenol A -20to  +60 3 PC 

Non-crystalline composites: 
ABS -20  to +60 
Two modified acrylics - 2 0 t o  +60 

Crystalline polymers" 
Low density polyethylene -30  to +60 
High density polyethylene -20to  +70 5 HDPE 
Polypropylene (injection -£0to  +60 6 

moulding) 
Polypropylene (extrusion) -£0  to +60 
Two propylene-ethylene -20  to +60 

polymers 
4-Methyl pentene-1 polymer --20 to +60 7 P4MP 
Oxymethylene polymer -20  to +80 
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) - 20 to + 70 
Polytetrafluoroethylene -20  to +70 8 PTFE 

sheet 
Nylon-6,6 (dry) -80  to +70 
Glass-filled nylon-6,6 (dry) -20  to +80 9 

indicated All injection moulded except where otherwise 

materials; (2) the results on the glass-filled nylon were 
excluded because some of them were clearly discrepant 
on the high modulus-high impact strength side; (3) 
the results on the 4-methyl pentene-1 polymer (P4MP) 
were excluded because they were totally discrepant on 
the low modulus-low impact strength side; (4) values 
of E '  above 5.5 and below I '0GN/m ~ were omitted 
because it was obvious that the relation became non- 
linear if these ranges were included. 

These restrictions left 133 pairs of results on the 18 
remaining materials. For these results, the correlation 
coefficient between ISR and E '  was -0.80 so that 64~o 
of the variance in impact strength was accounted for. 
Figure 2 is a diagram in which ISR is plotted against 
E'. It shows the calculated regression line (broken) and 
a band lying half a rating point above and below the 
regression fine. The band is extended to high and low 
moduli and then defines a zig-zag region within which 
65~o of the results lie. Thus one can conclude that 
there is a correlation, permitting some prediction of 
impact behaviour from dynamic modulus, but that it 
is only a partial correlation and that there are significant 
deviations. Some of these deviations may be explained 
by considering secondary factors, other than dynamic 
modulus; their influences are discussed below. 

SECONDARY FACTORS 

The main difficulty in relating impact behaviour to 
chemical constitution is that there are many secondary 
factors which have substantial influences on impact 
strength. Some of these secondary factors may explain 
deviations from the general correlation between impact 
strength rating and dynamic modulus. Eleven points 
have been plotted in Figure 2 to represent the largest 
deviations of the most discrepant materials. For two 
materials, two points of each have been plotted, to 
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Figure 2 Correlation between impact strength rating and dynamic 
m o d u l u s . - - - - ,  regression equation; - - ,  defines a band 
which contains 65% of the results. Points represent the most 
deviant results of the most discrepant materials. Code numbers 
refer to Table I 

represent deviations on both the high and low sides of 
the band. The code numbers, adjacent to the points, 
refer to Table 1. 

The most discrepant material was the glass-filled 
nylon (code 9) between +60°C and +80°C. It seems 
likely that the substantial improvement in its impact 
behaviour between +50°C and +80°C is caused by 
the increased mobility of molecular segments on passing 
through the n process (the nomenclature for the various 
loss processes mentioned in this paper follows that of 
McCrum et aL24). The dynamic modulus falls on 
passing through the ~ process but only to 6.5 GN/m 2 
at +70°C. This shows that the effect on the impact 
strength of a high modulus caused by the presence of 
glass fibres differs from the effect of a high modulus 
caused by rigid molecules. One should not expect glass- 
filled or similar materials to be in the same correlation 
band as unfilled polymers. 

The two points coded 4 in Figure 2 refer to the non- 
crystalline composites. It is true that addition of rubbery 
particles does both decrease the modulus and improve 
the impact strength but the quantitative agreement is 
poor; only about a third of the results for the three 
composites lie in the band. It seems best to conclude 
that these composites, like glass-filled nylon, need 
special consideration and do not fit simply into the 
pattern shown by the pure polymers. 

Heijboer 15 reported significant deviations from a 
correlation between the brittle point of unnotched 
specimens and the temperature of pronounced damping 
peaks. It was shown 25 that some of these deviations 
may be explained by the reduction in critical tensile 
strength with increasing molecular cross-sectional area; 
in particular, polymers with bulky side groups tend to 
be more brittle than would be expected from their 
dynamic mechanical properties. In the same way, 
bulky side groups can account for the low impact 
rating of PMMA at + 80°C (code 1 in Figure 2) and 
of P4MP between -20°C and + 60°C (e.g. code 7). 

The results on the extrusion grade of polypropylene 
all lie inside the correlation band but most of the results 
on the injection moulding grade lie low (e.g. code 6 in 
Figure 2). This is probably a consequence of the well- 
known sensitivity of crystalline polymers to changes in 
molecular weight and in fabrication conditions. 

and mechanical losses in thermoplastics: P. I. Vincent 

If the results on these materials are omitted, 96 pairs 
of results remain; the correlation is improved and 77 ~o 
of the results lie inside the band. Table 2 lists the four 
materials which are still discrepant, on the high side. 

After examination of the evidence presented in the 
next section, a suggestion will be made why these 
particular materials should have relatively high impact 
strength rating for their moduli. 

PEAKS IN BRITTLE IMPACT STRENGTH 

Vincent z9 gave reasons for believing that it is useful, for 
prediction of service performance, to measure impact 
strength as a function of test temperature on specimens 
with different notch tip radii. After making such measure- 
ments, on a wide range of thermoplastics, it is clear 
that the largest and most important change of impact 
strength with temperature occurs over the relatively 
narrow range of temperature where the type of fracture 
changes between brittle and ductile--the brittle point. 
Under some conditions this brittle point is close to a 
relaxation process but this is not invariably true. 

For unnotched specimens, the brittle point may be 
formally defined as the temperature at which the brittle 
strength (~B)=the yield stress (cry). ~B is much less 
sensitive than a~, to changes in temperature and is not 
affected by dynamic loss peaks. Because of the correlation 
between E'  and a t ,  a reduction in E '  shows up as a 
reduction in ey and therefore, for constant ~B, to a 
movement of the brittle point to lower temperatures 
and an improvement in the impact behaviour. 

To some extent, this formal approach can be carried 
over to notched specimens, defining the brittle point as 
the temperature at which the brittle fracture energy 
(WB)=the energy to yield (Wy). Provided that WB is 
not sensitive to changes in temperature or to the presence 
of loss peaks, the same procedure can be adopted. A 
reduction in E' shows up as a reduction in Wy, move- 
ment of the brittle point down in temperature and an 
improvement in impact behaviour. This fits satisfactorily 
with the observed general inverse correlation between 
E '  and impact strength rating. 

Sometimes, however, WB is not independent of 
temperature or of the presence of loss peaks; this 
complicates the formal approach and leads to exceptions 
from the general correlation. Careful selection of the 
notch tip radius may be needed to demonstrate peaks 
in WB associated with peaks in the dynamic losses. 
If the notch is too blunt, the specimens become tough 
in the region of the loss process and the peak is only 
observable as a slight bump on the low temperature 
side of the steeply rising impact strength curve. If the 
notch is too sharp, the peak in WB may not appear. 

The first example considered will be a polysulphone 
(Union Carbide P 1700). The losses and the impact 

Table 2 Thermoplastics with good im- 
pact behaviour relative to their dynamic 
moduli 

Temperature range of Code 
Material discrepancy (°C) number 

PTFE --10 to +20 8 
HDPE -20 to  -I-10 5 
PC --20 to -I-60 3 
PPO -30 to -I-20 £ 
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behaviour of this polymer both depend in a very com- 
plicated way on the moulding conditions, heat treatment, 
storage times and water content and on interactions 
between these variables. As shown by Heijboer 26, its 
glass transition ties between 150°C and 200°C and it 
has a prominent /3 process around -100°C at 1 Hz. 
There is also another process, between the 13 process 
and the glass transition, which can be as large as the 
/3 process but which is particularly sensitive, both in 
amplitude and in temperature, to changes in the variables 
listed above. It can be suppressed completely by slow 
cooling or by suitable heat treatments. Because of this 
type of variability it is essential, when comparing 
impact behaviour and loss processes, to ensure that the 
specimens for the two experiments are in the same 
state and are stressed in the same direction. Figure 3b 
shows an impact strength as a function of test tem- 
perature under the following conditions: injection 
moulded discs, edge gated; specimens cut and stressed 
perpendicular to the flow direction; notch tip radius, 
l mm; 30 days in laboratory atmosphere before test; 
otherwise, as described in ref. 19. Figure 3a shows tan 3 
as a function of temperature, for a specimen from the 
same sample, in the vibrating reed dynamic mechanical 
test. The t3 process has its peak at -65°C; this is a 
higher temperature than in Heijboer's test, presumably 
because of the higher frequency (220 Hz). 

The marked similarity of the two peaks in Figure 3 
is good evidence for some relation between the two 
properties. Either the impact strength is directly de- 
pendent on the mechanical losses or both are affected 
by the same changes in segmental mobility. It is important 
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Figure 5 Effect of test temperature on impact strength with very 
sharp notches for a sample of PTFE similar to that of Figure 4 

to emphasize that all the fractures represented in Figure 
3b were brittle; the increasing impact strength between 
-160°C and -50°C is not a brittle-ductile transition. 
The decrease in impact strength between -50°C and 
+40°C is particularly significant; because it is accom- 
panied by a decrease in E',  it cannot be expected to 
fit the general inverse correlation between E'  and ISR. 
It is also worth noting that the peak in tan 3 occurs 
about 15°C below the peak in IS(1). This supports 
the trend shown in Figure 1 in suggesting that the 
effective frequency of the impact test is higher than 
200 Hz. 

The second example is a PTFE (ICI Plastics Division 
Fluon G 163). The curve of tan 8 as a function of tem- 
perature from the vibrating reed experiment is shown 
in Figure 4 and is reasonably similar to the curve found 
in torsion at 1 Hz by McCrum ~4 for a PTFE sample 
of 48% crystallinity. Impact strength, on specimens 
which were very sharply notched with razor blades, is 
shown as a function of temperature in Figure 5. It 
must again be emphasized that all the fractures appeared 
brittle; there is no question of a brittle-ductile transition. 
The similarity between the impact strength and tan 3 
curves is even more striking than with the polysulphone 
and again there are regions where the impact strength 
is decreasing where the modulus is decreasing (-85°C 
to -30°C and + 140°C to + 200°C). It is also of interest 
to note that the ~ and 9' processes, which are assigned to 
motion in the disordered regions of the polymer 24, 
appear more prominently in Figure 5 than the crystal 
disordering transitions in the room temperature region. 
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0 0 4  The third example is a polycarbonate of bisphenol A 
(Bayer Makrolon E). Figure 6a gives tan 8 as a function 
of temperature showing the prominent, high amplitude 
/3 process at -70°C. Figure 6b shows two curves of 
impact strength against temperature (1/4mm notch tip 
radius and very sharp notches). Again, all the fractures 
represented were brittle and with very sharp notches 
the impact behaviour remained brittle up to + 140°C. 
1S(VS) is constant between -100 and +60°C and is 
apparently not affected by the /3 process. In contrast, 
IS(1/4) nearly doubled between -100 and -40°C, 
presumably because of the presence and influence of 
the /3 process. Between - 4 0  and 0°C, 1S(I/4) sweeps 
up even more rapidly towards the very high (ductile) 
fracture energy at +20°C. It is difficult to resist the 
conclusion that the good impact behaviour with 1/4mm 
radius notches at +20°C is a consequence of the de- 
pendence of WB on the fl process. Most workers in this 
field have felt that there was a connection between the 
good impact behaviour of polycarbonate and its large 
fl process. In particular, Turley la showed that PC has 
a peak in dart drop impact strength near -50°C. 

Figures 7a and 7b show tan 8 and 1S(1/4) as functions 
of test temperature for a sample of poly(2,6-dimethylene- 
1,4-phenylene ether) (General Electric PPO C-1001). 
As usual, all the fractures were brittle. The bump in 
IS(1/4) between 0 and +80°C is probably associated 
with the bumps in tan 8 observed over a similar tem- 
perature range. The tan 8 curve differs somewhat from 
the two tan ~ curves given by Heijboer 15, 26; probably 
his samples were more slowly cooled. 
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Figure 7 Effect of test temperature on a sample of poly(2,6- 
dimethyl-l,4-phenylene ether). (a) Tan 8; (b) brittle impact 
strength with I/4mm radius notches 

Figures 8a and 8b show tan 8 and 1S(1/4) as functions 
of test temperature for a sample of polyoxymethylene 
(du Pont Delrin 150). All the fractures were brittle 
and there is a peak in impact strength in the brittle 
region but the peak does not coincide with the peak in 
tan 8 at -50°C/300Hz. In this example, it seems more 
true to suggest that the rise in 1S(1/4) from 2.5kJ/m 2 
at -100°C to 6.9kJ/m 2 at -20°C coincides with the 
y process. Park 27 investigated an oxymethylene co- 
polymer by means of high speed tensile tests on un- 
notched specimens. He located the brittle-ductile 
transition at -40°C and found an improvement in 
ductility near the/9 process (smaller peak in Figure 8a). 

In 1960, Staverman and Heijboer 7 published a graph 
showing good agreement between the impact strength 
of polypropylene (in kg cm/cm 2) and its compliance 
(in 10-Zlcm2/dyne) between -20  and +40°C. That is, 
as the compliance increases on warming through the/3 
process, the impact strength increases in a very similar 
way. Figure 9 shows the same plot, in the same units, 
for a sample of polyethylene (ICI Plastics Division 
Alkathene Q 4011, specimen density 0.9370Mg/m a) 
from - 6 0  to +50°C. The parallelism between the two 
properties seems too striking to be fortuitous. On the 
other hand, Figure 10 shows the same plot for a sample 
of higher density polyethylene (Chemische Werke Hills 
Vestolen A 120, specimen density 0-9535 Mg/ma). Here 
there is no agreement between the two properties; 
above the peak at -20°C, 1S(1/4) falls while the 
compliance rises. Once again, the simple correlation 
between impact strength and modulus is disturbed by 
the influence of the /3 process on the brittle impact 
strength. 

In the face of this evidence, there cannot be any 
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serious doubt that it is possible to observe pronounced 
peaks in toughness closely related to peaks in the ~ I0 
mechanical losses. These peaks disturb the simple " 
inverse correlation between impact strength and modulus. ~'v-a- 
It seems particularly significant that all the four polymers .~ uE 8: 
listed in Table 2 as being discrepant on the high side ,-O~ ~ u  
have peaks in WB near a prominent loss process when ~, a, 6 
tested with notches of 1/4ram radius or sharper. ._0 

E 4 
0"12 t.,q 
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2 I I I I 

- I 0 0  - 6 0  - 2 0  +20  " + 6 0  -+100 
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Figure 8 Effect of test temperature on a sample of poiyoxy- 
methylene. (a) Tan 8; (b) brittle impact strength with 1/4ram 
radius notches 
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Figure 9 Effect of test temperature on a sample of medium 
density polyethylene, x ,  Brittle impact strength with 1/4mm 
radius notches; , compliance 
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Effect of test temperature on a sample of higher 
density polyethylene, x ,  Brittle impact strength with 1/4mm 
radius notches; , compliance 

CONCLUSIONS 

The short-term toughness of thermoplastics is affected 
by changes in molecular mobility in two quite distinct 
ways. In the first place, up to 64 Yo of the variance in 
impact strength can be accounted for by the variance 
in dynamic modulus. Some of the residual variance is 
caused by changes in secondary factors, such as additives, 
bulky side groups and molecular weight. But finally, 
some polymers have peaks in the impact strength of 
notched specimens which are directly related to peaks 
in mechanical losses. 
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Microphase separation in a graft copolymer 
C. Price, R. Singleton and D. Woods 

Department of Chemistry, University of Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, UK 
(Received 10 August 1973) 

Numerous studies have been reported of microphase 
separation in block copolymersL For block copolymers 
having a well defined primary structure (e.g. AB, ABA, 
ABABA type copolymers) it has been found that micro- 
phase separation can lead to ordered arrays of regular 
domains ~-5. Three main types of domain have been 
found; spheres, cylinders and lamellae e. The composi- 
tional order in which these usually occur is shown in 
Table 1. In the case of solvent cast specimens of AB 
and ABA type copolymers the nature and regularity 
of the domain morphologies obtained have been shown 
to depend on such factors as the block lengths and overall 
composition of the copolymer, polymer solvent inter- 
actions, the degree of incompatibility of the two polymer 
components, the casting temperature and the rate of 
evaporation of the solvent 7, s. 

To date, relatively little work has been reported on 
the two-phase morphologies of graft copolymers. 
Intuitively, one might expect that with these more 
complex systems the type of mierophase separation 
obtained would be less distinct and the resulting morph- 
ology far less regular than that observed for the types 
of system cited above. In this note, however, we present 
evidence which shows that under certain conditions 
graft copolymers can also exhibit the regular two-phase 
structures normally associated with simple block co- 
polymers. The system investigated was a copolymer 
formed by grafting polyisoprene chains onto a poly- 
styrene backbone. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

Preparation and characterization of the graft copolymer 
Details of the method of preparation and charac- 

terization of the sample (designated 1G1) are to be 
found elsewhere 9. Briefly, the graft copolymer was 
synthesized by adding poly(isoprenyl lithium) (Mn= 
12 500) to chloromethylated polystyrene (Mn= 190 000) 
having a narrow molecular weight distribution. The 
sample studied was one of a series of fractions isolated 
from the reaction mixture by liquid-liquid separation. 
In carrying out the latter, successive quantities of 
methanol were added to a 1 ~o solution in a 1:I (v/v) 

Table 1 Effect of composition on the domain 
morphology of AB type block copolymers 

Domains Matrix 

100% A 

loo?/. B 

B spheres A 
B rods A 

A and B lamellae 
A rods B 
A spheres B 

mixture of toluene and heptane. The two liquid phases 
obtained after each addition were equilibrated using 
the usual heating and cooling cycles and then separated 
by syphoning off the dilute phase. Fractions were 
isolated by freeze-drying. 

The number-average molecular weight and apparent 
weight-average molecular weight (in tetrahydrofuran) of 
the selected fraction were 5.5x105 and 6-5x105 
respectively. U.v. spectroscopy carried out on chloro- 
form solutions gave the wt ~o polystyrene in the fraction 
to be 29.2. Gel permeation chromatography was used 
to check that traces of homopolymer had been effectively 
removed from the sample. 

Electron microscopy 
Electron micrographs of specimens were obtained 

using an AEI EM6G electron microscope operated at 
an accelerating voltage of 100kV. Specimens were 
prepared by spraying dispersions of the graft copolymer 
(0.2~ by wt concentration) in hexane onto mounted 
carbon films. After the solution had been allowed to 
evaporate the specimen was stained using osmium 
tetroxide vapour, which selectively reacts with the 
olefinic bonds of the polyisoprene chains. 

An electron micrograph of the graft copolymer is 
shown in Figure 1. In spite of the complex chain geometry 
of the copolymer regular hexagonal arrays of 'circular' 
domains are observed. Light regions indicate poly- 
styrene and dark regions polyisoprene. Thus the morph- 
ology consists of polystyrene domains in a matrix of 

Figure 1 Electron micrograph of graft copolymer 1G1 
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Table 2 Measured number-average domain diameter and 
interdomain distance of the two copolymers 

Vol ~ of polystyrene 

From e.m. From e.m. From 
D dint assuming assuming chemical 

Sample Type (nm) (nm) spheres cylinders composition 

1G1 graft 17-5 £5.0 25.4 44.6 26.4 
1D1 block 13-0 25.0 10.4 24.6 22.4 

D=domain diameter; dint=interdomain distance; e.m.=electron 
microscopy 

polyisoprene. The variation in contrast within domain 
'areas' is a reproducible feature and will be referred to 
later. 

The measured number-average domain diameter and 
interdomain distance (i.e. nearest distance between 
centres) are given in Table 2. The average value reported 
for the domain diameter must be treated as slightly 
arbitrary, however, because of the somewhat diffuse 
nature of the two-phase boundaries. 

If we assume there is complete phase separation of the 
two components, the volume fraction of polystyrene 
may be calculated by two independent methods. In 
the first instance we can obtain it from a knowledge of 
the chemical composition of the polymer chain, and 
secondly from measured area fractions assuming a 
particular domain structure (i.e. either spheres or 
cylinders). From such a comparison, given in Table 2, 
we conclude the polystyrene domains are approximately 
spherical in shape. If we also assume that the density 
of the polystyrene domains is the same as that of poly- 
styrene homopolymer, it can be calculated that each 
domain should contain ~ 9 backbone chains. 

An electron micrograph of a specimen of a poly- 
styrene-b-polyisoprene (AB type) block copolymer taken 
in a similar way to that of the graft copolymer is given 
in Figure 2 for the purpose of comparison. For the 
block copolymer (designated 1D1) the number-average 
molecular weights of the polystyrene block and overall 
polymer were 13 000 and 51 000 respectively, whilst u.v. 
spectroscopy gave the wt~o polystyrene to be 25.2. 
A surface area analysis of the electron micrograph 
shown in Figure 2 suggests the 'circular' domains in 
this case are polystyrene cylinders viewed end on (see 
Table 2). 

As reported previously 1° on preparing specimens o f  
the graft copolymer by casting from benzene solution 
(i.e. in a good solvent for both components), quite 
distinct phase separation was also observed but the 
morphology was much more irregular than that observed 
in the present study. In contrast, as is well known from 
numerous reports in the literature, polystyrene-b- 
polyisoprene block copolymers readily give highly 
ordered domain morphologies when cast from benzene 
solution. 

Low-angle X-ray diffraction 
A low-angle X-ray study was made on the graft 

copolymer using a Rigaku Denki low-angle X-ray 
camera. Specimens in sheet form (approximately 1 mm 
thick) were prepared by casting from hexane. The 
specimen gave a single sharp peak at a Bragg spacing 
of 18.1nm. On heating at 120°C the peak remained 
well defined but shifted to lower angles. After heating 

Figure £ Electron micrograph of block copolymer 1D1 

for 72h the position of the peak remained constant 
at a Bragg spacing of 23.4 nm. If it is assumed we have 
face centred cubic packing of spherical polystyrene 
domains in a polyisoprene matrix then the nearest 
neighbour interdomain distance is estimated to be 
28.5nm. This value is in satisfactory agreement with 
that obtained from electron microscopy. 

The method by which the graft copolymer was 
synthesized would essentially lead to a random spacing 
of polyisoprene chains along the polystyrene backbone. 
This structural feature might by expected to hinder the 
complete separation of the two phases. The assumption 
of complete separation made earlier may therefore be 
a gross oversimplification. The diffuse nature of the 
domain boundaries and the structural features observed 
within these regions (present in Figure 1 but not in 
Figure 2) are probably a reflection of the packing 
difficulties involved in the case of the graft copolymer. 
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Effect of addition of graft copolymer on the 
microstructure and impact strength of PS/LDPE blends 

W. M. Barentsen, D. Heikens and P. Piet 

Laboratory of Polymer Technology, Eindhoven University of Technology, PO Box 513, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
(Received 4 June 1973) 

Graft copolymers prepared by Friedel-Crafts alkylation 
of the aromatic rings in polystyrene (PS) with the 
olefinic groups in low density polyethylene (LDPE) are 
found to be emulsifiers in mechanical blends of PS 
and LDPE. Moreover, this copolymer acts as an 
adhesive between the two homopolymers. 

The graft copolymers were prepared by the method 
described by Carrick 1. The reaction was started by 
adding A1CI3 to a 5 700 solution of a 3:2 blend of PS 
(Styron 666E, Dow) and LDPE (Stamylan 1510, DSM) 
in cyclohexane. The reaction was stopped after 3 min 
reaction time by adding isopropyl alcohol. The remaining 
free PS and LDPE were removed from the graft co- 
polymer by extraction of the reaction mixture with 
ethyl acetate and n-heptane. The PS content of the 
copolymer was 47 ~ by vol. as determined by infra-red 

measurements. It was concluded from the proposed 
reaction scheme and the observed resistance to flow at 
high temperatures that the copolymer contained very 
high molecular weight material. 

It was concluded from microscopic examination that 
if the content of one of the polymers in PS/LDPE 
blends is less than 40 700, this polymer forms the dispersed 
phase. Blends of PS, LDPE and graft copolymer were 
prepared on a laboratory mill at 195°C. The amount of 
added copolymer was 0, 5 and 30 ~ of the dispersed 
polymer. The graft copolymer was first melt blended 
with the polymer that will form the dispersed phase. 
The mixture was added to the matrix polymer. All 
blends were compression moulded at 200°C to unnotched 
strips for Dynstat impact strength measurements 
DIN 53 453). 

Figure I Phase contrast microscopy of PS/LDPE blends. (a) 75 : 25 PS/LDPE; (b) 75 : 25 : 1 "25 PS/LDPE/copolymer;  (c) 7 5 : 2 5 : 7 . 5  PS/ 
LDPE/copolymer;  (d) 25 : 75 PS/LDPE; (e) 25 : 1-25 : 75 PS/copolymer/LDPE; (f) 25 : 7.5 : 75 PS/copolymer/LDPE 
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Figure 2 Phase contrast microscopy of (a) pure graft copolymer; 
(b) 75:25 LDPE/graft copolymer; and (c) 75:25 PS/graft 
copolymer 

Figure 3 Electron scanning microscopy of fracture surfaces. 
(a) 75 : 25 PS/LDPE; (b) 75 : 25 : 1.25 PS/LDPE/copolymer; (c) 
75 : 25 : 7.5 PS/LDPE/copolymer 
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Figure 4 Young's modulus and impact strength of PS/LDPE/ 
graft copolymer blends. 0 ,  PS/LDPE blends; O, blends of PS 
and LDPE with 5% copolymer relative to the amount of dispersed 
polymer added; IS], blends of PS and LDPE with 30% copolymer 
relative to the amount of dispersed polymer added; A, blends 
of PS and graft copolymer (47% PS). x ,  Polystyrol 475 (BASF); 
B,  Styron 453 (Dow); A,  Styron 456 (Dow) 

Notes to the Editor 

The effect of copolymer addition on the microstructure 
of the blends can be seen in the phase contrast micro- 
graphs in Figure 1. In the dispersed phase or the matrix 
no traces of the graft copolymer can be observed. 

Figure 2 shows that the graft copolymer does not 
dissolve in either homopolymer. It was concluded from 
these observations that the copolymer concentrates at 
the interface in the blends of homopolymers. Electron 
scanning micrographs of fracture surfaces of PS/graft 
copolymer and LDPE/graft copolymer blends suggest 
that the graft copolymer adheres to both polymers. 
This was confirmed by peel test measurements. Tensile 
tests on blends indicated that the strength increases as 
the amount of copolymer increases. Clearly, the low 
strength interface of PS and LDPE is reinforced by the 
copolymer that forms an adhering layer between the 
homopolymersL 

The decrease of particle size of the dispersed polymer 
upon adding the graft copolymer was substantiated by 
electron scanning microscopy of fracture surfaces. 
Figure 3 shows fracture surfaces of 75:25 PS/LDPE 
blends with increasing amounts of copolymer. The 

Figure 5 Dark field phase contrast microscopy of blends. Arrows refer to the direction of stretching. (a) 75 : 25 PS/ 
LDPE; (b) 75 : 25 : 1.25 PS/LDPE/graft copolymer; (c) 75 : 25 PS/graft copolymer; (d) Styron 453 (Dow) 
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micrographs show a high degree of resemblance to 
those published by Haward and Mann of ABS fracture 
surfaces 3. The hemispherical bumps that become visible 
on the disperse polymer particles as well as in the holes 
from which the particles were extracted, consist of 
graft copolymer. The amount of the surface irregularities 
was estimated. It agreed well with the amount of graft 
copolymer in the blend. This supports the validity of 
the concept that the bilaterally adhering graft copolymer 
reinforces the interface. 

The data of the impact strength measurements are 
given in Figure 4. The best results are obtained with 
blends of PS and pure graft copolymer, impact strength 
and modulus of these blends can be made comparable 
to those of commercially available impact polystyrenes. 

The increase in impact strength can be correlated to 
craze forming in the blends. This is demonstrated in 
Figure 5. Thin sections of the blends were given a small 
cut with a razor blade and stretched before mounting 
on microscope slides. The adopted method was essen- 

tially the same as described by Bucknall ana Smith 4. 
Only the blend of PS and graft copolymer exhibits 
craze formation comparable to impact PS. Evidently, 
uncrosslinked LDPE cannot prevent crack initiation in 
the crazes in PS (Figure 5a) even if it adheres to PS by 
the graft copolymer layer at the interface (Figure 5b). 
In blends of PS and graft copolymer, the latter forms a 
bridge between the crack sides with increasing resistance 
to deformation upon stretching due to the very high 
molecular weight content. This is a response to deforma- 
tion which is also found for the crosslinked rubbery 
phase in impact polystyrenes. 
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Comments on paper: 'Steady flow 
and dynamic viscoelastic properties 
of branched polyethylene' 
(d. d. Labaig, Ph. Monge and d. Bednarick, 
Polymer 1973, 14, 384-386) 

When a viscoelastic medium is subjected to an alternating 
shear stress T, the strain S also varies periodically with 
time and so does the rate of strain dS/dt. In general, 
however, S may lag behind in phase relative to T. To 
describe this situation, one may thus introduce two 
frequency dependent complex quantities: 

G , , .  , s t r e s s  T 
tJ = s (1) 

stress T 
V*(joJ) = rate of strain = j  ooS (2) 

It is convenient to define a complex compliance: 

1 1 
J*( j  w )=G,  = j  oorl, (3) 

This approaches the limiting compliance Joo as the 
frequency of the applied stress rises, whereas the complex 
viscosity equation: 

V*(jo~) = 70 
]--~(]~ro)-,z-h (4) 

which is proposed by Labaig, Monge and Bednarick 1 
(LMB) would result in Joo = 0. 

It is interesting to extend the application of Cole-Cole 
analysis 2 to the viscoelastic properties of liquids. This 
can be done as a consequence of the viscoelastic- 
dielectric analogy, which makes current correspond to 
the rate of strain and voltage to stress. 

Although the LMB expression (equation 4) may be 
used as an empirical equation to describe the complex 
viscosity over a limited frequency range, it should not 
be used in the determination of the distribution function 
of the relaxation times for the following reasons: (1) the 
Cole-Cole expression is established for the dielectric 
constant which is the ratio electric displacement/applied 
electric field. It is therefore reasonable to apply the 
same analysis to the corresponding quantity in the 
mechanical system, which is the shear compliance 
(=shear strain/shear stress) and not to the shear vis- 
cosity; (2) equation (4) leads to the prediction of un- 
limited shear modulus, which is physically unreasonable; 
(3) the relaxation spectrum derived from equation (4) 
is not terminated at large relaxation times. The lack 
of a large time termination results in an infinite term 
for the recoverable creep compliance, which is physically 
unacceptable. 

It is useful to give a brief review of the present state 
of knowledge on viscoelastic relaxation under periodic 

shear. Barlow et al. a, Barlow and Lamb 4, have shown 
that, for pure liquids, the complex compliance can be 
represented by: 

(jwzm)l/2 (5) 

where Tm is the 'Maxwell relaxation time' cqual to 
~TJoo whcrc ~7 is the steady-flow shear viscosity. This 
equation has been derived theoretically on the basis 
of a defect-diffusion model 5 and has very well correlated 
the data obtained in the relaxation rcgion by variation 
of pressure and temperature s. A modification of cquation 
(5) was found to be a satisfactory means of representing 
data obtained for liquid mixturcs7: 

J*(jto)=Joo[l + . 1 ] .~ 2KJoo 
L jo~r,,q (jtorm)l/2 (6) 

This equation gives an adequate description of the 
viscoelastic behaviour of castor oil s which has been 
determined as a function of pressure and temperature. 
Subsequently, Barlow and Erginsav 9 have shown that 
equation (6) does not completely describe the visco- 
elastic relaxation, and a better representation is given 
by: 

J*(jw) = Joo 1 + -t (1 +jo0rr)P (7) 

where *r is a retardation time parameter, Jr is the 
retardational compliance and fl is a numerical factor, 
0<f l<  1. The second term in equation (7) follows the 
empirical equation used by Davidson and Cole 10 in 
their analysis of dielectric relaxation of supercooled 
liquids. In the analysis of the viscoelastic data, fl is 
found to be close to a value of 0-5, in which case the 
second term in equation (7), can be written as 
Jr(J'(OTr) -1/2, which is of similar form to the second 
term of equation (6), namely 2KJoo(jwrm)-l/z. It is 
important to make a note that the retardation time rr 
is the terminal time in the long time end of the relaxation 
spectrum. Investigations into polymers are in progress 
in this laboratory and the data obtained under atmo- 
spheric pressure as well as under high pressures can 
be represented by the viscoelastic analogy of the 
Davidson-Cole equation for dielectric relaxation, equa- 
tion (7). 

Because of the relation between J* and ~7" in equa- 
tion (3) the compliance J* defined by equation (7) 
will result in an expression for complex viscosity: 

jmrmJr/Joo (8) 
1 +jwrm-t  (1 +joJrr)P 

For the case where 1 ~ eorr, equation (8) can be written 
as: 

rl ( rmJr ~ 1/(1-,0) 
-q*(joJ) = 1 +jwrra +(joJr)l-B ' ~ = ~JgTrP] (9) 

which is equivalent to equations (5) and (6) if fl=0.5. 
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Figure 1 Distribution function of the logarithm of the relaxation 
times against the logarithm of the relaxation times. (a) LMB 
sample A group I; (b) LMB sample G group II. ~ ,  determined 
from equation (8); . . . .  , determined from equation (4) 

In addition, if oJ~'m is very small compared with unity 
and OJrm~(OJz)l-P, one can write 

(10) v*(jo.,) = 1 +(jcoz)l-P 

which is identical with equation (4) with ~7=~70, z=T0 
and f l=h.  I f  the first condition 1 ~oJzr was met in the 
work of  LMB for the case of  branched polyethylene, 
the second condition is valid for the frequencies employed 
in their work. However, equation (10) should not be 
assumed to be valid at the low frequency side where the 
first condition 1 ~O~'r would not hold, as well as at 
the high frequency end where the second conditions 
co~-~ 1 and OJZm~(OJ~')1-P will fail. 

In Figure 1, the distribution functions which are 
determined from equation (8) are shown along with 
those which are determined by LMB. Extension of  the 
LMB spectra into the time zone below 10-4sec are 
determined from equation (4). Sample A is chosen 
because the parameter h is 0.5 for this sample. Sample 
G is chosen because h has largest deviation from 0.5 
and is 0.55 for this sample. The value of  ~'r is chosen 
as 5000see which alters the value of  ~'0 by less than 
10 % which is the specified uncertainty in the determina- 
tion of  r0. A value of 10-10cm2/dyne, is taken as a 
typical value of  Joo at a temperature of  100°C above 
the glass transition temperature for various liquids 
including polymers. 

The spectra which are shown as solid lines are deter- 
mined from equation (8), the viscoelastic analogy of  the 
Davidson-Cole expression for dielectric relaxation. 
The depression in the shorter time distribution is due 
to the second termja,~-m in the denominator of  equation 
(8) which corresponds to the first term Joo in equation 
(7) and leads to a finite shear modulus, which is physically 
reasonable. The termination of  spectrum at ~'r results 
in a finite term for the recoverable creep compliance, 
which is physically acceptable. 

The peak at the right hand end of  the spectrum is 
generally known as the plateau zone in spectrum f or  
high molecular weight polymers and attributed to the 
entanglement couplings 11. 

Min Gon Kim 

Dept. of Electronics and Electrical Engineering, 
University of Glasgow, 
Glasgow G1£ BOO, UK 
(Received 2 November 1973) 
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On the mechanism of motions of 
nitroxyl radicals in polymers 

Short range segmental motions of  polymers have b e e n  
studied extensively by the spin-labelling method 1-4. 
However, only a few comments have been made on 
the  mechanism by which segmental motions of  polymers 
are experienced by radicals. Thus Cameron et aL 4 found 
that correlation times (z) of  spin-labels in polystyrene 
are in good accord with relaxation times for the 3- 
relaxation in polystyrene. 

Results of  our recent report s indicate that z of free 
and covalently esterified nitroxyl radicals in solid 
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) reaches a constant value 
when the molecular weight of  PEG is /> 15 000. This 
indicates the short chain nature of  molecular motion 
experienced by radicals. 

The temperature dependence of  the rotational fre- 
quency values ( f =  1/2rr~-)5 of free and bonded nitroxyl 
radicals in amorphous PEG (bSr•=22 000) are given in 
Figure 1. Figure 1 also gives t -  and y-relaxation fre- 
quencies of some dielectric 6, v and mechanical s relaxation 
measurements. 

From Figure 1 it can be seen that the rotational 
frequencies of  free radicals are in linear correlation 
with the dielectric low temperature y-relaxation fre- 
quencies. This relaxation is caused by local rotations 
of  short main chain segments 9. It can also be seen that 
rotations of  bonded radicals are shifted to lower fre- 
quency values. Similar shifts to lower frequencies are 
also observed in the case of  spin-labelled polystyrene 4 
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Figure 1 Distribution function of the logarithm of the relaxation 
times against the logarithm of the relaxation times. (a) LMB 
sample A group I; (b) LMB sample G group II. ~ ,  determined 
from equation (8); . . . .  , determined from equation (4) 

In addition, if oJ~'m is very small compared with unity 
and OJrm~(OJz)l-P, one can write 

(10) v*(jo.,) = 1 +(jcoz)l-P 

which is identical with equation (4) with ~7=~70, z=T0 
and f l=h.  I f  the first condition 1 ~oJzr was met in the 
work of  LMB for the case of  branched polyethylene, 
the second condition is valid for the frequencies employed 
in their work. However, equation (10) should not be 
assumed to be valid at the low frequency side where the 
first condition 1 ~O~'r would not hold, as well as at 
the high frequency end where the second conditions 
co~-~ 1 and OJZm~(OJ~')1-P will fail. 

In Figure 1, the distribution functions which are 
determined from equation (8) are shown along with 
those which are determined by LMB. Extension of  the 
LMB spectra into the time zone below 10-4sec are 
determined from equation (4). Sample A is chosen 
because the parameter h is 0.5 for this sample. Sample 
G is chosen because h has largest deviation from 0.5 
and is 0.55 for this sample. The value of  ~'r is chosen 
as 5000see which alters the value of  ~'0 by less than 
10 % which is the specified uncertainty in the determina- 
tion of  r0. A value of 10-10cm2/dyne, is taken as a 
typical value of  Joo at a temperature of  100°C above 
the glass transition temperature for various liquids 
including polymers. 

The spectra which are shown as solid lines are deter- 
mined from equation (8), the viscoelastic analogy of  the 
Davidson-Cole expression for dielectric relaxation. 
The depression in the shorter time distribution is due 
to the second termja,~-m in the denominator of  equation 
(8) which corresponds to the first term Joo in equation 
(7) and leads to a finite shear modulus, which is physically 
reasonable. The termination of  spectrum at ~'r results 
in a finite term for the recoverable creep compliance, 
which is physically acceptable. 

The peak at the right hand end of  the spectrum is 
generally known as the plateau zone in spectrum f or  
high molecular weight polymers and attributed to the 
entanglement couplings 11. 
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are experienced by radicals. Thus Cameron et aL 4 found 
that correlation times (z) of  spin-labels in polystyrene 
are in good accord with relaxation times for the 3- 
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Results of  our recent report s indicate that z of free 
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poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) reaches a constant value 
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indicates the short chain nature of  molecular motion 
experienced by radicals. 
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Figure 1. Figure 1 also gives t -  and y-relaxation fre- 
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From Figure 1 it can be seen that the rotational 
frequencies of  free radicals are in linear correlation 
with the dielectric low temperature y-relaxation fre- 
quencies. This relaxation is caused by local rotations 
of  short main chain segments 9. It can also be seen that 
rotations of  bonded radicals are shifted to lower fre- 
quency values. Similar shifts to lower frequencies are 
also observed in the case of  spin-labelled polystyrene 4 
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and nylon-6,10 z0, where rotations of  bonded radicals 
are in good accord with y-relaxation frequencies. 

These experimental observations show that free 
radicals experience the short range relaxations in poly- 
mers in a quite straightforward manner. Thus, the 
covalent bonding of  radicals to the polymer backbone 
causes a small shift to lower frequencies as compared 
to the values of  corresponding dielectric and mechanical 
relaxation measurements. It  seems evident that this 
shift is caused by the slightly restricted rotation around 
the covalent bond 3, 10 
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Structural  aspects of soda- 
cel lulose II 

Letters 

The basic molecular repeat of  natural cellulose, or 
cellulose I, was established by Meyer and Misch 1 in 
1937 and it is now generally accepted that cellulose I 
has a monoclinic unit cell containing two chain segments. 
The general features of  the X-ray fibre diffraction 
pattern and the fibre repeat of  1.03 + 0.01 nm are con- 
sistent with a two-fold helical conformation which has 
an axial rise per glucose moiety of  0.515 nm. 

Cellulose I under the action of  sodium hydroxide 
undergoes a series of  changes eventually forming cellulose 
II, a process of  considerable industrial importance in 
the manufacture of  mercerized cotton (for a recent 
review see Warwicker et al.Z). Cellulose II may be 
regarded as a 'swollen' form of  cellulose I, the fibre 
repeat remaining essentially constant. During the 
swelling process an intermediate crystalline phase can 
be obtained, known as soda-cellulose II, which contains 
both sodium and hydroxyl ions in the crystalline lattice. 
It is with this distinct solid-state phase that we have been 
concerned. 

The X-ray fibre diffraction pattern obtained from 
soda-cellulose II is shown in Figure 1. The reflections 
index on a hexagonal unit cell with a = l . 0 0 + 0 . 0 2 n m  
and c(fibre axis)= 1.51 +0.02nm, and with meridional 
reflections occurring on every third layer line. The 
simplest interpretation of  this pattern is that each 
residue rotates, about successive glycosidic bonds, in 
response to the ionic environment to form a three-fold 
helix repeating in a distance of 1.51 nm. In fact Meyer et 
aL 3 in 1939 originally suggested this interpretation. 
More recently Warwicker and Wright 4 preferred to 
interpret this 1.51 nm fibre repeat in terms of  sheets of 
cellulose molecules (where the molecular chains are 
two-fold helices similar to that for natural cellulose) 
which stagger relative to each other by units of one-third 
the fibre repeat distance. We wish to consider the 
soda-cellulose II data in somewhat more detail in an 
attempt to resolve the conformation of the molecular 
chains. 
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Figure I X-ray fibre diffraction pattern obtained 
from soda-cellulose II. The fibre axis is vertical 
and the reflections index on a hexagonal unit 
cell. Meridional reflections occur on the third 
and sixth layer lines only 
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Specimens of  soda-cellulose II were prepared from 
Ramie by the method of  Schramek and Succolowsky 5. 
In their paper the authors distinguish two forms, soda- 
cellulose II and I Ih ;  the latter form displaying a single 
crystallographic phase, and thus, more correctly desig- 
nated 'soda-cellulose II'. This nomenclature is used 
throughout this letter. 

All the X-ray photographs were taken with nickel- 
filtered CuKc, radiation with a flat film camera. The 
intensities were measured with a Joyce-Loebl Mk III c 
microdensitometer and standard corrections were made 6. 

The measured bulk density of  soda-cellulose II is 
consistent with a unit cell containing six monomer 
units together with six sodium ions, six hydroxyl ions 
and at least six water molecules. The fibre repeat of  
1.51 nm corresponds to three monomer units and there- 
fore there are two chains running through the unit cell. 
Soda-cellulose II has many features in common with 
the molecular chain conformation and structure of  t ,  
1--,4 linked xylan hydrate 6. Thus, on the basis of this 
refined xylan structure together with results from 
conformational analysisT, s, we assert that the soda- 
cellulose II chains are left-handed helices. Cellulose 
chain coordinates incorporating a three-fold screw axis 
( n = - 3 )  and with an axial advance per monomer 
(h) of 0-503 rim, (4, i f )=(  30"4°, 41"8°) * were derived. 

Molecular chains were packed as a function of  chain 
rotation, chain translation and side group rotation. 
95% of  the generated structures could be eliminated 
on steric grounds 9, and of  the two allowed regions, 

* The conformation with (~, ff)=O °, 0 °) is chosen as the one in 
which the C(1)-H(1) bond is cis to the O-C(4') bond and the 
C(4')-H(4') bond is cis to the C(1)-O bond. 

Table I Intensity measurements for 
soda-cellulose II 

Intensity* 
Spacing 

hk/ (nm) Calc. Obs. 

350 0- 289 vw vw 
301 0.284 w w 
200 0.433 s vs 
201 0.416 w w 
202 O" 376 vw w 
£03 0-328 w w 
204 0"285 w w 
120 0"327 vw vw 
121 0.3£0 w w 
122 0.300 m m 
1 O0 O- 866 s w 
101 0.751 w w 
102 0.569 vw w 
103 0-335 vw vw 
104 0.346 vw vw 
110 0.500 s s 
111 0.475 vw w 
112 0.417 m w 
113 0.355 vw w 
114 0"301 w w 

* vw= very weak, w=  weak, m-- medium, 
s=strong, vs=very strong 

Comparison of the calculated and observed intensities for all 
observed reflections for the sterically allowed model. The only 
major discrepancy, in the (100) reflection intensity, is a conse- 
quence of ignoring the sodium and hydroxyl ions in the vacant 
position when calculating intensities. The (100) reflection is the 
most affected by the absence 

0131 
=71 

b 

Figure£ Projection of proposed structure for soda- 
cellulose II down the fibre axis. Each chain is a 
three-fold helix and packs in the manner shown 
with six chains surrounding the hole containing 
sodium, and hydroxyl ions together with water 
molecules. Note that the 0(2) and 0(3) atoms point 
towards the central hole. The chains are shown in 
an anti-parallel arrangement but parallel chains are 
equally possible in the present analysis 

Table £ Fractional coordinates for the 
proposed model for soda-cellulose II 

Atom Xf Yf Zf 

C(1) 0'317 0.790 0.595 
C(2) 0.321 0.765 0.548 
C(3) 0.166 0.717 0.465 
C(4) 0-273 0.689 0.407 
C(5) 0.349 0.615 0"460 
C (6) 0.469 0.595 0" 409 
O(1) 0.613 0.734 0.405 
0 (2 )  0.402 0.807 0.667 
0 (3 )  0.145 0.821 0.605 
0 (5 )  0.109 0.799 0.418 
O (6) 0.420 0.704 0.587 

The fractional coordinates are given for 
one asymmetric unit of the cellulose chain 

only one yielded an acceptable intensity agreement (see 
Table 1). 

A projection of the proposed structure, viewed along 
the fibre axis, and calculated using polysaccharide 
chains only, is illustrated in Figure 2. The fractional co- 
ordinates for this model are given in Table 2. It will be 
observed that the 0(2) and 0(3) atoms of each cellulose 
residue point towards the postulated position for the 
missing ions. This volume, surrounded by hydrophilic 
groups, would be expected to contain the water mole- 
cules which, in addition to the sodium and hydroxyl 
ions, would organize themselves around the three-fold 
symmetry axis. 

The chain packing and Fourier transform calculations 
of  the proposed model are in general agreement with 
the observed intensity distribution supporting our con- 
tention that the molecular chains have a three-fold 
helical conformation, and therefore pack naturally in 
a trigonal array. Only when the ion positions have been 
defined more precisely can the chain polarity problem be 
broached. 
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Solvent resistant membranes 

Recently we have been concerned with the characteriza- 
tion of  a series of  copolymers involving acrylonitrile 
and vinyl-sulphone compounds. These copolymers were 
prepared by the mutual irradiation technique in which 
the two monomers were present in aqueous solution. 
A complete account of  the work will be presented in 
due course. Here we wish to draw attention to problems 
which arose during the determination of  number-average 
molecular weights by membrane osmometry. 

Solvents for polyacrylonitrile and its copolymers are 
not commonplace. Usually one is restricted to N,N- 
dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethylsulphoxide 
(DMSO). Membranes used in conjunction with these 
solvents are required to be highly solvent resistant and, 
ideally, should show little change with prolonged 
use. 

For  this section of  the polyacrylonitrile characteriza- 
tion we used a Hewlett-Packard Series 500 Membrane 
Osmometer. 'Solvent resistant' membranes (type 0-8), 
specified by the manufacturer as being suitable for 
solutions of  polymers in N,N-dimethylformamide for 
up to three weeks, were assessed for overall performance. 
Invariably these membranes began to break up after 
only two days in the solvent and were thus discarded. 

Attention was then placed on the possibility of using 
modified cellulose membranes having a low degree 
of  substitution. Here we were fortunate in our choice. 
Hydroxyethylcellulose film, having a degree of  substitu- 
tion of approximately 0.4, was chosen. As supplied by 
the manufacturer, this film was coated with a nitro- 
cellulose lacquer which was completely removed before 
use. This was achieved by swabbing with cotton wool 
soaked in methylene chloride. The film was then soaked 
in fresh methylene chloride for several minutes to get 
rid of  the last traces of the surface coating. It was found 
to be imperative that the film be kept flat during these 
operations since the swollen film is easily creased and 
is then of no use as a membrane. The film was then 
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dried in a vacuum desiccator to remove the methylene 
chloride. 

The film was conditioned by soaking in water for a 
few minutes, then in 50:50 DMF/water  for at least 
4 h and finally in 100 ~o D M F  until required. A minimum 
of  4 h was placed on this final stage. 

Membranes made in this way have a useful life of 
many weeks. In fact the upper lifetime limit is unknown 
as membranes, placed in D M F  four months ago, are 
still intact. Hence no absolute figures regarding the 
stability of  these membranes to D M F  can be quoted. 
Subsequently other films were tried, none being as 
satisfactory as hydroxyethylcellulose. The main difficulty 
arises from the length of  time taken for the polymer 
solution/membrane/solvent system to achieve dynamic 
equilibrium. One case in point is regenerated cellulose 
film, which although moderately unaffected by D M F  
took hours to reach an equilibrium condition which, 
even then, was not altogether reproducible. 

Although inconvenient under any conditions, the 
long time taken to achieve equilibrium is critical with 
solvents such as D M F  owing to their uptake of  atmo- 
spheric moisture. In many cases this can result in pre- 
cipitation of the polymer from solution. With the 
hydroxyethylcellulose membranes described above, equi- 
librium was achieved usually within 20 rain. 

In order to evaluate the performance of these mem- 
branes in molecular weight determinations by osmo- 
metry, trials were carried out using a standard sample 
of polystyrene. The characteristics of the standard 
sample, with regard to )fir** were previously obtained by 
osmometry in toluene and dioxane using Hewlett-  
Packard type 0-8, solvent resistant membranes. Values 
for 214w for the standard were determined by light 
scattering with dioxane and toluene as solvents. On 
measurement of the -Mn of  the standard by osmometry, 
using the hydroxyethylcellulose membranes recommended 
above and D M F  as solvent, agreement was satisfactory, 
being within +_ 3 ~ .  

Expansion of the study to include solutions of poly- 
acrylonitrile and solutions of copolymers containing 
polyacrylonitrile enabled their number-average molecular 
weights to be determined with considerable consistency, 
even with values as low as 2ffrn = 25 000. 

We intend to widen the range of solvents in which 
hydroxyethylcellulose membranes can be used to include 
solvents such as dioxane, tetrahydrofuran, dimethyl- 
sulphoxide etc. We are confident that hydroxyethyl 
membranes have provided a solution to the question 
of obtaining membranes which are resistant to DMF. 
Further evaluation is being carried out regarding the 
nature of the stability of  the hydroxyethylcellulose 
membranes and also the question of  possible solute 
leakage when low molecular weights (<  15 000) are 
used. 
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Letters 
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for 214w for the standard were determined by light 
scattering with dioxane and toluene as solvents. On 
measurement of the -Mn of  the standard by osmometry, 
using the hydroxyethylcellulose membranes recommended 
above and D M F  as solvent, agreement was satisfactory, 
being within +_ 3 ~ .  

Expansion of the study to include solutions of poly- 
acrylonitrile and solutions of copolymers containing 
polyacrylonitrile enabled their number-average molecular 
weights to be determined with considerable consistency, 
even with values as low as 2ffrn = 25 000. 

We intend to widen the range of solvents in which 
hydroxyethylcellulose membranes can be used to include 
solvents such as dioxane, tetrahydrofuran, dimethyl- 
sulphoxide etc. We are confident that hydroxyethyl 
membranes have provided a solution to the question 
of obtaining membranes which are resistant to DMF. 
Further evaluation is being carried out regarding the 
nature of the stability of  the hydroxyethylcellulose 
membranes and also the question of  possible solute 
leakage when low molecular weights (<  15 000) are 
used. 
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Book Reviews I 
Radiation chemistry of macromolecules 
Edited by Malcolm Dole 
Academic Press, New York, 1973. Vol I: $23.00; 
Vol 2:$25.00 

In the editorial preface, Professor Dole announces that his aim 
has been to produce a comprehensive review of macromolecular 
radiation chemistry with emphasis placed mainly on the period 
since the earlier books of Charlesby (1960) and Chapiro (1962). 
Moreover, he asserts that the size of  the work testifies to the 
advances made in the field since the early sixties. Quantity there 
is certainly--almost 800 pages divided into two volumes which 
may be roughly described as: volume 1, for beginners; volume 2, for 
specialists. 

Background science forms the bulk of volume 1 to which ten 
authors contribute fourteen chapters. Eleven of these deal with 
the essential principles of radiation physics, charge mobility and 
trapping, excitation migration, polymer properties, etc. upon 
which an appreciation of the phenomenological material of the 
subject depends. As a result, professional scientists having little 
prior knowledge of the speciality, but who require a high-level 
introduction to the principles and practices, now have their needs 
met in one up-to-date volume. A group of ten chapters, collected 
under the sub-title 'Fundamental processes and theory', is made 
up briefly of: Early processes, Energy transfer, Thermolumines- 
cence, Free radical theory, Molecular mobility in polymers, Solid 
state reaction theory, Electrical conductivity--theory and practice, 
Trapped electron studies, and Statistical theories of  crosslinking. 
Together with a chapter on Experimental techniques, this group 
forms an excellent underlying foundation for a modem study, 
and non-specialists will applaud the contributors for spending 
some little time with the 'nuts and bolts'--conceptual as well as 
practical. 

The final two chapters of volume 1 and the whole of volume 2 
are concerned with radiation effects in synthetic and natural poly- 
mers. Fourteen authors provide nineteen chapters, each devoted 
to reviewing one polymer or a related group. Individual con- 
sideration is given to the common vinyl polymers--polyethylene 
(volume 1), polypropylene, poly(propylene oxide), poly(vinyl 
chloride), poly(vinyl acetate), polystyrene and poly(methyl meth- 
acrylate). Of the non-vinyl types, poly(ethylene terephthalate) and 
polyoxymethylene merit individual treatment, whereas other 
non-vinyls--polyamides, polysiloxanes, fluoropolymers and elasto- 

Conference Announcement 

Polymerization in Ordered 
Systems 

Midland, Michigan, 19-23 August 1974 

The Midland Macromolecular Institute will 
sponsor an international Symposium on 'Poly- 
merization in ordered systems' to be held from 
August 19 to 23, 1974 in Midland, Michigan. 
The Symposium will consist of both invited and 
contributed papers. The invited papers will 

offer critical reviews on polymerization of 
micelles, mesophases, mono- and multi-layers, 
and monomer crystals. Contributed papers are 
solicited. For further information write to: 
Symposium Secretary, Midland Macromolecular 
Institute, 1910 West St Andrews Drive, Midland, 
Michigan 48640, USA. 

mers--are accorded group consideration. Four chapters are 
devoted to the radiolytic modification of physical properties and 
state of synthetics, and the final chapter deals with macromolecules 
of biological interest--nucleic acids, proteins and polysaccharides. 

The impression left by reading these volumes in numerical 
order is anti-climactic. The modem approach of the introductory 
volume engenders an expectancy about the content of the second 
part which remains essentially unrequited. The clue to under- 
standing the anomaly is contained in the chronological distribution 
in the reference lists appended to each chapter. It is significant 
that of the nineteen specialist chapters, fourteen have 75 ~o of their 
citations before 1968. This forces the conclusion that in the six 
years prior to the publication of these volumes, interest in macro- 
molecular systems has declined. The outstanding exception is in 
the area of Biological molecules: of 170 references cited by Dr  
Myers, 87 are post-1968. This growing disinterest in synthetics must 
be viewed in the light of the continuing upsurge in effort and reward 
in the parent fields of polymer science and small molecule radiation 
chemistry. In the latter particularly, the intense activity of the 
past ten years or so has effected a transformation in the thinking 
about mechanisms of radiolysis. There is now universal acceptance 
of the important roles played by electrons, positive holes, and 
molecular excited states in the primary processes which lead 
eventually to stable products via free radicals. The introductory 
material in volume 1 puts over these concepts admirably, but only 
glimpses appear in the specialist reviews; that the radiation 
chemistry of some (not all) polymeric systems can be discussed 
in 1973 without reference to ionization or excitation is unbelievable. 

Maeromolecular radiation chemistry clearly needs new directions. 
The wider application of the modern experimental techniques 
which have proved so successful in breaking the free radical 
stranglehold in the low molecular weight field is now a timely 
requirement of the macromolecular exponents, as also is some 
diversion away from the well trodden paths into investigation 
of the materials of today. This field is too important to lie fallow; 
hopefully these volumes will provide stimulus for new efforts. 

M. A. J. Rodgers 

Fluoropolymers 
RAPRA Data Handbook, compiled by W. A. Lee and 
R. A. Rutherford 
Rubber and Plastics Research Association, Shaw- 
bury, 1973. 113 Sheets. £10 (£7.50 to RAPRA mem- 
bers) 

For many years personnel of the Materials Department of RAE 
Farnborongh have been concerned with the synthesis and properties 
of  novel polymers, and with their collaboration RAPRA propose 
to issue a comprehensive handbook listing information on the 
transition behaviour of  polymers. This will take the form of a 
series of loose-leaf data sheets and the present volume forms 
the first of these, covering fluorocarbon polymers based on a 
carbon--carbon chain, the fluorine atoms occurring in this main 
chain or in substituent groups. 

The 113 sheets, covering 90 fluoropolymers, contain data on 
T¢ and Tm and other transition points, relevant sample prepara- 
tions, thermal history, methods of measurement, and results, 
together with the appropriate references. This information is 
clearly set out, readily accessible and is provided with an index. 

An introductory chapter discusses transitions in polymers, their 
determination, interpretation and practical significance, and lists 
125 general references. 

For those interested in the thermal behaviour of polymers, 
either from a scientific or technical point of view, the handbook 
will prove to be a most useful compilation and provide a valuable 
reference source leading to much saving in time and effort in 
literature searching. It is well produced in a robust binding that 
will withstand the hard wear which it is likely to receive. One 
looks forward to the publication of further sections in this series. 

R. J. IV. Reynolds 
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Studies of crystalline forms of nylon-6 by 
X-ray and i.r. spectrophotometry 

B. D'AIo, G. Coppola and B. Pallesi 
Snia Viscosa, Centro Sperimentale 'F. Marinotti', 20031 Cesano Mademo, Milano, Italy 
(Received 5 March 1973; revised 9 October 1973) 

The crystalline forms, ~ and ~,, of two different polyamide fibres (nylon-6) were examined 
by X-ray diffraction and infra-red spectroscopy. The first type of fibre (~) was left one 
week with 5 ~  of water before being drawn and it represents the ~ crystalline stable form. 
The second type of fibre was spun and drawn at the same time between two thermo- 
regulated rolls with a draw ratio of 3.8. This last fibre has the ~, (unstable) crystalline form. 
By changing the temperature of the draw rolls, the ~,--,= transformation has been studied. 
Increasing the draw roll temperature causes a decrease in ~,. 

INTRODUCTION 

The crystalline forms of nylon-6 after thermal and 
mechanical treatment have been examined by several 
authors 1-s. They found the following forms: amorphous l, 
amorphous 2, y-pseudo hexagonal, fl-hexagonal, a-para- 
crystalline and a-Bunn 1. Our studies concern the a stable 
form and ~ unstable form. 

It has been demonstrated that the polyamide unit 
cell contains fully extended planar zig-zag chains, where 
adjacent macromolecules are joined by hydrogen bonds 
of the amido groups (-C(O)-NH-).  The shifting of the 
hydrogen bonds generates different crystalline forms, 
e.g. the a form which is characterized by sheets of 
antiparallel chains2, 4: 

/ 
CH2 \ / 

C---O ............ H-N 
/ \ 

HN C=O 
\ / 

CHz CH2 

/ "'oH, CH~ / 

~CH2 CH2 
/ \ 

CHz "- CH2 \ / 
CHz CHz 

/ \ 
o \  11. 

NH ................ O=C 

4 7 8  and the ~, form with parallel chains , , : 

/ / 
CH2 CH2 \ \ 

C=O /c=o.. / 
°'"--o..°,... 

HN H-N \ \ 
CHz CH2 

/ / 
CH2 CHz 
\ \ 

,-CHz //CH2 
/ 

CH2 CHz 
\ \ 

CH2 CH= 
/ / 

.O-C 0=% ............. \ 
N-H / 

In this latter one we can see the deformation of  the 
hydrogen bond. 

Samples consisted of  two different types of nylon-6 
fibres obtained in a laboratory plant: (i) normal nylon-6, 
obtained from a cold roll and left one week with about 
5 ~ of water before being drawn; (ii) special nylon-6, 
spun and drawn at the same time between two thermo- 
regulated rolls, slow and fast, with a draw ratio of 
3.8. This sample also contains 3 - 5 ~  of water. The 
'normal nylon' had the = form, which shows two X-ray 
diffraction peaks at 20.3-20.7 ° and at 23.35-23.9 ° . 
The second type of fibre, 'special nylon-6', had a pre- 
dominance of the ~, form, that gives a diffraction peak 
at 21.3-21.5 ° . By means of mechanical and thermal 
treatments the y unstable form turns into the = stable 
form. 
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Figure I X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) 'normal nylon-6' and (b)-(h) 'special nylon-6' 
s low rolled at room temperature and fast rolled at: (b) 150°; (c) 170°; (d) 18£°; (e) 193°; 
(f) 195°; (g) 201°; (h) 205°C 

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

The X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained with a 
Philips diffractometer model PW 1010 with nickel- 
filtered CuKa  radiation. The conditions of  the X-ray 
scattering were as follows: 36 kV; 16 mA;  Geiger tension, 
1650V; slits: divergence, 1°; receiving, 0.1°; diff., 1 °. 
As already outlined, our 'normal nylon' has two diffrac- 
tion peaks that belong to the ~ stable form. We will 
call these peaks c~: and a::, in agreement with Roldan:  
who gives the diffraction peaks of  c~i at 20.5 ° and ~,: 
at 23-7-23.9 ° . Our  corresponding values are 20.3-20.7 ° 
and 23-35-23.9 ° (Figure la). The X-ray photograph of 
this type of  fibre shows diffraction spots only along the 
equatorial line, characteristic of  the a form4, 5 (Figure 2a). 
The distances between the diffraction sheets obtained 
from values of  0 angle are: d~i=4.35; dnn=3-83. These 
values also agree with published data for ~. 

Table 1 Observations on X-ray diffraction patterns of 'special 
nylon-6' f ibres s low rolled at room temperature and fast rolled 
at temperatures from 150°C to 205°C 

Fast roll 
temp. 
(°C) Comments 

150 Strong diffraction peak at 21.3 ° that belongs to the ), 
form (Figure Ib). Figure 2b shows clear spots on the 
meridional line (9, form) and unfocused spots on the 
equatorial l ine (a form), which indicate that there is 
prevalence of y and that a has not been completely 
eliminated. A shoulder at 28=23 ° indicates presence of 
all form 

170 The ~, peak at 21"5 ° and a second peak at about 23 ° 
indicates an increase of all form (Figure 1c) 

182 The y peak is shifted to 21 ° whi le all appears at 23"45 ° 
(Figure ld) 

193 The angle shifting becomes more evident. Now we have 
y at 20-9 ° and all at 23"5% This shows the y - , a  trans- 
formation with temperature treatment. In fact the 
values lead to 20.3-20.7 for a I, and 23.35-23-9 for all 
(Figure le) 

195 The peak that appeared at 20.9 ° separates into a double 
peak at 21.5 ° (y) and at 20.5 ° (al). This could be a 
transit ion temperature (Figure 1[). The X-ray photograph 
shows clear spots both on the equatorial l ine (a) and 
on the meridional line (y) (Figure 2c) 

201 The y form has almost disappeared, whi le the a! and 
all peaks are at 20.4 ° and 23.55 ° respectively. The 
peak of al is higher than all ' probably due to the influence 
of }, on it (Figure lg) 

205 A very l ight peak corresponding to 7 at 21.9 °, whi le a I 
and all appear at 20"70 ° and 23-9 ° respectively (Figure 
lh)  

Figure 2 X-ray photographs of (a) 'normal nylon-6' and (b) and (c) 'special nylon-6' s low rolled at room temperature 
and fast rolled at: (b) 150°; (c) 195°C 
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23.7o~ 7 23.65 ° 
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T 
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a b c 
Figure 3 X-ray diffraction patterns of 'special nylon-6' fast 
rolled at 185°C and slow rolled at: (a) 50°; (b) 80°; (c) 100°C 

Table 2 Observations on X-ray diffractions of 'special nylon-6' 
fibres fast rolled at 185°C and slow rolled at 50°C or 100°C 

Slow roll 
temp. 
(°C) Comments 

6 9 0  

50 This sample is similar to the sample of Figure ld. Both 
the diffraction peaks of y at 21.5 ° and =11 at 23-7 ° (Figure 
3a and 3b) are seen 

100 Similar to the sample in Figure lb. Marked predominance 
of y at 21.6 °. The a form appears only as a l ight shoulder 
on the y peak (Figure 3c) 

On the other type of fibre, 'special nylon-6' several 
thermal treatments have been carried out by changing 
the temperature of the draw rolls. The X-ray diffraction 
patterns are shown in Figures lb to lh and observations 
are mentioned in Table 1. X-ray photographs for fibres 
fast rolled at 150°C and 195°C are given in Figures 
2b and 2c. 

In a further series of measurements we changed the 
temperature of the slow roll and kept the fast roll 
constant at 185°C. It can be seen from the results 
(Figure 3 and Table 2) that thermal treatments are 
responsible for transformations on the nylon crystalline 
structure. In the case of the slow roll temperature at 
100°C and fast roll temperature at 185°C, the y form 
originates from a reduction in drawing tension, probably 
due to the fact that the temperature of the fibre on the 
slow roll is above the glass transition temperature. 

By leaving a sample for 6h  in boiling water, it is 
possible to transform the y form into the ~ form. 

I N F R A - R E D  S P E C T R O P H O T O M E T R Y  

It is possible to recognize the o~ and y form by infra-red 
spectrophotometry, since o~ gives a sharp absorption 
peak at 690 cm -1 while y gives it at 975cm -1. From 
the spectrum of 'normal nylon' (Figure 4) we notice the 
absorption at 690cm -1 which is less marked than the 
spectrum of the 'special nylon-6" (Figure 5). We also 
observed an absorption at 975cm -1 corresponding to 

Wavelength (pm) 
8.0 I0  14 2 0  

i i i i i i i i i i L 

I I I I 

1 2 0 0  1 0 0 0  BOO 6 0 0  
Wavenu mber (cm -i ) 

Figure 4 Infra-red spectrum of 'normal nylon-8' 
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8 0  I 0  14 2 0  
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,2bo , oo 86o 
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Figure 5 Infra-red spectrum of 'special nylon-6' 

6 9 0  
CL 

the y form. These results agree with the X-ray diffraction 
patterns and photographs. All the samples examined 
were films obtained from formic acid solutions. 
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Synthesis of cellulosic graft copolymers and 
their analysis by ultra-violet and infra-red 
spectroscopy 

James T. Guthrie and Zia Haq 
Department of Colour Chemistry, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK 
(Received 10 August 1973; revised 30 October 1973) 

Two types of graft copolymer were prepared by irradiating regenerated cellulose and 
hydroxyethylcellulose, both in film form, in the presence of styrene. Dioxane was used as 
solvent for the styrene and water as swelling agent for the substrate. The rate and extent of 
grafting was investigated gravimetrically and through ultra-violet and infra-red spectro- 
scopy. Spectroscopic techniques are shown to be valuable aids in kinetic studies of graft- 
ing reactions under otherwise difficult conditions. Excellent correlation between gravimetric 
and spectroscopic analysis occurs. Grafting to regenerated cellulose exhibits steady state 
kinetics whereas anomalies exist in grafting to hydroxyethylcellulose film. Such anomalies 
are explained in terms of the changing nature of the grafting medium. 

INTRODUCTION 

Studies of grafting to cellulose and cellulose derivatives 
are legion 1. In most cases grafting rates are obtained by 
gravimetric procedures which can give rise to error. Prime 
among these is the ease of moisture uptake by the un- 
grafted samples, which renders weighing difficult unless 
carried out under constant temperature and humidity 
conditions. Secondly, there exists, with cellulosic films, 
the possibility of film loss through handling procedures 
which could render a complete experiment useless. The 
technique presented obviates the use of gravimetry once 
the relationship between gravimetric and spectroscopic 
techniques has been established. Ultra-violet (u.v.) 
spectroscopic techniques, though more sensitive, are of 
limited application. The use of infra-red (i.r.) spectro- 
scopy opens up a wide range of monomer-substrate graft 
copolymerization systems hitherto dependent on gravi- 
metric methods as the main means of elucidation. 

Although this study is limited to the kinetics of grafting 
to cellulose films, the technique may be applied to a wide 
variety of copolymer systems. Further work along these 
lines is continuing in this Department. 

Much work has been carried out on spectroscopic 
investigations of vinyl monomers. However, studies of 
homopolymers and copolymers are scarce. In general the 
majority of investigations of polymers have been aimed at 
spectral interpretation with minimum interest being 
shown in the applied aspects of the technique ~, 3 

In this work, graft copolymers were prepared using the 
heterogeneous mutual irradiation technique4, 5. Two 
substrates were studied, namely regenerated cellulose and 
hydroxyethylcellulose (D.S. 0.4--0.5). Styrene was used as 
the monomer throughout. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Materials 

All solvents and monomers were purified using 
standard techniques. Triply distilled water was used 
throughout. 

Regenerated cellulose and hydroxyethylcellulose films 
used in this study were supplied by Transparent Paper 
Ltd, Bury, Lancashire. Purification of these films prior to 
grafting was carried out using the method outlined in a 
previous paper 5. 

Grafting procedure 
Since extensive details of the grafting technique have 

been given elsewhere 4, 5 only an outline will now be 
presented. Grafting of the monomer to film took place in 
evacuated sealed ampoules at 18-21°C using the 60Co 
y-irradiation facility located in the School of Chemistry at 
this University. A dose rate of 0.37×10-2W/kg was 
employed. Dosimetry was by means of Frick6 solutions 
made up according to standard procedures. Post-irradia- 
tion grafting procedures were as described by Guthrie 
et aL 5 and will not be expanded here except to state that 
great care was taken to ensure complete removal of 
occluded homopolymer from the film. No attempt was 
made to condition films to standard relative humidities 
either before or after grafting, since initial experiments 
were found to give inconsistent results. Instead, all 
samples were dried to constant weight. The extent of 
grafting was determined both gravimetrically and 
spectroscopically. 

Spectroscopic analysis 
Grafted samples were presented in film form for infra- 

red (Perkin-Elmer Infra-red Spectrophotometer Model 
157G) and ultra-violet (Unicam SP800A Ultraviolet 
Spectrophotometer) spectroscopic analysis. The ungrafted 
film was taken as standard reference in both cases. For 
u.v. spectroscopy, the instrument was zero adjusted using 
the ungrafted film in both the reference and sample beams. 
Multiple checks were made on film thickness consistency. 
It was found that reproducibility of film thickness for a 
wide variety of industrially produced films was excellent. 
Non-uniform film thickness is a serious drawback to using 
the methods outlined. However, industrially produced 
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substrates carry a high degree of thickness control which Ioo 
is difficult to achieve in small-scale operations. Spectra 
were examined in detail to ascertain those locations giving 
absorptions useful for quantitative interpretations. For  
u.v. spectroscopy (Figure 1) absorption at 271 nm was 80 
taken as the reference point. Evidence of complete 
removal of ungrafted styrene is shown by the lack of 
absorption at 282 and 291 nm. In the case of i.r. spectro- ~ 6(3 
scopy (Figure 2), isolation of a suitable absorption band is t- 
more difficult. Ideally, the most useful situation arises when .o 
absorption occurs free from interference. Suitable -~ 
examples are the --C=--N group absorption from poly- ~ 4 0  
acrylonitrile ~ or the C = O  absorption from polyesters. ~_ 
However, using the absorption at 750 cm -1 of the poly- 
styrene spectrum we have been able to use i.r. spectro- 20 
scopy with a high degree of sensitivity. Other possibilities 
exist in the polystyrene spectrum but these are less satis- 
factory from a quantitative standpoint. Measurements of 
extent of absorption were taken from peak areas at 
750 m -~ and not from peak heights. In some cases 
standardization of a baseline was necessary, but this does 
not introduce too serious an error. 

RESULTS 

Regenerated cellulose/polystyrene copolymers 
Samples of varying extents of graft polymerization were 

analysed spectroscopically after gravimetric methods had 
been applied. Figure 3 represents the correlation between 
percentage grafting on initial film weight against (a) 
absorbance and (b) area under the absorption peak in i.r. 
spectroscopy. (Four films were taken and the average is 
shown.) The accuracy of the calibration curve was then 
checked using samples of unknown extents of grafting 
but known initial film weights. The extent of grafting was 
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obtained gravimetrically afterwards. At low percentage 
grafting the degree of compatibility is excellent, but at 
high conversions is less so. This is due to the concentration 
of polystyrene graft exceeding the limit of  the instru- 
ments. In the range 0--20~o (u.v.) and 0-30~o (i.r.) 
grafting, both u.v. and i.r. spectroscopy are seen to 
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correlate well with the gravimetric method. Duplicate 
analyses demonstrate that spectroscopic methods exhibit 
greater reproducibility in the specified range than gravi- 
metric methods. Typical u.v. spectra are shown in 
Figure 1. Note that samples in this survey came from a 
wide variety of backgrounds, differing both in irradiation 
intensity and in the initial monomer concentration. Hence 
the only constants in the polymerization programme were 
the film thickness and the concentration of water in the 
grafting medium (2 ~o)- This type of calibration should be 
useful for many types of cellulose/polystyrene cop01ymer, 
irrespective of their mode of preparation. 

Hydroxyethylcellulose/polystyrene copolymers 

The investigation of the applicability of spectroscopic 
techniques to grafting studies was expanded to cover the 
kinetics of grafting styrene to hydroxyethylcellulose film 
(D.S. 0.4 to 0.5). Spectroscopic data were obtained in a 
manner similar to the previous study of grafting to re- 
generated cellulose. The calibration curve was obtained 
using mixtures of hydroxyethylcellulose film in 20:78:2 
styrene/dioxane/water. Solutions were made up on a 
percentage by volume basis. The monomer dependence of 
the grafting reaction was studied in detail. A check against 
the method was made by studying the process gravi- 
metrically. In order to study the effect of substrate form 
on the grafting process hydroxyethylcellulose powder 
(equivalent weight to the film form) was included in each 
reaction ampoule. It was hoped that differences in polymer 
macrostructure would be exhibited in differences in 
grafting behaviour. Such information could prove useful 
in ascertaining the inherent physical weaknesses of 
hydroxyethylcellulose films relative to regenerated cellu- 
lose produced from the cellulose xanthation process. 
However, it has been shown that both sample forms 
exhibit similar grafting behaviour. 

DISCUSSION 

Many studies of grafting reactions involving cellulose as 
substrate have been carried out and those cited are 
examples. Interest has been shown by Dilli and 
Garnett 6-18, Huang et aL 14,z5, Arthur et aL le-~o and 
Stannett et al. ~1. Almost without exception high radiation 
dose rates and total doses have been employed. Thus the 
extent of grafting has been considerable. This facilitates 
monitoring by gravimetric techniques. In instances 
involving low extents of grafting, gravimetry is not a 
satisfactory method owing to errors arising from tech- 
nique and presentation, which become more important at 
low extents of grafting. Spectroscopy was considered as a 
viable alternative to gravimetric procedures. 

Spectroscopic studies of polymers have received 
relatively little attention in the past. Where interest has 
been shown, the main emphasis has concerned the optical 
properties of the polymer in question and not the applica- 
tion of the technique to characterization. Several exten- 
sive publications 2e have led to an understanding of the 
optical rotatory dispersion and absorption spectrum of 
synthetic polymers. Vala and Rice 2~ have suggested a test 
of the theory of hypochromism of the 260 nm absorption 
band of polystyrene together with the effects of solvents on 
the magnitude of such hypochromism. Evidence is given 
suggesting that retention of local structure occurs when 
isotactic polystyrene passes from a crystalline phase into 
solution. 

of cellulosic graft copolymers : J. T. Guthrie and Z. Haq 

Ultra-violet spectroscopy has been used in the deter- 
mination of low concentrations of styrene in a variety of 
situations. McGovern et aL 24 used the technique in the 
determination of residual styrene in polystyrene. Guthrie 
et aL 25 found that an extension of this work provided a 
means of acquiring detailed information concerning the 
grafting of styrene to cellulose. Imri~ova and M~iryska ~6 
employed infra-red spectral analysis in a study of cotton/ 
polystyrene copolymers prepared using the pre-irradia- 
tion technique. The degree of grafting was determined 
from the absorption at 700 cm -1. A similar study, involv- 
ing cellulose-acrylonitrile, has also been carried out by 
these authors 27. In view of the nature of the substrate, the 
method employed by these authors was experimentally 
complex. Difficulties in the quantitative determination of 
the polystyrene content of the copolymer were assigned to 
interference by the characteristic absorption bands of cotton 
in the polystyrene absorption bands. At low frequencies, the 
absorption bycotton is minimalwhich provides for reason- 
able accuracy. Simionescu and Rusan 2s employed i.r. spec- 
troscopy in their study of the synthesis of copolymers of 
polysaccharides by anionic mechanisms, where the presence 
of grafted reactive groups on the polymer backbone was 
unambiguously proven. 

In their spectroscopic studies of cellulose/polystyrene 
copolymers prepared by the pre-irradiation technique, 
Imri~ova and M~iryska obtained a linear correlation 
between the extent of grafting and change in the absorp- 
tion band intensity at 700 cm -1. This band arises from the 
deformation vibration of the - -CH--  group of the mono- 
substituted benzene ring. We feel that the absorption band 
at 750cm -1 is a more useful monitor of the grafting 
process for two fundamental reasons: its greater freedom 
from interference of absorbance by the substrate; and its 
applicability over a more extended range of grafting. 
However, in both instances linear correlations are observ- 
ed. Direct comparisons are not possible since different 
methods of sample presentation were used. These authors 
used the KBr disc method whilst we examined the grafted 
films in their entirety. 

From the results obtained in this study certain features 
are worthy of comment: 

(1) The technique is useful only for relatively low 
extents of grafting, thus for hydroxyethylcellulose/ 
polystyrene copolymers (u.v., 0-25 ~ ;  i.r., 0-50~o) and 
for regenerated cellulose-polystyrene copolymers (u.v., 
0-18~; i.r., 0-30~). Within this range considerable 
accuracy of measurement is available. Above the upper 
levels quoted, the concentration of polystyrene in the co- 
polymer renders the technique useless. 

(2) At low extents of grafting a level of reproducibility, 
greater than available using gravimetric techniques, is 
available. This was demonstrated by irradiating several 
samples under identical conditions and for the same total 
dose. Whilst reproducibility in spectral determinations 
was achieved, the level of coherence using gravimetry was 
less satisfactory. 

(3) Use of methods based on spectroscopy depends on 
the substrate being graft copolymerized. One might expect 
the extent of absorption to be dependent only on the 
primary absorbing species, i.e. polystyrene. However, 
differences in sensitivity arise when comparing the results 
obtained using the two substrates. Saturation occurs at a 
much lower extent of grafting using regenerated cellulose 
than it does with hydroxyethylcellulose as substrate. This 
indicates that less of the initial energy is reaching the 
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detecting system in the latter case. The most probable 
explanation lies in the differences in crystallinity of  the 
samples. Thus light scattering or energy dissipation is 
taking place from the hydroxyethylcellulose film owing to 
its increased regularity of  structure relative to the 
regenerated cellulose and thus less light energy reaches the 
detector. This does not, however, negate the use of the tech- 
nique provided calibration for each substrate takes place. 

(4) The absorption bands at 850-900cm -1 (Figure 2) 
are highly confused owing to interference from the 
substrate. This indicates the difficulties of  selection of those 
absorptions, due to the graft, which are free from inter- 
ference from the substrate. Bands at 750 and 700 cm -z are 
seen to be suitable choices, though the one at 750 cm-Z is 
considered to be the more useful. 

The kinetics of  grafting to hydroxyethylcellulose film is 
of  interest for various reasons. Films of low degree of 
substitution have been used in the packaging industry for 
many years. However, their application has been limited 
owing to inherent structural weaknesses arising from the 
low level of  flexibility of  the cast film. Considerable interest 
has been shown recently in the use of  substituted cellulose 
as membranes for a variety of  purposes 29,3°. Indeed 
work is being carried out in this Department along these 
lines. Hydroxyethylcellulose of  low D.S. has been shown 
to have many desirable characteristics. Hence we are 
interested in expanding the scope of its use by modifica- 
tion through grafting. The kinetics of grafting to cellulose, 
using styrene, has recently been clarified by Guthrie et 
al.4, 5 by extending work carried out by Odian et al.al, s2. 
Grafting was shown to be dependent on the first power of  
the monomer  concentration and the square root of  the 
radiation intensity. Here we are interested in the monomer 
dependence of  grafting to hydroxyethylcellulose and a 
similar approach is made. 
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Figure 4 shows the dependence, on the monomer con- 
centration of  the bulk medium, of  the grafting reaction. In 
the range of grafting studies, linear relationships are 
observed. At high conversions acceleration in the rate of  
grafting is a general feature indicating the presence of 
viscosity of  Trommsdorf  effects. Grafting was found to be 
dependent on monomer to the power 0.82, i.e., less than 
the value of unity demanded by steady state conditions and 
observed by other workers 4, 5, 31, 32. Note that grafting 
was again followed both spectroscopically and gravi- 
metrically. The difference in the dependence of the rate of  
grafting on the monomer concentration may be explained 
in terms of the mode of expression of the monomer con- 
centration. This work uses the monomer concentration of 
the bulk medium as the parameter, whereas in a previous 
study of grafting to cellulose we chose the concentration 
of monomer in the film as the valid factor. Hence we have 
direct evidence that the two modes of expression of 
monomer concentration are not synonymous. Moreover, 
we see that the concentration of monomer within the film 
does not vary linearly with the bulk monomer concentra- 
iron. This fact had been observed in swelling studies on 
regenerated cellulose film and is endorsed here. We feel 
that the most satisfactory method of expressing monomer 
concentrations is as concentration of monomer in the 
swollen film. 

We have seen that spectroscopy provides a useful means 
of studying the kinetics of  copolymerization reactions 
under specialized circumstances. The technique may be 
expanded to cover a wide range of substrates and mono- 
mers. Heterogeneous graft copolymerization reactions 
are noted to be extremely complex in view of  the changing 
nature of  the substrate both prior to and during grafting. 
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Organized structures in amorphous styrene/ 
cis-l,4-isoprene block copolymers: low angle 
X-ray scattering and electron microscopy* 

R. Mayer 
Centre de Biophysique Mol~culaire, CNRS, 45045-Orl~ans-Cedex, France 
(Received 23 July 1973; revised 1 October 1973) 

It is shown that amorphous styrene/cis-l,4-isoprene block copolymers form organized 
structures in concentrated solutions as well as in the solid state. The effects of the nature 
and the concentration of the solvent, the composition of the copolymer and the temperature 
on the parameters determined by low angle X-ray scattering and electron microscopy are 
discussed. It is observed that, independent of the nature or concentration of the solvent, a 
given block copolymer exhibits only one ordered structure which may be lamellar or 
hexagonal. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been considerable interest in 
heterophase polymer systems with regard to funda- 
mental aspects and to enhanced physical properties. For 
copolymers, the nature and arrangement of the blocks in 
the molecule are most important in determining structure 
and properties. 

It has been shown by low angle X-ray scattering that 
block copolymers exhibit organized structures under 
proper conditions of concentration in different solvents. 
When at least one block of the copolymer is crystallizable, 
three types of structure have been found: lamellar, 
hexagonal and cubic TM. It has been shown later that a 
crystallizable block is not necessary in the molecule for 
forming organized structures and that such organization 
is a general property of all block copolymers, which is 
related to the incompatibility of the two components and 
to their heterosolubility 5-13. 

The present paper describes the organized structures 
formed by styrene/eis-l,4-isoprene block copolymers 
(PS-PI), both blocks of which are amorphous and non- 
polar. The copolymers were prepared anionically and 
completely characterized in dilute solution. The influence 
of the solvent, the temperature, the concentration and 
composition of the copolymer on the nature and para- 
meters of the structures are studied by low angle X-ray 
scattering. Moreover, since polyisoprene blocks can be 
stained preferentially, direct imaging of the structures by 
electron microscopy is closely combined with the X-ray 
scattering data. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparation of  the block copolymers 
AB and ABA block copolymers of styrene and iso- 

prene were synthesized by an anionic polymerization 

* This work was performed in partial fulfilment of the requirements 
for the 'Grade de Docteur 6s-Sciences Physiques' (University 
Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg, March 1971). 

technique 14. All polymerizations were carried out in a 
non-polar solvent (toluene), at room temperature, with 
s-butyllithium as catalyst, in order to have only cis-l,4 
addition in the isoprene block. An all-glass sealed vessel 
equipped with break-seals was used. This apparatus was 
especially well suited for the preparation of a series of AB 
copolymers with the same first block A. After complete 
polymerization of the styrene (monomer A), the solution 
containing 'living' polystyryllithium anions was poured 
into several flasks, each equipped with an ampoule 
containing a different known quantity of prepurified 
isoprene (monomer B). 

ABA block copolymers were prepared in the same 
manner, by adding styrene monomer to the solution of 
living AB copolymer. Symmetrical ABA block co- 
polymers may also be prepared by using a dilithium 
catalyst but polyisoprene blocks with pure cis-l,4 form 
cannot be obtained in this manner. 

Star copolymers with four identical branches, each one 
made from a block copolymer were also prepared. 
Following the method of Altares et al. 15, the living ends 
of the AB and ABA copolymers were killed with 1,2,4,5- 
tetra(chloromethyl)benzene. The copolymers thus ob- 
tained may be schematized as: 

Copolymer 1121(S) Copolymer 1131 (S) 

Characterization of  the block copolymers 
The weight-average molecular weights of the blocks A, 

AB and ABA were determined by light scattering for all 
copolymers. The apparent molecular weight thus obtained 
must be close to the true values owing to the low spread 
of composition of the samples (1Qwl~Qn < 1.1). Number- 
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Figure 1 (a) Gel permeation chromatographs of homopolystyrene 810 and copolymers 821,822, 823 and 824; (b) relation between the 
hydrodynamic volume and the elution volume of these block copolymers 

average molecular weights were determined in toluene at 
30°C, using a Mechrolab 501 membrane osmometer. Gel 
permeation chromatograms (g.p.c.) were obtained with a 
Waters 200 instrument, using tetrahydrofuran. The g.p.c. 
traces, shown in Figure 1, indicate a low polydispersity 
for a series of block copolymers with the same first block 
of polystyrene (AStw(s10)=23 000) and the absence of 
homopolystyrene. The linear relation between the hydro- 
dynamic volume, Iog[v ] . M, and the elution volume, Ve tr, 
was also observed to be valid for block copolymers, 
Intrinsic viscosities were measured in tetrahydrofuran at 
25°C, using a Ubbelohde viscometer. The styrene 
contents of the copolymers and the microstructure of the 
isoprene blocks were established, using nuclear magnetic 
resonance combined with infra-red spectroscopy. The 
cis-l,4 content of polyisoprene was always more than 
90~o; thus 3,4 addition takes place only to a small 
extent. 

The molecular characteristics and specimen codes for 
the linear and star block copolymers are collected in 
Tables 1 and 2 respectively. 

X-ray scattering 
When sufficient molecular uniformity of the co- 

polymers is achieved, a fully periodic structure may be 
obtained, in which the repeating elements are not atoms 
but submicroscopic particles. Thus, spheres give rise to 
cubic lattices, cylinders arrange themselves in a two- 
dimensional hexagonal lattice while lamellae form an equi- 
distant arrangement of parallel lamellae of infinite lateral 
extension. The scale of the observed periodicity (several 
hundred A) calls for X-ray scattering at low angles. 
However, X-ray patterns yield only the main structural 

parameters, i.e. the total thickness of the lamella or the 
distance between the axes of the cylinders. Determination 
of the structure and calculation of all its parameters may 
be obtained from the observed spacings and the com- 
position of the system, if it is assumed that the values for 
the respective specific volumes hold for the finely dis- 
persed statelL In these calculations it is necessary to 
know the distribution factor of the solvent between the 
two phases. This coefficient is quite difficult to evaluate 
and, until now, it was assumed as a first approximation 
that the solvent was exclusively located in one phase of the 
system. Recently Terrisse is has shown that this assump- 
tion is unreasonable and he measured, by X-ray scatter- 
ing, some of these coefficients for oriented styrene- 
isoprene block copolymers. As most of the distribution 
factors for the solvents we have used are unknown, only 
the values of the main structural parameters and the 
detailed structure corresponding to the 'dry' copolymer, 
after complete evaporation of the solvent, are reported 
here. 

We used a Guinier camera ~9, operating in vacuum 
and equipped with a high temperature attachment. 
Monochromatic CuK~I radiation (~=0.1541nm) was 
used. 

Samples were prepared by dissolution of a known 
quantity of copolymer in a small excess of solvent. After 
complete homogenization, the desired copolymer con- 
centration was reached by slow evaporation of the solvent 
and the 'gel' was then put in a closed cell. 

Electron microscopy 
With styrene-isoprene block copolymers it is possible 

to stain preferentially the polyisoprene blocks 2° and to 
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Table 1 Characterization data of the l inear block copolymers 

Molecular weight 
Weight-average molecular weight of the copolymer 

1st block 2nd block 3rd block 
Copolymer (PS) (PI) (PS) Mw Mn 

[~/]THF PS 
(ml/g) (%) 

210 12 600 12 600 - -  10-3 
220 12 600 6 000 18 600 - -  18-1 68 
310 46900 46900 - -  25.9 
320 46900 17 000 63 900 - -  43.5 73 
410 62000 62 000 - -  30.9 
420 62000 70000 132 000 - -  86.4 47 
430 62000 70000 70 000 202000 - -  112.2 75 
610 8 700 8 700 - -  - -  
620 8 700 6000 14700 - -  - -  59 
630 8 700 6 000 7 000 21 700 - -  - -  72 
810 23000 23 000 - -  16-4 
821 23000 8 000 31 000 - -  27'5 74 
822 23 000 17 500 40 500 36900 34'1 57 
823 23 000 21 000 44 000 46 000 42"7 52 
824 23 000 28 000 51 000 52600 51"4 45 
834 23 000 28 000 33000 34000 78600 63"4 67 
910 30000 30000 30000 19"8 
921 30000 17 500 47 500 47 000 36"6 63 
922 30 000 39000 69000 70 000 57"5 43 
923 30000 60000 90 000 70 000 58"0 33 
931 30 000 60000 29000 119 000 102 000 65-8 49 
932 30000 60 000 52000 142000 132000 74"0 58 

Table 2 Characterizat ion data of the star copolymers 

Weight-average molecular weight 

1st block 2nd block 3rd block 
Copolymer (PS) (PI) (PS) 

Molecular weight 
of the copolymer 

PS 
M w  Mn (%) 

1110 29000 
1121 29000 7 000 
1121(S) 
1122 29 000 34 000 
1122(S) 
1123 29000 20000 
1123(S) 
1131 29000 20 000 
1131(S) 

28 000 

29 000 100 
36 000 81 

110 000 81 
63 000 47 

185 000 47 
49 000 60 

145 000 60 
77 000 74 

220 000 74 

directly examine the phase structure of the system by 
transmission electron microscopy. This situation is unique 
in structure studies, in that the image of the structures 
can be directly compared to the results of X-ray scattering. 
The main difference between these two techniques lies in 
the fact that electron microscopy requires special sample 
preparation while X-ray scattering does not. The latter 
may be applied in particular to liquid or swollen systems. 
The structure of solutions of block copolymers is only 
amenable to electron microscopy investigation if the 
solutions can be transformed into solid samples of identi- 
cal structure, which can then be treated by the usual 
methods. This was done by using a polymerizable solvent, 
the subsequent polymerization of which left the micro- 
phase structure unaltered. In addition, this procedure 
made it possible to observe, by electron microscopy, how 
the mesomorphic structure disappears when the solvent 
concentration gradually increases TM 22. 

In order to compare the results obtained by both tech- 
niques, the samples for electron microscopy were pre- 
pared in three different ways: (i) by heating the block 
copolymer, under high vacuum, to temperatures between 
200 ° and 300°C; (ii) by slow and complete evaporation of 
the solvent of the gel used for X-ray scattering; (iii) by 
hardening the gel prepared in a monomeric solvent, such 

as styrene or methyl methacrylate, by a radical poly- 
merization of this solvent at 60°C with traces of benzoyl 
peroxide. 

Solvent casting has been mainly used for thin film 
preparation; it was nevertheless found that the resulting 
morphology depends strongly on the method of film 
preparation. For this reason ultrathin sections of the 
organized systems rather than films of copolymer were 
examined. The samples were sectioned with a cryo- 
ultramicrotome. Liquid nitrogen was used to cool the 
specimen holder and the knife support, insulated from 
ambient air, at about -100°C. This temperature, 20 ° 
lower than the glass transition of cis-l,4-polyisoprene, 
was necessary to avoid deformation during cutting and to 
obtain sufficiently thin sections (500 to 800 A). 

The sections were placed on grids and, to enhance 
contrast, the grids were suspended above a 1 70 aqueous 
osmium tetroxide solution in a closed container for about 
1 h. Since OsO4 selectively reacts with the olefinic bonds 
of polyisoprene, dark regions indicate polyisoprene and 
light regions polystyrene. 

A Philips EM 300 electron microscope, operated at an 
accelerating voltage of 100kV, was used. Micrographs 
were taken at magnifications of 20 000 for lamellar 
structures, and 50 000 for cylindrical structures. 
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RESULTS 

Structural determination 700 
Three types of structure (lamellar, hexagonal and cubic) 

have been found in concentrated solutions of block 
copolymers. These structures are now well known; only ~t 
the lamellar and hexagonal structures, which we have ~ 500 
found, will be considered here. 

Lamellar structure. The reciprocal spacings of con- 
secutive orders of the lamellar structure are in the ratio 
1 : 2: 3 : 4: 5. The sharply defined reflections observed on 
the X-ray patterns indicate that the periodic structure 3o( 
extends over domains large in comparison to the thickness 
of the lamellae. This structure consists of a set of plane 
and parallel lameUae of infinite lateral extension where 
each lamella results from the superposition of two layers: o~ 30( 
one formed by the styrene blocks, the other by the 
isoprene blocks. The solvent will swell one layer more 
than the other. The structural parameters are: 

d=total thickness of a lamella (d=ds+di), which is 
calculated directly from the spacing values; 

ds=thickness of the layer containing the polystyrene 
blocks; 

dz=thickness of the layer containing the polyisoprene 
blocks; 

S = specific area defined as the mean cross-sectional area 
available for a molecule at the phase boundary. 

Hexagonal structure. The reciprocal spacing ratios 
1:(3)1/2:(4)1/2:(7)1/2 correspond to a regular hexagonal 
arrangement of parallel cylinders of infinite length. These 
cylinders consist of the shortest blocks of the copolymer 
and are separated from each other by the other blocks. 
The solvent will swell one phase more than the other but 
the distribution factor may differ from that of the 
lamellar structure since the hexagonal structure appears 
only in copolymers with very dissymmetrical blocks, as 
will be seen later. The structural parameters are: 

D=distance between the axes of two neighbouring 
cylinders, which is calculated from the spacing 
values; 

R = radius of the cylinders; 
S= specific area defined as before. 

Low angle X-ray scattering 
Organized structures obtained with concentrated solu- 

tions of styrene/cis-l,4-isoprene block copolymers were 
investigated by low angle X-ray scattering. Influence of 
solvent, temperature, concentration and composition of 
the copolymer on the structural parameters was examined. 

Influence of nature of the solvent. Lamellar structures 
were found for most of the two block styrene/cis-l,4- 
isoprene copolymers in concentrated solutions in different 
solvents. This type of structure appears for a copolymer 
concentration higher than 60 70 and remains in the 'dry' 
copolymer, after complete evaporation of the solvent. 
Within experimental errors, the nature of the solvent does 
not seem to influence the structural parameters, as illus- 
trated in Figure 2 for copolymer 822. 

With monomeric solvents such as styrene or methyl 
methacrylate no periodic structures were found with the 
linear block copolymers. This behaviour is unusual, but 

200 
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Figure 2 Variation of the structural parameters of the lamellar 
structure against copolymer concentration for the systems 
copolymer 822/toluene (©) and copolymer 822/acetone (0)  

may be explained if one considers that these two solvents 
have no particular selectivity for either blocks. 

Hexagonal structures were found only with copolymer 
220 (Mrs=12 000, MI, I=6000) and copolymer 1121 
(Mes = 29 000, Ma, z = 7000) in solvents such as acetone or 
toluene. These structures appear for copolymer concen- 
trations higher than 70 70 and remain in the dry copolymer. 
As for the lamellar structures, the nature of the solvent 
has no apparent effect on the structural parameters. 

Influence of concentration on structural parameters. On 
varying the copolymer concentration, styrene/cis-l,4- 
isoprene block copolymers exhibit only one type of 
structure. This behaviour is similar to that observed with 
styrene/butadiene copolymers 22, but differs from that 
observed with styrene/2- or 4-vinylpyridine block co- 
polymers 23 which may organize themselves successively 
in cubic, hexagonal and lamellar structures with increas- 
ing copolymer concentration. 

Variations of the total thickness d of a lamella and of 
the specific area S of the system copolymer 822 
(MPs=23 000, MpI= 17 500)/acetone (or toluene) with 
copolymer concentration are shown in Figure 2. The 
lameUar structure appears for a copolymer concentration 
higher than 60 ~ and remains after complete evaporation 
of the solvent. The structural parameters for the dry 
copolymer are identical to those obtained with the same 
copolymer after heating under vacuum to temperatures 
between 200 ° and 300°C. Therefore, this structure may be 
considered as thermodynamically stable. For copolymer 
concentrations lower than 60 ~o, an isotropic solution is 
formed and no hexagonal or cubic structure was found in 
the transition region between the lamellar structure and 
the aggregates. 

As shown in Figure 2, the variation of the structural 
parameters is monotonous. When the copolymer con- 
centration of the system increases, the total thickness d of 
a lamella decreases from 355 A for a gel of 60 ~ copolymer 
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to 286A for the dry copolymer; the specific area S 
decreases simultaneously. After complete evaporation of 
the solvent, the thickness of the styrene layer is ds = 153 A 
and the thickness of the isoprene layer is d~= 133 A. 

A hexagonal structure was only observed for samples 
220 and 1121 in different solvents such as acetone or 
toluene, for copolymer concentrations higher than 70 ~. 
It remains in the dry copolymer, after complete evapora- 
tion of the solvent, and its parameters are identical to 
those of the pure copolymer after heating under vacuum 
above 200°C. For these two copolymers the hexagonal 
structure observed seems thus to be thermodynamically 
stable. Further, no lamellar structure for the solid co- 
polymer nor cubic structure in the transition region 
between cylinders and aggregates were observed. 

The variations of the structural parameters D and S of 
the system copolymer 220/acetone against copolymer 
concentration are shown in Figure 3. Assuming that the 
cylinders contain the polyisoprene blocks (as evidenced 
by electron microscopy, see later) the diameter of the 
cylinders in the dry copolymer is 108 A. 

Influence of  copolymer composition on structural 
parameters. The influence of the copolymer composition 
(i.e. the effect of the length of each block) on the struc- 
tural parameters was studied with several copolymers, 
one block of which remains unchanged. 

In Table 3 the structural parameters d, ds and d~ of the 
lamellar structure of different dry copolymers are com- 
pared. Samples 821, 822, 823 and 824 have the same 
polystyrene block while samples 822, 921 and 320 have 
the same polyisoprene block. When the length of one 
block is held constant, while the other is increased, the 
thickness of the layer containing the first block remains 
constant whereas the thickness of the other layer increases 
linearly in the range of the molecular weights considered. 
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Figure 3 Variation of the structural parameters of the hexagonal 
structure for the system copolymer 220/acetone 
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Table 3 Structural parameters of dry copolymers--influence of 
the length of one block when the ether remains unchanged 

Molecular weight Structural parameters 

Copolymer PS PI d(,~) ds(A) dl(/~) S(A 2) 

821 23 00O 8 000 218 156 62 462 
822 23 000 17 500 286 153 133 470 
823 23 000 21 000 314 154 160 470 
824 23 000 28 000 364 152 213 472 

822 23 000 17 500 286 153 133 470 
921 30 000 17 500 340 206 134 466 
320 46 900 17 000 448 317 131 464 

R(A) D(A) S(AD 

220 12 000 6 000 54 175 395 
1191 29 000 7 000 64 272 390 

Our observations on styrene/cis-l,4-isoprene block 
copolymers in different solvents indicate that hexagonal 
structures only occur when the copolymer contains less 
than 30~ of one block. However, copolymers 320 
(Mes=46 900, MPI=17 000) and 821 (Mps=23 000, 
Mri = 8000), which have a polyisoprene content of only 
26 ~,  exhibit a lamellar structure. Possibly the molecular 
weight of the shortest block also plays an important role, 
and must be lower than about 7000 as is the case for 
copolymers 220 and 1121. 

When a copolymer contains two highly unequal blocks 
it appears that the type of structure of the copolymer is 
determined primarily by the length of the shortest one. As 
long as the two blocks remain incompatible, it would be of 
interest to extend the study to samples of which one block 
has a very low molecular weight to see if they form cubic 
structures. This has not yet been done owing to difficulty 
in preparing such monodisperse low molecular weight 
blocks. 

The polyisoprene blocks of copolymers 220 and 1121 
have approximatively the same length. It is then possible 
to examine the effect of the length of the polystyrene 
blocks on the structural parameters of the hexagonal 
structure observed in acetone. It appears in Table 3 that, 
for these two dry copolymers, the radius of the cylinders 
of polyisoprene is similar while the distance D between 
the cylinder axes increases with the length of the poly- 
styrene blocks. 

Influence of  temperature on structural parameters. The 
effect of the temperature on the domain dimensions of 
lamellar and hexagonal structures was studied between 
25 and 100°C on several systems. In this temperature 
range no structural changes were observed; furthermore, 
within experimental errors, the structural parameters 
remain constant. 

This result agrees with those of Grosius et al. 24 for 
styrene/vinylpyridine block copolymers and of Brown 
et al. 25 for styrene/butadiene/styrene block copolymers. 
Nevertheless, it must be noted that Terrisse is observed a 
decrease in the structural parameters of oriented samples 
of styrene/isoprene block copolymers at temperature 
higher than 100°C. 

Organized structures of  three block and star block 
copolymers. For styrene/cis-l,4-isoprene/styrene three 
block copolymers, the central block was always cis-l,4- 
polyisoprene. Of the copolymers prepared, only sample 
1131 (Mps=29000, Mm=20000, Mes=28000) ex- 
hibited an organized structure. A lamellar structure was 
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observed for copolymer concentrations higher than 60 ~o- 
If we compare the structural parameters, in the dry state, 
of the three block copolymer 1131 to those of the two 
block copolymer 823 which has a similar length of the 
polyisoprene block it appears that the thickness di of the 
polyisoprene layer is much lower for copolymer 1131 than 
for copolymer 823 (103 A and 160 A respectively). 

Since among the three block copolymers prepared only 
sample 1131 exhibits an organized structure it seems that 
this type of copolymer may exhibit mesomorphic struc- 
tures only if the central block is flanked by two blocks of 
the same length. This observation agrees with the results 
of Vanzo et al. 7 on styrene/butadiene/styrene copolymers 
which is also in line with the fact that most of the three 
block copolymers studied so far, exhibiting ordered 
structures, were prepared with a bifunctional initia- 
tor. 

To increase the order of the molecular structure, star 
copolymers with four branches were prepared, each 
branch being itself a styrene/cis-l,4-isoprene block 
copolymer. As soon as the copolymer concentration 
exceeds 60 ~o an organized structure is observed in dif- 
ferent solvents such as acetone or toluene. In Table 4 the 
structural parameters of the star copolymers and the cor- 
responding linear block copolymer which constitutes the 
branches of the star are compared in the dry state, after 
evaporation of the solvent. When the branch is a two 
block copolymer it appears that the star has the same 
structure as the branch alone. Provided that the overall 
composition remains the same [as in cases 1121/1121 (S) 
and 1122/1122(S)] the magnitude of the structural 
parameters is not significantly affected by the change in 
chain geometry from a conventional block copolymer to a 
star block copolymer. This somewhat surprising result 
was also observed by Price et aL 2~ for star copolymers 
with two, three and four branches, each branch itself 
being a styrene/isoprene block copolymer. However, for 
the case where the branch of the star is a three block 
copolymer [sample 1131 (S)], which by itself exhibits a 
lamellar structure, the star copolymer has a hexagonal 
structure. 

The mesomorphic structures of the star copolymers 
seem to be very stable. The structural parameters for the 
dry copolymer are identical to those obtained with the 
same copolymer after heating to 300°C under vacuum. 
Indeed, while no organized structures are observed when 
styrene or methyl methacrylate are used as solvents for the 
linear two or three block copolymers, the star copolymers 
exhibit ordered structures in these two solvents; further- 
more the structural parameters are the same as those 
obtained with the other solvents such as acetone or 
toluene. 

After hardening the gels by a subsequent radical 
polymerization of these monomeric solvents, the micro- 
phase structure appears unaltered, and the structural 
parameters are not appreciably modified by the shrinking 
of the system during polymerization. It is now possible to 
observe these hardened organized structures by electron 
microscopy. Further, this procedure makes it possible to 
follow the progressive disappearance of the mesomorphic 
structures with increasing swelling of the system. 

Electron microscopy 

With styrene/isoprene block copolymers, structural 
studies by low angle X-ray scattering can be closely 
compared with the images obtained by electron micro- 
scopy. 

Lamellar structure. Figures 4a to 4e clearly reveal 
the lamellar structure of copolyrner 320. The solid samples 
were prepared from gels, by evaporation of the solvents 
(acetone, butyl acetate or isoprene), and were sectioned at 
room temperature. The sections were cut in a direction 
perpendicular to the plane of the alternating layers of 
polystyrene (light) and polyisoprene (dark). 

Table4 Structural parameters of the star co- 
polymers and of the corresponding linear block 
copolymer at the dry state 

Type of Structural 
Copolymer structure parameters 

1121 Hexagonal D=272 
R= 64 
3=390 

1121 (S) Hexagonal D=275 
R= 65 
3=385 

1122 Lamellar d=498 
ds=235 
dl = 263 
S= 462 

112£(S) Lamellar d= 496 
ds = 235 
d1=263 
3=462 

1131 Lamellar d=371 
ds=268 
d1=103 
3=346 

1131 (S) Hexagonal D=307 
R= 85 
3=416 

Figure 4 Lamellar structures in ultrathin sections of copolymer 
320 cut at room temperature. Dry copolymer obtained by complete 
evaporation of the solvent of gels in: (a) acetone; (b) butyl 
acetate; (c) isoprene 
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Hexagonal structure. This arrangement of dark spots of 
polyisoprene in a light matrix of polystyrene is clearly 
visible in the micrographs of Figure 6. These ordered 
structures, which extend over several microns, were 
obtained with copolymer 1121 after heating to 200°C 
under vacuum. The ultra-thin sections shown in Figure 6a 
and 6b were cut respectively at room temperature and at 

Table 5 Comparison of the structural parameters found by 
electron microscopy and X-ray scattering for the lamellar structure 

Total thickness of the lamella (A) 

Copolymer Electron microscopy X-ray scattering 

320 460 448 
822 300 286 
824 360 364 

Figure 5 Lamellar structures in ultrathin sections of heated co- 
polymers, cut at low temperature (-100°C). (a) and (b) copolymer 
320; (c) copolymer 822; (d) copolymer 824 

The electron micrographs in Figures 5a to 5d represent 
pure copolymers 320, 822 and 824, heated to 280°C under 
vacuum, and cut at low temperature ( -  100°C). 

As indicated by X-ray scattering, these micrographs 
reveal that the lamellar structure exists in the heated and 
in the dried block copolymer and that long range order 
extends over several microns. Comparing the two sets of 
micrographs, it appears that cutting at temperatures 
below the lowest glass temperature of each block of the 
copolymer is necessary to avoid distortion. With co- 
polymers of high polystyrene content, it is possible to cut 
at room temperature, but even so, the periodic structure 
appears deformed. Indeed, while the thickness of the 
polystyrene layers (light) remains about constant, that of 
the polyisoprene layers (dark) appears irregular. This is 
due to the rubbery polyisoprene layers distortion during 
ultramicrotomy. This has been observed by Vanzo 27 and 
Hendus et al) for surface replicas of thin films or sections 
when one phase projects beyond the other. 

In these micrographs of lamellar structures, only the 
ratio between the thicknesses of polystyrene and poly- 
isoprene layers is independent of the angle between the 
plane of cutting and that of the lamellae. Thus the 
structural parameters must be measured on electron 
micrographs from sections cut exactly perpendicular to the 
plane of the lamellae. 

In Table 5 structural parameters of the dry copolymers 
320, 822 and 824 obtained by low angle X-ray scattering 
and electron microscopy are compared. It appears that 
both qualitative and quantitative correspondence between 
direct observation of sections and X-ray scattering 
patterns have been achieved. 

Figure6 Hexagonal structures in ultrathin sections of co- 
polymer 1121. (a) Cut at room temperature; (b) cut at low tem- 
peratu re ( -  100 °C) 
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-100°C. The definite advantage in using cryo-ultra- 
microtomy for styrene/isoprene/cis-l,4-isoprene co- 
polymers is again evident. 

The distinct black circles correspond to polyisoprene 
cylinders which are perpendicular to the plane of observa- 
tion, whereas the somewhat elongated spots correspond 
to cylinders which are inclined. However, by using a 
goniometer stage it is possible to tilt the sections so that 
the cylinders are perpendicular to the observation plane, 
and to confirm the proposed hexagonal arrangement. The 
real nature of hexagonal arrangement is, however, more 
deafly established when it is possible to study oriented 
structures i2. 

The distance between the axes of two neighbouring 
cylinders and their diameters can be measured on the 
electron micrographs. Agreement with X-ray results is 
achieved to within experimental error. For the dry co- 
polymer 1121, for example, the measured D values are 
285A by electron microscopy and 272A by X-ray 
scattering. 

Microphase separation without organization. Since 
no organized structures were observed when styrene 
or methyl methacrylate were used as solvents with linear 
AB or ABA copolymers it is of interest to examine the 
texture of these systems by electron microscopy (Figure 7). 
Figure 7a shows the texture of copolymer 834 after 
complete evaporation of the solvent. A microphase 
separation but no periodicity is observed as was suggested 
by the X-ray results. Figures 7b to 7d show the texture of 
various samples after polymerization of the monomeric 
solvent (respectively copolymers 320 and 921 in methyl 
methacrylate and 824 in styrene). In the range of co- 
polymer concentrations where organized structures 
usually appear, a microphase separation may be observed, 
again with no periodicity (Figure 7b: 73 ~ of copolymer 

Figure 8 Progressive dislocation of the hexagonal structure of 
copolymer 1121 (S) in a polymerized solution of styrene: (a) 80~; 
(b) 50%; (c) 40%; (d) 30%; (e) 15%; (f) 5~  of copolymer 

Figure 7 Microphase separation without organization in ultrathin 
sections of" (a) dry copolymer 834, (b) solution of 73% copolymer 
320 in polymerized methyl methacrylate; (c) solution of 30% 
copolymer 921 in polymerized methyl methacrylate; (d) solution of 
20% copolymer 824 in polymerized styrene 

320 in methyl methacrylate). For lower copolymer con- 
centrations, one can see a random suspension of droplets 
of polymerized solvent in a matrix of copolymer (Figures 
7c and 7d). It appears that chains of polymerized solvent 
segregate from the copolymer chains during polymeriza- 
tion to form particles of homopolymer. Nevertheless 
some polystyrene blocks of the copolymer may be present 
in these droplets, but cannot be detected by our staining 
technique. 

Organized structures of  star eopolymers. These exhibit 
organized structures in monomeric solvents, such as 
styrene or methyl methacrylate, even when their two 
block constituents do not form organized structures by 
themselves in these solvents. This is not completely 
surprising since star copolymers, as sample 1121(S), 
may be considered as the intersection of two symmetrical 
three block copolymers at their centres. 
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Electron microscopic examination of the gels hardened 
by polymerization of the monomeric solvent also agrees 
well with X-ray results. For copolymer concentrations 
higher than 60 %, lamellar and hexagonal structures were 
observed for copolymers 1122 (S) and 1121 (S) respectively, 
and measured parameters are in good agreement with 
those found by X-ray scattering. 

Furthermore, it is possible to observe how these 
mesomorphic structures are progressively destroyed when 
copolymer concentration of the system becomes lower 
than 60%. Figures 8a to 8 f  show dearly that the co- 
polymer 1121 (S) has only one type of structure whose 
organization gradually disappears as the copolymer 
concentration decreases. Disordered regions already exist 
for a copolymer concentration of 50 % (Figure 8b). When 
this concentration falls to 20%, only some islands of 
organized structure remain, which are surrounded by 
micelles of polyisoprene. This behaviour was also observ- 
ed for this copolymer in methyl methacrylate and for 
copolymer 1131 (S) in styrene and in methyl methacrylate. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Styrene/cis- l ,4-isoprene block copolymers, which are 
made of two amorphous and non-polar blocks, give rise 
to organized structures in concentrated solutions as well 
as in the solid state. The formation of  such structures is a 
general property of block copolymers which results from 
the incompatibility of the two components and their 
heterosolubility. It seems, however, that the chemical 
nature of the blocks may play a role in the formation of 
given structures. Thus, the behaviour of the styrene/cis- 
1,4-isoprene copolymers, which exhibit only a single type 
of regular structure in all the range of  copolymer con- 
centrations may be due to the presence of two amorphous 
and non-polar blocks whose interactions are only weakly 
sensitive to the swelling of  the system. In opposition, 
copolymers, in which one block is crystallizable or which 
have intermolecular hydrogen bonding, may adopt various 
structures, depending generally upon the nature of the 
solvent and its concentration. 

Styrene/isoprene block copolymers are an ideal system 
for structure studies as direct imaging of  the structures by 
transmission electron microscopy and low angle X-ray 
scattering analysis can be closely combined. While 
electron microscopy requires special sample preparation 
and is therefore limited to bulk polymers or hardened 
gels, X-ray scattering can be applied to all samples and 
especially to swollen systems. Furthermore, diffraction, 
by its averaging nature, can be more representative of the 
sample as a whole. 

We have investigated how the mesomorphic structure 
varies with the following parameters: nature and concen- 
tration of  the solvent, composition of  the block co- 
polymer, and temperature. It seems that the nature of the 
solvent does not significantly affect the magnitude of the 
main structural parameters. When the solvent concentra- 
tion of the system increases, the variation of  the structural 
parameters is monotonic over the range of concentration 
for which the eopolymer exhibits an organized structure. 
In particular we could not detect any transition from one 
type of structure to another. Most of our styrene/cis- l ,4-  
isoprene block copolymers have a lamellar structure. 
Hexagonal structures are observed only when the 
copolymer contains less than 30 ~ of one block. Never- 
theless a further condition is necessary: the molecular 
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weight of these blocks must be low (for these copolymers 
lower than about 7000). It would be interesting to study sam- 
ples with monodisperse blocks of very low molecular weight 
in order to see if they are able to adopt a cubic structure. 

In order to observe directly, by electron microscopy, 
one phase in a matrix composed of the other, sufficient 
contrast between the two phases was created by selec- 
tively staining the polyisoprene blocks. Results obtained 
by this technique agree qualitatively and quantitatively 
with X-ray analysis. Electron microscopy is not only a 
complementary technique to low angle X-ray scattering 
but moreover, when copolymer solutions can be trans- 
formed into an equivalent solid sample by polymerization 
of the selective monomeric solvent used, it is possible to 
observe how these mesomorphic structures disappear 
when the solvent content of the system increases. 
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Investigation of orientation phenomena in 
drawn films of poly[( )-l -aminobutyric acid] 
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Orientation data of drawn films of poly[(_+)-/3-aminobutyric acid] (structural unit 
[-NH-CHCHz-CH2-CO-]n), are derived from the infra-red dichroism of the N-H stretching 
vibration and wide angle X-ray diffraction measurements. In combination with accessibility 
data from deuteration experiments, these parameters are used to examine the applicability 
of two-phase polymer models for uniaxial orientation to the investigated polymer. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important methods for measuring 
orientation in polymers, makes use of polarized infra-red 
(i.r.) radiation 1. The effect of orientation on a particular 
absorption band in the i.r. spectrum of a polymer is 
characterized by the dichroic ratio, R: 

R = A f l A  . (1) 

where A, and A j_ are the measured absorbances with 
radiation polarized parallel and perpendicular to the 
draw direction, respectively. 

Various polymer models for uniaxial or fibre-type 
orientation, are discussed in the literature, relating the 
dichroic ratio R to the orientation of the chain molecules 
causing the absorption ~-4. The simplest model intro- 
duces an orientation factor f,  defined by assuming a 
fraction f of the polymer to be perfectly oriented in the 
direction of stretch, while the remaining fraction 1 - f  is 
completely unoriented. The dichroic ratio R is then 
given by 5: 

R fcos2~+~(l - f )  = ½ ~  (2) 

where ~ is the angle between the transition moment 
of the absorbing group and the chain axis of the poly- 
mer molecule. Equation (2) may be put into a different 
form: 

f =(R-1)(Ro+2) 
(R0-1)(R + 2) (3) 

Here R is the measured dichroic ratio of the investigated 
band and R0 is given by" 

R0 = 2cot2a (4) 

In general, separate orientation functions f can be derived 
from equation (3) for the crystalline and amorphous 
phase of the polymer by evaluating the dichroic effects 
of absorption bands peculiar to these regions. If the 
i.r. dichroic measurements refer to the whole polymer, 
equation (2) or preferably equation (6) (see below) may 
be used to characterize orientation. 

The orientation function f can also be expressed in 
terms of (cos2fl), where fl is the angle between the draw 
direction and the chain axisr: 

f = (3(cos~fl) - 1)/2 (5) 

Hence if the direction of the transition moment with 
respect to the chain axis is known, the average orientation 
of the chain segments can be determined from the 
dichroic ratio. 

Some polymeric materials are best defined by a model 
containing a fraction f in which all chains make an 
angle fl with the direction of stretch while the remaining 
fraction 1 - f  is unoriented. For such a polymer the 
dichroic ratio R is given byV: 

2sin2fl 
fcos z~ 4 2 - 3sin 2fl q- ~}(1 - f )  

R = (6) 
2sin2fl 

½fsin2a-~ 2 -  3sin2/3 ~-~(1 - f )  

where ~ is the inclination of the transition moment to 
the molecular axis. As the angle /3 can be evaluated 
from X-ray diffraction measurements, f c a n  be calculated 
from the dichroic ratios of samples stretched to various 
extents, if ~ is known. 

An approximate degree of crystallinity can be derived 
from deuteration experiments. N-H groups in chains 
involved in crystalline regions are less exposed to substi- 
tution than are those in amorphous regions. Thus, a 
measurement of the degree of deuteration gives informa- 
tion on the amorphous content and can be correlated 
with the fraction 1 - f  of unoriented polymer. 

Another instrumental technique for the characteriza- 
tion of orientation in polymers is wide angle X-ray 
diffraction. With increasing orientation in a semi- 
crystalline polymer the rings in the X-ray diffraction 
pattern of the unoriented sample degenerate into arcs. 
The more perfect the orientation, the narrower are 
these arcs. Thus, their widths give an indication of the 
dispersion of the orientations in the polymer. A com- 
bination of i.r. dichroism and X-ray diffraction measure- 
ments on the same specimen is probably the best method 
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of characterizing orientation in polymers. The equatorial 
reflections of the X-ray diffraction pattern, may be 
photometered to determine the angle with the equator 
at which the intensity falls to half-value. This angle 
can be equated with the average angle of disorientation 
/3 in equation (6). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Synthesis, chemical and physical properties of poly(fl- 
amides) have been discussed by Bestian s. The unit cell 
of the investigated polymer was found 9 to belong to 
the orthorhombic system with identity periods: a = 10.9A, 
b=9.6A and c (chain axis)=4.8A. Films (~10/zm 
thick) of optical inactive, atactic poly[(+)-/3-amino- 
butyric acid] (h~tw~250 000) were cast from HCOOH 
solutions (1.2g/100ml) on roughened glass plates, in 
order to avoid interference fringes in the i.r. spectra. 
The films were damped with water and drawn at room 
temperature (25°C) with draw ratios A=l/lo in the 
range of 1 to 6. The films were dried at 50°C for 48h 
in vacuum while being held in position in the stretching 
jig. Specimens for the i.r. dichroism and wide angle 
X-ray measurements were cut from the central portions, 
between the neck positions. 

The i.r. spectra were run with a Perkin-Elmer double- 
beam grating spectrophotometer (model 325), with a 
wire grid polarizer in the path of the recombined light 
beam. For the dichroic measurements, the film was 
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Figure 1 Infra-red spectra of drawn poly[(+)-fl-aminobutyric 
acid] (,~=5), using polarized light perpendicular ( ) and 
parallel ( - - - - )  to the draw direction 

placed in the sample beam with the stretch axis at 45 ° 
to the entrance slit of the monochromator, and the 
polarizer rotated to bring the electric vector of the 
polarized light parallel and perpendicular to the draw 
direction. This inclination of the stretch-axis minimizes 
the effect of machine polarization. Typical i.r. spectra 
(Figure 1) in the wavenumber region 260(03700 cm -1 of 
drawn (A=5) poly[(+)-fl-aminobutyric acid], using 
radiation polarized parallel and perpendicular to the 
draw direction illustrate the cr-dichroism of the N-H 
stretching vibration at 3285 cm -1. For the evaluation 
of the absorbance, the peak area applying the baseline 
method, was used, after separating the N-H absorption 
band from the neighbouring bands with a curve 
resolver. 

In the deuteration experiment, specimens with different 
draw ratios were exposed to D20 vapour 10 and the 
percentage intensity decrease of the N-H band was 
measured and related to the amorphous fraction 1 - f  of 
the polymer. The H-D isotope exchange results in the 
partial replacement of the N-H band at 3285cm -1 by 
two bands at 2480cm -z and 2420cm -1 7 

Transmission X-ray diffraction photographs were 
taken on the same specimens as used for i.r. dichroism 
measurements and the equatorial reflections of the 200 
and 120 planes were photometered on a microdensito- 
meter for the evaluation of the average angle of disorien- 
tation ft. Figure 2 shows the diffraction patterns of the 
unoriented, and two drawn (A=3 and 6) films of 
poly[(+)-fl-aminobutyric acid]. The contraction of the 
equatorial reflections with increasing draw ratio is 
clearly visible. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

By wide angle X-ray measurements and i.r. experiments 
using a polymer film tilted with respect to the light 
beam, it was established that in the case of drawn 
poly[(+)-/3-aminobutyric acid] there is rotational sym- 
metry around the draw direction. Therefore the formulae 
for uniaxially deformed samples can be used for the 
evaluation of the i.r. spectra. 

Deuteration experiments on samples with draw ratios 
;~ = 1-6 showed that the percentage of accessible regions 
remained approximately constant in all samples varying 
randomly between 30 and 40 ~. Thus, it was assumed 
that no remarkable crystallinity changes took place 
as a result of the drawing process. 

To determine the degree of orientation, the dichroic 
ratio of the N-H stretching vibration was measured 
as a function of the draw ratio. Figure 3 shows, that the 
dichroic ratio R decreases linearly with A, tailing off at 
higher draw ratios. 

In general, the N-H stretching vibration will be 
practically confined to an oscillation of the hydrogen 
atom in the bond direction. Thus, the associated transi- 
tion moment will not deviate remarkably from the 
N-H bond direction, which is approximately perpendi- 
cular to the chain axis 9. Therefore, f was calculated from 
equation (3), with the measured dichroic ratios, assuming 

between 85 ° and 90 ° , and listed in Table 1. No agree- 
ment with the experimental values off ,  derived from the 
deuteration experiments, was found. From wide angle 
X-ray investigations on drawn specimens (A = 2.25-6), 
the average angle of disorientation fl was evaluated as 
mentioned above (Table 2). These results imply a con- 
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Table I Comparison of calculated 
(eqn 3) and experimental orienta- 
tion functions f for different draw 
ratios )L 

R /calc /exp 

1 1 0 ~0.65 
2 0.85 0.11 ~0.65 
3 0.69 0.23 ,,~0.65 
4 0.53 0.38 ~0.65 
5 0.47 0-43 ~0"65 
6 0"42 0"48 ~0"65 

Table 2 Average angle of disorientation fl 
and calculated (eqn 6) and experimental 
orientation functions f for different draw 
ratios ,~ 

A R fl(+ 1 °) fcalc /exp 

2.25 0.80 41 0.65 ~0.65 
3 0.69 34 0.65 ~0.65 
4 0.53 24 0.63 ~0.65 
5 0.47 20 0.62 ~0.65 
6 0.42 17 0.63 ~0.65 

Table 3 Dichroic ratio R and calculated 
angle ~ (eqn 6) of the amide I band at 
1645 cm -z for different draw ratios ,~ 

~amidel 
A RN-H Ramidel (degrees) 

2.25 0-80 0"84 75 
3 0.69 0.76 73 
4 0-53 0"60 75 
5 0"47 0"53 76 
6 0"42 0"48 77 

siderable alignment of the chains in the crystalline 
region with increasing draw ratio, as /3 decreases from 
54044 ' (for random orientation) to 17 ° for the highest 
drawn sample (h = 6). With these/3 values and ~ between 
85 ° and 90°,fwas calculated with the aid of the expanded 
equation (6) and listed in Table 2. Agreement between 
calculated and experimental values o f f  was good over 
the whole range of investigated draw ratios. 

Additionally, the ~-dichroism of the amide I band at 
1645cm -1 was investigated. In Table 3, the dichroic 
ratios R for specimens of different draw ratios are 
listed together with the R values of the N-H stretching 
vibration, which were found to be 5-10 ~ lower. Though 
the absorption of the amide I band is generally attributed 
to the C=O stretching vibration, the transition moment 
of this vibration is displaced from the bond direction 
because of mechanical interaction of the C = O  and 
C-N stretching vibration, and an additional oscillating 
dipole moment in the N-O direction in the resonance 
structure of the amide group 5. From equation (6) 
was calculated with the known values of/3 and f for 
the dichroic ratios of the amide I band and found to 
be approximately 75 ° . This reveals that the transition 
moment of the amide I band is displaced for ~ 15 ° 
from the C=O bond direction, which is nearly per- 
pendicular to the chain axis of the investigated polymer. 
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The fracture processes which take place in rigid poly(vinyl chloride) have been investigated. 
Under tension, crazes are formed and when necking occurs they pass almost unaltered 
through the neck. The crazes have the fibrillar structure generally observed with other 
plastics. After necking, fracture occurs either by the propagation of a crack from the 
edge of the test-piece or by the formation of a diamond-shaped cavity which initiates from 
a surface craze. The characteristic form of the diamond-shaped cavity appears to be 
controlled by the yield behaviour of the deformed polymer. At low temperatures ( -40°C)  
it is possible to apply the methods of fracture mechanics to notched specimens and a 
value of l '05xl0-ZMN/m is obtained for the energy of formation of a new surface in un- 
drawn material. 

INTRODUCTION 

The brittle fracture of  plastics has been extensively 
studied and a number of theoretical treatments have 
been developed. Most of these derive from the original 
theory of Griftith 1, who used the calculations of  Inglis 2 
to relate the strain energy released during the propaga- 
tion of a crack to the energy required for crack growth. 
The actual stress required to initiate fracture can then 
be related to the size of the smallest crack or flaw in 
the material. When no artificial crack is introduced, the 
strength may be related to 'intrinsic flaws' assumed to 
be present. More recently, the structures of crazes have 
also been studied and the intrinsic flaw in the plastic 
appears to be generated from the prior formation of 
a craze a. In any case it has been shown, both by Kam- 
bour 4 and by Murray and Hull 5 that cavities can form 
within a craze, which at a critical stage can propagate 
as a crack. The process of crack growth according to 
this mechanism is now fairly well understood, and 
measurements of  the energy of crack propagation have 
been reported by several workers 6, 7. 

Much progress has also been reported in determining 
the structure of  crazes, especially in the case of poly- 
styrene, and detailed accounts may be found in two 
recent reviews 8, 9. Examples of  this work include that 
of Kambour and Holik 10 who show that polystyrene 
crazes consist of two interconnected networks, one of  
voids, and one of  polymer fibrils, each approximately 
estimated at 200A in diameter. Also, Beahan et  al. 11 

were able to observe even finer strands of  material 
between the larger fibrils. Thus the occurrence of  crazes 
in a number of plastic materials has been clearly demon- 
strated and their detailed structure determined. In the 
case of poly(vinyl chloride), however, the existence of 
crazes and their role in the fracture process remains 
uncertain. For example, Gotham ~2 and Vincent ~3 refer 
to crazing in rigid poly(vinyl chloride) while Kambour 14 
failed to find any evidence of  pre-crack craze formation. 

Poly(vinyl chloride) is also an example of  a plastic 
material which characteristically exhibits a large de- 
formation or necking process in tension 15 before fracture 
takes place. Much less is known about the processes 
of  fracture under these conditions or of  the role, if 
any, of crazes in the process. We may, however, note 
that Spurr and Niegish le reported that in polycarbonate, 
which also generally necks before fracture, crazes form 
which survive the necking process almost unchanged. 
At later stages of  the process they observed that some 
of the crazes opened to form diamond-shaped pits. 

Doubt also exists as to the possibility of crazes growing 
in highly extended material. For example, Sauer and 
Hsiao 17 reported that orientation causes the diminution 
and gradual disappearance of crazing, while Haward et  
al. xs using injection moulded test-pieces of polystyrene 
found the crazes did not readily propagate in a direction 
perpendicular to orientation. 

Thus it can be concluded that the processes which 
determine the initiation and propagation of fractures in 
rigid but extendable plastics are not yet known. As an 
example of such materials, rigid poly(vinyl chloride) 
(PVC) sheet was selected for study. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

M a t e r i a l  

The material used was commercial, rigid poly(vinyl 
chloride) sheet, Darvic Clear 025 (ICI Ltd). It has a 
Fikentscher K value of 55 and no added plasticizer, but 
does contain small amounts (<  5 ~oW/W) of stabilizers, 
lubricants and pigments. It has a relative density of 
1-39 and a glass transition temperature measured with 
a differential scanning calorimeter (at 10°C/min) of 
67°C. 

Tensi le  m e a s u r e m e n t s  

Strips of  material were cut from 1 mm and 2 mm 
thick sheets and made into dumbbell-shaped test-pieces 
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using a routing machine. The jig used resulted in a dumb- 
bell with a parallel length of 6cm and width 8 mm. 
Alternatively, strips of  material 1 cm wide were tested 
directly. All tests were made in a controlled environment 
of 23+ I°C and 50+5 ° relative humidity unless other- 
wise stated. Tests were performed in simple uniaxial 
tension using an Instron tensile testing machine (floor 
model) equipped with environmental chamber and 
controls. 

Microscopic study o f fracture phenomena 
Test-pieces were studied by a variety of  optical 

microscopic techniques and, after uniformly coating 
with gold-palladium, by scanning electron microscopy. 

Samples were prepared for transmission electron 
microscopy using a Reichert OMU2 ultramicrotome 
with glass knife. Working below room temperature was 
found to be unnecessary. Samples were mounted on 
wooden supports in such a way that the crazes ran 
at an angle to the cutting direction, thus ensuring that 
crazes were easily distinguished from cutting and fold 
lines. A light carbon coating on the sample was found 
very effective in reducing beam damage. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

When a tensile stress was applied to notched samples 
of rigid PVC at a low temperature ( -40°C) ,  brittle 
fracture took place and the results could be treated by 
the methods of fracture mechanics. At normal tempera- 
tures, visible crazes first appeared on the surface of the 
test-piece, and then as the stress was increased necking 
and extension of the test-piece took place, followed by 
a rupture within the necked region of  the specimen. 
The details of these processes will now be described. 

Formation of crazes 
As stated above, under a tensile stress, samples of 

PVC showed marked crazing which set in before necking 
of  the test-piece took place, thus confirming the work 
of Gotham 12 and Vincent la. The crazes could in some 
cases be seen by the naked eye, but in all cases they 
were visible under the microscope at low magnification. 
Although the crazes seen in this way had all the charac- 
teristic features of crazes, as seen in other plastics (e.g. 
polystyrene), observations of this sort do not, of course, 
confirm that their structure is the same. We therefore 
set out to study their constitution in the optical micro- 
scope at high magnifications and by electron microscopy. 
However, very little information on the nature of  the 
crazes could be obtained by scanning electron micro- 
scopy, possibly because the outer surface was closed by 
a skin of polymer. 

Optical micrographs were obtained at low magnifica- 
tions (Figure la) and at magnifications of up to 1500 x 
using axially reflected light as shown in Figure 2. Al- 
though the structures observed appeared to be just 
beyond the resolving power of the optical microscope, 
Figure 2 gives an indication of  fibriUar connections 
within the crazes suggesting that they do in fact have a 
similar structure to that observed with other materials. 
Confirmation of the structure was then obtained by 
transmission electron microscopy as shown in Figure 3. 
This shows a microtomed craze cross-section from 
outside the necked region which clearly has a structure 
similar to that of  other crazes 9. Close examination 

Figure 1 Transmitted light micrograph of craze in PVC (a) 
before yielding and (b) within the yielded region 

reveals the presence of finer strands of material linking 
the main fibrils. A number of problems were encountered 
in obtaining this electron micrograph since, as reported 
by Beahan et al. 11 it was difficult to resolve the craze 
structure after microtoming. Thus, so far only a few 
electron micrographs have been obtained, all of  them 
from parts of the test-piece where no necking has 
occurred. 

Previous work s, 9 with other materials showed that 
the ease of craze formation depends on several factors, 
including temperature, strain rate and the condition of 
the specimen. For poly(vinyl chloride) it was found that 
the maximum size and frequency of crazes occurs 
around 40°C and that above 60°C crazes were absent. 
The value of strain rate up to 5.6 × 10 -a s -1 made little 
difference to craze formation although there was a 
tendency towards larger crazes at lower strain rates. 
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Figure 2 Axially reflected light micrograph of craze (a) prior to 
yielding and (b) within the necked region. The lower magnifica- 
tion in (b) corresponds to a widening of the craze 

leads to the formation of  surface crazes. The tensile test 
may then be continued until yielding takes place with 
the formation of  a neck, followed ultimately by fracture. 
Under these conditions, it is possible to observe the 
movement of the crazes and the changes which occur 
as necking takes place. In practice, we found, as did 
Spurr and Niegish with polycarbonate le that the crazes 
passed through the neck almost unchanged. Thus the 
crazes in the necked portion are not markedly different 
from the crazes in the undeformed material, as shown 
in Figure lb. However, they do not necessarily remain 
perpendicular to the applied tensile stress while they 
pass through the neck, especially when the neck is 
initially formed as an angled shear band. They may be 
bent or distorted in a similar way to those shown in 
Figure 5 (see later). 

By examining the positions of bench marks and 
crazes in different parts of  the material, we find that 
the permanent strain of the necked part of the test-piece 
was 1.2 and that the distance between particular crazes 
increased in exactly the same ratio. The length of the 
crazes, however, did not diminish in proportion to the 
width reduction of the test-piece and the crazes generally 
appeared to widen during necking as indicated in 
Figure 2b. 

Figure 3 Electron micrograph of PVC craze prior to yielding 

On the other hand, the size and number of  crazes was 
markedly affected by the condition of  the sample surface. 
Fingering of  the specimen produced a large number of 
crazes, and scratching with emery paper led to very 
large crazes. If  the sample was kept perfectly clean 
after the removal of  the protective paper supplied by 
the manufacturer, then small crazes, only visible under 
the optical microscope, were produced. 

Nearly all crazes started at the surface of the material 
but a few internal crazes were also seen which, however, 
always appeared to be initiated by extraneous particles 
of  impurity. 

Necking of crazed samples 
From the above it will be clear that the application 

of  stresses, below the yield stress, to PVC test-pieces 

Measurement of crack propagation energy at low 
temperatures 

At room temperature, PVC does not show brittle 
fracture and when notches are introduced substantial la 
yielding occurs at the notch before fracture takes place. 
In order to study brittle fracture, it was necessary to 
use single edge notched specimens at -40°C,  when 
conventional results relating the fracture stress (~c) to 
the notch length, a, were obtained. 

In all cases the stress-strain curves of  the notched 
specimens up to the advent of  fracture were non-linear 
so that the results could be treated in two different 
ways to give different results for the quantities con- 
cerned, viz: 

(I) Using the methods of linear fracture mechanics, 
which derive ultimately from the theories of Griffiths, 
we obtain: Kc=~cY(a)l/2 where Kc is a critical stress 
intensity factor, crc the stress at fracture, Y a finite 
width correction factor 2° and a the initial crack length. 

A graph of  ~c against 1/[Y(a) 1/2] would be expected 
to give a straight line of gradient Kc passing through 
the origin. In our experiments, the line curves over at 
short crack lengths (Figure 4) but a value of Kc may be 
obtained from the first part of the line. The surface 
energy for the growth of unit length of the crack Gc is 
then defined as Gc=K2/E =2~, where 9' is the energy 
required for the formation of  unit area of  a new surface, 
and E the Young's modulus was taken as 4 .2x 103 
MN/m 2.. From our line we obtained Go=2.1 x 10 -a 
MN/m (~=1.05x  10-3MN/m) which compares with 
a similar value of  Gc=2-45 × 10-3MN/m obtained by 
Williams ~1 from three notch-bend tests at the same 
temperature. However, this good agreement must be 
treated with caution since our results (Figure 4) are not 
fully linear. 

* This was obtained from ICI Technical Service Note DI06 (2rid 
Edna) and the values were confirmed from our own measurements 
of tangent modulus. A 1% secant modulus would have been signifi- 
cantly lower, leading to a somewhat higher value of ~,. 
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Figure 4 Graph of fracture stress against reciprocal corrected 
crack length for rigid PVC at -40°C 

edges normal to the drawing direction, and two pointed 
extremities which tear across the specimen at right 
angles to the applied tensile stress. This latter point 
has been verified by observing directly in the microscope 
the growth of cavities under the influence of an applied 
tensile stress and means that the diamond cavity is 
propagating by tearing across the direction of orientation 
of the drawn material. Crazes surrounding a diamond 
follow the contours of the cavity, indicating the way in 
which the material deformed. The nature of this deforma- 
tion is determined by the presence of the four shear 
bands which radiate from each end of the straight 
edges of the cavity (Figure 6). When the edges of the 
sample are examined, V-shaped notches resembling the 
pointed, propagating part of the diamond cavity are 
observed (Figure 7). The bottom of both types of cavity 
has an irregular furrowed appearance which shows up 
quite clearly in the scanning electron microscope (Figure 
8). This appearance seems to be caused by the tearing 
apart of material during growth of the diamond, since 
depressions on one side of the cavity can be linked with 
protrusions on the other. The bottom surface has a 

Figure 5 Transmitted light micrograph of a diamond cavity in 
yielded PVC showing deformed crazes 

(II) An alternative method of treatment uses an 
equation developed by Andrews 22 from work by Rivlin 
and Thomas 2a. A tearing energy T is defined according 
to the equation: T = Wc Y~a. We is the critical stored 
energy density in the bulk material at fracture. In using 
this relation the areas under the stress-strain curves are 
used, and since the curves are not linear the results 
obtained are not equivalent to those given by the previous 
treatment. In fact, however, the graph of (We) 1/2 against 
1/[Y(a) 1/2] behaves in a similar way to Figure 4 with 
curvature at low values of a. From the initial linear 
part of the relation we get T=2-1 x 10-3MN/m. If the 
material was perfectly elastic we would expect to obtain 
T=y .  

Attempts to apply either of these two treatments to 
the oriented polymer after necking failed since the 
points obtained showed excessive scatter and did not 
appear to give a line through the origin. We may note 
that Vincent 24 also found difficulty in applying these 
procedures to the case of oriented poly(ethylene 
terephthalate). 

Fracture o f  necked material 
After the material has necked a new mechanism of 

fracture from crazes is observed. Examination of samples 
of PVC which have necked and fractured reveals under 
the microscope, large diamond-shaped cavities ('dia- 
monds') within the drawn material (Figure 5). These 
cavities all have a characteristic shape, with two blunt 

Figure 6 Reflected light micrograph of a diamond cavity showing 
yielded bands 

Figure 7 Scanning electron micrograph showing the beginning 
of fracture from an edge of the specimen in yielded PVC 
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number of pointed, leaf-like ridges which run at right 
angles to the original line of fracture. 

Observations of many fractures has led to the con- 
clusion that the diamond cavities are initiated by a 
craze. For example, Figure 9 shows optical micrographs 
of the formation of a diamond in a craze. A diamond 

Figure 8 Scanning electron micrograph of a diamond cavity 
in yielded PVC showing the appearance of the bottom surface 

is initiated within the matrix of the craze, and then grows 
by tearing of the craze material at the pointed tips of 
the diamond. At the same time the diamond expands 
outwards, beyond the boundaries of the craze into the 
surrounding oriented material. It is at this last point 
that the mechanism differs from that observed in a 
brittle fracture. Hull 5 reports the formation of cavities 
in polystyrene which propagate by tearing the craze 
matrix, and somewhat similar formations in methacrylate 
have been reported by Lednicky and Pelzbauer 25. 
However, in these cases the size of the cavity is limited 
to the thickness of the craze, and eventually the cavity 
gives rise to a crack, leading to brittle fracture. In the 
case of a ductile fracture, the diamond grows to a thick- 
ness many times that of the craze. The initiation of the 
diamond cavity within the craze may well be by the 
mechanism described by Hull for polystyrene, that is 
voids developing around inhomogeneities in the craze 
matrix. The cavity then grows in size until the initiating 
craze is completely absorbed within the diamond. It 
seems that once a diamond has formed, crazes are not 
essential for further growth, and cavities have been 
found in material with no other crazes in close proximity. 
Figure 10 shows the various stages of diamond growth 
from the widening of crazes to the formation of the 
cavity outside the craze boundary. 

Since a diamond is initiated by the pulling apart of 
the craze matrix, then craze remnants would be expected 
along the edges of the cavity. Figure 11 is a scanning 
micrograph showing such an edge on which the structure 
is reminiscent of a broken craze, although these features 
appear to be significantly larger than the craze fibrils 
observed in the electron micrograph (Figure 3). 

Figure 9 Axially reflected light micrograph of a cavity (a) beginning to grow within a craze, (b) expanding within a craze and (c) growing 
outside the boundaries of the craze. Possible craze remnants are visible in (c) on either side of the cavity. A smaller cavity is seen further 
along the craze 
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Figure 10 Transmitted light micrograph of the surface of a 

yielded PVC specimen, showing the stages in diamond formation 

failure to occur. When the whole fracture surface of  a 
test-piece is examined, two typical cases are found to 
occur (Figure 13). The first type has a smooth area 
starting in one corner and spreading out until it suddenly 
changes to a rougher type of  surface. This smooth area 
which shows the characteristic structure visible inside 
a diamond (Figure 9) is interpreted as being associated 
with a slow tearing while the more coarse surface is 
associated with rapid fracture. This type of  fracture 
surface results from initiation by an edge diamond. The 
second type of  fracture surface has been reported in 
the literature 25. It consists of a small semi-circular 
area which we associate with the slow growth of a 
diamond, surrounded by a more coarse area from rapid 
failure. This process is illustrated in Figure 14. The 
fact that the smooth area arising from diamond fracture 
is semi-circular suggests that the lateral cross-section is 
disc-shaped. Further, it should be noted that both 
types of surface contain depressions, either at the edge 
or at the focal point of the hemisphere. The other half 
of the fractured specimen is similar so that the two 
halves do not match up. This unusual situation is 
attributed to the shapes of  the diamond or half-diamond 
which initiate fracture. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that under the influence of an applied 
tensile stress, crazes are produced in rigid PVC. Further, 
these crazes appear to retain their form after the gross 
plastic deformation inherent in the necking process. 
A new mechanism of post yield fracture is presented 
which consists of the following stages: (i) crazes are 
produced which pass over into the necked region. 
Further elongation of the neck results in a widening 
of the crazes; (ii) cavities are initiated within the craze 
and propagate initially within the craze matrix; (iii) the 
cavities grow in size and take on a diamond-shaped 
appearance, with two flattened edges and two pointed 
extremities. Growth is by tearing at the pointed zones 

Figure 11 Scanning electron micrograph showing possible 
craze remnants 

On rare occasions diamonds were found in which 
the point of the cavity did not follow the line of  the 
craze (Figure 12). This is surprising since both crazes 
and cavities propagate normal to the direction of 
maximum tensile stress. Probably the alignment of  the 
craze is not always exact after bulk deformation of the 
material has taken place. 

According to these observations we find that a craze 
first develops a cavity, which may well be similar to 
cavities developed under the conditions of brittle frac- 
ture. Once formed, however, they grow quite differently. 
We ascribe this difference in growth to the specific 
properties of  the strained polymer, in which shear 
deformations most easily occur along angled shear 
bands. 

Once a diamond-shaped cavity has formed it continues 
growing slowly in the manner indicated until the local 
stress becomes high enough for rapid catastrophic 

Figure 12 Scanning electron micrograph of a diamond cavity 
propagating away from the line of the craze 
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b 

Figure 13 Scanning electron micrograph of the fracture surface resulting from (a) an edge failure and (b) failure of a 
diamond cavity initiated on the face of the test-piece 

i i | 
o o o 

Figure 14 Diagrammatic representation of the production of a 
typical fracture surface from failure of a 'diamond' 

perpendicular to the tensile stress and across the direction 
of  polymer orientation in the specimen. It is not limited 
by the boundaries of the craze; (iv) the cavities continue 
to grow in size, completely engulfing the original craze, 
until local stresses become sufficiently high to cause 
rapid, catastrophic failure; (v) a characteristic fracture 
surface is obtained on which the area of  slow growth 
of  the cavity is easily distinguished; (vi) alternatively, 

the whole process can start from the edge of the speci- 
men, when a second characteristic fracture surface 
results. 
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Permeability of a series of alcohols through 
pol y(y- m eth yl-D-g I utam ate) 
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To elucidate the permeation mechanism in polypeptide membranes, permeation of a 
series of alcohols through poly(~,-methyI-D-glutamate) is studied. Breaks occur at the 
second order transition temperature in the Arrhenius plots of the diffusion coemcient 
and so it is concluded that the diffusion of small molecular substances in polypeptide 
occurs through the side-chain region between helices. These contain local coarse areas 
which contribute to the diffusion as effective holes without requiring vigorous molecular 
motion. The diffusion coefficient decreases systematically with increase of molecular 
size of penetrant. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to investigate the relation between the sorption 
and diffusion of small molecular substances and the 
unique higher order structure of synthetic polypeptides, 
the authors eludicated z that: (i) the permeability of 
water vapour through poly(y-methyl-D-glutamate) was 
as high as the order of 10-6cmacm-lsec-lcmHg -1 at 
25°C, although the polymer itself had a low affinity 
to water; (ii) high permeability of the poly(methyl- 
glutamate) was due to the high diffusion coefficient; 
(iii) the polymer had a second order transition point 
at 28°C using dilatometry, which was related to the 
molecular motion of the side-chains; and (iv) the 
Arrhenius plot of the diffusion coefficient of COz showed 
an inflection at 28°C though that of water vapour 
showed no clear inflection. This indicated that the 
diffusion of small molecular substances takes place 
where the volume expansion is promoted by the mol- 
ecular motion of side-chains, namely at the apertures 
between the helices. 

In the present paper, for the purpose of elucidating 
the above permeation mechanism in more detail, the 
permeation of a series of alcohols (methyl, ethyl, iso- 
propyl and t-butyl alcohols, which are different in 
molecular size) through the poly(y-methyl-D-glutamate) 
(PMDG) is studied. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 
Poly(~,-methyl-D-glutamate) (PMDG) supplied by 

Ajinomoto K. K. (Japan) was obtained by the poly- 
merization of N-carboxyamino acid anhydride. The 
viscosity-average degree of polymerization was 1150 as 
determined by the intrinsic viscosity in dichloroacetic 
acid solution at 25°C. PMDG membranes are prepared 
by dissolving the 5% polymer in the mixed solvent of 

dichloroethane-perchloroethylene-toluene (7: 2 • 1) and by 
air-drying a thin layer of the above solution on a glass 
plate, and finally vacuum drying at 50°C for a day. 
The density of the membrane was 1.302g/cm a, and the 
thickness 0.07-0-16mm. The membranes were confirmed 
to have a-helical structures by infra-red absorption 
spectra 2. Each alcohol used as the penetrant was of 
extra pure grade. 

Permeation and sorption experiments 
Permeation measurements were made using Rouse's 

apparatus 3. Accordingly the pressure of the lower 
pressure side of the membrane is always zero. The 
amount permeated Q(t) is expressed by the volume at 
the standard state per unit area of the membrane 
(cma/cm~). An example of the permeation curve [Q(t) 
vs. time, t] is shown in Figure 1 for the PMDG-methyl 
alcohol system. The linear portion of the permeation 

E 

E 

C~ 

C) 

/ /  
I 2 
t X IO-4(SeC} 

Figure 1 Permeation curves (amount permeated O(t) vs. time 
t) of PMDG-methyl alcohol system. Applied pressure (cmHg)" 
©, 1.28; I I ,  2.96; A, 5.36; [~, 7.11; 0 ,  9.33; x ,  11.53. The 
membrane thickness is 0.16 mm 
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curve corresponds to the stationary state of permeation, 166 
from whose slope the permeation coefficient a n [cm a 
cm/(cm 2 sec cmHg) = the slope x membrane thickness/ap- 
plied pressure] is determined. Dividing/~ by the solubility 
coefficient S [cm3/(cmacmHg)] of penetrant to the 
polymer, the stationary state diffusion coefficient /3 is 
obtained. S is determined from the sorption isotherms 
described later. The intercept of the extrapolation of 
the above linear portion of the permeation curve with 
the time axis corresponds to the time lag 0, from which 
the non-steady state diffusion coefficient Do (Do= "~ 
(membrane thickness)2/60) is calculated. Bars on the 1-E 
P and D denote the concentration averages. ~ iO -7 

The pressure of the higher pressure side of the mem- 
brane is set up by controlling the temperature of the e u 

alcohol filled flask, which is connected to the higher ~- 
pressure side of the membrane in the vacuum system E 
and so the pressure corresponds to the saturated vapour '~- 
pressure of the alcohol at that temperature. ~" t -  

O The sorption measurement for alcohol vapours is o 
performed by the gravimetric method using the usual -c- 
quartz spiral balance 4. "~ 8 

Both the permeation and sorption measurements were 
carried out at 25°C unless otherwise stated. ~ 10-8 

( 9  

E 

t2. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Sphere like alcohols were desirable as penetrants; so 
non-linear alcohols were used. 

The sorption isotherms of various alcohols obtained 
by sorption experiment are shown in Figure 2. The 
sorption amount (ordinate) is expressed in cm3/cm 3 
which is directly related to the number of molecules 
sorbed. The larger the molecular weight of the alcohol, 
the less number of molecules are sorbed. The amount 
sorbed divided by vapour pressure (cmS/cmacmHg) 
corresponds to the solubility coefficient S. 

The permeability coefficient /~ obtained from the 
stationary state permeation is plotted against the relative 
vapour pressure of the alcohol in Figure 3. The larger 
the molecular size of the alcohol, the lower is the per- 
meability. Stationary diffusion coefficient /3 obtained 
by dividing # by S is shown in Figure 4. The diffusion 
coefficient depends markedly on the molecular size. 
Non-steady state diffusion coefficient, /)o calculated 
from time lag 0 is plotted in Figure 5. Although the 

 ,ook / 

° 

50 o • 

" ~  ~ '1" I I I I I I I I 

0 0 5  1.0 
Relative vapour pressure, P/P s 

Figure 2 Sorption isotherms (amount sorbed n vs. relative 
vapour pressure PIPs) of PMDG-alcohol systems: ©, methyl 
alcohol; O, ethyl alcohol; O, isopropyl alcohol; ×, t-butyl alcohol 

iO-9 

Figure 3 

ix, 
x jxJ 

I I I I / I I I I 

0 0"5 , 0 
Relative vapour pressure 

Relation between permeability constant ~ at 25°C and 
applied relative vapour pressure of alcohols: ©, methyl alcohol; 
I ,  ethyl alcohol; R, isopropyl alcohol; x ,  t-butyl alcohol 

difference among the Do values of various alcohols is 
similar to the case of /3 values, the absolute values 
of b and /30 are different under the same conditions. 
This is true at zero penetrant concentration, which 
shows that the diffusion process of the PMDG-alcohol 
systems is of the non-Fickian type. In other words the 
process does not satisfy the Fickian conditions that the 
surface concentration of the membrane is always con- 
stant, or that the diffusion coefficient is not time de- 
pendentk The fact that the experiments are performed 
at 25°C which is 3°C lower than the second order 
transition temperature 28°C of PMDG may contribute 
to the non-Fickian behaviour. 

From Figure 4, diffusion coefficient D(C) is calculated 
as a function of concentration C of penetrant in polymer 
using the relation: 

b=(1/C1) fCo'D(C)dC 
and the numerical differentiation of the /3C1 vs. C1 
relationship. The result is shown in Figure 6. The plas- 
ticization effect of the penetrant is evident for all of the 
alcohols. 
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Figure 4 Relation between steady state diffusion coefficient D 
at 25°C and applied relative vapour pressure of alcohol. For 
legend see Figure 3 

The/30 obtained by the extrapolation of the diffusion 
coefficient /3 or D(C) to zero penetrant concentration 
is plotted against the molecular size (diameter) of the 
penetrant in Figure 7. In this case, the molecular size 
is calculated from the liquid density at 25°C assuming 
the closest packing. For each unit step in the diffusion 
of a penetrant molecule 'holes' which are larger than 
the penetrant molecule, are required near the penetrant 
molecules. The probability of finding larger holes de- 
creases exponentially with the hole size6; this explains 
the present results. 

Next, the temperature dependency of the permeation 
behaviour of PMDG-alcohol systems was studied. As 
described previously, the second order transition point 
of the polymer is 28°C, and this reflects the motion of 
side-chain, which is confirmed by the viscoelastic 
measurements 7 and broadline n.m.r, observation 8. 
The experiments were performed in a narrow tempera- 
ture range of 20-35°C, which includes the above transi- 
tion temperature. Since the temperature dependency 
of the sorption amount at the same relative vapour 
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pressure may almost be neglected 1, the relative vapour 
1 pressure is maintained constant, keeping the concen- 

tration of the penetrant in the polymer at about 0.11 g/g. 
Although the comparison of the diffusion coefficients 
should be done with D0 at each temperature, the experi- 

/ / / ~  ments have been carried out for simplicity at the same 
concentration which causes the same degree of plasticiza- 
tion. The Arrhenius plot of log /3 vs. 1/T is shown in 
Figure 8. As the molecular size of alcohol increases, the 
inflection becomes significant near the transition tern- 
perature. In a previous paper 1, it was reported that in 
the case of water the inflection was not clear. When the 
size of the penetrant molecule is small compared to the 
local pore size in the polymer, diffusion occurs by means 
of the molecular motion of small constitutive units 
below the transition temperature. Thus, the segmental 
motion which accompanies the change of volume 
expansion coefficient does not seriously affect the 
diffusional jump frequency. On the other hand, when 
the size of penetrant molecule is nearly equal or larger 

10-8 

-~ 10 -9 

&-- 
E 
U 

i 0  q o  

I O  - I I  I 

O ' ' ' o'- ' ' ' ' 5 I - 0  
Relat ive vapour  pressure 

Figure 5 Relation between non-steady state diffusion coefficient 
D0 at £5 ° C and applied relative vapour pressure of alcohol. For 
legend see Figure 3 
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Figure 6 Concentration dependence of diffusion coefficient 
D(C). For legend see Figure 3 
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Figure 7 Extrapolated diffusion coefficient ~o vs. molecular 
diameter of penetrant. The point of the lowest molecular diameter 
corresponds to water 1 

than the local pore size, diffusion of penetrant requires 
cooperative motion of the segmental motion and is 
affected markedly by the transition phenomena which 
accompanies the volume expansion change. This be- 
haviour is similar to that reported for the diffusion 
coefficient of water in poly(methyl methacrylate) which 
shows an inflection at 65°C though other gases do not 

show it at the same temperature 9. 
As the diffusion phenomena before the change of 

volume expansion occurs is interesting, the activation 
energy is calculated from the Arrhenius plot below the 
transition temperature. The result is shown in Figure 
9 against the diameter of the penetrant molecule. The 
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Figure 8 Temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient 
of alcohol in PMDG (Arrhenius plot). O, Methyl alcohol; i ,  
ethyl alcohol; I-1, isopropyl alcohol; x ,  t-butyl alcohol 
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Figure 9 Activation energy of diffusion AEd vs. molecular 
diameter of penetrant 
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activation energy AEa increases considerably for t- 
butanol, which means molecular motion of the polymer 
equivalent to the large activation energy is necessary 
for diffusion of t-butanol. It is noted that AEa of water 
is 11 kcal/mol and is smaller than 20 kcal/mol of  usual 
polymers. 

Even though the diffusion coefficients correspond to 
polymers containing 0.11 g penetrant/g of polymer the 
inflection point of  the Arrhenius plot is almost the same 
as the second order transition point of  the dry polymer. 
It has been reported that the side chain dispersion of 
poly(n-alkyl methacrylate) is less affected by penetrant 
than the glass transition temperature 10. Since the transi- 
tion temperature of 28°C is also related to the molecular 
motion of side-chain in the PMDG-alcohol  systems, 
this could explain why the inflection and the transition 
point are at the same temperature. This indicates that 
the penetrant molecules diffuse through the region of 
side-chains between the helices. 
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Copolymerization and oligomerization by 
transition metal catalysts* 

dunji Furukawa 
Department of Synthetic Chemistry, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan 
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Alternating copolymerization of diolefins and olefins is possible by controlling the co- 
ordination site and the coordination ability with alkylvanadium halide as catalyst prepared 
at extremely low temperature. Alternating structure of the isoprene-propylene copolymer 
is established by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and ozonolysis analysis and 
the alternating addition of isoprene at the 4,1-position and of propylene at the ¢,/3-position 
is proposed. The model reaction indicates that the ~r-allylvanadium bond prefers propylene, 
whereas the ethylvanadium bond prefers butadiene. However, the selectivity is lowered 
with bulky ~-olefins. Acetylene is also copolymerized with nickel catalyst to give random 
copolymers possessing active methylene groups available for drying oil. Controlling the 
amount and acidity of the protic component added to Ni °, cyclo-, or linear oligomers of 
butadiene and the 1,3-1,2 adduct of butadiene are prepared selectively, Also, the addition 
of amine or alcohol to butadiene is successful. The reaction occurs through a rr-allyl 
nickel intermediate and the reaction is extended to ~r-allyl exchange reactions, 

INTRODUCTION 

The discovery of Ziegler-Natta catalysts enabled the 
polymerization of ethylene, ~-olefin and diolefin to give 
highly stereoregular polymers. However, the copoly- 
merization of these monomers is not always successful. 
Only ethylene and propylene are copolymerized but 
the alternating tendency seems to be not so high as 
that of radical copolymerization. The Ziegler-Natta 
polymerization proceeds through so-called coordinate 
ionic polymerization, in which the coordination of 
monomers is very important as well as the polymerization 
ability. Diolefins seem to be very different from olefins 
in coordination ability, but we have succeeded in the 
copolymerization of butadiene and propylene or ethylene 
by adjusting the number of coordination sites. This 
idea is also extended to the copolymerization of acetylene 
with diolefins and olefins. In relation to the coordination 
and reaction ability of transition metal catalysts the 
oligomerization by nickel catalyst is discussed. 

DIOLEFIN-OLEFIN COPOLYMERIZATION 

Furukawa and coworkers have reported an alternating 
copolymerization of butadiene with propylene or 
ethylene by means of a special Ziegler catalyst prepared 
at extremely low temperature unlike conventional 
catalysts activated by ageing above room tempera- 
turel-5. 

The catalyst consisting of vanadium-alkylaluminium 
possesses divalent vanadium and exists in a dimeric 
form with a halogen bridge, which enables dissociation 

* Presented as a Symposium Lecture at the IUPAC International 
Symposium on Macromolecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

followed by alternating coordination of butadiene and 
propylene 4. 

The alternating structure of a butadiene-propylene 
copolymer was established by 220 MHz nuclear mag- 
netic resonance (n.m.r.) spectroscopy and ozonolysis 
analysis 6. Further details were obtained from an alter- 
nating copolymer of isoprene and propylene 7. The 
results are summarized in Table 1. The main product 
is 4-methyl-5-acetyl pentanal (80.1 ~ in composition 
of ozonolysis product) arising from the alternating 
sequence of isoprene and propylene. The structure 
suggests that the copolymerization takes place at the 
4,1-position of isoprene and the a,fl-position of pro- 
pylene. Formation of a considerable amount (7~) of 
acetylacetone is attributed to the product from the 
polymer terminal, since the sample subjected to analysis 
is a semi-solid polymer of low molecular weight. It 
indicates also alternating structure and that the end 
group is a propylene unit. The termination occurs at 
the propylene terminal by a hydrogen transfer. Propylene 
is incorporated into polymers by anionic polymerization, 
because the addition to propylene takes place at its 
a-carbon atom. The presence of levulinic aldehyde and 
succinodialdehyde (11 ~o in total) indicates the existence 
of a small amount of isoprene block. This means that 
the alternating degree of isoprene-propylene copolymer 
is somewhat lower than that of butadiene-propylene 
copolymer since the ozonolysis product of the latter 
copolymer possesses only 0"3~o succinic acid, but 
adipic acid is obtained in 88 ~ yield. 

In addition to the above product the isoprene- 
propylene copolymer yielded 3"7~o 3-methylhexanal 
arising from an isoprene-propylene-isoprene sequence 
in which the head-to-tail structure of isoprene is dis- 
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Table I Products of ozonolysis of isoprene-propylene copolymer 

Alternating sequence: 

C C C C C 
:1 I . I  . f  I .  

. C -C- .  C -C .  C -C .  C - C ~ C - C .  (80.1%) C - C - C - C  C~C. 
4 3 '  2 1 a 

4-Me-5-acetyl pentanal Acetylacetone 

(7%) 

C C C C C C 
:1 I :1 I: I :f 

C - C = C - C .  C -C .  C - C ~ C - C .  (0%) C-C-.- C-C . C-C . C-C .= C-C . 

3-Me-5-acetyl pentanal 3-Me-hexanal 

(3.7%) 

Block sequence: 

C C C C 
, I  :1 I :  :1 

C - C - C - C  . C - C ~ C - C  (7.35%) C - C - ~ C - C .  C - C ~ C - C  

Levulinic aldehyde Succinodialdehyde 

(3'35%) 

t rans ~,C~ 
CH=C / 

"c" d H /  

/ C \  / c l s  "\ -H2C$ HCH2- 

-C= CHCH2(~H-/  ~ 
I = CCH2C=CH2 '~' J 

I 

IO 
I I i I i 

4 5 6 7 8 9 
ppm (8) 

Figure I 100 MHz n.m.r, spectrum of isoprene-propylene alternat- 
ing copolymer in CDCI3 

turbed. Another isomer, 3-methyl-5-acetyl pentanal was 
not present. 

The copolymer was also subjected to 100 MHz n.m.r. 
analysis. Figure 1 indicates the presence of a methylene 
at 5"3T of an isopropenyl terminal, which is not from 
isoprene terminal, because of its singlet nature of n.m.r. 
at 7.36r. These results lead us to the conclusion that a 
coordinate anionic polymerization proceeds through an 
alternating coordination of isoprene and propylene as 
proposed previously 5. The coordination of monomers 
is controlled by the structure of the terminal unit of 
polymer so that the catalyst linking with the propylene 
terminal provides two available coordination sites for 
the bidentate coordination of isoprene and the catalyst 
linked with isoprene unit provides only one site for the 
unidentate coordination of propylene, since the terminal 
isoprene unit exists in a =-allyl form and two coordination 
sites are occupied. 

Propagation: 

C 
c I 

~ R_C-C?:C~c 
, v:i 

c 
I c c 

c~C..,..c.: I I -,,w,- :. > ~ C = C - C - C - C \  o. 

~V." V :  
"" trans / ",,, 

CI/ ~ or ci$ el 

Ozonolysis data suggest that the methyl groups of the 
isoprene unit and propylene unit are located at the 
penultimate carbon atom and this fact is compatible 
with the mechanism of anionic polymerization and 
that of minimized steric hindrance in the terminal 
unit: 

CH3 Cl'~ ~" I 6- ~+1 8- 
CH== CH-C= CH2 CH=CH,~ 
4 3 2 I {Z 

The existence of an isopropenyl end group also 
indicates the occurrence of a hydrogen transfer at the 
propylene terminal and initiation by a vanadium hydride 
formed by hydrogen transfer. 

Termination: 

C C C C H 
I I I I \ 

• - , ' w - C = C - C - C - C \  -, ~ -- , , , '~C=C-C-C=C +ci/V., 
/ V  

Cl 

Initiation: 

C C 

C~c )" CH3-C~" 

\c, c , )<  
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Indeed, in the case of the copolymerization of 1,4-d4- 
butadiene with propylene, the hydride reacts with 
butadiene to initiate the polymerization; formation of 
the CHD2 group is confirmed by n.m.r. : 

H-V- + CD 2 = CH-CH = CD 2 

CHD2CH=CHCD~,,~-~ 

The alternating coordination was shown by gas 
chromatography of the reaction products of a mixture of 
propylene and butadiene with vanadium catalyst 
possessing an ethyl group and a rr-allyl group. 

In the systemVOAcac~-Et3Al-allyl bromide the product 
of its reaction with a mixture of propylene and butadiene 
yielded mainly allyl group products and propylene 
(Table 2). In addition, a considerable amount of pentane 
and 2-methylbutane were obtained which may come 
from the reaction of the allyl group and ethyl group. 
Therefore, the catalyst possesses both the ethyl group 
and the allyl group. In fact, the reaction with propylene 
also yields the same product. Moreover, the catalyst 
itself gives the reaction product of allyl and ethyl groups. 
In any case there is no product expected from the 
reaction of an allyl group with butadiene. On the other 
hand, the catalyst composed of VOAcac2-Et3A1-Et2AIC1 
yields 1-hexene and 2-hexene in the reaction with a 
mixture of propylene and butadiene. The catalyst also 
gives hexene in the reaction with butadiene but not in 
the reaction with propylene. In the latter case the reaction 
product of the ethyl group and propylene was formed. 
Accordingly, the allyl group reacts exclusively with 
propylene, but the ethyl group reacts mainly with 
butadiene and also reacts with propylene if propylene 
exists in excess. 

The less selectivity of the ethyl or hydride group is 
reflected on the co-oligomerization by the same catalyst 
in the presence of an excess amount of propylene. From 
a 25:1 propylene-isoprene mixture a cotrimer of 
propylene-isoprene-propylene is obtained in a good 
yield of 68 ~ based on isoprene monomer together with 
its isomer in 11 ~ and the alternating copolymer in 
21 ~o yield. This fact indicates that in the presence of 
an excess of propylene the vanadium hydride as well 
as ethyl vanadium reacts with propylene instead of 
isoprene to initiate the reaction, but the second unit is 
always isoprene. The selectivity in the reaction with 
propylene is assumed to be in the order: ~r-allyl> 
methallyl > ethyl ~ H. 

Table 2 Analyses of hydrocarbons produced by the reaction of 
monomers with VOAcacz-based catalyst 

2-Me- 4-Me-1- 
Pentane butane pentene Hexene 

Et-Allyl Et-PP PP-Allyl PP-Allyl 
VOAcac2 ] - -  0.30 - -  - -  - -  

Et3AI .j~ PP 20 0-38 0-15 0"03 0.18 
Allyl Br BD 20 0.04 - -  ~ 0.07 

P P + B D  [C= C-C-V-Br] ~1)'20+20 0.13 0-09 0.01 0.22 

VOAcac2 ] Et-PP Et-PP Et-BD 
EtsAI f PP 20 0.11 0.16 - -  - -  
Et2AICI BD 20 - -  - -  - -  0.12 
[Et-V-CI] PP+ BD 20+20 -- 0'68 ~ 0.23 

VOAcacz, 1 mmol; EtaAI, 5 mmol; Et=AICI, 5 mmol; allyl bro- 
mide, 10 mmol 

I00 

~q 8o 
-6 
E 

E 
~ 60 
O 

0 
u 

c 

~ 40 
c 

C3 

20 

i i i i i ~ I I I 

0 20  4 0  60  80  IOO 
Diene in monomer (mol O/o) 

Figure £ Copolymer composition curves as a function of mono- 
mer feed. /k, BD-3MB; R,  BD-4MP; O, BD-Bu; O, IP-Pr; x ,  
BD-Pr (Hirai, R. et a/. d. Po/ym. Sci. (A-l) 1972, 10, 681) 

Table 3 Effect of donor substances on 
the formation of alternating and homo- 
oligomers 

Oligomer 

Catalyst* Catalyst 
without P~st or 
donor pyridine 

PP/IP/PP 2.8 trace 
IP/IP 28.0 30.0 
IP/IP/IP 16.0 17.0 

* VOAcac2+ EtaAI+ Et2AICI (1:3:3) 
t Triphenylphosphine 

In relation to the selectivity the copolymerizations 
with other olefins such as 1-butene, 3-methyl-l-butene 
and 4-methyl-l-pentene were investigated. The copolymer 
composition curves shown in Figure 2 indicate that the 
bulky group, especially the branched alkyl group, 
disturbs the alternating tendency. Isobutene does not 
copolymerize by this sort of catalyst. The order of 
alternation is in the order: ethylene/> propylene > 
1-butene > 4-methyl-1-pentene > 3-methyl-1-butene > iso- 
butene, and butadiene > isoprene. 

It is also noticed that some homo-oligomers are 
produced besides the co-oligomers in the copolymeriza- 
tion with the same catalyst, i.e. VOAcac2-EtzA1-Et2AIC1 
(i :3:3) as shown in Table 3. The formation of isoprene 
dimer and trimer may not be associated with alternating 
co-oligomerization or alternating copolymerization since 
the addition of an electron-donor ligand such as tri- 
phenyl phosphine or pyridine retards the formation of 
the cotrimer and copolymer but not that of homo- 
oligomer. This fact suggests that the active species for 
the alternating addition possesses an additional site 
for coordination which is vulnerable towards the attack 
of donor ligands. 

COPOLYMERIZATION OF BUTADIENE WITH 
ACETYLENE 
The copolymerization of acetylene seems to be of 
particular interest since the coordination ability of 
acetylene may be different from olefins and diolefins 
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and the copolymer, if prepared, may possess an active 
methylene group neighbouring two double bonds. 
However, there have been no scientific reports on this 
problem. Some patents described the formation of 
acetylene-diolefin copolymers but they were a black 
powder or a sparingly soluble solid and were assumed 
to be an acetylene homopolymer or a highly crosslinked 
copolymer. At the same time as the author's work a 
patent for the copolymer of methylacetylene and buta- 
diene appeared from Kawasaki et aL in which a vanadium 
catalyst similar to that for propylene-butadiene alternat- 
ing copolymerization was used and the copolymer 
possessed a 1:1 composition and the alternating structure 
was claimed. In the author's work a large variety of 
catalyst systems were examined but the product was 
always a black sparingly soluble powder. 

However, an excellent catalyst was found 8 in a nickel 
complex which yielded a completely soluble pale yellow 
semi-solid or a liquid polymer. This contained an 
active methylene unit arising from the alternating 
acetylene-butadiene sequence as shown in Figure 3 
which indicates the presence of an active methylene 
n.m.r, absorption at 2.88 but also that of a methylene 
of the butadiene-butadiene diad at 2.128. Chemical 
analyses also indicate the incorporation of acetylene 
but its amount is arbitrary. It was also found that the 
amount of alternating sequence parallels the amount of 
acetylene incorporated. The population of acetylene 
diad (FAA), alternating diad (FAB) and butadiene diad 
(FBB) agrees with the result from the calculation for 
the random copolymerization as shown in Table 4. 

By using a standard catalyst of Ninaphthenate- 
Et2A1CI (3 mmol: 15 mmol) several kinds of diene such 
as butadiene, isoprene, chloroprene, and 2,3-dimethyl- 
butadiene (0.39mol) were copolymerized with acetylene 
(0.12 mol) at 30°C for 3 h. The results are summarized in 
Table 5. 

ppm(x) 
2 4 6 8 I0 

, i i + I , i i 

-CH2CH=CHCH2CH=CHCH2CH=CHCHf ] 
-CH2CH=CHCH2 [ I 

5.46 l 
- C H2CH=CH C/-/2C/-/2C H = CH CH~ 

.~12'126 J 

CH=CH-CH2CH=CHCH~ ~ f 

I I 

4 2 0 
pprn (6) 

Figure 3 100 MHz n.m.r, spectrum of acetylene--butadiene 
copolymer 

- CH=-CHCH=CH-~ 

I I 

8 6 

Table 4 Population of diads 

N.m.r. Random assumption 
Composition 

of A FAA FAB FBB FAA FAB FBB 

0.180 0"035 0.290 0"675 0"032 0.295 0-673 
0-296 0"111 0.370 0'519 0.088 0.417 0"495 
0'323 0.128 0-391 0.481 0.104 0-437 0.459 
0.382 0"115 0.537 0'348 0"146 0.472 0.382 
0.441 0-189 0"505 0"306 0'195 0.493 0"312 

Table 5 Copolymerization of acetylene and dienes 

CHela soluble 
Yield 

Diene (g) (g) A* [7 / ]  Microstructure 

Butadiene 24-11 

Isoprene 11.80 
Chloroprene 1.10 
2,3-Dimethyl 5.33 

butadiene 

21-99 0.218 0.10 cis, 81.3; trans, 11"5; 
1,2-, 7.2 

9.54 0.439 0.10 cis, 92-9; 3,4-, 7.1 
0"85 0.410 0.18 trans, lO0 
4.17 0.623 0.12 trans, lO0 

Conditions: toluene, 70 ml; Et2AICI, 15 mmol; Ni naphthenate, 
3 mmol; diene, 0.39 mol; acetylene, 0.12 mol; catalyst reaction, 
30°C, 10 min; polymerization, 30°C for 3 h 
* Content of acetylene 

The products were copolymers of acetylene with 
dienes. The microstructure of the diene unit is cis both 
for butadiene and isoprene, whereas that both for 
chloroprene and 2,3-dimethylbutadiene is trans. The 
copolymer possesses active methylene groups and 
therefore is very sensitive towards crosslinking. The 
copolymer with a controlled amount of active methylene 
group can be stored if some antioxidant is added, but 
is capable of crosslinking on exposure to air. Cobalt 
naphthenate is useful as a hardening catalyst. The 
active methylene group is also easily metallized by 
lithium. Consequently, the material seems to be versatile 
for paint, vulcanizing plasticizers and as a starting 
material for graft or star polymers. 

OLIGOMERIZATION AND POLYMERIZATION 

In relation to the polymerization by transition metal 
catalysts, the oligomerization of butadiene is interesting, 
since the mode of oligomerization is also associated 
with the coordination ability and the reactivity of the 
catalyst. A variety of cyclo-oligomers as well as linear 
oligomers are known in the literature. In addition to 
these the author has reported previously the preparation 
of methylenevinylcyclopentane (MVCP) by some nickel 
catalysts; i.e., a 1,3-1,2 coaddition product of buta- 
diene 9. The mechanism of the formation of cyclodimer 
and cyclotrimer was established by Bogdanovi6 et 
aM °, but those of linear dimers and 2-methylenevinyl- 
cyclopentane were not completely elucidated. 

Cyclo-oligomers are prepared by Ni ° catalysts, 
whereas linear ones are also formed by transition metal 
catalysts other than nickel, e.g., cobalt, or iron catalysts, 
and MVCP by NiI. The author has found that the 
oligomers of butadiene can be prepared selectively by 
nickel catalysts whose catalytic activity is controlled 
by the addition of a protic acid or protic solvent. A 
Ni ° catalyst such as Ni[P(OEt)3]4 is capable of cyclo- 
oligomerization of butadiene in hydrocarbon solvents 
such as benzene to give cyclo-octadiene or vinylcyclo- 
hexene as reported by Bogdanovi6 et al. 1°. 

Furukawa found that the regulation of reactivity in 
oligomerization is also possible by adjusting acid strength 
and acidity with use of weak protic solvent, strong 
protic acid or their mixture. In this way cyclodimer, 
linear dimer or MVCP were prepared relatively pre- 
ferentially as summarized in Table 611 . Use of inorganic 
acids such as sulphuric acid or perchloric acid results 
in the 1,4-trans-polymerization, which is assumed to 
be characteristic of the catalyst composed of Ni0-protic 
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Table 6 Dimerization and polymerization of butadiene with 
Ni[P(OEt)3]4 

Protic ~ -  ~ ~ trans- 
medium PBD 

Benzene 52 25 
CsHsOH 88 
Cg.HsOH-CFsCOOH 10 23 50 
CHsOH-CFsCOOH 80 
IPrOH-H2SO4 100 
IPrOH-HCiO4 100 

70 

o 5C 
O 

~ 30 
E 
k5 

IO 

I 3 5 

[CH3ONo]/[Ni g] 

Figure 4 Effect of [CHsONa] on the dimerization of butadiene 
at 80°C. O, MVCP; @, 2,4,6-OT; x ,  1,3,6-OT; A, 1,3,7-OT. 
Conditions: [NiBr~.(n-Bu3P)2], 0.3 mmol; [butadiene]=£5 mmol 

°. 

IO 

O 1:5 2:5 3:5 4:5 
[HBr]: [CH3ON a] 

o -[HBd/EN ° ]  

Figure 5 Effect of [HBr] on the dimerization of butadiene at 
80°C. @, £,4,6-OT; A, 1,3,7-OT; O, MVCP. Conditions: 
[NiBrs.(n-BusP)s], 0.3 retool; [CH3ONa], 1.5 mmol; [butadiene]= 
20 mmol 

5O 

x~  

"~- 30 

E 

acid-electron donor 12. When the phosphine complex 
of nickel bromide is reacted with sodium methoxide 
the reaction product possesses catalytic activity for the 
oligomerization; octatriene (OT) and MVCP are formed 
according to the amount of sodium methoxide added 
as illustrated in Figure 4. The addition of I mol of 
methoxide favours the formation of MVCP whereas 
further addition favours that of OT. It is supposed that 
the reaction of nickel salt with sodium methoxide or 
sodium borohydride is expressed as follows: 

NiBrzL~ + CHaONa--* Ni°L2 + HBr + HCHO + NaBr 
Consequently, partly reduced nickel system (Ni0 and 
HBr) may be an active catalyst for MVCP formation 
and further reduced nickel system for OT. The reduction 

is reversible since the further reduced nickel system thus 
prepared alters its reactivity by the addition of hydrogen 
bromide 13. As illustrated in Figure 5, the addition of 
3/5 mol HBr with respect to methoxide gives the catalyst 
for OT and further addition that for MVCP. These 
observations lead to the conclusion that the active 
species for the cyclo-oligomer such as cyclo-octadiene 
and vinylcyclohexene is Ni ° whereas that for linear 
dimer is Ni ° combined with alcohol and that for MVCP 
is Ni ° combined with hydrogen bromide. Since all kinds 
of oligomers require the coupling of butadiene at the 
first stage, Ni 0 is a common active species which gives 
bis-~r-allyl nickel. 

In benzene it decomposes to give cyclodimer, whereas 
in alcohol linear dimers and in alcohol-acid mixture 
MVCP. The mechanism of these reactions may be 
interpreted by the intramolecular hydrogen transfer for 
OT and by the intramolecular insertion of a double 
bond to nickel-carbon for MVCP: 

Ni H J 

Ni J HSr> Br-Ni 

Br- -~  

(l) 

(2) 

H - N i - B r  > Ni ° + HBr (3) 

Reactions (2) and (3) involve the formation and de- 
composition of HNiBr and the formation of such 
type of complex has already been confirmed by n.m.r. 14. 
In reaction (1) the hydrogen transfer may be facilitated 
by a hydride of HNiOR as an intermediate: 

• Ni '  J + ROH > R , 

H 

Ni _' +ROH (4) 

In summary, the following reaction scheme is pre- 
sented in which the mode of reaction is controlled by 
the acidity and acid strength of protic reagent or the 
stability of an intermediate hydride complex. 

NaOR> 
Ni o NiBrz NaOR (HNiBr) KHB r |£BD 

+ 

B , " " Ro-  H.I 

* i 
C 

Weak acid or protic solvent may form a very unstable 
hydride which can exist transiently in the hydrogen 
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transfer process, whereas acid of  medium acid strength 
forms a relatively stable hydride which protonates 
bis-,r-allyl nickel. As a result the remaining Ni-C bond 
is polarized and subjected to the further insertion of 
the remaining double bond. If a stronger acid is used Ni 0 
is converted to HNiX, X being Br, CFaCOO etc., and 
the dimerization of  butadiene is retarded. Instead, the 
insertion of  butadiene to the H-Ni  bond takes place to 
give the ,r-allyl nickel complex: 

Ni ° + C F a C O O H ~  [H-Ni]+[OOCCFa] - 

H sSO4 ~ [H-Ni] +[SO4H]- 

[H-Ni]+X - + BD ~ [H-BD-Ni]+X - 

The latter complex possesses a highly polarized rr-allyl 
capable of  the further insertion of butadiene (BD) to 
the Ni-C bond to give polybutadiene. 

r CH 1 + ,,..[c CH3-CH CH= Hs-CH/'" 
.I 
NR= 

[H-Ni]*X - 

I f  the preparation of  the ~r-allyl complex is carried 
out in protic solvents such as alcohol, thiol or amine, 
the corresponding ether, thioether or imine is obtained 
in good yield as shown in Table 7. The reaction takes 
place smoothly above room temperature with good 
selectivity. 

A similar reaction of butadiene with amine without 
acid was already reported by Baker et aL 15, Rose 16 
and Furukawa et al. 17, but the product is a mixture 
of butadiene oligomers and amine adducts of butadiene 
dimer as well as butadiene monomer. The effect of 
added acid is very pronounced for enhanced selectivity. 
The reaction is assumed to take place between zr-allyl 
nickel or nickel hydride and free amine, and conse- 
quently there exists a suitable amount of  acid for 

I00 

0 

6 

50 

Figure 6 
hexadiene by Ni[P(OEt)a]4 at 80°C. 

.~ H N  

x,  Morpholine; O, piperidine 

/ 
? 

o. s 0% o- s ,-'o 
HX/,amine i 

,6 2o 3o ,Io ' 
HX/Ni 

Effect of CFaCOOH on the reaction of 1,3-cyclo- 

, 

Table 7 Reaction of diene with amines and thiols 

Diene RH Products Yield (%) 

F %  ° 
o ~ \  / \ / 

n-PrNHz 
(cis. trans) 

NH 

~ --NHPr 70 

F N H P r  10 

__/- 

57 

0 NH N O 
\ / 

66 

t-BuSH 
l SBu 70 

/ - ~ - ~  SR 19 

n-PrSH 
>---- SPr 40 

SRr 6 

80 ° C 20-40 h 

maximum yield according to the basicity of amine 
employed as expected from the following reaction: 

K1 k 
Ni 0+ HX" rHNiX > H(BD)NiX 

K2 
R2NH + HX" . R+NHzX - 

Rate = k[HNiX][R 2NH] 

[HX] 1 
Maximum yield at 

[R2NH] 1 +(K1/K2) 1/~ 

Here, the zero-valent nickel as well as amine is regarded 
as a basic reagent and the protonation occurs with basic 
material. The maximum yield will be obtained at a 
concentration of acid added to amine depending on 
equilibrium constants K1 and Kz for nickel and amine, 
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respectively. Figure 6 indicates the result of the action 
of cyclohexadiene with morpholine or piperidine in 
accord with the above mechanism is. 

The above reaction proceeds through a ~r-allyl nickel 
halide compound and accordingly, the compound with 
some leaving group at the allylic position will be able 
to react with basic reagents by Ni ° catalyst through a 
~r-allyl nickel intermediate. Thus, the allyl transfer 
reaction will be realized 19. Indeed, not only allyl halide 
but also allyl alcohol, and even diallyl ether can exchange 
allyl groups with morpholine as well as thiol. 

O CH2=CH-CH2OH + HN O > CH2=CH-CH2-N/- -~  
\ / (98%) ~- - /  
/---~ 

(CH:=CH-CH2-)72 O + HN O 

/---k 
• CH2=CH-CH2-N 0 

(75%I \ / 

CH==CH-CH:OH + Cs-SH • CH2=CH-CH2-S-C8 (<10%) 

Without basic reagents, diallyl ether or MVCP are 
formed from allyl alcohol and octadienyl ether, 
respectively. 

2CH2=CH_CH2-OH • (CH2=CH-CH2-)TO (89%) 

OR > (< 20%) 

CONCLUSION 

I t  is possible  to  cont ro l  the coord ina t ion  site and /o r  
the valence state o f  t rans i t ion  metals  and  conduct  
polymeriza t ion ,  copolymer iza t ion  as well as ol igomeriza-  
tion. Versati le synthetic react ions are also developed.  
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TRANSITION METAL ALKYL CATALYSTS 

We have described the behaviour of transition metal 
allyl 1, benzyl 2 and silanylmethyl 3 compounds as homo- 
geneous catalysts for the polymerization of vinyl mono- 
mers and olefins. In general they are inferior catalysts 
because of the slowness of the initiation steps ~, ~, and 
the loss of propagating centres as a result of dimerization 
reactions. The homogeneous system studied in depth by 
our research group is the polymerization of styrene by 
Zr(benzyl)~ which illustrates some of the features of 
polymerizations initiated by transition metal alkyl 
compounds. The process is concisely described by the 
following reactions. 

Initiation: C6Hs 

I 
R CH=CH= 
I KI H 

(C~HsCH~)3Zr-CH2C~H5 + CH=CH~ ~--,,~(C6HsCH2)3-Zr-CH=C~ 

O) 

R 
I 
CH~CH~ 

(C6HsCH2)3Zr-CH2C~Hs k~ J, (C~HsCH2)3Zr CH-CHz. CH2C6Hs 
I 
R 

(2) 

Propagation; 

R 
I r2 

(C6HsCH2)aZr(CH-CH2)oCH~C6Hs + CH=CH2 -. ~' 
I 
R 

R 
I 
CH=CH2 ÷ 

(C, HsCHz),Zr-(CH. CH2)nCH2C~H, (3) 
I 
R 

* Presented as a Symposium Lecture at the IUPAC International 
Symposium on Macromolecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

RCH=CH2 ÷ 
(C6HsCH2)3Zr(CH. CH~)nCH2C~Hs 

I 
R 

/(2 

(C6HsCH2)3Zr-(CH , CHz)n+ICH2C6H5 (4) 
I 
R 

Termination: 

(C6HsCH:)3Zr(CH. CH2)n+ICH2C6Hs • (C6HsCH;)3ZrH + 
I 
C6H5 

CH=CH=(CH. CH=)nCH2C6Hs 
i i (5)  
C6H5 C6Hs 

/ H \  

2 (C~HsCH2)3Zr-H . • (C6HsCH2)3Zr\H/Zr(CH2C~H~)3 (6) 

Even where the re-alkylation of the transition metal 
hydrides is possible, dimerization reactions similar to 
reaction (6) take place. In the above system less than 
1 ~ of the available transition metal centres are employed 
because of the slowness of reactions (1) and (2) An 
additional termination reaction to (5) has been identified 
giving an unreactive species in which the polymer chain 
is still attached to the metal. 

We have made a detailed study of the relationship 
between the structure of transition metal alkyls and 
their ability to polymerize olefins and vinyl monomers, 
and have identified two basic groups of interest for 
polymerization purposes. These are the ~--complexes 
of which the transition metal allyl compounds of Ti, 
Zr, Hf, Cr, V are the only ones active, and the or-com- 
plexes of the same metals where the ligands can be 
-CH2Aryl,-CH~Si(CHa)a,-CHzC(CHa)3, etc. a,6. 

Experiments have shown 6 that only certain types of 
anionic ligands derived from strong acids activate 
transition metal alkyl compounds for polymerization. 
It has also been shown that it is necessary to prevent 
migration of transition metal centres so as to inhibit 
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metal-metal interactions which deactivate. Both of 
these requirements can be met by using the strongly 
acidic -OH groups on the surface and alumina. These, 
on reaction with transition metal alkyls were found to 
give highly active polymerization catalysts of long 
lifetime 5. In this paper the mechanism of polymerization 
of styrene and ethylene initiated by these catalysts is 
discussed. 

was determined in a similar manner. Chromium allyl 
gives a transition metal centre with structure (IV). 

It is evident from the structures of the transition metal 
centres (I), (II) and (IV) that the distribution o f - O H  
groups on the surface is not random but that a significant 
number o f - O H  groups occur in pairs. This implies 
that on 200°C dried silica the transition metal centres are 
approximately 10 A apart. 

NATURE OF THE CATALYSTS 

The surface of silica and alumina freed from physically 
adsorbed water contain acidic OH groups which will 
react with transition metal alkyls. These reactions can 
be followed in the infra-red 6. It has been found that 
transition metal alkyl compounds can react with the 
OH groups in more than one way and the product 
obtained depends on several factors. For example, 
Zr(allyl)4 reacts with silica pre-dried at 200°C to give 
two molecules of propene per metal atom utilizing in 
the course of this process two OH groups per metal 
atom. The chemistry of the process is accurately described 
by the equation: 

\ 
--Si-OH 
o / \ 
--Si-OH / 

-~Si-O% /C3Hs 
Z r \  + 2 C,H6 (7) + Zr(allyl)4 lp O\ / 

- - S i - O  C3Hs / 

The structure for the transition metal centre is confirmed 
by measuring the amount of propene produced on 
reaction of (I) with n-butanol: 

\ 
\ -~Si-O\  OBu ~ S i - O \  /C3H~ / 

O Zr + 2 BuOH -~ O Zr 
\ / \ -~Si--O / \OBu (8) --Si-O C3Hs / 
/ + 2 C3H6 

We have observed similar reactions with Zr(CH2CeHs)4, 
Zr[CH2Si(CHa)a]4, Zr[CH2OCHa]4 etc. and also silica 
can be replaced by alumina and other matrices, giving 
transition metal centres with structures related to (I) 
in which the organic ligands are CHeCeH5, CH2Si(CHa)3, 
etc. 

If some of the hydrocarbyl ligands in Ti, Zr or Hf 
alkyls are replaced by halogen atoms, transition metal 
centres of type (II) and (III) are obtained: 

R \  /R  R \  /CI R \  /CI I~ 

Zr Zr CI-Zr Cr 
O / \ O  O / \ O  O O / \O  
I I I I l I I 
s, s, s, s, /s.t \ s, s, 

/ 1 \ o / 1 \  / 1 \ o / 1 \  / 1 \ o / 1 \  
(I] (It) f i l l) (IV) 

Zr(allyl)3C1 gives primarily but not exclusively a centre 
of type (II) since only two molecules of propene per 
Zr atom are evolved on reaction with silica, and halogen 
compounds are not found in the solvent or in the gas. 
The compound SiO2/Zr(allyl)aC1 gives one molecule of 
propene per zirconium atom with excess butanol, and 
one molecule of HC1 per zirconium atom on reaction 
with excess benzoic acid solution. The structure of (III) 

KINETICS OF THE POLYMERIZATION OF STYRENE 

A study has recently been made of the polymerization 
of styrene by Zr(benzyl)4 under homogeneous conditions 
and the kinetics of the process adequately defined 4. 
The rate of polymerization is accurately represented by 
the simple equation: 

Rp=k2K2 ~ [Dn]. [M]o (9) 
1 

where K2 is the equilibrium constant for process (3), 
and like K1 is less than unity 7, and kz the velocity 
constant for the insertion reaction (4); [M]0 is the initial 
or stationary monomer concentration and [Dn] is the 
concentration of growing polymer chains of degree of 

polymerization n (equation 3), and ~[Dn] is the total 
concentration of such chains. In the homogeneous 

cO 

model the quantity ~[Dn] can be calculated in terms 

of the velocity and equilibrium constants and is directly 
measurable using radiochemical techniques. Hydrolysis 
of the reaction mixture with tritium oxide results in 
all chains attached to Zr atoms acquiring a radioactive 
tritium atom thus: 

(C~HsCH=)aZr(CH-CH2)nCH2CoHs + 4T=O ~, 
I 
R 
T. (CH. CH=)nCH2C6Hs + Zr(OT)4 + 3 TCH~CoHs 

(10) 

Counting of tritium atoms in the purified polymer gives 
the stationary concentration of polymer chains attached 

oo 

to metal atoms from which the quantity ~[Dn] can 

be obtained. In our studies of the heterogeneous systems, 
therefore, we have used equation (9) to determine values 
of k~K2 from rate measurements and values of ~[Dn]. 
In the heterogeneous systems Dn corresponds to (VII) 
(n>~0), and is not related in any known way to the 
number of Zr atoms initially added. 

Figure 1 shows typical changes in polymerization 
rate, R, with time obtained for the polymerization of 

i O - -  
A ( 

T 6 
i 

0 
X 

2 

~ 0 0 0 

, 4 ,  , 8 ,  , , , , , 0 0 0 120 160 200 
Time (min) 

Figure 1 Polymerization of ethylene by Zr(benzyl)4/Al~Oa in 
toluene. Initial catalyst concentration [C]o=1.5x 10 -~ Zr atoms/I. 
Pressure 4 atm; equal partial pressures of ethylene and hydrogen. 
A, 40°C; ©, 25°C 
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O 

I I I I I I 

I0 30 5.0 7.0 90  
[M]xlO2(molar)  

Figure 2 Dependence of rate on monomer concentration for the 
polymerization of ethylene at 80°C in toluene. [C]o=4.5x 10 -4 Zr 
atoms/I 

Table 1 Studies of the polymerization of styrene and ethylene 
using Zr(benzyl)4/AIsOs 

oo 

~[Dn] 
1 [C]o R x l 0  s Rxl05 k~K~ 

[M]o [C]o x105 ~ - ~  Temp. (M [M]o (M -z 
(M) (M) (M) ~[Dn] (°C) sec -1) (sec -1) sec -1) 

Styrene: 
0.5 0.01 - -  - -  ~ 0.56 1.12 - -  
1.0 0.01 0.4 2580 30 0.9 0.9 2.2 
2.0 0.01 0.6 1670 30 2.5 1.25 2.1 

0.0225 200 80 27.0 492 21 880 
Ethylene: 
0.055 (4.5 

x 10 -5) 

Table 2 Polymerization of styrene at 30°C in toluene, [C]---10 -z M 

0 3  

Conversion R× 10 ~ ~[Dn] x 10 -5 
(%) Mn × 10 -8 (M sec -:t) 1 [M] [M]o 

2"0 2.7 1.8 2"5 0 " ~  
4.3 1.8 2.5 0.80 
7.4 1-6 2.5 0 . ~  
8'2 2.0 2"5 0"80 

1.0 4.1 0"8 0.9 0.3 
8"8 0'7 0.9 0.4 

11"3 0.6 0.9 0.6 

ethylene using Zr(benzyl)a/A12Oa catalysts. These steady 
rates can be maintained over long periods provided 
mass transfer problems do not interfere. The dependence 
of rate on monomer concentration is given in Figure 2 
and is seen to be, over the range of concentrations 
studied, accurately first order. A similar result is obtained 
for the polymerization of styrene with a fourfold change 
in the concentration of monomer, and is shown in 
Table 1. We may conclude, therefore, that equation (9) 
describes reasonably the change in rate with monomer 
concentration. 

oo 

Measurements of ~[Dn] have been carried out 

in the case of styrene and ethylene systems and the 
results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. A notable 
feature is that this quantity is small and that only one 
atom of Zr in about 102 is used at any one time in 
polymer growth, which is comparable in order of 
magnitude (102-10 a) with the homogeneous model. 
The closeness of the styrene and ethylene values for 
oo 

~[Dn], particularly since the latter polymerizes 10 000 

times faster, suggests that the measurements are inde- 
oo 

pendent of rates and type of monomer. Values of ~[Dn] 

in Table 2 show that the number of propagating centres 
remains more or less constant with conversion suggesting 
that all chains attached to metal atoms are actively 
growing. This was not the case with the homogeneous 
system studied 4. 

MOLECULAR WEIGHTS AND END GROUP 
MEASUREMENTS 

In the absence of transfer agent molecular weights of 
the polymers formed tend to be very high, chain termina- 
tion does occur, however, principally by fl-hydrogen 
abstraction. Molecular weights are independent of 
conversion as shown by the data for polystyrenes made 
with these catalysts and summarized in Table 2. It is 
also evident from Table 2 that the molecular weight 
is markedly dependent on the monomer concentration. 
This was also observed in the homogeneous polymeriza- 
tion of styrene by Zr(benzyl)4. 

Direct evidence of the insertion between the zir- 
conium-metal bond was obtained from work with 
catalysts prepared from Zr(14CH2CrHs)4 and is sum- 
marized in Table 3. It will be seen that the amount of 
polymer derived from the initial insertion reaction 
remains stationary but the proportion of the total 
declines as the amount of polymer originating from the 
re-alkylated Zr-H centres (equation 16) becomes more 
important. The latter centres are responsible for the 
conversion of the majority of monomer to polymer 
in the ethylene system and the initiation stage is even less 
important. 

It is not possible to measure the very high molecular 
weights of polyethylene prepared with these catalysts 
in the absence of hydrogen. In the presence of the latter 
the value of ~17~ obtained are sensitive to both the 
concentration of ethylene and hydrogen. The data 
obtained are summarized in Table 4 and plotted in Figure 
3 in the manner suggested by equation (30). This gives 
a very good straight line over a wide range of hydrogen 
and ethylene concentrations. 

Table 3 Polymerization of styrene by Zr[z4CH2CsHs]4/AI~03 in 
toluene at 30°C; [M]o=1-0 M; [C]o=1.0x 10 -s M 

Fraction of total 
Conversion Concentration of 14C of z4C polymer 

(°/to) Mn× 106 polymer× 105 (M) chains (%) 

6.8 0.53 0-35 34 
14.7 0.64 0.39 18 

Table 4 Molecular weights of poly- 
ethylenes prepared in the presence 
of hydrogen at 80°C in toluene, 
[C]o=4.5x 10-~ M -1 

[H2] [C~H4] 
× 103 x 10 ~ 

(M) (M) M"-n 

2.25 2-1 14200 
5.03 3.8 13400 
9.00 5.0 12 400 

12.50 6.0 11 400 
16.25 7-0 10 600 
20. oo 7.7 9 000 
23.25 8.4 8 000 
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Figure 3 Molecular weights of polyethylenes prepared in toluene 
at 80°C at different hydrogen and ethylene concentrations, Data 
plotted in accordance with equation (30) 

Figure 4 Electron micrograph of 'as polymerized' polyethylene 
prepared using conditions described for Figure 2 (x 10 000) 

MORPHOLOGY OF 'AS POLYMERIZED' POLYMERS 

In order to comprehend the chemistry of the process 
further it is necessary to trace the behaviour of catalyst 
particles during the polymerization. This is readily 
deducible from the microscopic studies of the polymer 
produced. In Figure 4 it is seen that polyethylene is 
laid down in cylinders of fairly uniform diameter which 
wind into helices. In the example quoted the original 
alumina catalyst has completely disintegrated giving a 
polymer particle with an increase in diameter of five 
times. Further analysis with the million volt electron 
microscope at Harwell shows that these alumina particle 
fragments are located at the tips of the cylinder as 
shown in Figure 5. We can therefore visualize the 
polymerization process as follows. 

The initial alumina particle with attached Zr-alkyl 
groups break up in the early stages of polymerization 
into particles of 1000 A or less which form nuclei around 
which chain growth and crystallization occur. The 
polymer chains generated fold a to give lamellae (poly- 
ethylene single crystals) which stack behind the alumina 
particle with the long axis of polymer chains parallel to 
the axis of the cylindrical envelope shown in Figure 4. 
Direct evidence that the orientation of polyethylene 
chains is along the long axis of the cylinder in Figure 4 
was obtained by looking at the electron diffraction 
pattern of a cylinder in corresponding orientation. 
Well-defined maxima on the (110) and (200) arcs were 
perpendicular to the cylinder axis, hence the preferred 
chain direction is seen to be parallel to this axis. Follow- 
ing an initial degradation of the primary catalyst particle, 
the catalyst fragments are pushed outwards from the 
centre at the tips of cylinders which coil to give helices 
shown in Figure 4. It is evident from this description 
that the diffusion barrier between catalyst sites and 
monomer is independent of the amount of polymer 
formed which accounts for the persistence of high 
rates of polymerization at high conversion (Figure 1), a 
characteristic of this system. 

The physical constraints leading to the overall morph- 
ology, however, are not understood. In particular why 
is such a uniform cylindrical envelope maintained 
during the growth? One possible explanation is that 
the polymer at the tip is molten and surface tension 
effects maintain the shape. 

Figure 5 Electron mlcrograph of 'as polymerized' polyethylene 
as in Figure 3 (x 30 0O0). Note cluster of catalyst particles fragment 
a t A  

KINETICS OF THE POLYMERIZATION PROCESS 

The preceding results suggest that the polymerization 
process proceeds in accordance with the following 
mechanism. The catalyst centre (V) coordinates monomer 
giving (VI) which is present in low concentrations. 

\AI-O CH2C6Hs 
O / \ Z r  / 

\ A I - O  / \CH2C6Hs 
/ 

(v) 

+ CH2=CHR ~ "- 

\ A I - O  CH2C6H5 
O /  \ lZr < CH21( 

)AI_O/~CH2C_~H s CHR 

(vt) 

(11) 
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\ A I - O  / \CHR .OH;. CH2CsHs 
/ 

(vit) 
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and (14). The analysis is then as follows: 
K1 

(12) C a + M ~ E  (18) 
kl 

E--*D1 (19) 
/(72 

Dn + M ~En (20) 
k2 

En--*Dn + 1 (21) 
ks 

Dn--*Pn + Ca (22) 
(23) 

k4 
D .  + H2 ~ P .  + Ca (24) 

ks 
Ca + M-~ Ca (25) 

Ca is (V) or (XI); E . . .  En are species (VI) and (IX); 
D1-Dn represent (VII) and (VIII); Pn is a polymer 
molecule derived from process (15) or (17); Ca is (X). 

The following relations can be written: 

[El = KI[Ca][M] (26) 

[En] = K~,[D,][M] (27) 

and if Kz is independent of n, it follows: 

[E.]=K= tD.]tM] (28) 
1 1 

co  cO 

[Ca]0 = • [Dn] + T, [En] + [Ca] + [Ca] (29) 
1 1 

The rate of polymerization gives equation (9): 

R= -(d[M]/dt)=k2 ~ [Enl=K2k2 ~ [Dn][M] 
1 1 

o0 

In the homogeneous system ~[Dn] can be computed 
from the concentrations of Zr(benzyl)4 and styrene but 
this is not possible in this case since we cannot calculate 
the number of propagating Zr atoms located on the 
terminal position of the stacks of lamellae shown in 
Figure 5. It is therefore necessary to use the tritium oxide 

o0 

quenching procedure to measure ~[Dn] direct. The 
oo 

product K2k2, determined from the ratio R/[M] ~ [Dn], 

will tend to be too small by an amount related to 
difference in concentration of monomer around the 
growing polymer tip and that close to the catalyst site 
within the tip. The values of K2k2 quoted in Tables 1 
and 2 must therefore be regarded as minimum values. 

The number-average degree of polymerization is given 
by the relationship: 

K2k2 ~ [Dn][M]0 
]~i _ _  o o  1 o o  

k3 E [Dn]. [H2] + k4 E [D . ]  
1 1 

gek2[M]0 (30) 
Pn - ka[H~] + k4 

In the absence of hydrogen Pn=(K2kz/k4)[M]o, i.e. 
there should be a marked dependence of molecular 
weight on monomer concentration. The limited amount 
of information in Table 2 supports this statement. 
It has also been found that hydrogen modifies the 
molecular weight during the polymerization of ethylene. 

Equation (30) predicts that a plot of [M]0/Pn against 

Insertion of the monomer between the benzyl group 
and metal atom gives (VII). Repetition of this process 
(equations 13 and 14) gives high molecular weight 
polymers. A generalized reaction scheme can be written 
as follows: 

\ 
AI-O /CH2C~Hs 

0 / \Z r  
\AI-O / \(CHR. CH2)n R' / 

(VIII) (n) 

+ CH2=CHR .. ~ 

\ , ,  ,., CH2C+Hs 
O/~'-u\ ~ z ell2 

r ~ ',', (13) \ / 
/ A I - O  (CHRCH2)nR' CHR 

<i ×, 
\ ^ ,  ,-, CH2C6Hs 

0 Zr (14) \ /J 
/AI-O (CHR. CH2)n+IFI' 

(Vll l)(n+l) 

An important method of molecular weight control is 
the t-hydrogen abstraction process: 

(vHt) . 
\ A I - O  CH2C6Hs R 

I 
)' O/ \17r-H +HCR=CH(CHR.CH2)nR: (15) \ / 

AI--O" / 
(x) 

Re-alkylation of (X) reactivates the propagating centre, 

(X) + CH2=CHR 
\A I -O  CH2C6Hs 

• O / \~Zr 
\ A I - O  / \CH2R . OH3 / 

(xt) 
(16) 

and repetition of reactions (13) and (14) gives a new 
polymer chain (VIII) where R' is now CH2R. CHa 

An important difference between the homogeneous 
and heterogeneous transition metal alkyl compounds is 
that the hydride species (X) is an active centre and 
re-alkylates readily whereas species such as 
[CrHsCH2]3Zr.H are inactive in solution as a result 
of dimerization 4 (equation 6). 

In the polymerization of ethylene hydrogen can be 
used as a transfer agent giving the hydride (X) and a 
saturated polymer molecule: 

(VIII) + Hz~  (X) + CH2RCHffCHR. CH2)R' (17) 

In analysing the kinetics of the process it is worth 
noting that the initiation reactions (11) and (12) together 
with re-alkylation of the hydride (16) consume relatively 
little monomer compared to the growth reactions (13) 
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[H2] will be a straight line with slope k3/k2K2 and 
intercept k4/k2K2. A typical plot is shown in Figure 3 
using the data in Table 4. The intercept is very small 
and hardly detectable on the scale, confirming that 
ka(<k4, which is consistent with the observation that 
in the absence of hydrogen very high molecular polymers 
are obtained. Allowing for this fact the agreement 
between equation (30) and Figure 3 is very good, and 
we derive from it k 4 = l . 2 5 x l O - 2 k 2 K 2  and k a ~ l . 5 x  
10-Sk2K2. 

Table 5 Bimolecular rate constants for the 
polymerization by various mechanisms 

Temp. kp or k2Ks 
(°C) (M -1 sec -1) 

Styrene: 
Radical 25 27 TM 

Anionic 25 ~55  000 TM 

Zr(benzyl)4/AI20z 25 £0 
Ethylene: 

Zr(benzyl)dAl~O3 80 21 800 

MECHANISM OF POLYMERIZATION as well as metal hydrides (L)nMe. H, as shown below: 

Recently an analysis of the common features of homo- 
geneous processes involving an organometallic reaction 
site has been carried out a. It has been adduced that 
the chemistry is dominated by two processes, namely, 
B-hydrogen abstraction and olefin insertion. Also, since 
essentially the same fundamental reactions occur with 
A1111, Ti Iv, Zr TM, Hf Iv (no d electrons) as well as with 
metals such as Pd, Pt, Co (rich in d electrons), it is 
concluded that the nature of the metal is not critical 
provided it is sufficiently electron deficient to form an 
olefin complex by overlap of S orbitals of the metal 
with the rr-orbitals of the olefin. Thus in the case of Zr 
and Hf  silylmethyl, for example, the equilibrium with 
ethylene at 28°C gives the value of K ~ 0 . 0 2 M  -1. 
Therefore, the amount of complex present in the poly- 
merization process is relatively small but this does not 
prevent high molecular weight (> 106) polymers being 
formed 6. 

Supporting this view is the close similarity between 
transition metal alkyl chemistry and aluminium alkyl 
chemistry. For example, aluminium alkyls like their 
transition metal counterparts, form a complex with 
amines, ethers, etc. and presumably with olefins, olefin 
insertion and B-hydrogen abstraction forming an 
=--AI-H group are well-established features of the 
chemistry. It is also a well established feature that 
olefin insertion between the = A I - H  bond and B-hydro- 
gen abstraction are part of an equilibrium process. 
Thus iBuaA1 readily forms isobutene and IBu2AI-H 
at 120--150°C; these recombine at 60--70°C. The overall 
process has been written1°: 

IBuaA1 ~-iBu2A1. H + CH2 = C(CHa)z (31) 

Since olefin insertion between the metal hydride bond 
and B-hydrogen abstraction are part of an equilibrium 
process, they will have a common transition state. The 
latter process gives important information on the 
structure of this intermediate since the products formed 
suggest only one reaction pathway, namely: 

H .CHX .H, H 
/ , c.x 

( L l n M e \  - ~ (L lnMe'  "~'CHX . " (LlnMle 
CHR "CHR CHR 

(Xl l )  

H 
I CHX 

> (L)n M e +  II (32) 
CHR 

The olefin insertion reaction is the reverse of process 
(32) and we generalize it to include metal alkyls (L)nMeX 

X X 
CH2 I MI CH2 .X. .o , .  

II +(L )nMe  . ~" (L) n e "-II  • " (L)nMe~..;~CH2 
CHR CHR "CHR 

(Xll) 

X \  
= .r-- (L)nMe .ell= 

\C~R 
(33) 

In equations (32) and (33), R = H ,  alkyl, aryl; X = H ,  
-(CHR.CH2)nR' n~>0; Me is a transition metal, Ti, 
Zr, Cr, etc., or an electron-deficient metal such as AI. 
L can be any of the following ligands, CH2Si(CHa)3, 
CH2CeHs, allyl, A1-O-, Si-O-, halogen, etc. 

The quadripolar transition state (XII) is probably 
structurally similar to the =-allyl compounds 11 in which 
the type of bonding is illustrated by (XIII). A species 
of this type has been described by Egger 14 for the 
elimination of isobutylene from aluminium triisobutyl. 

/,.~CH L..'~ , .*'",, 

CH2:,, ...: CH2 
'Me" 

(Xill) 

In (XIII) all carbon atoms are the same distance from 
the metal atom and the plane of the carbon atoms is 
nearly perpendicular to that of the metal. 

Finally, it is interesting to compare the data obtained 
with these catalysts with radical and anionic propagation 
processes. Comparable data are summarized in Table 5. 
It is evident that propagation rates for transition metal 
alkyl catalysts are at the higher end of the three types 
and similar to the polymerization of free anions in 
solution. 
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Elastomeric block polymers from ethylene 
sulphide* 

W. Cooper, P. T. Hale and d. S. Walker 
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(Received 14 September 1973) 

Block polymers of ethylene sulphide with butadiene, isoprene and styrene have been 
prepared by anionic synthesis, and their properties have been examined. The ABA 
polymers from ethylene sulphide and isoprene are elastomers with good thermal stability 
but unless of low molecular weight are difficult to process except at high temperatures, 
when they are prone to degradation. ABC block polymers from styrene, isoprene or buta- 
diene and ethylene sulphide are strong resilient elastomers with improved thermal stability 
compared with the conventional styrene/butadiene block polymers. Good properties are 
obtained with small amounts (2-4~) of low molecular weight (~4000), highly crystalline 
poly(ethylene sulphide) blocks. X-ray, differential scanning calorimetry, and gel permeation 
chromatography data show the ethylene sulphide blocks to be anisotropic, extended-chain 
crystallites which aggregate large numbers of the attached diene/styrene chains. These 
aggregates persist at temperatures above the softening point of the polystyrene domains, 
and in solution. The polymers possess unusual flow characteristics which are not well 
understood. Electron micrographs of stained, cast or microtomed films show the elastomers 
to have a two-phase morphology. It has not been possible to identify the structure of the 
small poly(ethylene sulphide) domains. The ABC polymers can be oil extended and 
compounded with carbon black. Vulcanizates using accelerated sulphur systems have 
good physical properties. 

INTRODUCTION 

An interesting and important characteristic of block 
and graft copolymers is the tendency for the individual 
polymer segments to aggregate together in the bulk 
polymer in separate zones or domains, the morphology 
being dependent on the nature, shape, size and distribu- 
tion of the domains 1. 

Some of the more important block polymers are 
composed of elastomeric and plastic segments and 
display the properties of crosslinked elastomers over a 
limited range of operating temperatures 2. Above the 
softening point of the plastic component the polymer 
behaves as a viscoelastic fluid, albeit with flow pro- 
perties significantly different from either of the homo- 
polymers of equivalent molecular weight 3. 

It is apparent that judged as elastomers, since the 
network stability is maintained by physical bonds, the 
retention of useful properties will be at temperatures 
below the softening point of the plastic domains. In 
practice, this is from 30 to 50°C, depending on the 
composition of the block polymer. As the polymers 
must be processed and shaped at temperatures well 
above the softening point, and as most elastomers are 
subject to severe thermal and oxidative degradation at 
temperatures greatly above 200°C, an upper limit to 
the serviceability of a thermoplastic elastomer will be 
in the region of 150°C. In principle, the two groups of 

* Presented as a Symposium Lecture at the IUPAC International 
Symposium on Macromolecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

elastomers with outstanding resistance to high tem- 
perature, namely the silicones and the fluorocarbons, 
could be employed as the elastomeric segments and so 
raise the operating temperature range to ~200°C. The 
cost of these polymers, however, and limitations in the 
polymerization processes which can be employed for 
the preparation of block polymers in high purity has 
eliminated such compositions from consideration, at 
least for large volume applications. 

Further restrictions result from the fact that for 
reasonable physical properties the elastomeric segment 
must be flanked by hard segments either as ABA com- 
positions or in multiblock sequences and there are a 
relatively limited number of monomers readily available 
which have suitable polymerization properties, particu- 
larly the absence of chain transfer and termination 
reactions for block copolymerization. As would be 
expected for the development of satisfactory properties, 
segment molecular weight and composition must be 
controlled with some precision. Block polymers com- 
mercially available are based on butadiene and styrene 4 
and polymerization techniques permit excellent control 
over composition and purity. The polymers have good 
physical properties at ambient temperatures but the 
relatively low softening point of the polystyrene block 
restricts the use of these polymers, which are usually 
compounded with oil to facilitate processing, to tem- 
peratures only a little above 50°C. a-Methylstyrene has 
been used instead of styrene, with an improvement of 
about 20°C in network stability with good physical 
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properties 5, but these polymers have not achieved com- 
mercial significance. Some recently introduced thermo- 
plastic elastomers which contain a higher melting point 
plastic segment have reasonable dimensional stabilities 
at temperatures up to 125-150°C 6. Their compositions 
have not been disclosed but they appear to be either 
block or graft polymers of isotactic polypropylene with 
an essentially saturated ethylene/propylene type 
elastomer. 

Condensation processes in general permit more ready 
control over the structure and composition of the block 
polymer and here it is possible to take advantage of the 
relatively high melting points of the polyester and 
polyamide plastics and the reasonably stable elastomeric 
polyester and polyether segments. Thermoplastic poly- 
urethane elastomers have service temperatures up to 
100°C 7, and multiblock polyether-ester [polytetrahydro- 
furan-poly(butyleneglycol terephthalate)] elastomers 
have comparable or greater network stability s. 

The alkylene sulphides polymerize by anionic 
mechanisms, chain transfer and termination are of 
minor significance and the propagating thiolate ion is 
relatively stable and not unduly sensitive to the presence 
of impurities such as oxygen or moisture 9. It should 
thus be possible to prepare block copolymers with 
conjugated dienes or styrene with adequate control of 
block size and without formation of homopolymer. 

Of the alkylene sulphide polymers, poly(ethylene 
sulphide) (PES) is of interest in this context since it is a 
strong, chemically resistant, high melting point plastic. 
However, it has a relatively small temperature interval 
between melting point (195-210°C) and the onset of 
thermal decomposition (230-250°C), and severe loss of 
strength occurs on high temperature ageing in air, and 
has not achieved industrial importance 1°. These short- 
comings were not thought to be quite so significant in 
elastomeric compositions which would not be subjected 
to prolonged high temperature ageing and its melting 
point is such that networks of good thermal stability 
should be obtained while processing would be at tem- 
peratures still below the limit for hydrocarbon-based 
elastomers. They should thus approach the ultimate in 
network stability for polymers based on cheap polydiene 
elastomeric segments. There are reports in the literature 
of the anionic synthesis of elastomeric block polymers 
from ethylene sulphide and propylene sulphide 11 and 

Table 1 Preparation of ES/I/ES block polymers 

Cooper et el. 

the latter monomer has provided the elastomeric segment 
in copolymers with styrene and ~-methylstyrene t2. An 
interesting feature of the ethylene sulphide polymers is 
that the reinforcing and crosslinking domain is a highly 
crystalline entity rather than an amorphous plastic. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

ABA--poly( isoprene-b-ethylene sulphide) ( ES/ I/ES ) 
These polymers were prepared using sodium or 

lithium naphthalene as initiator. In the first group of 
polymers the isoprene was polymerized in tetrahydro- 
furan containing the appropriate amount of initiator 
at -30°C and the ethylene sulphide, carefully purified 
and dried, was added to the active polydiene solution 
with vigorous stirring. The temperature was allowed 
to rise to 20°C and left overnight to complete the poly- 
merization, the solution being converted to a firm gel. 
Polymer yields, overall, ranged from 75 to 100~o. In 
some instances the ethylene sulphide was added slowly 
in small increments until sufficient had been added to 
form a gel. This was possible because of the very rapid 
rate of polymerization of ethylene sulphide in tetrahydro- 
furan at ambient temperatures. 

The gel was readily reduced to a fine crumb which 
was washed with methanol and dried either under 
vacuum or on mill rolls at 160°C with addition of 1-2 ~o 
of Flectol H as an antioxidant. Table 1 gives details 
of a number of ES/I/ES polymers prepared in this way. 
They contain a central block with 75~o 3,4-/25~o 1,2- 
microstructure. Blocks of high 1,4-structure (70-80~o 
1,4-structure in the case of isoprene) were prepared by 
changing the solvent from THF to hexane after com- 
pletion of the initiation reaction. After polymerization 
of the diene the hexane was replaced by tetrahydrofuran, 
followed by addition of ethylene sulphide to form the 
block polymer. Examples of polymers made by this 
technique are given in Table 2. 

Some physical properties of ES/I/ES polymers are 
given in Table 3. The effect of the structure of the centre 
block on rebound resilience is shown in Figure 1. Figure 
2 shows stress-strain curves for some of the polymers, 
Figure 3 illustrates typical stress relaxation data, and 
Figure 4 shows thermal transitions using differential 
thermal analysis (d.t.a.) and differential scanning 
calorimetry (d.s.c.). 

Ethylene 
Ethylene 

Exp. Li naphthalene Isoprene sulphide 
No (mmol) (g) (g) 

Polymer sulphide in 
yield polymer 
(%) (%) 

Mn ES/I blocks Mol. wt I block 
(calc.) (extracted)t 

IS46 5.14 25-I 3-1" 

IS47 5"27 38.7 5"2* 

IS48 2.19 30.5 9.3* 

IS49 2.35 23.5 11.2" 

IS50 4.96 39" 8 11-0" 

IS52 9.8 73 9.4 

IS53 4.93 49 9.8 

* Ethylene sulphide added incrementally 
t My from viscosity, Mw and Mn from g.p.c, 

- -  8"8 300/ My 6 200 
4 900 

75 12"0 495/ My 9 500 
7 350 

75 20.9 2 130/ My 8 900 
14 930 

75 40.2 2 390/ - -  
10 000 

80 £2.8 1 100/ - -  
8 000 

N100 10.4 480/ - -  
7 450 

- -  14- 7 995/ Mw 12 800 
9 950 Mn 11 200 
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Preparation of high 1,4-microstructure ES/I/ES block polymers 

Li naphthalene 
(mmol) 

Ethylene 
Ethylene sulphide Polymer 

Hexane Isoprene sulphide (~o in yield Tg 
(ml) (g) (g) polymer) (%) (°C) 

CP9 3.2 200 41.1 5.7 14.4 88 - 3 0  
CP10 3"0 250 44.3 7.9 6-1 87 -31 
CP11 2"2 250 53 9.4 7-4 61 - 3 5  
CP21 1" 48 500 92 23.3 20"2 45 - 48 
CP24 1.35 500 115 22.8 13.1 71 - 5 3  

I 
-iO 

U 
0 

~ -30 

-50  

Table 2 

70 

50 

/ /F 
/ 

30 

16 

-70 

,&o go .b #o 
t O/o c/s- +trGns-l,4- 
0 2'0 40 60 8'0 

°lo I~ 2-+3, 4- 
Polyisoprene centre block microstructure 

dJo 

© 

~6o 

Figure I Glass transition temperature (©) and rebound resilience 
( x )  and polyisoprene structure in ES/I/ES block polymers 

A B C - - p o l y ( s t y r e n e - b - d i e n e - b - e t h y l e n e  s u l p h i d e )  ( S / I  o r  

B/ES) 
These polymers were made by sequential polymeriza- 

tion of the three monomers using n-butyllithium-anisole 
as initiator. Small samples were prepared in conventional 
vacuum line equipment and larger samples in stirred 
stainless-steel vessels. 

Cyclohexane was the preferred solvent for the syn- 
thesis of the A and AB blocks and T H F  was added for 
polymerization of  the ethylene sulphide. The following 
method was found suitable. 

A carefully dried and nitrogen purged reactor was 
charged with cyclohexane and styrene and anisole- 
n-butyllithium. The temperature was raised to 55-58°C 
for ~ 5 h and then reduced to ~ 30°C when half of  the 

x 
Q_ 
o 

o x 

~ -~"  

u E ' e- ~ X 

"r) ~ X 

g g 

C 

/ 
# 

I 
A s 
/ , , / /  

• I I I I 

O 200 4 0 0  
Elongation (%) 

Figure 2 Stress-strain curves of ES/I/ES block polymers. Com- 
positions are given in Table I. A, IS46; B, IS47; C, IS48; D, IS49; 
E, IS50; F, IS53; G, IS52 

0.8 

,9 
0 4  

, , , , , , 1 , 1  2 '~v ! i I i i i i  I I I I 

O 2 4 IO 40 IOO 400  
Time (rnin) 

Figure 3 Stress relaxation of ES/I/ES block polymers at 22°C. 
A: 100~o extension; 10-4~o ES; Mn (I block), 7450. B: 85~o exten- 
sion; 16.2~/o ES; Mn (I block), 545000 
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Figure 4 Thermal transitions in S/I/ES and ES/I/ES polymers. 
A: 3-6% ES; Tm (corr.), 186°C; 90% 1,4-structure in I block of 
S/I/ES. B: 10-2% ES; Tm (corr.), 195°C; 0% 1,4-structure in I 
block of ES/I/ES. C: 13. I% ES; Tm (corr.), 198°C; 70% 1,4-structu re 
in I block of ES/I/ES 
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Ethylene sulphide (wtOlo) 

Figure 5 Tensile strength vs. ES content in S/I/ES block poly- 
mers, ~n×10 -3 (I block): A, 150; B, 100; C, 35 

isoprene was added and the temperature was raised to 
55-58°C. The remainder of the isoprene was added and 
the temperature was maintained at 55-58°C for 6-8h 
to complete the polymerization. After cooling to ~ 30°C 
the ethylene sulphide was added, followed by THF, 
the mixture was stirred for 90min and then left for 
20-72h at 30°C. The polymer was isolated by the 
addition of an equal volume of isopropanol and milling 
to dryness of the precipitate on hot mill rolls with the 
addition of 1-2% Flectol H. 

Table 4 gives preparative details on several of these 
polymers and their properties are illustrated in Figures 
5-12 and Tables 5 and 6. 

Figure 5 shows the dependence of tensile strength on 
ethylene sulphide content and Figure 6 the effect on 
tensile modulus. In Figure 7 the effect of PES molecular 
weight on strength is illustrated. The gel permeation 
chromatography (g.p.c.) elution curves for typical 
S/I/ES polymers, exhibiting the peaks for the S, S/I and 
S/I/ES species are given in Figure 8. Figure 9 illustrates 
the dependence of tensile modulus and torsional modulus 
on styrene content, and Figure 10 shows torsional 
modulus-temperature curves for polymers with isoprene 
and butadiene as centre blocks. Figure 11 shows stress 
relaxation data of typical terpolymers, while Figure 
12 shows the flow viscosity dependence on shear rate. 

Table 5 gives characterization and physical properties 
of S/I/ES polymers, and Table 6 gives details of the 
preparation and properties of S/B/ES polymers. 

E 
Z 

O 
E 

O 
O 
C q  

o 

2 

o 

I 

1 I I I 

0 4 8 
Ethylene sulphide (wt % )  

Figure 6 300% tensile modulus vs. ES content in S/I/ES block 
polymers. O, As prepared; A, annealed at 80°C for 24 h or 
extracted with boiling cyclohexane for 24 h 
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AB--poly(isoprene-b-ethylene sulphide) 
These polymers were made essentially by the same 

process as the terpolymers. Typical properties are shown 
in Table 7. Viscosity-shear rate curves for linear poly- 
butadiene and block polyisoprene-ethylene sulphide 
polymers are shown in Figure 13. 

DISCUSSION 

The ABA type ethylene sulphide block polymers can be 

produced with a high level of purity. They form networks 
which are stable up to 150°C and retain moderate 
mechanical properties up to 100°C. The stress relaxation 
properties at room temperature are good (Figure 3), 
although there is a rapid short-period relaxation. The 
processing temperature of these polymers is such that 
they are prone to degradation and consequent stickiness*. 
A further difficulty is that the diene centre block is 
high in 3,4-structure unless a three-stage preparative 

* For easy moulding low molecular weights were necessary. 

Table 3 Physical propert ies of ES/I/ES block polymers 

Modulus Tensi le strength 
Moulding (MN/m ~) (MN/m 2) Elongation Resil ience 

temp. t  at break (rebound) Tension set 
Sample* (°C) 100% 300% 22°C 100°C (%) (%) (%) 

IS46 160 2.1 - -  5.5 1.5 230 6 6 at 200% 
IS47 175 1.9 7.3 9.3 1.7 420 19 7 at 200% 
IS48 205 1.7 6.4 14.0 2.2 400 17 15 at 3000% 
IS49 170 11.5 - -  13-0 2.1 140 25 - -  
IS50 180 6.4 - -  9.3 1.6 140 - -  
IS52 180 4.6 - -  10.2 - -  280 - -  

IS53 190 6"6 - -  11 "5 - -  205 - -  - -  
C P9 225 - -  - -  4.4 - -  650 45 - -  
C P10 225 - -  - -  6" 3 - -  780 46 - -  
CP11 225 - -  - -  2"0 - -  700 - -  - -  

C P21 225 - -  - -  0 "  9 - -  800 59 - -  

C P 2 4  225 - -  - -  low - -  - -  63 - -  

* IS46-1S53: isoprene (75% 3,4-/25% 1,2-microstructure); CP9-CP24: isoprene (70-82~ 1,4-microstructure) 
t Good mouldings obtained at or about 170°C with the polymers IS46-1S53. The polymers cPg-CP24 
were of much higher molecular weight and moulding was accompanied by sl ight degradation 

Table 4 Preparation of S/I/ES block polymers 

Exp. 
No. 

Styrene (g), Isoprene (g), Polymer composi t ion 
polymerizat ion polymerizat ion Ethylene Aniso le (ml), (wt %) calc. (found) 

Cyclohexane t ime (h) at t ime (h) at sulphide* n-BuLl THF 
(ml) 55°C 57°C (g) (mmol) (ml) S I ES 

807 8500 490 1800 110 12"5 2200 20'4 75"0 4"6 
4"25 10 31"2 (19'1) (77"1) (3"8) 

809 8300 449 1790 101 11.3 2100 19.2 76-5 4.3 
4.5 10 28.2 (20.4) (75.6) (4-0) 

816 9000 650 1800 100 11.3 2250 25.5 70.6 3.9 
4 10 28.2 (23.8) (72.4) (3.8) 

* Polymerizat ion for 90 min at 35-38°C after addit ion of THF, solut ion al lowed to stand for 80 h before isolat ion 

Properties of S/lIES block polymers 

Modulus 100%, 
modulus 300%, 
tensile strength 

Polymer (MN/m2), Heat of fusion Tension set (%) Hardness (BSD) (°), 
Block molecular yield elongat ion at of ES block at 100~ and tr ipsometer 

weights (%) break (%) (J/g ES) 200~ strain resil ience at 22°C 

Table 5 

Exp. 
No. 

806 

807 

8 0 9  

816 

S 26 800 96 0.7 2.5 30 
I 121 600 1.1 113.0 6 68-5 
ES 5500 12.6 
Mw/Mn = 1.28 (S/I block) 1280 

S 23 700 
I 143 200 
ES 6 300 

S 22 500 
I 143 600 
ES 6 900 
~w/~n=l '10 (S/I block) 

S 20 900 
I 85 500 
ES 4 400 
~wl~n=l "39 (S/I block) 

98.7 

97.5 

97.3 

0"8 
1.3 

15-3 
1300 

1.1 
1.4 

15.3 
1110 

1.2 
2"1 

19-8 
1040 

135"8 3 36'5 
67'0 

3"5 36"5 
119"1 6"5 73-0 

4 51.0 
138'8 6 67.0 
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Table 6 Preparation and properties of S/B/ES block polymers 

60:40 Benzene/n-hexane (ml), 
Exp. n-BuLi (mmol), Styrene Butadiene ES 
No. anisole (ml) (g) (g) (g) 

THF (ml), Conversion 
polymer yield (%) of ES (%) 

Polymerization time (h) 
and temp. (°C) 

T83 250 11.1 46.2 3.3 
1.48 
0.5 

T86 250 20.8 46- 5 3.3 
1.48 
0-5 

T87 250 11.8 36-5 3.3 
1 .~  
0.5 

70 94 70 
~100 22 ° 

70 88 120 
~100 22 ° 

60 80 120 
N100 22 ° 

Heat of Tensile strength 
Tg fusion for (MN/m~), 

Exp. Block molecular for B ES block elongation at 
No. weights block (J/g ES) break(%) 

Hardness (BSD) (°), 
Tensile modulus resilience Tension set (%) 
(MN/m ~) at 100%,  (tripsometer) at 100% and 

200%, 300% (%) at 22°C 200% strain 

T83 S 13 000 - 90 82.8 8" 7 
B 74 600 800 
ES 4 700 
Mw//~n= 1" 02 (S/I block) 

25-3 
T86 S 15 000 - 89 147.7 800 

B 61 530 
ES 3 420 
Mw/Mn=l "15 (S/I block) 

12.0 
T87 S 14 100 -89  133"9 710 

B 44 630 
ES 3 270 
Mw/Mn=l "17 (S/I block) 
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Figure 7 Tensile strength vs. molecular weight of ES block in 
S/I/ES block polymers 

1.5, 1"7,2"0 

2-8, 3.8, 5.1 

2.2, 2'6, 3'3 

57 5 

72 12 

75 6 
51 9 

68 6 
64 11 

18 

A;,I 
i B 

2B, l[~116 
3 0 .  ~ / 2 .  6 24 22 2°111 \~1 

S S/I block Sll/ES aggregate 

12 

Figure 8 G.p.c. elution curves for S/I/ES block polymers (THF 
solvent). Numerals refer to g.p.c, count numbers. A: 100% 
solubility; 2.2% ES. B: 83% solubility; 3"8% ES 

procedure is used. (Attempts to prepare the diene 
bis-anions and polymerize the ethylene sulphide in pure 
hydrocarbon media proved unsuccessful because of 
solubility problems which resulted in large amounts 
of predominantly AB polymer, and because of the 
basicity of the ethylene sulphide anion the polymers 
could not be prepared by sequential polymerization.) 
Those polymers containing the diene in the 1,4-form 
had greatly improved low temperature properties and 
resilience (Figure 1). Strengths, however, were lower 
and did not exceed 7MN/m 2 in the best obtained. 
It is noteworthy here that high temperature network 
stability is not necessarily associated with high strength, 
but whether this is the result of the intrinsic properties 
of the material or from imperfections in the polymer 
network is not certain. The intractable nature of PES 
makes it difficult to establish whether any free homo- 
polymer is present and the block polymers themselves 
are insoluble in all common solvents. The ethylene 
sulphide blocks are present in crystalline domains, as 
shown by d.t.a, and X-ray studies. Elastomers containing 
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less than 20 ~ of ethylene sulphide are transparent and 
the crystallites are extremely small. At higher concen- 
trations (20-40~) opaque polymers are formed, but 
it is possible in these instances that free PES may be 
present. 

The styrene-b-diene-b-ethylene sulphide terpolymers 
are of particular interest in that high strength elastomers 
are obtained with small amounts (2-4 ~)  of PES, and a 
relatively stable network results from ethylene sulphide 
molecular weights of only 2000; the styrene segments 
required are comparable in molecular weight to those 
in the well-known S/B/S types. 

The stress-strain curves show no sign of a yield 

point at low strains and the polymers are of low modulus 
and are highly resilient, with good recovery from high 
extensions. Polymers with reasonable physical properties 
are obtained with ~ 15 ~o styrene, considerably less than 
that necessary for S/I/S triblock polymers. This shows 
that it is the molecular weight of the polystyrene segment 
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Table 7 Preparation and properties of I/ES block polymers 

Exp. ES M w x  10 -s Purity 
No. (%) for B block (% block polymer) PPI* Polymerization 

1 9.0 1.76 75 0.47 Cyclohexane 1.5 I 
2 2.6 1.19 78 1-84 n-BuLi 0.16 g 
3 9.9 1.10 72 1.93 Anisole 2.0 ml 
4 4-5 1.20 70 0.47 Isoprene 300 ml 
5 8.5 2.28 75 11.1 Ethylene sulphide Variable 

THF 400 ml 
94-48 h at 40-45°C 

Exp. Modulus at Tensile strength Elongation at 
No. 100% (MN/m ~) (MN/m =) break (%) Vulcanization 

1 0.48 9.63 300 Polymer 1OO 
2 0.85 1.69 400 Sulphur 1.5 
3 0.77 9.41 350 CBS 0.7 
4 0.80 3.43 440 Zinc oxide 5.0 
5 0.76 4-92 700 Stearic acid 2.0 

50 min at 140°C 

* Processing pressure index=the pressure drop (N/m2x 105) required to extrude 
the polymer through a die of length 0.800 cm and of diameter 0.2096 cm at a rate 
of 1-144x 10-gmS/sec at 150°C 
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Figure 13 Bulk viscosity at 150°C vs. shear rate for linear ( ) 
polyisoprene and radial ( - - - - )  isoprene/ethylene sulphide 
polymers. LI, Mw 119x 103; 1_2, Mw 187x 103; L3, Mw 182x 103; 
L4, Mw 433x 10~. R1 (prepared from L1),2.6% ES; R2 (prepared 
from L2), 2.6% ES 

rather than the stoichiometry which is important in 
building up the network, although the increase in 
strength with polystyrene content (Figure 9) is evidence 
for reinforcement conferred by the hard phase. Thus 
the S/I/ES polymers are of interest in that for a given 
molecular weight elastomeric segment considerably 
larger polystyrene blocks can be attached with retention 
of rubbery properties. 

The low molecular weights of the ethylene sulphide 
blocks (3000-4000) for optimum properties show that 
a mechanically stable crystallite requires less material 
than an amorphous plastic domain. From estimates 
of peak broadening of the 4-2A reflection of the PES 
crystallites (using zinc oxide as reference standard) a 
typical polymer containing 4"6~o ethylene sulphide was 
estimated to have average domain sizes of 100-150/L 
The crystallites are evidently anisotropic in shape since, 
on stretching, the X-ray diffraction pattern shows 
reversible changes in the relative intensities of the two 
principal scattering peaks at 20=21"1 ° and 24"9 ° in 
the stressed and unstressed state as a function of stress 
and strain (Figure 14). Estimates of the anisotropy ratio 
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Figure 14 Dependence of X-ray scattering ratio (2e21.z°/2824.9 °) 
on stress and strain in S/I/ES block polymers. A, 4.6, 3.56°_/= ES- 
B, 4.6% ES; C, 3.56% ES 

vary from 1-3 to 4.2 increasing, as would be expected, 
with increasing molecular weight of the ethylene sulphide 
block. From this it is inferred that extended chain 
crystallites, extensively studied by Wunderlich et al. 1~, 
are produced. In contrast moulded ES/I/ES block 
polymers have X-ray patterns unaffected by strain, and 
it is presumed that spherical crystallites are present. 
This is almost certainly due to the high processing 
temperatures required for the latter, since the X-ray 
spectra of S/I/ES polymers which have been heated 
above the melting point of the ethylene sulphide block 
likewise show no strain effect. 

These estimates of crystallite size correspond to 
numbers of PES domains of the order of 0-5-1.0 × 1016/ 
cm a and 450-1000 molecules/aggregate. 

This estimate is confirmed by molecular weight 
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determinations on the fraction of polymer which dis- 
solves in solvents such as benzene or cyclohexane. 
From the g.p.c, measurements molecular weights are 
extremely high--up to 5x 107. Taking into account 
the molecular weights of S/I blocks, in the region of 
105 , and ethylene sulphide blocks ranging from 2000 to 
4000, up to 400 chains are linked by each PES crystallite. 
The somewhat lower value compared with that estimated 
from X-ray data may be explained by the fact that only 
a portion--presumably smaller aggregates containing 
less PES--of the block polymer is soluble. 

From the X-ray and d.s.c, data the PES segments 
exist in relatively pure crystallites and from the stoichio- 
metry they will possess about one-fifth of the volume 
of polystyrene domains, which presumably form a 
separate phase. Network formation should be efficient 
since each elastomeric segment must pass from a PES 
crystallite to a polystyrene domain. 

Electron photomicrographs of films cast from solution 
and stained with OsO4 show an irregular two-phase 
structure (Figure 15) apparently an interpenetrating 
network produced by disordered lamellae with layer 
thicknesses in the region of 0.025-0.05/zm, the polydiene 
layers being the thicker. Lengths of the plastic zones 
are greater by a factor of about ten. The darker circular 
regions of ~0.1/~m are possibly thicker sections from 
polymer aggregates. Satisfactory photomicrographs could 
not be obtained from moulded polymer but so far as 
it was possible to judge from the photographs the 
morphology was similar. A replica taken from a torn 
surface of the rubber likewise showed an interpene- 
trating network (Figure 16). It was not possible to 
distinguish the polystyrene and poly(ethylene sulphide) 
domains. 

To see whether there was any preferred orientation 
in the structure, a milled sheet of S/I/ES elastomer 
(Sample 816) was pressed in a mould and test samples 
cut in two directions at right angles. Stress-strain 
properties are shown in Figure 17 and show small but 
probably significant differences; the samples cut in 

Figure 16 Replica of torn surface of S/I/ES polymer (xg0000) 
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Figure 15 S/I/ES polymer cast from benzene stained with OsO4 
( x 45 000) 
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Figure 17 Tensile properties of S/I/ES polymer from test samples 
cut at right-angles from moulded sheet. O, Direction of mill 
rotation ; x ,  lateral to direction of mill rotation 
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the direction of mill rotation have slightly lower modulus. 
The stress relaxation data (Figure 11) show that at 

temperatures above about 80°C the network relaxes 
rapidly, the result of softening of the polystyrene seg- 
ments, while the poly(ethylene sulphide) crystallites 
remain intact up to nearly 200°C (Figure 4). 

Superficially it is surprising that elastomers con- 
taining such high molecular weight aggregates can 
readily be processed, although, in fact, it has long been 
known that polymers containing substantial amounts 
of microgel process well 14. Furthermore, comparable 
rheological properties were found with isoprene or 
butadiene/ethylene sulphide block polymers. These, 
as would be expected, do not behave as crosslinked 
elastomers at ambient temperatures and are similar in 
properties to conventional uncrosslinked rubbers. As 
can be seen from Figure 18 flow properties (at 150°C) 
change only slightly with increase in the number of 
branches (calculated from g.p.c, data) attached to the 
crystallite. It seems unlikely that the polyethylene 
sulphide crystallites will break down at temperatures 
30-40°C below their melting point and, therefore, 
the reason why the polymers should behave in this way 
is not obvious. 

The block polymers were not pure and contained 
quantities of polystyrene and S/I block polymer (Table 8 
and Figure 8). It is possible that these were acting as 
plasticizers, since it has been observed that polystyrene 
in a S/B/ES block polymer considerably improves 
processability. Attempts were made to obtain substantial 
quantities of pure S/I/ES polymer but these were not 
very successful since, although the polymers are not 
completely soluble in common solvents, those which 
dissolve the S/I block polymer also take into solution 
substantial amounts of the S/I/ES polymer. 

Another possibility is that the flow units under shear 
are particulate, formed by internal fractures in the 
elastomer, and that above a certain molecular weight 
the shear strength reaches a constant value. Quite 
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Figure 18 Effect of branch length and number on processing 
properties of B/ES radial polymers, x ,  Mw 190x103; ©, Mw 
120x 103. Ordinate units are defined in footnote to Table 7 

Cooper et al. 

Table 8 Composition of S/I/ES block 
polymers* 

s/i 
Sample S (% wt) S/I/ES 

1 5"2 25-8 69"0 
2 8"2 21 "6 71 "2 
3 7-3 21 "0 71 "7 
4 2-9 16.7 80"4 
5 5"3 14"1 79"7 

* Fractionation using benzene/methanol. 
Composition calculated from C, H and S 
contents. The results were in good agree- 
ment with compositions calculated from 
g.p.c, peak heights, both on whole poly- 
mers and fractions 
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B, 50°C; C, 80°C; (c) torsional modulus vs. temperature; (d) vis- 
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obviously on such limited evidence this proposal is 
very tentative, but it is not inconsistent with a flow 
theory proposed by Mooney some years ago tS. Mooney 
suggested that substantial polymer elements were in- 
volved in polymer flow and their sizes were calculated 
to be in the range 1-30 × 10-acm. 

As the amount of polymer even in the smallest of 
these will contain many molecular aggregates the flow 
processes do not involve individual aggregates. It is 
conceivable, however that internal fracture surfaces 
occur more readily in highly branched polymers than 
in linear polymers. A detailed study of the flow processes 
of highly purified radial polymers would be necessary 
to elucidate the mechanisms. 

To eliminate the possibility that breakdown of the 
PES crystallite was the explanation for the flow charac- 
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teristics, polymers were prepared using a covalently 
crosslinked poly(divinyl benzene) (PDVB) domain as an 
alternative to the PES crystallite. In these there would 
be no reason to expect that the crosslinked plastic 
domains would soften at processing temperatures. 
Figure 19 shows stress-strain, torsional modulus, stress 
relaxation and flow properties of an S/I/DVB block 
terpolymer, which are very similar to those of the 
corresponding ethylene sulphide polymers*. 

These DVB polymers are not so highly ramified as 
the S/I/ES types. It was found that the relative rates of 
initiation and propagation of divinyl benzene impose a 
practical limit of about 10-20 chains per aggregate, 
broadly in agreement with the results of Worsfold et 
al. for styrene-DVB block polymers le. It is considered 

* To maintain stability on storage and during processing it was 
necessary to hydrogenate the residual double bonds in the DVB 
kernel. 
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that, notwithstanding the differences in aggregate com- 
plexity, the correspondence in properties between the 
ethylene sulphide and the DVB block polymers in 
terms of strength, network stability and flow properties 
show this to be a consequence of their radial structures. 

The curves in Figure 18 show the flow properties to 
be very sensitive to the length of the chains comprising 
the branches. However, too great a weight should not 
be placed on data which relate to polymers of variable 
purity and composition. To illustrate this the data on 
two polymers of comparable branch lengths and ethylene 
sulphide contents are shown in Figure 13. The linear 
polymers from which they were derived have the 
expected flow characteristics but the radial polymers 
are different. The explanation is clearly concerned with 
purity of the aggregated polymer since the higher 
viscosity polymer (R1) was less soluble in tetrahydro- 
furan than the other (R2); the solubilities were respect- 
ively 22~ and 77~. The shear dependence of the 
radial polymers is such that at high shear rates their 
viscosities more closely approach those of the linear 
polymers from which they were prepared. 

A feature of these block polymers is that they can be 
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readily compounded  with carbon black and oil and, 
after vulcanization, give high strength elastomers. 
Figures 20 and 21 show the effect o f  oil and black on the 
stress-strain curves of  a typical S/I/ES block polymer 
and the effect o f  vulcanization. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ethylene sulphide is a very suitable monomer  for the 
preparat ion o f  elastomeric block polymers. The ABA 
types have good temperature stability but  are difficult 
to process without  some oxidative degradation. How- 
ever, with care it is possible to press or injection mould 
the elastomers into complex shapes without  degradation. 
The styrene/diene/ethylene sulphide polymers are more 
difficult to prepare but  easier to process. They have 
superior strength and elongation but obviously a 
significantly reduced operating temperature range. 
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Letters 

Evidence for aggregation of 
polystyrene in solution from 
magneto-optic birefringence 

The optical birefringence An induced by an applied 
magnetic field B is termed the Majorana 1 effect when 
found in colloidal suspensions, and the Cotton-Mouton 2 
effect in gases, liquids and solutions of small molecules. 
In both effects the birefringence is due to the partial 
preferential alignment of optically anisotropic colloid 
particles or molecules against the disorientating forces of 
Brownian motion. While the Cotton-Mouton birefrin- 
gence is always proportional to B 2, the Majorana bi- 
refringence may depend on B non-quadratically and 
complete particle alignment (saturation) may occur 
provided the particles and applied field are large enough. 
Examples of non-quadratic behaviour with rigid particles 
have been found by Mehta 3 and Desai et al. 4 in colloidal 
suspensions of bentonite and ferrite respectively. 

According to the theory of Stuart and Peterlin 5 the 
response of a flexible polymer chain to an applied mag- 
netic field is a partial preferential orientation of short 
diamagnetically anisotropic segments of the chain. Thus 
a B 2 dependence of An, and very short orientational 
relaxation times (10-9-10 -11 sec) would be expected, as 
found in solutions of small molecules. 

This letter reports non-quadratic and time dependent 
behaviour of the birefringence induced by magnetic fields 
in solutions of the flexible chain polymer polystyrene 
dissolved in benzene and cyclohexanone. It is the first 
report of such observations as far as the author is aware, 
although a similarly long time dependence of permittivity 
has been cited by Brown and Shaw 6 in liquid crystalline 
phases of small molecules and Sobajima 7 has found time 
dependent n.m.r, spectra in a magnetic field of the liquid 
crystalline phase of the rigid rod polymer poly(~,-benzyl- 
L-glutamate) in methylene chloride solution. 

The apparatus used here consisted of a Newport type 
electromagnet (0-2T) with a 200mm polarimeter tube 
holding the solution between the pole pieces. The 
birefringenc¢ was measured at room temperature using a 
Hg lamp, filter and collimator, with a polarizer, quarter- 
wave plate and analyser used as a Senarmont compen- 
sator, at a wavelength of 546 nm. 

The polystyrene was a commercial sample with a 
weight average of 3 × l0 s. Figure 1 shows the birefringence 
and its concentration dependence in cyclohexanone. 
Some solutions showed quadratic behaviour until they 
had experienced the applied field for several minutes, e.g. 
0.83 ~o in Figure 1. The apparent negative slope of the 
lower concentrations at high fields is explicable as the 
difference in sign of the solvent and solute birefringence. 
Solvent-corrected curves (broken line), obtained by sub- 
tracting the birefringence of the pure solvent, are seen to 
have positive slopes in all cases. The curves shown in 
Figure 1 refer to the solutions in their equilibrium state, 

and neither time lapses of several days nor cycling of the 
magnetic field produced any deviation from the original 
c u r v e s .  

In benzene solution, marked time dependent behaviour 
was observed. This produced non-quadratic hysteresis 
curves as shown in Figure 2. Its other effect was to cause a 
noticeable time delay of the birefringence in following 
any changes in field. Most noticeable were the birefrin- 
gence lags when the field had been switched off from some 
value at which the birefringence had been previously 
steady at An0. Figure 3 shows the decay of birefringence 
after the solution had been at some time at 0.5 T at which 
a steady birefringence An0 had been reached and also 
lnelAn(t)l plotted with time t. Assuming that 
An(t) = An0e -t/T defines a relaxation time ,, the slope of 
the logarithmic plot gives about 19 sec for ~-. Similar long 
relaxation times were found for other solutions in benzene. 

An interpretation of the above results for polystyrene is 
to propose the existence of optically and diamagnetically 
anisotropic polymer chain aggregates in solution which 
are much larger than single polymer molecules. Assuming 
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Figure I Quadratic and non-quadratic magnetic birefringence of 
solvent and solutions. I, Pure cyclohexanone; II, 0-83~/o; III, 
0.42~/o; IV, 0-83~/o; V, 1.63~/o; VI, 2.75~/o polystyrene. Broken curves 
( . . . .  ) are solvent corrected using curve I and represent the 
birefringence of the polystyrene only 
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Figure 2 (a) Magnetic birefringence of pure benzene. (b) Bire- 
fringence hysteresis of 2.1% polystyrene solution in benzene 
( ) and solvent corrected solution data using the line for pure 
benzene in (a) ( . . . . .  ). The arrows show the direction of time 
increasing 

/ t s°peiercet x°e 10°and 
19 x 10-20JT -2 for 0.42~ and 0"833~o solutions respec- 

23 tively. 

2 

proposed by Tager et alp to explain light scattering 
anomalies of polystyrene in solution. 

For all solutions the solute birefringence was negative, 
implying parallel major optical polarizability and dia- 
magnetic susceptibility axes of the aggregate. The Kerr 
effect theory of Shah 1° relates the anisotropy of optical 
and zero-frequency polarizability to the negative bi- 
refringence induced in a dilute rigid particle suspension by 
an applied electric field. Replacing electrical fields and 
susceptibilities by their magnetic analogues, Shah's theory 
suggests that: 

A n = - K ( 1  3kT 
IX3-xllB~] (1) 

where IXa-XZl is the magnitude of the diamagnetic 
anisotropy of the particles and K is a function of the 
particle concentration, optical anisotropy and refractive 
index. 

Equation (1) is only valid when the degree of orienta- 
tion is approaching saturation and the birefringence is 
markedly non-quadratic, defined by [X3-Xll B2 > 20kT. 
This condition is estimated here to hold over most of the 
applied field range judged by the non-linearity of the 
birefringence curves. Thus graphs of An plotted with B -2 
should be linear with (slope)/(intercept)= -3kT/lxs-Xl[.  
Figure 4 shows the variation of An with B -2 for solvent 
cyclohexanone. The lower concentrations are seen to fit 
Shah's theory closely, with straight lines for values of B z 
between 0.125 and 3 T 2. The higher concentrations diverge 
from the B -z dependence. This may be due to interaction 
between the orientating aggregates of which Shah's 
theory takes no account. Ixa-xll may be calculated from 
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Figure 3 Decay of birefringence with time (O) after removal of 
magnetic field. Right hand ( x )  ordinate shows a logarithmic plot 
of the decay using smoothed data from the curve drawn through 
the circles. Solvent=benzene; solute=2.1% polystyrene with 
mol.wt. 3x 10 s 

Aggregate size can be estimated from volume V and 
IXa-Xli as follows. If the density of the aggregate is 
assumed to be that of the solid polymer and 
V= 120 x 10-1am 3 then the average aggregate mass is 
about 10 -14 kg. Taking the polymer molecular weight to 
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Figure 4 Birefringence versus B -~ for polystyrene of mol.wt. 
3x 105 dissolved in cyclohexanone. O, 0.42%; x ,  0-83%; [ ] ,  1-65%; 
~, 9.75% 

the aggregates to be rigid ellipsoids of revolution the 
birefringence decay theory of O'Konski et al. s shows that 

~ ~ V/kT where ~ is the solvent viscosity, k T  the thermal 
energy and V the equivalent spherical volume of the 
ellipsoid. Putting ~ = 19 see as found, gives 120 x 10 -is m a 
for V and an equivalent radius of about 4/~m. This aggre- 
gate size corresponds to an aggregate of many million 
single polymer molecules. Similar aggregation has been 
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be 3 x 105 thus gives about 3 x 104 polymer molecules per 
aggregate. 

Bothner-By and PoplO 1 give 5.97 x 10 -4 J T -2 mo1-1 for 
the diamagnetic anisotropy of a benzene ring, or about 
10-24JT -2 per molecule. Compared with the benzene 
ring anisotropy, bond anisotropies in the polystyrene 
monomer unit may be neglected as they are typically only 
0.1xl0-4JT-2mo1-1. Thus assuming the aggregate 
diamagnetic anisotropy is due only to the benzene rings 
and putting [x3-xll--2Ox 10-2°JT -2 gives about 10 5 
polymer molecules per aggregate. 

The agreement between different estimations of aggre- 
gate size and the agreement between Shah's theory and 
experiment at low concentrations supports the proposal 
of polymer chain aggregation for polystyrene in cyclo- 
hexanone and benzene, the aggregate size being between 
l0 4 and 10 5 polymer molecules. 

Physics Department, 
Sir John Cass School of Science and Technology, 
Jewry Street, London EC3N 2EY, UK 
(Received 14 November 1973) 

G. H. Meeten 
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Diagnosis of graft copolymers by 
adhesion analysis 

Difficulty has long existed for research workers in 
selecting methods which would differentiate between a 
physical blend of two polymers and their corresponding 
graft copolymer. We wish to report the use of an adhesion 
analysis technique based on differential swelling to 
identify the presence of a graft copolymer. It is well 
known that reinforcing fillers restrict the swelling of 
elastomeric vulcanizates. Several attempts have been 
made to analyse this behaviour, one of the most elegant 
being that of Kraus 1. This analysis assumes that in the 
case of particulate reinforcing filler there exists some 
form of adhesion at the filler-polymer interface which 
results in bond localized resistance to swelling on 
immersion in organic solvents known to swell the 
unfilled vulcanized elastomer. At a distance from this 
interface, no restriction is offered to swelling, the be- 
haviour corresponding to an unfilled (gum) vulcanizate. 
Based on these assumptions, Kraus showed that for a 
reinforcing (i.e. adhering) filler-polymer system: 

Vr0 
V,~o/3) + Vro- 1] 1 'b,7 > V~ = 1 - [ 3 C ( 1 -  _ (1) 

Letters 

where Vr is the volume fraction of polymer in swollen 
polymer phase for a filled vulcanizate, 

Vr0 is the same quantity for the corresponding 
unfilled (gum) vulcanizate, 

q~ is the volume fraction of filler component in 
the filler-polymer system, 

C is a parameter related to the filler but inde- 
pendent of ~ and Vr0. 

For the case of a non-reinforcing (hence non-bonding) 
filler-polymer system the corresponding expression is: 

Vr0vr 1 +(1 - Vr0)l ~ (2) 

The validity of this treatment has been questioned by 
some sources 2. However, Zapp 3 recently showed that 
this treatment could be used at least as a diagnostic 
technique to demonstrate filler-polymer adhesion, since 
the linear relation predicted for a plot of Vro/Vr against 
~ / ( I -~)  from equations (1) and (2) could result in a 
negative slope for the reinforcing case but a positive 
slope for the non-reinforcing case. Kraus had presented 
some experimental evidence to prove this point which 
was confirmed by Zapp. We felt that the same arguments 
could be extended to diagnose graft copolymer forma- 
tion. Since the components of a graft copolymer are 
chemically bonded, greater adhesion between the 
components could be expected in comparison with a 
physical blend of the same components. If a solvent 
which swells one component of a suspected graft while 
being relatively inert towards the other could be found, 
it resembles the case of a filler-polymer system and 
hence Kraus' analysis could be applied. 

To test this technique we chose a graft copolymer 
system which has been previously investigated in detail, 
namely natural rubber (NR)/methyl methacrylate 
(MMA). Work at the Natural Rubber Producers' 
Research Association (NRPRA), confirmed subse- 
quently 5, has shown that for the polymerization of 
MMA monomer in the presence of NR, efficiency of 
graft copolymer formation with benzoyl peroxide 
(BzzO2) as initiator is much higher than if azobisiso- 
butyronitrile (AZBN) is used. Gross products of different 
composition having NR as the major component (i.e. 
PMMA treated as a filler in the NR matrix) were pre- 
pared by polymerizing MMA monomer in the presence 
of toluene solutions of NR using Bz202 and AZBN 
as initiators. The gross products thus obtained were 
vulcanized using a non-reverting semi-efficient type of 
sulphur curing system and the vulcanizates were sub- 
jected to equilibrium swelling in hexane (hexane swells 
NR but is inert to PMMA). Vro/Vr values for the 
different NR/PMMA compositions have been plotted 
against q~/(1-~) values. For comparison purposes, 
results from NR-HAF black (reinforcing) and SBR-clay 
(non-reinforcing) elastomers were also investigated. The 
C values for equation (1), calculated from gradients 
and Vr0 values are as follows: NR-MMA (Bz202 
initiated), 1.25; NR-MMA (AZBN initiated), 1.04; 
NR-HAF black, 1.53. 

In his treatment, Kraus did not define the exact 
nature of the parameter C, but from experimental 
evidence concluded that it would be abnormally low for 
a filler-polymer system with low adhesion (non- 
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reinforcing). For example, graphitized, hence non- 
adhering, and fine thermal low adhering, carbon blacks 
were shown by Kraus to have C values of 0.77 and 0.92 
respectively. Our C values for the two NR-MMA 
systems (AZBN and Bz202 initiated) appear to indicate 
adhesion although it must be noted that the C value 
for the Bz202 initiated system is about 20 ~o higher than 
that for the AZBN initiated system. This seems to be 
in accordance with the higher grafting efficiency of the 
Bz2Oz initiated system. This apparent adhesion in a 
system where grafting efficiency has been reported to 
be low is probably the result of micelle formation. 
Several reports in the literature reveal that small amounts 
of graft copolymer are sufficient to homogenize and 
increase the compatibility of a physical blend. Differential 
swelling measurements thus appear to be capable of 
diagnosing the effect on bulk properties of a blend 
exerted by small amounts of graft copolymer. 

We are at present applying this technique to binary 
elastomeric systems formed by polymerization of cyclic 
ethers in the presence of polydienes, detailed results of 
which will be published in the future 6. 
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Advances in polymer science and engineering 
Edited by K. D. Pae, D. R. Morrow and Yu Chen 
Plenum Press, New York, 1973, 350 pp. $19.50 

This book is a compendium of eighteen papers presented to a 
Symposium held at Rutgers University on 26 and 27 October 1972, 
in honour  of Professor J. A. Sauer's sixtieth birthday. As would 
be expected, the papers cover a wide range of topics on the structure 
and mechanical behaviour of polymers, reflecting Professor Sauer's 
own broad interests. The papers on structure include an  excellent 
summary by Peterlin of the morphological changes occurring 
during the drawing of crystalline polymers and a very substantial 
article on the interpretation of small angle X-ray diffraction from 
crystalline polymers by Burmester and Geil. There are three 
papers concerned with single crystals, including one by Professor 
Saner and his coworkers on surface morphology and deformation 
of polypropylene single crystals. 

The papers on mechanical properties cover an even wider range. 
Experimental studies of linear polyethylene, ABA type block 
copolymers, polycarbonate, wood and poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
concentrate primarily on low strain dynamic mechanical behaviour, 
usually in conjunction with other techniques such as dielectric 
relaxation or sorption characteristics. There are also papers on 
higher strain behaviour, including an  interesting study of the 
influence of pressure on polychlorotrifluoroethylene, a theoretical 
development in non-linear viscoelasticity, and discussion of the 
structure of tie molecules. A final group of papers on melt rheology, 
includes consideration of structural factors which influence the 
flow behaviour of low density polyethylene and ethylene-acrylic 
acid copolymers, and a theoretical treatment of die swell by 
Yu Chen. 

These papers are of a uniformly high standard, and present a 
wide range of material, most of which is of very recent origin. 
The book can therefore be recommended as providing a reliable 
account of the present state of the art in this area of research. 

L M. Ward 

Reclaiming rubber and other polymers 
J. A. Szilard 
Noyes Data Corporation, Park Ridge, New Jersey, 
1973, 310 pp. $36.00 

This book contains a detailed summary of some 125 US patent 
specifications published between 1955 and 1972. Its major purpose 
is to describe the number  of technical possibilities available which 
may open up profitable areas for research and development in the 
reclaiming of rubber and other polymers. 

Although in the foreword it is stated that many of the patents 
are being used commercially, there is, not unexpectedly, no indica- 
tion of which these are. This book does not, therefore, meet a 
requirement for one to which reference may be made for informa- 
t ion on industrially important polymer reclaiming processes. 

Almost since the beginning of the industry, with the discovery 
of vulcanization about 135 years ago, scrap rubber has been 
re-used as a compounding ingredient with new rubber, either as a 
finely ground dust or as a chemically and/or thermally devulcanized 
or depolymerized plastic material. The reviewer prefers to confine 
the terms 'reclaim' and 'reclaimed rubber '  to the latter as, indeed, 
such authorities as J. M. Ball have done in their publications. 
It is to be regretted that the preparation and uses of ground scrap 
vulcanized rubber and reclaimed rubber are not separately 
assembled in the three long chapters, which constitute considerably 
more than half the text, on the technology, the additives and the 
uses of reclaimed rubber. 

The range of processes described is wide, covering such matters 
as the elimination of fibres from unvulcanized rubber scrap, the 

pelletizing of reclaimed rubber and oxidative distillation. The 
'additives' chapter reports on chemicals to aid the degradation 
and plasticization of the product, and on the use of other polymers 
to bind ground scrap. The term 'uses' of reclaimed rubber has 
similarly been widely interpreted to the extent that description of a 
barrier to prevent the staining of the white sidewall of a tyre by 
a carcass compound containing reclaimed rubber is included. 

The remaining nine chapters deal with polyesters, polyurethanes, 
polystyrenes, polyamides, polysiloxanes, polyolefins, fluorocarbons, 
polyvinyls and miscellaneous polymers; five of them cover less 
than five patents. The objective in the majority of these patents, 
concerned with plastics polymers, is to recover the polymer, pre- 
polymer or monomer from association with filler and pigment, 
from fibres, metal or a second polymer in waste material or scrap 
components. Reclaiming is again interpreted very broadly and 
processes based on chemical and physical methods are included. 
Elastomers based on silicones, fluorocarbon and nitroso polymers, 
which one might expect to find in the first three chapters covering 
rubbers, are included in the respective chapters alongside plastics. 

The author is to be congratulated on producing interesting and 
readable accounts from the legally phrased patent specifications 
and the book is certainly an idea-promoting publication. Adequate, 
informative and clear line drawings of equipment and processes 
and tables of recipes and properties add much to the value of the 
book. The only indexes are to inventors, companies and patent 
numbers; a subject index, or subtitling in the contents list, would 
have made the book easier to use for reference. 

C. M. Blow 

Condensation monomers 
Edited by J. K. Stille and T. W. Campbell 
Wiley-lnterscience, New York, 1973, 745 pp. £18.50 

The compilation of this multi-author work, which forms Vol 27 
of the Wiley-Interscience High Polymers series, was begun in 
1967 initially under the editorship of the late T. W. Campbell 
(to whom it is dedicated) and subsequently of J. K. Stille, another 
noted American worker in synthetic polymer chemistry. 

The book describes the synthesis, utility and general properties 
of intermediates useful for the preparation of linear condensation 
polymers. Questions of semantics arise at the outset since these 
intermediates, in general, are strictly not 'monomers '  but co- 
reactants; furthermore, the term 'condensation polymers' extends 
by common usage to important groups of substances, e.g. poly- 
urethanes and certain nylons, which are not made in practice, by 
polycondensation methods. The editors have therefore wisely, if 
unsystematically, extended the scope of their book to include 
diisocyanates and some other non-condensant precursors of polar 
and/or crystalline polymers. Attention is drawn to another recently 
published book, Frisch's 'Cyclic Monomers '  (Vol 26 of the High 
Polymers series), which has been planned in parallel with the 
present work and includes further classes of starting materials for 
'condensation' polymers. 

The larger part of the Stille--Campbell book is devoted to the 
principal aliphatic 'monomers '  (diearboxylic acids, hydroxy acids, 
diamines, diols and bischloroformates); aromatic 'monomers '  
(dicarboxylic acids and their derivatives, diamines, bisphenols 
and their chloroformates); and diisocyantes. Accounts are also 
given of carbonyl and thiocarbonyl monomers, and of the tetra- 
functional precursors of the newer polyheterocyclic materials. 
For each series the main emphasis is placed on surveying and 
describing methods of synthesis, especially on the laboratory 
scale and often with full experimental detail, followed by summary 
accounts of physical properties, analytical procedures, relevant 
storage and toxicological data, and concise discussions of the use 
of the materials in polymerization. More than 3500 literature 
references are included. 
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Mild criticism must be made of the arbitrariness of selection at 
various points. Chapters 1 and 4, for example, describe aliphatic 
dicarboxylic and hydroxycarboxylic acids, virtually irrespective 
of their specific utility as condensants, and hence including many 
substances of minimum interest as 'monomers'. Industrial processes 
are treated only sketchily and little attempt is made to present a 
critical comparison of the various large-scale routes and procedures 
available for intermediates manufacture. Surprisingly, the important 
family of amino acids is not considered, and other significant 
omissions concerned the phenol precursors of aromatic polyethers; 
trimesic acid; the diphenyl- and diphenoxyalkane dicarboxylic 
acids; the biscarbamoyl chlorides; the methyladipic acids, and the 
difunctional trimethyl hexamethylene compounds, all of which 
have acquired considerable interest as condensants in recent 
years. 

There has been some laxity in proof-reading. The many errors 
noted included various mis-spellings of the names 'Qiana' and 
'Henkel' and (on pp 105 and 509) certain difficulties with 'formyl' 
and 'phthaloyl'. On p 303, Dickson (the co-inventor of Terylene) 
is misnamed. The pagination of pp 437-8 was unfortunately trans- 
posed in the review copy, and it is to be hoped that users of the 
analytical method on p 457 will not maintain their water con- 
densers at 250°C! Spectra of the more important substances 
could usefully have been included, as could an author index. 

The book is not a work of theory, nor one designed to offer new 
insights into the subject. Its value is as a compendium of facts and 
methods, particularly for laboratory use. As such, despite some 
limitations and blemishes, it can be recommended to research 
workers seeking help in planning the synthesis of novel con- 
densation polymers. 

L Goodman 

Water soluble polymers 
Edited by N. M. Bikales 
Plenum Press, New York, 1973, 424 pp. $23.00 

In recent years water soluble polymers have been attracting 
increasing attention because of their usefulness in industrial and 
environmental applications. The most notable properties of these 
polymers is their ability to flocculate suspended solids and this has 
led to important applications in sewage treatment and paper 
making technology (drainage and retention aids). Other important 
applications include the so-called secondary recovery of petroleum 
from oil fields, the reduction of turbulent friction of fluids and 
as a component of water based finished and coatings. This book, 
which is based on papers presented to a symposium held by the 
American Chemical Society in August 1972, provides an important 
and valuable review of the above topics and also a number of 
papers on the synthesis and characterization of water soluble 
polymers. The industrial manufacture of one of the most important 

of these polymers, polyacrylamide, is described in detail. The 
description of many new polymers and their synthesis is discussed 
in six papers. The section on Characterization (six papers) includes 
the description of the methods of exclusion chromatography, 
sedimentation equilibrium, viscoelastic properties together with 
an account of the biological activity of these polymers. 

The papers as a whole provide a thorough examination of this 
new and important area of polymer science and application. 

C. E. H. Brown 

High-modulus wholly aromatic fibres 
Edited by W. B. Black and J. Preston 
Marcel Dekker, New York, 1973. $22.50 

The search for fibres having improved strength, modulus and 
high-temperature performance compared with conventional 
materials for use as reinforcing agents and in other specialized 
applications is of the greatest industrial importance. The publica- 
tion of a book devoted to one particular class of materials which 
show great promise is, therefore, welcome, even though it is based 
on the proceedings of a conference at which the contributors, 
with one exception, were from a single company, and some of the 
contributions have previously been published elsewhere. Actually, 
although the editors in their preface apologize for the restricted 
sources of the contributions, this is in fact an advantage from the 
reader's point of view, for it gives to the whole a unity of aim and 
general cohesion which is all too often lacking in collective works 
of this kind. 

The contributions are arranged in three main sections, con- 
cerned respectively with: (a) the chemistry involved in the prepara- 
tion of aromatic fibres, mainly of the polyamide--hydrazide type; 
(b) the characterization of the morphology and physical properties 
of a representative type of fibre; and (c) applications to com- 
posites, tyre cords, etc. 

The materials examined have values of tenacity of the order 
of 500 g/denier, combined with sufficiently high values of extensi- 
bility (~  4 % or more) to give them considerable advantages over 
their principal competitors (glass, carbon fibres, etc.). It is sur- 
prising (to the reviewer) to see how far the technical development 
and scientific assessment of this class of materials has advanced. 
Of particular interest are the frequent allusions to the calculated 
values of elastic modulus, inspired by the original work of H. 
Mark, work which at the time must surely have been regarded 
as of purely academic interest, but which is now seen to have 
quite direct practical relevance. 

The book is well produced, and will be held in considerable 
esteem by both academic and industrial workers in the field of 
synthetic polymers and fibres. 

L. R. G. Treloar 

Conference Announcement 

Rubber and Rubber Elasticity 

UMIST, Manchester, 27 and 28 March 1974 

The Fifth Biennial Manchester Polymer Sym- 
posium on Rubber and Rubber Elasticity has 
been organized at UMIST on 27 and 28 March 
1974 to mark the retirement of Professor L. R. G. 
Treloar from his Chair of Polymer and Fibre 
Science in the Institute. Recent developments in 
the chemistry and physics of elastomers will be 
presented by distinguished workers from USA, 
Japan and UK. Applications for registration 
should be made as soon as possible to The 
Registrar, University of Manchester Institute of 
Science and Technology (UMIST), PO Box 88, 
Manchester M60 1QD, UK. 

Conference Announcement 

State of order in amorphous 
polymers 

Sorrento, Naples, Italy, 1-3 May 1974 

The 2nd Europhysics Conference of the Section 
of Macromolecular Physics (of the European 
Physical Society, Division of the Physics of 
Condensed Matter), originally scheduled to take 
place in October 1973 at Naples, will now be held 
from 1 to 3 May 1974 at Sorrento, near Naples. 
A full programme of both invited and contributed 
papers on the State of Order in Amorphous 
Polymers has been arranged. Further details 
may be obtained from Professor Paolo Cor- 
radini, Istituto Chimico, Via Mezzocannone 4, 
80134 Napoli, Italy. 
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Advances in polymer science and engineering 
Edited by K. D. Pae, D. R. Morrow and Yu Chen 
Plenum Press, New York, 1973, 350 pp. $19.50 

This book is a compendium of eighteen papers presented to a 
Symposium held at Rutgers University on 26 and 27 October 1972, 
in honour  of Professor J. A. Sauer's sixtieth birthday. As would 
be expected, the papers cover a wide range of topics on the structure 
and mechanical behaviour of polymers, reflecting Professor Sauer's 
own broad interests. The papers on structure include an  excellent 
summary by Peterlin of the morphological changes occurring 
during the drawing of crystalline polymers and a very substantial 
article on the interpretation of small angle X-ray diffraction from 
crystalline polymers by Burmester and Geil. There are three 
papers concerned with single crystals, including one by Professor 
Saner and his coworkers on surface morphology and deformation 
of polypropylene single crystals. 

The papers on mechanical properties cover an even wider range. 
Experimental studies of linear polyethylene, ABA type block 
copolymers, polycarbonate, wood and poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
concentrate primarily on low strain dynamic mechanical behaviour, 
usually in conjunction with other techniques such as dielectric 
relaxation or sorption characteristics. There are also papers on 
higher strain behaviour, including an  interesting study of the 
influence of pressure on polychlorotrifluoroethylene, a theoretical 
development in non-linear viscoelasticity, and discussion of the 
structure of tie molecules. A final group of papers on melt rheology, 
includes consideration of structural factors which influence the 
flow behaviour of low density polyethylene and ethylene-acrylic 
acid copolymers, and a theoretical treatment of die swell by 
Yu Chen. 

These papers are of a uniformly high standard, and present a 
wide range of material, most of which is of very recent origin. 
The book can therefore be recommended as providing a reliable 
account of the present state of the art in this area of research. 

L M. Ward 

Reclaiming rubber and other polymers 
J. A. Szilard 
Noyes Data Corporation, Park Ridge, New Jersey, 
1973, 310 pp. $36.00 

This book contains a detailed summary of some 125 US patent 
specifications published between 1955 and 1972. Its major purpose 
is to describe the number  of technical possibilities available which 
may open up profitable areas for research and development in the 
reclaiming of rubber and other polymers. 

Although in the foreword it is stated that many of the patents 
are being used commercially, there is, not unexpectedly, no indica- 
tion of which these are. This book does not, therefore, meet a 
requirement for one to which reference may be made for informa- 
t ion on industrially important polymer reclaiming processes. 

Almost since the beginning of the industry, with the discovery 
of vulcanization about 135 years ago, scrap rubber has been 
re-used as a compounding ingredient with new rubber, either as a 
finely ground dust or as a chemically and/or thermally devulcanized 
or depolymerized plastic material. The reviewer prefers to confine 
the terms 'reclaim' and 'reclaimed rubber '  to the latter as, indeed, 
such authorities as J. M. Ball have done in their publications. 
It is to be regretted that the preparation and uses of ground scrap 
vulcanized rubber and reclaimed rubber are not separately 
assembled in the three long chapters, which constitute considerably 
more than half the text, on the technology, the additives and the 
uses of reclaimed rubber. 

The range of processes described is wide, covering such matters 
as the elimination of fibres from unvulcanized rubber scrap, the 

pelletizing of reclaimed rubber and oxidative distillation. The 
'additives' chapter reports on chemicals to aid the degradation 
and plasticization of the product, and on the use of other polymers 
to bind ground scrap. The term 'uses' of reclaimed rubber has 
similarly been widely interpreted to the extent that description of a 
barrier to prevent the staining of the white sidewall of a tyre by 
a carcass compound containing reclaimed rubber is included. 

The remaining nine chapters deal with polyesters, polyurethanes, 
polystyrenes, polyamides, polysiloxanes, polyolefins, fluorocarbons, 
polyvinyls and miscellaneous polymers; five of them cover less 
than five patents. The objective in the majority of these patents, 
concerned with plastics polymers, is to recover the polymer, pre- 
polymer or monomer from association with filler and pigment, 
from fibres, metal or a second polymer in waste material or scrap 
components. Reclaiming is again interpreted very broadly and 
processes based on chemical and physical methods are included. 
Elastomers based on silicones, fluorocarbon and nitroso polymers, 
which one might expect to find in the first three chapters covering 
rubbers, are included in the respective chapters alongside plastics. 

The author is to be congratulated on producing interesting and 
readable accounts from the legally phrased patent specifications 
and the book is certainly an idea-promoting publication. Adequate, 
informative and clear line drawings of equipment and processes 
and tables of recipes and properties add much to the value of the 
book. The only indexes are to inventors, companies and patent 
numbers; a subject index, or subtitling in the contents list, would 
have made the book easier to use for reference. 

C. M. Blow 

Condensation monomers 
Edited by J. K. Stille and T. W. Campbell 
Wiley-lnterscience, New York, 1973, 745 pp. £18.50 

The compilation of this multi-author work, which forms Vol 27 
of the Wiley-Interscience High Polymers series, was begun in 
1967 initially under the editorship of the late T. W. Campbell 
(to whom it is dedicated) and subsequently of J. K. Stille, another 
noted American worker in synthetic polymer chemistry. 

The book describes the synthesis, utility and general properties 
of intermediates useful for the preparation of linear condensation 
polymers. Questions of semantics arise at the outset since these 
intermediates, in general, are strictly not 'monomers '  but co- 
reactants; furthermore, the term 'condensation polymers' extends 
by common usage to important groups of substances, e.g. poly- 
urethanes and certain nylons, which are not made in practice, by 
polycondensation methods. The editors have therefore wisely, if 
unsystematically, extended the scope of their book to include 
diisocyanates and some other non-condensant precursors of polar 
and/or crystalline polymers. Attention is drawn to another recently 
published book, Frisch's 'Cyclic Monomers '  (Vol 26 of the High 
Polymers series), which has been planned in parallel with the 
present work and includes further classes of starting materials for 
'condensation' polymers. 

The larger part of the Stille--Campbell book is devoted to the 
principal aliphatic 'monomers '  (diearboxylic acids, hydroxy acids, 
diamines, diols and bischloroformates); aromatic 'monomers '  
(dicarboxylic acids and their derivatives, diamines, bisphenols 
and their chloroformates); and diisocyantes. Accounts are also 
given of carbonyl and thiocarbonyl monomers, and of the tetra- 
functional precursors of the newer polyheterocyclic materials. 
For each series the main emphasis is placed on surveying and 
describing methods of synthesis, especially on the laboratory 
scale and often with full experimental detail, followed by summary 
accounts of physical properties, analytical procedures, relevant 
storage and toxicological data, and concise discussions of the use 
of the materials in polymerization. More than 3500 literature 
references are included. 
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Mild criticism must be made of the arbitrariness of selection at 
various points. Chapters 1 and 4, for example, describe aliphatic 
dicarboxylic and hydroxycarboxylic acids, virtually irrespective 
of their specific utility as condensants, and hence including many 
substances of minimum interest as 'monomers'. Industrial processes 
are treated only sketchily and little attempt is made to present a 
critical comparison of the various large-scale routes and procedures 
available for intermediates manufacture. Surprisingly, the important 
family of amino acids is not considered, and other significant 
omissions concerned the phenol precursors of aromatic polyethers; 
trimesic acid; the diphenyl- and diphenoxyalkane dicarboxylic 
acids; the biscarbamoyl chlorides; the methyladipic acids, and the 
difunctional trimethyl hexamethylene compounds, all of which 
have acquired considerable interest as condensants in recent 
years. 

There has been some laxity in proof-reading. The many errors 
noted included various mis-spellings of the names 'Qiana' and 
'Henkel' and (on pp 105 and 509) certain difficulties with 'formyl' 
and 'phthaloyl'. On p 303, Dickson (the co-inventor of Terylene) 
is misnamed. The pagination of pp 437-8 was unfortunately trans- 
posed in the review copy, and it is to be hoped that users of the 
analytical method on p 457 will not maintain their water con- 
densers at 250°C! Spectra of the more important substances 
could usefully have been included, as could an author index. 

The book is not a work of theory, nor one designed to offer new 
insights into the subject. Its value is as a compendium of facts and 
methods, particularly for laboratory use. As such, despite some 
limitations and blemishes, it can be recommended to research 
workers seeking help in planning the synthesis of novel con- 
densation polymers. 

L Goodman 

Water soluble polymers 
Edited by N. M. Bikales 
Plenum Press, New York, 1973, 424 pp. $23.00 

In recent years water soluble polymers have been attracting 
increasing attention because of their usefulness in industrial and 
environmental applications. The most notable properties of these 
polymers is their ability to flocculate suspended solids and this has 
led to important applications in sewage treatment and paper 
making technology (drainage and retention aids). Other important 
applications include the so-called secondary recovery of petroleum 
from oil fields, the reduction of turbulent friction of fluids and 
as a component of water based finished and coatings. This book, 
which is based on papers presented to a symposium held by the 
American Chemical Society in August 1972, provides an important 
and valuable review of the above topics and also a number of 
papers on the synthesis and characterization of water soluble 
polymers. The industrial manufacture of one of the most important 

of these polymers, polyacrylamide, is described in detail. The 
description of many new polymers and their synthesis is discussed 
in six papers. The section on Characterization (six papers) includes 
the description of the methods of exclusion chromatography, 
sedimentation equilibrium, viscoelastic properties together with 
an account of the biological activity of these polymers. 

The papers as a whole provide a thorough examination of this 
new and important area of polymer science and application. 

C. E. H. Brown 

High-modulus wholly aromatic fibres 
Edited by W. B. Black and J. Preston 
Marcel Dekker, New York, 1973. $22.50 

The search for fibres having improved strength, modulus and 
high-temperature performance compared with conventional 
materials for use as reinforcing agents and in other specialized 
applications is of the greatest industrial importance. The publica- 
tion of a book devoted to one particular class of materials which 
show great promise is, therefore, welcome, even though it is based 
on the proceedings of a conference at which the contributors, 
with one exception, were from a single company, and some of the 
contributions have previously been published elsewhere. Actually, 
although the editors in their preface apologize for the restricted 
sources of the contributions, this is in fact an advantage from the 
reader's point of view, for it gives to the whole a unity of aim and 
general cohesion which is all too often lacking in collective works 
of this kind. 

The contributions are arranged in three main sections, con- 
cerned respectively with: (a) the chemistry involved in the prepara- 
tion of aromatic fibres, mainly of the polyamide--hydrazide type; 
(b) the characterization of the morphology and physical properties 
of a representative type of fibre; and (c) applications to com- 
posites, tyre cords, etc. 

The materials examined have values of tenacity of the order 
of 500 g/denier, combined with sufficiently high values of extensi- 
bility (~  4 % or more) to give them considerable advantages over 
their principal competitors (glass, carbon fibres, etc.). It is sur- 
prising (to the reviewer) to see how far the technical development 
and scientific assessment of this class of materials has advanced. 
Of particular interest are the frequent allusions to the calculated 
values of elastic modulus, inspired by the original work of H. 
Mark, work which at the time must surely have been regarded 
as of purely academic interest, but which is now seen to have 
quite direct practical relevance. 

The book is well produced, and will be held in considerable 
esteem by both academic and industrial workers in the field of 
synthetic polymers and fibres. 

L. R. G. Treloar 

Conference Announcement 

Rubber and Rubber Elasticity 

UMIST, Manchester, 27 and 28 March 1974 

The Fifth Biennial Manchester Polymer Sym- 
posium on Rubber and Rubber Elasticity has 
been organized at UMIST on 27 and 28 March 
1974 to mark the retirement of Professor L. R. G. 
Treloar from his Chair of Polymer and Fibre 
Science in the Institute. Recent developments in 
the chemistry and physics of elastomers will be 
presented by distinguished workers from USA, 
Japan and UK. Applications for registration 
should be made as soon as possible to The 
Registrar, University of Manchester Institute of 
Science and Technology (UMIST), PO Box 88, 
Manchester M60 1QD, UK. 

Conference Announcement 

State of order in amorphous 
polymers 

Sorrento, Naples, Italy, 1-3 May 1974 

The 2nd Europhysics Conference of the Section 
of Macromolecular Physics (of the European 
Physical Society, Division of the Physics of 
Condensed Matter), originally scheduled to take 
place in October 1973 at Naples, will now be held 
from 1 to 3 May 1974 at Sorrento, near Naples. 
A full programme of both invited and contributed 
papers on the State of Order in Amorphous 
Polymers has been arranged. Further details 
may be obtained from Professor Paolo Cor- 
radini, Istituto Chimico, Via Mezzocannone 4, 
80134 Napoli, Italy. 
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Effects of crosslink density and length on 
the number of intramolecular crosslinks 
(defects) introduced into a rubbery network 

Alan E. Tonelli 
Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974, USA 
(Received 1 June 1973; revised 31 July 1973) 

Estimates are presented for the effects of the crosslink density, or the molecular weight 
of polymer chains between crosslinks, and the length of crosslinks, or crosslinking agents, 
upon the expected ratio of internal or intramolecular (possibly elastically ineffective) to 
external or intermolecular (elastically effective) crosslinks introduced in rubber networks 
crosslinked in both the dry and dissolved states. Model calculations are performed on 
cis-l,4-polyisoprene with the following results: (i) in rubber networks formed by cross- 
linking in the dry state, the number of possibly inactive, intramolecular crosslinks intro- 
duced is negligibly small; and (ii) the relative number of intramolecular crosslinks intro- 
duced may become appreciable for those networks formed by lightly crosslinking low 
molecular weight rubber molecules in solutions, where the volume fraction of rubber 
present is small, using initiators that produce short crosslinks. 

INTRODUCTION 

The accompanying sketch (Figure 1) illustrates portions 
of  a crosslinked rubber possessing various network 
defects (after Fiery1). An entanglement of  crosslinked 
chains (b) can be considered 1 as elastically effective as 
a chemical crosslink. On the other hand, the defects 
illustrated in (c) and (d) are not effective in contributing 
to the modulus of  the network. The decrease in the 
modulus produced by the elastically ineffective chain 
segments AD and BC shown in (d), both of which are 
attached to the network at one end only, has been 
successfully accounted for I in terms of  the molecular 

a b 

C 

A 

d 
Figure 1 Portions of a crosslinked rubber with various network 
defects (after Fiery1). (a) Perfect; (b) entanglement; (c) intra- 
molecular crosslink; (d) chain ends. 0 ,  Crosslink; O, chain 
end 

weight of the rubber before crosslinking. Correction 
for the presence of chain ends becomes negligible for 
high initial molecular weights and high degrees of  
crosslinking. 

In a similar manner, the chain loop in (c) formed by 
the internal, or intramolecular crosslink at B contributes 
nothing to the elasticity of  the network, aside from pos- 
sibly shortening the effective length of  the elastically 
active chain segment from A to C to the extent that 
it no longer behaves in a Gaussian fashion z-a. It there- 
fore becomes important to be able to estimate the 
relative frequency of occurrence of  elastically ineffective, 
internal or intramolecular crosslinks, such as B in (c), 
relative to those external or intermolecular crosslinks, 
such as B in (a), which bear the stress in a strained 
rubber network. Just such an estimate is presented 
here. 

ESTIMATION OF THE RELATIVE NUMBER OF 
INTRAMOLECULAR CROSSLINKS 

A polymer molecule n the amorphous bulk state may 
be considered 4 as a spherical cloud of  segments dis- 
tributed in a Gaussian manner* about its centre of  
gravity. The size of  the domain pervaded by the cloud 
of  segments can be characterized by the mean-square 
radius of gyration a, 4 (sZ)0 of the polymer chain. Conse- 
quently, a typical polymer chain only physically occupies 
a small fraction ( ~  1 ~o) of the volume influenced by 
its segments. 

* Flory and Fisk, using the even moments of the radius of gyration 
calculated by Fixman (see ref 3, Ch VIII), have demonstrated 
that the distribution of radii of gyration in a long polymer chain 
is narrowed in comparison to a Gaussian distribution. 
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Keeping this picture of a polymer chain in the 
amorphous bulk in mind, we ask the following question: 
what is the likelihood of finding two segments of the 
same polymer chain separated by a distance equal to 
the length of a crosslink relative to a pair of segments 
belonging to different chains ? If we approximate the 
disposition of polymer segments belonging to the same 
chain as being uniformly distributed over its spherical 
domain of influence, then the relative frequency of 
occurrence of intramolecular crosslinks, i.e. the ratio 
of intra- to inter-molecular crosslinks, is estimated to 
be the ratio of the molecular (MOL) to the sphere of 
influence (SOI) volumes of a polymer chain. 

In a dry polymer sample the amount of volume 
physically occupied by a single chain is: 

M x 1024 -- 
V~or. . . . .  pNA (Aa) (1) 

where M is the molecular weight, p is the density in 
g/cm a and NA is Avogadro's number. On the other hand, 
the amount of volume actually pervaded or influenced 
by a single chain can be obtained from: 

VSOI = 4"rr((sn 2)0) 3l$ (2) 

where (sn2)0 is the unperturbed mean-square radius of 
gyration of a polymer chain of n bonds. 

For cis-l,4-polyisoprene a, 5, VMOL = 31n and Vsoz= 
23-3na/2, both expressed in A a. Consequently, the ratio 
of the molecular to the sphere of influence volumes for 
synthetic rubber is: 

Rt, ~ VMoL/VsoI-~- 1.33n-1/2 (3) 

and we equate this volume ratio with the relative fre- 
quency of occurrence of intramolecular crosslinks, i.e., 
the ratio of internal to external crosslinks. This ratio is 
presented as a function of chain length in Table 1. 

DISCUSSION 

It is clear from Table 1 that the assumption of a uniform 
distribution of segments of the same chain in its sphere 
of influence volume leads to the prediction that the 
relative frequency of occurrence of intramolecular cross- 
links should increase with an increase in degree of 
crosslinking due to the concomitant decrease in the 
average length of the chains between crosslinks. As 
the degree of crosslinking increases, the length and 

Table 1 Ratio Rv of molecular to sphere 
of influence volume calculated as a func- 
tion of chain length (n=number of back- 
bone bonds) for cis-l,4-polyisoprene 

n Rv n Rv 

100 0"133 4000 0"021 
200 0" 095 5 000 0" 019 
300 0" 078 6 000 0" 017 
400 0" 067 7 000 0" 016 
500 0"059 8 000 0"015 
600 0-055 9 000 0-014 
700 0" 050 10 000 0" 013 
800 0" 047 20 000 0" 009 
900 0" 044 30 000 0" 008 

1000 0" 042 40 000 0" 007 
2000 O" 030 50 000 O" 006 
3000 O" 025 60 000 O" 005 

molecular weight of the chains between crosslinks 
decrease resulting in larger values of Rv. 

On the other hand, a uniform distribution of seg- 
ments belonging to the same polymer chain results in 
the independence of the relative number of intramolecular 
crosslinks formed and the length of the crosslinking 
agent*. Consideration of the more realistic Gaussian-like 
distribution a of segments within each polymer chain's 
sphere of influence permits a qualitative accounting 
of the effect of crosslink length upon the frequency 
of forming intramolecular crosslinks. 

The segment density in each polymer chain's sphere 
of influence is greatest at the centre and decreases 
continuously with the distance from the centre. If one 
end of a crosslink is attached to a segment of a chain 
near its centre of gravity, then dearly the other end of the 
crosslink is most likely to find another segment of the 
same chain at short rather than long distances away 
from the first segment, hence short crosslink lengths 
favour the formation of intramolecular crosslinks near 
the centre of gravity. Near the surface of the cloud 
of segments, crosslinks of short length also favour the 
production of intramolecular crosslinks, because they 
are less likely than long crosslinks to extend beyond 
the segment cloud surface where only intermolecular 
crosslinks will be formed. Based on these qualitative 
observations, it appears that crosslinking agents of 
short length tend to favour the introduction of intra- 
molecular crosslinks in a rubbery network. 

From Table 1 it is apparent that only for short 
cis-l,4-polyisoprene chains with molecular weights 
(M = 17n) less than ~20 000 does the ratio of intra- to 
inter-molecular crosslinks introduced in a dry network 
exceed a few per cent 1. Division by the volume fraction 
of rubber present in solution serves to convert the 
calculated ratios of internal to external crosslinks 
presented in Table 1 for rubbers crosslinked in the 
dry state to those appropriate to networks formed in 
solution. 

Networks lightly crosslinked in solutions where the 
volume fraction of rubber present is less than 0.5 may 
possess a significant fraction of intramolecular cross- 
links 1, s which may not contribute to the elasticity of 
the network, especially if the length of the crosslinks, 
as obtains in peroxide and radiation initiated cross- 
linking, is short. In fact, the polymer loops formed by 
intramolecular crosslinks may act as an internally 
generated diluent in dry networks formed by cross- 
linking in relatively dilute solution, thereby reducing 9-11 
the departures from the kinetic or statistical theory 
of rubber elasticity 1, 2 which are often observed 2, 12 in 
networks crosslinked in the dry state. 

The conclusion that the introduction of intramolecular 
crosslinks may have a negligible effect upon the elastic 
properties of a rubbery network formed in the dry 
state is further strengthened by the observation that 
the loop produced by an intramolecular crosslink is 
very likely to be involved in an elastically effective 

* The shortest possible crosslink in rubber is the length of a C-C 
bond (1.54A) obtaineda when the crosslinking is initiated by 
peroxides or by exposure to radiation in the form of an electron 
beam. Crosslinking T with typical bisazodicarboxylic esters and 
bisthiolacids leads to the longest crosslinks of ~ 20-25 A in length. 
Sulphur vulcanization produces~ crosslinks of intermediate length 
which depend on the time of cure but usually are in the range 
4.0-8"0 A. 
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Figure 2 Intramolecular crosslinking showing (a) loop entangle- 
ment and (b) loop crosslink 

entanglement or  crosslinked to an elastically active 
port ion o f  the network ta (see Figure 2). Such entangle- 
ments and erosslinks involving the internally cross- 

linked chain loop are less likely to occur in those net- 
works lightly crosslinked in solution. Consequently,  the 
introduction o f  intramolecular crosslinks may  still have 
an appreciable effect (reduction o f  modulus) upon  the 
elastic properties o f  those rubbery networks formed in 
relatively dilute solution. 
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Macromolecular properties of heparin in dilute 
solution: 1. Application of various hydrodynamic 
models in 0-5 M NaCI, pH 2.5 
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Hoboken, NJ 07030, USA 
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Bovine heparin was fractionated according to molecular weight by fractional precipitation 
utilizing a method described previously. The solution data from sedimentation analysis, 
intrinsic viscosities and partial specific volumes at pH 2.5 and in 0-5 M NaCI were 
treated according to the Mandelkern and Fiery theory for random coil in calculating the 
constant/3. It was found that the calculated /3 values for all the fractions were in close 
agreement with the theoretical value. Based on this observation, the solution data were 
then treated in light of various hydrodynamic theories for linear polymers to calculate 
various dimensional and other physical parameters, e.g., (~2)1/2, O~ (expansion factor), As. 
In comparing (72)1/2 of a fraction to that calculated from the experimental value of (~z)z/z 
obtained from low angle X-ray scattering for a comparable molecular weight sample, 
it was found that heparin in solution with suppressed charges may best be described as 
approximating the closely related models of Debye and Bueche, Fiery and Fox, or Kuhn 
and Kuhn. 

INTRODUCTION 

Heparin, a glycosaminoglycan found in high concen- 
tration in the liver, lung, and spleen, is important 
pharmacologically as a blood anticoagulant. The 
chemistry and pharmacology of heparin has been 
recently reviewed by Ehrlich and Stivala 1. Owing to its 
high negative charge, it exhibits in aqueous solution 
typical polyelectrolyte z-4 behaviour. Therefore, physico- 
chemical measurements are sensitive to changes in pH 
and ionic strengt hg', 4-0. Heparin has been shown to be 
polydispersed with molecular weights ranging from 6000 
to 200002,4,7. Laurent 7, and Stivala et al. 2,4 have 
demonstrated that the anticoagulant activity of heparin 
increases with increasing molecular weight, based on 
discrete fractions obtained from the fractionation of 
bovine heparin. On the other hand, Barlow et aL 5 and 
Braswell s reported that there is no relation between 
biological activity and molecular weight, based on 
unfractionated heparin obtained from various sources. 
The effect of polydispersity on biological activity was 
not considered by these workers. 

It has been suggested that the blood anticoagulant 
activity of heparin is related to: (a) structural features, 
e.g., degree of sulphation 9-iz, degree of dissociationr; 
and (b) molecular shape and size e, 9, 12, i3. These factors 
appear to be related to biological activity by virtue of 
their importance in the ion-binding capacity of heparin °. 
I.asker and Stivala 2, based on dilute solution studies 

* To whom inquiries should be addressed. 
t Present address: Department of Oral Biology, New Jersey 
Dental School, College of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, 
Jersey City, New Jersey, USA. 

of heparin, suggested that heparin can exhibit flexibility 
thus approximating a wormlike coil. Based on dye- 
stacking techniques, Stone 14 suggested that heparin 
behaves like the helical polypeptides. Stivala et al. 1~, 
using low angle X-ray scattering, reported that heparin 
in water can be described as a Gaussian coil molecule. 

This paper aims to ascribe a hydrodynamic model of 
heparin in 0.5M NaC1 at pH 2.5, which was not pre- 
viously reported, from data obtained by Lasker and 
Stivala 2 from viscosity and sedimentation analysis. 
Accordingly, various dilute solution theories, based on 
numerous models, were invoked in eliciting a reasonable 
model with corresponding dimensional parameters. A 
subsequent paper i6 will discuss hydrodynamic properties 
of fractionated heparin as a function of pH, ionic 
strength and desulphation. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

Pure commercial bovine lung sodium heparin with 
an anticoagulant activity of 125IU/mg was supplied by 
Organon Inc., West Orange, NJ. 

Methods 

Fractionation of heparin, including sedimentation 
analysis, partial specific volume, and viscosity measure- 
ments were described in an earlier paper by Lasker and 
Stivala 2. The Schlieren peaks from sedimentation 
velocity experiments of the fractions were sharp, narrow 
and non-skewed. Further, the peaks showed no evidence 
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of other components. Therefore, it can be assumed 
that the fractions have narrow molecular weight distribu- 
tions. Additionally, the ratio Mw/.Qn for unfractionated 
heparin was calculated, from fractionated data 2, 4 and 
measured Mw was obtained by sedimentation analysis 
of the fractions, using the expression Mn=I/Y~(w~MO 
where M~ is weight fraction of fraction i. The ratio was 
found to range from 1.05 to 1.15 for several fractiona- 
tions. Various dimensional parameters were calculated 
from experimental data and dilute solution theories 
using the data reported by Lasker and StivalaL The 
experimental conditions in this work were such that 
negative charges were suppressed and heparin did not 
exhibit its normal polyelectrolyte behaviour (pH 2.5 
and ionic strength of 0.5 M NaCI). 

THEORY AND HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS 

Numerous theories and equations have been proposed 
for linear, non-charged macromolecules relating various 
physical parameters to different hydrodynamic models, 
e.g., spheres, ellipsoids of revolution, rods, random 
coils. Heparin is a negatively charged polyelectrolyte 
but nevertheless, if sufficient positive ions are added to 
the medium it will exhibit non-charged properties. 
The theories and equations which were applied to the 
heparin fractions in assessing a hydrodynamic model 
from experimental data are briefly summarized below 
(but is not intended to be a critical review). 

Svedberg 17 related molecular weight, M, with sedi- 
mentation coefficient, S o , and diffusion coefficient, 
D o , for any particle with the following equation: 

M = RTS 0/D°(1 -- ~p) (1) 

where the superscript refers to extrapolation to infinite 
dilution, r3 is the partial specific volume of the particle, 
p is the density of the solvent, T is the absolute tempera- 
ture and R is the gas constant. 

According to Mark and Houwink is, tg, the molecular 
weight is related to the intrinsic viscosity, [~/], and the 
sedimentation coefficient by the equations: 

[~]= KM a (2) 
and 

S o = K 'M a' (2a) 

where a and a'  are exponents related to the shape of the 
particle. 

Volume parameters, such as the effective volume, 
Ve, of a particle, and the shape factor, v, may be ex- 
pressed ~° by: 

[r/] =N(Ve/M)v (3) 
and 

v =  [r / ] /5 (4) 

where N is Avogadro's number, and [~7] is in dl/g. 
Combining equations (3) and (4) leads to the following 
expression for effective volume: 

Ve = M~/N (4a) 

The frictional coefficient, f ,  of any particle can be 
expressed as 91: 

f =kT/D o (5) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant. The frictional 
coefficient of an equivalent sphere, f0, was given by 
Stokes ~z as: 

(1): S. S. Stivala and J. Ehrlich 

3~M ~/3 

where ~/o is the solvent viscosity, and by Svedberg17: 

M 1/3 x 8-43 x 1014 
f0 - N (6a) 

for the particle in water at 20°C. The frictional ratio, 
fifo, can be calculated from the following Svedberg 
relations assuming that the solvation is negligible: 

f/Jo 1.19 x 10-15M2/a(1-~p) 
= o (7) $3o, w~ 1/3 

and 
f 

fifo = (]62rr2) 1/3 V~/a~7 ° (8) 

The frictional ratios could also be obtained from the 
individual values of f and f0 (equations 4-6). 

The theoretical relations between the particle asym- 
metry (axial ratio) p, and [~7] was calculated by Simha 23 
for an assumed prolate ellipsoid model as: 

p~ p2 
[~]=~O[15(ln2p± ];5)+ 5(ln2p_0.5) +14/15] (9) 

This equation assumes that the particles are rigid and 
impermeable to solvent. Also, if the initial linear portion 
of a Perrin 24 plot of axial ratios versus frictional ratios 
is selected, and a best line fit is made of this portion, 
then axial ratios can be related to frictional ratios 
directly. 

The following models were proposed for linear, 
flexible chains in dilute solutions. 

Debye and Bueche 
Debye and Bueche 25 suggested that the polymer coil 

be treated as a porous sphere consisting of uniformly 
resisting points which represent the monomer units in 
the chain. The root mean square end-to-end distance 
(~2)1/2, may be obtained from: 

(f2)112= 1 . [ ~  113 
0.92 \N~r~b(o)] ([~7]M)l/z (10) 

where [~] is in ml/g, u is the shielding ratio and ~b(~) 
is a tabulated function of the shielding ratio, or from: 

( I  - ~p)M 
(fz)t/2 = 6~rN (0"527)~70S °if(a) (11) 

Another relation for obtaining (f2)v3 is 

(f2) 1/3 = 2 a , / 1 . 0 5 4  (12) 

where Re, the radius of a bead, is given by: 

[1 (47r/3)NRS,~b(~r) 
~TJ = -  ~ (12a) 

An alternate method of obtaining (f2)t/2, reported by 
Debye ~6, is 

(/~3)1/2 = [ 3600~°S °[~/]] 1/2 (13) 

where cr approaches zero for the case of the free draining 
coil. Further, the root mean square radius of gyration, 
(g2)1/2, was given by35: 

'3"1"2 [ M0[v] ~ 1/3 
s ) ,  = ~R~27r) (14) 
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where Re may be obtained from equation (12) and 
M0 represents the molecular weight of the monomer 
unit (the bead). As in equation (12) a approaches zero 
for the case of a free draining coil. 

Kirkwood and Riseman 
The Kirkwood and Riseman theory 27 is derived on 

the basis of a model consisting of a string of beads 
arranged to give a random coil. By taking into account 
the hydrodynamic interaction of the monomer units 
and the hindered flow through the coil, they obtained 
for the effective bond length, b, of the molecule: 

b3 = 6M°(6zra) 1(217] [ ~ 1  ] (15) 
NzrsZ 1/2 ~xF(x)] 

where [7] is in ml/g, Z is the degree of polymerization, 
and xF(x) is a tabulated function determined from the 
Mark-Houwink relation. The value of M0 used in our 
calculation of the heparin fractions was based on a 
repeating tetrasaccharide unit of Jaques 28 with the 
counter-ions included in the structure, as shown below: 

F CH2OSO; Na + COO-Na* CHzOSOaNa* COO-Na + -I 

L H I~IHSO;Na* 'H OH H NHSO;Na* H OSO;Na*dn 

Using Miyake's theory 29 for a translational diffusion 
constant, it is possible to obtain b from: 

b 0.196kT 
= Z  1/2,/000 (16) 

The value of b is a measure of the flexibility of the 
molecule, which may be used to obtain the root mean 
square end-to-end distance from the Kirkwood and 
Riseman 27 equation: 

(f2) 1/2 =bZ 1/2 (17) 

and the root mean square radius of gyration, (~2)1/2, 
from: 

( '2) 1/2 = (Z662) 1/2 (18) 

Additionally, from this theory, (f2)1/2 can be calculated 
from: 

[ [7]M ~1/3 (19) 
(f2)1/2= \(zr/6)3/2N/IOOxF(x)] 

where here [7] is in dl/g. 

Peterlin 
Peterlin 30 presented a coil that is purely statistical 

and is composed of chain elements so selected that 
each element is oriented independently of each other. 
He gave several alternate equations for calculating 
(f2)Z/2, thus: 

(f2)1/2 = 1.01 x 10-23cot~M 1/2 (20) 

where tans is the slope of an [S 0] versus M1/2 plot, 

(f2)z/2 = 3.25 x 10-25cot~*M 1/2 (21) 

where tans* is the slope of an [S °] versus M1/2 plot, 
and 

S%o (21a) [S 0] = i -- bp 

Also: 

(f2)1/2 = 1.62 x 10-2M 
[S0](1 - b ' )  (22) 

where b' is obtained from: 

[F] = Nf= K2M 0' (22a) 
70 

and [F] is the intrinsic frictional coefficient. In addition, 
(f2)1/2 can be obtained from: 

(f2)1/2 = 1.52 x 10-8(100cots')M z/2 (23) 

where tans '  is the slope of the M/[7] versus M 1/2 plot, 
and [~7] is in dl/g. Peterlin showed that (f2)z/2 can be 
calculated from: 

(f2)1/2 = 1-21 x 10 -8 (24) 

where a is the Mark-Houwink exponent and [7] is 
in ml/g. 

Flory and Fox 
In contrast to the other theories, the assumption was 

made by Flory and Fox al that the distribution of  
end-to-end distances remains Gaussian even in good 
solvents where the coil undergoes a uniform expansion 
due to the excluded volume effect. The (f2)t/2 was 
expressed as: 

(f2)l/2= (MJ7]) 1/3 (25) 

where ~b is a proportionality constant and was assumed 
to have the value of 2.1 x 1021 for all of our calculations, 
and [7] is in dl/g. The unperturbed root mean square 
end-to-end distance, (f0~)z/2, is given as: 

If2 \ 3/2 
Ko=g~t'~l ) (26) 

where Ko is obtained from the intercepts of various 
linear equations given later. Accordingly, it is possible 
to calculate the expansion or swelling coefficient, ~, by 
the equation: 

(f2)1/2 
o~= (f~)z/9. (27) 

or from: 

[7] = ¢(?~)3/2M1/2~3 (28) 

Kurata and coworkers 82, a3 showed that the expansion 
of a polymer chain which is close to the 0 point (critical 
miscibility temperature for infinite molecular weight 
chain), occurs mostly at the outside of the sphere rather 
than at the centre. If  the assumption is made that the 
system is close to the 0 point, values of s can also be 
calculated from: 

/ f2\ 3/2 
[7] : * ( ~ )  M 1/2s2"43 (29) 

Ptitsyn and Birshtein 
Ptitsyn and Birshtein a4 related the frictional coefficient, 

F, to (f2)z/2 by the relation: 

F = P  (h2)1/270 (30) 
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where P = 5"2 for linear Gaussian chains, and (h2) 1/~ is 
the same as (V2)t/2. Additionally: 

(,~')1/9" = ( ~ )  ~/2 (31)  

Kulm and Kuhn 
These investigators sS-s7 considered the polymer 

molecules to be made up of statistically independent 
segments of length, Am, which are freely jointed to each 
other. They presented the following equations for the 
determination of (f2)v2: 

So=M~P)[-O'O3+O'161og(~d~) +0"136(~--~bm°) z/9 ] 

(32) 
and 

0"43Z 

,,Nb2oAr,/1.6+2.31og(Ad~n)+[Zbo]l'2] (32a) t oJ- / 

where b0 is the length of a monomeric unit and dn is 
the hydrodynamic thickness of the monomeric unit. 
Accordingly, Ar~ may be calculated from the following 
equation, based on a cellulosic model, for heparin: 

A (f~z/2 (33) r a = 2 ~  

and, therefore: 

(f2) t/z_- (.4,aboZ) t/2 (33a) 

Mandelkern and Flory 
The theory of Mandelkern and Flory as is based on 

the assumptions of Flory and FoxZL The distributions 
of segments in the polymer coil is considered to be 
Gaussian, with the coil undergoing uniform expansion 
due to solvent effect. The sedimentation coefficient is 
related to (f~.)z/2 by: 

SO - M ( 1 -  ~p) (34) 
-P~oN (f2) z/2 

where P is a universal constant analogous to 4 in equa- 
tion (25), and is independent of the polymer-solvent 
system, having the value of 5-1. From this the following 
were obtained: 

4flaP - t  NS°[~]tl3n° (35) 
= M ~/a(1 - ep) 

DO[,/] t/aM t/S~7o 
4t/3p-z =_ RT (35a) 

where 

NZlaFvZ/3 
4t/ap-t = (16200rr2) 1/a (35b) 

F-- fo]f (35c) 

Scheraga and Mandelkerna9 set 41/3p-1=/3, and 
tabulated values of/3 as a function of axial ratios for 
ellipsoids of revolution. The value of/3 for a random 
coil should approach 2.5 x 106. Also, a Flory constant, 
F', is obtained from: 

F ' -  ([~]M)Zl3~°O (36) 
T 

which should be independent of molecular weight. 

Determination of Ks 
A series of equations follows which permit the cal- 

culation of the unperturbed root mean square end-to- 
end distance (f])t/9 using equaion (26), and K0, which 
may be obtained from among the following equations. 

(a) The equation of Flory-Fox-ShaefgenZt is: 

2/3 
[V] = K  =/3+K~/aC - M  (37) M1/3 o o ~[~] 

where Ca, is a constant giving the relation between = 
and the excluded volume. Here and in all following 
equations [~] is in dl/g. 

(b) The following equation was given by Inagaki 
et al.40: 

[ ]415 
~ =  0.786K~/5 + 0.950K~/6M 1/a (38) 

(c) The relation proposed by Kurata and Stock- 
mayer 41 was: 

[~7] 2/a _ rc 2/3 - n.a~a40Bg (o~)M 2/a 
M z/Z- "" o . . . . .  [~7] t/3 (39)  

(d) Stockmayer and Fixman 42 reported the following 
equation: 

[M~]/ ~ = Ko + 0"5140BM (40) 112 

(e) According to Shanbhag 4a, the relation presented 
by Ptitsyn and Eizner 44 can be written in the following 
form: 

~z~83= 0"786~K~/a + 0"950(0.33B) [4(=) 2/SM z/s] (41) 
d,C,~ 

2/3 

where: 

4(~) = 4o(1 - 2.63, + 2.86,2) (41a) 

and ~ can be calculated from the exponent in the Mark- 
Houwink relation: 

2 a - 1  
, = - - y -  (41b) 

(f) The equation given by Berry 45 is: 

[~]/~=K~/2+O.o35K~ BM (42) 

Additional parameter 
Benoit. According to Benoit 4e, the root mean square 

end-to-end distance of a freely jointed cellulosic chain 
(fy)i/z is related to the degree of polymerization, Z 
by: 

(f~) 1/2 = 7"90Z z/2 (43) 

from which a steric factor, ~, may be calculated from: 

f o  2 04) 

It is also possible to calculate a contour length, L, 
from: 

L= 21.2Z (45) 
where 21.2 is the length of a cellulose tetrasaccharide 
unit, in k .  

Eliezer and Hayman. In the trans-l,4-polysaeeharides. 
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Eliezer and Hayman 47 used the following relation in 
obtaining (f.~) 1/S 

( f~) l /2 = 7"75Z 1/2 (46) 

Orofino and Flory. The second virial coefficient, As, 
was related to the expansion factor, ~, by Orofino and 
Flory 4s by the equations: 

A2 = (32)l/S~rN [~/]ln[1 +0.885(~ s -  1)] (47) 

As = 16~rN(f~')s/21n[1 + 0"885(a s -  1)] (48) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table I summarizes various physical parameters obtained 
from sedimentation analysis and viscosity measure- 
ments. M1 represents molecular weights reported by 
Lasker and Stivala s which were obtained from sedi- 
mentation equilibrium. Ms represents a molecular 
weight calculated from equation (35). It is interesting 

Table 1 Experimental data and calculated parameters of 
fractionated bovine heparin in 0-5 M NaCI, pH 2.5 

Heparin fractions 
Physical Equation 

parameter 61 55 47 45 41 number 

Mz a 5540 
Ms 4871 
[7/]b (dl/g) 0' 079 
S°bx 10 TM (sec) 1-38 
Z 4.61 
Vex 102° 0" 427 

(cm3/molecule) 
vx 10 -2 0.170 
[S o] x 1015 2.78 
D°x 107 (cm2/sec) 11"5 
f (A)  3.52 
foc (A)  2"25 
f/foc 1- 72 
pc 11 "5 

7500 11 340 11 900 13 970 
5873 9 036 11 753 35 

0.099 0"138 0-144 0.103 
1 "45 1 "73 1.95 
6-25 9'44 9"91 11"6 
0-578 0'874 0.917 1"09 4a 

0.213 0.291 0"310 0.351 4 
2.92 3.48 3.92 21a 
8.93 7"08 6"45 1 
4.53 5.74 6"27 5 
2" 49 2.70 2.90 3" 06 6 ,6a 
2-00 2.24 2.25 5-8 

16-8 22.4 17.5 23.5 9, Perrin 
plot 

a Calculated from the measured molecular weight (Mx) and the 
molecular weight of the monomer unit (Ado) 
b Experimental value obtained from ref. 2 
c Averaged values from the various equations indicated 

to note that the calculated molecular weights, Ms, 
using /3=2.5x 10 n for a random coil, agree reasonably 
with those obtained directly from experiment, M1. 
Table 1 also shows experimental data of S o and [~/] 
reported by Lasker and Stivala. Using these data, the 
present authors calculated Z, Ve, v, [SO], D °, f,  f0, 
(fifo) and p, from the various equations contained in 
the section on theory and hydrodynamic models. All 
of these parameters, with the exception of D O , increase 
with increasing molecular weight as expected. The 
calculated values of fifo and p may indicate deviation 
from spherical symmetry. However, not much more 
can be said about these values since the amount of 
bound water, if any, is not known for heparin. 

Table 2 summarizes calculated parameters using the 
various hydrodynamic models based on linear flexible 
chains. Thus, it is to be noted that b, Rs, (f~)z/s, L 
increase, whereas Am decreases with increasing molecular 
weight as expected. The data tend to show that As 
and ~ appear to be independent of molecular weight in 
the range examined. The Flory constant, F ' ,  for the 
heparin fractions is independent of molecular weight in 
accordance with the Mandelkern and Flory 38 theory. 
Further, fl calculated from the Mandelkern-Flory 
equations (35) and (35a) for the heparin fractions is 
constant and agrees reasonably well, within experimental 
error, with the theoretical value of 2.5 x 106 for the 
random coil model. Recently, Ehrlich 13 obtained values 
of/3 closer to this theoretical value. Accordingly, this 
tends to support the premise that heparin under the 
conditions examined, where charges are suppressed, 
can best be described as a Gaussian coil. Additionally, 
the concept of flexibility of heparin in 0.5 M NaC1 at 
pH 2-5 was substantiated by the relation between [7] 
and M and [~7] and S °. Lasker and Stivala obtained 
values of a of 0.8, see equation (2), and a value of a' 
of 0.44 using equation (2a). A value of 0.8 in the Mark- 
Houwink relationship is near the upper limit for the 
random coil. Theory 49 predicts that for a compact coil 
S ° ~ M  1/3, while for a free-draining coil S ° ~ M  °. 
For flexible polymers S o should vary as M1/2 in a 
poor solvent and roughly as M T M  in a better solvent 5°. 

Table 2 Hydrodynamic parameters from various hydrodynamic models, for fractionated bovine heparin in 0.5 M NaCI, pH 2.5 

Heparin fractions 
Hydrodynamic Equation 

parameter 61 55 47 45 41 number Hydrodynamic model 

b* (A)  32"0 34"0 35"2 36"2 35"3 15, 16 
Rs (A)  35"1 41 "9 53"7 55"4 60"9 12a 
Am (A) O" 425 0" 369 0" 297 0" 296 0" 261 33 
(~2)z/2. (A) 70"7 86"1 109 114 120 ~10-13, 17, 

19-25, 30, 
33a, 34 

(~)1/~* (~) 41.6 48.9 59.5 62.1 64.3 26, 37-42 

c~* 1- 56 1.59 1.66 1.66 1.67 27-29 
"r}) z/~* (A)  16.8 19.6 24.1 24.6 26-7 43, 46 
cr 2" 47 2" 50 2" 47 2" 52 2" 41 44 
L* (A)  97"8 132 200 210 247 45 
(~=)1/=* (A)  22"6 31 "2 39"9 38"6 43"6 14, 18, 31 

/3* x l 0  -6 2.31 2.13 2-14 2-24 35 
F' (erg/degree) 0.316 0.293 0.297 0-357 36 
A2* x 109. 0.219 0-212 0.213 0.215 0.40 47, 48 

* These are averaged values 

Kirkwood and Riseman; Miyake 
Debye and Bueche 
Kuhn and Kuhn 
Debye and Bueche; Kirkwood and Riseman; 
Peterlin, Flory and Fox; Ptitsyn and Birshtein; 
Kuhn and Kuhn; Mandelkern and Flory 
Flory and Fox; Fiory, Fox and Shaefgen; 
Inagaki, Suzuki and Kurata; Kurata and 
Stockmayer; Stockmayer and Fixman ; Ptitsyn 
and Eizner; Berry 
Flory and Fox; Kurata 
Benoit, Eliezer and Hayman 
Benoit 
Benoit 
Debye and Bueche; Kirkwood and Riseman; 
Ptitsyn and Birshtein 
Mandelkern and Flory 
Mandelkern and Flory 
Orofino and Flory 
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Table 3 Root mean square end-to-end distance (~) calculated from various hydrodynamic 
models for fractionated bovine heparin in 0.5 M NaCI, pH 2.5 

Heparin fractions 
Equation 

61 55 47 45 41 number Hydrodynamic model 

52'2 65'9 84.4 87"0 95-7 10 Debye and Bueche 
66.7 79'5 101 106 116 12 Debye and Bueche 
83.3 107 136 148 11 Debye and Bueche 
88.9 102 132 116 13 Debye 
72.4 86.3 111 115 125 15, 17 Kirkwood and Riseman 
72.4 86.3 111 114 125 19 Kirkwood and Riseman 
64.9 83.7 106 116 16, 17 Miyake; Kirkwood and Riseman 
70.9 84.5 108 112 123 24 Peterlin 
86"0 111 140 154 22 Peterlin 
74-5 86"7 107 109 118 23 Peterlin 
57.0 66.3 81.6 90.5 20 Peterlin 
91.1 106 130 145 21 Peterlin 
59"3 70.7 90.7 93.5 103 25 Flory and Fox 
76.9 89.5 110 92.7 122 32a, 33, 33a Kuhn and Kuhn 
63"2 73'6 90.5 92.7 122 82, 33, 33a Kuhn and Kuhn 
64"9 83.6 106 114 34 Mandelkern and Flory 
63.7 81.9 104 114 30 Ptitsyn and Birshtein 

Av. 70.7 86.1 109 114 120 

It is interesting to note that Yuan et al. 51 proposed a 
semi-empirical relation between vsp/c and concentration, 
c, as 

~sp/C-- [~7] ~[1 + k/(c) 1/2] (49) 

where [7] = is the shielded intrinsic viscosity obtained 
by extrapolating "qsp/C vs. 1/(c)l/2 to infinite concentra- 
tion, and k is an interaction parameter independent of 
the dielectric constant of the solvent. They showed that 
k can be expressed as: 

k ~- 5.22(P/I 2)1/2 (50) 

where P is the molecular weight divided by the length 
in A and 1 is the equivalent freely jointed segment 
length when the backbone of the polyion is represented 
by a Gaussian coil of N segments. Yuan and Stivala 5~ 
studied the viscosity of heparin as a function of dielectric 
constant using equation (49) and found that the data 
conformed to this equation. 

In view of the above experimental and theoretical 
evidence in support of a Gaussian coil, radii of gyration, 
perturbed and unperturbed end-to-end distances, and 
expansion factors, ~, were calculated from the various 
hydrodynamic theories for linear flexible chains. The 
values of  these parameters are shown in Table 2 as 
averaged values from the equations indicated in the 
Table. As expected these values increase with increasing 
molecular weight. 

Based on the model of a Gaussian coil, as substantiated 
by the data, end-to-end distances were calculated for 
the heparin fractions from the various hydrodynamic 
theories as shown in Table 3. Stivala et al. ~5, using low- 
angle X-ray scattering, obtained a radius of gyration 
of  35.9A for a heparin fraction of molecular weight 
12 600. For  a molecular weight of 11 900 an average 
value of the radius of gyration was calculated to be 
38.6A (Table 2). This value is in reasonable agreement 
with that obtained experimentally by low-angle X-ray 
scattering for a comparable molecular weight, thus 
substantiating the concept of a Gaussian coil. Using the 
relationship of equation (31), a value of  (i2)1/2 of 87.9A 
w a s  calculated from the radius of  gyration obtained 
experimentally by Stivala et al. This value for a corn- 

parable molecular weight appears to agree with the 
(~2)z/2 of the Debye and Bueche, Flory and Fox, and 
Kuhn and Kuhn theories. 

From earlier work by Stivala, Ehrlich, Lasker and 
coworkers and as further substantiated by the treatment 
in this paper, it would appear that heparin in solution 
can be best described as a Gaussian coil when charges 
are suppressed. 
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Macromolecular properties of heparin in dilute 
solution: 2. Dimensional parameters as a function 
of pH, ionic strength and desulphation 

d. Ehrlich* and S. S. Stivalat 
Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Stevens Institute of Technology, 
Hoboken, NJ 07030, USA 
(Received 25 June 1973; revised 3 December 1973) 

A bovine heparin fraction was examined by sedimentation analysis and intrinsic viscosity 
measurements as a function of ionic strength in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 M, and at pH 2.5 
and 6.0. The following experimental parameters were obtained: M, S°0,w, D°o,w, P, and 
[~7]. Other physical parameters were calculated based on a random coil model (supported 
by the theory of Mandelkern and Flory) e.g., (~)t/9, (~2)1/2. Similar studies were made on a 
heparin sample as a function of desulphation as resulting from graded mild hydrolysis. 
Since desulphation is accompanied by decreasing anticoagulant activity of heparin, the 
latter was correlated with various calculated and measured physical parameters. Signifi- 
cantly (~2)t/2 decreases with decreased desulphation and therefore decreased biological 
activity. 

INTRODUCTION 

The preceding paper 1 treated solution data of heparin, 
obtained from sedimentation analysis and intrinsic 
viscosities measured in 0.5M NaC1 at pH 2.5, in light 
of various dilute solution theories of linear polymers. 
In the present paper, heparin was fractionated into a 
series of fractions of varying molecular weights. A given 
fraction was experimentally examined for variation in 
partial specific volume, 9, molecular weight, M, sedi- 
mentation coefficient, S 0, S°0, w, diffusion constant, D 0, 
D°0, w, and intrinsic viscosity, [~7], as a function of pH 
and ionic strength. Additionally, heparin samples were 
subjected to mild graded hydrolysis for obtaining 
aliquots of heparin having varying degrees of sulphation. 
Since desulphation results in loss of blood anticoagulant 
activity, then in effect, hydrodynamic behaviour can 
also be examined in terms of the latter. This paper 
aims to treat the solution data obtained in this work in 
terms of various hydrodynamic models in a similar 
manner as discussed in our earlier paper 1. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 
Pure commercial bovine lung sodium heparin with a 

biological activity of 164 USPunits/mg was supplied by 
Organon Inc., West Orange, NJ. It was fractionated 
according to molecular weights and was denoted by the 
A series. 

Water used for all preparations and measurements 

* Present address: Department of Oral Biology, New Jersey Dental 
School, College of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, Jersey 
City, New Jersey, USA. 
t To whom reprint requests should be addressed. 

was distilled, then passed through a Culligan de-ionizing 
column. 

The alcohol used for the fractionation was absolute 
ethanol (USP, N.F.). 

Sodium chloride was ACS certified for biological 
work, batch S-671 (Fischer) and was used to make up 
the stock solutions of different ionic strengths. 

Sephadex G-25 (Pharmacia), was utilized as a column 
packing material for desalination, in recovery of samples. 

Bioassay 
Samples were dried over PzO5 for a minimum of 

48h prior to analyses. Blood anticoagulant activities 
were determined according to the USP XVI method, by 
the South Mountain Laboratories, Maplewood, NJ. 

Chemical analyses of heparin samples were performed 
by Schwarzkopf Microanalytical Laboratory, Woodside, 
NY. 

Viscosity 
Viscosity measurements were made in a No. 50 

semimicro Cannon-Ubbdohde dilution viscometer. A 
water constant temperature bath was used for tempera- 
ture control. Flow times were determined within 0-2 sec 
by means of a stop watch. Kinetic energy and shear 
corrections were not deemed necessary because of long 
effiux times and low molecular weights of the samples. 
The viscometer was filled with dichromate cleaning 
solution for 24 h before each determination, then rinsed 
with de-ionized water, then with tetrahydrofuran (reagent 
grade) and dried with pure nitrogen. All solvents were 
filtered through a 0.22 Fm miUipore filter prior to use. 

The viscometer was calibrated with benzene (reagent 
grade) for the determination of the viscosity of the 
saline-aqueous solvents. 
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Heparin was dried at constant evacuation over P205 
(Baker) for 48 h and used immediately to make up 1 700 
solutions, which were run without delay. No density 
correction was considered necessary since densities of 
solution and solvent were close together. Calculations 
of the intrinsic viscosity were done by means of a Fortran 
Computer Program using linear regression. 

Fractionation of heparin (A series) 
The fractionation of heparin into various molecular 

weight fractions was accomplished by fractional solution 
with a non-solvent (absolute ethanol). 22 g of heparin 
(Lot No. 21075, Organon) were added to 700ml of 
absolute ethanol and then water to make up a volume 
of 1 litre. The resulting precipitate was mixed with a 
magnetic stirrer at 20°C for 12h. The supernatant was 
removed and flash evaporated to a small volume. 
Absolute ethanol was then added to the latter supernatant 
and the resulting precipitate was removed by centrifuga- 
tion and freeze-dried. This was labelled fraction 1. 

The above procedure was repeated for each fraction 
by dissolving the initial precipitate with less absolute 
ethanol and more water each time until no more heparin 
could be removed from the supernatant. Eleven fractions 
were obtained by this procedure. Fraction 6 was used 
in the ionic strength and pH studies. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) 
N.m.r. spectra of heparin (unfractionated Lot No. 

21075) were obtained from a Varian Associates n.m.r. 
spectrometer model A60A. Solutions of approximately 
10% heparin in D20 (99.8 Yo Stohler isotope chemicals) 
were prepared. After magnetically stirring in a sealed 
weighing bottle for 24h, the solution was freeze-dried 
for 48 h, then redissolved in D~O. This procedure was 
repeated six times before a spectrum could be obtained 
that did not exhibit a large obscuring DOH peak. 

The spectra compared favourably with those of 
Jaques et al. 2, Inoue and Inoue a and Perlin et al. 4 for 
pure heparin. The absence of a signal in the region 
of 8 r also indicates that there is no acetyl group present 
from dermatan sulphate as a contaminant. 

Partial specific volumes 
Density measurements of solvents and solutions were 

made by means of a Cahn RG Electrobalance equipped 
with a weigh-below stand, density cell, wire suspension 
and glass plummet. Constant temperature at 20°C 
(+0"001°C) was attained with a thermostatically con- 
trolled water bath and a Branwell circulator. Readings 
were recorded on a l mV Minneapolis-Honeywell 
recorder. 

The procedure used was essentially that of Cahn 5 
and Elgert and Cammann 6 with the following modifica- 
tion: the suspended plummet was weighed in the various 
media to get the necessary information from the weight 
of plummet+pigtail+metal tab and submerged wire 
rather than weighing also the suspension wire with 
plummet removed. 

against 250ml of solvent under magnetic stirring for 
24h, then the dialysate was discarded and the solution 
was again dialysed against 250ml of fresh solvent. 
Dilutions were made up with the dialysate as solvent. 
Quantities of solutions of different concentrations 
were sufficient for sedimentation velocity, equilibrium 
and diffusion measurements. In most cases six concen- 
trations were used for each determination. 

Determination of initial concentrations. Initial con- 
centration runs were made in a Spinco Model E Ana- 
lytical Ultracentrifuge which had been aligned essentially 
by the procedure of Gropper 3a with an An-D rotor 
at a speed of 5227 rev/min, at room temperature, with 
the Schlieren analyser set at 90 °. A double sector, 
capillary type synthetic boundary, interference cell 
with Epon centrepieces was employed. Solvent (dialysate) 
was placed on the left side and solution on the right 
side. A photograph was taken on a Kodak 11-G spectro- 
graphic plate as soon as the boundary was formed and 
from this the fractional number of fringes was estimated. 
Then the fringes were allowed to spread and the number 
of integral fringes was counted using a Nikon com- 
parator equipped with a micrometers. The same con- 
centrations were used for sedimentation velocity, 
equilibrium and diffusion determinations. 

Sedimentation velocity. The method for determining 
the sedimentation coefficients, S O in the ultracentrifuge 
was given by Ehrlich et aL 7. The relationship between 
S O and concentration, c, is: 

1/s = 1 / S 0 ( l + k : )  (1) 

Correction of the observed sedimentation coefficient, 
SObs to the standard state 
have in water at 20°C, $2o, w 
relation: 

that the material would 
was obtained through the 

\ 1--vp20 ] (2) 

where ~/~70 is the relative viscosity of the solvent to 
that of water, ~ is the partial specific volume of heparin 
in the solvent at 20°C, and p20, w and p20 are the densities 
of water and solvent at 20°C, respectively. 

Sedimentation equilibrium. The method for determining 
the molecular weights by sedimentation equilibrium in 
the ultracentrifuge was given by Ehrlich et al. s. 

A standard sample of ribonuclease (Worthington 
No. 21 196) in phosphate buffer, at pH 7.65, with reported 
molecular weight of 13 683, was run and the molecular 
weight was experimentally determined as 13 901, for 
purpose of procedural check. 

Diffusion. The method for determining the diffusion 
coefficients in the ultracentrifuge was given by Ehrlich 
et aL 9. The diffusion coefficient referred to water at 
20°C (D20, w) was calculated from: 

D2o, w= D°bs(~o) (3) 

where D°bs is the observed diffusion coefficient. This 
equation was used merely to correct the solvent to 
pure water, since all measurements were conducted 
at 20°C. 

Ultracentrifugation 
Preparation of solutions. Solutions were prepared by 

dissolving approximately 40mg of heparin in 2.5ml 
of saline solvent with pH either adjusted or unadjusted. 
The solutions were dialysed in cellulose bags at 4°C 

Deactivation 
Hydrolysis. Mild acid hydrolysis of heparin was 

carried out by a modification of the procedure of Helbert 
and MarinP 0. Two slightly different methods were used 
for the hydrolysis. 
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Method I (L series). In the L series, three high molecular 
weight fractions of Lot No. 210791 (Organon) from 
fractionation, series A, weighing about 8g, were dis- 
solved in several ml of water. The solution was slowly 
passed through an ion exchange column, IR-120 (hydro- 
gen form) to convert sodium heparinate to heparinic 
acid. The column was eluted with cold distilled water 
until no more heparin was detected with toluidine 
blue. 100ml of eluate were removed as a 'zero time' 
aliquot (L-00), and immediately refrigerated at 5°C. 
The remainder of the eluate was placed in a constant 
temperature bath at 57°C, and aliquots were removed 
every 1.5h over a total period of 6h and then after 
24 and 48h of hydrolysis. The reaction was stopped 
immediately by placing the aliquot in an ice bath. 
Part of each aliquot was passed through an IRA-400 
column (hydroxyl form) to remove hydrolysed sulphate 
groups, titrated with 0.1N NaOH to pH 12 and back- 
titrated with 0.1 N HC1 to the equivalence point. The 
remaining portion of the aliquot was first titrated with 
0.1NNaOH to pH 12, back-titrated with 0-1N HCI 
to the equivalence point, and then passed through an 
IRA-400 column (hydroxyl form). The two parts of 
each aliquot were then combined and the NaCI resulting 
from the back-titration was removed by reprecipitation 
in absolute alcohol, and the heparin was removed by 
freeze-drying. 

Method H (F series). The hydrolysis was performed 
with unfractionated heparin (ABO) of Lot No. 22419 
with resulting samples designated as the F series. 20 g were 
dissolved in distilled water and slowly passed through an 
IR-120 (hydrogen form) ion-exchange column and the 
column was eluted with 2 1 of cold distilled water until 
no more heparin appeared in the eluate. This eluate 
was then divided into 10 portions. One portion was 
then divided in two parts (FOC and FOA2) and refri- 
gerated. The remaining nine flasks were placed into a 
constant temperature bath at 57°C and the flasks were 
removed after the following times: 0-5, 1.0, 2.0, 2.5, 
4.3, 5.8, 9.0, 48.0, 200-0h, and were labelled F1 to F9 
respectively. Half of the amount of each flask was 
then passed through an IRA-400 (hydroxyl form) 
ion-exchange column. The eluates were adjusted to 
neutral pH and called the F-A series. The remaining 
half in each flask was first titrated to equivalence with 
0. I N NaOH, then passed through an IRA-400 (hydroxyl 
form) ion-exchange column. This was now designated as 
the F-C series. The solutions from the F-A and F-C 
series were separately passed through a G-25 Sephadex 
column to remove any excess NaOH. They were then 
suspended in air in cellulose bags to reduce their volumes 
and finally freeze-dried. 

All measurements for the various aliquots of the 
different parameters were made at 0.5M NaCI and 
unadjusted pH. The intrinsic viscosity of FOA-2 and 
F-9A were also measured in water. 

Computers. The computers employed during the 
course of the study were the IBM 1620-(II), the IBM 
360/40, and the PDP-10 (Digital Equipment Corp.). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effect of  ionic strength 
The results of our study of the effect of ionic strength 

on the sedimentation coefficient, S O and 0 S~o, w, of 
unfractionated heparin are shown in Table 1. With the 
exception of 0.035 ionic strength there is a gradual 

(2): J. Ehrlich and S. S. Stivala 

Table I Effect of ionic strength on the sedimentation 
coefficient of unfractionated heparin 

NaCI ionic strength 
(M) SOx 10 TM (sec) S°o,w x 1013 (see) 

0"03 2"04 
0"035 2-19 
0- 050 2.08 
0-10 2"12 2"14 
0"20 2"16 
0" 40 2.24 2" 35 

increase in S o from 2-04 to 2.24S with increased ionic 
strength. The sedimentation coefficient corrected to 
water at 20°C, S°0, w, shows a more pronounced increase 
because the viscosity and density effects of the solvent 
have been eliminated. With fractionated heparin (Table 
2), the variation of S o shows no definite trend because 
of the aforementioned effects, but S°0, w increases up 
to 0.4 M NaCI, then levels off. The result is similar to 
that obtained by Barlow et al. 11. However, their work 
was performed on unfractionated heparin at one parti- 
cular concentration since they accepted the premise of 
Patat and Elias lz that heparin shows no concentration 
dependence on the sedimentation coefficient. Our 
results, in addition to those of Creeth and Record 13, 
Laurent 14, and Lasker and Stivala 15 indicate concen- 
tration dependence. However, as indicated by the ks 
values, this dependence decreases as the ionic strength 
is raised to 1.0 M NaCI. 

Table 2 summarizes additional physical parameters. 
The molecular weight is independent of ionic strength. 
There is close agreement in molecular weight values 
as obtained by sedimentation equilibrium and from 
diffusion-sedimentation velocity measurements from the 
Svedberg equation (equation (1) of ref I), and from 
viscosity-sedimentation velocity measurements using the 
Mandelkern and Flory equation (equation (35) of ref 1). 

The partial specific volume, ~, shows no change with 
ionic strength up to 0.5M, then from 0.5 to 1-0M it 
increases from 0.454 to 0.470ml/g. It is possible that 
the electrostriction effect is balanced by a small excluded 
volume until the ionic strength becomes large enough 
to increase the excluded volume by reduction of the 
repulsive forces. Gagen le found a similar effect with 
ovalbumin. The partial molar volume, ~, and the 
effective volume, Ve, show variation but no definite 
trend since these parameters vary with molecular weight 
(see Table 2). 

The intrinsic viscosity was obtained by the methods 
of Huggins 17, Mead and Fuoss ts, and Schulz and 
Blaschke 19. The plots were all linear and the values 
of IV] are in close agreement. The Huggins intrinsic 
viscosity decreases from 0.173 to 0.128dl/g for an 
increase in ionic strength from 0-1M to 1.0M NaC1. 
The trend is the same as that reported by Liberti and 
Stivala 20 for fractionated heparin in 0-01 M to 0.50M 
NaCI. The Huggins constant, k, also shows an appre- 
ciable increase from 1.26 to 3.24. This increase was 
likewise encountered by Liberti and Stivala 2°. According 
to the findings of Shanbhag 2x, k is dependent in some 
complicated way on the solvent, the size of the polymer 
chain, the temperature and the heterogeneity of the 
sample. The unusual behaviour of the constant here 
might be attributed to relative variations in total ionic 
strength which results as the concentration of the 
polyelectrolyte decreases since the dilutions were not 
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Table 2 Effect of ionic strength of unhydrolysed heparin fract ion 8 at pH 2.5 on various physical parameters 

Property 0.1 M NaCI 0"3 M NaCI 0.4 M NaCI 0.5 M NaCI 1-0 M NaCI Equation No.* 

M 13578 12942 11 284 11 751 12598 
Mz 12 225 12 315 12 530 12 645 12 503 35 
Me 11 733 1 

(ml/g) 0.454 0.454 0"454 0" 454 0" 470 
Vex 102o (cmS/molecule) 1.02 0.969 0.845 0.980 4a 

(I/m ol) 6-16 5.88 5" 12 5' 34 5" 92 
['q]l (dl/g) 0-173 0-170 0"161 0.136 0"128 Huggins 
[~712 (dl/g) 0.168 0"170 0"161 0-137 0-126 Mead-Fuoss 
[r/]3 (dl/g) 0"168 0"170 0"161 0"138 0"127 Schulz-Blaschke 
k 1-26 0.668 0" 503 2.89 3.24 Huggins 
v 38.1 37.4 35.5 30.0 26.6 4 
S o x 10 zz (sec) 2-11 2.09 2- 34 2.18 2.06 
$2°o w × 10 z3 (sec) 2-13 2.15 2" 35 2.30 2.33 2 
ks (dl/g) 0.689 0.288 0" 457 0.524 0.461 1 
[S °] x 10 z5 3" 95 4" 00 4" 33 4" 30 4" 51 2, 2a 
D2Oow× 107 (em~/sec) 8.38 
D O × 107(cm2/sec) 6" 95 7- 25 8" 96 8.40 7.77 1 
D2o. w n  (cm2/sec) 7-00 7.39 9.26 8.72 8.47 1, 4a 
f (g/sec) 5.79 5.49 4- 30 4.99 4.86 4a, 5 
[o (g/sec) 3.02 2.94 2.80 2.88 3.01 6, 5a 
([/[o) 2.23 2.15 1" 78 1.86 1.81 (5-8) 
p 24-0 21-1 16'1 16-4 15-2 Perrin plot, 9 
/3× 10 -6 2'33 2"43 2"85 2"56 2'57 35a, b, c 
(72)z/2 (A) 111 105 83" 9 88" 1 91" 6 30, 34 
(~2)1/2 (A) 44.8 42.2 33" 9 35" 6 37" 0 31 

* These equation numbers refer to those in ref 1 

made isoionically. The intrinsic viscosity change can 
be explained on the basis of the effect of solvent on 
the solute, e.g., the chain becomes more compact (lower 
hydrodynamic volume) as the ionic strength increases. 
Recently, Yuan and Stivala 22 reported the effect of 
dielectric constant on the viscosity of heparin. They 
found that the shielded intrinsic viscosity, [7] on (condi- 
tion under which charges are swamped), increased 
linearly with increasing dielectric constant of the solvent. 

Plots of D O and D°0, w versus concentration were 
linear and showed definite concentration dependence. 
The calculated values in 0.5 M NaC1 are in good agree- 
ment with the experimental data (Table 2). The diffusion 
coefficients, D°0, ~ do not follow the usual decrease 
with ionic strength as reported by Flaig and Beutel- 
spacher 23 and Suzuki et aL 24 with other polyelectrolytes, 
but increase, within experimental error, with ionic 
strength up to 0.4M. The frictional coefficients, f ,  f0, 
frictional ratio, fifo, and the axial ratio, p, generally 
decrease with increasing ionic strength to 0.4M, then 
tend to remain fairly constant. In calculating the axial 
ratios, the amount of solvation was assumed to be 
zero, since the amount of bound water to heparin is 
not known. 

The values of /325 seem to be independent of the 
ionic strength but approach the 2.5 × 108 value which 
can indicate that heparin can be described as a flexible 
random coil when charges are swamped. 

The root mean square end-to-end distance, (f2)z/2, 
and the root mean square radius of gyration, (g2)1/2, 
decrease with increased ionic strength. This may indicate 
a less extended coil and increased flexibility of the 
molecule with a decrease in the magnitude of the chain 
lengt h26. These values were calculated from various 
hydrodynamic models for linear chains (see Table 2). 
In an earlier paper 1, the authors invoked the model 
of a Gaussian coil to best describe heparin in saline 
solution, where charges are swamped. 

Heparin in water with its high charge density behaves 
as a typical polyelectrolyte. Most of the parameters 

are ionic strength dependent. At low ionic strength, the 
concentration of byions is less than that of the counter- 
ions, hence the chain is more extended. This is the 
primary charge effect and its decrease is exceptionally 
pronounced on the sedimentation coefficient, causing 
it to increase when the concentration of byions becomes 
equal to and finally greater than the counter-ion con- 
centration. The chain is then no longer extended but 
tends to coil. Since heparin has about 7 negative charges 
per tetrasaccharide repeating unit, it is likely that the 
primary charge effect is strong. Addition of byions 
results in a lower field strength. It is clear that as the 
electric field strength is lowered, and therefore intra- 
molecular repulsions between charges on the chain 
become weaker, the heparin chain may undergo a 
change in shape offering less frictional resistance to its 
transport as is the case with albumin 27. 

The secondary charge effect should present no special 
problem in the present system since the sedimentation 
rates of Na + and C1- of the solvent are very close 
together 2s. 

Effect o f  p H  
The sedimentation coefficient parameters (Table 3), 

SO, S°0, w, [SO], and ks, increase at higher pH. These 
results are in accord with those reported for S O of 
heparin by Creeth and Record 13. However, the lower 
value of D°o, w at pH 2-5 is not consistent with theoretical 
considerations, since at lower pH the chain should be 
less extended due to diminished negative charges. This 
discrepancy might exist because the values of the diffu- 
sion constants here are calculated ones, involving the 
molecular weights, which could vary for merely experi- 
mental reasons. The other parameters that follow from 
the diffusion coefficients such as frictional coefficients, 
f ,  f0, frictional ratios, f/fo, and axial ratios, p, likewise 
are higher at the lower pH, contrary to expectation. 

The partial specific volume, ~, and partial molar 
volume, 17, show an increase with increased pH. The 
value of ~ at pH 2.5 (0.464m l/g) agrees closely with 
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the value of 0.470ml/g of Lasker and Stivala zS. The 
partial specific volume should increase with less electro- 
striction as indicated by Charlwood 29 in investigations 
on the gelatins and ovalbumins. In the case of heparin, 
part of the electrostriction is eliminated by decreasing 
the pH and therefore the partial specific volume should 
increase, as experienced. The effective volume, Ve, also 
increases with lower pH. 

The intrinsic viscosity (Table 3) at pH 6 is lower than 
at pH 2.5 for solutions of ionic strength of 0.5. Stivala 
and Liberti 80, on the other hand, observed increasing 
[~] up to about pH 3.5-4.0 with no further increase in [~7] 
up to pH 7, at a given ionic strength. The results of 
these workers appear reasonable since the chain is 
more extended at the higher pH, where the competition 
of the carboxyl groups for H + is diminished. 

The value of/3 does not change appreciably with pH 
but remains close to 2.5 x 106 which again supports the 
concept of a random coil. 

The root mean square end-to-end distance, (~2)Zl2, 
and root mean square radius of gyration, (g2)z/z, increase 
at lower pH. Again, here the expectation would be 
that these would tend to go in the opposite direction. 

In summary, the general effect of lowering the pH 
of the environment of heparin is that the ionization of 
the carboxyl groups is suppressed. Titration studies 

Table 3 Effect of pH on various parameters of heparin fraction 6 
at constant ionic strength (0.5 M NaCI) 

Property pH 6 pH 2.5 Equation No.* 

M 11 751 12 582 
Mz 12 645 11 855 35 
Ms 11 733 1 
VexlO~°(cmS/molecule) 0.880 0.976 4a 

(ml/g) 0.454 0.464 
V (I/mol) 5-34 5.64 
[~/]z (dl/g) 0.136 0 .151  Huggins 
[V]~ (dl/g) 0.137 0 .151  Mead and Fuoss 
[~/]8 (dl/g) 0.137 0 .151  Schulz and Blaschke 
k 2.89 0.877 Huggins 

30.0 30.7 4 
SOx 10z8 (sec) 2.18 2.01 
S~=o,w x 1018 (sec) 2.30 2.23 2 
ks (dl/g) 0.524 0.148 1 
[SO]x 10 is 4.30 4.05 2, 2a 
D~o,w x 107 (cm2/sec) 8-72 8.05 1, 3 
f(g/sec) 4.99 5.14 4a, 5 
fo (g/sec) 2.88 2-95 6, 6a 
(f/fo) (A) 1.86 1-95 (5-8) 
p 16.4 18.4 Perrin plot, 9 
(;2)1/2 (A) 88.1 98.8 30, 34 
(,~2)1/2 (A) 35" 6 40' 5 31 
/3X10 -6 2"56 2"46 35a, b, c 

* These equation numbers refer to those in ref 1 

(2): J. Ehrlich and S. S. Stivala 

of heparinic acid t0 have indicated that all sulphate 
groups are titrated below pH 3 and the carboxyl groups 
between pH 3 and 7. Stivala and Liberti s0 additionally 
found that decreasing the pH results in decreased 
copper binding since the competition is greater for the 
negative sites. Also, the extension of the chain should 
decrease, since repulsion due to charged groups is 
decreased. 

Effect of  mild hydrolysis 
The biological activity of both fractionated (L series) 

and unfractionated (F series) of heparin show the 
sharpest drop after approximately 1.5 h of hydrolysis, and 
after 9 h almost no activity remains (see Tables 4 and 5). 

The chemical analysis shown in Table 4 reveals that 
hydrolysis results essentially in the loss of sulphur from 
sulphate groups with the sharpest drop occurring after 
9h. Lasker and Stivala 15 experienced no decrease in 
the sulphur content even after 7h of hydrolysis. This 
was probably because the detached sulphate was not 
removed from the sample as was the case in the present 
procedure. The data of Braswel131 gave the same indica- 
tions as the latter investigators and probably for the 
same reason. However, Stivala et aL 89", subsequently 
showed that sulphate groups were cleaved upon hydro- 
lysis, with loss of up to 130 units of anticoagulant 
activity for the heparin sample. They removed the 
detached sulphate by an ion-exchange column. 

The drop in molecular weight accompanying hydro- 
lysis mainly reflects desulphation rather than depoly- 
merizationZS, a2-34. There is good agreement, in most 
instances, among the molecular weights obtained by 
sedimentation equilibrium, by sedimentation velocity 
and intrinsic viscosity 25, and by sedimentation velocity 
and diffusion measurements eS. 

The partial specific volume, ~, increases with hydro- 
lysis time in both series (see Tables 6 and 7). This could 
be due to decrease in electrostriction with loss in charged 
sulphate groups. The partial molar volume, I 7, and the 
effective volume, Ve, decrease due to their dependence 
on molecular weight. 

The intrinsic viscosity in 0.5 M NaC1, and the shape 
factor, v, decrease and the Huggins constant, k, increases 
with hydrolysis time for both series (see Tables 6 and 
7). The change in [~7] appears to be more pronounced 
with heparin in water. The Liberti-Stivala a5 constant, 
KLs is an interaction parameter dependent on the 
solute-solvent system. The observed difference in Kzs 
(Table 7) upon hydrolysis of heparin reflects desulphation. 

The sedimentation coefficients, S °, S°o,w and the 
intrinsic sedimentation coefficient, [S°], decrease with 
hydrolysis time (see Tables 6 and 7). Parallel studies on 

Table 4 Chemical analysis and biological assay of L series hydrolysates 

Hydrolysis time Carbon Nitrogen Hydrogen Sulphur Ash 
Sample (h) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

L-00 - -  23- 50 2- 24 4.82 11- 43 32- 83 
L-0 0 23.48 2-88 4.87 11-40 33.74 
L-1 1.50 
L-2 3.00 24.45 2-53 4.77 10.83 31-83 
L-3 4.75 
L-4 6.30 23-34 2-80 4-83 10.05 29.12 
L-5 7.10 
L-6 9.00 25.89 2.61 4.76 10.31 30.07 
L-7 32.00 23- 97 2- 38 5.16 8 • 80 24.16 
L-8 48.00 24.93 2.88 4.96 7- 67 23.68 

Biological activity 
(USP units/mg) 

164 
164 
98 
34"8 
13"4 
8"5 

13"3 
5 
0 
0 
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unfractionated heparin by Stivala et al. 32 showed the 
same effect. The investigations of Braswell 3~ also 
indicate a decrease of sedimentation coefficient with 
hydrolysis. The results of Jensen et al. 34 on the inactiva- 
tion of heparin to 44 ~ activity with warm dilute acetic 
acid, however, demonstrates an increase in $20, w from 
2.07 to 2.70 S. A reduction of sedimentation coefficient 
would seem more reasonable owing to decrease of 
molecular weight and the possibility of subtle changes 
in shape and dimensions resulting from desulphation. 

The diffusion coefficient increases and the frictional 
coefficients, frictional ratios and axial ratios decrease 
with deactivation (see Tables 6 and 7). Jensen and col- 
leagues 34 also found that the frictional ratios decrease 
with deactivation. Likewise, Stivala et al. 32 reported a 
decrease in axial ratios with hydrolysis. These parameters 
express the departure from ideal spherical shape and 
are intended to describe the hydrodynamic rather than 
the actual shape, since the degree of hydration may con- 
tribute to the frictional ratio and thus to the axial ratio. 

The value of /3 is unaffected within experimental 
error, upon desulphation (see Tables 6 and 7). This 
supports the premise that heparin, at varying degrees 
of sulphation, may be described as a random coil, 

Table 5 Biological activity of F series hydrolysates 

Activity (USP units/mg) 
Hydrolysis time 

Sample (h) A series C series 

F-0 0 168 165 
F-1 0.6 145 157 
F-2 1.0 114 141 
F-3 2.0 121 50 
F-4 2" 5 84 85 
F-5 4" 25 30 75 
F-6 5"8 16 10.4 
F-7 9.00 5 5 
F-8 48.00 0 O 
F-9 200.00 0 0 

since the values of/3 are in close agreement with the 
theoretical value. Therefore, these hydrolysed samples 
were treated in light of various hydrodynamic models 
in obtaining the dimensional parameters of (f2)1/2, 
(g2)~/2, including other physical parameters. Since anti- 
coagulant activity is associated with degree of sulphation 
of heparin, the dimensional parameters can also be 
correlated with biological activity. As noted in Tables 
4-7,  (f2)1/2 decreases with increasing desulphation; 
hence, with decrease in anticoagulant activity. As 
sulphate groups are removed, the charges are diminishing 
and therefore end-to-end distance should diminish as 
the chain becomes more compact. The effect of size on 
biological activity was effectively demonstrated from 
binding studies by Stivala and Liberti 3°. 

It is interesting to note that even though there was a 
difference in path used for hydrolysis in the F-A and 
F-C series, the results are similar except for a more 
pronounced decrease in molecular weight and increase 
in diffusion coefficient in the F-A series. Additionally, 
hydrolysis of fractionated heparin (L series) produced 
parallel results. 

In summary, hydrolysis of heparin results in loss of 
sulphate groups, and accordingly, decrease of repulsive 
charges. The drop in molecular weight essentially 
reflects desulphation but not depolymerization. The 
partial specific volume increases with desulphation 
probably because of the decrease in repulsive charges 
which leads to less electrostriction and a larger volume. 
The sedimentation coefficient and intrinsic viscosity 
decrease because of the reduction in molecular weight 
and/or a change in size to a form offering less friction. 
Likewise, the diffusion coefficient increases due to less 
frictional resistance with decreased extension of the 
chain. This is reflected in the decreased frictional coeffi- 
cients, frictional ratios and axial ratios, which may 
indicate the tendency to form a more compact molecule. 
A similar phenomenon is seen with the root mean 
square end-to-end distance and radius of gyration for 

Table 6 Effect of hydrolysis time on various parameters for 
pH 6 (unadjusted) 

Property L-00 L-3 L-5 

the L series measured in 0.5 M NaCI and 

L-6 L-8 Equation No.* 

M 16605 15204 12895 12973 11 523 
M1 15 352 13 638 13 088 12 757 10 854 
M~ 16 926 15 491 13 240 13 246 11 760 

(ml/g) 0"453 0"480 0"480 0.486 0.479 
~¢ (I/mol) 7"52 7"30 6'19 6.31 5-52 
Ve X 102o (cm3/molecule) 1.24 1.20 1-02 1.04 0.911 
[~7]z (dl/g) 0.183 0.162 0.155 0.149 0.140 
[r/]~ (dl/g) 0.183 0.163 0-156 0.151 0.145 
[r/J8 (dl/g) 0.184 0.165 0"157 0.155 0.151 
k 1.48 2.20 2.69 3.89 6-23 
v 40.4 3,3.7 32.3 30.7 29.4 
S°× 1013 (sec) 2.29 2.09 2-07 2.03 1.89 
S~o,w × 1013 (sec) 2.43 2.27 2.20 2.16 2.01 
ks (dl/g) 0.402 0.439 0.375 0.437 0.456 
IS°]× 1015 4.52 4.35 4.29 4.27 3.91 
D~o,w× 107 (cm~/sec) 6.26 6.38 7.43 6.93 8.12 
D~Oowx 107 (cm~/sec) 6.49 6.99 7-95 7.87 8.14 
f (g/sec) 6- 42 6.12 5.30 5.49 5.08 
fo (g/sec) 3.23 3.16 2.99 3.00 2-88 
(fifo) 2' 27 2" 16 1" 96 2' 02 1" 93 
p 25"1 22"1 18"6 19'3 17"6 
(~2)1/2 (~) 119 113 96'9 97"9 94'0 
(~2)t/2 (,~) 47" 9 45" 6 39' 2 39" 6 38" 4 
/3X10 -6 2"37 2"32 2'50 2'41 2"39 

* These equation numbers refer to those in ref 1 

35 
1 

4a 
Huggins 
Mead and Fuoss 
Schulz and Blaschke 
Huggins 
4 

2 (in this paper) 
1 (in this paper) 

21a 
3 (in this paper) 
1 
5 
6, 6a 

(5-8) 
Perrin plot, 9 
30, 34 
31 
35a, b, c 
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Table 7 Effect of hydrolysis time on various parameters for the F-A and F-C series measured in 0.5 M NaCI and 
pH 6 (unadjusted) 

Property FOC F-9C FOA-2 F-5A F-9A Equation No.* 

M 13 860 11 696 13 839 13 273 9 128 
Mt  14 345 11 310 13 480 13 118 10 560 35 
Ms 13 655 1 

0" 439 0"484 0" 458 0" 481 0" 471 
V (I/mol) 6.085 5.661 6-3,38 6-371 4.299 
Vex 102o (cmS/molecule) 1.004 0.934 1- 046 1.051 0.709 4a 
[~/]z (dl/g) 0.193 0.167 0.190 0.18"2 0.155 Huggins 
[~712 (dl/g) 0-193 0.170 0-189 0.182 0.157 Mead and Fuoss 
[~7]s (dl/g) 0-194 0.167 0-189 0.181 0.160 Schulz and Blaschke 
[~/]~z,o (dl/g) ~5~- 6 1.51 Stivala and Liberti 
k 0.308 1.164 0-206 0.420 2.089 Huggins 
kLS 0.466 0"498 Stivala and Liberti 
v 44.0 34.5 41.5 37.9 32.9 4 
SOx 10 z'~ (sec) 2.21 1-81 2.06 1.96 1-87 
S~o,wX 10 za (sec) 2.36 1 "97 2.23 2.12 2.03 2 (in this paper) 
ks (dl/g) 5.02 0.434 0.134 0.254 0-514 1 (in this paper) 
[S o] x 10 z5 4.24 3.80 4.09 4.07 3.81 21 a 
D~)a,w× 107 (cmS/sec) 7-65 10.16 3 (in this paper) 
D~ o.w x 107 (c m~/sec) 7- 40 7.93 7.25 7.47 10- 23 1 
f (g/sec) 5.52 5.18 5.68 5-49 4.09 4a, 5 
fo (g/sec) 3.02 2.90 3-04 3-02 2-66 6, 6a 
(fifo) 2.05 1.99 2.11 2- 01 1.69 (5-8) 
p 22.0 19.5 99.6 20.4 14.2 Perrin plot, 9 
(~)z/~ (A) 105 99-3 109 105 78.2 30, 34 
(~2)z/~ (A) 42.6 40.2 44.1 42.5 31.1 31 
fix 10 4 2.6,3 2"50 2.47 2.53 2.87 35a, b, e 

* These equation numbers refer to those in ref. 1 

the same preceding reason. Most  importantly,  heparin 
under  the conditions described approximates a Gaussian 
coil and its anticoagulant activity is due not  only to  
the presence o f  its negative groups but  also to size. 
Additionally, it should be mentioned that  /3 o f  about  
2 .5x  l0 s for  a r andom coil can show experimental 
values o f  axial ratios 15-20 a6 which is in the range o f  
this work. Under  such circumstances, support  for the 
Gaussian coil may  be obtained f rom the values o f  
kd[Tq] (see equation 1). Values o f  ks/[~7] below 1.5 indi- 
cate asymmetry 87, as. In  this work  values o f  this ratio 
were above 1.5, thus substantiating spherical symmetry. 
This lends further support  for the Gaussian coil model. 
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Formation of supermolecular structure in 
thin polymer films* 

M. Kryszewski, A. Gal ski, W. dablofiski and S. Sapieha 
Centre of Molecular and Macromolecular Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences, 
L6d2., Poland 
(Received 14 September 1973) 

The morphological structure of thin glow discharge films of thickness 100A-6/~m was 
investigated. The layers have well developed nodular surface structure and spherulitic 
structures in bulk. The size of the structure elements increases with the increase of support 
temperature and decreases with the increase of discharge current density and frequency. 
Investigations of spatial arrangement of spherulites show that spherulites exist only in 
the vicinity of the gold layer used as support while the upper layer is shown to be amor- 
phous. The spherulites are built of radially arranged fibrils of about 5000A in diameter, 
It is shown that crystallization of spherulites takes place during the polymerization process. 

INTRODUCTION 

Thin polymer films obtained by the method of glow 
discharge in vapours of different monomers show very 
interesting properties from the point of view of their 
application in electronics and as coatings. For this 
reason much attention was paid to the methods and 
mechanism of their formation and characteristics of 
their electrical properties. Less attention has been paid 
until now to their supermolecular structure, it being 
often assumed that they are typically amorphous. Our 
previous investigations have shown, however, that such 
layers have definite morphological structures which 
depend on the pertaining conditions rather than on the 
kind of monomer. Thin films obtained by glow discharge 
in benzene show hemispherical structures of the nodular 
type on the surface and spherulitic structures in bulk 1, 2. 
In the layers of thicknesses over 800A, nodules of 
500A in diameter and 250A high were found, while 
in layers over 8000A thick spherulites were observed. 
The number of spherulites in unit volume increased with 
an increase of layer thickness. 

The mechanism of formation of the structure in 
films of such thickness is not fully known. Because of 
this attention was given to the dependence of the forma- 
tion of nodular structure on the parameters of the 
polymerization process. The formation and spatial 
arrangement of spherulites in polymers obtained by 
glow discharge is also discussed. 

Investigations of dielectric breakdown effects in thin 
glow discharge polymer films using self-healing tech- 
niques show that breakdown channels also contain 
material of nodular structure 3. Thus it seems reasonable 
to compare the results of structural investigations of 
fresh films with the investigations of the structure of 
breakdown channels in self-healing breakdown since 
during the breakdown process and the process of polymer 
formation the conditions are similar. 

* Presented at the IUPAC International Symposium on Macro- 
molecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Thin layers for these investigations were obtained by 
glow discharge in benzene vapours at 1 mmHg pres- 
sure 1, 4, 5. Discharge current density in the polymerization 
process was changed from 0.8 to 4-8 mA/cm 2 and the 
frequency in the range 2-200kHz. The layers obtained 
in these conditions were 100/~ to 6/~m thick. The 
layers were prepared on a glass support covered with a 
thin layer of vacuum deposited gold. The support 
temperature was regulated using suitable thermostatic 
equipment. 

In the investigations of the inside of the breakdown 
channel, layers about 2500/~ thick were used. To ensure 
self-healing breakdowns with incomplete destruction of 
the inside of the breakdown channel, thin vacuum 
deposited gold electrodes were used. The breakdown 
energy was limited to 1 x 10 -5 to 5 x 10-3J 3. 

Investigations of the morphological structure of thin 
films were carried out with a Tesla BS 242 E electron 
microscope using the replication technique and with a 
polarizing microscope. Electron diffraction experiments 
were also carried out with an electron microscope. 

RESULTS 

The size and the shape of the morphological structures 
on the surface of thin glow discharge layers depend on 
three basic parameters of the polymerization process: 
the density and the frequency of the discharge current 
and the support temperature, as well as the thickness of 
the deposited layer. 

Effect of the discharge current density 
The current density is a dynamic parameter charac- 

terizing the state of plasma in the discharge process. 
It may also cause a rise in the support temperature 
which, as is well known, results in an increase in size 
and aggregation of nodules. However, for short discharge 
times (about 1-5 sec) this dynamic factor can be neglected. 
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It was found that with an increase of discharge current 
density from 0.8 to 4.8 mA/cm z average globule diameter 
decreased from 1200/1. to 400A. Microphotographs 
illustrating the above effect are presented in Figures 
la-lc. 

Effect of the frequency of discharge current 
It was found that the size of structures on the surface 

layer decreases with an increase in discharge frequency. 
Typical electron micrographs of the surface layers 
obtained at different frequencies varying from 2 to 200 
kHz at constant discharge current density and a support 
temperature of 25°C are presented in Figures ld-lf .  
With an increase of frequency from 2 to 200 kHz the 
magnitude of the surface nodules decreases from 1100A 
to 200 A. The decrease of nodule diameter with increase 
of frequency is independent of the support temperature. 
The layers obtained at much lower frequency of dis- 
charge, i.e. 50Hz, have non-uniform surfaces and are 
characterized by cracked areas not adhering to the 
support. In view of that, microscopic investigation of 
the surface layers obtained at this frequency was not 
advisable. 

Effect of the support temperature 
The results of the investigations into the effect of 

the support temperature at constant discharge current 
density and frequency show that the size of the structures 
increases with an increase in support temperature. 

iii i ii!i 

Figure 2 Surface of glow discharge films ob- 
tained from benzene at different support tem- 
peratures. (a) 20°C; (b) 50°C; (c) 75°C 

Figure 1 Influence of glow discharge current density (a, b, c) 
and current frequency (d, e, f) on the size of structure elements 
in glow discharge films obtained from benzene. (a) 0.8mA/cm2; 
(b) 2.4mA/cm~; (c) 4"8mA/cm~; (d) 2kHz; (e) 10kHz; (f) 80kHz 

This regularity was observed for all sets of layers. 
Figures 2a, 2b and 2c show microphotographs of the 
layers obtained at support temperatures of 30°C, 50°C 
and 75°C respectively, and at a frequency of 10 kHz and 
discharge current density of 2mA/cm 2. At support 
temperatures higher than 70°C aggregation of these 
surface structure elements was observed (Figure 2c). 
Figure 2c also shows that aggregation of structure 
elements occurs first of all on the support fissures. 

Globular structures in breakdown channels 
It was found that in channels of self-healing break- 

downs globular structures similar to those found on 
fresh glow discharge polymer layers are observed 
(Figure 3) a. The size of the globules formed in both 
cases was similar to and was about 1000A. 

Etching of the layers 
In order to establish whether the structure of the 

material forming globules is different from the material 
of the remaining area of the film, thin layers of poly- 
benzene were subjected to ionic etching in an atmosphere 
of krypton. The current density used was 7/zA/cm 2, 
the discharge frequency was 5.8MHz, the krypton 
pressure was 6.0 × 10 -2 mmHg, etching time was changed 
and the energy of the krypton ions calculated using 
equations given by Lochte-Holtgreven 6 was 7.05eV. 
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It can be concluded from the above, that the globule 
material is more crosslinked compared with interglobular 
areas. 

Figure 3 Structures on interior of breakdown channel in glow 
discharge films obtained from benzene. Thickness of layer 
25ooa 

Figure 4 Surface of glow discharge film from 
benzene etched in krypton atmosphere after 
different etching times, (a) Non-etched; (b) 
etched 120s; (c) etched 240s 

Figures 4b and 4c show the fragments of the layer 
presented in Figure 4a for two etching times. The micro- 
photographs show different stages of exposing of the 
bulk structure of the layer. It can be seen that the layer 
is not etched uniformly and the highest etching rate 
characterizes the interglobular material. This property is 
responsible for the relative increase in globule size, 
especially their height in the course of layer etching. 

Spherulitic structures 
Microscopic observations show that in polybenzene 

layers of thicknesses over 8000A spherulites may arise 
now and then. With electron microscopy it was found 
that the spherulites are fiat, built of radially arranged 
fibrils about 5000)k wide and up to several microns 
long. 

In this work the results of investigations into the 
structure of glow discharge polybenzene layer con- 
taining spherulites at different depths are reported. 
The separation of the layer was achieved by tearing 
away the surface layer of the film with a drop of aqueous 
poly(acrylic acid) solution on it, which is characterized 
by strong adhesion to the surface of the layer after 
evaporation of water. As a result of microscope measure- 
ments the surface layer contains no spherulites and no 
anisotropies at all while all the spherulites are situated 
deeper, close to the gold layer. Separated in the above 
way the upper layer of the film shows only diffusional 
diffraction of electrons while after contrasting with 
Pt/Pd alloy one can see in the electron microscope a 
relief of the spherulites remaining close to the gold 
layer. In the lower part of the film undamaged spherulites 
were observed, and after removing the gold electrode, 
electron microscope investigations were carried out. 
Electron diffraction pattern of this layer shows three, 
relatively wide diffraction rings with diffused edges 
(Figure 5a). This result indicates the existence of a 
crystalline arrangement in spherulites. It is not possible 
to attribute precisely any definite size of the unit cell 
to the above arrangement. 

The diffraction pattern indicates a strongly defected, 
mosaic-like lattice. The above conclusion arises from 
strongly diffused diffraction rings, not found in other 
cases. The pattern is not affected by the support material 
which is illustrated by the diffraction pattern of thin 
gold layer showing sharp and distinct diffraction rings 
even of relatively high order (Figure 5b). To estimate 
the structure of thin layers measurements of small angle 
light scattering were carried out. The apparatus described 
earlier 7 was used. The results obtained are presented 
in Figures 6a, 6b, 6c and 6d. Scattering patterns obtained 
for samples without immersion show a relatively wide 
diffraction ring for scattering angle equal to 3°55 ' . For 
smaller angles the light scattered comes from larger 
elements of the inner structure. The Hv and Vv patterns 
obtained for samples with immersion do not show any 
diffraction ring and the scattering pattern is typical of 
large spherulites. 

Comparing the scattering patterns obtained for 
samples with and without immersion it can be concluded 
that on the surface of glow discharge film obtained from 
benzene there exist relatively large (2 to 3/zm), hemi- 
spherical structures. In bulk specimens, however, one 
can find relatively well organized spherulites of average 
size about 6/zm (for layers 2/~m thick) (Figure 6d). 

DISCUSSION 

On the basis of presented experimental results one can 
formulate same suggestions regarding the mechanism 
of formation of supermolecular structure in thin layers 
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condensation of radicals or ionized monomer molecules 
on the support. A similar hypothesis was given by 
H[ifer et al.2 on the basis of investigations arising from 
glow discharge layers of tetramethylsilane, styrene and 
benzene. The dependence of the size of these structures 
on the support temperature agree with the general 
rule, according to which supermolecular structures 
growing as a result of condensation can reach greater 
size at higher temperatures as their growth rate is then 
smaller. 

The mechanism of growth of supermolecular structure 
on the bottom of breakdown channel is in general 
similar to one of surface layer formation from the 
plasma during glow discharge in monomer vapours. 
As a result of high power density reaching in breakdown 
process values as high as 109W/cm 2 3, s the macro- 
molecules of the original layer are broken into ionized 
fragments and form a microcloudlet of plasma. The 
plasma might condensate in this case in a similar way 
as in the process of layer formation from ionized mono- 
mer during glow discharge, but in the former case the 
condensation takes place not on the surface of the 
metal electrode, but on the support covered with frag- 
ments of the original layer. The greater size of the 
globules in this case can be explained by unknown but 
certainly high temperature of the support resulting from 
dielectric breakdown. Similarly the formation of globules 
of greater size occurs at higher temperatures of the 
support as in the process of polymerization (Figure 2). 
In this case the deposition of the layer occurs after 
finishing of breakdown process, while in the case of 
polymerization the layer is formed during electric 
current flow. 

Spherulitic structures 
As a result of investigations of arrangement of fiat 

spherulitic structures in the bulk of the layer, it was 
found that they are placed close to the metal surface. 
One can conclude from the above that in the first stage 
of polymerization slightly crosslinked polymer is formed, 

Figure 5 (a) Electron diffraction pattern of glow discharge films 
from benzene (part of the layer close to gold support); (b) electron 
diffraction pattern of gold layer used as film support 

obtained by a glow discharge method. The globular 
structure depends on the conditions of the polymeriza- 
tion process. At constant pressure of monomer vapours 
the size of the structures found on the surface layer 
decreases with increase of discharge current density 
and frequency, while an increase of support temperature 
results in an increase of the size of globular structures. 

The mechanism of formation of supermolecular 
structure in thin glow discharge films responsible for 
formation of globular and spherulitic structure is now 
discussed. 

Globular structures 
The dependence of globule size on temperature 

mentioned above indicates that the globular structure 
observed on the surface layer is formed as a result of 

Figure 6 Vv (a, b) and Hv (c, d) small angle light scattering 
patterns for thin glow discharge layer from benzene. (a) and (c) 
without immersion ; (b) and (d) with immersion 
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capable of  crystallization in spherulitic structures. The 
lack of  larger amounts of  microcrystalline material not 
organized into supermolecular structures as well as the 
formation of spherulites along fissures of  the support 1 
indicates the heterogeneous character of  nucleation. 
The fibrils, of  which the spherulites are built up, are 
crystalline with a statistically varying intermolecular 
distance in the lattice. It appears that they are formed by 
molecules which slightly differ in their structure. 

Hemispherical structures observed on the surface 
of relatively thick layers are found only above spherulites, 
because the light scattering pattern, in the form of  a 
ring, is not observed in areas where no spherulites exist. 
This fact leads us to conclude that crystallization of  the 

material in the form of spherulites takes place already 
during the polymerization process. 
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Participation of Lewis base on vinyl chloride 
polymerization with AI(C2Hs)3/CCI4 catalyst 
system 
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The polymerization of vinyl chloride has been investigated using an AI(CsHs)8/CCI4 
catalyst system in the presence of various Lewis bases. Effective Lewis bases are 
y-butyrolactone, diglyme and diethylenetriamine which are multidentate. The rate of 
polymerization is dependent not only on the basicity of the Lewis base used but also 
on a coordination number of one. The latter is the predominant factor. For the effect of 
polymeric amines, a tentative hypothesis is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Polymerization of vinyl chloride initiated by organo- 
aluminium compounds, which, unlike the known 
Ziegler-Natta processes, proceeds via a free-radical 
mechanism, is of great interest. The AI(C2Hs)3/CCI41, 2, 
Al(C2Hs)a/Lewis base/CCl4 a and AI(C2H5)3/CuCI/CC14 
catalyst systems 4 are known to initiate the free-radical 
polymerization of vinyl chloride. These systems are 
significant especially in respect of the polymerization 
catalyst behaviour of the organometallic compound. 

In recent years systems based on aluminium alkyls 
and acyl peroxides have been used to initiate the poly- 
merization of vinyl chloride 5. The effective polymeriza- 
tion of vinyl chloride with this catalyst system could be 
carried out in the presence of the complexing agent-- 
ester, ether and nitrile 6. The role of complexing agent 
is characteristic. This was also found for the vinyl 
chloride polymerization with Al(C2Hs)s/Lewis base/CCl4 
catalyst system 3. 

In this paper the participation of the Lewis base is 
dealt with in the vinyl chloride polymerization with 
AI(C2Hs)a/CC14 catalyst system in greater detail. Some 
features of this catalyst system are discussed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents 
Vinyl chloride monomer (Toyo Soda Manufacturing 

Co. Ltd) was dried and purified by passing it through a 
column containing calcium chloride and then one 
containing phosphorus pentoxide. 

Benzene was purified by the usual methods and 
distilled over calcium hydride. The middle fraction was 
then stored with sodium wire in a dry box. 

Lewis bases were refined according to the conventional 
methods 7. 

Triethylaluminium (Texas Alkyls Inc.) was redistilled 
under reduced pressure and nitrogen atmosphere. 
1 mol/1 stock solution of AI(C2Hs)a in anhydrous ben- 
zene was prepared prior to use. 

Carbon tetrachloride was washed with concentrated 
sulphuric acid, then with water, and distilled before the 
polymerization. 

Polymerization procedure 
The polymerization was carried out in a sealed glass 

tube, which was shaken in a water bath maintained at a 
given temperature. After the glass tube had been evacu- 
ated, vinyl chloride was distilled into a glass tube, kept 
below -78°C, in which was the required amount of 
the catalyst AI(C2Hs)a, Lewis base, carbon tetrachloride 
and solvent. 

After a definite time, the polymerization mixture was 
poured into a large amount of methanol containing 
hydrochloric acid. 

I.r. spectra of AI(C~Hs)3 complex 
Infra-red spectra were taken using a sealed cell of 

potassium bromide to protect the organoaluminium 
compound from moisture and air. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Vinyl chloride was polymerized with the AI(CzHs)a/CCI4 
catalyst system in the presence of various Lewis bases 
at 40°C. Figure 1 presents the relation between the 
yield of poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) and the electron 
donating power (AvD) of the Lewis base s. The results in 
Figure 1 indicate that the yield of PVC first rose, then 
passed through a maximum with an increase in the 
AVD values. The rate of polymerization of vinyl chloride 
was increased by using Lewis bases which had AVD 
values from about 60 to about 110. y-Butyrolactone was 
the most effective complexing agent of all those studied, 
and /3-propiolactone was more effective than methyl 
acetate regardless of their A VD value. 

It is interesting to note that cyclic esters such as 
~,-butyrolactone and fl-propiolactone are more effective 
Lewis bases than linear aliphatic esters which have 
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Figure 1 Polymer yield vs. electron-donating power, Vinyl 
chloride, 5ml; Cell6, 5ml; AI(C~HB)~, lmo1% on monomer; 
catalyst ratio AI(C~H~)~/CCI4/Lewis base=1:1:1 ; polymerization 
at 40°C for 20h. A, Vinyl acetate; B, methyl acetate; C, ethyl 
acetate; D, acetonitrile; E, fl-propiolactone; F, cyclohexanone; 
G, 7-butyrolactone; H, THF; J, DMF; K, ethyl ether; L, pyridine; 
M, ethylamine 

the same number of carbon atoms, such as ethyl acetate 
and methyl acetate. 

Infra-red spectra of the mixture of AI(C2Hs)s and 
Lewis base were studied to clarify the effect of y-butyro- 
lactone, and also to check which oxygen atom of the 
ester group takes part in the complexing interaction. 
Comparing the spectra of Al(C2Hs)s/~,-butyrolactone 
and Al(C2Hs)s/ethyl acetate complexes with those of 
the corresponding free 9,-butyrolactone and ethyl acetate, 
it follows that in the presence of AI(C2Hs)3 the carbonyl 
oxygen absorption band of y-butyrolactone is shifted 
towards low frequencies (1721cm -1) from the single 
band of the corresponding free y-butyrolactone (1795 
c m -  1). 

The carbonyl oxygen absorption band of ~,-butyro- 
lactone is shifted towards lower frequencies (1665cm -1) 
in the SnCl4/y-butyrolactone complex 9. The carbonyl 
oxygen absorption band in the infra-red spectra of 
Al(C~Hs)s/ethyl acetate complex is split into two bands, 
one of which corresponds to the carbonyl oxygen of the 
free ethyl acetate (1752cm-1), the other corresponding 
to the carbonyl oxygen of the ethyl acetate in the complex 
of Al(CgHs)3 (1678cm-Z). The results obtained lead 
to the conclusion that the complexing between AI(CzHs)s 
and 7-butyrolactone occurs both with the carbonyl 
oxygen and with the ether oxygen, and the one between 
Al(CzHs)s and ethyl acetate occurs only with the carbonyl 
oxygen. It seems likely that these structural differences 
of complexes reflect the activity of the polymerization 
catalysts. 

In Table 1 are shown the results of polymerizing 
vinyl chloride with AI(CzH~)z/CC14 catalyst in the 
presence of various esters. The effect of esters on catalytic 
activity permits some assessment to be given of the 
electronic nature of esters. Table 2 shows the Taft 
polar constants of substituents present in the ester. 
A correlation was found to exist between the Taft 
induction constants (a*) 10 and the catalytic activity 
shown by the relative rate (Figure 2). As shown in 
Figure 2, the relative rate became smaller, as ~r* became 
larger. However, the influence of substituent in the 
ester is small. 7-Butyrolactone is the most effective 
Lewis base and the different complexing seems to cause 
the high catalytic activity. Table 3 presents the results 
of polymerizing vinyl chloride with AI(CzH~)s/CC14 
catalyst in the presence of Lewis bases that are able to 

behave as multidentate ligands. In the presence of 
multidentate Lewis bases the yield of PVC is always 
higher than in the presence of the corresponding mono- 
dentate Lewis base. In particular, when diethylenetriamine 
is used as a multidentate Lewis base, the increase in 
the yield of PVC is significant. 

For the effect of polymeric amines some reasons are 
considered. It has been reported that an amine-alkyl 
halide combination is a very active catalyst system for 
free radical polymerization of vinyl monomers z~-z4. 
Then, the effect of order of mixing was studied to 

Table 1 Effect of various esters on polymerization 
of vinyl chloride with AI(C~H~)s/CCI4 systema 

Yield Relative 
No. Ester (%) rate 

4 Methyl acetate 4.60 1-00 
2 Ethyl acetate 5.70 1-24 
3 Butyl acetate 5.66 1.23 
1 Ethyl propionate 5.90 1.28 
8 Methyl cyanoacetate 0.37 0.08 
6 Methyl benzoate 3.68 0.67 
5 Ethyl benzoate 4.20 0.91 
7 Methyl chloroacetate 1.84 0.40 

aVinyl chloride, 5ml; C6H8, 5ml; AI(CsHs)s, 1 mol% 
on monomer; catalyst ratio Al(C2Hs)~/CCI4/ester= 
1:1:1 ; polymerization at 40°C for 40h 

Table 2 Taft polar constants of substituents present in 
RCOOR' 

R R' erR erR' o*= crR.l, aR' 

CHs CH8 0'00 0'00 0'00 
CH3 C~H5 0.00 -0.10 -0"10 
CHs n-C4H9 0"00 -0"13 -0"13 

n-CsHz7 C~H5 -0"12 -0-10 -0"22 
CH~(CN) CH8 +1-30 0-00 +1 "30 

Cell5 CHs + 0- 60 0.00 + 0" 60 
Cell5 C2H5 +0"60 -0"10 +0"50 

CH~CI CHs ÷ 1" 05 0"00 -I- 1" 05 

2 " 0  " 

>~ I-0 

o ' '  , , , , ' . . . . . .  ' " '  ' 
-0"2 0 0.5 I '0 

Figure 2 Relative rate as function of the Taft polar constants 
o* of substituents present in RCOOR' compounds 

Table3 Effect of multidentate ligand Lewis bases on polymeriza- 
tion of vinyl chloride with AI(C2Hs)s/CCI4 systema 

Yield 
No. Lewis base (%) Pn b 

9 H~NCHsCH2NHCH~CH~NH~ 38"0 450 
10 CHsCH2NH2 4'1 420 
11 CHsOCHsCH2OCH~CH~OCHs 9'6 490 
12 CHsCH~OCH~CHs 5" 1 450 

a Vinyl chloride, 5ml; C6He, 5ml; AI(C2Hs)s, 1 mol% on monomer; 
catalyst ratio AI(C~Hs)3/CCI4/Lewis base=l :t :1 ; polymerization 
at 40°C for 40h 
b By measurement on dilute nitrobenzene solution at 30°C. 
Pn was calculated using the following equation: Pn=500(antilog 
It/ I /0.168-1)zz 
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Table 4 Order of mixing and catalyst activity on 
vinyl chloride polymerizationa 

Yield 
No. Order of mixing (%) 

9 Amine*-CCI4*--AI(C3Hs)3 38.0 
13 CCI4/amine*- AI(CzHs)3 b 37.4 
14 Amine/Al(CzH~)3*- CCI4c 37-6 
23 Amine*-CCI4 0.0 

aVinyl chloride, 5ml; CsHe, 5ml; AI(C~Hs)3, 1 
mol% on monomer; catalyst ratio AI(C~Hs)s/CCI4/ 
diethylenetriamine=l "1:1 ; polymerization at 4O°C 
for 40h 
b CCI4 and amine were premixed at room tempera- 
ture and then AI(C2Hs)8 was added 
cAmine and AI(CsH5)3 were premixed at room 
temperature and then CCI4 was added 

Table 5 Effect of various amines on polymerization of vinyl 
chloride with AI(C2Hs)s/CCI4 systema 

Yield 
No. Amine (%) Pn b 

9 Diethylenetriamine 38.0 450 
15 Triethylenetetramine 31.2 470 
16 Tetraethylenepentamine 33.2 460 
10 Ethylamine 4.1 420 
17 2-Ethylhexylamine 2.0 - -  
18 Stearylamine 2.1 - -  
19 Ethylenediamine 0.6 - -  
20 N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylenediamine trace - -  
22 - -  1-6 - -  

a Vinyl chloride, 5ml; CsHe, 5ml; AI(C2Hs)3, 1 mol% on monomer; 
catalyst ratio Al(C2Hs)8/CCI4/amine=l:l:l; polymerization at 
40°C for 40h 
b By measurement on dilute nitrobenzene solution at 30°C. Pn 
was calculated by using the following equation: ,~n=500(antilog 
[r/]/O" 168-1) zl 

elucidate the high catalytic activity in the presence of  
diethylenetriamine (Table 4). In Table 4, amine, CC14, 
and Al(C2Hs)3 were added in this order in a glass tube 
for No. 9. For  No. 13, CC14 and amine were premixed 
at room temperature and then Al(C2Hs)3 was added. 
For  No. 14, amine and Al(C2H5)3 were premixed at 
room temperature and then CC14 was added. The yield 
of  PVC was constant in spite of any order of mixing. 
Therefore, charge transfer interaction etc. between 
amine and CC14 does not contribute to the initiation 
reaction of polymerization. Furthermore this is well 
supported by the fact that amine-CCl4 cannot initiate 
the polymerization of  vinyl chloride in the absence of 
AI(C2H5)3. The effect of diethylenetriamine seems to 
be due to complexing between amine and AI(C2Hs)s. 

It has been found that complexing the Cr z+ ion with 
ligands such as ethylenediamine greatly enhances its 
ability to reduce even primary alkyl halides to alkaneslL 
On polymerization of vinyl chloride catalysed by 
ethanolamine and CC14, any trace metal can play a 
significant part in the initiation of the polymerization ~6. 
Ultimately in this case the formation of a complex 
with multidentate ligands is assumed to be responsible 
for the changes in the catalytic activity. 

Table 5 presents the results of vinyl chloride poly- 
merization with AI(C2Hs)3/CCI4 in the presence of  
various amines. Diethylenetriamine, triethylenetetramine 
and tetraethylenepentamine are effective Lewis bases, 
and monodentate amines (such as ethylamine, 2-ethyl- 
hexylamine and stearylamine) are not effective ones. 

Among these polymeric amines, ethylenediamine and 
N,N,N ' ,N ' - t e t rame thy le thy l ened iamine  do not initiate 
the polymerization of vinyl chloride at all. 

In alkylaluminium chemistry, alkylaluminium forms 
only a tetradentate 1:1 complex with excess amine 
having a monodentate figand. However, it is evident 
that alkylaluminium forms a pentadentate complex 
with a rigid bidentate amine such as dipyridyl z7-19. 
A pentadentate aluminium complex with amine is 
known to be the most effective catalyst in the anionic 
polymerization of methyl methacrylate. 

Therefore it is likely that the catalytic activity is 
dependent on the type of  aluminium-amine complex. 

Polymeric amines seem to form pentadentate com- 
plexes according to their structural characteristic. This 
complex is the most effective. However, ethylenediamine 
and N,N,N ' ,N ' - t e t rame thy le thy lened iamine ,  although 
bidentate bases, form tetradentate complexes by their 
flexible main chain. Tetradentate complexes seem to 
have lower activity. 
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Viscometric studies on chlorinated 
polyethylenes in dilute solution 
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High density polyethylene (PE) was fractionated by the column elution technique and the 
fractions had molecular weight distribution, Mw/Mn=l .2-1-3 and degree of polymerization, 
n, ranging from 357 to 14 600. These PE fractions were used as parent polymers of chlorin- 
ated PE(CPE). CPE samples were prepared by solution chlorination in tetrachloroethane 
at 120°C. Results of osmometry on the CPE indicated that neither scission nor crosslink- 
ing of CPE molecules take place during the chlorination. Solution viscosities of CPE 
samples varying in chlorine content, x from ~10 to 60~ow/w were measured in o-dichloro- 
benzene (ODCB) at 135°C. Those of parent PE and whole polymers of poly(vinyl chloride) 
(PVC) were also included in the measurements. The corresponding constants of the 
Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation have been determined as a function of x. Unperturbed 
dimensions and parameters bearing upon the excluded volume effect have been estimated 
from the Stockmayer-Fixman plot and the recent theory on polymer solutions. It was 
found that an increase in x of CPE leads to a decrease in the intrinsic viscosity of CPE 
prepared from the same parent PE. This trend has been attributed to a decreasing ratio 
of the effective hydrodynamic volume in the unperturbed state to the molecular weight of 
CPE with increase in x, because the excluded volume parameter changes only slightly 
regardless of x in the present CPE-ODCB system. Unperturbed dimensions of CPE and 
PVC have been discussed briefly, and those of CPE having ultimate x and some fluoro- 
polymers have been compared with each other. The molecular dimensions of CPE samples 
reflect their random sequence distribution of chlorines as well as both x and n, and those 
of polar polymers are affected by the species of polar groups. 

INTRODUCTION 

Some studies on the structure and properties of chlorin- 
ated polyethylene (CPE) have been made by several 
investigators since the work by Thompson et alA and 
Oakes et al. 2 in the 1940s. Emphasis has been, however, 
mostly placed upon elucidating a correlation of some 
properties and/or the structure of CPE with chlorinating 
conditions. Little attention has been given to the solution 
properties of CPE, particularly the influence of molecular 
weight as well as chlorine content on various properties. 
This paper is mainly concerned with a facile method to 
estimate the molecular weight and molecular dimensions 
of CPE from the data of solution viscosity. 

The relationship between molecular weight, M, and 
intrinsic viscosity [7] for polymers can be generally 
represented by the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada empirical 
equation: 

[7] =Kin Ma  (1) 

where Km and a are constants depending on species 
of polymers, operating temperature and, especially in 
the case of polar polymers, solvents 3=, b. On the other 
hand, [7] is theoretically given by Kurata and Yamakawa 4 
introducing the excluded volume effect on the basis 
of the Kirkwood-Riseman theory 5 as: 

[7/] =Oo(r2)8o/2M-l f (z )  = [~]of(z) (2) 

where O0, <r2)0, z and [~7]0 are Flory's universal constant, 
the mean square end-to-end distance in the unperturbed 
state, the excluded volume parameter and the intrinsic 
viscosity in the unperturbed state, respectively. The 
function f ( z )  is increasing with z, and f(0) is equal to 
unity as given by: 

f ( z )  = 1 + C I Z  - -  . . .  (3) 

where C1 is a constant whose value was found to be 1.55 
by Kurata and Yamakawa 4, 1-80 by Fixman 6, and 1.06 
by Yamakawa and Tanaka 7. Comparing equation (1) 
with equation (2), it is evident that the constants Km 
and a in equation (1) depend on the molecular dimension 
in dilute solutions. The molecular dimensions are 
greatly affected by the interactions between chain 
elements of long chain molecules s, and those of the 
stereoregular polymer and copolymers will be in parti- 
cular affected by factors such as tacticities, compositions 
and the sequence distribution of chemical units through 
intramolecular interactions 9 as well as the polymer- 
solvent interaction. The influence of the species of 
polar groups on molecular dimensions has been studied 
for halogenated polystyrenes 10a, b. 

Since CPE can be regarded as a kind of random 
polar copolymer Ix, 12, it is expected that its intrinsic 
viscosity and the molecular dimension depend on both 
the chlorine content and the degree of polymerization 
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of the skeletal chain. The solution viscosity of CPE 
prepared by chlorinating the fractionated samples of 
high density polyethylene (PE) and that of poly(vinyl 
chloride) (PVC) as a reference were measured. 

4C 

t- 

O 
u 

c 
L 

0 

6 2o 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparation of polymers 
Thirteen PE fractions were obtained by fractionating 

a commercial high density PE (Sholex 6000C) by means 
of the large-scale column elution technique at 125°C 
with mixed solvents of xylene and butyl cellosolve 
according to the method of Saeda et al. 13. It had been 
ascertained that this technique gave fractions whose 
molecular weight distribution Mw/Mn was in the range 
of ~ 1.2 to 1.3 for high density PE 13. Five PE samples 
of the viscosity-average molecular weight My ranging 
from FOx 104 to 4•.0 x 104 were chosen as the parent 
polymers of CPE. 

Chlorinating reactions of those PE fractions and 
whole polymer of high density PE (Sholex 3520) were 
carried out in tetrachloroethane at 120°C. A 5 1 flask 
charged with 3 g PE and 3 1 solvent, the contents of 
which were agitated by a vibromixer, was flushed with 
N2 at the rate of 201/h. When the reaction temperature 
reached 120°C, N2 was stopped and chlorine gas was 
passed through the solution at the rate of 25.51/h. 
Several CPE samples varying in chlorine content, x, 
from ~ 10 to 60 ~o w/w were made from each PE sample 
by changing the reaction time. The relationship between 
x and the reaction time is shown in Figure 1. A previous 
study 14 showed that the distribution of chlorines among 
different CPE chains may be regarded as very close to 
monodispersed distribution under conditions such as 
low concentration of the polymer and sufficient mixing. 
CPE samples were precipitated with ~ 18 I of methanol. 
Evaporation of the solvent showed that all of the CPE 
was precipitated. Then, if neither scission nor crosslinking 
of CPE chains occurred during the chlorination, the 
molecular weight distribution of CPE can be assumed 
to be almost equal to that of original PE fractions, 
viz., Mw/Mn = ~ 1"2-1"3. CPE samples were purified by 

I I 

I I 

0 5 I0  

Reoction time (h)  

Figure I Mean chlorine content of CPE vs. reaction time of the 
chlorination in the solution of tetrachloroethane at 120°C. 
Mvx 10 -4 of parent PE: ©, 1 ; A, 1 "73; [],  3"81 ; @, 8"68; R, 41-0 

extraction with methanol for 8-10h and dried in a 
vacuum drier at 50°C for 4-5 days. The chlorine content 
of CPE was determined by the method of Kinoshita 
et aL 15. 

Five samples of PVC were prepared from the tetra- 
hydrofuran solution of ~ 1 ~ w/w of commercial PVC 
such as $9008, $901, $903 (Kureha Chem. Co.) and 
KR800, KR900 (Mitsubishi Monsant Co.) by precipita- 
tion with methanol. The molecular weight of those 
PVC samples purified were determined by viscometry 
in tetrahydrofuran at 30°C using the relation16: 

[~7] =2.19 x 10-SM 0"54 (4) 

Viscometric measurements 
Measurements of solution viscosities in purified 

o-dichlorobenzene (ODCB) were made in a capillary 
viscometer of the Cannon-Fenske type at 135°C. 
Anti-oxidants, i.e. dilauryl-thio-dipropionate (0.571~o 
w/v), 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol (BHT) (0.286 ?/o w/v), 
tetrakis [methylene-3-(3',5'-di-t-butyl-4'-hydroxylphenyl)- 
propionate]methane (0-143 ~o w/v) and a thermal 
stabilizer, mercapto-organotin compound (KS 41 by 
Kyodo Chem. Co.) (1.0~ov/v) were added to the 
solvent. Densities of the ODCB containing antioxidants 
and a thermal stabilizer were observed to be 1.302 
and 1.175 g/ml at 20°C and 135°C, respectively. Solutions 
for viscosity measurements were made by heating and 
shaking the polymer-solvent mixture (concentration of 
the polymer ~0.1-0.5g/dl at 20°C) in a glass ampoule 
at ~ 145°C for 2h. No correction for the kinetic energy 
was made with viscosity measurement. Intrinsic vis- 
cosities were determined in terms of the Huggins 
equation: 

~Tsv/C = [~] + k'[7/12C (5) 

where Vsp, C and k' are the specific viscosity, concen- 
tration of the solution in g/dl corrected to 135°C and 
the Huggins constant, respectively. Solution viscosities 
of the parent PE in decalin (containing 0.1 ~ w/v BHT) 
at 135°C were also measured. Densities of this solvent 
were 0.8869 and 0.7897 g/ml at 20°C and 135°C, respec- 
tively. The molecular weight-intrinsic viscosity relation 
based on the light scattering measurements 17, 

[~/] = 6.2 x 10-4M 0°7 (6) 

was used to determine the molecular weight of the parent 
PE of CPE. 

Osmotic measurements 
Osmotic pressure was determined at 80°C in mono- 

chlorobenzene using a Hewlett-Packard High Speed 
Membrane Osmometer Model 502 and a gel cellophane 
membrane (Mechrolab Type 0-8). Before use the 
membrane had been treated successively for 24h each 
with distilled water, ethanol, isopropanol, toluene and 
finally monochlorobenzene. The concentration of the 
solution free from additives ranged from 0.1 to 0.8g/dl. 
The density of the solvent was observed to be 1.110 and 
1-040g/ml at 20°C and 80°C, respectively. The results 
were analysed by the following equation: 

=lC = RT(11Mn + A2C) (7) 

where ~r, C, R, T, Mn, and A2 are osmotic pressure, 
corrected concentration of the solution at 80°C, the 
gas constant, the absolute temperature, the number- 
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average molecular weight and the second virial coeffi- 
cient, respectively. Equilibrium was established in the 
osmometer within ~20sec and the equilibrium state 
continued at least for 3 min even in the case of the 
CPE prepared from whole polymer of PE. The osmotic 
pressure at 30 sec was used in analysis of the results. 

RESULTS 

Influence of chlorinating reaction on polymerization degree 
of skeletal chain 

The molecular weight of the CPE having chlorine 
content x, (M)x can be calculated from: 

(M)0 = (M)x(1 - x) (8) 

where x is given as weight fraction of chlorine and 
(M)0 is the molecular weight of  the parent PE of the 
same degree of polymerization. This equation is generally 
valid for Mw, Mn or My. Results of (Mn)x and Az by 
osmometry and (Mn)o estimated from equation (8) are 
listed in Table 1. Calculated values of (Mn)o of  each 
CPE prepared from whole polymer of  the PE were 
substantially constant. The average value of (Mn)o was 
3.37 x 104, which was close to Mn of the parent PE, 
i.e. 2.89 x 104 determined by the quantitative analysis 
of  the vinyl end-groups with the aid of  i.r. spectroscopy18. 
These results indicate that 'neither scission nor cross- 
linking of  CPE chains occur during the chlorination', 
and that the degree of  polymerization of parent PE 
is unchanged in the course of chlorinating. The molecular 
weight of  CPE may therefore be calculated from that 
of parent PE using transformed equation (8). Values 
of Mv determined by equation (6) and the degree of 
polymerization, n, estimated from My of  the parent PE 
fractions are summarized in Table 2. 

Table I Results of osmometry for CPE samples 
in monochlorobenzene at 80°C 

X a 

(%w/w) (Mn)xbxlO -4 (Mn)oCxl0 -4 A~tlxl05 

18-8 4'08 3'31 1"57 
24.4 4.34 3"30 1-67 
34.0 5-12 3-38 1.67 
43"2 6"06 3"45 1"39 
52.2 7.15 3"42 1.04 

a Mean chlorine content of CPE by chemical 
analysis 15 
b Molecular weight of CPE observed 
c Molecular weight calculated for the case of zero 
chlorine content according to equation (8) 
d Second virial coefficient in mol cm 3 g-2 

Table 2 Molecular weight (My) and 
degree of polymerization (n) of parent 
polyethylene of CPE 

Sample code Mvax 10 -a n x l 0  -a 

A 1- 00 0.357 
B 1.73 0.618 
C 3.81 1.36 
D 8.66 3.09 
E 41.0 14.6 

a Viscosity-average molecular weight 
determined by equation (6) 

3-6 ~ 

3-2 

I ' ~ -  E 

1.0 D 

0 ~  
C 

B 
0 " 2  A 

I 

' ' 'o O 2 0  4 0  6 
Chlorine con ten t  (wtO/o) 

Figure 2 Intrinsic viscosity [r/] in o-dichlorobenzene at 135°C 
as a function of mean chlorine content. 0 ,  Parent PE; ©, CPE. 
A-E are sample codes of parent PE as listed in Table 2 

x=  o '~.2O3s4s.^ 
J . . ~ /  / / or7 C 

0"5  " / 

g, 

- 0 5  

I I I 

4.'O 5'O 610 
Log M v 

Figure 3 Log- log plot of intrinsic viscosity [~/] and viscosity- 
average molecular weight My. A-E are sample codes of parent 
PE as in Table 2, and x denotes mean chlorine content in % w / w  

Relationship between molecular weight, intrinsic viscosity 
and chlorine content 

The dependence of [~] on x at the same n is shown 
in Figure 2. The relation between [~] and x appears to 
be linear for a wide range of  x. The values of [~7] of  
CPE varying in x and n, which can be read off Figure 2 
with accuracy, are listed in Table 3. The value of (Mv)x 
determined by equations (6) and (8), being not far from 
the weight-average one 3a, are henceforth denoted as 
M in estimating molecular dimensions of CPE and PE. 

The constant a in equation (1) was determined from 
the slope in the plot of log [~7] against log My as shown 
in Figure 3. All the lines depicted showed a break point 
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Table 3 Intrinsic viscosity, [r/] in o-dichlorobenzene at 135°C, 
molecular weight, M, degree of polymerization, n and [~i]/M 1P 
of polyethylene, CPE and poly(vinyl chloride) 

xa bzlb 
Samples ( ~ w / w )  (dl/g) M c x l o  -4 n x l O  -s ( [~] /Mi l2)xIO 8 

PE 0 0-391d 1.00 0.357 3.91 
0" 573=:1 1.73 0" 618 4.34 
0-996d 3.81 1" 36 5.11 
1.770d 8" 66 3' 09 6" 02 
5"254d 41 "0 14'6 8"21 

PE 0 0.335 1- 00 0.357 3- 35 
0.530 1-73 0-618 4.02 
0"913 3"81 1 "36 4"68 
1" 440 8" 66 3" 09 4" 90 
3"610 41 "0 14"6 5"64 

CPE 10 0"323 1 "11 0"357 3"08 
0"503 1 "92 0"618 3"62 
0"885 4"23 1 "35 4"30 
1 "407 9"62 3"09 4"54 
3"561 45"6 14"6 5'28 

CPE 20 0" 315 1" 25 0" 357 2" 81 
0"473 2"16 0"618 3'22 
O" 835 4" 76 1" 36 3" 83 
1 "335 10"8 3'09 4"06 
3"483 51 "3 14"6 4"87 

CPE 30 0"295 1 "43 0'357 2"46 
0"435 2"47 0"618 2-77 
0"775 5'44 1 "36 3-33 
1 "257 12"4 8"09 3"57 
3"353 58"5 14"6 4"38 

CPE 40 0.275 1.67 0.357 2.13 
0.398 2.88 0.618 2.34 
0.713 6.35 1.36 2.83 
1.183 14-4 3"09 3.12 
3"223 68.3 14"6 3"90 

CPE 50 0"255 2"00 0"357 1 "81 
O' 365 3" 46 O- 618 1.96 
0"650 7.62 1 "36 2"36 
1 "105 17-3 3"09 2"66 
8"092 82"0 14-6 3.41 

CPE 60 0"235 2"50 0"357 1.49 
0"322 4"32 0"618 1 "58 
0"588 9"52 t "36 1 "90 
1" 030 21"7 3" 09 2" 21 
2"960 102"5 14"6 2"93 

CPE 70 0-215 3"33 0"357 1"18 
0"283 5"76 0-618 1 "18 
0"525 12"7 1 "35 1 "48 
0" 953 28" 8 3" 09 1" 78 
2"827 136-5 14"6 2"42 

PVC 56-8 0"485 4"71 0"753 2"24 
0"575 7"46 1 "194 2"11 
0"680 10"2 1 "638 2"13 
0" 890 18" 4 2" 937 2" 07 
1 "032 23"7 3"792 2"12 

a Mean chlorine content 
b Values of [7] were read off Figure 2 
c Molecular weight of CPE was estimated from equation (8), and 
those of PE and PVC were determined by viscometry using 
equations (6) and (4), respectively 
d Measured in decalin at 135°C 

at n of 1360 with the slope of the line greater at n above 
1360. Two sets of a and Km were then obtained for the 
range of n as in Table 4. The evaluation of critical 
value of n can be made according to equations (9) and 
(10) which are formulations of the relation between 
[~7] and x of CPE having n =  1360 in Figure 2. 

[~;]= -61.7x+0.957 (x >~0.125) (9) 

[~7]= - 15-0x+0.900 (x<0.125) (10) 

Accordingly My of CPE can be estimated from the 
relation of equation (I) with the above values of Kra 

and a, or it can be simply determined graphically in 
terms of the plot of [7] against My. 

Parameters of short and long range interactions 
The short-range interaction parameter K and the 

long-range interaction parameter B are given by the 
modified Stockmayer-Fixman theory 19, 2o with [~7] in 
good solvent and molecular weight M, viz., 

[~]/M t/2 = pK + q~oBM 1/2 (1 I) 

where ~0 is Flory's universal constant being assumed 
to be 2.5x 1021 for intrinsic viscosities in dl/gZ0, 21. 
According to Tanaka et al. zo, p and q in equation (11) 
are given to be 

p =1.00 and q =0.346 (0<o~< 1.6) (12) 

p =1.05 and q =0-287 ( 0 < ~ < 2 . 5 )  (13) 

where a~ is the viscosity-radius expansion factor. If  
[~7] were defined by equation (2), ~ is written as: 

= [~/]/[7/]0 = f ( z )  (14) 
o r  

~ = [~]IKM 1/2 (15) 

each being defined by comparing equation (2) with the 
empirical theory of Flory and Fox 22. The Stockmayer- 
Fixman plots according to equation (11) using data in 
Table 3 are shown in Figure 4. The parameters B and 

Table 4 Km and a in the equation [v ]=KmMa 

nb~>l .36x  103 n < l . 3 5 x t 0  s 
X a 

(%w/w)  Kmx 10 4 a Kra x 10 4 a 

0 21.2 0.576 3' 61 0-744 
t0 17.4 0-585 3.51 0.744 
20 13.6 0.596 3.40 0.725 
30 9.38 0.616 3.12 0.717 
35 7.60 0.627 2.90 0.714 
40 6.36 0.635 2"68 0.713 
45 5.17 0.644 2.47 0.711 
50 • 4.03 0.657 2.45 0.700 
60 2.33 0- 684 2.08 0.694 
70 1.35 0.704 1.35 0.704 

a Mean chlorine content 
b Degree of polymerization 

8°F 1 
6"0  x =0 

% '2000 
--- 4 ' 0  4 0  

O 3 6 9 12 
(M I/2)x 10 -2 

Figure 4 Stockmayer-Fixman plots of parent PE, CPE and 
PVC. @, PE in decalin at 135°C; A ,  PVC in o-dichlorobenzene at 
135°C; ©,  PE and CPE in o-dichlorobenzene at 135°C, and x 
denotes mean chlorine content in % w / w  
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K were determined from the initial slope and the inter- 
cept of the plot corresponding to the region of n below 
1360, respectively. Since most values of ~3, roughly 
estimated from equations (15) and (11) with p =1.00, 
were above the range of 1.6, p and q were assumed to 
be 1.05 and 0-287, respectively as given in equation (13). 

The mean square end-to-end distance in the un- 
perturbed state (r2~0 was calculated from values of 
K and M using: 

( r 2 ~ o = M A  2 (16) 
and 

A 2 = (K/f~o) 2/3 (17) 

where A is the short-range interaction parameter inde- 
pendent of the size of the statistical segment. Results 
for the short-range interaction are listed in Table 5. 
A plot of ( r 2 ) o / M ( = A  2) against x is shown in Figure 5, 
which indicates that ( r2 )o /M decreases immediately with 
increasing x. Then ( r2 )o /M of CPE having 85.5 % w/w 
of chlorine, which may be compared to polytetrachloro- 
ethylene (PTCE) and which cannot be obtained by 
any chlorinating reaction of PE lz, 14 or PVC 23, was 
deduced to be 0.378xl0-1ecm2molg -1 from linear 
extrapolation of the line in Figure 5. The effective bond 
length, 1, i.e., ((r2)o/n) 1/2 of PTCE was calculated to be 
7.92A from equation (16). The list of I values of related 
polymers are shown in Table 6. 

Table 5 Short-range interaction parameters K, A s and unper- 
turbed dimension per monomeric unit ((r2~o/n) z/2 of PE, CPE and 
PVC in o-dichlorobenzene at 135°C 

xa A s x 10 TM 

Samples (%w/w) Kx  103 (cm s mol g-X) ((r2~o/n)l/2 (~) 

PE 0 2.50b 1-00 b 5.29 D 
PE 0 2.19 0.916 5.06 
CPE 10 1.95 0.847 5.13 

20 1 • 76 0- 791 5 .26 
30 1- 52 0.718 5.36 
40 1.33 0.657 5.54 
50 1.16 0.599 5.80 
60 1.00 0.543 6-16 
70 0.828 0.479 6.68 

P V C  56.8 2- 03 0- 870 7.37 

a Mean chlorine content 
b In decalin at 135°C 

The binary-cluster integral for a pair of segments /3 
was calculated from the value of B and M as 

f l=m2B (18) 

and 

m = M/n  (19) 

where m is the molecular weight per monomeric unit. 
Results of B and/3 are listed in Table 7. 

The excluded volume parameter, z, was also determined 
using the two interaction parameters A, B and M by 
the equation: 

z = 0 . 3 3 0 B A - a M  t/2 (20) 

Results of n3 estimated from equation (15) and those 
of z from equation (20) are summarized in Tables 8 and 
9, respectively. 

I1 I I I 

A 0.~  
T 

% 
0.7 

~o 
~0.5 

C)-3 i i i i i i i i 
0 2 0  4 0  6 0  8 0  

Chlorine content ( w t % )  

Figure 5 Mean square end-to-end distance per molecular weight 
as a function of mean chlorine content. 0 ,  PE in decalin at 
135°C; O, PE and CPE in o-dichlorobenzene at 135°C; A ,  extra- 
polated value of PTCE 

Table 6 Unperturbed dimension of linear polymer molecules 

(<rS~o/M) 1/2 × 10 3 
Polymer Solvent Temp. (°C) (A mol 1/s g-Z/s) (~rS~o#)) 1/2 (A) 

PE ~-chloronaphthalene tetralin, ,,~ 100 950+408 5.03_+0.21 
p-xylene 

PE b is-2-ethylhexyladipate 145 940_+ 4035 4 .97+  0.21 
PE bis-2-ethylhexyladipate 140 107084 5.66 
PE decalin 135 5.29 
PE o-dichlorobenzene 135 5.06 
CPE a o-dichlorobenzene 135 6.03 
PVC benzyl alcohol 155.4 82036 6.49 
PVC cyclohexane, tetrahydrofuran ~25 720+ 30 s 5.70+0.24 
PVC o-dichlorobenzene 135 7.37 
PCTFE 2,5-dichlorobenzotrifluoride 130 580+158 6 . 2 6 + 0 . 1 6  
PTFE (calculation 82) 327 8.2+2.2 c 
PTFE 135 9 . 0 + 2 . 8  a 
PTCE ~ o-dichlorobenzene 135 7.92 

a Mean chlorine content is 56.8%w/w, and unperturbed dimension was read off Figure 6 
b Unperturbed dimension of PTCE was estimated from Figure 5through equation (16) 
c Calculated from the characteristic ratio, (rS~o/nb2= 30+ 1529 with bond length, b=  1' 54 A3o 
d Estimated from the temperature coefficient of (rS~>0, dln<r2~o/dT of - (0 .9+0 -5 )  x 10 -3 (deg-Z) 29 
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Table 7 Polymer-solvent interaction parameter B and binary 
cluster integral per monomeric unit, /3 of PE, CPE and PVC in 
o-dichlorobenzene at 135°C 

X a 

Sample (%w/w)Bx l020(cm 3) /3x1022(cm 2) /3ebx1023(cm 8) 

PE 0 1"77 c 1"39 c 0 c 
PE 0 1 "70 1 "32 0 
CPE 10 1.53 1.48 0-16 

20 1- 25 1" 53 0" 21 
30 1- 05 1" 67 0" 35 
40 0" 794 1- 72 0" 40 
50 0-585 1" 83 O" 51 
60 O" 390 1.91 0"59 
70 0'250 2" 18 0"86 

PVC 56.8 0'0 0"0 - 1  "32 

a Mean chlorine content 
b Excess dipolar contribution estimated from equation (21) by 
assuming the non-polar dipolar contribution to be 1.32×10 -23 
cm s 
c In decalin at 135°C 

Table 8 Cubic viscosity-radius expansion factor c~ of PE, CPE 
and PVC in o-dichlorobenzene at 135°C 

Degree of polymerization 

a Mean chlorine content 
b In decalin at 135°C 

X a 

Sample (% w/w) 357 618 1360 3090 14 600 

PE 0 1.56 b 1.74 b 2.04 b 2.41 b 3.28 b 
PE 0 1.53 1.84 2.14 2.24 2.58 
CPE 10 1-58 1.86 2.21 2.33 2.71 

20 1.60 1.83 2.18 2.31 2.77 
30 1.62 1.82 2.19 2.35 2.88 
40 1.60 1.76 2.13 2.35 2.93 
50 1- 56 1.69 2.03 2.29 2.94 
60 1- 49 1.55 1.90 2.21 2.93 
70 1-43 1.43 1.79 2.15 2.92 

PVC 56.8 1.10 1.04 1.05 1.02 1.04 

Table 9 Excluded volume parameter, z of PE, CPE and PVC in 
o-dichlorobenzene at 135°C 

Degree of polymerization 
t$ X a 

Sample (%w/w)  357 618 1360 3090 14 600 

PE 0 0"584b 0'771 b 1 "14 b 1"72 b 3.74b 
PE 0 0" 639 0.843 1.25 1.88 4.09 
CPE 10 0.678 0.898 1.33 2.00 4.36 

20 0.656 0.861 1.28 1-93 4.19 
30 0.682 0.892 1- 32 2" 00 4.34 
40 0" 636 0.838 1.24 1.87 4.07 
50 0.588 0.776 1.15 1.73 3.78 
60 0.509 0.669 0- 995 1.50 3" 26 
70 0.453 0.598 0.886 1.34 2- 91 

PVC 56.8 0.0 0"0 0.0 0'0 0"0 

a Mean chlorine content 
b In decalin at 135°C 

DISCUSSION 

Unperturbed end-to-end distances 
A dependence of the effective bond length l of CPE 

and related polymers on x is shown in Figure 6. The 
value of  l of  PE in ODCB at 135°C is slightly less than 
in decalin at 135°C; both are close to reported values 
of l for PE at 100°C 8, at 140°C 24, and at 145°C ~5. This 
fact suggests that an uncertainty on values of  l due to 
few experimental results used in our analysis is no 

significant, hence values of 1 derived from viscometric 
data may be regarded as reliable. 

Figure 6 gives some information for influences of  
polar groups on I. Firstly, 1 increases exponentially 
with increase in x. This may result from the increase 
in potential barrier of  the internal rotation as well as 
increase in bond angles arising from an introduction 
of bulky chlorines. Second, from comparing l of  PVC, 
viz. 7.37 A obtained in this work and 6.49/~ at 155.4°C 
in benzyl alcohol z6 with 6.03/~ of  CPE having x of  
56.8 % w/w, it was found that the l of  CPE is smaller 
than that of PVC (x=56.8 % w/w) although l of PVC 
obtained by this work deviates considerably from the 
reported values in various solvents (Table 6 and Figure 
6). It appears that l of  polar polymers containing chlorine 
seems to be affected by the sequence distribution of  
chlorines. 

The CPE chain consists of substantially random 
sequence distribution of chlorines and contains chemical 
units such as -(-CH2-)-n (n>~2) and at x above 40%w/w, 
-(-CHCI-CH2-CClz-CH2 -)~nCHC1- which are quite 
different from the sequence of PVC 11, z2. The symmetry 
of the chemical units such as -(-CH2-)-n and -CHz-- 
CCI2-CH2- will make internal rotation of the CPE 
chain easier than the unit of -(-CHC1-CH2--)-n in the 
PVC chain. The dipole moment, resulting mainly from 
the short-range interaction 27, of CPE is also smaller 
than that of PVC 2, zs. It is clear from comparing l and 
the dipole moment of CPE with those of  PVC that the 
short-range interaction along the overall chain of CPE 
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I I I I I I I I 

O 20  4 0  60  8 0  
Chlorine content (wt%) 

figure 6 Unperturbed dimension per degree of polymerization 
of CPE and related polymers as a function of mean chlorine 
content, x ,  PE in decalin at 135°C; O, PE at N100°CS; V, PE in 
bis-2-ethylhexyladipate at 145°C2S; A, PVC in o-dichlorobenzene 
at 135°C; + ,  PVC in benzyl alcohol at 155-4°C2e; A ,  PVC at 
N25°CS; I I ,  PTFE at 135°C calculated from reported values on 
the characteristic ratio and the temperature coefficient of (r2~>o2°; 
T,  PTCE estimated from an extrapolation as shown in Figure 5; 
r-i, PCTFE in 2,5-dichlorobenzotrifluoride at 130°C s 
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is less than that of PVC owing to the random sequence 
distribution of chlorines in the chain of CPE. 

Comparison of 1 of polymers containing chlorines 
with those of fluoropolymers shows the influence of 
polar species on I. Bates et al. z9 calculated the charac- 
teristic ratio <r2>o/nb 2 (b=bond length) at 600K and 
the temperature coefficient of <r2>0, dln<rZ>o/dT for 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to be 30+15 and 
- (0.9 + 0-5) x 10 -a deg -1, respectively, and l of PTFE 
was deduced by assuming b=l .54A after Miyazawa 3° 
to be ~8.2__2.2A at 327°C and ~9.0_+2.8A at 135°C 
(Table 6). The  value of l of PTCE is 7.92A at 135°C 
and l of polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) is 
6.26 + 0.16 A at 130°C in 2,5-dichlorobenzotrifluoride s. 
Since all of those polymers may be regarded as per- 
halogenated PE, values of l plotted at the position of 
ultimate x, i.e., 85-5 ~oW/W in Figure 6 suggest that l 
of PTFE is the largest, and smallest for PCTFE. 

Excluded volume effect 
The polymer-solvent interaction parameter B inde- 

pendent of the choice of segmental size decreases with 
increase in x, whilst the binary duster integral for a 
pair of segments /3 increases against x as shown in 
Figure 7. The  segment used was a monomeric unit as 
assumed homopolymers possess structurally similar 
backbones 10a. Though it was shown by Utracki 8b using 
the theory of Yamakawa et aL at that interactions in 
dilute solution of PVC depend in particular on the 
nature of the solvent, the long-range interaction in the 
present CPE-ODCB system represented by parameter 
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E 1'5 

x 

g 
o I-O 
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0.5 

O 
I I I I t • t t I 

20 40 60 80 
Chlorine content (wt%) 

Polymer-solvent interaction parameter, B and the Figure 7 
binary cluster integral per monomeric unit, fl as a function of 
mean chlorine content. 0 ,  PE in decalin at 135°C; ©, PE and 
CPE in o-dichlorobenzene at 135°C; A,  PVC in o-dichlorobenzene 
at 135°C 

30 

2'0 

F "  

I'0 

C --6-... E' 

B 

I I I I I I I I 

0 20 40  60 80 

Chlorine content (wt %) 
Figure 8 Cubic viscosity-radius expansion factor, ¢~ in o-di- 
chlorobenzene at 185°C as a function of mean chlorine content. 
O, PE and CPE; r-I, PVC; A-E are sample codes of parent PE 
as in Table 2 

B becomes stronger as the chlorine content, viz. the 
concentration of the polar group, increases. 

Yamakawa et al. 31 express/3 as: 

/3=/3o+/3e (21) 
where/3o and/se are the non-polar and the excess dipolar 
contributions, respectively. Assuming /3o of CPE and 
PVC to be equivalent to /3o of PE, i.e. 13.2A a, values 
of fie of these polymers estimated from equation (21) 
are listed in Table 7. In the case of p-halogenated poly- 
styrenes, /3 is reduced by introducing chlorines or 
bromines and /se has a negative value t°a. But since fl 
of CPE is larger than that of PE, the values of /se 
for the CPE are positive. These trends of/3 and positive 
/se contradict the theory of Yamakawa et al. zl  and the 
work of Noguchi et al. l°a. The values/3 and/se of polar 
polymers seemed to be affected not only by the nature 
of the solvent 3b but also by polar groups through the 
dipole-dipole interaction among polymer segments and 
solvent molecules. 

The long-range interaction parameter B and /3 of 
PVC unfractionated is zero in ODCB solution at 135°C, 
and this implies that PVC is in the unperturbed state, 
and fie of PVC was estimated to be -13.2A 3. On the 
other hand, 13 and fie of CPE having the same x as 
that of PVC were deduced to be 19.2A 3 and 5.9A 8, 
respectively, from Figure 7. On the basis of theoretical 
equation on fie given by Yamakawa et al. al, the above 
trend for fie of CPE and PVC seems to arise from 
smaller dipole moment 2, 28 and polarizability of CPE 
owing to random sequence distribution of chlorines in 
the CPE chain. 

Information on the long-range interaction of CPE 
in ODCB solution was also obtained from consideration 
of the dependence of the expansion factor a] and the 
excluded volume parameter z on the chlorine content 
(Figures 8 and 9). In contrast ~z of CPE varies from 
~ 1.4 to 3.0 with degree of polymerization, ~ of PVC 
is ~ 1-05 being almost equal to unity independently of 
the molecular weight. Though a~ vs. x of CPE shows a 
maximum, similar to the dependence of the second 
virial coefficient As on x obtained by osmometry (Table 
1), the change of ~] with the variation of x is small for 
constant n. The chlorine content dependence of z also 
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Figure 9 Excluded volume parameter of PE and CPE in o-di- 
chlorobenzene at 135°C as a function of mean chlorine content. 
A-E are sample codes of parent PE as in Table 2 
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Figure tO Ratio of intrinsic viscosity of CPE having chlorine 
content x, [~/]x, to that of parent PE, l'r/]o vs. mean chlorine content. 
A-E are sample codes of parent PE as in Table 2 

shows a maximum at ~ 20 % w/w of x for any values 
of  n, and z decreases slightly in the region of x above 
20 ~o w/w with increase in x as shown in Figure 9. These 
results are discussed below. 

Chlorine content dependence of  intrinsic viscosity and 
interactions in dilute solution 

As shown in Figure 2, [~7] of CPE shows a tendency 
to decrease linearly with increasing x. The ratio of  [~7] 
of CPE to that of PE, [~]x/[~7]0 plotted against x (Figure 
10) also shows the above trend. The ratio of [~7]x/[~7]0 

is somewhat affected by n, but it decreases considerably 
with increase in x, although slopes of all lines in Figure 
10 change slightly in the vicinity of 15-20%w/w of x. 

According to equation (2), [~7] is proportional to the 
product of (r2)a/2/M and f ( z )  defined by equation (3) 
or ~ by equations (14) or (15). As stated in the previous 
section, both z and ~] vary only slightly with x so that 
the decrease of [7] with x is mainly due to decreasing 
(r2)~/2/M with increase in x. 

A change of the slope in plots of  [7] or [~]~/[~]0 vs. x 
in addition to an existence of a maximum in x-dependence 
of z also shows that both the short-range and the long- 
range interactions in the CPE-ODCB system vary 
appreciably with x at ~2 0 %w /w  of  x. In the chain 
of  CPE above x of 20 % w/w, long-methylene sequences 
-(-CH2-)-n (n~>30) are unlikely and the mean sequence 
number of  methylenes at x of 2 0 ~ w / w  is ~ 8-9 as 
shown in previous papers 11,12. The calculations of 
Jernigan et al. 32 and Abe et al. 33 indicated that the end 
group of the chain influences the conformation of internal 
bonds up to 4 units. The bonds o f - C H 2 - C H 2 -  in the 
sequence such as -CHCI-(CHz)n-CHCI-  (n ~<9) seems 
to show different conformations from those of internal 
bonds in the long-methylene sequence beyond the 
fourth from the differing unit due to the influence of 
-CHCI-  units. Thus above x of 20 ~ w/w, the conforma- 
tion of  most bonds such as -CHz--CH2- in the chain 
of  CPE may be restrained by the unit of -CHCI- ,  
and will differ from those in the chain of CPE below 
x of  20 ~ w/w. 

The sequence distribution of chlorines thus affects 
not only the intramolecular interaction but also the 
intermolecular one through the restraint of the con- 
formation which cause the number of  contacts among 
polymer segments and the solvents to change 3a. As a 
result, the dependence of [7] and z on x in the CPE-  
ODCB system seems to change in the vicinity of  x at 
20%w/w. The unperturbed dimension and fl of  CPE 
also seems to differ from those of PVC due to unlike 
sequence distribution of chlorines in both polymer 
chains. 
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Determination of the molecular weight and 
hydrodynamic dimensions of micelles formed 
from a block copolymer 

C. Price, J. D. G. McAdam, T. P. Lally and D. Woods 
Department of Chemistry, University of Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, UK 
(Received 25 October 1973) 

An investigation has been made of micelle formation by a polystyrene-polyisoprene two- 
block copolymer in n-decane. For the sample studied the number-average molecular 
weights of the polystyrene block and overall copolymer chain were 13000 and 51 000 
respectively. Light-scattering studies in n-decane were made within the temperature 
range 25--65°C. Conventional light scattering was used to obtain weight-average molecular 
weights; at 25°C, M,, of the micelles was 1-73+0.14x106. Translational diffusion coeffi- 
cients were determined from Rayleigh linewidth measurements; the micelles were found 
to have a hydrodynamic radius of 19.6nm at 25°C. Intrinsic viscosities were determined 
for the copolymer in n-decane and methyl cyclohexane within the temperature range 
-20  ° to 75°C. Finally, data obtained earlier in an electron microscopy study of freeze- 
etched specimens were compared with the results obtained in the present study. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years much interest has been shown in the 
effect of solvent selectivity on the solution properties 
of  block and graft copolymers 1-8. If  a copolymer in 
either of these categories is dispersed in a medium 
which is a non-solvent for one of  the polymer com- 
ponents and a good solvent for the other, mono- 
molecular or multimolecular micelles may be formed. 
In the simplest situation such micelles will consist of  a 
compact core of  the least soluble polymer component 
surrounded by a flexible fringe formed by the other 
polymer component. If  the core is non-crystalline it 
will be necessarily somewhat swollen. In the present 
contribution we report an investigation of multimolecular 
micelle formation by a polystyrene-polyisoprene two- 
block copolymer in n-decane. The two main techniques 
used in the work were conventional Rayleigh light 
scattering and Rayleigh light-scattering spectroscopy. 
Measurements of intrinsic viscosities were also made to 
provide additional information. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Material 
The polystyrene-polyisoprene two-block copolymer, 

which was designated sample 1D1 for reference, was 
prepared by step-wise anionic polymerization in benzene 
solution using n-butyl lithium as the primary initiator. 
Details concerning the method of synthesis, fractionation 
and structural characterization have been described 
elsewhere 9, lO. The number-average molecular weights 
of the polystyrene block and overall copolymer were 
13 000 and 51 000 respectively, and the wt % poly- 
styrene in the product as determined by u.v. spectro- 

scopy was 25-2. Gel permeation chromatography was 
used to check the homogeneity of the sample. 

Conventional light scattering 
Measurements were made using a Sofica instrument. 

Polymer solutions and solvents were clarified either by 
centrifugation for 2 h  at 2x l04rev /min  in a No. 30 
rotor of a Spinco Model L preparative ultracentrifuge 
or by filtration through solvent inert Millipore filters 
having a pore size of 0 .45x l0anm.  Light scattering 
measurements were made with light of wavelength 
546nm at 11 angles from 30 ° to 150 °. The instrument 
was calibrated using benzene for which the Rayleigh 
ratio is known over a range of temperature 11. 

The light scattered from a dilute polymer solution 
may be expressed in the general formiC: 

1 
MwP(O)+2A2c +3Aac2+ . . .  (la) 

where K is an optical constant for the particular system 
in question, e the concentration, Ro the difference 
between the Rayleigh ratio of the solution and that of 
the pure solvent, Mw the weight-average molecular 
weight, P(O) the particle scattering function which 
equals 1 at 0=0,  and A2 and A3 are the second and 
third virial coefficients. For  homopolymers the weight- 
average molecular weight can be obtained in a straight- 
forward manner by carrying out a double extrapolation 
of the data to zero angle and zero concentration, since 
from equation (la): 

(Kc~ _ (lb) 1 
Ro] c=0 Mw 

0=0 
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In the case of copolymers that are heterogeneous in 
chemical composition, equation (lb) yields an apparent 
molecular weight (Mavp) rather than a true weight- 
average molecular weight. The problem has been treated 
by Stockmayer et aL 13 and Bushuk and Benoit 14. 
Using the notation of the latter: 

Mapp=Mw+2[(vA- vB)/v]P+ [(vA-- vB)/v]2Q (2) 

where v, vA and VB are the refractive index increments 
for the copolymer and two homopolymers respectively 
and: 

P= ]~w~M~(xl- x)/Y,w~ 
i i 

and 
O= Zw~M~(xi- x) Z/Y,w~ 

i i 

where x is the weight fraction of component A in the 
overall copolymer and xl characterizes the particular 
composition of the ith molecule. If  the copolymer is 
homogeneous in composition, or alternatively if vA= VB 
SO that as far as light scattering is concerned the co- 
polymer behaves as a homopolymer, then Maop=Mw. 
For the present study, in view of the controlled synthetic 
methods and fractionation procedures used in obtaining 
the copolymer sample, application of equation (lb) 
can be taken as providing a reliable measure of the 
weight-average molecular weight, regardless of the 
refractive index of the solvent. 

Refractive index increments 
These were measured for the copolymer solutions 

at each temperature studied by light scattering using 
a Brice-Phoenix differential refractometer calibrated in 
the recommended manner. 

Light-scattering spectroscopy 
Translational diffusion coefficients of the polymer in 

solution were determined from Rayleigh linewidths 
using a correlation technique 15. The molecular centre- 
of-mass motion causes a range of quasi-elastic frequency 
shifts in the scattered light whose linewidth is charac- 
teristic of the ensemble average motion of the particle. 
Details of the apparatus are to be found fully described 
elsewhere 16. Briefly the spectrometer resolves the optical 
linewidth of the scattered light by homodyne light- 
beating and the photomultiplier photocurrent from the 
detected scattered light is analysed with an autocorrela- 
tion function computer. A 60mW helium-neon laser 
(Spectra-Physics model 125) was used as the mono- 
chromatic light source and a Hewlett-Packard model 
3721 A correlator was used to analyse the photocurrent 
signal. 

For particles small compared with the wavelength 
of light the autocorrelation function is exponential with 
a time constant ~c given byt7: 

re=(2K~Dc) -1 (3) 

where KI(= 4Tmsin(O/2)/Ao) is the scattering wave-vector 
in a medium of refractive index n for an incident light 
wave of wavelength A0 and scattering angle O. The 
translational diffusion coefficient was obtained from a 
least squares computer fitting of the observed exponential 
function. 

Solutions studied by this technique were clarified in 
the manner described for conventional light scattering. 

Intrinsic viscosities 

Flow times were measured in a modified Desreux- 
Bischoff viscometer. Measurements were made for at 
least four concentrations and plots of Vsp/C versus c 
and lmlr/c versus e were extrapolated to zero concentra- 
tion to obtain [v]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Conventional light-scattering measurements 
Determinations of Re as a function of concentration 

and angle for copolymer 1Dl in n-decane were made at 
four temperatures (25 °, 45 °, 55 ° and 65°(2). Over the 
range of interest n-decane is a non-solvent for poly- 
styrene, but a relatively good solvent for polyisoprene. 
In Figure 1 values of (Kc/Ro) extrapolated to zero 
angle are plotted against the concentration. It is impor- 
tant to note that at all four temperatures (Kc/Ro) showed 
only a very small dependence on angle. For this reason 
it was not possible to use the angular dissymmetry to 
determine the dimensions of the particle in solution. 

Determinations of Re were also made on the co- 
polymer in chloroform, cyclohexane, tetrahydrofuran 
and 1-chloropropane at a single temperature (25°C). 
Values of Mw obtained by extrapolating (Kc/Ro) to 
zero concentration and angle are given in Table 1. 
The copolymer would be expected to form true molecular 
solutions in all four solvents. The satisfactory agreement 
between the values supports the claim that for the 
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Figure I Plot of (Kc/Re)o= o versus concentration for copolymer 
1D1 in n-decane at 25°C (C)), 45°C (x) ,  55°C (/~) and 65°C (R). 
(At 25°C, two other points were obtained which could not be 
fitted conveniently on the plot: c=1.179x10-2g/cm 3, Kc/Ro= 
1.40x 10 -6 and c=1.919x 10-2g/cm 3, Kc/Rs=1-73x 10-6.) 

Table 1 Values of Mapp deter- 
mined in different solvents at 
25°C 

Solvent Mappx 10 -4 

chloroform 6.5 
cyclohexane 6.6 
tetrahydrofu ran 6.2 
1-chloropropane 5-7 
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polymer system under investigation observed values of  
Mw are not subject to compositional heterogeneity 
effects. 

Let us now consider the data plotted in Figure 1. 
At 65 °C the plot of (Kc/Ro)o=o versus c is approximately 
linear over the range investigated, and the intercept at 
c = 0  gives a value for Mw (=62  900), which is in good 
agreement with values given in Tablel. We conclude 
from this that at 65°C in dilute n-decane solution the 
copolymer molecules do not aggregate into micelles. 
At 55 ° and 45°C plots are obtained which turn sharply 
upwards at lower concentrations. The shape of these 
suggests that an equilibrium is established between 
individual polymer coils and multimolecular micelles. 
At 25°C the plots remain linear in the limiting region 
down to the lowest concentration which was investigated. 
This suggests that the equilibrium is predominantly in 
favour of micelles at 25°C. I f  we assume that at 25°C 
over the lower concentration range studied the molecular 
weight of the micelles is independent of  concentration 
and that any very small concentration of unaggregated 
chains has a negligible effect on the scattering data, 
then Mw can be obtained in the usual way from the 
intercept, 

(Kc/Ro) c=o 
8=0 

This gives a value of  Mw for the micelles of (1.73 + 0" 14) × 
106 . 

Intrinsic viscosity measurements 
In Figure 2, the intrinsic viscosity, [~7], of  the copolymer 

in n-decane is plotted as a function of temperature. 
The sharp step in the plot is a reflection of the coil/multi- 
molecular micelle transition. For  the purpose of com- 
parison values are also given for the copolymer in a 
solvent, methyl cyclohexane, in which multimolecular 
rnicelles do not form over the temperature range of  
interest. In Figure 3 values of  ~Tsp/c are plotted as a 
function of temperature. The data show a transition in 
the same region as those in Figure 2. 

Translational diffusion coeO~cients 
In Figure 4, values of De for the copolymer 1D1 in 

n-decane (c = 1.03 x 10 -2 g/cm 3) are plotted as a function 
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Figure 2 Dependence of intrinsic viscosity on temperature for 
copolymer 1D1 in n-decane ((3), and copolymer 1D1 in methyl 
cyclohexane (0)  
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Figure 3 Dependence of Vsp/c on temperature for copolymer 
1D1 in n-decane at c=0.649x 10-2g/cm 3 ((3), and copolymer 1D1 
in methyl cyclohexane at c=0.747x10-2g/cm 3 (0)  
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Figure 4 Dependence of the translational diffusion coefficient 
of copolymer ID1 in n-decane on temperature (c=I.032xI0-~ 
glcm3) 

of temperature. Each of the plotted points is an average 
value of  De calculated from a number of runs at several 
different angles; a typical plot of linewidth (z -1) versus 
2/;12 is shown in Figure 5. In agreement with the viscosity 
and light-scattering data the results in Figure 4 show a 
distinct transition. At 25°C values of De were measured 
at a series of  concentrations below 1.1 ~o concentration. 
The plot was linear with almost zero slope and on 
extrapolation to infinite dilution gave a value of  
D0=(l '31 + 0.04) x 10 -7 cm2/sec. 

If  we represent the micelles by hydrodynamically 
equivalent spheres then18: 

kT 
Do-  6rr~Ra (4) 

and 

--. ~ (s) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, No Avogadro's number, 
~7 the viscosity of the solvent, T the absolute temperature, 
and Ra and R~ are the radii of spheres which are equi- 
valent to the micelles in translational diffusion and 
intrinsic viscosity respectively. By combining equations 
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20 

16 

Figure 5 Plot of linewidth (r -z) versus 2K1 a 

(4) and (5), an expression for the molecular weight is 
obtainedlg, 2o. 

, 

M=64:8~r2" ~ \Ra]  "MO0 a (6) 

Data obtained for linear flexible coils by Tsvetkov and 
Klenin give R~/Ra ratios in the range 1.1 to 1.3 depending 
on the nature of the solvent 20. For compact structures 
such as the copolymer micelles we can expect R~/Ra to 
lie in the range 1.0 to 1.1. We have chosen the inter- 
mediate value of R~/Ra = 1.05 which we believe is unlikely 
to be in error by more than + 5 7oo for this parameter. 
Substituting the data for copolymer 1D1 in n-decane 
at 25°C into equation (6) we obtain a value for the 
molecular weight of the micelles of (1.82_+ 0.24)× 106 
which is in very good agreement with the value obtained 
from conventional light scattering. It should be noted, 
however, that equation (6) will yield a somewhat complex 
molecular weight average. We have not concerned 
ourselves with this point in the present study because 
there is good evidence that the multimolecular micelles 
formed by well-defined simple block copolymers are 
approximately monodisperse in size 21. On substituting 
the value for Do at 25°C into equation (4) we obtain 
a value for the hydrodynamic radius (Ra) of 19.6nm. 

In the present contribution we have only considered 
results obtained for a single copolymer/solvent system. 
It is hoped that detailed investigations currently under 
way on a series of block and graft copolymers will 
enable us to assess in a thorough manner the general 
usefulness of equation (6) in the study of micellar 
solutions. 

Comparison with results obtained by electron microscopy 
In a recent publication 21 we outlined a new method 

for studying the presence of micellar aggregates in 
solutions of block and graft copolymers. Specimens for 
examination in the electron microscope were prepared 
using a freeze-etching/replication technique. One of the 
samples studied was the block copolymer 1DI. Technical 
white oil, which is a 'non-solvent' for polystyrene, was 
taken as the dispersion medium. It was chosen because 
its relatively high viscosity facilitated the specimen 
preparation procedure. (N.B. Technical white oil con- 
tains a mixture of saturated aliphatic hydrocarbons.) 

The micrographs obtained for 1D1 showed an array of 
spherical micelles approximately monodisperse in size. 

From the results it was possible to tentatively estimate 
the average molecular weight of  the miceUes. In order 
to do this, however, it was necessary to assume that 
the polymer coils collapsed upon themselves during the 
specimen preparation stage and assumed a density 
similar to the bulk state. Whilst the assumption was 
found to be valid for the case of a sample of homo- 
polystyrene (dissolved in a mixture of toluene and 
technical white oil) no independent evidence could be 
offered at the time to check the molecular weights 
obtained for the copolymer micelles. Since n-decane 
could be expected to solvate the copolymer in a similar 
manner to technical white oil, it is useful at this stage 
to compare the present results with those obtained 
previously by the electron microscopy technique. The 
density of the copolymer in the collapsed micelle was 
taken to be that of the bulk copolymer at the replication 
temperature [p(-90°C) = 1.003 g/cm~]. Hence M =  (vol- 
ume of collapsed micelle) x No × p = (2.78 + 0.83) x 106. 
(N.B. The density used in the original paper for the 
collapsed copolymer was slightly lower than the 
value given here; the original value was obtained by a 
rather elaborate extrapolative method which we now 
know to be unreliable.) 

The value obtained for the micelle molecular weight 
by electron microscopy is somewhat higher than the values 
[(1.73+0.14)x 106 and (1.82_+0.24)×106] given by the 
other two methods. It should be stressed, however, that 
the electron microscopy value corresponds to micelles 
formed in technical white oil rather than n-decane. 
There is also an uncertainty associated with the electron 
microscopy value which stems from the freeze-etching 
technique used. In the specimen preparation procedure 
a small sample of solution is first shock-cooled, and 
then its surface is microtomed, etched and replicated. 
It is difficult to determine in practice the exact solution 
temperature to which the observed micelles correspond 
In any event, this temperature will be lower than 25°C. 
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Preparation of ultra-high modulus linear 
polyethylenes; effect of molecular weight and 
molecular weight distribution on drawing 
behaviour and mechanical properties 

G. Capaccio and I. M. Ward 
Department of Physics, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK 
(Received 27 March 1973; revised 30 May 1973) 

A systematic investigation of the effect of molecular weight and molecular weight distri- 
bution on the cold drawing behaviour of linear polyethylene has been undertaken. In the 
molecular weight range studied, the natural draw ratio was very sensitive to the morphology 
of the initial material; spectacular effects on the natural draw ratio were observed provided 
that an optimum initial morphology was achieved. These effects can be related to both 
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution. 

The extensional modulus and melting behaviour of the drawn material was also examined. 
To a first approximation the extensional modulus related to the natural draw ratio, and at 
very high draw ratios (~30) extremely high extensional moduli (~700kbar) were obtained. 
The structure and properties of the drawn material did, however, also depend on the 
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution. In particular, when certain molecular 
weight requirements were satisfied, the oriented samples showed the presence of extended 
chain material. It does, however, appear that although differences in molecular weight and 
molecular weight distribution give rise to differences in extensional moduli, the presence 
of extended chain crystallization per se is not a necessary requirement for the production 
of high modulus material. 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of values have been proposed for the Young's 
modulus of fully aligned linear polyethylene (LPE) on 
the basis of theoretical calculations and various experi- 
mental determinations of the crystalline stiffness 1, 2. All 
these estimates, although far from being in good agree- 
ment amongst themselves, indicate that a Young's 
modulus of at least 2 Mbar should be expected for a 
completely oriented sample. This value is several orders 
of magnitude higher than is usually achieved 3, 4 by cold 
drawing conventional LPE to a typical draw ratio (A) 
of about 9-10. There is therefore considerable interest 
in attempting to obtain higher draw ratios and hence 
higher moduli, and also in exploring the structural 
factors which prevent the theoretical moduli from being 
achieved. In a previous publication 5 the effect of mole- 
cular weight has been studied using a number of samples 
having different number-average molecular weights 
(/Qn) as well as different weight-average molecular 
weights (/Qw). The results, due to the particular selection 
of samples available, could not be considered conclusive; 
nevertheless they indicated a dependence of draw ratio 
on molecular weight and suggested that there was a 
good correlation between the Young's modulus and 
the draw ratio achieved. 

The present paper discusses: (a) the effect of molecular 
weight on the morphology of the initial material and 

hence on the draw ratio and final modulus; and (b) the 
formation of extended chain crystals in drawn samples 
as a function of molecular weight and draw ratio. 
Furthermore we present a new material, in the form of 
a highly oriented film, which exhibits the highest uni- 
directional modulus ever obtained at room temperature 
for LPE, and almost in the range predicted for fully 
aligned chains.* 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The materials used were four commercial grades of 
Rigidex (BP Chemicals) LPE homopolymer and the 
gel permeation chromatographic (g.p.c.) molecular 
weight data in Table 1 were kindly supplied by Mr 
J. M. Squire, BP Research & Development Dept., 
Grangemouth Division, Grangemouth, UK. 

Sheets 0-05-0.07cm thick were obtained by com- 
pression moulding pellets of polymer at 160°C between 
copper plates. Some sheets were immediately quenched 
in cold water while others were slowly cooled, at a 
rate of 7-9°C/min, to a temperature T~ (measured 
either inside the sheet or on the surface of the copper 
plates) and then quenched in cold water. 

The density of the isotropic sheets was measured at 

* G. Capaccio and I. M. Ward, Br. Pat. Appln. 10746/73 (filed 
6 March 1973). 
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Table 1 G.p.c. molecular weight data of LPE samples used 

Sample No. Rigidex grade Batch No. /~n Mw 

1 9 BL 9022 6 060 126 600 
2 50 9099 6 180 101 450 
3 25 6050/1 12 950 98 800 
4 140-60 2H31/A/278 13 350 67 800 

23 °C in a density gradient column using either isopropyl 
alcohol and diethyleneglycol or isopropyl alcohol and 
water as solvents. The mass fraction of the crystalline 
phase (~ra) as a function of the sample density (p), 
the density of the crystalline phase (pc) and the density 
of the amorphous phase (pa) was calculated from the 
equation: 

~ , .  = [ (p  - p = ) / ( p c -  p~)]P¢ 
P 

assuming a value of 1.000g/cm 3 for pc and a value in 
the range 0.855-0-870g/cm 3 for p= 6-s. 

Dumbbell samples of dimensions 2 cm x 0.2 cm were 
cut and drawn on an Instron Tensile Testing machine 
at 75°C at a draw speed of 10cm/min for 60-90see. 
Only sample 2 had to be drawn at a speed of 1 cm/min 
to attain ,~=30. The draw ratio was measured from 
marks on the surface of the undrawn samples spaced 
at intervals of 0.2 or 0.1 cm. In general at very high 
draw ratio (>25) only 30-50 % of the drawn segment 
showed a homogeneous draw. 

The melting curves were measured on a Du Pont 
Thermal Analyzer with a Du Pont DSC cell and operated 
in a differential scanning calorimetry (d.s.c.) heat mode. 
Untreated aluminium pans were used. The temperature 
was measured by chromel/alumel thermocouples and 
corrected in accordance with the Du Pont manual. The 
experiment was carried out in an atmosphere of nitrogen 
at normal pressure and the gas flow was (1-3)x 103 
cma/min. The samples were heated up at a rate of 
5 °C/min from a starting temperature of 90°C. 

The room temperature Young's modulus was measured 
by a dead-loading creep experiment a, taking the 10 sec 
response at stresses (~) corresponding to strains (E) 
below 0.01. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Pre-treatment 
The cooling pattern of the four samples, under the 

same conditions, is very similar and the cooling curves 
do not show any appreciable differences; as an example, 
the curve for sample 4 is plotted in Figure 1. 

All the samples show a phase transition in the region 
120-123°C which is associated with the main part of 
the primary crystallization of the polymer. The tem- 
perature range in which this occurs is in good agreement 
with predictions obtained by comparing the molecular 
weight distribution of the samples and their rate of 
cooling with the crystallization rate data published for 
LPE fractions isothermally crystallized at high super- 
cooling10, zz. One therefore expects to obtain a polymer 
of low crystalline fraction e~ra at temperatures higher 
than 123 °C whereas at lower temperatures the crystalline 
fraction should be much higher and keep increasing 
slowly with decreasing temperature owing to further 
crystallization. 

M. Ward 

I f  a few samples are now taken along this cooling 
path and quenched in cold water the morphology of the 
quenched material will be directly related to the morph- 
ology at the final temperature on the slow cooling path 
and will therefore be a function of the temperature T~ 
at which the slow cooling process has been suddenly 
stopped. As a consequence we would expect to obtain 
significant variations in am for different values of Tq. Figure 
2 and Table 2 show very well the extent of these variations. 

All four samples when quenched at Tq= 160°C show 
a low am and this value should be quite typical for any 
sample quenched at a temperature higher than the 
observed crystallization temperature. For Tq=II0°C 
a dramatic increase in O~m is observed; the crystallization 
process has, at this stage, involved most of the molecules 
available, and the differences between different samples 
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Figure I Cooling curve of an isotropic film of sample 4 com- 
pression moulded at 160°C 
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Figure 2 Density p of the isotropic samples as a function of the 
quenching temperature Tq. r--I, Sample 1 ; I ,  Sample 2; O, sample 
3; 0 ,  sample 4 
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Table £ Crystalline mass fraction c=m as 
a function of Tq for different samples. 
Values calculated for pa=0"855g/cm3 (bot- 
tom) and pa=0"870g/cm 8 (top) 

Sample No. 

Tq (°C) 1 2 3 4 

160 0"67 0"66 0"65 0-65 
0"71 0"70 0"69 0"69 

110 0"74 0"76 0"75 0"76 
0"77 0"79 0"78 0"79 

20 0"79 0"78 0"77 0"78 
0"82 0"81 0"80 0"81 

can then be related, in a qualitative manner, to the 
differences in molecular weight. 

Previous work has shown the effect of molecular 
weight on both the crystallization rate 10, 11 and the 
equilibrium crystallinitylL The crystallization rate vs. 
molecular weight curve for isothermally crystallized 
LPE fractions at high supercooling, for example 121 °C, 
goes through a maximum 11 at a molecular weight of 
about 2 × 104 and is asymmetric, being very sharp on 
the very low molecular weight side and fairly smooth 
on the high molecular weight side. On the other hand, 
the equilibrium crystallinity is constant at low molecular 
weights, but fails off monotonically~ 2 at molecular weights 
greater than about 104 . Although these results were 
obtained for fractionated polymers, there are indications 
that in unfractionated polymer fractionation occurs 
during crystallization 13, and so it would be expected 
that they would still be of relevance to the present in- 
vestigation. 

In our experiments the effect of crystallization rate 
is probably predominant. However, the results can be 
interpreted either in terms of kinetic effects alone or 
of a combination of kinetic effects and equilibrium 
crystallinity. Thus, sample 1 with its long very high 
molecular weight tail as well as very low molecular 
weight tail in the molecular weight distribution curve 
has the lowest am. Sample 2, on the other hand, with 
the same /fftn but a narrower distribution exhibits a 
relatively higher am. 

Sample 3, with a higher 3~tn but with 3~w fairly close 
to that of sample 2, has a lower value of am than the 
latter because of its molecular weight distribution which 
is shifted as a whole towards higher molecular weight. 
Sample 4 if compared with sample 3, of almost identical 
3~rn, shows the expected increase of am for a narrower 
molecular weight distribution and reaches the value 
measured for sample 2. The equivalence of samples 2 
and 4 can therefore be attributed to the combination 
of effects acting on two opposite directions; first, the 
narrowing of the molecular weight distribution, which 
reduces the proportions of both very low and very high 
molecular weight material and secondly, the overall 
shift of the molecular weight distribution towards 
higher Mn. 

When slowly cooled down to room temperature 
(Tq =20°C), a very small increase in am is observed in 
samples 2, 3 and 4, whilst sample 1 reaches a value 
higher than the others. This unusual behaviour can be 
attributed to the continuous crystallization, even at 
very low temperatures, of very low molecular weight 
molecules 7 which are present in substantial quantity 
in this sample of low 3~tn and very broad molecular 
weight distribution. 

Ultra-high modulus linear polyethylenes: G. Capaccio and I. M. Ward 

Drawing behaviour 
The drawing behaviour of these samples supports 

this interpretation of the initial morphology and a 
close analysis of the variation of the yield stress (~y) 
and draw ratio with Tq provides more information on 
the possible morphological features of some of the 
samples. 

The yield stress data do not show any dramatic 
dependence on molecular weight and molecular weight 
distribution. The oy values for all four samples are 
fairly close and are only a function of Tq. As an example 
of the trends and fluctuations the values of the yield 
stress for samples 3 and 4 are shown in Figure 3. An 
initial increase of over 50 % is observed in the region 
Tq=130-110°C after which the yield stress levels off 
and no temperature dependence is detectable below 
ll0°C. 

The initially low value of the yield stress at high 
quenching temperatures may be related to the more 
compliant behaviour of samples of low crystallinity. The 
development of further crystallization, at and just 
below the observed crystallization temperature, is 
likely to produce a net increase in the stiffness of the 
material which can account for the observed increase 
of the yield stress. This reaches a maximum value at 
T~=ll0°C when presumably an optimum morphology 
has been achieved. In fact, the yield stress might be 
expected to reflect the presence of two conflicting 
effects; the increase in crystallinity which results in a 
stiffening of the structure and a segregation process, by 
which non-crystallized low molecular weight molecules 
are more and more segregated at the spherulite bound- 
aries. In principle, therefore, the ultimate stage should 
be represented by a very weak structure in which large 
spherulites are well separated by highly compliant low 
molecular weight material. According to this picture 
the plot of cr u vs. Tq should go through a maximum 
which is not observed in our results but which has been 
found in other polymers 14. 

It does, however, appear that more complex effects 
are seen in the strain hardening behaviour, as revealed 
by the pattern of draw ratio with quenching temperature. 
In particular, the draw ratio shows a maximum value 
(~max) as a function of quenching temperature at 
Ta = 110°C for samples 2, 3 and 4, whereas for sample 1 
the draw ratio remains constant for Tq < 110°C. 

In Figure 4 the average values of several determinations 
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of the draw ratio are shown for the four samples as a 
function of the quenching temperature in the temperature 
range 160-110°C. The results for Tq<ll0°C, which 
are not shown in the Figure, showed much greater 
scatter, but except for sample 1, they consistently 
indicated that the draw ratio reached a value which is 
intermediate between Amax and the draw ratio for 
Tq = 160°C. 

These results also clearly show for the first time the 
effect of molecular weight and molecular weight distri- 
bution on the draw ratio. A sharper maximum in the 
draw ratio as a function of quenching temperature 
appears to be characteristic of the samples with higher 
Mn, i.e. samples 3 and 4. At the same time, by comparing 
samples 1 and 2 with samples 3 and 4, we can see that 
there is a spectacular effect o f / iw .  At a given value 
o f / i n ,  a substantial increase in draw ratio is always 
obtained by narrowing the molecular weight distribution 
i.e. by reducing/iw. 

At high draw ratios there is an excellent correlation 
between draw ratio and the crystallinity of the undrawn 
material, the highest draw ratios having the highest 
crystallinity. This suggests that both are, to some 
extent, dependent on the same parameter--the concen- 
tration of very high molecular weight material. This 
view is supported by the behaviour of sample 1, which 
has the highest /iw, and would therefore be expected 
to possess many interlamellar tie molecules TM 16. This 
sample shows no change in draw ratio for quenching 
temperatures below 110°C. 

However, very high molecular weight material can 
be only partly responsible for these effects. The presence 
of a maximum in the draw ratio for the other three 
samples (2, 3 and 4) suggests that other factors, such 
as the extent of segregation and the nature of the material 
segregated during the slow cooling of the isotropie 
sheet, also play a significant role in the plastic deforma- 
tion process. 

Thermal analysis 
A preliminary investigation of the texture of the 

drawn samples has been carried out by examining their 
melting behaviour (Figures 5 and 6). Samples 1 and 2 
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show an increase in the melting temperature Tm 
(Tm~133°C for the isotropic material) with increasing 
draw ratio. At its highest attainable draw ratio sample 2 
melted at ~137°C. Much more remarkable behaviour 
is shown by samples 3 and 4 even at lower draw ratio. 
Sample 4 always shows a melting peak at 138.5°C 
whereas sample 3 gives a single peak at 137.5°C at 
A= 11 which splits into a double peak at A= 20 with a 
substantial fraction melting at 138-5°C. This shows 
that the plastic deformation of samples 3 and 4 has 
produced crystalline material with a crystallite thickness 
greater than ~ 1500A 17, is, conventionally termed ex- 
tended chain crystals. 

The fact that only samples 3 and 4 exhibit this peculiar 
behaviour suggests that the formation of extended chain 
material is related to a critical molecular weight range, 
i.e. a critical value of / f in .  For very narrow molecular 
weight distributions (sample 4) the result becomes 
completely independent of the initial morphology and 
draw ratio. With a broader molecular weight distri- 
bution, as obtained with sample 3, the phenomenon 
occurs only partially and only at high draw ratio. It 
appears therefore that extended chain samples of LPE 
can be easily prepared by cold drawing provided that 
polymers of suitable molecular weight and molecular 
weight distribution are chosen. The present results do 
not rule out the possibility that even at values of 3~n 
which are lower or higher than ~13000  the same 
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effect may be obtained with an appropriately matched 
molecular weight distribution. 

We are aware that this particular aspect of the problem 
requires further detailed discussion and will present a 
more extensive study in a future paper. 

Mechanical properties 
The room temperature creep behaviour was studied 

for each sample. From the creep response, the 10sec 
isochronal stress-strain curves were constructed, so 
that values of the Young's modulus could be obtained 
for various strains. The results are shown in Figures 7 
and 8 as a function of  sample draw ratio. 

A complete comparison cannot be obtained from the 
results shown in Figure 7 because sample 1 could be 
drawn only to a relatively low draw ratio. However, 
taking the results shown in Figures 7 and 8 overall, it 
is clear that the modulus is, to a first approximation, 
related only to draw ratio, at least for ,~<30. This 
result is consistent with that obtained previously at a 
lower range of draw ratios and modulP. It is possible 
that results shown in Figure 8 may be indicative of a 
small effect due to molecular weight at draw ratio 20. 

The results show also that the achievement of high 
modulus does not necessarily require the presence of 
extended chain crystals. This result is consistent with 
the view that the non-crystalline phase is likely to give 
the major contribution to the overall compliance. 
It is therefore reasonable to expect that the macro- 
scopic deformation would not be affected by any 
change in the crystalline structure, as distinct from the 
fraction of crystalline material or the degree of molecular 
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orientation. On this view the concentration of fully extended 
chains in the non-crystalline regions is mainly responsible 
for the stiffness of the polymer, i.e. oriented tie molecules. 
It is also possible that extended chain crystals could 
play a similar role to oriented extended chain tie mole- 
cules in contributing to the overall stiffness. 

It would appear that there are also some molecular 
weight effects on the modulus. Sample 2 at a draw 
ratio of 30 has a higher modulus than sample 4 at the 
same draw ratio. This suggests that the presence of 
high molecular weight molecules is important, because 
although sample 4 has a higher 2fin value than sample 2, 
it has a narrower molecular weight distribution. The 
flattening of the modulus/draw ratio plot for sample 4 
supports the view that the amount of high molecular 
weight material may in the limit determine the highest 
modulus attainable. 

Orientation studies by wide angle X-ray and broad 
line nuclear magnetic resonance methods are presently 
being carried out in an attempt to resolve some of 
these problems and will be reported very soon. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present study has dearly shown the effect of initial 
morphology and molecular weight on the cold drawing 
behaviour and mechanical properties of LPE. 

The results presented indicate that, under the experi- 
mental conditions adopted, an optimum morphology 
must be obtained to achieve very high deformation 
ratios. 

We suggest that the extent of nucleation in the crystal- 
lization process, crystallite growth and segregation of 
low molecular weight material are all likely to influence 
the critical morphology. All these parameters are 
molecular weight dependent. In this investigation the 
effects of AStn and the ratio -,Qw/.t~n have been clearly 
demonstrated with respect to their influence on draw 
ratio and final modulus. 

M. Ward 

A highly oriented material of very high stiffness 
(Young's modulus>600kbar)  has been prepared. It 
appears that the presence of extended chain crystals, 
formed during the cold drawing process, is not directly 
relevant to the value of the extensional modulus achieved. 
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Conversion of work of deformation to heat 
in polymers 
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The time dependence of the conversion of mechanical work of deformation to heat in 
polymers is investigated using viscoelastic models. The deformation chosen is a constant 
strain rate, 40, in tension for t<~to and a constant strain ~o=~0to for t>~to. For a simple 
Maxwell model with only one relaxation time, ~-, the ratio of heat produced to work done 
('conversion fraction') is calculated as a function of time for different values of to/r. At 
t=to the conversion fraction is high only when ~-<t0. For a continuous Maxwell model 
with a distribution of relaxation times H(~-) we obtain the result that the conversion fraction 
is near 100~ at t=to if H(~-) is not peaked strongly in the region ~>0.1to but extends 
with reasonable values into the region -r < 0"1to. A formula is given which allows the 
calculation of the conversion fraction at t=to from the distribution of relaxation times/-/(~-). 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that polymers in states ranging from 
the glassy or crystalline states at low temperatures to 
polymer melts have mechanical properties intermediate 
between those of Hookean elastic solids and ideal viscous 
fluids. Manifestations of this more complicated behaviour 
of polymers are, e.g., the existence of creep, stress 
relaxation, melt elasticity etc. The phenomenological 
theory of linear viscoelasticity 1 is a suitable framework 
for describing the observed phenomena. 

One consequence of viscoelasticity is the fact that 
energy is dissipated (converted to heat) whenever a 
viscoelastic body is deformed. In a Hookean solid all 
work of  deformation is stored as potential energy; in 
an ideal viscous fluid all work is converted to heat 
instantaneously. Here, too, the behaviour of a visco- 
elastic body is intermediate between the limiting cases: 
some work is stored as potential energy, some is dissi- 
pated, and the fraction which is dissipated can be an 
explicit function of  time. The most familiar examples 
of this behaviour are the experiments involving periodic 
(sinusoidal) deformations of  a polymer. In such experi- 
ments a loss angle is determined as the phase angle 
between stress and strain, and the tangent of the phase 
angle is proportional to the ratio of energy dissipated 
in one cycle to the maximum energy stored in one 
cycle. Under the usual conditions of the experiment 
the absolute magnitude of the energy dissipated is too 
small to affect the temperature of the sample appreciably, 
especially since the sample will also exchange heat 
with its surroundings. However, under conditions of 
ultrasonic welding (very high frequencies) the tem- 
perature rise is sufficient to melt and weld polymer 
samples. 

In a number of other experiments a temperature 
rise is more apparent, especially in situations involving 
large strains, such as stretching of  films for orientation, 

tensile testing etc. In such experiments the amount of  
heat generated can be a nuisance because it destroys the 
assumption of constant sample temperature. 

One can go one step further and propose to use the 
energy dissipated whenever a viscoelastic body is de- 
formed to plasticize the material without any additional 
sources of heat. In this way one would hope, starting 
from 'cold' material, to reach temperatures sufficient 
for further processing (such as bottle blowing, injection 
moulding etc). Such a process would become interesting 
if it heated up a polymer either faster or more uniformly 
than conventional means of  heating. Both these ad- 
vantages are claimed for a process developed by Menges 
and coworkersL A slug of non-molten polymer is 
extruded with great force through a narrow die. The 
observed temperature rise is due to the conversion of 
mechanical work of extrusion to heat (plus some friction 
between polymer and extrusion barrel). The temperature 
uniformity claimed by Menges is questioned by 
Schenkel 3 on the basis of  non-uniformity of stresses 
and deformations in the extrusion die. The other claim 
is that the polymer is heated 'within fractions of a 
second'. The purpose of  this paper is to shed some 
light on the mechanism of this work to heat conversion 
process, especially the speed with which such a con- 
version can take place. We do this first on the basis 
of a simple Maxwell model (spring and dashpot in 
series) with a single relaxation time, ~-. We then extend 
the results to the discussion of a continuous Maxwell 
model with a distribution of relaxation times H(T). 
We realize, of course, that the process described by 
Menges 2 does not belong to the framework of linear 
viscoelasticity because of  the large strains involved. 
Nevertheless, we believe that the discussion of these 
models will provide some guidance for the discussion 
of the work to heat conversion mechanisms in the real 
processes. 
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THEORY FOR THE SIMPLE MAXWELL MODEL 

Considering the simple Maxwell model of a viscoelastic 
body, the differential equation connecting stress, ~(t) 
and strain, ~(t) in tension is given by: 

1 1 ~ + G o =  ~ (1) 

,/ and G are the two parameters of the model. ,//G has 
the dimension of a time and is called the relaxation 
time 7. By choice we have written the differential equa- 
tion for stress and strain in tension. It could just as 
well have been written for a shear stress and a shear 
strain without changing the further course of the 
development. 

It is well known that a Maxwell viscoelastic body, 
characterized by equation (1), can be represented by 
an ideal spring and an ideal dashpot in series. Let 
Ei(t) denote the strain of the spring, c2(t) the strain 
of the dashpot. In the spring the stress a(t) is proportional 
to the strain ca(t): 

~(t) = G el(t) (2) 

In the dashpot the stress o(t) is proportional to the 
time rate of change of the strain c2(t): 

o(t)=,/~2(t) (3) 

The stress is the same in both elements because the 
elements are in series, and the total strain c(t) of the 
Maxwell element is c(t)=cl(t)+~2(t). Using this to 
combine equations (2) and (3) yields equation (1). 

This model is subjected to the strain history given in 
Figure 1. Starting from t =0  the sample is strained with 
a constant strain rate ~0 until a total strain c0 is reached. 
This occurs at t =to=co/~o. For t >~t0 the strain is 
kept constant. This process was chosen because of its 
analogy with tensile testing, an experiment on which 
tests for the theoretical ideas developed here can most 
conveniently be made. 

The differential equation (1) can be solved explicitly 
for the strain history of Figure 1, giving the stress as a 
function of time: 

t ~< to: ~(t)=, /~0[1-exp(-t /7)]  (4) 

t >_.to: ~(t)=~o[exp(--{t--to)/7)--exp(--t/T)] (5) 

When the Maxwell body is deformed, mechanical work 
is done on the spring and on the dashpot. The work 
done on the spring is stored as potential energy, the 
work done on the dashpot is dissipated as heat. We will 
proceed to calculate the work WM(t) done in deforming 
the whole Maxwell model and the work WD(t) done 

w 

d 

Figure  I 

E o z/' 
to 

Strain,  ~ as a func t ion  of t ime 

in deforming the dashpot alone from time zero up to 
time t. The ratio WD(t)/WM(t) is (as a function of 
time t) the fraction of the total work done up to time t 
which has been converted to heat at time t. 

The general expression for work done (per unit 
volume) when a sample is stretched according to the 
strain function E(t) from time tl to time t2 is given 
by: 

Wz2=f;i,,(t')~(t')dt' (6) 

This expression is applied to the Maxwell model as 
a whole, by substituting the strain history of Figure 1 
and the stress of equations (4) and (5): 

t <~to: WM(t)=~l~[t + r e x p ( - t / 7 ) - 7 ]  (7) 

t >_-to: WM(t)= WM(t0)=constant (8) 

Applied to the dashpot alone equation (6) yields: 

1 Wn(t)= fto,,(t')~z(t')dt'=~ fto~2(t')dt' (9) 

(where we have made use of equation 3). Carrying out 
the integration with the stress of equations (4) and (5) 
yields: 

t ~<t0: 

WD(t) = ~7 g~[t + 7{2-- 0"5exp(-- t/~))exp(-- t/r)-- 1"57] (10) 

t ~>t0: 

WD( t ) = 

• / ~02[t0 + 7exp(- to~r) - 7 -  0.5 7exp{- 2(t - t0)/~'} + 

7exp( - (2t - to)/'r} -0.57exp(-  2t/T)] (1 1) 

The work to heat conversion percentages C~(t)= 
IOOWD(t)/WM(t) thus become: 

t ~<t0: 

C~(t)=lO0[1 0.5exp(-2t/7)-exp(-t/7)+0.5]~_:l j (12) 

t ~>to: 

{0"5 + 0"5exp(2t0/T)-- ] 

C,(t) = 1 00 1 -- exp(t0/7)}exp(-- 2t/r) I 
to/7+exp(--to/r)--I - - j  (13) 

Note that in equations (12) and (13) the parameters ,/ 
and G of the model enter only through their ratio 
7=~/G, and the process parameters c0 and ~0 only 
through their ratio c0/~0 = to. Moreover, the times t and 
to enter only through their ratios to the relaxation 
time r: t/7 and to/7. Accordingly we have evaluated 
C~(t) as a function of the reduced time t/7 with to/r 
as a parameter. The resulting family of curves is given 
in Figure 2. 

DISCUSSION OF THE SIMPLE MAXWELL MODEL 

After a sufficiently long time all work done in stretching 
the Maxwell model is converted to heat, irrespective 
of the relaxation time, r. This is intuitively clear: even 
after one has stopped stretching the Maxwell model as 
a whole the strain in the dashpot is increasing at the 
expense of the strain in the spring, keeping the total 
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Figure 2 Plot of the conversion percentage C r (t) according to 
equations (12) and (13) as a function of reduced time t/r with 
to/7 as a parameter 

Table 1 C 7 (to) and t (90%) as a 
function of to/r  

to/. c, (to) t (9o%)/to 

0-01 0.79/o 116 
0.1 6-4% 12.5 
0-5 27.3% 3"2 
1 45" 6% 1 • 85 
2 67.1% 1-35 
5 87.7% 1- 02 

10 94"4% 0"6 

strain constant. A changing strain in the dashpot means 
energy dissipation. Eventually the stress will decay to 
zero (spring unstretched), i.e. all the energy stored in 
the extended spring has been used to stretch the dashpot 
and is dissipated to heat in the process. 

Of special interest is the energy conversion per- 
centage C,(to) at the termination of stretching. This 
time to is, after all, the time at which one would like to 
process the sample further. C,(to) is a strong function 
of the ratio to/z of the stretching time to to the relaxation 
time ~-. If  t0< z only a small fraction of the work of  
stretching has been converted to heat at t =to,  however, 
if, say, to > 10z the conversion is essentially complete at 
t = to. Table 1 gives some values of C,(to) as a functior 
of to[z. After the completion of  stretching, the con 
version of work to heat continues, with the detailed 
time dependence to be taken out of Figure 2. Table 1 
also gives values for t (90%) (expressed in units of  
stretching time to), which is the time at which 90% of  
the work of  stretching has been converted to heat 

EXTENSION TO A CONTINUOUS MAXWELL MODEL 

The simple Maxwell model with a single relaxation 
time does not describe adequately real polymeric 
materials. One therefore introduces a continuous 

Maxwell model, consisting of  an infinite series of simple 
Maxwell models with different relaxation times in 
parallel to one another a. The model is usually com- 
pleted by a spring in parallel to all the component 
models. This spring, however, needs to be introduced 
only for crosslinked materials, such as elastomers and 
thermosetting resins. It is therefore disregarded here. 
The infinite series of Maxwell models is described by a 
distribution of relaxation times H(z)  a. This charac- 
teristic function (with the dimension of a modulus) 
can be determined for each material (as time consuming 
as this might be) from viscoelastic data such as creep 
and stress relaxation experiments, forced vibrations, 
torsional oscillations etc. The various approximations 
used for the determination of H(z)  are discussed in the 
literature 5. 

In stretching the continuous Maxwell model all 
component models (being in parallel) are subjected to 
the same strain programme as the total model (Figure 1). 
For the component models with relaxation times in the 
interval (z, z + d z )  equations (12) and (13) for the 
conversion percentages are therefore still valid. To 
obtain a conversion factor for the model as a whole one 
also needs to know how the work of stretching is dis- 
tributed among the components of the continuous 
Maxwell model. This information is contained in H(z).  
We will proceed to calculate the conversion percentage 
for the continuous Maxwell model at t = to. 

Let dA(r) denote the work required to stretch the 
elements with relaxation times z in the interval (z, z + dz) 
from t = 0 to t = to according to the strain programme of  
Figure 1. This work is given by equation (7) evaluated 
at t = to when the constant ~ is replaced by H(z)dz:  

dA(r) = H(z)  ~02[t0 + zexp( -  to/r)-  r]dz (14) 

The work to heat conversion percentage at t =to for 
the continuous Maxwell model is then given by: 

f c,(to)dA(z) 
K(to) = fdA(z) (15) 

J 

in which the integrations are extended over all relaxation 
times z from 0 to 0% and where C,(to)is the conversion 
percentage at t =to of the simple Maxwell model with 
relaxation time z (given by equation 12). Evaluating 
K(to) yields [changing the integration variable from z 
to log(z/t0)/: 

L 
-f+_~n(z)f2(z/to)dlog(z/to)l (16) 

with" 

f~(z/to) = (z/t0)[0.5exp(- 2t0/r) - e x p ( -  to/z) + 0.5] 

fz(z/to) = [1 + (z/t0)exp(- to/z)-  (z/t0)] 

For  any material with a known relaxation time spectrum 
H(z)  these integrals may be evaluated numerically and 
the conversion factor obtained. To help with this evalua- 
tion we have also calculated values of  f l  and f~ over 
a wide range of values of log(r/t0) in Table 2. 

In many cases a detailed integration may not be 
necessary. By inspection of Table 2 one finds that f l  
and f2 have comparable values only for z/to >0.1. For  
~'/to<O.lfl is much smaller than f2. Therefore, if H(z)  
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Table 2 fl and /2 defined in equation 
(16) as a function of r/to 

• /to fi f3 

10 4 0 .5x  10- 4 1 
10 -8 0 .5x  10- s 0.999 
10 -2 0 .5x  10 -3 0"99 

5 x 1 0  -~ 0"025 0"95 
10 -1 0"05 0"90 
0.5 0-19 0"57 
1 0"20 0"37 
5 0" 082 0" 093 

101 4.52x 10- 2 4.83x 10-3 
103 4.95x 10-3 4.98x 10-3 
103 5x  10 -4 5x  10 4 
104 5x 10-5 5x 10-5 

require a large H ( , )  for T<0.01sec. Such relaxation 
time distributions are found e.g. for polyethylene and 
isotactic polystyrene for temperatures around 25°C 6. 
H(~-) for these materials changes by less than a factor 
of  five for 10-asec<z<104sec.  For  these materials 
the conversion of  mechanical work of  deformation is 
indeed very fast. 
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Characterization of the thermomechanical 
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creep deflection processes* 
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A non-isothermal creep process of a thermorheologically simple polymer is considered. 
For such a material, if the results of isothermal creep experiments are known, the creep 
compliance can be calculated as a function of time for any given thermal history by a 
suitable method. The results of creep deflection measurements on a sample of commercial 
polystyrene are reported. The data isothermally obtained at different temperatures are 
determined so as to obtain the master curve of the compliance as a function of time and 
the shift factor as a function of temperature. As an example, the above method is applied 
to predict the course of a laboratory test which is commonly used to determine the heat 
deflectio,= temperature of thermoplastic polymers. The experimental results agree 
satisfactorily with the predicted values. 

INTRODUCTION 

The end uses of  polymeric materials often involve 
variations of temperature with time, concomitant with 
the action of (varying or constant) mechanical stresses. 
On the other hand, in research laboratories these 
materials are usually studied isothermally, at different 
(constant) temperatures. Since the viscoelastic functions 
depend on the particular 'thermomechanical history' 
followed during a transformation, the data obtained 
from isothermal experiments cannot supply directly the 
value of a viscoelastic function at a certain time of a 
non-isothermal transformation. However, when the 
material is linearly viscoelastic and thermorheologically 
simple 1, the thermomechanical behaviour of  the material 
during a non-isothermal transformation can be predicted 
from isothermal experimental data by means of  a 
suitable method. 

For a technological characterization of  polymeric 
materials, non-isothermal tests which follow simple, 
standard temperature histories are also in use. For  
evaluating the heat dimensional stability or the maximum 
use temperature of rigid thermoplastics, one normally 
resorts, for instance, to the heat deflection temperature 
(HDT) test. This test, usually carried out according to 
an ASTM standard method 2, corresponds to a non- 
isothermal flexural creep experiment, where the tem- 
perature is increased at a constant rate of 2°C/min. 
This test is rather simple and quick, but it provides only 
conventional information. 

This paper reports the results of  a series of isothermal 
flexural creep experiments, at different temperatures, on 

* Presented in part at the 2nd Meeting of the Italian Society of 
Rheology, Siena, Italy, 10-12 May 1972. 

samples of  a commercial polystyrene and shows how a 
suitable method can be used in order to obtain the 
deformation of the specimen as a function of  time for 
any particular thermal history. As an example, the 
method has been applied to describe the course of the 
experiment for determining the HDT, as specified by 
the ASTM standard method. 

In practice, for design problems, the same method 
can be used to predict the course of  the deformation 
under load for a specific thermal history, to be compared 
with the permissible value of the deformation. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Material 
A commercial sample of atactic polystyrene was used. 

The intrinsic viscosity (0-70× 10Zcma/g) measured in 
toluene et 30°C corresponds to a viscosity-average 
molecular weight My= 177 000, according to the equa- 
tion reported by Danusso and Moraglio a. 

The polymer was compression moulded at 140°C, 
and the test specimens were annealed for 2h  at 80°C 
and then slowly cooled (0.2°C/min) to room temperature 
in order to reduce the frozen-in thermal stresses. 

Apparatus 
Flexural creep measurements were carried out using 

a commercial instrument (CEAST, Turin) built according 
to the ASTM specification for testing the heat deflection 
temperature 2. 

In order to measure the deflection with greater pre- 
cision and to make continuous recordings, the deflection 
measurement device of the commercial unit was slightly 
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modified: the mechanical dial gauge connected to the 
loading rod was replaced with an inductive transducer, 
whose signal could be detected by an appropriate 
measuring bridge and then recorded. 

In order to find the loading rod position corresponding 
to zero deformation, the upper surface of the test speci- 
mens was coated with conductive paint, so that the 
contact of the metallic loading rod with the specimen 
could be detected by an ohmmeter. 

Temperature of the specimen 
The specimen was immersed in a mineral oil thermo- 

stating bath as specified in the ASTM method. Before 
each isothermal experiment the specimen was kept in 
the bath for 30 min in order to reach thermal equilibrium. 

During the non-isothermal experiment, the tempera- 
ture of the thermostating oil was increased at a constant 
rate of 2°C/rain (starting from 27°C) according to the 
ASTM specification. 

In a test conducted under the same conditions, the 
temperature in the core of the polymer specimen was 
measured by means of a thermocouple and recorded 
throughout the experiment. At the same time the 
temperature of the thermostating medium was measured 
and recorded. Soon after the experiment was commenced 
a constant temperature difference of 3°C was observed 
between the core of the specimen and the heat transfer 
medium. 

To take this temperature gradient into account, we 
have found the temperature that a sham specimen under 
conditions of uniform temperature ought to have in 
order to deform exactly as the actual specimen. By 
solving the heat-transfer problem for the given boundary 
conditions (assuming that the temperature gradient 
with respect to time is constant throughout the specimen 
and that the temperature gradient with respect to space 
coordinates is constant with time), we have determined 
the temperature profile on the specimen's cross-section'. 
The thermal conductivity of amorphous polystyrene 
was taken from ref 4. Assuming the temperature 
dependence of the tensile modulus to be approximately 
linear within the small temperature difference covered 
on the specimen cross-section, we have calculated the 
flexural deformation of the specimen for the correspond- 
ing modulus distribution on the specimen's cross- 
section. By assuming that the deformation of the sham 
specimen under uniform temperature conditions is 
equal to the deformation of the actual specimen, the 
temperature of the former was finally estimated to be 
1.2°C higher than the temperature in the core of the 
latter, i.e. 1.8°C lower than the temperature of the 
bath. Considering the precision of our determinations, 
we have thus associated to the values of our viscoelastic 
functions a temperature value 2°C lower than the 
temperature of the bath. Therefore, the temperature 
history T = T(t) followed by the specimen in the varying 
temperature experiment was assumed to be 

T(°C) = 25 + 2t (min) (1) 

Evaluation of the compliance 
At high temperature it was observed that the contact 

edges of the supports and of the piece by which load 
is applied produce some indentation on the specimen 
surface, giving a slight (positive) contribution to the 

vertical displacement of the loading rod. This contribu- 
tion was measured in separate tests by preventing the 
specimen from deflecting, and it was subtracted from 
the measured displacement of the loading rod. 

In the non-isothermal experiment, the measured 
displacement had to be corrected also for the (negative) 
contribution given by the thermal expansion of the 
polymer; this was calculated from the dilatometric data 
quoted in ref 5. 

From the displacement of the loading rod measured 
as a function of time t and corrected as stated above, 
the tensile compliance or creep function D(t) was 
calculated by the relationr: 

where ~(t)=tensile strain (cm/cm), 
a=tensile stress (kg/cm2), 
b = form factor (cm), 

f(t) = corrected displacement of the loading rod, 
equal to the deflection of the midpoint 
of the beam (cm), 

P =  load (kg). 

Equation (2) holds for the hypothesis of small de- 
formations and stress-strain proportionality. In our 
experiments the largest tensile strain was 5 x 10 -3, while 
the linearity of viscoelastic behaviour was checked with 
a series of additional creep experiments under different 
loads. Figure 1 shows an example of these tests which 
prove that linearity is met even at the maximum fibre 
stress (a= 18.5kg/cm 2) adopted in our experiments. 
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Figure 1 Linearity of viscoelastic behaviour. Example of iso- 
chronous tensile stress-tensile strain plots obtained from several 
isothermal creep experiments under different loads at 71°C. 
O, t=lOOsec; O, t=lOOOsec. Stress and strain evaluated at the 
midpoint of the external fibres, where they are maximum 
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RESULTS 

Experimental data 
Figure 2 shows the isothermal creep compliance 

D~,(t) measured as a function of time t at six different 
temperatures T ranging from 27 to 80°C, i.e. over the 
same temperature span covered by the non-isothermal 
experiment (see later). Only experimental points starting 
from 0.5sec are reported; measurements taken at 
shorter times tended to be erratic owing to inertial 
effects of the creep apparatus. 

The form of the curves of the creep compliance 
plotted against the logarithmic time in Figure 2 is 
characteristic of the initial part of the viscoelastic 
transition from glasslike to rubberlike consistency. 

The experimental compliance D(t) relative to the 
non-isothermal creep experiment where the temperature 
was varied according to equation (1), is plotted in 
Figure 7. The deflection of the test bar was measured 
up to the specific value prefixed by the ASTM standard 
method. The corresponding temperature of the heating 
medium (heat deflection temperature at 18"5kg/cm 2) 
was 79°C, which corresponds to a temperature of 77°C 
for the sham specimen at uniform temperature (see 
experimental section). 

Isothermal data elaboration 
The results of the isothermal experiments have been 

treated following the reduced variables procedure 
suggested by the time-temperature equivalence principle. 
The reduced isothermal curves that resulted were 
superposable, within the precision limits of the whole 
determination, into a single 'master curve' of the 
compliance. This fact is assumed as evidence of the 
applicability of the time-temperature equivalence prin- 
ciple, i.e. the material can be considered as thermo- 
rheologically simple. 

Following Ferry 7 and McCrum and Morris s, in the 
time region of the transition zone near the glassy zone, 
the existence of an approximately asymptotic limiting 
value of the compliance should be taken into account; 
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Figure 2 Isothermal creep compliance Dr(t ) ,  measured at six 
different temperatures versus logarithmic time. O, 27°C; I-1, 
3g.5°C; x ,  49°C; A, 71°C; I ,  74"5°C; ©, 80°C 
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for this each (isothermal) compliance DT(t) should be 
reduced into a corresponding (isothermal) compliance 
D~(t) as follows: 

DE(t) = I p_ [DT(t) -- DT(0)] + Dro(O) (3) 
10PO 

Here p and p0 are the polymer densities at the absolute 
temperature T and reference temperature To respectively, 
while DT(O) and Dzo(O) are the values at T and To of 
the glasslike compliance, which can be defined as the 
limiting value of the experimental compliance at zero 
time. 

The isothermal curves D~(t)can then be superposed 
into a single master curve DTo(t) if one reduces the 
time coordinate as follows: 

Dzo(t) = D~(a~°. t) (4) 

where a~° is the shift factor of the isothermal curve 
D~(t) with respect to the reference curve Dzo(t). 

To perform the reduction indicated by equation (3) 
one needs to know the value DT(O) for each temperature 
T. As can be seen in Figure 2, at the lowest temperature 
(27°C) the compliance remains practically constant, 
equal to 2.18 × 10-Skg-lcm z, over a large time interval, 
so that we can assume D27oc(0 ) equal to this value. 

At higher temperatures, however, the experimental 
data would have to be extrapolated to obtain the 
asymptotic value. On the other hand, we can perform 
the whole reduction in the following alternative way. 

Combining equations (3) and (4) we obtain: 

DTo(10g t) =Tp_ DT(10g t +X$°)+ Y$° (5) 
opo 

where 
X~* = log a~0 (6) 

r~,-- DTc(0) --  Tp DT(O) (7) 
• OPO 

From equation (5), we see that the master curve 
Df0(log t) can be obtained by multiplying each iso- 
thermal compliance DT(IOg t) by the respective factor 
Tp/Topo, and translating the corrected isothermal 
curves along both axes of a semi-logarithmic plot, so 
as to obtain the best superposition. 

The two shifts correspond quantitatively to X~, and 
Y~°. The values of a~° and D~,(0) are thus determined 
by the empirical shifts at each temperature through 
equations (6) and (7). 

The factor Tp/Topo was calculated from the known 
value of the density of atactic polystyrene at each 
temperature 5. 

The resultant master curve at T0=27°C is shown in 
Figure 3 (where only for sake of dearness it is plotted 
in a double logarithmic diagram). Figures 4 and 5 
show the values of a~ 7°c and D~,(0) obtained as functions 
of temperature. 

With regard to Figure 4, it is well known 1 that in the 
transition region from glasslike to rubbedike con- 
sistency the shift factor a~ o most generally obeys the 
Williams-Landel-Ferry equation. In the glassy region 
on the other hand, when other viscoelastic mechanisms 
are present, a~,o often follows an equation of the 
Arrhenius form s. The results shown in Figure 4, however, 
do not fit satisfactorily either of these two equations. 
We are led to suppose that the region covered by our 
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Figure 3 Composite master curve of the isothermal creep compliance. Reference temperature To=£7°C. Symbols as In Figure £ 
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Figure 4 Temperature dependence of the shift factor a~ *c 

experiments is characterized by more than one visco- 
elastic mechanism 9a. Some scattering of the experimental 
points in the central part of the master curve in Figure 3 
could also be attributed to the presence of a secondary 
transition 9b. 

With reference to Figure 5, the almost linear increase 
of Dr(O) with increasing temperature is in agreement 
with the results of other authors 1°-12. 

Calculation of  the compliance in non-isothermal experi- 
ments 

The thermorheological problem of the stress-strain 
analysis when the temperature varies from point to 
point and with time, has been dealt with by Morland 
and Lee la for the case of homogeneous, isotropic, 
linearly viscoelastic and thermorheologically simple 
materials. 

2.8 

~ 2 . 4  

 .oi  O/(oc O 6o 
Figure 5 Temperature dependence of the glasslike compliance 
DT(O) 

Adapting their treatment to the present case of creep 
experiments at varying temperature in the transition 
region near the glassy zone, the method for evaluating 
the non-isothermal creep function can be formulated as 
follows. 

Defining a 'reduced time' ¢ as: 

~(t, T) =~t0 (8) 

the relationship of equivalence between isothermal 
compliances can be written: 

D~,(t) = DTo(~:) (9) 

In the case of a non-isothermal process, with the 
temperature describing a thermal history T=T(t) ,  
Morland and Lee la consider that every elementary 
retardation (or relaxation) process is accelerated or 
retarded by the same factor ar.--varying with time 
through T--regardless of the kind of thermal history 
followed. It is thus possible to define a 'fictitious time' 

such that: 
D~(t) = D~,o(~ ) (10) 
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where Dr( t )  is the non-isothermal reduced compliance. 
The fictitious time, unlike the reduced time defined by 

equation (8), is now a functional of the thermal history 
T ( t )  given by: 

t 

~(t ) = f [a~tt,)] - ld t '  ( 11 ) 
0 

Therefore, if we have one isothermal curve DTo(t) 
and we know the shift factor a~o as a function of  tem- 
perature T, for any given thermal history T = T ( t )  the 
corresponding (reduced) compliance can be determined 
by means of equations (10) and (11). 

To do that, the reciprocal of  a~, 7°e was plotted against 
the experimental time t corresponding to each tem- 
perature T as in equation (1), and graphically integrated 
to produce the function ~(t) shown in Figure 6. Once 
obtained the relationship between the real time t of  the 
non-isothermal experiment and the fictitious time # in 
the corresponding isothermal experiment at To, the 
non-isothermal (reduced) compliance Dr(t)  is determined 
through equation (10). The actual non-isothermal 
compliance D(t) can then be obtained from Dr( t )  by 
reversing equation (3): 

Tope Dr  D(t) = T ~  [ (t)--DTo(O)]+DT(o(O) (12) 

where the temperature T and therefore also the density 
p and the glasslike compliance D~,(O) are now varying 
with time. The appropriate values of  DT(O) were deducted 
from Figure 5 by interpolation. 

The so-calculated function D(t)  fits satisfactorily the 
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Fictitious time, ~ in the isothermal experiment at Figure 6 
To=27°C, as function of the real time t in the non-isothermal 
creep experiment (see text) 
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Figure 7 Experimental (points) and calculated ( ) compliance 
in the non-isothermal creep experiment (see text) versus time, t 
or temperature, T 

experimentally recorded compliance (Figure 7). In this 
Figure we have also indicated the experimental and 
calculated temperatures reached by the polymer specimen 
when its deflection matched the value prescribed in 
the standard test for determining the heat deflection 
temperature (HDT).  The two temperatures differ less 
than 1 °C. In Figure 7 we have also shown the temperature 
correspondingly reached by the oil bath, which is taken 
as heat deflection temperature by the ASTM standard 
methodL 
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INTRODUCTION 

In a recent report I we suggested that several structural 
factors (e.g. the free volume, the crystallinity, the chain 
packing and the end-groups) may affect the rotational 
relaxations of nitroxyl radicals in poly(ethylene glycol) 
(PEG). In this note the end-group effect is studied by 
comparing the rotations of radicals in PEG with hydroxyl 
and acetoxyl end-groups. On the basis of these com- 
parisons some conclusions are drawn concerning the 
structure of the amorphous phase in partly crystalline 
PEG. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 
PEG with hydroxyl end-groups (A) was of commercial 

origin (Fluka) with molecular weight=IS00. It was 
purified by dissolving in absolute ethanol, by precipita- 
tion with diethyl ether and by drying in vacuum. 

PEG with acetoxyl end groups (B) was prepared by 
dissolving 20g of polymer (A) in 100ml of freshly 
distilled acetic anhydride and adding 0.Sml of pyridine 
to this solution. The mixture was boiled under reflux 
for several hours. The unreacted acetic anhydride was 
distilled off, the polymer was precipitated by cold ether, 
sintered and dried. The crude polymer was purified by 
dissolution and precipitation using chloroform and 
ether, respectively. The treatment was repeated seven 
times. The degree of esterification was determined by 
boiling a small amount of polymer B in 10~o NaOH 
solution under reflux for several hours. The solution 
was acidified by 10~o H2SO4 and the acetic acid was 
distilled and neutralized by 0.1 N NaOH. The consump- 
tion of NaOH indicated that the esterification of PEG 
was practically complete (>99~o). This was verified 
also by infra-red spectroscopy in inspecting the ester 
carbonyl stretching at 1740 cm -1. 

The spin probe radical 3-carbamoyl-2,2,5,5-tetra- 
methylpyrroline-l-oxyl was prepared by the method 
of RozantsevL Minute amounts (N300ppm) of radicals 
were incorporated into polymers by dissolving the 
samples into chloroform and evaporating the solvent 1. 
The samples for electron spin resonance (e.s.r.) measure- 
ments were treated in a high vacuum (2.5 x I0 -s mmHg) 
and sealed under dynamic vacuum. Before the e.s.r. 
measurement every sample was immersed for 5rain in 
an oil bath whose temperature was 6°C above the 
melting point of the polymer. The samples were then 
cooled to 24°C. 

Methods 
The e.s.r, spectra were measured using a Vadan E-4 

X-band spectrometer equipped with a Varian E-257 
variable temperatory accessory. The temperature calibra- 
tion was made by an iron/constantan thermocouple 
with an accuracy of _2K. The used modulation 
amplitude was 0.25G and the microwave power was 
1 roW. 

A Perkin-Elmer differential scanning calorimeter 
(1B) was used for the measurements of the melting 
points. 

The number-average molecular weights (~tn) and the 
molecular weight distributions (Mw/Mn) of the polymers 
A and B were determined by vapour pressure osmometry 
and by gel permeation chromatography as was reported 
earlier 1 . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Molecular characteristics (Mn, Mw[Mn), melting points 
(Tin) and heats of fusion (AHm) of the polymers are 
given in Table 1. The e.s.r, spectra of radicals in polymers 
A and B corresponded to those of radicals in isotropic 
environments. The rotations of radicals were charac- 
terized by the rotational relaxation time (,). It was 
calculated from the anisotropies of the linewidths in 
the e.s.r, spectra by the methods reported earlier 1. In 
Figure 1 the - l n  • values are given as a function of 
lIT. The open symbols express the T values calculated 
on the basis of the theory of rapid rotations a and the 
solid symbols give those calculated according to the 
theory of slow rotations 4. 

Figure 1 supports our earlier suggestion that the 
rotation of radicals is a phase-dependent process. If 
the results obtained from Figure 1 are compared with 
our earlier studies using 3-methoxy-carbonyl-2,2,5,5- 
tetramethylpyrroline-l-oxyl it is evident that the change 
of - -OCHa group to --NH2 in the side group of the 
pyrroline ring has practically no effect on the shape 
of I/T vs. - I n  z ploO. Four rotational relaxation regions 
can be seen in the case of polymer A. They are numbered 
as in our earlier reporti: I=the  liquid region, I I=the 

Table I Molecular characteristics (Mn, Mw/Mn), melting points 
(Tin) and heats of fusion (AHm) of poly(ethylene glycol) 

End-groups of polymer M--n Mw/Mn Trn (K) AHrn (d/g) 

-OH 
-OCOCHs 

1450+100 1.28 317.0+0.5 190 
1650+100 1.23 318.0+0.5 210 
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Table 2 Rotational activation energies (Ea) of nitroxyl radicals in 
poly(ethylene glycol) (relaxation regions I-IV) 

E~ Elal Elall ElaV 
End-groups of polymer (kd) (kd) (kd) (kJ) 

-O H 34 180 52 8 
-OCOCH3 37 65 47 6 

melting region, HI=the solid region, and IV=the 
restricted solid region. In polymer B the melting region 
(II) is almost continuing in the solid region (III). The 
plot of the experimental points is not completely linear, 
but a slightly curved line covering regions II and III 
fits best with experimental results. However, to compare 
the results with those of polymer A linearity was assumed 
at both ends of the curve. The rotational activation 
energies calculated from the slopes of the plots in each 
temperature region are given in Table 2. 

Booth et al. 5, 6 reported a decrease in Tm of PEG as 
a consequence of the esterification of its end-groups. 
From Table 1 such a trend cannot be deduced. The 
melting points of polymers A and B are practically 
identical. This fact is explained by the differences in 
the molecular characteristics of the polymers A and B. 
/fin of polymer B is higher than that of polymer A 
and the molecular weight distribution of polymer B 
is also somewhat narrower than that of polymer A. 
It is evident that during the purification of polymer B 
some fractionation of molecules has occurred. Earlier 
studies indicated that Tm of low molecular weight PEG 
is strongly dependent on 3,fn of the sample 7. It can be 
seen from Fig. 1 of ref. 7 that Tm of PEG with Mn 
1650 is 324K. This indicates that the esterification of the 
end-groups decreases Tm 6K, which agrees well with 
the results of Booth et al. 5,6. Evidently the change of 
the polar hydroxyl end-groups to the more lipophilic 
acetoxy groups increases the solubility of low molecular 
weight PEG in ether. 

Figure 1 shows that esterification affects markedly 
the rotational relaxations of nitroxyl radicals in PEG. 
In the acetoxy-ended PEG (B) the rotations of radicals 
at a certain temperature above Tg, are increased in 
relaxation regions I, II and III if they are compared to 
rotations in hydroxy-ended PEG (A) although the 
molecular homogeneity of polymer B is higher. Earlier 
studies have shown that the small molecular PEGs are 
highly crystallineZ, 6. If the probe radicals should be 
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distributed evenly in the polymer the e.s.r, spectrum 
would be mainly caused by radicals in the crystalline 
phase. In this case the esterification of end-groups 
would not facilitate the rotations of radicals because 
most of the radicals should be located in the intact 
crystalline phase. Ashman and Booth 6 have also shown 
that the esterification does not affect markedly the 
lamellar spacing of the polymers. Consequently it is 
reasonable to assume that radicals are predominantly 
confined to the amorphous phase. This is in accordance 
with the results of Kovarskii et al. s for the lateral 
diffusion of nitroxyl radicals in partly crystalline poly- 
mers. We conclude that the facilitation of short range 
motion in the lamellar interphase after esterification is 
caused by the elimination of hydroxy-hydroxy 6 and 
hydroxy-nitroxy 9 hydrogen bonds. 

In the polymer melt (region I) where no separate 
amorphous and crystalline phases exist ~- of radicals in 
polymer B is only slightly smaller than in polymer A, 
and Ea values are almost equal. Physically it seems 
realistic to assume that in the melt radicals are distri- 
buted statistically in the polymer. In this case they 
experience mostly the environment of rotating chain 
segments and the effect of end-groups is of minor 
importance. 

In the transition region (II) an anomalously high E= 
value (180kJ) in polymer A is observed as was also 
found earlier 1. It is evident that this value has no signi- 
ficance in terms of an actual activation energy. Rather, 
it evidences the fact that different molecular mechanisms 
are dominant above and below the transition, and Ea 
is a measure of the differences between these two states. 
Region II is the temperature range in which the transition 
between the statistical melt and the non-statistical partly 
crystalline solid state occurs. The high Ea value in 
polymer A indicates that the amorphous interphase in 
the solid state differs considerably from the melt. It is 
evident that this effect is caused by the hydroxyl end- 
groups. When the crystallization occurs strains are 
induced in the amorphous phase and their discharge is 
hindered by hydrogen bond formation. The esterification 
of hydroxyl groups eliminates the possibility of this 
kind of intermolecular bond formation and therefore 
the strains maintained by --OH groups can discharge. 
The structural changes in the melting region (II) are 
in this case small which can be seen as a small EII 
value (65 kJ/mol) of polymer B. We think that these 
results are in accordance with the results of Booth et 
al.5, 6 that the end interracial energy (~e) increases when 
the hydroxy-ends of PEG are replaced by chloro-, 
phenoxy- or acetoxy-ends. The exchange of hydroxy- to 
acetoxy-groups can be treated also as a self-plasticization 
process, which loosens the structure in the phase 
boundary 10. 

It must be pointed out that Porter and Boyd 11 did 
not find a transition region by dielectric loss measure- 
ments near the melting point of high molecular weight 
PEG. The amount of end-groups in high molecular 
weight PEG (Carbowax) is negligible; therefore hydrogen 
bond formation via hydroxyl groups is almost eliminated. 
It is also probable that intermolecular strains are ex- 
perienced by bulky nitroxyl radicals in a different way 
than by dipoles. 

In polymer B E~ II and EL differ from each other 
less than those in polymer A. This is in accordance with 
the view that when the end-group effect is absent the 
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motions in the amorphous polymer are of  the same 
nature as those in the melt 11. 

At  moderately low temperatures there can be seen a 
kind of freezing-in of  the amorphous phase at 262K 
and at 242K in PEG with hydroxyl and acetoxyl end- 
groups, respectively. We can conclude that these tem- 
peratures represent the outset of  some segmental motion 
in the amorphous phase and that hydroxyl end-groups 
hinder the activation of  this process. E Iv  values prove 
that these are not the usual glass transition temperatures 
(Tg) because E= below Tg is very low ( ~ 2 k J / m o l )  12. 
However, these temperatures are near the upper glass 
transition [Tg(U)] of  PEG (250K) 18. 
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Crack stability in P M M A  

Introduction 
It has been shown previously 1, 2 that crack growth 

in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) can be described 
in terms of a fixed crack opening displacement (u) 
criterion. If a fixed yield strain (eu) is assumed 1 the 
stress intensity factor, Kc for crack growth may be 
expressed in terms of the modulus (E) as: 

K~ =EGc = Euou = uevE 2 (1) 
i.e. 

Kc= (ueu)l/2E (2) 

where ou is the yield stress and Ge is the strain energy 
release rate at fracture. For a viscoelastic material 
where the degree of time dependence is not large E may 
be taken as a time dependent quantity. The crack tip 
region may be modelled by a Dugdale line plastic 
zone as shown in Figure 1. The crack opening displace- 
ment is given in equation (1) and the length A is: 

A ~ K 2  ~r (EK)2 
= " _ 2  = ;~" ( 3 )  8 % 8% 

The time scale appropriate to the crack zone may be 
derived by considering the strain rate in the region 
of the crack tip and is 1, 3: 

( 8 ) A  
t =  ~ d  (4) 

The time dependence of E can be represented by a power 
law form: 

E =Eot -n (5) 

where E0 is the unit time modulus, n is not constant 
and tends to zero at both short and long times and 
may be expressed in terms of the loss factor tan & 
For small n an approximate relationship may be derived 
by approximating sinusoidal loading to a ramp and 
is: 

4[2n-1~ 
tan 3=7r~ l + n ]  

which approximates to: 

tan 8=0.88n (6) 

For quite a range of times, however, n does not vary 
greatly and useful results may be obtained by assuming 

u h 
¢ 

Figure I Dugdale l ine zone at the crack tip 

it to be constant. Combining equations (2), (3), (4) and 
(5) gives: 

I% " .1,2[Treu\ n =(ueu)' ~ u ) .Eod" (7) 

and clearly Ke increases with increasing d giving in- 
herently stable crack growth. At the extremes of time, 
of course, n ~ 0  so that the result tends to the usual 
Griffith type of instability for an elastic material. It 
has been observed, however, that cracks become un- 
stable at moderate crack speeds (10mm/s) when n is 
still significant (~0.06). This crack speed is temperature 
sensitive and two explanations have been proferred. 
One 4 proposes that instability occurs at a tan 3 (and 
therefore n) peak. This seems unlikely since a maximum 
n would result in the most stable system since stability 
is dependent on n and not its derivative. 

Isothermal-adiabatic transition 
An earlier suggestion 5-7 was that the temperature 

generated at the tip of the running crack could reach 
a sufficient magnitude to cause local softening with a 
consequent drop in E, and hence Ke, leading to instability. 
The particular speed would depend on the thermal 
conductivity of the material and a useful approximation 
may be obtained by regarding the crack tip plastic 
zone as an embedded strip of width b (see Figure 1) in 
which heat is generated at a fixed rate 5, 8. The adiabatic 
temperature rise AT is given by the energy dissipated 
per unit area, Go, the density p and the specific heat c 
such that: 

Gc=eyE u 
pcb pc " b (8) 

The temperature rise at the centre of the zone isS: 

r / b 2 \ 1/21 
AT=A~[l -4 i2er fc[ irK, )  ] (9) 

where K=k/pc, k is the thermal conductivity and t is 
the time to reach AT. Since b is expected to be small this 
may be approximated to give: 

ueuE 1 (uev)ll2evE(d)l/2 
A T  = ( ~ p c k ) l l  2 . 0 ~ / ~  . . . . . .  (pc]~) 1/~ (10) 

It should be noted that this result is for b ~ 0  so that 
AT~oo  and the result will give an upper hound to 
the temperature rise. An estimate may be made of the 
effect of b by retaining a further term in equation (9) 
to give: 

1 
AT=uevE [orpck)l/2(t)t/2 b i ]  (11) 

In addition p, e, k and E are assumed to be constant 
so that the result will only be useful for small values 
of AT and n. 

In previous analysesS, 8, a some estimate has been 
made for AT in equation (10) and a crack speed deduced 
from t so that the critical speed is independent of the 
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temperature. However, this procedure may be consider- 
ably improved by expressing the change in E with 
temperature by means of the Arrhenius equation so that 
equation (5) becomes: 

- n FnH[1 1 \q E= 0t- exp[ -  -T0)j (12) 

where To is the original temperature, R is the gas constant 
and H is the activation energy. The expression for Kc 
now becomes: 

Kc=(ueu)l /2(~U)nEodnexp[n~ff(1-1o) ] (13) 

and the instability condition may be found from 
dKc/dd = 0. This is: 

d T  R T  2 
dd- Hd (14) 

and from equation (10) dT/dd may be determined for this 
case: 

i.e. 
d T _  (ueu)Z/2euE 1 (15) 
dd (pck) 1/2 2(a)1/2 

Combining equations (14) and (15) gives the result: 

2R .~. (ueu)Z/2euE,.,1,2_ 
H . I  ~= (pck)l/2 ~ ( a c ) , - T - T o  (16) 

and solving for the temperature, T, at the critical condi- 
tion gives: 

H [ 1 _ ( 1 _ 8  R ,1/2-1 

The critical crack speed may be derived from equation 
(16) using ~r from equation (17) giving dc as a function 
of  To. E is, in fact, a function of  crack speed but is 
assumed constant in deriving equation (9). As a first 
approximation, therefore, an average value will be 
taken and since the variations of  E are not large 
(n~0.06) this is not expected to introduce a significant 
error. 

Data for P M M A  
Some precise experiments have been performed on 

PMMA at a wide range of  temperatures to determine 
Kc versus d curves using the double torsion method z. 

~-60 • 

Isothermal- ~ \ 
-40  adiabatic transitionXe 

\ 4 -20  

ko" 

6oo  

13 t~ansition 

I I f 

0 -I i0 o I01 I0 e 103 

(~ (turn/s) 

Figure 2 Crack speeds at instability in PMMA. O, Crack speed 
instability; (3, maximum n 

Table I Temperature rises and crack speeds at 
instability 

Experimental 
To (°C) 7 -  To (°C) .% (mm/s) ~c (mm/s) 

80 29"2 126"4 240 
60 25"7 92.4 140 
40 22" 5 66" 5 85 
20 19"5 46"8 50 
0 16"8 32"4 40 

- 2 0  14-3 21 "7 24 
-40  12.0 14.0 17 
-60  9"9 8"8 1 "4 

By measuring n from the curves an estimate of the 
temperature for peak n at each crack speed may be 
determined. The points are shown in Figure 2 together 
with a line drawn with the slope for the fl transition 
in PMMA 10 (H/R~IO4K) .  The peaks follow this 
transition as expected since Ke is proportional to E 
but the instability crack speeds at each temperature 
do not. The prediction of  the isothermal-adiabatic 
theory was computed using the following values for 
PMMA: 

H =1 0 4 K ;  ev=0.06; u=l .6 /~m 1, 3; E = 2 9 0 0 M N / m 2 ;  

p = 1.2 g/cm 3; k = 5 x 10 -5 eal/cm °C s 

Since T - T 0  is not large (see Table 1) a refinement 
was added to include the linear variation of  c with 
temperature such that: c = 1.2 x lO-3Tocal/°Cg(To in K). 
The values of de are given in Table1 and are also shown 
in Figure 2 indicating very close agreement with the 
experimental points for instability crack speeds. The 
theoretical line gives lower crack speeds as expected 
since AT is an upper bound and the difference would 
indicate a value of b of about 10-4m. 

The agreement at - 6 0 ° C  is not good and this probably 
arises from changes in n and H at the lower instability 
speeds and no stable growth could be achieved below 
-60°C.  A more refined version of  the theory would 
be required to predict this effect but it is felt that the 
agreement is sufficiently close over the rest of the points 
to confirm the nature of the instability. 

d. G. Wil l iams and G. P. Marshall 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Imperial College of Science and Technology, 
Exhibition Road, London SW7 2BX, UK 
(Received 24 January 1974) 
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Measurement of dynamic theological 
properties using the principle of 
externally shifted and restored 
resonance 

When dynamic viscoelastic properties are measured at 
applied frequencies which encompass the resonant 
frequency of the measuring system complicated graphicalt 
or iteration techniques 2 are often required to solve the 
resulting equations of motion. It is possible to circumvent 
these difficulties by using an apparatus in which the 
resonant frequency can be altered a, and making measure- 
ments only at these frequencies. However, owing to the 
practical difficulties associated with the construction 
of such an apparatus, measurements are normally made 
at frequencies well away from the resonant frequency 
to allow the use of simple analytical expressionsL 

By using an electrical feed-back system we have been 
able to construct a simple apparatus with which it is 
possible to shift the resonant frequency, and to restore 
the system to resonance at any arbitrary frequency within 
the range over which resonance can be shifted. The 
resulting expressions for viscoelastic parameters are 
very simple. We have used this principle to construct 
a sensitive surface rheometer, to investigate the ageing 
processes in films of the hydrocolloid gum Acacia 
senegal at the water-air and water-oil interface 4. 

The rheometer consists of three connected systems: 
system I is a moving coil galvanometer movement 
driven by the oscillator section of a JMI600 Digital 
Transfer Analyser (Solatron Ltd); system II is a platinum 
du Nuoy ring attached to the galvanometer movement 
and immersed parallel in the surface of an ageing solu- 
tion of the gum Acacia. The amplitude of motion of 
the moving combination of systems I and II is measured 
using a proximity gauge (Graham and White Instru- 
ments). System III is a calibrated potentiometer feeding 
part of the output voltage signal of the proximity gauge 
back into the input to the galvanometer. A block diagram 
of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. 

With the present apparatus it was found that resonant 
frequency could be shifted from its unperturbed value 
of 2-96 Hz over the range 1.60 to 30.35 Hz. When using 
the method of restored resonance the feed-back voltage 
is adjusted until there is a phase angle of 90 ° between 
the vector representing the driving force and the vector 
representing the amplitude of physical movement of 
system I, as measured on the DTFA. 

The equation of motion of the rheometer is: 

id20 .dO 
dtZ+~ dt +kO=T (1) 

DTFA 

"[  

[ Potentiometer I 

J Galvanometer 
movement 

I 
Du Nuoy ring 

I 

I Acac/a solution 

I Amp lifier ~ Transducer I 

Figure 1 Block diagram of the microsurface rheometer showing 
the positive feed-back loop 

8.0 

Letters 

6-0 

E 

z 
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O 50 IOO 150 '200 
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Figure 2 Effect of concentration of Acacia senegal on the ageing 
profile at the water-air interface. Resonance restored to 4.0 Hz. 
O, O-1%w/w; [~, 1%w/w; A, 10%w/w 

where 0 is the angle turned through by the movement, t 
is time, ~ the total friction, k the total restoring torque, 
T the driving torque and I the moment of inertia. From 
equation (1) it may be shown that G's(o~), the in-phase 
component of the surface shear modulus at frequency 
o~, is given by: 

6' s(oJ) = x . ~  (N/m) (2) 

where x is the fraction of the full potentiometer value 
required to restore the system to resonance at frequency 
~o, gs is a geometrical factor, and cl is a calibration 
constant. In the present apparatus: 

1 1 

where R1 is the radius of the du Nuoy ring and R2 is the 
radius of the cylindrical vessel, and 

cl---- cg. c~ (4) 

where cg is the driven sensitivity of the galvanometer 
coil (99.83 x103 dyne cm/A) and c~ is the sensitivity 
of the proximity gauge (131.84Wrad). 

Typical results using this apparatus to investigate 
the effect of gum concentration on the ageing of Acacia 
films at the water-air interface are shown in Figure 2. 
Previous work using a former design of macrosurface 
rheometer indicated only a slight effect of concentration 
on the ageing process, and it was found that up to 1 h 
was required before the aged film had sufficient solid 
properties to be detected 5, 6. The results obtained with 
the present apparatus show that the film, in fact, starts 
to age immediately it is formed, and that the ageing 
profile is concentration dependent. The ageing process 
can be interpreted in terms of the theory of aniso- 
tropechrony as proposed by Warburton 5, 7. 

The present apparatus has also been used to monitor 
the crosslinking of interracial films of sodium alginate 
with calcium ions, and to observe the effect of the 
enzyme hyaluronidase on the D-glucuronic acid residues 
in Acacia. 

Although the use of this feed-back system has, at the 
present moment, been restricted to an oscillatory surface 
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rheometer, there is no reason why it should not be 
applied to such systems as a forcibly driven torsion 
pendulum and a Weissenberg rheogoniometer, thus 
making the analysis of experimental data much simpler 
than existing methods. 
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An improved etch method for 
electron microscopy of ABS 
Polymers 

Etching and sectioning are complementary techniques 
for studying microstructure in polymers. Sectioning is 
the preferred method for studying details of fine structure, 
but suffers from the disadvantage that cutting tends to 
compress and distort the structure. Etch methods can 
overcome this difficulty, and are therefore particularly 
valuable in studying rubber particle shape, and hence 
orientation, in rubber-modified plastics 1, 2. Etch methods 
also have some advantages in studying crazing and 
shear band formation in these materials 1. 

The etch techniques used for two-phase polymers 
include gas-discharge etching s, solvent-etching 4, acid- 
etching 1, and alkaline hydrolysisL Chemical methods 
are preferable to solvent-etching, which tends to cause 
distortion of the specimen, especially when molecular 
orientation is present. 

The applications of an acid etch method were described 
in a previous paper 1. Specimens of acrylonitrile-butadiene- 
styrene (ABS), high impact polystyrene (HIPS), and 
HIPS/poly(2,6-dimethyl- 1,4-phenylene oxide) (PPO) blend 
were microtomed to produce fiat surfaces, which were 
etched with a solution consisting of 400ml H2SO4, 
130 ml H3PO4, 125 ml H20, and 20 g CrOs. This solution 
attacks the unsaturated rubber component preferentially, 
revealing details of rubber particle size, shape, and 
distribution. Strained regions in the matrix are also 
attacked, so that crazes and shear bands can be observed. 

Although this method gives good results with HIPS 
and HIPS/PPO blends, it is unsatisfactory for ABS 
polymers, especially emulsion grades 1. The etch is not 
sufficiently selective, so that the matrix is also etched. 

Figure 1 Carbon replica of etched ABS fracture surface. Trans- 
mission electron micrograph. Magnification x15000 

Furthermore, ultramicrotoming of ABS polymers often 
causes distortion of rubber particle shape, not only in 
the microtomed section, but also in the surface from 
which it was cut. 

Recent work at this laboratory has shown that these 
problems can be overcome by the following procedure: 
(a) fracturing the specimen at liquid nitrogen tempera- 
tures; (b) etching the fracture surface at 40°C with 
concentrated aqueous CrO8 solution; (c) single-stage 
replication with carbon, followed by transmission 
electron microscopy; or (d) metallizing, followed by 
scanning electron microscopy. 

Optimum etching conditions depend upon the level 
of molecular orientation and the composition of the 
ABS. At 40°C, a typical compression-moulded specimen 
requires 5 min in 10 M CrOa, or 2 days in 5 M CrO3. A 
highly oriented specimen would need only half as long, 
as mechano-chemical effects cause faster etching. Most 
ABS polymers contain a high volume fraction of small 
rubber particles, so that the layer of matrix material 
separating neighbouring particles is very thin in places. 
Etching times should therefore be kept to a minimum, 
to avoid the formation of interconnecting channels. 

In order to prepare replicas, the specimens were first 
carbon-coated and metal-shadowed in the usual way, 
and then immersed in methyl ethyl ketone (MEK). 
The replica became detached from the etched surface, 
and was transferred, after washing in MEK and distilled 
water, to a bath containing the chromic-phosphoric 
acid mixture described above, at 70°C. This solution 
removed chemically the last traces of ABS adhering to 
the carbon film. 

Figure 1 is a typical electron micrograph prepared, 
as described above, from a piece of commercial grey 
extruded sheet. The replica clearly shows the sizes, 
shapes, and distribution of the rubber particles. Particles 
of TiO2 pigment can also be seen as opaque objects 
approximately 0.2 t~m across. 
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I Book Reviews 
Progress in polymer science Japan, Vol 4 
Edited by K. Imahori and Y. Iwakura 
Kodansha Ltd, Tokyo and Halstead Press, New York, 
1973, 278 pp. £7.00 

This is a volume in yet another of the 'Progress in' type series 
of book which have expanded the volume of the scientific literature 
and drained the financial resources of libraries in recent years. 
While many people might doubt the value of such volumes, this 
particular series has a potentially useful and specific role to play. 

The Society of Polymer Science, Japan has about 10 000 members 
in universities and industry, representing a massive effort in the 
polymer field. Inevitably this effort has produced a vast literature 
much of which is published in Japanese, either in journals or 
conference proceedings. Japanese scientists will tell you that most 
of the good work is published in English eventually, sometimes 
three years after its appearance in Japanese. A significant fraction 
of the papers appear in the English language literature published 
in Japan, including research bulletins of individual universities. 
These volumes suffer from a limited circulation and readership 
and are not well-known. Consequently, a large proportion of the 
literature is, at least temporarily, lost to the Western reader. 
It is the stated purpose of these volumes to rectify this situation 
by having Japanese authors review specific and important aspects 
of Japanese polymer research. If  the editors succeed in attaining 
their objective we should have access to a coherent, rather than 
the present fragmentary, picture of polymer science in Japan. 

Volume 4 of this series contains five articles, the authors of which 
concentrate on research carried out in their own laboratories. 
The first article, by Yoda et aL of Toray Industries, discusses the 
preparation of thermally stable polymers. The materials described 
contain heterocyclic ring structures and are produced by 'cyclo- 
polycondensation reactions' (polycondensation and subsequent 
ring closure). Particular emphasis is placed on polymerizations 
in poly(phosphoric acid) solutions. Some practical details relating 
to characterization, properties and preparation, including the 
preparation of tractable materials in the intermediate stages, are 
presented. In the second article, Iwakura et aL review the chemistry 
of pseudoxazolones and describe a number of new polymerizations 
and copolymerizations involving these monomers. The article by 
Okawara and coworkers outlines synthetic routes to a wide 
variety of polymers carrying reactive functional groups, prepared 
mainly by reactions on preformed polymers. Some applications 
of the functional polymers are described. This article contains 
a particularly high proportion of references (>  50~)  to original 
Japanese language publications and conference proceedings. 

Kawai and coworkers describe their contribution to the study 
of multicomponent polymers. They discuss experimental observa- 
tions and theoretical considerations relating to microphase separa- 
tion in AB and ABA block copolymers and blends of those polymers 
with homopolymers of the constituent monomers. Microphase 
eparation in poly(methyl acrylate)-polystyrene graft c opolymers 
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is also discussed. Finally, Hatano and Nozawa consider the use 
of polypeptide-metal complexes as models for metalloenzymes, 
concentrating on the characterization of poly(L-lysine)-Cu(II) 
complexes and commenting on the reactivity of the complexes. 

The standard of English in the volume and the overall presenta- 
tion are very good. Although the individual articles are com- 
mendable, in view of their diversity it cannot be expected that 
any one individual will have special interest in more than one 
contribution. On this basis, the price per page of information is 
very high and is high even for background availability in libraries. 
Surely, to achieve their worthwhile objective of improving western 
awareness of Japanese polymer science the publishers should 
consider methods of providing more value for money in future 
volumes ? 

G. C. Eastmond 

Injection moulding--theory and practice 
Irvin I. Rubin 
John Wiley, New York, 1973, 672 pp. £.12.50 

An up-to-date book which brings together the many aspects 
of plastics injection moulding in one volume has been long overdue. 
If only for this reason it is a useful reference book which is further 
augmented by extensive bibliographies. Thus either the layman, 
the polymer technologist or the engineer will gain something of 
value from the contents. The most important feature of the treat- 
ment are the straightforward explanations of the influence on 
processability and properties of mouldings of melt rheology and 
polymer structure, For once a serious attempt has been made to 
marry scientific principles to the practical situation revealing that 
the 'art '  of moulding is logically explicable. The moulder can 
only benefit from such an understanding. This approach could 
have been carried further but Mr Rubin has fallen into the trap 
of including unhelpful complexities on the one hand and unneces- 
sary trivia on the other. Explanations of molecular weight calcula- 
tions and too detailed an account of chemical structure seem as 
much out of place in this context as does the usual stuff on examples 
of mouldings. More on part design, mould design and process 
control would have been more profitable and less on electrical and 
hydraulic mechanisms. The check list on correcting moulding 
faults contrasts with the earlier understanding of melt flow 
behaviour and its usefulness is overstated. 

For once the diagrams are mostly clear and uncomplicated but 
there are numerous irritating printing errors throughout the text 
which do nothing to help the author's somewhat staccato style. 
All pertinent English language publications have not been included 
as claimed on the dust cover. Regrettably, none of the many 
foreign language papers are mentioned. 

R. R. Whisson 

Concise guide to biomedical polymers 
C. C. Thomas, Springfield, Illinois, 1973, $14.75 

The clinician of today has at his disposal an increasing array 
of machines and devices to assist in his treatment of patients. 
Much of the equipment incorporates plastics or rubbers in a 
variety of forms. A whole new technology is evolving around 
these biomedical polymers and this book presents a useful guide 
to the selection of a material for a particular purpose. Information 
is provided on the physical and mechanical properties of those 
polymer systems which have been examined for medical use and 
due attention is given to those disadvantages which preclude the 
use of a polymer either totally or partly from consideration. 
Much of the content is concerned with the practical aspects of 
working with plastic and rubber compositions and ranges from 
compounding and moulding to machining and finishing. The 
surgeon and bioengineer will find the information supplied in 
this text and supplemented from the additional references cited, 
of use in narrowing the choice of materials and in gaining an 
understanding of the fabrication techniques required for the 
production of a medical device. The importance attached to the 
use of medical grade materials in medical work is stressed and the 
list of trade names and sources of medical polymers is a most 
worthwhile inclusion, coupled with details of appropriate steriliza- 
tion techniques which have to take into account the possibility 
of chemical reaction or degradation occurring during such 
treatments. 
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their objective we should have access to a coherent, rather than 
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complexes and commenting on the reactivity of the complexes. 

The standard of English in the volume and the overall presenta- 
tion are very good. Although the individual articles are com- 
mendable, in view of their diversity it cannot be expected that 
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augmented by extensive bibliographies. Thus either the layman, 
the polymer technologist or the engineer will gain something of 
value from the contents. The most important feature of the treat- 
ment are the straightforward explanations of the influence on 
processability and properties of mouldings of melt rheology and 
polymer structure, For once a serious attempt has been made to 
marry scientific principles to the practical situation revealing that 
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only benefit from such an understanding. This approach could 
have been carried further but Mr Rubin has fallen into the trap 
of including unhelpful complexities on the one hand and unneces- 
sary trivia on the other. Explanations of molecular weight calcula- 
tions and too detailed an account of chemical structure seem as 
much out of place in this context as does the usual stuff on examples 
of mouldings. More on part design, mould design and process 
control would have been more profitable and less on electrical and 
hydraulic mechanisms. The check list on correcting moulding 
faults contrasts with the earlier understanding of melt flow 
behaviour and its usefulness is overstated. 

For once the diagrams are mostly clear and uncomplicated but 
there are numerous irritating printing errors throughout the text 
which do nothing to help the author's somewhat staccato style. 
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as claimed on the dust cover. Regrettably, none of the many 
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The clinician of today has at his disposal an increasing array 
of machines and devices to assist in his treatment of patients. 
Much of the equipment incorporates plastics or rubbers in a 
variety of forms. A whole new technology is evolving around 
these biomedical polymers and this book presents a useful guide 
to the selection of a material for a particular purpose. Information 
is provided on the physical and mechanical properties of those 
polymer systems which have been examined for medical use and 
due attention is given to those disadvantages which preclude the 
use of a polymer either totally or partly from consideration. 
Much of the content is concerned with the practical aspects of 
working with plastic and rubber compositions and ranges from 
compounding and moulding to machining and finishing. The 
surgeon and bioengineer will find the information supplied in 
this text and supplemented from the additional references cited, 
of use in narrowing the choice of materials and in gaining an 
understanding of the fabrication techniques required for the 
production of a medical device. The importance attached to the 
use of medical grade materials in medical work is stressed and the 
list of trade names and sources of medical polymers is a most 
worthwhile inclusion, coupled with details of appropriate steriliza- 
tion techniques which have to take into account the possibility 
of chemical reaction or degradation occurring during such 
treatments. 
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Despite the very widespread medical use of plastics and rubbers, 
it is still most necessary to proceed with extreme caution, particu- 
larly so with materials and devices for implant within the body. 
Arising from the diversity of purpose and the variation in properties 
and composition of polymers there are no standard test methods 
laid down for evaluating an implant prior to use. As a result 
the author confines himself to listing those test methods evolved 
for evaluating industrial grade polymers along with brief accounts 
of the biological testing of particular materials for particular 
purposes. One anticipates that this first edition will prove to be 
the forerunner of more comprehensive treaties in which more 
guidance will be offered for a reliable evaluation of biocompatibility. 

The information contained in this guide, as a whole, is well 
laid out and accessible. For its price this book will serve as a 
useful reference work for both surgeons and bioengineers and 
should serve to remind implantable-device fabricators that their 
designs must operate within the limits of the mechanical properties 
of their material of choice while performing the required biological 
function. 

T. Gilchrist 

Peptides 1971 
Edited by H. Nesvadba 
North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1973, 428 pp. Dfl 80.00 

The European Peptide Symposia, though transient in themselves, 
provide a forum for the rapid dissemination and appraisal of 
research findings and thereby exert a lasting influence on the 
development of peptide chemistry. When one compares the 
contents of this volume with those of the Chemical Society Specialist 
Periodical Reports, it is apparent that most of the work discussed 
at the Symposium appeared subsequently in regular journals; 
inevitably, nearly all of the main contributions were reported 
elsewhere before these proceedings became available. In these 
circumstances, speculation about the value of the symposium 
report as opposed to the symposium itself may not seem out 
of place. 

Yet the report is a valuable addition to the literature. It is an 
historic account of an important occasion which, together with 
sister volumes covering previous symposia, constitutes a unique 
record of the achievements and disappointments of modern peptide 
chemistry; its section headings and plenary lectures highlight the 
problems of the moment and provide pointers to the future; and 
its individual papers, couched in more discursive terms than 
journals permit, provide stimulating reading. 

Thus, conventional methods of peptide synthesis only occupies 
a quarter of the present volume whereas, not so long ago, this 

Conference Announcement 
IUPAC International Symposium on 

Macromolecules (Sl M) 
Rio de daneiro, Brazil, 26-31 July 1974 

An IUPAC sponsored International Symposium 
on Macromolecules will be held in the Hotel 
Nacional, Rio de daneiro, Brazil from 26 to 31 
duly 1974. The symposium will cover the follow- 
ing main topics: (1) solution and bulk properties 
of polymers; (2) polymer characterization 
methods; (3) homo- and co-polymerization 
reactions; (4) photopolymerization; (5) chemical 
reactions on macromolecules; (6) evaluation 
of polymer properties; (7) advances in polymer 
technology; (8) natural polymers--reactions 
and technology; (9) advances in biopolymers 
and their synthetic models. Further details 
about registration, social events and the full 
programme may be obtained from the General 
Coordinator, Professor E. B. Mano, Academia 
Brasileira de Ci6ncias, Caixa Postal 229, 20.000 
Rio de Janeiro, GB, Brazil. 

topic would have been of major concern. This is an indication of 
the progress of recent years, whilst the emphasis on mechanisms 
is indicative of the manner in which further advances are likely 
to be made. Solid phase synthesis, as befits its achievements and  
potential, how takes nearly as much space as conventional tech- 
niques. At the same time, a new pre-occupation with theoretical 
considerations reflects the probability that desired improvements 
of solid phase methods demand detailed investigations into the 
basic chemistry involved. Purification, isolation and characteriza- 
tion of peptides has also matured into a separate section, whilst 
perhaps as a measure of the success achieved in these various 
areas and in recognition of the ultimate problem, conformation 
and biological activity has become the largest section. 

It is a tribute to the quality of this production that all peptide 
chemists will wish to acquire this volume for their libraries. Many 
more personal copies would be sold except for the price, although 
regrettably, in these days, this is hardly excessive for such a 
production. 

H. D. Law 

Poly(vinyl alcohol) properties and applications 
Edited by C. A. Finch 
John Wiley, London and New York, 1973, 622 pp. 
£14.00 

Impetus for poly(vinyl alcohol) research and commercial ex- 
ploitation has arisen very largely from the Japanese interest in 
the polymer as a textile fibre during the last two decades. Even 
though the editor of this book has specifically excluded con- 
siderations of poly(vinyl alcohol) as a textile fibre (and also medical 
applications) two-thirds of this book on poly(vinyl alcohol) has 
been written by Japanese workers. This is one of the strengths 
of the work since in many cases it is the first time that much useful 
information about poly(vinyl alcohol) that was only previously 
obtainable in Japanese has appeared in the English language. 

Although much of the material is concerned with the industrial 
uses of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVAL) a balance between technology 
and fundamental science is maintained throughout. The book 
deals mainly with the copolymer resulting from the incomplete 
hydrolysis of poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAC) but other materials 
including essentially pure PVAL are also considered. 

After a rapid survey of production statistics in the introduction 
((2. A. Finch) and an intriguing historical chapter (Heinz Winkler), 
a very informative and detailed chapter on the properties of the 
polymer such as solubility, viscosity and surface tension, that are  
important in the industrial applications (K. Toyoshima) is included. 
Five chapters then follow on PVAL formation dealing with both 
basic principles of PVAC production, its conversion to PVAL, 
the production of PVAL and modified poly(vinyl alcohols) from 
other polymers and copolymers (K. Noro). A chapter on the 
thermal properties (Robert K. Tubbs and Ting Kai Wu) is followed 
by ones on the chemical properties and on the stereochemistry 
of the polymer (C. A. Finch). Two chapters deal extensively with 
the application of PVAL in warp sizing (Kaname Tsunemitsu and 
Hasuhumi Murakami). The next four chapters are concerned with 
the properties of PVAL films, the reactions of PVAL with clays, 
the application of PVAL in adhesives and the acetalization of 
PVAL (K. Toyoshima). The use of PVAL in emulsion polymeriza- 
tion rE. V. Gulbekian and G. E. J. Reynolds), the photosensitized 
reactions of PVAL used in printing technology and other applica- 
tions (B. Duncalf and S. S. Duma) and PVAL in optical films 
(Howard C. Haas) are considered next. Two final chapters deal 
with moulded products from PVAL and other miscellaneous 
applications (K. Toyoshima). The book is completed by two 
appendixes dealing with compatibility and with the preparation 
of solutions (K. Toyoshima) and one  appendix outlining analytical 
methods ((3. A. Finch). 

Even though fourteen authors have been involved in the writing 
of this book, there is relatively little overlap between the 21 chapters, 
and the editor has succeeded in welding these into a readable English 
treatise. The book is well produced with many useful figures and 
tables. It must now be regarded as the source book on poly(vinyl 
alcohol) and at the price of 2.2p per page it can be regarded as a 
good buy for most organizations concerned with the production 
or use of poly(vinyl alcohol). 

G. S. Park 
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their objective we should have access to a coherent, rather than 
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contain heterocyclic ring structures and are produced by 'cyclo- 
polycondensation reactions' (polycondensation and subsequent 
ring closure). Particular emphasis is placed on polymerizations 
in poly(phosphoric acid) solutions. Some practical details relating 
to characterization, properties and preparation, including the 
preparation of tractable materials in the intermediate stages, are 
presented. In the second article, Iwakura et aL review the chemistry 
of pseudoxazolones and describe a number of new polymerizations 
and copolymerizations involving these monomers. The article by 
Okawara and coworkers outlines synthetic routes to a wide 
variety of polymers carrying reactive functional groups, prepared 
mainly by reactions on preformed polymers. Some applications 
of the functional polymers are described. This article contains 
a particularly high proportion of references (>  50~)  to original 
Japanese language publications and conference proceedings. 

Kawai and coworkers describe their contribution to the study 
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tions and theoretical considerations relating to microphase separa- 
tion in AB and ABA block copolymers and blends of those polymers 
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is also discussed. Finally, Hatano and Nozawa consider the use 
of polypeptide-metal complexes as models for metalloenzymes, 
concentrating on the characterization of poly(L-lysine)-Cu(II) 
complexes and commenting on the reactivity of the complexes. 

The standard of English in the volume and the overall presenta- 
tion are very good. Although the individual articles are com- 
mendable, in view of their diversity it cannot be expected that 
any one individual will have special interest in more than one 
contribution. On this basis, the price per page of information is 
very high and is high even for background availability in libraries. 
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An up-to-date book which brings together the many aspects 
of plastics injection moulding in one volume has been long overdue. 
If only for this reason it is a useful reference book which is further 
augmented by extensive bibliographies. Thus either the layman, 
the polymer technologist or the engineer will gain something of 
value from the contents. The most important feature of the treat- 
ment are the straightforward explanations of the influence on 
processability and properties of mouldings of melt rheology and 
polymer structure, For once a serious attempt has been made to 
marry scientific principles to the practical situation revealing that 
the 'art '  of moulding is logically explicable. The moulder can 
only benefit from such an understanding. This approach could 
have been carried further but Mr Rubin has fallen into the trap 
of including unhelpful complexities on the one hand and unneces- 
sary trivia on the other. Explanations of molecular weight calcula- 
tions and too detailed an account of chemical structure seem as 
much out of place in this context as does the usual stuff on examples 
of mouldings. More on part design, mould design and process 
control would have been more profitable and less on electrical and 
hydraulic mechanisms. The check list on correcting moulding 
faults contrasts with the earlier understanding of melt flow 
behaviour and its usefulness is overstated. 

For once the diagrams are mostly clear and uncomplicated but 
there are numerous irritating printing errors throughout the text 
which do nothing to help the author's somewhat staccato style. 
All pertinent English language publications have not been included 
as claimed on the dust cover. Regrettably, none of the many 
foreign language papers are mentioned. 
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The clinician of today has at his disposal an increasing array 
of machines and devices to assist in his treatment of patients. 
Much of the equipment incorporates plastics or rubbers in a 
variety of forms. A whole new technology is evolving around 
these biomedical polymers and this book presents a useful guide 
to the selection of a material for a particular purpose. Information 
is provided on the physical and mechanical properties of those 
polymer systems which have been examined for medical use and 
due attention is given to those disadvantages which preclude the 
use of a polymer either totally or partly from consideration. 
Much of the content is concerned with the practical aspects of 
working with plastic and rubber compositions and ranges from 
compounding and moulding to machining and finishing. The 
surgeon and bioengineer will find the information supplied in 
this text and supplemented from the additional references cited, 
of use in narrowing the choice of materials and in gaining an 
understanding of the fabrication techniques required for the 
production of a medical device. The importance attached to the 
use of medical grade materials in medical work is stressed and the 
list of trade names and sources of medical polymers is a most 
worthwhile inclusion, coupled with details of appropriate steriliza- 
tion techniques which have to take into account the possibility 
of chemical reaction or degradation occurring during such 
treatments. 
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Despite the very widespread medical use of plastics and rubbers, 
it is still most necessary to proceed with extreme caution, particu- 
larly so with materials and devices for implant within the body. 
Arising from the diversity of purpose and the variation in properties 
and composition of polymers there are no standard test methods 
laid down for evaluating an implant prior to use. As a result 
the author confines himself to listing those test methods evolved 
for evaluating industrial grade polymers along with brief accounts 
of the biological testing of particular materials for particular 
purposes. One anticipates that this first edition will prove to be 
the forerunner of more comprehensive treaties in which more 
guidance will be offered for a reliable evaluation of biocompatibility. 

The information contained in this guide, as a whole, is well 
laid out and accessible. For its price this book will serve as a 
useful reference work for both surgeons and bioengineers and 
should serve to remind implantable-device fabricators that their 
designs must operate within the limits of the mechanical properties 
of their material of choice while performing the required biological 
function. 

T. Gilchrist 

Peptides 1971 
Edited by H. Nesvadba 
North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1973, 428 pp. Dfl 80.00 

The European Peptide Symposia, though transient in themselves, 
provide a forum for the rapid dissemination and appraisal of 
research findings and thereby exert a lasting influence on the 
development of peptide chemistry. When one compares the 
contents of this volume with those of the Chemical Society Specialist 
Periodical Reports, it is apparent that most of the work discussed 
at the Symposium appeared subsequently in regular journals; 
inevitably, nearly all of the main contributions were reported 
elsewhere before these proceedings became available. In these 
circumstances, speculation about the value of the symposium 
report as opposed to the symposium itself may not seem out 
of place. 

Yet the report is a valuable addition to the literature. It is an 
historic account of an important occasion which, together with 
sister volumes covering previous symposia, constitutes a unique 
record of the achievements and disappointments of modern peptide 
chemistry; its section headings and plenary lectures highlight the 
problems of the moment and provide pointers to the future; and 
its individual papers, couched in more discursive terms than 
journals permit, provide stimulating reading. 

Thus, conventional methods of peptide synthesis only occupies 
a quarter of the present volume whereas, not so long ago, this 

Conference Announcement 
IUPAC International Symposium on 

Macromolecules (Sl M) 
Rio de daneiro, Brazil, 26-31 July 1974 

An IUPAC sponsored International Symposium 
on Macromolecules will be held in the Hotel 
Nacional, Rio de daneiro, Brazil from 26 to 31 
duly 1974. The symposium will cover the follow- 
ing main topics: (1) solution and bulk properties 
of polymers; (2) polymer characterization 
methods; (3) homo- and co-polymerization 
reactions; (4) photopolymerization; (5) chemical 
reactions on macromolecules; (6) evaluation 
of polymer properties; (7) advances in polymer 
technology; (8) natural polymers--reactions 
and technology; (9) advances in biopolymers 
and their synthetic models. Further details 
about registration, social events and the full 
programme may be obtained from the General 
Coordinator, Professor E. B. Mano, Academia 
Brasileira de Ci6ncias, Caixa Postal 229, 20.000 
Rio de Janeiro, GB, Brazil. 

topic would have been of major concern. This is an indication of 
the progress of recent years, whilst the emphasis on mechanisms 
is indicative of the manner in which further advances are likely 
to be made. Solid phase synthesis, as befits its achievements and  
potential, how takes nearly as much space as conventional tech- 
niques. At the same time, a new pre-occupation with theoretical 
considerations reflects the probability that desired improvements 
of solid phase methods demand detailed investigations into the 
basic chemistry involved. Purification, isolation and characteriza- 
tion of peptides has also matured into a separate section, whilst 
perhaps as a measure of the success achieved in these various 
areas and in recognition of the ultimate problem, conformation 
and biological activity has become the largest section. 

It is a tribute to the quality of this production that all peptide 
chemists will wish to acquire this volume for their libraries. Many 
more personal copies would be sold except for the price, although 
regrettably, in these days, this is hardly excessive for such a 
production. 

H. D. Law 

Poly(vinyl alcohol) properties and applications 
Edited by C. A. Finch 
John Wiley, London and New York, 1973, 622 pp. 
£14.00 

Impetus for poly(vinyl alcohol) research and commercial ex- 
ploitation has arisen very largely from the Japanese interest in 
the polymer as a textile fibre during the last two decades. Even 
though the editor of this book has specifically excluded con- 
siderations of poly(vinyl alcohol) as a textile fibre (and also medical 
applications) two-thirds of this book on poly(vinyl alcohol) has 
been written by Japanese workers. This is one of the strengths 
of the work since in many cases it is the first time that much useful 
information about poly(vinyl alcohol) that was only previously 
obtainable in Japanese has appeared in the English language. 

Although much of the material is concerned with the industrial 
uses of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVAL) a balance between technology 
and fundamental science is maintained throughout. The book 
deals mainly with the copolymer resulting from the incomplete 
hydrolysis of poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAC) but other materials 
including essentially pure PVAL are also considered. 

After a rapid survey of production statistics in the introduction 
((2. A. Finch) and an intriguing historical chapter (Heinz Winkler), 
a very informative and detailed chapter on the properties of the 
polymer such as solubility, viscosity and surface tension, that are  
important in the industrial applications (K. Toyoshima) is included. 
Five chapters then follow on PVAL formation dealing with both 
basic principles of PVAC production, its conversion to PVAL, 
the production of PVAL and modified poly(vinyl alcohols) from 
other polymers and copolymers (K. Noro). A chapter on the 
thermal properties (Robert K. Tubbs and Ting Kai Wu) is followed 
by ones on the chemical properties and on the stereochemistry 
of the polymer (C. A. Finch). Two chapters deal extensively with 
the application of PVAL in warp sizing (Kaname Tsunemitsu and 
Hasuhumi Murakami). The next four chapters are concerned with 
the properties of PVAL films, the reactions of PVAL with clays, 
the application of PVAL in adhesives and the acetalization of 
PVAL (K. Toyoshima). The use of PVAL in emulsion polymeriza- 
tion rE. V. Gulbekian and G. E. J. Reynolds), the photosensitized 
reactions of PVAL used in printing technology and other applica- 
tions (B. Duncalf and S. S. Duma) and PVAL in optical films 
(Howard C. Haas) are considered next. Two final chapters deal 
with moulded products from PVAL and other miscellaneous 
applications (K. Toyoshima). The book is completed by two 
appendixes dealing with compatibility and with the preparation 
of solutions (K. Toyoshima) and one  appendix outlining analytical 
methods ((3. A. Finch). 

Even though fourteen authors have been involved in the writing 
of this book, there is relatively little overlap between the 21 chapters, 
and the editor has succeeded in welding these into a readable English 
treatise. The book is well produced with many useful figures and 
tables. It must now be regarded as the source book on poly(vinyl 
alcohol) and at the price of 2.2p per page it can be regarded as a 
good buy for most organizations concerned with the production 
or use of poly(vinyl alcohol). 

G. S. Park 
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Editorial 

The Physics of Polymers 
This issue of POLYMER includes 7 representative papers that were presented at the 
Biennial Conference of the Polymer Physics Group of the Institute of Physics, held at 
RMC Shrivenham from 19 to 21 September 1973. To underline the value and breadth 
of the Conference, we invited Professor I. M. Ward (Chairman, Polymer Physics Group) 
to highlight some of the main features from papers presented at Shrivenham but not 
published in this special issue of POLYMER: 

The Conference opened with several papers on the statistics of chain molecules 
by Professors M. Gordon (University of Essex) and C. Domb (King's College, London). 
The basis of the chain statistics used in dilute solution and rubber elasticity theory 
has become so enshrined in the folklore of polymer physicists that it is very appro- 
priate indeed, particularly as new experimental techniques become available, for 
the presuppositions and approximations of these theories to be very closely 
scrutinized. 

The problem of order in polymers is another subject with many facets. Dr P. J. Hendra 
(University of Southampton) described the use of Raman spectroscopy to study 
order in polybutadienes and polyisoprenes, Dr V. J. McBrierty (Trinity College, 
Dublin) presented an account of pulsed n.m.r, studies of block copolymers, and 
Dr B. W. Delf (University College, Cardiff) discussed the application of small angle 
X-ray scattering to the measurement of the spatial distribution of ions in carboxylic 
rubbers. 

The session on crystalline polymers opened with 3 papers on radiation effects. 
Miss Hilary Jenkins (University of Bristol) presented an account of the extensive 
evidence obtained by Professor Keller's group for preferential crosslinking in the 
fold regions of polyethylene. The next 2 papers dealt with the effects of radiation on 
mechanical behaviour [stress relaxation studies by M. Crook (Polytechnic of the 
South Bank) and D. Evans (Rutherford Laboratory)] and electron and optical be- 
haviour [Professor A. Charlesby (RMC Shrivenham)]. Although radiation effects 
are perhaps of limited value in their own right with regard to polymers, they do provide 
an entry to an understanding of their structure and properties. 

Dr D. C. Bassett (University of Reading) then explained his recent views on chain- 
extended crystallization of polyethylene, the most important point being the proposal 
that a new intermediate phase is essential for crystallization of this form from the 
melt at high pressures. Accounts were given of the structure of rolled polyoxy- 
methylene sheets by N. J. Mills (University of Birmingham) and biaxially oriented 
PTFE by Dr P. B. Bowden (University of Cambridge). In both cases, interpretation 
of the results was given in terms of classical ideas of crystal plasticity. 

The final session was devoted to molecular properties and started with Dr B. R. 
Jennings' (Brunel University) account of electric birefringence studies of polymer 
solutions. This technique promises to give new insight into changes in orientation 
and conformation when molecules in solution are subjected to an electric field. 
The next two papers, on birefringence and thermoelasticity of swollen elastomers by 
Professor A. N. Gent (Akron University, USA) and on flow birefringence of poly- 
carbonate solutions by Dr G. H. Meeten (City of London Polytechnic), were along 
more familiar lines. In both cases a detailed quantitative treatment was possible 
and very interesting molecular information was obtained from careful experiments 
at a phenomenological level. 

A paper by J. Maxfield (University of Manchester) described an investigation using 
Raman spectroscopy of rotational isomerism in polydimethylsiloxane where the 
data were interpreted on the basis of the recent Flory theories of rubber elasticity. 

The last paper was given by Dr E. G. Wilson (Queen Mary College, London) and 
described a whole range of experiments which provide information on the electronic 
band structure of the polyethylene chain. Solid state polymer physics is a com- 
paratively unexplored area, which could be of both fundamental and technological 
importance. 

In summary, this was yet another excellent Shrivenham Conference. It is of parti- 
cular interest to note the way in which the subject of polymer physics has diversified 
over the years, and that it shows no signs as yet of the arid formalism which can 
affect some branches of science as they become well established. 
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Phase transition in a polymer chain in 
dilute solution* 

C. Domb 
Wheatstone Physics Laboratory, King's College, Strand, London WC2, UK 
(Received 12 October 1973) 

Some general theoretical arguments are advanced to help in an understanding of the 
behaviour of a single molecular chain with intramolecular forces of van der Waals type. 
Analogy with a fluid suggests that as N - ~  a first-order phase transition takes place at 
a unique condensation temperature and this defines a unique 0-temperature. However, 
for finite N the transition becomes rounded and hence the a-temperature is dependent 
on N. Instead of a e-temperature one should now talk of a 0-region, an idea already put 
forward by Mazur et al. from an analysis of Monte Carlo data. Evidence for this pattern 
of behaviour is adduced from a lattice model of a self-avoiding walk with near-neighbour 
attractive forces using ideas which have proved useful in critical phenomena. Attention 
is drawn to a ferroelectric model which shows some similarities in behaviour. 

One of the central problems in the theory of a polymer and temperature, T above the 0-temperature most 
chain in dilute solution is the effect of intramolecular theoretical treatments 2, 4 have made use of a model in 
forces on the shape and size of the chain. The intra- which the intramolecular forces are replaced by a 
molecular forces are usually assumed to be of van der pseudo-potential w~(R~j). Here R~I=R~-R~, R~ and Rj 
Waals type consisting of a hard core repulsion and longer being the positions in space of the (i + 1)th and (] + 1)th 
range attraction. In fact the problem is mathematically molecules; 8(R) is the three-dimensional Dirac a function 
similar to the condensation of a gas of molecules with and w is the second virial coefficient for the intra- 
van der Waals forces, but the existence of the chain molecular potential, V(r): 
imposes restrictions in the configurational space of the t" 
molecules; for a system of N molecules the 3N degrees - w = j [ 1  ~ e x p  --/~ V ( r ) ] d r  (2) 
of freedom are reduced to (2N + 1). There are many 
parallels between the two problems, and the aim of the Such a pseudo-potential takes account of binary collisions 
present paper is to use our well established knowledge correctly but not ternary and higher order collisions. 

Even the pseudo-potential problem cannot be treated of the behaviour of a condensing gas to help in an 
understanding of the behaviour of the chain, exactly and a large number of different approximations 

We may first expect that at sufficiently high tempera- have been developed, the best known of which is the 
tures the repulsive forces will dominate in the 'gaseous' Flory formula2. • 

phase, whereas at sufficiently low temperatures the ~5-~3-3(3)1/2z [z=-(3/2zrb2)3/2wN 1/2] (3) 
attractive forces will dominate giving rise to a 'con- - -  2 
densation'. At some intermediate temperature a balance 
can be achieved between repulsive and attractive forces; where b 2 is the mean square length of a unit of the 
for a fluid this is the Boyle temperature, TB at which chain. Flory's argument is 'mean-field' in character; 
the second virial coefficient vanishes, and the behaviour nevertheless, a recent numerical calculation a based on 
of the fluid approximates to an ideal gas; for a chain experience gained with the Ising model has suggested 
Flory 1 introduced the term 0-point to characterize the the following. 
corresponding temperature at which the polymer (A) The exponent corresponding to asymptotic be- 
approximates to a chain of random segments, haviour: 

For a polymer chain particular interest centres on ~Z~A(w)N1/5 (4) 
the mean square end-to-end distance (R~v) measured by is correct. 
the expansion factor over a random chain: (B) Equation (3) provides a reasonable approximation 

~ = (R~)/N (1) to the behaviour of o~ for values of N and w of interest. 
For the pseudo-potential model when w becomes 

and the mean square radius of gyration ( ~ ) .  To positive the chain collapses very rapidly to zero for all 
estimate how these quantities depend on the length, N N 4. When w is negative equation (4) is always satisfied 

asymptotically, but for small w the asymptotic equation 
becomes valid only for correspondingly large N. The • Presented at the van der Waals Centenary Conference, Amster- 

dam, August 1973 and at the Polymer Physics Group (Institute nature of the transition is depicted in Figure 1, the 
of  Physics) Biennial Conference, Shrivenham, September 1 9 7 3 .  0-temperature, T~ being unique and independent of  N 
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E phase starts to separate out, and the temperature remains 
at Tt until the chain has condensed completely. At 
some point during this transition (R~v) and ( ~ )  pass 
through their random chain values, and likewise higher 
moments (R~v), (R~r) . . . . .  Thus for very large N 

D there is a unique 0-temperature equal to T~, at which 
(R~V), (S~v) and all moments pass through their random 
chain values; however, the detailed character of the 

o~2 chain is very different from a random coil. 
For finite N we expect a smoothing of the discon- 

tinuities and a broadening of the transition region as 
C N decreases; Figure 3 depicts the form we might expect 

~z to take as a function of temperature for different 
values of N. There are several points worthy of note. 
First, the 0-temperature To(N) defined by ~2= 1 is no 

a longer unique but depends on N; as N--,oo,To(N)-*Tt 
but because of the complication caused by the inter- 
section of the aS(N) curves, the convergence may be 

Tp~ A non-monotonic. Likewise for a given T in the transition 
region the behaviour of a9 as a function of N may first 

i Temperature drop to a minimum and then rise monotonically. 
Since To depends on N it is clear that (S~) which 

represents a weighted average of (R~) for different n 
I will achieve its random chain value at a different tem- 

perature T'o(N). Similarly one would expect curves 
corresponding to other moments (R~) each to give 
rise to its own temperature T(g~,(N). However, as N--* oo 
all of these 0-temperatures should tend to the same 
value Tv We are therefore presented with a picture of 
a '0-region' for finite N tending to a unique 0-temperature 
as N - ,  c~. The existence of a 0-region rather than a 
single 0-temperature is one of the important conclusions 
of recent Monte Carlo work 9. 

We shall now indicate how the above general picture 
can be examined in numerical detail for a lattice model. 
We consider the model first introduced by Orr 6 of a 
self-avoiding walk with an attractive interaction J 

Figure I Expansion factor of a polymer chain in the pseudo- between nearest neighbours. Monte Carlo studies for 
potential model. A, N=10; B, N=100; C, N=1000; D, N=7800; this model were initiated by Wall and Mazur 7 and Wall 
E, N=32 50O 

This behaviour is exactly paralleled by a condensing 
fluid in the pseudo-potential model which collapses to 
zero volume at the Boyle temperature, TB. i i "  ¢,2 =/¢ Vs 

However, for a fluid we know what happens when 
we take the finite hard core into account properly. ~ I 

I 
Even though detailed calculations are prohibitively o I 
difficult, experiment and lattice model and Monte ~_ I 
Carlo calculations confirm that nothing dramatic takes ~ I T, (transition 
place at TB, but there is a temperature Tt below TB o,° I / t  temperature) 
at which a first order transition occurs. Lifshitz has o 
argued 5 that the same behaviour is to be expected for a ~ T Temperature, T 
polymer chain, and we shall shortly adduce evidence ~- 
in favour of this from a lattice model. We first investigate ~ 7- a 
the expected behaviour of ~2 in the transition region in o (second virial 
the case of a first order transition, c coefficient 

._o vanishes) We know that a discontinuous phase transition occurs 
only in the limit of very large N for which Figure 2 o 
depicts the idealized behaviour. For the 'gaseous' phase ,., 
we assume that equation (4) holds as for the pseudo- 
potential model; for the 'condensed' phase the chain 
has folded up and we have instead: ~ J c  

c~2 ~ N-11a (5) ondensed' phase cx2= N -I/3 

I f  we cool the system from a temperature T > Tt, when Figure £ Schematic behaviour of long chain (by analogy with a 
we reach the transition temperature Tt the condensed condensing gas) 
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A typical such configuration is shown in Figure 4 and 

- - ' " - "  ~..----- D Orr pointed out that there was a finite entropy So 
I ~  associated with this energy state which he estimated as 

-~ [ ' ~ C ~ ~  klnl.4forthes.q,  latticeandklnl.9forthes.clattice. 
In fact this entropy is closely related to the entropy of 

I B ice and the KDP model of a ferroelectric for which 
I.) 

an exact solution has been obtained by Lieb 15 for the ~= A 
-~ ~ s.q. lattice. The latter problem corresponds to the same 

vertex configurations as in Figure 4 without the condition 
o of a single continuous chain (i.e. allowing closed loops). 

Thus the entropy of ice for any lattice provides an upper 
~_- ~ Temperature limit to So above. 
o \ For the KDP problem an electric field is introduced 

~ ~e-temperatures which associates an energy with certain vertex con- 
c / ,  I depending on N figurations. This singles out one lowest energy state, .o 

/ ; I and the system remains frozen in this state until a 
' ~  • finite temperature Tt, and then undergoes a first order o_ I 

w × J /  I phase transition. The 'frozen in' argument can be made 
I rigorous z6 so as to establish the existence of a first 

j I order transition for the s.c. lattice, for example, for 
I which no exact solution exists. 

In the polymer chain problem the energy arises from 
111 the interaction of neighbouring vertex configurations 

~ 1 and the entropy of the lowest energy state is no longer 
. . . .  resolved by the introduction of this interaction. There 

Figure 3 Schematic behaviour of finite chains. A, N=10; B, are nevertheless qualitative indications of a similar 
N=10z; C, N=103; D, N=104 'frozen in' type of behaviour at low temperatures suggest- 

ing the same type of first order transition as above. The 
et aL s and have been greatly extended recently for the free energy of the system is illustrated diagrammatically 
s.c. and f.e.c, lattices by Mazur and McCrackin 9 and in Figure 5, T~ corresponding to the intersection of the 
McCrackin et aL 1°. Exact enumerations for short free energies of the 'gaseous' and 'condensed' phases. 
chains were made by e r r  himself for the s.q. and s.c. We may note incidentally an alternative definition of a 
lattices 8, and these were extended by Fisher and Hiley 11 0.temperatureZ6, zz as the temperature at which the 
and by Domb et aL 12. Very recently exact enumerations free energy is exactly equal to that of a random chain. 
for the f.c.c, lattice have been made by Rapaport 13. The latter corresponds to the broken line through the 

Our own interpretation of the data differs from those origin in Figure 5, and we can see no reason why the 
given previously in one important respect. Both the intersection of this line with the solid curves should 
Monte Carlo and exact enumerations assumed that coincide with Tt. 
when an attractive force is introduced into a self- 
avoiding walk the asymptotic formula for a2 becomes 

Here the exponent ~ is a function of J/kT, which varies [ 
continuously from the value 1/5 given by equation (4) I to the value -1 /3  corresponding to condensation. . 
Based on the smoothness postulate 14 and the pseudo- [ [ 
potential model 3 we assume instead that for T>Tt I I E remains equal to 1/5, and for T < Tt it remains equal 
to -1/3. However, in the critical region T ~ T t  the [ [ 
asymptotic behaviour will not be attained until N 
bec°mes very large" We are thus assuming that the I [ [ 
values of ~ to which exact enumerations and Monte 
Carlo data have been fitted apply only to a limited range 
of N and are not true asymptotic formulae. ] ] 

There is one piece of direct evidence to support the I I above picture. Some years ago P. G. Watson discovered I 

a star-triangle relation between the honeycomb and ] 
kagom6 lattices in two dimensions in which a polymer [ 
chain with a purely repulsive interaction on the honey- I 
comb lattice transforms into one with an attractive I interaction on the kagom6 lattice. The transformation 
does not involve any change of exponent. (This work is [ I 
to be published shortly.) 

To obtain more insight into the nature of con- 
densation we refer back to Orr's discussion of the Figure 4 Typical condensed configuration on s.q. lattice (after 
configurations of the lowest energy state of the model, err, 1947) 
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The polyuronides: their molecular architecture* 

E. D. T. Atkins, D. H. Isaac, I. A. Nieduszynski, C. F. Phelpst 
and d. K. Sheehan 
H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TL, UK 
(Received 6 December 1973; revised 30 January 1974) 

The polyuronides (uronic acid containing polymers) are considered for the first time as a 
coherent group. Until now the dearth of X-ray diffraction data resulted in many questions 
of polyuronide structure and conformation remaining unasked. The recent success in 
crystallizing the polyuronides is illustrated with X-ray diffraction patterns of hyaluronic 
acid, dermatan and chondroitin sulphates, heparan sulphate and heparin. The influence 
of the chemical structure, the glycosidic linkages and the charged substituents on the 
molecular conformations is considered together with the marked association with water 
which these molecules display. Computer-drawn projections of plausible molecular 
conformations are shown. 

INTRODUCTION relatively simple covalent structure. Large regions of the 

It is only now that we can speak in molecular terms of a plant polyuronides were thought to be composed of 
collection of disparate polymers whose identifying monosaccharide repeating units while many of the 

animal connective tissue polyuronides appeared to be 
characteristic is the presence of a uronic acid moiety based on a disaccharide, or a tetrasaccharide repeating 
as a component of their structure. These occur ubiquit- 
ously in both the plant and animal kingdoms, uniquely sequence. One would therefore expect some ordered 
as extracellular components. Their diversity is astonish- arrangements at a molecular level and X-ray diffraction 

patterns should produce valuable structural information. 
ing: thus pectin is the intercellular adhesive in plants, Some early success in obtaining X-ray fibre diagrams 
some seaweeds utilize alginate polymers as structural was reported for the plant polyuronides sodium pectate 
matrices and bacterial capsules may contain polyuronide by Palmer and Hartzog 5 and alginic acid by Astbury 6. 
components in their protective coating. In the animal 
kingdom, these uronic acid containing polymers (poly- By contrast the other connective tissue polyuronides 

remained almost unexplored until 1971 (however, see 
uronides) are of even greater versatility. All are of refs 7 and 8). The crystallization of these polymers as 
mesenchymal origin and are specific components of the oriented films and fibres 9, 10 was the critical development 
connective tissue of the animal. Various forms of these 

which enabled X-ray photographs of exceptional quality 
polyuronides occur: hyaluronate occurs largely in to be produced (Figure 1 )  1 1 - 1 9  . 
articular joints, the vitreous humour of the eye and in 
Wharton's jelly of the umbilical cord, whilst the chondro- 
itin sulphates figure extensively in structural tissues X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
such as cartilage and blood vessels, and heparin occurs 
as packets of polymeric material in mast cells 1-4. Many gross parameters such as particle shape, size and 

It may therefore be asked, what conditions the physio- chain flexibility together with polymer-polymer and 
logical behaviour and function of the polymer? Is there polymer-solvent interactions can be elicited from solu- 

tion studies. These data are all bulk values corresponding a significant reason for the deployment of so many 
to the distribution of configurational states in the species containing uronic acid, and further is there an 

interpretable design in the way in which each poly- polymer. Clearly a technique which would delineate 
uronide is 'selected' for its particular role ? detailed molecular configurations and interactions would 

One means of investigating this area is to obtain be most desirable. X-ray diffraction is just such a tech- 
detailed information on the molecular architecture of nique. The dimensional characteristics of the diffraction 
these polymers and thereby to attempt a reconciliation pattern reveal such parameters as the axial repeats 
of such resultant structures with their functions, along the chain and lateral periodicities between chains. 

Until recently little was known of the molecular An examination of the distribution of the intensities 
conformation of the polyuronides. A considerable of the diffraction spots gives an indication of general 
amount of chemical and biochemical data existed features of the structure such as whether there are 
which favoured linear unbranched biopolymers with single or multi-strand helices. Ancillary information 

from bulk density determination and from model 
building using computer predictions as well as space 

* Presented at the Polymer Physics Group (Institute of Physics) filling constructions limits the permissible structures. 
Biennial Conference, Shrivenham, September 1973. 
t Department of Biochemistry, The Medical School, University Ultimately the use of all the intensity data in a high 
of Bristol, University Walk, Bristol BS8 1TD, UK. resolution X-ray photograph will define the precise 
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The polyuronides : E. D. T. Atkins et al. 

conformation and the types of interactions between shape of the polymer (seen in Figure 3c) allows counter- 
chains and their environments, ions to pack conveniently without conformational 

change. Three-fold guluronate conformations are steric- 
ally permissible, and the chemically homologous sodium 

MOLECULAR CONFORMATION pectate (lax~4ax sodium polygalacturonate) is a 
three-fold helixS. From these findings we may formulate 

This paper is concerned with a study of the polyuronide an initial hypothesis. Polysaccharides adopt a mean 
structures. These may be discussed in two ways: (a) the conformation where the substituent groups are distri- 
various classes of polyuronide can be compared, and buted on alternate sides of the backbone. In polyuronides 
(b) each single polymer may be examined for the variety the previous requirement is compounded by the need 
of structural modes it displays. In this last respect, the to dispose the charges incorporated in a symmetrically 
conformations of a biopolymer are determined by both uniform manner over the surface of the cylinder to 
intra- and inter-molecular interactions, the former minimize the electrostatic repulsion. It is profitable to 
resulting from the backbone geometry and the number examine this hypothesis with respect to the connective 
and nature of the linkages, and the latter from such tissue polyuronides. The glycosidic linkages of hyaluronic 
environmental constraints as the presence of adjacent acid are typical of a number of the polydisaccharide 
chains, the nature of the counterion, and the effect of connective tissue polyuronides being alternately ( leq~ 
water. One other major influence on the conformation 4eq) and (leq--,3eq) 82, 33. The covalent disaccharide 
adopted is the presence of charge which affects both the repeat consists of alternating N-acetylglucosamine and 
intra- and inter-molecular forces, glucuronic acid as shown in Table 1. What is the reason 

for alternating leq--,3eq and leq--,4eq glycosidic 
Glycosidic linkage rules linkages? Certainly such sequential alternative bond 

The effect of linkages on polyuronide geometry may attachment is biosynthetically expensive. That a linkage 
be investigated in the alginates which comprise block system occurs for a whole group of polyuronides argues 
copolymers of D-mannuronate (M) and L-guluronate for some general principle. The linkage hypothesis 
(G) and the combination (-M-G-)n 2° (see Table 1). offers an explanation. 
The freedom of rotation about the two bonds at each If all the glycosidic linkages were leq~4eq, successive 
linkage may be computed 21-z4 and investigations show residues would rotate through approximately 180 ° about 
that for those linkages occurring in the polyuronides the chain axis. Let us designate this a type I linkage. 
(i.e. 1--.4 and 1--,3) there is only one stereochemically Passage from one uronic acid residue to the next would 
allowed region, which comprises a maximum of 10~o  involve two rotations bringing successive uronic residues 
of the total conformations. The more complicated into a similar disposition along the chain. This model 
polyuronides are restricted further by large substituent contradicts our hypothesis. If every alternate linkage 
side groups. Thus, some mean conformation will be has approximately zero rotation (a type II linkage) then 
energetically favourable, and for leq~4eq* linkages successive disaccharide repeats are oriented equally 
this mean is close to a two-fold helix 25 which distributes about the chain axis. The leq--,3eq bond has precisely 
the substituents of successive residues on alternate sides this property of being a dummy linkage for these 
of the chain axis (syndiotactic). However, the charges polydisaccharides. 
attendant on ionization form an electrostatic environ- 
ment, which modulates the mean backbone conforma- Geometrical framework of connective tissue polyuronides 
tion. Thus poly(mannuronic acid) is a two-fold helix Reference to Table 1 shows how hyaluronic acid is 
which on formation of the monovalent salt converts the parent molecule to which the other connective 
into a three-fold left-handed helix (Figures 2, 3a and 3b). tissue polyuronides are chemically related. It is then 
Since the linkages are close to and nearly parallel with meaningful to study the great variety of conformations 
the chain axis, the angular distribution of side groups deduced from the experimental data shown in Figures 
may be varied with little change in the projected axial 3--6. The free acid, as predicted in the previous section 
periodicity. Thus, balance between charge distribution has a two-fold screw axis and on forming univalent 
and backbone flexibility is a controlling influence on salts, three-fold (Figure 4a) and even four-fold forms 
polyuronide behaviour. (Figure 4b) are displayed. In addition Figure 4c represents 

D-Mannuronic acid exists in the C1 chair form but a structure with a reduced axial periodicity which is 
its C(5) invert, L-guluronic acid, flips into the 1C chair ze best interpretable as a double helix. Of these forms the 
since its large axial carboxyl group would clash with prevalence of the three-fold conformation is indicated 
the axial C(2) hydroxyl group. All axial groups become by its occurrence in three distinct crystalline lattices in 
equatorial and vice versa, resulting in a different polymer the sodium salt alone. 
shape: poly(L-guluronic acid) becomes diaxially 1--,4 The proposed models shown in Figures 3--6 obey 
linked (lax~4ax) as shown in Figure 3c. It is of interest certain constraints derived from the X-ray diffraction 
that this change from mannuronate to guluronate appears pattern together with certain stereochemical criteria. 
to occur biologically at the polymer level zT. Interestingly, First, the projected axial covalent repeat (h) and the 
the two-fold disposition 2s of side groups in poly- number of repeat units per turn of helix (n) places an 
(guluronic acid) is unperturbed by conversion to the overall constraint on each particular model. Secondly, 
monovalent salt forms 29 since the pronounced zig-zag we have chosen left-handed helices since they appear 

more probable on stereochemical examination. This 
assumption, however, does not weaken any of the 

* The symbols 'eq' and 'ax' are abbrevations for equatorial and arguments presented in this report. Thirdly, the torsional 
ax/al dispositions of bonds which lie approximately in the plane 
and perpendicular to the plane of the sugar ring respectively angles ff and ~b for both the 1--.4 and 1~3 glycosidic 
(see ref 30 for a more detailed definition), linkages, for the two-fold conformation, have been 
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Table 1 Details of the polyuronides under consideration 

Probable 
chair Glycosidic 

Polyuronide Chemical and structural repeating sequences conformation c l inkages Typical occurrence 

Polymonosaccharides: COOH OH 
poly(D-mannuronic acid) D-mannuronic acid " -0- - - -~- .~0/ .~  C1 leq~4eq Cell wall tissue of 

"" brown algae 
OH 

C00H 

" " 0 ~ 0  0H poly(L-guluronic acid) L-guluronic acid 1C lax~4ax Intercellular region of 
brown algae 

OH 
COOI~ 

pectin esterified D-galacturonic acid C1 lax~4ax Intercellular adhesive 
in fruit 

OH 
Polydisaccharides ' 

hyaluronic acid N-acetylglucosamine D-glucuronic acid b o t h  leq~4eq Vitreous humour of 
CHzOH OH n. C1 alternating the eye, human um- 

O H ~ I ~ "  L ~ ~  . U "  1 with bilical cord, synovial 
0 ~ n /  -~ leq-*3eq fluid 

NHCO'£H 3 COOH 

chondroitin-6-sulphate N-acetylgalactosamine D-glucuronicacid b o t h  leq~4eq Intercellular matrix in 
(chondroitin sulphate 6-sulphate C1 alternating cartilage 
C or D) /0HcH20S03 H with 

0 OH. OH leq~3eq 

NHCOCH3 COOH 

chondroitin-4-sulphate N-acetylgalactosamine D-glucuronicacid b o t h  leq--*4eq Intercellular matrix in 
(chondroitin sulphate A) 4-sulphate C1 alternating cartilage 

0S03 H with 
I C\ H20H 0 1 OH OH leq-*3eq 

NHCOCH3 COOH 

dermatan sulphate N-acetylgalactosamine L-iduronic acid b o t h  leq~4eq Intercellular matrix in 
(chondroitin sulphate B) 4-sulphate C1 alternating skin 

with OS03H OH 
[ CH20H OH COOH / ~  leq-->3eq 

liHCOCH 3 

pneumococcus a type III glucuronic acid glucose b o t h  leq-*4eq Gelatinous envelope 
OH COOH OH OH C1 alternating covering pneumococ- 

with cus bacteria 
. ~ ~ 0 ~  l J 0  ">'" \ 0 ~ ~ I eq~3eq 

OH CH20 H 
Polytetrasaccharides: 

heparinb sulphated D-glucuronic sulphated L-iduronic C1 lax~4eq, Liver tissue 
(one of three possible N-acetyl- acid N-acetyl- acid and leq--*4eq, 
structures zS) giucosamine glucosamine 1C lax~4ax, 

I ax--*4eq 

lax4eq~ ~ 0 - 1 e ~  ~ lax 4en 

/ 

n 

heparan sulphate ,Similar to heparin but usually with only one sulphated C1 similar Human aorta 
group per tetrasaccharide repeat and to 

1C heparin 

Footnotes--see page 267 
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Figure 2 X-ray fibre diffraction photographs. (a) Poly(mannuronic acid): the reflections index on an ortho- 
rhombic unit cell with a=0.76nm, b=0.86nm and c (fibre axis)=l .04nm. The pattern is interpreted as a 
two-fold helix with the D-mannuronic acid units in the C1 chair conformation. (b) Sodium poly(D-mannuro- 
nate): here there has been an increase in the fibre repeat from 1.04nm to 1.51 nm with meridional reflections 
occurring on every third layer line. The pattern clearly indicates a three-fold helical conformation 

about the 1--.3 glycosidic linkage in order to reduce the 
value of h to the observed lower value. All the models 

~ ~ . . . ~  --~- have been checked for short contacts and found to be 
stereochemically feasible. 

Application of structure refinement procedures based 
on least squares methodology might possibly enable 

0 8inrn more accurate structures to be formulated. However, 
~ ~ ! m this is by no means a proven technique and would 

necessarily have to take full account of the large volumes 
10 nn~ occupied by organized water within the crystal lattice. 

S ~ . , ~ 5  We can suggest that the modifications to the hyaluro- 
nic acid geometrical framework ~4 necessary to achieve 
the other mammalian connective tissue polyuronides 
are fourfold: (a) change of linkage between hexosamine 
and uronic acid moiety; (b) change of N-acetylhexos- 
amine; (c) polymer level inversion of glucuronic--* 

~ f -  ~., ~ ~  iduronic acid; (d) polymer level sulphation. 
~ . y , ~  ~ Chondroitin-4-sulphate possesses a chemical struc- 

ture 35 which departs from that of hyaluronate in only 
a b c two respects, namely points (b) and (d) above and is a 

Figure3 Computer drawn chain conformation of: (a) the two-fold simple analogue in which to observe conformational 
poly(mannuronic acid) helix, in directions perpendicular and changes engendered by these modifications. Such work 
parallel to the chain axis; and (b) corresponding projections for as exists shows both two and three-fold conformations the three-fold sodium salt form. [This change from two-fold to 
three-fold, on formation of the univalent salt is noticed in a with the same helical parameters as observed for 
number of polyuronides and may be regarded as typical be- hyaluronate, though the unit cell dimensions increase 
haviour of a leq--*4eq glycosidic linkage.] (c) The two-fold commensurately with the importation of a sulphate 
poly(guluronic acid) helix, in directions perpendicular and ester g roup  14. 
parallel to the chain axis. Note the pronounced zig-zag shape Chondroitin-6-sulphate and dermatan sulphate are 
of the polymer, the clefts providing sites for divalent cations 
such as calcium. The interaction between the guluronic acid close relatives of chondroitin-4-sulphate, differing re- 
segments in the alginate polymer provide the junction points in spectively in the position of sulphate ester and in the 
the polymeric gel nature of the hexuronic acid moiety [type (c) modifica- 

tion] an . These polymers also present similar three-fold 
chosen close to the centre of the stereochemical allowed helices (Figure 5) and, interestingly, all the chondroitin 
region. In deriving the three-fold and four-fold con- and dermatan sulphates give unit cell dimensions which 
formations the major part of the rotation is about the are very closely related. This indicates that the gross 
1--.4 glycosidic linkage. In the case of the double helix features of the structure are not predicated solely by 
conformation an additional rotation has been allowed the position of the sulphate groups and suggest that 

Footnotes to Table I : 
a X-ray fibre diffraction patterns obtained from this material supplied by Professor M. Heidelberger clearly indicate a three-fold helical 

conformation although the axial rise per disaccharide is in the range 0.91 to 0-95nm (E. D. T. Atkins, unpublished results) 
b The structure proposed is one of a number of possibilities which are compatible with the tetrasaccharide repeat of 1.59nm 15 
c As determined by X-ray fibre diffraction of solid state preparations 
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Heparin has a high ratio of five sulphates to four 
~ _ _ _ ~  saccharide residues, the sulphates occurring in N- 

sulphate, O-sulphate and 6-sulphate configurations. The 
glycosidic linkages are all thought to be 1 ~ 4  in contrast 
to the hyaluronates and chondroitins. 

Several forms of heparan sulphate have been crystal- 
m lized. X-ray photographs (Figure lg) show axial periodici- 

' 2.85nm 330am ties which are consistent with a tetrasaccharide repeat t3. 
~ The measured periodicities exclude an uniquely n, 1--,4 

linkage system since they exceed the maximum 
extension obtainable for such a polysaccharide. Chemical 

j ~. evidence from the well studied and cognate polymer, 
heparin, indicates the presence of t-linkages, and an 

-" ~ attractive model which conforms with the axial periodici- 
ties, and complies with linkage rules, would be one 
composed of alternating ~ and fl linkages. Conforma- 
tional flexibility is still evidenced in heparan sulphate 

, ~ ,  ~ by the crystallization of a calcium salt with a sufficiently 
decreased axial periodicity to suggest a double helical 
structure (see Figure lg ). 

a b c 
Figure 4 Computer drawn chain conformations of: (a) the three- ~y(o 
fold helical conformation for sodium hyaluronate. This conforma- ~,~ 
tion has been observed to pack in a number of two-dimensional 
modes, e.g. two hexagonal lattices with a=1.17nm and 1.87nm o~ 
respectively have been reported 11 together with the rectangular ~ 
mode shown in Figure Ib, The projection down the chain axis 
(bottom) is on a different scale; (b) the four-fold helical con- 
formation for potassium hyaluronate. The published X-ray o ~  ?o ~ .  , 
pattern 1~ has many features in common with that shown in ~ 6 - . ~  
Figurelabutthelayerlinerepeatof3.72nm, i.e.O.42nmgreater ~ k'°~.__.~~ I~T] 
than in Figure la enables the possibility of two chains inter- 
twining to be ruled out on stereochemical packing criteria; ~ , -  
(c) two antiparallel hyaluronate chains (see Figure la) inter- 1 ~ .  
twining to form a double helix 18. The individual chains are four- L 
fold helices similar to that shown in Figure 4b but compressed 
axially from a repeat of 3.72 n m to 3.30 n m. This allows the chains "-~ 2 . 8 6 r l n ~  
to intertwineZe, xL Note that the carboxyl groups are buried in ~, [ 
the centre of the molecule. Double helix formation is thought to ' ~' 
be the basic mechanism of gel formation al ~o 

Chondroitin-6-sulphate and dermatan sulphate display ~ 
forms that have a crystallographic tetrasaccharide repeat 
which indicates differences in ionic environment of ),~ 
otherwise identical disaccharide units• 

The formal similarity in C(5) inversion between "-~ 
glucuronic and iduronic acid in these connective tissue 
polymers is reminiscent of the mannuronic and guluronic 
acid transition which resulted in chair inversion. The C1 j ' - "  
conformation for L-iduronic acid disposes the large ~'~ r "° 
carboxyl group in the energetically unfavoured axial 
position 36. It is possible, therefore, that L-iduronic acid 
in dermatan sulphate might be in the alternative IC 
form, but the axial periodicities from X-ray evidence 
eliminate this possibility, at least for two of the three 
observed conformations (Figure 6b) 18. 

The most complicated chemical structures in the 
connective tissue polyuronides are those of heparan a b 
sulphate and heparin which, however, are still encom- Figure 5 Computer drawn projections of the three-fold helical 
passed within the framework and modifications outlined conformations obtained from: (a) chondroitin-4-sulphate: t h e  
above 1, 37-s9 Their covalent structures are incompletely X-ray pattern is shown in Figure lc. The layer line repeat of 2.88nm 

• is a little higher than that found for the hyaluronates. Com- 
established but are believed to be related and may be parison with the projection, as viewed down the helix axes of 
described as an alternative sequence of glucuronic or sodium hyaluronate (Figure 4a) shows that the sulphate in t h e  
iduronic acid moieties with interspaced hexosamine axial 4-position is relatively close to the helix axis; (b) chon- 
units. Heparan sulphate is probably a block copolymer droitin-6-sulphate: this conformation is deduced from the X-ray 

pattern shown in Figure ld. Note how the sulphate groups in the 
with parts o f  the chains principal ly N-sulphated and 6-position extend well beyond the normal periphery of the 
others N-acetylated, and with variable sulphate content, molecule 
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. ~  CHARGE 

The carboxyl groups of the polyuronides are located by 
~- definition only on C(5) of the pyranose ring. Sulphate 

~ .--'- ester groups are introduced in a variety of positions 
a ~  after polymerization is completed. Both groups require 

_ ~ complicated biochemical enzymatic mechanisms for 
_ their incorporation into the carbohydrate backbone and 

"-"~ ; 0.. prompt the question why these particular charges are 
~ . ~  needed. At present all we can document is their nature 
~ . ~ ~ o  and relative positions. 

The radial distances of the carboxyl groups in these 
- ~ polymers are rarely more than 0.3 nm from the helix 

"< ~ [ axis but are clearly dependent on the conformation 
~- adopted. The double-helical form of hyaluronic acid 

~ .  appears to bury its carboxyl groups within the interior 
"~ 7 . 4 4 r i m  ~= of the molecule effectively suppressing the polyelectrolyte 

character of the molecule. The radial distances of the 
~ '  ~ 2 " 8 i n m  °uterm°st °xygens in the sulphate ester gr°ups are 

about 0.6nm for chondroitin-4-sulphate and dermatan 
"~ sulphate and 0.8nm for chondroitin-6-sulphate. Thus, 

~ the sulphate ester groups are perimetric charges and 
, must play a dominant role in chain-chain interactions. 

,(~o-~ Do sulphate ester groups interact with carboxyl 
? The fact that there is a homologous series of 

• three-fold hyaluronate~, chondroitin-4-sulphates, der- 
r II groups 

~ matan sulphates and chondroitin-6-sulphates suggests 
"---J~~ -- ~ that the sulphate ester groups do not perturb the con- 

' formation by virtue of any interaction (either steric or 
electrostatic) with the carboxyl groups. 

The carboxyl groups have only a small degree of 
conformational freedom because of both the torsional 
potential energy barriers about the C(5)-C(6) bond and 
because of van der Waals repulsions with atoms of the 
sugar ring. By contrast the sulphate ester groups are 
better able to dispose themselves to optimize interactions 
with their counterions--this being particularly so for 
chondroitin-6-sulphate which has an extra bond to 
provide rotational freedom. 

So far charge has been considered in isolation, but 
preliminary results suggest that the influence of the 

a b counterion in conditioning the type of structure generated 
Figure fl Computer drawn chain conformations of: (a) an 8/--3 may be considerable. In particular, the valency and ion 
helix (eight disaccharide units in three left-handed turns) of size may be ultimate determinants in effecting single to 
dermatan sulphate. Projections both perpendicular to, and down 
the helix axis are shown on different scales, This conformation multi-strand conversions. 
has been proposed is to explain the X-ray diffraction pattern We have seen that there is great backbone flexibility 
shown in Figure le. An 8/--3 helix may be thought of as a 9-87/--1 in hyaluronic acid and its salts. The increasing incorpora- 
helix and occurs between a two-fold and a three-fold helix; tion of large charged groups, results in a compromise 
(b) a three-fold helix of dermatan sulphate which can be formed TM between chain flexibility and polyanionic character. 
from the helix shown in Figure 6a 

The X-ray pattern (Figure lh) of the sodium salt WATER 
of heparin is consistent with one chain comprising a 
tetrasaccharide repeat unit passing through the unit cell. Hydrodynamic data have provided ample groundwork 
The material crystallizes in the fibrous form despite its to indicate the importance of water in these polymer 
low molecular weight, and the X-ray evidence indicates systems. So far our attention has been directed to the 
a polymer length of only 16 nm equivalent to 10 structural molecular conformation derivable from a small pro- 
units. The axial periodicity, although less than that portion of the X-ray diffraction data. Unit cells dimen- 
observed for heparan sulphates still excludes an all sions extractable from all the spacings, offer a bulk 
a-linked model. In heparin, the iduronic acid becomes representation of the water content associated with 
C(2) O-sulphated. We have previously indicated that these polymers. 
this acid component of dermatan sulphate in the solid An examination of volumes of the unit cells of all 
state is in the C1 conformation. The axial periodicity in available polysaccharide structures shows that the molar 
heparin, however, suggests that iduronic acid in this volume contributions of the constituent groups are 
polymer may well be in the 1C form. Could it be that additive (see Table 2). This is a well recognized principle 
the process of sulphation at C(2) triggers a change in the in structural chemistry (see for example Bondi40). If 
chair and chain conformation ? the number of saccharide residues per unit cell is known 
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Table 2 Molar volume contributions of substituent groups in as a coherent group in terms of their molecular archi- 
crystalline polysaccharide structures tecture. We have seen how the chemical linkage condi- 

Group Molar volume component (nm s) tions a backbone flexibility susceptible to the linkage 
rules, which allows even distribution of bulky substit- 

Pyranose residuea 0-105+ O. 00,5 uents. With the creation of charge and its concomitant 
-0 .  CO. CHab,c 0.068+ 0.003 importation of electrostatic energy there is a perturbation 
-NH.CO.CHab,d 0.067+0.003 of the potential energy surface towards a new stable 
-0 .  SO~ b.e (anhyd rou s) 0- 065+ 0- 010 conformation of the chain. Additionally, charge directs 
H2Oe(crystalline) 0.025+0.005 interchain relationships either by the nature of  the 

a Volume contribution to polymer of a pyranose residue w i t h  counterion or by the position of the polyanion substituent 
principally equatorial substituents. Evaluated from the unit c e l l  group. Externally water constitutes the universal environ- 
dimensions of the various modifications of cellulose, mannan ment and the structures of these polymers are controlled 
and amylose 41 by the organization of interstitial water. 

b Volume to be added when such a group replaces an-OH group 
on thepyranosering Certain principles have emerged therefore which 

c Evaluated from unit cell dimensions of cellulose triacetate 42 require for their further confirmation a study of chemic- 
d Evaluated from unit cell dimensions of chitin 4z ally modified polyuronides. Thus, for instance, the 
e Adapted from ref 43 functions of  N-acetyl, carboxyl and sulphate groups 

may become clearer by studying differences between 
Table 3 Water content of certain crystalline polyuronides as normal and chemically modified molecules. In  this way 
derived from published results zz-ls we may understand why hyaluronic acid is never sulph- 

Calculated ated and why heparin contains such an abundance of 
'dry' Observed positional substituents. 

volume/ volume/ No. of water Detailed structure determinations should illuminate 
disaccharide disaccharide molecules/ ionic environments and the nature of  chain--chain and 

Material (nm 8) (nm 8) disaccharide chain-water interactions. They should also elucidate the 

Hyaluronic acid 0.400 0.403-0.582 0 - - 7  incompletely formulated chemical structures of  heparan 
Heparan sulphate 0.420a 0-593 7 sulphate and heparin. There is thus an urgent need for 
Chondroitin-4-sulphate 0-465 0-656--0.865 8 - -16  hydrodynamic measurements on the solution properties 
Dermatan sulphate 0.465 0.707--0.818 10--14 of these polymer systems, to unravel the meaning of  
Chondroitin-6-sulphate 0.465 0.847-0.931 1 5 - 1 9  interaction parameters and to extend where possible 
Heparin 0.5003 0.894 16 the solid-state findings into the realms of dilute solutions. 

a Calculated on the basis of the sulphate content of material used Likewise the promise now exists that other carbohydrate 
in this investigation oligomerie structures will succumb to X-ray diffraction 

techniques even if heterodisperse. 
Whereas in the past, the determination of structure 

then it is possible to quantitate their molar content of  other biopolymers has bred the belief that in this 
(see Table 3). detailed examination is the function apparent, it is 

The uncharged polyuronide structures contain little worth a final caution that although the polyuronides 
or no water in the solid state. However, water is always are structural polymers, the secret of  their function does 
incorporated when the carboxyl groups are ionized not reside directly in this term but rather, in the way 
(the very low pKa value of the sulphate ester group that this structure may control the external environment. 
precludes its occurrence in the uncharged state). The 
water associated with the charged polyuronide structures 
may be categorized as anion hydrate, cation hydrate 
and as water required to fill space. REFERENCES 
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The crystallites obtained from the crystallization of the melt of as-polymerized, dispersion 
grade polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) samples in the form of thin films (~1 /~m) differ in 
size depending on the molecular weight of the polymer and its thermal history. The pro- 
duction of large crystallites is favoured by slow cooling rates, high maximum melt tem- 
peratures and low molecular weight polymer. Subjecting thin, crystallized PTFE films on 
blade edges to cutting leaves a very thin (~10 nm) oriented film of polymer, which can 
melt to recrystallize in a row-nucleated form. Reduction of the molecular weight of the 
PTFE lowers the tendency to adopt this form. 

INTRODUCTION EXPERI MENTAL 

The commercial product of the emulsion polymerization Preparation of lower molecular weight PTFE samples by 
of tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) yields 'dispersion' grades y-irradiation 
of PTFE in the form of submicron, oval particles In the presence of a radical scavenger, such as oxygen, 
suspended in water 1-8. Depending on the manufacturer y-irradiation reduces the molecular weight of PTFES, e 
and his process the number-average molecular weight, since chain scission is the predominant reaction over 
Mn, is estimated to be in the range 5-10 million. In branching and the production of unsaturation. By 
the dispersion particles the polymer exists in a highly controlling the amount of available oxygen and the 
crystalline state, usually greater than 95 ~ crystalline radiation dose the reduction in molecular weight can be 
by weight. On the basis of electron diffraction studies ~-4 quite selective. 
it is thought that the particles are made up from single If the concentration of available oxygen is low the 
crystal units, possibly with the PTFE molecules in an radicals generated by the irradiation of highly crystalline 
extended-chain form 3. Also dependent on the poly- material can recombine due to the cage effect. This 
merization process is the appearance of thin rod-like 
forms, typically 0.05 x 2/~m, where the PTFE molecules 
are aligned parallel to the rod long axis. 

The rapid melting and crystallization of particles 
containing highly organized arrays of polymer molecules 
is of interest in the case of PTFE since the high melt 
viscosity of this polymer 1, ~ can inhibit the total loss 
of structure on melting. 

Any structure retained in the melt will clearly affect 
subsequent crystallization and morphology. It is known 
from optical depolarization measurements 2 that after 
high molecular weight PTFE is melted a small amount 
of order persists in the melt for long periods of time, 
even when the sample is held at a high temperature; 
for example, traces of order were still present in a melt 
of 'granular' PTFE (a grade of somewhat higher mole- 
cular weight than most dispersion grades) after 5h at 
375°C. The effect of rapid melting and crystallization 
on as-polymerized dispersion PTFE and samples of 
lower molecular weight polymer are reported in this 
paper. 

* Presented at the Polymer Physics Group (Institute of Physics) Figure 1 PTFE (MnN8× 106) after cycle to 4400C at 12°C/min, 
Biennial Conference, Shrivenham, September 1973. cooling at £4°C/min 
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method of irradiation of PTFE dispersion particles Corp.) and the non-aqueous telomer dispersion Vydax 
possesses the advantage owing to the small particle 1000 (Du Pont). For the sake of consistency the results 
size that the availability of oxygen to the polymer reported in this paper refer to PTFE on a metal substrate 
throughout is not as uneven as would be the case with of 20-40nm of chromium on stainless steel, although 
larger particles. PTFE dispersions with and without very similar behaviour was observed on a variety of 
oxygen bubbling through them were subjected to other substrates, e.g. stainless and carbon steels. The 
7-irradiation from a 6°Co source at the UK Atomic blades coated with PTFE dispersion were heated in a 
Energy Laboratories, Harwell at doses of from 1 to 3:1 hydrogen-nitrogen gas mixture ambient to a pre- 
20Mrad. The molecular weight of the resulting products arranged temperature above the melting point, which 
was estimated by a standard specific gravity method can be taken 7 as about 340°C for as-polymerized high 
using known samples supplied as calibrants, molecular weight PTFE at heating rates in the region 

of 10°C/min. The nitrogen in the ambient gas is inert to 
Preparation of micron-thick films of PTFE PTFE and the hydrogen component provides effective 

The films were prepared by spraying commercial and heat transfer although it should be remembered that 
irradiated dispersions on to razor blade edges so as to reaction between hydrogen and PTFE s becomes effective 
give a layer 1-2 Fm thick of dispersion particles, above 450°C. All commercial dispersions contain around 

The aqueous dispersions employed were GP1 (ICI), 5~ ,  relative to the PTFE content, of wetting agents. 
Teflon 30N (Du Pont) and Halon D6000 (Allied Chemical It is stated 2 that these are removed during heating up to 

. . . .  

Figure 2 PTFE after cycle to 400°C at 12°C/min, cooling at 24°C/rain. (a) Mn~3X 105; (b) Mn~lOS; (c) Mn~5x 104; (d) Mn~£X 104 
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be observed. These are probably formed by polymer 
which has been thermally degraded or which has reacted 
with the hydrogen content of the gas atmosphere. 

The progressive reduction of molecular weight has a 
series of effects on the morphology of films formed in 
the same thermal cycle, which comprised a maximum 
temperature of 400°C with heating and cooling rates 
around 12°C/min and 24°C/min respectively. 

In the first case (Figure 2a: PTFE of Mn~330000) 
the tendency to form fibrils is apparent. As the molecular 
weight is reduced still further the tendency is for lamellae 
to stack parallel to the substrate (Figures 2b-2d) and 
to form sheaves. Figure 2d is an example of the low 
molecular weight telomer Vydax 1000 (Mn ,,, 25 000), 
which forms very similar structures to those reported 
for polyoxymethylene 4. A further similarity is that 
spiral growths can be formed (Figure 3) with the PTFE, 
analogous to those found after the thermal degradation 
of high molecular weight polymer 12, where electron 
diffraction studies 13 have shown the molecules oriented 
normal to the substrate surface. 

Figure 3 PTFE (MnN2Xl04) after the same cycle as samples Very thinfilms of PTFE 
i l lustrated in Figure2 When high molecular weight PTFE is slid on a 

variety of substrates at room temperature at rates 
300°C, i.e. before the PTFE begins to melt. around 1 mm/sec and a normal load of 10N, a thin 

The PTFE melts were cooled at a variety of rates to film (~ 5 nm), oriented in the direction of sliding is 
give continuous films of maximum thickness ~ l F m .  deposited la. A similar event occurs when a PTFE 

coated razor blade cuts into material such as hair, 
Electron microscopy nylon fibres or cellulose in the form of a paper pad at 

Electron micrographs were obtained after replication room temperature at speeds between 0.2 and 100 mm/sec, 
of the top surface, i.e. that remote from the substrate, but in this case a thin film (~ 10 nm) is left on the blade. 
of the PTFE film by a standard two-stage replication The molecular orientation is parallel to the direction 
method 9, using polystyrene and carbon replicas. These of cutting 13. In addition to this, as Figure 4 shows, 
micrographs were obtained using a Metropolitan fibrils are formed in the peeling process. This is remi- 
Vickers EM6 microscope. Scanning electron micrographs niscent of the observations of O'Leary and Gei115, 
were obtained using a Cambridge Stereoscan. who reported the formation of fibrils with diameters 

of the order of 50nm containing oriented polymer 
RESULTS upon the abrasion, fracture and peeling of high molecular 

weight PTFE. 
In the case of thin films at very fast heating and cooling 
rates the original particulate form of the film degrades 
and small lamellae can be distinguished. With PTFE 
of molecular weight ,-,8x106 taken to 400°C at 
80°C/min and cooled at 100°C/min lamellae of typical 
dimensions 0.1 x0.4/zm long are found. At slower 
heating and cooling rates, around 10°C/rain, the lamellae 
are distinct and larger, typical dimensions being 0.25 x 
1-25/zm long when the same type of PTFE is taken to 
a maximum temperature of 400°C. They resemble the 
crystallites grown from PTFE dispersion particles on a 
glass substrate 1°. Like the familiar fracture surface 
replicas 1, z the lamellae show at high magnification 
striations perpendicular to their long dimension. At 
very slow cooling rates, around 0.08°C/min, Mellilo 
and Wunderlich 11 have grown lamellae, typically 
1-5x20/~m long, radially disposed so as to form 
spherulitic structures. 

By raising the maximum temperature of the molten 
film while also keeping the heating and cooling rates 
high it is found that the crystallites elongate and grow !O~m 
in the form of fibrils (Figure 1) without thickening to a 
great extent. With a maximum temperature of 440°C 
and heating and cooling rates around 12°C/min typical Figure 4 Scanning electron micrograph of a razor blade after 
lamellar dimensions are 0.35 x 5/~mlong. I f  the maximum cutting into a cellulose pad at room temperature at about 
temperature is taken much higher spherulitic forms c a n  l cm/sec 
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.... i i ̧ ¸ ........ ~ ~i!i~!~ii~i~i 
Figure 5 (a) Very thin film of PTFE (Mn~8X106) after Figure 6 (a) Very thin film of PTFE (Mn~5×106) after 
cycle to 400°C at 12°C/min and cooling at 23°C/min. Un- cycle to 400°C at 12°C/rain and cooling at 24°C/min. Un- 
peeled film at top right-hand corner. (b) Different area peeled film at bottom of micrograph. (b) Very thin film 
of the same sample as in (a). (c) Fibrils going across of PTFE (Mn~lO6)after the same cycle as in (a). Unpeeled 
bare blade and through a region of very thin film of PTFE film at bottom of micrograph, (c) Very thin film of PTFE 
(MnN8x1O ~) after the same thermal cycle as the sample (Mn~5×105) after the same cycle as in (a), Unpeeled 
in (a) film on the right of the micrograph 
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Subjecting a thin oriented film on a blade edge to molecular weights a competing process to crystallite 
rapid melting and crystallization shows interesting extension, namely spiral growth, can be seen to be pro- 
features. The bulk, i.e. unpeeled, polymer changes gressively favoured. In the cases studied here these 
slightly in that the crystallites become somewhat thicker, growths may be nucleated at the substrate surface. 
but in the very thin film region the fibrils can be clearly Irrespective of how the spiral growths are nucleated 
discerned and they have overgrowths of crystallites they can grow without the processes of secondary 
(Figures 5a and 5b). These row-nucleated crystallites nucleation which crystallite extension requires. It has 
vary in size depending on their location, presumably been calculated 16 and demonstrated for fractioned 
owing to the variation of fibril density and availability polyethylenes 17 that a low molecular weight species, 
of PTFE in the very thin film, whose thickness is not i.e. one with a degree of polymerization less than 10 3, 
constant because of inhomogeneities in the substrate crystallizes more slowly than those of medium degree, 
and cutting operation. In regions where fibrils pass say 10a-10 4, at a given supercooling. Very high molecular 
through very thin film the ordering effect can be weight species under comparable conditions crystallize 
observed (Figure 5c). more slowly owing to their increased melt viscosity. 

The dimensions of the overgrowth crystallite is also For the lower molecular weight species the free energy 
governed by the thermal cycle from melting to the of nucleus formation is higher and this effect is marked 
completion of freezing. Owing to the difference in size at low supercoolings. For this reason it would not be 
of crystallite overgrowth on different fibrils it is difficult surprising if the formation of features such as spiral 
to make rigorous comparisons between row-nucleated growths were found with low molecular weight PTFE. 
crystallites produced in different cycles. However, as When thin oriented films of high molecular weight 
an indication, it seems that for given heating and cooling PTFE are rapidly melted and cooled it is to be expected 
rates the size is not greatly affected by an increase in that the superheating phenomena do not permit a 
maximum temperature, e.g. on samples which had large amount of destruction of order in the regions 
been taken to 335°C and 400°C at heating and cooling making up features such as fibrils. During cooling, these 
rates of around 12°C/rain the long dimension was ordered regions provide nucleation sites for the over- 
approximately doubled. This may be contrasted with growth crystallites. An interesting observation was 
the effect of reduced cooling rate, e.g. cycles up to made by Mellilo and Wunderlich 11 who took high 
400°C (at 12°C/min) with cooling at 23°C/min and molecular weight PTFE samples with well characterized 
5°C/min produced crystallites about one-quarter as striations on lamellae making up a fracture surface 
long in the first case compared with the second. In and heated them tojustbelow the melting point, followed 
all cases the short dimension does not appear to be by immediate cooling. They observed 'ripple decoration' 
very sensitive to thermal cycle, on the striations which they interpreted as the formation 

The effect of reducing molecular weight is also impor- of shallow chain-folded crystals on the striations. The 
tant. A thin film is found on cutting but the peeling diminution of the row-nucleated phenomenon after a 
process is progressively less well defined and fibrils are given thermal treatment with decreasing molecular 
not discerned. Putting these films through the same weight may be due to the lessening tendency to form 
rapid heating and cooling cycle yields morphologies fibrils in the peeling process coupled with the reduction 
strongly dependent on molecular weight. These are of superheating effects and melt viscosity. 
demonstrated in Figures 6a-6c, where it may be seen 
that as the molecular weight reaches below the five ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
million range the central fibrils are less easily discernible 
and the overgrowths larger. Below molecular weights The aid of Mr H. Simon in the preparation of thin film 
of one million the row-nucleated appearance is lost. samples and of Miss S. Hide in the making of surface 

replicas is gratefully acknowledged. 
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By using an improved infra-red (i.r.) technique in a comparative study of the structural 
changes accompanying relatively slow shrinkage in an oven and rapid shrinkage in a hot 
air tube, the role of chain folding in the shrinkage of drawn poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
(PET) fibres has been established. It has been shown that the overall shrinkage process 
involves a rapid initial stage, which is associated with disorientation in the amorphous 
regions and is essentially responsible for the fibre length change. This is followed, if 
time permits, by a crystallization stage. Chain folding, as detected by i.r. spectroscopy, is 
associated with the later crystallization stage. Because chain folding occurs after the 
fibre length change it cannot be said that there is a unique, or cause and effect, relationship 
between chain folding and shrinkage. This picture of the shrinkage process satisfactorily 
combines the rubber elasticity type of approach to shrinkage with the later folded chain 
models. The load-extension behaviour, strength, modulus, and birefringence of yarns 
shrunk both in air and in oil are discussed in terms of the overall picture. 

INTRODUCTION shrinkage. In other studies of chain folding and shrinkage 
in PET, Dumbleton 6, 7 has suggested that chain folding 

In the simplest molecular picture thermal shrinkage is the basic mechanism of shrinkage in air. The additional 
of an oriented poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) shrinkage in oil is due to disorientation in the amorphous 
fibre is seen as a rubber-like contraction 1, 2. The pro- regions. Prevorsek and Sibilia s tentatively concluded 
duction of a PET fibre is taken to involve a high degree that samples having a large degree of regular chain 
of molecular orientation along the fibre axis. To some 
extent this orientation may be locked in by crystallites, folding are in general more ductile than those in which 
but in the non-crystalline regions the orientation is regular chain folding is low. 

In the present work the mechanical and physical 
preserved by freezing i t  in when the fibre is cooled to changes associated with shrinkage in air and oil have 
room temperature. I f  the fibre is subsequently heated been studied and related to changes in i.r. fold band 
so as to 'unfreeze' the non-crystalline regions, then intensities. Whereas all of the workers mentioned above 
these regions become rubbery; there is a general dis- studied yarns which were heated for at least 1 min 
orientation as relatively straight molecules assume (except possibly Prevorsek and Sibilia who do not give 
statistically more probable, and shorter, end-to-end 

experimental details), in this work an equal emphasis 
distances, and the fibre shrinks. In short, the oriented has been placed on yarns which have been shrunk in 
fibre contains regions which behave as frozen stretched 

much shorter times (<  1 s). As a result, a more compre- 
rubbers; thermal shrinkage is the rubber-like contraction hensive picture of shrinkage has emerged. Essentially 
which occurs when these regions are unfrozen. More it is shown that there is not a cause and effect relationship 
recently Dismore and Statton a, in order to explain the between chain folding and shrinkage in PET. Rather 
large increase in low angle X-ray intensity accompanying the shrinkage (i.e. the length change) of PET fibres 
shrinkage in nylon-6,6, suggested that shrinkage in- involves a disorientation in the non-crystalline regions. 
volved chain folding. In fact they found that the shrinkage Regular chain folding is associated with a subsequent 
of yarns during heating appeared to be governed by crystallization stage, which need not involve any fibre 
the number of folds which were introduced. Subse- 

length change, and which occurs only if time is available 
quently Statton et al. 4, relying on the assignment by and temperature conditions are right. 
Koenig and Hannon 5 of the 988 cm -1 absorption in the 
infra-red (i.r.) spectrum to the folded chain configura- 
tion, have confirmed that chain folding occurs during EXPERIMENTAL 
the shrinkage of drawn PET above 200°C. They suggest In this work commercial grade PET yarns drawn ,,,3.5 
that their results verify the close relationship, perhaps times over a hot roller were used throughout. 167dtex 
even cause and effect, between chain folding and yarns with normal amounts of delustrant were used in 

the experiments involving oil and air oven shrinkages 
* Presented at the Polymer Physics Group (Institute of Physics) only (Figures 2-9). In order to obtain better i.r. spectra 
Biennial Conference, Shrivenham, September 1973. 74dtex yarns with much less delustrant were used in 
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the (subsequent) experiments when slow and rapid RESULTS 
shrinkages were compared. 

Rapid shrinkage of the yarns was effected by passing Yarns shrunk for lOmin in air and l min in oil 
yarns from one roller, through a tube containing hot These results are summarized in Figures 2-9. Figure 
air, to a slower roller. In two sets of  experiments the 2 shows that at shrinkage temperatures above 100°C 
yarn temperatures on leaving the hot air tube were the amount of shrinkage in oil was greater than the 
150°C and 235°C. These temperatures were measured amount in air. The progressive increase in shrinkage 
using a Cambridge Consultants infra-red pyrometer, with temperature was accompanied by a corresponding 
The residence time of the yarn in the tube was 0-2 s. progressive decrease in overall orientation, as measured 
Yarns were also shrunk as skeins with no restraining by birefringence, only at temperatures up to 100°C 
load for 10min in an air oven and for 1 min in an oil (Figure 3). Thereafter there was no further net dis- 
bath. These were the conditions used by Dumbleton ? orientation in air. In oil further disorientation occurred 
and were sufficient to give maximum shrinkage. After above 200°C. For comparison, data showing the effect 
immersion in oil samples were quenched and washed on birefringence of heat treatment at constant length 
in carbon tetrachloride and then in a laboratory surfac- for 1 min in oil are also given in Figure 3. Infra-red 
tent RBS 25. Control experiments showed that this spectra of yarns shrunk in air at 96°C and above (Figure 
washing procedure was satisfactory in so much as it 4) show evidence of an absorption at 988cm -1, corres- 
eliminated any effects of residual oil on density measure- pending to chain folding ~. The absorption becomes 
ments. Shrinkages were calculated according to the more pronounced with increasing temperature. As 
formula: 

S initial length-f inal  length x 80  
- initial length 100 ~o 

In the case of the rapid shrinkages, initial and final 
lengths were proportional to the speeds of  the rollers. 

Yarns treated in air and in oil 'at constant length' 60  
were wound on to formers. This prevented shrinkage and 
hindered expansion, if any. 

Density measurements were made in a calcium nitrate 
density column. 

Infra-red spectra were obtained from fibre grids ~ 40  - ~  O 

mounted in a Beckman IR 12 spectrometer. The grids .c_ 
were carefully prepared by winding yarns directly on to ~ o 
KBr plates with a precision winder, at a pitch at which a "o 
single close packed layer of  filaments was formed on 20 
the KBr plate. The KBr plates were mounted as windows 
in formers which could be held both in the winder and 
in the spectrometer. Details are shown in Figure 1. 
This technique has the advantage that there is no chance 
of sample preparation altering microstructure. O 

Tensile properties were derived from data obtained 50  150 250 
on an Instron tensile testing machine. The 200mm Shrinkage temperature(oc) 
samples were strained at 100~o/min. Figure 2 Shrinkage versus shrinkage temperature. I-I, Shrinkage 

after 10min in air oven; ©, shrinkage after I min in oil 
F--A 

I;]1 i i i  , i , , ~  ~ ' O-17: Before shrinkage 
/ "  , 

/ ,tRJl f ; , , ,  O ~  m " • - 

Former Br plat~ 
Grid / Strap securing ~u O'15C a a a 

E Window in 2rid plate - ~ ~  r, o 
former x c, o o o o 

~ m  .~ o o o o precision winder 

i~ Oi25 

These cut away- \I~I M I -"~KBr plates 
after 2nd plate ~ 2 ' ~  -~ 
added Grid+ Nujol O.IOC eJ ..... ' ' ' 

25 5O 150 250 
Section AA Shrinkage/heat setting temperature (oc) 

Figure 1 Fibre grid. The grid was wound on to the left- Figure 3 Birefringence after shrinkage and heat setting at 
hand KBr plate of section A A .  When the grid was constant length versus shrinkage/heat setting temperature. 
complete the second plate was added and the unwanted . ,  Heated in oil at constant length; O, shrunk in oil; [~, shrunk 
fibres cut away in air 
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/ progressively more pronounced yield at low strains. 
Surprisingly, yield loads, as defined in Figure 6, varied 

a little with amount or temperature of shrinkage. Initial 
moduli were reduced by shrinkage. Figures 7 and 8 
show that this reduction was determined more by the 
amount of shrinkage than by the shrinkage temperature. 

N ,~  b Breaking loads were markedly affected by shrinkage 
only at temperatures above 200°C (Figure 9). Even 
after very different amounts of shrinkage, the breaking 

C loads of yarns shrunk in air and oil at 240°C were very 
similar. 

Yarns shrunk in 0.2 s in hot air tubes 
Infra-red spectra of yarns shrunk in about 0.2 s by 

d from 0 to 33 ~ through a hot air tube, yarn exit tem- 
perature 235°C, are shown in Figure 10, together with 

e the spectra of two yarns redrawn after being shrunk by ~ f 2 0 0  o,., u 

0 a o o 

I J 0 n 0 v -- 0 0 O o O 0 
O 0 

0 

988 975 
cm-I  

Figure 4 Infra-red spectra of yarn 
shrunk for 1groin in an air oven at -o 
85°C (a), g2°C (b), g6°C (c), 110°C (d), 
125°C (e) and 150°C (f) - -  I 0 0  

1'41 o ~- x~ Yield,. 

o a o ~,load I ~  

Extension 
1"40 o o 

0 

Q 0 I I I 
o o a O IOO 2 0 0  

o 1.3<; o o Shrinkage temperature (oc) 

E o Figure 6 Yield loads for yarns shrunk in air ( 0 )  and oil (©) u a 
Gn 

O 

o u~ Q 
1"38 o 

o 
[] 80  [] 

o o ~ [] 

1'37 o a [] 

o a "~  6 0  

0 0 _~ 0 O O [] 
o - Before  shrinkage -~ O O 0 

1'36 ' , J = o 
5 0  150 2 5 0  E 4 0  ° o [] [] a [] 

Shrinkage temperature (oc) 

Figure 5 Density after shrinkage versus shrinkage temperature, c 
17, Shrunk in air oven; O, shrunk in oil bath 2 0  

might be expected, the overall crystallinities of these 
yarns, as indicated by their densities, were a function 
of shrinkage temperature rather than the amount of O , , , 
shrinkage (Figure 5). SO 150 250 

Some mechanical properties were considerably affected Shrinkage temperture (oc) 

by shrinkage. For example, the shapes of load-extension Figure 7 Initial modulus after shrinkage v e r s u s  shrinkage tern- 
curves were markedly altered by the introduction of a perature. [3, After shrinkage in air; O, after shrinkage in oil 
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different amounts of  folded chain structures can arise 
' even when a given amount  of  shrinkage occurs on 

heating a yarn to a given final temperature. I t  is also 
seen that if the yarn of Figure 11c is held at constant 

' length in an air oven at 150°C for 10min, so that overall 
80 it has been shrunk by the same amount and been held 

at the final temperature for the same length of time as 
the yarn of  Figure 11b, then the resulting yarn has a 
spectrum (Figure lld), which is similar to spectrum 
Figure 11b. 

Density and birefringence data relating to the yarns 
o o a [] of  Figures 10 and 11 are summarized in Figure 12. 
E o Changes brought about by free shrinkage, heat setting 
5 o at constant length, and by redrawing are set out. Again, 
:9 40 o in terms of the changes occurring, a 10min shrinkage 
- [] in an oven an 150°C is seen to be about equivalent to 

the rapid hot air tube shrinkage plus the constant 
o _ ~ p  length heat treatment. The overall molecular disorienta- 

tion occurring during the oven shrinkage, as indicated 

° °  larger fall during the rapid shrinkage in the hot air 
by the fall in birefringence, is seen as the sum of a 

tube, followed by a rise during the heat setting stage. 
The density results show that the major part  of  the 

O 40  80  increase in crystallinity occurred during this later stage 
Shrinkage (°/o} which, as shown above, was also responsible for a 

marked development of the 988 -z absorption in the 
Figure 8 Initial modulus after shrinkage versus shrinkage. I~, i.r. spectrum. 
after shrinkage in air; ©, after shrinkage in oil 

o o a 

0 
o 

500 
=_ 

o c [ 
P 

/ 
d / 

3 0 0 1  , = f 

5o ~5o 2so f ' f  
Shrinkage temperature (°C) / 

I Figure 9 Breaking load after shrinkage versus shrinkage tem- g 
perature. [~, After shrinkage in air; O, after shrinkage in oil 

33~o. A progressive intensification of the 988cm- :  
folded chain absorption with increasing shrinkage I I 

988 975 (Figures lOb-e) and a reversal of  this trend on redrawing 
(Figures lOe-g) can be clearly seen. Note that Figure cm-I 
lOg refers to yarn shrunk by 33~o and then redrawn Figure 10 Infra-red spectra of 
cold 1-54x, i.e. redrawn approximately to its original yarns shrunk in hot air tube; 

yarn exit temperature 235°C. (a) 
length. Figure lOg can be seen to be very similar to Drawn yarn; (b) drawn yarn 
Figure lOb which refers to a yarn subjected to very passed through hot air tube, 
nearly the same heat treatment and which has suffered shrinkage 0~; (c)as (b), allowed 
the same (zero) net length change. Figure 11 refers to shrinkage 10~o; (d) as (b), al- 
heat treatments at 150°C, where molecular movements lowed shrinkage 20~/o; (e) a s  

(b), allowed shrinkage 33~/o; (f) 
are slower than at 235°C. The marked difference at as  (e), then redrawn 1"5:1; (g) 
988 cm -1 between Figures 11b and c shows clearly that as (e), then redrawn 1.54:1 
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stage, during which the formation of i.r. detectable 
folded chain structures will be favoured, only if sufficient 
time is allowed. The amount of time required will depend 
on the crystallization temperature which, for a given 

a /¢ \ , time and fibre length change, will also determine the 
, \ number of detectable folded chains. The folded chain 

structures may be more or less completely new, formed 
by taking up some slack in the disoriented amorphous 

b regions and associated with a change from an extended 
chain to a folded chain fibre structure; or they may 

/ ~  -- simply result from the perfection of lamellar or other 
C / structures present in a distorted form in the drawn 

yarn. Of course, it is not suggested that in shrinkage 
d " / i processes no crystallization occurs before all amorphous 

disorientation is complete. In practice the rate of heating 
! will determine the extent to which crystallization at 

e / one temperature will overlap the process of amorphous 
disorientation at a higher temperature. 

On this basis there is no need to postulate different 
mechanisms for the different amounts of shrinkage 
occurring in oil and air. Rather we can follow Bosley~: 

I in general more amorphous disorientation and hence 
988 975 more shrinkage will occur after rapid heating in oil 

cm -~ because more shrinkage inhibiting crystals, with a 
wider range of melting temperatures, will be melted at Figure 11 Infra-red spectra of 

yarns  heat treated at 150°C. (a) once. This will only be true at temperatures where the 
Drawn yarn; (b) drawn yarn envisaged process of crystallite melting followed by 
shrunk 17% in an air oven at recrystallization is significant. Our results suggest that 
150°C for lOmin; (c) drawn yarn this is at above 100°C. 
shrunk 17.5% in a hot air tube, 
yarn exit temperature 150°C; (d) 
as (c), then heat set at constant Yarn initially shrunk in Yarn treated in oven 
length for t0min at 150°C; (e) hot air tube. Yarn exit at 15OOC for IOrnin 
drawn yarn heat set at constant temperature 
length for 10min at 150°C 235°C 150°C Drawn yarn 

It can be seen from Figure 12 that densities fell when O.17 17ol 
shrunk yarns were redrawn. Redrawing also removed 
the yields introduced into load-extension curves by ~ o 
both oven and more rapid shrinkage. ~0.16 17.5 

~- t 

DISCUSSION - toO.15 

Comparison of the i.r. spectra, densities and bire- ~ [  
fringences relating to yarn shrunk for 10min at 150°C 
with those relating to yarn shrunk within 1 s in a hot O-14 
air tube at the same temperature suggests that shrinkage 
in an oven is approximately equivalent to a rapid 
shrinkage plus a heat setting at constant length. The 
major part of the chain folding, as detected by i.r. 
spectroscopy, is not connected with the fibre length 
change during the rapid shrinkage, but with the subse- 1,40 

quent crystallization stage, during which no shrinkage 
occurred. Clearly the amount of shrinkage, i.e. fibre ~ 
length change, is not uniquely related to the amount of ~ ~-5:1 

chain f°lding' n°r can it be said that there is a cause ~ 33c/~'~154:1o //t? ° / /  
and effect relationship between chain folding and ~ 
shrinkage, because to a large extent shrinkage can ~1.38 /• 
precede detectable chain folding. Therefore, from the ca 
i.r. results, some process other than chain folding must 17 
be responsible for the shrinkage. --~] 17"5°/°/~'~ 2 5 : 1 4 "  

It is now suggested that the results presented above o ~ ',~____ _ _ j  Drawn yarn 
density are consistent with the view that the basic shrinkage 1"36 

mechanism which is responsible for the fibre length 
change is a rapid rubber-like contraction, associated Figure 12 Densities and birefringence of yarns of Figures 10 

and 11. - - . ,  Yarn shrunk by n%; . . . .  , yarn heat set at 
with disorientation in the amorphous phase. That constant length at 150°C for 10min; . . . .  , yarn redrawn after 
disorientation will be followed by a crystallization shrinkage, draw ratio m:l  
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The observation that the fall in modulus after oven with any meaningful elastic-plastic transition: rather it 
and oil shrinkage correlated with the amount of shrink- is a viscoelastic property, in this case of the disordered 
age, rather than with shrinkage temperature, is consistent regions produced during shrinkage, which is a con- 
with the view that tensile modulus is determined by tinuous development of mechanisms operative from the 
elements in the amorphous regions, the progressive lowest stresses. On the other hand, the fact that the 
disorientation of which produces both increasing yield load (not stress) for the oven shrunk yarns varied 
shrinkage and decreasing modulus. The degree of little with the amount or temperature of shrinkage 
crystallinity, which in these longer time shrinkages might suggest that the yield process was associated with 
depended on shrinkage temperature (Figure 5 )obv ious l y  the break up of specific structures, e.g. folded chain 
only had a minor effect on modulus. (In fact crystalliza- crystals, created during the overall shrinkage process. 
tion of rapidly shrunk yarn will produce a small increase The 988 cm -1 absorption is, of course, much reduced, 
in modulus.) as is fibre density, when shrunk yarns are redrawn and 

The observed fall in birefringence after rapid shrinkage the yield removed. However, marked yielding still 
in a hot air tube is the expected accompaniment to the occurred in the yarn relaxed quickly at 150°C which 
disorientation producing that shrinkage. Now it has exhibited little or no absorption at 988cm-1; but it 
been seen that the subsequent crystallization stage is could be argued that the yield is then associated with 
associated with a rise in birefringence (Figure 12) which, the break-up of imperfect undetectable or relatively few 
it is suggested, occurs as molecules in the amorphous undetected folds. Further elucidation of the yield 
region crystallize on pre-existing more highly oriented mechanism in such yarns is required. 
crystallites. (Dumbleton 6,7 has shown that in both 
drawn and shrunk PET filaments the crystalline orienta- 
tion is higher than the amorphous orientation.) The CONCLUSION 
birefringence versus shrinkage curves for the oven and oil 

In this work we have studied the structural and other shrunk yarns (Figure 3) reflect this compound nature 
of the shrinkage process. At temperatures up to 100°C changes associated with the shrinkage of drawn PET 
similar falls in air and oil birefringence reflect similar fibres. This has involved the use of an improved i.r. 
amounts of shrinkage and amorphous disorientation, technique. It has been shown that the overall shrinkage 
Above this temperature further falls are offset by the process involves a rapid initial stage, which is associated 
rises accompanying crystallization. The lower net with disorientation in the amorphous regions and is 
birefringence in oil reflects the higher shrinkage and essentially responsible for the fibre length change. 
greater initial amorphous disorientation. This is followed, if time permits, by a crystallization 

Many of the changes which accompanied shrinkage, stage. Chain folding, as detected by i.r. spectroscopy, 
such as those in load-extension curves, density and is associated with the later crystallization stage. Because 
infra-red absorption at 988cm -1 were at least partly chain folding occurs after the fibre length change it 

cannot be said that there is a unique, or cause and reversed by cold redrawing. Such redrawing will occur 
during a tensile test to determine breaking load. The effect, relationship between chain folding and shrinkage. 
fact that breaking loads (not stresses) of oven shrunk This picture of the shrinkage process satisfactorily 

combines the rubber elasticity type of approach to yarns were little affected by shrinkages at temperatures 
below 200°C suggests that the structural features which shrinkage with the later folded chain models. 
determined the breaking loads of the original drawn 
yarn were recovered during tensile tests of the shrunk 
yarns. There is evidence of chain folding below 200°C, ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
and so chain folding per se does not reduce breaking Much of the experimental work described was carried 
loads. In fact breaking loads decrease for shrinkages out by Mr M. Rowsby. The author also thanks Mr G. 
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shrinkage. Now the shrinkage temperature determined Fibres for permission to publish. 
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The crystallization of oriented poly(ethylene 
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The rate of crystallization of oriented poly(ethylene terephthalate) has been measured 
at 100 °, 120 ° and 150°C using carefully prepared amorphous fibre samples. The samples 
were held to length during crystallization so that shrinkage did not occur, and the course 
of crystallization was followed by measuring the changes in density and boiling water 
shrinkage of the samples. The results show that the rate of crystallization is strongly 
dependent on the degree of orientation. Nucleation and initial growth of crystallites occur 
in times of the order of milliseconds at 120°C in samples of birefringence 0.08 compared 
with times of several minutes in isotropic material. It was found that crystallization in 
oriented material cannot be described by the Avrami equation. 

INTRODUCTION birefringence, that is the difference in refractive index 

Molecular orientation in a polymer sample affects the along and across the fibre axis. 
rate of crystallization and Keller e t  al.  1 found that even Since crystallization in oriented material is very much 
slight distortion of their samples of poly(ethylene faster than in the isotropic state, it was necessary to 
terephthalate) (PET) altered the kinetics appreciably, hold the samples at the chosen crystallization tem- 

perature for only brief periods in order to measure 
Although several other investigators have determined the rate at which crystallization proceeded. This was 
the rate of crystallization in PET z-s, only Spruiell e t  done by passing the fibres continuously through a 
al. 8 have considered the effect of orientation, and they heating bath containing glycerol at the required tem- 
allowed their samples to shrink during crystallization perature, and then into a cold water quench, a system 
with consequent disorientation of the amorphous of rollers being used so that the fibres were held at 
regions. In the work reported here, we have measured 
the rate of crystallization in oriented samples which constant length throughout the process. Well defined 

heat treatment times as short as a few milliseconds 
were held so that disorientation could not occur during could be achieved. Measurements made with an infra- 
the crystallization process, red pyrometer showed that the fibres attained the 

temperature of the hot glycerol in less than 7 ms. 
EXPERIMENTAL 

For this investigation we needed non-crystalline samples MEASUREMENTS OF CRYSTALLINITY 
with different, well-defined degrees of orientation. 
We achieved this by making the samples in the form Classically, crystallinity is associated with the ability 
of fibres, which could be oriented without crystallizing of a material to diffract X-rays in discrete directions. 
using a carefully controlled drawing process. Corn- In order to do this, there must exist regions of almost 
mercial grade poly(ethylene terephthalate) containing perfect order extending over a range of at least 20-30 A 9, 
0.5 ~o TiO2 was extruded through fine holes in a die and well crystallized polymer samples are in fact suffi- 
at a temperature of 295°C, the resulting fibres being ciently ordered to show discrete diffraction of X-rays. 
quenched rapidly to room temperature. The melt was Other measures of crystallinity are often used when 
held at 295°C for 10min prior to extrusion to ensure dealing with polymers, notably density and infra-red 
that there were no nuclei remaining from previous absorption at certain wavelengths. It is found that these 
crystallizations 1. The fibres made in this way had a measures of crystallinity are not consistent with each 
diameter of about 45/zm, a density of 1.340g/cm a, and other when applied to PET, because in this polymer, as 
X-ray diffraction showed no crystallinity. By drawing in many others, a completely crystalline structure is 
these fibres isothermally in water at about 50°C samples never achieved, and each method of measurement is 
were made with higher orientation, whilst still pre- affected differently by the size and perfection of the 
serving the non-crystalline nature of the material. The crystalline regions. Thus there is no unique measure 
orientation was characterized by measuring the fibre of crystallinity in polymers. 

However, the industrial importance of crystallinity 
* Presented at the Polymer Physics Group (Institute of Physics) in oriented polymers lies not in the way it changes the 
Biennial Conference, Shrivenham, September 1973. X-ray diffraction or the density, but in the stability 
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Figure 1 X-ray diffraction photographs of PET fibres crystallized at constant length at 120°C. Crystallization time: 
(a) O; (b) lOms; (c) 50ms; (d) 3ogres. Shrinkage in boiling water: (a) 35~; (b) 15~; (c) 8%; (d) 5~  

1"38 occur in the crystalline regions, so fully crystalline 
70 polymers do not disorient or shrink when heated above 

the glass transition temperature. This essential effect 
of crystallinity can often be detected long before the 

~_ conditions are met for discrete X-ray diffraction. For 
5(3 ~ 1.37~-~ example, Figure 1 shows X-ray diffraction photographs 

-- / of fibres which have been crystallized for different 
~ times at 120°C. The shrinkage of the fibres in boiling 

c a  t~ ~ water is also listed. It can be seen that whereas con- 
?~30 ~ siderable changes in shrinkage occur within 10ms, 
-¢: 1.36 c~ discrete diffraction spots become apparent only after 

x about 50ms, and the major reduction in shrinkage has 
I ~  occurred long before a fully crystalline X-ray pattern 

is achieved. On the other hand, the density, which is 
I O x ~ . ,  x x also widely used as a measure of crystallinity in polymers, 

follows the shrinkage changes quite closely (Figure 2). 
0"1 0"2 0"3 In this work we were concerned with the practical 

Time (s) effects of crystallinity in oriented material. We therefore 
Figure 2 Change in shrinkage and density of PET fibres, /~n followed the course of crystallization by making measure- 
21 000, birefringence 0-08, crystallized at constant length at 120°C. ments of the shrinkage in boiling water of samples 
x, Shrinkage; C), density which had been subject to heating for different lengths 

of time. An initially unoriented PET fibre will shrink 
which it.confers on the oriented structure. When crystal- back to its unstretched length from extensions as high 
lization occurs, segments of the polymer molecules as 200~ if no crystallization occurs during stretching. 
arrange themselves in a regular array which is a lower On the other hand, a fully crystalline fibre cannot 
energy state than the random configuration, the net disorient or shrink, and so for a given orientation, the 
energy change appearing as heat. Bond rotation cannot shrinkage observed may be used as a measure of the 
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degree of crystallinity. The shrinkage change achieved I.O 
after a given time at the crystallization temperature _ ~ , . . . . . . . . . - o - -  o n 

can be expressed as a fraction 0 of the total possible ~ ' ~ ~  - 
change, defined by: 

o= s Ts 
S r - S o ~  

0 . 8  ~ x  x x- x- 
where S is the shrinkage measured after crystallizing ~ f ~  
for a time t, $I is the initial shrinkage in the absence / 
of crystallization and S~ is the shrinkage after very / 

X 

long time at the crystallization temperature. In practice / 
Soo is not zero since 100 ~ crystallinity is never attained / 
and in this work we used the value obtained after 1 h at 
the crystallization temperature, o O  6 / 

! 
RESULTS [ 

The course of crystallization in samples which had 
different degrees of orientation is shown in Figure 3. 
The large effect of orientation is apparent. The sample 0 4  
with the lowest orientation (birefringence value 0-005) 
showed a definite induction time before crystallization r started, as is found in unoriented material. However, 
even at this level of orientation the time scale was 
greatly reduced compared with isotropic material, and 
with increasing orientation the half time for crystalliza- 
tion was rapidly reduced still further (Table 1). 0.2 O'.1 O'.2 0'.3 

The rate of crystallization was increased by raising Time (s} 
the temperature as shown in Figure 4. A t  temperatures Figure 4 Crystallization of PET of Mn 21 008. Birefringence 0.08, 
above 150°C crystallization was too rapid to permit at different temperatures" x, 100°C; A, 120°C; rq, 150°C 
measurement by this method. The effect of molecular 
weight on crystallization in highly oriented samples is 
shown in Figure 5. Increasing molecular weight reduced DISCUSSION 
the rate of crystallization, as has been found for isotropic Crystallization in polymeric materials is usually described 
material 1, 7 in terms of a nucleation and growth model 10. It is 

assumed that nuclei of ordered material are formed 
I O as a result of thermal fluctuations, and that some of 

these nuclei grow by the addition of more material to 
form crystallites. The course of crystallization is deter- 
mined, therefore, by both the rate of nucleation and 
the subsequent rate of growth of crystals on these 

06 nuclei. The results we have obtained show that the 
t9 nucleation and initial growth of crystallites is an ex- 

tremely rapid process in oriented PET, occurring in 
times of the order of milliseconds for samples of bire- 
fringence 0.08, compared with minutes in unoriented 

02  material. The shape of the crystallization curves indicates 
.~___~x that the main effect of orientation is to reduce the 

0.ol Oq I-O Io IO0 I0O0 induction or nucleation time as was also found by 
Time (s) Spruiell et al. s. Mechanical orientation of the molecules 

assists the production of nuclei by bringing molecular 
Figure 3 Crystallization of PET of Mn 21 080 at 120°C. Bire- segments into favourable juxtaposition, leading to a 
fringence values: O, 0.005; x, 0-027; V, 0.08; D, 0.15 reduction in the configurational entropy change needed 

for nucleus formation 11. However, it should be noted 
Table I Crystallization of poly- that strain per  se does not produce crystallization as 
(ethylene terephthalate) is sometimes implied by the use of the term 'strain 
/I7/n=21 008; Tc=120°C crystallization', though it greatly increases the rate at 

which crystallization proceeds at any given temperature. Birefringence Half-time(s) 
The rates of crystallization which we have found in 

o 66o* oriented specimens are much greater than those observed 
0.o05 20 by Spruiell et al. s because our samples were not allowed 
0'027 0"7 to relax during crystallization. The shrinkages observed 
0.080 <0.01 

by SpruieU et al. during annealing indicate considerable 
* Determined by d.t.a, on bulk disorientation in the amorphous regions, which would 
sample of the polymer greatly reduce the rate of crystallization. 
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I.O :~ x_ The course of  crystallization in many materials can 
~ >... be described by the Avrami equation: 

~' ~ = e x p ( -  k t  n) 

~ ~ where ~ is the volume fraction of uncrystallized material 
t' at time t, and k and n are constants. Hartley et al. 12 

using carefully prepared strain-free amorphous samples A 

0.8 ~ showed that for PET this equation applied with values 
/ for n of  2 at temperatures up to 160°C, corresponding to 

fibrillar crystalline growth and 4 at 240°C where fibrillar 
spherulitic growth occurred. Other investigators have 
obtained values for n which are not in accord with 
these results, and in many cases are fractional and 

O-~ not integers are required by the Avrami theory2-L The 
Avrami equation may be expected to hold in the initial 
stages of  the crystallization before the conditions 

Q assumed by the theory break down because of impinge- 
ment of  one crystalline region on another and the 
increasing concentration of  non-crystallizable matter 
in the amorphous regions. However, a plot of log ( -  In ~) 

0.4 against log t for the fibre samples crystallized at 100°C 
showed that n had already fallen below 1 at the shortest 
times and was continuing to fall (Figure 6). For  fibres 
crystallized at higher temperatures, the value of n fell 
even more rapidly. Thus the Avrami equation cannot 
be used to describe the course of  crystallization in 
oriented PET and it seems quite likely that the de- 

0 2  partures from Avrami behaviour found by some workers 
in nominally isotropic material were the result of  advent- 
itious orientation caused by strain in the sample. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The rate of  crystallization in PET is strongly dependent 
i ' I I 

O.I 0-2 0-3 on the degree of orientation. Isotropic samples used for 
Time (s) measurement of  crystallization kinetics must therefore 

be prepared with great care so that unknown strains are 
Figure 5 Crystallization of PET. Birefringence 0"15, at 120°C. avoided, and the degree of orientation of oriented 
x,/i)/n=12 800; ©,/~n=21 008; Fl,/I2/n=32 008 samples must be well defined and shrinkage prevented 

during the crystallization process if the results are to be 
meaningful. Crystallization in oriented specimens does 
not follow the simple Avrami theory, and departures 

IO from Avrami behaviour could be a sensitive indicator 
of  adventitious strain in nominally isotropic samples. 
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The theory of the polarized fluorescence from fluorescent molecules incorporated in an 
oriented solid polymer is developed for a very general model of the optical behaviour of 
the molecules and it is concluded that any observed intensity can be expressed in terms 
of the components of a fourth rank tensor. Only twelve of these components are indepen- 
dent for samples of orthotropic symmetry and only six for samples of uniaxial symmetry. 
The effects of the birefringence of the polymer and the significant polarization-dependent 
absorption of the exciting light on the observed intensities are considered. The results 
of the analysis are presented for the uniaxial case in a form which allows values of cos~0 
and cos40 to be calculated from the experimental measurements of intensity. 0 is the 
angle between the unique axis in the polymer and a unique axis in a fluorescent molecule 
and the bars denote the averages over the sample. The theory has been applied to mole- 
cules of a stilbene derivative (VPBO) incorporated at concentrations of 50-200 ppm in 
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) of low crystallinity. It is concluded that the unique 
axes of the VPBO molecules are more highly oriented than the PET chains, but the two 
distributions of orientations appear to be uniquely related over the range of drawing 
temperatures (65-90°C) and draw ratios (1-5.85) used. 

INTRODUCTION molecules is known, then the corresponding value of 
~ ,  where 0~ is the angle between the symmetry 

There is considerable interest in developing methods for axis of the sample and a polymer molecule, can be 
determining molecular orientation in 'amorphous' poly- derived. The optical dichroism method provides informa- 
mers and in the non-crystalline regions of crystalline tion related to cos--ffff~ only and it is important to develop 
polymers. It is often difficult to apply spectroscopic methods which also provide information about cos--b-ff~p. 
techniques, such as nuclear magnetic resonance and Not only do such data define the distribution of molecular 
infra-red spectroscopy, because these may require a orientations more closely, but they are also of direct 
detailed knowledge of the polymer conformation, which value in understanding the relationship between the 
is not available for the disordered regions. One method 
which circumvents such difficulties involves the incor- anisotropy of mechanical properties and molecular 

orientation 2. The polarized fluorescence of suitable 
poration into the polymer of dye molecules whose organic molecules incorporated in the polymer offers 
orientation is then determined. Previous work by two the means to obtain such information, in a parallel 
of the present authors1, has shown the value of measuring experiment to the measurement of optical dichroism. 
the optical dichroism of dyestuffs incorporated in poly- The use of this technique was first reported by Nishijima a 
ester fibres. The orientation parameters obtained from 
the optical dichroism were examined in conjunction and has subsequently been the subject of several theo- 

retical and experimental publications4-1L In most of 
with birefringence and X-ray diffraction measurements the experimental studies so far reported, however, the 
to provide a structural understanding of the drawing information about the orientation distribution has been 
and hot water shrinkage of these fibres. 

presented in terms of a single parameter, usually related 
For a uniaxial sample the optical dichroism deter- in a complex way to co--'ffffr0 and cos--~-~, where 0 measures 

mines c~ffz-O~, the average value of Cos2OA, where OA is the orientation of a unique axis in the fluorescent 
the angle between the symmetry axis of the sample and molecule, and some of the information available has 
the absorption axis of a dye molecule. If the orientation been discarded. It has therefore not been possible to 
of the dye molecule relative to the surrounding polymer compare the information quantitatively with that ob- 

* Presented at the Polymer Physics Group (Institute of Physics) tained from, for instance, birefringence or optical 
Biennial Conference, Shrivenham, September 1973. dichroism measurements. In addition, the effects on the 
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fluorescence intensity of the birefringence of the sample molecules, the birefringence of the sample and the 
and the progressive absorption of the exciting light rate of absorption of the exciting light by the sample. 
as it travels through the sample have not been properly The problem involves, therefore, transformations between 
accounted for. systems of coordinates on each fluorescent molecule 

For these reasons we feel that the potentialities of the and a system of coordinates fixed within the sample. 
fluorescence method have not been fully realized. We Such transformations can be simply made by repre- 
have therefore redeveloped the theory, incorporating the senting the electric vector of the light as a column 
effects ofbirefringenceandofabsorptionintotheanalysis, matrix (E0 and multiplying this by the appropriate 
and have written the results for the uniaxial case in rotation matrix. 
such a way that values of co--0--g~ and ~ can be extracted Since the emission is incoherent we can treat each 
directly from experimental measurements. The theo- fluorescent molecule independently and add the resulting 
retical treatment and the experiments have been re- fluorescent light intensities to find the total intensity 
stricted to cases where the incident light enters and the emitted by the array. To avoid the complication from 
observed fluorescent light leaves the polymer sample refraction of the light at the sample surfaces we shall 
normal to its surface, since it was felt that until the assume that the incident plane-polarized monochromatic 
method had been thoroughly proved in this simple light enters the sample, and the observed fluorescent 
situation its extension to fibres was unjustified, light leaves the sample, normal to its surface. We shall 

In this paper we describe measurements of the intensity neglect, initially, the effects of the birefringence and 
of the polarized fluorescence of an optical brightening absorption and they will be considered in a separate 
agent, which is a stilbene derivative, incorporated in section. 
oriented tapes of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET). 
For a series of specimens produced in a variety of 
ways, the value of c~-0  obtained from polarized Development for orthotropic symmetry 
fluorescence measurements is compared with that In the treatment that follows we neglect the partial 
obtained from optical dichroism measurements and reflection of the incident and fluorescent radiations at 
with the birefringence. It is concluded that reliable the surfaces of the sample and also the difference between 
numerical information about the orientation of the the local and macroscopic electric fields within the 
fluorescent molecules can be obtained using the approach sample. These are considered in the Appendix. 
described in this paper. The polymer sample is assumed to have at least the 

In a subsequent paper the preparation of the samples statistical symmetry described by three mutually perpen- 
will be described in more detail and the relationships dicular 2-fold rotation axes (orthotropic symmetry). A 
between the orientations of the fluorescent molecules right-handed set of axes O-X~IX2X8 is chosen parallel to 
and those of the polymer molecules will be discussed these three axes. For a uniaxial sample OXa is chosen 
in the light of results of orientation measurements by parallel to the unique axis. Each fluorescent molecule is 
other techniques, together with the implications that assumed to have a unique axis M fixed within it and these 
the values of cos--b-ff~p and cos--6-~r~ have for understanding unique axes are assumed to have a distribution of 
the drawing mechanism of PET. orientations which is related to that of the polymer chains 

and so has the symmetry of the sample. The precise 
THEORY nature of this relationship will be discussed in a later 

paper and we shall now consider only how the distribu- 
Introduction tion of orientations of the unique axes M with respect to 

A fluorescent molecule will absorb light of a particular O-X1X2Xa determines the observed intensities and what 
wavelength, )t, if A is within the absorption band of the information can be deduced about the distribution from 
molecule and if there is a component of the light the intensities. 
polarized so that its electric vector is parallel to the The polar and azimuthal angles of the vector M for a 
absorption axis, A, of the molecule. A short time later typical fluorescent molecule are /9 and ff with respect to 
it will emit light of a longer wavelength from an oscillating O-X1X2X3. A set of axes O-xix2xa is chosen fixed within 
dipole tx which is parallel to the emission axis B, of the the molecule so that Ox3 is parallel to M. The polar co- 
molecule. A and B can be regarded as unit vectors ordinates of the absorption axis A with respect to this set 
which may or may not be identical. The rates of absorp- of axes are ~ and fl and the polar coordinates of the emis- 
tion and emission of energy are proportional to the sion axis B are a' and fl' (Figure 1). An angle c is defined 
incident light intensity and to intrinsic properties of the to be the difference between the azimuthal angles of the 
molecule, emission and absorption axes: 

It is easy to write down the intensity of the fluorescence 
from a single isolated fluorescent molecule. Let the ~=[3'-fl (I) 
exciting light be plane-polarized with electric vector E It will be necessary to make specific assumptions about E 
and let the fluorescent light be observed after passing later, but for the moment no restrictions on it are implied. 
through a perfect analyser which transmits only light If the electric vector E of the incident light has polar 
polarized with electric vector parallel to a vector T'. The coordinates y, ~ in the O-XIX~Xa frame it may be 
observed intensity will be proportional to cos2AlCoS2A2 represented in matrix form by: 
where A~ is the angle between E and A and Az is the 
angle between T' and B. [ Esinycosv 

The complete problem is to calculate the total fluor- (E 0 = | Esinysiml ~ (2) 
escent intensity from a sample consisting of an array \ Ecosy ] 
of fluorescent molecules dispersed in a solid polymer. 
This will depend on the orientations of the fluorescent where E =E°exp(io~t). 
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Figure 1 (a) Orientation of unique axis, M, of a fluorescent 
mblecule with respect to symmetry axes, O-X1X&, of sample. 
(b) Orientation of absorption and emission axes, A and B, 
respectively, with respect to axes 0-XIPZX~ fixed in fluorescent 
molecule 

If we define (Tt) by: 

sinycosr) 
(Ti) = sinysin7 

( 1. 
(3) 

cosy 
then 

(-6) = (ZW (4) 

To find the component, EA, of the electric vector along 
the absorption axis, A, of the fluorescent molecule we 
take the scalar product of (Eg) and (At). To do this they 
must first be referred to the same set of axes. In the 
frame O-x1x2x3, (At) is given by: 

(5) 

(Et) may be referred to 0-~1~2x3 by using the trans- 
formation matrix (0~) which relates quantities expressed 
with respect to O-X1X2X3 to those expressed with 
respect to O-x1x2x3. 

Thus 
EA = AtOtjTjE (6) 

where we use the Einstein repeated subscript convention 
for summation. 
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Since O-x1x2x3 can be imagined to be brought from 
initial coincidence with O-X1X2X3 into its actual 
orientation by successive rotations of 4 about 0X3, 
B about 0x2 and $ about 0x3, (0~) is given explicitly 
by: 

(Oar) = 

i 

cosecos~cos~ - cos&in&os# + - sin&os# 
sin#sin# cos@in* 

- cos8co$sin# - - cos&in$sinll, + sin &in+ 
sin&os* cos~cos~ 
sin&o+ sin &in+ c0se i 

(7) 

The rate of absorption of the light, IA, is proportional 
to the product of EA and its complex conjugate, Ez 

IA = CEA E,* (8) 
or 

IA = Cl A10s3TjEI 2 (9) 

where C is a constant. 
In a similar way, the equations that refer to the light 

emitted by the fluorescent molecule can also be expressed 
either in terms of the matrix or the repeated subscript 
notation. 

The fluorescent molecule emits light from an oscillating 
dipole p= pB, parallel to the emission axis B. p2 is 
proportional to IA, since the intensity emitted is propor- 
tional to that absorbed. 

In the 0-~1~2x3 frame: 

cosp’sinol’ 
(I$) = si@‘sinol’ 

i 1 
(10) 

COSa 

so that in the O-X1X2X3 frame IL is given by: 

/*t = CLO&B~ (11) 
where (0;) is the transpose of (0~). 

If the analyser is assumed perfect, so that it transmits 
only light with electric vector parallel to the unit vector 
T’ which has polar coordinates y’, 7’ with respect to 
O-X1X2X3, then the transmitted electric vector has 
magnitude E& proportional to the scalar product of 
T’ and p. The transmitted intensity, AI, is proportional 
to the product of this quantity and its complex conjugate. 
Hence : 

AIccp2~T;O~Bj~ 2 

= G ‘IAzOa,TjEI “/T;O;,B,I 2 (12) 

where G’ is a constant and AI is the intensity due to a 
single fluorescent molecule. 

The total intensity detected is found by summing 
equation (12) over all the N fluorescent molecules under 
observation, so that: 

I=G(~A~O~~~~2~T~OmB,~2)av. 

where G = I E 1 2G ‘iV. 
(13) 

Equation (13) may be written: 

I = G(AcAlB,Bt)(Ou01rnO~,O~>T5TmT~T: (14) 

since the quantities in the angled brackets are assumed 
to be independent of each other. (O&) is merely the 
transpose of (Orj) and equation (14) thus becomes: 

I = G<AtA1B,Bt)(0~~01rnO~~Ots)T~TnaTaT: (15) 

Performing the 
leads to: 

sum over all values of i, 1, q and t 

I = Fjm,~TjT,,zT;T; (16) 
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where bind chemically to the polymer chains. The Ox3 axis 
Fjmps=G(A~AzBqBt)(O~jOtraOq~Ots) (17) would then be expected to be the geometric long axis 

The intensity is now expressed as a sum of the products of the molecule. 
of pairs of terms. One term of each pair, Fjm~s, may be Making these assumptions is equivalent to setting 

~b = 0 in equation (7) and regarding/3 and/3'  as random, 
regarded as a component of a fourth rank tensor [Fjmps] whilst retaining the relationship given by equation (1) 
and depends (apart from the constant G) only on the between them. This leads to a reduction of the number 
properties of the specimen; the other, TjTmT~T's, depends of unknown quantities to eleven. These are five averages 
only on the polarization vectors of the polarizer and 
analyser, of  functions of  0 and if, the unknown constant G and 

the quantities cos2a, cos2~ ', cos%~cos2~ ', cos2 ~sin2~sin2~ ' If  we now take into account the orthotropic sym- 
metry of the specimen the number of non-zero terms and cosEsin2~sin2a'. The number of independent com- 
in the sum over j ,  m, p, and s in equation (16) reduces ponents Fjm~s is correspondingly reduced to eleven, since 
from 81 to 21. The elements O41 f o r j = l ,  2, 3 may be the following relationship now holds: 

regarded as components of a unit vector, parallel t o  (Fl122-F2211)"I-(F2233-F3322)q-(F3311-Fl133)=O (18) 
the Ox~ axis. Since the specimen has orthotropic sym- 
metry, the quantities (OijOlmOqpOts)must be invariant In principle the eleven independent Fpn~s could be 
under the rotations represented by: used to evaluate the eleven unknown quantities unless 

cos%~=cos2~ ', when each of the differences in equation (i0i) ( i 0 ) ( 1 0 i )   ,8 isin ivi u l,yzeoltmay  note t ati  = =0 
- 1  , 1 , 0 - 1  the results of the present treatment are equivalent to 

0 - 0 - 0 0 those of Bower 11. If  e and ~' are non-zero and E is 
assumed to be random, then the treatment is equivalent 

applied to the O-X1X~.X3 axes. Each O~j transforms to one given by Kimura et al. 5, although they disregard 
into - O t j  under two of these rotations and into + O~j the components Fjpjp. 
under the other, according to the value of j. Thus if We now consider how the determination of the 
any of j, m, p or s occurs only once in (O~jOzmOqpOts), components Fjm~s is affected by the birefringence of 
this average must be zero. There are thus only 21 possible the polymer sample and the attenuation of the exciting 
non-zero terms in the summation given in equation (16), light as it passes through the sample and after that we 
nine terms with j = m and p = s and twelve terms with turn to a detailed consideration of how information 
either j = p  and m=s or j=-s and m=p. These twelve about the distribution of orientations may be obtained 
form three groups of four equal terms, each group by means of measurements on uniaxial samples, for 
having the same pair of  subscripts j and m. There is which the number of unknown quantities is further 
thus a total of twelve independent terms on the right reduced. 
hand side of equation (16), nine terms of the form 
Fjj~TjTjTpT~ and three of the form FjptpTjTpTjT~. Birefringence and absorption 
The corresponding twelve components of Fjm~s, and 
only these, determine the intensity of the fluorescence The effect of the optical anisotropy of a polymer on 
for all possible combinations of polarization directions the propagation of light through it is in general quite 
of incident and observed scattered light, complex. It is relatively simple only if the light propa- 

The nine components of the form Fjsp~ correspond gates along one of  the symmetry axes 0~"1, OX2 or OXa. 
to the nine intensities I~p defined by Desper and Kimura 4. Since it is possible, at least in principle, to determine 

all the required components Fjmps from measurements Each of these components can be measured directly. 
When the polarization vectors of the polarizer and in which both the exciting and fluorescent light propagate 
analyser are parallel to axes of the O-XIX2Xa frame, along the same axis OXt, we shall consider the effects 
one of the quantities TIT~T~T~ is unity and all the of birefringence and absorption only for such measure- 
other quantities TiTmT~T~ are zero. The intensity ments. 
measured is therefore the value of the corresponding If  the symmetry axes normal to the direction of 

propagation are OXI and OX~, the non-zero components component Fl~,~,. The determination of the components 
F~,1r requires measurements in which both polarization of the electric field of  the exciting light are ET~ and 
vectors are inclined to the axes of the O-XIXzXz frame. ET~ as it enters the specimen. When the wave cor- 

Each component F~mus is the product of  a constant responding to the component ETi has travelled a distance 
G and two other terms. The first of these, (A~A~BqB~), x into the sample the electric field is ET~exp(-Roxn~/e- 
depends only on the properties of the fluorescent mole- x~/2), where n~ and c~1 are the refractive index and 
cules and the second, (O~jOlmOqpOts), depends only on linear absorption coefficient, respectively, for exciting 
functions of 0, ff and ~b averaged over the distribution light of frequency o~ polarized parallel to OX1. Similarly, 
of orientations; it is these averages that we wish to light which is emitted by a fluorescent molecule at 
determine, distance x within the sample and subsequently propagates 

Each of the twelve components Fire,s depends, in the in the same direction as the exciting light will have an 
most general case, on a large number of unknown electric field component in the OXu direction propor- 
quantities. A great simplification is made by assuming tional to iz~exp[-i~o'(d-x)n'~/c-(d-x)~/2] when it 
that the fluorescent molecules have no preferred orienta- reaches the surface of  the sample, at distance d from 
tion around their Oxa axes and that if every fluorescent the first surface. The primed quantities refer to the 
molecule is rotated through 180 ° around any axis fluorescent light. A fraction T~ of  this will be trans- 
normal to Oxa the distribution of orientations remains mitted by the analyser. We see that, for the arrangement 
unchanged. These assumptions appear to be reasonable considered, equation (16) must be modified to: 
for a long thin fluorescent molecule which does not I=F~sT~TraT[,T~ (19) 
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where Table I C o e f f i c i e n t s  of  equation (27) 

F~,,p, = RjmvsFJmvs (20) x= cos 2, 
with 

• " ' ' ' c A D K L M N .Rjmps = (exp[-- icox(nj --nm)/C - tw (d - x ) (np-  n,)/ - 
x(al+am)/Z-(d-x)(a~+od~)/2]} (21) Ao 3+6X -15-6X 51+6X --12 

At 2+4 X 6--4 X --62+4 X 8 
The average is taken over all values of x and we have A2 3+6x 1-6x 19+6x 4 
assumed a homogeneous distribution of fluorescent A3 1+2X - 5 - - 2  x 17+2 x --4 
molecules throughout the thickness of the sample. A4 -2 -4x  6+4x -10-4x 4 

A5 1+2x - 1 - 2 x  1+2x 
In the present work the specimens were almost corn- A6 - - 1 - 2 X  5 + 2  x --17--2 x 4 

pletely transparent to the fluorescent light. When this is A7 - - 2 + 4  X --4 x --6 10+4 x --4 
true we can write: As 3-2x -1+2x  2 - 1 - 2 x  

A9 - 1 - 2 x  5+2x -17 -2x  4 Pc l  

Rjjpv=(1/d)|Wexp(-oqx)dx Al0 - -2+4X --4 X 6 10+4 x --4 
~ 0  All 3-2x --1+2 x - 2  - 1 - 2  x 

= [1 -exp(-oqd)]/(oqd) (22) A,2 - 1 - 2 x  5+2x -17 -2x  4 
A13 2 --6 18 --3 

The quantity aid is simply the optical density, Dj, of A14 --1+2X 1--2X --1+2X 1 
the specimen for incident light polarized parallel to Ax5 1+2x -5 -2x  17+2x -4  
OXj and can easily be determined, so that Rj~p may Ale 22-20x -30+20x 22--20X 8 
be regarded as known. A17 1+2X 11-2X -15+2x -4  

The quantities Rjpjv are complex but equation (19) 
shows that the intensities determined must always fluorescent molecule the distribution of values is suffi- 
depend on [~jp': ciently narrow that some effective mean values can be 

, _  ¢ ¢ . . . . .  used, so that the unknown quantities that depend on 
where F~vjv - F~pjp + F~pp3 + Fpjpj + Fp3~p the properties of the fluorescent molecules but not on 

= Flpjp(Rjpjp + Rjp~j + Rpjpj + Rpjlp) (23) their orientations become c~, a', c - ~ ,  cos E. 
The quantity in parenthesis is real and we call it Rj'p~p. The forms of the coefficients A0 to A17 which result 
R~pjp can only be calculated if (n j -nm)d  and (n;,-n~)d when this assumption is made are given by Table 1. 
are accurately known. Determination of (n 1 -  nm)d would If A represents one of the coefficients then: 
require accurate measurements of refractive index at A = D + K(cos 2~ + cosZa') +L(cos z~-  cos2a') + 
the wavelength of the ultra-violet exciting light and 
this quantity, and hence R~'p~p, must usually be regarded Mcos%~cosZa ' +Nc--0-~sin2asin2cd (27) 
as unknown. In the limit of very high birefringence If  ~ and cose are fixed, the six equations (25) contain 
(dAn>)A), R~'p~v is zero and in the limit of very low six unknowns and can be solved. Various models will 
birefringence (dAn<A)it  has the value: be discussed in the section on data analysis in which 

8{1-exp[-(~l+a~)d/2l}/[(~l+a~)d] (24) different values are given to ~ and cos~. 
In the experiments to be described, the quantities 

Uniaxial symmetry F~.~, were determined in the following way. The exciting 
light and observed fluorescent light travelled parallel 

For a sample of uniaxial symmetry each component to the OX~ axis of the specimen and the polarization 
F~m~s must be invariant under rotation through any vectors of the polarizer and analyser were either parallel 
arbitrary angle around the OXs axis, which is chosen or crossed. The specimen was rotated about the OX~ 
to be parallel to the unique axis of the specimen• This axis so that 0)(3 made a variable angle ~, with the 
reduces the number of independent components to polarization vector of the incident light• By inserting 
six and the corresponding quantities Fj~m~s may be the appropriate expressions for T~ and T/' in terms of 
shown to be given by: into equations (19) the observed intensities are found to 
F~11 =F~2z2.=GRll lx(Ao~+AlCO-~'~-bA2) (25a) be given by: 
F,~z3 = 8 G R a 3 3 3 ( A a ~  + A4co-'~ + As) (25b) I,  (y) = B0 + BlCOS2y + B2cos47 (28a) 

F~233 = F~33 = 4GR2233(A6 cO'c-~-CO + A7co-C'-'~ + As) (25c) I±(y) = Ba + B4cos2y + B~cos47 (28b) 

F~3~2=F~3~l=4GR332~(Agco--ffff~+A~oc--6T~+At~) (25d) where subscripts [[ and _[_ signify parallel and crossed 
C t C l F~323-F~313-4GR2323'(A12c~+At3co-"o'~-O+A14) (25e) polarizer and analyser respectively and: 

_ 0 _ _  _ C C C ¢ F{ 122 --  F9~211 --  GRt122(A 1 5 ~  + A 16co--~-0 + A 17) (25f) B0-  (3F~333 + 3F~ezz + F]3z2 + F~e33 + F~3e3')/8 (29a) 

In addition, the following relationship holds: B1-  (F~3~3-F~ez2)/2 (29b) 
- -  C ~' - -  C - -  C - -  ~ t B2-(F~3~3 +F~2~2 F~322 F9c233 F~328 )/8 (29c) 

2F~tz = F t l t t -  Fxtz~ (26) 
__  C C C C t Bz - (F~333 + F~22e + 3F~322 + 3F,~z33 - F~323 )/8 (29d) 

The eighteen coefficients A0 to A17. depend only on the B4=(F~3e2_F~23a)/2 (29e) 
following averages: cosZ~, cosea ', cos~cosZa ', B~= --B~ (29f) 
cosZ~sinZ~sin2a ', cos~sin2asin2a'. Since R~323 cannot be 
accurately calculated or obtained from the results of a The six coefficients Bo to B5 can be obtained by 
separate experiment, the six equations (25) contain nine fitting equations (28) to the measured intensities for a 
unknown quantities and cannot be solved. It is necessary, large number of values of ~,. For the experiments to be 
therefore, to make some further assumptions. We there- described a small systematic difference was found 
fore assume that if a and ~' are not the same for every between B~ and -B2  and a possible explanation for 
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this is given in the Appendix. Once B0 to B4 are known the equation: 
equations (29) can be used to determine the five quanti- F3a3a + 2Fa622 
ties F~p8 on the left of equations (25a) to (25e). This ~=ffaaaa+2(F1111+Fzl~2+Faa22+F~aa) (36) 
procedure is preferable to determining the five quantities 
directly, using only measurements with 7= 0, 7r/4 or ~r/2, EXPERIMENTAL 
since in this way much more data can be used in the 
determination and the theory can be tested more fully. Specimen preparation 
F~lz~ does not occur in the equations for the intensities The photostable compound 4,4'-(dibenzoxazolyl) stil- 
for the experimental arrangement used in the present bene (VPBO)* was used as the fluorescent additive. 
work and, since there are six unknown quantities to Its structure is shown below: 
be determined, it is necessary to obtain one more 

RandomaeqUati°n relating them. This may be done by c o n s i d e r i n g r a n d O m o r i e n t a t i o n S a m p l e .  @ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  

For a specimen in which the molecules are randomly 
oriented there are only two independent intensities, This compound has an absorption band in the region 
I,, and I±: of the intense 365nm ultra-violet line in the mercury 

I,,=Fflli=F~222=F~a36 (306) arc spectrum, and it fluoresces in the region 400nm 
to 550nm. The molecule is long and thin, and it has a 

I ,  = F~jj~ for j ~  p (30b) high quantum efficiency of fluorescence. 
Also, for random orientation: Different amounts of the compound were mixed with 

bis(2-hydroxyethyl terephthalate) so that, after poly- 
Rjj~j=Rjjp~=R~pp~ (31)  condensation, a series of batches of PET were formed 

for all j and p. containing the compound at a concentration of 200, 150, 
By setting co-'Gff~=l/5 and co--ffg~=l/3 in equations 100 or 50ppm by weight. The mixtures were then melt 

(256) and (25c) we obtain the following equation: spun in the form of thin tapes with cross-section ap- 
proximately 1.5 x 10 -a m by 1.0 x 10-4m. The number- 

R=I,/I.=(l+~)[(2-co-~2-~ ~) (32)  average molecular weight 37/'n was estimated from 
where intrinsic viscosity measurements to be 2.3 x 104. The 
~ '  = X(1 - cos2~- cos2~ ') + (1 + X)COS2~COS2~ ' -t- ~/2 samples were subsequently oriented by drawing around a 

smooth stationary 'pin' to draw ratios in the range 
(33) 1 to 6. The 'pin' was heated to temperatures in the 

with X = ~ and ~ = cos csin2asin2a', c ~ "  is simply range 65-90°C and was located between feed and wind-up 
the average of the cosine of the angle between the rollers rotating at different rates. Table 2 shows the 
absorption and emission axes of the fluorescent molecule, draw ratios, drawing temperatures and other data for 

Equation (32) is the extra equation required for individual samples. Random samples were produced 
determining the unknown quantities. The method used by annealing as-spun samples at 70°C in water until no 
for solving the equations is described later. 

* Some authors use the name 2,2'-(vinylendi-p-phenylene)bis- 
benzoxazole and it is convenient to use the abbreviation based on 

Optical dichroism this name. 
The quantity ~ ,  where 0a is the angle between 

he absorption direction of the fluorescent molecule and Table £ Specification of PET samples 
he draw direction, can be determined from optical 

dichroism measurements 1. For uniaxial symmetry: Refractive indices 
Draw at 561 nm Cone. 

CO--'~A = D3 (34) temp. Draw Density VPBO 
Da+2D2 Sample (°C) ratio na na no (g/cm ~) (ppm) 

where Da is t h e  optical density f o r  i n c i d e n t  light polarized 1 - -  1 1 "583 1-583 1 '583 1.338 200 
parallel to the draw direction and D~ is the optical 2 80 1.38 1.590 1.577 1.581 1.338 200 
density for light polarized normal to the draw direction. 3 80 1 '87 1 "602 1-572 1 "582 1-338 200 

4 80 2"00 1'603 1"570 1"581  1"338 200 
The same quantity can be deduced from the fluorescence 5 80 2.19 1.608 1.570 1.582 1.339 200 
results using the equation: 66 80 2.54 1.630 1-561 1.581 1.342 200 

7 80 2'66 1"625 1 "563 1,582 1 "340 200 
~ = ( 1 / 2 ) [ ( 3 c o s 2 c =  -1)co-b-sr0+l-cos2~] (35) 8 80 3.16 1.647 1.555 1.580 1.347 200 

9 80 3.78 1.669 1"549 1.575 1-362 200 
It is possible, therefore, to compare directly the values 10 80 4.40 1.707 1.533 1.573 1.367 200 
o f ~  obtained from fluorescence measurements and 11 80 5.10 1.716 1.544 1.584 1.366 200 
optical dichroism measurements. 12 80 5.85 1.717 1.528 1.578 1-370 200 

Although it is not clear from equation (35), the value 13 65 2-66 1-669 1.548 1.582 1.347 150 
of ~ obtained from the fluorescence measurements 14 70 2.66 1-639 1 "558 1.581 1.344 150 
should be independent of the choice of values for co-Sg~s ~ 15 75 2'66 1"632 1"561 1.583 1"339 150 
and c ~  because E is not defined if only absorption is 16 80 2.66 1-625 1.563 1-582 1-340 150 
considered. If it were possible to determine Fl122 experi- 17 85 2'66 1"620 1 "565 1"580 1 "343 150 
mentally then ~ c o u l d  be  determined directly f r o m  18 90 2.66 1-617 1.569 1.585 1.338 150 
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t_~)ns I - - - - q  slit of  the second monochromator. The relative sensitivity 
-- -lkompl to the two polarizations used was measured throughout 

the fluorescence spectrum for a particular slit width by 
M croscope I Monochro-] observing light from an incandescent lamp which was 

Monochromotorl P S A '~lmator 2 |Amplifier.. polarized, either parallel or perpendicular to the slit, .~I_I~ i ~ by the analyser. All polarized fluorescence measurements 
were made using the same slit width. 

The emission spectrum of  the fluorescent molecules 
in the random tape sample of PET when it was illumin- 

ICh°rt  I ated with light ° f  wavelength 365 nm c°nsisted ° f  three 
" recorder overlapping peaks, two of them of  similar magnitude 

at 415nm and 438nm, and a smaller one at 469nm. 
Figure 2 Block diagram of fluorescence apparatus The value of the ratio R (see equation 32) for a random 

sample was measured and found to be constant through- 
orientation could be detected by birefringence and out the fluorescence spectrum within experimental 
polarized fluorescence measurements. (Before annealing error, implying that ~ does not change. Table 3 
the birefringence was <0.001.) contains these results and Figure 3 shows the emission 

X-ray photographs showed that the drawn specimens spectrum. In view of the constancy of ~ it was 
were of  low crystallinity and the low values of  the considered unnecessary to determine the intensity of  
densities, which were determined by means of a density- fluorescence at more than one selected narrow wave- 
gradient column and are shown in Table 2, support length region when studying oriented specimens. 
this conclusion. In the theory it was assumed that the incident and 

collected fluorescent light propagate along the normal 
to the specimen surface. It  was possible to satisfy this 

Measurement of fluorescence intensity condition closely only for the incident light. A cone of  
The polarized fluorescence was measured using fluorescent light was collected whose semi-angle depended 

apparatus constructed from commercially available on the numerical aperture of  the objective. Measure- 
equipment. A block diagram is shown in Figure 2. ments were made of  the ratio R on a random sample 
Light from a 250 W mercury arc lamp was focused by for a series of  objectives of different numerical aperture. 
a quartz lens onto the entrance slit of  a Hilger Monospek Table 4 gives the results. The change of  R with numerical 
600 grating monochromator. The light emerging from aperture was small, showing that the effect of divergence 
the exit slit passed through an auxiliary lens and Nicol on the polarization of  the fluorescent light could be 
prism polarizer and an image of  the slit was formed in neglected. As an additional check some of the measure- 
the first focal plane of  the substage condenser of a ments on oriented specimens were also made using 
Vickers M 41 microscope. The sample, mounted on a several different objectives and the results were always 
microscope slide, was held on the microscope stage 
which could be rotated by a small motor. Light from 
each point of the slit passed as a collimated beam through Table 3 Ratio R for various emission wavelengths 
the sample and the largest angle made by any such beam and sample temperatures 
with the normal to the sample surface was about 2 ° . a (nm) 

The fluorescent light from the sample was collected T 
by the microscope objective, passed through an analyser (K) 405 425 436 450 469 
and was then either viewed with an eyepiece fitted with 
an ultra-violet (u.v.) filter or focused onto the entrance 29o 2"26 2'31 2"31 2"28 2'24 

81 2" 27 2' 24 2" 29 2" 27 2' 31 
slit of  a small Hilger and Watts (D292) monochromator. 
An EMI 9502S photomultiplier tube measured the 
intensity of the light that emerged from the exit slit 
of  this monochromator. The signal from the photo- 
multiplier was amplified and recorded on a Servoscribe 
chart recorder. 

When the first monochromator was set to transmit -- 80 
the u.v. exciting line at 365 nm it also transmitted some 
stray light at other wavelengths. Since the fluorescent =e 
light was observed in the propagation direction of  the 
incident u.v. light it was possible for the stray light ._ 

r ~  

to be detected by the photomultiplier. Its intensity was 
greatest at the wavelengths 436nm and 405nm which ~ 40 
correspond to two other lines in the mercury arc spectrum. -j For fluorescence measurements made at these wave- 
lengths a correction for this stray light was made. -5- c 
Most of the fluorescence measurements were made 
at the wavelength 469 nm and the intensity of  the stray 
light at this wavelength was 0.5 ~ of the minimum signal O ~ , , , ~ , 
intensity. 380 420 460 500  

The sensitivity of the detection system depended on Wovelength (nrn) 
the polarization of the light incident on the entrance Figure 3 Emission spectrum of VPBO in PET 
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Table 4 Ratio R for various microscope stage at a constant rate and recording the 
values of numerical aperture intensity under conditions of either crossed or parallel 
(at459nm) polarizers. The chart recorder and microscope stage 

Numerical aperture R drives were coupled together. Typical results are shown 
in Figure 4. 

0"70 2"27 
0.50 2.33 Other measurements 
0.25 2"24 
0"12 2"24 The polarized fluorescence apparatus was modified 

for measuring the optical dichroism of the samples and 
determining the quantities R j j~  by placing two pin- 

I holes in the optical path. The first pinhole was placed 
before the substage condenser of the microscope so that 
its image was focused by the condenser into the plane 
of the sample. The microscope objective was replaced 
by the second pinhole so that only parallel rays of 
plane polarized u.v. light that had passed normally 

6o through the sample entered the detection system. The 
sample was again mounted on a microscope slide but 
it was found necessary to immerse the sample in a 
liquid of similar refractive index to reduce light loss by 
scattering and reflection at the sample surfaces. Omission o ~ ~ , ~  ~'~ ~ "~t b of this precaution gives serious errors in the determina- 
tion of the absorption coefficients; its effects on the 
fluorescence measurements are discussed in the Appendix. 

2 The refractive indices of the samples for light polarized 
parallel to the draw direction, n3, and normal to it, nz, 

\ were measured by means of an image-splitting inter- 
~ 8 0  ference microscope. Each sample was immersed in a 

i 
._ standard refractive index liquid whose index was very 

close to the particular index of the sample being measured 
and the difference between the indices (which was 
always <0.004) was determined by counting inter- 
ference fringes. The assumption that the specimens 

c were uniaxially oriented was checked by using the 
equation: 

4C ...... I t I 
n~--I po/n]--I n~- l+n]- - l \  

C n~ +2  = ~ ~n~+-2 + n~gk 2 n]+2) (37) 

and the assumption nl = n2 to calculate for each specimen 
the refractive index no of the isotropic material. The 
values of no, which are shown in Table 2, were found to 
be constant within experimental error. Equation (37), 
in which p and p0 are the densities of the sample and 

6C the isotropic material, respectively, may be derived by 
applying the Lorentz-Lorenz equation lz to the first 
order invariant of the polarizability tensor of the chain 
segments. 

Data analysis 
Before the fluorescence data can be analysed, a model 

2C 0 I I I for the optical behaviour of the fluorescent molecule 
must be assumed so that the values of ~ and cos E 

T are defined. We shall quote results for two models. 
Figure 4 Fluorescence intensity as function of angle, V, of 
rotation of specimen about OXl. (a) Specimen 1; (b) specimen 2; Model 1 ~ random; co--6-ff~s ~=½, c ~ = 0  
(c) specimen 5. Points are calculated from fits to equations (28). Model 2 ~ = ~r; co--6~s E= 1, cos~= - l 
O, Polarizer and analyser parallel; 0 ,  polarizer and analyser 
crossed. (See also text) I t  was found that the values o f  c o ~  and ~ lay 

between those obtained for models 1 and 2 for any 
the same within experimental error. Because the oriented other choices of co--6"ffZss • and ~ that gave mathematically 
specimens are birefringent the effective angle of the allowable values for all specimens. 
collection cone depends on the polarization vector. The directly measured fluorescence intensities were 
The effect of this on the observed intensities is considered first corrected for the differential polarization sensitivity 
in the Appendix. of the detection system and for stray light. Certain other 

The measurements of fluorescence intensity as a possible corrections were considered but not applied 
function of ~, were made by rotating the sample on the and these are discussed in the Appendix. The data 
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were next treated in the following way. A least squares Figure 4 shows some intensity variations as recorded 
fit of  equations (28) was made to the intensity varia- by the chart recorder. The plotted points are calculated 
tions to obtain the coefficients B0 to Bh. Equations (29) from the least squares fits to equations (28). The open 

C C ~ e were then solved to obtain F~22~ , F~8a~ , F~28~ and F]822 circles denote parallel polarizers and the solid circles 
and the following ratios were calculated: crossed polarizers. The sample used in Figure 4a, sample 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1, had not been drawn and any orientation present 
F~3~8-T~222 F~333+F~2~+F~32~ F~2~3-F~822 must have arisen during the melt spinning stage of 
F~33+F~222' F ~ + F ~ 2 2  "F~z~+F~222 sample preparation. The two curves in this Figure 

The unknown constant G was thus eliminated and the have the same scale and zero level. Figures 4b and 4c 
three ratios could be expressed, using equations (25), in refer to samples 2 and 5, which were drawn at 80°C to 
terms of the remaining unknown quantities a, a', co--6ff~, draw ratios 1.38 and 2.19, respectively. The two curves 
co--d-ff~s 0 and the known values RsJvv. in each Figure have the same zero level, but the intensi- 

A value for (COS2cx'--COS2a) was assumed and, using ties shown for the crossed polarizers should be multiplied 
the ratio R determined for a random sample, cos2a and by 0.54. 
cos2~ ' were calculated from equation (33). Values of The values of c-~@, cos--6-ff~, ~, a' and the birefringence 
co--6~s 0 and co--6-~s O were then calculated from the first two n3-n2 are given in Table 6. The values of ~ and 
ratios above and the third ratio was used to recalculate cos--0T~ obtained for model 1 are greater than those for 
(COS2a'--COS2c~). Unless this value differed from the model 2, except for a random sample where they agree. 
starting value by less than 1 × 10 -5 the calculations were Table 7 gives the values of ~ calculated from the 
repeated, substituting the new value for that originally fluorescence data using equation (35) together with the 
assumed. The iteration was continued (using a PDP8E corresponding values of cos--0q-~a measured by optical 
digital computer) until this condition was satisfied, dichroism. The value of ~--~20a derived from the 

fluorescence data is independent of the choice of model. 
RESULTS Figure 5 is a plot of cos--0-~z~a measured by optical di- 

chroism against the corresponding value measured by 
Table 5 contains values of the ratio R for a set of random polarized fluorescence. It is linear with a gradient of 
samples each containing a different concentration of  the 1.04 + 0-02. Table 8 contains values of cos--0-Tz~A measured 
fluorescent molecules. The ratio is the same within by the two different methods and the ratio of the absorp- 
experimental error for all concentrations, which shows tion terms R~zzz and R3333 for a series of specimens 
that resonant energy transfer between non-parallel drawn at the same temperature (80°C) to the same 
molecules does not occur. The overall average value draw ratio (2.54)but containing different concentrations 
of  R is 2.27 + 0.02, corresponding to a value of of the fluorescent molecules. Tables 7 and 8 and Figure 5 
cos--0--~"=0.83 +0.01 and a mean angle a" 24 ° - = • show that the values of COS--b-g-~A measured by the two 

methods agree, within experimental error, over a wide 
Table 5 Ratio R for various range of orientations and are independent of the con- 
concentrations of VPBO (at 469nm) centration of fluorescent molecules. 

VPBO Figure 6 shows a plot of cos--ffff~a determined from the 
(ppm) R fluorescence measurements against the birefringence 

na-nz.  If  the birefringence corresponding to complete 
200 2"24 orientation of the polymer chains ~ =  1) is taken 
150 2.28 as 0.23~ _+ 0-01, as suggested by the work of Kashiwagi et 
100 2.21 al. ~ 4 and Purvis et al. ~, the value of cos-b"ff~a correspond- 50 2-24 

ing to complete orientation of the chains is 0-91 + 0.01. 

Table 6 Orientation parameters and values of ~ and a' for models 1 and 2 

Model 1 Model 2 

Sample n~-n~  cos~O cos~8 (degrees) (degrees) cos~O cos40 (degrees) (degrees) 
, = ,  

1 0"000 0"333 0'200 18 18 0'333 0-200 12 12 
2 0'013 0"396 0"258 12 21 0"392 0"254 6 18 
3 0"030 0'508 0'353 16 19 0'495 0"341 10 14 
4 0'033 0"575 0'444 18 17 0"557 0"420 13 11 
5 0"038 0'556 0'423 18 17 0"539 0'401 13 11 
6a O" 069 O- 720 O- 605 18 18 O. 691 O' 563 12 12 
7 0'062 0"679 0"557 18 18 0"653 0"521 12 12 
8 0"092 0.853 0,814 17 18 0,814 0-743 11 13 
9 0"120 0-926 0"890 18 17 0.881 0'812 13 11 

10 0'174 0-968 0-957 18 17 0'920 0.869 13 11 
11 0"172 0"949 0"919 19 16 0'903 0"838 13 11 
12 0-189 0,960 0"938 18 17 0,913 0.853 13 11 

13 0"121 0.903 0"853 18 17 0"859 0-779 12 12 
14 0"081 0.801 0-707 18 17 0.765 0.653 12 12 
15 0-071 0"776 0.673 19 16 0,743 0"624 14 10 
16 0'062 0-738 0,625 19 16 0,708 0.583 14 10 
17 0-055 0"701 0"599 18 17 0,674 0-557 13 11 
18 0"048 0"627 0.499 19 16 0'605 0"470 14 11 
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Table 7 cos28a from fluorescence and optical Figure 7 is a plot of  co-ff~ against the birefringence 
dichroism of  the sample. The points for the series 1 to 12 drawn 

at 80°C and those for the series 13 to 18 drawn at different 
cos2°A temperatures to draw ratio 2.66 lie on the same curve, 

Sample na-n~ Fluor.  Opt. dich. suggesting that there is a unique relationship between 
cos-ff~ and birefringence for PET samples of low 

1 0.000 0.33 o.33 crystallinity. 
2 0"013 0"39 0"35 
3 0" 030 0" 49 0" 49 D I S C U S S I O N  
4 0.033 0.54 0-53 
5 0.038 0.52 0.53 Orientations of  fluorescent molecules 
6a 0.069 0.67 0-08 The agreement, within experimental error, of the 
7 0.092 0.63 0.65 values of ~ measured by polarized fluorescence and 
8 0"092 0-79 0'77 
9 0.120 0.84 0.80 the corresponding values measured by optical dichroism, 

10 0.174 0.87 o.83 which is a simpler technique both theoretically and 
11 0"172 0"85 

!'O 12 0"189 0"87 

13 0.121 0.82 0"82 
14 0"081 0'74 0"72 . . . . . .  
15 0"071 0"71 0"70 
16 0"062 0'67 0"68 
17 0" 055 0' 66 0" 63 
18 0.048 0"58 0.57 0 8  

I'O / 
J ~ 

J 
t % 

o /  8 0.6 
o 

0-8 

._u 

"~ 0 4  

I ~'~ o.~ 
% 

0 ; ; f 0"16 ; ).00 0.08 0.24 
Birefringenc¢ (n3-n 2) 

Figure 6 ~ determined by fluorescence plotted against the 
0.4 birefringence (n3-n=). O, Samples 1 to 12; 0, samples 13 to 18 

I0  

0!4 ' 0"6 ' O'8' ' I'O ~ "(~ "" ~" " -  
COS 2 0 A fluorescence 

Figure 5 ~ determined by fluorescence and dichroism. 
©, Samples 1 to 12; O, samples 13 to 18 

0-8 
Table 8 Absorption correction for various concentrations of 
VPBO 

O 
cos20a VPBO ] 

cone. R22aa 
Sample na-n~ Fluor.  Opt. dich. (ppm) a ~  

u 0"6 
6a 0" 069 0' 67 0' 67 200 1" 25 
6b 0" 069 0" 67 0' 58 150 1" 21 
6c 0"069 0"67 0'67 100 1-15 
6d 0"070 0-68 0"67 50 1-06 

By assuming that complete alignment of the chains also 0-4 
produces complete alignment of the unique axes, M, 
of the fluorescent molecules (co-0-~= 1), we can conclude 
that this value is equal to cos2c~. The corresponding ~ , , , , 
value of ~, 17-5°_+ 1 °, is in good agreement with the 0.OO 0-08 O-16 0.24 
values obtained using model 1 (Table 6). We shall, Birefringence (a3-r/2) 
therefore, not consider the results for other models Figure 7 ~ plotted against the birefringence (na--n~), 
any further. 0, Samples 1 to 12; O, samples 13 to 18 
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I-o chains. It does, however, indicate that the values of 
~ and ~ correspond to a distribution of  orienta- 
tions that is reasonable on physical grounds. 

The theory of polymer birefringence 2, is indicates that 
/ " / 6 /  to a first approximation the birefringence should be 

0.8 / linearly related to co-5~s ~ ,  with ~ = 1 / 3  for zero 
" / birefringence and cos"0p= 1 for a maximum value of 

J i 
, , /  / the birefringence, which we have already assumed to 

s / be 0"235 + 0-01 for PET. Figure 7 indicates that although / ¢ 
/ / ~ for the fluorescent molecules is probably uniquely 

/ / related to the birefringence, and hence to c - - ~ ,  the 0.6 / "  / 
o u ,, / fluorescent molecules are always more highly oriented 

/ / than the polymer chains. We shall defer detailed con- / [ 
/ /  / sideration of the relationship between the two distribu- 

," / tions of orientations to a subsequent publication in / .." / 
/ / which the present results will be compared with those 

0-4  / / ,, / obtained from infra-red and laser-Raman studies of  
/ / molecular orientation in PET. We wish to simply / x / 

J / comment here that two possible explanations of the 

/ / z  higher orientation are either that each fluorescent 
z molecule takes up the average orientation of the sur- 

0.2 ~ _ t _ _ _ _ . ~  ~ rounding polymer chains or that the fluorescent mole- 0 4  0-6 0.8 I 0  
cos 2 (9 cules align themselves preferentially with the longer 

Figure 8 ~ plotted agains t  c ~ .  ©, samples  1 to 12; 0 ,  straight segments of polymer chain, which are probably 
samples 13 to 18 . . . . . .  , c o s 4 0 = ~  and co--6-~=(co-6-ff~s 0)2; o n  a v e r a g e  t h o s e  which a r e  m o r e  closely aligned w i t h  

- - ,  pseudo-affine deformation model;  . . . . . .  , afflne rubber the draw direction. 
deformation model 

Optical behaviour of fluorescent molecules 
experimentally, strongly suggests that the method de- In this paper we have assumed that the deviation of  
veloped in the present paper for determining ~ and the observed value of  R from 3 for a random sample 

for fluorescent molecules incorporated in an occurs because ~ or a' is non-zero and we have obtained, 
oriented polymer is a valid one. Unfortunately no on the basis of model 1, a value 17.5 °_  1.5 ° for ¢ and 
values of ~ for the fluorescent molecules determined o~' which is independent of the degree of orientation of 
by a different method are available for comparison, the sample and of the concentration of the fluorescent 

To show that the values of  ~ obtained using molecules. Kimura et e l )  have shown that the deviation 
model 1 are reasonable they have been plotted against can also be explained in terms of thermal rotation of the 
the corresponding values of co--6-gr0 in Figure 8. The two fluorescent molecules. We have made measurements on 
broken lines represent the bounds of possible cor- a random sample at liquid nitrogen temperature and 
responding values which may be specified on purely Table 3 shows that we obtained the same value of R at 
mathematical grounds. The upper line represents this temperature as obtained at room temperature. 
~ = c o - - 6 ~ - 0  and this clearly gives an upper bound to Since poly(ethylene terephthalate) is below its fl relaxa- 
the value of c-~-4-0 for a given ~ ,  since every cos40 tion at liquid nitrogen temperature, but above it at 
is less than or equal to the corresponding cos20. Any room temperature 19, different values of R might have 
point on this boundary line corresponds to a distribution been expected if the deviation of R from 3 is primarily 
of orientations such that a fraction ~ of the molecules due to thermal motions. 
have their axes exactly parallel to the draw direction and For model 1 the assumptions made about the absorp- 
the remainder have their axes in the plane normal to tion and emission axes of the fluorescent molecule are 
this direction. The lower line represents ~ = ( ~ ) 2  similar to those made by Kimura et el. in one of their 
and Schwartz's inequality shows that this gives a lower models, where they assume that the absorption and 
bound to the value of ~ for a given ~ .  Any emission axes each have cylindrically symmetric dis- 
point on this boundary line corresponds to a distribution tributions about a common principal axis. With the 
of orientations with all molecules having their axes on present model it is not necessary, however, to assume 
a cone of angle 0c such that cos20c=cos--0-~0, that each fluorescent molecule has a distribution of  

It is clear that any real distribution of orientations is absorption and emission axes. It is sufficient to assume 
likely to be fairly different from either of these extremes that although there may be fixed emission and absorption 
unless it is produced in a rather special way, so that axes in each molecule the angle ~ is random for the 
points lying somewhere near the middle of the allowed assembly of molecules considered together. A possible 
region would be expected for the present experiments, explanation for this is that there is a distribution of  
and this expectation is confirmed. The solid and dotted rotational isomeric states among the fluorescent mole- 
lines in Figure 8 show the relationships between cos---ff~r-0p cules arising from rotations about the single bonds 
and cos--ff~zWp predicted on the basis of the pseudo-affine which occurred when the sample was in the molten 
deformation scheme 16 and the affine rubber deformation state and which were subsequently frozen in. 
scheme 17, respectively, for the polymer. The closeness 
of the points to these lines may be to some extent Birefringence and absorption 
fortuitous since, as discussed below, the fluorescent Some authors have attempted to deduce the general 
molecules do not simply lie parallel to the polymer nature of a distribution of  orientations directly from the 
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form of  the angular dependence of the fluorescence exciting light is not taken into account. If  measurements 
intensity. This is not always possible, since we have are made with the polarization vectors of  either the 
shown that the angular dependence is not determined exciting or observed fluorescent radiations not parallel 
only by the values of ~ and ~ which characterize to symmetry axes of the specimen, then it is also necessary 
the distribution of orientations of the fluorescent mole- to correct for the birefringence of the specimen. 
cules. The effects of birefringence and absorption can For the particular fluorescent molecule-polymer system 
drastically change the observed angular dependence, used in the experimental work the distribution of orienta- 
For example, the angular dependence produced by the tions of the fluorescent molecules is not the same as the 
as-spun sample shown in Figure 4a might at first sight distribution of orientations of chain axes, as often 
be interpreted as arising from a distribution of orienta- suggested or implied in earlier work, but appears to be 
tions of the fluorescent molecules in which their unique uniquely related to that distribution over a wide range of 
axes show preferential alignment both parallel and drawing temperatures and draw ratios. If  the relationship 
perpendicular to the draw direction. We interpret it is indeed unique and if it can subsequently be confirmed 
as arising from a simple uniaxial distribution of orienta- that the fluorescent molecules do not enter the crystallites 
tions with preferential alignment only parallel to the of a crystalline polymer, then the fluorescence method 
draw direction in a sample of very low birefringence, will be capable of characterizing the orientation of the 
The coefficients B2 and B5 of equations (28) are deter- non-crystalline regions of such a polymer and will thus be 
mined for this sample essentially by its birefringence and of great use in understanding the role that these regions 
thickness. (For a truly random sample BI=B2=B4= play in determining the macroscopic properties of solid 
Bs=0.)  Figures 4a and 4b should be interpreted as polymers. We therefore propose now to study the fluor- 
showing minima in the intensity 1,,(7) for ~,~ 7r/4 rather escence from crystalline samples of PET containing the 
than maxima for 9' = 7r/2. For more highly oriented same fluorescent probes as well as the changes produced 
specimens the minimum disappears, but the angular in the polarized fluorescence of non-crystalline samples 
dependence is still different from that for vanishingly by shrinkage. 
small birefringence. 

The only information that the angular dependences 
of 1,,(7) and 1±(7) contain about the distribution of 
orientations for a uniaxial sample is the values of cos--6ff~0 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
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APPENDIX OX~, respectively, should thus be divided by the factor: 

In the theory section we neglected, for simplicity, various (n~ + 2)2(n~ + 2) 2 (A1) 
corrections to the observed intensities that must be con- (nj+n)2np 
sidered when the birefringence of the sample is high and 

to obtain the quantity F~pp for substitution into which are, unlike the absorption and birefringence cor- 
rections considered there, independent of the thickness of equations (25). (An unimportant numerical constant has 
the sample. For many polymers these corrections will not been omitted, since only ratios of the components F~p 
be important, but the birefringence of PET is sufficiently are significant.) 
high that their effects on the results of the experiments If  we write re=no+Am where no is the refractive 
presented in this paper must be considered, index for an isotropic sample, and assume that n=  1, 

In the simple theory, no account was taken of the then for small values of Ant (again neglecting an unim- 
following: (a) partial reflection of the incident light at the portant constant) the correction factor, g, is given by: 
surface of the sample; (b) the effect of the medium on the g = 1 + aAnj + bAnp (A2) 
absorption cross-section of the fluorescent molecules; where 
(c) the effect of the medium on the emission probability of a = 4no/(n~ + 2 ) -  2/(1 + no) (A3a) 
the fluorescent molecules; and (d) the effect of the re- 
fractive index of the medium on the solid angle of the b=4no/(n~+2)- l /no (A3b) 
cone of observed scattered light within the medium. For PET, n0=1.582 and thus a=0.63 and b=0.77. 
Since these effects all depend on the refractive index of We estimate the effect of the correction on the values 
the medium they will depend on the polarization of the of ~ and ~ by considering the forms taken by 
incident and observed scattered radiations, and all equations (25a) to (25d) when ~= ~' =0  and corrections 
measured intensities should be corrected for them. We for absorption are negligible. Including the correction 
now consider the corrections in turn and consider for given by equation (A2)they are: 
simplicity only the effects on components of the form 
Fjjpp. F~111 = (3/8)k(1 - 2c~-0  + c--0--~0) [ 1 + (a + b)Anl] (A4a) 

In the equations n is the refractive index of the medium F~333 = k ~ [ l  + (a + b)An3] (A4b) 
surrounding the sample and m is the refractive index for 
light polarized parallel to the OX~ axis. We neglect dis- Ff133 = ½k(c~-co-b-'ff-@)[1 +aAnl + bAna] (A4c) 

F e - ½ k ( ~ -  c ~ ) [ 1  + aAna + ban1] (A4d) persion since we shall eventually be concerned only with 3311- 
differences of refractive index from that of the isotropic where k is a constant. 
material and these differences will show much smaller In the method of calculation used in this paper F~IS3 
dispersion than the refractive indices themselves, and F~311 are added together in determining ~-s--r-0 

(a) The intensity transmission coefficient, tj, for light and co---if-4-0. We can thus replace equations (A4c) and 
with polarization vector parallel to OXj incident (A4d) by: 
normally on the sample is given by: 

F~133' = ½k(-~-~-0- co----ff~s O)[1 + ½(a + b)(Anz + An3)] (A4e) 
tt = 4nnj/(n + nj) 2 

We see that the corrections to Ffln,  F~33 and Ff~33', 
(b) Dexter (Solid State Phys. 1958, 6, 353) has con- and hence also to ~ and co--6S-~, depend only on 

sidered the effective absorption cross-section for an (a+b). The corrections to co--0-~-s 0 and c~ -0  will also 
atomic system embedded in a cubic or isotropic dielectric depend only on (a + b), to a first approximation, when 
of refractive index/z and concludes that it will be given the more general forms of equations (25) are used. 
approximately by the value that it would have outside Solution of equations (A4a), (A4b) and (A4e) for 
the medium multiplied by (2+/z~)2/(9/z). We shall a + b = 0 g i v e s :  

assume that this factor is approximately correct co'c-os~-O=(6F~133+3F~333)/(3F~333+12F~133'+8F~111)~ ' ~ ~ (A5a) 
for the fluorescent molecule in the anisotropic polymer 
sample, provided that the refractive index appropriate 
to the polarization vector of the incident light is inserted co--6--ff~s 0 = 3F~a33/(3F~s33 + 12F~133' + 8F~111 ) (A5b) 

instead of/~. It is now easy to calculate the change produced in 
(c) Dexter concludes that the emission probability for ~ and c--6s4~ for any value of (a + b) provided that 

an atomic system embedded in the dielectric is increased the corresponding refractive indices are known. Table 9 
by the factor /z(2+/z2)2/9 over its value outside the shows the uncorrected and corrected values for four 
medium. We shall assume that this factor can be applied sets of ~ and co--ffff~s 0 lying on the pseudo-affine 
for a fluorescent molecule in the anisotropic polymer, deformation curve shown in Figure 8. The values of 
provided the appropriate refractive index is substituted. Anj are estimated from the data in Tables 2 and 6 and 

(d) Since the samples are very thin compared with 
the working distances of the microscope objectives used, 
the solid angle of the cone of light collected by a given Table 9 Estimated correct ions  to cos20  and 
objective from an elementary volume in the sample 
depends only on the properties of the objective and the Uncorrected Corrected 
medium between it and the sample, provided that this 
cone angle, f~0, is measured outside the sample. The c ~  ~ cos2o  c-6~0 Am ~n3 
solid angle, f~, measured inside the sample is then 0.395 0.250 0.392 0.248 -0.005 0.007 
n2f~o/n~ for fluorescent light polarized parallel to OX~. o-555 o.42o o.545 0-410 -0.013 0.025 

The intensity observed when the incident and observed 0-801 0.720 0-787 0-703 -0.025 0.056 
fluorescent radiations are polarized parallel to OXj and 0.968 0-956 0-960 0.946 -0-050 0.124 
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(a + b) is taken as 1.4. It is seen that the largest corrections corrections considered in this Appendix it is found that 
are smaller than the scatter of points in Figures 7 and 8. equation (29f) may be replaced approximately by: 
Similar results are obtained if the full forms of equations B5 + B2 = (a + b)(Bo + B1 + B2)Ans/4 (A6) 
(25) are used and the theoretical values of a and b are 
inserted. The data show that//5 is systematically different from 

Since equation (A2) has been derived by making -B2  and equation (A6) allows an estimate of (a+b) 
several assumptions and approximations it is necessary to be made from this difference. The value obtained, 
to ask whether the corrections estimated in this way 0.7 + 0"2, is half that estimated theoretically and this 
are at all reliable. Whatever the detailed theory may be, suggests that the corrections to be made to cosg.O and 
it seems reasonable to expect the correction to be cos40 are certainly not significant compared with 
approximately of the form given by equation (A2) and experimental error. The values quoted in the results 
it is thus only the values of a and b which are in serious section are therefore those calculated without the 
doubt. Fortunately, it is possible to estimate (a+b) correction. 
directly from the experimental data. Similar considerations show that the corrections to 

If equations (29) are rewritten taking into account the the optical dichroism results are negligible. 
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Conformation of polycarbonate by flow 
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Solutions of polycarbonate in chloroform and tetrahydrofuran have been used to make 
measurements of flow birefringence, magnetic birefringence and viscosity. The results 
are used with standard theories of the two effects to derive optical and magnetic polariz- 
ability anisotropies of the polymer's statistical segment. These anisotropies are then 
used to determine the average mutual orientation of the phenyl rings in the chain and the 
average number of monomer units per statistical segment. 

INTRODUCTION mental anisotropies and those measured then indicates 
the short range phenyl ring mutual orientation. 

The linear polycarbonate poly[2,2-propane bis(4-phenyl- 
carbonate)] consists of phenyl rings connected by C MATERIALS 
and O-C-O atoms. The monomer unit is shown below: 

The polycarbonate was supplied by RAPRA from the cH _ - ~ - - c - / /  ~ • o - c - o -  Polymer Supply and Characterization Centre through 
\, / I \ / ]1 the SRC scheme. It had their code number PC1. This 

CH3 ~ O was an unfractionated commercial sample and the 
Previous experimental measurements of the mean properties as given by RAPRA were Mw=25 000 (light 

square end-to-end distance ~ have been made using scattering), Mw=27 000 (g.p.c.), Mn=8500 (g.p.c.). The 
viscometric 1 and light scattering z methods in various intrinsic viscosity in chloroform solution at 25°C was 
solvents. The values so obtained of T/M, where M is measured by us, and using the equation 4 [7] = 1.12 x 10 -7 
the polymer molecular weight, indicate that poly- My o'sz gave a viscosity average molecular weight 
carbonate has a chain of moderate flexibility, being less My = 26 000. 
flexible than poly(vinyl acetate) or poly(methyl meth- Fractionated samples were obtained by precipitation 
acrylate) 3. Measurements using theabovetechniquesonly from chloroform solution using methanol. Fractions 
give information about the long range order of the redissolved in chloroform were used for intrinsic viscosity 
polymer chain since, for example, ~ is independent of measurements, giving molecular weights for seven 
the phenyl ring orientation in polycarbonate. Short fractions of 4, 10, 17.5, 20, 21, 25-5 and 30-5x 103. 
range information extending over a few monomer units Chloroform solutions of both fractionated and un- 
may be derived from the anisotropy of electrical or fractionated polycarbonate with concentrations up to 
magnetic polarizability of the chain. From this informa- 100kg/m 3 were used for all subsequent measurements. 
tion the mutual orientation of the phenyl rings along Some flow birefringence and viscosity measurements 
the chain may be estimated. The technique of flow were made using unfractionated material dissolved in 
birefringence (Maxwell effect) is capable of measuring tetrahydrofuran. 
the electrical polarizability anisotropy of a statistical 
segment of the chain at optical frequencies. This may be FLOW BIREFRINGENCE 
termed the optical polarizability which will differ slightly Apparatus and procedure 
from the static field polarizability due to dispersion. The flow birefringence machine was a coaxial cylinder 
The technique of magneticbirefringence (Cotton-Mouton pair with the outer cylinder being the rotor and the 
effect) is capable of measuring the product of the seg- inner cylinder the stator. It was designed to enable high 
mental optical and magnetic polarizability anisotropies, velocity gradients to be attained, without turbulence, for 
from which the magnetic polarizability can be evaluated high and low viscosity solvents and solutions. Typical 
using the flow birefringence value of optical polarizability, usable velocity gradients were 30 000 s -1. Figure 1 shows 
The use of reliably known bond or group optical or a section of the machine which was made from stainless 
magnetic polarizability anisotropies then enables the steel. The design of similar machines has been previously 
monomer unit's optical or magnetic polarizability discussedL Troublesome reflections of light from the 
anisotropy to be calculated for various models of the metallic intercylinder gap, producing phase differences 
segment. Comparison between these calculated seg- and thus errors in the measured birefringence of the 
* Presented at the Polymer Physics Group (Institute of Physics) sheared liquid, have been reduced by coating the inside 
Biennial Conference, Shrivenham, September 1973. of the rotor and outside of the stator with a thin layer 
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of matt black resin reinforced Teflon. The diameters the wavelength of the light used (546.1 nm), L is the 
of the coated rotor and stator were 19.063 mm and stator length and 8 was measured by using the quarter- 
18.536 mm respectively, giving a gap width of 0.263 mm. wave plate and analyser as a Senarmont compensator, 
The stator length was 76.20 mm. All measurements were the end-point being determined visually. Shearing times 
made at 25_+0.2°C. less than 10s were used in order to minimize viscous 

The measurement of the phase difference 8 induced heating and consequent light beam refraction and 
in the sheared liquid is accomplished by mounting the reflection in the intercylinder gap. The temperature of 
flow birefringence machine in an optical system, shown the solution was measured by a calibrated thermocouple 
in Figure 2. The birefringence An= ;~8/2rrL where )t is in contact with the solution in the axial hole of the 

stator. To measure the angle of isocline X, the quarter- 
wave plate was removed and the polarizer crossed for 

"1 extinction with the analyser. The birefringent liquid 
~ ~ l  T, , ~  ! I ' I I ' ,  I ,,, '~r~ ~ ~ ' J I  then caused a visible cross of isocline in the telescope 

' ~ when focused on the bottom of the intercylinder gap. 
~ . A divided circle attached to the telescope eyepiece was 

arranged to rotate double cross-hairs in the eyepiece 
/ ~  ( ~  focal plane. These cross-hairs could be rotated to follow 

any motion of the cross of isocline and thus any change 
• of X with velocity gradient. Tests with liquids for which 

X was known to be 45 ° served to establish the 45 ° 
position on the telescope divided circle. Owing to the 
cylindrical geometry of the sheared solution, the velocity 

,1 G gradient G is not constant over the gap. In this work, 
G was taken to be the shear rate in the centre of the 

[ ~ l  ~ ~ . .  ~ ~ ~ ' ~  intercylindergapgivenbyo~2R~/(R2-Rx) whereco2, 
R R~ and R1 are the rotor angular velocity, rotor radius 

and stator radius respectively. The fractional change 
l ',1 in G across the intercylinder gap was about 1½~o, this 
, - -  being less than typical experimental error. The rotor 
~, W ~ speed was measured by an electromagnetic pick-up and 

Figure I Flow birefringence machine. G, Groove for driver motor calibrated with a stroboscope. 
belt; R, rotor; S, stator; B, angular contact ball bearings; T, top 
plate holding stator; d, water jackets for temperature control; Results 
A, annular window revolving with rotor; W, circular window Over the ranges of molecular weights, concentrations 
revolving with rotor; M, main body of machine 

and shear rates used, it was found that: (a) the angle 
~ = ~ _ _  ~ of isocline was constant at 45 o to within the measurement 

error of about +0.5°; and (b) the birefringence was 
___q._ . . . . . .  linearly proportional to the velocity gradient. It follows 

from (b) above that the Maxwell constant M =An/G 
was a function only of concentration and molecular 

I weight. For each solution M was measured by taking the 
Collimation bench to produce parallel least squares fitted slope of a An versus G graph with 

i ~ light beam about 12 points, each point being the mean of 2 or 
Polarizer more An determinations at the same value of G. Table 1 

shows the results for the Maxwell constant as a function 
of molecular weight and concentration, in the solvents 
chloroform and tetrahydrofuran. 

- - - -  1 [I]11 F, owbi refri ngence machine VISCOSITY 

IIUII The solution viscosity was measured over a range of 
shear rates, concentration and molecular weights. The 
flow birefringence machine was adapted to form a 
viscometer by hanging a stator inside the rotor on a 
phosphor-bronze torsion wire. This arrangement proved 

D ~ for all shear used. The the Quarter-wove plate self-centring rates torque on 
stator was measured by means of the angular motion 

D ~ A nalyser of the torsion wire as indicated by a small mirror attached 
to the lower end of the wire, and a galvanometer lamp 
and scale. Liquids of known viscosity were used to 
calibrate the apparatus at 25 +0.2°C, the temperature 

. . . .  -~ ;I , of all measurements. The viscosity, ~7, calculated from 
Telescope shear stress S by ~/= S/G, was found for chloroform and 

tetrahydrofuran solutions to be independent of G for 
all concentrations and molecular weights used. The 

Figure 2 Flow birefringence machine in its optical bench results are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Maxwell constant and excess viscosity of polycarbonate compared with about 1 mrad of phase induced by the 
solutions solution in the magnetic field. The magnetic field was 

variable between 0-2 T and was calibrated using liquids Polymer Maxwell Excess 
conc. constant, viscosity, o f  k n o w n  C o t t o n - M o u t o n  constants. The cell tempera-  

Solvent c=(kg/m a) M v x l 0 - a  Mx1012(s)  ~ / x l 0 a ( P a s )  ture was uncontrolled and took on the laboratory 
temperature, 23 + 1 °C. Unlike viscosity and hence flow 

CHCl3 0 - -  1'6,1.2 0 birefringence, magnetic birefringence is not strongly 
CHCIz 9"98 30"5 6'7, 7"0 0"42 
CHCIz 10-05 26-0 5.1 0.35 temperature dependent. 
CHCla 12"05 4-0 1 "2, 1 "8 0"21 
C H C la 14" 98 26" 0 6" 28 0- 68 Results 
CHCI3 18"25 10"0 5'3 0-37 Within experimental error the induced birefringence 
CHCI3 19"92 26"0 14"5 1-00 
CHCI3 20.10 26-0 10-7 0"80 was linearly proportional to the square of the applied 
CHCla 20"12 25"5 13-5, 13"9 0"96 field. This is the normal Cot ton-Mouton effect which 
CHCI3 20-20 21.0 9.1, 9-7 0-83 is quadratically dependent on the applied field, owing 
CHCI3 20.25 20.5 11.7 0.74 to the very low degree of preferential orientation of the 
CHCI3 20.57 17.5 7.5 0-63 diamagnetically and optically anisotropic segments of 
CHCI3 29"78 26"0 24"3 1-98 
CHCI~ 29'96 26-0 20.4 1.60 the polymer. For each solution a graph of birefringence 
CHCla 34.92 26.0 29.6 2.02 versus B 2 was plotted, where B is the magnetic induction. 
CHClz 40.0 26.0 36.7 2.82 The slope of this graph was then used to derive the 
CHCI3 50.0 26.0 63.3 5.03 Cotton-Mouton constant C=An/AB 2, where A is the 
CHCla 50'03 26"0 49'8 4"70 
CHCla 59.55 26.0 76.6 5-56 free space wavelength of the light. C was found to be 
CHCla 69"85 26.0 95-8 9.13 dependent only on the solution concentration as shown 
CHEla 80.12 26-0 133 14.35 in Figure 4, in which points representing solutions of 
CHCla 100.0 26-0 301.3 29.18 different molecular weight lie on the same line within 
CHCI3 100'1 26"0 230"6 28"11 
THF 0 - -  0 0 experimental e r r o r .  

THF 10.18 26.0 3.3 0.34 
THF 18.49 26.0 10.02, 10-45 0-75 D I S C U S S I O N  
THF 42.62 26.0 31.2 2.51 
T H F 48.07 26.0 37- 7 3.52 Flow birefringence 

Peterlin 6 has given an equation relating the polymer 
solution excess Maxwell constant ( M - M 0 )  to the excess 

Q viscosity of the solution, ~7-~70, where M0 is the solvent 
Maxwell constant and ~70 is the solvent viscosity. Peter- 
lin's theory considered the flow birefringence to arise 
from the preferential orientation of optically aniso- 

I ~ Cell ~nd ~ ] tropic polymer molecules. Lodge 7, starting from the 
Collimation bench magnet poles polymer solution regarded as an entangled network 
Figure 3 Magnetic birefringence apparatus. A, Glen-Thompson subject to the forces set up by viscous flow, has deduced 
prism polarizer; E, aperture; H, half-shade; Q, quarter-wave exactly the same equation. Both equations can be written: 
plate; P, prism analyser and telescope. The cell length was . . . .  ( n 2 + 2 ) 2  ~ r 
200 mm and minimum measurable phase difference about 0'06 (M-Mo)slnzx=45kT~ont~Z-¢2)s~-vo) (1) 
mrad 

MAGNETIC BIREFRINGENCE 8 

Apparatus and procedure 
The solution was contained in a cell between the 

poles of a Newport type E electromagnet. Figure 3 
shows the general arrangement of components. Linearly 
polarized light incident upon the cell at 90 ° to the mag- 
netic field, and polarized at +45 ° to both the principal E 
refractive indices and the magnetic field, emerges ' ~  
elliptically polarized. The phase difference between the 
principal vibrations of this ellipse was measured using 
a Senarmont compensator as for the flow birefringence 
but with the addition of a half shade device to improve 
the sensitivity of the compensator. The half shade was 
a thin glass slip with a polished 90 ° edge which covered 
half the beam emerging from the cell. About 0.2 mrad 
of phase was introduced into this half of the beam from 

I I 0 I I I I I I 
the strain birefringence of the slip caused by the tension 0 2 40  60 80  
of a spring. The telescope was focused on the d i v i s i o n  c2(kg/m3 ) 
of the field of view made by the polished edge of  the 
slip and the analyser prism rotated until the halves of  Figure 4 Cotton-Mouton constant of polycarbonate solution 

v e r s u s  polycarbonate concentration. O, Unfractionated, My= 
the field of view were of  equal intensity. Analyser 26o0o; vI, fractionated, Mv=25500; I ,  fractionated, Mv=17500; 
setting errors were typically _+0.06mrad of phase x, pure chloroform 
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where n is the solution refractive index, k is Boltzmann's for the other contributions to ( a l -  ot2)s which may be 
constant, ¢0 is the permittivity of free space and T the present. These are: (i) the macroform anisotropy; 
absolute temperature. The quantity (az-~2)s is the (ii) specific solvation of orientated anisotropic solvent 
intrinsic optical anisotropy of the polymer chain's molecules onto the chaing; and (iii) the microform 
statistical segment. This segment is the length of chain anisotropy. 
over which it is effectively rigid. The molecular weight (i) Any macroform anisotropy is linearly proportional 
dependence of equation (1) is only valid if there is no to the molecular weight of the polymer s. Since the 
anisotropy contributions due to macroform anisotropy s. points representing different molecular weight fractions 
This is an internal field anisotropy arising from the lie on a single line in Figure 5, there is no significant 
non-spherical shape of the whole polymer chain, when molecular weight dependence of (~1-a2)s and hence no 
the mean refractive indices of the chain and solvent macroform anisotropy. 
differ. It is generally molecular weight dependent s. (ii) The low solvent optical anisotropy and the 

The relation between the angle of isocline • and other similarity between experimental results using two 
parameters has also been given by Peterlin 6 as: different solvents as shown in Figure 5 shows that there 

RTc is negligible solvent effect for polycarbonate in both 
tan 2X = MG(~--~0) (2) solvents used. 

(iii) The microform anisotropy is due to the optical 
where c is the polymer concentration and R the gas interaction between nearby segments, where one seg- 
constant. Our results support equations (1) and (2) in ment experiences the anisotropic field due to the anise- 
the sense that M and X are independent of G as predicted tropic optical polarization of neighbouring segments 8. 
by equation (I), and X=45 ° +0.5 ° by experiment, This anisotropy contribution is always positive and adds 
whereas X=44.5 ° as predicted by equation (2) using to the intrinsic anisotropy. According to Tsvetkov 10, 
maximum experimental values of M, G and 07-~7o)/c. the microform anisotropy contribution in flexible chain 

Figure 5 shows a graph of log(M-M0) versus log polymers never exceeds about 1/5 of the macroform 
07-~70). The points on this graph represent measure- anisotropy, owing to the random angular relationships 
ments made using various concentrations of unfraction- between neighbouring segments along the chain. Since 
ated and fractionated polymer in chloroform solution, it has been shown above that the macroform anisotropy 
and various concentrations of unfractionated polymer is very small, the microform anisotropy also will be 
in tetrahydrofuran solution. Thus a single line represents regarded as negligible. 
all solutions which were measured, within the experi- If micro- and macro-form anisotropy contributions 
mental error which on average is about + 10~ in M, are negligible, equation (1) with the data from Figure 5 
but rising to + 30 ~ for the smallest Maxwell constants, gives the segmental anisotropy (~z-a2)s = 16.3 x 10 -40 
Errors in ~7-~70 were of a few per cent, negligible C2m2J -1. In equation (1), sin 2X has been assumed to 
compared to errors in M. be unity, since even if X=44.5 ° in reality rather than 

In order to derive a value for the intrinsic anisotropy 45 °, sin 2 x is unity within 0.02~. 
of a segment, which is solely determined by the con- 
formation of the optically anisotropic bonds and chemical Magnetic birefringence 
groups within the segment, it is necessary to account If a magnetic field is applied to a polymer chain 

having diamagnetically anisotropic segments, slight 
segmental re-orientation occurs in order to minimize 

9 5 the free energy of interaction between the segments and 
the applied field. This re-orientation is opposed by 
thermal motion, and if each segment is optically anise- 
tropic, magnetic birefringence is set up in the polymer 

IOO chain solution. The polymer chain may thus be regarded 
as an ensemble of rotationally independent segments, 

o /  which was first shown by Stuart and Peterlin i t  who 
considered a polymer chain interacting with an electric 

o and a magnetic field. 
, lOS The Cotton-Mouton constant of the polymer is 

9/° defined as C* = An2/)tB 2 where An2 is the magnetically 
"-'_o induced birefringence of the polymer and B the magnetic 
g' / 8  ~ induction, and Stuart and Peterlin's theory gives: 
# II C~ = l_00(n 2 + 2)2NA(al-- a2)s(X1 -- X2)s 

c2 27nkk T¢oMs (3) 
c2 is the concentration, NA is Avogadro's number, Ms 

11-5 the segmental molecular weight and (X1-X2)s the 
diamagnetic anisotropy of a segment. Other symbols 

! I I 
315 3 2~5 2 I-5 are as for equation (1). In the case of segments in solution 

where the solvent birefringence is not negligible it may 
-Log ,o('q-'qo ) be assumed that interaction between different polymer 

Figure 5 Logzo(M--Mo) v e r s u s  Iogzo07--r/o) for polycarbonate chains is absent at low solute concentrations, and the 
solutions. Units of M are s, units of *7 are Pa s. (3, Al l  molecular 
weight fractions (10000--30000)and concentrations (0-100kg/m 8) observed birefringence is the sum of the birefringences 
dissolved in chloroform; El, unfractionated polycarbonate of the two components weighted according to their 
(My=26 000) dissolved in tetrahydrofuran respective number densities. It then follows that: 
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c2 =dc2 + 1 -  2 p l - n i  ~ n~+2 ]dc2 The value of n derived here is comparable with the 
same parameter calculated from chain dimensions 

where C and p are the Cot ton-Mouton constant and estimated using light scattering_an_.d viscometric methods. 
the density of the solution respectively, and c2 the This parameter is given by s2/s} where s "~ is the mean 
polymer concentration expressed as kg of polymer per square end-to-end distance of the chain in chloroform 
m 3 of solution. C1 and pl are the Cot ton-Mouton solution and s'~ is the same quantity assuming free 
constant and density of the pure solvent, chloroform, rotation is possible for monomer units around the 
being -0 .77  × 10 -3 m e T -2 kg -1 and 1475 kg/m a respect- valence bonds by which the monomer units are linked. 
ively. The value of dp/dc2 was found to be - 0  •11 and --  -- 
using dC/dc2=6.77×lO-~m2T-2kg -1 from Figure 4, In chloroform, which is not a 0-solvent, s2=a2s0, 
the segmental quantity (cq-a2)s(Xl-X~)s/Ms=4"68 x where ~ is the unperturbed end-to-end distance which 
10_69C2m2T_ L exists in a 0-solvent and c~ is the swelling or expansion 

factor of the chain in chloroform. Thus a2~/j'~'~ is the 
Chain conformation parameter to be_compared_ with n. The two available 

So/S I agree closely at 1.82 and 1.69 The optical and diamagnetic polarizabilities of estimates 1,2 of ~ ~ 
chemical bonds are generally a factor of 10 or more respectively. Published values of c~ vary according to 
smaller than the corresponding quantities for the phenyl whether the Flory-Fox or Kurata-Yamakawa equations 
group or free benzene ring 12, 13 This is due to the are used to relate the intrinsic viscosity [7] to a. The 

• former, used by Moore and Uddin 1 gives aa=[~7]/[~7] ~ 
presence of mobile rr electrons in the phenyl group, and yields experimental values for chloroform solution 
which may be regarded as ring currents in the plane in the range c~=1.04 to 1.17, increasing slightly with 
of the benzene ring. Thus to a first approximation we molecular weight, for the molecular weight range used 
neglect the contribution by other bonds in the monomer 
unit to (~1-~2)s and (Xl--X2)s, compared with the here. The latter, used by Sitaramaiah 15, gives 
phenyl groups' contributions. A suitable model of a ~2'43=[~7]/[V] o and yields experimental values in the 
statistical segment is then a number of phenyl rings range ~= 1.25 to 1.41. Thus, from light scattering and 
having axes of rotation about a line drawn through viscometric data, n falls in the range 1.83 to 3.6 com- 
each ring's para carbon atoms. Examination of molecular pared with 3.5 derived from flow birefringence and 
models shows that these axes make tetrahedral angles magnetic birefringence measurements. 
with adjacent axes, and that they are coplanar if the 
segment's conformation is as a part of a fully extended CONCLUSION 
chain. Space-filling molecular models indicate that 
there is some rotational freedom of each ring around The two techniques described above, flow birefringence 
its para carbon atom axis. Thus the general segment and magnetic birefringence, give information about 
may be considered to have n monomer units, each the short range order of  the polymer chain. When used 
phenyl ring with its normal at an average angle ~ to to study polycarbonate solutions, estimates of the 
the plane containing the para carbon atom axes• Using mutual orientations of the phenyl rings and the number 
this model segment, (c~1-o~2)s = n(ar--al)COS2~ and of monomer units per segment are possible. The quantity 
(X1-X2)s=n(xr-Xl)COS2~, where subscripts l and r c o s ~  has a value which entirely eliminates the possi- 
refer to directions parallel and perpendicular respectively bilities of solution state conformations where (i) the 
to the normal of the phenyl ring. Putting Ms=nMo,  planes of  the phenyl rings are coplanar, and (ii) the 
where M0 is the monomer unit molecular weight (246) normals to the planes of the phenyl rings are coplanar, 
and using the measured values of (~1-~2)s and as in solid polycarbonate. The measured value of 0.73 
(~1-c~2)s(xl-X2)s/Ms above, values of  cos2~ = 0.73 and for cos2~ thus suggests an approximate 90 ° alternation 
n = 3.5 result, where (~ r -  cq) = 6.25 x 10 -40 C z m 2 j-1 and between the orientations of successive rings along the 
(Xr-Xl)=O'99x  10-27j T 2 have been used 12,13. chain. The quantity n lies in the range of estimates 

The value of cos2¢ gives information about the made using conventional viscometric and light scattering 
methods, thus confirming the general validity of the 

mutual orientation of the phenyl rings, and although flow and magnetic birefringence techniques. 
its magnitude alone does not unambiguously predict 
the monomer unit conformation, certain conformations 
are eliminated from consideration. Thus the conforma- REFERENCES 
tion resulting from X-ray measurements 14, in which .1 Moore, W. B. and Uddin, M. A. Eur. Polym. J. 1970, 6, 121 
the ring normals  are coplanar, yields cos2¢=0, while 2 Berry, G. C. et aL J. Polym. Sci. 1967, 5, 1 
the other extreme conformation in which the ring planes 3 Moore, W. R. and Uddin, M. A. Eur. Polym. ]. 1967, 3, 673 
are coplanar yields cos2¢= 1. A possible conformation, 4 Moore, W. R. and Uddin, M. A. Eur. Polym. J. 1969, 6, 185 
not excluded by steric considerations, is an alternation 5 Champion, J. V. Proc. Phys. Soc. 1960, 75, 421 

6 Peterlin, A. J. Polym. Sci. 1954, 12, 45 
of ~ between 0 ° and 90 ° for successive rings along the 7 Lodge, A. S. Nature 1955, 176, 838 
chain. This gives cos2¢=0"5. A random orientation of 8 Tsvetkov, V. N. J. Polym. Sci. 1957, 23, 151 

9 Frisman, E. V. and Dadivanyan, A. K. ibid. 1967, 16, 1001 
the rings along the chain also gives cos2¢=0.5, but 1o Tsvetkov, V. N. 'Newer methods of polymer characterisation' 
since owing to steric hindrances many values of ~ are (Ed. B. Ke), Interscience, New York, 1964 
unlikely, a truly random orientation is also unlikely. 11 Stuart, H. A. and Peterlin, A. J. Polym. Sci. 1950, 5, 551 
The observed value, cos2ff=0-73, is thus indicative of 12 Le Fevre, R. J. W. Adv. Phys. Org. Chem. 1965, 3, 1 
an  approximate 90 ° alternation of the rings along the 13 Bothner-By, A. A. and Pople, J. A. A. Rev. Phys. Chem. 1965, 

16, 43 
chain, with a tendency towards coplanarity of the 14 Prietzschk, A. Kolloid-Z. 1958, 156, 8 
ring planes. The value of n implies that there are on 15 Sitaramaiah, G. J. Polym. Sci. 1965, 3, 2743 
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Effects of chain defects on the thermal 
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The annealing behaviour and thermodynamics of fusion of mats of solution-grown single 
crystals of ethylene-propylene and ethylene/1-butene crystallizable random copolymers 
are examined in comparison with linear polyethylene crystallized from the melt and from 
dilute solution. Correlation of quantities such as long spacing, annealing temperature, 
and apparent enthalpy of fusion, leads to the conclusion that the single crystal aggregates 
are involved in a morphological transformation during the process of annealing. The 
long spacing and the annealing temperature corresponding to this transformation decrease 
with the degree of constitutional defects present in the polyethylenic chain (percentage 
of propylene or 1-butene comonomeric units). Data in the plots of melting temperatures 
versus the reciprocal of the long spacing can be represented by straight lines. The thermo- 
dynamic equilibrium melting temperature Tr~ and the surface free energy (re have been 
determined. Both Tg and (re depend upon the number of constitutional defects in the chain. 
In the case of ethylene-propylene random copolymers (re increases drastically with the 
percentage of CH3 side groups. A completely opposite effect is observed in the case of 
ethylene/1-butene random copolymers; here decrease in (re with the percentage of CH3CHz 
side groups is observed. Both classes of polymers show a lowering in Tm with the number 
of side groups, though this effect is much more pronounced in the ethylene-propylene 
copolymers. The apparent enthalpy of fusion of annealed single crystal aggregates is 
not in linear relation with the reciprocal of the long spacing and with the corresponding 
melting temperature. Some consideration on the distribution of the defects in the crystals 
is also reported. 

INTRODUCTION mechanical and technological characteristics of poly- 
meric materials depend on the number and nature of 

The chain defects in a linear macromolecule may be the chain defects. In the case of semi-crystalline polymers 
classified as 'constitutional', 'configurational' and 'chain the chain defects can to some extent be incorporated in 
ends', the crystalline part as defects or present in the amorphous 

Constitutional defects take place when some units of regions (probably on the surface in polymer single 
chemical constitution different from the fundamental crystals). Thus many of the more important properties 
repetitive one are statistically distributed along the of semi-crystalline polymers depend on the distribution 
macromolecule, of the chain defects between crystalline and amorphous 

Configurational defects. In this case, statistically regions. 
distributed along the macromolecule, there are repetitive In previous papers the influence of the number of 
units with a configuration different from that of the the configurational and constitutional defects on the 
repetitive unit characterizing the stereoregularity of the above-mentioned properties have been studied in the 
chain, case of trans-polyalkenamers 1 and ethylene-carbon 

Chain ends. Because of the molecular weight distribu- monoxide copolymersL For trans-polyalkenamers, the 
tion the lengths of linear synthetic macromolecules are configurational defects consist of repetitive units with 
never uniform, and in consequence when a crystallizable a carbon-carbon double bond in a cis configuration. 
polymer is allowed to crystallize the terminal groups For ethylene--carbon monoxide copolymers, the C=O 
cannot all be in a regular register as is the case of linear groups, statistically distributed along the polyethylene 
uniform normal paraffins, chain, may be considered as constitutional defects. 

The succession of repeat units with different con- In this paper, influence of the 'constitutional' defects on 
formations, along the main chain, give rise to conforma- the thermal behaviour of aggregates of single crystals 
tional chain defects. The latter are equilibrium chain of polyethylene is examined, using samples of poly- 
defects and their number and nature depend mainly on ethylenes branched by methyl and ethyl groups statistic- 
temperature. The morphological, thermodynamic, ally distributed along the chain. Such polymers are 
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obtained by copolymerizing ethylene with propylene and long spacing, and to analyse the effect of constitu- 
and 1-butene. The introduction, during copolymeriza- tional defects on such quantities. Moreover, we sought 
tion, of propylenic and butenic units gives rise to the to determine for each sample the surface free energy 
formation of constitutional defects in the polyethylenic of fold and the equilibrium thermodynamic melting 
chain; such defects, due to the kind of polymerization temperature. Correlating such thermodynamic data 
kinetics, are statistically distributed along the macro- with the number of side groups can give information on 
molecule, the disorder state of the fold surface and the preference 

The structure of the examined copolymers are some side groups may have in settling on or away from 
schematized below, the crystal surface. 

Ethylene-propylene copolymers: 
EXPERIMENTAL 

(CH2-CH2)n-CH2-CH-(CH2-CH2)m 
I As starting materials, two series of random ethylene- 

CHz propylene (EP) and ethylene/1-butene (EB) copolymers, 
with different amounts of chain branching, were used 

Ethylene/1-butene copolymers: in this study, together with a sample of linear poly- 

(CH2-CH2)n-CHz-CH-(CH2-CH2)m ethylene (Marlex 6009) (LPE). 
All these materials were crystallized from dilute 

I xylene solution using the self-seeding techniques a or 
CH2 other standard procedures. The numbering and some 
I of the bulk properties of the polymer samples with 

CH3 the corresponding crystallization conditions are reported 
The results obtained by studying the annealing behaviour in Table 1. In agreement with the finding of Holdsworth 
of aggregates of single crystals of a series of linear and Keller 4, the crystals of the copolymers are of the 
polymers, with different chemical constitution, allowed lamellar type, similar to the chain-folded crystals of 
us to conclude that, during such a process, the materials LPE but less regularly developed. Mats, obtained by 
undergo a morphological transformation characterized slow filtration of the suspensions, displayed the features 
by a well defined pair of values of long spacing and of the chain-folded crystal aggregates. 
annealing temperature 1, 2 Discrete small-angle X-ray reflections, in the form of 

In the present paper such phenomena are systematically arcs centred on the meridian, are obtained when the 
analysed for linear polyethylene and for a series of X-ray beam is parallel to the plane of the mats. The 
ethylene-propylene and ethylene/1-butene copolymers long spacing, L, of the crystal aggregates was calculated 
with a different content of side groups. The aim is to from the position of these reflections by using the 
explain in general the annealing process mechanism and Bragg relation. The small-angle X-ray patterns were 
the kind of morphological transformation which takes recorded at room temperature by means of a pinhole 
place, and moreover, to examine also the influence of collimated Rigaku-Denki camera. 
the number and of the nature of chain defects in the Melting behaviour of the mats of EP and EB copoly- 
process, mers and of LPE was investigated using a Perkin-Elmer 

Fusion of aggregates of annealed single crystals of differential scanning calorimeter (d.s.c.). The apparent 
ethylene-propylene and ethylene/1-butene statistical co- enthalpy of fusion, AH~', was computed from the 
polymers is complicated by the fact that, owing to the areas under the endothermic melting peak. This area 
thickening of crystals and therefore to the increase in was integrated and expressed in in cal/g using a calibra- 
long spacing, a certain number of side groups is incor- tion factor determined from melting a known weight 
porated as a defect in the crystalline lattice. Conse- of indium under the same conditions. A value of6.8cal/g 
quently, the thermodynamic parameters of fusion of the was taken for the heat of fusion of the indium. According 
above-mentioned materials and also the ones charac- to this method the fusion heats are measured within 
terizing the fold surface, will depend on the number + 2 cal/g. The calorimeter was calibrated in the appro- 
of side groups in the polyethylene chain and their priate temperature range, at the scanning speed to be 
hindrance. An aim of the present work therefore was used, using substances with standard melting points. 
to also look for a correlation between apparent enthalpy The peak maximum temperatures were assumed to 
of fusion and melting point with annealing temperature correspond to the melting temperatures of the samples. 

Table 1 Numbering and some of the bulk properties of the ethylene-propylene (EP), ethylene/I-butane (EB) copolymers and of linear 
polyethylene (LPE) with the corresponding crystallization conditions 

Number 
of Apparent Seeding Crystallize- Melting Apparent 

branches Molecular Source Concen-dissolution tempera- tiontem- tempera- enthalpy Long 
per 1000 weight of the tration temperature, ture, perature, ture, of fusion, spacing, 

samples C atoms or I.V. samples Solvent (% w/w) TD (°C) Ts (°C) Tc (°C) Tm (°C) AH~-(cal/g) L (A) 

EP1 36"8 510000 Du Pont Xylene 0-35 57 60.0 30.0 102 20 115 
EP2 25-5 225 000 Du Pont Xylene 0.35 66 69.0 45.0 108-5 27 114 
EP3 4.7 I .V.=8 Hercules Xylene 0.05 99 101.0 75.5 133.5 43 136 
EP4 2-9 I .V.=1.5 Hercules Xylene 0.05 100-103 107.0 80.0 129 47 127 
EB1 36-5 Hercules Xylene 0.05 91-93 71 "0 127 27 129 
EB2 10.7 Hercules Xylene 0.05 96-98 100.0 75.0 123 33 129 
LPE 0 Marlex 6009 Xylene 0.05 99-101 103.0 85.0 129 50 147 
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These could be measured with a precision of +0.5°C. 275 
All samples were run through at a heating rate of 
16°C/min. The long spacing, L, the apparent enthalpy 
of fusion, AH]', the melting temperature, Tin, of the 
unannealed mats of the EP and EB copolymers and of 
LPE are reported in T a b l e  1. 

Small pieces of the single crystal aggregates, wrapped 
in aluminium foil, were annealed at the desired tem- 
perature for 24 h by placing them in identical thin-walled 
test tubes in a constant temperature oil bath. 225 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

V a r i a t i o n  o f  l o n g  s p a c i n g  w i th  a n n e a l i n g  t e m p e r a t u r e  "q 

In F i g u r e s  I and 2 the long spacing, L of single crystal 
mats of copolymers EP, EB and of linear polyethylene 
is plotted against the annealing temperature, TA. On the i 

x 

350 

125 50 90 13'0 X q 

TA (oc) 

300 Figure 2 Long spacing, L of single crystal mats of copolymers 
ethylene/l-butene (EB) and of linear polyethylene (LPE) as 
(unction of the annealing temperature, TA. O, EBI ; A, EB£; II, 
LPE (single crystals) 

I 
' basis of these curves, it becomes clear that in each case 

long spacing increases as annealing temperature in- 
creases; the lamella thickness would seem to be restricted, 

250 during annealing, owing to branching. The long spacing 
~ v e r s u s  annealing temperature curves can be divided 

"~ t into two regions: a low annealing temperature one, 
with a comparatively slow long spacing variation rate 
and the other at higher annealing temperature, with a 
much more pronounced slope. The first region is called 
region I, the second region II. 

200 In F i g u r e s  3 and 4 we represent the variation with 
polymer chain branching number of long spacings, L T, 
and annealing temperature, TAT corresponding, in the 
L - T A  curves, to the transition between region I and 
region II. The branching number is defined as the 
number of CH3 or C~H5 side groups per 1000 carbon 
atoms in the backbone. The values of L T and T~. were 
calculated, both for methyl-branched and ethyl-branched 

150 samples, on the basis of the graphs shown in F i g u r e s  1 
and 2, in two different ways: (a) from long spacing and 
annealing temperature values relative to the deflection 
point; (b) from long spacing and annealing temperature 
values corresponding to the intersection point of the 
straight line extrapolated from the parts of the curve 
corresonding to region II and region I, respectively 

, , , , , , , ~ , , , ( F i g u r e s  1 and 2). 
30 50 70 90 IIO 130 In both EP and EB copolymers the transformation 

r A {°C) annealing temperature, T~, seems to decrease in a linear 
way as the percentage of side-chain groups decreases. 

Figure I Long spacing, L of single crystal mats of copolymers A more complicated trend is instead observed for the 
ethylene-propylene (EP) and of linear polyethylene (LPE) as 
function of the annealing temperature, TA. [], EP1; O, EP2; transition long spacing, L T. In both classes of polymers 
A, EP3; O, EP4; II, LPE (single crystals); ×, LPE (bulk) under examination, the L T value, starting from the 
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fusion from TA and L is analogous for each sample 
• examined, the crystals of which have been obtained by 

crystallization from dilute solutions. All curves (for 
TA and L low values) show an increasing AH~' trend, 

I~ ~% passing through a more or less determinate maximum, 
and they then begin to decrease with a slope reversal. 

15 In Table 2, the values of the annealing temperature 
-- and of the long spacing, corresponding to the maxima 

o in A H ~ T A  and AH~'-~L curves (called TAT and Lr), 
~ ' < 9 0 [ ~ ~  W ~ B  ]140 `4 are reported and compared with the values obtained 

from L--*TA curves. The trend is the same even if a 
certain discrepancy among values is found. The origin 

t30 of such a discrepancy is not yet clear, but it can be due 
I T n ~ - -  ] to values (LT and TAa') which derive from different 

physical quantities, obtained by completely different 
techniques. 

120 Besides quantity discrepancy, it is important to 
70 underline that a certain correlation is possible between 

Io 30 50 L T, TAT and the number of branches in the polyethylene 
Branching number chain. It must be mentioned, however, that owing to 

Figure 3 Long spacing, L r and annealing temperature, T/~ of the shape of AH~-*L/TA curves, the uncertainty in 
transition as function of the number of side groups in the chain determining L T and T~ is rather high. In fact in this 
for ethylene-propylene (EP) copolymers. O, T~ from the deflec- 
tion point; El, L T from the deflection point; @, T~ from the inter- case, for some of the curves, maxima are indeed very 
section point; m, L T from the intersection point flat. An anomalous trend may be found in the apparent 

enthalpy of fusion of linear polyethylene, which has 
been isothermally crystallized from the melt at 41°C. 
Here the apparent enthalpy of fusion monotonically 

1 2 0 ~  increases with the increase of annealing temperature, 
and no maximum is found. Roe and Bair 5 starting 

150 
60 

130 

8 
,o 3'o so [ 

Branching number 

Figure 4 Long spacing, L T and annealing temperature, T~ of 4C 
transition as function of the number of side groups in the chain -~ 
for ethylene/1-butene (EB) copolymers. ©, T/~ from the deflection -6 L 
point; vl, L T from the deflection point; @, T~ from the intersection 
point; II, L T from the intersection point ~ " 

<3 | 

corresponding to the linear polyethylene, sharply { value 
decreases assuming then a value, which seems to be l almost independent of the number of side groups. It is 
interesting to observe that the percentage lowering in 
the transition long spacing, is about the same (13-15~o) / /  
for both EP1 and EB1 samples, where percentage of 2c [] 
side groups are approximately equal. 

Variation of the apparent enthalpy of fusion with annealing 
I I I I temperature and long spacing I O 5'0 90 13'O 

In Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 values of the apparent enthalpy 7- A (o C) 
of fusion, AH~' of single crystals mats of EP, EB co- 
polymers and of linear polyethylene against annealing Figure 5 Apparent enthalpy of fusion, AH~ as function of the 

annealing temperature for single crystal mats of EP copolymers 
temperature, TA and long spacing, L respectively, are and of linear polyethylene (LPE). El, EP1; O, EP2; ~x, EP3; @, 
reported. The dependence of the apparent enthalpy of EP4; II, LPE (single crystals) 
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60 ' of fusion, thermodynamic enthalpy of fusion, surface 
crystal enthalpy, qe and long spacing. Equation (1) 
was verified experimentally by these authors for single 
crystals of linear polyethylene obtained from several 
solvents at various crystallization temperatures. Only 
one of the samples examined referred to annealed 
polyethylene single crystal aggregates. However, equa- 
tion (1) seems not to be verified during the annealing of 
single crystal aggregates of linear polyethylene and of 
EP and EB copolymers (see Figures 7 and 8) at least 
not in the entire long spacing interval examined. 

x A linear relationship between AH~ and 1/L was also 
x found by Quinn and Mandelkern 6 in the case of solution 

grown single crystals of polyethylene. A 

x x 

-6 4 0  
I J  

m.. Calculation of the equilibrium thermodynamic temperature 
~: of fusion and the surface folding free energy <3 

• • • Figures 9, 10 and 11 report the fusion temperatures 
of single crystal mats of copolymers EP, EB and linear 
polyethylene as a function of the annealing temperature, 

6 0  • 

20 ~ 40 

' 

50 TA (°C) 90 130 

Figure 6 Apparent enthalpy of fusion, AH~ as function of the 20 
annealing temperature for single crystal mats of EB copolymers 
and of linear polyethylene (LPE). For comparison the AH~ of 
melt crystallized LPE is also reported. Q, EB1 ; A, EB2; II ,  LPE 
(single crystals); x, LPE (bulk) IOO 280 3OO 

L(~} 

Table 2 Comparison between the critical values of long spacing, Figure 7 Apparent enthalpy of fusion, AH~ as function of the 
/_T and of annealing temperature, T~ obtained from the curves long spacing, L for annealed single crystal aggregates of EP 
L->TA (Figures I and 2) and AH~->TA/L (Figures 5-8) copolymers and of linear polyethylene (LPE). [], EP1 ; ©, EP2; 

G, EP3; x,  EP4; II ,  LPE (single crystals) 
From curves L-->TA 

TAT (°C) L T (A) From curves AH~->TAIL 60 

Sample a b a b T T (°C) L T (A) 

EP1 88 74 134 130 63 125 
EP2 94 80 130 125 64 120 
EP3 116 97 138 137 98 140 
EP4 115 96 131 129 115 145 .~ 
EB1 107 92 136 133 100 133 -~ 40 
EB2 112 91 139 134 104 143 
LPE 116 98 149 148 116 165 ~:'~- A 

a From the intersection point (see text) <1 ~ . . ~ . o = ~  
b From the deflection point (see text) 

from strictly thermodynamic considerations, derived the 2c ' ' 
following equation: IO0 200 3o0 

AH~ == AHI_  e (l) Figure 8 Apparent enthalpy of fusion, AH~ as function of the 
long spacing, L for annealed single crystal aggregates of EB 

which provides for the linear behaviour of AH~ with copolymers and of linear polyethylene (LPE). O, EB1; A, EB2; 
IlL by correlating the values for the apparent enthalpy II, LPE (single crystals) 
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140 where T~, is the equilibrium thermodynamic temperature 
of fusion (the fusion temperature of a crystal of infinite 

~ ~  thickness), ~e is the surface free energy of folding, and 
, ~ x x • AH I the thermodynamic enthalpy of fusion. Applying 

~'~-- : • • • this relation to the experimental data reported in Figures 
10 and 11, it is possible to find T~ by extrapolation to 

o~ 120 l / L = 0  and, in addition, to find the surface free energy 
~.~ of folding from the slope of the straight line, given the 

thermodynamic enthalpy of fusion. 
g o  At this point we should make some general observa- 

tions concerning the value to assign to AHI in equation 
(2) for each copolymer sample. 

(1) Assuming that equation (2) is correct, the fact 
, , , , , that T~ varies in a linear manner is a strong indication 

IOCo 60  I 0 0  140 that AHI does not change during the thickening pheno- 
TA {°C) menon following the annealing process. 

Figure 9 Melting temperature, Trn as function of the annealing (2) The enthalpy o f  fus ion fo r  EP and EB copolymers 
temperature, TA for single crystal aggregates of EP and EB depends upon the number of ramifications, decreasing 
c o p o l y m e r s ,  f-q, EP1; O, EP£; /x, EP3; x, EP4; A, EB2 drastically as the latter increases. Wilchinsky and Ver 

Strate s have calculated this variation for a series of 
I EP copolymers having widely varying percentages of 

ethylene as a ratio of the apparent enthalpy of fusion 
1 4 0 ~ 7 . ~ . - - . . _ . . _ . . . ~  and the degree of crystallinity determined by X-ray 

and density measurements. In Table 3 we report the 
130 average values of AH~ for the compositions correspond- 

. . . .  ing to the copolymers examined obtained by inter- o 2 2 - : 2  polation of curves AHI--* ~CH3 based on data from 
. - - ~ a . . . ~ . . _  Wilchinsky and Ver Strate. It is interesting to note that 
_ooo  the values for AH I reported in the Table are experimental 

IIO ~ . ,  c ,  * ° and do not take into consideration theoretical assump- 
- - " ' ~  tions regarding whether or not the comonomeric units 

I I I I I I I I 
O 2 4 6 8 are included in the crystalline lattice. 

IILX 1 0 - 3 ( ~  - I )  (3) Alternatively, by means of Wunderlich and Dole's 

Figure 10 Melting temperature, Tm as  function of the reciprocal equati°ng: 
of the long spacing, 1/L for annealed single crystal aggregates AHf=55.9+0.1942T,~,-7.2 x 10-4(T~) ~ (3) 
of EP copolymers. L--J, EP1 ; O, EP2; •, EP3; x ,  EP4 

it is possible to obtain values for the thermodynamic 
enthalpy of fusion, correct only for differences in the 
equilibrium temperature of fusion of the copolymers 
examined by us. As we have already mentioned, the 

14C : : : : : : : : : i : ' ~ _ ~ ~  values for 7,~ are obtained by extrapolation to l / L = 0  
o~ of the experimental curves reported in Figures 10 and 11. 
~ 13C ~ - .  In this case no correction was made for the presence 

of copolymer units. We should note that AHI calculated 
120 on the basis of Wunderlich and Dole's equation proves 

to be almost equal (AHl~_69cal/g) for all samples 
examined, whether EP or EB. 

IIC ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' In Figures 12 and 13 the surface free energies of 
0 2 4 6 8 

I/Lx IO-3(~ -I} folding calculated using equation (2) with the values for 
thermodynamic enthalpy, which appear in Table 3 and 

Figure 11 Melting temperature Trn as function of the reciprocal 
of the long spacing, 1/L for annealed single crystal aggregates 
of EB copolymers and of linear polyethylene (LPE). O, EB1; Table 3 Thermodynamic enthalpy of fusion, equilibrium melting 
A, EB2; I I ,  LPE (single crystals) point and surface free energy of single crystal aggregates of EP 

and EB copolymers and LPE 

T.~ and the reciprocal of the long spacing, l/L, respect- AHf a AHf b T~ o'ea treb 

ively. We observe a linear trend in the fusion temperature Sample (cal/g) (cal/g) (°C) (erg/cm 2) (erg/cm 2) 
for all samples examined, increasing when reported 
as a function of TA and decreasing when reported as a EP1 57.0 68.87 122 219 264 
func t ion  o f  1/L. EP2 58.5 68-94 126 174 206 

These results lead us to consider applicable and EP3 62-5 68-96 142 131 145 
EP4 63.0 68.98 140 130 143 

valid the Hoffman 7 expression that provides for a linear EB1 - -  68.99 133 - -  74 
trend in the fusion temperature with 1/L correlating EB2 - -  68'99 134 - -  146 
these two quant i t ies according to:  LPE 63-5 68.98 139 143 155 

0 (7 "  a 7, _ 7-0 _'~ T° f 1 AHffrom interpolation of the data of Wilchinsky and Ver Strate s 
. m--., m ,. AHI. L (2) I~ AH using the Wunderlich and Dole equation 9 
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the thermodynamic temperature of fusion, are reported slight negative influence on the T~ values which pass 
as a function of the percentage of ramifications for EP from 139°C for polyethylene to 133°C for EB1. 
and EB copolymers, respectively. In the case of EP Assuming, on the basis of the above, that the thermo- 
copolymers, tre decreases slightly at first for low values dynamic enthalpy of fusion remains constant during 
of the number of branchings, and then increases annealing then the overall crystaUinity Xc=AHT/AH I 
drastically, should present the same trend as AH}" if reported vs. 

The behaviour of ere is always similar whether we the melting temperature. From the trends of the curves 
use the values for AHs obtained from Wilshinsky's of Figures 7, 8, 10 and 11 we conclude that increasing 
data or whether we adopt Wunderlich and Dole's the melting temperature (and thus L) the overall crystal- 
values. In fact, the corresponding curves show parallel linity of annealed single crystal aggregates first increases, 
trends. In the first case, the values for ae (Figure 12) reaches a maximum value, and then drastically drops. 
are consistently lower than they are in the second (for 
linear polyethylene ae= 155 and 143erg/cm 2 while for 
EP1 ae=265 and 219erg/cm2). We observe a totally 
different trend when ~e of EB copolymers is reported as a CONCLUSIONS 
function of the percentage of branchings. In this case, 
a~ decreases significantly (~e= 155erg/cm 2 for linear The results reported and illustrated here, along with 
polyethylene and ae=75erg/cm 2 for EB1). others which we have published previously, permit us 

In the case of EP copolymers, the values for T~ to discuss and draw some conclusions concerning: 
decrease in an apparently linear manner as the per- (a) the general behaviour of polymeric material which 
centage of branchings increases, moving from a value undergoes annealing; and (b) the effect of constitutional 
of 139°C for polyethylene to 121°C for EP1. For EB and configurationaltypes of chain defects on the morpho- 
copolymers, the lateral groups seem to have only a logical and thermodynamic characteristics of polymer 

crystals. 
The behaviour of semi-crystalline polymers to anneal- 

x l  ing is a much debated topic, especially regarding the 
thickening mechanism of crystals during such processes. 
The increase in long spacing in semi-crystalline polymers, 

250 x due to annealing, is interpreted by two different theories 
x 140 or mechanisms: (i) the thickening process takes place 

by a special mechanism of 'sliding diffusion' which !:ii a ows f o  move  t o c o m p e t e  m o e u a  q u n c e s  
U within the crystalline latticO °. For such a mechanism, 
o a high mobility of the chains in the crystal is, of course, 

130 o~ foreseen; (ii) long spacing increase comes from a com- 
plete 11 or partiaP z fusion phenomenon of crystals 
and a subsequent recrystallization of the melted material 
at annealing temperature. Wide experimental evidence 

120 in favour of both mechanisms (i) and (ii) are reported in 
the literature 13. 

I I I O 20 40 The annealing behaviour of aggregates of single 
Branching number crystals of linear polyethylene and of EP and EB co- 

polymers turns out to be similar to the one observed 
Figure 12 Equilibrium melting point, T~ (x) and surface free by Martuscelli and coworkers for trans-polyalkenamers 
energy, oe (O, O) as function of the number of methyl side groups and polyketones 1, 2. Such behaviour can be interpreted 
for EP copolymers assuming that, during the annealing process, at the 

critical long spacing and annealing temperature, the 
material which in all the cases examined is formed by 

14o aggregates of lamellar single crystals, undergoes a 
1 8 0 ~ ~  morphologic transformation of the kind illustrated 

schematically in Figure 14. It is likely that at annealing 
x- x temperatures below T~ the lamella thickening occurs 

largely by a sliding diffusion mechanism. In such tem- 
"~13C 130 intervals the corresponding increase in the perature 

apparent enthalpy of fusion, and therefore in crystal- 
b o linity, is perhaps due to better packing conditions of 
~" ~'~ lamellae in the same mat (Figure 14a). Moreover, eventual 

120 defects in the lattice can be eliminated owing to the 
80 diffusion phenomenon and chain refolding. 

Above the critical annealing temperature, the mechan- 
, , , t ism (ii), which predicts a partial fusion of crystallites 

0 20 40  and a subsequent recrystaUization, may prevail over 
Branching number mechanism (i). In conclusion, this process brings an 

Figure 13 Equilibrium melting point, Tg~ (x) and surface free interpenetration of the elementary lamellae forming the 
energy, oe (0) as function of the number of ethyl side groups for starting mat (Figure 14b). The lamellae lose their 
EB copolymers individuality and the material assumes a morphology 
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up to at least 3.7 ~ of branchings, i.e. they are composed 
a ~ _ .  ~ - ~ f  of molecules folded at the surface. This is in agreement 
IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIflIIIllUlI[ ~ _ _ . . . . ~  with the findings of Holdsworth and Keller 14. 

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll / / - - - " - ~  ! (2) The long spacing, L r and the annealing tempera- 
,UUuuumR,lUlllnn@~ ~ . . . ~  

_....j~l~H,,i,,,llUrlmH,fl~ ture, TAT which characterize the transformation during 
Illllllllllllflllllflllllllllll[lllllllll~-. 1 ~  ~ f  annealing of the single polymer crystal aggregates 

decrease as the number of constitutional and con- 
Figure 14 Schematic representation of the type of morphological figurational defects increase. In fact, we find this inter- 
transformation in the single crystal aggregate at the critical dependence in the case of  EP and EB copolymers in 
annealing temperature, T~. (a) Below T~ the system shows the which the percentage of  side groups is a measure of the 
starting morphology of single crystal aggregates; (b) above constitutional defects. In the case of trans-polyalken- 
T~ a complicated morphology is obtained and the lamellae l o s e  amers, the percentage of cis double bonds furnishes a 
their individuality (see text) standard for the number of configurational defects 

present in the macromolecular chains. 
that is similar to the one obtained for polymers crystal- (3) Apparent enthalpy of fusion, AHI* values for 
lized from the melt. samples of single crystals of EP and EB copolymers 

As observed experimentally in all the examined decrease as the percentage of branchings increases when 
samples, such a process of partial fusion and recrystal- compared on the basis of equal TA (see Figures 5 and 6) 
lization is followed by a more or less pronounced and equal L (see Figures 7 and 8). This is true throughout 
decrease in the fusion apparent enthalpy and therefore the entire interval of annealing temperatures and long 
in the total crystallinity of the material. In the case of spacings examined experimentally. 
polyethylene crystallized from the melt, the apparent (4) For EP copolymers, the thermodynamic tem- 
enthalpy of fusion, and hence the crystallinity, do not perature of fusion, Tin, decreases as the percentage of 
present maxima or discontinuities when they are reported side groups (and hence constitutional defects) increases. 
as a function of annealing temperature and long spacing, In the case of trans-polyalkenamers, T~ decreases as 
but increase with them. These results are noteworthy the cis double bonds increase (increase of configura- 
insofar as they permit us to conclude that the initial tional defects). For EB copolymers, the effect of the 
morphological state drastically influences the way in percentage of side groups on Tm is very slight. In fact, 
which polymeric material reacts to thermal treatments EB1 (36.5 C2H5 per 1000 C) and EB2 (10.7 C2H5 per 
such as annealing. It is also interesting to note that the 1000 C) have practically the same Tm value (133°C and 
physical and thermodynamic parameters which are 134°C,  respectively). These values are comparable with 
brought about in single crystal aggregates during the value found for linear polyethylene (139°C). 
annealing are characteristic of single lamellae only (5) In the case of EP copolymers, the surface free 
when the annealing temperatures in question are lower energy of folding, ~e, significantly increases as the 
than the transformation temperatures. All parameters, percentage of lateral methyl groups present in the 
whether physical or thermodynamic, detected in annealed polymer chain grows. From the equation: 
material at temperatures higher than those of trans- tre=qe-Tse (4) 
formation cannot be considered characteristic of the 
initial individual lamellae. In fact, at such annealing we deduce that a relative increase of ae can be due 
temperatures, the lamellae have already lost their either to an increase of surface enthalpy of folding, 
individuality following the fusion and recrystallization qe, or to a decrease of the surface entropy of folding, se. 
processes. For example, the long spacing found at such The fact that the glass transition temperature, Tg, of 
temperatures does not represent the thickness of the the branched polyethylene is higher than that of linear 
single crystal annealed at those temperatures, but rather polyethylene 15 leads us to believe that the mobility of 
a periodicity which corresponds physically to an average the polymer chains, and with it Se in equation (4), 
fluctuation of the electronic density in the material probably decrease as the number of branchings increases. 
which, following transformation takes on the morphology At this stage we are not able to draw any conclusions 
shown in Figure 14b. about the interdependence of qe on the number of 

Polymers of different chemical natures (trans-poly- branchings. The effect caused by the ethyl groups is a 
alkenamers, linear polyethylene, ethylene/~-olefin co- large reduction in the value of ae which passes from 
polymers, polyketones) qualitatively show the same 155erg/cm 2 for linear polyethylene to 74erg/cm 2 for 
morphological transformation phenomenon when the EB1 (37 C2H5 per 1000C). In this case as well, it is 
corresponding single crystal aggregates undergo anneal- difficult to establish which of the two terms in equation 
ing. Such behaviour at annealing can, in our opinion, (4) causes the lowering of ~e. The ethyl groups are 
be considered characteristic of all polymeric materials probably expelled from the lattice in numbers relatively 
that are in the morphological starting state of lamellar larger than those of the methyl groups (this would also 
single crystal mats. explain the low decrease in Tga for EB copolymers) 

As far as point (ii) is concerned, the following observa- causing the formation of loops on the crystal surfaces 
tions and considerations are noteworthy, bringing a high entropy value, Se, which would off-set 

(1) The morphology of the single crystals of EP and the corresponding increase in the value of qe. These 
EB copolymers depends upon the percentage of the results would seem to indicate a far more disorderly 
side groups. With increase in these, the external form crystal surface for EB copolymers than for EP co- 
of the crystals moves continuously away from that of polymers. 
linear polyethylene (lozenge) until it takes on indefinite (6) The validity of equation (2) throughout the range 
and complicated forms (e.g. ovoid) with irregular, of annealing temperatures and long spacings explored 
indented edges. However, the crystals are lamellar in and thus the linear dependence of Tm on 1/L leads us 
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Gelation in reactions of Niax triols with hexamethylene and decamethylene di-isocyanates 
has been studied. The gel points occur at extents of reaction in excess of those predicted 
by Flory-Stockmayer theory. The excess, intramolecular reaction increases with dilution 
and with decreases in the molecular weights of the reactants. Kilb's theory of gelation 
does not explain the results, but a semi-quantitative explanation is found in terms of a 
combination of Frisch's and Kilb's theories. In this, ,~, the intramolecular branching para- 
meter of Frisch, is given by the equation ,~=const.v -3/2 (OH0+ NCOo) -1, with v the number 
of bonds in the smallest ring which can form. 

INTRODUCTION 122°-130°C at 1.5-3.0mmHg was accepted (MW 226, 

The occurrence of gelation in non-linear polymerizations theory 224). 
Triols were the Niax triols LHT 240, LHT 112, 

is well known, and the basic explanation of the gel LG56 manufactured by Union Carbide Corporation, 
point as the point of incipient network formation has being propylene oxide adducts of 1,2,6-hexane triol 
been well established by the work of Flory and of (LHT 240, LHT 112) and of glycerol (LG56). They 
Stockmayer 1. However, in polycondensations the extents were dried by azeotropic distillation with benzene 10, and 
of reaction of functional groups at the gel point are their molecular weights were determined by quantitative 
rarely those predicted by simple theory. Given the 
equal reactivity of like functional groups, this is due acetylation of the hydroxyl groupslL In order to obtain 
to the occurrence of intramolecular reaction, reproducible results, the acetylation was allowed to 

take place over 2h rather than the 1 h recommended. 
Previous studies 2-7 have shown that intramolecular This was presumably because the majority of the 

reaction increases with the dilution of a reaction mixture. 
By measuring gel points in reactions of aliphatic di- hydroxyl groups were secondary lz. The molecular 

weights determined were LHT 240, 711 +2; LHT 112, 
isocyanates and triols the present study seeks to elucidate 1590 + 1 ; LG56, 2927 + 2. 
further the dependence of the gel point on dilution, and TED was manufactured by Koch-Light Laboratories. 
on the chain lengths of reactants, and to this end It was titrated with HC1 (MI4"224.2, theory 224-2). 
Frisch's s and Kilb's 9 theories of gelation are applied to Nitrobenzene was purified by steam distillation and 
the data. subsequent distillation. 

EXPERIMENTAL Gelation procedure 

The reactants chosen were similar to those used in a The apparatus and experimental procedure have been 
previous investigation 6. Two di-isocyanates and three described in detail elsewhere 6. Briefly, samples were 
triols were used and the solvent was nitrobenzene, withdrawn at intervals from a reaction mixture contained 
Reactions were carried out at 80°C and were catalysed in a sealed flask, and were titrated for isocyanate groups 
by triethylene diamine (TED). remaining. The gel time was noted as that time at which 

the reaction mixture climbed the mechanical stirrer. 
Materials The reactions were found to follow second-order kinetics, 

Hexamethylene di-isocyanate (HDI) was kindly sup- and in a given reaction the extents of reaction at gelation 
plied by ICI Dyestuffs Division and by Mobay Chemical were determined by extrapolation of the linear second- 
Company. Purification was by careful fractional dis- order kinetic plot to the gel time, together with know- 
tillation under reduced pressure, as previously de- ledge of the initial concentrations. 
scribed 1° (MW 168-2, theory 168.2). 

Decamethylene di-isocyanate (DDI) was prepared by 
phosgenation of decamethylene diamine, and subsequent RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
heating of the diamino-chloride formed 11. The product Flory-Stockmayer theory and equal reactivity 
was purified as for HDI, and the fraction with b.p. The gel point results are presented in Figure 1 where 
* Details of the experimental results presented in this paper are the reciprocal of the product of the critical extents of 
available on request to R. F. T.S. reaction at gelation, (poHpNco~ 1) is plotted versus the 
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0 3.0r 2 - 0 t  of the others. The details of this kinetic analysis will be 

/ k reported elsewhere. For the present it is noted that such 
an induced unequal reactivity, due presumably to 

51 28~_ 18~ ~x~ steric hindrance, should also occur with trimethylol 
/ '~  I ' ~ " ~ R ,  ethane. However, no account was taken of it in a 

- / 0  I _kk.~x,,~ previously reported gelation study using this molecule s. 
,o6  o .0t ,.0t 

I I Qua, ,a i e o intramo ecular  eac,ion 
In Figure I the right-hand ordinate given, (P0HpNc0)g-z 

,6.3 2.41 ,4[ ~ -"'~'o o re71  i s t h e s i m p l e s t t o u s e i n a q u a n t i t a t i v e i n t e  r_ 
pretation of results. However, the other ordinates, 

22.5 22 t" 12' ' , - , , f e  and R, are perhaps more immediate in their physical 
O 05 10 I-5 20 significance. 

(OHo+NCOo)-I(kg/mol) f~ is the effective functionality of the triol, and is 
defined by: 

Figure 1 (pozzp~rco)~ z versus (OHo+NCOo) -1. The alternative fe_l=0~ol 
ordinates, [e and R, are discussed in the text. 0, System 1, 
LHT 240+HDI, v=36; x, system 2, LHT 240+DDI, v=40: C), Thus when a~-z=2, fe=3. Such an effective functionality 
system3, LHT 112+HDI, v=66; [3, system4, LG56+HDI, v=112 has been used ze to describe delayed gelation due to 

induced unequal reactivity and intramolecular reaction. 
initial dilution of reactive groups, (OH0 + NCO0) -1. Here, the variation o f f e  with dilution is solely the result 
The other ordinates shown will be discussed shortly, of intramolecular reaction. 

For the present systems the Flory-Stockmayer theory 1 R is the % of ring reaction at gelation, and is defined 
gives: in cases where the initial ratio of isocyanate to hydroxyl 

c~- l=f  - 1 (1) groups, r, is equal to unity. It is given by: 

where ~c = (portpNco)c, and f is the functionality of the R = 100{1 - [ ( f -  1)c~c]-l/2} % 
branched reactant. However, the predicted value of 2 
for (pOHpNCO)~ -1 is obtained only in the limit of zero Here, ( f -  1)-1/~ equals the extent of reaction at gelation 
dilution of reactive groups. In this limit only inter- of hydroxyl or isocyanate groups, assuming no ring 
molecular reaction can occur. As expected z-7, a~-z  formation(equation 1). 
decreases, that is the extents of reaction at gel increase, The use of the three ordinates may be illustrated by 
as the reactants are diluted. In this respect it may be reference to system 1. Here, the initial concentrations 
noted that the initial concentrations used in the present ranged from 17%w/w monomers to bulk, c~ -1 ranges 
experiments ranged from bulk to about 15%w/w of from 1.23 to 1.76, fe from 2"23 to 2.76, and R from 
reactants. 21-6% to 6.2%. In subsequent discussion oL~ -1 will be 

The attainment of the Flory-Stockmayer limit at used. 
zero dilution is indicative not only of the absence of It was reported previously s that the amount of intra- 
ring formation but also of the equal reactivity of like molecular reaction depended systematically on the 
functional groups. Equal reactivity was further confirmed initial ratio of reactive groups, r. Most of the results 
by the fact that the present catalysed reactions followed presented here refer to reactions with r=  1, and no 
second order kinetics. The effects of unequal reactivity detailed investigation of the effect of r was undertaken. 
may have been observed because of a small proportion Hence, in Figure 1 single curves are drawn through 
(probably less than 1%13)of the hydroxyl groups of the the four sets of points, although some of the scatter 
triols being primary rather than secondary. Obviously, present will be due to the secondary dependence of 
to within the sensitivity of the analytical techniques ~-1 upon r. 
employed, the hydroxyl groups may be considered as all The decrease in o~ -I with dilution apparent in the 
secondary, curves in Figure 1 is in accord with the expected increase 

The difference in the reactivities of primary and in intramolecular reaction with dilution. In addition, at 
secondary hydroxyl groups ab initio may be considered a given dilution the amount of intramolecular reaction 
as an intrinsic unequal reactivity. An induced unequal increases as v, the number of bonds in the smallest 
reactivity may arise when the reaction of the first group ring which can form, decreases. The values of v given 
of a reactant affects the reactivity of the other group for the various pairs of reactants are the number- 
or groups still to react. (This is the so-called first-shell average values of the number of bonds between the 
substitution effect of Gordon and coworkers14.)Induced isocyanate group and one of the hydroxyl groups of 
unequal reactivity was not expected nor were its effects a dimer. 
observed with the present di-isocyanates and triols, The Jacobson-Stockmayer theory z7 of ring formation 
presumably because their functional groups were in linear equilibrium polycondensates shows that Pub, 
separated by sufficiently large numbers of bonds. For the mutual concentration of the two reactive groups 
the triols, the number-average values for the numbers of one molecule, is given by the expression: 
of bonds between hydroxyl groups were: LHT 240, 25; P a b = ( 2 ~ 3 b )  3/~ 
LHT 112, 55; LG56, 101. In contrast, it was found 15 ~ functional groups per unit volume 
that the catalysed reaction of trimethylol propane and This expression assumes that the chain, having v bonds 
HDI showed deviations from second order kinetics each of effective bond length b, obeys Gaussian statistics, 
which corresponded to the rate constant for the reaction so that the mean-square end-to-end distance, <r~>, is 
of the first hydroxyl group on a trimethylol propane equal to vbL In general ring formation increases as 
molecule being approximately twice that for the reaction Pub increases. Whilst the present non-linear non-equi- 
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librium polycondensations cannot be explained by the • 
Jacobson-Stockmayer theory, the observed increase in 20 
intramolecular reaction with decrease in v is in agree- 
ment with the mechanism of ring-chain competition 
proposed by these authors. 

The chain structures of the polymers formed from 15 
the various pairs of reactants and, therefore, their / 
effective bond lengths, b, will be different. The representa- / / 
tion of v as the parameter determining ring formation ~/" 
at a given dilution assumes that variations in b are / o  
of secondary importance, and from the relative positions "~ 10 
of the curves in Figure 1, v appears to be the important ' o x  

parameter. 

Application of  Frisch's and Kilb's theories 0.5 ~ ~  
A quantitative interpretation of the results may be 

attempted in terms of Frisch's s and Kilb's 9 theories ¢ ¢ / 0 , - c  
of gelation. According to Frisch's theory: / 

%~ = ( f -  ])[1 - (1 - ~ ) ;q  (2) o ols ~.'o i.'s 2'o 
where A is an intramolecular branching parameter. (OHo+NCOo)-)(kg/re°l) 
When A=O the Flory-Stockmayer equation is obtained. Figure 2 ;i v e r sus  (OH0+ NCOo)-L Symbols are the s a m e  a s  for  
Kilb's theory gives essentially: Figure 1 

o~el = ( f -  1)(1 - ~') (3) 
so that A is derived from the experimental values of 

where 2,' is also an intramolecular branching parameter. o~e, i.e. 
Both theories apply to reactions with only small ~ ~ c ( f - 1 ) - I  

numbers of rings. However, by rearrangement of equa- =(1---~e)~c(f-1) (7) 
tion (2), to an explicit expression for ac in terms of A, 
one obtains: If A is equated to )t' and interpreted according to equation 

~AA ( 42, )1/2 (6) thenpl° t s° fAversus(OHo+NCOo)  - x s h ° u l d b e  
~c = - ( 1 -  )+(12A?t) 1 -F( f_I ) ( I_A)  2 (4) linear and pass through the origin. Such plots are 

illustrated in Figure 2 where, in accordance with equation 
Expansion of the binomial and retention of only the (6), lines with slopes in proportion to v-a/2 have been 
first two terms gives: drawn through the data. The lines for systems 1 and 2 

follow the behaviour predicted by equations (6) and 
~ - l = ( f - 1 ) ( 1 - ~ )  (5) (7), with ?t directly proportional to dilution and to 

v -3/2. For systems 3 and 4, the lines of the required 
for small A. Thus for extremely small numbers of rings slopes through the data points do not extrapolate to 
?t and 2,' are identical, and Frisch's expression includes the origin. In cognisance of the fact that 2, must be 
and extends the range of 2( covered by Kilb's expression, zero when ~ - l _ f _  1, it is apparent that on the basis 

A distinction between the two theories is that Kilb of the lines drawn for systems 1 and 2 the data for 
expresses ?t' in molecular terms, whereas Frisch intro- 

systems 3 and 4 show deviations from what may be 
duces A purely as a statistical parameter. However, the termed Frisch-Kilb behaviour, as defined by equations 
preceding equivalence of equations (3) and (5) enables (6) and (7). The neglect of the previously mentioned 
A and A' to be equated, at least approximately, and to dependence of ~-1 upon r, and of variations in b with 
be interpreted in the terms proposed by Kilb. According chain structure may well be responsible for this. 
to these A' is: (i) directly proportional to the dilution The deviations may also be due to approximations 
of the reaction mixture, although a precise definition inherent in the very bases of the theories as applied to 
of dilution is not given, and (ii) for a given value of b, non-equilibrium polymerizations. The theories attempt 
directly proportional to v-3/L 

to represent the ring-chain competition in terms of 
If the reciprocal of the initial concentration of reactive single parameters, A and A', which are constant through- 

groups is taken to represent the dilution of the reaction out the course of a reaction. However, the concentration 
system, the curves in Figure 1 may be viewed as a test of groups external to a given molecule, and which can 
of Kilb's theory. That is, assuming react intermolecularly with that molecule, must decrease 

const, as the reaction proceeds. The present interpretation 
)t'= v3/~(OH0+NCO0) (6) of 2~ and A' according to equation (6) assumes that the 

'external' concentrations presented to a given molecule 
one should, according to equation (3), obtain linear may be replaced by some average value which is directly 
plots in Figure 1. It is apparent that such plots are not proportional to the initial concentration of functional 
obtained, and the following interpretation of the data groups. This assumption, which is the simplest to make, 
according to Frisch's theory indicates that this is be- has still to be justified. 
cause the data lie outside the range of ~e covered by In conclusion, it appears that the dependence of ae 
Kilb's theory, on dilution is approximately explicable in terms of 

To test Frisch's theory equation (2) may be rearranged Frisch's theory, provided that 2, is interpreted in terms 
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Effect of polymer microstructure on methyl 
group torsional vibrations 
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(Received 9 October 1973; revised 19 November 1973) 

Fundamental torsional frequencies of methyl groups have been measured with neutron 
incoherent inelastic scattering for isotactic poly(methyl methacrylate)-COOCDa, and 
heterotactic, syndiotactic and head-to-head isomers of poly(o~-methylstyrene). The 
measurements confirm that the spectrum of isotactic PMMA differs considerably from the 
syndiotactic polymer in the region of the fundamental vibration, but no difference is found 
for the two stereoregular forms of poly(~-methylstyrene). However, the torsional frequency 
of the methyl group in the head-to-head configuration of ~-methylstyrene lies at lower 
wavenumbers than that observed in the head-to-tail. 

INTRODUCTION is the preferred technique for this work because: (a) 
the corresponding infra-red and Raman bands are 

Studies of fundamental torsional frequencies of methyl extremely weak and are overlapped by skeletal modes 
groups in small molecules show that the torsional of similar intensity; (b) the n.i.i.s, vibrational band 
frequency, and hence the barrier to internal rotation intensities are proportional to the mean square amplitude 
of tbe methyl group, is sensitive to the nature of the of displacement in the normal mode; and (c) the n.i.i.s. 
neighbouring substituents. In polymer molecules, the cross-section for protons is large compared with the 
influence not only of the chemical nature of the neigh- cross-sections of other nuclei. Factors (b) and (c) com- 
bouring groups, but also the stereoregularity and the bine to give the expectation that the -CHa torsions will 
possibility of head-to-head, tail-to-tail as well as head- be the most intense bands in the n.i.i.s, spectra of these 
to-tail placings must be considered, In poly(methyl polymers and furthermore selective deuteration can be 
methacrylate) (PMMA) for example, it is well known used to confirm assignments or to simplify spectra. 
that the relaxation phenomenon associated with the 
a-methyl group is influenced 1 by the stereoregular 
character of the polymer, and in a previous paper 2 we EXPERIMENTAL 
tentatively showed that this difference was also reflected 
in the methyl group torsional frequencies observed for Spectra 
these different configurations. N.i.i.s. spectra were obtained using the 6H time-of- 

In this paper we show how the neutron incoherent flight spectrometer 3 at AERE, Harwell. Raw data were 
inelastic scattering (n.i.i.s.) spectrum of poly(~-methyl- corrected by the procedures previously described 2 and 
styrene) is influenced by chain configurations as exhibited finally presented as p(oJ) spectra, where p(oJ) is the 
in heterotactic and syndiotactic head-to-tail samples hydrogen-amplitude-weighted frequency distribution: 
and a sample containing a high proportion of head-to- 
head units. In addition the n.i.i.s, spectrum of isotactic p(oJ) = oJh lim exp(hw/2kBT) h k0 r3 a2o 

CH~ In this expression a%r/af2a~-, the parameter determined F ~ q  
-[--CH2-~-Yn by experiment, is the double differential cross-section 

cOOeD3 with respect to neutron time-of-flight, r and solid angle 
Q into which the neutron is scattered, b is the scattering 

has been studied to complement previous work on length of the atom of mass m, k0 and k are respectively 
isotactic the incident and scattered neutron wave vectors and 

CH3 Q is the momentum transferred to the neutron in the 
~ .-~-CH2-/--]'n scattering event. 

COOCH, The expression for p(~o) emphasizes the suitability 
of the n.i.i.s, technique for the study of torsional fre- 

and to provide a more precise value for the ~-CHa quencies. Not only is p(w) large for normal modes of 
torsion frequency which had previously been deduced this type but oJ is small (200-300cm -1) resulting in a 
by subtracting the overlapping -OCHa torsion from the relatively large value of a2o/0D-0-r to be measured. 
spectrum. Samples were examined in the form of 5 cm square 

Neutron incoherent inelastic scattering spectroscopy thin films approximately 0.2 mm thick. 
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Materials 
High molecular weight specimens of isotactic poly- 

(methyl methacrylate)-COOCDa and syndiotactic poly- ° 
(a-methylstyrene) were prepared from the appropriate 
monomers using methods reported in the literature 4-e. 6 
Tacticities were determined by IH n.m.r, spectroscopy ** . . ° o 

using solutions in CDCIa 4, 7 at 22°C. From the ~-CHa 
resonances the following results were obtained: 

t 3 .  o 

% i s o  % hetero % syndio 
OO O 

Isotactic PMMA 75 12 13 3 : ° . 
Syndiotactic poly(~-rnethylstyrene) 0 10 90 
Heterotactic poly(~-methylstyren e) 20 51 29 o 

The sample of heterotactic poly(~-methylstyrene) was 
supplied by Dr D. J. Worsfold. 

A sample of head-to-head poly(a-methylstyrene) was 
supplied by Dr D. H. Richards; evidence for its pre- o 2£)o 4(3o 6()o 
dominantly head-to-head character s was found by cm-i 

n.m.r, spectroscopy. The molecular weight (~7~p=0.127, Figure 2 Frequency distribution function of syndiotactic and 
1 ~o solution in T H F  at 25°C) was of the order of heterotactic poly(~-methylstyrene) 
. ~ , ~  10 000. 

subtracting an overlapping -OCHa torsional band 
RESULTS obtained from the n.i.i.s, spectrum of poly(~-chloro 

methacrylate). The present value of 300cm -1 must be 
Poly(methyl methacrylate) considered more reliable since it is a direct observation. 

In Figure 1 the frequency distribution functions for In consequence the values of the torsion frequency 
syndiotactic 2 and isotactic poly(methyl methacrylate)- Vtor and 'V3 neutrons' the 3-fold barrier calculated from 
COOCDa are compared. Since the CDs torsional band this frequency, which were listed in Tables 1 and 2 
is weak, the most prominent vibrational band in each of ref 2, must be revised. In the Table below the revised 
spectrum is the fundamental torsional frequency of the values are shown together with E~ obtained a from 
~-CHs group. The torsional band is centred at 360 cm -1 relaxation measurements. From these relaxation data, 
in the syndiotactic stereoisomer but it shifts to 300cm -z assuming that proton tunnelling occurs 2, 'V3 n.m.r.' can 
in the isotactic polymer. The breadth of the band in the be calculated. The agreement between 'V3 n.m.r.' and 
former is probably connected with its lower stereo- V3 neutrons is now better than it was in ref 2. 
chemical purity, which would also account for its 
shoulder at 300cm -1. ~-CHa group vtor Va neutrons Ea Va n.m.r. 

Previously 2 we estimated the a-methyl group torsional in HMMA (cm -1) (kd/mol) (kd/mol) (kd/mol) 
frequency in the isotactic isomer to be 250cm -1 by Syndiotactic 360+10 33 23-35 30 

I sotactic 300+ 10 23 16 22.6 

Poly(o~-methylstyrene) 
t,", ~ Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution function 
I ~ for syndiotactic and heterotactic poly(~-methylstyrene). 
/ \ The function is the same for both isomers and the 
I X most intense peak, again assigned to the methyl torsion 

~ \ frequency on account of its intensity, is centred at 
IO \ \  380cm -1. In the spectrum of the head-to-head polymer 

3-- \ \ \  frequency,Sh°wn in Figure300 cm -1. 31°' the torsional peak is at a lower 
o _  

~-CH3 group in vtor Va neutrons 
poly(~-methylstyrene) (cm -z) (kd/mol) 

5 Syndiotactic/heterotactic 380±10 37 
Head-to-head 300± 10 23 

The weaker peak in the head-to-tail poly(~-methyl- 
styrene) spectrum at 260cm -1 may arise from the 
polystyrene skeleton of the molecule, since results on 

, ~ polystyrene 11 (which is always predominantly head-to- 
O 200 400 600 tail) show that there is a band of similar intensity at 

c m  -I 240cm -1. Even if fortuitously there is a peak of similar 
Figure 1 Frequency distribution functions of isotactic ( ,,. ) intensity in the same spectral region for the head-to-head 
and syndiotactic ( . . . .  ) poly(=-methyl methacrylate) isomer it would be buried in the wing of the CHa 
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1(2 o our evidence is not as decisive as it should be because 
the sample with the highest degree of isotacticity con- 
tained only 20 % of  isotactic placements. The shoulder 
at 260cm -1 is equally prominent in both syndio- and 
hetero-tactic forms. However, a shift to lower wave- 

° ~' o numbers of the c~-methyl torsion, similar in magnitude 
o ° oo to that observed in PMMA isomers, is observed between 

_ the head-to-tail and head-to-head structural isomers 
3 ~ of poly(~-methylstyrene). At first sight the most sterically 
'~ o hindered form (head-to-head) has the lower torsional 

° frequency and hence the lower barrier to internal 
rotation, /13. 

In a previous paper we suggest that intramolecular 
forces control the magnitudes of Va. It  is unlikely that 
1-2 non-bonded repulsions are primarily responsible 
otherwise the head-to-head isomer would have the I I I 

O 2 0 0  4 0 0  6 0 0  largest barrier. A more likely explanation is that steric 
c m -~ hindrance in the head-to-head isomer forces the 1-2 

Figure 3 The frequency distribution function of head-to-head bond almost exclusively into a trans-conformation: 
poly(~-methylstyrene) 

H CH~ Ph H z 
2 \C / C H2 

torsional band since the latter lies at lower frequency / C \ c / j \ ~ / 3 \  / c \  
than in the head-to-tail isomer. H2 / \ _ c 

CH3 Ph 

CHa torsion in other polymers 
In Table 1 are recorded the torsional frequencies of Thus the predominant interactions a r e - C - C H a . . .  H - C -  

and - C - P h . . .  H - C -  in this isomer. In the head-to-tail 
methyl groups in differing chemical environments so form there are no such configurations of  extreme steric 
that the effects of  chemical and stereochemical environ- hindrance and so - C - C H 8 . . .  CH3-C-  and C - C H a . . .  
ments may be contrasted. All the values of I"3 have P h -C-  repulsions are likely to occur more frequently 
been calculated assuming a threefold cosine potential in the conformations adopted by the chain in the 
function. 

The most important caveat with respect to these values amorphous states, thus contributing to a higher barrier 
to rotation of  the ~-CH3 group. Qualitatively, at least, 

of  113 is that they assume that the methyl group rotation this could explain the observed torsional frequencies. 
is not coupled with other normal modes of the polymer Structural evidence 12 on syndio- and iso-tactic forms 
molecule. This and other assumptions underlying the of PMMA suggests that the local conformations likely 
calculation of/13 have been discussed earlier, to prevail in isotactic triads will be related to the 3/1 

chain helix and over similar short distances in syndio- Table 1 Torsional frequencies and potential barriers for methyl 
g r o u p s  in p o l y m e r s  tactic chains a planar zig-zag structure is more probable. 

Simple models show that in this case the non-bonded 
va neutrons repulsions in the isotactic form will be predominantly 

Polymer cm -1 (k d /m o l )  - C - C H a . . .  ester group and in the syndiotactic form 

Vinyl ether(O-CH3) 100 2.5 they will be - C - C H a . . .  CH3-C-.  The shift of  the 
Dimethyl siloxane 165 6.9 ~-CHa torsion to higher wavenumbers is then in the 
Propylene oxide 998 13 same direction as the difference observed for head-to- 
--P(CHz)2=N-- 240 15 head and head-to-tail poly(~-methylstyrene). It should 
4-Methyl pentene-1 240 15 be noted, however, that this argument would suggest 
Isotactic PMMA (c~-CHs) 300 23 

that the isotactic form of  poly(c~-methylstyrene) should 
C H 3  ~ N 
I , ~ \  -o-- -~ ~k)--c-~/f \k~-o-c  c -  have a low torsional frequency. We have mentioned 

earlier that no such shift is detected in a partly isotactic 
\ / / \ / ~ C H 3  "-~---' N I INl N300 ~23 specimen and unfortunately the polymer has not yet 

\ \C / been prepared with a high degree of isotactic purity. 
t 
cl 

Isobutene 305 24 Theoretical analysis of methyl group torsion in PMMA 
Syndiotactic PMMA 360 83 In principle the different values for the methyl group 

torsion in syndio- and iso-tactic PMMA can be accounted 
DISCUSSION for in terms of  non-bonded repulsions which influence 

the barriers to internal rotation of the methyl groups. 
The a-methyl torsion in PMMA shows a pronounced Unfortunately there are too many unknown bond 
shift to lower frequency when the chain configuration angles, bond distances and repulsion potentials for the 
is changed from syndio- to iso-tactic. There are no calculation to be attempted with certainty, but we have 
similar shifts reported for stereoisomers of  small mole- tried to show that with reasonable assumptions the 
cules and the origin of the shift in PMMA is not difference between the two forms of PMMA can be 
immediately obvious, accounted for on this basis. 

We have studied poly(o~-methylstyrene) and find that Calculations of the barrier to rotation of  the ~-CH3 
a similar shift probably does not occur. Unfortunately group for the 5/1 helical conformation of  the isotactic 
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polymer 1~ and the two preferred conformations for account for electronic effects arising from changes in 
syndiotactic vinyl chains z4, ( t t )  (gg) and ( i t )  ( t t )  have the chemical nature of  the structure as well. 
been carried out which agree with experiment in that The results in Table I taken together with correspond- 
the barrier to rotation in isotactic PMMA is less than ing relaxation studies of methyl group motion do 
that in either of the two syndiotactic forms, underline the predominant influence of intramolecular 

The barrier has been represented by a function of the effects on bulk relaxation phenomena associated with 
form: CH8 groups. Generally loss phenomena such as maxima 

V°(l +cos30)+]~V(r~j) in dielectric and mechanical loss spectra and minima in V(O)= 
. ~ n.m.r, spin-lattice relaxation time-temperature plots 

occur at very low temperatures and have low activation 
where V(ro) is the pair potential between a pair of energies for O-CH8 groups. This is paralleled by a low 
atoms /j. The potentials used have been the C . . .  H torsional frequency. Methyl groups attached directly to 
and H . . .  H functions due to Williams 15 which have main chains have loss phenomena in a higher tempera- 
been tested against enthalpies of sublimation, geo- ture range and also higher activation energies, and 
metries and elastic moduli of  alkanes. The O . . .  H this is paralleled by increased torsional frequencies, 
potential used has not been so rigorously tested z6, but e.g. -Si(CHs)20-, -CHzCH(CH3)O-. Methyl groups in 
as our calculations only attempt to display relative sterically hindered environments, e.g. 
barriers we believe that this is not of prime importance. 
V0 was taken as 8.4kJ/mol z7. ~ CH3 CH3 

The bond distances and angles used for isotactic ; --CH2-C- 
I 

PMMA were those found by X-ray diffraction 13. The CH3 
angle of  torsion about the bonds CH3-C-CO-O found 
in the same paper by a minimum energy calculation, tend to have simultaneously high values for the tem- 
led to a value of the barrier which was much too high, perature of maximum loss, the activation energy of  the 
564kJ/mol. An assumed value for this angle of - 5  ° process and a high torsional frequency. 
was chosen for our calculation since this led to a mini- 
mum value for the barrier. The same bond lengths and REFERENCES 

bond angles, apart from the chain torsion angles, were 1 Connor, T. M. and Hartland, A. Phys. Lett. 1966, 23, 662 
used for calculations of  the syndiotactic isomer. 2 Higgins, J. S., Allen, G. and Brier, P. N. Polymer 1972, 13, 

The barriers found for the three polymers are: isotactic 157 
PMMA, 54kJ/mol; syndiotactic PMMA ( t t )  (gg),  3 Bunce, L. J., Harris, D. C. E. and Stirling, G. C. UKAEA 
138 kJ/mol; syndiotactic PMMA ( t t )  (tt),  88 kJ/mol. Rep. 126246 1970 

All values are 3-4 times higher than the experimental 4 Liu, K. J. J'. Polym. Sci. (A-2) 1967, 5, 699 
5 Bovey, F. A. and Tiers, G. V. D. J. Polym. Sci. 1960, 44, 173 

values, which is not too surprising in view of the assump- 6 Cowie, J. M. G. and Bywater, S. J. Polym. Sci. (A-2) 1968, 
tions made, but nevertheless V3 for the isotactic form 6, 499 
is consistently less than for the syndiotactic forms in 7 Brownstein, S., Bywater, S. and Worsfold, D. J. Makromol. 
agreement with our observations. Chem. 1961, 48, 127; Elgert, K. F., Seiler, E., Puschendorf, 

G., Ziemarm, W. and Cantow, H-J. Makromol. Chem. 1971, 
144, 73 

Shifts in torsional frequencies due to chemical structure 8 Richards, D. H. and Scilly, N. F. Chem. Commun. 1968, p 
So far this paper has been concerned with shifts in 1515 

methyl group torsions arising from geometrical iso- 9 Stejskal, E. O. and Gutowsky, H. S. J. Chem. Phys. 1958, 
28, 388 

merism. Table 1 lists torsional frequencies and values of 10 Pearce, D. A. Thesis Oxford University, 1971 
V3 obtained for a series of methyl groups in different 11 Allen, G. and Wright, C. J. unpublished work 
chemical environments. In each case the torsional 12 Schneider, B., Stoker, J., Dirlekov, S. and Mihailov, M. Macro- 
frequency does not shift appreciably on dissolution of the molecules 1971, 4, 715 

13 Tadokoro, H., Chatani, Y., Kusanagi, H. and Yokoyama, M, 
polymer. Macromolecules 1970, 3, 441 

It is clear from these results that the influence of 14 Flory, P. J. 'Statistical Mechanics of Chain Molecules', John 
chemical structural change is wider ranging than simple Wiley, New York, 1969, p 217 
changes in local geometry in geometrical isomers. 15 Williams, D. E. J. Chem. Phys. 1967, 47, 4680 
Unfortunately the theoretical analysis of non-bonded 16 Scott, R. A. and Scheraga, H. A. J. Chem. Phys. 1966, 45, 

2011 
repulsions in stereoisomers is, as we have seen, a for- 17 Scott R. A. and Scheraga, H. A. J. Chem. Phys. 1966, 44, 
midable problem. It is quite impossible at this stage to 3054 
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Comment on the paper: 

'Introduction of hydroxymethyl groups into polystyrene 
and styrene' by C. H. Bamford and H. Lindsay 
(Polymer 1973, 14, 330-332) 

v 

J. Stamberg, O. Wichterle and D. Doskocilova 
Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, 162 06 Prague 6, Czechoslovakia 
(Received 5 November 1973) 

Reactive polymers (PX) may be obtained from the They were separated on a preparative chromatograph 
monomer M either by a polymeric ( M ~ P ~ P X )  or a (fractions 1 and 2) and identified. 
monomeric (M~MX~PX)  route. However, quite fre- From the mass spectra, molecular peaks 152 (fraction 
quently the same type of reaction cannot be used in 1) and 188 (fraction 2) and the chemical formulae 
both cases for introducing the group X. C9H9CI (calc. 23-23 70 C1) and CgHz0C12 (calc. 37.50 700 

In 1953, Wichterle and (~ern3~ tried to chloromethylate C1) were determined, i.e. the formula of fraction 2 
monomeric styrene instead of polystyrene. The reaction differed from that of fraction 1 by one additional HC1. 
proceeded with a good yield of the monochloromethyl- The results of elemental analysis were 23.39 ~o CI (frac- 
ated product, C9H9C1, and was described in a patent 1 t.ion 1) and 37"14~o C1 (fraction 2). In both cases the 
where the question to which of the four nucleophilic sites infra-red spectra exhibited bands corresponding to 
of the styrene molecule the chloromethyl group became monosubstitution at the aromatic ring (708 cm -1 and 
attached was not discussed. However, the same authors 1750--2000cm-1). In the spectrum of fraction 2 the 
found later that chloromethylation occurred exclusively bands of the double bond, 975cm -1 and 1670cm -1, 
in the side chain, and that cinnamyl chloride (CC), were missing; their disappearance was accompanied 
and not styrene chloromethylated in the ring, was the by a relative increase in absorption in the region of 
main reaction product 2. We were therefore surprised 2800cm -1 to 3000cm -1 corresponding to a higher 
to find that Bamford and Lindsay a, on the contrary, content of CH bonds with saturated carbon atoms than 
assigned this product exclusively as 4-vinylbenzyl with unsaturated or aromatic carbon atoms. 
chloride (4-VBC). Convincing data on the structure were found in the 

The boiling points of CC and VBC are comparatively n.m.r, spectra (Figure 1). For fraction 1 the results 
close, and the values given in the literature cover a were: 4.13 ppm, doublet 6-7 Hz, intensity 2H (--CH2C1); 
considerable range, so that they cannot be used to 6.4ppm, multiplet, 2H ( - -CH=CH--) ;  7.3 ppm, multi- 
determine the structure of the product. The refractive plet, 7-2H (aromatic); plus a number of very weak 
index was measured in an earlier paper only 2 (n~ ° 1.5783) bands between 1 and 6 ppm whose total intensity 
and seems to be similar to that of Ar-VBC (ng 5 1.57434, amounts to about 25 70 of the whole intensity of non- 
1.57255, 6) rather than CC (n~ 5 1-58027, 1"58078; n~ ° aromatic bands of the main component. The chemical 
1"58309, 1.58511°). To identify the product, Wichterle shifts and relative intensities correspond to the structure 
and (~ern~ 2 prepared a number of cinnamyl derivatives, of the main component given by the formula of cinnamyl 
among them also an alcohol and an acetate which chloride. This structure is corroborated in particular by 
Bamford and Lindsay 3 describe as p-vinylbenzyl the pattern of the multiplet at 6.4 ppm having the form 
derivatives. The great similarity between physical of an AB quartet with JAB= 15"5 Hz corresponding to 
properties of both types of compounds and the large two olefinic protons in the trans position. One com- 
scatter of values given in the literature make it difficult ponent of this quartet is further split into triplets with 
to decide about the structure of the product. Nor does coupling constant of 6.7 Hz, equivalent to the spacing 
the phenylurethane prepared by Bamford and Lindsay of the doublet at 4.13 ppm. This spacing obviously 
from an alcohol elucidate the chemical structure of corresponds to the coupling of the olefinic proton in 
chloromethylated styrene, since its melting point (93- position 2 with the CH2C1 group. 
94°C) lies between the values for the cinnamyl (91- The structure of Ar-vinylbenzyl chloride is ruled 
91.5°C 11, 90-91.5°C 12, 90-92°C 13) and Ar-vinylbenzyl out, since CICH2--¢ cannot give a doublet, and 
(95-96°C 14) derivative. CH2----CH--ff would give two doublets with a spacing 

In order to determine the real structure of the product of ~ 15 and ~ 11 Hz. CH2 = CH--¢ cannot be hidden 
of chloromethylation, we repeated its preparation and in the aromatic band as pointed out by Bamford and 
identification. The reaction of styrene with formaldehyde Lindsaya, because it gives four lines with a maximum 
and hydrogen chloride 1, 2 was carried out under reflux spacing of N25 Hz. 
(80-100°C); the product was distilled and analysed by The apparently non-stoichiometric ratio of the 
gas chromatography. With Apiezon L, only a single intensity of aromatic hydrogen atoms to the other 
peak was obtained (besides a low amount of more hydrogen atoms of the main component is dearly due 
volatile impurities); the polar phase (Silicone Gum to the content of impurities the aromatic bands of which 
Rubber XE-60, Hewlett-Packard) allowed the deter- absorb in the same place while the other bands are 
ruination of two compounds in comparable amounts, scattered over a wide frequency range. 
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_ chemical shifts, forms of multiplets (especially 5.05 ppm) 
a and relative intensities correspond to 1-phenyl-l,3- 

~ / ~  dichloropropane. 
It may be summarized, in conclusion, that the reaction 

of styrene with formaldehyde and hydrogen chloride 
F does not give rise to 4-vinylbenzyl chloride, but to 

cinnamyl chloride, along with 1-phenyl-l,3-dichloro- 
propane owing to a consecutive addition of hydrogen 
chloride. A similar finding was obtained not only for 
chloromethylation, but also for propionylation catalysed 
with aluminium chloride. While polystyrene yielded 

j~_ poly(4-propionylstyrene), monomeric styrene gave rise 
~ . . . . .  to styryl ethyl ketone 15. It appears that in many cases 

, , ,,.r, , ~ -- the polymer analogous transformation is an effective 
b alternative suitable for the synthesis of  reactive polymers. 
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Conference Announcement 

IUPAC XXl l l  International Symposium on Macromolecules 
Madrid, Spain, 15-20 September 1974 

The XXIII IUPAC International Symposium on numerous short communicat ions. Discussion 
Macromolecules will be held at Palacio de of three IUPAC Working Party reports is also 
Congresos, Avenida del Generalisimo, Madrid planned. 
(Spain) from 15 to 20 September 1974. The registration fees of 5000 ptas for active 

The Scientif ic Programme will consist  of delegates, 1500 ptas for ladies and 2000 ptas for 
four main topics; (1) new developments in students should be sent with the registration 
polymerization ; (2) chemical modif ications and form by 30 May 1974 to Prof. d. G. Fatou, General 
reactions of polymers; (3) properties of amor- Secretary, IUPAC International Symposium on 
phous and crystall ine polymers; (4) inf luence Macromolecules, Juan de la Cierva 3, Madrid-6, 
of structure on technical properties. Spain, from whom further details about accom- 

There will be six Main Lectures and over 30 modation etc. (Circular 3) are obtainable. 
Invited and Symposium Lectures in addition to 
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Some observations on the colloidal were clarified by filtration through Millipore filters 
behaviour of block copolymers (pore size 0.45× 103nm). Measurements were made at 

a series of concentrations and angles. For copolymers 
polydisperse in composition, light scattering 4, 5 gives 

Introduction an apparent molecular weight, Mapp, rather than a 
real weight-average molecular weight, ~rw. With the 

The formation of multimolecular micelles by block present copolymer system, however, the composition is 
copolymers in the presence of a selectively bad solvent sufficiently homogeneous to take )14w~-h4app. The 
for one of the polymer components is well known 1. method used to evaluate the data for micellar solutions 
A micelle may be considered to consist of a compact was similar to that discussed previously 2 and basically 
swollen core of the insoluble polymer component, involved the double extrapolation of the quantity 
surrounded by a protective flexible fringe of the soluble (Ke/Ro) to zero angle and zero concentration as for 
polymer component which maintains the system in the homopolymers 6. 
colloidal state. Recently, we reported 2 a detailed study At 25°C, the observed apparent average molecular 
of micelle formation by a polystyrene-polyisoprene weight of the copolymer particles in ethyl acetate was 
two-block copolymer [34n(total)=51 000, .~tn(poly- very high (1-2×107) but the apparent mean-square 
styrene block)=13000]. In n-decane at 25°C, the radius of gyration (S]vp)Z/2 was only 35nm. The 
copolymer forms stable multimolecular micelles [kStw= results indicate the presence of multimolecular micelles 
1.7x 106] which we believe are spherical in shape. On at 25°C; they are probably spherical in shape and in 
heating, the concentration of micelles falls and at view of the nature of the solvent contain a core consisting 
65°C the measured molecular weight corresponds to of polybutadiene blocks. On raising the temperature 
that expected for unassociated chains. The transition there was a slight decrease in the observed molecular 
from a solution containing predominantly micelles to weight for the first part of the range covered. Then on 
one in which the chains are molecularly dispersed further heating a temperature was reached for each 
occurs over a range of temperature (~20 degrees), solution at which the dissymmetry ratio, 145/1135 (= 
One method of interpreting such results would be to reduced intensity at 45°/reduced intensity at 135 °) 
introduce an equilibrium model similar to that first underwent a very large increase. Visual observation in 
used by Jones and Berry a to describe the properties of laboratory light showed that at the transition tempera- 
soap solutions, ture the system changed from a clear solution (with the 

The behaviour reported for the polystyrene-poly- expected bluish cast) to one which was cloudy white. 
isoprene copolymer in n-decane is fairly typical of that A typical plot of dissymmetry ratio versus temperature, 
for many block copolymers in selectively bad solvents, for e =0.160× 10-Zg/cm 3, is shown in Figure 1. Figure 
In a current study of micelle formation by block co- 2 shows the dependence of the 'cloud point' on 
polymers, however, we have observed quite a different concentration. 
type of behaviour. A preliminary account of the results On heating somewhat further all the solutions became 
is presented in this letter. The work is concerned with clear again, and at 65°C the observed molecular weight 
a polystyrene-polybutadiene-polystyrene three-block c o -  (/~'app = 10.1 × 104) corresponded to that expected for 
polymer in ethyl acetate. 

Experimental and Results 4C L _  

The polystyrene-polybutadiene-polystyrene copolymer, 
designated TR-41-1469, was kindly supplied by the 
Shell Chemical Company, together with relevant in- 
formation concerning the method of synthesis and basic 30 
characterization data; the copolymer had been specially 
prepared for the purpose of research. The method of 
synthesis had involved sequential anionic polymerization 
in a hydrocarbon solvent. A small amount (about ~ 20 
0-3 ~ vol of the total solution) of tetrahydrofuran had ~"~ 
been added to the reaction mixture at the end of the 
butadiene polymerization in order to keep the molecular 
weight distribution of the final polystyrene block as IO 
narrow as possible. The average molecular weights of 
the three blocks were given as 13 600 (polystyrene), k._ 
69 800 (polybutadiene) and 14 500 (polystyrene), and .o .~_~ ~ o 

I I I I 
the polybutadiene microstructure as 41~o (cis-l,4-), C5 2 35 45 55 65 
50 ~ (trans-1,4-) and 9 ~ (1,2-). riot) 

Light scattering measurements were made on dilute 
solutions of the copolymer in ethyl acetate using a Figure 1 Plot of dissymmetry ratio versus temperature for co- 
Sofica instrument at a wavelength of 546nm. Solutions polymer TR-41-1469 in ethyl acetate (c=0"160x10-~g/cm 3) 
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solution and pure solvent respectively. The results are in 
50 accord with those obtained by light scattering. 

All the changes we have reported are quite reversible; 
whether the temperature is being raised or lowered the 
lower transition is always sharp and the upper one 
gradual. 

o~40 A limited number of measurements have been made 
on a polystyrene-polybutadiene-polystyrene copolymer 
having a similar structure and overall composition to 
copolymer TR-41-1469, but having a lower overall 

30 molecular weight (i.e. a copolymer in which all the 
block lengths are shorter). With this copolymer the 

I I 

O 02  0 4  O16 0.8 'cloud points' and related effects were all shifted to lower 
c x IO 2(g/cm3) temperatures. 

At this stage we do not wish to put forward a thermo- 
Figure 2 Dependence of 'cloud point' on concentration for dynamic or molecular explanation of the observed 
copolymer TR-41-1469 in ethyl acetate changes. There are several interesting possibilities which 

we are currently investigating in our laboratory. We 
intend to report a complete account of the work at 
some later date. 
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the unassociated copolymer. This change from a cloudy 
solution to a clear solution occurred over a range of  
temperature, and was much more gradual than the 
onset of cloudiness which occurred at lower tempera- Variation of molecular weight 
tures. The variation in the dissymmetry ratio is again averages during polycondensation 
shown in Figure 1; values are omitted from the middle 
portion of the range because they were too high to 
measure with our instrument. The solutions could be The variation of the different molecular weight averages 
heated quite slowly through the cloudy region without throughout the course of a polycondensation reaction 
precipitation. If  the solutions, however, were allowed has been the subject of considerable study. For  the 
to stand for 24h in parts of the cloudy region (e.g. at important case of a linear polycondensation where 
44°C for c=0.254× 10-2g/cm a) then precipitation of a the reacting species consistently conform to a 'most 
gel phase occurred. This quickly entered the solution probable' distribution of molecular weights, the relevant 
again either on heating or cooling. For  a given con- equations are well known 1. The common molecular 
centration, precipitation only occurred over a narrow weight averages are then interrelated by equations such 
range of temperature, as: 

In addition to measuring the intensity of  light scat- 2~w/Mn=(1 +p)  (1) 
tered, we have also made transmittance studies using 
a Perkin-Elmer 402 ultra-violet/visible spectrometer. A Mz/2~n = (1 + 4p + p2)/(1 + p )  (2) 

typical plot of log (I'/I) versus temperature is where the parameterp is in general defined by" 
shown in Figure 3 (c =0.250x lO-2g/cm a and A=400 
nm); I and I '  are the transmitted intensities for the Mo/Mn=(1-p )  (3) 
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solution and pure solvent respectively. The results are in 
50 accord with those obtained by light scattering. 

All the changes we have reported are quite reversible; 
whether the temperature is being raised or lowered the 
lower transition is always sharp and the upper one 
gradual. 

o~40 A limited number of measurements have been made 
on a polystyrene-polybutadiene-polystyrene copolymer 
having a similar structure and overall composition to 
copolymer TR-41-1469, but having a lower overall 

30 molecular weight (i.e. a copolymer in which all the 
block lengths are shorter). With this copolymer the 

I I 

O 02  0 4  O16 0.8 'cloud points' and related effects were all shifted to lower 
c x IO 2(g/cm3) temperatures. 

At this stage we do not wish to put forward a thermo- 
Figure 2 Dependence of 'cloud point' on concentration for dynamic or molecular explanation of the observed 
copolymer TR-41-1469 in ethyl acetate changes. There are several interesting possibilities which 

we are currently investigating in our laboratory. We 
intend to report a complete account of the work at 
some later date. 
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the unassociated copolymer. This change from a cloudy 
solution to a clear solution occurred over a range of  
temperature, and was much more gradual than the 
onset of cloudiness which occurred at lower tempera- Variation of molecular weight 
tures. The variation in the dissymmetry ratio is again averages during polycondensation 
shown in Figure 1; values are omitted from the middle 
portion of the range because they were too high to 
measure with our instrument. The solutions could be The variation of the different molecular weight averages 
heated quite slowly through the cloudy region without throughout the course of a polycondensation reaction 
precipitation. If  the solutions, however, were allowed has been the subject of considerable study. For  the 
to stand for 24h in parts of the cloudy region (e.g. at important case of a linear polycondensation where 
44°C for c=0.254× 10-2g/cm a) then precipitation of a the reacting species consistently conform to a 'most 
gel phase occurred. This quickly entered the solution probable' distribution of molecular weights, the relevant 
again either on heating or cooling. For  a given con- equations are well known 1. The common molecular 
centration, precipitation only occurred over a narrow weight averages are then interrelated by equations such 
range of temperature, as: 

In addition to measuring the intensity of  light scat- 2~w/Mn=(1 +p)  (1) 
tered, we have also made transmittance studies using 
a Perkin-Elmer 402 ultra-violet/visible spectrometer. A Mz/2~n = (1 + 4p + p2)/(1 + p )  (2) 

typical plot of log (I'/I) versus temperature is where the parameterp is in general defined by" 
shown in Figure 3 (c =0.250x lO-2g/cm a and A=400 
nm); I and I '  are the transmitted intensities for the Mo/Mn=(1-p )  (3) 
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M0 being the mean monomeric weight. In certain Adopting thisformalism, the weight-average molecular 
circumstances, p may be considered as the fractional weight of the reacted polymer may be written as: 
extent of reaction of one of the functional groups. 

It is not widely recognized, however, that there exist Mw= ~ ~ n~nj(M~+ Mj)2/ ~ ~ mnj(M~+ Ms) (6) 
other relations, of comparable simplicity but greater ~=z j=t ~=tj=t 
generality, that offer a valid description of the progress or: 
of a linear polycondensation even where the initial and 
subsequent molecular weight distributions may not be ~ n, M 2 nj+ 2M~ ~ n,Mj+ ~ n~Mi z 
of the most probable type. The straightforward argu- 
ments required for their derivation will be illustrated for M~o= ~=t j=l j=l (7) ° ° / 
the case of the weight-average. ~ n~ M, ~ n~+ ~ njMj 

Consider initially a polycondensate of Flory's type i=1 \ ~=a j=t l 
(i), that is, derived from a monomer A-BZ. The mole Equation (7) contains terms that correspond to the 
fraction of chains of molecular weight Ms present in standard expressions for the molecular weight averages 
this sample will be denoted n~, where i = 1, 2 . . . . .  of the original sample, and appropriate substitution 
Let further intermolecular condensation occur, to give gives: 
a small increase 3p in the parameter p. It follows from 
equation (3) that as a result of this reaction the total llTlw= ~ n~(MZ+ZMi.Qn+~nMw)/ ~ n~(M~+Mn) (8) 
number of molecules will be reduced by a fraction i=1 i=t 
3p/(1-p). If, then, 3p is taken to be sufficiently small This in turn may be reduced to: 
for the condensation to consist exclusively in the coupling 
of original chains, without subsequent reaction of the Mw=(Mw+-,Qn) (9) 
molecules so produced, the number fraction of the 
original molecules which have reacted must be given The weight-average molecular weight for the entire 
by: sample is found by suitable combination of those for 

the randomly coupled weight fraction f, and the un- 
f=23p/(1-p)=23Mn/Mn (4) changed residue ( l - f ) .  It is: 

where 3~rn is the accompanying increase in Mn. (1 - f )Mw +fMw 
According to the principle of equal reactivity, the 

probability that a molecule has been selected for reaction From this, the increase 3_~rw in )ffrw which accompanies 
will not depend upon its chain length. It follows that the increase 3p in p is found to be: 
the molecular weight distribution of the unreacted 8~rw=fhTt,~ (10) 
material will be identical to that of the initial sample. 
The parameter f,  defined above as the number fraction Finally, combination of equations (10) and (4) gives the 
of the original molecules to have reacted, therefore simple result: 
assumes additional significance. For it will also represent d)l~tw 2 (11) 
the number or weight fraction of the original chains of d ~ n  = 
any particular molecular weight to have coupled and 
thence the weight fraction of the entire sample to have in the limit 3p ~0. 

This result is fully compatible with equation (1), reacted. After the reaction, therefore, the polymer may 
be considered as a composite of two parts: a weight from which it may be obtained directly, by differentia- 
fraction ( 1 - f )  with the initial molecular weight distri- tion. Unlike the earlier relation, however, equation (11) 
bution, and a weight fraction f with a new distribution, is derived without the assumption of a most probable 
that resulting from random coupling of the original distribution of molecular weights. Thus it is equally 
molecules, applicable to the polycondensation of genuinely mono- 

Consider now the combination of chains of molecular merit reactants, and to the further polymerization of 
weight M~ and M s, to give molecules of weight (M~ + Mj). samples of higher molecular weight, but indeterminate 
(Neglecting the mass of any condensation byproduct.) distribution, obtained by some prior procedure. (It is 
The products of this reaction will appear in the newly supposed here that this further polymerization is not 
generated polymer as a mole fraction 2n~n~, if the original accompanied by bond-interchange reactions, to which 
chains were of different molecular weight (i # j ) ,  but no regard has been given in the foregoing discussion.) 
only n~, if the combination was between identical species For polycondensations of Flory's type (ii), that is, 
(i = j ) ;  for it is necessary to take into account the between monomers A-A and B-B, the derivation of 
relative number of distinguishable configurations avail- equation (11) is complicated by the necessity to dis- 
able to a pair of molecules undergoing either class of tinguish between chains bearing different combinations 
reaction. The selected method of calculation must of end-groups: nonetheless, it is valid, at least to the 
embrace this distinction: however, rather than explicitly extent that these various species may be considered to 
employ mole fractions in these differing forms, it is found possess identical molecular weight distributions. Like- 
more convenient to regard them as the elements of the wise, it may be applied to cases where A-A and B-B 
double summation: are themselves polymeric, provided that they exhibit 

closely coincident distributions. Indeed, even when this 
requirement is not met, it will still be possible to use 

~,, n,nj= 1 (5) equation (11) as a good approximation if the molecular 
i = 1 j = 1  weight of one component is negligible compared to 

in which all elements with i # j  are automatically subject that of the other: for example, the extreme case of 
to the required duplication, chain extension by means of a monomeric bifunctional 
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linking agent will be accurately described by this limiting value a. This transition may be examined 
relation, quantitatively, by employing a computer to evaluate 

The variation of the higher molecular weight averages the required double summations for a series of model 
may be examined similarly. The relations so obtained distributions of the most probable type. These calcula- 
differ from that for the weight-average, however, in tions have shown that there is a roughly linear cor- 
that they contain terms that depend upon the form of respondence between the increase in d~tv/d)ffrn and 
the molecular weight distribution. For the z-average, for the growth of the ratio )ffrw/~n. To a good approxima- 
instance: tion, therefore: 

d3~tz 2[3 (iQz ~] (12) d~r v 
a-~n = L - \ ~ w J l  _ 

dMn 
which subsumes equation (2) for the special case of a 
most probable distribution. Departures from equation (18) never exceed 2 ~  at 

The viscosity-average molecular weight, _M~, is also a=0.5, and diminish further as a approaches unity. 
frequently of interest. Unfortunately, the coefficient Moreover, the numerical similarity of a and fl ensures 
dMv/dMn is not generally accessible by the method that even equation (17) is an adequate approximation 
outlined above. The equation analogous to (6) has the over most of the polymerization. Indeed, this simple 
numerator: equation gives results very close to those of equation 

(14), within the limitations imposed by the approxima- 
~ mnj(M~+M~) l+a tions inherent in the latter. 

i=l~=Z Analogy with equations (11) and (12) might suggest 
where a is the Mark-Houwink exponent. This double that the applicability of equation (18) extends beyond 
summation bears no clear relation to the common the case of a most probable distribution. This possibility 
molecular weight averages, and cannot be evaluated has been investigated by computer calculations on a 
without reference to a particular distribution. The wide variety of molecular weight distributions. For 
simplest case, that of a monodisperse material, is of distributions with )~w/Mn <2, such calculations indi- 
immediate interest; it may readily be shown that: care that the approximate equation (18) enjoys a gener- 

ality comparable to that of the preceding relations. 
d~ rv -2 (2a -1 ) - /3  (13) In particular, it applies at least as well to distributions 
d)Qn a typical of narrow fractions, as to distributions of the 

By other arguments, Schaefgen and Flory 2 demon- most probable type. For cases with Mw/Mn>2, 
strated that for a random polycondensation: however, the results of equation (18) are somewhat less 

reliable. 
(3~rv) It is apparent that the empirical equations (17) and 
~nn =Ca (14) (18) are merely approximations to a more general 

function; which, however, reduces exactly to equation 
where a is the familiar function: (11) for the special case of a =  1. It would be of interest 

a=[(1 +a)F(1 +a)]l/a (15) if the precise form of this general relationship could be 
established by other means. 

and C is given by: 

(1-  P) [( (1-  p) ~ 21] TM C - ~16g~p Lk--Lq~ep] - (16) Acknowledgement 
Thanks are due to Dr C. Booth for many helpful dis- 

provided that p is not so low that certain underlying cussions on this subject. 
approximations become inapplicable. In the limit of D.R. Cooper 
high molecular weight, C approaches unity, and then 
the increase in jffr~ is described by: 

Department of Chemistry, 
d2t,tv (17) University of Manchester, 
dMn = a Manchester M13 9PL, UK 

(Received £ January 1974; revised 7 March 1974) 
For the values of the exponent a encountered in 

practice, a will be slightly greater than/3. For example, References 
at a=0.5, a=1.77, /3=1.66; both functions converge 
on 2 as a ~  1. It is evident that during the random 1 Flory, P. J. 'Principles of Polymer Chemistry', Cornell University 

Press, Ithaca, 1953 
polycondensation of a pure monomer, dMv/dMn must 2 Schaefgen, J. R. and Flory, P. J. Y. Am. Chem. Soc. 1948, 70, 
progressively rise from the initial value /3 towards the 2709 
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Circular dichroism and magnetic circular 
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Circular dichroism (c.d.) and magnetic circular dichroism (m.c.d.) of the haemin-poly(L- 
lysine) (PLL) complex system in water were examined in the Soret and O region with 
variation of pH. C.d. bands were induced in the Soret region and their magnitudes rose 
with increase in the helix content of PLL. M.c.d. also showed a nearly similar trend. At 
pH 10.7 where PLL has the s-helix conformation, one negative and one positive c.d. band 
centred at around 25.5 and 24.0x 103cm -1 respectively, were observed in the Soret region. 
The wavenumbers of these two c.d. bands nearly correspond with each of the m.c.d. 
bands in this region. At  pH 8.7 where PLL has a random coil form, we could not detect 
any c.d. band in the Soret region. The m.c.d, spectrum was very small at pH 8.7 in com- 
parison with that at pH 10-7. The m.c.d, in the O region indicates that the haemin in its 
PLL complex exists in both a low spin and a high spin form at pH 10-7. From these experi- 
mental results, the m.c.d, character of the bound haemin as well as its electronic structure 
are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION Complex formation 
The haemin-PLL complexes were prepared by Blauer's Since haemin-poly(L-lysine) (PLL) complexes are con- 

sidered as a model for haemichromes of biological method 3. The pH of the mixed solution was brought to 
origin, the haemin-PLL complexes have previously been the desired pH by addition of 0.1 N NaOH or 0.1 N 
investigated by measurements of absorption spectrum, HC1. The final lysyl residue concentration of PLL in 

the solution was 5.4 × 10 -3 M, and that of haemin was optical rotatory dispersion and paramagnetic pro- 
perties 1-5. Blauer and his collaborators prepared the 3-6 x 10-SM. The lysyl residue to haemin molar ratio 
PLL complex and investigated its nature extensively, was kept at 150. 
on the basis of the absorption spectra and the para- 
magnetic properties 1-5. The Cotton effect of the haemin- . Measurements 
PLL complex was observed and related to the helix The c.d. and m.c.d, measurements were carried out 
structure of PLL by Stryer 6. As a similar system, the with a Jasco Model J-20A spectropolarimeter with or 
poly(L-histidine)-haemin system was studied with circular without a 12.5 × 103 G electric magnet. The intensity 
dichroism (c.d.) by Beychok7. of c.d. and m.c.d, are expressed by the molar ellipticity 

Although the structure of the haemin-PLL complex [0] or [0]~r with the unit of degree cmZ/dmol or degree 
has been partly clarified by Blauer et al. l-a, the electronic cm2/dmol G respectively. The haemin concentration is 
states of bound haemin have not been fully discussed used for the calculation of [0] or [0]M except for [0] 
yet. Since magnetic circular dichroism (m.c.d.) has at 45"0 ×103 cm-1. The absorption spectra were measured 
been found to be one of the most sensitive optical tech- with a Hitachi Model EPS-3T spectrometer. The pH 
niques for studying the electronic state s, we investigated measurements of the solutions were made with a Toa 
the m.c.d, of the haemin-PLL with its c.d., and both its Denpa Kogyo Model HM-8 pH meter. 
structure and electronic state are discussed. The titration vessel was continuously purged with 

nitrogen during the pH titration in order to exclude the 
EXPERIMENTAL effect of CO2. All measurements were taken at r o o m  

Materials temperature. 

Poly(L-lysine.HBr) (PLL.HBr) was prepared by the RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
conventional method a. An average degree of poly- 
merization (DP) of this sample was 920. Ferrihaeme C.d. spectra of the haemin-PLL complex 
chloride (haemin) was obtained from Daiichi Pure Figure 1 shows the c.d. spectra in the Soret region 
Chemicals Co. Ltd. of the haemin-PLL complex in aqueous solution at 
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Figure I Soret c.d. spectra of haemin-PLL complex as a function 
of pH. The ratio of the lysyl residue concentrat ion (R) to the Figure 3 Soret absorpt ion spectra of haemin-PLL complex as 
molar concentrat ion of haemin (H) is 150 and H=3-6x  10-5M. a function of pH. The molar extinction coefficient e is calculated 
~ ,  pH 10.7; - - - - - ,  pH 9.9; . . . .  ; pH 9.6; . . . .  , pH 8.7 for the haemin molar concentrat ion (H). (R/H=150; H=3 .6x  10 5 

M.) - - ,  pH 10.7; . . . .  , pH 9'9; , pH 9'6; . . . .  , 
pH 8"7 

various pH values. At pH 10.7 there are two c.d. bands 
of opposite signs with the negative one at the lower 

Ioo  wavenumber. The two c.d. bands centred at around 
25.5 and 24.0x 103cm -1 become weak with decreasing 

IO pH value. At pH 8.7, the two c.d. bands were no longer 
I detectable within experimental error. The magnitudes 

[0] of  the two c.d. bands varied with the pH value as 
shown in Figure 2. The solid and open circles represent 
the variation in the magnitudes of  the induced c.d. 

'~O_ 60 --~ bands at 25.5 and 24.0x 10~cm -1 respectively. In this 
.2. x x Figure, the open square represents the variation in the 

Coil region ~ magnitude of the c.d. band at 45 .0x103cm -1 as a -r 
y function of pH, which corresponds to the helix content 

5 of  PLL in the system. The s-helix contents were cal- 
culated with the assumption that [0]=30 000 for 100 K 

20 helix 9 and are shown in Figure 2. It  should be mentioned 
that PLL in the haemin-PLL complex shows a helix-coil 
transition in the same pH range as that of PLL itself in 
aqueous solution 9. Helix region 

0 Figure 2 indicates that these two c.d. bands are induced 
only in the helix region of PLL. As is evident from the 

, , mechanism of helix-coil transition 9, PLL in the complex 
9 IO I'1 should keep the helix form in the pH region where the 

pH amino groups in the side chains deprotonate and co- 
Figure 2 pH dependence of the magnitude of the induced c.d. ordinate to the haemin iron. Therefore, the induced 
bands at 25.5 and 24.0x 103cm -1 and % helix of haemin-PLL c.d. should have its origin in the fixation of the haemin 
complex .  Va lues  o f %  helix are  ca lcula ted  with the  a s s u m p t i o n  
that [0] a t 4 6 . 0 x 1 0 3 c m  -1 is 30 000degree  cm2/dmol  for 100~/o helix, in the close vicinity of  the helical polypeptide by the 
0, [0] at 25.5x 103cm-1; O, [0] at 24.0x 103cm-1; [~], the % he l ix  ligation of the amino group to the haemin iron. 
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Absorption spectra o f  the haemin-PLL complex ~(n m) 
Figure 3 shows the absorption spectra of the haemin- 350 400 450 

i I I 

PLL complex at several pH values. The spectral feature a 
is in accordance with that reported by Blauer et al. 1, 3. 
The absorption spectra at pH 10.7 show a typical Io 
haemichrome spectra 1, 3. The lack of isosbesiticity in 
Figure 3, especially at pH 9.6 can be attributed to the 
presence of some intermediate complex species, one of 
which is probably the haemin with one amino ligand. 

M.c.d. spectra of  the haemin-PLL complex 
Figure 4 shows the m.c.d, spectra in the Soret region 6 

of the haemin-PLL complex. The magnitude of the 70 
m.c.d, band at pH 10.7 increased by a factor of 10--20 
in comparison with those at pH 8.7. Since some haemi- 
chromes with nitrogen bases, such as pyridine and 
imidazole, exhibit m.c.d, with similar shape and magni- 
tude in the Soret region (Figure 5), the large magnitudes 
of the m.c.d, bands centred at 24 and 25 x 103cm -1 
are also indicative of the formation of a haemichrome 2 
as suggested by the absorption spectra. 

In the Q band region the haemin-PLL exhibited 
some rather complex m.c.d, spectra both at pH 10.7 , , , , 
and at pH 8.7 (Figures 6 and 7); however, it can be 
interpreted by comparison with the following m.c.d, b 
of the pyridine-haemin complex. 8 

The pyridine-haemin complex showed a time variation 
in the m.c.d. (Figure 8). Curve (A) is the m.c.d, of the 
haemin in the absence of pyridine. In these conditions, z~ 

y o 

350 4 0 0  450 -81 / / /  
30 , , , 

I I I I 
V X IO-3(¢m -I) 

Figure 5 (a) Absorption and (b) magnetic circular dichroism 
spectra of haemin with imidazole ( ) and pyridine ( . . . .  ) 
at pH 10.0 (H=I x 10-aM; [Imidazole]=l M; [pyridine]=l M) 

IO 

Q,~ / _ l Blauer et al. reported that the haemin forms a high 

" ~ , ~  jd'd S'~" I ~ , ~ ,  l '~ '~ 

O spin dimer 4. Hence, curve (A) should be a m.c.d, for 
- a high spin type haemin. The m.c.d, long enough 

after an addition of pyridine is the typical low spin 
type m.c.d, for haemichrome with two pyridines. There- 

-IO fore the m.c.d, changes with time from (A) to (D) is 
i considered to correspond to haemichrome formation 

from the hemin dimer. 
From the fact that the m.c.d, for the haemin-PLL 

at pH 10.7 is similar to that for the haemin-pyridine 
complex (B), the m.c.d, in the Q region therefore suggests 
that the haemin-PLL complex at this pH has both high 
and low spin type haemins. Free haemin dimer and/or 

- 3 0  haemin with only one amino nitrogen may be the high 
spin type. The low spin type will correspond to the 
haemin bound to PLL with two amino nitrogens. 

When we compare the m.c.d for the free haemin 
, , , , (Figure 8) with that for the haemin complex with PLL 

3'0 26 22 at pH 8-7 (Figure 9) in the Q region, we find that they 
v x IO-a(cm -I ) are similar to each other except in the high wavenumber 

Figure 4 Sorer m.c.d, spectra of haemin-PLL complex. (R/H= region (18-22 x 103cm -1) where the charge transfer 
150; H=3.6x 10-5M.) - - . ,  pH 10"7; . . . .  , pH 8"7 bands make a simple comparison difficult. 
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Figure 8 Time dependent magnetic circular dichroism spectra 
] I ' '. ' for haemin-pyridine system at pH 10. [Pyridine]/H=103; H = I  x 

22 18 14 • tO-4M. - -  - - ,  Pyridine free (A); - - . .  --, with pyridine at 3h after 
v x IO-3(cm -I ) addition (B); - - - - - ,  with pyridine at 6h after addition (C); - - ,  

Figure 6 Absorption ( ) and magnetic circular dichroism with pyridine at gh after addition (D) 
( . . . .  ) and circular dichroism ( . . . .  ) spectra of haemin-PLL 
complex at pH 10.7. (R/H=150; H=3-6x10-SM) 7~ (nm) 

7, (nrn) 3 5 0  4 0 0  4 5 0  5 0 0  

4 5 0  5 0 0  6 0 0  7 0 0  . . . .  
12 . . . . . .  

2 0  -. l ~  
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I -1  I i t I i i t .  
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22 18 14 V x IO-3(crn -I ) 

"; x IO-3(cm -I ) f i gu re  9 Magnetic circular dichroism of haemin-PLL complex 
Figure 7 Absorption ( ) and magnetic circular dichroism and free haemin. - - . ,  Haemin-PLL (R/H=150; H=3-6xl0-SM, 
( . . . .  ) spectra of haemin-PLL complex at pH 8.7. (R/H=150; pH 8.7); . . . .  , haemin ( H = l x l 0 - 4 M ,  pH 10-0) 
H=3.6x 10-5M) 

The haemin in the presence of PLL forms the 'green it to the formation of a micellar aggregate of the haemin 
complex' at pH 8-71, ~. It has the effective magnetic itself. In the absence of  PLL the haemin has Feff of 
moment/~eff of 2"7 Bohr magneton (! Bohn magneton = high spin type (5.1-5.8 Bohr magneton). 
9.273x 10-Z4Am2) which corresponds to a fairly low In the Soret region the m.c.d, for the free haemin 
spin type haemin. Blauer and his coworkers attributed resembles fairly well that for the haemin-PLL at pH 
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8"7. This fact suggests that in spite of  the low value of  explained from the established nature of  the haemin and 
the magnetic susceptibility, the green complex has a its complexes, and were used to elucidate the structure 
very similar electronic state to that for the haemin and electronic state of  the haemin-PLL complex. 
without PLL (the high spin type). This means that the 
apparent low value of  the magnetic moment  for the REFERENCES 

green complex does not indicate a monomeric unit 1 Blauer, G. Nature 1961, 189, 396 
of a low spin haemin which show the very intense m.c.d. 2 Blauer, G. and Ehrenberg, A. Acta Chem. Scand. 1963, 17, 8 
in the Soret region. Instead, it suggests that there exists 3 Blauer, G. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1964, 79, 547 
some magnetic haeme-haeme interactions which make 4 Blauer, G. and Ehrenberg, A. ibid. 1966, 122, 496 
the tZeff value as low as that for a low spin type haemin. 5 Blauer, G. and Zvilichousky, B. ibid. 1970, 221,442 

6 Stryer, L. ibid. 1261, 54, 397 
7 Beychok, S. 'Poly-a-amino acids', (Ed. G. D. Fasman), Marcel 

Dekker, New York, 1967, p 499 
CONCLUSION 8 (a) Buckingham, A. D. and Stephens, P. J. A. Rev. Phys. Chem. 

The direct relationship between the induced c.d. band 1966, 17, 399 
magnitudes and the s-helix contents was shown for (b) Schatz, P. N. and McCaffery, A. J. Q. Rev. Chem. Soc. 

1969, 23, 552 
the haemin-PLL complex in an aqueous solution. The 9 Hatano, M. and Yoneyama, M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1970, 92, 
m.c.d, spectra for the haemin-PLL complex were 1392 
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Studies on the thermal degradation of 
phosphorus containing polymers: 7. 
Thermal degradation of phosphorylated 
poly(vinyl alcohol) 

Norihiro Inagaki, Kiyoshi Tomiha and Kakuji Katsuura 
Department of Industrial Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering, Shizuoka University, 
Hamamatsu 432, Japan 
(Received 8 October 1973; revised 5 November 1973) 

The thermal degradation of phosphorylated poly(vinyl alcohol) was investigated using 
thermogravimetric analysis, infra-red spectroscopy and gas chromatography. The intro- 
duction of phosphoric acid groups changed the course of the thermal degradation of the 
polymer. The dehydration was accelerated and the scission of the polymer chain was 
inhibited. The cis-[3-elimination mechanism of the phosphorus ester group was proposed 
for the accelerated dehydration. 

INTRODUCTION mesh), and pyrolysed at various heating rates between 
0.65 and 4.5°C/rain in vacuum (10-3mmHg). The 

During the study of the thermal degradation of cellulose apparent activation energy of the degradation was 
phosphate, it was found that the phosphorus ester estimated by Ozawa's method 11. 
group changed the course of the thermal degradation 
process and that the efficiency of inflammability depended Analysis of degradation product 
on the chemical structure of the phosphorus ester 
group1_3. A sample (1 g) was placed in a Pyrex tube connected 

Phosphorylated poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) has ion to a liquid nitrogen trap and then was pyrolysed at a 
exchange properties 4. Studies on phosphorylated PVA prescribed temperature for 1 h in vacuum. The residue 
have been devoted to the subject of its preparation 5-9 in the Pyrex tube and condensates in the trap were 
and ion exchange properties 4. Few reports have been obtained as decomposition products. 
made on the thermal degradation of phosphorylated The infra-red spectrum of the residue was examined 
PVA10. as a KBr disc using a Nihon-Bunko Spectrophotometer 

In order to confirm the relationship between funda- model IR-S. 
When the liquid nitrogen was removed, the conden- mental flammability characteristics of phosphorus con- 

taining polymer and its thermal degradation, the thermal sates separated into two layers; a water layer and an 
degradation of phosphorylated PVA was investigated, oil layer. These two fractions were analysed separately 
The effect of the phosphorus ester group on the thermal by gas chromatography. A separation column (4 mm 
degradation of PVA is also discussed, i.d. × 4 m) containing 25 wt % of Carbowax 4000 coated 

on C-22 (30-60 mesh) was used. The column temperature 
EXPERIMENTAL was 100°C and the flow rate of carrier gas (He) was 

maintained at 50ml/min. The degradation products 
Material were identified by comparison with the retention data 

Completely hydrolysed PVA (acetyl content was less of known substances. 
than 0-1 mol %) was used. The molecular weight of 
the polymer was found to be 61.6× l0 s by viscosity RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
measurements. 

Four phosphorylated PVA (P-PVA) samples were Thermogravimetry 
prepared according to a previous method 9 having a The thermogravimetric analysis (t.g.a.) curves in 
different phosphorus content in the range of 1.00-13.51 Figure 1 show that weight loss begins at a lower tem- 
wt % (Table 1). perature in P-PVC than in PVA. There was a thermally 

pseudo-stable stage within the temperature range 
Thermogravimetry and differential thermal analysis (d.t.a.) 250-350°C, which was not observed in the case of PVA. 

A Shinku-Riko DGC-3 Thermogravimetric Analyser P-PVA yielded a greater amount of residue than PVA. 
and a Shinku-Riko 1500 Differential Thermal Analyser With an increase in phosphorus content, the threshold 
were used. Samples were ground to a fine powder (80 temperature for pyrolysis decreased and the amount 
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of the residue increased. Laszkiewicz l0 found a similar _ _,~ 
effect when phosphorus acid groups were introduced 
to side chains of PVA. He suggested that the phosphorus 
acid groups in PVA acted as an initiator for the de- 
hydration and as an inhibitor for the degradation of  
the polymer. However, the initiation or inhibition A 
mechanism has not yet been discussed, u L 

In order to confirm the effect of phosphoric acid T groups on the thermal degradation of PVA, the values 
of the apparent activation energy were estimated. These × 
values are summarized in Table 1. '" ] 

Recently, Kabilov et al. lz have reported that the 

J thermal reactions of  PVA were dehydration and un- u 
saturated chain-scission for which activation energies ,~ 
were 37 + 2 and 46 + 2 kcal/mol, respectively. In this ~ / 
experiment, it was found that the thermal degradation 
of  PVA proceeded in three stages for which the activation ,~ 
energies were 35.9, 43.5 and 73.5kcal/mol. The d.t.a. 
curve also indicates the three stage degradation processes 
(Figure 2); the peaks are an endotherm at 235 °C (melting), 
an exotherm at 310°C, an endotherm at 340°C and an 
exotherm at 415°C. However, the basic reason for this 
difference could not be ascertained. 

When phosphoric acid groups were introduced to 
side chains of PVA, there was a marked change in ~ ' ' ' ~ , 
activation energy, namely the value for both the first 200  3 0 0  4 0 0  
stage and the second stage reactions decreased and the Temperoture (oc] 
value for the third stage reaction increased. These Figure2 D.t.a. curves for PVA and P-PVA. A, PVA;B,P-PVA2 

values for the respective stages were independent of and 4, respectively. The change in the i.r. spectrum of 
phosphorus content. PVA on heating was identical with the results given by 

From the detailed discussion on t.g.a, curves, it othersZ3, 14; in the first stage degradation, the band at 
appears that the introduction of  phosphoric acid groups 1620cm -1, attributed to the C = C  group, was observed 
changed the course of  the thermal degradation of and the intensity of  the absorption of OH and CH2 
PVA. groups decreased. In the third stage, the band at 1600 

cm -1, attributed to the conjugated C = C  group, ap- 
Infra-red spectrum of residue peared and the absorption bands of OH and CH2 groups 

The infra-red (i.r.) spectra of PVA and P-PVA de- became less intense. 
graded at various temperatures, are shown in Figures 3 After phosphorylation, four absorption bands at 

IOO 1700, 1400, 1200 and 1000cm -1 attributed to C----O, 
N H  +, P = O  and P - O - C  groups respectively, appeared 
and the crystalline band at 1146cm -1 disappeared. 
This appearance of the absorption band at 1700cm -1 

~. indicates that chain-scission (equation 1) or oxidation 
- (equation 2) took place during phosphorylation. 
=~ 5 o  E -~ H H H H H H H H 
- / / I I I I I I 

13 "~C--C--C~C~ ~ " -~ -C - -C  + H--C--C"-~,~ ( l )  

, B 

o 2 o 0  3 0 o  4 0 0  . . H H H 
Temperature (°C) I I I Y Y I I 

" ~ v " C - - C - - C - - C  ~ " ~  * " ~ - C - - C ' C - - C - ¢ ~ -  (2) 
Figure 1 T.g.a. curves for PVA and P-PVA.  A, PVA;  B, P - P V A  I I I f / II I I 
1; C, P - P V A  2; D, P -PVA 3; E, P - P V A  4 H O H H  OH H O H OH 

Table I Thermogravimetry of phosphorylated poly(vinyl alcohol) 

Preparat ion* Phosphorus Threshold Activation energy (kcal/mol) 
Sample reaction t ime content temperature Residue 

No. (min) (~/o) (°C) (~/o) 1st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage 

PVA 0 230 1 • 5 35.9 43.5 73-5 
P - P V A  1 5 1.00 180 12.8 25.0 30.0 82.4 
P - P V A  2 20 4.27 140 28.6 18.0 30.4 88.5 
P - P V A  8 60 7-61 130 34.6 18.0 28-9 84.9 
P - P V A  4 100 13.51 126 56.2 18.9 29.8 86.9 

• Reaction condi t ions:  PVA, 22g; phosphoric acid, 24.5g; urea, 60g; tr imethylamine, 125ml; dimethyl form- 
amide, 375ml; reaction temperature=150°C 
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~ r , ,  change in the i.r. spectrum except for the disappearance 
D of the carbonyl band at 1700 cm- 1. 

These results suggest that the major thermal reaction 
of P-PVA is similar to that of PVA except that the 

Q ~k/¢ ~ C formation of the double bond group occurs at a lower 
temperature (by 100°C) and that the formation of the 

~ ~  carbonyl group is small. 

B 
Analysis of volatile products 

A The analysis of the i.r. spectrum of the residue could 
not satisfactorily reveal the effect of the phosphoric 
acid group on the thermal reaction of PVA; hence the 
volatile products were analysed. The quantitative data 
determined by peak areas on the gas chromatogram 

(3 2'8 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' are represented in Table 2. 
4 18 14 IO 6 

Wavenumber x IO-2(cm -I ) Studies on the major decomposition products of 
PVA have been made 13, 15.16 and agree with the results 

Figure 3 I.r. spectra for PVA residue. A, Original; B, degraded reported here. 
until the first stage reaction; C, degraded until the second stage However,  on pyrolysis o f  P - P V A ,  a small amount  o f  
reaction; D, degraded until the third stage reaction 

an oil layer fraction containing aldehydes was formed. 
Thus the major volatile product was water and the 
formation of crotonaldehyde and acetaldehyde, which 

\ / , ~  _ ,._,.,,,_/~ D were major products from PVA, was small. This fact 
indicates that the dehydration is accelerated and the 
scission of the polymer chain is inhibited. The lack of 
the formation of carbonyl groups in the residue of 

C P-PVA gives strong support to this assumption. 

~ f ~  Assumption of accelerated dehydration mechanism 
In view of pyrolysis of organophosphorus esters 17 19 

B which give a quantitative amount of olefin and phosphoric 
acid, the reaction mechanism for the accelerated dehydra- 
tion was proposed to be as follows. 

A (1) The cis-fi-elimination of the phosphorus ester 
group occurs: 

[ I I I I I I I I 

4 0  28 18 14 IO 6 H H H H H l- H H H H H H 1 
Wovenurnber x IO-2(cm -I} l I I I ~ I / I  I I I I I /  

-,,,,'-- C--C --C --C --C ---C -~ ,~-  -f~-C--C--C--C--C--C-,vp- , , , , ,  I Figure4 I.r. spectrafor P-PVA residue. A, Original; B, degraded H O H OH H OH . H OH H O 
until the first stage reaction; C, degraded until the second stage I [ O/H "x'OH ] 
reaction; D, degraded until the third stage reaction O-~-P--OH "O=-P' 

I 
OH 

The changes in the i.r. spectrum of P-PVA on heating H H 
were as follows; in the first stage reaction, the OH I I ~ ~ ~ 
band at 3350cm - t  became weak in absorbance and a > . . . .  c~-c--c--c--c--c~, ,> + H3PO4 f I I r 
new band at 1620cm -1 (C=C)  was observed. In the H OH H OH 
second stage, the band at 1400 cm -z (NHa +) disappeared 
and the absorption band at 3350cm -1 (OH) and 1700 
cm -z ( C = O )  became less intense. The P = O  band at Table 2 Composition (%) of volatile products of PVA and 
1200cm -1 shifted to 1250cm -1 at the same time. This P-PVA 
fact indicates that the chemical structure of the phos- 
phoryl group in PVA changes from PVA (1 g) P-PVA (1 g) 

Oil layer Water layer Oil layer Water layer 
O O Compound (240mg) (400 mg) (30mg) (150mg) 
fl II 

PVA--O--P--ONH4 to PVA--O--P--OH Methyl crotonate 1.5 trace 49.6 3.9 
[ J Acetaldehyde 25' 6 37-1 2-0 0.2 OH OH Formaldehyde 5-6 6-3 0.1 

Ethyl acetate 0-9 
A similar change of the phosphoryl group has been Ethanol 1.7 10.5 
reported during the degradation of cellulose phosphate 1 Benzene 0.4 
and phosphonate 2. Water 0' 8 46.1 48.3 95.9 

Further the new band at 740cm -1 attributed to cis C r o t o n a l d e h y d e  58.6 
Unknown 5.0 

C = C  group appeared. In the third stage, there was no 
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(2) Esterif icat ion o f  the  removed  phosphor ic  acid  5 Katsuura, K. and Yamame, T. Sen-i Gakkaishi 1968, 24, 378 
with hydroxyl  g roup  in P V A :  6 Carraher, C. E. and Torre, L. J. Polym. Sci. (A-l) 1971, 9, 
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H3PO4 H20 7 Laszkiewicz, B. J. Macromol. Sci. (A) 1971, 5, 421 

8 Nifant'ev, E. E., Fedorov, S. G. and Fursenko, I. V. Chem. 
4- + Abstr. 1972, 77, 115189a 

H H H H H H H H H H H H I | I I / I I I [ I I 9 Katsuura, K., Inagaki, N. and Sakurai, S. Nippon Kagaku 
- ,~ -C=C--C--C- -C- -C- 'w~ Kaishi 1972, 1972, 1305 

C~----C--C--C--C--C ~ ~ I I I I 10 Laszkiewicz, B. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 1971, 15, 437 
[ IOH I H IOH H O H OH 11 Ozawa, T. Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan 1965, 38, 1881 H I 
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Poly(squaryl amides) 

Eberhard W. Neuse and Brian R. Green 

Department of Chemistry, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa 
(Received 20 August 1973) 

The solution polycondensation of squaric acid with p-phenylenediamine in selected 
protic, aprotic or strongly acidic solvents furnishes linear polyamide structures possessing 
units with 1,2- as well as those with 1,3-orientation of the substituent links on the four- 
membered ring system. The relative occurrence of these two unit types as assessed by 
infra-red spectroscopy depends on the basicity of the medium, the extent of 1,2-orientation 
decreasing with increasing solvent basicity. The same type of polyamide results from a 
solution polycondensation of the diamine with diethyl squarate. These findings, contra- 
dicting earlier results of other workers, are in accord with more recent non-polymeric 
squaric acid amidation studies. A reference polyamide with maximum content of units 
possessing the 1,2-substituent orientation is synthesized from p-phenylenediamine and 
squaryl dichloride under low temperature solution polymerization conditions. Polymer 
inherent viscosities range from about 10 to 30ml/g, highest values being obtained under 
conditions of homogeneous polymerization. 

INTRODUCTION four-membered ring. More recently, however, it was 
demonstrated that the concept of sole 1,2-orientation 

The four-membered ring system of squaric acid (1,2- of the substituents in amidation reactions of squaryl 
dihydroxycyclobutene-3,4-dione)has onlyrecentlybecome esters, and of exclusive 1,3-orientation in corresponding 
of interest as a constituent segment in macromolecular amidations of squaric acid itself, can no longer be 
compounds. West and Niu 1, for example, prepared supported. Htinig and Piitter 1~, for example, observed 
divalent metal complexes of squaric acid, for which 1,3-diamide formation from squaryl esters and certain 
they proposed the polymeric structure (I), and Doyle weakly basic amines, and extensive work in our labora- 
and Tobias 2 obtained a compound believed to be II tory has shown 16 that even the more strongly basic 
from titanocene diperchlorate and squarate ion. aniline reacts with squaryl esters to give not exclusively flH2 ~ ~ " [~P Cp ] t h e  1 , 2 - d i a n i l i n o c y c l o b u t e n e d i o n e ,  as  p r e v i o u s l y  r e p o r t e d ,  

/o,...~.. o but rather an isomer mixture composed of both the 

~Ti 
_O 0-4-  1,2- and 1,3-dianilino derivatives, albeit with the former 

\ 0  o " ~ [  as the predominant species. Likewise, and again in 
[ O H ,  _~n o~'~--~o J-  contrast to earlier work, reaction of the free acid with 

aniline yields mixtures of both isomers, the 1,3-diamide 
(I) (M = Mg z~, Mn :+ etc.} (11) (Cp = n-cyclopentadienyl) generally representing the prevalent product in this 

The first polyamides derived from squaric acid were reactionlL 
described by Gauger and Maneckea, 4. Condensing 

~oO-N (Me@)n x I H(Me)H ,Me,~. squaric acid with difunctional amines, these workers . . . .  R--N 
achieved polymerization by use of solution or melt 
techniques and, on the basis of infra-red (i.r.) spectro- R--N 
scopic evidence, ascribed structures (III) to the resulting H(Me) H 
polymeric products. In the same study, the diethyl ester - [o" "O .In 
of squaric acid (1,2-diethoxycyclobutene-3,4-dione), when (lit) (Iv) 
allowed to react with difunctional amines in boiling (R =l.4-phenylene. 4,4'-biphenylene, oligomethylene) 
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solution, gave poly- 
amides assigned structure (IV). Since the earlier literature In the light of these recent developments in the non- 
covering squaric acid chemistry commonly accepted polymeric chemistry of squaric acid, the assignments 
that reaction of squaryl esters with (primary or second- of structure OlD to the polyamides formed under the 
ary) amines would lead only to 1,2-diamides (1 ,2 -  Gauger-Manecke conditions 3,4 from squaric acid, and 
diaminocyclobutene-3,4-diones)3-9,whereastheanalogous of IV to those formed from squaryl esters, must be 
amidation of the free acid would give exclusively the viewed as oversimplifications. One would rather predict 
1,3-disubstitutedisomers (1,3-diaminocyclobutenediylium copolymer structures in either case comprising in the 
2,4.diolates)3, 4, 10-~4, the cited polyamide study 3, 4 backbone the units of both III and IV in variable pro- 
did not, at the time of publication, present unexpected portions. In order to clarify this question of substituent 
results with regard to the substituent orientation of the orientation, we have re-investigated the polyamidation 
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(x + y) ( ) 1 \ ~ 0  + (x + y) H2N--R--NH__ (-H2OI'f' ~ NH--R--NH 

L (9- J x + y  

k~~o) IV) 

_Ix  L O- dy 
(A) (B) 

(vI) 

MeOH) 

OMe 

(x+y)  OC:P---~.,O + (x +Y) H2N- -R- -NH2.  (-MeOH)'Z/r ) 
L o "o _ix + v 

(vi i) 

Scheme 1 (R = 1,4-phenylene) 

of both squaric acid and diethyl squarate, using p- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

phenylenediamine as the nucleophilic reactant (Scheme Polycondensation of p-phenylenediamine with squaric 
1). The choice of p-phenylenediamine derives from a acid 
recognition of the resulting polyamides' aromaticity 

The reactants, squaric acid and diamine, were poly- and the intriguing questions arising from the presence 
of the 1,3-disubstituted, extensively delocalized 12-14, 18, 19 condensed in equimolar quantities in a series of experi- 
cyclobutenediylium diolate system* of the recurring ments under solution polymerization conditions 20. The 
unit B of VI, expected to lead to unusual conjugation first experiment was conducted under conditions essenti- 
effects along the polymer chain by virtue of the partial ally duplicating previous work 8, the reactants being 
positive charge on the nitrogen atoms and concomitant subjected to polymerization in refluxing glycerol. Other 
partial double-bond character of the bonds connecting experiments were performed in refluxing N-methyl- 
the NH groups with the four-membered ring system pyrrolidone (containing 5 ~  lithium chloride for polymer 
as reflected in the hybrid structures a-e (R=l ,4-  solubility enhancement)or in hot polyphosphoric acid 
phenylene): (PPA; 82~o P205) under various reaction conditions 

of time, temperature and substrate concentration. In 
reactions conducted in the methylpyrrolidone solvent, 

~ ~  ] ~ + t  the pr°ducts partly °r entirely precipitated fr°m s°luti°n 
f iH--R--NH ~ > : NH--R--NH in later stages of the reaction; the remainder, if any, 

was removed from solution by the addition of water. 
L 0 a L o ~ j In PPA experiments, the polymers remained in solution 

a b throughout and were precipitated by excess water. 
[ ~ .  1 Crude polymer yields ranged from about 90 to 98 ~.  

/ Purification by reprecipitation from sulphuric acid 
aa* aa ÷ solution furnished dark brown polyamides soluble in 

< > ~ : N H - - R - - N H I =  strongly protonating acids and infusible up to 350°C. 
= ~ 1 / k  6 ~- _l Elemental analyses gave somewhat erratic results that 

c showed only fair agreement with the expected com- 
position of VI, extremely rapid water adsorption by 

The results of this polycondensation study are reported the highly polar polymers invariably resulting in high 
below. H and O and correspondingly lowered C and N values. 

A summary of experimental conditions, product yields, 
compositions and inherent viscosities is found in Table 1 

* Hybrid e probably reflects the overall charge distribution pattern (experiments 1 and 3-6). 
in these amides more realistically than does the structural repre- The viscosity values in the last column indicate 
sentation with dipositive charge on the four-membered ring sug- 
gesteda3. TM and chosen in our work for convenience in drawing the comparatively low molecular weights for the polyamides 
structures V and VI obtained in glycerol or N-methylpyrrolidone. Higher 
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molecular weights resulted from use of the PPA medium, able for polymerization; practical irreversibility of the 
which not only acts as an excellent condensing agent, polycondensation, on the other hand, should result in 
but offers the additional advantage of solvating the complete consumption of all amino groups (originally 
products by virtue of its phosphorylating action on the present in proper stoichiometry) by continuous removal 
secondary amino groups, so as to prevent inhomogeneity from the amine-PPA equilibrium. In addition to 
of the reaction mixture and premature precipitation of imbalances due to an amino group deficiency, the 
the growing polyamide chains. Experiment 5, although possibility of side reactions of the medium with the 
not necessarily optimized, furnished the highest molecular squaric acid component, either through (reversible) 
weight. The preceding experiment, employing lower formation of mixed anhydrides or through (irreversible) 
reactant concentration, gave a lower viscosity value ring-opening steps, cannot be discounted. These ques- 
despite longer heating periods and, ultimately, a higher tions all require further investigation. 
temperature. A further increase of reactant concentration The i.r. spectra of the polyamides exhibit the typical 
beyond that employed in experiment 5, on the other cyclobutenediylium diolate absorption 12, is, 24, 25 in the 
hand, failed to produce higher polymer viscosities in vicinity of 1600cm -1, partly merging with a strong 
spite of additional heating periods at further elevated band due to a phenylene ring deformation mode near 
temperatures (experiment 6). The relatively low viscosity 1550cm -1, and in addition show in weak to moderate 
values attained even in PPA despite homogeneous intensity the two carbonyl stretching bands near 1785 
polymerization conditions are likely to be due to an and 1675cm 1 characteristic of thecyclobutene-3,4-dione 
imbalance in reactant stoichiometry caused by side system 26. This indicates that the polymers comprise 
reactions with the medium. Self-condensation of certain not merely the units of V possessing 1,3-orientation 
amines in PPA at higher temperatures has been observed of the substituents on the four-membered ring, but 
in Marvel's laboratory* 21; in the present case, a related also the units of VII containing the 1,2-disubstituted 
reaction could account for a reduced amino group cyclobutenedione system. Hence, the copolymerstructure 
concentration in the PPA solution. Blocking of amino VI indeed holds for all polymers including the products 
groups might also result from salt formation with PPA. obtained under the experimental conditions of the 
The propensity of PPA for undergoing formation of earlier investigation a, 4 (experiment l), for which exclu- 
stable salts with strongly basic diamines even at elevated sive 1,3-orientation according to structure V had been 
temperatures is well known 22, 22. For such salt forma- assumed.* That the observed two cyclobutenedione 
tion, however, to have an effective bearing on the avail- carbonyl stretching bands truly reflect an intrinsic 
ability of amine reactants for polycondensation, equi- content of units A and not just the presence of low 
librium polymerization conditions would be a pre- molecular weight impurities, intermediary adduct struc- 
requisite, as only these would allow a fraction of the tures 3, or squaric acid end groups of the cyclobutene-3,4- 
stoichiometric quantity of amine to be rendered unavail- dione type, was ascertained by further rigorous washing 

* These authors employed aromatic bis-o-diamines, and poly- *Very weak i.r. carbonyl absorption at 1700-1800cm -1 was 
condensation (with loss of ammonia) accordingly led to phenazine observed by the quoted authors 3 in polymers obtained by self 
heterocycles. Although in the present case the energetic driving condensation of p-aminoanilinosquaric acid in boiling glycerol. 
force of ring formation is not given, the first step of Marvel's This was explained as an end-group effect, although the possibility 
reaction, formation of a -NH- bridge, is feasible, as 'blank' of statistical incorporation of 1,2-type units was indicated by the 
reactions involving p-phenylenediamine have shown, authors. 

Table 1 Polycondensations of certain 1,2-disubstituted cyclobutenediones with p-phenylenediamine 

Analysis (found) 
Substrate Polymer Inherent (~/o)d 

Exp. conc. Time Temperature yield viscosityc 
No. Substratea Solventb (mol/I) (h) (°C) (%) (ml/g) C H N 

le squaric acid glycerol 0.25 0-17 278 91.5 15.8 62.77 3.81 13.92 
2 squaric acid glycerol/Py (2:1 by vol) 0.16 3/0.5f 140/200 98.8 11.9 63-05 3.63 14.18 
3 squaric acid NMP (+5~/o LiCI) 0.09 4 186 61.3g 9.7 
4 squaric acid PPA 0.17 20/2.5 160/220h 92"5 17'1 62"90 4'01 13-55 
5 squaricacid PPA 0.67 15 165h 96-8 29'1 61 18 3'58 13"83 
6 squaric acid PPA 1.00i 1 6 / 1 6 / 8  105/130/150i 96.0 22.0 
7 squaric acid PPA/TFA (9:1 by vol) 0.67 1.5/16 105/165 98.2 29.5 62.61 4-10 13.91 
8J diethyl DMF 0.06 2.5 146 57.8 7.7 61.84 4.30 14.29 

squarate 
g squaryl NMP(+2.5~/oLiCl)/Py(18:1 0.32 1.0/1.0/0.25 0/23/40 97.7 29'3k 62'29 3"55 12'76 

dichloride by vol) 

a Substrate and diamine conc. equimolar throughout 
b Py= pyridine; NMP=N-methylpyrrolidone; PPA= polyphosphoric acid; TFA=trif luoroacetic acid, DMF=N,N-dimethylformamide 
c 0'5~/o (w/v) at 30°C in g8~/o H=SO4; determined on reprecipitated samples (similar results on crude polymers) 
d Mean values of duplicate determinations on reprecipitated samples. Calcd for (CloH6N202)n." C, 64"51~/o; H, 3"25~/o; N, 15.05~/o 
e Experimental conditions essentially as described in ref 3, except that 40min were required for partial solvent removal by distillation 
f After 3h at reflux (140°C), 17~/o of solvent distilled off, and heating continued for 0.5h at reflux (200°C). See Experimental for these and 

subsequent time-temperature data 
g Yield of first fraction precipitating during reaction. Additional 36"8~/o of second fraction precipitated with water ('qinh 7.3ml/g) 
h 0.25h heat-up period from 25°C to 160°C and 165°C respectively 
i 6h heat-up period from 25 ° to 105°C. Following completion of 150°C treatment, mixture was diluted with PPA to substrate conc. of 0.62 

mol/I and heating continued for 16h at 165°C 
k Experimental conditions from ref 3 

Interfacial polycondensation in CHCl~/H20-pyridine (0-7M substrate) gave 46~/o yield of polyamide with ~/inh 7-1 ml/g 
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of the polymers with hot pyridine and DMF, by addi- experiments 4-6, conducted in N-methylpyrrolidone, 
tional heat treatments (12h at 130°C in vacuo or 1 h in glycerol and PPA, respectively. This trend accords 
refluxing glycerol), and by a post-condensation with with recent unpublished findings in our laboratory 
excess p-phenylenediamine either in glycerol (2.5h at indicating that basic reaction media in squaric acid 
278°C) or in PPA (6h at 160°C); in no instance were amidations are conducive to 1,3-orientation of the 
we able to observe a significant decrease in intensity, amino substituents on the four-membered ring. In an 
let alone complete disappearance, of the two carbonyl essentially neutral medium, squaric acid, either per  
bands, se or as an end group on a growing chain, will be present 

In order to arrive at a more quantitative measure in both the undissociated and the dissociated states. 
of the contents of units A with 1,2-substituent orientation While vinylogous substitution on the undissociated acid 
in the polyamides studied, we determined the ratio of species will produce 1,2-diamides (H2N--- = p-phenyl- 
the absorbance of the asym carbonyl stretching peak enediamine or NH2-terminated chain): 
(preferred over the sym band because of the latter's -~,~NH OH -'~'-~NH NH -',,~- 
partial overlap with the broad cyclobutenediylium diolate ~ H,N--,- 
absorption band) to that of the out-of-plane phenyl-ring o / ~ ,  0 (-.,o)' J- o C-H deformation band near 825cm -1 (Table 2). In an 
effort to derive from these data an absolute unit-A 
content, an attempt was made to correlate the values the squarate anion resulting from ionization will pre- 
so obtained with the corresponding ratios determined ferentially be attacked by the nucleophile at Ca, yielding 

the 1,3-diamide isomers: for such 1,2-disubstituted cyclobutenedione model com- 
pounds as 1 ,2-bis(p-methoxyani l ino)cyclobutene-3 ,4-  ~'~NH OH O/I/--~O ( ~ .  O ~  
dione, 1,2-bis[p-(diethylamino)anilino]cyclobutene-3,4- ~ -H% 
dione, and 1-anilino-2-[p-(diethylamino)anilino]cyclo- ~ NH O etc. < 
butene-3,4-dione. However, for reasons of excessive 
scattering of the A1785/As25 values determined for the 0 
model compounds, these attempts failed to produce 0 o ~- \ 
consistent results. We therefore restricted our efforts + + a a ~  a-~ ~ 
towards calculating the fraction of units A in the back- ~ N H O- etc. ---- ~ N H O 
bone relative to a reference polyamide prepared from 
squaryl dichloride and p-phenylenediamine by low o- ~a- / 
temperature solution polymerization (experiment 9) (--H~O)IHzN~ 
considered to be predominantly of the type VII (see 
below). The fractions obtained on this basis are listed o a- 
in the fifth column of Table 2. 66* ~ 6 6  + 

Notwithstanding the considerable uncertainty with " ~ " N H - ~ ' ~ N  H'M~ 
which the tabulated values are afflicted, a distinct ~a_ . v (  

increase is noticed in the unit A contents on going o 

from experiment 3 to experiment 1 and further to Hence, both substituent orientations will occur, the 
latter generally prevailing on account of the high degree 
of ionization experienced by the strongly acidic sub- 
strate*. This case is represented by experiment 1. The 

Table2 Infra-red spectral data of polyamides Via prevalence of 1,3-orientation will be enhanced even 
Polymer Absorbance Fraction of more in a basic medium, which shifts the ionization 

from Vc=o(asym ) vc=o(sym)b ratioc units A in equilibrium of the acid substrate farther to the right 
exp. (cm -1) (c, -1) AzTas/A8~5 backboned and so causes an increase in squarate ion concentration. 
1 1781 1675e 0.43f 0"20 Experiment 3 exemplifies this situation. An acidic 
2 1780 1675e 0"15 0"07 solvent, on the other hand, in which the substrate's 
3 1782 1670e 0.26 0"12 ionization is repressed, will produce the undissociated 
4 1785 1675 1.00 0.47 species in increased concentration, thus enhancing 
5 1785 1674 1 • 05 0" 49 
6 1785 1667 1-65 0-77 1,2-orientation. The PPA used in experiments 4-6 is 
7 1787 1672 1 '75 0"82 representative of such a medium. 
8 1780 1666 0'48 0'22 In order to test this trend further, an experiment was 
9 1787 1670 2.14 1 "00 conducted in a PPA/trifluoroacetic acid medium (experi- 

ment 7). The enhanced acidity of this solvent system, 
a Spectra taken on KBr pellets. Error limits: Vc=o(asym)+2cm-a; 

as expected, entailed a population of 1,2-oriented units v -n(sym) + 3 cm -1 
b Broad shoulder on high-frequency side of superposed C=C in the polymer more than four times as large as found in 

stretching, phenyl ring deformation and cyclobutenediylium the product of experiment 1. The increased absorbance 
diolate absorption in 1550--1650cm -a range. Additional, indistinct ratio A1785/A825 (Table 2) reflects this situation. Con- 
shoulder in all spectra at 1682-1689cm -1 versely, a polycondensation run performed substantially 

c Absorbance, A=log(Io/I), determined by baseline method 80, al 
as average of three measurements as in experiment 1 except that pyridine was added for 

d Value from preceding column divided by 2.14 (absorbance increased substrate ionization (experiment 2), furnished 
ratio for polymer of experiment g); estimated uncertainty +0.05 a polyamide for which the significantly reduced vc=o 
(<0-45); +_0.08 (>0.50) 

e Almost completely merged with 1550-1650cm -z absorption * For squaric acid, an early report 2r quoted 1 and 2'2 for the 
f A ratio of 0.37 was found for a polyamide obtained as in experi- pK= values of the first and second ionization steps; later authors 2a 

mentl exceptthat after addition of another 10mol~p-phenylene- found 1"5 and 2"93 respectively. For phenylsquaric acid, 1-hydroxy- 
diamine refluxing was continued for 2-5 h 2-phenylcyclobutene-3,4-dione, pKa was determined ~9 as 0.37 + 0.04. 
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intensities suggest a structure with the proportion of for use of this polyamide as a reference compound of 
units A decreased to almost one-third of that in the structure VI with the maximum x/y ratio experimentally 
polyamide of experiment 1. The extremely small residual attainable (Scheme 2). 
carbonyl band intensities in this polymer show clearly, 
however, that even under the conditions of enhanced 
ionization the polymer structure merely approaches, c~ _ ci 
but cannot strictly be ascribed to, the idealized structure ix + y) + (x  + Y) H2N--R---NH, ~_Her), 
V exhibiting a purely 1,3-oriented substituent pattern, o o 

Polycondensation of p-phenylendiamine with diethyl NH--R--NH i \ . ,z 
squarate [ - o ~ o  _L ~)~--N H-- R-- N H 

The condensation of the diamine with diethyl squarate Jv 
in refluxing DMF (experiment 8), carried out precisely (v I) 
under the experimental conditions described by the 
previous authors 3, furnished a low molecular weight Scheme2 (R = 1,4-phenvlene) 
polyamide identical in appearance, solubility and 
elemental composition with the polymers derived from The polymer, on account of its high percentage of 
the free acid. The i.r. spectrum reveals a copolymer units with 1,2-substituent orientation, exhibits con- 
structure (VI)comprising both 1,2-and 1,3-type sub- siderably better solubility characteristics than those 
stituent orientation (Scheme 1), which, in contrast to shown by polyamides with higher unit-B contents; it 
the earlier assumption 3, 4 of exclusive composition dissolves, for example, in the N-methylpyrrolidone/LiC1 
according to VII, is in agreement with the more recently system, which is a virtual non-solvent for the polymers 
established findings 15, 16 in squaryl ester amidation of experiments 1-8. This behaviour is in accord with 
chemistry. The moderate content of units A in the chain the solubility properties of non-polymeric 1,2- and 
(Table 2) in fact suggests a backbone structure not 1,3-diamides of squaric acid, the more polar, mesoionic 
substantially different from that of the polyamide 1,3-derivatives generally showing poorer solubility in 
formed from the free acid in glycerol (experiment 1). organic solvents than do the 1,2-isomers. 

We are currently investigating the effect of the ratio 
x/y in the various types of VI on the X-ray photoelectron 

Polycondensation of p-phenylenediamine with squaryl and electronic absorption spectra in an attempt to 
dichloride establish differences, if any, in the net charges on the 

The two reactants, p-phenylenediamine and squaryl N atoms and, hence, in the extent of electronic de- 
dichloride (1,2-dichlorocyclobutene-3,4-dione), were al- localization expected along the polymer chains. 
lowed to condense in equimolar quantities under both 
interracial and low temperature solution polymerization 
conditions. Best results with respect to high molecular EXPERIMENTAL* 
weights were obtained in a solution polymerization run Glassware was over-dried (flamed in experiment 9) and 
that was conducted in N-methylpyrrolidone solvent flushed with dried nitrogen after assembly. All solvents 
(containing 2-5~ lithium chloride) in the presence of were degassed at 90-100°C by means of a nitrogen 
pyridine as a hydrogen chloride acceptor (experiment 9). stream, and the amide solvents were pre-dried by re- 
Under the same conditions, the non-polymeric model fluxing over calcium hydride (DMF for experiment 8 
reaction of squaryl dichloride with 2mol aniline gives by passing through Linde molecular sieves, type 4A), 
75 ~ of the 1,2-diamide, yet little more than 2 ~ of the followed by distillation under reduced pressure and 
1,3-isomer (unpublished results), the Schotten-Baumann collection under nitrogen. Trifluoroacetic acid and 
conditions in this reaction allowing for extremely rapid polyphosphoric acid (82 ~ PzO~), both reagent grade, 
vinylogous substitution at C2. It appears reasonable to were used as received. All reactions were conducted 
conclude from the results of the model reaction that under moisture protection; LiC1 and reagents were pre- 
the conditions of experiment 9 accordingly lead to the dried over P205 in vacuo. Squaric acid (Chemische 
nearly exclusive formation of units A in the polymer Werke Hiils AG) was used as received, p-Phenylene- 
and so result in a polyamide structure closely approach- diamine, commercial grade, was sublimed at 90°C at 
ing, albeit not entirely matching, the pure 1,2-substituent 0.05 mmHg (m.p. 140-141°C). 
pattern of VII. Although the high absorbance ratio Diethylsquarate(1,2-diethoxycyclobutene-3,4-dione)7,16 
A178a/A825 (2.14; see Table 2) would seem to bear out and squaryl dichloride (1,2-dichlorocyclobutene-3,4- 
this inference, confirmation must await an absolute dione) 32 were prepared by literature methods. 
determination of the unit-A content with the aid of an 1,2-Bis(p-methoxyanilino)cyclobutene-3,4-dione was 
independent technique*. All that can, at this stage, be synthesized from squaric acid (0.8 M) and p-anisidine 
derived from the spectroscopic evidence is a justification 

* Melting points, uncorrected, taken in sealed capillaries. Vis- 
* Measurement of the C ls or N ls binding energies by photo- cosities determined with Cannon-Fenske viscometers (kinetic 
electron spectroscopy would seem to suggest itself as a potential energy corrections neglected). I.r. spectra (KBr pellets) taken on 
analytical approach to this problem. Preliminary results indicate, Perkin-Elmer Model 521 spectrometer; absorbance, A=log(lo/l), 
however, that the charge densities on the two types of nitrogen in determined by the baseline method 3o, al (I0 = intensity of incident 
cases A and B are not sufficiently different to allow reasonable beam, I =intensity of transmitted beam). Elemental analyses by 
band separation with currently available instrument resolving Mr P. Jwili of this Department (samples removed from Abderhalden 
power, drying apparatus immediately prior to weighing). 
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(1.6M) in refluxing (2h) DMF containing I0M aqueous no significant changes in i.r. spectrum and elemental 
hydrochloric acid (15:1 by vol) and was separated by analyses were apparent. 
fractional crystallization of the reaction product from In experiment 2, 0.57 g (5.0 mmol) of squaric acid and 
DMF by a previously described technique16; the corn- 0.54g (5.0mmol) of p-phenylenediamine were allowed 
pound, constituting the more soluble isomer, was to react for 3 h in a refluxing solvent mixture consisting 
collected in 35~  yield [greyish-white needles, m.p. of 20ml of glycerol and 10ml of pyridine (solvent 
322-323°C with decomp. (from DMF)] in addition to temperature 140°C) under a blanket of nitrogen and 
the less soluble 1,3-isomer [20~, bright yellow (from light protection. The mixture gradually turned dark 
dimethylsulphoxide), infusible below 330°C]. In a red in colour, and product precipitated from solution. 
similar fashion, 1,2-bis[p-(diethylamino)anilino]cyclobu- Following the removal of 5ml of solvent (containing 
tene-3,4-dione was prepared in 12~ yield from diethyl some of the water of condensation) by distillation over 
squarate (0.4M)andp-amino-N,N-diethylaniline (0.8M) a period of 10min, refluxing of the reaction mixture 
in dry DMF (2-2h at reflux); the compound forms (solvent temperature 200°C)was continued for another 
bright-yellow needles, m.p. 270-273°C with decomp. 0.5h. Work-up as described 3 gave 0.91g (98.8~) of 
(from methanol). The less soluble, orange 1,3-isomer polyamide. Reprecipitation as in the preceding experi- 
(12~; infusible below 330°C) could not be recrystallized ment produced polymer identical in appearance and 
because of decomposition in most solvents at the high solubility characteristics with the previous product. 
dissolution temperatures required. For preparation Use of methanol as the precipitant did not change 
of 1-anilino-2-[p-(diethylamino)anilino]cyclobutene-3,4- properties or analytical results. 
dione the equimolar mixture (0.25 M each) of 1-anilino- In N-methylpyrrolidone (experiment 3). The combined 
2-hydroxycyclobutene-3,4-dione 13 and p-amino-N,N-di- solutions of 0.50g (4.45mmol) of squaric acid in 
ethylaniline (HC1 salt) was heated (2h at reflux) in 25ml of methylpyrrolidone (containing 1.25g of LiC1) 
DMF containing 10M aqueous hydrochloric acid and of 0.48g (4.45mmol) of p-phenylenediamine in 
(20:1 by vol). Fractional crystallization from DMF 16 25ml of the same solvent were maintained for 4h at 
produced the pale-yellow compound in 28~  yield reflux under N~ and light protection. The solution, 
[m.p. 251-253°C with decomp. (from DMF/ethylene initially yellow, turned dark red, and a major portion 
glycol)] in addition to the yellow, less soluble 1,3-isomer of product precipitated as the condensation proceeded. 
(17 ~,  decomp. ~ 320°C). All three 1,2-substituted model The polymer fraction filtered off from the cooled mixture 
compounds described gave satisfactory elemental analyses was thoroughly washed with methylpyrrolidone, water 
and exhibited vc=o (asym) at 1785-1792 and vc=o (sym) and methanol and was dried for 4 days at 100°C and 
at 1655-1670 cm- 1. 0.1 mmHg, to give 0.50 g (61.3 ~o) of polyamide identical 

in appearance and solubility behaviour with the products 
obtained in glycerol. 

A second polymer fraction was collected from the 
mother liquor by precipitation with 150ml of water. 

Polycondensation of p-phenylenediamine with squaric acid The dark brown polymer, separated, washed and dried 
as above (0.30g, 36.8~), retained partial solubility in 

In glycerol (experiments 1 and 2). In experiment 1, methylpyrrolidone/LiC1. 
1.14 g (10.0 mmol) of squaric acid and 1.08 g (10.0 mmol) For analytical purposes, a sample of the first fraction 
of p-phenylenediamine were allowed to react in 40 ml was reprecipitated as before. 
of refluxing glycerol. Reaction and work-up conditions In polyphosphoric acid (experiments 4-7). All con- 
were those of the earlier work 3, 4, except that 40 (instead densations in PPA medium were performed by heating, 
of 10) min were required for the prescribed removal under N2 and light protection, the stirred solution of 
of 10ml of the solvent by distillation at atmospheric reactants in PPA (experiments 4-6) or PPA/trifluoro- 
pressure*. The yield of dried polyamide was 1.70g acetic acid (9:1 by vol; experiment 7) under the condi- 
(91.5 ~o). The dark brown polymer, infusible below 350°C, tions of concentration, time, and temperature listed in 
was readily soluble in 98 ~ sulphuric acid and fluoro- Table 1. (Temperatures given are those of the heating 
sulphonic acid, slightly so in formic acid, and practically bath in these experiments.) For example, in experiment 6 
insoluble in N-methylpyrrolidone (containing 5 ~  LiCI), a 16h heating period at 105°C (6h required to raise 
DMF, m-cresol, acetonitrile and other aprotic solvents, temperature from 25 ° to 105°C) was followed by 16h 

A 0.25 g sample was dissolved in 50 ml of 98 ~ HzSO4, at 130°C and 8 h at 150°C, the substrate concentration 
and the filtered solution was dropwise stirred into 200 ml being 1.0 M; after dilution of the viscous solution to 
of ice water. The precipitated polymer was washed 0.62M (substrate) with additional PPA, stirring was 
thoroughly with water, 0.5 M NaHCOa solution, 0.1 M continued for another 16 h at 165°C, at which point 
aqueous hydrochloric acid and, again, water and was the solution nearly gelled. The homogeneous, dark 
dried for four days at 100°C and 0.1 mmHg (yield 0.21 g). reddish-brown solution in each experiment was poured 
This precipitated product had the appearance and slowly, with rapid stirring, into the five-fold volume of 
solubility properties shown by the crude polymer*, and ice water. The precipitated product was separated by 

filtration, washed with water, 0.5 M NaHCO3 solution, 

* This point deserves emphasis because such extended heating, * These results are at variance with the literature a, in which almost 
while not affecting the x/y ratio in the polymer, could possibly colourless polyamides are reported to arise by reprecipitation of 
result in some molecular weight increase. The inherent viscosity the crude, coloured polymers from sulphuric acid solution (by 
measured on this polyamide (Table 1) thus probably represents water) or from formic acid solution (by DMF). We were unable 
an upper limit, being higher than would have been obtained by to duplicate these findings, the colour (and electronic spectra) 
strict adherence to the literature conditions, of our polymers remaining unchanged upon reprecipitation. 
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Dilute solution behaviour of polymers 
near the phase separation temperature 
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Light scattering and viscosity measurements performed in the temperature range between 
the 0-point and the temperature of phase separation with dilute solutions of polystyrene 
in cyclohexane and poly(acrylic acid) in dioxane have indicated a different mechanism 
of precipitation in the two systems. While polystyrene molecules give rise to progressively 
growing clusters the poly(acrylic acid) coils assume compact forms before precipitating. 
Phase separation is achieved in the former case by extensive clustering, in the latter by 
particle coalescence. The dimensions that the compact form of the poly(acrylic acid) 
molecule can reach before precipitation sets in correspond to a solid-like density inside 
the molecular domain. From the experimental data the temperatures characteristic for 
cluster formation (To) and for coil to globule transition (To) have been obtained. 

INTRODUCTION Here the results of light scattering and viscosity 
measurements performed between the 0-temperature 

The average coil dimensions of a real chain in dilute and the precipitation point are presented for polystyrene 
solution approach the ideal behaviour of the random in cyclohexane and for poly(acrylic acid) in 1,4-dioxane. 
coil whenever the environment makes polymer segment- The 0-temperatures for the two systems are respectively 4 
segment contacts more favourable compared to segment- 34.5°C and 30°C. However, while polystyrene-cyclo 
solvent contacts; the more compact conformations hexane solutions give rise to phase separation by cooling, 
acquire a higher statistical weight and this compensates poly(acrylic acid) in dioxane presents a lower critical 
exactly the excluded volume effects in theta-solvents, solution temperature as a consequence of the strong 

In a given system below the 0-temperature the attrac- interactions of the carboxylic groups on the chain and 
tive forces between polymer segments predominate and the oxygen atoms of the solvent molecules. 
polymer-polymer contacts can increase by two different The forces acting between the pendent phenyl groups 
mechanisms: the contraction of the individual coils 

in polystyrene are much weaker than those between 
or the interpenetration of different coils. If a single the carboxyls in poly(acrylic acid) and noticeable 
chain were present in the solution, it should collapse differences in behaviour can be presumed to occur when 
to a rather dense form when the net attraction between 
its parts becomes sufficiently large 1. In a solution of polymer-polymer contacts become highly favoured. 

given concentration, however, coil contraction and EXPERIMENTAL 
aggregation should be competitive processes and phase 
separation could then occur by coalescence of either The polystyrene (PS) sample employed in this study 
the collapsed coils or the aggregates, was one of the standard 'monodisperse' polymers 

It has been shown 2 that in polymer solutions, at the supplied by Pressure Chemical. The sample was purified 
critical concentration, extensive order sets in before by precipitating it out of a dilute benzene solution with 
reaching the critical temperature, while at the same an excess of methanol. 
time the average coil size is reduced with respect to the Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) was obtained by solution 
unperturbed dimensions, polymerization in methyl ethyl ketone at 60°C with 

In dilute solutions, where isolated coils may be benzoyl peroxide as initiator. Fractionation of the 
assumed to exist in ideal conditions, the lowering of the polymer was carried out by a standard precipitation 
temperature below the 0-point gives rise at first to a technique with methanol as the solvent and ether as 
shrinkage of the coil volume, followed by precipitation s. the non-solvent. The fraction chosen for investigation 
To our knowledge no detailed studies of the molecular was further purified by precipitation of a dilute aqueous 
status of polymers in dilute solutions in the pre- solution with sulphuric acid. After dialysis against 
cipitation conditions have been reported, conductance water the polymer was recovered by 

Since, presumably, the prevailing of one mechanism lyophilization. 
of precipitation or of the other is determined by the Reagent grade cyclohexane (CH) and 1,4-dioxane 
strength of the attractive forces between different parts (DO) were dried over sodium and carefully distilled. 
of the chain, two polymers differing in the chemical Analysis by gas chromatography showed that no 
character of their side groups have been chosen, impurities were present in appreciable amounts. 
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Stock solutions containing about the same number 2 0  a 
of chain molecules per unit volume were prepared for 
the two polymer-solvent systems. 

The light scattering measurements were carried out 
with a Sofica Model 42M photometer in the available I.S 
angular range 30-150 °, using unpolarized light of 
wavelength 564 and 435 nm. 

The temperature of the cell bath was maintained with 
the aid of an external circulating thermostat. However, 1-6 
a control within +0.01°C could not be achieved for a 
long time. Solutions studied for time effects were there- 
fore kept in a separate bath and transferred to the 
photometer only at the desired moment. 1.4 

Viscosities were measured in an Ostwald dilution 
viscometer. Temperature correction to the concentration 
values were calculated according to standard literature 
data for densities and thermal expansion coefficients 
of the solvents 4. 12 

Phase separation tests by visual inspection were ~ - -  : 
carried out in sealed tubes kept overnight in a thermo- ~ "  c~ o-.o---  
stated bath. 

Data characteristic of the two polymers at their I.o ' , , 20 25 30 35 
theta-temperatures are reported in Table 1. Radius of i' 
gyration and molecular weight were calculated from b 

r light scattering data by using literature values 4 of  the N 
refractive index increments (dn/dc =0.107 for PS-CH 
and dn/dc =0.088 for PAA-DO).  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The inverse of the excess scattering at 90 °, (A/(90)) -1, 2.0 
and the dissymmetry ratio, Z, for PS-CH and PAA-DO 

Table 1 Characteristics of samples 

Mw <r2>0 l/z [7/]0 1"8 
Sample x 10 -5 (A) (dl/g) 

PS 4.23 470 0-550 
PAA 2-84 410 0.600 

1.6 
2 '0  o 4-5 o 41 ,,, 0 

C: _- 

1'4 

1'5 4"0 

1"2 

a 
i 

a 20  2'5 30  3'5 
0 0 I ' 0  I r i 
o, ~ ~  2 0  30  4 0  50  

r (oc) 

6 Figure 2a Dissymmetry ratio, Z, vs. temperature for polystyrene 
in cyclohexane (symbols as in Figure la) 
Figure 2b Dissymmetry ratio, Z, vs. temperature for poly(acrylic 
acid) in dioxane (symbols as in Figure lb) 

4 

b plotted against the temperature and covering the range 
2 0  3'© 4 0  SIC) from just above the 0 point down/up to the precipitation 

7_(oc) point are shown in Figures la and lb and 2a and 2b 
respectively. By extrapolating the two linear parts of  

Figure In (AI(90)) -1 vs. temperature for polystyrene in cyclo- the curves representing the systems before and after 
hexane (C=1 x 103g/em~). ©, ~o=546nm; 0 ,  ,~0=436nm 
Figure lb (hi(90)) -1 vs. temperature for poly(acrylic acid) in the occurrence of the phase separation the precipitation 
dioxane (Ao=546nm). O, C=6"5x10-4; O, C=7"4xl0-4g/cm z points of the different solutions can be estimated. In 
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Table 2 Precipitation points of the solutions by different tech- much wider (_~4°C) than in the experiments performed 
niques at the critical concentration 5 (_0.2°C). Moreover, such 

behaviour starts to show up at a temperature which Cx 10 a ao Tp (A/(90°)) TO (Z) Tp (V.I.) 
System (g/cm 3) (am) (°C) (°C) (°C) happens to be near the critical temperature for the 

sample employed (~27°C*). It seems reasonable to 
PS-CH 10 546 24.3 24.4 23.1 infer that the extensive ordering of the solutions that 

10 436 24.5 24.7 -- takes place at the critical concentration in the vicinity 
PAA-DO 7.4 546 51 '7 52'2 53-4 

6'5 546 52"6 53'2 54'3 of the critical temperature results, in dilute solutions, 
3.7 546 -- -- 65.6 in the formation of metastable clusters or molecular 

Table 2 such values are shown together with the cloud * The value of 27°C for the critical temperature has been inter- 
points determined by visual inspection, polated from the plot Terit versus molecular weight 6. 

We attribute the delay in the visually determined 
precipitation points to the difficulty of detecting the . .~ . .x~X~l  
initial opalescence for such dilute solutions; moreover, 20 x ~..x..X.-x-~ ~ 
the dissymmetry ratio being a property much more v _ x ~  " x "  ^~. . .¢-~"¢~" I 
sensitive to any change occurring in the solutions, we ~x..x--X"X~ ~ . ~  ~ ' ~ ' ~ ' ' ~ ~ x . . x - - x  --x'~ A 
assume the values of the Tv(Z ) as the true points of phase ~ x - ~  
separation, l e 

......a-t-r ~ 

It can be observed that PS-CH solutions show a 
slight wavelength dependence of the Tv so determined. 
The difference is, however, so small that it can be == 16 
attributed to the experimental inaccuracy of the extra- 
polation performed. 

The theory of light scattering of dilute polymer 
solutions relates the excess scattered intensity in a given 
direction to the molecular parameters of the solute ~ 14 
and the molecular interactions by the relation8: 

ge 1 
R(--b) = MP (8) + 2A2C (1) 12 

By introducing the usual P(O) -1 expression it can be also 
written in the form: 

IO 

1 = KcM 32t~ (s2>sln22 R(O) (l+2A2Mc)+16rr2n2 . 01 

At constant concentration equation (2) is linear in 
8 

sin20/2 as long as the molecular weight and the poly- O 0.5 
dispersity of the solute are not too high. sin2e/2 

In order to get information about the temperature Figure 3 (A/(0))-~ against sin~O/2 for polystyrene in cyclo- 
dependence of the mean square radius of gyration, hexane, (C=lxl0-3g/cm 3, ;~0=546nm)at different temperatures: 
(s2), one can avoid measuring the refractive index x, 34.8°;/% 27-7°; [~, 24-8°; O, 2435°; O, 24.0°C 
increment contained in K, by making use of the ratio 
between the slope and the intercept of equation (2): I . , - ]  

S 161r 2n2(s2> 8 ~ % ~  ?P I = 32t~(f+2A2Mc) (3) 

The temperature dependent factors in equation (3) ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ f ' ^ ~ ~  
are, besides (s2>, the refractive index n, the concentration ~, 6 
c and the second virial coefficient A2. .~ , . ~ x ~ ~  

In PS-CH solutions, where phase separation is = .×"'.~r "7× '× 'x  
accomplished by lowering the temperature, the ratio ~ / ' / ~ 7  
n2/ ( l+2A2Mc)  increases in going from 0 down to ~ 4 
T~. It is more difficult to forecast its behaviour for PAA O 

in dioxane, where the precipitation is achieved by 
heating, since both n and c decrease in this case while ~ / /  
Az assumes increasingly negative values, but certainly --. 2 
its contribution to the dependence of the ratio of equa- 
tion (3) on temperature will be smaller than in the 
previous case. 

Some typical plots from which S and I have been o 0'5 
obtained are shown in Figures 3 and 4. sin2O/2 

In PS-CH solutions a progressive downward curvature Figure 4 (A/(0)) -1 against sin20/2 for poly(acrylic acid) in dioxane 
at small angles develops at temperatures higher than (C=6.5xlo-%/cm s, .~0=546nm) at various temperatures: ©, 
the cloud point. This happens in a temperature range 30.0°;/k, 50.3°; O, 53"0°; x ,  53-4°; [~, 54.0°C 
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aggregates to which appropriate molecular weights and 
sizes can be attributed. The low polydispersity of the • o 
sample, as well as some considerations on the behaviour -IO • o - -~  6 
of the system PAA-DO made below, encourage us to 
attribute the behaviour found experimentally more to ~o 
the intermolecular condensation process described above 2 
than to the precipitation of the highest molecular weight -14 
fractions. , , , } ~__ 

The ratio S/I for PS-CH is plotted against temperature 20 30 4o  50 
in Figure 5. For the plots of Figure 3 showing the down- r (oc) 
ward curvature at low angles the init ial part has been Figure 6 Ratio S/I plotted against temperature for PAA in DO 
considered significant in obtaining S and I. However, (symbols as in Figure lb); ,~ I v indicates the precipitation points 
the rather large value of the minimum angle at which 
our measurements could be performed (30 °) does not 2.0 - - - o  o 6 
enable us to obtain correct extrapolations of the curves, o ~  
The values of S/I in these cases have no quantitatively 
meaningful significance beyond the fact that the large 
increase before precipitation can be used to indicate N 15 / the temperature characteristic of cluster formation as 
the point obtained by the intersection of the linear 
portions of the curve of Figure 5. This temperature is 

2 ° Tc = 6.6 C, independently of the wavelength employed. 
In PAA-DO solutions the plots of  the inverse scat- I.¢ ~ . . . . . .  " , , ~1 

l 3 5 7 9 23 
tering intensity against sin20/2 do not show any sign t (hi 
of downward curvature before the precipitation point. Figure 7 Dissymmetry ratio, Z, vs. time for poly(acrylic acid) in 
The two curved plots in Figure 4 refer in fact to the dioxane in the vicinity of and at the precipitation point: A, 52'9°; 
already phase separated solutions. The temperature e ,  53-0°; ©, 53.4°C 
dependence of the ratio S/I for such a system is shown 
in Figure 6. The slight decrease up to about 45°C is detected by observing the variation of Z in equilibrium 
well accounted for by a coil contraction that slightly conditions (Table 2); alternatively it could be defined 
overpasses the factor n2/(l+2A2Mc), while the much by the temperature at which the time effect shown in 
larger variation in the range from 45°C up to the pre- Figure 7 starts to show up (53-4°C). 
cipitation point can only be due to the collapse of the The large extent of time (about 6h) necessary to 
coil to a more compact form. This collapse presumably achieve complete precipitation is reminescent of the 
takes place when the polymer concentration inside the coalescence of particles in dispersions 7. No analogous 
coil volume reaches a value that makes a large number time effect was detected in PS-CH solutions in the 
of carboxylic groups belonging to distant parts of the region where the dissymmetry ratio starts to increase. 
chain to approach within the distance for hydrogen Since the polydispersity of the PAA sample, though 
bonding while the solvation of the same groups by the certainly higher than for the polystyrene used in these 
dioxane molecules becomes highly disfavoured, experiments, does not apparently interfere in the 

That a different mechanism underlies phase separation described mechanism of precipitation, we take it as a 
in the two systems studied is further enhanced by the proof  that the different behaviour of PS in cyclohexane 
significant time effect characterizing the precipitation underlies an aggregation phenomenon prior to pre- 
of PAA in dioxane. Figure 7 shows how the dissymmetry cipitation more than a polydispersity effect. 
ratio changes with time at temperatures close to the In order to obtain further evidence of the difference 
precipitation point. As already pointed out, the location existing between the two systems, viscosity measure- 
of this point on the temperature scale is quite precisely merits were also performed and are shown in Figure 8. 

In the system PS-CH, ,lsv/C behaves linearly down to 
o the precipitation point either for a solution of the same 

concentration as the one employed in the light scattering 
studies and for a concentration one half of that. For 
PAA-DO a large decrease starts to show up at about 
40°C for both the solutions employed. In the more 
dilute solution, in which the cloud point detected by 

~-O5~ visual inspection is moved up to 65"6~C, this behaviour 
is strongly enhanced. The small value of the concen- 

- tration employed and the undetectable influence of the 
concentration on *lsv/c enable us to assume ~Tsp/C ~- [7] 
so that any change induced by the temperature on the 

-I-o specific viscosity reflects directly the size variation of 
r c the dissolved coils. In Figure 9 the ratio of the mean 

i k t__ square radius of gyration to its value at the theta point, 
I 

20 25 30 3'5 as calculated by the viscosity values, is plotted against 
T (oC) the temperature. 

Figure 5 Ratio S/I plotted against temperature for PS in CH The temperature coefficient of  the coil dimensions at 
symbols as in Figure la); ~ ~ indicates precipitation points the 0 point is 2.5 x 10 -3 while it reaches a value about 
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0.4 "~ 0.6 

" 40  50 gO 
r(oc) 

i , ~ , ~ FigurelO Changeoftheaveragesizeoftheclosedloopsinduced 
20 30 40  50 60 by the temperature in the poly(acrylic acid) coil 

r(°c) The probability that two reacting groups on the 
Figure 8 ~sp/c against temperature for polystyrene in cyclo- 
hexane (0, C=10x10-4; A, 5xlO-4g/cm 3) and poly(acrylic chain become associated is inversely related to the 
acid) in dioxane (x,  C=7.4x 10-4; ©, C=3.7x lO-4g/cm 3) coil size, and a point can be reached where the intra- 

molecular phase transition from the state of statistical 
coil to the compact globular state takes place. This 

~ _ ~ ~ \  point can be tentatively evaluated from Figure 9 by the 
O , - - - - - o  c -  - . . . .  h- intersection of the two straight lines, which gives 

Tg=56.5°C. 
By choosing a model that represents the chain as a 

linear sequence of closed loops alternating with linear 
^ ^ parts 11, the ratio (l-p)=([~/]~,/[r/]o)2/a represents the 
to to , ,I , ,  average fraction of segments which are in the linear 

= sections. Moreover, it is possible to predict what decrease 
- of the intrinsic viscosity is to be expected when inter- 

acting groups on the chain are statistically involved in 
stable association 12. 

-2 .3 [7/]0-- [~7]r_ v21/2 
. - -  7 2  ¢ [~/]0 Nm (4) rq 

, , , 1- , .... where v is the number of rings which have been formed 
20 30 40  50 60 on average in each macromolecule and Nm is the number 

r (oc) of statistical chain elements. In the limit of a constant 
Figure 9 Plot of the ratio ($2)~/(S~)0 against temperature for Nm the ratio ply' represents the mean ring size. In 
poly(acrylic acid) in dioxane Figure 10 this ratio is plotted against the temperature 

starting from 40°C (i.e. from the point that limits the 
one hundred times larger in the pre-precipitation range, end of the linear behaviour in Figure 9), which may be 
The broken horizontal line in Figure 9 represents the taken as the temperature at which closed loops start 
ratio (s2)T/(S2)o of the completely collapsed coil to be formed. Within the approximation of this model 
calculated assuming a spherical particle with the density one can conclude that the mean ring size remains 
of the solid polymer and the molecular weight and mean constant up to approximately 55°C, while its increase 
square radius of gyration given in Table 1. at higher temperature should be attributed to the 

The line passing through the points in the pre- association of groups belonging predominantly to 
precipitation region points to this value at the precipita- segments far apart along the chain. 
tion temperature. 
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The kinetics of lamellar crystallization in thin films of isotactic polystyrene have been 
determined using transmission electron microscopy. The morphological changes accom- 
panying crystallization have also been investigated as a function of solvent, supercooling 
and strain prior to crystallization. Crystallization temperatures have been attained by 
both cooling from the melt and warming from the glass. Similar growth rates were obtained 
in both cases. The nucleation density of spherulites is difficult to control when warming 
from the glass but does depend on the solvent used in preparing the thin film. The rate 
of lamellar growth follows a 'bell' shaped curve versus crystallization temperature and 
the kinetics were analysed using the secondary nucleation theory of Hoffman and Lauritzen. 
The end surface free energy, ~e, of the lamellar crystals was determined using the variation 
of lamellar thickness with supercooling. 

INTRODUCTION was extracted for 24h using methyl ethyl ketone in a 
Soxhlet tube, in order to remove atactic material, and 

The crystallization kinetics of polymers are commonly then dried. 
studied using microscopic measurements on bulk 
material. Techniques such as calorimetry, X-ray diffrac- Preparation of thin films 
tion and thermal analysis are employed from which the 
degree of conversion to a new phase is obtained. These Homogenized solutions (2 ~ by wt) of the polymer 
methods yield no knowledge of the fundamental physical were prepared using benzene, xylene or dichlorobenzene. 
processes involved in the nucleation and growth. A Thin films (80-100nm) were cast from the solutions 
more definitive treatment of the kinetics is obtained onto water, ethylene glycol or mica surfaces, the thick- 
using thin film optical microscopy which enables ness being judged by the interference colours. The 
spherulitic growth rates to be measured. It is well films were then either: (a) crystallized from the glass 

at a predetermined temperature in a silicone oil bath, established 1 that the growth of a spherulite is a co- 
operative process involving growth of lamellar crystals, or (b) crystallized from the melt after a prior heat 
diffusional segregation of molecular species and nuclea- treatment of 30 min at 250°C. 

The effect of strain prior to crystallization was in- tion of new lamellar crystals. Hence, the optical measure- 
ment of spherulitic growth rate may not equal the vestigated by applying known extension ratios to 
actual growth rate of individual lamellar crystals, polymer films cast onto ethylene glycol at temperatures 
Direct measurements of the rate of lamellar growth above the glass transition temperature (90°C). The 
were first made by Andrews et al.2 on stained films of extension was applied by separation of parallel needles 
cis-polyisoprene, placed in contact with its upper surface, as described by 

In this work the thin film technique has been extended Andrews 3. Results obtained confirm that high strains 
to a linear polymer which is not a member of the polyene were retained by this method, presumably because of 
family. The electron microscope methods adopted the very high molecular weight. 
provide the necessary resolution for simultaneous Electron microscope studies were carried out using 

a JEM 7 microscope operated at 100 kV. measurement of growth rate and lamellar thickness as a 
function of crystallization temperature. From these 
measurements the parameters governing growth may RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
be determined. Isotactic polystyrene (iPS) was chosen 
for this study because of its low rate of crystallization Morphology 
which allows quenching to the glassy state without Representative electron micrographs of the morph- 
appreciable crystallization occurring. It is therefore ologies obtained by crystallization from the glass and 
possible to determine the parameters governing the the melt are shown in Figures la and b respectively. 
lamellar crystallization from the glass as well as from Spherulites formed on crystallizing from the glassy 
the melt. One further objective was to show that the state are nucleated in very high densities and are evenly 
results of investigations on natural rubber are equally distributed throughout the film. Crystallization from 
applicable to 'non-rubbery' polymers, the melt results in spherulites which are randomly 
EXPERIMENTAL distributed and a low nucleation density is obtained. 

The morphologies present in Figure 1 represent different 
Materials stages of spherulitic growth. 

Isotactic polystyrene (My=2.1 × 106) was supplied The initial stage of growth of a spherulite is the 
by the Dow Chemical Company. Prior to use the powder formation of a single lamella crystal as shown in 
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Figure 2. The growth of this crystal perturbs the sur- 
rounding melt so as to facilitate the nucleation of further 
lamellar crystals and a 'sheaf-like' bundle of lamellae 
is formed, as discussed later. A significant observation 
of the present investigation was that in unstrained films 
the lamellar crystals usually nucleate in the 'edge-on' 
orientation. This orientation is normally associated 
with strained films and hence it seems likely that " ~ - . .  
nucleation occurs at points of stress concentration or 
localized strain. A similar effect was observed in ~ 
thin films of natural rubber by Owen 4. In certain areas, ~ ~ 
(A, Figure 2) crystals nucleated in the 'side-on' position -~ Film thickness 

Figure 3 Diagrammatic representation of the 'side-on' and 
'edge-on' orientations of the lamellar crystals, with respect to 
the electron beam 

are present. A diagrammatic representation of the 
'side-on' and 'edge-on' orientations is shown in 
Figure 3. 

The space filling mechanism of spherulitic growth is 
often referred to as 'branching '1. However, an inspection 
of high resolution micrographs (Figure 2) shows that no 
physical branching of the lamellae is involved but 
instead a new lamella crystal is nucleated some distance 
(up to 40nm) away from a growing lamella. Similar 
observations have been reported in stained films of 
natural rubber 4 and gutta percha 15 and the description 
of 'spawning' used by Owen will be adopted here. 

The 'branch-like' appearance of spherulites in some 
micrographs of this paper, e.g. Figure lb, is due to the 
heating effect of the electron beam producing deforma- 
tion of the lamellar crystals. Figures 4a and b are micro- 
graphs obtained by: (a) focusing on an adjacent area 
and photographing using a low beam intensity and 
long exposure time, and (b) focusing on the area itself, 
the micrograph being taken 30 sec after the impingement 
of the electron beam. Irradiation by the electron beam 
produces deformation of the lamellar crystals and loss 
of resolution. Polystyrene is known to be highly resistant 
to radiation damage in the amorphous phase 5 and the 
crystalline phase is expected to be even more resistant 
by comparison with polyethylene. The observed effects 
are probably thermal caused by different coefficients 

Figure 1 Specimens crystallized from (a) the glass and (b) the of expansion of the amorphous and crystalline phases; 
melt at200°Cfor60min however, other effects cannot be ruled out. Similar 

observations of the deformation of structure have 
been reported by Andrews 6 for the electron irradiation 
of natural rubber where, however, crosslinking is the 
predominant product of irradiation. 

Spawning of new lamellar crystals is probably a 
general feature of all high molecular weight crystallizing 
polymers (this work) and lightly crosslinked 4, z5 crystal- 
lizing polymers and is a fundamental process of spheru- 
litic growth. The growth of a spherulite from its inception 
as a single lamellar crystal can be described as a spawning 
phenomenon. It is important to emphasize at this 
point that the observation of spawning is critically 
dependent upon the lamellar orientation in the film and 
that thin film electron microscopy is ideally suited to 
study this phenomenon since nucleation of lamellar 
crystals usually occurs in the 'edge-on' orientation. 

Spawning may be explained 4 as resulting from entangle- 
Figure2 Specimen crystallized from the glass at 180°C for 1 min ments in the melt. As molecules are 'reeled in '  to the 
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The non-crystallized region between the spawned and 
the parent crystal may be considered as a segregation 
of non-crystallizable species which have been rejected 
during crystallization. A related feature is the presence 
of non-crystallizable material between impinging spherul- 
ites. This may be explained as due to the segregation of 
low molecular weight species, which possess sufficient 
mobility in the melt to diffuse away radially in advance 
of the growing spherulite 1. This segregation may also 
explain the breakdown of the linear lamellar growth 
rate at long times as shown in Figure 7. As the spherulites 
approach impingement the growth rate decreases 
owing to increasing impurity concentration at the 
growth front. 

a b 

Figure 4 (a) Area photographed immediately after focus- C 
ing on an adjacent area, taken using low beam intensity; Figue 6 Schematic representation of the different stages of 
(b) same area as (a) but photographed after 30see in the spherulitic growth, as viewed using thin film electron microscopy. 
beam, with increased beam intensity (a) Single lamellar crystal; (b) spawning of new lamellar crystals; 

(c), (d) formation of radial spherulite by spawning mechanism 
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Figure 5 Schematic representation of the spawning of new / 
lamellar crystals / 

X 

growth front of a lamellar crystal, entanglements cause 
neighbouring molecules to become aligned in a direction / 
normal to the parent lamella. These molecules can then 
act as nucleating sites for new lamellar crystals, as shown ~ / , , 
diagrammatically in Figure 5. The different stages of O 20 40 60 
spherulitic growth are shown in Figure 6. The curved Crystallization time (rain) 
profile of the spawned crystals may be due to a con- Figure 7 kamellar growth rate at 140°C on crystallizing from the 
centration gradient of crystallizable material 1. glassy state 
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In the case of  iPS-benzene solutions, the substrate was 
at a temperature above the boiling point of  benzene 
and hence more disorder would be expected in the thin 
film. 

Lamellar growth rates. Lamellar growth rates were 
determined as a function of crystallization temperature. 
The growth rate was difficult to determine using benzene 
as a solvent, as impingement of the spherulites occurred 
after short crystallization times (e.g. 20min at 140°C; 
5min at 180°C). Casting above the glass transition 
temperature onto ethylene glycol had the desirable 
effect of reducing the nucleation density and hence, 
the growth rate could be determined over a longer 
time period. No difference in the growth rate was found 
by casting above or below the glass transition tempera- 
ture although the nucleation density was significantly 

Table I Nucleation densities of spherulites crystallized from the 
glass 

Nucleation density Nucleation density 
of spherulites cast of spherulites cast 

Condition at 21°C x 10-12(m -2) at 120°C x 10-~2(m -2) 

iPS-benzene ~2.0 1.1-1.6 
iPS-xylene ~1.9 0.2 
iPS-dichlorobenzene ~0.40 0-90 

o x ~  
I-0 

Figure 8 Specimen strained to (a) I00~/o and (b) 200~ extension 
prior to crystallization at 140°C for 15rain 

Pre-straining of the films results in the production o.5 
of aligned row nucleated structures similar to those 
reported by Andrews 3 for natural rubber. Figure 8a l i d  
is a micrograph of a film strained 100 ~o prior to crystal- [ × 
lization. Row nucleated lamellar crystals are present / with an 'edge-on' orientation normal to the strain O.( 
direction. On increasing the strain to 200~  prior to A i 
crystallization (Figure 8b) the density of lamellar crystals /, increases. The selected area diffraction pattern is a ~E 
fibre pattern with the e-axis aligned parallel to the 
strain direction. The nature of strain induced crystalliza- o, 
tion will be discussed in detail in a future publication, o,-0.5 • 

| 

Kinetics of crystallization I 
Primary nucleation. The differences in the nucleation x 

| 

densities of films crystallized from the glass and from I 
the melt were described in the previous section. The -I.O o 
nucleation density of spherulites in films crystallized 
from the glass is independent of crystallization tempera- 
ture over the range studied but somewhat surprisingly o 
is dependent on the solvent from which the film was 
cast, the results are shown in Table 1. -I. 5 

The difference in nucleation density of  films cast at 
room temperature does not appear to be caused by 
residual solvent as evacuation for 24 h prior to crystal- o 
lization had no effect. This effect could be due to differing 
amorphous densities, structures or strains caused by -2.0 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
different rates of solvent evaporation. 80 120 16(3 2(90 

Casting the film onto a substrate above the glass Crystallization temperature leE) 
transition temperature had the effect of reducing the Figure 9 Graph of log growth rate, G vs. crystallization temper- 
nucleation density. These results are given in Table 1. ature. O, Present study; x, Boon et al.7; O, Suzuki and Kovacs s 
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affected. Similarly, the solvent used had no influence x / 
on the growth rate but affected the nucleation density. [ 

A plot of the log radial growth rate versus crystalliza- 10.0 
tion temperature for samples crystallized from the 
glass is shown in Figure 9, together with the growth 
rates for samples crystallized from the melt obtained 
using optical microscopy by Boon et al. 7 and Suzuki x 
and Kovacs s. 

The general features of the log G versus T graph 
suggest that the lamellar growth rate obeys the Hoffman- 
Lauritzen 9 secondary nucleation theory which may be ~- \ , -  \ x 

expressed as: G \ 
8-c \ 

~ ( - AF*/ [ - 4b0~(reTm/ Q: \ 
° = ° ° e x p  I R T  lexPtkTAHzATJ (1) ~ \ 

where b0 is the monomolecular thickness, cr and (re are ~, 
the side and end interfacial energies respectively between 
the nucleus and the melt, AH I is the heat of  fusion per < 

4- unit volume, Tra is the equilibrium melting point and 
AT is the supercooling, o, 

Hoffman and Weeks 10 equated the transport term __a° 6< ~ ~ 
AF* to the activation energy for viscous flow, which 
has a temperature dependence derived from the WLF 
equation of: 

CtT 
AF* = AFwLF = C2 + T ~ Tg (2) 

where C1 and C2 are constants generally made equal to 
17.24kJ/mol and 51.6K respectively; Tg is the glass 
transition temperature. Substituting in equation (1) we 4.~ ' ' ' 
obtain: o 2o 40  

Tm/TATx IO2(K -I} 
_ AFwLr . ~ 4bocr(reTm 

og(./+2.303 RT = l °g ° ° -2 .303k l "AHfAT  (3) Figure I0 Graph of log G+AFwLF/2.303RT versus Tm/TAT. 
x, C2=51"6K; ©, C~=81-0K 

To ascertain if the lamellar growth rate of iPS can Lamellar thickness. One of the predictions of secondary 
be described using the above approximation, the quantity nucleation theory is that lamellar thickness,/, should be 
log G+(AFwLF/2.303RT) is plotted against TIn~TAT. If  inversely proportional to the supercooling. This has 
the growth rate can be described by equation (3) then now been shown to be the case for a number of polymers 
the plot is a straight line with a slope of -(4bo(r(re/ including natural rubber 2 and polyethylene 13. The 
2.303kAHf). Such a plot is shown in Figure 10. With variation of lamellar thickness of isotactic polystyrene 
C2=51"6K it was not possible to fit the growth rate with reciprocal supercooling is shown in Figure 11 
data to the above equation. However, if (72 is chosen together with the variation of X-ray long period by 
to be 81K, as found by calorimetry measurements 1~, a Blais and Manley ~4. 
reasonable straight line is obtained. From the slope of A value of (re of 28"8 × 10-3J/m 2 has been calculated 
the line, with b0=0.55nm, AH =91.1 x 106J/m 3, ~(re from the slope using the equation I=2creTm/AHAT and 
was calculated to be 153.0× 10-rJ2/m4, by taking b0 values of Tm=515"2K and AH=91-1 × 106J/m 3. 
as the distance between adjacent molecular layers in Combining this value with the earlier derived values 
the [110] direction. This plot yields a value of  4.7 × 10 s of  the product or(re, values of 5.3 × 10 -3 and 4.9 × 10 -3 
/~m/h for Go. J/m 2 have been calculated for or. (Values of (re of 

Using the plot suggested by Suzuki and Kovacs s, 32.0× 10 -3 and 26.6× 10-3J/m 2 were obtained by 
logG+(345-2/T-T~o)  versus Tm/TAT, with Too= 333"5K, Suzuki and Kovacs assuming (r=4.16× 10 -3 and 
Tm=515"2K; an approximate linear relationship was 5-0×10-3J/m 2 respectively). 
obtained from which a value of (r(re= 140x 10-rJ2/m 4 It is useful to compare these values of ~ and (r~ with 
was obtained; however, the data do not fit this plot the values for other polymeric systems (Table 2). It is 
at high and low values of ATas well they do the Hoffman- important to emphasize that the values of (re quoted 
Weeks equation, in this Table were calculated from the measured lamellar 

The lamellar growth rates of specimens crystallized thickness, using transmission electron microscopy 2, ~5 or 
from the melt were found to be in good agreement with from X-ray long period 16. These values of (r and (r e are 
those obtained from the glassy state. This indicates based on experimental measurements and do not rely 
that the growth rate is independent of  the thermal on any empirical formulation of (r. 
history and depends only on the crystallization tem- An approximately linear relationship between (r and 
perature. A similar result has been found by Magil112 (re was found (Figure 12) with the ratio (re/(r equal to 
using optical microscopy, for poly(tetramethyl-p-sil- 5.8 + 0.8. The values for natural rubber calculated were 
phenylene) siloxane, for (110) and (120) growth faces. 
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, t ' -  

-~ Figure 12 Graph of surface free energy ~ versus end surface free 
~E x .~ I t  energy oe 
_~ 16"0 x 

"~ of natural rubber and gutta percha (low melting form) 
e o are lower than that for polyethylene presumably owing 
" x x to a less constrained system resulting from a larger 

number of bonds in the loop. The high value of q is 
obtained for iPS due to the steric hindrance of the 

12"O phenyl groups causing a highly constrained system. 
Assuming the same number of monomer units/fold 
(i.e. 2) for both crystal structures of gutta percha, the 
high melting form (HMF)  has the larger value of q 
because the larger value of a0 produces a more constrained 

8 0  , , , , , chain, where a0 is the monomolecular width. (Gutta 
0 2.0 4 '0 6"0 percha LMF: ao=O'426nm, bo=O.437nm; HMF: ao= 

A 7 "-I x IO2{ K "1 ) 0.479 nm, b0 = 0.493 nm.) 
From the above analysis it may be inferred that Figure 11 Graph of lamellar thickness vs. reciprocal supercooling. 

x ,  long period of Blais and Manley14; O, present study q/2Ao¢ is nea r l y  cons tan t  and  equa l  to  4.8 + 0.8. Th is  
in itself is not unreasonable since the factors (q/2Ao) 
and ~r will both be determined by the molecular structure 

Table 2 Surface free energies obtained from investigations of of the chain involved. Since all of the polymers con- 
growth rates and lamellar thicknesses sidered are non-po la r  the  proper t ies  de termining  these 

qxl02O parameters  will be those o f  simple van der  Waa l ' s  
a<rexl0 e ~ e x l 0  s ~rx l0  s A o x l 0  so (d/mol- forces and  steric h indrance.  To a first app rox ima t ion  

Polymer (dS/m 4) (d/m s) (d/m s) (m 2) fold) it  is, therefore,  poss ible  to  ob ta in  a value for  ere f rom 
kinetic da t a  by  subst i tut ing ~ / 5 . 8  for  ~ e  in the 

Isotactic polystyrene 153 28.8 5"3 70.5 3.32 Hoffman-Lauritzen expression. 
(present study) 140 28.8 4.9 70.5 3.37 
Natural rubber s 300 35.2 8.5 27.69 1.48 

assuming (120) 251 35.2 7.13 27.69 1.55 A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S  
growth face 

Gutta percha15: We are grateful to Professor E. H. Andrews for many 
low melting form 247 43.5 7.0 20.15 1.47 valuable discussions and to the SRC for support through 
high melting form 492 58.0 9.7 23.59 2.27 

Polyethylene z6 540 0.06 0"009 18.3 1.85 a Research Grant. 
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High temperature vulcanization of elastomers: 
2. Network structures in conventional 
sulphenamide-sulphur natural rubber 
vulcanizates 
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A natural rubber (NR) gum mix with a conventional N-cyclohexyl-2-benzothiazylsulphen- 
amide (CBS) accelerated sulphur system (0.5:2.5 CBS/S) was vulcanized at temperatures 
from 140°C to 200°C. The influence of cure temperature on (a) the chemical crosslink 
density, (b) the distribution of crosslink types, (c) the extent of sulphidic main-chain 
modifications, and (d) the zinc sulphide formation was investigated. Results show that 
elevated cure temperatures produce a network with a lower crosslink density, in particular 
a lower polysulphidic crosslink density. The formation of intramolecular sulphidic groups 
and zinc sulphide increases with increasing temperatures. The possibility of chain scission 
during vulcanization was examined by a quantitative analysis of the sol-gel data. Less 
than 1 site of scission per 100 crosslinked isoprene units was established in the temperature 
range of 140-200°C. The network results can be satisfactorily correlated with the physical 
properties of a tyre tread mix of NR as reported in Part 1. Mechanistic interpretations are 
made to account for the network results. 

INTRODUCTION groups terminated by an accelerator fragment) and 
conjugated unsaturation. However, these network fea- 

In Part 11, results were reported to show that high tures were generally determined for vulcanizates prepared 
vulcanization temperatures (for example 180-200°C) at a conventional temperature of 140°C, and thus the 
produce vulcanizates with inferior physical properties, network features of vulcanizates cured at a higher 
This work suggested a more fundamental study of the 
network structures formed at various vulcanization temperature than 140°C are scarcely understood. This 
temperatures, paper reports the findings of the influence of cure 

It is now well established that the network structures temperature (140-200°C) and times on the network 
structures of natural rubber vulcanizates in terms 

present in an accelerated-sulphur vulcanizate 2, 3 can be of: (i) the chemical crosslink density; (ii) the distribution 
schematically represented as in Figure 1. They include 
chemical crosslinks of various sulphur ranks (mono-, of crosslink types; (iii) the extent of main-chain modifica- 

tions by intramolecular sulphidic groups; and (iv) any 
di-, and poly-sulphide crosslinks), intramolecular sul- main-chain scission occurring during vulcanization in 
phidic groups (cyclic sulphides, pendent sulphidic the case of a conventional N-cyclohexyl-2-benzothiazyl- 

~ / ~  sulphenamide (CBS) accelerated sulphur system (0.5 
part CBS/2.5 parts sulphur by wt). 

i 7 Chain scission during vulcanization 
In many network investigations, main-chain scission 

~ !  during vulcanization has been assumed to be negligible. 
A Because of the high temperatures used for vulcanization 

in the present work, it was considered essential to 
attempt a quantitative estimation of chain scission as 
this might account for the inferior properties of the 
vulcanizates. The methods used to estimate chain 

\ / \ \ / scission during network formation are the analysis of 
Figure I Structures in an accelerated sulphur vulcanizate of sol-gel data 4-8, stress relaxation 7 and the use of the 
natural rubber. S, sulphur atom; A, accelerator residue, x>~3; empirical relationship between the crosslink density and 
y~>l the onset of finite extensibility in the Mooney-Rivlin 
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plot of equilibrium stress-strain data s. The stress C1, RH, the elastic constant pertinent to the rubber 
relaxation method which involves the use of the 'two- hydrocarbon in the vulcanizate, was calculated from the 
network' theory has been stated to be deficient 7, 9, z0 measured value of C1 with due allowance for the stiffen- 
Chain scission results estimated from the onset of finite ing effect of non-reinforcing fillers and for the diluent 
extensibility should be taken with reservation because effect of soluble extra-network materials in the network 15. 
of the need for exceedingly precise stress-strain data 3. 
Sol-gel analysis is more reliable, and has been success- Stress-strain measurement. The C1 value was deter- 
fully applied by different authors 4, 6, 11, 12. In this mined, via the Mooney-Rivlin plot, from the equilibrium 
paper, estimation of chain scission obtained using the stress-strain data obtained on the dry unextracted 
sol-gel method and also some data for the onset of vulcanizate: 
finite extensibility are reported, f/2Ao(;t- A -2) = C1 + 2t-lC2 

where f is the force to extend a testpiece of unstrained 
cross-sectional area, A0; A is the extension ratio; and 

EXPERIMENTAL C1 and C2 are elastic constants. The extension ratio, 
Preparation of vulcanizates A*, at which the Mooney-Rivlin plot departs from 

The natural rubber gum mix (Table 1) was prepared linearity by 2"5yo of C1, was also measured for vul- 
by the standard procedure on a two-roll mill at 70-80°C canizates prepared at 160°C and 200°C. 
to attain a Wallace Rapid plasticity (100°C, 1 cm platen; In order to obtain a reliable C1 value, a special 
BS 1673, Part 3, 1969) of 20. The mix was vulcanized in apparatus was constructed to measure accurately the 
a steam-heated press for various times at a range of force produced in the testpiece held at a series of pre- 
temperatures (140-200°C + 0"5°C) to produce sheets determined extensions, allowing 90 sec for stress relaxa- 
150 × 150 x I mm. Mouldings were cooled rapidly in tion at each extension. This C1 apparatus is a modifica- 

tion of the modulus tester described in BS 1673: Part A4 
water at the end of the curing cycle. (1955), using a testpiece of similar shape but of 5ram 

Determination of (lVln) of the uncured rubber in the mix width and 1 mm thick. 

The ~tn value of the rubber hydrocarbon component Description of C1 apparatus. The C1 apparatus (Figure 
in the mix was determined from the limiting viscosity 2) consists of a triple beam balance (A) with sliding 
number, ['q]toluene(dl/g) at 25°C by means of the weights (B) and a dial weight application system (C) 
relati°nshipsla: (Ohaus Dial-O-Gram model) capable of applying a 

[~]toluene = l ' 0 7 6 [ r / ] b e n z e n e - - 0 " 1 5  maximum load of 1600g and sensitive to +0.1 g. 
and 

[r/lbenzene = 2"29 X 10-7 "~rn 1" 3s ~ ~ C  

Determination of chemical crosslink density /B 
The density of chemical crosslink was estimated from A - - - - - - ~  . ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ~  f]tq 

the value of the elastic constant, C1, using the Mullins 
relationship 14 which was established to account for ~ ~ ~ 
the contributions of chain ends and physical entangle- 
ments in the natural rubber vulcanizates: 

C1, RH = [pRT(2Mc, ehem) -1 + 0"78 x 108] × 

(1-2"3Mc'cheraMn-1) dyne/cm~ 0 - - - - - - - - - ~  "I 

where p is the vulcanizate density, R is the gas constant, 
T is the absolute temperature, Mn is the initial molecular 
weight of rubber hydrocarbon in the mix. [2Mc, ehem] - 1  
is the density of chemical crosslink, and is reported as 
number of gmol/g rubber hydrocarbon (gmol/gRH). E------------o~ y----------~K 

F. 
° 

Table 1 Mix formulation and molecular weight (Mn) N 
i i i .  / 

Parts by weight J 

Natural rubber (SMR 5) 100 G 
Zinc oxide 5 
Stearic acid 1 
Antioxidant (Flectol H)a 2 H 
N-cyclohexyl-2-benzothiazylsulphenamide 0.5 
Sulphur 2-5 

Wallace Rapid plasticity (I00°C, 1 cm platen) 20 ~ - ~ 1 _  
[r/]toluene of rubber hydrocarbon component of 2.93 
mix at 25°C (dl/g) 
Mnxl0 -5 of rubber hydrocarbon component 2-14 M 
of mix 

a Polymerized 1,2-dihydro-2,2,4-trimethylquinoline Figure 2 Construction of the elastic constant (Cz) apparatus 
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An upper grip (D) is attached to the underside of the i.e. the lower the E value, the more efficiently is the 
balance pan by an extension rod. The lower grip (E) is sulphur utilized in crosslink formation. The significance 
incorporated in a slider (F) moving vertically along a of E '  is that E ' -  1 (or 2) is a direct measure of sulphur 
rectangular column (G) clamped to a vertical channel combined in the main-chain modifications such as the 
member (H) which is fixed to the base of the balance (I). cyclic sulphidic groups and pendent sulphidic groups 
Both the specimen grips have screw operated jaws to existing as: 
hold the testpiece securely at each end. The column (G) 
is drilled at spaced intervals to accolrLrnodate a locating Cx | ~  /~'1-~[i/ "~ 
pin (J) forming part of the slider. This arrangement NR-Sx- 
enables a series of predetermined extensions (1 < )t < 3.5), "s .......... ~ 
which were accurately calibrated using a cathetometer, (I} 
to be applied to the rubber specimen. On releasing where x > 1 
clamps K and L, the vertical position of the drilled 
column together with that of the lower grip can be Chemical analysis of the sulphur content 
precisely adjusted by a screw-thread operated control The vulcanizates were extracted with hot azeotropic 
(M) situated at the bottom of the column. The extent solvents (chloroform/methanol/acetone) for 96 h in the 
of this movement can be obtained from the precision dark in an atmosphere of nitrogen. The chemically 
scale (N) and the indicator (O) fixed to the channel combined sulphur in the network, [Se], was determined 
member and the slider respectively. This latter arrange- as the difference between the total sulphur content 
ment allows accurate determination of stress-strain data present in the extracted vulcanizate (i.e. [Se] + [S~-]) 
at very small extensions which can be used to extrapolate and the content of sulphide sulphur, [S'~-], present in the 
the specimen length (nominally 105mm), between the same vulcanizate. 
grips, at zero strain. The total sulphur content was determined by the 

SchSniger method of combusting the extracted vul- 
canizate (about 0-02 g) between platinum electrodes in Determination of the concentration of each crosslink type 

The concentrations of three crosslink types (mono- oxygen. The sulphur dioxide produced was absorbed 
sulphidic $1, disulphidic $2 and polysulphidic Sx) were by hydrogen peroxide, and the sulphate ions were 
estimated from determinations of chemical crosslink quantitatively titrated with barium perchlorate 19. 
densities of vulcanizates before and after treatment Sulphide sulphur was measured iodometrically from 

the formation of cadmium sulphide as described in with thiol-amine chemical probes 16 which specifically 
break particular crosslink types. Treatment of vul- BS 903:Part B10 (1958). 
canizates with propane-2-thiol (0-4M) and piperidine 
(0.4M) in n-heptane solution at room temperature for Determinations of the sol and gel J?actions 
2 h cleaves the polysulphidic crosslinks in the network. The vulcanizates were extracted with hot acetone in 
To cleave both d i -and poly-sulphidic crosslinks, leaving the dark for 3 days, and dried to constant weight in 

vacuo at room temperature. Weighed samples of ex- monosulphidic crosslinks intact, the vulcanizates are 
treated with a solution of n-hexanethiol (I .0M) in tracted vulcanizates (about l g) were continuously 
piperidine at 25°C for 48h. Assuming that the carbon- extracted with cold benzene in the dark, for 8-10 days, 
carbon crosslink is absent in the network, concentrations the benzene being renewed three times during this 
of mono-, di- and poly-sulphidic crosslinks can be period. After benzene extraction, samples were dried to 
arrived at. The experimental methods used were, in constant weight in vacuo. The sol fraction (S) was 
detail, those described by Campbell and SavillO 7. then estimated from the loss in weight during benzene 

extraction. Sol determinations were made in duplicate. 
Determination of the E, E' and F values The gel fraction 4 (q, fraction of sites at which cross- 

linking has occurred) was calculated from [2Me, ehem] -1 
The crosslinking efficiency of sulphur, E, is defined estimated from the stress-strain measurement. The 

as the number of sulphur atoms combined in the application of the Mullins calibration in estimating the 
vulcanizate network per chemical crosslink present, density of chemical crosslink assumes no chain scission 
F is the number of sulphide ions (principally as zinc during vulcanization. Bristow has pointed out that the 
sulphide) in the network per chemical crosslink present: error in the calculated value of q caused by not correcting 

E=[Se]/[2Me, ehem]-i for chain scission would be negligible provided the 
and scission is not large (< 2 ~ scission)~. 

f = [$2-]/[2Mc, ehem] -1 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

[Se] is the g atoms of sulphur combined in the net- 
work/g RH whereas [S 2-] is the g ions of sulphide Chemical crosslink density 
sulphur present in the network/g RH 15. E' is the E The results of [2Mc, chem] -1 for the NR mix with a 
value of the network after treatment with triphenyl- conventional CBS/accelerated sulphur system vulcanized 
phosphine (Ph3P) which merely reduces the rank of the for various times at 140-200°C are plotted in Figure 3. 
sulphur in the crosslinks as well as that in the pendent These plots reveal clearly that the maximum density of 
sulphidic groups to 1 or 2 is. The experiment of treating chemical crosslinks in the network falls substantially, 
vulcanizates with triphenylphosphine was carried out and the rate of subsequent reduction in crosslink density 
at 80°C for 96h in vacuo as described by Saville and increases as the vulcanization temperature is raised from 
Watson 3. 140°C to 200°C. In other words, the conventional cure 

The E value can be interpreted as a measure of overall system as widely used in tyre tread compounds suffers 
structural complexity of a sulphur-vulcanized network, serious reversion, in terms of the density of chemical 
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amount of network combined sulphur is wasted in 
5.0 ~ forming intramolecular sulphidic groups (43 ~o for the 

15min cure increasing to 93 ~ for the 360min cure). 
~ The calculated values of ~ [Se] removed by triphenyl- 

phosphine treatment reveal clearly that a large amount 

~ 5"0 

I ' 0  • ~ 

3'0 
" ' ' ' ' IS ' - 
0 30 60 90 120 360 7 .x 

Cure time {min) 
Figure 3 Influence of vulcanization temperature and time on the ~ 
crosslink density for the conventional cure system (Table 1). ~ I-0 
©, 140°C; A., 160°C; II, 180°C; O, 200°C CXl j 

crosslink, during high temperature vulcanization, as 
well as on prolonged curing at 140°C. These findings Ioo 280  3C)O 
agree well with those previously reported ~0, 21 Cure time (min) 

Figure 4 Distribution of crosslink types as a function of cure 
Distribution o f  mono-, di- and poly-sulphidic cross/inks time at 140°C for the conventional cure system (Table 1). O, Total 

To understand betteI the above results for chemical crosslinks; O, monosulphidic crosslinks; A, disulphidic cross- 
crosslink density, it is highly desirable to examine at links; II, polysulphidiccrosslinks 
various cure times how the vulcanization temperature 
influences the concentration of each crosslink type. 4-0 
Figures 4-7  summarize the results of this investigation. 
They show that the crosslinks formed initially in the n- 
network during vulcanization at 140-200°C are poly- -6 
sulphidic. On prolonged vulcanization, these poly- e 
sulphidic crosslinks disappear while a higher proportion ~O 
of  mono- and di-sulphidic crosslinks is formed in the _-~ 
network. This conclusion is consistent with the reactions ' ~  2 0  
of model olefins with sulphur additives 2 and the reported 
work on network characterization of vulcanizates cured 
at 140°C2L ~-  * - -  c~ 

The four Figures (Figures 4-7) for the four vulcaniza- 
tion temperatures 140°C, 160°C, 180°C, 200°C further - - - - - - - - , A  

show that the reduction in the chemical crosslink density 
with increasing temperature is due to a considerable O 3'0 60 9(3 12'o 
drop in the number of polysulphidic crosslinks and to Cure time (rain) 
a moderate drop in the number of disulphidic cross- Figure 5 Distribution of crosslink types as a function of cure 
links. At all four temperatures, the concentration of time at 160°C for the conventional cure system (Table I). O, Total 

crosslinks; O, monosulphidic crosslinks; A, disulphidic cross- 
monosulphidic crosslinks builds up slowly to about links; II, polysulphidiccrosslinks 
1 g mol/g RH on prolonged cure. These results will be 
further discussed mechanistically alongside additional - 3 0 ~  
results reported below. As expected from the order of 
bond energy, these results suggest that the order of --~ 
decreasing thermal stability of the crosslink types is: -6E 
S I>S2>Sz .  It is to be expected, therefore, that a =--~2(3 , 
vulcanization system which produces monosulphidic O ~ x  
crosslinks in the network in greater quantity and more T × !~ ~ ~ ~  
rapidly such as the efficient vulcanization system 2a, 24 
will resist thermal degradation better during high ~ I.O 
temperature vulcanization. ~ , 

¢,q 

Cross/inking efficieneies o f  sulphur ~ , --J," 
Table 2 shows the influence of vulcanization tempera- 20 4'0 60 

ture on the values of E and E '  at various times. At Cure time (min) 
140°C, E varies from 10 at undercure to 27 at overcure, 
indicating that the present cure system is inefficient in Figure 6 Distribution of crosslink types as a function of cure 

time at 180°C for the conventional cure system (Table 1). ©, Total 
crosslink formation. The high E '  values (4-25) together crosslinks; O, monosulphidic crosslinks; A, disulphidie c r o s s -  

w i t h  the high E values establish that a considerable links; II, polysulphidic crosslinks 
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of network combined sulphur exists initially as poly- groups terminated with accelerator residues, and a major 
sulphidic crosslinks as the results of the analysis for proportion of cyclic monosulphidic groups which latter 
crosslink types show. The presence of sulphur in the are formed intramolecularly by the reactions of poly- 
pendent groups (I) cannot contribute much to the [Se]  sulphidic sulphur with the double bond in the rubber 
values since the total sulphur content (i.e. [Se] + [S2-]) chain 25. Further, the increase in cyclic sulphur formation 
measured does not exceed 8-05 x 10-4g atoms/g RH could be accompanied by an increase in the conjugated 
which is equivalent to 2.5g of sulphur/100g of natural triene content 2, e6 
rubber. 

As vulcanization temperatures are raised from 140°C, 
Formation of sulphide sulphur during vulcanization values of E and E '  increase, especially at long cure 

times. This result means that the extent of sulphur- The formation of sulphide sulphur during vulcaniza- 
containing main-chain modifications increases with tion has been investigated by many authors 2,27-29 
increasing curing temperatures. These main-chain modi- whose conclusions can be briefly summarized as follows: 
fications probably exist as a minor proportion of pendent (a) under conditions for efficient crosslinking, the 

formation of sulphide sulphur is closely associated with 
the formation of a crosslink. In this case, the ratio of 
sulphide ions to crosslinks (F value) approaches unity: 

2.0 2RH + S x+t + ZnO--* R-S x-R + H20 + ZnS 

o:x (b) under conditions where crosslinking is inefficient, 
and on prolonged vulcanization, the formation of 
sulphide sulphur is additionally related to: the extent 
of crosslink decomposition; the reaction of sulphur 

~o _ I.O with zinc salts of accelerator; and the reaction of zinc 
o oxide or zinc soap with hydrogen sulphide which could 

' be produced thermally by sulphur-sulphenamide or 
sulphur-amine reactions. "3 

,~ Table 2 shows the results of the effect of increasing 
vulcanization temperatures (140-200°C) on the forma- c~ 
tion of sulphide sulphur. The F values are high (> 1), 

~ " ' -  reflecting the inefficiency of the present cure system in L 
5 I0 I:~ 20 

Cure time (rain) crosslink formation. Increasing the vulcanization tem- 
perature brings an increase in the F values especially on 

Figure 7 Distribution of crosslink types as a function of cure extended cure. This suggests that  more zinc sulphide 
time at 200°C for the conventional cure system (Table 1). ©, 
Total crosslinks; O, monosulphidic crosslinks; A ,  disulphidic was produced at the expense of crosslink decomposition. 
crosslinks; II, polysulphidic crosslinks In view of the low concentration of CBS accelerator 

Table 2 Chemical characterization of vulcanizate networks 

Network combined 
sulphurx 104 Sulphur 

(g atoms/g RH) efficiencies 
(atoms/chemical % [Sc] [S 2-] F 

Vulcanization [Sc], before lSc'], after crosslink) removed sulphide (sulphide 
time Cz, RHX 10 -5 [2Mc, chem]- lx  105 PhsP Ph3P by PhsP sulphurx 104 ions/chemical 
(min) (N/m 2) (g mol/g RH) treatment treatment E E' treatment (g atoms/g RH) crosslink) 

At 140°C: 
15 1-55 4.35 4.29 1.86 9.9 4.3 57 1.00 2-3 
30 1.73 5"10 5.47 3"15 10-7 6-2 42 1.50 2.9 
45 1.67 4"90 5.79 - -  11 "8 - -  - -  1.54 3-1 

120 1.34 3.50 5.54 4"72 15.8 13.5 15 1.97 5-6 
360 0" 92 2" 00 5" 40 5' 04 27- 0 25.2 7 2.22 11-1 

At 160°C: 
5 1.47 4"03 4.43 2'04 11 "0 6"0 45 1.22 3.0 
8 1-49 4-10 5-61 3'00 13.7 7.3 47 1.54 3.8 

12 1.45 3.90 5.83 3-75 15-0 9.6 36 1.64 4.2 
30 1.06 2"45 5.61 5'47 22'9 22.3 5 2.11 8.6 

120 0.72 1 "45 5.47 5'44 37.7 37.5 1 2.32 16"0 

At 180°C : 
2 1.29 3"30 5.33 3'36 16'2 10.2 37 1.43 4.3 
3 1-22 3"05 5.51 3"65 18'1 12"0 34 1-72 5'6 
5 0-92 2"00 6-15 5"44 30-8 27"2 12 1.93 9.7 

60 0" 55 1" 08 5" 44 5" 40 50' 4 50- 0 1 2" 25 20.8 

At 200°C: 
2 0"60 1 '20 5.83 4"72 48"5 39"3 19 1 "61 13'4 
3 0.57 1"12 5-90 5"01 52"7 44-7 15 1 "79 16"0 

20 0-41 0'85 5.99 4'79 61 "4 56-4 8 2'22 26"1 
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Table 3. Sol-gel data for vulcanizates prepared at 140-200°C A value for pq-1 of -0.0024, which is not very different 
from zero, suggests that there is no chain scission 

Gel during vulcanization at 140-200°C. This proves the 
Vulcanization Sol 

time [2Mc, chem]-lxl05 validity of the assumption used in the Mullins calibra- 
(min) Wt~/o S + S  1/~ (gmol/g RH) q-ix10 -2 tion. A further statistical analysis of the plotted data 

shows that pq-1 is less than 0.0083 at 9 0 ~  confidence 
At140°C: limit. This means that less than one random chain 

15 0.233 0.0497 4.35 1.69 scission has occurred for every hundred crosslinks 
30 0' 205 0" 0473 5" 10 1" 44 
60 0"259 0"0535 4.50 1"63 formed in the network. As a check on the accuracy of 

120 0.386 o. 0660 3.50 2.10 the plot (Figure 8), the value of ~tn, computed from the 
360 1.072 0.1142 2-00 3.68 slope of the line, is 2.09 x 105 which is very close to the 

At160oc: Mn value of 2 .14x10 5 obtained using the solution 
5 0-242 0.0526 4.03 1.82 viscosity method la. The sol content in the benzene 
8 0.227 0' 0499 4' 10 1" 79 extract was also recovered by freeze drying, and examina- 

16 0" 445 0' 0712 3.50 2.10 t ion of its infra-red spectrum showed that it was,  indeed, 
30 0.724 0.0924 2.45 2.99 the hydrocarbon of natural rubber. 

120 2.218 0.1708 1.45 5.05 Table 4 records the change of C1 values with ~* 

At180oc: values of  vulcanizates prepared at 160°C and 200°C. 
1.5 0.608 0.0842 2"60 2.82 According to the empirical relationship between CI and 
2 0"436 0"0704 3"30 2.23 ,~* established by Mullins s, C1 depends on both crosslink 
5 1-046 0.1128 2.00 3.68 density and the molecular weight of the primary rubber 

12 2.745 0.1932 1.25 5.88 
60 3.814 0.2334 1-08 6.80 chain, while ,~* varies with crosslink density but is 

independent of the initial molecular weight. Results 
At 200°C: 

1 1 "010 0"1106 2"18 3-37 
1" 5 1" 239 O" 1237 1" 87 3' 92 
2 2"637 0"1888 1 "20 6"13 
4 3" 848 O" 2347 1" 05 6" 99 

20 4" 869 O" 2694 O" 85 8" 62 
0-25 

used, the formation of sulphide sulphur by the reaction 
of sulphur with the zinc salt of accelerator and by the 
reaction of zinc compounds with hydrogen sulphide is 
of less importance. 

Main-chain scission during vulcanization 0-20 
The determinations of the sol and gel fractions for 

vulcanizates prepared at 140-200°C for various times 
are recorded in Table 3. To measure the extent of chain- 
scission during vulcanization, the sol-gel data were • 
analysed using the relationship established by Charlesby 
and Pinner4: Ol5 

S + S 1/2 = pq -1 + (q)Tn)- 1 

where S is the sol fraction, p and q are the fractions of 
sites at which random scission and crosslinking have ~o 
occurred respectively, and fin is the number-average 
chain length of an uncured polymer having a random 
chain length distribution. Crosslinking and chain- O.IO 
scission are expected to be random during vulcanization. 
The chain length distribution, in the case of the present 
NR  mix which has been milled to a limiting viscosity 
number of 2.93 dl/g, should be close to random because 
it has been shown that the NR mixes milled to a viscosity 
in the range 1.5 < 1~7[ < 4.0 dl/g possess a random distribu- 
tion with very small deviation a°. These facts justify 0.05 
plotting the sol-gel data as S + S  1/2 against q-1 to 
give a linear line of slope fi~-i and intercept pq-1 (ratio 
of scission/crosslinking). 

Figure 8 is the Charlesby-Pinner plot of the sol-gel 
data given in Table 3. A linear fit to all the data proves 
that there is negligible dependence of the ratio of , , , , ~ , ~ , , 
scission/crosslinking on cure temperature in the range O 3 6 9 q- lx lO -2 
140-200°C. The linear equation derived from the applica- 
tion o f  the  least squares p r i n c i p l e  is:  Figure 8 Plot of S+S1/~ versus q-~ for natural rubber vulcanized 

with a conventional cure system (Table I), at 140°C-200°C. O, 
S + S  1 /2= - 0 . 0 0 2 4 + 3 . 2 6  x 10-4q -1 140°c; A ,  160°c; I ,  180°c; @, 200°C 
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Table 4 Values of Cl and A* for by the structure of the crosslink termini, the concen- 
vulcanizates prepared at 160°C and tration of active sulphurating complex, and the tempera- 
2°°°C tare of vulcanization. 

Vulcanization 
time Cz x 10 -5 
(min) (N/m ~) A* Effect of cure temperature on maturing reactions. In  

the present system, the low concentration of the sulphur- 
At 160°C: ating complex of zinc mercaptide promotes formation 

5 1.42 g.89 of polysulphidic crosslinks predominantly at the carbon 
8 1-44 2.74 atom a-methylene to the double bond of the rubber 12 1-40 2.78 

16 1"30 2.79 macromoleculeL Such polysulphidic crosslinks can only 
30 1-03 2.82 desulphurate slowly, thus rendering the crosslinks very 

120 o-7o 3-17 susceptible to thermal decomposition at high cure 
At200oc: temperatures. This leads to the formation of cyclic 

1 0"95 2.94 sulphides, conjugated dienes and trienes and zinc 
1.5 O. 85 2- 98 sulphide: 
3 0" 56 3" 03 
4 0.50 3-13 / _  - -  I L ~ S ~  
6 0.44 3-18 ~---~ ")--~-~ 

220 O" 39 3" 23 .,.~/ / ~  ~ 
H 

(Table 4) show that 2,* increases as C1 decreases when ) - ~ , ,  )----~ 
the vulcanization temperature is raised from 160°C to " ~ /  ~ /  ~ '~  
200°C. This indicates that there is no reduction in the H + ZnS 
molecular weight of the rubber chains as vulcanization 
temperatures are increased. This same conclusion was Interchange of polysulphidic crosslinks is catalysed 
reached by Porter 2°. Therefore, the result inferred from by zinc mercaptide and its complexes. Reactions between 
the values of A* and C1 appears to support the con- these complexes and model crosslinks at 50-140°C have 
clusion found from the sol-gel analysis, shown that interchange at 140°C is less effective than 

that occurring at lower temperaturesaL This result 
Mechanistic interpretations suggests that interchange during maturation at the 

The mechanism of sulphur vulcanization is extremely elevated cure temperature (above 140°C) would be less 
complex, and has been extensively studied and re- effective, resulting in polysulphidic crosslinks of higher 
viewed 2, 31. To ease the present discussion, the important sulphur ranks. Since thermal instability increases with 
stages in the course of a sulphenamide-accelerated the number of sulphur atoms in the crosslink, such 
sulphur vulcanization may be briefly summarized as polysulphidic crosslinks would also be more prone to 
followsal: thermal destruction. 

These maturing reactions certainly play an important 
Vulcanizationingredients(ZnO+S+CBS) role in the influence of cure temperature on: (i) the 

chemical crosslink density (Figure 3); (ii) the concentra- 
L tions of different crosslink types (Figures 4-7); and 

Active sulphuratingcomplex (A-S-Sx--Z.n-Sx--S-AI (iii) the extent of  main-chain modifications (Table 2). 
However, in view of the much lower density of chemical 

L crosslinks at the higher cure temperatures, it is unlikely 
that this is the sole explanation. It may be that fewer 

A=-C  ¢ polysulphidic crosslinks are initially formed at the 
higher cure temperatures owing to fewer effective 

\s~ ~ ~ sulphurating complexes or fewer polysulphidic pendent 
L = cyclohexylamine or zinc carboxylate ] groups (1) being available. 

A 
Rubber bound intermediate (R--Sx--A) Effect of  curing temperature on crosslinking inter- 

mediates, prior to crosslink formation. At high cure 
temperature, it is possible that the sulphurating com- 

Polysulphidiccrosslink (R-Sx-R) plexes of zinc mercaptide possess a reduced intrinsic 
activity as they remain partly dissociated3L Although 
the cyclohexylamine complex of zinc mercaptide has 

Matured network recently been reported to be stable up to 160°C a3, 
temperatures in the neighbourhood of 200°C may 

The active sulphurating complex is the zinc mer- decompose part of these sulphurating complexes into 
captide coordinated with ligands (L) which render it some unreactive products. In consequence, some sulphur 
more soluble in rubber. The rubber bound intermediate may react directly with the rubber chain without any 
is the crosslink precursor. The polysulphidic crosslink formation of crosslink. It is of particular interest that 
formed initially undergoes maturation consisting of  the reaction of sulphur with olefin at temperatures above 
three competitive reactions, namely, desulphuration, 140°C favours the intramolecular sulphuration and 
decomposition and interchange of sulphur bonds. The dehydrogenation a4. Another consequence is that some 
relative rates of these maturing reactions are governed of the polysulphidic crosslinks formed at higher cure 
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temperatures may exist as vicinal crosslinks as in (iI) crystallization. The sol-gel results show that this lower 
and (III) which act physically as a single crosslink: level of properties is not due to any chain scission 

during high temperature vulcanization. 
---,~ C-- C --,w-- " " ~  C ' 'v~ I ] [ In the case of the present cure system, vulcanizate 

networks produced at elevated temperatures and after 
~ × ~ ,  ~x long cure times consist of a major proportion of mono- 

-~-c-c--, ,~ -~-c-c-, , ,~ x,y>>-I sulphidic crosslinks (Figures 6 and 7) and a highly 
I modified main-chain structure. It is worth noting that 

(11) SIV such network arrangement gave good resistance to 
-~,~-c--¢,~- ! flex fatigue as previously reported in Part 1. This unex- 

pected finding has been recently confirmed by Bristow 
{llll and Tiller 40 and by Blackman and McCall 26. They have 

Pendent accelerator groups of polysulphidic character shown that the unaged fatigue life of such networks 
can be expected to undergo desulphuration, decomposi- equals that of a network consisting of a high proportion 
tion and interchange in the presence of sulphurating of polysulphidic crosslinks (about 70~o) and some 
complexes of zinc mercaptide. While interchange degree of main-chain modification ( E ' =  7) as encountered 
between this rubber bound intermediate and zinc in the conventional sulphenamide-accelerated system 
perthiomercaptide (formed from zinc mercaptide) could cured at 140°C. 
lead to crosslink formation, desulphuration and de- The effect of cure temperatures on the microstructure 
composition could be the predominant reactions at high of rubber chains, particularly the cis-trans isomerized 
cure temperatures, groups, has not been investigated in this paper. Recently, 

A combination of these postulated mechanisms and evidence has been obtained from infra-red analysis that 
the maturation of crosslinks could adequately account cis-trans isomerism and polymer cydization also 
for the lower crosslink density, and the higher E, E' and occurred during vulcanization at high temperatures 31. 
F values obtained at higher cure temperatures. It is well known that the strength of vulcanizates can 

drop sharply if substantial cis-trans isomerized groups 
Comparison with an unaccelerated sulphur vulcaniza- have been formed in the vulcanizate networks 41. The 

tion. Table 2 shows that at the high temperature of irregularity caused by the presence of these undesirable 
200°C, about 48 to 61 sulphur atoms are combined in microstructures in the network produced during high 
the network to form one chemical crosslink. The fact temperature vulcanization can evidently bring about a 
that these E values are as high as those of an unaccelerated much lower level of physical properties. 
sulphur system 35, 36 suggests that the mechanism of an 
unaccelerated sulphur vulcanization may become opera- 
tive at high cure temperatures. However, the known CONCLUSIONS 
characteristics of an unaccelerated sulphur vulcanization Increasing the cure temperature from 140°C to 200°C 
cannot rationalize the following aspects of the present causes a reduction in the crosslink density, particularly 
network results. First, the crosslink density of an un- the density of polysulphidic crosslinks. At elevated cure 
accelerated sulphur vulcanizate of NR has been found temperatures, a high proportion of network-combined 
to increase with increasing cure temperatures (140°C, sulphur is wasted in forming intramolecular sulphidic 
150°C and 160°C) 37. This is dearly contrary to the groups and an increased amount of zinc sulphide is 
results shown in Figure 3. Second, it has been established simultaneously produced. The extent of chain scission 
that, in the case of an unaccelerated sulphur vulcaniza- in the vulcanization at 140-200°C was found to be 
tion, chain scission occurs during the vulcanization, and negligible. These network results correlate well with 
the extent of scission increases with increasing cure the inferior physical properties in high temperature 
time 35. These findings are inconsistent with the results vulcanizates reported in Part 1. The mechanistic inter- 
as shown in Figure 8. Third, the rate of vulcanization pretations reveal that the maturing reactions of the 
for an unaccelerated sulphur vulcanization is exceedingly polysulphidic crosslinks, formed at the initial stage of 
slow, and it is unlikely that it will effectively compete crosslinking, cannot satisfactorily account for all the 
with the much faster rate of an accelerated vulcanization, network results. It is suggested that the influence of 
as observed experimentally, high cure temperatures on the thermal stability and 

reactivity of the various crosslinking intermediates, 
Correlation of network structure and properties formed prior to crosslink formation, is important. 

The network results obtained for the present gum To counteract the reversion at high temperature 
mix can be correlated with the physical properties of vulcanization, it is suggested that a formulation must 
the filled NR mix, having a similar cure system, reported be chosen such that the polysulphidic crosslinks formed 
in Part 1. This correlation is justified as Porter 8s, 39 initially can desulphurate rapidly into a thermally stable 
has shown that the presence of carbon black alters network. This is not the case for the cure system reported 
the crosslinking efficiency of sulphur and network here (Table 1). A sufficient number of crosslinks with a 
structure only slightly, relatively low extent of main-chain modification must 

Part 1 showed that elevated cure temperatures reduce also be present in the final vulcanizates as will be shown 
the tensile strength, tear strength and resilience of NR in a subsequent paper. 
vulcanizates. It is now clear that this lower level of 
properties can be attributed to a lower level of chemical ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
crosslinks in the vulcanizates, in particular a lower 
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Preparation and moduli of model polymer 
networks 
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Polystyrene containing a small number of randomly spaced p-substituted secondary 
amine groups has been prepared. This polymer has been crosslinked in solution at con- 
centrations in the range 5-20~, by hexamethylene diisocyanate, to form gels. The moduli 
of these gels were measured and the results compared to theoretical predictions from 
rubber elasticity theory. The dependence of the moduli on the concentration at which 
crosslinking takes place has been explained in terms of chemical crosslinks, closed loops 
and entanglements. The results support a value for the ideal modulus of nkT, where n is 
the number of crosslinks per cm 3, 

INTRODUCTION consistent with the result obtained by James and Guth, 
The kinetic theory of rubber elasticity leads to a general with A = ½. 
expression for the free energy change on deformation Taking A=½ and B = 0 ,  equation (1)becomes: 
of a network of the form: AF = ½G(;~ + ~ + A~ - 3) (2) 

AFel=A(;)kT(,~+,~+2t~-3)-BvkTlnhx,~vAz (1) which for simple elongation gives for the stress: 

where v is the number of elastically effective network f/Ao=G(A-)t-2) (2a) 
chains (which in an ideal network is equal to where G is the modulus of elasticity given by: 
the total number of chains due to the absence 
of defects), G = ;kT = nkT (3) 

k is the Boltzmann constant, 
T is the absolute temperature, where n is the effective number of crosslinks per unit 
,~x,~v,~z are the deformation ratios in each direction volume. 

specified by the x, y and z axis, and The theory of Flory and Wall produces, for an ideal 
A and B are constants, polymer network, a value of G: 

The theories of Flory and Wall 1-4 sum over all the 
chains in the network before and after deformation and G=2nkT (4) 
result in a specific form of equation (1) with A = 1 and Real polymer networks have defects. Three commonly 
B =½. On the other hand, James and Guth 5-8 sum over considered network defects are: (i) unreacted function- 
all crosslink positions and consider the effect of a alities and free chain ends; (ii) closed loops; (iii) en- 
gradual, rather than an instantaneous crosslinking tanglements 10. These defects are considered in detail 
process. Their version of equation (1) gives a value of by Prins 11. 
A which is dependent on the crosslinking process, and Two major problems arise when attempts are made 
for the non-instantaneous crosslinking of existing to test the relations derived from statistical theories. 
polymer chains A = ~½ and B =0. (N.B. This is worked These relate: (a) to the shape of the stress/strain curve, 
out on the assumption that every site on the chain is and (b) to the quantitative prediction of G. 
available for crosslinking.) In practice the logarithmic Real polymer networks do not obey equation 2(a) 
term in equation (1) is only significant when deformation over an appreciable range of extension ratios (~  ~x = 
of the network is accompanied by a change in volume. 1--.2). Thus Mooney 12 added an extra term to equation 
Although dilation occurs in most deformation processes (2) and this becomes: 
the change is only appreciable in swelling experiments. _ [ 1 1 1 \ 

Edwards 9 considers the network to be an infinitely AF=CI(A~WA2u+A~-3)+CI|~+~+~-3) (5) 
long polymer molecule, the entropy of which is limited \-~ -v .-z 
by the crosslinks which are put in theoretically as A Unfortunately this modified equation only slightly 
functions. The crosslinks are considered to be random extends the range of applicability beyond that of equation 
and 'free to slide along the chains' and then frozen in (2). Measurements made on swollen rubbers show that 
position. Unlike James and Guth, Edwards does not the C2 term becomes less important and the network 
assume any crosslinking process; however, the result becomes more ideal as the degree of swelling in- 
which he gets for the free energy of deformation is creasesla, 14. 
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So far it has not proved possible to predict quantita- added. This mixture was allowed to stand at room 
tively a value of G owing to the uncertainties in estimating temperature for three days. The solution was then 
the number of effective crosslinks introduced into the precipitated into methanol, reprecipitated from chloro- 
network. Early experiments were carried out using form into methanol and dried under high vacuum to 
sulphur vulcanized natural rubber 15. Unfortunately the yield a fluffy white product. 
number of crosslinks is not precisely known because (c) The aminated polystyrene was reacted with 
the number of sulphur atoms per crosslink can vary. 1-fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene and thedegreeofsubsti tut ion 
To overcome this problem an attempt was made to was determined fromthe ultra-violet spectra oftheproduct.  
refer the measurements back to the gel point where Aminated polystyrene (1 g) was dissolved in carbon 
two crosslinks are present on each chain 16, but this tetrachloride (20ml), triethylamine (0-5ml)and 1-fluoro- 
procedure does not account for network defects. 2,4-dinitrobenzene (0.2 ml) were added and the mixture 

Special note should be taken of closed loop network stood overnight. The polymer was precipitated into 
defects. These will be more likely to be formed when methanol, reprecipitated twice from chloroform into 
chain segments which are close to each other are available methanol and dried to yield a fluffy yellow product. 
for crosslinking 17, 18 and are thus more likely to be Measurements were made using solutions of the 
formed in very dilute solution 17, 19. Attempts have been product in chloroform in cells of 10 mm thickness, on 
made to prepare model networks by crosslinking various a Unicam SP800 spectrophotometer. The absorption 
polymers at reactive sites in solution 20, 31. In all these at 376nm was studied and the extinction coefficient 
instances, however, many or all of  the polymer segments was determined by ultra-violet studies on solutions 
have reactive sites. Unfortunately these conditions are of the product of 1-fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene with an 
conducive to the formation of a large number of closed excess of n-ethyl benzylamine in chloroform to be 
loops and consequently the effective number of network 1.68 × 107cm2/mol. The method was also checked 
chains is uncertain, against other methods outlined in another paper2L 

In this paper we report the preparation of networks 
with complete, or virtually complete, intermolecular Network formation 
crosslinking of a small number of prechosen sites on The aminated polymer was dissolved in tetralin 
polymer chains in solution. The polymers used in this (dried over calcium hydride) at 20°C. A concentration 
work are identical to those used in previous experiments was chosen to give a final concentration in the useful 
on the preparation of intramolecular crosslinked chains range of between 5 and 2 5 ~  and a total volume of 
in very dilute solution 22. about 150ml. 

To the solution was added a known quantity of 
PREPARATION hexamethylene diisocyanate (redistilled under reduced 
Preparation and characterization of substituted polystyrene pressure), calculated to be 5% less than the stoichio- 

(a) Polystyrene was chloromethylated to the required metrically required quantity, dissolved in a little tetralin. 
degree of substitution 23. A small correction to the amount of diisocyanate used 

Polystyrene (25 g of the desired molecular weight and owing to incomplete transfer could be made by weighing 
distribution) was dissolved in carbon tetrachloride the flask (usually a 10ml volumetric flask) empty, and 
(400ml) and the solution was cooled in an ice bath to after transfer. The solution was quickly stirred and 
0oC. Chlorodimethyl ether (100 ml) at 0OC and anhydrous poured into the required mould where gelation took 
stannic chloride (2 ml) were added. (Chlorodimethyl place. The mixture reached its gel point in a time between 
ether is toxic and possibly carcinogenic and hence 10sec and 5min, depending on degree of substitution 

etc. and was allowed to stand at least 30rain for the 
should be treated with great care.) The mixture was 

reaction to complete before it was tested. stirred and stood at 0°C for 25 min. A mixture of dioxane 
(90ml) and water (10ml)was added to stop the reaction The mould was typically a 3.5in (88.9mm) diameter 
followed by 25 % of concentrated hydrochloric acid crystallizing dish. The concentration limits were set by 

experimental considerations because at low concen- 
(100ml) to extract the stannic chloride. The mixture trations a continuous network of  sufficient strength to 
was shaken and then poured into a separating funnel, test was not formed, and at high concentration the 
The lower organic layer was run slowly, with stirring, reaction was too fast and the solution too viscous to 
into a ten times excess of methanol in order to pre- allow efficient mixing before gelation. 
cipitate the polymer. The polymer was filtered off, Networks were made over as wide a range of con- 
dried, dissolved in chloroform (500 ml), reprecipitated, centration as possible. In order to prepare high concen- 
filtered and dried to yield a fluffy white product with 
about 1% of the styrene units chloromethylated (90- tration networks it was essential to have long gel times 

and low initial solution viscosities. This was easier to 100 ~ yield). 
(b) The chloromethylatedpolystyrenewasthen reacted obtain with low molecular weight polymers of low 

with a primary amine to convert the chloromethyl degree of substitution. The disadvantage was that 
such polymers have a large correction due to free chain 

sites into secondary amine groups z2. ends. An optimum polystyrene was found in the range 

_ ~  supplied by Pressure Chemical Co. having/~t~ = 110 000 
R CH:CI + R'NH~ ~- and Mw/Mn less than 1.06. At low concentrations it 

was possible to use polystyrene of higher molecular 
weight (Shell, H. R. Nibbs, /Q~=240 000) because the 

R C%NHR" + HCI reaction was slower, and the viscosity of the solution 
was not a problem. The size of the chain end correction 

Chloromethylated polystyrene (25 g) was dissolved in depends on ,(rn, but the viscosity depends on ~rv, which 
tetrahydrofuran (250 ml) and n-butylamine (250 ml) was approximates to Mw. 
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It was possible, by putting different amine groups From the result the number of free isocyanate groups 
onto the polystyrene chain, to alter the rate of reaction in the gel was calculated to be 7 ~o of the original diiso- 
with isocyanates to give longer mixing times. With the cyanate added to form the gel. This measurement was 
isopropylamine adduct: made in two cases only (at 7½ and 10~o concentration), 

CH,~ and 7 ~ of groups were found in each case. This therefore 
_ ~  represents a possible systematic error of 7 ~o in the results. 

R CH2CI + c/HCH--NH2 ~ All the results in Table 1 et seq. have been corrected by 
this factor. 

R CH~--N\ + HC[ MEASUREMENT OF MODULI 

CH3 CH3 Introduction 

the gel time was increased by a factor of 10 relative Many standard methods for the measurement of 
to n-butylamine substituent, moduli are not easily applicable to our gels because: 

Owing to the slower rate of the amination reaction (a) the gels are rather weak and tend to crack or break 
it was necessary to reflux the solution for three days. when subjected to large deformations; (b) the gels 
The completion of reaction was shown by the disap- have a much lower modulus than dry rubber networks; 
pearance of the chloromethyl (CH2C1) absorption at and (c) it is virtually impossible to clamp or stick the 
1266cm -1 from the infra-red spectrum of the polymer, samples onto anything so that they may be pulled or 
Reaction of the isopropylamine adduct with 1-fluoro-2,4- twisted. 
dinitrobenzene was greatly impeded, presumably owing The method finally chosen was indentation by a 
to steric factors. Therefore analysis was always carried rigid sphere, which forms the basis of a measurement 
out on the n-butylamine adduct prepared from the commonly used in the rubber industry to evaluate 
same chloromethylated polymer. Young's modulus. The method and apparatus used 

Use of hydroxyl-containing polymers or use of were similar to those used by Waters ~4. 
blocked diisocyanates such as the diphenyl ether of The problem of evaporation of solvent from the gel 
methylene diphenyl diisocyanate were not favoured surface was reduced to negligible proportions by using 

tetralin (b.p. 170°C). because the rates of reaction were extremely slow at 
room temperature, elevated temperatures were not 
desirable due to possible syneresis on cooling the gel, Theory 
and competitive reactions with adventitious water would The theoretical solution to the problem of the pressure 
become more critical, distribution between two spherical bodies in contact was 

first given by Hertz 26. This has been applied to the 
Efficiency of reaction particular problem of the relationship between indenta- 

tion, applied load and ball size for a rigid sphere pressed 
The number of unreacted isocyanate groups remaining into a plane elastic medium. The solution is based on 

in the gel after completion of the reaction was measured the assumption that the medium is semi-infinite in 
using a 14C labelling technique, extent, i.e. that the boundaries of the medium are 

After a sample of the gel had been prepared and stress free except over the area of contact with the 
mechanically tested, a 10g sample was broken into rigid sphere. 
small pieces and placed in a stoppered vessel. Dry For a rigid sphere of radius R indenting into a semi- 
tetralin (I0 ml) and 14CHaOH (1 ml of a suitable activity) infinite elastic medium of modulus G, the indentation 
were added to label the residual isocyanate with 14CHa d produced by a force P is shown to be: 
groups. To ensure completion of reaction with the 
methanol the mixture was left to stand for one week. KP ~/a 
The gel was then washed by standing in a large excess d=(3G)2/~R~Ta 
of solvent, the solvent being changed each day. The where 
solvents used in turn on alternate days were heptane, /81 \ l /a  
benzene containing 5 ~ methanol and methyl ethyl K= ~256) 
ketone; about 10 series of washing were required to Hence 
produce a constant value. The sample was then dried 3.P 
under high vacuum, swollen in benzene and redried. G= 16da/2R1/2 

Into sample bottles were placed: (a) 0.1 g of purified 
and dried gel, 1 ml of toluene, 7ml of scintillation Waters 24 has extended this to the case of an infinite 
'cocktail'; (b) 0.1 g of pure polystyrene, 1 ml of a 0-1 ~ sheet of finite thickness t, and a correction can be made 
solution of the 14C methanol in toluene, 1 ml of 'cock- by introducing a factor depending on R, G, t and P. 
tail'; (c) 0.1 g of pure polystyrene, 1 ml of toluene, 7 ml The samples used in this work were generally of sufficient 
of 'cocktail'. The 'cocktail' consisted of a solution of thickness (~3cm) that this factor could be neglected; 
3/10~ diphenyl oxazole (PPO) and 3/100~ 1,4-bis(5- however, a correction was used when it was likely to 
phenyloxazol-2-yl)-benzene (POPOP) in xylene. The exceed 1 ~o of the measured value. The correction is 
solutions were counted on a Packard Liquid Scintillation smaller if the bottom surface of the sample is free to 
Spectrometer Model 3320. The efficiency of counting slip. The samples prepared in this work had a fixed 
was about 73 ~ in each case, despite the fact that one lower boundary, and attempts to lubricate the lower 
contained lumps of swollen gel. A direct comparison boundary did not produce complete freedom of move- 
of counts was used to calculate the number of reacted ment. Hence the corrections used were those calculated 
groups in the gel. for a fixed lower boundary. 
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At higher deformations the force-extension curves bearing indentor, which was found to be 28 _+ 1 g in 
sometimes showed slight curvature (see Figure 1). This every case. This was checked by suspending the gauge 
could be due to the result of  finite thickness or due to over the pan of a direct reading balance, actuating the 
the assumption of Hookean behaviour in the above vibrator and measuring the weight. In all cases a ball 
equations. It is perhaps worth pointing out that the bearing of 5.09 mm radius was used. In practice this 
actual strains involved in the method are relatively gave the most conveniently measurable values of d. 
small (up to 3 %) when the sphere is indebted to a It is very important that the sphere should be free 
depth of its radius. This arises because the strain is to slide on the surface of the gel and should not stick 
taken up over the surface of  the gel and not restricted to the surface during indentation. Lubricating the 
to the area over which the indentor makes contact, surface with water, or soapy water, and using spheres 

made of glass and polytetrafluoroethylene, were methods 
Apparatus tried to ensure that surface effects were not serious, but 

The apparatus 24 was constructed by modifying a no significant differences in the value of G were found. 
dial gauge (jewelled movement, calibrated in 0.002 mm). The assumption made that the gel could be treated 
The main spring and the return spring on the rack as an infinite sheet was checked by preparing samples 
and pinion gearing were removed, hence the operating in a special mould which consisted of a cylinder, at 
column was free to move. A load platform was fixed one end of  which was a ground glass flanged joint 
to one end of the operating column, and the anvil on resting on a ground glass cover plate as a base. A 
the other end was replaced by a piece of aluminium rod sample was prepared in the mould and G determined. 
having a conical depression to act as a seat for the The sample was then separated from the sides of the 
indenting sphere. The gauge was rigidly fixed to the cylinder using a spatula and removed from it, still 
arm of a comparator bench. On to the arm of the corn- attached to and standing on the glass cover plate; 
parator bench, near to the gauge, was fixed an electrically G was again determined. No significant difference was 
operated buzzer. The action of the buzzer during the found in the two values of G. An infinite sheet should 
measurements had the effect of reducing the friction in give a value of G intermediate between the cases of 
the gauge mechanism, fixed and free boundaries. Thus no significant correction 

to the direct measurements of G was required. 
Experimental 

Indentations were measured relative to the upper RESULTS AND CALCULATIONS 
surface of the sample. The dial gauge reading for zero 
indentation was found by allowing the indentor to rest For an ideal network prepared by crosslinking existing 
on a glass microscope slide, of known thickness, pressed polymer chains, n, the number of effective crosslinks per 
on to the surface of the sample. When weights were cm 3 is given by: 
placed on the loading platform while the glass slide was No c (  1 ) 
in position, very little indentation resulted, but a small n =  2 .K. i00 104N +85 (6) 
correction could be applied (vide infra) to take account 
of the indentation caused by the weight of the operating where No is Avogadro's number, 
column alone on the slide, e is the concentration of polymer in g/dl, 

A value of the indentation d of the ball bearing into N is the mean number of monomer units between 
the gel, was found for each of a series of loads. The crosslinks, and 
results were not time dependent, probably owing to K is a corrective factor for the number of cross- 
the short relaxation times in a swollen gel. Measure- links required to join the chains into an infinite 
ments were also taken during deloading and the indenta- network given by: 
tions were found to be reversible. A typical plot of 2× 104× N 
P against d a/2 is shown in Figure 1. K = 1 - - 

As drawn, the intercept on the Y axis represents the Mn 
weight of the operating column, platform and ball with Mn the number-average molecular weight of the 

original polymer. 

For  the polystyrene sample of wide molecular weight 
distribution the value o f / ~ n  determined by osmometry 
was used in the foregoing equation. In practice this will 
be larger than the true value of )ffCn because the membrane 

40 is permeable to the species of lower molecular weight. 
_ However, there is a high probability that very small 

20 species contain no reactive groups and thus need not 
be counted in the correction factor. Overall the maximum 

a. uncertainty which will be introduced by this procedure 
(? is only 2 %. In the use of polymers with narrow molecular 

weight distribution the problem does not arise. 
-20 The estimated statistical error in n is + 3 %; however, 

, , , , ~ , , , , , this does not include the systematic error arising from 
5 Io the inefficiency of the crosslinking reaction. 

d3/2(mm 3/2) The results for the samples prepared are given in 
Figure 1 Example of a plot of load against (indentation) 3/2 for Table 1; in all cases the results have been corrected by 
one sample of gel 7 % to allow for incomplete crosslinking. 
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Table I Properties of polystyrene gel 

Concentration 
modulus 

Units between Units between 
reactive groups, crosslinks, G nkT Modulus 

Sample Polymer Ng N %v/v (g/mm 2) (g/mm~) nkT 

1 A 65 76 5" 0 0'271 0"71 0"38 
2 A 65 76 7" 5 0" 571 1" 07 0" 53 
3 A 62 71 5' 0 0" 35 0' 78 0' 45 
4 A 62 71 7'5 0"654 1 "16 0"56 
5 C 60 68 12' 5 1' 20 1' 67 0' 72 
6 B 66 75 17' 5 2" 07 2" 32 0" 89 
7 B 66 75 20" 0 2" 73 2" 64 1" 03 

8 A 79 93 5"0 0"27 0"65 0'42 
9 A 79 93 10' 0 0" 82 1" 30 0' 63 

10 A 78 89 5'0 0"23 0'66 0"35 
11 A 78 89 7'5 0"54 0'99 0"55 
12 A 76 86 5'5 0"31 0"74 0"42 
13 A 76 86 7' 0 0'40 0' 95 0"43 
14 B 71 81 16"0 1 '42 1 '93 0"74 
15 B 17 81 20"0 2'70 2"41 1 "12 

A is polymer of Mw 240 000, Mw/Mn> 1 "6 reacted with n-butylamine 
B is polymer of Mw 110 000, Mw/Mn 1 "06 reacted with isopropylamine 
C is polymer of Mw 70 000, Mw/Mn 1 "06 reacted with n-butylamine 

The error in the measured modulus estimated from high for the chains to approximate to their unperturbed 
the graphs of P against d 3/~, was + 5 ~ .  dimensions, it is not necessary to include a correction 

factor for changes in chain conformations. 
In Figure 2 this quantity has been plotted against 

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS the concentration. Because the samples have been 

Chemical aspects prepared with various values of Ng (the number of 
chain units between reactive sites) and hence N (the The n-butylaminomethylated polystyrene contains a 

small number of reactive sites distributed at random average number of chain units between crosslinks), the 
along the length of the polymer chain. A network with results are presented in two groups with Ng = 75 + 4 and 
a known number of crosslinks is formed in solution by Ng = 63 + 3 respectively. 
the almost complete crosslinking of these sites. If  we assume that all the reacted diisocyanate leads 

The formation of a network by the reaction of a quantitatively to crosslink formation, the divergence 
diisocyanate with the amine-containing polymer can of the measured values of modulus from any theoretical 
be expected to go to completion as far as the steric prediction must be explained in terms of closed loops 
restrictions of the network allow; this is inferred from which reduce the modulus at low concentrations, and 
the short time-to-gelation and hence fast reaction rate. entanglements which increase the modulus at high 
Steric limitations were reduced by using a 5 ~ less-than- concentrations. 
stoichiometric amount of diisocyanate. It was found, The dependence of modulus on concentration may 
however, that 7 ~ of this reduced amount of  diisocyanate arise from a combination of these effects. Closed loops 
added did not react and this has been taken into account 
in presenting the results. 

A factor which must be considered is the possibility o . 
of  hydrogen bonding between the substituted urea 
groups in the crosslinks. These would have the effect I o 
of increasing the modulus of the network. Such hydrogen 
bonds were considered unlikely because (a) of the I f . / ~ "  
distance apart of urea groups in the network and (b) Oe / -,'~-" 
the use of an aromatic solvent tends to suppress hydrogen .~" . / /  / , /  o 

bonding 25. One type of hydrogen bond which is possible ~ / / /  
is one between urea groups on the same crosslink. , "  / o /  
This is sterically possible but it would not affect the 0 6  
modulus of the network to any appreciable degree. / .  / 3  / 

f J 

with theory 0 4  ~o"" o Comparison 
The results in Table 1 have been used to calculate a 9 I I 

parameter, measured modulus/nkT, for each sample of 0 5 Io 15 20 
gel, where n is calculated from equation (1). For  an Concentrotion (g/dl) 
ideal network this will be equal to 2A, where A is the 
unknown front factor suggested in the various theories. Figure 2 Plots of modulus/nkT against concentration. - - - - ,  

Plot of G/nkT=l+0.25-[8/(8+c)]; ~ . ,  plot of G/nkT=l+ 
Because our networks are made and tested at the same 0.015c-[8/(8+c)]; . . . .  , plot of G/nkT=1+O.02c-[12/(12+c)]. 
concentration, as long as the concentration is sufficiently 4 ,  Samples with Ng=63+3; O, sample with Ng=75+4 
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reduce the value of the quotient modulus/nkT by a CONCLUSIONS 
quantity which is shown in the Appendix to be of the Any conclusions must, at this stage, be tentative. It is 
form K ' / ( K '  +c). The effect of entanglements is more evident from the scatter of results in Figure 2 that the 
open to question and we shall discuss two possibilities. 

(I) Edwards 26 has predicted that the effect of  results are subject to experimental error. A systematic 
entanglements on modulus is proportional to c 2, and error in the chemistry of the network is perhaps a more 
this has been verified for swollen, uncrosslinked natural probable source of the discrepancy between theory and 

experiment than a genuine value of K ' = 1 2 .  It should 
rubber in measurements of the dynamic modulus 27. be pointed out that we have throughout assumed the 
Since n is proportional to c, the effect of  entanglements chains to have their unperturbed dimensions which 
on modulus/nkT will thus be proportional to c. Corn- may lead to errors at low concentrations. 
bining this with the effect of closed loops this gives a Notwithstanding this, we believe that our results are 
resultant of the form: more consistent with a c 2 dependence of entanglements 

m°-du!us = 1 + K '  nkT  Kc -~K, ~F-C (8) rather than with the assumption of a constant average 
molecular weight between physical entanglements. 

assuming A = 1. The main purpose of our investigation was to obtain 
Taking the value of K ' ,  estimated in the Appendix, evidence regarding the value of A. It is possible to 

this becomes: explain the results we have obtained in terms of a value 
of  A - 1  - 7 .  We cannot, on the basis of our results, demon- 

modulus 1 + Kc 8 nkT  ~= - 8 + c  (8) strate that the value is actually ½ but it would be very 
difficult to explain the results on the basis of a value 

K has been assigned the value of 0.015. This is not an very far from ½, and almost impossible to explain them 
unreasonable value as it represents a contribution of in terms of the alternative value of 1. 
entanglements to the modulus of the same order as A possible, but unlikely, interpretation of Figure 2, 
those found for uncrosslinked rubbers 27. In Figure 2 obtained by direct extrapolation is that the quotient, 
the solid line represents a plot of modulus/nkT against modulus/nkT, will reach the value of 2 required by 
concentration as predicted by this equation. Wall and Flory at a gel concentration of about 50%, 

(2) An alternative estimate of the effect of  entangle- the implication being that network formation is not 
ments is obtained by adopting the assumption frequently complete until this polymer concentration is reached. 
made for polymer solutions that the molecular weight The fact that the crosslinking reaction is 93 % complete 
between entanglements is constant zS. One can show in the concentration range in which we have worked, 
that thecontribution to the modulus of physical entangle- and the estimations we have made of closed loop 
ments is then given by: formation, argue strongly against this interpretation. 

G = A p R T  We believe that the curve in Figure 2 arises from an 
interplay of the three effects already discussed for a 

Me network which is substantially complete. So far attempts 
where p is the density of network chains, to work at higher concentrations have failed because 

R is the gas constant, of the excessive speed of crosslinking and the difficulty 
T is the absolute temperature, of mixing reactive components into a viscous solution. 
Me is the molecular weight between entangle- Further work in progress in our laboratories into 

merits, this system and into others where, by reacting together 
A is the front factor in the equation for deforma- two polymers containing different reactive groups, 

tion of a network, being I (Flory and Wall) excluding the possibility of a simple closed loop from 
or ½ (James and Guth) according to the theory one chain to itself, should give a more definitive answer 
considered, to the value of the modulus, and the relative importance 

Using A=½ and a value of Me=35000  2s, z9 for of network defects in crosslinked polymers. 

polystyrene one can show that for our networks this 
represents a constant contribution to modulus/nkT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
of 0-25. 

We now get a resulting equation: The authors are extremely grateful to Professor S. F. 
modulus K '  Edwards for many helpful discussions. 

nkT = 1 + K " -  (9) K ' + c  

and substituting our values for the constants: REFERENCES 

modulus= 1 +0 .25+ 8 (10) 1 Flory, P. J. 'Principles of Polymer Chemistry', Cornell Univer- 
. . . . . .  sity Press, Ithaca, 1953 

nkT  8-I-c 2 Flory, P. J. J. Chem. Phys. 1950, 18, 108, 112 
In Figure 2 the broken line represents a plot of 3 Wall, F. T. and Flory, P. J.J. Chem. Phys. 1951, 19, 1435 

modulus/nkT against concentration as predicted by this 4 Wall, F. T. J. Chem. Phys. 1943, 11, 527 
5 James, H. M.d. Chem. Phys. 1947, 15, 651 

equation. 6 James, H. M. and Guth, E. J. Chem. Phys. 1947, 15, 669 
It is clear from Figure 2 that neither of the equations 7 James, H. M. and Guth, E. J. Chem. Phys. 1953, 21, 1039 

fits the experimental results very closely. It is possible 8 Guth, E. J. Polym. Sci. (C) 1966, 12, 89 
to fit equation (7) (but not equation (9)) by treating 9 Edwards, S. F. and Freed, K. F. J. Phys. (C. Solid St. Phys.) 
the constants as adjustable parameters. The broken 1970,3,739, 750,760 10 Flory, P. J. Chem. Rev. 1944, 35, 51 
line in Figure 2 was calculated by putting K =0.02, 11 Dusek, K. and Prins, W. Adv. Polym. Sci. 1969, 6, 1 
K ' =  12. 12 Mooney, R. S. J. Appl. Phys. 1940, 11, 582 
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13 Gee, G. Trans. Faraday Soc. 1946, 42, 585 this is done by multiplying nl 2 in the above equations 
14 Price, C., Allen, G., de Candia, F., Kirkham, M. C. and Sub- by the characteristic ratio, which for polystyrene is 

ramanium, A. Polymer 1970, 11, 486 10.230. 
15 Gee, G. J. Polym. Sci. 1947, 2, 451 
16 Flory, P. J., Ind. Eng. Chem. 1946, 38, 417 Take, for example, a polystyrene chain containing 
17 Kuhn, W. KolloidZ. 1934, 68,2 reactive groups with an average number of  styrene 
18 Jacobson, H. and Stockmayer, W. H. J. Chem. Phys. 1930, units between the groups Nv=65 ;  to simplify the cal- 

18, 1600 culation we assume that they are equally spaced along 
19 Kuhn, W. and Mayer, H. Makromol. Chem. 1955, 18/19, 

239 the chain. Choosing any reactive site and taking n = 130 
20 Mukherji, B. and Prins, W. J. Polym. Sci. (A), 1964, 2, 4367 and l = 1.54 A, the probability that one of its two 
21 Rizke, A. M. and Prins, W. J. Polym. ScL 1962, 59, 171 neighbouring sites is in a volume dV near to it is: 
22 Allen, G., Burgess, J., Edwards, S. F. and Walsh, D. J. Proc. 

R. Soc. (A) 1973, 334, 453, 465, 47"/ W(dV)1oop=2 2 x 130 x 1.542 x 10"2 x rr 23 Allares, T., Jr., Wyman, D. P., Allen, V. R. and Mayerson, K. d V 
,!". Polym. Sci. (A) 1965, 3, 4131 

24 Waters, N. E. Br. J. Appl. Phys. 1965, 16, 557 = 3"74 x 10-6dV 
25 Allen, 13., Watkinson, J. G. and Webb, K. H. Spectrochim. 

Acta 1966, 22, 807 I f  the concentration of  polymer in solution is c (g/dl) 
26 Edwards, S. F. in 'Amorphous Materials', (Eds E. W. Douglas then the probability that a group attached to another 

and E. Bryan), Wiley, New York, 1972, p 279 macromolecule is in a volume d V (A a) is: 
27 Yoshimura, N. PhD Thesis Victoria University of Manchester, 

1969 cN010 -26 . d V 
28 Porter, R. S., McKnight, W. J. and Johnson, J. F. Rubber Chem. W(d V)cross]ink -- (65 × 104 + 85) 

TechnoL 1968, 41, 1 
29 Williams, M. L. J. AppL Phys. 1958, 29, 1395 = c  × 0"876 × dV 
30 Flory, P. J. 'Statistical Mechanics of Chain Molecules', Inter- 

science, New York, 1969 Hence the fraction of simple closed loops formed 

W(dV)loop 
APPENDIX -- W(d V)crosslink + W(d V)~oop 

Probability o f  closed loop formation during crosslinking 3.74 × 10 -6 4 
in solution = 3.74 x 10 -6 + c × 0.876 x 10 -6 - 4 + c 

For  a chain containing n links of  length l, with one 
end fixed at the origin, the probability that the other Various inadequacies in this treatment are: (a) the 
end is in a box of  sides dx, dy, dz at distances x, y, z reactive sites have been taken as equal distances apart  
along each Cartesian coordinate is given by: when in fact they are randomly distributed. In our 

system this could increase the effect by up to 50%; 

W ( x y z ) d x d y d z =  ~r ~ exp[- f l2(x2+Y2+Z2)]dxdydz  (b) closed loop formation between two chains has not 
been estimated. The average loop formed will be twice 

where as large as a simple closed loop and the probability 
/ 3 \1/2 will therefore be 1/2 to 3/2 of  that of  simple closed 

f l= [ ~ |  loops, i.e. it would increase the effect by 36%; (c)net -  
\ / works were formed in tetralin which is not a theta 

Hence, in the region where the two chain ends are solvent, thus the chain will be more extended and 
near together and x, y and z are all small, the probability closed loops will be less favoured. This effect will operate 
that one end is in a volume dV near to the other end in the opposite direction to (a) and (b). The dimensions 
isZ7, 18. of  the chain are concentration dependent becoming 

/ 3 \a/2 nearer the unperturbed dimensions at high concen- 
W ( d V ) = ~ 2 ~ U ~  ) d V  trations; this error will therefore be higher at lower 

concentrations. 
In order to calculate the relative probabilities of  I f  we include the errors (a) and (b) in our estimate 

closed loop formation and crosslinks f rom one chain the fraction of closed loops formed becomes 8/(8 +c ) .  
to another, it is assumed that the relative probabilities The other error is difficult to estimate but should not 
of  reaction of each site are dependent only on the be important above 10% concentration. 
concentrations of  the other reacting groups in its Because of  these inadequacies this calculation can 
vicinity, only be considered as a rough guide but it is unlikely 

For  a real polymer molecule it is necessary to take to be out by a large factor, and certainly not by more 
account of  fixed bond angles and barriers to rotation; than a factor of  2. 
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Solvent-swelling of vulcanizates 
reinforced by fibrillar fillers* 

Zvi Rigbi and Nissim Sabatov 
Department of Mechanics, Technion-lsrael Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel 
(Received 12 October 1973; revised 19 December 1973) 

Two models are proposed for vulcanizates reinforced by fibrillar fillers. These are then 
analysed for swelling behaviour by considering the swelling of a cylinder of elastomer 
surrounding an individual fibre and firmly attached to it. A complex of such cylinders in 
a laminated geometry is then studied. Graphs are given which may be used to study the 
swelling of rubberized cord. 

INTRODUCTION 

The mechanics of the restraint of swelling in solvents ~?>X 
of elastomers bonded to substrates has been studied in 

9 general terms by Scanlan 1, and in greater detail in the 
case of bonded plates by Thomas and Southern 2. One 
of us z has extended this analysis to the case of a spherical 
shell of vulcanized elastomers bonded to a rigid sphere, 
and has attempted to apply the results to a system of 
spheres dispersed in a matrix of vulcanizate. 

The model chosen previously approximates a true 
carbon black elastomer system only very poorly. It 
is known that only the very coarsest blacks tend to 
disperse as separate particles, and finer blacks disperse 
as clumps and chains of widely different dimensions 
and geometries. Accordingly, we propose in this paper 
to study other models including one in which the vul- 
canizate is composed of layers of parallel inextensible 
cords, each layer disposed with the cords at a given 
angle to those in the contiguous layers. Such a geometry Figure I Scheme for the calculation of restrained swelling. 
is also similar to that found in tyre construction, and the (a) Unswollen composite; (13) freely swollen shell; (c) restrained 

discussion which follows may be helpful in studying swelling 
some tyre phenomena. In this model, the smallest 
complete element is one in which a tube of vulcanized 
elastomer is bonded on its inner surface to a rigid core. by Flory's equation4: 
A second model has unidirectional fibres randomly [ 7MVle( 2 ) ]  

RT ln(l_v~o)+v2o+FV~o + v~/0 a_  0 =0  (1) dispersed in the mass. 1/1 

(see Nomenclature). The swollen tube is then simul- 
taneously compressed longitudinally and a traction is 

SWELLING OF AN ELASTOMERIC TUBE BOUND TO applied to its inner surface to bring it in contact with 
AN INEXTENSIBLE CORD the circumference of the cord, as in (c). The stresses 
Figure 1 shows a section taken through a typical element and subsequent pressure arising in every elementary 
under consideration, and our approach to the solution, volume of swollen rubber in (c) are then exactly as 
In (a), we have the bonded element before swelling, they would be were the tube allowed to swell while 
Following immersion, we assume that the tubular part being restrained, that is, in going directly from situation 
swells freely in all directions as in (b). The swelling will (a) to situation (c). 
proceed until the volume ratio of dry rubber in the Writing subscripts 0 for the situation in (b), and l, r 
swollen matrix reaches the value v~o, which is governed and t for the longitudinal, radial and circumferential 

(tangential) direction respectively, we see that the 
longitudinal extension ratio is given by: 

* Presented at the CNRS International Symposium on Elastomer 
Reinforcement, Obernai, France, September 1973. ,~l =V~/o8 (2) 
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The elastic problem can be solved with the help of a / 
strain-energy function, a possible form for which has 
been given for a considerable range of the third invariant 
of the extension ratios _ 2 2 2 5 13- A1A2A 3 asS: 

W = CaryV~/3(I1- 3 ) - L ( I 3 -  1) (3) ~E 

where it can be shown that: ~ 4 

L/RT = (e/2Mc)v2  3 
x 

from which it is possible to deduce the function relating ~- tr 3 
the principal stresses acting in the matrix to the principal "~ 
extension ratios by6: ~" 

or, = A2/~+ A~(A~+ A~)O+ Q ¢.-~-- 2-  B ~ 

2 0 W  2 0 W  
°=(13)1/2 = (13)1/20Iz 0I~ (4) <- 

a w  ~-- i 
Q= 2(Iz)l/2 0~ '~ 

It is of some importance to note that the derivative ~ C 
of the strain-energy function with respect to the third O- D 
invariant of the extension ratios is clearly defined, 
unlike the situation arising in incompressible materials. 0.24 0-26 0-28 0.30 

The value of Cary has been given by Treloar 7 as v 2 
7RT/2Mc and, by definition, I3=(v20/v2) 2. Substituting 
these values in equation (4) above, we obtain the three Figure 2 Principal stresses and mean pressure in restrained 

shell as a function of dry rubber content of the swollen gel. 
principal stresses as :  A, ar/RT; B, p/RT; C, at/RT; D, al/RT. Mc=6133; v~o=0"18; 

Vz=87 
~r ~, [v21/o8 1 ,,4/3~ (5a) _ L _  ~2o / 

0"" ^' //3 4/3 V 4/3\ (5b) r | 2  A2 2 0 i  5 
RT= ~/)2o t--~2 / 

(7 -. //24/3 /)4/3\ (5C) "~" l 7 1  2 20 / OE 4 

The stress tensor at any given point for which the ~. 
principal stresses are given may be split into a deviatoric ~_. 3 
component, which is of no interest for the present o. 
discussion, and an isotropic component, the trace of ~." 
which is equal to three times the pressure acting at ~ -  2 
that point. This pressure is, in turn, related to the ~" A 
swelling through Flory's equation, giving: ~ .  

4/3 4/3 ,,7/3"1 
P 'Y /)2 rv2o 1 ),2J_~,2/3~ 3"~0 [ "-.~ I 

RT-3M-c~v2oJ~ ~t + ' ' t ' ~ 2 °  v2 j b~ __  B 

1 ln(1 --V2)"}'V2"q-lzV~ -'[--~c~U2 D 
V1 

I 
2 3 4 5 Equation (6) may be solved for At in terms of v2, and rio 

use of equation (5) will then give the principal stresses 
as functions of either of the principal extension ratios A. Figure 3 Principal stresses and mean pressure in restrained 
At is c o n s t a n t  t h r o u g h o u t ,  as s ta ted  prev ious ly .  T h e r e  shell as a function of radial distance. A, ar/RT; B, p/RT; C, 

at/RT; D, ~r//RT. Mc=6133; v~o=0"18; V1=87 is no difficulty involved in solving these problems on a 
small computer, and we have in fact plotted Figures 2 
and 3 from values calculated on a Wang 700/702 model. We cannot accept the simple equation given by 

It must be pointed out that we have selected a number Corey et al. s (their eqn. lc) as representing the true 
of values of Mc computed from equation (1) for a set state of affairs in an elastomer whose swelling is restrained 
of values of v20 within a frequently observed range in a single direction. This equation completely disregards 
for the system SBR/benzene. The interaction constant the effect of hydrostatic pressure resulting from the 
for this system was taken as /z=0.37, and although it restraint on the swelling. 
is known that it changes with v2, this variation was not The relations obtained as graphs are not sufficient 
taken into account, to determine the stresses or extension ratios at any 
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given point in the matrix. To find these, we recollect that 
equilibrium in a cylindrical system requires" 

2.0 
dar a t - a r  (7) 
dr = r ~ IO 

from which we may write: ~ 
---- I C 0-6 

dar dr dar a t - ~ r  d r _ c r t - ~ r  dr -6E 
dr "dAt= dAt= r "d)~t r "d(r/R) (8) ~0 ~ 0 2  

But from equation (5a): ~ O 

dar 2~,RT ,1/3 1 ¢.- _ _  t ' 2 0  

d a t -  - Me " V~A" A~ (9) 

hence - to  

d(r /R)_At_  v~ ~5 
r dr - 2 ,,4/a"t (10) 2v2o 

or, remembering that At=r/R, we can integrate to 
give: -2 ( 

I ~dR d(r/R) 
Inra= / r v~ [ r ~ 5  (11) Or5 I'O 1'5 20  

Jz%~ 2R - 2v24/3" ~R,] X I 
Figure 5 Stress-extension ratio curves for swollen elastomer, 

Since v2 is a function of the pressure and through and some of its elastic constants. A, Gm/RT; B, mm; C, ~u/RT 
it, of r, the integral can only be evaluated numerically. Mc=6133; v20=0.18; V1=87 
If it is now remembered that R0, R and r are the radii 
determining the position of the same point in the elasto- culations show that Rol/a is of the order of 2.4 for 
meric tube before swelling, after free swell and on filled rubbers and 2.8 for a gum compound. We shall 
restrained swelling, and that use the value of 2.8 in the following developments. 

R = Rov2o -1/3 (12) 
ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF A SWOLLEN 

we can plot Figure 4, showing the relation between VULCANIZATE 

the (dimensionless) radii r/Ro and Ro/a. Every point In the following sections, we shall require material 
in an infinitely thick cylinder would be restrained by 
the bond to the fibre. However, at radii larger than constants for the matrix which correspond to the modulus 
a given value, the difference between the swelling of a of  elasticity and Poisson's ratio in infinitesimal elasticity 
restrained and a circumferentially unrestrained cylinder theory. Of course, there is no real equivalent to these 
is so slight as to be negligible. We arbitrarily limit the in the behaviour of highly elastic rubber-like materials, 

particularly when the added complication of solvent 
radius of restrained swelling to regions where v~o/v~ is imbibition is considered. Nevertheless, theory allows 
less than 98 %. This radius is defined as R01. Our cal- us to construct stress-elongation ratio curves for the 

swollen matrix material, and approximations to these 
2-O curves around the calculated elongation ratio at zero 

external stress may be given in the form of straight 
lines. In this way, the 'elastic constants' can be defined. 

_1/3 This has been presented by us elsewhere 9, and the 
V2o curves are shown in Figure 5 as functions of extension 

ratio. Making use of the results described above, we 
have plotted the values of Young's modulus, Poisson's 
ratio, and the shear modulus as functions of the un- 

o swollen radius. We shall require these values for further 
15 computations. 

~- The curves shown in Figure 5, it must be noted, 
were calculated for a pure gum compound with a given 
average value of Me. This is, in fact, the description 
of the rubber vulcanizate which would fill the space 
between the fibres of a fibrillar filler. Where a structure 
such as tyre cord is considered, the curves should 
correspond to the highly complex rubber compound 

Roll a used as cushion-gum. Studies 10 which may provide 
, , some basis for theoretical stress-elongation ratio curves 1.0 2 3 

Ro/O of solvent-swollen black-filled rubbers have been pub- 
lished, but the experimental determination of such 

Figure 4 Swollen radius as a function of initial radius, Me= 6133; curves and the justification and refinement of the theory 
v2o=0.18; V1=87 used must still be undertaken. 
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Fibrillar models 40- 8 r 
Our first model has been very briefly described above. ' | 

We now define this model more accurately: (i) the fibres / 
are substantially straight and of very high aspect ratio I 
such that it may be considered infinite; (ii) they are 
dispersed within a matrix in layers or laminae of equal 30- 6~ 
thickness, all fibres in a lamina being parallel; (iii) the ~-- ! 

E model is further simplified by concentrating all fibres ~ ~ 
in a central plane in which they lie at equal distances 
from each other; (v) the laminae are placed over each - 
other with the fibres in alternate laminae parallel. 70 20-70 4F~ 
Figure 6 shows the laminae and the stacked structure. × 

Because the fibres are numerous and because their tr 
diameter is small compared to the thickness of the "~ " ~ 
lamina, we may assume the geometry before and after ( 
swelling to appear as in Figure 7, with the areas of IO- 2~ 

O- 0 L 
2 3 

#ola 

Figure 8 Pointwise equivalent elastic constants in shell re- 
strained by fibre. A, ram; B, Gra/RT; C, E/ra AT. Mc=61~k~; v~o= 
0"18; 1/1=87 

x ~ Y /  .,-'t~ influence of the fibres overlapping. Swelling across the 
fibres (direction 2) is therefore hindered along the 
central plane, the influence diminishing towards the 
outer surfaces until it substantially vanishes at a distance 
of 2.8 radii from the central plane. The degree of swelling 
in direction 2 can only be estimated making use of 
doubtful assumptions but provided the thickness to 

h o = O ~ / ~ / ' ~ 1 .  - ~ " ~ ~  is of the order of 2Roi, this is not likely to be very 
 i =fromt eav ra,   =swel.n o ert e 

h3 distance (b0-2a). The swelling in direction 3 is similarly 
averaged over the distance 2(R01-a). 

~r Taking for a numerical example the values b0 =2.5a, 
R01=2.8a, t0=5"6a, and using Figure 4 we have b~_3.7a, 
t=9.69a.  We may now calculate three anisotropic 

Figure 6 Single lamina and stacked structure showing principal swelling coefficients, which are similar in function to 
directions of fibres (1,2,3) and of structure (X, Y,Z) the three products of the anisotropic coefficients of 

expansion by temperature rise. These are: 

~1=0 

/ A'°' ~2=b/bo- I=0.48 (13) 

The total swelling ratio of the lamina is A V[ V0 = 1.46 
as compared to the swelling of an unreinforced material 

a which should be (V~o 1-1)Cm= 3"425, or a restraint of 
about 57.6 70- 

q --- b----- -----b ~- -r For other distributions, elastomers and swelling 
- '~ -1 ~ solvents, we are able to calculate other swelling ratios. 

, ~ ~ ~  As the proportion of solvent in the restrained swollen 
/ ~ \  / . .  elastomer varies from point to point, it is necessary to 

- ~. calculate mean values of the elastic constants. Point- 
wise constants were first calculated from values of 
v2 as a function of Ro/a and these are given in Figure 8. 

b The curves for Era and mm were then integrated up to 
Figure 7 Section of reinforced lamina. (a) Before swelling; (b) Rol/a, and •m calculated using the usual elastic formula. 
a f t e r  s w e l l i n g  The results are shown in Figure 9. 
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matrix, using a method very similar to that given for a 
8r distribution of spheres in ref 10. There is little point 

in describing the details of  this here. The model would 
be expected to describe fairly closely the behaviour 
of  a CA type of  block copolymer morphology as 
described e.g. by Mieras and Wilson 13. 

~" 30 ~ 61- 
E 
"6 ~ Swelling of  laminated construction 

- - ' When the laminae described above are combined 
70 '~0 ~.~ in a symmetrical composite as shown in Figure 6, it is 

- x 

~. 20 ~ 4~- possible to determine the effective values of  the elastic 
--- A constants in the principal directions as the result of  

~ ~ ~ dispositions at various angles. Some results are shown 
- ~ ~ in Figure 10, but attempts to correlate these with swelling 

B studies have failed. We believe that this is due to difficulty 
IC ~ - I of  taking shear coupling effects between the layers, such 

t 
C effects being traditionally ignored in the many studies 

of  more rigid laminates. 

0 0 [ 01 2 3 
I I I I 

Role O, I0 - 

Figure 9 Equivalent elastic constants in restrained shell inte- 
grated up to radius indicated. A, t~m; B, Gm/RT; C, Em/RT 

We are now in a position to calculate the elastic 
constants of  a lamina, and to this end we use the expres- 
sions derived by Halpin and Tsai11: A 

E n = E m c m + E f c f  (14) ~k 

_ ~ 1 + 2c][(Ef-Em)/(Ef+ 2Em)] * * 
E22-,~m 1 - c j [ ( E f - E m ) / ( E f +  ZEm)] (15) '~OO5 

B 
m 12 = cfml + cram m (16) 

m21 = m12E22/ E n  (17) 

- c  I+cf[(GI-Gm)/(G,+Gm)] (18) I O'O'5 ~ X 
Glz - "-'~1 - c f [ (G l -  Gm)/(GI+ Gm)] ~ / \ 

Using these expressions for the distribution given 
previously, we calculate Cm =0"775, cs=0"225, and f rom 
Figure 9, Em=8"75× 10-4mol/cm 3, G m = l ' 7 5 x  10 -4 
mol/cm 3, ~m=0"73.  For  the fibres, we assume values O 
pertaining to nylon-6,6, Es= 0.445 mol/cm ~ and mj,= 0.37, 3 
giving G1=0.1625mol/cm3. The values derived are 
then: 

E l l =  0.100803 mol/cm 3 

E2~ = 0.002943 mol/cm 3 2 

GI~ = 0.000276 mol/cm 3 ~ 

m12 = 0-6659 

m21=0"1944 1 

While we have no test results on experimental fibre- 
reinforced elastomers of  the nature described, it is of  
interest to note that one of us 12 has applied this method 
to the study of various types of  tyre-cord frictioned 
with three types of  cushion gum, and has obtained ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
very substantial agreement between theory and experi- 0 IO 20 30 40 
ment. -+ e (degrees) 

We may also apply the results obtained to study the Figure 10 Theoretical elastic behaviour of a swollen l a m i n a t e d  

swelling of the second model, which may be described fibrillar s t ruc tu re  a s  a f unc t i on  of the  ang l e  +0 .  A, Exx/RT; 
as a random distribution of parallel fibres within a B, Gxy/RT; C,~nxy; O,t~yx 
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NOMENCLATURE f filler 

a radius of  fibre m matrix 
cf volume fraction of fibrous filler I, r, t longitudinal, radial and tangential directions of  

Cary elastic constant for dry elastomer tube 
E modulus of  elasticity in tension l, 2, 3 directions in laminate 

G modulus of  elasticity in shear 
lz, 13 invariants of  extension ratio tensor 
m Poisson's ratio 
Mc average molecular weight between crosslinks 
p pressure REFERENCES 
r radial distance f rom centre of  fibre to point in 

1 Scanlan, J. Rev. Gen. Caoutch. Plast. 1964, 41, 514 
swollen restrained tube (see Figure 1) 2 Southern, E. and Thomas, A. H. J. Polym. Sci. (A) 1965, 3, 

R value of r for swollen unrestrained tube 641 
R0 value of R for unswoUen tube 3 Rigbi, Z. Rev. Gen. Caoutch. Plast. 1970, 47, 1143 
R T  thermodynamic constant 4 Flory, P. J. 'Principles of Polymer Chemistry', Cornell Univ. 
v2 volume ratio of  dry elastomer in swollen gel Press, Ithaca, 1953 

5 Rigbi, Z. Int. J. Eng. Sci. 1969, 7, 1163 
v20 value of  v2 a t p  = 0  6 Hart.Smith L. J. and Crisp, J. D. C. lnt. J. Eng. Sci. 1967, 5,1 
Vz molar  volume of solvent 7 Treloar, L. R. G. 'The Physics of Rubber Elasticity', Oxford 
W strain energy function for swollen elastomer Univ. Press, 1958, Ch 7 
c~ anisotropic swelling coefficients 8 Coran, A. Y., Boustany, K. and Hamed, P. J. AppL Polym. 

Sci. 1971, 15, 2471 
9' density of  dry elastomer 9 Rigbi, Z. lnt. J. Polym. Mat., in press 

principal extension ratios 10 Rigbi, Z. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 1968, 12, 2736 
/~ solvent-elastomer interaction coefficient 11 Halpin, J. C. and Tsai, S. W. 'Environmental Factors in Com- 

true stress posite Materials Design', AFML--TR423, 1967 
12 Sabatov, N. MSc Thesis Technion--Israel Institute of Techno- 

logy, 1973 
Subscripts 13 Mieras, H. J. M. A. and Wilson, E. A. J. Inst. Rubber lnd. 
i, j,  k selected orthogonal directions 1973, 7, 72 
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The anisotropic mechanical behaviour of oriented polymers at low strains is discussed. 
In the case of amorphous polymers and polymers of low crystallinity, attempts to interpret 
the anisotropy in terms of an aggregate model are reviewed. This is followed by an account 
of recent work on the measurement of all the elastic constants for polymer films of ortho- 
rhombic symmetry. After a brief discussion of cold drawn crystalline polymers, where 
very high Young's moduli can be obtained, the behaviour of annealed oriented polymers 
is considered. It appears that the latter can be understood in terms of a composite solid 
model, combining the early notions of Takayanagi with more recent ideas of interlamellar 
shear. 

INTRODUCTION in PET, overall molecular orientation, including particu- 
This paper attempts to present a fairly general account larly the orientation of the non-crystalline regions i, 8, 
of the physical aspects of the mechanical anisotropy rather than crystallinity, appears to influence the 
of polymers at low strains. For the purposes of the mechanical anisotropy. It is important to recall that 
discussion, linear elastic or linear viscoelastic behaviour this model was conceived before the impact of chain- 
will be assumed, accepting that even at very low strains folded crystallization, and that it was proposed for the 
(<0.5~)  the behaviour in some cases may very well non-crystalline or comparatively poorly crystalline 
show significant non-linearity, situation of PET. 

Much of the initial stimulus to the interpretation The problems with the application of the aggregate 
model were two-fold. First, it was necessary to know of low strain mechanical anisotropy in polymers came 

from two models: (1) the re-orienting element aggregate all the elastic constants, which led to a considerable 
model 1, 2; and (2) the Takayanagi composite model 3. amount of complicated experimental physics. Secondly, 
These two models were originally proposed for polymer measures of the molecular orientation were required 
systems with very different characteristics. The aggregate which at that time were not available. This led to the 
model was first suggested for poly(ethylene terephthalate) adoption of theoretical schemes to predict the distribu- 
(PET) in the glassy state 1, whereas the Takayanagi tion of molecular orientation, and hence the required 
model gave a good explanation of the high temperature orientation functions for the theory. 
relaxation behaviour of highly annealed oriented linear These two aspects will be discussed in turn. As 
polyethylene 3. Branched polyethylene (i.e. low density indicated, the aggregate model appears applicable to 
polyethylene) subsequently appeared to occupy an polymers of low crystallinity or preferably non-crystal- 
intermediate position. In its cold drawn oriented state lizing polymers. Apart from PET, it was subsequently 
the mechanical anisotropy could be given an adequate applied with success by Hennig 9 to poly(vinyl chloride) 
semi-phenomenological explanation in terms of the (PVC), and by Kausch to PET, poly(methyl methacry- 
aggregate model 2, 4, 5. Cold drawn and annealed samples, late) (PMMA), PVC and polyacrylonitrile 1°, 11. An 
on the other hand, were better explained on a composite unsatisfactory feature has been the prediction of the 
model approach 6, 7 molecular orientation on the basis of a theoretical 

Much of the definitive research on mechanical aniso- scheme. Moreover, the scheme which fits the results 
tropy in polymers has been carried out on these three well is one in which the polymer is regarded as an 
polymers: poly(ethylene terephthalate), linear poly- aggregate of transversely isotropic units, whose axes 
ethylene and branched low density polyethylene. Many rotate towards the draw direction in the same way as 

lines joining pairs of points in the macroscopic body, of the quantitative ideas are therefore still based on 
elaborations of the earliest work. However, it is intended which deforms uniaxially at constant volume. This 
to indicate where several other polymers come into the assumes that the units rotate like needles in Plasticinet, 
picture, although information concerning them is usually and leaves unanswered questions regarding the con- 
less extensive, nectivity of the molecular chains, etc. This scheme 

(which has been termed pseudo-affine lz, to distinguish 
THE AGGREGATE MODEL it from the affine deformation scheme of rubber elasticity) 

works remarkably well for PET 12, as shown in Figure 1 
The aggregate model arose from the observation that 

* Presented as a Symposium Lecture at the IUPAC International t I am indebted to Professor F. C. Frank for this graphic descrip- 
Symposium on Macromolecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. tion. 
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18C • birefringence data and then assuming a value for co-6ffr0 
which was consistent with the pseudo-affine orientation 

• distribution. Our recent spectroscopic measurements 
• • of cos20 and cosaO provide an understanding of the 

success of this early work. 
x Figure 2 shows the correspondence between laser- 
u120 Raman spectroscopic values 14 of cos20 and cos40 for 

the chain orientation in uniaxially oriented PET film, 
compared with the relationship between these quantities 
predicted by the affine and the pseudo-atiine deformation 

~ / A x  schemes respectively. The reasonable agreement of the 
c / •  measured cos20 and cos40 values with the pseudo-affine 

deformation scheme for a variety of specimens, taken 

O t x ~  
~60 in conjunction with infra-red spectroscopic measures z5 
_~ of cos~0, confirm that the previous theoretical treatments 

were indeed justified. 

OI  0"~ 
i i i 

I 2 3 4 
Natural  draw ratio / / / ~ / ~ '  

Figure I Variation in birefringence with natural draw ratio for 
PET fibres, x ,  O, A ,  experimental data for drawing at -20 ,  +24 0 .6  

affineand 62°CdeformationreSpectivelY;scheme , theoretical curve based on pseudo- e y  / t  
/ / { Z'" 

Table ! Comparison of calculated values for Young's modulus u 
( x l 09N /m 2) with measured values YE for a range of natural • 
draw ratios (NDR) and initial birefringences An x3 0 .4  

Reuss Voigt 
bound bound Measured 2YE 

NDR An x 10 -3 YR Yv YE YR+ YV 

I '25 67"8 1.81 6-76 4.94 1 "15 
1 "59 46"0 1 "93 7'58 5"35 1.12 
1 "92 28"0 1-98 7.94 5-58 1-12 O.: 
2.36 13.1 2-14 8.48 6-28 1 "18 
2-52 9.52 2-22 8.62 6-09 1 '12 i I t t t 
2.64 5-43 2.24 8.70 6'27 1 "15 0"3 0.5 0"7 0.9 
3"19 3'52 2"68 9.62 7"02 1.14 Cos20  
3"99 1-37 3"31 10"55 7"85 1 "13 

Figure 2 Comparison of cos4O and cos~8 obtained for a series 
of uniaxially oriented PET fi lms using polarized Raman scattering. 
. . . .  , Predicted relationship according to the affine rubber 

and Table 1, and according to Hennig 9, very well for elasticity m o d e l ; - - . ,  pseudo-affine deformation scheme 
PVC. There have, however, been few attempts to check 
its validity directly, because of the paucity of methods 
for determining orientation in amorphous polymers. / /  At Leeds University we have recently developed several 0.5 / 
spectroscopic techniques in an attempt to resolve these / /  
problems, and some of the relevant results obtained 
will now be discussed. 

The aggregate model requires values for the orientation ,,~ O.4 
functions cos20 and cos40, where 0 is the angle which ~ / /  
the unique axis of an anisotropic unit makes with the u 
draw direction and cos20 and cos40 are the average values 0-3 
of cos20 and cos40 respectively for the aggregate. In 
the early work, values of cos20 calculated from the 
pseudo-affine deformation scheme were used, first to , , 
predict the optical birefringence, as a guide to the likely °'~3.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 0.8 
success of the calculations, and then combined with Cos2O 
values of cos40 calculated on the same basis, to predict 
the mechanical anisotropy. Figure 3 Comparison of cos40 and cos20 obtained for oriented 

PVC (O) and oriented PMMA (O). Curves show predicted In some cases an effective draw ratio might be used, relationship according to the affine rubber elasticity m o d e l  

which is equivalent to taking a value of cos20 from the ( . . . .  ) and the pseudo-affine deformation scheme ( ) 
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Broad line nuclear magnetic resonance has also been 3 Young's modulus YEand axial  
of considerable value in this respect. Figure 3 shows t ~  Poisson's ratio v E 
the values of cos20 versus cos40 obtained using this $33=t/YE,'~E=-SI3[S33 
technique for oriented PMMA 1~ and PVC 17. It is to 
be noted that PVC appears to follow the pseudo-affine 
deformation scheme, in accord with Hennig's previous Transverse modulus YT 
work, whereas PMMA is closer to the affine deformation I 2 and Poisson's ratio ))T 
scheme. SII=I/YT ' vr = -S 1_._22 

Figure 4 shows the mechanical anisotropy of P MMA  Torsional modulus ~ . I )  SII 

and it can be seen that as in PET, the experimental $44=1/G "~  Symmetry axis (fibre axis) 
results fall very close to half way between the Reuss and 
Voigt bounds, i.e. the bounds obtained by averaging Figure 5 The five independent compliance constants for fibre 

symmetry 
compliances and stiffnesses respectively on the aggregate 
model. 

The second feature which the aggregate model 3 Extensional compliance $33 
highlighted was the necessity of determining all the and associated Poisson's ratio 
elastic constants. For the purposes of this discussion compliances SI3,S23 
it is most convenient to define the elastic behaviour by r, 
the generalized Hooke's law relating strains e~ to stresses | 
o'q by the compliance constants matrix S~q. The corn- s,(sl3,sl2) ~ ss. - . s . .  
pliance constants then relate to the strains observed in / 
simple loading situations. For  a fibre or uniaxiaUy I= / k.,. $22{Sl2,$231 
oriented film there are five independent elastic constants / S66 
(Figure 5). For a one-way drawn polymer film with 2 

k orthorhombic symmetry there are nine independent 
elastic constants (Figure 6). We will consider in detail Figure 6 The nine independent compliance constants for film 
mechanical anisotropy in PET where all five constants of orthorhombic symmetry. $44, S~5, $66 are shear compliances 
for highly oriented fibre monofilaments have been for shear in 23, 13 and 12 planes respectively 
determined and, more recently, all nine constants for 
a highly oriented one-way drawn film. 

In the fibre, the Young's modulus elastic constant straightforward, but have been determined by transverse 
$3~, the torsional modulus constant $44, and the axial compression of fibre monofilaments. The width of the 
Poisson's ratio constant S13 can be measured by straight- contact zone and the diametrical expansion of the 
forward methods. The transverse elastic constant Sla monofilament relate primarily to the elastic constants 
and its associated Poisson's ratio constant S~2 are less S~a and $12. In these measurements the monofilament 

is compressed on the stage of an optical microscope 
under conditions of plane strain. (For details see refs 

12 
Voigt , 18 and 19.) 
average ]- T In the case of orthorhombic films, several new tech- 

~ c33 niques had to be devised. Only two of the elastic con- 
stants, those corresponding to Young's moduli in the 

I plane of the film, i.e. S n  and $33, could be measured 
easily. The third extensional compliance Sz~ was 

Re.uss____~J_ J_ measured by compression of the film in a carefully average 
designed compression apparatus 20. By comparing results 

o T]-  for two plane strain situations (compression of thin 
81- ~' ~ ~ _ . ~  strips cut parallel to the 1 and 3 directions respectively) 

c n 

[ 
0 | and a small square section sample, Se2 could be deter- 
× mined, providing that the relevant Poisson's ratio 

constants are known independently. 
c The Poisson's ratio constant $13 corresponds to a 
~o 6 contraction in the 1 direction when the film is loaded in 

the 3 direction. This was measured by the distortion 
I T  of an electron microscope grid printed on the surface 

of the sample2L The Poisson's ratio constants S~2 and 
c'3 $23 correspond to changes in thickness caused by 

" ~ 2- ff / ~  c t2 loading the film in the 1 and 3 directions respectively. 
- L ~ ~  We have determined these constants by an interfere- 

metric technique 2z. The optical path length alters owing 
to changes in refractive index as well as macroscopic 

2 _~ , c4 4 changes in dimension when the sample is loaded. It has 
been shown that the changes in refractive index are less 

O -4 -8 -12 important than the dimensional changes, but this still 
Birefringence x IO 4 leads to a measure of uncertainty in the final results. 

Figure 4 Stiffness constants of PMMA as a function of bire- The value of the constant Sz2 has also been confirmed 
fringence in a series of uniaxially oriented samples by a direct transducer method where the change of 
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thickness of the film under load was determined 23. Table 3 Comparison of calculated and measured com- 
This direct method is, however, not feasible for  deter- pliance constants (10-1Om2/N) for isotropic PET and PET 
mining $23 which is a much smaller quantity. Fortun- fibres based on the film data 

ately, we will see that it is the order of magnitude of (a) Isotropic polymer 
the elastic constants which is of real significance, and 

Calculated bounds Calculated bounds  
that errors even up to 20~o in the constant $12 can be from film data from fibre data 
tolerated if we only seek a physical understanding. 

Finally, there are the shear compliances S44, $55 Experimental Reuss Voigt Reuss Voigt 
and $66. For these compliances a compound torsion 

$33 4"4 5"8 2"1 10"4 3 
system was used 24, which allowed variable weights to 344 11 16.2 5.6 25 7.6 
be added in the axial direction, so that extrapolation 
to zero axial stress could be carried out. Only $5~, (b) Fibres 
corresponding to shear in the plane of the film, is com- 
paratively easy to determine. Two values are obtained; Approximate calculation under- 
from narrow strips twisted around the 1 and 3 directions Experimental taken by randomizing film data 
respectively. The torsion of very narrow strips with A B Reuss Voigt 
different aspect ratios, then gives extrapolation curves 
for S44 and $6625. Sll 8"9 16.1 6.7 6-2 

The measured elastic constants for a film and two 312 -3.9 -5.8 -4.6 -4.2 
Sla --0.47 --0.31 --0.30 --0"28 

fibres of different orientation are shown in Table 2. 333 1.1 0.71 0.58 0-58 
There are several features worthy of note. In the first S44 13'6 13.6 16.0 9.6 
place there is the very large anisotropy of elastic con- 
stants, and they fall into 3 groups. First, the extensional 
compliance $33 is the smallest, and this is expected from the film data, by averaging the film constants in 
because it may involve distortion of bonds in the mole- the plane normal to the film draw direction. On the 
cular chain. Secondly, the film shear compliances Saa aggregate model this calculation involves several inde- 
and SHe for shear of planes parallel to the plane of the pendent sets of equations. In particular, the shear 
film are the largest compliances. We believe that this compliance $44 for the 'equivalent fibre' relates only 
relates to the planar orientation of the film. The 100 to the $44 and $55 compliances of the film, and the 
planes, planes of maximum electron density, are pre- Sza compliance for the fibre relates only to the Slz and 
ferentially oriented in the plane of the film, and it is $23 compliances for the film. From Table 3(b) it can 
reasonable to postulate the analogy with graphitic be seen that the predicted bounds for the fibre are in 
structures, where van der Waals forces are largely the correct range, the result being very good in the case 
responsible for the cohesion of the graphitic plane of the $44 compliance. The comparison is less good for 
sheets, the $12 compliance, and quite incorrect for the $11 

Thirdly, the compliances S~1, $12 and $55, which compliance. This result suggests that the compression 
relate to distortions in the plane of the sheet, occupy measurement of the $11 fibre constant may be in error, 
an intermediate position. It is possible to speculate possibly owing to a different surface structure in the 
that these compliances involve changes in molecular fibre which has so far eluded detection by structural 
conformation, i.e. bond rotations as well as dispersion techniques. 
forces. 

In the second place, the comparison between film 
and fibres is of interest. In both cases we can compare CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS 
the predicted bounds for the isotropic compliance 
constants, based on the aggregate model, with the These detailed studies of the aggregate model confirm 
experimental values. This comparison is shown in Table that geometrical rearrangement of the structure can 

account very well for the pattern of anisotropy in a 3(a), and we see that the experimental values fall con- 
vincingly between the bounds. We can also make an glassy polymer of comparatively low crystallinity. It 
approximate calculation of the fibre elastic constants is more surprising that such a model would work well 

for low density polyethylene where complex morpho- 
logical changes occur as drawing. However, it has been 

Table 2 Compliance constants (10 -10 very clearly demonstrated how this pattern of anisotropy 
m2/N) for oriented PET of orthorhombic arises both with regard to the non-affine orientation 
film and two fibres distribution 5, 26, 27 and the minimum in Young's modulus 

which is associated with a unique relaxation process, 
Fibres the c-shear relaxationS, 28, 29. This topic has been 

Orthorhombic 
film A B extensively discussed in previous publications and will 

not be considered further here. The aggregate model 
Slz 4.4 8.9 16.1 certainly does not work for high density polyethylene 
Sz2 6-14 and polypropylene, where the isotropic elastic constants 
$33 0"58 1 "1 O' 71 are significantly outside the predicted bounds, and it 
344 26"2 13"6 13"6 
S55 5.88 probably does not work for nylon-6,6 (Table 4). There 
S6e 27.7 are increases in stiffness on orientation in these polymers 
Sla 3.3 -3.9 -5.8 which are not related to geometrical rearrangements 
$13 - o. 19 - o. 47 - o. 31 but to profound structural changes, as would be expected 
$23 - 0 - 4 0  from morphological studies, such as those carried out 
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by Peterlin and his colleagues 3°. In polypropylene, it • ' c I 
was concluded sl that geometrical rearrangements were I IO" ~,. 
probably adequate to explain the development of l ' l l "  
mechanical anisotropy for low and intermediate states I I I c Z iO 9 - - - - - - - L  

\ 

of orientation, but this assumption breaks down for ~ i l l  t g 
high orientation. It was even speculatively suggested zl [ A 
that the point of breakdown might correspond to the ~ 1 o 
point at which the lamellae are broken up, and this ~ ~ IO 7 " "--~---- a 
suggestion appears to receive confirmation from the [ 
more recent ideas of Peterlin on deformation in a very r(c~) r(%) 
similar polymer, high density polyethylene a°. Another 
polymer where the aggregate model proves quite in- 
adequate is nylon-6. Recent work 32 has shown that ~-IO ~ 
the mechanical anisotropy shows considerable cam- t l l l  I / ~  I 
plexity, which can be attributed to structural changes ~ i !I ~, ~ z C I 
occurring during the drawing process. ' ' '  , , , ,  

The development of mechanical anisotropy in crystal- A ~ A_ 
line polymers is therefore particularly rewarding with o 
regard to the insight which it may provide on the rela- ~ IO 7 • - - -  

Table 4 Comparison of calculated and measured extensional and T lc~ a) T (c%) 
torsional compliances (xl01Om2/N) for unoriented polymers 
(ref 12, p 256) 

IO II 
Extensional compliance Torsional compliance 

S3~ S44 

Calculated Calculated ~ IO 9 
_.~ 3_ =E9o 
° 

Reuss Voigt Measured Reuss Voigt Measured -~ 
IO 7 II = 

High-density 10 2.1 17 30 6 26 
polyethylene i C 

Polypropylene 7.7 3.8 14 23 11 2.7 T(oca) T(O~c) 
Nylon-6,6 6.6 5.2 4.8 17 13 12 

Figure 8 Schematic representation of change in modulus E with 
temperature on the Takayanagi model for (a) the II and (b) the 

6.9 _1_ situations corresponding to Eo and Ego respectively. Calcula- 
• tions assume amorphous relaxation at temperature T(c~a) and 

/ o ~  crystalline relaxation at temperature T(~c) and (c) shows com- 
bined results. C, Crystalline phase; A, amorphous phase (after 
Takayanagi et al.) 

5.7 / / / "  tionship between structure and properties when these 
a- / /  materials are deformed to high molecular orientation. 

An interesting example of the extreme situation which 
z can occur is illustrated by the cold drawing of high 

6" -O density polyethylene 33 and is shown in Figure 7. At 
4.5 , ~  very high draw ratios the Young's modulus reaches 

~ N7x  1010N/m 2 which is about one-third of the theo- 
/ retical modulus for perfectly oriented polyethylene. 

O 
• J /  Such high draw involves drastic changes in structure, 
-~ / ' . /  and may even lead to an appreciable increase in the 

3.3 / i  melting point owing to the production of extended 
o 1 /  chain crystallites aa. This is an area of considerable 

/ importance technologically as well as being of some 
/ ~ / /  scientific interest. 

2-1 / THE TAKAYANAGI COMPOSITE MODEL 

a t /  At the other extreme from the amorphous oriented 
polymers, are the cold drawn and annealed polymers. 
In this case the key initial work was carried out by 

• , , , , , Takayanagi, who found the unusual result that the 
099  17 25 33 modulus along the draw direction became less than 

Draw ratio, k that perpendicular to the draw direction at temperatures 
above the major relaxation transition. He interpreted 

Figure 7 Variation of Y o u n g ' s  m o d u l u s  with draw ratio for 
high density polyethylenes. • • ,  ~n=6180 and ~w=101 450; this result in terms of his well known model (Figure 8) 
©---©, ~n=18 350 and ~w=67 800 where the amorphous material, whose modulus falls 
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Z l l b ®  'X l l  q ZIIb 'XII c 

/% .>: I%EI 
a R b R c R 

El  

0"3 d 'tan 6 4 0"3 e 0-3 f 

~ O . 2  tan6c ~ ~ Q 
0.2 tan ~6o~ P tan 5 o 

P ° tan  54 ~ ~ . ~ o ~  
O. tan 5 4 O' I 

-,6o ' 6 ,6o -,60 ' 6 ' ,6o -,6o ' 6 ' ,6o 
Temperature (°C) 

Figure 9 Schemat ic  structure diagrams and mechanical loss spectra. (a) and (d): for b-c sheet;  (b) and (e): for  parallel lamellae sheet;  
(c) and (f) :  for  a-b sheet. P, inter lamel lar shear process; O, c-shear process; R, low angle X-ray diagram, beam along Z 

above the major relaxation, is in series with the crystalline consistent with this interpretation, the interlamellar 
material for the draw direction situation, and in parallel shear process showing maximum loss for situations 
for the perpendicular situation. This composite solid where the resolved shear stress parallel to the lamellar 
model is an excellent starting point for understanding planes is a maximum, and the c-shear relaxation showing 
the mechanical anisotropy of oriented crystalline maximum loss when the resolved shear stress is parallel 
polymers, provided that they are sufficiently annealed to the mean direction of the c-axes. (For a more detailed 
for substantial relaxation of the interlamellar material discussion see refs 28, 29 and 34.) Exactly comparable 
to have occurred. The Takayanagi model does, however, results were obtained for the variation of extensional 
need to be converted to a three-dimensional model, moduli with temperature 3s, and similar cross over 
In theoretical terms this means that shear strains as points were observed to those first shown by Takayanagi 
well as extensional strains must be considered. In for high density polyethylene. The interpretation is 
physical terms it is the shear strains which are of pre- consistent with the original ideas of Takayanagi, but 
dominant importance, and this in turn leads to a recogni- introduces the orientation of the lamellar planes as a 
tion that the orientation of the lamellae is the critical key factor, and the more precise definition of the relaxa- 
factor in determining the patterns of mechanical tion process in sub-macroscopic terms as 'interlamellar 
anisotropy, shear'. 

This aspect has been demonstrated very clearly by The next step was to combine these ideas to give a 
comparative studies of specially oriented sheets of low quantitative interpretation of the anisotropy of both 
density polyethylene. Schematic structure diagrams and losses and moduli. Before proceeding with this, it 
mechanical loss spectra for three sheets, each possessing appeared desirable to examine how the mechanical 
structure of particular simplicity, are shown in Figure 9. anisotropy was reflected at a molecular level. Dielectric 
The 'b-c sheet' in Figure 9a gives a wide angle X-ray relaxation measurements were therefore undertaken 3~ 
diffraction pattern showing that the b and c axes of the on sheets similar to the b-c and a-b sheets described 
crystalline regions lie in the plane of the sheet. Low above, on low density polyethylene samples which had 
angle X-ray diffraction results show that the lamellae previously been subjected to a small amount of oxidation 
are arranged with their normals inclined at about 40 ° so that carbonyl groups could be incorporated into the 
to the direction of the c axis. The 'a-b' sheet shown in polyethylene chain. It was found that the c-shear process 
Figure 9c has a similar lamellar texture, but the a and showed the dielectric anisotropy expected for a relaxa- 
b axes now lie in the plane of the sheet and the c axis tion involving rotation of the chain around its axis, i.e. 
normal to this direction. Finally, there is the 'parallel consistent with the process proposed by Hoffman et aL 37 
lamellae sheet' of Figure 9b where the lamellar planes for this relaxation, where there is rotation of the chain 
are now normal to the initial draw direction in the through 90 ° together with its simultaneous translation 
sheet (i.e. the c-axis direction of the 'b-c sheet') and the along its axis. The interlamellar shear relaxation, on 
c axes make an appreciable angle with that direction, the other hand, showed no dielectric anisotropy, con- 

Figures 9d, e and f show the dynamic mechanical loss firming that the mechanical anisotropy is not molecular 
spectra for thin strips cut from these sheets in the in origin but arises entirely from the morphological 
indicated directions, the experiments being carried out structure and the anisotropic arrangement of lamellae. 
in bending at approximately constant frequency over With these results in mind, it was possible to set up a 
a range of temperatures. There are two relaxation simple model s for the anisotropy of tan 8 for the inter- 
processes P, the interlamellar shear process, and Q the lamellar shear relaxation (conventionally called the 
c-shear relaxation process. Examination of the results t-relaxation) of low density polyethylene and the similar 
for these sheets shows that the loss spectra are exactly relaxation in high density polyethylene (which is con- 
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60 types of shear must be added to explain the anisotropy 
in a range where interlamellar shear is the predominant 
process, i.e. near to room temperature. This composite 
model was very successful in explaining the modulus 

30  anisotropy to the parallel lamellae sheet at room tem- 
perature and for the a-b sheet, i.e. for situations where 
the c-shear relaxation does not contribute. More recent 

IO ~ studies, which include creep measurements in torsion 
as well as extension ag, suggest that the situation is 
basically as proposed in this earlier work, and that all E 6 
the results can be explained in terms of the sum of 

~" ~, contributions from the two relaxation processes. 
0 Interlamellar 
x shear ~ Finally, it may be asked how relevant these ideas of 

3 process interlamellar shear and the composite model are to 
= other polymers. In polypropylene 4°, which is a polymer 
o very similar in mechanical properties to high density E 

polyethylene, the pattern of mechanical anisotropy 
o, could be attributed to the onset of interlamellar shear t -  

~_ I.O at temperatures above the fi-relaxation in highly annealed 
samples. This then allowed the a-relaxation to show 

0.6 ~ the loss anisotropy predicted by the simple model for 
an interlamellar shear loss process discussed above. 
Hot-drawn and hydrostatically extruded materials, on 
the other hand, did not show clear interlamellar shear, 

0.3 C-shear in spite of their distinct lamellar texture, as revealed by 
process low angle X-ray diffraction. This suggests the importance 

of tie molecules and intercrystalline material in deter- 
mining the mechanical properties. It is a result entirely 

, , ~ , , consistent with the other work on low density and 
°'--ll6© - 8 0  0 80 high density polyethylene, where intensive annealing is 

Temperature (or) required to allow the interlamellar shear process. Infra- 
red measurements have clearly shown how annealing Figure I0 Young's modulus for parallel lamellae low density 

polyethylene sheet. C), Eo normal to lamellar planes; C], Eb removes most of the orientation of the non-crystalline 
parallel to lamellar planes and to b axis; A, E45 at an angle of material 35. 
45 ° with these directions in plane of sheet In PET, a combined study of  mechanical and dielectric 

relaxation in oriented samples 41, showed that the 
mechanical anisotropy of the a-relaxation contrasted 

ventionally called the s-relaxation). It is assumed that with the isotropy of the dielectric a-process, as had 
there are no constraints to shear in the plane of the been found for the fi-relaxation in low density poly- 
lamellae so that the motion of the lamellae is in the ethylene. The pattern of mechanical anisotropy for the 
direction for which the shear stress is a maximum, a-relaxation again suggested an interlamellar shear 
This simple assumption makes the mathematical treat- mechanism, but the simple continuity of stress model 
ment very straightforward so that the loss anisotropy for interlamellar shear did not give a quantitative fit to 
relates to the quantity cos~Tsin27 where ~, is the angle the data. It was concluded that a more detailed model 
between the applied stress direction and a lamellar is required, taking into account both the orientation 
plane normal. The calculated anisotropy agreed well of the lamellae and the detailed nature of the stress and 
with the experimental results, and this has recently strain continuity. Such a model requires more detailed 
been confirmed by Buckley and McCrum as for high information on both mechanical properties and structure, 
density polyethylene sheets with orthorhombic sym- and this is now being sought. It is interesting to note 
metry, that in a sense this brings us back to the Takayanagi 

Following the success of this simple model for the model where the stress and strain continuity problem 
loss anisotropy, it appeared worthwhile to attempt to is dealt with in terms of the relative proportions of 
explain the anisotropy of moduli on a similar basis, crystalline and non-crystalline material and the degree 
Figure 10 shows the 10 sec Young's modulus data for of series and parallel coupling. 
the parallel lamellae low density polyethylene sheet. 
Two points are worthy of note. First, there are two CONCLUSIONS 
crossover points in the modulus curves; one at about 
- 4 0 ° C  corresponding to the onset of interlamellar To conclude, this account of mechanical anisotropy 
shear and another at about +20°C when the c-shear in polymers suggests that the subject can be conveniently 
relaxation is the predominant process. These results discussed under three main headings, although, of 
are, of course, exactly consistent with the loss data of course, this is bound to be an arbitrary division in 
Figure 9e. Secondly, the modulus in the direction normal many cases. 
to the lamellar planes (E0) does fall appreciably owing (1) Amorphous polymers and polymers of low 
to the interlamellar shear relaxation. This led to the crystallinity can be considered in the light of the aggre- 
proposal 7 that pure shear occurs as well as simple gate model and continuum ideas for molecular orienta- 
shear and that the increase in compliance due to both tion on drawing. We might perhaps speculate that these 
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are systems where fringed micelle rather than chain 13 Allison, S. W. and Ward, I. M. Br. J. AppL Phys. 1967, 18, 
1151 

folding morphologies  predominate.  14 Purvis, J., Bower, D. I. and Ward, I. M. Polymer 1973, 14, 
(2) Cold drawn highly crystalline polymers at high 398 

draw, where the pulling out  o f  chain folds, to  give 15 Cunningham, A., Ward, I. M., Willis, H. A. and Zichy, V. L. 
many  tie molecules or  even extended chain crystallites, Polymer 1974, 15, in press 
should be considered in a separate category. It  seems 16 Kashiwagi, M., Folkes, M. J. and Ward, I. M. Polymer 1971 
likely that  the composite solid approach,  including the 12, 697 17 Kashiwagi, M. and Ward, I. M. Polymer 1972, 13, 145 
analogy with fibre reinforcement, will be relevant here. 18 Hadley, D. W., Ward, I. M. and Ward, J. Proc. R. Soc. (A) 

(3) Oriented, highly annealed crystalline polymers 1965, 285, 275 
can be understood in terms of the theories of composite 19 Pinnock, P. R., Ward, I. M. and Wolf, J. M. Proc. R. Soc. 
solids, particularly in the situation where interlamellar (A) 1966, 291, 267 

20 Cunningham, A. and Ward, I. M. to be published 
shear is the predominant  deformation process. 21 Ladizesky, N. H. and Ward, I. M. J. MacromoL Sci. (B) 

Finally, it may  be remarked that  there is a clear 1971, 5, 661 
need to devise and undertake methods for  measuring 22 Cunningham, A. and Ward, I. M. to be published 
anisotropic mechanical behaviour in detail, so that 23 Croll, S. G. and Duckett, R. A. to be published 

24 Ladizesky, N. H. and Ward, I. M. J. Macromol. ScL (B) 
theoretical models for  the behaviour may  be tested 1971, 5, 745 
more  stringently. Moreover,  al though our  understanding 25 Ladizesky, N. H. and Ward, I. M. J. Mater. Sci. 1973, 8, 980 
o f  the mechanical  properties o f  polymers is only as 26 Gupta, V. B., Keller, A. and Ward, I. M. J. MacromoL Sci. 
good  as our  understanding of  their structure, this is (B) 1968, 2, 139 
no t  a unidirectional process, and there is much to be 27 McBrierty, V. J. and Ward, I. M. Br. J. Appl. Phys. (J. Phys.: 

D) 1968, (Ser. 2), 1, 1529 
gained in structural understanding f rom detailed studies 28 Stachurski, Z. H. and Ward, I. M. J. Polym. Sci. (A-2) 1968, 
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I Notes to the Editor I 
Synthesis and polymerizability of 5-methyl-2- 
vinyliminobibenzyl and lO-ethyl-2-vinylphenothiazine 
P. Hyde, L. d. Kricka*, A.  Ledwith and K. C. Smith 

Dept, of Inorganic, Physical and Industrial Chemistry, University of Liverpool, PO Box 147, Liverpool L69 3BX, UK 
(Received 29 January 1974) 

INTRODUCTION acetylphenothiazine (VI) in moderate yield. Reductive 
dehydration of VI with aluminium isopropoxide-active 

Ring vinylation of condensed heteroaromatic molecules alumina afforded 10-ethyl-2-vinylphenothiazine (VII). 
has not been extensively investigated mainly owing to Previously 2-vinylphenothiazine has been prepared in 
the inadequacy of available synthetic vinylation pro- low yield from 2-(1-hydroxyethyl)phenothiazine by 
cedures. The principal routes by which a C-vinyl group dehydration using activated alumina 7. 
may be introduced at a ring position are dehydration, 
pyrolysis, dehydrohalogenation, and reductive dehydra- 
tion of the appropriate ~- or fl-hydroxyethyl, acyloxy- EXPERIMENTAL AND MONOMER SYNTHESIS 

ethyl, fi-haloethyP, and acetyl derivatives z, severally. 1H n.m.r, spectra were measured at 60 MHz for solutions 
Also the Hoffman elimination reaction, and the Wittig in deuterochloroform with tetramethylsilane as internal 
reaction have been employed to generate a vinyl group 
from a/3-N,N-dialkylaminoethyl and a formyl derivative, standard. I.r. spectra were recorded for Nujol mulls. 
respectivelyL Mass spectra were measured by the Physico-Chemical 

We wish to report the synthesis and polymerizability Measurements Unit, Harwell. Alumina for chromato- 
of the new vinyl monomers, 5-methyl-2-vinylimino- graphy was Brockmann Grade 1 neutral (BDH). 
bibenzyl (II) and 10-ethyl-2-vinylphenothiazine (VII). 5-Methyl-iminobibenzyl, m.p. 106-107°C (lit. s 107- 
Our interest in these ring systems stems from their 108°C), 10-acetylphenothiazine, m.p. 197-199°C (lit. 4 
electron donor properties and from the possible exploita- 197-197.5) and 2-acetylphenothiazine, m.p. 190o191°C 
tion of polymers and copolymers based on these ring (lit. 4 187-188°C; lit. 9 193°C) were prepared as outlined 
systems as antioxidants, as light sensitive materials for in the literature. 2,10-Diacetylphenothiazine was pre- 
photoreproduction, and for the synthesis of pharmaco- pared by the method of Cauquil and CasadevalP and 
logically active copotymers, was converted to 2-acetylphenothiazine 4 without further 

5-Methyl-2-vinyliminobibenzyl was prepared by the purification. 2-Formyl-5-methyliminobibenzyl (78~), 
reaction of 2-formyl-5-methyliminobibenzyl (I) with m.p. 90-92°C (lit. a° 90093°C; lit. 11 94--95°C), emax 
methylidene triphenylphosphorane. Formylation of 5- 1690, 1680 (C=O), 1600 br, 1490, 1325, 1210, 1105, 820 

and 765 cm -1. rn/e 237 (M ÷, 100~), 238 ( M + I ,  19), 
methyliminobibenzyl was achieved at room temperature 236 (19), 223 (16), 222 (M-Me, 95), 194 (11), 193 (18) 
using phosphorus oxychloride/N,N-dimethylformamide. 
Friedel-Crafts acetylation of 10-acetylphenothiazine and 192 (11), M* 208 (237~222), was prepared by 
(III) using aluminium trichloride as catalyst produced stirring together 5-methyliminobibenzyl, phosphoryl 
2,10-diacetylphenothiazine (IV) 4. Hydrolysis of the chloride and N,N-dimethylformamide at room tern- 
latter by alcoholic potassium hydroxide afforded 2- perature~L 
acetylphenothiazine (V) 4 which upon alkylation 5 with 
thallium (I) ethoxide/ethyl iodide gave 10-ethyl-2- 5-Methyl-2-vinyliminobibenzyl 

A solution of n-butyllithium (21 ~)  in hexane was 
@ ~ ~  ~ i ~ [  - added by means of a syringe to a stirred suspension 

of triphenylmethyl phosphonium bromide (10.0g) in 
R R l tetrahydrofuran (100ml) under nitrogen. The orange 

I IW coloured homogeneous solution was stirred at room 
CH3 temperature for 2 h, and then a solution of 2-formyl-5- 

methyliminobibenzyl (7.1 g) in tetrahydrofuran (75ml) 
(I) R=CHO (111) R'=H; R2=Ac was added dropwise during 0.25h, after which the 

(11) R=CH=CHz (IV) R'=R==Ac mixture was refluxed for 2h. Addition of the cooled 
reaction mixture to hexane (400ml) precipitated tri- 

(V) Rt=Ac; R 2= H phenylphosphine oxide. This was removed by filtration 
(Vl) R'= Ac; R 2= Et and the filtrate evaporated to afford a yellow oil which 

crystallized upon standing. The crude product (4-7g) 
(VII) R~=CH~CH2; R 2=Et was chromatographed on a column of neutral alumina 

* Present address: Dept. of Clinical Chemistry, Queen Elizabeth ( ~ 2 0 0 g )  made up in petroleum ether. Elution with 
Hospital, University of Birmingham, Birmingham BI5 2TJ, UK. petroleum ether (b.p. 30-40°C) afforded 5-methyl-2- 
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vinyliminobibenzyl (3.2g, 45~), m.p. 69-70°C. Found: Polymerizability ofN-ethyl-2-vinylphenothiazine (NE2VP) 
M + 235-1362; C, 86-6~; H, 7"3~o; N, 6-1~. C17HlvN Typically a vacuum degassed benzene solution con- 
requires: M + 235.1361; C, 86"8~o; H, 7"3~o; N, 6.0~. taining AIBN (6.1 × 10-aM) and NE2VP (0.79M) gave 
Vmax 1625 (CH=CH2), 1600, 1490 br, 1325, 1265, a 83~  yield of homopolymer on precipitation into 
1103, 1090, 895, 825, and 750cm -1. ~-[CDCla] 2.70-3.20 methanol after 20h at 70°C. The polymer had )l~n= 
(7H, m, ArH), 3.40 and 3-75 (1H, two d, Jv~c 10Hz, 62 000. After only 2h at 70°C a similar reaction mixture 
vie olefinic proton), 4.32 and 4.60 (1H, two d, Joem gave a 28 ~ yield of the same polymer. Related experi- 
2Hz, trans, gem olefinic proton), 4.85 and 5.05 (1 H, ments in which NE2VP was the minor component in 
two d, cis, gem olefinic proton), 6.75 (3H, s, NMe) monomer mixtures with styrene showed that radical 
and 6.92 (4H, s, ARCH2). M/e 235 (M +, 100~o), 236 copolymerization with the latter monomer was con- 
( M + I ,  17), 234 (17), 221 (10), 220 ( M - M e ,  65) and veniently effected. On the other hand, attempted radical 
219 (12). M* 206 (235--,220). copolymerizations with maleic anhydride were un- 

successful and yielded only a pink coloured low molecular 
2-Acetyl-lO-ethylphenothiazine weight product (possibly a 1 : 1 adduct). 

2-Acetylphenothiazine (24.1 g, 0.1tool)was dissolved All attempts to induce cationic polymerization by 
in 200ml of dry ether and sufficient N,N-dimethyl- reaction with tropylium hexachloroantimonate 13 in 
formamide to complete solution. After stirring for dichloromethane failed. 
5min at 30°C, thallium (I) ethoxide (24.9g, 0.1 mol) The reactions between n-butyllithium and NE2VP in 
was added and the solution was stirred for 3[4h. Ethyl tetrahydrofuran in a dry nitrogen atmosphere at room 
iodide (17-0g) was added slowly and after stirring for temperature were characterized by immediate formation 
1 h at 30°C and 24h at room temperature, thallium (I) of a red-purple propagating anion. Polymers were 
iodide was filtered off. Evaporation of the filtrate yielded obtained (80-90 ~ yields) by precipitation into methanol 
a viscous solution which was poured into water and with )fin in the range 10 000-30 000. 
extracted with chloroform. The combined extracts were 
washed with water and dried (MgSO4). Evaporation Polymerizability of N-methyl-2-vinyliminobibenzyl 
afforded an oil which after recrystallization from absolute (NM2VB) 
ethanol (charcoal) yielded 2-acetyl-10-ethylphenothiazine Free radical homopolymerization of vacuum degassed 
(15.3g, 57~) as yellow needles, m.p. 86-88°C. Found: benzene solutions of NM2VB were readily achieved by 
C, 71-5~; H, 5-6~; N, 5.1~;  O, 5.8~;  S, 11"9~o. thermal initiation with AIBN at 70°C. Similarly free 
C1sH15NOS requires: C, 71.3~; H, 5.6~;  N, 5.2~;  radical copolymerizations with styrene and alternating 
O, 5.9~;  S, 11.9~. Vma,, 1675 (C=O), 1590, 1285 ,  copolymerization with maleic anhydride were easily 
1225, 1130, 1110, 915, 900, 820, and 750cm -1. z[CDC13] accomplished. In the latter case a characteristic charge 
7.50-6-70 (7H, m, ArH), 3.84 (2H, q, J7 Hz, CH2. Me), transfer spectrum, obtained on mixing the monomers 
2-47 (3H, s, COMe) and 1.33 (3H, t, J7 Hz, Me). M/e in benzene, gradually faded during polymerization to 
269/271 (M + 56.5/3.6~), 270 ( M + I ,  11.3), 254/256 give, ultimately, a white polymer on precipitation into 
( M - M e ,  14.1/1.0), 255 ( M + l - M e ,  2.8), 240/242 methanol-petroleum ether mixture. 
( M - E t ,  100/5.3), 241 ( M + I - E t ,  15.4), 197/199 Cationic homopolymerizationwasaccomplishedlaby 
(240-COMe, 25.7/2.8), 198 (5.3), M* 239.8 (269~254), reaction of monomer with tropylium hexachloroanti- 
214.1 (269~240), 161.7 (240--,197). monate in dichloromethane at 0°C. Essentially quantita- 

tive yields of polymer were obtained on precipitation 
lO-Ethyl-2-vinylphenothiazine into methanol having )l~n 60 000. 

A mixture of 2-acetyl-10-ethylphenothiazine (8.6g), In a manner similar to that observed for NE2VP, 
aluminium isopropoxide (25 g), aluminium oxide (10g) reactions of NM2VB with n-butyllithium in THF gave 
in nitrogen-flushed xylene (250ml) was refluxed for rise to red coloured propagating anions and essentially 
5 h, during which time the acetone formed was distilled quantitative conversion of monomer to polymer, 
from the reaction mixture. The volume of solution Jffn=20 000-40 000. 
was reduced to 100ml. After cooling, the reaction It is worth noting that free radical homopolymers 
mixture was poured into water and was then extracted were usually much less soluble than corresponding 
with dichloromethane. The combined extracts were materials prepared by cationic or anionic processes, 
washed with water and dried (MgSO4). Evaporation possibly indicating some degree of branching or cross- 
afforded a yellow oil which after recrystallization from linking in radical polymerization via the reactive benzylic 
propan-2-ol (charcoal) yielded 10-ethyl-2-vinylpheno- hydrogens. 
thiazine (4.5g, 55~)  as pale yellow needles, m.p. 99- 
101°C. Found: M + 253-0922; C, 76.0~; H, 6 .0~;  N, CONCLUSIONS 
5-7~; S, 12.5~. C16HlsN32S requires: M + 253.0925; 
C, 75.8~; H, 6-0~; N, 5.5~;  S, 12.7~. Vmax 1625 (wk), Synthesis of the two ring vinylated heteroaromatic 
1580, 1555, 1280, 1260, 1230, 990, 910, 880, 825, 755, molecules NE2VP and NM2VB affords convenient 
735 and 710cm -1. ~-[CDCla] 7.30-6.42 (7H, m, ArH methods for incorporation of useful electron donor 
and an olefinic proton), 5.82 and 5.52 (1H, two d, Jgem nuclei in a range of new homopolymers and copolymers. 
1.5Hz, trans, gem olefinic proton), 5-30 and 5.12 (1H, It is interesting that the phenothiazine monomer can 
two d, cis, gem olefinic proton), 3-94 (2H, q, J7Hz, be polymerized by free radicalmechanisms because of the 
CHe.Me) and 1.42 (3H, t, J7Hz, Me). M/e 255/253 well known antioxidant and radical chain inhibition 
(M +, 7~o/59), 256/254 (M + 1, 2/10), 238 ( M - M e ,  1 3 ) ,  characteristics of phenothiazine and its derivatives 14. 
226/224 ( M - E t ,  13/100), M* 223.0 (253--.238), 198.5 The ring vinylated iminobibenzyl derivative behaves, 
(253--.224). as would be expected, like a typical substituted styrene 
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Light-scattering study of micelle formation by polystyrene-g- 
polymoprene graft copolymers 
C. Price and D. Woods 

Department of Chemistry, University of Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, UK 
(Received 8 January 1974) 

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL 

A short while ago we reported a study of the effect Graft copolymers 
of temperature on the intrinsic viscosities of a number of The graft copolymers were prepared by adding 
polystyrene-g-polyisoprene graft copolymer fractions 1. poly(isoprenyl lithium) (~tn= 12 500) to chloromethyl- 
Measurements were made in two solvents, n-decane and ated polystyrene (ATtn = 190 000). Liquid-liquid separa- 
methyl cyclohexane. Some of the results are shown tion was used to remove uncoupled homopolymer. 
in Figure 1. In methyl cyclohexane two steep regions Details of the preparation, fractionation and charac- 
X and Z, separated by a short shallow extension, Y, terization of the samples are to be found elsewhere 1. 
were observed. At 0°C, methyl cyclohexane is a very A summary of the relevant characterization data is 
poor solvent for polystyrene (0_~74°C), but is still a provided in Tablel. 
relatively good solvent for polyisoprene. We tentatively 
suggested therefore that the well defined decrease in [~/] 
over the region designated Z was associated with an Light-scattering measurements 
intramolecular phase separation leading to a species Measurements were made using a Sofica instrument. 
having a compact, but swollen polystyrene core, sur- Polymer solutions and solvents were clarified either by 
rounded by a flexible polyisoprene fringe, and that the centrifugation for 2h  at 2 x 104 rev/min in a No. 30 
lower transition region, designated X, was associated 
with the formation of intermolecular micelles. 

Table 1 Characterization data on the graft copolymers Only a single transition was observed for the graft 
copolymers in n-decane. This was believed to be due wt% <Sz,>x/2d 
to the formation of  intermolecular micelles on cooling. Sample Mnax l0  -5 polystyreneb Mappexl0 -5 (nm) Mapp/Mn 
Because of stability problems, however, it was only 

1G1 5'5 29-2 6.5 116 1-18 possible to work up to ~ 120°C. I t  is just feasible that a 1 G2 4.9 34-9 5.4 90 1.10 
second transition region occurs above 120°C since 1G3 4.2 38.1 5.1 84 1.21 
n-decane is a much poorer solvent for polystyrene than 
methyl cyclohexane, a Number-average molecular weights determined by osmometry 

In this short contribution we present data obtained using toluene as solvent 
in a light-scattering study of the graft copolymers. The b Wt ~/o polystyrene by u.v. spectroscopy 

c and d Apparent weight-average molecular weights (Mapp) and 
results enable us to test some of the tentative arguments apparent mean-square radii of gyration ~'S 'e'~1/2 determined from \ * /  

put forward in the original paper, light-scattering measurements in tetrahydrofuran solutions 
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of temperature on the intrinsic viscosities of a number of The graft copolymers were prepared by adding 
polystyrene-g-polyisoprene graft copolymer fractions 1. poly(isoprenyl lithium) (~tn= 12 500) to chloromethyl- 
Measurements were made in two solvents, n-decane and ated polystyrene (ATtn = 190 000). Liquid-liquid separa- 
methyl cyclohexane. Some of the results are shown tion was used to remove uncoupled homopolymer. 
in Figure 1. In methyl cyclohexane two steep regions Details of the preparation, fractionation and charac- 
X and Z, separated by a short shallow extension, Y, terization of the samples are to be found elsewhere 1. 
were observed. At 0°C, methyl cyclohexane is a very A summary of the relevant characterization data is 
poor solvent for polystyrene (0_~74°C), but is still a provided in Tablel. 
relatively good solvent for polyisoprene. We tentatively 
suggested therefore that the well defined decrease in [~/] 
over the region designated Z was associated with an Light-scattering measurements 
intramolecular phase separation leading to a species Measurements were made using a Sofica instrument. 
having a compact, but swollen polystyrene core, sur- Polymer solutions and solvents were clarified either by 
rounded by a flexible polyisoprene fringe, and that the centrifugation for 2h  at 2 x 104 rev/min in a No. 30 
lower transition region, designated X, was associated 
with the formation of intermolecular micelles. 

Table 1 Characterization data on the graft copolymers Only a single transition was observed for the graft 
copolymers in n-decane. This was believed to be due wt% <Sz,>x/2d 
to the formation of  intermolecular micelles on cooling. Sample Mnax l0  -5 polystyreneb Mappexl0 -5 (nm) Mapp/Mn 
Because of stability problems, however, it was only 

1G1 5'5 29-2 6.5 116 1-18 possible to work up to ~ 120°C. I t  is just feasible that a 1 G2 4.9 34-9 5.4 90 1.10 
second transition region occurs above 120°C since 1G3 4.2 38.1 5.1 84 1.21 
n-decane is a much poorer solvent for polystyrene than 
methyl cyclohexane, a Number-average molecular weights determined by osmometry 

In this short contribution we present data obtained using toluene as solvent 
in a light-scattering study of the graft copolymers. The b Wt ~/o polystyrene by u.v. spectroscopy 

c and d Apparent weight-average molecular weights (Mapp) and 
results enable us to test some of the tentative arguments apparent mean-square radii of gyration ~'S 'e'~1/2 determined from \ * /  

put forward in the original paper, light-scattering measurements in tetrahydrofuran solutions 
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gyration, 0 the scattering angle, h the wavelength of 
o.t  - a • light in the medium, and A2 and As are the second and 

S third virial coefficients. For homopolymers the weight- 
average molecular weight can be obtained in a straight- 
forward manner by carrying out a double extrapolation 

~ ~ ~ - - - ' I r ~  of the data to zero angle and zero concentration, since 
from equation (la): 

r , [Kc~ 1 
O' ~ ~Ro] e=o = Mw (lb) 

o=0 

y In the case of copolymers that are heterogeneous in 
chemical composition, equation (lb) yields an apparent 

• molecular weight (Mapp), (the value of which varies 
with the refractive index of the solvent) rather than a 

i real weight-average molecular weight 4, 5. For the present 
0.4 / , study, in view of the carefully controlled synthetic 

, f  method and fraction scheme used in obtaining the 
copolymer samples, the Mapp can be expected to be 
fairly close to Mw regardless of the refractive index of 

) 9  the solvent. Supporting evidence for this claim is pro- 
/ , l  vided by values of Mapp determined for sample 1G2 

in four different solvents (see Table 2). All the values 
lie fairly close to each other, and are not too different 

0.2 ~ from the measured value of Mn (=4.9x 105). Since 
- 2 0  O 20 40 60 Mn<Mw (real), we can reasonably assume that 

o.s b Mapp~Mw. 
S In the case of a homopolymer the z-average mean- 

t x ' -  square radius of gyration may be calculated from the 
limiting slope of the plot (Kc/Ro) versus sin20/2. For a 
copolymer, this procedure yields an apparent radius 
of gyration <$2,) 1/2 even when the chains are homo- 
geneous in chemical composition 6, 7. 

0.3 <$2,) =y<S~) + (1 -y)<S~) +y(1 - y ) l  2 

where (S])  and (Sg) are the mean-square radii of 
gyration of the A and B components about their centres 
of gravity GA and GB respectively, l 2 is the mean-square 
of the distance GAGB separating the two centres of 

0.1 ' ' , ~ , , , , , ~ , gravity, and y= WA. vMv; WA is the weight fraction 
25 45 65 85 IO5 125 of the A component, and vA and v are the refractive 

Temperature (oc) index increments of the A component and the total 
Figure I Plots of [nl versus temperature for (a) the graft co- copolymer respectively. For a graft copolymer con- 
polymers 1G1 (O), 1G2 (©) and 1G3 (A) in methyl cyclohexane taining sufficient number of short grafted chains, I2=0 

( S ~ ) -  <SB)- (S , ) ,  in this a n d  (b) the graft copolymers 1G1 ([~) and 1G3 (x) in n-decane for a true solution, and ~ _ 2 _ 2 . 
case <S~,) = <S 2)z (the real z-average radius of gyration). 
If the graft copolymer forms micelles having symmetrical 

rotor of a Spinco Model L preparative ultracentrifuge structures, so that GA=GB, then again 12=0, but 
or by filtration through solvent inert Millipore filters <S~)#<S~) and ($2,)#<$2)z. 
having a pore size of 0.45×108nm. Light-scattering 
measurements were made with light of wavelength Refractive index increments 
546nm at 11 angles from 30 ° to 150 °. The instrument 
was calibrated using benzene for which the Rayleigh These were measured for the copolymer solutions at 

each temperature studied by light scattering using a 
ratio is known over a range of temperature2. ' Brice-Phoenix differential refractometer calibrated in 

The light scattered from a dilute polymer solution at the recommended manner. low angles may be expressed in the general form~: 

1 [1 (16z,2) (~)] +2A2c +3Asc2+ Table 2 Effect of solvent in the 
ReKC-Mw + ~ (S 2)zsin2 " " " sampleapparentlG2m°lecular weight of 

(la) 
Solvent Mapp x 10 -5 

where K is an optical constant for the particular system 
in question, c the concentration, Re the difference Chloroform 5.7 
between the Rayleigh ratio of the solution and that Cyclohexane 5.6 
of the pure solvent, Mw the weight-average molecular Tetrahydrofuran S.4 1-Chloropropane 5-6 
weight, <S~)z the z-average mean-square radius of 
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Table 3 Light-scattering data for copolymer compact. This result suggests that at the lower tem- 
1G1 peratures the degree of segregation of the two polymer 

components is greatly increased, leading to micelles 
T(°C) Mappxl0 -e <S2,>l/~(nm) R~/(nm) with very compact, well-defined cores (e.g. consisting 
n-decane: say of 20 % volume fraction of polystyrene in n-decane). 

If  we represent the micelles by hydrodynamically 
25 5-8 26.8 24.8 
35 4.1 27' 6 99.3 equivalent spheres then 9: 

45 2"3 27'1 19-9 10rr R~No 
55 1'9 29.1 19-3 [r / ]= 3 "  M (3) 
65 1 '7 36'1 19-8 
75 1-6 42"5 20"8 
85 1'4 46"5 21-2 where No is Avogadro's number, and R~ is the radius 

of impermeable spheres that are equivalent to the 
methyl cyclohexane: micelles in intrinsic viscosity. (The equivalent radius 

15 0.75 61 19"8 of gyration for a solid sphere Sv would equal 0.775 R~.) 
25 0.69 61 19.9 Values of R~ calculated from equation (3) are listed in 
30 0-70 62 20.3 Table 3; no attempt was made to correct for poly- 
35 0" 68 63 20' 4 
40 0.71 66 20'8 dispersity. The average hydrodynamic dimensions are 
50 0.72 70 20.9 seen to remain remarkably constant throughout the 
60 o.68 71 20.6 range of temperature studied, and in agreement with 

the suggestion that the micelles become more compact 
at the lower temperatures the observed values of (S~,) 1/2 
and S~ become closer. 

Table 4 Light-scattering data for copolymers In  methyl cyclohexane the molecular weight o f  1G1 
1G2 and 1G3 (Mapp'~ Mw) remains approximately constant over the 

range 15-60°C having an average value of 7.0x 10 5. 
T(°C) M a p p x l 0  -6 <$2)1/2(nm) R~(nm) The latter agrees, within experimental error, with the 

value obtained in tetrahydrofuran and indicates that 
1G2 in methyl cyclohexane: the molecules remain virtually unaggregated over the 

15 1.03 55 21 "3 
25 0.74 59 19.9 range covered by light scattering. This result is con- 
30 o. 75 60 20.3 sistent with our earlier suggestion that the sharp decrease 
35 0.74 59 20-4 in [7] over the range marked Z (Figure 1) is due to the 
40 0.78 65 20'9 formation of intramolecular micelles. The transition is 
50 0.73 67 20.6 accompanied by a decrease in (S~,)t/2; in this case the 
65 0' 69 69 20" 3 

values of  (Se,> 1/2 and <$2)~/e should lie well w i th in  
1G3 in n-decane: experimental error. The magnitude of <S~) 1/2, however, 

25 9.8 29.1 29.5 remains high even at the lowest temperatures studied. 
35 9.1 30.0 29.1 We conclude therefore on the basis of the present 
45 7.6 30.3 27-4 evidence that the intramolecular micelles must have 
55 6.3 30"2 26'0 fairly open structures, in which the two polymer com- 
65 5"0 34"8 25' 1 
75 3"6 38'2 24"1 ponents are perhaps only partly segregated. 
85 2-1 42.1 21.5 Light-scattering measurements at a series of tempera- 

tures were made also on copolymer 1G3 in n-decane 
and on 1G2 in methyl cyclohexane. The results, which 
are listed in Table 4, show in general similar trends to 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION those discussed for sample 1G1. There are some minor 
differences however, which are worthy of mention. 

Determinations of Ro as a function of concentration At a given temperature in n-decane, the average number 
and angle were made for copolymer 1G1 in n-decane of molecules per micelle is greater for 1G3 then 1G1. 
and methyl cyclohexane over a range of temperatures. This difference might have been predicted since the 
Following the usual procedure values of Kc/Ro were average length of polystyrene backbone chain between 
plotted against sin20/2+kc (where k is an arbitrary polyisoprene grafts is greater for 1G3 than 1G1. At 
constant). The plots were conventional in shape 8 and the lowest temperature investigated, 15°C, the data 
with both solvents (Kc/Ro)o=o versus c remained linear show that copolymer 1G2 in methyl cyclohexane has 
down to the lowest concentration for each temperature started to form intermolecular micelles. It would have 
studied. Values of  Mapp and (S~,) 1/~ obtained from the been interesting to follow this behaviour into the tem- 
plots are given in Table 3. perature regions marked X and Y in Figure 1, but un- 

For  copolymer 1G1 in n-decane the molecular weight fortunately it was not possible to work down to lower 
results indicate the presence of intermolecular micelles, temperatures with the equipment available. 
the average number of molecules per micelle increasing 
with decreasing temperature. Also as the molecular 
weight (Mapp~Mw) increases <$2,) */2 decreases. Whilst ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
the latter is only the apparent radius of gyration, we 
estimate that for micelles formed from 1GI in n-decane, We thank the Science Research Council for the award 
its value will not depart from the real value by more of a CAPS Studentship for D. W. We also thank Esso 
than - 6 % .  Thus as the temperature is lowered the Chemicals Research Centre, Abingdon, for their help 
data clearly indicate that the micelles become more and co-operation on the project carried out by D. W. 
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INTRODUCTION had only 15~o weight loss at 500°C. The increased 
thermal stability of the higher molecular weight polymer, 

Earlier investigations on oxidative polymerization leading obtained by reducing the initiator concentration, may 
to the formation of  poly(phenylene ethers), having high be explained by increased crosslinking in the polymer 
thermal stability have been done mostly with substituted backbone. 

phenols 1-~. We are presently studying the application Acid and alkali resistance of thin polymer films was 
of the same technique to substituted binuclear aromatics studied according to standard methods 4. The polymer 
in order to obtain polymers having enhanced thermo- was found to possess excellent acid resistance while the 
stability, which may be expected due to the increased alkali resistance was not satisfactory. 
aromaticity in the polymer backbone. 

We wish to report here the polymerization of  1- 
Mechanism o f  polymerization 

naphthol using cuprous chloride-pyridine initiator 
system. Endres and Kirstek have discussed the mechanism of  

polymerization of  disubstituted phenols using CuC1- 
pyridine initiator system and have suggested the inter- 

EXPERIMENTAL mediate formation of  a copper-amine complex followed 
Materials  by transfer of electrons from oxygen to copper and the 

consequent formation of phenoxy radicals, leading to 
Analytical grade solvents were taken and were used the coupling of the free phenoxy radicals to give poly- 

without further purification. 1-Naphthol was re-crystal- (phenylene ethers). 
lized and vacuum dried prior to polymerization. Cuprous We believe that in a similar manner naphthoxy radicals 
chloride was freshly prepared using standard methods. are formed which finally leads to C-O-C coupling. 

Although it may appear that the reaction of free phenoxy 
Polymerization procedure as well as free naphthoxy radicals is principally C-C 

A measured amount of cuprous chloride was added, coupling actually C-O-C compounds are formed which 
under a continuous stream of oxygen, to a mixture of may in all probability be due to the formation of a 
nitrobenzene and pyridine kept at 40°C in a three- Cu-amine complex whichremains bound to the catalyst. 
necked flask; 1-naphthol was then added in portions to Infra-red spectra of  the polymer samples taken in 
this initiator system, with vigorous stirring. A thick Nujol film also indicated the presence of  C-O-C linkage 
viscous mass was obtained after about 20min reaction at 1350cm -z (aromatic ether) and a hump at 1425cm -1 
time. It was diluted with chloroform and the polymer probably for a romat ic -OH.  
was precipitated by pouring into acidified methanol. 
The crude polymer was purified by dissolving in chloro- 
form and reprecipitating from acidified methanol three ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
times, washing finally with acidified methanol and Grateful acknowledgement is due to the Indian Institute 
drying in vacuum at 40°C. of Experimental Medicine, Calcutta for the i.r. spectral 

analysis and also to the University Grants Commission, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION India for a fellowship to one of  the authors (A. B.). 

Polymer samples of different molecular weights ranging REFERENCES 
from 10 000 to 25 000 were prepared by varying the 1 Hay, A. S., Blanchard, H. S., Endres, G. F. and Eustance, W. 
monomer : initiator ratio. Light scattering was used for ]. Am. Chem. Soc. 1959, 81, 6336 
molecular weight determination. Thermogravimetric 2 General Electric Co., U.S. Pat. 3 306 874 (1967) 
analysis of  two polymer samples having molecular 3 Blanchard, H. S., Frikbeiner, FI. L. and Russell, C. A. J. Polym. 

Sci. 1962, 58, 469 
weight 24 500 and 15 000, respectively, showed complete 4 Indian Standard Specification No. IS-101 (1950) 
decomposition at 400°C of  the latter, while the former 5 Endres, G. F. and Kristek, J. J. Polym. Sci. 1962, 58, 593 
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Some solution properties of poly(trans-2,5-dimethyl- 
pi perazine-3,4-thiofu razan amide) 
P. Manaresi, F. Pilaff and B. Fortunato 
Universit~ di Bologna, Istituto Chimico della Facolt~ di lngegneria, Bologna, Italy 
(Received 19 November 1973; revised 3 December 1973) 

INTRODUCTION Viscosity 

Recently the application of polyamides from trans-2,5- All viscosity measurements were made in chloroform 
dimethylpiperazine for high flux membranes employed at 30+0.05°C. Solvent time of the viscometer was 

150 sec. Data were taken at four or five different con- on water desalination by reverse osmosis processes was 
described 1, 2 centrations (between 0.07 and 0.6 g/dl) and the intrinsic 

viscosities were evaluated by graphical extrapolation Although solution properties of these polymers may 
have a great importance for the membrane preparation, of ~Tsp/C versus ~sp, following the Schulze and Blaschke 
very few data have been published on this subject, equation 4 instead of the Huggins equation, as proposed 

This paper is concerned with some solution properties by Ibrahim 5. 
of poly(trans-2,5-dimethylpiperazine-3,4-thiofurazan 
amide) (t-2,5-DMPip-TFZ), which is one of the most RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

interesting among these materials 2. The experimental results are collected in Table 1. The 
intrinsic viscosity/number-average molecular weight 

EXPERIMENTAL relationship was established by plotting data of viscosity 
against number-average molecular weight on log-log 

Fraetionation coordinates. The following relationship was obtained 
The polymer, t-2,5-DMPip-TFZ (I): by the least-squares method: 

[7] = 8 . 0  × 10-8~7 o'46 (1) 

f ~_~-~ ] The value of the exponent on the Mark-Houwink 
CO--C--C--CO--N N~t- relation is slightly less than the minimum theoretical 

II il ~_  / / Flory-Fox value of 0.5, characteristic of tight coils in 
N \  / N  7 '  I 

S CH3 _In a 0 solvent. Chloroform is a very poor solvent for 
t-2,5-DMPip-TFZ, probably because of strong intra- 

(I) chain polar interactions, and the solution at 30°C is 
to be considered in a metastable state. supplied from Montedison SpA, had an intrinsic vis- 

The cumulative weight fractions C ( M  0 of Table 1 
cosity of 3.70 (in chloroform at 30 °C), and was fraction- 

were calculated according to the standard Schulz pro- ated by fractional precipitation at 32_+0-1°C in a 
cedure 6. The data were found to fit well enough the thermostated vessel, following the literature methods 3. 

Chloroform was the solvent and acetone or petroleum empirical distribution functions of TungV: 

ether were the non-solvents. A 2.14g polymer sample W ( M ) = y z e x p ( _ y M Z ) M  z 1 (2) 
was dissolved in 300ml of a 5:1 by vol mixture of I ( M ) = ? J ± W ( M ) d M = I - [ e x p ( - y M ) Z ] J o  (3) chloroform-acetone, and gradually precipitated with 
acetone into 6 fractions. Subsequent fractions, up to a 
total of 9 fractions, were obtained with petroleum Table 1 Fractionation, viscometrie and osmometrie results for 
ether as non-solvent. The first fraction was refractionated poly(trans-2,5-dimethylpiperazine-3,4-thiofurazan amide) 

(using acetone as non-solvent) into 5 fractions. Pre- Cumula- 
cipitate recovery was troublesome because of adhesion Weight tire 
of the polymer to the glass, and so it was necessary to frac- weight 
transfer the supernatant solution to another identical Fraction Weight tion, fraction, [~7] /~nxl0 -a /~7/n X 1 0 - 3  

thermostated vessel, and dissolve the precipitate in the No. ( r a g )  Wi C(Mi) (dl /g)  (obs.) (eqn. 1) 
first vessel with chloroform. Fractions were recovered, 1 163 0.0808 0.0404 <0.100 - -  <1.0 
after partial evaporation of the solvent under vacuum, 2 60 0.0297 0.0956 0.280 - -  2-2 
by precipitation with a large volume of petroleum 3 40 0 . 0 1 9 8  0 . 1 2 0 4  0 . 3 7 0  - -  4 . 2  

ether and drying to constant weight in vacuo at 65°C. 4 71 0.0352 0-1479 0.535 - -  9'2 
5 254 0.1260 0-2285 0.905 39 30'0 
6 294 O. 1456 O' 3643 1 - 530 78 94.0 

Osmometry 7 151 0" 0750  0 " 4 7 4 6  2" 055 174 1 7 4 ' 0  
8 60 O- 0297 O. 5269 2.325 - -  229- 0 

The number-average molecular weights ()krn) of some 9 101 0.0502 0.5669 3.200 - -  468.0 
polymer fractions were determined at 30°C in chloro- IO 161 0'0796 0"6318 4'300 - -  881"0 
form, with a Mechrolab Model 502 high-speed membrane 11 174 0 . 0 8 6 0  0" 7146  5.  500 1740 1510- 0 

12 141 O- 0697 O. 7924 7.025 - -  2630- 0 
o s m o m e t e r .  13 348  o .  1725  0 . 8 2 7 3  7 . 5 7 5  - -  3 0 9 0 . 0  

Non-aqueous Schleicher and Schuell Type 0-8 mem- 
branes were used. Data were taken at four or five different 2018 
concentrations and graphical extrapolations were made (94-3% rec.) 

U nfractionated polymer 3- 70 51 631 • 0 
of zr/c versus c plots to zero concentration. 
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were y and z are adjustable parameters. The y and z mers (h~rn < 1000) to very high molecular weight fractions 
values, calculated according to the Tung procedure, (31n > 1 000 000). The ratio Mw/Mn calculated from the 
are 0.004 21 and 0.403, respectively. Figure 1 shows the fractionation data (excluding the first oligomeric fraction 
integral and differential experimental distributions; from the calculus) is about 25. It is reasonable to infer 
curves are calculated from equations (2) and (3). that such broad distribution is connected with the 

These results show the very broad molecular weight method of interfacia.l polycondensation employed s. 
distribution of t-2,5-DMPip-TFZ, ranging from oligo- 
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during subsequent irradiation. The bars were heated 
weight for 5 h at 90°C to relieve any internal stress. 

In order to reduce the molecular weight of the PMMA, 
Berry has reported that the dependence of the fracture the slotted bars were exposed in air to ~0Co 7-rays at 
surface energy ( 7 ) o f  poly(methyl methacryla te)PMMA a dose rate of  2.1 Mrad/h. Irradiation also results in 
on molecular weight, M, can be represented by the the formation of gas 8. By reference to the complete 
equation 7 = A - B M - 1 ,  where A and B are arbitrary absence of  foaming in samples heated above the glass 
constants. By extrapolation of  experimentaldata obtained transition temperature, 100°C, it was judged that the 
for values of M in the range (0.9 to 60) x 105 he con- bars were free of gas several months after irradiation. 
eluded that 9' should become zero for M =2.5 x 104 but Outgassed bars were tested in tension on an Instron 
stated that, 'in view of the uncertain validity of  that machine at a crosshead separation of  0"1 cm/min. Bars 
extrapolation, it would clearly be desirable to determine which had been given high doses of radiation were very 
directly the fracture surface energy and other ultimate brittle and lap joints had to be bonded to their ends in 
properties of samples with molecular weights extending order to grip them without fracture. 
down to the critical value 'z. It is most difficult to prepare Limiting viscosity numbers [*7] were determined in 
specimens of such low molecular weight which would benzene at 25°C. Viscosity average molecular weights, 
be suitable for measurements of tensile fracture. How- My, were calculated from the Mark-Houwink equation 
ever, in the present work, this is achieved by controlled [*7] = KM% using K = 5-5 x 10 -5 dl/g and a = 0.764. 
degradation effected by exposure of PMMA specimens Values of fracture surface energy, 7, were calculated 
to high energy radiationL from Griffith's equation, for the case of plane strain 5: 

Rectangular bars (6.7 x 2.2 x 0.25 cm) were cut at = [ 2E~ ] 1/2 
random from commercially available sheets of  Plexiglas cr [rrc (1 - v2)J (1) 
G (Rohm and Haas Co.). This polymer is made from 
methyl methacrylate without inclusion of other monomers e is the stress at fracture, referred to the initial load 
or plasticizers. A slot, 0.22 or 0.44cm deep, was cut bearing cross-section; v is Poisson's ratio (0-32); and 
in the middle of  each bar using a circular saw 0.016cm c the crack length, as defined by the depth of  the slot. 
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were y and z are adjustable parameters. The y and z mers (h~rn < 1000) to very high molecular weight fractions 
values, calculated according to the Tung procedure, (31n > 1 000 000). The ratio Mw/Mn calculated from the 
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curves are calculated from equations (2) and (3). that such broad distribution is connected with the 

These results show the very broad molecular weight method of interfacia.l polycondensation employed s. 
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A tensile modulus of elasticity, E, was estimated from A plot of lOgl0y vs. logz0Mv is given in Figure 1 along 
a three-point bending experiment to be 3.8 x 1010 with data reported for PMMA by previous investigators. 
dyne/cm~. This value was not significantly changed by In Figure 2 Berry's data, stated to be reproducible to 
irradiation. This latter finding is in agreement with a within 5 ~ ,  are replotted in the form ~, vs. M ;  -1 for 
report by Sisman and Bopp that the slope of tensile comparison with equation (2), in which A and B represent 
stress-strain curves remains constant after exposure arbitrary constants: 
of PMMA to high energy radiation. In this respect, 
it should be noted that Berry reported that his samples 7 = A - B M i - Z  (2) 
of PMMA generally gave lower values of E with decrease It will be seen that the present results agree with Berry's 
in molecular weight, prediction that y 'should become zero for a polymer 

6 of molecular weight 25 000'. More precisely, the results 
show that at the lowest molecular weight studied 

. . . . . . .  - ~ - - - -  ( M y =  25 000), ~ has a low value of 450erg/cm 2. Berry 9 
5 ~ / ' °  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.__ ..~___ ,=. actually calculated a theoretical value for brittle fracture 

g- of 450 erg/cm 2 but this exact correspondence is judged 
E / to be fortuitous. 

' Despite the agreement reported above it should be / 4 noted that the validity of Berry's extrapolation depends 
~* on the validity of equation (2) down to low values of 
o My. However, the present experimental data are not 

o consistent with equation (2) (Figure 2). Instead the 
3 trend is similar, qualitatively, to Vincent's data on the 

relationship between the flexural strength of PMMA 
at -196°C and the reciprocal of number average 

2z* 5 6 7 molecular weightZL 
t_o9 io Mv The present data may be criticized with respect to 

details concerning the geometry of the sample, the 
Figure I Dependence of fracture surface energy, ~,, on viscosity crack, and the precise form of the Griffith equation used. 
average molecular weight, My Nevertheless the results are important in providing a 

PMMA wide range of data, previously unavailable for any 
Symbol Investigators designation Test method polymer, by showing how ~, varies over three orders of 

magnitude with molecular weight. In order to make a 
[] Benbowand Roesler 7 Perspex Wedge splitting more direct comparison with Berry's results, double 
x Irwin and Kies 6 Plexiglas II Central notch cantilever beam specimens are currently being irradiated. 
VII Svensson 8 Perspex Wedge splitting 

Berry 9 Plexiglas II Tensile test Because o f  thei r  massive size, however,  a delay o f  one 
Berry z Plexiglas II Cleavage test year before testing is anticipated to ensure that the 
Broutman and McGarry 11 Plexiglas II Cleavage test gaseous products escape. 

• Present work Plexiglas G Tensile test 
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Electro-optical properties of nucleic ducfing media under rectangular electric fields and 
acids and nucleoproteins: 6. Reversal disappear in pulsed sinusoidal fields. 
ofthe birefringencesign forsonicated The necessary checks were made to ensure that the 

behaviour observed with sonicated DNA was not due 
D N A at low fields to an artefact, and did not originate from a contribution 

of the solvent. The shape of the photocurrent pulses 
was perfectly reproducible and did not show any altera- 
tion during the application of several electric pulses 

Native DNA displays a negative electric and flow (5 to 10) to the same sample; thus, this particular 
birefringence, the origin of which has been discussed behaviour does not arise from a degradation or de- 
by Takashima 1. It results from the preferential orienta- naturation effect caused by the electric field. 
tion of the base planes perpendicularly to the helix The effect has been observed for all the DNA pre- 
axis. parations, provided that the sonication time exceeded 

In the course of our study of the effect of sonication 3 s in ,  i.e. for molecular weights smaller than 6.5 × 105. 
on the electro-optical properties of DNA and nucleo- DNA samples from calf thymus and Micrococcus 
histone 2, 3 we observed reversals of the birefringence lysodeikticus, sonicated in a citrate buffer showed 
sign at low fields for sonicated DNA, concomitantly similar behaviour, as well as DNA extracted from 
with the appearance of particular shapes of the photo- sonicated nucleohistone by gel filtration on a Sepharose 
current signals (Figure 1). The nucleohistone never 4B column, using 2 M NaC1 as eluant (the DNA solu- 
showed this behaviour, tions were always exhaustively dialysed against a 

Similar low field deformations of the electro-optical l mM NaCI solution before every electro-optical 
signals have been reported for various macromolecules measurement). 
and colloidal particles 4-10 in given conditions of pH, The increase of the DNA concentration of the solutions 
concentration and solvent. Association, dissociation, greatly enhanced the amplitude of the positive bi- 
polymerization or aggregation processes 8-10, and the refringence contribution. 
existence of particular molecular structures 5 have been 
invoked to explain these observations. Recently, Schweit- 
zer and Jennings 11, and Brown and Jennings 12 have Discussion 
considered that such photocurrent signals may be due There is no reason to carry out the analysis of the 
to molecular associations related to counter-ion effects field strength dependence of the electric birefringence 
because they seem to predominantly occur in con- in the present case considering one single molecular 

entity holding a transverse dipole moment. Although 
this assumption would account for the reversal of the 

Single puises Reversing pu lses birefringence sign, it could not explain, however, the 
appearance of a transient in the field-free relaxation. 

Complex mechanisms can be invoked to explain the 
particular behaviour observed, including the orientation 

/k ._A _ of subunits into the macromolecular chain, or the 
presence of two distinct molecular entities independently 

A J oriented in the electric field. The latter hypothesis, 
A _ which seems to us the most probable, can account for 

[3 ~ the shape of the signals and for the reversal of the 
birefringence sign (Figure 2). The component with 
negative birefringence, An(--), would be oriented by 
a pure induced-dipole mechanism and would correspond 
to single sonicated DNA molecules; it is the smallest 

^ ^ oriented entity (relaxation time=40/zs, i.e. a molecular C 
Ik__/k___ length of about 1500A for a rigid rod). The component 

~ with positive birefringence, An(+), would have an 
appreciable contribution of a longitudinal permanent 

~ dipole moment to its orientation and would arise from 
D some kind of aggregate; it is the longest oriented entity 

(relaxation time=280/zs, i.e. a molecular length of 
about 3000A). Its orientation reaches saturation at a 
relatively low field (1.5 kV/cm). A fitting of the bire- 

~ fringence curve for this latter component, taking a value 
E of /32/27=0.5 yielded values of the polarizability As= 

7.5 x 10 -14 cm 3 (8.3 x 10 -3o F m 2) and of the longitudinal 
permanent dipole/~3=3.2 x 104 D (1.1 × 10-25Cm). The 
polarizability value is two orders of magnitude higher 
than that of the entity with negative birefringence 3. 

~._ f F ~ S The main problem is to understand what is the nature 
of the entity with positive birefringence and why 
sonicated nucleohistone does not display this behaviour. Figure 1 Particular electro-optical behaviour observed at low 

field s t rengths  with DNA sonicated for 5 s i n  or more. The field T h e  important influence of the concentration naturally 
strength is decreasing from A (2.5kV/cm) to F (O.2kV/cm) suggests the occurrence of an aggregation p roces s .  
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mechanisms. Further studies are in progress to clarify 
the problem. 
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However, until now, we have been unable to find any 
evidence for the presence of such aggregates by gel Polymerization of vinylferrocene in 
filtration, ultracentrifugation or filtration through Milli- chloroform 
pore filters (0.45/zm pore size). It must be kept in mind 
that this entity will remain very difficult to identify 
since its contribution to the total optical anisotropy Introduction 
does not exceed about 2 ~ .  The polymerization of vinyl monomers by metal- 

Although we cannot exclude the possibility that a locenesl, 2, metal carbonyls 3 and metal acetylacetonates 4 
small percentage of  RNA-like structure 5 could be in the presence of halogenated and oxygenated solvents is 
present in the sonicated DNA samples, this should not generally accepted to occur by a free radical mechanism. 
produce the observed changes with concentration. A The radicals which initiate the polymerization reaction 
superhelical arrangement could also be imagined, are generated as a result of an electron transfer reaction 
However, it is known to occur preferentially in nucleo- between the metal nucleus (Met) and the solvent and the 
histone and only at very high concentrations, reaction can be depicted as: 

The interest of this study lies in the fact that many Met+  RX --* Met + X - +  R. 
polyelectrolytes appear to show similar behaviour and 
that it should be useful to understand if it reflects some Vinylferrocene 5, 6 like its parent compound ferrocene 7, is 
common features of the ionic atmosphere polarization decomposed in halogenated solvents, the decomposition 
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probably being induced by an initial electron transfer ~ "  ~ 
process with resulting formation of free radicals. Since / "  
vinylferrocene is readily polymerized by free radicals a-12 r 
this monomer may initiate its own polymerization in 
solvents which promote electron transfer reactions. 
Vinyl ferrocene does not polymerize at 60°C, in the 
absence of added initiator, in solvents such as benzene 
and toluene, which do not react with the ferrocene 
nucleus to produce free radicals. Accordingly, the poly- 
merization of vinylferrocene in chloroform at 60°C has 
been studied and been found to proceed in the absence ~ ~ ) ~  ~ r 
of any added free radical initiator. ~i 

Experimental 
Vinylferrocene was purified by sublimation at 30°C 

and 0-1 mmHg (m.p. 52.5-53.5°C, lit. value 13 52-53.5°C). i 
Gas chromatography (Pye Unicam 101, Carbowax 
column at 150°C), confirmed the purity of the monomer. 

'o  ' Analar chloroform was dried over Linde molecular 30  O 16oo fOOO 
sieves (3A) and distilled under reduced pressure prior Wavenumber(cm -I) 
to use. Polymerizations were carried out in sealed glass 
vessels, after degassing the reactants by three successive Figure 1 Infra-red spectra of polyvinylferrocene; films cast from 

benzene. (a) Prepared at 60°C in benzene with 1.gxl0 -2 mol/ 
f reeze-pump-thaw cycles at 10 -4 mmHg. Other reactions dm a AIBN; (b) prepared at 60°C in chloroform, no added initiator 
were also attempted after simply passing oxygen-free 
nitrogen over the frozen reactants before sealing the 
vessels. The reactants were heated for seven days at To investigate the presence of chlorine in the polymers 
60°C and then precipitated into Analar methanol. 
Polymers were only obtained from experiments conduc- prepared in chloroform, they were irradiated for 1 rain 

in the pneumatic tube facility of the HERALD reactor 
ted in vacuo. The polymers were redissolved in chloro- (AWRE, Aldermaston, at a thermal neutron flux of 
form, precipitated into methanol, collected on a sintered 4 x 1012 neutron cm -2 s -1. The 37.5 min aac1 activity was 
glass crucible (porosity 3) washed with methanol and 
dried to constant weight at 30°C and 0.1 mmHg. After measured using a high resolution Ge(Li) detector. 

precipitation and filtration of the polymer the filtrate 
was evaporated and yielded only negligible amounts of 
unreacted vinylferrocene. Results and Discussion 

The polymers were characterized by elemental analysis, The results of the polymerization of vinylferrocene in 
infra-red (i.r.) and ultra-violet (u.v.) spectroscopy, chloroform are recorded in Table 1, together with those 
Number-average molecular weights were determined by of polymerizations initiated by 2,2'-azobisisobutyronitrile 
vapour pressure osmometry in benzene and the molecular (AIBN) in benzene. Polyvinylferrocene obtained from 
weight distribution was examined by gel permeation reactions in chloroform with the initial monomer con- 
chromatography, centration [M]0=4"0mol/dm 3 were yellow powders 

whereas those obtained from reactions with [M]0= 
1.0 mol/dm a were coloured green. The green polymer 
showed an absorption at 635 nm, characteristic of the 

Table 1 Homopolymerization of vinylferrocene in chloroform and ferricenium species, which indicated that the polymer 
benzene at60oc contained oxidized ferrocene units 14. These could be 

reduced with ascorbic acid to give a yellow polymer 
Initial Initiatora which did not contain this longwave absorption. 

monomer concen- Polymerization did not occur in the presence of oxygen 
concen- tration Con- 
tration x lO 2 version Iron Chlorine and the monomer was decomposed to a brown ionic 

(mol/dm~) Solvent (mol/dm a) (%) (%) (%) /~n b solid. 
The purified polymers obtained from chloroform had 

1 C H e l a  - -  30 23.1, 23.4 0.84 1 140 identical i.r. spectra to those obtained by free radical 
4 C H e l a  - -  77 24.0, 24.1 0 .54 1 2 0 0  initiation in benzene, which suggests that a similar 
4c CHCla - -  0 - -  0'08 - -  
4c CHCh -- 0 -- 0.10 -- mechanism is operative in both polymerizations. Some 
1 benzene 1-od 15 26.2, 26.1 0.01 5800 typical spectra are shown in Figure I. 
4 benzene 1.0 2 26.4, 26.3 -- 5600 The u.v. and visible spectrum of polyvinylferrocene 
4 b e n z e n e  1 .0  25 25 .2 ,  25 .4  - -  12800  prepared in chloroform is the same as that of poly- 

a 2,2'-Azobisisobutyronitrile used to init iate  p o l y m e r i z a t i o n  in vinylferrocene obtained by free radical initiation in 
benzene benzene. Typical absorption maxima and extinction 
b Number-average molecular weight determined by vapour pres- coefficients are recorded in Table 2. The characteristic 
s u r e  osmometry in benzene at 37°C ferrocene absorptions near 330 nm and 450 nm appear 
c Nitrogen passed over frozen reactants before sealing. Small in both. The lower extinction coefficients for the repeat 
amounts of oxygen therefore remain in the reaction vessels 
d Polymerization did not occur in benzene solution at 6O°C in the unit of the polymers obtained from chloroform are in 
absence of added AIBN accord with their lower iron contents. 
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All the polymer samples show a similar electron spin analysis. A typical graph of the ~ spectrum is shown in 
resonance signal which consists of a broad line of width Figure 2. The two major 3sc1 peaks are well defined. 
~ 600 G and a g value equal to 2.06. This signal has 56Mn and 24Na peaks are also present in the polymers. 
been ascribed to the presence of a high spin Fe(III) From the above discussion it seems apparent that the 
complex in polyvinylferrocene prepared by radical polymerization of vinylferrocene in chloroform has 
initiation in benzenelL It has been suggested that the occurred by a free radical mechanism. Radical polymeri- 
complex is formed as a result of a termination reaction zation of suitable olefinic ferrocene derivatives in halo- 
which involves an electron transfer from the ferrocene genated solvents is not unexpected since the ferrocene 
nucleus to the growing polymer chain radical. The nucleus is oxidized in these solvents with the resulting 
presence of a paramagnetic species in polyvinylferrocene formation of free radicals. The effects of oxygen on the 
prepared in chloroform suggests that a similar free polymerization reaction further supports a radical 
radical mechanism is also operative in this polymeriza- mechanism for the polymerization reaction. 
tion. The chlorine content in the polymers is too low for 

In agreement with results of other workers n, 14,15 all initiation by a radical species containing chlorine. For 
the polymers have low molecular weights and the mole- example even one chlorine atom per chain would result 
cular weight distributions are broad and often appear in a chlorine content of ~ 3 ~ w/w in a polymer of 
binodal. These results suggest that transfer reactions are molecular weight 1200. When the high transfer activity 
significant in radical polymerizations of vinylferrocene, of the system is considered it seems more probable that 
In accordance with this suggestion the transfer constant chlorine is introduced into the polymers as a result of 
to monomer has been estimated to be ,,~ 8 x 10 -3 for transfer reactions. This view is supported by the higher 
vinylferrocene polymerized by free radicals in benzene 16. chlorine contents in polyvinylferrocene prepared in a 
In this system transfer to solvent was found to be negli- high concentration of chloroform. 
gible. If chlorine is not present in the initiating radical it 

The very low molecular weights of polyvinylferrocene suggests that the polymerization has been initiated by a 
prepared in chloroform suggest that transfer to this hydrogen radical. Since chloroform isreadily decomposed 
solvent is more important. This is to be expected because to give a stable -CC13 anion 18 and ferrocene is readily 
of the high transfer activity of the monomer/6 and oxidized in chloroform 5-7, the following reaction scheme 
chloroform n in radical polymerizations, can be suggested to account for the polymerization of 

The presence of chlorine in polyvinylferrocene pre- vinylferrocene in chloroform: 
pared in chloroform was confirmed by neutron activation 

CH2 =CHFc + CHC13 --* [CH2 =CHFc + -CC13] + H. 

Table 2 ULtra-violet spectra of polyvinylfer- (/%) 
rocene in chloroform H. 

CH2 = CHFc ~ polyvinylferrocene 
Initial monomer 
concentration ,~max 

(mol/dm 3) (nm) (din 3 mo1-1 cm -z) 
where Fc denotes the ferrocenyl group C10HpFe. 

1.03 330; 450 54; 81 The presence of the ferricenium species, A, in the 
4-0a 330; 450 55, 71 polymerization reaction is supported by the fact that the 
1.0b 330; 446 88; 99 colour of the reactants changed from dark red to green. 
2.0b 330; 446 86; 96 The ferricenium species is very reactive towards free 

a Polymerized in chloroform; no added initiator radicals, undergoing ring substitution 19, 20, and will 
b Polymerizedin benzene withl'0xl0 -2 mol/dm 3 therefore act as a radical scavenger. However, radical 
AIBN addition to the olefinic double bond must still occur, 

presumably because of the lower activation energy for 
this reaction compared with ring substitution, although 
substitution reactions cannot be precluded. 

38cl Although a green polymer was obtained in reactions 
with a high mole fraction of chloroform, it is unlikely 
that species (A) has been polymerized. It is more probable 

38o that the green colour has resulted because of oxidation 
of the polyvinylferrocene formed initially. Thus, yellow 
solutions of polyvinylferrocene in carbon tetrachloride 

56Mn have been observed to turn green and precipitate a green 
~ 1  I L ~  ionic species 15. Similar results have been found in chloro- 

u form in the present study. 
A recent kinetic study of the radical initiated polymer- 

ization of vinylferrocene in benzene has shown that the 
termination step is monomoleculad 2. Thus, the rate of 
polymerization at 60°C in benzene is related to the mean 
monomer and initiator concentration by the expression 

Energy (keY) Rp=k[r~cl]l.l[In]l'l where k is a composite constant. 
Figure 2 1, spectrum of polyvinylferrocene after irradiation for Self-initiation in solvents which promote electron 
1 min in the HERALD reactor. Polymer sample prepared at 60°C transfer from the nucleus seems to be another unusual 
in chloroform, no added initiator feature of this monomer. 
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Crystallization kinetics of polyacrylonitrile: 
single crystal growth rate and thermodynamic 
considerations 

R. M. Gohil, K. C. Patel and R. D. Patel 
Department of Chemistry, Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar 388120, Gujarat, India 
(Received 16 February 1973; revised 18 December 1973) 

Single crystals of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) were grown by the film formation method. Lamel- 
lar thickness was measured at different crystallization temperatures, Growth rates of 
single crystals were measured in a wide range of temperatures. It was possible to fit the 
experimental data in the WLF equation by substituting C2=130. Concentration dependence 
of growth rate has been examined. Thermodynamic calculations were carried out and 
various parameters were evaluated which were compared with the data of other polymers. 
The present study indicates that PAN is a stiff chain molecule. 

INTRODUCTION 

Generally the crystallization kinetics of polymers have 
been studied by measuring the growth rate of spherulites 
in a narrow temperature range just below the melting 
point. However, little work has been reported on the 
kinetics of crystallization of single crystals of polymers 
from solution. This may be mainly due to the narrow 
range of temperatures over which crystallization can 
be carried out by conventional methods and the experi- 
mental difficulty in measuring the single crystal dimen- 
sions after certain time intervals. 

Holland and Lindenmeyer 1 showed that the growth 
rate of single crystals of polyethylene (PE) varied from 
1-6/zm/day at 92°C to 0.2/~m/sec at 80°C. A strong 
negative temperature coefficient was observed and they 
found that the temperature dependence of initial growth 
rate agreed with the theoretical prediction and also the 
reported ~oe=700(erg/cm2)L Bundell and Keller 2 re- 
peated Holland and Lindenmeyer's experiment with 
seeded crystals and additionally found that at a given 
crystallization temperature, growth rate, G, was pro- 
portional to the solution concentration raised to the 
one-third power. Johnsen and Lehman a have shown 
that the initial crystallization rate was proportional to 
the concentration raised to a power that increases from 
0.24 to 0.44 depending on crystallization temperature. 
Nardini and Price 4 have studied by optical microscopy, 
the growth rate of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) pseudo- 
dendrite in xylene-cyclohexane mixed solvent and 
showed exponential temperature dependence of growth 
rate. The same relation was obeyed by melt crystallized 
polymer indicating that the surface terms in exponent 
were similar in both cases. Recently, growth rate of 
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) single and multilayered crystals 
from dilute solutions have been measured at 100°C by 
Klement and GeiP using the technique described by 
Holland and Lindenmeyer 1. 

The film formation method s, 7 for the growth of 
single crystals from solution provides a suitable tech- 
nique for the study of crystallization kinetics of single 
crystals. Growth rate of single crystals of PE and 
cellulose triacetate were measured by this method s. 
PAN crystallizes rather slowly and hence it is possible 
to study kinetics of growth of single crystals over a 
wide range of temperatures. In this work crystallization 
kinetics of PAN single crystals have been reported at 
temperatures varying from 105 ° to 160°C. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Polyacrylonitdle was prepared by cerium (IV) ion redox 
system 9. The viscosity average molecular weight was 
found to be 6.68 x 105. Propylene carbonate was used 
as the crystallization solvent and was purified by the 
method of Chiang et  al. 1°. Crystals were grown on a 
glass slide according to the method developed in this 
laboratoryS, 7. Growth rates of single crystals were 
measured after suitable time intervals by measuring the 
length of the crystal along the a axis. Generally about 
7 ~ size variation was observed. The thickness of the 
platelets was determined from electron micrographs by 
measuring the shadow length and shadow angle. In 
order to obtain the best possible average, a large number 
of individual measurements were made at each crystal- 
lization temperatureL The thickness could be measured 
with an accuracy of 15 A. 

For electron microscopic observations, the glass slide 
on which the polymer crystals were grown, was placed 
in vacuum evaporator, coated with carbon and shadowed 
with chromium at a desired angle. The replica could be 
detached from the glass support by flotation on a 
water surface. The electron microscopy study was 
carried out on a Carl-Zeiss model EF--4. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Crystal thickness 
Since the discovery of folded chain crystals 11, several 

suggestions have been advanced to explain the cause of 
regularity of chain foldings. The thermodynamic theory 
was developed by Peterlin, Fischer and Reinhold 12-15 
while the kinetic theory was developed independently by 
Price 16, Lauritzen and Hoffman 17, z8 and Frank and 
Tosi 19. According to the first theory, the fold period is 
determined thermodynamically corresponding to a mini- 
mum in the free-energy density of the crystals at the 
crystallization temperature. It explains some aspects of 
crystallization of PE from dilute solution, but does not 
seem to apply to crystallization from the melt. The kinetic 
theory can be applied to crystallization from both solution 
and melt. Both the theories succeeded in accounting for 
the observed dependency of fold length on temperature. 
Equilibrium theory failed to explain the dependence of 
solvent on lamellar thickness. However, fold length of 
solution grown single crystal depends on the temperature 
of crystallization and therefore, one may conclude that 
chain folded polymer crystallization generally follows 
the kinetic mechanism. 

According to the kinetic theory, Hoffman and Laurit- 
zen17, 18 developed the following relation: 

l .  2(reT°m k T 
= AHu~T + b0(r (1) 

where l* is the height of lameUa, (re and a are the free 
energies per unit area of fold surface and lateral surface 
respectively, k is the Boltzmann constant and b0 is the 
thickness of crystal volume, i.e., the centre to centre 
distance between the chains. AHu is the heat of fusion 
per unit volume of crystal and AT is the degree of 
supercooling (T° -Tc) ,  T ° and Tc being equilibrium 
melting point and crystallization temperatures. 

The term (2(reT°/AHuAT) is considerably larger than 
(kT/bo(r) at the crystallization temperature of interest. 
Hence, a principal variation of l* with temperature is 
mainly a result of the factor 1~AT. Thus, l* increases 
as Tc increases. So, equation (1) can be experimentally 
verified by constructing and fitting crystal thickness 
data for certain values of (re and T ° as suggested by 
Holland and Lindenmeyer 1. The results of lamellar 
thickness at different crystallization temperatures are 
shown in Figure I(A). For finding out the best possible 
curve which fits with these experimental results, several 
curves are drawn for different values of T ° and (re, and the 
curve which passes through a point of maximum crystal- 
lization temperature is selected. Figure I(B) shows the 
best fit for T°=325°C and (re=198 erg/cm 2. The value 
of (re is high compared to that calculated by the other 
method 10. Hence, the validity of this equation seems 
to be doubtful. This may be due to the fact that the 
second term kT/bo(r in equation (1) is not considered in 
the above treatment. 

If  it is assumed 2° that T = T o , one obtains: 

(kr  = (kr°  
bo(r] max I boa,/ (2) 

Substituting for b0 = 5.09 A and (r= 5.13 erg/em 2 (value 
derived later), one obtains: 

(kT°]=22A 
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Figure 1 Lamellar thickness vs. isothermal crystallization tem- 
perature. (3, T°m=325°C; ~re=198erg/cm 2. [], T°m=310°C; cre=153 
erg/cm 2 

Since the value of the second term is not small com- 
pared to the value of l and is beyond limits of experi- 
mental error, the second term was included in construct- 
ing the theoretical curves. The best fit of theoretical line 
shown in Figure I(C) gives the value of T O =310°C and 
(re=153 erg/cmL Still the value of (re obtained by this 
relation is higher than those obtained for other polymers 
(Table 1). Hence, the value of (re was determined by the 
other method. Kinetic study can also throw some light 
on the value of (re. 

Growth rate 
The crystallization of synthetic high polymers and 

kinetics of morphology are most satisfactorily explained 
by nucleation controlled growth mechanism 16-18. The 
development of spherulitic structure in bulk leads to the 
following expression for growth rate: 

[ AF*\ / Af*\  
G= Goexp t -~ T- ) exp[ - - kT -  ) (3) 

where 

AF* =energy barrier to transport a material across the 
liquid crystal interface, 

Aft*= work required to form a nucleus of critical size, 
and 

Go = constant. 
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With appropriate modification 21, ~.2, equation (3) can 
be obtained in the form of equation (4) for two-dimen- 
sional surface nucleation: 

_ C ~  x 
AHukTc(AT) I (4) 

where R is the gas constant, Tg is the glass transition 
temperature and C1 and C2 are constants. Equation (4) 
can be applied to calculate interfacial energies of a 
number of polymer crystals grown from melt. Nardini and 
Price 4 showed that the same law was obeyed for PEO for 
solution and melt crystallized polymer which indicated 
that the surface energy terms in the exponent were similar 
in both the cases. Hence as with PE 22 an attempt was 
made to use the same law of melt crystallized polymer to 
the solution grown crystals. 

In the present investigation, growth rates of single 
crystals are measured at different temperatures from 
solution of 0.06 ~o concentration. The length along the 
long axis of several single crystals with no overgrowth 
is measured at each crystallization temperature. On 
plotting the length of the single crystal against crystal- 
lization time, straight lines passing through the origin 
for all the values of To except 105°C are obtained. 
Results are shown in Figure 2. Growth rates, G are 
measured from this plot by taking the slope of the 
lines. 

The procedure of Hoffman is is adopted to check 
whether the growth rate of PAN single crystals can be 
described by equation (4) or not. This equation can be 
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Figure 2 Crystal length vs. time for various crystallization tem- 
peratures: O, 105°C; A, 115°C; I I ,  130°C; ×, 140°C; ©, 150°C; 
I~, 160°C 
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Figure 3 Plots of log G+[903/(C~+T-Tg)] vs. [1/(AT)] for 
different values of Cz: ©, 80; x ,  100; m, 110; A, 120; I-I, 130 

written as: 

C1 
log G + (2"303R(C2-+ To- Tg))= 

[_ 4bo(oo,) T° 
log Go- ~2.303AHukT(AT)] (5) 

Substituting the value of C1= 4120 cal/mol, (?2 = 51.6K, 
Tg = 377K and TO= 590K, in equation (5), one obtains: 

_ / 903 \ / l '02xl0a(aae) ~ 
log t~ + ~(T - ~5 .4 ) )  = log Go- ~,AnukTc(590- Tc)] (6) 

By plotting the left hand side of equation (6) against 
1/T(590-Tc) no linear relationship is observed. There- 
fore, the left hand side of equation (6) is plotted as a 
function of I/AT for five different values of C2 in Figure 
3. The line corresponding to Cz= 130 gives best agree- 
ment with theory. The slope of this line gives ocre = 669 
(erg/cmZ) 2. 

From the various reports 2t-25, it is seen that the 
value of C2 in the WLF equation varies from polymer 
to polymer. A study on poly(tetramethyl-p-silphenylene) 
siloxane 2a gives C2 =90K, while in the case of nylon-624, 
C2= 130K. The constant C2 determined by relaxation 
measurement shows a little variation for different 
polymers 25. However, C2 calculated from growth rate 
study deviates considerably from 51.6K and therefore 
the value of C2 = 130 for PAN is not unjustifiable. 

The extrapolation of the line having C2= 130K gives 
log G0=13.94. Substituting the value of C2=130 and 
Go in equation (4), one gets: 

za r 2"06x 10aq l- 12.3 x 105 ] 
G=8.7xl0 exPL-(T~4T)Jexp L T~0--~c)J (7) 

The theoretical curve has been plotted according to 
equation (7) and is shown in Figure 4. The graph also 
shows that there is good agreement between experimental 
results and equation (7). As it is difficult to measure 
growth rate from 0.06 ~ solution of PAN above 150°C, 
the growth rate is measured from 0.25 ~ solution at 
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160°C. This point lies well below the theoretical value 
which clearly shows the decrease in growth rate above 
150°C. This may be due to the increase in concentration. 
It is observed while studying the effect of concentration 
on growth rate at 130°C that the growth rate falls 
appreciably (Figure 5) with increase in concentration. 
This shows an inverse dependence compared to that 
observed from the self-seeded technique 2, 2e which may 
be due to the inherent nature of the method adopted. 

The growth rate increases with temperature up to a 
particular temperature and then decreases with increase 
in temperature according to the double exponential 
form of equation (7). This type of behaviour has been 
quantitatively confirmed in melt crystallization studies 
on nylon-627, natural rubber zs and isotactic poly- 
styrene29, a0. Such behaviour is not observed in the 
case of PE because the polymer crystallizes so rapidly 

Crystallization kinetics of  PAN: R. M. Gohil et al. 

that it apparently cannot be quenched in the molten 
state to a temperature anywhere near Tg. 

The value of Gmax, from the theoretical curve shown 
in Figure 4 comes out to be 0.02/~m/min. This value is 
very low compared to those of many other polymers 
where Gmax is determined by measuring the growth 
rates of spherulite 2a. For example Gmax for PE 3 is 
5000/zm/min while that of polycarbonate a2 is 0.01/zm/ 
rain. However, Gmax of PAN is nearly equal to that of 
polycarbonate and it is likely that the lower Gmax may 
be due either to the polar CN group attached to the 
backbone of PAN or the growth rate of single crystals 
may be different from that of spherulite. 

Growth rate parameters 

In the previous section, the product (r(re was cal- 
culated from equation (6) by using b0=5.09A which 
was calculated from unit cell dimensions. AH =24 cal/g 
was determined previously using the Flory diluent 
method 32: 

(roe = 669 (erg/cm 2) z (8) 

But the value of (re obtained from thickness data is 
153erg/cm 2. Therefore one obtains a value of (r=4"4 
erg/cm 2 from equation (8). 

Hoffman and Weeks 2z pointed out that rough ap- 
proximation to o can be estimated from the Thomas- 
Staveley 3a relation, which assumes that the work 
necessary to form a surface is proportional to the heat 
of fusion. The proportionality is: 

(7 

o~ = boA Hu (9) 

where a is a constant for materials of similar nature. 
It varies from 0.086 to 0.1 for chain containing crystals 
and 0.3 to 0.4 for simple molecular crystals consisting 
of approximately spherical molecules. 

Using a=0.1 and b0=5.09A, the value obtained for 
(r= 5"1 erg/cm 2. Substituting this value of (r in equation 
(8), one obtains (re= 151 erg/cmL The value of (re found 
from thickness data is 153erg/cm 2. The values of (re 
obtained by both methods are in good agreement. 

The work, q, required to form a chain fold is given 
by: 

q =2A0(re (10) 

where Ao=aobo, the cross-sectional area of chain. 
Substituting the value of (re=151erg/cm 2 and A0= 

30.54 x 10-1acm 2 in equation (10), one obtains q = 13.27 
kcal/mol of folds. 

Much of the work of folding may be attributed to the 
fact that certain segments in the fold will be in elevated 
intramolecular rotational energy states. Thus the work 
of chain folding is a measure of the 'stiffness' of polymer 
chain. For the polymer of ordinary stiffness, a value 
of q between 1 and 10kcal/mol of folds, is to be antici- 
pated. The value of q for PAN, is more than 10 kcal/mol 
of fold. It suggests that PAN consists of stiff chains. 
This is also supported by other evidence. 

The value of (re and q of various polymers are given 
for comparison in Table 1; (re and q obtained from 
present investigation are considerably higher than those 
for many organic polymers. However, in the case of 
selenium a5 a very high value of q equal to 49.4 kcal/mol 
of folds was observed. Recently from thickness data, 
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Table 1 Summary of surface energy value for PAN and various 
other polymers 

<y(erg/cm 2) 

Polymer 

q from 
aae (kcal/ Thomas- 

(from G) ~e mol of from Staveley 
(erg2/cm 4) (erg/cm 2) folds) (~(re relation 

Polyethylene TM 540 57 3.0 11.2 10 
Polyoxy- 267 8.2 1.5 7.3 
methylene 87 

Polychlorotri- 168 40.3 4.2 4.25 5.0 
fluoroethylene TM 

Polystyrene a7 356 43.7 4-9 8.2 
Polystyrene 29 96 13.3 2.8 7"2 
Polyisoprene 37 122 11.8 1.2 10.3 
Polypropylene 37 1590 124 9-7 12.8 
Selenium 2° 3180 337 19.2 9.5 13.8 
PAN (present 669 151 13.2 4.4 5.1 
study) 

Crystal 20 found that q=19 .2kca l /mol  of  folds of  
selenium. Still this value is sufficiently higher than that 
for many organic polymers studied. The higher value 
of q for these polymers suggests that they consist of  
quite stiff chains. 

Krigbaum and Tokita as have measured A H u  and 
AS of melting of PAN by using the Flory diluent method 
and found T ° = 3 1 7 ° C ,  AH=1 .25kca l /mo l  and ASu= 
2.1 e.u. Both heat and entropy of fusion are low and this 
value of AHu is close to that observed for poly(vinyl 
tetrafluoroacetate) and very much lower than that 
observed for polyethylene. These data also suggest that 
PAN consists of  stiff chains with weak interchain 
forces. 

Another measure of  chain stiffness is obtained from 
the measurements of  unperturbed chain dimension or 
Porodo-Kra tky  persistence length. Krigbaum 36 has 
estimated these values for a number of  polymers including 
PAN which also suggests that PAN chains are relatively 
stiff compared to those of  many other organic polymers. 
This is considered to be a consequence of  the highly 
polar nature of  the neighbouring C N  groups along the 
chain. 

The value of ve obtained f rom melting point and step 
height measurements 10 is 45erg/cm ~ while that deter- 
mined by kinetic study comes out to be 151 erg/cm 2. 
Thus there is a large difference between the two values 
of  ere. Even large differences of  about  305 erg/cm 2 was 
observed 2° between the values of  ~e of  selenium obtained 
by these methods. I t  seems that this unexpected large 
variation may lie in the inherent nature of  the methods 
employed. 
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Effect of chemical structure on crystallization 
rates and melting of polymers: 2. Aliphatic 
polyesters 
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Crystallization rates have been measured by thermal analysis for two aliphatic polyesters. 
The value of the method for such measurements is assessed. Some observations are 
made on the melting behaviour and crystallization mechanisms of these polymers. X-ray 
measurements have been used to obtain the chain repeat distances. Glass transition 
temperatures have been measured for a series of linear polyesters, and the the effect of 
changes of chemical structure on temperature transitions and crystallization is discussed 
in detail for the series. 

INTRODUCTION 

The work previously reported 1 has been extended to 
include crystallization rate measurements for two 
aliphatic polyesters, to study the effect of increasing 
chain flexibility. The polyesters chosen were poly(tetra- 
methylene adipate) and poly(hexamethylene adipate), 
since the repeat distances of these were reasonably 
similar to those of the corresponding polyterephthalates 
already studied. Glass transition temperatures have 
also been measured for the series of seven linear poly- 
esters, and results obtained for the series are discussed 
further. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 
The aliphatic polyesters (Table 1) were prepared by 

heating dimethyl adipate with the appropriate glycol 
(using a molar ratio of 1 : 1.1) and 0'1 ~o of butyl titanate 
catalyst for 2h at 150-180°C under nitrogen. During 
this stage methanol was evolved. The pressure was 
slowly reduced to 0.2 mmHg (1 mmHg = 133.322 N/m~), 
while the temperature was increased as shown. The 
reaction was completed by heating for at least 4h at 

* Present address: Institute of Polymer Technology,Loughborough 
University of Technology, Loughborough, Leics LEll 3TU, UK. 
t Present address: Glamorgan Polytechnic, Llantwit Road, Tre- 
forest, Pontypridd, Glamorganshire CF37 1DL, UK. 

the higher temperature. The polyesters formed were 
precipitated from chloroform solution by adding 
methanol. Some of the lower molecular weight material 
was removed from the sample since it remained in 
solution. Number-average molecular weights of the 
precipitated polymers were measured in chloroform 
at 25°C using a Mechrolab Model 502 high speed 
osmometerL 

Thermal analysis 
Crystallization rates for both polymers were measured 

(Table 2) using a Du Pont thermal analyser fitted with 
a d.s.c, cell, as described previously 1. Samples were 
melted for 20min at temperatures 25°C above their 
melting temperatures prior to crystallization. 

Melting thermograms were also obtained for rapidly 
crystallized and slowly crystallized samples of each 
polymer, using a heating rate of 5°C/min. Heats of 
fusion were calculated from each trace. 

Glass transition temperatures were-measured (at the 
Institute of Polymer Technology, Loughborough Uni- 
versity of Technology) for the complete series of seven 
polyesters using a Du Pont thermal analyser fitted with 
a thermomechanical analyser (t.m.a.) attachment. A 
chip of each polymer was melted, then the molten 
polymer was pressed into a small disc (~ 6 mm diam. x 
0.5mm thick), which was quenched in liquid nitrogen. 
The prepared disc was transferred to the t.m.a, ap- 
paratus previously cooled to below -120°C with liquid 

Table I Preparation of the polyesters 

Polymerization 
temperature 

(°c) 

Polymer Repeat unit Notation Mn Stage 1 Stage 2 

Poly(tetramethylene adipate) 
Poly(hexamethylene adipate) 
i 

-O(CHs)4OOC(CH2)4CO- 
-O(CHs)6OOC(CH2)4CO- 

46 14 700 150 250 
66 16 500 170 220 
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nitrogen. The sample probe was loaded with a weight 
of 10g and the t.m.a, trace from -120°C recorded, 
using a heating rate of 5°C/min. The temperature at 
which the probe first started to penetrate into the 
polymer was taken to be the glass transition temperature, 
Tg. The melting and quenching treatment was used to 
reduce crystallinity in the polymers to the lowest possible 
level. 

Dilatometry 
In order to compare crystallization rates obtained by 

differential thermal analysis (d.t.a.) and dilatometry for 
a polymer with highly temperature dependent crystalliza- 
tion rates, the latter method, described previously:, a, 
was also used to measure crystallization rates for a low 
molecular weight sample of poly(hexamethylene adipate) 
( B , =  5000). 

X-ray measurements 
X-ray powder photographs were taken of the pre- 

cipitated polymers, and drawn samples were prepared 
so that fibre diagrams could also be obtained. 

Table 2 Crystallization data for aliphatic polyesters obtained by 
d.t.a. 

Crystal- 
lization Crystal- 

tempera-  lization 
ture half-time K G 

Polymer (°C) (sec) n (sec -n) (/~m/sec) 

46 

66 

41.8 448 7.71 x 10 -9 m 
43.3 954 7- 98 x 10 -z° 
44.5 1614 1 . 6 5 x 1 0  -z° 
44.6 1470 2 .18x  10 -z° 
45.5  2196 3.0 6 .54x  10 -z:  - -  
46.8 3312 1.91 x 10 -11 0.0167 
47.2 - -  - -  0.0133 
47.7 4734 6 .53x  10 -13 
48.2 m - -  0.0103 
48.7 - -  - -  0.0085 
49.7 ~ ~ 0- 0050 
51.0 ~ m 0.00,30 

49.9 384 
50.7 708 
51.5 1854 
51.8 3036 
52.3 4092 
53- 0 8820 

n 

variable 

m 

m 

m 

n 

m 

m 

R 

Microscopy 
A hot stage microscope fitted with crossed polaroids 

was used to measure the melting temperatures of slowly 
crystallized samples of each polyester, which were heated 
at 0.5°C/min. Spherulite growth rates were measured for 
the poly(tetramethylene adipate). It was necessary to 
increase the pre-melting temperature to 95°C to reduce 
the nucleation density sufficiently for such measurements 
to be made. For poly(hexamethylene adipate) the 
nucleation density was too high even if severe melting 
conditions were used. 

RESULTS 

Crystallization rates 
Crystallization half-times obtained by the thermal 

analysis method for the two polyesters are listed in 
Table 2. As in ref l, a computer program was used to 
calculate the Avrami integer n, from the Avrami equation 
expressed as follows: 

where At and A oo are the areas under the exothermic 
crystallization peak at time t, and at the end of crystal- 
lization respectively. 

The program also assessed whether n was constant 
within the limits of + 0.2 for the major part of the 
crystallization. For poly(tetramethylene adipate) a value 
of 3 was obtained when the values calculated at each 
temperature were averaged. This value was used to 
calculate the crystallization rate constant K from the 
equation: 

K = log,2(tl/3)-n 

where tl/z is the crystallization half-time. For poly- 
(hexamethylene adipate) constant values of n were not 
obtained. Conventional Avrami plots showed a change 
in slope, representing a lower value of n during the 
later part of the crystallization (Figure 1). Since n varied 
K was not calculated in this case. 

I.O 

o _J 

O'1 

/ 

x// 

I I I I I # I 

2.6 3'0 3"4 3 8 
Log t 

Figure 1 Avrami plots for poly(hexamethylene adipate), x,  
48-9°C; ©, 50'7°C; V, 51.5°C; A, 52.8°C; I-I, 53.9°C 

Crystallization half-times for the two aliphatic poly- 
esters are plotted against AT, the extent of supercooling, 
in Figure 2. (AT=T~n-T,  where Tm is the melting 
temperature shown in Table 4 and T is the crystallization 
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Spherulite growth rates, G for the 46 polyester are 
also listed in Table 2. 

Crystallization isotherms obtained by the d.t.a. 
method and dilatometry for the low molecular weight 
sample of poly(hexamethylene adipate) are shown in 
Figure 3. 0, the fraction of amorphous material is 
plotted against log t. 

I I 1 

15 25 
A T(oc) 

Figure 2 Crystallization half-times for polyesters. O, 66; V, 46; 
/% 6T; IS], 4T 

2[2 ' 216 3.0 3.4 3-8 4.2 
Log t 

I 0  

¢0"6 

0"2 

Figure 3 Crystallization isotherms for poly(hexamethylene 
adipate) by d.t.a, and dilatometry. D.t.a.: O, 50'0°C; V, 50"7°C; 
A,, 51-2°C; I I ,  51.5°C. Dilatometry: O, 5O'0°C; V, 51"0°C; A, 
52.0°C 

Table 3 Heats of fusion of aliphatic polyesters 

Rapidly 
crystallized 
samplesb Slowly crystallized samples a 

D.t.a. peak Crystallization D.t.a. peak 
Poly- AH temperature temperature AH temperatures 
ester (J/g) (°C) (°C) (d/g) (°C) 

46 50.5 62 51 51-0 54, 58 
66 63.5 62 53 60"2 62 

a Before fusion samples were crystallized for 16h at temperatures 
shown 
b These samples were crystallized rapidly during natural cooling 
in the d.s.c, cell 

temperature.) For purposes of comparison, crystalliza- 
tion half-times for poly(tetramethylene terephthalate) 
and poly(hexamethylene terephthalate), obtained pre- 
viously 1, are included. 

Heats of fusion 
Heats of fusion for the two aliphatic polyesters are 

listed in Table 3. These results showed that the different 
sample treatments did not significantly change the 
degree of crystallinity of the polymers as measured by 
this method. However, the additional peak observed in 
the thermogram [Figure 4(B)] of the more rapidly 
crystallized sample of poly(tetramethylene adipate) 
suggests that its crystalline nature is not identical to 
that of the more slowly crystallized material [Figure 
4(E)]. 

Further experiments using the 46 polyester showed 
that the melting trace obtained depended on temperature 
and time of crystallization. If the sample was quenched 
in ice water a broad endotherm with a peak at 59°C 
was obtained [Figure 4(A)]. When the polyester was 
allowed to crystallize more slowly two peaks were 
observed below 59°C [Figure 4(B)-(D)]. As the crystal- 

E 
L .  

J: -- B 

uJ 

-- C 

<3 

¢- - -  E 

- ( , - - - - - - - -  F 

r -  

r -  
LU 

l I I I 

3 0  5 0  7 0  
Tern peroture (o C) 

Figure 4 Melting traces for polyesters. A, 46, quenched in 
ice-water; B, 46, crystallized by cooling in d.s.c, cell; C, as B 
but held at room temp. 24h before reheating; D, as B but held 
at room temp. 65h before reheating; E, 46, crystallized at 51°C 
for 16h; F, 66, crystallized by cooling in dos.c, cell 
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Table 4 Transitions and crystallization data of linear polyesters 

Polyester 

Glass 
transition Melting 

Nota- temperature temperature AT4o 
tion (°C) (°C) (°C) 

Poly(tetramethylene 46 -59  60 14 
adipate) 

Poly(hexamethylene 66 -73  61 g 
adipate) 

Poly(ethylene 2T +72 276 38 
terephthalate) 

Poly(tetramethylene 4T +23 234 21 
terephthalate) 

Poly(pentamethylene 5T +8 14£ 49 
terephthalate) 

Poly(hexamethylene 6T - 8  156 19 
terephthalate) 

Poly(tetramethylene 41 +24 150 
isophthalate) 

lization time was increased the lower temperature peak 
increased in size and shifted to a higher temperature 
suggesting an increase in crystallite perfection or size. 
Similar observations were made using a hot stage 
microscope. 

For poly(hexamethylene adipate), only one melting 
peak was obtained whatever crystallization conditions 
were used [Figure 4(F)], although the peak temperature 
increased when crystallization was slow. 

Transition temperatures and crystallizability of polyesters 
Glass transition temperatures for all seven polyesters 

studied are listed in Table 4 together with the melting 
temperatures. 

To compare the crystallization behaviour of the 
polyesters, the degree of supercooling, AT40 correspond- 
ing to a crystallization half-time of 40 min is listed for 
each polymer. [For poly(tetramethylene isophthalate) the 
minimum value of tl/2 obtained was about 210 rain.] 

X-ray diffraction results 
Line positions and relative intensities on the X-ray 

powder type photographs were similar to one another, 
and also to those reported for poly(ethylene adipate) 4. 
Identity periods obtained from fibre diagrams in the 
orientation direction of the polymer were 1-37 nm and 
1.62nm for the 46 and 66 polyesters respectively, com- 
pared to the repeat distances calculated for planar 
zig-zag chains of 1.482 nm and 1 "734 nm. 

DISCUSSION 

Methods of crystallization rate measurement 
The apparently different crystallization behaviour 

observed by dilatometry and d.t.a, for poly(hexa- 
methylene adipate) was attributed to its very high tem- 
perature dependence of crystallization. It was considered 
that the larger sample (100--200 mg) used for dilatometry 
was not at a uniform temperature throughout, so that 
different parts of the sample were crystallizing at different 
rates at a given time. This effect would be reduced 
considerably with the 10-20mg sample used for the 
d.t.a, method. While the crystallization isotherms 
obtained at different temperatures by d.t.a, were super- 
imposable on one another, as is normally observed, 
those obtained by dilatometry varied in shape. Thus 

the d.t.a, method was considered more suitable for 
measuring fairly rapid crystallization rates of polymers 
having a high temperature coefficient of crystallization. 
For poly(tetramethylene terephthalate), which has less 
temperature dependent crystallization behaviour, the 
two methods of measurement gave similar results 1. 

Crystallization behaviour of poly(tetramethylene adipate) 
and poly(hexamethylene adipate) 

In Figure 2 the crystallization rates of these two 
aliphatic polyesters are compared with the corresponding 
terephthalates studied previously 1. The aliphatic poly- 
esters crystallize much more readily. Evidence suggests 
that this effect, previously observed when rates for the 
two terephthalates shown were compared, is due to 
increased chain flexibility. Even small changes in flexi- 
bility appear significant; poly(hexamethylene adipate) 
crystallizes more rapidly than poly(tetramethylene adi- 
pate), probably owing to the lower concentration of 
O--C(----O)-- groups in the former polymer. These 
groups have been shown to be 'stiffer', i.e. to require 
more energy for rotation than - -CH2--CHz- -  bonds 5. 
Spherulite growth rates were also measurable for 
poly(tetramethylene adipate) at a lower degree of 
supercooling than for poly(tetramethylene terephthalate). 

Although the Avrami treatment of polymer crystalliza- 
tion cannot usually determine the crystallization mech- 
anism unequivocally, it may be used to detect differences 
in behaviour. Such differences were observed for the 
two aliphatic polyesters. For poly(tetramethylene adi- 
pate), an Avrami value of 3 coupled with heterogeneous 
nucleation (indicated by spherulite growth experiments, 
as all spherulites in the field of view were of the same 
size), suggested an unrestricted three dimensional 
growth of spherulites. For poly(hexamethylene adipate), 
n was variable, and approached 2 during the latter 
stages of crystallization. This observation could be 
related to very high nucleation density for this polymer, 
which made spherulite growth measurements impossible 
and seems likely to restrict three dimensional growth. 
The change of slope of the Avrami plots was observed 
after about 80% of the crystallization had occurred, 
and did not appear to be temperature dependent. It is 
suggested that spherulite growth became severely 
restricted at this stage. 

Double melting endotherms 
The different melting behaviour observed by d.t.a. 

for the two aliphatic polyesters also suggested different 
crystallization behaviour. The formation of lower 
melting species by a slower crystallization, as observed 
for poly(tetramethylene adipate) (comparing Figure 4(A) 
with Figure 4(B)-(D)], has been reported for many 
polymers, including poly(ethylene terephthalate) 6-s. 

In this work, additional observations were made by 
hot stage microscopy. A thin film of poly(tetramethylene 
adipate) was crystallized slowly at 48°C for a period 
of 16h. Large irregular spherulites were produced in 
an amorphous matrix. On removing the film from the 
hot plate, the amorphous material also crystallized as 
a highly birefringent mass, in which no distinct spherulites 
were detectable. On reheating the film, it was found 
that the large spherulites melted 1-2°C below the 
quenched material, which melted at 61°C. This result 
is analogous to that obtained by d.t.a. On subsequent 
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cooling the material which had been quenched crystal- 
lized first, probably owing to a large number of residual 
nuclei in this region. As cooling continued small 
spherulites developed within the outline of the original 
large ones. 

These results suggest that the double peaks obtained 
by d.t.a, reflect morphology differences in the sample 
in this case, rather than changes which occur during 
heating in the cell, as suggested for poly(ethylene 
terephthalate) 7. The microscope observations show that 
different melting temperatures can be correlated with 
different types of spherulitic material. However, it 
would be expected that larger spherulites obtained by 
slow crystallization would melt at a higher temperature. 
Furthermore, the material initially excluded from 
spherulites would be expected to be more irregular and 
contain more impurities so would not intuitively be 
expected to have a higher melting temperature. Thus it 
appears that an explanation must consider differences 
in the nature of the crystallites themselves. Explanations 
of this type have previously been proposed by Bell 
and Dumbleton 8 and Roberts 6 although their conclusions 
differ considerably. Further investigations are necessary to 
draw more detailed conclusions from the present work; 
it appears that hot-stage microscopy is a useful approach. 

The lack of similar behaviour for poly(hexamethylene 
adipate) is probably due to the larger number of nuclei 
present in this sample. 

Crystallinity and crystal structures 
By measuring areas of melting endotherms, some 

estimation of the degree of crystallinity of the polyesters 
could be made from the heats of fusion. The similar 
amount of crystallinity achieved by different crystalliza- 
tion conditions was not observed for the analogous 
polyterephthalates. For the aromatic polyesters a higher 
degree of crystallinity was achieved for the more slowly 
crystallized samples 1. The difference between the two 
systems will be due to the greater ability of the aliphatic 
polyesters to crystallize, such that the maximum attain- 
able degree of crystallinity is achieved even after relatively 
rapid cooling. Heats of fusion, AH*, for 100 ~ crystalline 
poly(decamethylene adipate) and poly(decamethylene 
terephthalate) have been reported 9, and have very 
similar values. Assuming similar AH* values for 66 
and 6T, and 46 and 4T polyesters (AH* values for the 
terephthalates are listed in ref 1), the degree of crystal- 
linity attainable in the aliphatic polyesters is between 
30 and 40~. The crystal structures of the poly(tetra- 
methylene adipate) and poly(hexamethylene adipate) 
were shown by wide angle X-ray diffraction experiments 
to be similar to one another, and to other aliphatic 
polyesters having an even number of carbon atoms in 
both the acid and glycol units. In each case the measured 
repeat distance was 0.11 nm less than that calculated 
for a planar zig-zag chain containing one glycol and 
one acid unit. Similar results obtained for other aliphatic 
polyesters 4 have been attributed to a slight distortion 
of the ester group from the planar zig-zag structure. 

EFFECT OF CHEMICAL STRUCTURE ON CRYSTAL- 
LINITY AND TRANSITION TEMPERATURES 

Melting temperatures 
The effect of polymer structure on melting tem- 

perature has been frequently discussed. However, some 

of the detailed measurements made in this work justify 
further comment. 

Lowered melting points for polyesters containing an 
odd number of carbon atoms in either the glycol or 
acid unit of the chain have been frequently observed. 
The effect is demonstrated by the melting point of 
142°C for poly(pentamethylene terephthalate). It is 
suggested that this lowering is due to distortion of the 
chain from a planar zig-zag form in the crystalline 
state. This distortion would be expected to make chain 
packing more difficult, hence reduce cohesion between 
chains, AH* and therefore Tin. 

Conix and Van Kerpel 10 attributed the higher entropy 
of fusion observed for polyisophthalates than for the 
corresponding polyterephthalates to a greater degree 
of configurational freedom achieved on melting. In the 
case of the 4I polyester this may now be explained by 
the greater volume change observed on melting, com- 
pared with the 4T polyester. Kirshenbaum 9 discusses 
the calculation of the entropy of fusion, which is made 
up of ASexp representing the change of entropy asso- 
ciated with an increase in volume, and (ASe)v the 
change in entropy due to the increase in the number of 
conformations a macromolecule can assume on passing 
from the solid to the liquid state. From the method 
given by Kirshenbaum (ASe)v for 4T would be expected 
to be equal to, or greater than, that for 4I. Thus the 
larger entropy of fusion for 4I must be due to a larger 
volume change on melting. The volume contraction on 
crystallizing this polymer was actually found by dilato- 
metry to be less (0.03-0.04 cm3/g) than that for the 4T 
polyester (0-05 cm~/g). However, while the crystallinity 
of the 4T polyester was about 40~, measurement of 
heats of fusion suggested that the crystallinity of 4I 
was 15~ or less 1. Thus estimation of volume contrac- 
tions on crystallizing (equivalent to volume change 
on melting) for a 100~o crystalline polymer in each 
case shows this volume change to be almost twice as 
large for the 4I polyester. It can be visualized that the 
more bulky chain occupies more space than that of the 
4T polyester, when not packed in a regular structure. 

Glass transition temperatures 
In the series of polymers considered chain flexibility 

was the main factor determining Tg values. Owing to 
its lower concentration of stiffer ester groups poly- 
(hexamethylene adipate) has a lower Tg than poly(tetra- 
methylene adipate) (Table 4). 

For the aromatic polyesters Tg decreased steadily as 
the number of CHz groups in the glycol increased 
(Figure 5). The 5T polymer did not show anomalous 
behaviour in this case, confirming that its low melting 
temperature was due to crystal structure and chain 
irregularity. Chain regularity does not itself affect Tg. 
It is interesting to note that 4T and 4I polyesters have 
very similar glass transition temperatures. Again flexi- 
bility of chain constituents appears to be the pre- 
dominating factor; their arrangement seems less impor- 
tant. 

It is often considered that Tm and Tg are changed in 
the same way by any structural modification, and can 
only be modified separately by copolymerization. These 
results show that by the introduction of structural 
irregularities, it is possible to reduce Tm considerably, 
while reducing Tg by only a small amount. 
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Figure 5 Transition temperatures for aromatic polyesters. 
0, Tm for terephthalate esters; ~', Tm for isophthalate ester; 
O, Tg for terephthalate esters; V, Tg for isophthalate ester 

Crystallization of polyesters 
Crystallization rates may be compared by using 

values for AT40 (Table 4), a low value of this parameter 
corresponding to a readily crystallizing polymer. Where 
spherulite growth rates were measurable, they were 
found to be in the same order, i.e. 46 > 4T> 5T> 4I. A 
comparison of results shows that, as expected, chain 
flexibility facilitates crystallization. All results, except 
for those obtained for poly(pentamethylene terephthalate) 
[and poly(tetramethylene isophthalate)] may be ex- 
plained on this basis. If, however, flexibility were the 
only factor 5T would be expected to have behaviour 
intermediate between 4T and 6T polyesters. All other 
polyesters in the series were shown to have a slightly 
distorted planar zig-zag structure; the repeat distance 
of 1.22 nm observed for poly(pentamethylene terephthal- 
ate) suggested severe distortion of such a structure; the 
observed repeat distance could occur if the glycol 
chain twisted through 180 °, but further work would be 
required to support this suggestion. However, deviations 
from a planar zig-zag structure have already been 
reported for aliphatic polyesters containing an odd 
number methylene units in the glycol 11. Meares lz has 
suggested that the observed repeat distance, shorter than 
the extended planar zig-zag configuration for the poly- 
esters could be explained by assuming two gauche 
linkages in each glycol residue, probably in alternate 
bonds. For a pentamethylene glycol unit three gauche 
linkages could occur in the same way. This would allow 
the glycol chain to twist through 180 °, and a repeat 
distance similar to that observed could be obtained. 

Thus it appears that crystal structure is another 
factor affecting crystallization rates. It is reasonable 

and F. J. Hybart 

that crystallization will be slower if chain twisting 
occurs. 

4T and 6T polyesters crystallize much more readily 
than 2T. In view of the importance of chain flexibility, 
this may be because the flexible unit is longer than the 
rigid unit in the former polymers. In poly(ethylene 
terephthalate), the rigid benzene ring unit is longer than 
that of the flexible glycol. 

The very slow crystallization of the 4I polymer is 
attributed to the difficulty in packing the bulky iso- 
phthalic acid group. It can be concluded that for the 
polymers studied: (a) chain flexibility increases crystal- 
lization rates; (b) an irregularly shaped chain crystallizes 
slowly; (c) crystallization rates depend to a lesser extent 
on crystal structure. 

No obvious relationships were obtained between 
crystallization mechanism (for example, the Avrami 
number n, which depends on the type of nucleation and 
growth), and chemical structure. Any differences in 
nucleation appeared to be due to sample preparation 
and thermal history rather than structure. 

A final comment concerns the observed degrees of 
crystallinity obtained from heat of fusion measurements. 
For carefully annealed samples, values of 62~o, 39 ~o, 
38~o and 13~o were obtained for 2T, 4T, 6T and 4I 
polyesters respectively. A possible explanation for the 
higher crystallinity of 2T could be its shorter repeat 
unit. It is likely that greater difficulty is experienced in 
aligning longer repeat units as crystallization proceeds 
due to chain entanglement. This is supported by the 
values of 30-40 ~o estimated for the 46 and 66 polyesters, 
which also have longer repeat distances. These results 
suggest that the maximum crystallization rate of a 
polymer, and the maximum degree of crystallinity 
available are not necessarily related, and may be modified 
independently. The low levels of crystallinity obtained 
for the less regular poly(tetramethylene isophthalate), 
and estimated for poly(pentamethylene terephthalate) 
(20 ~)  may be expected. In addition the observed repeat 
distance (2.60am) for the 4I polyester is particularly 
long. 
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Eutectic crystallization of pseudo binary systems 
of polyethylene and high melting diluents 
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The crystallization and melting behaviour of the pseudo binary systems of heterodisperse 
polyethylene and the high melting diluents 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene and hexamethyl- 
benzene have been studied by differential scanning calorimetry and microscopy. Using 
the FIory-Huggins theory the equilibrium phase diagram of polyethylene/1,2,4,5-tetra- 
chlorobenzene was calculated for x=0.37, which gave a eutectic temperature of 135°C 
for a polyethylene volume fraction of 0-51. The experimentally determined eutectic points 
were found to depend strongly on the crystallization circumstances; the lowest value for 
the eutectic temperature for the system polyethylene/1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene was 
106°C. A large degree of supercooling was required for the eutectic crystallization, indicat- 
ing that the nucleation of the low molecular components is markedly hampered by the 
polymer molecules. If only crystals of the diluent are formed the morphology is needle- 
like. A spherulitic texture develops under eutectic conditions. By sublimation of the solid 
diluent from the pseudo binary mixtures a cellular polymeric material of a unique texture 
and morphology is produced. 

INTRODUCTION 

Eutectic crystallization from molten binary mixtures 
of low molecular weight organic and inorganic com- 
pounds has been the subject of many investigations. 
In inorganic chemistry it is a well known method for 
growing composites in situ t,2, which have unique 
physical and mechanical properties. Eutectic crystalliza- 
tion of organic compounds for instance has been 
examined to obtain information about the mechanism 
of this kind of solidification 3. 

So far little attention has been paid to the occurrence 
of eutectics in polymeric systems. A eutectic-type 
minimum in the melting temperature-~omposition 
diagrams for copolyesters and copolyamides has been 
reported 4-7 and crystalline copolymers in general have 
been regarded as pseudo eutectic systems s. Although 
the melting point depression of organic solvents due 
to a crystallizable polymeric solute has been described 9 
and the melting point depression of polyethylene by 
the solid diluent phenanthrene has been measured by 
means of differential thermal analysis (d.t.a.) 10, the 
eutectic crystallization of such systems has not been 
dealt with. 

The present paper reports a study of this subject 
which was undertaken to gain some understanding of 
growing composites in situ in polymeric systems and 
of the interaction between polymer molecules and 
crystallizable additives. The phase diagrams of two 
pseudo binary systems of unfractionated linear poly- 
ethylene and the diluents 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene 
and hexamethylbenzene were examined by means of 
differential scanning calorimetry (d.s.c.) in order to 
establish the eutectic temperature and composition. 

Microscopic observations have been made of the simul- 
taneous crystallization of the components and of the 
structure formation of the growing composites at 
polymer concentrations different from the eutectic 
one. Scanning electron micrographs display the structure 
of the cellular polymeric material that remains after 
removal of the solid diluent from the binary mixture. 

THEORY 
The eutectic temperature and composition of a binary 
system consisting of a polymer and a low molecular 
weight component can be assessed by determining the 
intersection of the two curves describing the melting 
temperature-composition relation. Clearly, the calcula- 
tion of the eutectic condition applies only to the state 
of equilibrium between the polymer solution and the 
two pure solid phases. Particularly in the case of a 
polymeric system this state of stable equilibrium may 
not be attained. Nevertheless a eutectic point defined 
as the temperature and composition at which the com- 
ponents crystallize simultaneously may be observed 
experimentally and a comparison with the theoretical 
conditions provides information about the kinetics 
involved in this mode of solidification. 

The melting temperature--composition relations for 
both components can be derived from the thermo- 
dynamic equation: 

Rlna=AHI_ITo._lm] T. 0 1 1 - AcvlnTm- AcvT~ [T~- Tm] (1) 
I - - -  J 

expressing the activity, a, of either of the components 
in the mixture as a function of temperature Tm at which 
the corresponding solid phase is in equilibrium with 
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the solution. Ac~ is the difference between the molar 
heat capacity of the solid and the partial molar heat 
capacity of the same component in solution. AH is 
the molar heat of fusion at the thermodynamic equi- 
librium melting temperature T ° of the pure components, 
and R is the gas constant. 

For the activity of the diluent, al, the well known 
Flory-Huggins ll  equation may be employed: 

Rlnal=R[ln(¢l)+(1-1/x)(1-g~l)+ X(1-(~l) 2] (2) 

where ¢1 is the volume fraction of diluent, x the ratio 
of the molar volume of polymer and diluent, X is the 
interaction parameter which may depend on concentra- 
tion and temperature. This expression combined with 
equation (1) yields the melting point curve for the 
diluent. 

The liquidus curve for the polymeric component is 
derived from equation (1) and the following relation 
in which the activity of the polymer is expressed per 
mole of structural units, au, 

Rlnau=R(~) [ln(l-¢~) l-(1-1[x)(~l + X<J~] (3) 

where Vu and 111 are the molar volumes of the structural 
unit of the polymer and the solvent respectively. If 
the various thermodynamic quantities for the polymer- 
diluent system are known, the eutectic point may be 
found by a graphical solution of the pair of solubility 
equations. In general one may find that not all appro- 
priate thermodynamic information is available and it 
might be desirable to dispose of a first approximation 
indicating the most pertinent requirements for the 
occurrence of a eutectic. If the eutectic temperature is 
not too far below the melting temperatures of the pure 
components, the temperature dependence of the heats 
of fusion may be neglected. This amounts to omitting 
the Ac~, terms. Further simplification is obtained by 
cancelling terms containing 1Ix which is justified for 
very high molecular weight polymers. The liquidus 
curves for the two components are then given by: 

1 1 R Tm,-1-~m.l= a/_/l[lnffl- ¢1 + 1 + X(1 - ¢1)21 (4) 

1 1 R Vu 
rm, ~ 7 "°. ~ = ±/~. ~[- ¢~ + xCx] (5) 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to diluent and polymer 
species respectively and AHu is the heat of fusion per 
mole of structural units of the polymer. A simple rela- 
tionship for the eutectic composition, ¢I, is only found 
for a system that is characterized by x=0  and 
(AH~ Vu)/( AHu V~) = 1. 

At the eutectic temperature T~, which is then equal 
to Tin, z and Tin, 1, the latter can be eliminated from 
equations (4) and (5) resulting in: 

<j~ [AHI [  1 . =exp [~R~TO: 1 T T t ,  ~) -- 1] (6) 

This relation indicates that a eutectic point may be 
found experimentally if the melting temperature of 
the diluent does not differ substantially from that of 
the polymer. In the case where the melting point of the 
diluent is low compared to that of the polymer, the 
eutectic composition may be located close to the diluent 

ordinate, as is observed for the system p-xylene/normal 
paraffin Ca2 having an eutectic at 99.6 ~ w/w of diluent 12. 
For polymers with a relatively low melting temperature 
the eutectic may occur according to equation (6) near 
the polymer ordinate of the phase diagram. For the 
present study low molecular weight compounds were 
selected, having melting temperatures close to that of 
linear polyethylene, so that the major thermodynamic 
requirement for observing the simultaneous crystalliza- 
tion of polymer and diluent is satisfied. It should be 
remarked that the above considerations only apply 
to a binary system, whereas the unfractionated polymer 
solvent system explored in this study actually consists 
of a large number of components. 

However, it is to be expected that the effects arising 
from the multitude of polymer components such as 
fractionation 12 is by far overruled by the kinetic factors 
which govern the crystallization of polymers. Although 
we are dealing with a multi-component system experi- 
mentally it may not be distinguishable from a binary 
one and for this reason it is referred to as pseudo binary. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The polyethylene used throughout this study was Marlex 
6009 having the following molecular characteristics: 
intrinsic viscosity of 2.04dl/g as determined in decalin 
at 135°C; M n = 8 x l 0  a as obtained by ebulliometry 
and Mw= 13 x 104 as determined by light scattering in 
a-chloronaphthalene at 125°C. The solvents with the 
high melting temperatures were hexamethylbenzene 
(Tm=166"5°C) and 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene (Tin= 
141"5°C), which was purified by recrystallization from 
petroleum ether. The polymer solutions of about 5 mg 
were prepared by heating various mixtures of the com- 
ponents in liquid sealed aluminium pans at 200°C for 
30m in in a differential scanning calorimeter (Perkin 
Elmer DSC-model 1B). This instrument was calibrated 
according to standard procedures. Microscopic in- 
vestigations proved that the dissolving time of 30 min 
was long enough to give a homogeneous melt. 

Microscopic studies were made using a Leitz polarizing 
microscope which was equipped with a Mettler tem- 
perature regulated hot stage, model FP 52. 

The scanning electron microscopic observations were 
made using a Jeol instrument. 

RESULTS 

Determination of phase diagrams and eutectics 
The eutectic points of the pseudo binary systems of 

polyethylene with 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene and hexa- 
methylbenzene were assessed by determining the inter- 
section of the solubility curves using d.s.c. After pre- 
paring homogeneous melts at 200°C the samples were 
quenched to 81°C. The major portion of the material 
crystallized rapidly during this cooling process. It is 
to be expected that in this manner rather small crystals 
are formed which should dissolve quickly in the heating 
experiment. Subsequently the samples were heated at a 
rate of 8 °C[min. The melting curves obtained for various 
polyethylene/tetrachlorobenzene compositions are shown 
in Figure 1. It should be remarked that most of the 
thermograms, except those for the pure components 
and for a polymer volume fraction of 0.8, exhibit two 
melting peaks. The position of the low temperature 
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Figure I D.s.c.-melting thermograms of various mixtures of 
linear polyethylene and 1,2,4,5,-tetrachlorobenzene. The samples 
were quenched to 81°C. Polyethylene volume fractions: A, 0; B, 
0.2; C, 0.4; D, 0.7; E, 0.8; F, 0.9; G, 1.0 

peak at 115°C appears to be independent of the overall 
polymer concentration and is therefore likely to be 
attributed to the melting of the eutectic composition. 
The peak at higher temperatures is due to the dissolution 
of an excess of either the pure polymer or the pure 
diluent crystals in the polymer solution. Before the 
construction of the phase diagram it was checked whether 
the melting process of the eutectic and the pure solids 
in the polymer solutions of other compositions were 
dependent on the heating rate. Figure 2 illustrates that 
in a scan speed range from 2°C/min to 36°C/min the 
effect of the heating on the peak temperature is of the 
order of 2°C. These temperatures were corrected for 
the temperature lag observed in melting the tin standard 
at various scan speeds. From these data it is inferred 
that no significant retardation occurs in the melting 
process of these quenched samples. 

The extrapolated end melting temperatures and the 
peak temperature of the eutectic melting, both for zero 

scan speed, were employed to construct the phase 
diagram for polyethylene/1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene as 
illustrated in Figure 3 (the broken lines). For the quenched 
samples the eutectic temperature is found at 115°C 
and the eutectic composition at a polymer volume 
fraction of 0.79. 

It would be interesting to compare these experimental 
conditions for the eutectic point with those calculated 
for thermodynamic equilibrium of the polymer solution 
and the ideal solids. 

For this particular case the eutectic point was assessed 
by a graphical solution of the two solubility equations 
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Figure 2 Effect of heating rate on the melting temperatures of 
the systems polyethylene/1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene (O) and 
polyethylene/hexamethylbenzene(A) and the influence of the 
cooling rate on the crystallization temperatures of the system 
polyet hylene/1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene (0 )  
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Figure 3 Phase diagram of the pseudo binary system linear 
polyethylenell,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene. , Calculated using 
equations (4) and (5), with X=0.37. O, Melting temperatures of 
samples quenched to 81°C 
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(4) and (5) using the following values for the various 
parameters. 

The melting temperature of ideal polyethylene crystals 
is 145"5°C and the heat of fusion per mole of units 
AH==980cal/mol. The melting temperature of 1,2,4,5- 
tetrachlorobenzene is 141.5°C and the molar heat of 
fusion AHz=5.8x 10acal/mol, as determined by d.s.c. 
using hexamethylbenzene as references la. The Flory- 
Huggins parameter X =0.37 was derived from cryometric 
data 14. For the thermodynamic equilibrium condition a 
eutectie temperature of 135°C and a polyethylene 
volume fraction of 0.51 are estimated. A comparison 
of the two phase diagrams in Figure 3 shows that the 
experimentally determined liquidus curve for tetrachloro- 
benzene is in close accord with the theoretical curve and 
that the large discrepancy between the theoretical and 
experimental eutectic temperature is due to the low 
dissolution temperatures of the metastable polyethylene 
crystals. As a result of that there is a temperature region 
of 20°C in which pure tetrachlorobenzene is in meta- 
stable equilibrium with the polyethylene solution. 

The strong influence of the experimental condition 
on the eutectic point is further demonstrated by Figure 4, 
in which the temperature (extrapolated onset) for spon- 
taneous crystallization by cooling the melts at a rate 
of 2°C/rain, is plotted against the composition. For 
these cooling curves a eutectic temperature as low as 
I06°C is found at a polymer volume fraction of 0.73. 
A eutectic temperature of 122°C is observed for end 
melting temperature from thermograms that were 
measured after quenching the melts to a temperature 
of 105°C and subsequent crystallization for a period 
of 45 rain. These data plotted in Figure 4 reveal that 
there is no change in melting temperature of the tetra- 
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Figure 4 Phase diagram of the pseudo binary system linear 
polyethylene/1,2,4,5,-tetrachlorobenzene. O, Melting temperatures 
of samples quenched to 81°C; II, melting temperatures of 
samples quenched to 105°C; A,  crystallization temperatures 
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Figure 5 Experimentally determined supercooling, ST, required 
for crystallization in the system polyethylene/1,2,4,5-tetrachloro- 
benzene as function of the polymer volume fraction, ~2 

chlorobenzene crystals, whereas that of the polymer 
crystals has increased substantially. 

The kinetic factors involved in the solidification 
of the component of this polymer system is most clearly 
illustrated by plotting against concentration the experi- 
mental supercooling defined as the difference between 
the peak temperature of the melting thermogram and 
that of the corresponding peak in the crystallization 
thermogram (Figure 5). Up to a polymer volume fraction 
of 0.5 the experimental supercooling for crystallization 
of tetrachlorobenzene from the polyethylene solutions 
amounts only to 0.5°C but for the eutectic crystallization 
a maximum supercooling of 15.5°C is needed. The 
latter even exceeds the undercooling of 13°C required 
for the spontaneous crystallization of polyethylene. 
From these data it is to be expected that the degree of 
crystallinity of the polyethylene fraction in the crystallized 
eutectic material is lower than in pure polyethylene, also 
quenched to 81°C. Indeed we calculated from the 
d.s.c, thermograms a reduction of the degree of crystal- 
linity from 64% for pure polyethylene to 48 % for the 
polyethylene in the eutectic mixture. Both samples were 
quenched to 81°C and then heated up in the d.s.c. 
It should be noted that also an experimental super- 
cooling of 15.5°C for the eutectic crystallization of all 
mixtures investigated is required. This means that the 
eutectic crystallization was not promoted by the presence 
of any of the solid components. 

Finally, the phase diagram of the system polyethylene/ 
hexamethylbenzene needs some description (Figure 6). 
This diagram was also derived from the end melting 
temperatures of thermograms obtained by heating 
mixtures that were previously quenched to 81°C. The 
eutectic point is located at 122°C and at a polyethylene 
volume fraction of 0.73. At a temperature of 110.6°C 
a solid-solid phase transition occurs in hexamethyl- 
benzene 15, which appears to be independent of the 
polymer concentration. This may be regarded as evidence 
for the formation of a pure solid phase. Another peculiar 
feature of this system is that the hexamethylbenzene 
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Figure 6 Phase diagram of the pseudo binary system poly- 
ethylene/hexamethylbenzene. Samples were quenched to 81°C 

Evidently this observation seems to justify the conclusion 
that at the temperature of 200°C a homogeneous melt 
is formed. Further cooling of the whiskerlike tetra- 
chlorobenzene crystals surrounded by the polymer 
solution results in lateral growth until the eutectic 
composition is reached. At this point the remaining melt 
crystallize instantaneously (Figure 9a). An overall 
picture of the same sample at 25°C is given in the photo- 
micrograph of Figure 9b exhibiting clearly the influence 
of the polyethylene on the crystallization of the diluent. 
The crystals are ramified during growth in the viscous 

Figure 8 Photomicrograph of 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene crystals 
grown from a 2O%v/v solution of polyethylene in t,2,4,5-tetra- 
chlorobenzene, at 136°C; magnification 46 diameters 

Figure 7 Photomicrograph of pure 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene 
crystals; magnification 20 diameters 

liquidus may be described by equation (4) for a value 
of the Flory-Huggins parameter X of -0.5. 

Morphology 
This section deals with the most conspicuous pheno- 

mena of the crystallization and melting of the binary 
systems observed in the polarizing microscope. A 
typical example of a photomicrograph of the bire- 
fringent 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene crystals is shown in 
Figure 7. The habit of the diluent crystals grown in 
polymer solution (the volume fraction of polymer was 
0.2) at 136°C is that of truncated needles, as shown in 
Figure 8. When the sample was heated and recrystallized 
the truncated needles appeared at different location. 

Figure 9 Photomicrographs of the solid formed by cooling a 
20%v/v solution of polyethylene in 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene. 
Magnification: (a) 46 diameters; (b) 20 diameters. 
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melt after having acquired a length of roughly 0.03 cm. 
During the very rapid growth of the crystals the melt at 
the growth front become rich in polyethylene and this 
gives rise to the ramification of the crystals. In fact this 
phenomenon is well known in eutectic crystallization 
of inorganic materials and actually underlies the branch- 
ing that is noticed in spherulitic growth in crystallization 
of polymers from a pure melt 16. 

The eutectic melt of the present polymer-diluent 
systems crystallize spherulitically as demonstrated by 
the microphotograph of Figure 10. This transition in 
morphology from needles to spherulites has also been 
observed in binary system of low molecular weight 
n-paraffins 17. 

So far the photomicrographs presented were taken 
from the system polyethylene/1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene. 

The second system under investigation, polyethylene/ 
hexamethylbenzene, exhibited similar pictures under 
corresponding conditions, except that the hexamethyl- 
benzene crystals with needle-shape habit displayed 
frequently a cleavage as indicated in Figure 11. 

Finally, some interesting features need to be described 
of the polyethylene crystals that remained after removing 
the solid tetrachlorobenzene by sublimation. 

Scanning electron micrographs of the cellular poly- 
ethylene crystallized from a polymer-diluent mixture 
of a polyethylene volume fraction of 0.6 are shown in 

Figure 12 Scanning electron micrograph 
of a polyethylene surface displaying the 
cellular structure after sublimation of solid 
1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene. Polyethylene 
volume fraction 0.5; magnification 533 
diameters 

Figure 10 Photomicrograph of the spherulitic structures de- 
veloped during simultaneous growth of polyethylene and 1,2,4,5- 
tetrachlorobenzene, at 105°C; magnification 46 diameters 

Figure 11 Photomicrograph of hexamethylbenzene crystals 
grown from a 20~v/v solution of polyethylene in hexamethyl- 
benzene, at 155°C; magnification 230 diameters 

Figure 13 Scanning electron micrograph of the coarse and fine 
structure of cellular polyethylene due to the sublimation of the 
1,£,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene needles and eutectic crystals; mag- 
nification 066 diameters 

Figures 12 and 13. The spongelike material exhibits 
rectangular and quadratic holes, which were created b y  
sublimation of tetrachlorobenzene crystals of cor- 
responding morphology. In addition to the large holes, 
very small pores can be discerned, which originate from 
the eutectic crystallization. 

DISCUSSION 

The Flory-Huggins theory of the freezing point depres- 
sion in concentrated polymer solutions predicts a 
eutectic point if the melting temperature of the diluent 
is close to that of the polymer. This stipulation is particu- 
larly pertinent for polymer-diluent systems whose 
phase diagrams are characterized by rather flat liquidus 
curves. This depends on the heat of fusion and the 
polymer diluent interaction. The polymer diluent 
systems described in this paper clearly demonstrate 
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that a eutectic point may be found experimentally 
at a temperature and composition that deviate markedly 
from those predicted for thermodynamic equilibrium. 
As a result of the large thermodynamic barriers for 
nucleation and growth of polymer crystals the polymer 
solution has to be supercooled more extensively in 
order to observe the simultaneous crystallization. Near 
the eutectic point in the polyethylene/tetrachlorobenzene 
system also the nucleation of the diluent appears to 
be hampered by the presence of the polymer molecules. 
These two factors account for the extreme supercooling 
of  15.5°C for the spontaneous eutectic crystallization, 
at a cooling rate of 2°C/min. 

Microscopic studies disclose that the habit of the 
diluent crystals is needlelike. In fact, at the initial stage 
of the crystallization of the diluent, a large number of 
very thin needles are observed which subsequently grow 
laterally and they do not increase much in length. 
This growth process points at a poisoning effect of  
certain growth faces by the polymer molecules. That 
polymer molecules may poison crystal faces is known 
for instance in the case of the NaCI whisker growth 
from aqueous solution to which poly(vinyl alcohol) 
has been added 18. The adsorption of polymer molecules 
on the crystal faces is likely to retard the nucleation 
and growth. The preferential growth in one direction 
leading to the needles has an additional implication, 
namely the accumulation of polymeric chains in the 
growth front. If  the growth is very rapid, it might 
involve considerable strain in the polymer chains and 
it can be visualized that for polymeric systems with 
long relaxation times diluent growth may cause con- 
siderable deformation of the polymer coils 19, which 
even may lead to chain fracture. 

The transition from needle shape crystal growth to 
purely spherulitic growth when the eutectic point has 
been reached is similar to what happens in inorganic 
systems. However, in these systems composite growth 
in situ is achieved by conducting the crystallization 
experiment in a temperature gradient. This results then 
in unidirectional growth, as shown by several investi- 

gators20, 21. For the morphology of the products as 
function of the growth rate, mathematical relations are 
given in the literature zz, 23 

It is clear that the study of eutectic crystallization in 
polymeric systems is still in an embryonic stage in 
particular as far as the investigation of  the morphology 
is concerned. Preliminary experiments in our laboratory 
indicate that the application of a temperature gradient 
results in unidirectional growth. Further work on the 
morphology of these crystals as well as on that of  the 
cellular polymer material that is left after removal of 
the solid diluent from the eutectic by sublimation will 
be reported in future publications. 
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Equilibrium ring concentrations and the 
statistical conformations of polymer chains: 
Part 12. Cyclics in molten and solid nylon-6 
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The molar cyclization equilibrium constants Kx for cyclics [NH(CHz)sCO]x with x=1-6 
were measured for an undiluted melt equilibrate of nylon-6 at 525K using gel permeation 
chromatography as the principal analytical technique. They were compared with the 
corresponding theoretical values calculated by the dacobson and Stockmayer theory 
using the rotational isomeric state model of Flory and Williams to describe the statistical 
conformations of the corresponding open chain molecules. Ring-chain equilibration 
reactions were carried out on samples of nylon-6 at a temperature 46K below the melting 
point of the polymer. Polymers were prepared at 459K over periods of more than 30 days 
by (i) heating nylon-6 containing 11.5~w/w cyclic oligomers, (ii) heating nylon-6 containing 
no cyclic oligomers, (iii) polymerizing c-caprolactam alone. These polymers were all 
found to contain ~2~w/w cyclics [NH(CH2)sCO] with x=1-6. However, although the 
concentrations of the larger cyclic oligomers were identical within experimental error in 
the samples prepared by (i) and (ii), they were strikingly different from those in the sample 
prepared by (iii). These differences in cyclic concentrations are discussed in terms of the 
structures of the solid polymers at the equilibration temperature. 

INTRODUCTION 
A number of experimental and theoretical investigations 
have been concerned with elucidating the relationship 
between the concentrations of cyclics in polymeric 
systems undergoing ring-chain equilibration reactions 
and the statistical conformations of the corresponding 
open chain molecules 1. These investigations have 
established that the characterization of the distribution 
of cyclic molecules in polymeric equilibrates may be 
used to probe the structures of polymeric melts as well 
as dilute and concentrated polymer solutions. 

This paper describes an extension of the equilibrium 
cyclic concentration method to the study of the con- 
formations of chain molecules in a polymer in the solid 
state. The concentrations of cyclics have been measured 
for samples of nylon-6 prepared by heating the solid 
polymer and by polymerizing ~-caprolactam below the 
melting point of the polymer. These concentrations are 
compared with those found in nylon-6 prepared by a 
ring-chain equilibration reaction in the melt. 

There have been many studies of the preparation and 
properties of nylon-6 and its cyclic and linear oligomers, 
and these have provided a foundation for the investiga- 
tions to be described. They include descriptions of 
preparations of the polymer 2-5 as well as methods for 
separating and identifying its cyclic oligomers 6-11. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Polymerization reactions 
The following procedure was adopted for the poly- 

merization reactions. The monomeric cyclic E-capro- 

lactam was freshly distilled in vacuo into a previously 
weighed glass ampoule and 6-aminohexanoic acid was 
added at a concentration of 0.11 mol/kg. This gave an 
effective water concentration of 0.2~w/w. The molten 
~-caprolactam was degassed under high vacuum and 
the ampoule was sealed. Polymerization was carried 
out by heating the ampoule in an oven maintained at 
the required temperature. After the required poly- 
merization time, the reaction was quenched by cooling 
the ampoule. The latter was broken open and the 
polymeric product was obtained as a hard, white, 
opaque material. This was turned to small, fine shavings 
on a lathe prior to the extraction of cyclic oligomers. 

Ring-chain interconversion reactions in the solid polymer 
The following procedure was adopted for equilibration 

reactions in the solid polymer. Fine shavings of the 
polymer were loaded into a glass ampoule, which was 
then evacuated and sealed. The ampoule and its contents 
were maintained at the required temperature for the 
specified period of time. It was then cooled to room 
temperature, broken open and the shavings were 
removed. 

Extraction of oligomers 
Cyclic, and any linear, oligomers were extracted from 

shavings of nylon-6 by adding approximately twenty 
times their weight of freshly distilled Analar grade 
methanol and refluxing for 48 h. The hot methanol was 
then decanted off and removed on a rotary evaporator 
to leave a residue containing cyclic oligomers. Two such 
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extractions were found to remove effectively all of the 
cyclics [NH(CH2)sCO]x with x =  1-6. 

Removal of cyclic monomer from the oligomeric extracts 
Up to 70~ w/w of the combined oligomeric extracts 

consisted of cyclic monomer and this was removed 
quantitatively before analysing the residue of cyclic 
oligomers by gel permeation chromatography. A mole- 
cular distillation apparatus functioning under vacuum 
at 373K was set up and found to be effective for the 
quantitative removal of cyclic monomer from oligomeric 
mixtures. 

Gas-liquid chromatography (g.l.c.) of  cyclic monomer and 
dimer 

A Pye Unicam (Series 104) gas-liquid chromatograph 
fitted with a heated dual-flame ionization detector was 
used for the quantitative analysis of cyclic monomer 
NH(CH~)sCO and dimer [NH(CH2)sCO]2. The chro- 
matograph was fitted with sample and reference columns 
1.2m in length and 4mm i.d. and nitrogen was used 
as the carrier gas at a flow rate of ~45ml/min. The 
columns were packed with Embacel, which had been 
treated with hexamethyldisilazane by the method of 
Bohemen et al. 12, and then coated with 4~ow/w of 
stationary phase OV-1 (supplied by the Field Instrument 
Company). Cyclic oligomers were dissolved in m-cresol 
at concentrations of 10-20~w/w and 2/zl samples 
were injected through a serum cap using a microlitre 
syringe. In a typical analysis, the oven temperature 
was increased from 298 K at the rate of 2 K/min. Cyclic 
monomer, dimer and trimer eluted as increasingly 
symmetric peaks at 382, 492 and 554K respectively. 
Samples of cyclic monomer, cyclic dimer and mixtures 
of cyclic oligomers were used to calibrate the gas- 
liquid chromatograph for detector response against 
molecular weight. Under the conditions of the analysis, 
there was no detectable decomposition of the cyclic 
oligomers. 

Gel permeation chromatography (g.p.c.) of  cyclic 
oligomers 

Cyclic extracts were analysed by g.p.c, using a 4.5m 
column of i.d. 9mm packed with Sephadex G25 of 
nominal pore size 20-80/zm (supplied by Pharmacia 
Ltd) and fitted at its output with a Waters model R4 
Differential Refractometer. Samples were analysed at 
room temperature using ~o50v/v glacial acetic acid in 
water as the solvent. Samples of monomer, dimer and 
mixtures of cyclic oligomers were used to calibrate 
the instrument for both elution volume and detector 
response as functions of molecular weight. Each cyclic 
oligomer was assumed to give a peak of Gaussian form 
and overlapping peaks were apportioned between 
different cyclics on this basis. 

Molecular weight measurements of linear polymers 
Following the removal of cyclic oligomers, the residual 

polymers were dried for 8 h at 373 K under a pressure of 
1 mmHg. Their molecular weights were determined by 
both amino end group analysis (assuming that each 
molecule contains one amino end group) and by 
measurements of relative viscosities according to the 
procedure recommended by Matthes 18. 

Cyclics in nylon-6: J. M. Andrews et aL 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experimental and theoretical cyclic concentrations in 
molten nylon-6 

Although several groups of workers have described 
analytical investigations of the concentrations of cyclic 
oligomers in samples of nylon-6 prepared by ring-chain 
equilibration reactions in the melt s, 14-z~, no precise 
values for the concentrations of cyclic dimer, trimer or 
hexamer in such samples have been reported. Conse- 
quently, before investigating changes in the concentra- 
tions of ring molecules in samples of solid nylon-6 
resulting from heating the polymer below its melting 
point, molar cyclization equilibrium constants for the 
cyclics [NH(CHz)sCO]x with x=  1-6 were measured for 
a melt equilibrate. 

A ring-chain equilibration reaction was carried out 
by heating 250 g ~-caprolactam (together with 6-amino- 
hexanoic acid at a concentration of 0-11mol/kg) at 
525K. Although equilibrium should be reached in 
,-~ 30 h under these conditions 3, the reaction was allowed 
to proceed for 14 days before quenching by cooling to 
room temperature. The hard, white polymer was turned 
to fine shavings on a lathe. Cyclic oligomers were 
extrated from 100g of the shavings by applying the 
extraction procedure described above and monomeric 
~-caprolactam was sublimed from the extracted material 
to leave a mixture consisting primarily of the cyclics 
[NH(CH2)sCO]x from dimer to hexamer*. A gel per- 
meation chromatogram of this mixture is shown in 
Figure 1. The number-average molecular weight -/fin 
of the cyclic oligomer-free polymer was found to be 
1.60x 104 by viscometric measurements and 1.55 × 104 
by amino end-group analysis. Although the ring-chain 
equilibration reaction was allowed to proceed for 14 days, 
no traces of side-products could be detected by g.l.c. 
or g.p.c. 

Now, the equilibrium between x-meric cyclics Mz and 
linear chains in molten nylon-6 may be represented as 
follows: 

-My-- ~- -Mu-x-+ Mz (1) 

where M symbolizes a monomeric unit NH(CH2)sCO. 
Gel permeation chromatographic tracings of the poly- 
meric product were in agreement with the expectation 20 
that there should be a most probable distribution of 

* The concentrations of monomer and dimer in the oligomeric 
extracts were determined by g.l.c, and found to be in good agree- 
ment with the gravimetrically determined monomer concentration 
and the dimer concentration found by g.p.c. The concentrations 
of larger cyclics were measured by g.p.c, alone. 

c 
0 

u 

r7 

x=2 

_ . ~  x=3 x 4 

, T 

40 36 32 28 

Elution volume (counts) 
Figure 1 Gel permeation chromatogram of cyclics 
[NH(CH2)sCO]x with x=2-6 obtained from nylon-6 prepared by 
ring-chain equilibration in the melt at 525K (see text) 
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chain lengths in the acyclic portion of the polymer. 
Hence the molar cyclization equilibrium constants Kx 
for cyclics formed by the forward step of equation (1) 
were calculated from the extent of reaction p of func- 
tional groups in the acyclic part of the polymer by the 
relation: 

K= = [Mx]/p z (2) 

The factor p was obtained from the number-average 
molecular weight 1ft, using the equation21: 

p = 1 - M0//ff, (3) 

where M0 is the weight of a monomeric unit. For the 
melt equilibrate, Kx values calculated by equations (2) 
and (3) are approximately equal to the concentrations 
[M~] of the cyclic oligomers. The difference is greatest 
for the cyclic hexamer, but even for that it amounts to 
only ~ 4 ~ .  

The molar cyclization equilibrium constants Kx 
(in mol/1) for cyclics [NH(CH2)sCO]x (with x =  1-6) in 
molten nylon-6 at 525 K are shown in Figure 2. They 
were calculated from the weights of cyclics found in the 
equilibrate by assuming the density of the melt to be 
the literature value 6 of 0.93 g/ml. The K~ values for the 
monomer, tetramer and pentamer were found to be 
in close agreement with the results of Spoor and Zahn s. 

In Figure 2, the experimental molar cyclization 
equilibrium constants are compared with theoretical 
values calculated as described in a previous paper2L 
The latter were obtained using the Jacobson and Stock- 
mayer cyclization theory 28, 24 by assuming that oligo- 
meric chains of nylon-6 obey the Gaussian expression 
for the probability that they will intramolecularly 
cyclize, and using the Flory and Williams e~ rotational 
isomeric state model to describe their average con- 
formations. Chains in nylon-6 were assumed to be 
unperturbed by excluded volume effects and to have 

Monomer units, x 
2 3 4 6 

I I I I I 

O 

O 0-4 O'8 

Log X 

Figure £ Experimental molar cyclization equilibrium constants 
Kx (in mol/I) for cyclics Mx in the melt at 525K (©) are plotted as 
log Kx against log x. They are compared with theoretical values 
calculated by equation (4) which assumes that the corresponding 
open chain molecules obey Gaussian statistics (0 )  

similar end-to-end distances (r~)0 to those measured 
under 0-point conditions. The calculations take account 
of the effect of chain length and temperature on the 
dimensions of the unperturbed chains and relate Kx to 
(r~)0 as follows: 

Kx = (3/2zr(r~>o) Z/z(1/NAx) (4) 

where NA is the Avogadro constant. 
It is not the purpose of this paper to make a detailed 

comparison of experimental molar cyclization equilibrium 
constants for cyclics in molten nylon-6 and those pre- 
dicted theoretically using the rotational isomeric state 
theory of linear macromolecules. However, it is noted 
that since the uncertainties in the experimental Kx 
values for the cyclics from monomer to pentamer are 
believed to be less than + 10~o, the differences between 
the experimental and the corresponding theoretical 
values for K4, /(5 and /(6 are significant. The experi- 
mental K4, Ks,/(6 values are lower than the calculated 
values by factors of 2, 1.7 and 2 respectively, and these 
differences are considerably larger than those found for 
cyclics of similar size in polydimethylsiloxane 26 and poly- 
(2,2,7,7,-tetramethyl- 1-oxa-2,7-disilacycloheptane) 27 melt 
equilibrates. 

Cyclic concentrations in samples of solid nylon-6 
The following experiments were carried out in order 

to investigate changes in the cyclic concentrations of 
samples of nylon-6 resulting from ring-chain equilibra- 
tion reactions at temperatures below the melting point 
of the polymer (which is 505 K28). 

(i) Fine, small shavings of the polymer (with /fin= 
1.6x 104 and containing l l . 5~w/w extractable oligo- 
mers), prepared by the ring-chain equilibration reaction 
described above, were heated in an evacuated ampoule 
at 459 K for 32 days. The polymer was cooled to room 
temperature and the shavings were found to be hard 
and brittle. The polymer had /fin=2.1 x l04 (by visco- 
metry) and 2.5x 104 (by amino end-group analysis). 
It contained 1.8 ~oW/W extractable oligomers. Individual 
cyclic concentrations in the polymer in mol/kg are 
plotted in Figure 3. They are compared with the cor- 
responding concentrations in the melt equilibrate. 

(ii) Oligomer-free shavings of the polymer obtained 
by (i) were dried in vacuo and heated in an evacuated 
ampoule at 459 K for 34 days, before cooling to room 
temperature. The resulting polymer was found to have 
~rn=2.4x 104 (by viscometry) and 3.3 x 104 (by amino 
end-group analysis). It contained l'9~oW/W extractable 
oligomers. The concentrations of individual cyclics in 
this polymer are plotted in Figure 3. 

(iii) A sample of nylon-6 was prepared by polymerizing 
ecaprolactam at 459 K. The contents of the ampoule 
were liquid initially, but set completely solid within two 
days. After a further 34 days, the reaction was quenched 
b_y cooling to room temperature. The polymer had 
Mn = 5"2 × 104 (by viscometry) and 6.3 x 104 (by amino 
end-group analysis). It contained 2.1 ~o w/w extractable 
oligomers. The concentrations of individual cyclics in 
the polymer are plotted in Figure 4. They are com- 
pared with the corresponding concentrations in the melt 
equilibrate. 

In confirmation of the conclusions of other work- 
ers2S, 39, the results presented in Figures 3 and 4 show 
that thermodynamic equilibria between monomeric 
E-caprolactam and polymeric nylon-6 can be set up in 
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Figure 3 Concentrations of cyclics Mx (in mol/kg) in samples 
of nylon-6 prepared (i) by heating a melt polymerized sample in 
the solid state at 459K for 32days (A) and (ii) by heating a cyclic- 
free polymer in the solid state at 459K for 34 days (V). These 
values are compared with cyclic concentrations in a polymer 
prepared by ring-chain equilibration in the melt at 525K (©) 
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Figure 4 Concentrations of cyclics Mx (in mol/kg) in a sample 
of nylon-6 prepared by (iii) polymerizing ~-caprolactam at 459K 
and heating for a total of 36days (E]). These values are compared 
with cyclic concentrations in a polymer prepared by ring-chain 
equilibration in the melt at 525K (O) 

the solid polymer at temperatures well below its melting 
point. The same equilibrium monomer concentration 
(within experimental error) is obtained at 459 K starting 
with (i) polymer containing 8.2%w/w monomer, (ii) 

Cyclics in nylon-6: d. M. Andrews et al. 

polymer containing no monomer and (iii) monomer 
alone. 

The concentrations of cyclic oligomers (with x = 3-6) 
in the nylon-6 prepared by (iii) are lower by factors of 
about four than the corresponding values for polymer 
equilibrated in the melt (see Figure 4). Following 
Wichterle zs, these differences can be interpreted in 
terms of a polymer structure at 459 K consisting of 
about 80% crystalline regions (which are free of cyclic 
oligomers) together with about 20 % amorphous regions 
--the latter containing rings in thermodynamic equi- 
librium with chains, which adopt similar random-coil 
conformations to those in the molten polymer. 

It is noted, however, that if the concentrations of 
cyclic oligomers in the nylon-6 samples obtained by 
heating the solid polymers containing (i) l l .5%w/w 
cyclic oligomers and (ii) no cyclic oligomers are inter- 
preted in similar terms, i.e., polymer structures con- 
sisting mainly of cyclic-free crystalline regions together 
with amorphous regions containing the cyclic oligomers, 
then chains in these latter regions must either be of 
limited length or they must fail to obey Gaussian 
statistics, or both. In fact, the high concentrations of 
cyclic monomer and dimer together with the rapid 
fall-off in cyclic concentrations with ring size in these 
solid polymers (see Figure 3) suggest that the average 
lengths of chain molecules in the amorphous regions 
of the polymers prepared by (i) and (ii) are far shorter 
than those in the amorphous regions of the polymer 
prepared by (iii). 

It is well established that chains in crystalline regions 
of solid polymers including nylon-6 may have different 
average conformations depending on the method of 
preparation (see, for example, refs 30-33). Evidently 
the structures of the samples of nylon-6 prepared by 
(i) and (ii) are similar, although both are very different 
from that of the polymer of higher molecular weight 
prepared by the polymerization with crystallization 
reaction (iii). Furthermore, the studies described here 
have shown that although chemical ring-chain equilibria 
can be set up in different samples of nylon-6 some 46 K 
below the melting point of the polymer, the effect of 
maintaining the samples at 459 K over periods of many 
days does not result in the re-arrangement of the con- 
formations of the chain molecules to produce similar 
polymer structures. 
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Dose kinetics of u.v. excited 
thermoluminescence in polyethylene 

H. d. Wintle 
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A model is developed to account for the observed maximum in thermoluminescence 
output with increasing u.v. dose. By postulating the destruction of ionized centres at a 
rate proportional to the dose rate, and allowing for the destruction of the un-ionized 
but excited centres by a separate bimolecular reaction, excellent fits to the experimental 
data are obtained and a discrepancy present in the original interpretation is removed. 
It is suggested that the bimolecular reaction is diffusion controlled, with the diffusion 
coefficient D of the migrating species being of the order of 10-gcm2/sec. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a study of thermoluminescence of polyethylene 
irradiated by ultra-violet (u.v.) light, Charlesby and 
Partridge 1 noted a build up and subsequent decay of 
the light output as the dose was increased. They ascribed 
this behaviour to the competition between ionization 
of the luminescent centres (carbonyl groups) and their 
destruction, with the latter process dominant at large 
doses. The authors proposed a simple kinetic model to 
account for their data, and in outline this is undoubtedly 
correct, but they found that the rate constant for destruc- 
tion was apparently independent of dose rate in iso- 
thermal studies, yet a function of prior dose rate when 
annealing methods were employed. They were unable 
to account for this discrepancy. 

The loss of carbonyl groups could be an important 
factor in photodegradation mechanisms, which are not 
yet well understoodL In addition, the thermolumines- 
cence yield under 7-irradiation exhibits a low dose 
effect 3, while the trapped electron yield 4 and possibly 
certain trapped ion yields 4-6 show maxima at about 
0-5Mrad and have largely vanished at about 1 Mrad. 
The u.v. experiments cannot be immediately compared 
with this work since the energy deposition required for 
peak thermoluminescence output is an order of magni- 
tude higher, though the efficiency (or G value) is liable 
to be lower. Nevertheless, the similarity in behaviour 
suggests a common origin for these effects. It is therefore 
necessary to have accurate models for each process 
before comparisons can be made. In this paper we 
show that a modification of the original model for 
u.v. excited thermoluminescence fits the experimental 
results, removes the discrepancy remarked on above, 
and gives a more satisfactory account of the physical 
processes involved. 

ORIGINAL MODEL 

We first set out the equations used by Charlesby and 
Partridge 1. The rate of ionization of carbonyl groups 

was proportional to the square of the dose rate because 
a two-step process was involved, and it was written 
a s :  

( dN~/dt )l = Cr~( N - NO (I) 

where N~ is the concentration of ionized luminescence 
centres, C is a constant, r the dose rate, N the concen- 
tration of carbonyl groups (both ionized and un-ionized) 
at time t. The destruction of carbonyl groups was found 
to be a second order process, such that: 

(dN /d t  ) a = - k r N  2 (2) 

where k is the appropriate rate constant. It followed 
that the ionized centres were destroyed at a rate: 

(dNi /d t  ) a = - krNN~ (3) 

Combination of these equations gives a linear first 
order differential equation with asymptotic solutions: 

N~ = C r N o D  ( D  small) (4) 

N~ = 1 / k D  ( D  large) (5) 

where D = rt is the dose and No is the initial concentra- 
tion of carbonyl groups. The general solution was 
shown to fit the luminescent output data with a constant 
value of k. 

A direct verification of equation (2) was made by 
irradiating to a dose D, annealing out the ionized 
centres, applying a small measuring dose D m  at the same 
dose rate and measuring the resulting light output. 
The No for this test dose is in fact simply the carbonyl 
concentration N remaining after dose D. This experiment 
led to the result that kocr ,  and so was inconsistent with 
the previous results. 

One variation suggested by Charlesby and Partridge 
was that the carbonyl groups were more likely to react 
in the excited state, so that the whole of the second-order 
disappearance should perhaps be ascribed to the reaction: 

( d N ~ / d t ) a =  - k r N ~  (6) 
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They did not solve the set of equations (1), (2) and (6) 
but argued that the use of the linearized form equation 
(3) instead of equation (6) was adequate since at low 
doses N~ is small, while at high doses exhaustion occurs 
and N~=N. In fact, the combination of equations (1), 
(2) and (6) leads to a Riccati equation for N~ which 
can be solved by standard methods 7, s, and excellent 
fits to the data can be made. Despite the latitude afforded 
by the three adjustable parameters, k, No and C, it has 
not proved possible to simultaneously select constant 
values for the last two and also have kocr as demanded 
by the annealing experiments. The basic inconsistency 
therefore remains, confirming a surmise made by the 
original authors. 

REVISED MODEL 

There are two difficulties associated with the model 
outlined in the previous section. The first is that equation 
(1) does not properly reflect the fact that ionization 
takes place from an intermediate excited state, probably 
a triplet state, with concentration Nr. The lifetime ~- 
of this state is approximately 2 sec while the irradiations 
extend over much longer periods. We therefore expect 
there to be a quasi-equilibrium set up between the 
excited state concentration and the ground state concen- 
tration NG. 

We have: 
NT/T = ClrNG (7) 

where (71 is the rate constant. We expect NT<NG. 
Further excitation of the excited state leads to ionization 
with a rate constant Ca: 

(dN~/dt)~ = C2rNT 

Combining these two equations yields: 

(dNt/dt )~ = Cr2NG (8) 

where C =C1C2-r is a joint constant. This equation 
replaces equation (1) and differs from it only in that 
both triplet and ionized centres are subtracted from N. 

The second difficulty with the original model is that 
while experimentally the carbonyl groups in the ground 
state vanish by second order kinetics, and probably by 
a bimolecular process as shown variously in equations 
(2), (3) and (6), all three of them imply an apparent 
three-body collision between two centres and a photon 
which is unlikely to occur. Indeed, if we incorporate 
the experimental result that kocr from the annealing 
experiments, the situation becomes even worse. A 
concomitant difficulty is that it is not clear exactly 
how the destruction of ionized centres as described by 
equation (6), used in the calculation of N~ and thus in 
the calculation of luminescence output, leads back to 
equation (2) which describes the observed loss of carbonyl 
groups in the ground state. Another problem arises in 
the use of equation (5) in order to obtain a linearized 
solution. If the mechanism of ionization does involve 
an intermediate state, as seems entirely likely from the 
initial kinetics, then it is unlikely that the condition 
N---N~ will be satisfied even at high doses, and the 
use of the linearized solution is invalid even though 
good fits are obtained to the experimental data. The 
present proposal is that the loss of carbonyl groups is 
due to a bimolecular reaction among the excited species, 
but without explicit dependence upon the dose rate 

that is given incorporated in equation (6). We have: 

(dNT/dt ) a = - IN~ (9) 

where l is the rate constant. It is proper to substitute 
the quasi-equilibrium condition in on the right hand 
side, to obtain: 

(dNr/dt ) a= - IC~ ~2r2 N~ 

On the left hand side, we see that the loss of an excited 
centre will be shared between the excited level and the 
ground state in the ratio NT:NG. Thus, if NT<NG, 
then (dNT/dt)a ~- (dNG/dT)a, so that finally 

(dNG/dt)a= -mr~N~ (10) 

where m is another rate constant. We note in passing 
that it need not in fact be the triplet state that is in- 
volved, since any excited level which is maintained in 
quasi-equilibrium and which vanishes by bimolecular 
recombination will lead to a result having the form 
of equation (10). We see that this mechanism automatic- 
ally accounts for the annealing result, since by comparing 
equation (2) with equation (10) we see that k=mr and 
is thus proportional to dose rate. 

The reduction of NG leads to a reduction in the 
ionization rate (dNddt)i, but it does not lead to a 
diminution of Nl. Therefore, we must allow for destruc- 
tion of the ionized centres, and we assume that they 
are neutralized at a rate which is proportional to the 
dose rate, with a rate constant/3: 

(dN~/dt )a = - ~rN~ (1 1) 

There is now no connection between the destruction 
of ground state centres and ionized centres as was 
necessarily the case before. A diagram of the transitions 
involved is shown in Figure 1. The fate of the ionized 
centres which are destroyed is left unspecified. They 
might return to the ground state, but this contribution 
is ignored since in the present model, the ionization is 
regarded as a perturbation of the dynamic equilibrium 
maintained in the GST system. 

Integration of equation (10) gives: 

1 1 
f-mrD 

N a - N o  

and combination of equations (8) and (11) yields: 

(dNi/dt)= -[3rNi+Cr2No/(l +mrNoD) (12) 

The solution of equation (12) is: 

N~=(C/m)exp(- fl D)exp(- fl/mrNo) f ~z-lexp(flz/mrNo)dz 

x= 1 +mrNoD (13) 

_ _ S  
Possible - - - -  _ _  I ~ ~ Des t ruc t ion  (eqn.ll) 

T .~ Des t ruc t i on  (eqn.9) 

E x c i t a t i o n  De-exc i ta t i on  (¢qn.7) 
(eqn. 7) 

G 

Figure 1 Model of a luminescence centre showing excitation 
from the ground state G to the singlet manifold S, intersystem 
crossing to the first triplet state T and de-excitation. Ionization 
to the ionized state I occurs from T. 
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Formally this solution can be written in terms of the 
tabulated function Ei(x) 9, and the asymptotic limits 
are: 

N~ = (C/m)(x- 1) = CrNoD (D small) (14) 

Ni = C/milD (D large) (15) 

These limiting forms should be compared with equa- 
tions (4) and (5). A convenient computational method 
is to ignore the tabulated function and to change the 
variable by the substitution: 

exp[il(z- 1)/mrNo] = w 

whence 

fl 
xp (pD) 

N~ = (C/m)exp(- ilD) dw/(il/mrNo + lnw) (16) 

The integral is now in a form that is readily evaluated 
by quadrature. The results plotted in Figure 2 are 
typical. The two disposable parameters /3 and mNo are 
sufficient to define the position of the peak on the dose 
scale, and the shape of the peak. The parameter C/m 
defines the origin of the vertical scale. Since the experi- 
mentally observed quantity is the number of photons 
emitted, and this is less than the number of ionized 
luminescent centres owing to non-radiative transitions 
during the heating cycle, there is no way in which 
C/m can be evaluated and only relative values are of 
importance. 

DISCUSSION 

The curves shown in Figure 2 provide a fit which is 
exact, within experimental accuracy, to the data given 
in Fig. 3 of ref 1. The values needed for this fit are: 

/3 = 4 x 10 -18 cm ~ photon -1 

mNo= 1 x 10 -35 cm 4 sec photon -2 

and the experimental dose rates are 1-0, 2.8 and 6.2 x 1016 
photonscm-2sec -1. A check on the validity of the 
present model is to see if the values of/3 and mNo are 

i O  -I 

O 

i C  3 

10 .5 I I 1 f ! 

lOt6 1018 i0  20 
Dose (photon/c m 2) 

Figure 2 Curves showing the number of ionized centres versus 
total dose, calculated from equation (16). The parameters em- 
ployed are given in the text. The points are experimental results 
for luminescent output 1, scaled up by a constant multiplier 
(reproduced from Charlesby, A. and Partridge, R. H. Proc. R. 
Soc. (A) 1965, 253, 329 by permission of the Royal Society, 
London) 

reasonable. For simplicity, we ignore the complication 
that the absorption depth is about one-seventh of the 
sample thickness. The parameter/3 is simply the cross- 
section for photon capture by an ionized luminescence 
centre. The physical cross-section of a carbonyl group 
is of the order of 4 x 10 -16 cm z, so the value of [3 suggests 
a probability of 0-01 for the destruction interaction to 
occur. While there are no other figures available for 
comparison purposes, this seems to be a plausible 
one. 

The parameter m is given by m=IC ~r 2. If  the triplet 
state is involved in the destruction of luminescence 
centres, then r~2sec ,  while if an excited singlet is 
implicated then the appropriate lifetime will be con- 
siderably less. The concentration No of aldehydic 
carbonyl groups 10 is not known, though it must exceed 
1014cm -3 and is probably much larged. For the sake 
of argument, we adopt an arbitrary figure of 1016cm -8. 
The cross-section for triplet formation is also uncertain, 
but a value comparable to /3 seems reasonable, and we 
set C1 = 10 -18 cm z. With these values we obtain l = 10 -16 
cma/sec. The destruction reaction is probably controlled 
by the diffusion of some fragment of an excited carbonyl 
group to another excited carbonyl group, so we surmise 
that l =4~bD, where b is a capture radius of order 
10-acre and D is the diffusion coefficient. We thus find 
D =  10-9cmZ/sec. A smaller value of r leads to a larger 
value of D, and so does a small value of No. Hence, 
while there is considerable uncertainty in the absolute 
value of D, it is of the right order for diffusion of small 
molecules in low density polyethylene11, 12, so the 
mechanism suggested is certainly feasible. 

One question which arises naturally out of this work 
is whether it is related to the apparently similar 'low 
dose effect' observed after 9'-excitation a, and discussed 
theoretically in a recent review la. The luminescent 
molecules are relatively stable under 9'-irradiation 14, 
at least for doses in the 1 Mrad range. Presumably the 
9' energy is uniformly deposited, and transferred by the 
exciton mechanism 15 to give direct ionization in a single 
step process, while the u.v. light is preferentially absorbed 
at the luminescent sites and this gives rise to an enhanced 
damage rate, despite the bimolecular kinetics. Thus 
there is a qualitative difference between the effects of 
the two methods of excitation. 

One mechanism suggested for the reduction of 
luminescent centres under u.v. illumination was the 
production of alkyl radicals by a two quantum process 1. 
This mechanism does not seem to account for the 
observed bimolecular nature of the destruction reaction. 
The alkyl radicals formed do act as efficient electron 
traps, but the number formed at the maximum u.v. 
exposure employed was equal to the number formed by 
0.17Mrad of 9'-radiation. This is well below the dose 
at which they provide important competition for other 
traps in the 7-excited thermoluminescence. Consequently, 
their effect has been ignored in the present context. 
It follows from these arguments that beyond common 
qualitative features, there is no connection between the 
u.v. dose kinetics and the low dose effect observed after 
9'_irradiation a, 1~ 

We have therefore been able to account for the 
observed thermoluminescence yield under u.v. excitation, 
including the dose rate dependence of the output at 
low doses, the shape and position of the peaks of the 
yield curves, and the destruction of the luminescent 
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centres at a rate proportional to the square of the dose 
rate. We have thus resolved the difficulty noted by the 
original authors. We suggest that the destruction reaction 
is diffusion controlled, and from the rate constant we 
have deduced a diffusion coefficient which corresponds 
with known values for the drift of small molecules. 
The chemical mechanism cannot be deduced from the 
work and requires further study. 
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Solution properties and unperturbed dimensions 
of poly(vinylidene fluoride) 
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A commercial sample of poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVF2) was fractionated and charac- 
terized. The fol lowing relationships were found: ( r / )=1.93x10-4M °'677 (in dimethyl- 
acetamide at 25°C) ; (r/) = 2.13 x 10-4M °'62 (in acetophenone at 85°C) ; (-q) = 6.86 × 10-aM °'5o 
(in benzophenone at 190°C), leading to a value of the steric factor: a=((r2)o/(r~)of)= 
1.66+0.05, which is in agreement with the crystalline properties of the polymer. The 
concept of M(r/) as a universal parameter for g.p.c, calibration was valid for PVF2 in 
dimethylacetamide. 

INTRODUCTION 

Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVF2) is a semi-crystalline, 
thermoplastic material which is resistant to thermal 
degradation. In the polymerization of vinylidene fluoride 
approximately 5 % of the monomer units are added in 
a reverse sense ~, so that the material is essentially a 
copolymer. Most studies of  PVF2 have been directed 
towards the elucidation of its crystal structure 2, 3. It 
can exist in at least two crystal forms at room tem- 
perature and pressure. The most stable is the c~-form 
in which the polymer molecules occur as 21 helices in 
the tg+tg - configurationa. In the fl-form the chains 
assume the trans-planar configuration. 

These features of the structure and properties of 
poly(vinylidene fluoride) led to an investigation of the 
solution properties and crystallization 4 of this polymer. 
This paper describes the fractionation, characterization 
and viscometric measurement made on a commercial 
sample of poly(vinylidene fluoride) supplied by Pennsalt 
Chemicals as Kynar Resin Grade 301. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Fractionation 
The Kynar resin was fractionated by fractional 

precipitation between 136 and 158 °C using acetophenone 
as solvent and o-dichlorobenzene as non-solvent. The 
proportion of reversed units in each fraction was cal- 
culated from the 19F n.m.r, spectrum of that fraction 1 
measured with a 60MHz Perkin-Elmer RI0 instrument. 
There was no trend of heterogeneity with molecular 
weight, the mean proportion of reverse units being 
0.057 + 0.006. The melting point of each fraction was 
determined under identical conditions using a microscope 
hot stage thermostated to +0.02°C 4. The fractions, 
which were crystallized in situ at 136°C, all melted in 
the region 162 + 2°C. 

* Present address:  Uni l ever  Research  Ltd, Port Sunlight, Wirral, 
Cheshire L62 4XN, UK. 

Light scattering measurements 
The solvent used was acetophenone which dissolved 

the polymer only above 60°C. Solutions and solvent 
were clarified by ultracentrifugation in a Beckman 
model L ultracentrifuge at 65 °C. Light scattering measure- 
ments were performed immediately using a Sofica 
instrument thermostated at 85°C. The results are shown 
in Table 1. 

A Brice-Phoenix differential refractometer (thermo- 
stated to + 0.1 °C) was used to measure the dn/dc. The 
value obtained (0.078+0.002cm3/g) was independent 
of temperature between 60°C and 80°C. 

Viscometry 
Dilute solution viscosities were determined with a 

Desreux-Bischoff viscometer 5 for which shear and 
kinetic energy corrections were negligible. The solvents 
used were dimethylacetamide (DMA) at 25.0°C, aceto- 
phenone at 85.0°C and benzophenone between 150°C 
and 190°C. Concentrations were calculated for benzo- 
phenone solutions using standard density data 6. Measure- 
ments were also made on polystyrene in DMA and 
dimethylformamide (DMF) at 25.0°C. The results a r e  

recorded in Tables 2 and 3. 

Gel permeation chromatography (g.p.c.) 
G.p.c. was used to estimate the polydispersity of 

each fraction in order to correct the viscosity and 
light scattering data. No calibration was available for 
PVFz so it was necessary to derive one. The procedure 
used 7 was essentially one of trial and error. A series of 
possible calibration curves were used to analyse the 
g.p.c, data until one was found which gave the least 
difference between Mw calculated from g.p.c, and Mw 
actually measured by light scattering. This was taken 
as the calibration curve for PVF2 and used to calculate 
the Mz, Mw and Mn values shown in Table 1. In no 
case is the difference between Mw for g.p.c, and light 
scattering greater than 12700. 

The instrument used was a Waters Associates Inc 
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Table 1 Light scattering and g.p.c, data for PVF= fractions 

Light scattering (in acetophenone at 85°C) 

<r2)tz/2X 108 <r2>lw/2x 108 A2x 104 
Fraction Mwx lO -5 (cm) (cm) ~ x l O  -21 (cm3g-2mol) 

G.p.c. data 

Mzxl0-S Mwx l0-5  Mnxl0-S 

1"1 39"4 3110 0"0 
1"2 33"7 2760 1950 1"04 0"3 
1"3 6"9 1490 960 0"67 1"3 
2"1 20.2 2030 1650 0"81 0"0 
2"2 11"2 1950 1300 0-61 1"0 
2"3 10"8 1540 1150 0"84 5"9 
2"4 6.7 1400 950 0-61 2"8 
2"5 4.5 950 800 0"55 2"2 
2"6 2"8 2"2 
2"7 1 "8 7"6 
2 . 8  (O.O0)a 
2-9 (0.34)a 

a From the viscosity/molecular weight relationship for PVF2 in DMA 

50-6 
13-9 
28"5 
23"8 
99-2 
14"8 
6"1 

32.8 15.3 
6.3 1.9 

19.0 9.4 
11.0 3.6 
12.1 5.1 
6.9 3.0 
4.3 2.7 
2.9 1.9 
1.~ o.98 
0.80 0.59 
0.34 0.21 

Table 2 Intrinsic viscosity data for PVFs in DMA, benzophenone and acetophenone 

[7/] (dl/g) in [~y] (dl/g) in benzophenone at 
DMA at 

Fraction M w x l 0  -5 25°C 155°C 160°C 170°C 180°C 190°C 

[~}] (dl/g)in 
acetophenone 

at 85°C 

1 "1 39"4 5"64 
1 "2 33'7 4"80 
1 "3 6"9 1 "67 
2"1 20'2 3"54 
2"2 11 "2 2"39 
2"3 10-8 2"33 
2"4 6"7 1-74 
2"5 4.5 1 "29 
2'6 2"8 0"94 
2"7 1 "8 0"68 
2"8 0"43 
2"9 0"22 

0"46 0"46 0"48 0"48 0"50 

0"56 0"57 0"60 0"63 0"66 
0" 57 0" 58 0" 61 0" 63 0" 66 
0"48 0'49 0"50 0"51 0"52 
0"38 0"39 0"39 0"40 0"41 
0"31 0"32 0"33 0"34 0"35 
0"26 0"27 0'27 0"27 0"27 

2"29 
0"85 
1 "80 
1 "22 

0"78 
0" 62 

0'40 

Table 3 Viscosity data for polystyrene samples in DMA and 
DMF at 25.0°C 

Intrinsic viscosity (dl/g) 
Nominal 

Producer mol. wt DMA DMF My 

Pressure Chem 51 063 0-26 0.21 48 000 
BDH 0.48 0.40 136 063 
Pressure Chem 160 630 0.49 0-41 145 000 
B D H 0.79 0.63 290 000 

model 200 GPC equipped with five columns packed with 
Styragel. The column pore sizes were from 106 to 102 A. 
The eluent was DMA and the flow rate was I ml/min. 
Measurements s were also made on polystyrene standards 
(Mw/Mn < 1.06). 

RESULTS A N D  DISCUSSION 

Viscosity/molecular weight relationships for PVF2 
The g.p.c, data in Table 1 indicate that the PVF2 

fractions arc still fairly broad so that the effect of poly- 
dispersity must be considered. Kurata and Stockmayer 9 
showed that under 0 conditions the Mark-Houwink 
relationship for a polydisperse fraction is: 

(~) = qwKo( Mw)O. 5 

where q w = F ( h + l ' 5 ) / [ ( h + l )  ° 'SF(h+l)]  and h is 
(Mw/Mn-1) -z. In a good solvent qw overcorrects. 

Applying this treatment t o  the data in DMA at 25-0°C 
gives: 

corrected (~)=2.01 x 10-4M 0"675 

uncorrected (~)= 1.93 x 10 - 4 M  °'677 

These relationships are nearly identical which shows 
that even with broad fractions the effect of heterogeneity 
is small when values of Mw are used instead of My 9. 
The corrected relationships in the other solvents are: 

acetophenone at 85°C 
benzophenone at 155°C 
benzophenone at 160°C 
benzophenone at 170°C 
benzophenone at 180°C 
benzophenone at 190°C 

(~7)=2.13 x lO-4M 0"620 
(~7)= 15.2 x lO-4M 0"43 
(~7)= 13.6 x lO-4M 0"44 
(-q) =9.62 x lO-4M 0"47 
(~) = 7"54 × 10 -4 M 0"49 

(~)=6"86 x 10-4M °'5° 

The Mark-Houwink plots for PVF2 in DMA, aceto- 
phenone, and benzophenone at 190°C are shown in 
Figure 1. The value of the Mark-Houwink exponent 
indicates that 190°C is the 0 temperature of the PVF2/ 
benzophenone system. At temperatures below 190°C 
the exponent assumes values less than 0.50. This has 
been observed for a small number of other polymer- 
solvent systems 10, zz 

This procedure for identifying the 0 temperature is 
not very accurate but the value of 190°C is probably 
correct to +_ 10°C. The value of Ko from the 0 point 
relationship is thus K0 = 6.9(+ 0.1) x 10 -4 dl/g. 
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Figure I Intrinsic viscosity/molecular weight plots for PVF~ in 
DMA at 25°C (©), in acetophenone at 85°C (A), and in benzo- 
phenone at 190°C (CI) 

0 point relationship for PVF2 
Various equations such as those of Stockmayer and 

Fixman 12, Berry 1~, and Flory et al. 14 have been proposed 
for the determination of K0 by viscosity measurements 
in a good solvent. These equations must be treated with 
caution since their theoretical and experimental basis 
is uncertain. Application to the PVF2 viscosity data 
gave the following results. 

Benzophenone. All three treatments gave linear plots 
at each temperature. The mean value of K0 was 
6.9(+0.1) x 10-4 dl/g. 

Aeetophenone. The data in acetophenone yielded 
plots which curved slightly at high molecular weight. 
The intercepts gave (SF 12) K0=6.9 (_+0-2)x 10-4dl/g, 
(B 13) /£o=6.8 (+0"3)xl0-4dl/g and (FFS 14) Ko= 
5"9 (__0"5)× 10-4dl/g. These are in satisfactory agree- 
ment with the 0 point value of 6.9 (_+0.1)x 10-4dl/g 
except for the FFS 14 plot which underestimates K0 by 
about 15 ~.  

DMA. For this solvent all the equations break down 
completely and curves are obtained from which no 
reliable intercepts can be derived. 

Unperturbed dimensions of P VF2 
The Flory-Fox relationship14: 

Ko=dgo(<rZ>/M)3/2 

has been confirmed both experimentally and theoretically 
for a number of polymer/0 solvent systemslL The 
value of ¢ recommended by Flory 15 for 0 point measure- 
ments is 2.6 (_+0-1)×1021 which agrees with recent 
experimentaP3, 16 and theoretical work 17. Using this 
value and K0=6.9 (+0.1)×10 -4 gives <r2>o/M= 

Solut ion properties o f  PVF2 : G. J. Welch 

4.1 (+0.2)x I0-17cm 2 for the unperturbed dimensions 
of the PVF2 molecules. The steric factor (a) is then 
<r2>o/(r2>ot=l.66+_O.05 where <r2>0f is the value for 
the freely rotating chain model with tetrahedral bond 
angles. 

Flory and Mark 15 have used the rotational isomeric 
state approximation to calculate the unperturbed 
dimensions of the polyoxymethylene (POM) chain for 
a range of configuration energies. The calculation is 
formally identical to that for the PVF~ chain after 
correcting for the different bond lengths between the 
backbone atoms in the two polymers. PVF2 occurs in 
two forms at room temperature. The a-form has a 
tg+tg - configuration and the slightly less stable /}-form 
has a trans-planar configuration. The energy of the tg 
configuration is hence slightly greater than that of the 
tt configuration--say within the range 0 to 1 kcal/mol. 
The energy of the hindered g+g- configuration will be 
greater than 2kcal/mol so that the steric factor (~) 
must lie in the range 1-65-1.7515 . The measured value 
of 1.66 is therefore in very good agreement with the 
crystalline properties of PVF2. 

Gel permeation chromatography 
The g.p.c, calibration for PVF2 was constructed 

from the g.p.c, and light scattering data by a process 
of trial and error. This method is tedious but reliable 
since fraction overlap ensures that any one point on 
the calibration curve is the mean of several estimates. 
From the calibration curve and the viscosity/molecular 
weight relationship for PVF2 in DMA the universal 
calibration of Grubisic et al. 18 was calculated. This is 
shown in Figure 2. 

The viscosity data in Table 3 gives @)=2.8× 10 -4 
M 0'630 for the polystyrene/DMA system in the molecular 
weight range 51 000 to 300000. Molecular weights 
were calculated from the viscosity relationship 19 for 
polystyrene in DMF: (~)=3-18×10-4M °'6°~. The 
points in Figure 2 are for narrow polystyrene standards 
run on the same g.p.c, columns as the PVF2. There is 
close correspondence between the polystyrene and 
PVFz universal calibration plots. 

IO a 

10 6 

10 4 

iO 2 
12 15 20 24 

Count  

Figure 2 Universal g.p.c, calibration plot for PVF2 ( 
polystyrene ((3) 

) and 
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Segmental orientation studies of block 
copolymers: 2. Non-hydrogen bonded 
polyurethanes 
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Uniaxial orientation of a series of polyurethane block copolymers of well characterized 
segmental molecular weight distribution has been studied by differential infra-red 
dichroism. These materials contain hard blocks incorporating piperazine units which 
have no possibility for hydrogen bonding. The soft segments orient into the direction 
of stretch at all strains but relax towards a random configuration when the load is removed. 
Hard segment orientation is transverse to the stretch direction at low strains, turning 
into the direction of stretch at higher strains. At the higher strains the hard segment 
orientation relaxes very little when the load is removed. 

Compared to hydrogen bonding polyurethanes the polyurethanes of this study showed 
higher hard segment orientability and strain hysteresis. This may be partly attributed to 
the reduced strength of the intersegment bonding and more crystalline nature of the hard 
segment in the piperazine extended polymers. Segment polydispersity appears to have 
only a secondary influence on the sub-failure properties studied in this investigation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The first paper 1 in this series reported on the orientation 
behaviour of a group of hydrogen bonding polyether- 
and polyester-urethanes of varying composition. In 
this paper, the orientation behaviour of a series of 
specifically designed segmented polyurethanes of well 
characterized segmental molecular weight distribution 
(MWD) is studied by infra-red (i.r.) dichroism. These 
materials contain a hard segment of piperazine extended 
with the bischtoroformate of 1,4-butane diol and thus 
have no possibility for hydrogen bonding. 

Infra-red dichroism allows the study of the orientation 
of a particular molecular moiety during deformation 
of a polymer sample. These experiments may be done 
on samples undergoing large dynamic deformations, 
at various temperatures, or under various creep and 
stress relaxation conditions. From such studies, an 
understanding of the deformation process and its 
relationship to molecular parameters may be gained. 

Linear segmented polyurethanes belong to the class 
of blockcopolymers known as thermoplastic elastomers. 
These materials have many of the properties of filled, 

* Present address: Fabric Research Lab., Dedham, Massachusetts, 
USA. 
t Present Address: Tennessee Eastman Co., Kingsport, Tennessee, 
USA. 
:~ To whom correspondence should be addressed. 

crosslinked elastomers at use temperatures, but may 
be processed as thermoplastics at elevated temperatures. 
The blocks of the major component are fluidlike at 
use temperature while the minor component is glassy 
or semi-crystalline and acts as a filler particle and 
multifunctional crosslink. 

A segmented polyurethane has the general structure 
(AB)n, where A and B are the hard and soft segments. 
They are usually made by the reaction of a polyether 
or polyester macroglycol (soft segment) of molecular 
weight less than 5000 with an aromatic diisocyanate, 
such as diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI). The 
hard segment content is adjusted by the addition of 
excess diisocyanate, balanced by a short chain diamine 
or diol. To prevent any covalent crosslinking, the 
stoichiometry and reaction conditions must be carefully 
controlled. 

The interesting properties of the thermoplastic elasto- 
mers are due to the microphase separation of the dis- 
similar blocks which produces regions of high hard 
segment concentration, called domains 2. The domains 
act as solid filler and as tie-down points for the soft 
segment blocks. In the vinyl-diene ABA triblock co- 
polymers produced by anionic methods the polymer 
architecture can be carefully controlled. It has been 
shown that the morphology, which changes with varia- 
tions in composition, molecular weight, and method of 
sample preparation, controls polymer physical pro- 
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perties to a large extent a, 4. In the polyurethane block 
copolymers the relationship of polymer structure to 
domain morphology and thereby physical properties 
is made more complex by the broad segmental M W D  
and the hydrogen bonding capability of the hard seg- 
ments. Although it is known that M W D  affects the 
physical properties of homopolymers and copolymers, 
systematic studies of this effect on block copolymers 
have been lacking. Morton and coworkers 5,6 have 
published some data for ABA vinyl-diene block copoly- 
mers indicating that an increase in the polydispersity 
of either the mid- or end-blocks decreases the tensile 
strength. Recently, a paper on the properties of the 
polyurethanes of the present study 7 showed that co- 
polymers with a narrow hard segment M W D  exhibited 
better microphase separation and had higher modulus 
in the rubbery plateau region. 

There is also substantial hydrogen bonding in con- 
ventional polyurethanes. While the major factor deter- 
mining the properties of the segmented polyurethanes 
is their domain structure s, hydrogen bonding is a 
complicating consideration in any study of these 
polymers. 

The object of this study was to gain a further under- 
standing of the orientation mechanisms of block co- 
polymers and the manner in which orientation is affected 
by composition, segmental M W D  and intermolecular 
bonding. The copolymers used in this work were prepared 
by a carefully designed reaction sequence that produced 
polyurethanes having controlled hard segment molecular 
weight and M W D .  These variables could therefore be 
systematically studied. A detailed description of these 
copolymers and their synthesis has been published 
elsewhere 9. The hard segment formed from piperazine 
and 1,4-butanediol bischloroformate contains no hydrogen 
bonding donor. The behaviour of these copolymers can 
therefore be compared to that of hydrogen bonding 
polyurethanes in order to obtain an idea of the effect 
of hydrogen bonding on orientation. 

Previous studies of  polyurethane orientation 

Using X-ray diffraction methods, Bonart 10, 11 and co- 
workers studied the orientation behaviour of poly- 
urethanes and polyurea urethanes. They found that the 
soft segments oriented into the direction of stretch, 
with strain-induced crystallization occurring at about 
150 % strain. 

Hard segment orientation was found to depend on 
whether the hard segment domain was partly crystalline 
or ordered in a paracrystalline state. The former was 
found in copolymers with longer average hard segment 
lengths. The paracrystalline segments were found to 
orient transverse to the stretch direction at strains below 
200%. At higher strains the hard segments became 
oriented into the stretch direction with increasing 
strain. This behaviour was explained by a model 
where the hard segment lamellae orient as a whole into 
the stretch direction at low strains. At higher strains, 
they break up and the hard segments themselves 
orient into the stretch direction. Soft segment 'force 
strands' cause the hard segment lamellae to be 
rotated and oriented into the stretch direction. The 
more crystalline hard segment domains apparently 

behave differently than the paracrystaUine domains, 
and are described as acting more as inert filler. It was 
found that the hard segment orientation remained 
transverse in crystalline copolymers even at high 
elongations. 

Kimura et aL 12 developed a similar model based on 
infra-red dichroism, X-ray diffraction and small angle 
light scattering. They concluded that the partly crystalline 
domains become disordered and oriented into the 
stretch direction at higher strains, although the super- 
structure of the crystallinity (spherulites) remains. 

Estes 13 studied a series of polyester and polyether 
urethanes of soft segment molecular weight 1000 con- 
taining no hard segment crystallinity. Upon stretching, 
both soft and hard segments oriented into the stretch 
direction. The soft segments relaxed almost completely 
when the load was removed, while the hard segment 
orientation recovered only slightly. No transverse 
hard segment orientation was found using infra-red 
dichroism. 

Recently, Seymour 1 studied the orientation behaviour 
of polyester and polyether polyurethanes and found 
that the hard segment orientation mechanism was 
primarily a function of hard segment length. Three 
mechanisms were found, depending on whether the 
hard segment domains were interlocking, and whether 
or not they were partly crystalline. A lower limit of 
composition at which interlocking of the hard segments 
occurs was found. This composition is approximately 
24%w/w MDI for 1000 molecular weight macroglycol 
soft segments. Polyurethanes with a composition above 
this limit retain their hard segment orientation after 
the load is removed. The interlocking morphology is 
due to a three dimensional connectivity of the hard 
segment lamellar like structure. This strongly hinders 
hard segment motion. Model calculations of this concept 
are presented elsewhere 14. 

For polyurethanes with 28-38% MDI, the hard 
segment orientation was found to lie in two bands, 
depending upon whether or not the hard segment 
domains were semi-crystalline. Polyurethanes with partly 
crystalline hard segment domains had a much lower 
average orientation than those with non-crystalline 
domains. This effect was ascribed to the transverse 
(negative) orientation of the hard segments in partly 
crystalline domains. It was also found that after a 
step increase in strain the orientation of the hard 
segments increased with time, while the soft segment 
orientation decreased. It was concluded that the decrease 
in the soft segment orientation was a result of the 
randomization of those segments due to an entropy 
driven stress relaxation. As the soft segments relax, they 
exert a tension on the hard segments causing them to 
increase their orientation. 

Previous investigations have shown that the orienta- 
tion behaviour of the two types of segments are quite 
different. Soft segment orientation is little affected by 
composition or molecular weight. Hard segment orienta- 
tion, on the other hand, is controlled by hard segment 
molecular weight through its effect on domain size and 
crystaUinity. It is to be expected that other block 
copolymers will behave in a generally similar man- 
ner, although differences in domain structure due to 
differences in polymer type and intermolecular 
bonding will play a large part in their orientation 
behaviour. 
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Segmental orientation 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 
The polyurethanes used in this study were obtained 

through the courtesy of Dr L. L. Harrell, Jr of E. I. 
duPont de Nemours and Company, who has published 
a detailed synthetic procedure 9. 

i 0 0 O O 

-I-O--(CH2 ),-4-O ' ~ C - - N  N-I-COICH=),OC--N N+C-- 

soft segment hard segment 

The soft segment, poly(tetramethylene oxide), has an 
average degree of polymerization specified by x. In this 
series of copolymers x was 13.7 or 24, giving average 
soft segment molecular weights of 1003 and 1744. 
The hard segment, formed from piperazine and 1,4- 
butanediol bischloroformate, was prepared with values 
of n varying from 1 to 4. A summary of the structural 
parameters for the copolymers of this work are given 
in Table 1. 

Monodisperse hard segments were produced by the 
addition of one hard segment unit at a time. The com- 
plete copolymers were formed by the stepwise reaction 
between bischloroformates of the polyether macroglycol 
and the preformed hard segments. Polydisperse hard 
segments were prepared via a stepwise reaction between 
the reactants to give average values of n. 

In this paper, the copolymers are designated by the 
soft segment and hard segment MWD, the soft segment 
molecular weight, and the hard segment degree of 
polymerization, n. For  example, BN 1-4 refers to a 
copolymer of broad soft segment MWD, narrow hard 
segment MWD, soft segment molecular weight of 1000, 
and n = 4 for the hard segment. 

Sample preparation 
Films for i.r. dichroism and differential "scanning 

calorimetry (d.s.c.) studies were cast from methylene 
chloride solution on to a glass surface. After solvent 
evaporation, a few drops of water at the film/glass 
interface facilitated film removal. Film samples were 
dried under vacuum for 24h at room temperature 
before dichroism experiments. I.r. spectra showed no 
traces of residual solvent in the dried films. 

Differential scanning calorimetry 
D.s.c. measurements were made using a duPont 

Model 900 Thermal Analyzer at a heating rate of 
14°C/min. Sample size was 10-20 mg. 

Table 1 Structural parameters of segmented piperazine 
polyurethanes 

Soft segment Hard segment 
Code mol wt (wt %) x n 

BB1-2 1003 37.9 13.7 2 
BN1-2 1003 37.2 13.7 2 
BB1-4 1003 51-4 13"7 4 
BN1-4 1003 51.4 13'7 4 
B B2-3 1744 39.0 24" 0 3 
B N2-3 1744 32.0 24" 0 3 
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Differential infra-red dichroism 
A detailed description of differential infra-red di- 

chroism and a comparison to the conventional method 
is given in the initial paper of this series 1. Briefly, in 
the differential method, the sample is placed in an 
intermediate focus position near the source of the i.r. 
beam. The beam is split after the sample and passed 
through crossed wire grid polarizers located in the 
normal sample and reference positions. The recorded 
output is the dichroic difference. From the dichroic 
difference, an orientation function, f ,  may be calculated. 
An orientation function of zero signifies no orientation, 
-1 /2 ,  orientation perfectly transverse to the stretch 
direction, and unity, complete orientation into the 
stretch direction. Soft segment orientation was followed 
using the asymmetric stretch vibration of the CH2 group 
at 2940cm -1, which is primarily in the soft segment. 
Hard segment orientation was followed using the 
carbonyl stretching vibration appearing at 1695cm-~ in 
these materials. Transition moment directions of 90 ° 
for the CH2 vibration and 79 ° for the C = O  vibration 
were used. The sample was held in a device which 
allowed elongation from both ends simultaneously. 
Bench marks on the film samples were used to measure 
strain. 

Experiments performed 
Three types of orientation experiments were performed 

and are described below. 
Control samples. Film samples were elongated to a 

predetermined strain and dichroic measurements made 
after a 20m in relaxation time. The film sample was 
then stretched to the next higher strain and the pro- 
cedure was repeated. 

Residual orientation. Samples were elongated to a 
predetermined strain, the stress was removed and 
dichroic measurements were made after a 5 rain relaxa- 
tion time. The sample was then stretched to the next 
highest strain in the programme, and the procedure was 
repeated. 

Hysteresis experiments. A sample was stretched to 
25~ .  The dichroic measurement was made after a 
suitable relaxation time and then the stress was reduced 
to zero. After a 5min relaxation, the sample was 
stretched to 25~ ,  dichroic measurements were made, 
stretched to 50~ ,  dichroic measurements were made, 
and then the stress was removed. This procedure was 
used, with the final strain of each experiment increased 
by 25 ~ or 50 ~ until a final strain of 250 ~ was reached. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

There are several features of the orientation function 
vs. strain curves of these non-hydrogen bonded poly- 
urethanes that deserve discussion. In this, and following 
sections, reference will be made to the results of similar 
experiments done with polyurethanes containing hydro- 
gen bonding reported in the previous paper of this 
series 1. 

Control samples 
Figures 1 and 2 show the orientation function vs. 

strain curves for all the copolymers studied. At low 
strain levels (<  100K) all the copolymers tested showed 
a negative f value for the hard segments. Negative 
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Figure 1 Orientation function vs. strain of control samples. 
(a) Hard segment; (b) soft segment. FI, BN2-3; V, BNI-2; ©, 
BB1-2; +,  BB2-3 

orientation function values may arise from orientation 
of lamellar domains as a whole into the stretch direc- 
tion. This aligns the hard segments perpendicular to the 
stretch direction. Polyester and polyether polyurethanes 
show negative orientation only for copolymers having 
partly crystalline hard segment domains 1. 

Wide angle X-ray diffraction and d.s.e, studies 9, t5 
have shown that the hard segment domains of the 
piperazine based copolymers are more crystalline than 
those of comparable MDI based copolymers. It is felt 
that the negative f values are manifestations of the 
orientation of the partly crystalline domains. 

Another major difference in the orientation behaviour 
of these polymers compared to hydrogen bonded poly- 
urethanes is the much higher level of hard segment 
orientation observed at the higher strain levels. For the 
latter, f values were never higher than 0.4, while ultimate 
f values for most of the piperazine polyurethanes were 
greater than 0.7. 

The lack of hydrogen bonding in the piperazine 
copolymers may be significant in allowing higher hard 
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segment orientation. The non-hydrogen bonded hard 
segment domains are more easily disrupted than the 
hydrogen bonded polyurethanes, yet the system may 
be reinforced by a greater tendency to crystallize at 
high strains. Thus, the piperazine segments, unhindered 
by interchain hydrogen bonds and by strong inter- 
domain interactions, show a greater orientability than 
the hydrogen bonding MDI segments. 

The soft segment orientation of these polymers is 
low and comparable to that in hydrogen bonded poly- 
mers. Since the soft segments are above their Tg and 
melting point, they tend to relax toward a random 
configuration after stress is applied. The soft segment 
f values for the 2-3 series are somewhat higher than for 
materials with 1000 molecular weight polyether. This 
may be due to a longer relaxation time for the higher 
molecular weight segments. Stress induced crystallization 
may also be a factor influencing orientability of the 
longer soft segments. However, there is not a large 
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Figure 2 Orientation function vs. strain of control samples. 
(a) Hard segment; (b) soft segment. I-t, BN2-3; O, BN1-4; A, 
BB1-4; +,  BB2-3 
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effect of composition and block length on the orientation 
of the soft segments. 

There is little difference between the hard segment 
orientation function curves for the 1-2 and 1-4 series, 
as seen in Figures 1 and 2, although the BN polymers 
have somewhat higher values than the respective BB 
polymers. The BN2-3 curve takes on higher values at 
strains > 100%. This would appear to be due to the 
higher soft segment molecular weight as this is the major 
structural difference among these five polymers. The 
BB2-3 curve differs greatly from the others, showing 
negative orientation up to a strain of 250 %. 

At the present time, a complete explanation cannot 
be given for the anomalous behaviour of BB2-3. How- 
ever, other data tend to indicate that the hard segment 
of this polymer may have an unusual size distribution. 
Figure 3 shows a correlation of d.s.c, melting points 
vs. l/n, where n is the hard block (average)length. 
Except for BB2-3, all fall on the correlation line. 
Using the correlation curve and the d.s.c, melting 
temperature, a value of n=6-7 is found for BB2-3, 

much higher than the value of n= 3 calculated from 
stoichiometry. 

The reason the hard segment average length does not 
agree with that calculated may be in the method of 
polymerization. BB2-3 was polymerized using piperazine 
end capped macroglycols, whereas the other polymers 
were polymerized from chloroformate capped macro- 
glycols. In effect, BB2-3 was polymerized using a 
two-step method, while the other copolymers were 
synthesized by a one-step method. For example, simple 
chain extension of the capped BB2-3 prepolymer would 
give a hard segment containing two piperazine units 
while in the case of the other copolymers, simple chain 
extensions would give only one piperazine unit. It is 
also probable that during the prepolymer step in the 
production of BB2-3 some chain extension of the soft 
segments occurred. This would raise the overall soft 
segment molecular weight and therefore cause the hard 
segment molecular weight to be higher than expected. 
Thus the anomalous physical properties of BB2-3 
suggest that the different synthetic methods used 
resulted in an unexpected hard segment MWD, with 
particularly short and long sequences present. 

The d.s.c, thermograms of BB2-3 also show a large 
endotherm at 8 °C, indicative of soft segment crystallinity 
(Figure 4). A similar, but much smaller endotherm is 
seen at approximately -10°C for BN2-3. No soft 
segment endotherm is seen for the other copolymers 
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Figure 5 Residual orientations of BB1-2 (+ ,  O) and BN1-2 
(El, A)  as a function of prestrain. (a) Hard segment; (b) soft 
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of this paper, indicating a lack of soft segment crystalliza- 
tion in the unstretched materials. 

Residual orientation 
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show residual orientation function 

values plotted vs. prestrain. The results are analogous 
to those for hydrogen-bonded polyurethanes 1, showing 
high residual hard segment orientation and little residual 
orientation for the soft segments. In fact, at the higher 
strains, the control and residual hard segment orientation 
curves are comparable, indicating very little hard 
segment relaxation. 

Except for BB2-3, the hard segment residual orienta- 
tion curves do not show negative orientation at low 
prestrains. Apparently the orientation of the partly 
crystalline hard domains is largely reversible, and 
residual orientation is contributed primarily by the 
positively orienting amorphorus segments. 

It is interesting to note that there is a greater differen- 
tiation between the corresponding BN and BB residual 
hard segment curves than was observed for the control. 
This is also evident, though to a lesser extent, in the soft 
segments. Based on the results of dynamic mechanical 
testing 7, it was suggested that the hard segment domain 
morphology of the BN series has a higher degree of 
microphase separation than those of the BB series. 
This is due to the lack of low molecular weight hard 
segments in the BN copolymers and their monodisperse 
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nature. It is reasonable to expect that hard segments 
not incorporated into domains, such as those at a 
diffuse domain boundary or surrounded by soft segments 
would relax considerably after elongation, thereby 
lowering the average orientation. 

Orientation hysteresis 
Figures 8 and 9 show the orientation hysteresis curves 

of BB 1--4 and BN 1--4, which are typical results for 
the piperazine copolymers. Each succeeding orientation 
function curve passes through a minimum at about the 
maximum strain of the preceding run. Also, the first 
point of each run is at a higher f value than the last 
point of the preceding run. The samples did not return 
to zero strain because of creep. Finally, a curve drawn 
through the last point of each run conforms very closely 
to the control curve, indicating that the orientation at 
any strain is not affected by a lesser prestrain. 

These curves can be explained by considering two 
types of orienting hard segment species. One is the 
highly ordered, partly crystalline hard segment domain; 
the other, an ordered, but not crystalline, hard segment 
domain. When a uniaxial load is applied, the partly 
crystalline domains orient as a whole with their long 
dimension parallel to the direction of stretching. The 
hard segments that make up the lamellar domain are 
ordered perpendicular to the long dimension of the 
domain and accordingly take up a transverse orienta- 
tion. This results in a negative segmental orientation 
function. Also, this transverse orientation appears to 
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causing the f value to increase with increasing strain. 
This accounts for the minimum seen at the maximum 
strain of the previous run. 

It is also of interest to compare the orientation 
hysteresis curves of the piperazine based copolymers with 
those of some MDI based polyurethanes. Figures 10 
and 11 show these curves for two polyether poly- 
urethanes, ET-38-1 and ET-38-2, which have 3 8 ~ w / w  
MDI content and soft segment molecular weights of 
I000 and 2000 respectively. The ET-38-2 polymer has 
been found to have partly crystalline hard segment 
domains, whereas no crystallinity is found in unannealed 
ET-38-1. 

In neither of these two polyether urethanes does the 
'dip' at the maximum strain of the previous run appear 
as strongly as in the piperazine copolymers. Also, the 
first point of each run lies at a lower f value than the 
final point of the previous run. This is thought to be 
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Figure 8 Orientation hysteresis of BBI-4 as a function of strain. 
(a) Hard segment; (b) soft segment . - - - - ,  Control. Prestrain: 
x, 0%; O, 25%; ©, 50%; A ,  100%; C], 150%; V, 200%; BI, 250% 

be reversible when the applied load is removed. For 
the non-crystalline domains, and presumably some of 
the crystalline domains, the applied stress causes a 
shearing force which disrupts the structure and orients 
the hard segments into the stretch direction. At higher 
elongations, this component outweighs the transverse 
orientation of the crystalline domains and a positive 
orientation function is obtained. 

Two prominent features of  the hysteresis can be 
explained by recourse to this model. The observation 
that the hard segment orientation function is higher at 
the beginning of each hysteresis cycle than it was at the 
highest strain of the previous run may be explained 
by the relaxation of the negatively oriented crystalline 
hard segments to a more random orientation. Upon 
subsequent stretching, the long axes of the highly 
ordered domains are again oriented as a whole into the 
strain direction causing a negative contribution to the 
hard segment orientation. Few, if any, positively orienting 
hard segments respond until the highest strain of the 
previous cycle is reached. Therefore, t he fva lue  decreases 
until that strain is reached. Above the previous strain 
level more of the less ordered hard segments are oriented 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The i.r. dichroism results show that after elongation, 
the soft segments tend towards a random configuration 
while the overall hard segment orientation for these 
compositions does not relax. Hysteresis experiments 
do suggest, however, that orientation of crystalline hard 
segment domains is reversible so long as the domains 
are not disrupted by the strain. Hard segments in more 
poorly ordered domains orient into the stretch direction 
and do not relax extensively when the stress is removed. 
Furthermore, the overall hard segment orientation is 
dependent upon the maximum strain reached by the 
sample, and is not affected by lesser prestrains. It also 
appears that narrowing the hard segment M W D  causes 
more hard segment orientation to be retained. 

Compared to hydrogen bonding polyurethanes, these 
materials show generally higher levels of  hard segment 
orientation. Some differences are also seen in the 
response of the two types of  polyurethanes to the 
hysteresis experiment, which is attributed to a generally 
lower level of crystallinity in the hydrogen bonding 
materials. However, a large amount of  hard segment 
orientational hysteresis is observed for both classes, 
which is thought to be due to the disruption of an 
interconnected lamellar hard segment morphology. 
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Thermal crazing phenomena in epoxy resins 
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Hot-setting epoxy systems, consisting of a bisphenol A diglycidyl ether resin cured with 
phthalic anhydride and dibutyl phthalate as plasticizing agent (mainly for photoelastic 
applications), exhibit crazing phenomena when processed at moderately high temperatures. 
Chemical analysis and i.r. spectroscopy reveal that crazing is due to rejection of dibutyl 
phthalate from the surface layers of the specimens. The same phenomenon appears with 
triethylenetetramine (TETA)-cured cold-setting systems, where dibutyl phthalate under- 
goes transamidification with TETA before rejection. 

INTRODUCTION 

Crazing in polymers occurs under various conditions. 
A well known case is stress crazing of poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA), polycarbonate and associated 
materials 1-3 appearing in the form of fine hairlines 
when the latter are subjected to mechanical load higher 
than a certain limit for a sufficiently long time. Stress 
crazing is considerably accelerated by etching of the 
surface of the specimen with organic solvents such as 
alcohol, acetone, carbon tetrachloride or chloroform. 
Thermal crazing often appears with polymers in the 
case of extreme quenching 4, by application of liquid 
nitrogen (-195°C). In all cases, crazes appear to follow 
principal stress patterns. 

The particular case of thermal crazing dealt with in 
the present paper, concerns a class of photoelastic 
materials, based on a DGEBA epoxy resin*. The latter 
can combine with phthalic anhydride (PA) as curing 
agent, when a hot-setting system results, or with tri- 
ethylenetetramine (TETA), leading to a cold-setting 
system. Both systems are generally suitable for photo- 
elastic applications. However, hot-setting systems should 
be preferred for large castings associated with three- 
dimensional problems. In this case, usually applicable 
plasticizers, such as polysulphides cannot be used, and 
other plasticizing agents or diluents should be sought. 
Such an agent is dibutyl phthalate (DBP), which is a 
non-reactive diluent, providing plasticizing action by 
acting at the side chains of the macromolecule and 
decreasing the crosslinking density. 

However, plasticized hot-setting systems with DBP 
proportions higher than 18 ~,  developed surface crazing 
when subjected to moderately high temperatures (130- 
140°C) for a few hours. This phenomenon 5 possesses 
all common characteristics of the associated phenomena, 
such as crazes following principal stress patterns, high 
sensitivity towards stress gradients, and consequently 
it is more pronounced with rough surfaces, etc. (Figure 

1). In addition, it was observed that surface hardness 
was increasing, while crazing was developing, and the 
material was becoming brittle. This led to the conclusion 
that the phenomenon should be attributed to rejection 
of the plasticizing agent by the surface layers of the 
material at the aforementioned temperature. 

The object of the present work was the complete 
investigation of the phenomenon by means of chemical 
analysis and infra-red (i.r.) spectroscopy, in order to 
detect any molecular changes possibly leading to crazing. 
The investigation was extended also to cold-setting 
systems. 

In this paper, any particular system will be designated 
by three successive numbers, of which the first is always 
100 and refers to the basic resin or prepolymer, the 
second the percentage of plasticizer and the third the 
percentage of curing agent. Letters C or H denote 
cold-setting (curing agent TETA) or hot-setting (curing 
agent PA) systems respectively. 

* Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A, with epoxy equivalent 185-192 
and viscosity of about 15 000 cP at 25°C, commercially available 
as Epikote 828 (Shell Co.). 

Figure 1 Crazed surface of a cross-section through a composite 
system consisting of spherical H 100-0-40 inclusion in a H 100- 
30-40 matrix 
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Table I Compositions of the prepared 
specimens 

Cold-setting system Hot-setting system 
DGEBA-DBP-TETA DGEBA-DBP-PA 

C 100-10-8 H 100-0-40 
C 100-20-8 H 100-20-40 
C 100-30-8 H 100--30-40 

C 100-30-15 H 100-0--50 
H 100-20-50 
H 100-30-50 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparation of specimens 
Two series of specimens were prepared, one cor- 

responding to a cold-setting and the other to a hot- 
setting system. The exact compositions appear in 
Table 1. 

The preparation for each system was carried out as 
follows. 

For the cold-setting system, prepolymer, curing agent 
and plasticizer were mixed together at a temperature 
slightly higher than ambient (about 30-35°C) and after 

Figure 2 Crazed specimens: (a) cold-setting system; (b) hot-setting system with 40% PA (in the case of the 
H 100-30-40 specimen, a surface layer about 2mm thick was separated from the rest of the material); (c) hot- 
setting system with 50% PA 
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stirring, the mixture was put in a vacuum chamber for 
thorough degassing. The mixture was then cast into a 
mould, where it was left to set for about 24 h at ambient 
temperature. The casting was then removed from the 
mould and subjected to a curing procedure in an oven, 
consisting of a temperature rise of  5°C/h up to 100°C; 
the temperature was then maintained constant at 100°C 
for about 3 days and finally was lowered to ambient at a 
rate of 1 °C/h. The castings were in disc form, about 
80mm diameter and 25mm thick. After complete 
curing, they were split into two discs of average thickness 
10mm each by a saw-band, and the surfaces thus pro- 
duced were finely machined on a lathe. One of the two 
pieces of each specimen was subsequently subjected to 
higher temperature to produce crazing. 

For  the hot-setting system, the prepolymer was 
initially heated up to 130-140°C where the curing agent 
(phthalic anhydride in platelet form) was easily dis- 
solved. The plasticizer was then added and the whole 
mixture was cast, after proper stirring, into the mould, 
which was subsequently put into an oven at I10°C 
for about 8 days. The temperature was then lowered to 
ambient at 1 °C/h. The casting was removed from the 
mould, and two identical specimens were produced, in 
the manner already described. Again, one of two pieces 
of each material was subjected to a thermal cycle up to 
the crazing temperature. 

The latter procedure requires that the specimens 
remain at a temperature of 135°C for about 8h. As 
expected, the necessary time for the crazes to develop 
varies from specimen to specimen and it is longer for 
less plasticized materials. On the contrary, with highly 
plasticized specimens crazes develop within 1 h and 
gradually turn to deep cracks. 

Non-plasticized specimens did not develop any crazes. 
However, they were included in the present work in 
order to detect possible molecular changes due to 
processing at higher temperature. Also, two series of 
hot-setting specimens were produced (Figure 2), with 
40 ~ and 50 ~ PA respectively, to investigate the effect 
of percentage curing agent. 

Preparation of samples for chemical analysis and i.r. 
spectroscopy 

As mentioned above, each specimen was split into 
two pieces, of which one was processed at high tem- 
perature, in order to develop crazing, while the other 
remained unprocessed. From the surface of each piece, 
samples in the form of filings were taken from a depth 
of 1 mm by means of  a drill. Contaminating oils or 
other impurities were extracted from each sample in a 
Soxhlet apparatus by using alcohol and ether as solvents. 
The duration of extraction with alcohol was 2h, and 
with ether 1 h. The samples were subsequently dried in 
high vacuum over CaC12. Samples thus purified were 
analysed for carbon and hydrogen, and the results of 
the analysis are presented in Table 2. 

For the i.r. investigation the samples were further 
subjected to grinding to produce very fine powder. 
This difficult task was carried out by repeated use of 
quartz mortars and grinding mills. The powder thus 
produced was subjected to screening in standard sieves, 
to obtain uniformity of the grinding fineness and then 
it was purified again and dried in vacuum. 

In the sequence, exactly 40 mg of  powder were suspend- 
ed in Nujol. The suspension was subjected to further 

Table 2 Results of chemical analysis on samples taken from 
non-processed and from processed (crazed) specimens 

Non-processed Processed 
specimens specimens 

Carbon Hydrogen Carbon Hydrogen 
Material (%) (%) (%) (%) 

C 100-10-8 70"63 7'14 69.83 7"76 
C 100-20-8 71' 04 7" 16 70" 09 6' 86 
C 100-30-8 70" 48 7" 59 69- 28 7" 76 
C 100-30-15 68" 70 7" 84 69" 87 7' 15 
H 100-O-40 71-77 6"15 70"93 6"17 
H 100-20-40 70- 73 6" 00 70" 44 6" 03 
H 100-30-40 70" 96 8" 19 69- 79 6" 11 
H 100-0-50 71 '01 6"01 70-31 5"91 
H 100-20-50 70" 20 6' 12 70- 50 5" 99 
H 100-30-50 70' 52 6' 17 70' 24 5' 95 
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Figure 3 I.r. spectra for (a) unprocessed and (b) processed 
H 100-0-40 samples 

grinding by a small agate mortar. From this final product 
mulls were produced, and the i.r. spectra were taken 
on a Perkin-Elmer 521 i.r. spectrophotometer. 

The technique of obtaining i.r. spectra by means of 
potassium bromide pellets was not satisfactorily applic- 
able in the present case. 

RESULTS 

The unprocessed H 100-0~0 sample compared to 
the processed one, exhibits a significant intensity diminu- 
tion of the 1720 cm -1 band owing to the carbonyl C = O  
stretching vibration (Figure 3). This band clearly stems 
from the carbonyl group of PA, since no DBP was 
contained in the unplasticized polymer. No other signifi- 
cant difference between the two was observed. 

The unprocessed H 100-20-40 and H 100-30-40, 
compared to the processed ones, exhibit only a slight 
intensity diminution of the 1720cm -1 band. In this 
case the latter is due to the carbonyl stretching vibration 
of both PA and DBP. 

Since Nujol possesses -CH2-  vibrations there was no 
possibility of  drawing any conclusions concerning -CH2-  
vibrations of processed and unprocessed samples. 

The unprocessed H 100-0-50 exhibits a significant 
intensity diminution of the 1720cm -1 band compared 
with the processed one (Figure 4) as in the case of 
H 100-0-40 samples. Both H 100-20-50 (Figure 5) and 
H 100-30-50 processed samples exhibit slight diminution 
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of the 1720cm -1 band, compared to the unprocessed 
ones. No other significant changes were observed, except 
in the -CH2- bands, from where no information can 
be obtained owing to the absorption of Nujol. 

Unprocessed C 100-10-8, C 100-20-8 and C 100--30-8 
samples compared to the processed ones, exhibit a 
slight diminution of the intensity of the 1720 cm -1 band, 
owing to the C = O  stretching vibration of DBP. 
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Figure 4 I.r. spectra for (a) unprocessed and (b) processed 
H 100-0-50 samples 
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Figure 5 I.r. spectra for (a) unprocessed and (b) processed 
H 100-20-50 samples 
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Figure 6 I.r. spectra for (a) unprocessed and (b) processed 
C 100-30-15 samples 

Table 3 Carbonyl i.r. band vibration (1720cm -1) 

Wavenumber Integrated Integrated 
(cm -z) area before area after 

processing processing Area 
Material From to (cm ~) (cm 2) ratio 

H 100-0-40 1640 1800 10"45 3.35 0"32 
H 100-20-40 1650 1790 4'19 3.9.2 0"77 
H 100-30-40 1650 1790 3.87 2"06 0"53 
H 100-0-50 1650 1770 5-03 1.64 0'33 
H 100-20-50 1660 1770 2"37 1"44 0"61 
H 100-30-50 1670 1790 3.03 1"13 0"37 
C 100-10-8 1680 1750 1.22 1.03 0.84 
C100-20-8 1670 1750 1-81 1'42 0"77 
C 100-30-8 1700 1770 0-45 0"39 0'84 
C 100-30-15 1670 1750 2'35 0.45 0"19 

An interesting and dramatic change occurs in the i.r. 
spectrum of the processed C 100-30-15 sample (Figure 6). 
Apart from a significant diminution of the 1725cm -1 
carbonyl band, changes are observed in the region 2700 
to 3700cm -1 and also from 1550 to 1650cm -1. 

As expected, N-H stretch vibrations of the primary 
amine and the secondary amine groups are located in 
the region 3000 to 3300cm -1. The aromatic CH stretch 
band lies in the lower region around 2800 to 3000 cm -1. 

In the unprocessed sample a broad band appears 
with a shoulder at 3400cm -i.  In the spectrum no 
sufficient resolution can be obtained, to detect peaks 
indicating separately the secondary N-H groups due 
to the NH asymmetric and NH symmetric stretch. All 
these bands overlap in the spectrum of unprocessed 
C 100-30-15 sample owing to the -NH2 and NH groups 
of TETA. The 1600 and 1575cm -1 medium intensity 
bands are probably due either to N-H in-plane bending 
vibration or to primary and secondary amine groups 
of TETA. 

In the processed sample, the broad absorption between 
3350 and 3000 cm -1 almost disappears, and the remaining 
peaks at 2920 and 2850cm -1 are due to the aromatic 
-C -H  stretch. Also, 1600 and 1575cm -1 bands owing 
to N-H bending vibrations disappear. 

For reasons of comparison between intensities of the 
C = O  band at 1720cm - i  of processed and unprocessed 
samples, the respective integrated areas under this 
band were measured and their ratio was evaluated, as 
reported in Table 3. 

For obtaining the i.r. spectra, the same amount of 
material was accurately used for processed and unpro- 
cessed samples, and instrumental conditions were care- 
fully maintained constant, such as the same narrow 
slit. However, it was extremely difficult to obtain repeat- 
able extinction coefficients 6, 7. Another difficulty arises, 
as plasticized polymer samples are two-component 
mixtures as far as C = O  stretching vibration due to 
PA and DBP is concerned. The main source of un- 
determined error in the present i.r. investigation stems 
from the uncertainty as far as the uniform distribution 
of polymer in the Nujol suspension in the layer between 
the i.r. cell windows is concerned. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Unplasticized specimens (H 100-0-40 and H 100-0-50) 
did not develop any crazing. However, from the com- 
parison of the i.r. spectra it can be concluded that a 
portion of PA was rejected during thermal processing. 
On the other hand, it is known that PA-cured resins 
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exhibit weight loss at higher temperature, generally 
proportional to the duration of processing s. This fact 
was attributed to possible splitting of the incompletely 
reacted anhydride and its subsequent volatilization. 
The present i.r. investigation completely supports this 
explanation. A comprehensive account of  the chemical 
reactions involved in such a procedure has been given 
previouslyg, 10. Improved mechanical properties of pro- 
cessed specimens are due to the higher degree of 
polymerization thus produced. 

With plasticized hot-setting specimens, as already 
stated, DBP with its long side chains inhibits cross- 
linking and consequently it prevents PA from evolving. 
Therefore, with increasing temperature, DBP is evolved, 
and crazing occurs. Crazing phenomena are more 
intense with increasing DBP percentage, as more non- 
reactive diluent has to be expelled. In this case C = O  
vibration in the i.r. spectra is due to DBP rejection. 
As indicated in Table 3, the ratio of integrated areas 
of processed and unprocessed specimens is decreasing 
with increasing DBP. 

Crazing phenomena also appear with cold-setting 
systems. However, in Table 3 it can be seen that the 
above ratios for TETA-cured resin, i.e. the amount of 
DBP evolved, is not proportional to its original per- 
centage, but it actually depends on the TETA per- 
centage. This probably indicates that DBP undergoes 
transamidification with TETA and then is expelled. 
This becomes very clear with C I00-30-15, where 
processed samples give i.r. spectra from which NH2 

vibrations are lacking, and most of the DBP was rejected, 
while highly crazed surfaces were produced. 
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Solid-state extrusion of isotactic polypropylene 
through a tapered die: 2. Structure and some 
properties of extrudates 
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The structure and some properties of the solid-state extrudates of isotactic polypropylene 
(PP) were examined. The crystal modifications of the PP extrudates differed as the extru- 
sion temperature changed. The formation of smectic crystals was observed in the samples 
extruded at temperatures below 70°C, while the monoclinic modification was predominant 
above 70°C. The crystal orientation factor, f~, increased with increasing extrusion ratio 
(EFt) and reached 0.988 when ER was 6.3, which was considered to be an upper limit of 
EFt of PP extrusion. The mechanical properties and the thermal shrinkage of the extrudates 
were also examined. From these measurements the PP extrudates were considered to have 
structures similar to the drawn PP. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years we have investigated the plastic deforma- 
tion and the solid-state extrusion of crystalline polymers 
under high pressures, and reported the work in a number 
of papers 1-6. Before being applied to polymeric 
materials, solid-state extrusion had been developed as 
one of the cold working processes for metals. The 
theoretical background of metal extrusion has been 
well established 7, 8 and many metals are now extruded 
successfully on a large scale. The solid-state extrusion 
of polymeric materials has been investigated recently 9 
and difficulties are apparent. Polymeric materials are 
quite different from metals in that the molecules are 
long and orient easily during deformation. At this 
stage then, it is important to clarify how the molecular 
orientation and strain hardening affect practical pro- 
cessing. 

In previous papers we have reported the process of 
solid-state extrusion of high density polyethylene 
(HDPE) I-z, blend systems of HDPE and n-paraffin 4, 
isotactic polypropylene (pp)5 and nylon-61, 2, from the 
viewpoint of the theory of deformation of plastic 
materials, and we proposed an equation to predict the 
extrusion pressure from tensile data z, 5. We have also 
examined the crystal orientation, superstructure and 
some properties of HDPE extrudates extruded at high 
temperatures (80-II0°C) 6. The properties and the 
structure of HDPE extrudates, which have excellent 
transparency in appearance and excellent thermal 
shrinkage characteristics, are shown to resemble those 
of HDPE drawn samples annealed with free ends after 
having been stretched. 

* On leave from the Central Research Laboratory of Sumitomo 
Chemical Industries Co. Ltd. 

In the present paper, the crystal modification, crystal 
orientation, mechanical properties and thermal shrinkage 
of the PP extrudates are considered. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Material 
PP resin used in the solid-state extrusion was a com- 

mercial grade of isotactic polypropylene, Noblen D501 
(Sumitomo Chemical Co.). The viscosity-average mole- 
cular weight, Mv---~, of the resin was 4.7 x 105 and the 
melt index (MI) was 0.46. Billets of 10mm diameter 
were prepared by melting the PP pellets at 200°C in 
a mould placed in a conventional hydraulic press, and 
cooled slowly to room temperature in the mould under 
pressure. The billets thus formed were then turned into 
cylindrical rods on a lathe. The density of the billets 
was about 0.904 g/cm 3 at 25°C. 

Extrusion method 
Figure 1 shows the extrusion device comprising a 

piston-cylinder system similar to that reported pre- 
viously 5. Tapered dies had half angle o~ of 25 ° and an 
inlet radius R of 5 mm. By using dies of various outlet 
radii as listed in Table 1, the extrusion ratio (ER) was 
altered. Extrusion ratio, ER, is defined as the ratio of 
the cross-sectional areas of the entrance, (zrR2), and the 
exit, (zrr2), of the die, i.e. ER=(R/r)L Deformation 
ratio, DR, is also defined, for the samples which show 
the 'spring back' or die swell phenomenon at the die 
exit, as the ratio of the cross-sectional areas of the 
original billet, (~rRZ), and that of the extrudate, (,rr'Z), 
i.e. DR=(R/r') 2. The value of DR is usually smaller 
than ER by the factor of (r/r')L Die swell ratio is ex- 
pressed by (r'-r)/r. Extrusion temperatures, Te, covered 
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Figure I Extrusion device. (a) Piston cylinder; (b) vertical section 
of the die. A, Piston; B, cylinder; C, die; D, support; E, plate 
of press; F, eye hole; G, thermocouple; H, heater; I, material 

Table 1 Outlet diameter and extrusion 
ratio of the dies used 

Outlet diameter 
(mm) Extrusion ratio 

7"0 2"0 
6-0 2-8 
5'0 4"0 
4'8 4'3 
4'5 4"9 
4"2 5'7 
4"0 6"3 
3"5 8'2 

a range of 40 to 150°C and was controlled manually 
within an accuracy of 1 °C. Extrusion was conducted 
after preheating for 1 h, putting the billet in the extrusion 
device at a prescribed temperature. Extrusion rate was 
also controlled manually between 5 to 10mm/min. 
Structure and properties of the extrudates were ascer- 
tained not to be affected by extrusion rate in this range. 

Structure analysis 
For the analyses of the crystal modifications and crystal 

orientation of the PP extrudates, the wide angle X-ray 
scattering (WAXS) intensity was measured at room 
temperature by using a fibre specimen holder and a 
Geiger-Mfller counter. Ni-filtered CuK~ radiation with a 
point collimation system was used. Samples for X-ray 
measurements were sheets of 0"5 to 1.0 mm thickness cut 
from the extrudates including their central axes. In the 
cases of HDPE 6, axis symmetric orientation of the a axis 
of the orthorhombic unit cell along the radial directions of 
the extrudate were observed. Williams I° reported that 
from measurements of birefringence the structure of 

hydrostatically extruded isotactic polypropylene was iso- 
tropic with reference to the cross-section directions. This 
was not applied to our extrudates, but instead, testpieces 
cut out from the extrudates including their central axes 
were always used. The orientation factor, f ,  of the c axis 
of the PP monoclinic crystal in the extrusion direction was 
evaluated from the intensity distribution of (110) and 
(040) planes along azimuthal angle and by using Wilchin- 
skii's equationlk The orientation factor f~ of the b axis 
was determined directly from the intensity distribution of 
(040) plane and f"  of the a* axis was determined by using 
the following equation based on the orthogonality 
between the a*-, b- and c-axes: 

f ' + f B + f , = O  

The fracture surface of the extrudate was observed 
with a scanning electron microscope (SCEM). Small 
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) photographs were taken 
at room temperature by using a small angle camera. 

Measurement of the properties of extrudates 
The stress-strain curves of the extrudates at room 

temperature (~  23°C) were obtained by using a Tensilon 
UTM-III (Toyo-Baldwin Co.). Samples for testing were 
fiat sheets 0-5mm thick and 2mm wide, cut out from 
the extrudate including its central axis. The initial 
distance between the crossheads of the testing machine 
was 20mm and the extension rate was 5 mm/min. The 
measurements of the dynamic modulus of the extrudates 
were made by using a Rheovibron DDV-II at room 
temperature at l l0Hz. These mechanical properties 
were measured along the extrusion direction. 

The thermal shrinkage of the extrudates was measured 
by using a Rheovibron. The samples used were sheets 
of about 0-5 mm thick and 0.8 mm wide. By separating 
a specimen holder so as to maintain a small constant 
tension of about 105N/m z and heating the specimen 
at the rate of 1.5°C/min, the thermal shrinkage of the 
extrudate was measured as the change of the distance 
between specimen holders. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Extrusion behaviour 
Table 2 lists the extrusion pressure under typical 

extrusion conditions. The upper limit of ER was 6.3 in 
the range of extrusion temperatures of 70 to 150°C. At 
ER of 8.2 cracks appeared in the extrudate and stable 
extrusion could not be attained. At Te of 40°C extrusion 
under higher ER values, such as 6.3, was not conducted 
because of the limit of the strength of the apparatus. 
According to Williams 1° the upper limit of DR of 
hydrostatically conducted PP extrusion at 100°C was 5. 
He obtained extrudates of higher DR by further drawing 
of the extruded samples. We examined the extrusion 
of lower molecular weight PP resin Noblen Wl01 
( -~=2 .7x105 ,  MI=7.90,  Sumitomo Chemical Co.), 
of which limiting ER was also 6.3. 

Table 2 shows that the extrusion pressure increases 
with decreasing extrusion temperature and with increas- 
ing ER. As we reported previously, the extrusion pressure 
P can be estimated by the following equation from the 
tensile data of the polymer1-5: 

P =(1 +/zcot~) f201n(S/r) Y(,).exp(~/~cot~)dc 
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Table 2 Extrusion pressure, die swell and deforma- 
tion ratio under typical extrusion conditions 

Te Pressure Die swell 
(°C) ER x 10; (N/m a) (%) DR 

40 2"0 7"7 11 "1 1.6 
40 2.8 12"3 11 "7 2-2 
40 4'0 20.7 12.0 3-2 
70 2'0 2.6 10'1 1 "7 
70 2"8 5.1 11 '2 2"2 
70 4'0 8-8 11 '0 3"2 
70 6'3 37"0 8"5 5"3 

100 2'0 2-0 10"7 1.7 
100 2-8 2.4 10"0 2.3 
100 4-0 5"1 8'0 3"4 
100 6.3 23"0 7'5 5'4 
130 2.0 2"0 9"3 1 '7 
130 2"8 2.0 8-3 2'4 
130 4'0 2-6 9.0 3-4 
130 4.9 4"1 10'0 4"1 
130 6'3 11-5 7-5 5.4 

t n  

c -  

Die swell=(r'-r)/r 
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Figure 2 Equatorial diffraction curves of samples extruded at 
various temperatures under ER of 4.0. Te: A, 40°; B, 55°; C, 
70°; D, 85°; E, 100°; F, 130°C 

where /~ is a frictional coefficient between the material 
and the die wall and Y(0 is the yield stress or deforma- 
tion resistance of the material as a function of the 
strain E. In the case of PP a reasonable value of extrusion 
pressure could be obtained by assuming the value of/~ 
to be 0-30 5 

In contrast to the HDPE extrusion, die swell occurred 
at the exit of the die and the diameters of the extrudates 

became larger than the outlet diameter of the die. 
Thus DR is to be expressed as the ratio, (R/r') 2, of the 
cross-sectional areas of the material before and after 
the deformation by using r', a radius of the extrudate, 
instead of the extrusion ratio ER=(R/r) 2. Table 2 lists 
the die swell and the DR of the extrudates. From pre- 
liminary experiments die swell was found to be affected 
by the molecular weights of the resins and the moulding 
conditions of the billets. Generally speaking, die swell 
increases with increasing molecular weight and with 
increasing annealing temperature of the billet. 

Structural analysis of the extrudates 
Figure 2 shows the equatorial WAXS profiles of the 

samples extruded at Te of 40 to 130°C under ER of 4.0. 
WAXS profiles of the samples extruded above 85°C 
showed characteristic features of the monoclinic crystals 
of PP, while the samples obtained at lower temperatures 
gave very broad peak profile. The peak maximum of the 
sample extruded at 40°C locates at 20= 14.4 °, which 
differs from the correct peak position of (110) reflection 
of monoclinic crystal (20--14.1°). WAXS observations 
on original billets are characteristic of monoclinic 
crystals, so the transition of the crystal structure is 
considered to occur during low temperature extrusion 
process. 

It is well known that the monoclinic crystals of PP 
a r e  converted into smectic ones which have broad 
(hkO) peak at 20=15.3 ° by uniaxial drawing at low 
temperatures12, la. Natta14 has shown that the oriented 
smectic structure can be formed by drawing the quenched 
PP sheet below 70°C. From these results of drawn PP 
it is reasonable to consider that the broadening and the 
peak shift of the WAXS profiles of the samples obtained 
at extrusion temperatures below 70°C are due to the 
partial transition of the monoclinic crystals to smectic 
ones. The WAXS profile of the sample extruded at 
40°C, as shown in Figure 2, resembles that of the overlap 
of diffraction intensity curves 15 for films composed of 
the monoclinic crystals and quenched films composed 
of the smectic crystals. 

Figure 3 shows the orientation factors of a*-, b- and 
c-axes of monoclinic crystal of PP extrudates of various 
deformation ratios extruded at 130°C. The orientation 
factor fe increases with increasing DR and reached 
0.988 at DR of 5.4, which indicates that the molecular 
chains in the crystal orient along the extrusion direction 
almost completely. Figure 4 shows the SCEM photo- 
graph of the fracture surface of this highly deformed 
extrudate. In this SCEM image many fibrils are observed 
to run along the extrusion direction, which corresponds 
to the excellent c-axis orientation of the sample. In 
those samples a*- and b-axes orient perpendicular to 
the extrusion direction as a foregone consequence of 
the c-axis orientation. However, the orientation of the 
a*-axis in the plane perpendicular to the extrusion 
direction is not equal to that of the b axis but slower than 
that of the b-axis. Such tendency of the orientation had 
been also found in drawn pp15. The lag of the a* axis 
orientation may probably be caused by the fact that the 
a* axis orients along extrusion direction in the early 
stages of the deformations. The a* axis orientation was 
positively observed in the sample drawn at high tem- 
perature in. The same a* axis orientation was also 
observed in the extrudate from the billet annealed at 
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from the meridional scattering gives 196A. According 
to Balt{t-Calleja and Peterlin 17 the long period of PP 
drawn at 130°C is about 200A, along the stretched 
direction. This value corresponds to that of the extrudate. 
The long periods of the extrudates obtained by extrusions 
at I00 and 150°C also correspond to those of the samples 
drawn at 100 and 150°C, respectively. 

The results described above concerning the crystal 
modification, crystal orientation and the SAXS of the 
extrudates of PP agree with those of drawn PP. The 
structure of the PP extrudate is quite similar to that 
of the drawn PP. Such similarity of the structure observed 
between the extrudate and the drawn sample make it 
possible to estimate the extrusion pressure on the basis 
of the tensile data, as reported previously 3, 5 

Mechanical properties 
Figure 6 shows nominal stress vs. nominal strain 

curves of the original sample and the extrudates extruded 

I I I ~ , " ~  I I 

2 3 4 5 6 

( R / r l }  2 

Figure 3 Orientation factor of samples extruded at 130°C, ©, &; 
e, f~;  x,f~ 

Figure 4 Scanning electron micrograph of the fracture surface 
of the sample extruded at 130°C at deformation ratio of 5.4 

160°C for 2h. The orientation factor f "  of the samples 
extruded at 130°C at DR of 1.4 and 1-9 from annealed 
billets were positive at 0.030 and 0-049, respectively. 
This shows that a* axis orientation along the extrusion 
direction really occurs in the early stages of the extrusion. 

Figure 5 gives the SAXS photograph of the extrudate 
of DR= 5.4 obtained at 130°C. This photograph exhibits 
a streak along the equator and weak ones where the 
centres lie on the meridian. These features resemble 
those of drawn samples. The long period calculated 

Figure 5 SAXS photograph of the 
sample extruded at 130°C at deforma- 
tion ratio of 5.4 
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Figure 6 Stress-strain curves of undeformed sample ( ), 
three samples extruded at 130°C ( . . . .  ) under deformation 
ratios of 3-4 (A), 4.1 (B), and 5'4 (C), and a sample drawn to a 
draw ratio of 6.2 ( . . . .  ) 
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Figure 8 Thermal shrinkage of the sample extruded at 100 ° (O), 
130 ° (©) and 150°C (x)  under extrusion ratio of 6.3 

at 130°C under various deformation ratios. For  com- 
parison, a curve of the sample drawn to a draw ratio 
of  6.2 at 130°C is also presented as a broken line in 
Figure 6. The  mechanical properties of PP are observed 
to be improved by solid-state extrusion. Figure 7 presents 
dynamic modulus, E ' ,  at l l 0 H z  of the same samples as 
those used in the stress-strain measurements. The 
modulus, E ' ,  increases linearly with increasing extrusion 
ratio. The curve can be extrapolated to the point of 
the drawn sample (solid circle). Thus the mechanical 
properties of the extrudate and the drawn sample are 
the same when they are compared at the same values 
of  the deformation ratio and the draw ratio. 

Thermal shrinkage 

Figure 8 shows the thermal shrinkage of  the samples 
extruded at 100, 130 and 150°C at E R  of 6.3. Although 
the length of each extrudate increases in the early 

stages of heating owing to thermal expansion, shrinkage 
occurs at high temperatures. The temperatures at which 
shrinkage begins are about 100, 130 and 150°C for the 
samples extruded at 100, 130 and 150°C, respectively. 
We also examined the thermal shrinkage of the samples 
extruded at ! 30°C at different ER.  The thermal behaviour 
was almost the same as shown in Figure 8 for other 
samples of different ER. Thus PP extrudates are found 
to shrink at about the temperatures at which the extru- 
sions were conducted. As reported previously 6, HDPE 
extrudate has high dimensional stability up to 120°C 
when it has been extruded at the temperatures above 
100°C, while PP extrudates shrink considerably above 
the extrusion temperatures. To obtain a PP extrudate 
having high thermal stability, it is necessary to conduct 
the extrusion at the temperatures as high as would be 
encountered after the processing. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The upper limit of the extrusion ratio in the solid- 
state extrusion of PP was (R/r)~ = 6"3 in the temperature 
range of  70 ° to 150°C. At higher extrusion ratio cracks 
were produced in the extrudate. 
(2) The crystal structure of the PP extrudates was 
affected by the extrusion temperature. Smectic crystals 
were formed in the samples extruded below 70°C, 
while on the extrudates prepared at higher temperatures 
the monoclinic crystals were observed predominantly. 
(3) The crystal orientation increased with increasing 
deformation ratio and the orientation factor reached 
0.988 at the limiting extrusion ratio, (R/r)2=6.3 .  
(4) Mechanical properties of PP were improved by 
solid-state extrusion in comparison with the original 
unoriented samples. The extent of improvement was 
about the same as observed in drawn sample. 
(5) Thermal shrinkage of PP extrudates was observed 
to begin at about extrusion temperatures and seemed 
to be independent of the degree of deformation. 
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An account is given of three separate experiments in which the creep modulus and the 
recovery after creep are shown to be strongly affected by the thermal history. The tensile 
creep modulus of several amorphous plastics in their glassy state increases with storage 
time; the recovery after creep can be very much worse than normal under some quite 
ordinary operating conditions; the modulus in flexure of polypropylene at 20°C is remark- 
ably sensitive to minor thermal treatment (e.g. quenching to 0°C after a short period at 
40°C). The results, including those on the polypropylene, are all consistent with the concept 
of slow molecular re-ordering leading to a state of lower free volume. The implications for 
materials evaluation programmes are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been known for many years that some of the 
mechanical and physical properties of thermoplastics 
are affected by the rate at which the sample has been 
cooled from the processing temperature or from some 
temperature at which it has been annealed or 'heat 
treated'. Large effects were observed in crystalline 
plastics and most were easily associated with observable 
changes in the crystallinity or the crystalline texture. 
Similar changes have been seen in the mechanical 
properties of glassy amorphous plastics but without 
concomitant changes in any observable structure para- 
meter. McLoughlin and Tobolsky 1 observed that the 
stress relaxation of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 
at high temperatures was affected in this way, and they 
suggested that the more rapidly cooled specimens had 
a larger free volume and hence easier mechanisms for 
stress relaxation. Earlier experiments by Alfrey et al. 2 
showed that the volume of a sample used for dilatometry 
depended on the rate of cooling. Similarly, Turner a 
published creep results for poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) at 
60°C showing extremely large changes induced by 
conditioning periods at 60°C prior to the creep experi- 
ments. The differences at low values of elapsed time 
were fairly modest, though significant, but the differences 
after long periods of creep were very large indeed, and 
this has since been verified for other plastics. 

These findings for PMMA and PVC had important 
practical ramifications in relation to creep and relaxation 
experiments on glassy amorphous plastics, because if a 
sample changes during prolonged storage at some test 
temperature it will also change during a prolonged 
experiment at that temperature and the observed creep 
strain (or relaxation stress) will be compounded of the 
general viscoelastic response and the effects of the 
thermal conditioning. It is now known also that 
significant changes in property can occur in some 
polymers even at 20°C. Thus, the thermal history plays 
a fundamental part in determining the viscoelastic 
behaviour, in the sense that it is inescapably imposed 
during the processing of a sample and during subsequent 

service. At the very least it has to be regarded as an 
important parameter in experiments of long duration. 

This paper falls naturally into three parts. The first 
describes the 'ageing' phenomenon, i.e. the changes 
induced by thermal treatment, as observed in glassy 
amorphous plastics; the second contains some new 
results that clearly arise as a consequence of ageing 
and a discussion of their significance; the third section 
extends the study of crystalline plastics. 

AGEING IN GLASSY AMORPHOUS PLASTICS 

The study of creep in PVC at 60°C showed that the 
results are very sensitive to the duration of storage at 
that temperature prior to the creep test. The changes 
were progressive, and could be obliterated by rapid 
cooling from a temperature close to that of the glass- 
rubber transition 3. All the facts are consistent with the 
concept of changes in free volume due to thermal history. 
The obvious implication is that all creep tests on glassy 
amorphous plastics will be subject to storage effects, 
and ever since these first results it has been our practice 
to monitor the changes occurring during storage prior 
to and during tests of long duration. A convenient 
measure of the effect is the change in short-term modulus, 
and in our case the particular choice was the 100sec 
creep modulus at 0.002 strain. Some typical results are 
given in Table 1. 

From our many results, only a few of which are given 
in the Table, it is clear that the effect is common to all 
glassy amorphous plastics. Our data for some polymers 
are probably unique in that they extend over storage 
periods of several years, and even then they do not 
suggest an equilibrium state. A sample of PMMA that 
had been stored for 3years at 100°C has provided an 
example of even greater change than those tabulated 
above. Table 2 shows a threefold increase of modulus at 
100°C compared with a control and a nearly complete 
reversion to the original value after rapid cooling from 
150°C. This reversion is evidence against the possible 
contention that the changes were due to crosslinking, 
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Table 1 100sec tensile creep modulus at 0.002 
strain 

Polymer and Modulus 
temperature Storage time (GN/m 2) 

PVCat  60°C 

Noryl* at 80°C 

PMMA at 60°C 

1½h 1"60 
19h 1"82 
43h 2"04 
20days 2.31 

2430days 2.70 

1 h 1 "78 
1 day 1-95 
7days 2-04 

14days 2.10 
28days 2.15 

½h 2'08 
22½h 2'28 
71 h 2"31 
13 days 2.36 
70 days 2.56 

* Noryl is a commercial blend of PPO and 
polystyrene 

Table 2 100sec tensile creep modulus at 100°C and 0.002 strain 

Specimen history 
Modulus (GN/m 2) Relative density 

at 100°C at 23°C 

3years at 100°C 2.05 
Control: 3years at 20°C, then 0.77 

I h at 100°C 
3years at 100°C, 1 h at 150°C 0.95 

followed by rapid cooling 
to 20°C then 1 h at 100°C 

1.1868 
1.1852 

1"1862 

loss of monomer or other irreversible process. The 
densities, measured at 23°C, support an explanation in 
terms of reduced free volume caused by storage at 
100°C. 

The picture that emerges, not surprisingly, is that as 
the conditioning temperature is increased towards that 
of  the glass-rubber transition, the increase in modulus 
becomes more rapid and larger. On this basis one would 
expect the modulus of  PVC to rise only very slowly 
during storage at room temperature; experiment con- 
firms this, for example, a modulus of  3.2 ON/m s about 
3months after fabrication was 3.35GN/m 2 after 15 
months and 3.45GN/m 2 after about 3½years. Poly- 
(ether sulphone) at room temperature, much further 
below its transition temperature, suffers no detectable 
change in modulus over a period of  two years. 

The changes in overall creep behaviour caused by 
thermal conditioning are much more complicated than 
the change in short-time modulus discussed in the 
preceding section. The typical data plotted in Figure 1 
show that the differences between conditioned and 
unconditioned specimens are more pronounced at 
larger values of  elapsed time. This is probably a genuine 
effect, though the picture is complicated by continuing 
changes in the state of  all the specimens as the experi- 
ments proceed. Under these conditions each creep 
curve is to some extent ambiguous in that it is not the 
strain response function for a specific material state, 
i.e. the viscoelastic parameters of  the system are not 
constant. The observed strain response becomes a close 
approximation to a genuinely characteristic viscoelastic 
function if the conditioning period is long compared 

and S. Turner 

with the creep duration, but the results may be un- 
realistic in that the sample state will be rather different 
from that commonly found in service. The creep curves 
of  crystalline plastics are generally changed in a regular 
and simple manner by an annealing treatment so that 
the results from tests carried out on well annealed, and 
therefore stable, samples can be converted via empirical 
rules 4 into curves representing more realistic states. 
There is no corresponding technique for glassy amorphous 
plastics, nor is there an overriding thermal treatment 
producing a molecular state and/or mechanical behaviour 
that is virtually stable over a wide range of test tem- 
peratures, such as there is for crystalline plastics. 
'Thermal conditioning' of  glassy amorphous plastics 
gives a state that is specific only to that regime. 

EFFECT OF AGEING ON VISCOELASTIC RECOVERY 

It is clear that creep data for glassy amorphous plastics 
near to their limiting service temperature are difficult 
to interpret, particularly when the elapsed times are 
long. It is even more difficult to translate the results 
into meaningful statements about serviceability. In 
view of the evidence that changes occur in the molecular 
state during a prolonged test under these conditions, 
it is perhaps not surprising that some recent experiments 
have shown that the recovery behaviour after creep is 
radically different from what is observed at lower 
temperatures and in well annealed crystalline plastics*. 

The recovery behaviour of  crystalline plastics mostly 
follows a regular and simple pattern when the data 
are plotted as 'fractional recovered strain' vs. log 're- 
duced time'. These two quantities facilitate the presenta- 
tion and manipulation of recovery data 5. They are 
defined as follows: 

strain recovered 
Fractional recovered s t ra in -  

maximum creep strain 

Reduced t ime=-  recovery time 
preceding creep time 

Glassy amorphous plastics show a similar simplicity, 
though with slightly different characteristics, under 

* The recovery of crystalline plastics after creep of very long 
duration is sometimes similar in some respects to that reported 
here for glassy amorphous plastics, but for simplicity the details 
are omitted. 
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Figure 1 Effect of thermal conditioning on tensile creep of 
poly(ether sulphone) at 150°C. - - ,  Uncondit ioned: . . . .  , 
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some conditions, i.e. at temperatures well below that 
of the glass-rubber transition and when the creep dura- 
tion is fairly short. The important feature within the 
present context has been that, at long times (reduced 
time greater than unity and often greater than ten) all 
the creep strain disappears (i.e. fractional recovered 
strain tends to unity), but it became increasingly clear 
during our experiments on glassy amorphous plastics, 
that the recovery was sometimes inferior to what had 
become accepted as typical of plastics, and this view 
was overwhelmingly confirmed by recent studies of the 
recovery characteristics of poly(ether sulphone) at 
150°C 6. It could be inferred from the experimental 
results that the ageing process during creep was affecting 
the subsequent recovery but there was little direct 
evidence because of interaction with other important 
variables such as the creep duration and the final creep 
strain• However, direct confirmation comes from a 
recent series of experiments in which the conditioning 
period prior to creep was varied while the other important 
quantities were held approximately constant or varied 
in a controlled manner• The material was a PVC pipe 
compound (based on a polymer of ICI k value 60 
(Mw_~140000), the test temperature was 60°C, the 
specimens were stored at that temperature for either 1 h 
or 1 day before the creep period began, and the load was 
removed when the creep strain reached 0.01. In order 
that the other important variable, creep duration, should 
not vary widely despite the change in creep resistance 
caused by the different conditioning periods, the creep 
stresses had to be chosen with both care and inspiration 
but the results (Figure 2) clearly demonstrate the effect 
of conditioning. A comparison of curve (4) with curve 
(3) and curve (6) with curve (5) indicates that the longer 
a specimen is conditioned prior to the creep the better 
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Recovery of PVC after creep at 60°C, Recovery is 
suppressed if ageing occurs during creep. 

Storage t ime Creep duration 
Curve (h) (sec) 

1 23 2x  102 
2 1 O•6x 102 
3 24 1 •8x 103 
4 1 1 .2x  10 a 
5 24 8 .9x  104 
6 1 7•65x 104 

the subsequent recovery. Curves (1), (3) and (5) taken 
together and curves (2), (4) and (6) taken together show 
that ageing during the creep period (and also during the 
subsequent recovery) depresses the retraction and 
leaves more residual strain. The longer duration of 
creep in itself would depress the curves only slightlyS; 
it would not give recovery curves that suggest a large 
final residual strain. 

The probable explanation of these results is that an 
ageing process occurring simultaneously with the creep 
constantly changes or redefines the ground state of the 
polymer, effectively destroying the viscoelastic memory 
that would guarantee full recovery after removal of the 
force• The importance of this conclusion is the new 
limitation it imposes on the phenomenological theories 
of non-linear viscoelasticity. Such theories normally 
assume that the material remains unchanged in nature 
throughout its lifetime and the evaluation of the critical 
functions depends strongly on the observed responses 
to simple changes of stress such as total removal• 
Results such as those described here would make the 
recommended manipulations meaningless and the pros- 
pect is therefore one of additional levels of complication 
being introduced into the equations• 

AGEING IN POLYPROPYLENE 

It has generally been assumed that crystallinity is the 
dominant factor governing the mechanical properties 
of polyolefins and their sensitivity, to thermal history. 
However, there are some phenomena which, though 
possibly explicable within the framework of crystallinity 
concepts, may be regarded as manifestations of free 
volume changes. It has been known for some time, for 
instance, that the modulus and density of polypro- 
pylenes are differently related for changes induced by 
storage at room temperature and changes induced by 
annealing at high temperatures 4, and it is tempting to 
speculate that the changes in this polymer due to storage 
at 20°C are more closely related to the effect observed 
in glassy amorphous plastics than to anything directly 
attributable to changes in crystallinity. There is support 
for this view in the results of some recent experiments 
on a sample of homopolymer in the form of injection 
moulded ASTM Type 1 tensile bars. The 100 sec Young's 
modulus at 20°C, was measured at intervals on speci- 
mens machined from the bars and tested in flexure by 
a 3-point bending technique. The attainable accuracy of 
the method is _ 0.5 %7. There are two advantages of a 
flexure method; it is particularly sensitive to the proper- 
ties of the skin layers (and hence to the effect of quench- 
ing) and the strain in the specimen can be so restricted 
that the test can be repeated indefinitely without dele- 
terious consequences. It is therefore an ideal method 
for the monitoring of a progressive change in modulus• 

Figure 3a shows the effect on the modulus at room 
temperature of re-heating specimens to temperatures in 
the range 40-100°C for 40min and then quenching 
them in iced water• At the beginning of the experiments 
the modulus of the specimens lay in the range 1-65-1-75 
GN/m 2. The treatment reduced this modulus, the 
effect being easily observable even when the annealing 
temperature was only 40°C but becoming more pro- 
nounced as the annealing temperature was increased to 
100°C. The modulus increased with storage at 20°C, 
reaching its original starting value after 100-1000 h. 
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Figure 4 Cross-sections from Figure 3. Storage times: A, l h ;  
B, 10h; C, t00h; D, 1000h. 100°C is most effective temperature 
for reduction of modulus 

Figure 3b is a similar graph showing the rather 
different effect observed when the treatment temperature 
was higher. The initial reduction was again observed 
though to a smaller degree for the higher annealing 
temperatures. When the treatment temperature was 
in the range 120-150°C, the storage effect at +20°C 
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eventually took the modulus to a higher value than that of 
the starting material. It seems likely that this behaviour 
was a consequence of an increase in crystallinity, because 
the 150°C treatment increased the density from 0.9034 
to 0.9086*. 

Cross-plots of these figures show clearly (Figure 4) 
that 100°C is the most effective treatment temperature 
for reducing the modulus. Presumably the reduction 
would be greater for higher treatment temperatures were 
it not for a superposed stiffening caused by the formation 
of more crystals. 

A compression moulded specimen of the same type 
of homopolymer which had been stored at room tem- 
perature for five years was subjected to the same treat- 
ment, 40min at 100°C followed by quenching, and 
suffered a modulus decrease from 1.71GN/m 2 to 
1.08GN/m 2 (36min after quenching). The modulus 
subsequently increased and had reached 1.65GN/m 2 
after 1000h. Similarly, experiments on a sample of 
low density polyethylene showed that the 20°C modulus 
was reduced by 40min treatment at either 40°C or 
100°C, followed by quenching in iced water. Again the 
modulus increased with subsequent storage at 20°C. 

DISCUSSION 

This paper has presented three rather distinct sets of 
observations with two features in common. One is that 
slow changes occur in the modulus and creep behaviour 
of all the plastics studied, both glassy amorphous and 
crystalline, during prolonged storage. The other is that 
an explanation for all the results can be found in terms 
of changing free volume. It can be argued, of course, 
that the effects of thermal history on the modulus of 
polypropylene, and on the other polymers, are caused 
by the development of crystalline structure at a level 
lower than the limits of discrimination of current ap- 
paratus. As a sequel to the experiments reported here, 
structure studies could have been carried out to explore 
the possibilities, but a strong disincentive to such a 
course is the universality of ageing effects. If one were to 
interpret the behaviour of polypropylene in specific 
structural terms, it would be illogical not to seek a 
separate explanation for each of the many polymers in 
which similar effects have been observed. It seems clear 
that the effects are manifest through some general 
characteristic of polymer networks and free volume 
could be the common concept. An increase in 'amorphous 
order' is one route to reduced free volume and since, in 
the limit, amorphous order and crystallinity may be 
synonymous a final resolution of what is happening 
within the network may be unimportant. 

At the purely phenomenological level, the manifesta- 
tions of ageing do not conform to simple patterns and 
cannot be assessed by simple test programmes. The 
reason is that the ageing process is governed by the 
same segmental motions and energy barriers that 
govern the creep and the relaxation processes, so that 
molecular rearrangement towards a state of greater 
amorphous order is an inevitable hidden feature of any 
long duration mechanical test. It is already customary 
for a delay to be imposed between the processing of a 

* N.B. Initially this increase in density was accompanied by a 
decrease in modulus. Many results of a similar nature, but in a 
different context, have been obtained on polyethylenes. 
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sample and the testing, but there is a limit to what 
delay can be tolerated and proper equilibrium is seldom 
attained before a test is started. In consequence, the 
experimental results are never a unique viscoelastic 
response, though of course they are a very close ap- 
proximation in many cases. The recovery data are more 
prone to distortion than the creep data because of  the 
combined effects of  the preceding creep and the ageing 
process; in particular, the observable residual strain is 
a theoretically meaningless quantity because the original 
state of  zero strain has been obliterated. In practice it 
may be immaterial whether a residual strain arises from 
a purely viscoelastic process or as a consequence of 
ageing, but the distinction should be identified and 
preserved in any theoretical developments. Such pre- 
cautions do not appear to feature in the current theories 
seeking to provide superposition rules for non-linear 
viscoelastic materials under varying stress, and it is 
probably more than coincidental that those theories 
are much more successful in their predictions of  the 
response to an increase of  stress than in their predictions 
of  the response to a decrease of  stress. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The poly(arylene ether sulphones) form a family of 
thermoplastic polymers, some of which have been 
accepted for continual use under stress at temperatures 
in excess of 150°C and this paper summarizes the 
technical background to the development of these 
materials. The search for plastics of this type led 
naturally to polymers composed of linked aromatic 
rings as high thermal and oxidative stability would be 
expected from polymers of this structure. The linking 
groups must play a crucial part in determining pro- 
perties for they control the flexibility of the polymer 
chain and determine the overall polarity of the macro- 
molecule. Thus, to obtain the properties required these 
links should be selected such that good stability is 
retained and the polymer backbone is sufficiently 
flexible to show thermoplasticity below the decomposi- 
tion temperature, but well above 150°C. This conclusion 
is reached without undue difficulty and the real problem 

* Presented as a Symposium Lecture at the IUPAC International 
Symposium on Macromolecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

has been to devise synthetic methods for linking aromatic 
nuclei with sufficient versatility and freedom from side 
reactions to effect the synthesis of a wide range of high 
molecular weight polymers, in the hope that some of 
these would show the properties required. The sulphone 
linkage was a natural choice for investigation as the 
stability of diaryl sulphones was well known, but it 
appears that a polymer chain consisting only of phenylene 
rings linked via sulphone groups, i.e. poly(phenylene 

sulphone), is too rigid to show thermoplasticity. For- 
tunately, the synthetic procedures that were devised for 
preparing high polymers containing aryl sulphone 
linkages as the main structural feature led inevitably 
to the inclusion of other more flexible chain bonds, 
particularly the ether linkage, and attention became 
concentrated on the poly(arylene ether sulphones). 

Routes to poly(ether sulphones) were discovered 
independently, and almost simultaneously, in the 
laboratories of 3M Corporation 1 and of Union Carbide 
Corporation 2 in the USA and in the Plastics Division 
of ICI 8 in the UK. All three companies now market 
different polysulphone plastics and the structures of 
these materials are shown in Table 1 where they are 

Table I Available poly(ether sulphones) 

Product Polymer repeat unit(s) Softening behaviour 

Astrel 360 
(3M) 

Poly(ether sulphone) 
720P (ICI Ltd) 

Poly(ether sulphone) 
200 P (ICI) 

Udel Polysulfone 
(Union Carbide) 

~ S02-~ 

~ S O 2 - - 1 -  and 

first unit predominates 

J ~ ~ ~ S 0 2 - - ~  and 

second unit predominates 

m.p. >500°C with decomp, 

Tg 285°C; injection moulds in 
special machines 

Tg 250°C; injection moulds 
with difficulty in conven- 
tional equipment 

Tg 230°C; injection moulds in 
conventional equipment 

Tg 190°C; injection moulds in 
conventional equipment 
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compared with poly(phenylene sulphone). Poly(phenylene 
sulphone) decomposes before melting 4 and the intro- 
duction of inter-ring linkages other than -SOz-- is 
necessary to obtain thermoplasticity. This is achieved 
in the commercial products predominantly by the 
introduction of aryl ether linkages and as the proportion 
of these linkages is increased there is a progressive 
reduction in Tg and a corresponding increase in thermo- 
plasticity. 

This paper describes the two main synthetic routes 
to poly(arylene ether sulphones), examines briefly how 
polymer structure depends on the synthesis employed, 
and then considers polymer properties in relation to 
structure. 

SYNTHETIC PROCEDURES 

A priori, there are two possibilities for synthesizing the 
poly(ether sulphones): either a polyether synthesis 
could be used to join up aryl sulphone intermediates 
with ether linkages, or a polysulphonylation process 
employed to link up aryl ethers. In practice either 
method can be used and will give polymers of high 
molecular weight provided that the intermediates are 
selected within certain structural limitations and the 
reaction conditions are closely controlled. The methods 
are quite different chemically and are complimentary 
in that polymer structures made by one route cannot 
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usually be made by the other although some structures 
can be made by either process. 

P olyetherification 
A polyether synthesis according to equation (1) was 

described first 2 by Johnson and Famham of Union 
Carbide Corporation. In this process: 

MO-Ar-OM + Hal-Ar'-Hal 

-[-O-Ar-O-Ar'-]- + 2MHal (1) 

(M=alkali metal; Ar and Ar' are arylene residues) 

ether bonds are formed via displacement of halogen by 
phenoxide anions with removal of the halogen as alkali 
metal halide and to obtain poly(ether sulphones) one 
or both of the arylene residues must contain the sulphone 
group. In fact the sulphone group is an essential constit- 
uent of the dihalide, as it plays a vital part in the reaction 
by activating the halogens to attack by the phenoxides. 
Aromatic halides which do not contain powerful electron 
withdrawing groups such as sulphone are unreactive 
and in the absence of such groups the reaction is not 
suitable for the synthesis of high polymers 5. The substit- 
ution reactions of activated aromatic halides have 
been widely studied using non-polymeric systems so 
that the reaction mechanism is well understood. It is 
accepted that reactions of this type proceed via an 
intermediate complex 6 and that the sulphone group 

Table 2 Polycondensation of 4,4'-dihalodiphenylsulphones with bisphenoxides lz 

H a I ~ S O ~ ~ H a l  + MO-Ar-OM > - - ~ / ~ S O 2 ~ O - - A r - - O - - ~  + 2M Hal 

Reaction conditions 
Hal in Polymer 

dihalide Bisphenoxide Solvent Temp. (°C) Time (h) RV 

F K O ~ C M e = ~ O K  DMSO 25-145 0-5 0'94 

CI N a O ~ C M e 2 ~ O N a  DMSO 135 4.0 0.71 

CI K O ~ O ~ O K  DMSO 130 3.0 0"50 

CI K O ~ O K  DMSO 165 4-0 0.70 

O 
CI KO-~/ \~,---~--~/'/ \'~--OK ~ ~  DMSO 165 10.0 0-50 

O 

CI KO OK DMSO 165 10.0 0'30 

O 

O 
CI K O ~ ~ - - ~  ~.OK SulphoIane 235 6.0 0°97 

O 
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acts to stabilize the complex by accepting negative 
charge from the ringT: 

O 

O 
II ~ ,#al 

O 

-O- - -  0 + H a l -  

O 

Electron withdrawal towards sulphone is highly effective 
when the halogen is positioned ortho orpara to sulphone, 
but not when in the meta-orientation, and attack on 
o-halogen is likely to be subject to sterie hindrance. 
Thus, halogen reactivities would be expected to decrease 
in the order para>ortho>meta and these effects are 
quite large as indicated by the rate constants given 
below for the model reactions (3) s. In practice, the 
m-halides are useless for polymer synthesis, it is difficult 
to obtain polymers of high molecular weight using 
o-chlorides, while high polymers are readily obtained 
using the p-chlorides. In this respect the fluorides are 
better than the corresponding chlorides, but are too 
expensive for commercial use. 

Hal 

Ko_ O 
-Hal 

/•?--S02 O--O __/' - ~  + KHal (3) 

p -F p-C1 o-C1 m-Cl 
105 x k2 ~ 300 000 3024 100 10 

(1 mo1-1 sec -1 for reaction in dimethyl sulphoxide 
at 120°C) 

Thus, the p-chlorophenylsulphones are the reagents of 
choice for the polyether synthesis, and it is fortunate 
that sulphonylation of chlorobenzene gives high yields 
of p-chlorophenylsulphonyl derivatives, rather than the 
o- or m-isomers 9. An example of this is 4,4'-dichloro- 
diphenyl sulphone which can be obtained in 80-90yo 
yield from chlorobenzene 10. This compound is an 
important intermediate and examples of its use for the 
synthesis of poly(ether sulphones) are given in Table 2. 
The polycondensations listed in Table 2 were performed 
in dimethyl sulphoxide or sulpholane and the use of these 
dipolar aprotic solvents is an important feature of the 
process. These solvents dissolve both the reactants and 
the polymers, and their use to enhance the rates of 
substitution reactions of this general type is well known 12. 

In this series of polymers a reduced solution viscosity, 
RV~>0.40 is required to obtain useful mechanical 
properties, and this can be attained with a wide range 
of bisphenoxides, so that this synthesis can be used 
to give a wide range of potentially useful polymers. 

Both of the functional groups required for the poly- 
ether synthesis can be included in a single polycondensa- 
tion intermediate as shown in Table 3. These intermedi- 
ates polycondense rapidly on melting la and polymers 
of very high molecular weight can be obtained using 
the more reactive intermediates such as potassium 
4-(4-fluorophenylsulphonyl)phenoxide. Polymers with 
solution viscosities > 0.4 were obtained from all of the 
p-halogenophenylsulphonyl derivatives, but it was 
much more difficult to do this with the o-halogeno 
compounds. 

Polysulphonylation 
The second important route to poly(aryl sulphones) 

is a polysulphonylation process (equation 4) in which 
sulphone linkages are formed by reaction of aryl- 
sulphonyl chlorides with aromatic nuclei: 

H-Ar-H + C1SO2-Ar'-SO2CI~ 

-[-Ar-SO2Ar'-SO2-]-+2HCI (4) 

This is a typical electrophilic aromatic substitution in 
which the aromatic substrate is  attacked by some 
form of the arylsulphonylium cation and hydrogen 
displaced as a proton. The attacking reagent is formed 
by interaction of the sulphonyl chloride with a Friedel- 
Crafts catalyst which should be selected from FeCI3, 
SbCI5 or InC13 as with these halides only catalytic 
quantities are required, in contrast to the equimolar 
quantities usually recommended for Friedel-Crafts 
condensations with acid halides. This is important as 
it eliminates side reactions and helps considerably with 
the problem of catalyst removal from the polymers. 
(See ref 14 for a more complete discussion and for the 
primary references.) 

Sulphonylation proceeds through a transition state 
of the type shown in equation (53: 

- + S6~-- • 
02 

(53 

in which the electron deficient reagent becomes bonded 
to the ring, and it is important that the ability of the 
ring to provide an electron pair for bond formation is 
not reduced by electron withdrawing substituents. 
Thus, ArH2 can be diphenyl, diphenyl ether or naphtha- 
lene but not benzophenone or diphenyl sulphone. 
Further the substrate cannot be a single benzene ring 
as this would become deactivated by attachment of one 
sulphone group in the first polycondensation step and 
further chain growth would then be prevented. 

Polysulphonylation can be carried out either in the 
melt or in solution and both functional groups can 
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Table 3 Melt polycondensation of halogenophenylsulphonyl phenoxidesle 

Halogenophenoxide 

Polycondensation 
conditions 

Polymer 
Temp. (“C) Time(h) RV 

280 1 3.0 

280 3 0.39 

280 0.5 1.0 

300 0.5 0.1 

300 0.25 2.3 

Tab/e 4 Polysulphonylation with monosulphonyl chlorides in solution1 

Reaction conditions 

Sulphonyl chloride 
[FeCId Polymer 

Solvent* (wt %) Temp. (“C) Time(h) RV 

~“~ozct A 0.6 120 4 0.57 

~O+OJI B 0.08 170-190 0.59 

~8O$I C 0.10 160-230 2: 0.20 

=8C,l B 0.08 140-220 15 0.57 

@)C)SCZCl B 0.10 130-210 20 0.22 

B 0.13 150-200 20 0.20 

* A=nitrobenzene, B=dimethylsulphone, C=chlorinated biphenyl 

be built into a single intermediate as indicated in 
Table 4. 

EFFECTS OF SYNTHESIS ON STRUCTURE 

the structures of the polymer intermediates employed, 
but certain significant variations can appear as a conse- 
quence of the polycondensation chemistry. In the polv- 
ether synthesis, equation (2), there is no problem, as 
ether bonds form where halogen is displaced and the 

The main structural features of polymers made by structure of the polymer is determined by the structures 
either of the routes described above are determined by of the intermediates from which it is made. However, 
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with polysulphonylation the situation is more complex 
as the sulphonyl chloride can, in principle, attack to 
form a sulphone bond either o, m or p to the other 
ring linkage. In practice, the synthesis only works when 
the polymer intermediates are selected such that sul- 
phonylation occurs at a ring activated to electrophilic 
substitution so that the orientation of this substitution 
should be substantially o/p with little or no reaction at 
the m position: 

~ S 

+ H ÷ 

L 

(6) 

+ H *  

A further complication is that chain branching via 
disulphonylation (equation 7) of a single ring is possible, 
and although this will occur far less readily than chain 
extension by monosulphonylation, as sulphone is a 
deactivating group, we do have evidence that in some 
systems a significant degree of chain branching can occur 
in this way 15. 

" ~ ~ S O ~  ~ + H÷ 

(7) 

Structure of poly(ether sulphones) made by polysulphonyla- 
tion 

We have used n.m.r. 16 to examine the structures of 
the poly(ether sulphones) with the same empirical 
structure produced by ether synthesis and by sulphonyl- 
ation and some of these data are shown in Figures 1 
and 2. 

The polymer made by ether synthesis from potassium 
4-(4-chlorophenyl sulphonyl) phenoxide should have 
an all para- structure and this is confirmed by its n.m.r. 
spectrum. This spectrum (Figure 1) shows only two 
resonance bands each being split to a doublet, just 
as expected of the all para- structure. This structure 
contains only two non-equivalent protons, hence only 
two resonance bands, and as the protons are ortho 
to each other both bands are split to doublets with the 
characteristic spin coupling constant of 8 Hz. 

Polymer made by polysulphonylation from 4-phenoxy- 
benzenesulphonyl chloride (Figure 1) gave virtually the 
same spectrum, indicating an all para- structure, and 

S 
I I 

Figure I 

] 
H B .  

. . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  I 

KoG,o,~S~c, 
HA H e 

.+ s02%_£-0-e ,~.- 

0-°-.0-~°,°, 

N.m.r. spectrum of 'all para' polymers 

I ,  I 

_J . . . . . .  I . . . . .  i . . . . . . .  I . . . . . .  J . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . .  - ~ - -  
i ,  

,I. 0 - 0 ©  
+ 

I r I r i I I = i 
~4  l , i I I . . I  I 

(o .$ma ] 
q -  

1 I I 1 

Figure 2 N.m.r. spectrum of ortho/para copolymers 

this is at first sight rather surprising. However, on 
further examination it is seen that in this polycondensa- 
tion sulphonyl chloride groups must always attack 
diphenyl ether residues attached to sulphonyl chloride 
or sulphone groups, and we have suggested 16 that it 
is the electron withdrawing effect of the -SOz-- group 
acting on the ether linkage that directs sulphonylation 
away from the o-positions, so that the orientation of 
sulphonylation is virtually all para. 

We also examined the polymer from a two component 
polysulphonylation and obtained a rather different 
spectrum (Figure 2); the symmetry of the two doublets 
is disturbed and additional peaks appear on the high 
field side of the main resonance bands. This spectrum 
was recorded some years ago and at that time a study 
of non-polymeric model compounds indicated that the 
differences between this spectrum and that for the all 
para- polymers were due to the presence of some o/p- 
repeat units, inserted into a predominantly all para- 
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structure. This is as would be expected theoretically, 
for in this polycondensation half of the sulphone 
linkages are formed by monosulphonylation of diphenyl 
ether where, in the absence of sulphonyl substituents, a 
fairly normal o/p-substitution ratio is obtained leading 
to polymer containing a significant proportion of 
o/p-repeat units. Since that work was done we have 
polymerized mixtures of isomeric potassium 4-fluoro- 
phenylsulphonyl phenoxides to obtain polymers of 
unequivocal structure and the spectrum for the polymer 
made with 20% of the o/p-intermediate is almost 
identical with that for the polysulphonylation product. 
Thus, the original interpretation of the spectrum is 
confirmed and polymer from the polysulphonylation in 
Figure 2 contains ~ 20 ~ of o/p -repeats. 

F\ 005  , 
i t ~ - - -  F - ~  SO2-~" F+ KO-~- SO2-~OK 

/ ~ - -  C,- '~-SO2-O OK 

 o.o: i...../! ,o. oo, o,o, 

0'01 ~...~% 

EIution volurn~ 

Figure 3 G,p.c. for poly(diphenylene ether sulphone) 

Poly(arylene ether sulphones) : J. B. Rose 

Branching in the polyether synthesis 
As far as we know polyetherification proceeds without 

complications due to orientation in the chain extension 
reaction and there is no obvious mechanism available 
for chain branching. However, we have obtained data 
from gel permeation chromatography (g.p.c.) which 
suggest that, in certain circumstances, branching can 
occur. Some of this information is shown in Figure 3, 
which gives g.p.c, molecular weight distribution curves 
for poly(ether sulphones) made in three different ways. 

Polymer from the difluoride/bisphenoxide system 
shows only the symmetrical molecular weight distribu- 
tion curve expected for a polycondensate. However, 
the product from polycondensation of the chloro- 
phenoxide shows the symmetrical distribution peak 
and also an additional peak at the high molecular weight 
end of the chromatogram. Approximate calibration of the 
g.p.c, shows that whereas the maximum of the sym- 
metrical peak corresponds to a molecular weight of 
~ 30 000, the position of the second peak corresponds 
to a molecular weight greater than 106, which is unlikely 
for a linear polycondensate. We suspect that this peak 
may be due to branched polymer and this appears 
likely as a polymer branched deliberately by including 
0.8 mol % of a trifluoride in the polycondensation recipe 
shows a large peak at the high molecular weight end. 
The peak attributed to branched material is much 
more apparent in the chlorophenoxide polymer than 
in that from the difluoride plus bisphenoxide system 
where the average reactivity of the halogen function is 
much higher. Thus, branching may be due to a side 
reaction of the phenoxide ends, which would be more 

- - • O •  S O 2 ~ - - O  - - ~ " ~ S  O 2 " ~ ) ~  O---(~/~CM e 2 ~ - ~  - 

--2KC1 

R e l a t i v e  rates of_ 64 530 I 530 64 

CI SO= CI 
h_j \--/ ', / 

+ 
KO~Cie2~OK 

+ 

-2KC1 

O SO2 (111) 

Figure 4 Ether fission during polycondensation 
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important in the system of lower halogen activity, and 
may occur by displacement of hydrogen from the ring 
as hydride ion. However, the extent of branching is 
small and does not appear to affect the bulk properties 
of the polymer. 

Changes in repeat unit sequence due to ether interchange 
Changes in polymer structure from that expected by 

simple polycondensation of the polymer intermediates 
will also occur if these contain activated ether linkages. 
Ether linkages between benzene nuclei are usually stable 
to attack by phenoxides, but when these links are 
activated by sulphone substituents they become labile 
under polycondensation conditions. In fact some kinetic 
data we have obtained s, 17 indicate that these ether 
linkages are likely to be about as reactive as the cor- 
responding chlorides. Figure 4 shows relative rates of 
bond fission by O-1:[ for 4,4'-bis(4-chlorophenyl sul- 
phonyl)diphenyl ether and although the relative reac- 
tivities with phenoxide would probably be different 
to some extent it is clear that ether fission must be taken 
into account when using this intermediate. Thus, poly- 
condensation of this dichloride and bisphenate A is 
will not give a polymer with the regularly repeating 
structure(I) but a much more random structure con- 
taining runs of repeat units II and III as well. 

So far as we know chain linking and ether fission are 
the only processes introducing structural irregularities 
that can occur during the polyether synthesis and both 
can be avoided by appropriate choice of polycondensa- 

Table 5 Glass transition temperatures for 

tion system. Thus, polymers of unequivocable structure 
can be obtained by polyether synthesis and most of 
the polymer properties reported below were measured 
on polymers prepared in this way. 

POLYMER PROPERTIES 

Chemical stability 
As a class, poly(aryl ether sulphones) are very stable 

chemically, and taking the ICI series of polymers as an 
example we find excellent stability to acids and alkalis 
and remarkable stability to oxidation. However, the 
high oxidative stability arises from the polymers' 
aromaticity and is easily spoilt by introducing aliphatic 
groups into the polymer repeat units. Thus, thin films 
of poly(ether sulphone) (III) were not embritfled, and 
were only slightly discoloured, by heating in air at 
225°C for 170 days, whereas a polymer of comparable 
glass transition temperature (IV) which contained 
isopropylidene groups introduced via bisphenol A, 
darkened after 10 days becoming black and very brittle 
after 44 days. 

(111) Tg = 230°C  

t - 
( IV)  Tg = 237~C 

poly(ether sulphones) 11,1a,19 

Polymer repeat unit Tg (°C) 

O- 
--~--so,--~-o-- 

O-- 

~ S O 2 ~ O - -  

~ ~ - - S O 2 ~ O - -  

~ SO2-- 

180(R= H)-220(R= Ph) 

230 

225 

230 

250 

£65 

280 

290 

360 
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Softening behaviour 
Most poly(aryl ether sulphones) are amorphous 

materials and although a few are crystalline 'as made' 
or can be induced to crystallize by solvent treatment, 
we have not yet found one which will crystallize from 
the melt. Thus, the softening behaviour of these polymers 
is determined by their glass transition temperatures and 
these vary over a wide range, depending on repeat-unit 
as shown in Table 5. 

Polymers from dichlorodiphenyl sulphone and simple 
bisphenols have Tg in the range 180-220°C depending 
on the bulk of the substituents on the central carbon 
atom and Tg can be pushed up a further 10 degrees by 
using even more bulky substituents. Further increase 
in To from 230 ° up to nearly 300°C is obtained from 
wholly aromatic systems linked only with sulphone and 
ether linkages. A fairly wide range of such polymers 
has been made, but at present it appears that copolymers 
consisting of diphenyl ether and di- or ter-phenyl residues 
linked through the p-positions by sulphone groups 
provide the best means of obtaining useful thermo- 
plastic materials with Tg in this range. Even higher 
Tg values can be obtained with condensed ring systems 
linked only by sulphone. 

Mechanical properties 
As a class the poly(aryl ether sulphones) show the 

high moduli expected of glassy polymers containing 
polar groups and as they have high glass transition 
temperatures they retain much of this rigidity at elevated 
temperatures. Unlike many glassy polymers certain 
poly(aryl ether sulphones) are tough under impact 
conditions at temperatures from Tg to -80°C. More 
remarkably, these tough polymers show a quite out- 
standing resistance to creep, that is to say they maintain 
resistance to an applied stress for long periods of time, 

~-- 
E 120 
z 

80 
._~ 

¢ -  

4O 

B ~ \ ~  ~ c 

0 ~ 
- I 0 0  ' -20  60  140 

Temperature (oc) 

Figure 5 Tensile y i e l d  s t r e s s  vs. temperature curves for poly- 
(ether sulphone). A, Acetal copolymer; B, polycarbonate; C, 
poty(ether sulphone); D, Udel polysulfone 
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0 0 4  

0 " 0 3  

r-- 

o 

0"02 

D 

0"01 i I J I , I , I ~ I , I 

I0 I0 3 IO s IO 7 

Time (s) 

Figure 6 Tensile creep at 20°C and 50MN/rn 2. A, Unplasticized 
PVC; B, PMMA; C, nylon-6,6; D, Udel polysulfone; E, poly(ether 
sulphone) 

both at 20°C and at elevated temperatures. Figure 5 
shows tensile yield stress as a function of temperature 
for two polysulphones compared with polycarbonate 
and an acetal copolymer, and demonstrates how the 
polysulphones retain strength at high temperature. 
Resistance to creep at room temperature is illustrated 
in Figure 6, which shows ~ strain versus time in tension 
for a series of thermoplastics. The poly(ether sulphones) 
show resistance to creep of a quite different order to 
the other materials and poly(ether sulphone) in this 
test is superior to any other unfilled thermoplastic 
tested in our laboratories. 

The good mechanical properties shown by certain 
poly(ether sulphones) depends on their toughness and 
this is very dependent on structure, being easily spoilt 
by the inclusion of bulky side groups or by departing 
substantially from the all para- orientation of the groups 
forming the links between aromatic rings (Table 6). 
The effect of deviation from the all p- structure is very 
marked, and is discernible when a small proportion 
of the all para- repeat units are replaced by o/p- ones 
(Figure 7). Figure 7 shows the results of impact tests 
performed on a series of copoly(ether sulphones) in 
which the proportion of o/p-repeat units varied from 
0 to 50 ~. The all para- homopolymer is a tough material, 
specimens of which do not break in a Charpy 21 type 
test unless they are notched to make the test more 
severe. However, the copolymers become increasingly 
more brittle as the proportion of o/p-repeat units is 
increased, and are brittle unnotched if the proportions 
of these units is 20~ or more. This effect was first 
noticed when testing poly(ether sulphones) prepared by 
the polysulphonylation reactions shown in Figures 1 
and 2; the virtually 'all para-' polymer made from the 
monosulphonyl chloride gave specimens which required 
notching before they would break whereas polymer 
from the disulphonyl chloride/diphenyl ether system 
gave specimens which were brittle unnotched. The 
data in Figure 7 show that the presence of ,-,20~o of 
o/p-repeats is sufficient to account for this marked 
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Table 6 Effect of structure on toughnesslZ, za 

Structure Impact behaviour 

Me 

Me 
Ph 

-o-j 
Ph 

Tough 

Brittle 

-•SO••O-- 
S02~O-- 

Tough 

B r i t t l e  

-•SO:-•O-- 
O - -  

~ 
S 0 2 - - ~ O  - 

Tough 

Brittle 

Brittle 

~ 4 0 "  

O 
- - o  

' ' 3 "  O ' IO 50 
o-,p'- repeat units (mol%) 

Figure 7 Impact strength of p/p'-homopolymers and of co- 
polymers containing some o,p'-repeat units, 0, 2mm notch; 
x,  unnotched 

change in toughness, but the presence of branched 
chains in the product from the disulphonyl chloride/ 
diphenyl ether system zs could be a contributing factor. 
Copolymers containing 50 ~o of o/p repeats have a low 
impact strength and break before yielding in a tensile 
test at any temperature up to Tg; this behaviour is in 
marked contrast with that of the 'all para-' homo- 
polymer which yields in tensile tests at all temperatures 
from Tg down to -80°C. 

The brittleness shown by the 50~o o[p-copolymer 
ruins its performance in a creep test conducted at 150°C 
(Figure 8) where the specimen fails in a brittle fashion 
after 1 h, before it has had time to creep. 

0-020 

O'OI5 

E 

6 
L .  

O-O1( 

x 

Homopolymcr RV 0 " 4 /  

50mo1% o,p-copolymer 

• ~ E 
0 . 0 0  - - - 

I O  IO 3 IO s IO 7 
Time (s) 

Figure 8 Creep in tension for the homopolymer 

copolymer 

SO2 (50 tool %1 

O - -  
+ 

~ ~ J 

Temperature=150°C; stress=20MN/m=; x = point where sample 
f a i l s  
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CONCLUSION 

The general picture we now have is that the poly(ether 
sulphones) are a family of polymers from which a 
range of tough thermoplastics can be selected for use 
under continuous stress in the temperature range 
150-250°C. This represents a considerable advance in 
the performance of thermoplastics when used con- 
tinuously in air under stress. In this respect the best 
unfilled thermoplastics previously available were the 
polycarbonates, with an upper temperature limit of 
125°C. The improvement in temperature performance 
provided by the poly(ether sulphones) is very substantial 
and it can now be seen that this advance has, like so 
many others, been accomplished by taking advantage 
of a fortunate sequence of  technical events. Thus, in 
the first place, the synthetic routes to poly(aryl sulphones) 
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Poly(arylene ether sulphones) : d. B. Rose 
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Letters 

G.p.c.: rapid thin layer characteriza- 
tion of aqueous gel networks using 
dyed protein standards 

In seeking new matrices for the aqueous gel permeation 
chromatography (g.p.c.) of high molecular weight 
solutes, we wished to evaluate a number of crosslinked 
poly(acryloyl morpholine) networks prepared by bead 
polymerization at different monomer dilutions and 
varying monomer to crosslinker ratios. To have done 
this by conventional column techniques would have 
been a formidable task necessitating gradation of the 
gel beads by aqueous elutriation, column packing and 
tedious, sequential elution of standards. Consequently, 
we resorted to thin layer g.p.c. This also permitted 
investigation of gels too soft for column use. 

There are two obstacles to the characterization of gel 
networks by thin layer g.p.c. The first is the difficulty in 
following the migration of standards during the actual 
development of the thin layer plate. The second is the 
difficulty in relating migration data to the Wheaton and 
Baumann 1 absolute distribution coefficient, Ka (i.e. to 
the fraction of the solvent accessible internal gel volume 
which is available to a given chromatographic standard). 

We have overcome the former problem by using as 
standards a series of dyed globular proteins. The dyeing 
procedure applied was an adaption of that used by 
Dudman and Bishop 2 for polysaccharides. To a 2% 
solution (5cm a) of each protein was added an aliquot 
(2cm a) of a freshly prepared, 5% aqueous solution of 
Procion Brilliant Orange (Dylon International Ltd). 
After 5 min an aliquot (2 cm a) of 10 % sodium chloride 
was added followed, after a further 30min, by an aliquot 
(1 cm 8) of 1% sodium carbonate solution. The mixture 
was left overnight to allow excess dye to hydrolyse. 
After centrifugation, the solutions of dyed protein were 
suitable for immediate use in g.p.c, calibration. Removal 
of excess hydrolysed dye was unnecessary since this is 
retarded strongly in comparison to the standards. The 
globular proteins dyed are listed in Table 1. 

In general suspension polymerization conditions were 
selected such that the poly(acryloyl morpholine) gel 
beads to be evaluated had a diameter of less than 40/zm 
in water. For thin layer g.p.c., the beads were equilibrated 
directly with a solution of 500 mM NaC1 in 50mM 
phosphate buffer (pH 8.65) and a slurry of suitable 
consistency was spread onto 20x20cm glass plates. 
These were placed in a thin layer g.p.c, apparatus 
(Pharmacia Ltd) and left to stand overnight. Then the 
standards were injected into the gel and the apparatus 
was inclined to effect development. A suspension of 
dyed cells of Escherichia coli (ATCC 11303) (Sigma 
Ltd) or a solution of a dyed sample of dextran 2000 
(Sigma Ltd) was used to record the migration distance 
(do) of solutes totally excluded from the gel matrix. 
The thin layer g.p.c, of dyed dextrans has been reported 
by Aspinall and Miller a, 4. Except in the case of total 
exclusion, these solutes are unsuitable for use as thin 
layer g.p.c, standards owing to their polydispersity. 

Table 1 Prote ins  dyed for use as thin layer g.p.c, standards 

Molecular Type or Catalogue 
Protein dyed weight Supplier grade number  

Insulin (6000)a Sigma Bovine I 5500 
12 000b 

Ribonuclease A 13 600 Sigma Bovine R4875 
27200b Sigma type IA 
40 800c Sigma 

Chymotrypsino- 25 000 Sigma Bovine C4879 
gen A type II 

Ovalbumin 45 000 Sigma Grade V A5503 
90 000b 

Transferrin 67000 Calbiochem Grade B 616396 
134 000b 

Serum albumin 67 000 Sigma Bovine A4378 
134 o00b 
201 000c 

Fibrinogen 335 000 Sigma Type I F4000 
Urease 490 000 P L Bio- - -  0634 

chemicals 
/g-Galactosidase 520 000 Sigma Bovine G1875 

grade III 
Bovine T001 
type I 

Thyroglobulin 670 000 Sigma 

a Monomeric insulin is not 
b Indicates dimer 
c Indicates trimer 

apparent in dyed sample 

To calculate the migration distance (ds) of a zone of 
solvent molecules able to penetrate the gel at random, 
it was necessary to use T~O elution data. It was assumed 
that the migration rate of HzO and T20 would be the 
same. The latter was detected by extracting bands of 
gel with water and measuring the radioactivity by liquid 
scintillation counting. For convenience, T20 was 
chromatographed on separate plates together with dyed 
dextran 2000 as excluded standard. This enabled the 
zone migration distance for the solvent to be expressed 
as a fraction of do and enabled de to be calculated simply 
for other plates of the same gel. 

Providing do and de are evaluated, the problem of 
relating the zone migration distance (de) for a given 
chromatographic standard to its absolute distribution 
coefficient Ka may be resolved. 

For a totally excluded solute we may write: 

V 
d 0 = •  (1) 

where V' is the volume of solvent external to the gel per 
cm zone of plate and V is the volume of solvent displaced 
from the plate during development. Similarly, the zone 
migration distances of the solvent and chromatographic 
standard may be expressed: 

V 
de = z '  + v,  (2) 

and 
V 

dc=v,+v c (3) 

where vs and ve are the internal gel volumes per cm 
zone of plate accessible to the solvent molecules and 
chromatographic standard respectively. 
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Using equation (1) to eliminate V from equations (2) 
and (3) we may obtain: 

and 

, , ,  

Since the Wheaton and Baumann distribution coeffi- 
cient, Ka, can be expressed: 

Ka =vc (6) 
Vs 

then, by combining equations (4), (5) and (6) we may 
write: 

K a = d , ( d o - d e )  
dc(do-ds) (7) 

A relationship between zone migration data and K,~ 
values is essential in order to obtain the logarithm 
molecular weight versus Ka plots necessary to obtain 
complete information on the range and distribution of 
pore sizes within a gel network. A typical example of such 
a plot is presented in Figure 1. 

We believe that the simple methods described in this 
report are of importance, not only in the specific context 
of g.p.c., but also from the point of view of the rapid 
characterization of any polymer network which under- 
goes gelation in water. Using the coloured protein 
standards, it is easy to follow the course of chromato- 
graphic development and to obtain ideal chromatograms 
at the first attempt. With conventional standards this is 
not the case because the course of development can 
only be ascertained retrospectively using staining 
techniques. Pre-dyed protein standards have an addi- 
tional advantage in that an exceptionally clear, permanent 

106t ~ 

? 
-5 iO 4 

I I 

O 025 0 '50 075 
Absolute distribution coefficient, K d 

Figure I Characteristic logarithm molecular weight versus Kd 
relationship obtained by thin layer g.p.c, with dyed protein 
standards on a poly(acryloyl morpholine) network. The monomer 
to crosslinker ratio employed in preparing the network was 
4:1 and the water regain 7.5cm3/g 

Letters 

record of a developed plate may be obtained simply by 
contacting a sheet of Whatman No. 1 chromatography 
paper with the gel surface. 

The thin layer approach has been applied by us to 
evaluate new poly(acryloyl morpholine) networks in 
which the ratio of monomer to crosslinker varied from 
200 : 1 to 5 : 1 and the nominal water content of the 
gel network varied from 2.5 to 15.0 cmZ/g. The anticipated 
increase in exclusion limit with polymerization volume 
was observed but, surprisingly, we found the exclusion 
limit to be relatively insensitive to diminution of cross- 
linker concentration. Maximum exclusion limits were 
observed when large amounts of crosslinker were 
employed. A full account of these gel networks will be 
reported shortly. 

R. Epton, S. R. Holding and d. V. McLaren 

Department of Physical Sciences, 
Wolverhampton Polytechnic, 
Wolverhampton WVl ILY, IlK 
(Received 6 April 1974) 
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Reactivities towards the benzoyl- 
oxy radical of some conjugated 
dienes 

The reactivities of various monomers towards the 
benzoyloxy radical have been compared1; the study has 
now been extended to include some conjugated dienes. 
The procedure involved copolymerizations with styrene 
and the use of labelled benzoyl peroxide so that com- 
parisons could be made between the numbers of benzoyl- 
oxy and phenyl end-groups in the copolymers. Copoly- 
merizations have been used previously z in studies of 
this type but mainly to obtain information about un- 
saturated substances, e.g. maleic anhydride s, which do 
not readily engage in homopolymerization but which 
take part in copolymerizations; in the present case, 
copolymerizations were used to minimize problems 
associated with the production of insoluble polymers 
during the radical polymerizations of dienes. 

The velocity constant for dissociation of C6H5. CO. O. 
to C6H5. and CO2 is taken as kl, and those for the 
additions of C~Hs. CO. O. to monomer-1 and monomer- 
2 as k~ and k". A fraction x, given by (number of 
benzoyloxy end-groups in a sample of copolymer)/(sum 
of numbers of benzoyloxy and phenyl end-groups), is 
related 2 to the concentrations of the monomers during 
the copolymerization thus: 

x/(1 - x ) ( M  ') = k2/kl  Jr- k " ( M " ) / k l ( M ' )  

End-group analyses give values of x and so, from 
experiments in which (M') and (M")  are varied, the 
values of k2 for the monomers can be compared. 
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Letters 

The specific activity of a copolymer prepared using 
SH-benzoyl peroxide is proportional to the sum of the 
numbers of benzoyloxy and phenyl end-groups in a 
particular weight of copolymer; the specific activity 
after detachment by hydrolysis of the ester groups is 
proportional to the corresponding number of phenyl 
end-groups, provided that the hydrolysis has no other 
effect on the composition of the copolymer, so that: 

x/(1 
where SB and SA=Specific activities of a copolymer 
before and after hydrolysis respectively. 

Polymerizations were performed at 60°C in sealed 
dilatometers completely free from air, with benzene as 
diluent; conversions were limited to 5 %. The sample 
of 3H-peroxide had a specific activity of ~60/~Ci/g. 
Copolymers were purified by repeated precipitation 
and finally dried in vacuum. Copolymers were subjected 
to alkaline hydrolysis 4 and then purified. Materials were 
assayed by scintillation counting in solution 5. 

Stringent tests confirmed that, during the hydrolysis 
of copolymers, detachment of ester end-groups was 
complete, that there was no loss of tritium from the 
copolymers by exchange reactions, and that there was 
no significant change in the overall compositions of the 
copolymers. 

Table 1 shows a typical set of results. From the slopes 
of the lines in Figure 1, the values of kz /k l  for butadiene, 
isoprene, 2,3-dimethylbutadiene and chloroprene are 

Table 1 Copolymerization of isoprene and styrene at 60°C using 
8H-benzoyl peroxide as initiator 

Count rate (counts/sec/mg) 
for copolymer 

[Isoprene] [Styrene] Before After 
(tool/I) (tool/I) hydrolysis hydrolysis x/(1 -x)  

3"0 3-0 5.56 0.38 13-6,3 
3"0 9.0 8.30 0.60 12.83 
3"0 1-5 10.00 0"75 12.33 
3"0 1 "0 11-90 0.98 10"43 
9.0 3"0 5-75 0.41 13-02 
1 "0 3"0 6-57 0.60 9.95 
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I I I I I I 

O I 2 3 
[ D i ¢ne ] / [styrene] 

F/gure I Plots of x/(1-x)[styrene] vs. [diene]/[styrene], where 
x is as defined in the text, for copolymerizations at 60°C with 
benzene as diluent and ZH-benzoyl peroxide as initiator. O, 
Butadlene; @, isoprene; x ,  2,3-dimethylbutadiene; I-I, chloro- 
prene 

2.0, 2.6, 1.1 and 1.7 1/mol respectively; for each system, 
the intercept gives 2.5 1/mol for k2/kl for styrene, in 
agreement with previous results~. The relative reactivities 
of styrene, butadiene, isoprene, 2,3-dimethylbutadiene 
and chloroprene towards the benzoyloxy radical at 
60°C are therefore 1.00, 0.80, 1.04, 0.44 and 0.68 
respectively. 

Previous comparisons of unsaturated substances in 
their reactions with the benzoyloxy radical indicated the 
great importance of polar effects in the reactions of this 
radical; it was demonstrated 7 that there is a general 
correlation between the reactivity of a monomer towards 
this radical and the value of e for the monomer as 
deduced from the results of copolymerizations. The 
accepted values of e for butadiene, isoprene and styrene 
are comparable and so it is reasonable that these mono- 
mers should have fairly similar reactivities towards the 
benzoyloxy radical. Detailed consideration of the 
result for 2,3-dimethylbutadiene and chloroprene must 
await more reliable values of e for these monomers. 
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Dilatometric study of monovalent  
counter-ion association with 
polymethacrylate 

The existence of 'site binding', the specific association 
between counter-ions and the fixed ionic groups of 
macro-ion, is still the subject of much controversy 1-3. 
We report here a dilatometric study which may be 
taken as indicating the association states of alkali 
metal and tetraalkylammonium (TAA) salts of poly- 
(methacrylic acid) (PMA) in aqueous solution. 

Volume changes associated with the protonation of 
three alkali metal (Li, Na and Cs) and three TAA 
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Figure 1 The circulation dilatometer. A, l m m  precision bore 
tubing; B, upper compartment (20.31 ml); C, lower compartment 
(41.44ml); D, ground glass ball stopper operated by a ring 
magnet from outside; E, magnetic bar in D; F, supporting glass 
nail; 6, glass tubing channel; H, magnetic stirrer 

(methyl, n-propyl and n-butyl) (TMA, TPA and TBA) 
salts of atactic PMA (Mw=1.43×105) have been 
measured at 25.00 + 0-001 °C using a simple dilatometer 
(Figure 1) which can be read to 0.04 ffl. Reproducibility 
of the volume change for an acid-base reaction was 
found within the limit of the reading against the observed 
change, 3.42ffl. Aqueous solutions of a polymer salt 
(lower) and HCI (upper) in each compartment were 
mixed by opening the stopper and repeating the rotation 
of the stirrer for 2min and the volume change was 
read at the capillary menisci. It is shown by the experi- 
ments given in Table 1 that this type of dilatometer is 
useful when the mixing solutions should not contact 
with any fluid like kerosene 4. 

The volume changes observed on mixing hydrochloric 
acid with the three TAA PMA solutions are exemplified 
in Figure 2. The differential molar volume change, ~-V, 
is obtained as the slope of the curves 2. Because the 
slopes appeared changing intricately with a, ~----V was 
calculated as the difference of the two successive AV's 
divided by the corresponding na + difference. Figure 3 
and Table 1 show ~--V for the six PMA salts. For Na 
and TBA salts, Ikegami 5 has given some explanations 

Letters 

on the volume increases in terms of the contributions 
of the hydrophobic substituent and the conformational 
transformation of the polymer. The finding that ~--V 
values for the three alkali metal salts are essentially 
identical (within + 3 %)* over the entire range of e~ seems 
revealing. It was also found that 2 ~  for KPMA and 
RbPMA are 19.8 and 19.9ml in the a range 0.8 to 1.0, 
in agreement with the other alkali metal salts. A 
straightforward interpretation of this consistency would 
be that the primary hydrations of the alkali metal 
counter-ions have little to do with the protonation 
process of the macro-ion. This implies that before and 

m 

* In Table 1, it is found that A V for LiPMA is somewhat larger 
than other alkali metal salts in a certain c~ range. This might be 
an indication of the outer-sphere association of this particular 
salt. 

Table I Differential molar volume change (ml/mol) on protona- 
tion of carboxylates*t 

Cation 
Acid 

formed Li Na K Rb Cs TMA TPA TBA 

Acetic 11.0 11.1 11.1 
Pivalic 17.1 17.1 17.0 17.5 18.1 

(16.9) (18.7) 
Glutaric 

A 12.1 12.1 12.1 
B 13.1 13.3 14.8 

PMA 20-6 19.7 19.8 19.9 19-9 26.2 27.3 28.8 

* Measurements for mono- and di-carboxylates were done under 
the same concentrations as described in Figure 2 except that 
monocarboxylates at c~=0.85 were used. Mean values in the o= 
range 0.4 to 0.7 for monocarboxylates, 0.1 to 0.4 (A) and 0.7 
to 0.95 (B) for glutarates, and 0-8 to 1 .O for PMA salts, are listed. 
Deviations are within _+2~ for PMA salts and 1% for others 
t Numbers in parentheses are the values obtained in the presence 
of 0.0500mol/I of the chloride salts of the relevant cations 
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Figure 2 Volume change on protonation of PMA salts, x ,  
TMA PMA; O, TPA PMA; O, TBA PMA. c~, degree of neutraliza- 
tion2; nil+, mol of reacted hydrogen ion/mol of the PMA salt. 
The PMA salts in 0.0460 mol/I in C of the dilatometer were mixed 
with aqueous HCI in B in the presence of 0.0100moi/I of the 
chloride salts of the relevant cations 
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Figure 3 Differential molar volume change on protonation of 
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after the protonation reaction, the immediate sur- 
roundings of  the counter-ions are not perturbed by the 
presence of the macro-ion or the chloride and vice versa. 
The possibility may be excluded, therefore, that these 
counter-ions interact with the respective charges on 
the macro-ion to such an extent as the primary hydration 
sheaths of  pairing ions are shared n, ~. With the three 
TAA salts, ~ was found quite dependent on the 
counter-ion species, in a way that the larger cation 
gives the larger volume increase, in the ~ range > 0.5. 

To find the origin of  this TAA specificity, volume 
changes on the protonation of  TAA and alkali metal 
salts of  some mono- and di-carboxylic acids were 
measured. Table 1 summarizes the results, which show: 
(i) with the larger hydrocarbons on the carboxylate 
anion or on TAA cation, the volume increase becomes 
larger; (ii) this tendency is magnified when protonation 
occurs at the glutarate dianion; and (iii) alkali metals 
have no effect on 2~F. These observations lead us to 
the understanding that each TAA cation does exert 
specific influence on the protonation process of the 
carboxylate anions including PMA. The following 
experiments show that volume contraction occurs due 
to the interaction between TBA cation and pivalate 
anion. 72V at the mixing of 0.0460mol/1 of  pivalic acid 
in C of the dilatometer with 0.700 equivalents of NaOH 
and TBAOH in B were 4.8 and 4.3 ml/mol, respectively*. 
The smaller increase in the latter indicates the volume 
contraction accompanying the formation of TBA 
pivalate. It is suggested therefore that the interaction 
between the hydrophobic ions of  opposite sign, associa- 
tion, is responsible for the observed volume effect on 
the protonation of  TAA carboxylates. This point of 
view is supported by the enhanced volume increase on 
the protonation of  TBA pivalate in the concentrated 
TBA chloride solution (Table 1). 

* The observed values were corrected for A V's on the dilution of 
NaOH and TBAOH, -0"3 and +0.4ml, at the experimental 
concentration. 

Tondre and Zana s have reported that the apparent 
molal volume of polyacrylate anion at infinite dilution 
is smaller for TMA salt than any of  the alkali metal 
salts. Taking the volumes of  relevant cations from 
Millero's compilation 9, the molal volumes attributable 
to the same anion were calculated from Ise and Okubo's 
data z0 assuming additivity. For  Li, Na and K salts, the 
volumes are 39.4 + 0.2ml, while for TMA, TEA (ethyl), 
TPA and TBA salts, they are 33.8, 34.3, 41.0 and 31.1 ml, 
respectively. Again, the volume contraction of the TAA 
salts seems beyond experimental uncertainty except 
TPA. All of  these discussions suggest that in aqueous 
solution, alkali metal salts of  PMA do not associate to 
an extent that the primary hydrations of  respective ions 
are perturbed and in contrast, TAA salts are under an 
interaction leading to the volume contraction. 

d. Komiyama, Y. Takeda, M. Ando 
and T. lijima 

Department of Polymer Science, 
Tokyo Institute of Technology, 
Tokyo, 152, Japan 
(Received 16 April 1974) 
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Conference Announcement 

Electro-optical Properties of 
Macromolecular Solutions 

Liege, Belgium, 22-25 September 1974 

The main concern of the meeting will be with 
any optical property of macromolecular solu- 
tions which is perturbed by the action of an 
electric field. Typical effects would be Kerr 
effect, electric dichroism, light scattering, 
optical activity, electrochromism, laser effects 
etc. Theoretical and experimental studies on 
rotational diffusion and the particular electro- 
optic characteristics of specific materials (e.g. 
liquid crystals), will be included. 

Interested personnel are asked to write to 
Dr C. Houssier, Laboratoire de Chimie Phy- 
sique, Universitd de Liege au Sart-Tilman, 
B-4000 Liege, Belgium, who with Professor E. 
Fredericq (Liege) and Dr B. R. dennings (Brunel 
University, UK) is organizing the meeting. 
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Mechanical testing of plastics 
S. Turner 
Iliffe Books, London, 1973, 180 pp. £5.00 

'A good test carried out roughly is almost invariably more 
effective than a bad test carried out well.' These two concluding 
lines of Mr Turner's book effectively epitomize some of the senti- 
ments underlying a very readable and well-presented treatise 
which must by no means be taken at the face value of its title. 
It is not a practical manual where one can find detail on equipment 
and experimental techniques: for these it would be better to go 
directly to such publications as BS 2782:1970 of the British 
Standards Institute or the 'Handbook of Plastics Test Methods'  
of lves, Mead and Riley (see Polymer 1972, 13, 597). Rather  it is, 
as the dust cover and preface suggest, an exposition of the philo- 
sophy of physical testing and an attempt to bridge the gap between 
research papers and published standards. The subject is ap- 
proached by careful attention to the fundamental principles 
involved and amplified by discussion based on and with reference 
to specialist papers and standard works on test methods. 

Many workers approach the testing of plastics in a hearty, 
enthusiastic manner, but often with little thought to those factors 
which may have a profound influence on their results from the 
points of view of both accuracy and interpretation. The teaching 
of the book will counteract this. Following brief introductory 
chapters on the growth of test methods and the significance of 
experimental results, there is a detailed discussion on the generalities 
of mechanical testing, attention being paid to mathematical 
representation of linear systems and the limitations of time, 
geometry and apparatus, in order that a rational system might be 
evolved. 

Two chapters deal with deformation where sinusoidal and 
step excitation methods are employed, followed by two further 
chapters on strength tests, short term and long term, so that there 
is ample cover for measurements associated with tensile, elongation, 
recovery, creep, relaxation, flexure, impact, and static and dynamic 
fatigue data. The final chapter very properly deals with the test 
sample itself: polymer characteristics, preparation, conditioning. 
Three appendixes on probability, tests of significance and the 
fitting of curves have special appeal to the non-expert who has 
to deal mathematically with experimental data. Each chapter has 
many references to research papers and reviews and related 
bibliography. 

The book, which is one of the monographs commissioned by 
the Plastics Institute in recent years, will be of interest to all engaged 
in plastics testing and who use data on the mechanical behaviour 
of polymers, as well as to many others who are associated with 
testing in theory and practice. It is well produced, well indexed 
and available at a reasonable price. 

R. J. IV. Reynolds 

Processing for adhesives bonded structures 
Edited by M. J. Bodnar 
Applied Polymer Symposia No 19, Interscience, 
New York, 1972, 496 pp. £7.25 

This book is a collection of 35 papers given at a symposium 
sponsored by the Picatinny Arsenal but only the first 14 papers 
may be said properly to reflect the title of the book. The first 
paper indeed presents a valuable review of the problems of process 
control and the effects of the variables which processing may 
introduce with the necessary emphasis on surface treatment of 
substrates and the need to control the time after treatment and 
before bonding. Other useful papers deal with the need for surface 
priming, treatment with siloxanes and methods of examining 
surfaces. 

The organizers have succumbed to the temptations to accept 
all papers offered for the symposium and then to print them in the 
proceedings in a largely unedited form. This has resulted in a 
general conglomerate of papers on adhesives and adhesion in a 
very wide sense much of which is simply trade literature produced 
for advertising and customer service. 

The book cannot be recommended solely on the value of a 

few papers. Libraries who feel they ought to maintain running 
sets of this series are ill served by publishers producing an inflated 
volume, replete with unnecessary and uninformative photographs 
which have doubtless added to the cost of this volume and therefore 
to the difficulties of libraries and librarians. 

Lest this be taken as the sour remarks of a non-contributor, 
the following points are taken from a very long list of shortcomings 
many of which must be blamed on the editor or on the publishers 
who have not issued to him a sufficient stock of blue pencils. 
A form of presentation, indeed subject matter generally, which 
might make for g o o d  and useful technical discussion is neither 
appropriate nor desirable on the printed page. Colloquialisms, 
trade names, unidentified initials occur throughout. 

Fourteen blocks of photographs are used in the second paper 
showing parts of Apollo spacecraft. They probably enlivened and 
pointed the lecture; they convey little if anything to the reader. 
The same applied to the 'flight' picture on page 247. But the few 
graphs in the second paper are photographic reproductions of 
graph paper--a  form which no respectable journal would tolerate. 
The next paper is set, as is all the text, in one of the usual founts, 
yet reproduces the tables photographically from a typewritten 
script but with footnotes set in the heavier fount. Paper 6 has 
used a typewriter to produce a list of 19 chemical formulae for 
Table I and this has been reduced photographically almost to the 
point of illegibility. If the money spent on blocks for photographs 
had been saved by their editorial elimination, as they should 
have been, the publishers would have afforded properly to set 
the necessary tables. A comparison of Tables I and II on pages 
391-392 shows two different methods, type and typewriter imme- 
diately following one another. Have the editor and publisher no 
pride? 

Nor  are technical matters free from this casual presentation. 
Page 267 deals with shop environment and its influence on bonded 
structure with reference to a commercial adhesive whose chemical 
type is not even mentioned. The paper commencing on page 231 
seems to be the transcript of a tape with the lecturer shooting 
rhetorical questions at an audience. Page 303, in the midst of 
photographs of US car manufacture, contains a phrase at least 
relevant to the subject matter. It reads, ' If  required, this surface 
is wiped with a clean cloth saturated with a so lven t . . .  '. Fancy 
paying $18 for this advice! 

One last infelicity; page 417 refers to ' . . .  curing the bond at 
200°F cracked the crystals on cooling to 10°C whilst room tem- 
perature cures could safely be cooled to - 4 3  °'. Study of the paper 
shows this mixture of scales to be intended and the - 4 3  ° to be 
Celsius; or is it? 

W. C. Wake 

IUPAC Macromolecular Chemistry 
Volume 8 
Butterworths, London, 1973, 459 pp. £18.00 

In a book review some years ago (Polymer 1970, 11, 390) Pro- 
fessor A. M. North  was driven to pose the polemic question 'Is 
this a book or a journal?' The circumstances attached to the present 
volume are similar in some respects. I t  comprises the plenary and 
main lectures delivered at the IUPAC International Symposium 
on Macromolecules in Helsinki, July 1972. By tradition such 
articles appear in journal form as a supplement to Pure and Applied 
Chemistry. The volume under review is described as being a supple- 
ment, but is actually a very highly priced hard backed edition. 
Discreet enquiry has revealed that the answer to the opening 
question is 'both '  in this case. Thus, for regular subscribers to Pure 
and Applied Chemistry the volume is issued as a journal;  otherwise 
one is obliged to purchase it as a more expensive book. Publishers' 
mores are difficult to fathom, but must be accepted for what they 
are if a book is one to command serious attention, which this 
certainly is. 

The subdivision of the symposium into the following distinct 
groups will not  be immediately obvious to the reader from the 
wholly random arrangement of the twenty-three articles: Poly- 
merization and copolymerization reactions; Solution properties 
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and characterization; Bulk properties; Degradation and decom- 
position; and Polysaccharides and derivatives. About a third of 
the chapters fall within the first group, whilst there are only two 
articles devoted to polysaccharides. These are 'Polysaccharides 
as models for stereoregular polymers' (E. Husemann) which 
inevitably involves some discussion of solution properties and 
morphology of trisubstituted cellulose derivatives, and 'New 
methods in structural polysaccharide chemistry' (B. Lindberg) 
in which modem techniques are used to analyse the fragments 
from partial hydrolysis and different specific degradations of 
unmodified and chemically modified polysaccharides. All the 
articles are fundamental in nature and this is true no less of the 
lucid chapter on 'Weathering of polyolefins' despite the suggestively 
applied tone of the title. A brief comment on disposal problems 
ends this chapter and, in view of current hysteria, Winslow's final 
sentence deserves a wider readership, viz. : 'Accelerated weathering 
of films would undoubtedly lessen the volume of litter, but the 
ultimate solution to plastic pollution lies in education since litter 
is more of a people problem than a materials problem'. 

The contributions maintain a remarkably uniform level of 
presentation. Perhaps more significant is the fact that each is a 
really up-to-date review of the field instead of a thinly disguised 
forum for presenting the author's detailed personal research data 
(as is often the case). In two instances readers will be able to 
regard the articles as continued progress reports, since rather 
related contributions (by Flory and by Vinogradov) were made 
to the IUPAC Leiden Symposium in 1970 and have already been 
published in this series. The authorship is international, but English 
is used throughout. The printing, production and reproduction 
of diagrams are faultless and the number of places where symbols 
on graphs are undefined is too small to warrant listing here. No 
author or subject index is provided, but this does not seem a 
serious omission in a volume essentially without a unified theme. 
All libraries are recommended to obtain this book. The average 
polymer chemist, being only human, will not care to purchase 
a volume only a very small fraction of which is within his sphere 
of comprehension. Polymer chemists of exceptional breadth of 
interest are rare and may well be exemplified by the contributors 
themselves; but then they will probably possess their own tree 
copies. 

M. B. Huglin 

Stress analysis of polymers 
J. G. Williams 
Longman, Harlow, 1973, 276 pp. £6.50 

Although the title might imply that the subject is confined to 
polymers, this book is a more general treatment of stress analysis 
in viscoelastic materials. The usual engineering texts on 'Strength 
of materials' are largely confined to Hookean elastic time-indepen- 
dent behaviour, while at least one author has developed an extensive 
treatment for elastic perfectly plastic materials, i.e. elastic up to a 
yield point and thereafter strain at constant stress. This represents 
about the limit of the conventional treatment; more advanced 
and more realistic assumptions for polymers have tended to be 
treated either highly theoretically or for special cases. 

The first section of this book provides a basic text, developing 
equations for stress and strain including non-linearity, viscoelas- 
ticity, anisotropy, and time dependence with special attention to 
approximations applicable to polymers such as large strain deforma- 
tions at constant volume. The mathematics are kept simple, at 
some cost of brevity, but this is probably preferable for the majority 
of practical designers. 

The second section, comprising nearly half the book, applies 
these equations to specific geometries, especially bending of beams, 
plates and struts and loading of axi-symmetric cylinders and 
membranes. The solutions are presented in simple algebraic form, 
requiring only material property data for numerical calculation; 
in several cases digital computation is desirable. It seems that an 
undue proportion of this section is devoted to linear elastic pro- 
perties and the corrections to simple theories of bending and 
thin shells to take account of shear deflections, transverse restraints, 
e.g. wide beams, and large deflections. Among these are rather 
scattered references to non-linearity and viscoelastic behaviour, 

but the reviewer found it difficult to follow the logic of the assump- 
tions made in individual cases. It would perhaps have been helpful 
to concentrate on derivation of equations for non-linear stress/strain 
and rubber elasticity assumptions and compare results with those 
from linear/small strain and elastic perfectly plastic assumptions 
in practical conditions where the differences are significant. 

The final shorter section discusses stress concentrations, mainly 
concerned with testing, and would seem to be justified as indicating 
how the effects of discontinuities and incipient flaws may be in- 
cluded in stress analysis for viscoelastic materials. 

Although there are numerous references in the text to polymer 
properties, no actual data are given for comparison with the 
idealizations used. So while this book is directed to stress analysis 
rather than property data, little indication is given of the polymers, 
temperatures, strains, and times for which a particular idealization, 
and the equations derived from it, are a reasonable approximation. 
Some of the general statements on polymer properties also seem 
open to question: on p 55 it is stated 'Polymers above their glass 
transition temperature exhibit rubber-like properties in that they 
are essentially elastic up to strains of several hundreds of per 
cent'. Insofar as this is true of linear polymers, it also involves 
long recovery times. On pp 64 and 150, 'However, most polymers 
in the glassy state do undergo a process which can be equated 
with yielding' and 'Most polymers below their glass transition 
temperature can be described approximately as elastic perfectly 
plastic materials'. These hardly apply to polystyrene and PMMA 
without toughening, while rubbers and polyolefins are not usually 
used in this state. 

The book is well laid out and sectional;zeal with concise index 
and bibliography. The nomenclature is clear and consistent, but 
should perhaps have been listed for reference. The production, 
including diagrams is extremely good. This book is an important 
step in advancing the analytical design of time-dependent visco- 
elastic materials by providing the basic equations and some deriva- 
tions for specific geometries, but further consideration is needed 
of the applicability to commercial polymers. 

M.J.  Stevens 

Nylon plastics 
Edited by M. /. Kohan 
Wiley-lnterscience, London and New York, 1973, 
£19,50 

This book is one in the series of Society of Plastics Engineers 
monographs. It is claimed on the fly sheet that it is the first complete 
text on nylon plastics with well referenced coverage of nylon 
technology from monomer synthesis to end use application. It 
therefore attempts to provide information and references to 
information for all those concerned with nylon plastics technology. 
Intentionally it does not attempt to discuss fibre technology though 
there is a great deal of nylon science which will be valuable to the 
nylon fibre technologist. 

There are 19 contributors including the editor, 16 of whom 
come from the DuPont Company. The book therefore represents 
a great deal of the publishable knowledge on nylon plastics from 
that company which of course first introduced us to the material 
following the work of Wallace Carothers. The cover is very wide 
from molecular weight distribution, thermal degradation, crystal- 
lization kinetics to injection moulding, quality control; design and 
economic considerations. There must be something for everyone 
with an interest in nylon, except perhaps the commercial people 
since only 12 pages out of 650 are devoted to economics. There 
is even a table listing the suppliers of nylon plastics and composi- 
tions but unfortunately this is restricted to the USA. 

I recommend this book unreservedly. It contains an enormous 
amount of information and there appears to be little duplication 
between chapters written by different authors. It is reasonably 
up-to-date containing 1972 and 1971 references (and even a few 
from 1973) though most are from the 1960s. It is easy to read, the 
illustrations and diagrams are numerous and clear. It is a must 
for the book shelves of the library of any concern having any 
interest at all in nylon plastics. Though expensive it must be worth 
it. In my view the claim on the fly sheet is substantiated. 

F. J. Hybart 
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Mechanical testing of plastics 
S. Turner 
Iliffe Books, London, 1973, 180 pp. £5.00 

'A good test carried out roughly is almost invariably more 
effective than a bad test carried out well.' These two concluding 
lines of Mr Turner's book effectively epitomize some of the senti- 
ments underlying a very readable and well-presented treatise 
which must by no means be taken at the face value of its title. 
It is not a practical manual where one can find detail on equipment 
and experimental techniques: for these it would be better to go 
directly to such publications as BS 2782:1970 of the British 
Standards Institute or the 'Handbook of Plastics Test Methods'  
of lves, Mead and Riley (see Polymer 1972, 13, 597). Rather  it is, 
as the dust cover and preface suggest, an exposition of the philo- 
sophy of physical testing and an attempt to bridge the gap between 
research papers and published standards. The subject is ap- 
proached by careful attention to the fundamental principles 
involved and amplified by discussion based on and with reference 
to specialist papers and standard works on test methods. 

Many workers approach the testing of plastics in a hearty, 
enthusiastic manner, but often with little thought to those factors 
which may have a profound influence on their results from the 
points of view of both accuracy and interpretation. The teaching 
of the book will counteract this. Following brief introductory 
chapters on the growth of test methods and the significance of 
experimental results, there is a detailed discussion on the generalities 
of mechanical testing, attention being paid to mathematical 
representation of linear systems and the limitations of time, 
geometry and apparatus, in order that a rational system might be 
evolved. 

Two chapters deal with deformation where sinusoidal and 
step excitation methods are employed, followed by two further 
chapters on strength tests, short term and long term, so that there 
is ample cover for measurements associated with tensile, elongation, 
recovery, creep, relaxation, flexure, impact, and static and dynamic 
fatigue data. The final chapter very properly deals with the test 
sample itself: polymer characteristics, preparation, conditioning. 
Three appendixes on probability, tests of significance and the 
fitting of curves have special appeal to the non-expert who has 
to deal mathematically with experimental data. Each chapter has 
many references to research papers and reviews and related 
bibliography. 

The book, which is one of the monographs commissioned by 
the Plastics Institute in recent years, will be of interest to all engaged 
in plastics testing and who use data on the mechanical behaviour 
of polymers, as well as to many others who are associated with 
testing in theory and practice. It is well produced, well indexed 
and available at a reasonable price. 

R. J. IV. Reynolds 

Processing for adhesives bonded structures 
Edited by M. J. Bodnar 
Applied Polymer Symposia No 19, Interscience, 
New York, 1972, 496 pp. £7.25 

This book is a collection of 35 papers given at a symposium 
sponsored by the Picatinny Arsenal but only the first 14 papers 
may be said properly to reflect the title of the book. The first 
paper indeed presents a valuable review of the problems of process 
control and the effects of the variables which processing may 
introduce with the necessary emphasis on surface treatment of 
substrates and the need to control the time after treatment and 
before bonding. Other useful papers deal with the need for surface 
priming, treatment with siloxanes and methods of examining 
surfaces. 

The organizers have succumbed to the temptations to accept 
all papers offered for the symposium and then to print them in the 
proceedings in a largely unedited form. This has resulted in a 
general conglomerate of papers on adhesives and adhesion in a 
very wide sense much of which is simply trade literature produced 
for advertising and customer service. 

The book cannot be recommended solely on the value of a 

few papers. Libraries who feel they ought to maintain running 
sets of this series are ill served by publishers producing an inflated 
volume, replete with unnecessary and uninformative photographs 
which have doubtless added to the cost of this volume and therefore 
to the difficulties of libraries and librarians. 

Lest this be taken as the sour remarks of a non-contributor, 
the following points are taken from a very long list of shortcomings 
many of which must be blamed on the editor or on the publishers 
who have not issued to him a sufficient stock of blue pencils. 
A form of presentation, indeed subject matter generally, which 
might make for g o o d  and useful technical discussion is neither 
appropriate nor desirable on the printed page. Colloquialisms, 
trade names, unidentified initials occur throughout. 

Fourteen blocks of photographs are used in the second paper 
showing parts of Apollo spacecraft. They probably enlivened and 
pointed the lecture; they convey little if anything to the reader. 
The same applied to the 'flight' picture on page 247. But the few 
graphs in the second paper are photographic reproductions of 
graph paper--a  form which no respectable journal would tolerate. 
The next paper is set, as is all the text, in one of the usual founts, 
yet reproduces the tables photographically from a typewritten 
script but with footnotes set in the heavier fount. Paper 6 has 
used a typewriter to produce a list of 19 chemical formulae for 
Table I and this has been reduced photographically almost to the 
point of illegibility. If the money spent on blocks for photographs 
had been saved by their editorial elimination, as they should 
have been, the publishers would have afforded properly to set 
the necessary tables. A comparison of Tables I and II on pages 
391-392 shows two different methods, type and typewriter imme- 
diately following one another. Have the editor and publisher no 
pride? 

Nor  are technical matters free from this casual presentation. 
Page 267 deals with shop environment and its influence on bonded 
structure with reference to a commercial adhesive whose chemical 
type is not even mentioned. The paper commencing on page 231 
seems to be the transcript of a tape with the lecturer shooting 
rhetorical questions at an audience. Page 303, in the midst of 
photographs of US car manufacture, contains a phrase at least 
relevant to the subject matter. It reads, ' If  required, this surface 
is wiped with a clean cloth saturated with a so lven t . . .  '. Fancy 
paying $18 for this advice! 

One last infelicity; page 417 refers to ' . . .  curing the bond at 
200°F cracked the crystals on cooling to 10°C whilst room tem- 
perature cures could safely be cooled to - 4 3  °'. Study of the paper 
shows this mixture of scales to be intended and the - 4 3  ° to be 
Celsius; or is it? 

W. C. Wake 

IUPAC Macromolecular Chemistry 
Volume 8 
Butterworths, London, 1973, 459 pp. £18.00 

In a book review some years ago (Polymer 1970, 11, 390) Pro- 
fessor A. M. North  was driven to pose the polemic question 'Is 
this a book or a journal?' The circumstances attached to the present 
volume are similar in some respects. I t  comprises the plenary and 
main lectures delivered at the IUPAC International Symposium 
on Macromolecules in Helsinki, July 1972. By tradition such 
articles appear in journal form as a supplement to Pure and Applied 
Chemistry. The volume under review is described as being a supple- 
ment, but is actually a very highly priced hard backed edition. 
Discreet enquiry has revealed that the answer to the opening 
question is 'both '  in this case. Thus, for regular subscribers to Pure 
and Applied Chemistry the volume is issued as a journal;  otherwise 
one is obliged to purchase it as a more expensive book. Publishers' 
mores are difficult to fathom, but must be accepted for what they 
are if a book is one to command serious attention, which this 
certainly is. 

The subdivision of the symposium into the following distinct 
groups will not  be immediately obvious to the reader from the 
wholly random arrangement of the twenty-three articles: Poly- 
merization and copolymerization reactions; Solution properties 
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and characterization; Bulk properties; Degradation and decom- 
position; and Polysaccharides and derivatives. About a third of 
the chapters fall within the first group, whilst there are only two 
articles devoted to polysaccharides. These are 'Polysaccharides 
as models for stereoregular polymers' (E. Husemann) which 
inevitably involves some discussion of solution properties and 
morphology of trisubstituted cellulose derivatives, and 'New 
methods in structural polysaccharide chemistry' (B. Lindberg) 
in which modem techniques are used to analyse the fragments 
from partial hydrolysis and different specific degradations of 
unmodified and chemically modified polysaccharides. All the 
articles are fundamental in nature and this is true no less of the 
lucid chapter on 'Weathering of polyolefins' despite the suggestively 
applied tone of the title. A brief comment on disposal problems 
ends this chapter and, in view of current hysteria, Winslow's final 
sentence deserves a wider readership, viz. : 'Accelerated weathering 
of films would undoubtedly lessen the volume of litter, but the 
ultimate solution to plastic pollution lies in education since litter 
is more of a people problem than a materials problem'. 

The contributions maintain a remarkably uniform level of 
presentation. Perhaps more significant is the fact that each is a 
really up-to-date review of the field instead of a thinly disguised 
forum for presenting the author's detailed personal research data 
(as is often the case). In two instances readers will be able to 
regard the articles as continued progress reports, since rather 
related contributions (by Flory and by Vinogradov) were made 
to the IUPAC Leiden Symposium in 1970 and have already been 
published in this series. The authorship is international, but English 
is used throughout. The printing, production and reproduction 
of diagrams are faultless and the number of places where symbols 
on graphs are undefined is too small to warrant listing here. No 
author or subject index is provided, but this does not seem a 
serious omission in a volume essentially without a unified theme. 
All libraries are recommended to obtain this book. The average 
polymer chemist, being only human, will not care to purchase 
a volume only a very small fraction of which is within his sphere 
of comprehension. Polymer chemists of exceptional breadth of 
interest are rare and may well be exemplified by the contributors 
themselves; but then they will probably possess their own tree 
copies. 

M. B. Huglin 

Stress analysis of polymers 
J. G. Williams 
Longman, Harlow, 1973, 276 pp. £6.50 

Although the title might imply that the subject is confined to 
polymers, this book is a more general treatment of stress analysis 
in viscoelastic materials. The usual engineering texts on 'Strength 
of materials' are largely confined to Hookean elastic time-indepen- 
dent behaviour, while at least one author has developed an extensive 
treatment for elastic perfectly plastic materials, i.e. elastic up to a 
yield point and thereafter strain at constant stress. This represents 
about the limit of the conventional treatment; more advanced 
and more realistic assumptions for polymers have tended to be 
treated either highly theoretically or for special cases. 

The first section of this book provides a basic text, developing 
equations for stress and strain including non-linearity, viscoelas- 
ticity, anisotropy, and time dependence with special attention to 
approximations applicable to polymers such as large strain deforma- 
tions at constant volume. The mathematics are kept simple, at 
some cost of brevity, but this is probably preferable for the majority 
of practical designers. 

The second section, comprising nearly half the book, applies 
these equations to specific geometries, especially bending of beams, 
plates and struts and loading of axi-symmetric cylinders and 
membranes. The solutions are presented in simple algebraic form, 
requiring only material property data for numerical calculation; 
in several cases digital computation is desirable. It seems that an 
undue proportion of this section is devoted to linear elastic pro- 
perties and the corrections to simple theories of bending and 
thin shells to take account of shear deflections, transverse restraints, 
e.g. wide beams, and large deflections. Among these are rather 
scattered references to non-linearity and viscoelastic behaviour, 

but the reviewer found it difficult to follow the logic of the assump- 
tions made in individual cases. It would perhaps have been helpful 
to concentrate on derivation of equations for non-linear stress/strain 
and rubber elasticity assumptions and compare results with those 
from linear/small strain and elastic perfectly plastic assumptions 
in practical conditions where the differences are significant. 

The final shorter section discusses stress concentrations, mainly 
concerned with testing, and would seem to be justified as indicating 
how the effects of discontinuities and incipient flaws may be in- 
cluded in stress analysis for viscoelastic materials. 

Although there are numerous references in the text to polymer 
properties, no actual data are given for comparison with the 
idealizations used. So while this book is directed to stress analysis 
rather than property data, little indication is given of the polymers, 
temperatures, strains, and times for which a particular idealization, 
and the equations derived from it, are a reasonable approximation. 
Some of the general statements on polymer properties also seem 
open to question: on p 55 it is stated 'Polymers above their glass 
transition temperature exhibit rubber-like properties in that they 
are essentially elastic up to strains of several hundreds of per 
cent'. Insofar as this is true of linear polymers, it also involves 
long recovery times. On pp 64 and 150, 'However, most polymers 
in the glassy state do undergo a process which can be equated 
with yielding' and 'Most polymers below their glass transition 
temperature can be described approximately as elastic perfectly 
plastic materials'. These hardly apply to polystyrene and PMMA 
without toughening, while rubbers and polyolefins are not usually 
used in this state. 

The book is well laid out and sectional;zeal with concise index 
and bibliography. The nomenclature is clear and consistent, but 
should perhaps have been listed for reference. The production, 
including diagrams is extremely good. This book is an important 
step in advancing the analytical design of time-dependent visco- 
elastic materials by providing the basic equations and some deriva- 
tions for specific geometries, but further consideration is needed 
of the applicability to commercial polymers. 

M.J.  Stevens 

Nylon plastics 
Edited by M. /. Kohan 
Wiley-lnterscience, London and New York, 1973, 
£19,50 

This book is one in the series of Society of Plastics Engineers 
monographs. It is claimed on the fly sheet that it is the first complete 
text on nylon plastics with well referenced coverage of nylon 
technology from monomer synthesis to end use application. It 
therefore attempts to provide information and references to 
information for all those concerned with nylon plastics technology. 
Intentionally it does not attempt to discuss fibre technology though 
there is a great deal of nylon science which will be valuable to the 
nylon fibre technologist. 

There are 19 contributors including the editor, 16 of whom 
come from the DuPont Company. The book therefore represents 
a great deal of the publishable knowledge on nylon plastics from 
that company which of course first introduced us to the material 
following the work of Wallace Carothers. The cover is very wide 
from molecular weight distribution, thermal degradation, crystal- 
lization kinetics to injection moulding, quality control; design and 
economic considerations. There must be something for everyone 
with an interest in nylon, except perhaps the commercial people 
since only 12 pages out of 650 are devoted to economics. There 
is even a table listing the suppliers of nylon plastics and composi- 
tions but unfortunately this is restricted to the USA. 

I recommend this book unreservedly. It contains an enormous 
amount of information and there appears to be little duplication 
between chapters written by different authors. It is reasonably 
up-to-date containing 1972 and 1971 references (and even a few 
from 1973) though most are from the 1960s. It is easy to read, the 
illustrations and diagrams are numerous and clear. It is a must 
for the book shelves of the library of any concern having any 
interest at all in nylon plastics. Though expensive it must be worth 
it. In my view the claim on the fly sheet is substantiated. 

F. J. Hybart 
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N.m.r. of random copolymers of benzyI-L- 
aspartate with o- and p-nitrobenzyl-L-aspartate 

Marie-H. Loucheux-Lefebvre, A. Forchioni* and Catherine Duflot 
Laboratoire de Chimie Macromol~culaire, Universit~ des Sciences et Techniques de Lille, 
BP 36, 59650 Villeneuve d'Asq, France 
(Received 5 November 1973; revised 3 December 1973) 

The p- and o-substitution of the benzene ring of poly(/%benzyI-L-aspartate) (PBLA) with a 
nitro group induces a reversal of the helix sense in the PBLA. Therefore, two series of 
random copolymers of benzyI-L-aspartate with o- and p-nitrobenzyI-L-aspartate were 
prepared in order to study the left-handed-,right-handed a-helix transition. The con- 
formational behaviour has been studied by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
and the left-handed~right-handed a-helix transition has been observed from the a-CH 
shift, from CDCI8 solutions. Moreover, for each copolymer, the a-helix-,coil transition 
was also studied in CDCIs/trifluoroacetic acid mixtures. In this case, the transition can 
be observed from the o~-CH shift and from the splitting of the /~-CH2 resonance in the 
o~-helical form also. 

INTRODUCTION 

The conformations of ester derivatives of poly(L-aspartic 
acid) have been shown to be dependent on the nature 
of the side chains. Thus, polymers from aliphatic L- 
aspartates with short side chains, e.g. methyl, were 
found to be left-handed a-helical 1, 2 while the polymers 
with longer side chains, e.g. ethyl, n-butyl, n-propyl and 
isopropyl, assumed a right-handed a-helical conforma- 
tionL Moreover, whereas poly(fl-benzyl-L-aspartate) was 
shown to adopt a left-handed a-helical form 3, 4, it has 
been shown that p- and o-substitution of the benzene 
ring with a nitro group induces a reversal of the helix 
sense to the right-handed a-helical form 5-7 while the 
m-nitro derivative remains in the left-handed a-helical 
form 7. Therefore, in the case of left-handed a-helical 
form of poly(fl-benzyl-L-aspartate), it is possible to 
induce a transition to the right-handed conformation 
by the addition of residues which have a preference to 
adopt a right-handed a-helix. Indeed, the left-handed~ 
right-handed s-helix transition was observed using 
circular dichroism and infra-red spectrometry on co- 
polymers of fl-benzyl-L-aspartate respectively with o- and 
p-nitro-fl-benzyl-L-aspartate 7. 

Since many different nuclei in a molecule can be 
studied independently by high resolution nuclear mag- 
netic resonance (n.m.r.) spectroscopy, we have used this 
technique to observe the main chain and side chain 
protons in order to obtain information about the 
secondary structure and mobility of the backbone and 
side chains under various conditions. 

It is well known that the chemical shift of the a-CH 
is characteristic of the secondary structure. In particular 
from a study of copolymers containing fl-benzyl-L- 
aspartate, Bradbury et aL s have shown that the chemical 

* Service de Chimie-Physique, Centre d'Etudes Nuclraires de 
Saclay, BP 2, 91190 Gif-sur-Yvette, France. 

shift of the aspartate a-CH peak is situated at 4,30ppm 
for the left-handed a-helix, 4.40ppm for the right- 
handed a-helix and at 4.85ppm for the random coil. 
As the side chains make an important contribution to the 
stabilities of the various conformations of polypeptides 
in solution 9 the a-helix~random coil transition as a 
function of solvent composition has also been studied on 
these copolymers. 

The work presented in this paper extends the study 
of random copolymers of fl-benzyl-L-aspartate with 
/3-0- and/3-p-nitrobenzyl-L-aspartate by 250 MHz n.m.r., 
in deuterated chloroform (CDCla)/trifluoroacetic acid 
(TFA) mixtures. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Polymers 

The copolymers were prepared by polymerization 
of the N-carboxyamino acid anhydrides (NCA) of 
/3-benzyl-L-aspartate and o- and p-fl-nitrobenzyl-L- 
aspartate 10. Both anhydrides used in the synthesis were 
dissolved in nitrobenzene/dimethylformamide (DMF) 
mixtures for the ortho derivatives and in CHCI3/DMF 
mixtures or pure DMF for the para derivatives. Tri- 
ethylamine in 1% benzene solutions was used to 
initiate the polymerization; the molar ratio of anhydride 
to initiator was 35. The polymerizations were allowed 
to proceed for three days at 30°C and the polymer 
was precipitated with methanol, filtered, triticated under 
methanol or ether, filtered and dried at 40°C under 
vacuum. 

The mol% nitro residue content for each of the 
copolymers was determined from their elemental ana- 
lysist. The amount of nitrobenzyl groups was also 
estimated from the measurement of the molar absorption 

T Elemental analyses were carried out by P. Calmr, Centre de 
Recherches sur les Macromolrcules, CNRS, Strasbourg. 
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Table I Starting quantities, yields and NOn content for copolymers of ft-benzyI-L-aspartate (LAB) and f~-o-nitrobenzyl- 
L-aspartate (LAoNB). Molar ratio of the total anhydride to initiator is always 35 

Polymerization 
solvent 

'Theoretical' 
Nitro- amount 

LAB NCA LAoNB NCA benzene DMF Yield of NO2 
(mg) (mmol) (mg) (mmol) (ml) (ml) ('mg) (%) 

Determined 
amount of NO2 

(%) 

From 
elemental Adopted 
analysis amount 

From of NOn 
u,v. C N ( ~ )  

769 3.08 114 0.39 16 4 540 11 13 16 11 13 
763 3.06 300 1.92 20 5 630 25 28 29 19 28 
791 3'18 450 1.53 25 6 720 32 38 34 21 38 
321 1"29 538 1.83 16 4 400 58 57 62 55 57 
533 2"1 1487 5-00 40 10 1500 73 63 73 64 64 

Table 2 Starting quantities, yields and NOn content for copolymers of ~-benzyI-L-aspartate (LAB) and /%p-nitrobenzyl-L- 
aspartate (LApNB). Molar ratio of the total anhydride to initiator is always 35 

Determined 
amount of NO2 

(%) 
Polymerization 

solvent 'Theoretical' From elemental Adopted 
amount analysis amount 

LAB NCA LApNB NCA CHCI~ DMF Yield of NO2 From of N02 
(nag) (mmol) (mg) (mmol) (ml) (ml) (mg) (%) u.v. C N (~) 

2482 9-9 517 1.7 70 50 1710 15 15 20 13 15 
1331 5.3 500 1.6 45 25 950 24 26 33 30 26 
1992 8'0 1008 3.4 0 50 1750 29 28 35 28 28 
1834 7'3 1166 4.0 0 50 1840 35 42 41 42 42 
895 3"59 680 1.97 0 50 1000 36 48 44 45 46 

1083 4-3 1917 6.5 0 50 1930 60 67 70 65 67 

at 270 nm. At this wavelength, where the peptide bond 
absorption is negligible, the aspartates in solution in 
hexafluoroisopropanol have the following absorbances: 
e270=200 for the fl-benzyl-L-aspartate; e270=5500 and 
~270=10200 for the o- and the p-fl-nitrobenzyl-L- 
aspartates respectively. 

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the conditions of poly- 
merization and give the mol~  nitro residue for each 
copolymer. 

The molecular weights of the polymers have not 
been checked, but by comparison with those already 
prepared by the same method 10 it is correct to assume 
that their molecular weight is not larger than 50 000. 

Solvents 
Deuterochloroform, CDCIs, of greater than 99.5 

isotopic purity was obtained from CEA (Service des 
Molecules Marqu6es). Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was 
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. 

Apparatus 
Spectra were recorded on a Thomson-CAMECA 

250 M Hz spectrometer. 
Solutions at about 7 ~ w/v were made up in deutero- 

chloroform containing tetramethylsilane (TMS) as 
internal standard. The study was carried out at room 
temperature. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A series of spectra at 250MHz was obtained from two 
sets of the copolymers. The spectra were recorded in 

CDC13/TFA solutions. Below a concentration of 1 ~o 
(v/v) of TFA in CDC13, the linewidths are very broad, 
probably because the helix is too rigid and the mobility 
of the resonating protons is too low. In particular, the 
line corresponding to the helical NH proton is so large 
that it is not possible to observe it on the spectra. More- 
over, the lines corresponding to the nitro aromatic 
protons are observed in this region also and sometimes 
overlap with the NH proton line. Therefore, the NH 
proton line has never been used even if the polymer 
adopts a random conformation. 

The copolymers become insoluble in CDCI3 when the 
percentage of nitro derivatives in the copolymers is 
about 45 ~ for the para derivative and 65 ~ for the 
ortho derivative. 

Copolymers of [3-benzyl-L-aspartate and ~-p-nitrobenzyl-L- 
aspartate 

Main chain protons. Figures 1-3 show the spectra 
obtained from three copolymers containing 15, 28 and 
42 ~ of the p-nitro derivative. At very low TFA con- 
centrations, where the copolymer adopts a helical 
conformation one can observe that the position of the 
a-CH peak is changing with the composition of co- 
polymers; it is at 4-32, 4.35 and 4.40ppm for 15~, 
28 ~ and 42 ~ respectively of nitro derivative with a 
slight apparent move towards low field accompanying 
the narrowing upon TFA addition. From Bradbury's 
values these chemical shifts correspond to a right- 
handed a-helix for the 42~ nitro copolymer and a 
left-handed a-helix for the 15 ~ nitro copolymer. These 
results are in good agreement with the circular dichroism 
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Figure f 250MHz spectra of copoly(85% benzyI-L-aspartate/15% 
p-nitrobenzyI-L-aspartate) in CDCI3/TFA. % TFA: A, 0.46; 
B, 0.67; C, 1.09; D, 1.44; E, 2.09; F, 2.38; G, 18.70 

8 3  8 7.6 6 5 6 (ppm) 4 3 2 

Figure 2 250MHz spectra of copoly(72% benzyI-L-aspartate/28% 
p-nitrobenzyI-L-aspartate) in CDCla/TFA. % TFA: A, 1.11; 
B, 2.28; C, 2.60; D, 3.43 

5 5 (pprn}  4 3 2 5  

Figure 3 250MHz spectra of copoly(58% benzyI-L-aspartate/42% 
p-nitrobenzyI-L-aspartate) in CDCI~/TFA. % TFA: A, 0.91; 
B, 1.30; C, 1-67; D, 2.00; E, 2.31; F, 4-12 

(c.d.) measurements 7. These c.d. measurements have 
shown that the left-handed--*right-handed s-helix transi- 
tion takes place for a concentration of p-nitrobenzyl 
aspartate in the copolymer between 25 and 30Yo. In 
particular the 28 ~o nitro copolymer is characterized by 

a zero value of [0]22211; this means that this copolymer 
is either in random coil form or in 50:50 left-handed: 
right-handed a-helical form. Since the n.m.r, a-CH peak 
is observed at 4.35ppm we must admit that this co- 
polymer adopts a secondary structure formed by two 
equal amounts of left-handed and right-handed a-helix. 

When more TFA is added the signal splits into two 
peaks for a concentration in TFA between 1 and 1.5 %. 
This so called 'double peak' phenomenon concerning 
the a proton of the main chain in the range of the helix- 
coil transition has been the subject of much debate. 
To date Ullman's theory 1~ seems to be the most satis- 
factory to explain the appearance of this 'double peak'. 
This theory assumes that there is a rapid interconversion 
between helix and coil states but the existence of two 
peaks arises from two factors: (i) the difference in 
helicity of the amino acid residues near the ends of the 
chain by comparison with the amino acid residues 
nearer the middle of the chain; and (ii) the polydispersity 
in molecular weight. The polydispersity of polymers is 
not known but their molecular weights are small. This 
is in good agreement with the appearance of a double 
peak, even if we admit the existence of a rapid inter- 
conversion of two different states. The chemical shifts 
of the a-CH proton plotted against TFA contents are 
given in Figure 4. The sharp variation downfield would 
mean that the helix-coil transition is very cooperative 
in this case. One can observe that in the transition 
range where the double peak phenomenon is observed 
the low field peak is moving further downfield while 
the position of the other remains the same. The first 
peak would be due mainly to the molecules of copolymers 
where both a-helix and random coil forms are present 
in rapid interconversion, the second one would be due 
to the higher molecular weight macromolecules which 
do not yet adopt a random coil structure. 

In order to correlate the stabilities of the helical 
residues in the copolymers as a function of solvent 
composition, the chemical shifts of the a-CH proton 
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Figure 4 N.m.r. ~-CH peak positions in CDCI3/TFA mixtures 
of copoly(benzyI-L-aspartate/p-nitrobenzyI-L-aspartate). O, 15%; 
A, 26%; x,  28%; O, 42% nitro derivative 
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have been plotted against TFA contents (Figure 4). 
Although the chemical shift differences between the 
conformations are dependent on solvent, it has been 
assumed that the variation of ~-CH chemical shifts 
for polyaspartates in CDClz/TFA mixtures is mainly 
due to the helix-coil transition 13. For copolymers 
containing 15 70 and 40 70 of nitrobenzyl derivative the 
transition midpoints of each copolymer are located 
approximately at the same value of the TFA content, 
i.e. about 1.4~. This value is the same as that ob- 
tained under the same conditions for poly(fl-benzyl-L- 
aspartate) but it is different to those found in the litera- 
ture: either 2~oo 17 o r  3 ~  8. Since the molecular weights 
of our polymers and copolymers are unknown, this 
discrepancy may be due to the fact that the molecular 
weights of polymer studied are different. Therefore, it 
is not possible to conclude if the transition midpoint 
is affected by the introduction of nitro group or not. 

Side chain protons. According to the calculations of 
Scheraga et al. 14 the helix sense of poly(aspartate esters) 
depends on the conformation adopted by the side 
chains. A study has therefore been made on the spectra 
of the side chain protons when the copolymers adopt 
either a left-handed or a right-handed a-helix. 

The aromatic ring protons peaks appear at 7.25 ppm 
with another line appearing at 8.21 ppm which can be 
attributed to the ortho protons of the nitro aromatic 
ring from the relative area of the signals in the series 
of copolymers. The linewidth is always very narrow, 
even in pure CDCla, and their position does not change 
when TFA is added. This indicates that the rotation of 
aromatic ring is relatively free, which implies no regular 
structure of the aromatic nuclei when the polymer 
adopts a helical structure. However, the spectra from 
the benzyl CH2 and the fl-CHz protons provide more 
interesting information on the side chains. The benzyl 
CH2 resonance centred at 5.08ppm is an AB quartet 
and indeed when the polymers are fully random coil a 
well resolved quartet is observed. When the copolymer 
adopts a helical form the spectra seem dependent on the 
sense of the helix; for example, in the case of the 15 
nitro copolymer which adopts a left-handed a-helix the 
benzyl CH2 peak splits with A=0.08ppm; this splitting 
is not observed with the 42700 nitro copolymer, i.e. 
when the copolymer adopts a right-handed helical 
structure; owing to the fact that the benzyl CH2 line 
is broad when the polymer adopts a helical conformation 
it is not possible to affirm that such a splitting exists 
or not. Indeed, Bradbury et al. have also studied polymers 
in which fl-benzyl-L-aspartate adopts a right-handed 
a-helix conformation, that is a copoly(fl-benzyl-L- 
aspartate-co-1070 L-alanine) and in this case they have 
also observed the splitting of the benzyl CH2 line. 

It is interesting to compare these results with those 
obtained from the spectra of the fl-CHz protons. The 
fl-CH2 line centred at 2.87ppm is the A2 part of the 
A2X system where X is a-CH. When the polymers adopt 
a fully random coil conformation, only one peak centred 
at 2.87ppm is observed. When the copolymer adopts a 
left-handed a-helical form (157o nitro copolymer), the 
fl-CH2 line splits and the difference in chemical shift is 
A,,~0.37, a similar value already observed for poly(/3- 
benzyl-L-aspartate) in CDCla solutions8,1L Although 
this shift difference is very sensitive to conformational 
changes, it is impossible to make interpretation on 
structural terms based on A values alone. When the 

polymer adopts a conformation in right-handed s-helix 
the splitting of fl-CH2 resonance is not observed. As in 
the case of benzyl CH2, the lines are very broad and it is 
very difficult to distinguish if splitting exists or not. 

Copolymers of fl-benzyl-L-aspartate and fl-o-nitrobenzyl-L- 
aspartate 

Very similar observations have been made with 
copolymers with the difference that the left-handed~ 
right-handed s-helix transition of copolymers (fl-benzyl- 
L-aspartate, fl-nitrobenzyl-L-aspartate) is observed in 
using the circular dichroism for a concentration of 
about 55700 of ortho derivative whereas it is observed 
for a concentration of 25-30 ~ for para derivative 7, Zl 

Main chain protons. The spectra corresponding to 
copolymers containing 13700, 28~, 38~ and 57700 of 
nitro derivative have been recorded. The chemical 
shift of a-CH for each copolymer in helical form is 
respectively 4-30, 4.31, 4.32 and 4-36ppm. Since the 
chemical shift of ~-CH is located at 4.40 and 4-30 ppm 
for a right-handed and a left-handed s-helix respectively, 
we have assumed that the left- and right-handed a-helical 
structures coexist and calculated their percentage 
(Table 3). Because of the accuracy of 0.01 ppm on the 
values of the chemical shifts, the helical composition 
of copolymer will be known with a precision of + 10 ~. 
From these compositions we have calculated the values 
that the ellipticity at 222nm should have for each 
copolymer (Table 3). These calculated values are com- 
patible with the experimental ones. Therefore, we think 
that the copoly(fl-benzyl-L-aspartate/fl-o-nitrobenzyl-L- 
aspartate) are made of both left-handed and right-handed 
s-helices. 

When TFA is added to the CDCla solutions, the ~-CH 
resonance is shifted downfield and the linewidth de- 
creases. When the copolymers adopt a fully random 
coil form, the chemical shift of a-CH has the expected 
value, 4.85 ppm. In the helix~coil transition range, the 
peaks are broad and for this reason the 'double peak' 
phenomenon is more difficult to observe than in the 
case of para derivatives. Yet, it seems that it is much 
closer to a 'double peak' phenomenon than to a 'single 
shifting peak'. 

This observation should be in good agreement with 
the fact that the right-handed s-helix of ortho derivatives 
is less stable than the right-handed s-helix of para 
derivatives; the probability of obtaining, in CDC13/TFA 
solutions, some macromolecules containing only the 
helical conformation is very small. 

The chemical shift of the a-CH resonance against 
the TFA concentration has been plotted (Figure 5); 
the sharp variation of a-CH shift downfield is in good 

Table 3 Percentage of left-handed (LH) and right-handed (RH) 
c~-helices in the copoly(fl-benzyI-L-aspartate/fl-o-nitrobenzyI-L- 
aspartate) determined from the chemical shift of the ~-CH 
resonance. [01222=_+35000degcm2dmol -z for 100~ s-helical 
structure 

[012z2 (deg cm2dmo1-1) 

NO~ ~ ~-CH RH LH Experi- 
(%) (ppm) (%) (%) Calculated mental 

13 4.30 100+10 35 000+3 500 28 OOO 
28 4.31 10+ 10 90_+ 10 28 000_+ 7 000 26 go0 
38 4.32 20_+10  80+10 21 000+7000 28000 
57 4-36 60+10 40+10 --7000_+7000 2000 
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agreement with a cooperative phenomenon for the 
helix coil transition. The stability of each copolymer 
studied as a function of  the solvent composition has 
been observed. This stability is approximately inde- 
pendent of the ratio of nitrobenzyl derivative in the 
copolymer. The midpoint of the transition is found at 
approximately 1"7~o TFA, i.e. the stability of left- 
handed a-helix of  poly(fl-benzyl-L-aspartate) is the 
same as the right-handed a-helix of  poly(fl-nitrobenzyl- 
L-aspartate) in CDCla/TFA mixtures. 

Side chain protons. The resonance centred at 7-25 ppm 
is due to aromatic protons. If  the copolymer adopts 
either a helical structure or a random coil this band is 
always narrow. Two other bands due to the side chain 
protons are present in this region of the spectra: one at 
7.56ppm and the other at 7.92ppm. The first one 
should come from the meta proton and the second 
one from the ortho proton of  the nitro derivative aro- 
matic ring. This assumption is in good agreement with 
the intensity of these bands, checked by weighing the 
areas and by taking the resonance band at 7.25 ppm as a 
reference. 

For the benzyl CH2 there are two resonance bands, 
one centred at 5.05 ppm, i.e. the same frequency as the 
one of the para derivative and another band located at 
5.45 ppm. For the same polymer, these two bands are 
narrower when the polymer adopts a random coil 
conformation, but no variation in chemical shifts is 
observed in the transition range. The intensity of the 
5.45ppm band increases with the percentage of nitro 
derivative in the copolymer. Therefore we think that the 
5.05ppm band is from non-nitrated side chains whilst 
the 5.45 ppm band is from nitrated side chains. 

For all ortho nitro copolymers studied, the fl-CHz 
resonance is centred at 2.89ppm and the line splits, 
with A~0.35ppm when the polymer adopts a helical 
structure. Unfortunately, the copolymers adopt the 
left-handed a-helical conformation; i.e. it is not possible 

to assume from this result if the splitting is observed 
only when the a-helix adopts a left-handed sense. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This work demonstrates the important point that when 
poly(/3-benzyl-L-aspartate) is nitrated to change the 
helix sense from left hand to right hand, there is a 
corresponding change in the a-CH shift. The dependence 
of  chemical shift of the backbone protons a-CH on 
the helix sense allows us to confirm the 8 C H  values 
attributed to the left- and right-handed a-helices. More- 
over the left-handed-+right-handed a-helix and a-helix~ 
random coil transitions have been studied. 

It is interesting to observe that although the modifica- 
tion of  poly(fl-benzyl-L-aspartate) is not considerable 
and far from the backbone the a-CH shift is a reliable 
indicator to the helix sense. 

The side chain protons resonance do not allow further 
information on the degree of side chain immobilization 
to be obtained. But in the transition range, the a-helix~ 
random coil transition can be observed from these 
chemical shifts; the lines are more narrow when the 
polymer adopts a random coil conformation and their 
splitting, especially from fl-CH2 is due to the existence 
of an a-helix. 
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Simulation of kinetic analysis on 
terpolymerization of styrene/butyl 
rnethacrylate/methacrylic acid system 
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The simultaneous differential equations which connected the copolymerization kinetics 
of the component reaction in the multi-copolymerization system with the changing rate 
of the concentration of each monomer and radical, the concentration and the molecular 
weight of the polymer obtained are analysed in a number of ways. The distribution of the 
components and the degree of polymerization are also simulated. The styrene/butyl 
methacrylate/methacrylic acid terpolymerization system, using carbon tetrachloride as 
solvent and benzoyl peroxide as initiator, was chosen. The simulation model which 
satisfied the experimental values of the concentration of the multiple components in the 
system, the composition and molecular weight distribution and the number of chlorine 
atoms introduced into the copolymer ends is established. When the time interval changed, 
the effects on the distribution of the composition in copolymers and the distribution of the 
degree of polymerization were also calculated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The simulation model of a copolymerization reaction 
and given reaction conditions were estimated by the 
authors. The polymerization process means the change 
in composition of the system, the concentrations of the 
active agents, the amounts of produced polymers, their 
structures, molecular weights, the distribution of degree 
of polymerization, composition distribution and their 
variations with time. 

In the reaction of oligostyrene formation, an equation 
model was set up, taking into account the molecular 
weight distribution, and the rate constants were esti- 
mated for the chain termination reactions which had 
been previously unknown 1-8. The distribution of degree 
of polymerization and composition for n-dimensional 
copolymers were theoretically calculated by the Markov 
probability theory 7. In the course of the copolymeriza- 
tion reaction, the composition of produced polymers 
can be obtained by numerically integrating the differential 
composition equations of polydimensional copoly- 
merization. 

In this report a simulation model was built and 
examined with which we could estimate not only the 
composition of n-dimensional copolymers, but also the 
copolymerization rate, molecular weight, the probability 
of termination by recombination, and the content of 
termination agent which was introduced to the polymer 
ends through initiation and chain transfer reactions. 
As the next step, by using this analytical method, the 
ternary copolymerization of styrene/butyl methacrylate/ 
methacrylic acid in carbon tetrachloride and benzoyl 
peroxide initiator was studied s. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Copolymerization reaction 
Three-dimensional copolymerization of styrene (S), 

butyl methacrylate (BMA), and methacrylic acid (MAA) 
was carried out in carbon tetrachloride with benzoyl 
peroxide initiator. 

The calculated amount of monomers, initiator, and 
solvent, which were purified in the conventional way, 
were charged in a polymerization tube. The tube was 
flashed with nitrogen and sealed under vacuum. The 
polymerization was carried out by swirling the tube at 
60°C in a constant temperature bath for a definite time. 
The copolymers formed were concentrated under re- 
duced pressure when necessary and were precipitated 
in a large excess of petroleum ether. The purification by 
the precipitation was carried out twice more and the 
products were dried under vacuum. 

Analysis of the formed copolymers 
The composition of the copolymers was determined 

by elemental analysis, infra-red absorption spectroscopy, 
and titration in a non-aqueous solvent. 

In infra-red absorption spectrum analysis, the styrene 
content was determined from the intensity ratio of 
specific absorptions of 3crr at 699cm -1 and vc=o at 
1735 cm -t. 

Methacrylic acid content was determined by the 
non-aqueous medium titration: acetone solution of the 
copolymer was titrated with methanol solution of 
sodium ethoxide in the presence of thymolblue indicator. 

The number-average molecular weight was obtained 
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Table I Rate constants of component reaction 

kd 1"36x 10-6see -z Propagation x 10-~ (I/mol see): 
ko 376 I/mol sec kpaa 6" 66* 

kpab 8"48* 
Initiation (I/tool sec): kpac 39" 0* 

koa 376* kpba 40"8* 
kob 708* kpbb 36' 5 
koc 1960* kpbc 103 
kosa 21' 1 * kpca 135* 
kosb O' 211 * kpcb 73' 3* 
kosc O' 211 * kpcc 101 * 

Transfer (I/tool sec): 
kfas 5" 77* 
kfbs 2'14" 
kfcs 2" 55* 

Termination x 10 -~ (I/mol sec): 
ktaa 7" 20 
ktbb 1' 70 
ktcc 3" 91 * 
ktab 50" 0* 
ktbc 25" 0* 
ktca 3" 91 * 
ktss 8" O0 

by vapour pressure osmometry (v.p.o.) using acetone as 
solvent. 

Chlorine content of the polymer ends was determined 
by halogen analysis. 

Component reaction rate constant 
Some of the component reaction rate constants which 

were employed in the calculation had been reported as 
the actual measured values, but others were unknown. 
These unknown rate constants were assumed from the 
values of the analogous reactions. It appears that these 
assumed rate constants do not satisfy all of the actual 
copolymerization rate curves. Therefore, the reported 
measured values were varied, and a new rate constant 
was obtained by modifying them within a reasonable 
range. The calculation curve was prepared and examined 
by using the new constant and the unknown rate 
constant. The optimum combination of the rate con- 
stants (*) are obtained by studying the variation of those 
calculation curves. These (optimum) values are listed 
in Table 1. 

SIMULATION MODEL 

Reaction scheme of multiradical polymerization and the 
rate of reaction 

The elementary reaction of multiradical polymeriza- 
tion in a solvent can be expressed by the following 
equations. 

Decomposition of initiator: 
kd 

R-R >2R. (I) 
Initiation: 

koi 
R . + M s  >Ms" (2) 

kog ksi 
R'+S  )S" S.+M~ >Me (3, 4) 

Propagation: 
~p~3 

Mr+M~ ) M ;  (5) 
Chain transfer: 

kf~, 
M c + S  >S.+P (6) 

Termination: 
kt i j  

Mc+MF )P or 2P (7) 

kt, ss 
S. + S. , S-S (a) (8) 

where R-R represents an initiator, S transfer agent, 
Ms /-monomer, Mc a polymer growing with polymer 
chains ending in Ms type radicals (we simplify the 
polymer radical and write as Mc in this paper), P a 
polymer, S-S coupling products from transfer agents. 
i , j = l ,  2 . . . . .  n. 

The rate of change of each radical concentration is 
given by: 

d(R-R)/dt = -ka(R-R)  (9) 

dR'/dt=2ka(R-R)-(s=~ ko~Ms+kosS)R" (10) 

+ Y,, ps:Ms" 1 - dMl'/dt=Mx(ko:R'+ksxS, n k 

nk  (2ks:xMl"+ s~ 1 a l M c ) M r -  

(S~x k~uM, +k ,  lsS) M r  (11) 

dM2"/dt = M2(ko2R" k ,~e'n 

n k 
(2kt22M2"+ i ~  ,~2M,')Mz'- 

( ~ kp2sMs+k,2sSiM2" (12) 
i~2 l 

dMn'/dt = Mn(konR" + ksnS" + ~ i  k~snMc ) - 

t n n M n "  q- t snMl"  n" - 
i= 

k~nsMs + klnsS Mn" (13) 
i =  

dS./dt = S (kosR. + ,~ ) - 

(n )s kssMs + 2ktssS" (14) 
z 1 

The rate of change of each monomer concentration 
is: 

05) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

If the simultaneous differential equations mentioned 
above are given the initial value (the value for t =0), 
the concentration of individual components can be 
obtained as a function of time. 

) dM:/dt = - M :  o:R'+ kuslMc+kszS" 
t 1 

dM2/dt=-M2(ko2R+s~=lkpS2MvTks2S" ) 

dMn/dt:- Mn(konR'+ . :k  ~----~1 ~s.Ms" +ksnS') 

dS/dt = - sMv + kosR" 
1 

Average molecular weight 
The average molecular weight of copolymer can be 

expressed as follows: 

Mw= f { i~xMS(dMwt/dt ) + Mwr(dR,/dt ) + 
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where 

Mt = the molecular weight of/-monomer unit, 

Mwr= the molecular weight of initiator fragments 
introduced in the polymer, 

Mws=the molecular weight of transfer agent 
fragments introduced in the polymer, 

dR~,/dt =the rate of introducing initiator fragments 
into the polymer ends, 

dS1/dt =the rate of introducing transfer agent frag- 
ments into the polymer ends, 

dMi/dt =the rate of introducing Mi-monomer frag- 
ments into the polymers, 

dP/dt = the rate of formation of polymers, namely, 

dR1/dt = ~] koiM~R" (20) 
i - - I  

dS/dt = k .M,S"  (21) 
i - - i  i - - I  

Rate of  formation of  polymer 
When a parameter e which indicates part of recom- 

bination during termination, is introduced, the rate 
of formation of polymer, dP/dt, can be written as: 

dP/dt =S ~] kf~sMt '+(Z-e)  ~ kujM~.Mj. (22) 
i = I  i - 1  

j = l  

Numerical solution of  the system of  differential equations 
Assuming (R-R)0 as an initial value, the concentration 

of the initiator (R-R) can be deduced from equation (9) 
as follows: 

(R-R) = (R-R)0exp(- kat ) (23) 

PROGRAM START 

I 
Reod input 
kd,koi , kpij, kfis, kti j (component re(lotion rote constant 
(R-R)o,Mm,So(feed concentration of monomers) 
t (reaction time) 
i , j  = l,2,...,n 

t 
[Initiation -~n 

M i -  Mio , IV~ - IO --,  S. = IO -20 t = O 
i , j  - 1,2,...,n 

t 
=] C_~lculation of R by equation (IO) [. 

1 
S..IoI(XJ=~ "5"/2 =[To solve equations (24) - (27) ] 

f 
.... t .o l 

I Colculation of the riqht sidesl_ [ 
]of equations (15)-(18F r ' -  

] Runge-Kutta method I 

I Write out I 
t, Mi~S,Mi, etc. 
i -I, 2,...,n 

ISUBPROGRAM '1 

t 
STOP 

Figure ! Main program flow chart. (Numerical solution of the 
system of differential equations) 

In the stationary state of the reaction, the differential 
terms of the radical concentration in equations (9)-(14) 
are extremely small compared to those in equations 
(15)-(18). When the numerical calculation is carried 
out with 10-4-102see of integration interval, the differ- 
ential terms in equations (9)-(14) can be neglected. This 
treatment corresponds to the so-called 'stationary as- 
sumption of radical concentration'. 

According to a previous report l, the numerical 
integration with 10-4-10-asec of the interval shows that 
the radical concentration reaches the stationary state 
in 1-2 sec after the start of the polymerization. Therefore, 
when the right hand side of equations (9)-(14) equals 
zero, the system of (n+l)  dimensional second-order 
equations (24)-(28) can be deduced concerning radical 
concentrations: M1, M z , . . . ,  Mn', S'. 

(2ktalMl +i~lktl~M~" + ~ kp l~Mi+k f l sS )Ml" -  

kp21MiM2" - k~31M1Mz".., k p n i M 1 M n ' -  

kslM1S" = kolM1R" (24) 

- kpl2MzMl" + (2kt22M2" + Y~ kt2tMi" + 
\ i ~ 2  

Y~ kp2tMi + ki2sS) M2" - 
% 

/ 

kp32M2M3" • . . - kvn2M2Mn" - ks2M2S" 

=kozM2R" (25) 

- k p n i M n M l ' -  kpn2MnM2" • • . - kpn(n-i)MnM(n-i)" + 

2ktnnMn" + ~ + ktn(n-1) M'(n-1) 
i ¢ n  

kpniM~ + klnsS ) Mn" - 
[ 

ksnMnS" = konMnR" (26) 

- kIzsSMl" - klzsSMz" • • • - kynsSMn" + 

( ~  kosiMi + 2ktssS')S" = kosSR" (27) 

Similarly, from equation (10), we can obtain: 

R = 2fka(R-R)oexp( - kat)/(Y~ ko~M~ + kosS) (28) 

These systems of equations are numerically solved by the 
following method. 

When MI", M2", . . . .  Mn', S" in parentheses in 
equations (24)-(27) are expressed by M_I, Ms . . . . .  Mn, _S 
and these values are assumed, equations (24)-(27) can 
be reduced to a system of first-order equations, which 
can be easily solved. 

By comparing the obtained solution with the initially 
assumed values, MI, M2 . . . . .  Mn, S could be repeated 
until: 

MI"---M1; M2---M2;.. .  ; Mn'--Mn; S'-~_S" 

When the solution of the first-order equation is equal 
to the modified values, then it is the solution of the 
system of (n+ 1) dimensional second-order equation. 

Equations (15)-(22) are numerically integrated by the 
Runge-Kutta method, employing the values of the 
radical concentration: MI', M2", . . . .  Mn', S., R., the 
values obtained by the repeated calculation described 
above. 

Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the above calculation. 
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Distribution of the degree of polymerization and of the polymers which have degree of polymerization z, degree 
composition of polymerization distribution F(z), as : 

Frensdorf et al.7 proved that the distribution of the 
degree of polymerization and of the composition of the 
formed polymers can be expressed by applying the 
Markov probability process theory, taking into account 
one molecular termination reaction only. By using the 
concentration of each radical component which is 
formed by the numerical solution of the differential 
equations described above, the authors have examined 
the solution method in which not only one molecular 
termination reaction but also the recombination reactions 
are incorporated, and have tried to apply this method 
to the calculation of the degree of polymerization dis- 
tribution and the composition distribution for the general 
polydimensional copolymers. 

Degree of polymerization distribution. The probability 
words necessary for calculation are defined as follows. 

The probability that an initiation reaction will occur 
with i monomers, 1~ is : 

F(z)= Cl3 ZtPz-Yi,j)(Tfj+ Td+ 
j i 

2 CC Z C ZaPzA-l(i,j)T,I,PzB-l(i, j)Trj 
Z=zA+zB i j i’ jr 

(38) 

Here, Z shows to sum over all combinations of 
%=ZA+Zg 

integers given as zA+ ZB=Z. 
The first term of the above equation shows the proba- 

bility that copolymers of degree of polymerization, 
z will be formed by termination by both transfer and 
disproportionation, and the second term shows the 
probability that copolymers of degree of polymerization, 
z will be formed by termination of combining ZA-units- 
mer with ZB-units-mer. 

The probability that Mj monomer will happen to be 
added to Mt. is: 

Pu = k,uMj/Lu (30) 
where 

The calculating procedure is given as [here, the degree 
of polymerization distribution of z (= l-300) is cal- 
culated] : (1) calculate each transitive probability by 
equations (29)-(35); (2) calculate according to the 
determinant P (z = l-300); (3) calculate I;(z) by 
equation (38) at suitable intervals of z. The flow chart 
of the calculating procedure mentioned above is given 
in Figure 2. 

a: = : k,ijMj + kfijS + 5 (kt&4j* + ktr@&*) (31) 
j=l j=l 

The probability that Mt. transferred to a solvent molecule 
is: 

Tft = kftsS/cr (32) 

The probability that Mr. terminates by disproportionation 
is: 

Tda = jiI kttiuMj*lor (33) 

The probability that Mt. terminates by combination 
is : 

Trt = Ii ktrrjM+ (34) 
j=l 

DeJinition and calculation of compositional distribution. 
We denote the following equation E(s, z) to calculate 
the probability of forming polymer chains which have 
k units of Mr-monomer, namely, a polymer, of com- 
position distribution: 

E(s, z)= $ $ I&)PZ,-l(i, j) (39) 

Here, I, is the vector which the element of ith column 
times s and P, is the matrix which the element of ith 
column times s. They are defined as: 

Is=( II, I‘& . . . , SZ$, . . . , In) 

There is a relationship between probabilities mentioned 
above, as follows: 

i It=l, g (Ptj+Tft+Tdi+T,f)=l (35) 
i=l i=l 

Transitive matrix and multiplication of matrices. We 
denote the matrix P which has a transitive matrix Pu at 
the ith row and jth column as follows: 

We denote the matrix obtained P to the zth power 
by Pz and element with i row, j column of Pz by Pz(i, j). 
For example : 

t 
_-I To calculate equation (38) 1 

I 

p’(2, ~)=~21~11+~22P21+~23~31+ . . . +P2nPnl (37) 

Equation (37) shows the probability of forming trimer 
radical fragments in which the first monomer unit of 
polymer is MB and the end monomer unit of polymer 
is Ml. 1 BACK TO MAIN PROGRAM 1 

Dejnition and calculation of degree of polymerization 
distribution. We define the probability of forming 

Figure 2 Flow chart of subprogram 1. (Calculation of degree of 
polymerization distribution) 
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P~ (i, j )  shows the cell in the ith row and j th  column 
of the matrix p z which is the zth power of the matrix 
Ps. E(s, z) is the zth power expression of S. The 
coefficient of S k indicates the probability of the forma- 
tion of the polymer chain in which k Mrmonomers  are 
present in the z-mer. 

Since the ith column of equations (40) and (41) is 
multiplied at every transfer of the active end to the 
monomer M~, k (= the  power of S)  indicates the number 
of Mrmonomers.  The calculation of the compositional 
distribution is carried out in the following way. Here, 
the compositional distribution of the 100-mer is cal- 
culated as the typical one of this copolymerization. 

Initiation 
1. Take up a specified monomer n. 
2. Prepare a matrix composed ofn  rows and z columns: 

SFA(n, z), in order to get the probability of the 
formation of the polymer chain having k monomers 
of that species in the z-mer. 

Calculation of CSK 
3. The vector product Is x P~ has as its cell (z + 1)th 

order polynomial expression of S. The cell of ith 
column which is the coefficient of S k is expressed 
bv CSK (L K + 11. 

Calculation of SCSK 
4. Calculate the following equation to get the proba- 

bility that the polymer chains having k units of 
n-monomer of that species in the z-mer are formed. 

SCSK(n, K) = ~ CSK(i, K) K = 1, 2 . . . .  , z 
i 

5. Calculate about other monomers according to the 
same procedure as 1-4 and normalized. 

6. Calculate the probability of the formation of the 
polymer having the special copolymer composition 
as the product of SCSK(_n,k) and the result 
obtained shows as a graph. 

The flow chart mentioned above is shown in Figure 3, 
where, n is an order, n is the appointed monomer, m 
is the counter index of multiplication, k is the number 
of the appointed monomer unite in z-mer, CSK is the 
cell of ith column which is the coefficient of S, CSK is 
the convenient matrix to calculate CSK, SCSK is the 
coefficient of S itself, z is the degree of polymerization 
and PPS is the probability of forming polymer having 
specific composition. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The copolymerization reaction of S/BMA/MA system 
was carried out in carbon tetrachloride and the results 
obtained were examined by using the analytical process 
described above. The copolymerization curves obtained 
from experimental data and from calculation data are 
shown in Figure 4. Both curves are in accordance with 
each other. 

e, the parameter which shows the recombination 
ratio to the total termination reaction, was determined 
so that the calculation results of number-average mole- 
cular weight could be identical with the experimental 
data. From Figure 5, e=0.8.  

I FROM SUBPROGRAM 1 J 

l_ =l I 
I 

Initiation= 1 CSK (i,1) I ( i )  i= l ,2, . . . . ,n 
CSK (n,2)-/ln) 
CSK (5,1) - 

I I 

• I , - - I  I 
No,, ~ .. / = _n )Yes 

Compute n . 
CS__KK (i, k) = .Z, CSK (j, k) P(j, i) 

, =,,2, J,"+, 

f 
Compute J 
CSK (i k)=CSK (i, k) 
/= ,2,...,n k=l,2r..~rn+ 

f 

I C°mpute n I SCSK(n,k)=Z CSK(/,k) 
k=l,2r.~ z i=1 
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I 

f 
I Normalization ofSCSK I 

• f 
Compute 
PPS (kl, k2,... ,Nn):SCSK(I , k I ) SCSK(2,k2.) ... 

-I 
Compute n I 
CS_KK (4 k,-I)~.ZICSK(A k) P(x;) l 

k=l '2v ' "  m +1 l 

SCSK (n, k n ) I 
t 

I BACK TO SUBPROORAM '1 

Figure 3 Flow chart of subprogram 2. (Calculation of composi- 
tional distribution) 

'o " t > 
x '% 

O ~  ' ; ' ~ ' 0 
I 3 5 

Polymerization time (h) 

Figure 4 Results of the simulations between the amount of 
monomer consumption and the amount of chlorine atoms intro- 
duced into polymers. © ,  Styrene; ~ ,  n-butyl methacrylate; 
[3, methacrylic acid; 0 ,  chlorine. ~ ,  Calculated values; 
. . . .  , experimental values 
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average molecular weight and the time of polymerization, t. 
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Figure 6 Results of the simulations of the distribution curves 
of degree of polymerization, Z obtained from kinetic analysis, 
Polymerization times: A, lh ;  B, 7h; C, 13h 

By combining the calculation program of degree of 
polymerization distribution and of composition distri- 
bution, with the numerical analysis program of the 
differential equations of the reaction system, and by 
analysing them, the variation of the degree of poly- 
merization distribution and of composition distribution 
against time could be obtained by calculation. 

The distribution of degree of polymerization is shown 
in Figure 6. When the polymerization time increases, 
the distribution moves to the lower degree of poly- 
merization range. This fact can be explained as follows. 

As the polymerization proceeds, the composition of 
the polymerization system changes, [S]/[M] (the ratio 
of solvent to monomer) increases, and lower molecular 
weight polymers are formed more easily by chain 
transfer reactions. The composition distribution of a 
copolymer whose degree of polymerization is 100, was 
calculated and it was taken up as the average composition 
distribution of the copolymers formed in this system. 
Figure 7 shows the composition distribution of the 
copolymers formed in 1 h and in 13 h. The composition 
of the copolymers is drawn on the triangle coordinates 
and the composition distribution is represented by the 
equal partition rate line. 

Since the partition rate E below 10 -~ could be neglect- 
ed, we can conclude that the copolymer composition 
of this system is distributed within 10% range of each 
component from the centre of average composition. 
The composition distribution has a tendency to disperse 
as the polymerization proceeds. 
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Influence of the polymerization temperature 
on the reactivity of 3-methyl-and 4-methyl- 
styrenes in cationic polymerization 

F. Visse and E. Marechal 

Institut National Sup~rieur de Chimie Industrielle de Rouen, 76130 Mont-Saint-Aignan, France 
(Received 2 January 1974) 

The variations with respect to temperature of the reactivities of 3-methyl- and 4-methyl- 
styrenes in cationic polymerization have been studied by determination of their reactivity 
ratios with styrene. 

Former studies on the influence of experimental condi- 
tions on the reactivity of  4-methylstyrene have been 
made by Tobolsky 1, 2 and Furukawa 3. It does not appear 
that similar studies have been done with 3-methyl- 
styrene. 

In this paper the index 1 is relative to the methylated 
derivative and the index 2 to styrene; the reactivity 
ratios have been obtained by the differential method 4. 

Preliminary trials run at 5°C with the initiator and 
monomer concentrations which will be specified subse- 
quently, have shown that the variation between r2 and 
the nature of solvent is very small, r l  is more dependent 
on this parameter and its value is maximum when 
methylene chloride is the solvent. The solvent used 
here was methylene chloride previously distilled, re- 
fluxed for 48 h in the presence of H2SO4 redistilled a 
second time and dried on 4 A molecular sieve. The 
initiator was TIC14 (0.001 mol/1) and the total concen- 
tration of monomers was 0.05 mol/1. The variations of  
rl and r2 with respect to the polymerization temperature 
0 are given in Table 1 for 3-methylstyrene and in Table 2 
for 4-methylstyrene. 

It has been impossible to determine rl and r2 for 
temperatures above - 5 ° C  because a preliminary co- 
polymerization study, run with the same molar fraction 
of each monomer, has shown that above - 5 ° C  the 
copolymer yield was negligible. 

The variation, with respect to the absolute tempera- 
ture, of the rate constant k~j of the reaction between 
carbocation i and monomer j are given by the classical 
equation: 

kq = A~jexp(- E~j/RT) 

or, the r~ and rz definition being taken into account: 

Iog rl = log[ A l z/ A l2 [ - ( E11 -  E12) / R T (1) 

and 

with 

and 

log r2 = log I A22/A211 - (E22- E21)/RT (2) 

l og[A 11/A 121 = ($11 - S19.) /R 

logl.422/A2z I = ($22-  Szl) /R 

The S u - S i j  and E ~ j - E ,  values obtained from 
log r2 with respect to 1/T are given in Table 3. 

The variations of rlr2 with respect to the polymeriza- 
tion temperature (0°C) for 4-methylstyrene are given in 
Figure 1. A decrease of rlr2 with increasing temperature 
is observed, which is in agreement with what is generally 
observed in radical copolymerization and with theory; 
since when 0 increases the copolymer becomes more 
and more statistic. However, until now, the opposite 
result has always been observed in all the cases studied 
in cationic copolymerization. The curve in Figure 1 
represents the variation of rlrz with respect to 0, obtained 
from relations (1) and (2) and from the values shown 

Table 1 Variations of rz and r2 with polymerization temperature 
for 3-methylstyrene 

8(°C) rz r2 1/r3 rzr2 

- 7 8  0.85+0.10 1 "3_+ 0-10 0-76 1 "11 
- 5 5  1 "20_+0.30 1.55_+ 0.40 0.64 1 "86 
- 1 5  1.30_+0.10 2,30_+0.10 0.43 2.99 

Table 2 Variations of rz and r3 with polymerization temperature 
for 4-methylstyrene 

8 (°C) r l  r2 1/r2 rlr2 

--75 2"0_+0"3 0.90_+0.06 1.42 1 '80 
--30 2'5_+0.3 0-65_+0.10 1.53 1.63 

0 2.9_+0.3 0.48_+0.06 2.02 1.37 
25 3"15+0"20 0"36_+0.10 2"73 1 '14 

Table 3 Sii-Sij and Eij-Eii values obtained from log r~ 

S u -  Sl~ 323- 331 
Monomer Monomer E13-Ezz E~l-E33 (calmo1-1 (calmo1-1 

1 2 (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) °C -z) °C -1) 

4-Methyl styrene -0.48 0.99 3.83 -5.15 
styrene 

3-Methyl- styrene -0.67 -1.01 3-10 5.15 
styrene 
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Figure I Variations of rzr2 with polymerization temperature. 
Open circles are relative to experimental values 

in Table 3, whose equation is: 

rlr2=exp[-0.66+0+273J255 1 

As it is impossible to work above 30°C with methylene 
chloride as a solvent, and difficult to compare the results 
obtained in various solvents, we have obtained the 
limit temperature 01~m for which rlr2 = 1 only by extra- 
polation of the curve. We found Onm= 113°C and for 
this temperature: rz = 3.65, and r2 =0.27. 

The value of rlrz has been determined at 5°C in 
various solvents for 4-methylstyrene: CC14, 1.54; 
CHzC12, 1.95; CrHsNO2, 1.41. From the examination 
of these values it would appear that the polymer pre- 
pared in methylene chloride is the less statistic. 

The index 1 relative to methylstyrenes (in a general 

way) will now be changed to the index 3 for 3-methyl- 
and the index 4 for 4-methyl-styrene. As before, the 
index 2 is relative to styrene. The value given by Table 3 
and the value E225 being taken into account, we obtain 
E~8- 7.50 and E24- 9.50 kcal/mol. 

From these values it appears that when 3-methyl- and 
4-methyl-styrenes react with the same cation, the rate 
of the reaction depends more on the temperature for 
4-methyl- than for 3-methyl-styrene. This fact is in 
agreement with experimental results. It is worth noting 
that the average value of activation enthalpy relative 
to a reaction of styryl cation with m- and p-methyl- 
styrenes is exactly the one obtained for the same reaction 
with styrene. 

The relations r l=exp(1 .91-240/T)  and r2=exp 
( -2 .57+495/T)  for 4-methylstyrene, and rt =exp(1.55- 
335/T) and rz=exp(2.57-505/T)  for 3-methylstyrene 
show that, in the range of temperature used the selection 
between the two monomers by the same cation is highly 
dependent on entropy, particularly in the case of 
4-methylstyrene. From this fact, it appears that the 
propagation reaction is probably highly dependent upon 
the solvation and desolvation phenomena, themselves 
being greatly influenced by the superdelocalizability 
of the active centre and the nature of the solvent. 
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Heat capacity of polychlorotrifluoroethylene 

W. K. Lee, P. C. Lau* and C. L. Choy 
Department of Physics, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, Hong Kong 
(Received 18 December 1973) 

The heat capacities of a slow-cooled (crystallinity=0.65) and a quenched (crystallinity= 
0.46) sample of polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) have been measured between 80 
and 340K and are found to be independent of crystallinity. The results can be understood 
as the sum of two terms: the optical contribution as calculated from the vibrational-band 
assignment given in the literature, and the acoustical contribution obtained from the 
Tarasov continuum model. By comparing the one-dimensional Debye temperature of 
PCTFE with that of polyethylene, it is concluded that the C-C bond has approximately the 
same force constants for all polymers with a carbon backbone. 

INTRODUCTION 

There have been quite a number of measurements on 
the heat capacity of  linear polymers but comparatively 
few detailed analyses of the results 1, mainly because 
most polymers have side groups which may give rise 
to vibrations active in the Raman or infra-red. Because 
of the difficulty involved in the vibrational analysis of 
polymers almost all of  the lattice dynamical calculations 
had been made using simplified models and applied 
only to the case of polyethylene, the organic polymer 
with the simplest structure 2-4. Even when used to 
calculate the heat capacity of  polyethylene 5 these 
simplified lattice dynamical models did not give very 
satisfactory results. Instead, it was found that the 
continuum model proposed by Tarasov 6 was in better 
agreement with experiments 5. Although it was expected 
that the continuum model would not give an accurate 
representation of the vibrational spectrum, it should be 
generally valid for solids with chain structure. Hence it 
can be confidently used to describe the skeletal vibration 
of any polymer. Recently the Tarasov model was applied 
successfully to some linear polymers other than poly- 
ethylene and important information has been obtained t. 

At sufficiently low temperatures when low frequency 
vibrations become dominant, many chains interact 
with one another through the weak interchain inter- 
action, so the vibrations become essentially three- 
dimensional. At higher temperatures more vibrations at 
higher frequencies are excited; these vibrations are 
essentially along the chain skeleton and therefore 
one-dimensional in nature. Tarasov 6 assumes that the 
low frequency three-dimensional vibrations can be 
calculated according to the Debye model up to a cut-off 
frequency oJa. Higher frequency vibrations are treated 
as a one-dimensional continuum from oJ3 to (ol, the 
final cut-off frequency. I f  the number of repeating units 
is N, the frequency spectrum for each acoustical branch 

* Present  address:  Depa r t men t  o f  Physics,  Universi ty  o f  Akron ,  
Akron ,  Ohio,  USA.  

is: 
, , 3 N w  2 

gt t° )= WlW~ O<w~<~3 ( l )  

N 
_~ _ C03 < CO ~ CO 1 

0)1 

Here it is assumed that a fraction a)3/tOl of the total 
number of vibrations is three-dimensional and the 
remainder one-dimensional. The heat capacity of one 
mole of repeating units for each acoustical branch is 
given by: 

C 03 
R : DI(Ox/T) - oi[DI(Oa/T)- D3(O3/T)] (2)  

where 01 =hoJz /k ,  03=hcoz /k ,  D1 and Da are, respectively, 
the one- and three-dimensional Debye functions. 

The crystallinity of a polymer depends 1,7 on its 
stereochemical structure and its thermal history. Poly- 
chlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) is a typical polymer 
the crystallinity of which can be changed appreciably 
by quenching. In order to investigate the crystallinity 
effect we have measured the heat capacities of a quenched 
and a slow-cooled sample of PCTFE between 80 and 
340K. Using the available assignment of optical modes 
the data have also been analysed in great detail so as to 
determine the general validity of the Tarasov model for 
organic polymers. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Calor ime t r i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s  

Heat capacity of the sample was measured with an 
adiabatic calorimeter similar in design to that described 
in the literature s. The sample container was a thin- 
walled copper vessel of  2in. (1 in. =25.4mm) diameter 
and 3 in. length. Along the central axis of the vessel 
was a re-entrant well in which a Leeds and Northrup 
type 8164 platinum resistance thermometer and a 300 f~ 
constantan heater were accommodated. Eight copper 
fins were soldered to the re-entrant well inside the 
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vessel to promote distribution of heat throughout the 
sample. The outside surface of the vessel was rhodium- 
plated to reduce heat exchange by radiation. Helium 
gas was admitted into the vessel after it has been filled 
with a sample in order to promote heat exchange. 

The vessel was suspended by three nylon strings within 
a copper adiabatic shield, which in turn was suspended 
within a copper radiation shield. The outer surfaces of 
both shields were covered with 700 ~ heaters and the 
inner surfaces were rhodium-plated to reduce radiation. 
The whole assembly was hung by a thin-walled stainless 
steel tubing within a brass chamber which could be 
evacuated to 10 -8 mmHg. 

One junction of a copper-constantan differential 
thermocouple was connected to the sample container 
with the other junction on the adiabatic shield. The 
thermocouple voltage was amplified with a Keithley 
Model 150-B microvoltmeter and recorded on a Leeds 
and Northrup Speedomax-H strip chart recorder. Any 
deviation from the control set point of the recorder 
drives a Series 80 CAT current control unit. The 0 to 
5 mA output of the CAT unit was amplified and fed 
into the shield heater. With this arrangement the tem- 
perature difference between the sample container and 
the adiabatic shield could normally be controlled to 
within 0.001K except at the beginning and end of the 
heating period when the temperature difference momen- 
tarily increased to 0.01K. 

The radiation shield was maintained at a temperature 
a few Kelvins below that of the adiabatic shield. The 
voltage from a copper-constantan differential thermo- 
couple between these two shields was sensed by a 
Keithley model 149 microvoltmeter, the reading of 
which was adjusted to zero with the zero suppress dial. 
Any deviation from zero was then amplified and fed to 
the radiation shield heater. The temperature difference 
was controlled to 0.1K. 

The temperature of the sample container was deter- 
mined with a platinum-resistance thermometer which 
had been calibrated against another platinum-resistance 
thermometer certified by NBS. The resistance was 
measured with a Leeds and Northrup G-2 Mueller 
Bridge and a Keithley Model 147 nanovoltmeter. The 
accuracy was better than 0.001K. 

Heat capacity measurements were taken by the 
discontinuous heating method. Current was supplied 
by a Hewlett-Packard 6181-B constant current source 
to the sample heater. The power supplied was determined 
by the voltage drop across the heater and across a 
standard resistor in series with the heater. These voltage 
drops were measured with a Fluke 8300-A digital volt- 
meter. The time duration of the heat application was 
measured by an electronic timer coupled to the heat 
switch. The heat supplied could thus be determined with 
an accuracy of 0.1 ~.  

In a typical run the brass chamber was evacuated to 
10-rmmHg and then immersed in liquid nitrogen. 
Helium gas was admitted to increase the cooling rate. 
After the whole assembly had reached liquid nitrogen 
temperature the brass assembly was again evacuated 
to 10-rmmHg when measurements could be started. 
Heat was applied for a period of about 1000see and 
the subsequent temperature rise, which varied from 
3 to 10K, was measured. The accuracy of this set-up 
was tested by making measurements on a standard 
sample of benzoic acid. The data were found to agree 

with those in the literature 9 to within 0.3 7oo which is 
taken as our overall accuracy. 

Sample 

The two samples were made with Kel-F PCTFE 
kindly supplied by 3M Co in the form of pellets about 
3 mm in diameter. The quenched sample was prepared 
by pressing the Kel-F pellets at 250°C into sheets of 
1 mm thickness and then quenching them in ice water. 
The slow-cooled sample was prepared by pressing the 
pellets into 1 mm sheets at 250°C and then cooling them 
slowly at a rate of 5°C/min to room temperature. The 
quenched sample was rather transparent and the slow- 
cooled sample had a cloudy appearance. Both samples 
were cut into small strips 1 mm thick and about 100g 
was used in each experiment. Densities of both samples 
were measured by hydrostatic weighing in water at 
20°C and their crystallinities were determined from 
these densities using the following values1°: pa=2.077 
g/cm 3; pe = 2.187 g/cm a where pa and pe are the densities 
for amorphous and crystalline PCTFE. The crystallinities 
X of the quenched and slow-cooled samples were found 
to be 0.46 and 0.65, respectively. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effect of  crystallinity 
Between 80 and 325K (glass temperature) the slow- 

cooled and quenched samples are found to have the 
same heat capacity within experimental error (0.3~). 
Because PCTFE is a partly crystalline polymer, no 
sharp increase in heat capacity at the glass temperature 
is observed. Above 325K the quenched sample shows 
a heat capacity slightly higher than that of the slow- 
cooled sample, the difference reaching 0.8 ~ at 340K. 
The heat capacity curve for the slow-cooled sample 
(X=0.65) is shown in Figure 1 and the smoothed values 
at 10K intervals are given in Table 1. 

The fact that slow-cooled and quenched samples 
show the same heat capacity below glass temperature 
is in agreement with results obtained for other poly- 
mers 1, 11, 12. For instance, Furukawa et al. 11 obtained 
the same heat capacity for slow-cooled and quenched 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) between 120 and 270K. 
Karasz et al. ~2 also obtained the same heat capacity 
for a slow-cooled (X=0.37) and a quenched (X=0) 
sample of isotactic polystyrene between 300K and the 
glass temperature at 360K. The same effect was also 
thoroughly demonstrated 1 for many samples of poly- 
ethylene (PE) having different numbers of branches. 
So it seems the difference in crystallinity produced by 
quenching or branching has very little effect on the 
heat capacity of polymers between 80K and the glass 
temperature. 

The only other heat capacity measurements on 
PCTFE was made by Hoffman la between 280 and 510K. 
It was found that between 280 and 330K the heat 
capacity of a quenched sample exceeded that of a slow- 
cooled one by 6 ~o. This, in fact, provided the impetus 
for our present investigation at lower temperatures. 
The few data points in the temperature region of overlap 
with our data are plotted in Figure 1. At 280K Hoffman's 
data for quenched and slow-cooled sample are 12~ 
and 6 ~o higher than ours, but because of the steeper 
slope of our curve, all the data points are within + 1.5 
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Figure I Heat capacity of PCTFE vs. temperature. I, Calculated 
acoustical contribution according to the Tarasov model using 
et=235K; II, calculated optical contribution of 14 modes; III, 
calculated total heat capacity; O, measured heat capacity on 
slow-cooled sample; I I ,  Hoffman's data on slow-cooled sample; 
E], Hoffman's data on quenched sample 

when the temperature reaches 340K. No reason can be 
found to account for this discrepancy. It is noted that 
the estimated accuracy of 0.8 % in ref 13 is not as good 
as ours (0.3 %), and by comparison with the heat capacity 
of PTFE 11, it seems that the steeper slope obtained by 
us is more reasonable. 

Comparison with the Tarasov model 

In order to interpret our results in the light of the Tara- 
soy model the optical contribution has to be subtracted 
from the measured heat capacity first. Although detailed 
vibrational analysis of PCTFE has not been performed 
it is fortunate that for PTFE the dispersion curves have 
been calculated t4 and found to be in excellent agree- 
ment with its infra-red (i.r.) and Raman spectra is, 1~. 
With the help of this calculation and the i.r. t 7 and Raman 1 s 
spectra of PCTFE, we assign the frequency bands of 
the optical modes as shown in Table 2. The C-C stretch- 
ing modes are also included in the 14 optical modes of 
the chemical repeat unit CF~CFC1. Thus there are only 
four acoustical modes per repeat unit, corresponding 
to the bending and torsional motions of the C-C bonds. 
The contribution of each optical mode is represented 
by an Einstein function corresponding to the average 
frequency shown in Table 2 Even for this polymer of 
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comparatively simple structure and without bulky side 
groups the optical modes already contribute 20% to 
the total heat capacity at 80K. At 260K the optical 
contribution reaches 600/0 . 

After subtraction of the optical contributions the 
remaining heat capacity can be fitted with a one-dimen- 
sional Debye function Dz(O1/T) using four acoustical 
modes per repeat unit, resulting in a 01 value of 235K. 
As shown in Figure I and Table 1, the agreement between 
experiment and theory is quite good, being within 1% 
below 200K and 4 % between 200 and 260K, indicating 
that the frequency assignment of the optical modes is 
essentially correct. Above 260K the discrepancy becomes 
larger and at 340K the calculated values are lower by 
12%. This is because the measured values are in fact 
the heat capacity at constant pressure C~ while the 
calculated ones are the heat capacity at constant volume 
Cv. The thermodynamic relation between C~ and Cv 
is: 

C ," _ f12 VT 
~ - ' ~ " -  K (3) 

where fl=expansion coefficient, K=isothermal com- 
pressibility, V= molar volume and T = temperature. 
Insufficient data are available for us to evaluate this 
correction term throughout our temperature range. 
However, for PE at 300K, Wunderlich s, z9 estimated 
this to be 9 % which is large enough to account for 
our present discrepancy. 

The Ot value for PE 1 being 540K, we obtain the ratio: 

01(PCTFE) 0 aa 
01(PEU = - ' - -  

Table 1 Heat capacity of slow-cooled PCTFE. See text for detail 
of calculation 

Observed heat Calculated heat 
Temperature capacity capacity Deviation* 

(K) (J/mol K) (d/mol K) (%) 

80 32"6 32"8 4-0"61 
90 36"7 36"6 --0"27 

100 40"6 40"5 --0"24 
110 44"6 44"2 --0"89 
120 48.2 48"0 --0"40 
130 51 "7 51 "6 --0"19 
140 55"1 55"1 0"00 
150 58-2 58"3 +0-17 
160 61 "2 61 "4 +0"33 
170 64.4 64"4 0"00 
180 67"3 67"1 --0"30 
190 70"2 69"8 --0"57 
200 73'0 72'3 --0'95 
210 75"8 74"7 --1 "4 
220 78"4 77"1 --1 "7 
230 81 "0 79"3 --2"1 
240 83.7 81 "4 --2"7 
250 86.3 83.5 --3"3 
260 89" 1 85" 6 -- 3" 9 
270 91 "8 87-5 --4-7 
280 94.6 89"3 --5"6 
290 97.4 91 "2 --6"4 
300 100"6 92"9 --7-7 
310 102"7 94-7 --7"8 
320 106"4 96-3 --9"5 
330 109"4 97"9 --10.5 
340 113"4 99.4 --12"3 

* Deviation= 

calculated heat capacity- observed heat capacity x 100% 
observed heat capacity 
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Table 2 Optical vibrations in PCTFE 

CF2 group 

Frequency Average 
Vibrational range frequency 

mode (cm -z) (c m-z) 

CFCI group 

Einstein Frequency Average Einstein 
temperature range frequency temperature 

(K) (cm -1) (cm -a) (K) 

Twisting 235-357 296 
Bending 297-411 354 
Rocking 305--490 898 
Wagging 506-580 543 
Symmetric stretching 729-1152 941 
Asymmetric stretching 1139-1290 1210 
C-C stretching 1065-1277 1171 

426 185-281 233 335 
509 335 335 482 
572 272-438 355 511 
781 422-483 453 651 

1354 608-950 784 1128 
1741 942-1075 1008 1451 
1685 1065-1277 1171 1685 

The average mass per chain atom for PCTFE and PE 
is 58 and 14, respectively, so that 

M(PE) 
M(PCTFE)]  =0.49 

Thus the difference in 0z value can be accounted for 
by the mass difference in the chain atoms, showing that 
the force constants for the C-C bond are nearly the 
same for all polymers with a carbon backbone. 

At sufficiently low temperatures equation (2) becomes: 

C 4rr 4 T 8 
R -  5 "010~ (4) 

which is the Debye T a low. Using the heat capacity 
data 20 of  PCTFE below 4K, 0a is calculated to be 
38K. Thus 0a~0t  and in our temperature range the 
second term is negligible compared to the first term in 
equation (2). The 03 value for PCTFE is smaller than 
the corresponding values for PTFE 1 at 46K and for 
PE t at 147K, indicating correspondingly smaller force 
constants between chains. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Crystallinity has little effect on the heat capacity of 
PCTFE between 80 and 325K (glass temperature). 
It  would be interesting to extend the measurements to 
lower temperatures because heat capacity will be more 
sensitive to structural changes by quenching. Near 1K 
it should be possible to determine the frequency and 
number of the non-acoustical modes associated with 
the amorphous portion of the polymer 7, zl. We calculate 
the optical contribution to heat capacity by making 
vibrational-band assignments on the basis of available 
i.r. and Raman spectra. After subtraction of  this con- 
tribution from the measured heat capacity, the remainder 
is found to agree well with the Tarasov model. By 
comparing the 01 value for PE and PCTFE it is concluded 
that the force constants of the C-C bonds for these two 
polymers are the same, in agreement with analysis t on 
other polymers with a carbon backbone. 
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A technique for the detailed investigation of 
polymer crystallization at high pressures 

B. C. Edwards and P. d. Phillips 
Department of Materials, Queen Mary College, London E1 4NS, UK 
(Received 7 December 1973; revised 21 January 1974) 

A technique based on an intensified argon high pressure system has been developed for 
the experimental determination of lamellar growth rates and the concurrent observation 
of developments in crystalline morphology. The technique is applicable, at the present 
time, to polymers such as polydienes which contain double bonds in the backbone. In 
situ electron staining of the crystallizing film, by osmium tetroxide vapour, has been made 
possible by the incorporation of an additional chamber to contain the stainant which is 
separated from the main chamber by means of a solenoid valve. Three apparently different 
modes of crystallization have been observed in cis-polyisoprene in different regions of 
the pressure-temperature plane. The effect of increasing pressure on the kinetics of 
spherulitic lamellar growth is to increase the maximum rate of crystallization and to shift 
the crystallization curve to higher temperatures. 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decade, a considerable literature has been 
established on the effect of high pressures (up to 7 kbar) 
on the crystallization of polymers. This has been mainly 
due to the pioneering work of Wunderlich 1 and co- 
workers on polyethylene, a polymer which has since 
been studied by several other investigators z-5. In addi- 
tion, the high pressure crystallization of polychloro- 
trifluoroethylene (PCTFE) 6 and nylon-67 has been 
studied. The investigations have concentrated mainly on 
the structure of the fracture surface of the bulk material, 
using a replication technique for transmission electron 
microscopy. Differential thermal analysis 5, s, 9 has been 
performed, as well as some direct observations of the 
crystallization process using optical microscopy 10. The 
growth11, 1~ and annealing la of solution grown single 
crystals at high pressures have also been studied. 

The most obvious and generally accepted conclusion 
is that the lamellae produced at high pressures in bulk 
samples are much thicker than those produced at 
atmospheric pressure, the lamellar thickness often 
approaching the value of the molecular lengthL It has 
been demonstrateda that full molecular extension is not 
normally attained for high molecular weight material 
and suggested 14 that chain-folded and chain-extended 
crystallization are distinct processes. It is important 
to emphasize that chain-extended crystals of poly- 
ethylene 15 can be grown at atmospheric pressure, the 
effect of increasing pressure being to increase the thick- 
ness of the lameUae. In addition, chain-extended crystals 
of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 1~ and selenium 17 
have been grown at atmospheric pressure by slow 
crystallization from the melt. The solution crystallization 
studies at high pressure have shown that folded chain 
single crystals, similar to those obtained at atmospheric 
pressure, are formed with no evidence of extended chain 
formation. 

In view of these developments, it has become all the 
more necessary for direct investigations to be made 
into the crystallization processes of polymers at high 
pressures as they occur, especially in relation to the 
kinetics of crystallization. This is only possible for 
polymers which have measurable rates of crystallization. 
Additionally, polymers other than polyethylene need to 
be investigated in order to ascertain how generally 
applicable are the reported phenomena. 

cis-Polyisoprene (natural rubber) was chosen for this 
study because of its relatively low rate of crystallization 
and its well documented thin film crystallization kinetics 
and morphology at atmospheric pressure zs, zg. A note 
has already been published z0 on the high pressure 
crystallization of cis-polyisoprene using an extension of 
the thin film technique of Andrews ~1. In this paper we 
wish to report the details of a more definitive technique 
for the direct investigation of the crystallization kinetics 
and the development of crystalline morphology. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

High pressure system 
A line diagram of the high pressure generating system 

is shown in Figure 1. High pressure was generated by 
a two stage intensification of the cylinder pressure of 
high purity argon gas and was a variant of that described 
by Crawford 22. The cylinder gas pressure was first 
compressed using a gas pump (Haskel Gas Booster; 
Olin Energy Systems Ltd, Sunderland, Co Durham) 
which operated via a standard compressed air line of 
5-5-7.0bar. This first stage is capable of generating 
pressures up to 1.4kbar (lkbar=100MN/m2). Higher 
pressures were obtained by the introduction of a high 
pressure intensifier (Harwood Engineering Co, Walpole, 
Mass, USA) which was operated by means of a com- 
pressed air-driven oil pump (Olin Energy Systems Ltd), 
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Pressure sytem 
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Figure I Line diagram of pressure generating system 

gasket and three mitred brass anti-extrusion rings. The 
plug was positioned using the preloading screw and 
could be withdrawn using the screw thread on the 
plug. The electron microscope grids were loaded onto 
the outside of the sample holder, which was attached 
to the plug. The holder comprised a solenoid valve and 
an inner chamber containing osmium tetroxide crystals 
and their vapour. The high pressure electrical con- 
nection of the solenoid was made by silver soldering 
mineral insulated wire along the axis of the plug, and 
sealing the exit of the wire into the staining assembly 
with epoxy resin. 

The temperature of crystallization was controlled by 
placing the bomb in a thermostatically controlled bath 
and pressure was applied in less than 3min to the 
samples using the above system. The staining was 
performed by electrically activating the solenoid valve 
after the required crystallization time, thus releasing 
the stainant to the grids in the outer chamber, a 5 min 
staining period being normally employed. Using this 
technique the crystalline morphology can be 'fixed' at 
any stage of the crystallization process, and the films 
can be studied using transmission electron micro- 
scopyZg, 2o 

~ding 

PTFE rings 
' gaske 

old 

Preparation of thin films 
The thin films were prepared in the same manner as 

described for atmospheric crystallization 21. Natural 
rubber (cis-polyisoprene) was dissolved in benzene to 
form a 2~o solution by weight and allowed to homo- 
genize. Thin films, 80-100 nm thick, were cast from the 
solution onto a grease-free distilled water surface, the 
thickness being judged by the interference colours. 
The samples were placed under vacuum for 30m in 
prior to loading in order to dry and remove any excess 
solvent. 

E.m. g RESULTS 

Gas i 

i cm 

Figure 2 High pressure crystallization bomb 

which compressed the initial 1.4 kbar enabling pressures 
of up to 10kbar to be achieved. The pressures were 
measured using Bourdon pressure gauges (Budenberg 
and Co., Altrincham, Cheshire) to an accuracy of 
+ 0.01 kbar. The tubing used was 0.25 in (1 in = 25.4 mm) 
o.d., 0.080in wall thickness (maximum sustainable 
pressure 7kbar) (Tube Sales, Southampton); relevant 
connections and couplings were supplied by Olin Energy 
Systems Ltd (for Nova Swiss) and Harwood Engineering. 

Crystallization bomb 
The specially constructed bomb allows the crystalliza- 

tion of the thin film electron microscope specimens to 
be terminated at any time by 'fixing' the polymer using 
electron staining at elevated pressure. 

The bomb (Figure 2) was constructed of EN 58B 
stainless steel and was sealed using a Bridgeman unsup- 
ported area type seal. The seal consisted of a mushroom- 
shaped plug made from EN 57 stainless steel, a PTFE 

Morphology 
In contrast to crystallization at atmospheric pressure, 

where only spherulites are normally observed, three 
distinct types of morphological species have been 
observed within the pressure-temperature range so far 
investigated. 

Single crystals. At low pressures (e.g. below 1.5kbar 
at 0°C and below 2 kbar at 21°C) large tapered crystals 
were observed concurrently with normal spherulitic 
growth (Figure 3). These tapered crystals grown at 
0°C for pressures corresponding to low supercoolings, 
developed a corrugated structure along the long axis if 
crystallized for times in excess of 4 h. The development 
of the corrugations would seem to be an annealing 
effect since they appear in a definitive form after maxi- 
mum crystal size has been achieved. The size and per- 
fection of these crystals are related inversely to both 
supercooling and pressure. They become smaller and 
less specific in shape as supercooling is increased by the 
application of pressure at 0°C. These misshapen crystals 
take on the form of dendritic sheafs if grown at the same 
pressure but at a higher temperature. 

At low supercoolings the crystals appear with a 
growth rate 25-30 times larger than that for concurrent 
spherulitic growth. There would appear to be competition 
for growth between these crystals and the concurrent 
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Figure 3 Tapered crystals observed after 21 h at 0'5kbar and
O°C, showing the development of the corrugated structure along
the crystal

Figure 4 Spherulitic lamellar crystals present after crystallizing
for 21 hat 0'5kbar and 00 C, displaying 'twisting' of the lamellae,
growth in the 'side-on' position and the spawning of new lamellar
crystals

spherulitic growth since on increasing pressure at a
given temperature the spherulitic growth rate is increased
(see below) and the growth of the crystals is decreased.
Indeed their growth is totally suppressed by the time
the pressure is reached which corresponds to the maxi
mum spherulitic growth rate at a given temperature.
These crystals have not been observed in the sector
of the pressure-temperature diagram which corresponds
to diffusion control of spherulitic growth.

The nature of these crystals is not known at the
present time and is the subject of further investigations.

Spherulitic growth. The mode of spherulitic growth
is essentially the same as that observed at atmospheric
pressure. In Figures 4 and 5 the twisting of the lamellar
crystals can be seen, in addition to the spawning18, 23

of new lamellar crystals. With increasing pressure, at a
given temperature, the lamellar crystals grow increasingly
in the 'side-on' position23 in the plane of the film (Figure
5) and appear more like hedrites 24 than the usual
ribbon-like lamellae (Figure 4). The growth is in general
as a sheaf rather than as a spherulite, the nucleation of
lamellae in the equatorial region being somewhat
suppressed. On allowing the film to crystallize to com
pletion it takes on the usual appearance of an impinged
spherulitic film (Figure 6). The equatorial regions of
spherulites have been filled in by both lamellae which
have curved in to continue propagation and by the
slower growing equatorial lamellae themselves. The
regions of different tone in the central regions of the
spherulites correspond to the initial highly aligned
sheaf-like growth.

Lamellar growth in the region of the pressure tem
perature plane corresponding to diffusion control of
the secondary nucleation process has a mottled ap
pearance (see Figure 7). The lamellae, whether edge-on
or side-on, have an apparently discontinuous structure,
the growth seeming to have been diverted around
obstacles.

Oblate spheroids. Crystallization at 3 kbar and 21°C
produced a morphology which has not yet been detected
at O°C under the pressure conditions so far investigated
(up to 5·5 kbar). This structure is shown in Figure 8 and
can be interpreted as oblate spheroidal crystals (53'Onm

Figure 5 Spherulitic morphology obtained by crystallizing at
1kbar and 00 C, for 2h. Note the growth of the lamellae in the
'side-on' position

Figure 6 Completely spherulitic thin film obtained by crystallizing
for 5'5h at 1'5kbar and 00 C
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Kinetics of lamellar growth 
In the determination of lamellar growth rates at 

atmospheric pressure zs, 19 it has been usual to measure 
the length of a row-nucleated lamella, produced in a 
strained film, as a function of time of crystallization. 
The reason for this has been that the complication due 

Figure 7 Spherulitic morphology produced by crystallizing for 
19h at 2kbar and 0°C. Note mottled appearance of spherulitic 
growth in 'side-on' orientation 

Figure 8 Oblate spheroidal crystals obtained by crystallizing 
for I h at 3kbar and 21°C 

in diameter, l l .5nm in thickness) present with a very 
high nucleation density (~10~2m-3). There is no 
preferred crystal orientation. This structure is similar 
to that observed at the same temperature and 4kbar 
which was reported earlier ~0 but with a higher nucleation 
density and smaller crystal dimensions. It appears to 
be a totally new phase, the conditions under which it 
appears not being completely specified at the present 
time. On crystallizing for 20h over the same pressure 
range at a temperature just 3°C higher (24°C) spherulitic 
growth is observed concurrently. There is some evidence 
for the transformation of the rapidly formed spheroids 
into slowly formed spherulitic lamellar crystals at 
long times. 
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Figure 9 Graph of lamellar length versus crystallization time at 
0°C. r-I, 1 bar; O, 0.75kbar; O, 1.00kbar; x, 1-50kbar 
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Larnellar thickness as a function of pressure at 0°C Figure 11 
(×) and 24°C (O) 

to the rate of  spherulitic nucleation is eliminated and 
it can be assumed that the backbone filaments which 
serve as nuclei are present at zero time. We have at- 
tempted to use this procedure for crystallization under 
pressure but found it difficult to pressurize strained 
films without causing their collapse. The growth rates 
have therefore been obtained by determining the maxi- 
mum length attained by a lamellar crystal in each 
specimen, the measurement being made from the centre 
of  the spherulite to the growth front of  the lamella 
concerned. 

The maximum lamellar length (L) was plotted as a 
function of  time of crystallization at a given pressure 
and temperature, as shown in Figure 9. A linear de- 
pendence of L on time was found in all cases, indicating 
a constant growth rate from the initial secondary 
nucleation event. 

The logarithm of growth rate (G) as a function of 
pressure at 0°C is plotted in Figure 10. A bell-shaped 
curve is obtained with a maximum lamellar growth 
rate of  2.85/zm/h at 1.5kbar. This maximum growth 
rate is six times greater than the maximum growth 
rate obtained at atmospheric pressure (i.e. at -26°C) .  
The behaviour may be explained by the pressure in- 
fluencing the melting point to a greater degree than the 
glass transition temperature (i.e. dTm/dP >dTg /dP)  or 
to an effect on the pre-exponential factor Go, or to 
both. A detailed analysis of  the data cannot be made 
until measurements of  the melting points and glass 
transition temperatures under pressure have been 
made. 

Lamellar thickness 

The variation of lamellar thickness as a function of  
pressure is given in Figure 11, and is similar to that 

found at atmospheric pressure as a function of super- 
cooling. Hence it may be deduced that the effect of  
pressure at a constant temperature is simply to influence 
the degree of supercooling for this polymer. The data 
would suggest that an increase in Tm of 16°C/kbar 
would be appropriate. This compares with 18°C/kbar 
for polyethylene, 65°C/kbar for PCTFE 6 and 140°C/kbar 
for PTFE 6. Under the limited conditions so far in- 
vestigated the lamellar thickness appears to be constant 
for a constant degree of supercooling, but this cannot 
be stated categorically until melting points at pressure 
have been determined. 
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Polarization effect in 
temperatures 

an epoxy resin at elevated 

V. Adamec* 
Cables and Insulating Materials Research Institute, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia 
(Received 1 November 1973; revised 17 January 1974) 

The elucidation of a polarization process at elevated temperatures in an epoxy-novolac 
resin cured by BF8 complex is made. Measurements of permittivity and dissipation factor 
with various types of electrodes as well as measurements of potential distribution inside 
the specimen are described. 

INTRODUCTION 2" 

During the investigation of a commercial epoxy-novolac -. 
resin (DEN 438, Dow Chemical) cured by 3phr BFa/ .>_. 
ethylamine complex (BFa-400, Harshaw), comparatively 
high permittivities have been observed under certain ~ I 
conditions z. At the early stage of the isothermal cure, o. 
the permittivity reaches values above 10 000 and then, ~' 

- .a  
according to the cure temperature, it falls more or less 
quickly. The permittivity can also attain comparatively L" 
high values in the cured state as can be seen in Figure 1. o 0 

The corresponding polarization process cannot be due o 
to dipole orientation, because, even at a high concentra- c o 
tion 1022cm -a of great dipole moments /z=2D with .,7 
complete establishing of the polarization at 200°C, 
the permittivity increment would be only about 7. i~-I 
Higher permittivities may be explained by restricted ,o 

Cn 
ion transport along microdistances but larger than o 
atomic dimensions or by the pile-up of charge in a 
layer adjacent to the electrode. Measurements carried -2 
out on specimens with different thickness support the 
latter concept 1. 

In the following, further experiments are described 
which ought to aid the decision, as to whether it is a 
volume effect or an electrode blocking effect. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND DISCUSSION 

The first experiment tested the effect of electrode material 
on the polarization. For this purpose, a series of disc 
shaped specimens of 20mm diameter and 0.6mm 
thickness was prepared from the epoxy resin by curing 
for 6 h at 160°C. These specimens were provided with 
electrodes and guard rings of conductive silver paint, 

-4 -2 O 2 4 
Log frequency 

Figure I Frequency dependence of permittivity c( the specimen 
cured for 8h at 160°C and post-cured for 6h at 240°C at various 
temperatures: ©, 120°C; A, 150°C; I-], 180°C; V, 209°C; II, 240°C 

* Present address: Department of Electrical Engineering, University 
of Salford, Salford M5 4WT, UK. 

.o. ~.,~' 

I I 

o o  150 2 0 0  250 
Temperature PC) 

Figure 2 Temperature dependence of e' ( ) and tan 8 
( - - - - )  of the cured (O) and post-cured specimen (3h, A) with 
silver paint electrodes 

and of vacuum evaporated gold, silver, and a lumin ium.  
The capacitance and conductance were measured at 
50Hz with an a.c. bridge during a linear temperature 
rise at the rate of 0.8°C/min from room temperature 
up to 240°C. Then, the last temperature was maintained 
constant for 3h (post-curing) and, afterwards, the 
heating was turned off. 

Figures 2-5 show temperature dependences of permit- 
tivity and dissipation factor of cured and successively 
post-cured specimens at 240°C, determined by using 
different types of electrodes. In Figures 3-5, the pro- 
perties determined on post-cured specimens with paint 
electrodes are also included, shown with broken lines. 

The large effect of the post-cure, which results in a 
lowering of the dissipation factor peak as well as in 
its shift towards the lower temperatures, is striking. 
The measured properties depend also on the type of 
electrodes used. The differences are pronounced particu- 
larly before post-curing; after it, the effect of electrode 
material is much smaller. It may be inferred that, as the 
post-curing proceeds, the blocking effect of the electrodes 
becomes more significant probably owing to the inter- 
action of epoxy resin with metal at elevated temperatures. 
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Figure 3 Temperature dependence of e' (open symbols) and 
tan 8 (solid symbols) of the cured (O) and post-cured (3h, A;  
6h, r-I) specimen with gold electrodes; . . . .  , from Figure £ 
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Figure 4 Temperature dependence of ~' (open symbols) and 
tan ~ (solid symbols) of the cured (0 )  and post-cured (3h, A; 
6h, F1) specimen with silver electrodes; . . . .  , from Figure 2 

After the last a.c. measurement on the post-cured 
samples, the current flowing after d.c. voltage application 
has been measured at linearly rising temperature. The 
temperature dependences of conductivity obtained using 
different electrodes are given in Figure 6. The differences 
in conductivity are large but, on repeating the measure- 
ment, they diminish. This effect is very pronounced 
with aluminium electrodes as shown in Figure 6. 

The observations described support the concept of 
accumulation of charges near the electrodes; in case 
of a volume effect, the measured properties should not 
depend on the electrode material used. 

Another experiment consisted in the measurement 
of potential distribution between the electrodes. With 
high permittivities, caused by the pile-up of charges 

-I ,,. " 

/ 

Y s  i 

-2, o 1 5 0  2 0 0  
Temperature (°C) 

Figure 5 Temperature dependence of e' (open symbols) and 
tan 8 (solid symbols) of the cured (©) and post-cured (3h, /k ; 
6h, i-l, gh, V) specimen with aluminium electrodes; . . . .  from 
Figure 2 
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Figure 6 Temperature dependences of conductivity of post- 
cured specimens with various types of electrodes used. A ,  A I ;  
B, A g ;  C, A u ;  D, pa in t ;  . . . .  , A I ' ;  . . . .  , A I "  
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in a layer adjacent to electrodes, the field distribution 
has to be very inhomogeneous. 

A disc specimen of the epoxy resin, 54 mm in diameter 
and 13.5ram in thickness with three embedded potential 
probes and with silver paint electrodes on both surfaces, 
was prepared. The specimen was fixed between two 
metal frames with insulating spacers inserted and then 
put in a screening cover. A sketch of this arrangement 
is given in Figure 7. The potential of the probes was 
measured using a compensation circuit shown in Figure 8 
with a Wulf fibre electrometer. 

HVE 

G R - - - - - ~  
PPI 
PP2 
PP3 - -  
G', R"'~ = = ~ = ~  
LVE 

Figure 7 Sketch of the specimen with potential probes 

o 

.-;-_ 
Figure 8 Diagram of the measuring circuit 
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Figure 9 Potential distribution inside the cured ( - - - - )  and the 
post-cured ( ) specimen at various temperatures: O, 
150°C; A, 180°C; [], 210°C 
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Figure 10 Frequency dependence of permittivity of the cured 
( - - - - )  and post-cured ( ) specimen at various tempera- 
tures: O, 150°C; A, 180°C; i-], 210°C 

In order that the material of the specimen between 
the probe and electrodes should act as a resistance 
divider with an adequate time constant, the conductivity 
of the specimen had to be higher than 10-1Zmho/cm. 
This condition was checked by measurement of the 
current flowing between the electrodes. Further, the 
permittivity was measured at frequencies in the range 
from 1 to 10000Hz by means of a VLF bridge and a 
transformer bridge 1. 

The potential distribution at 150, 180, and 210°C 
in the cured specimen differed only slightly from a 
linear one. In Figure 9 such a distribution at 180°C is 
shown with a broken line. In this case, a small change 
in frequency dependence of permittivity was also found 
(Figure 10). After the post-cure for 6h at 240°C, the 
permittivity rose considerably at low frequencies. The 
measurement of the potential distribution revealed 
(Figure 9) that the potential inside the specimen was 
almost constant and thus the whole potential drop 
took place in the layers adjacent to electrodes. The 
thickness of these layers has been estimated to be 
approximately 0"1 mm z. The comparatively good sym- 
metry of the potential distribution between the electrodes 
is very interesting; it means that the charge accumulated 
in the vicinity of both electrodes is approximately the 
same. 

CONCLUSION 
Experiments carried out on epoxide resin specimens 
using different electrode materials as well as determina- 
tions of potential distribution inside the specimen 
confirm the concept of charge pile-up at the electrodes 
which results in a polarization effect at elevated tem- 
peratures. This process probably occurs also in insulating 
polymers around T~, when the conductivity of these 
materials becomes pronounced. 
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Solid solutions and precipitation in flame 
retardant polystyrene-tetrabromoxylene 
systems 

A. Siegmann, M. Narkis* and A. Dagan 
Plastics Institute, Center for Industrial Research (CIR) Ltd, POB 311, Haifa, Israel 
(Received 7 December 1973) 

Flammability and certain mechanical properties of high impact and general purpose 
polystyrene-tetrabromoxylene (TBX) systems were studied. TBX was found to be an 
efficient fire retardant and did not affect significantly basic mechanical properties of the 
polymer in proportions up to 10phr. It has been shown that polystyrene-TBX mixtures 
can form solid solutions. On annealing above the To, supersaturated solid solutions 
precipitate crystalline TBX from the amorphous matrix, affecting the optical properties 
and softening temperatures of the system. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tetrabromoxylene (TBX), a new product developed by 
Bromine Compounds Ltd in Israel, has been evaluated 
as a fire retardant for polystyrene (PS). TBX contains 
a high percentage (76~) of bromine, melts at 250°C 
and crystallizes in the form of needles. It is soluble only 
in a small selective group of solvents and can be com- 
pounded homogeneously with molten thermoplastic 
materials. The high thermal stability of TBX permits 
easy processing with thermoplastics. Halogenated com- 
pounds are well known as fire retardants 1 in plastic 
materials; however, their addition very often results in 
a decrease in mechanical properties~. The mode of 
dispersion, interaction, compatibility, etc. play an 
important role in the mechanical behaviour. The common 
practice is to choose a system where a balance between 
mechanical properties and flammability is achieved. 

This work concentrates on the system PS-TBX, 
which has been found intriguing from aspects other 
than mere fire retardancy. For example, transparent 
compatible amorphous PS-TBX systems can be obtained 
from which TBX can be precipitated. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Polystyrene pellets (high impact, Lustrex HT88, Mon- 
santo or general purpose Hostyrene A1301, Hoechst) 
were mixed with various amounts of TBX in a Sigma 
blade kneader (Werner and Pfliederer, Germany) at 
220°C. TBX was added into the molten polymer and 
mixed for 10min. After cooling to room temperature 
the solid mixture was granulated (Dreher granulator, 
Germany). ASTM specimens for testing of mechanical 
and physical properties and flammability were injection 
moulded with an Esgo laboratory scale injection moulding 
machine at 220°C (mould at room temperature). A 

* Also with the Department of Chemical Engineering, Technion-- 
Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel. 

few specimens were injection moulded at 270°C, i.e. 
above the melting temperature of TBX (250°C). In 
addition sheets were compression moulded at 220°C. 
Samples were annealed, below and slightly above the 
Tg of the polymer in an air oven. 

The following properties were measured: tensile and 
flexural (Instron machine), Izod impact (Zwick pendulum 
Impact Tester 5102), Vicat softening point (Zwick 
Model 4204), burning (burning test--ASTM D 635-68 
and oxygen index test--ASTM E 4-64) and flow (melt 
flow indexer, Tinius Olsen Thermosyne). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The flammability of high impact polystyrene (HIPS) 
containing various concentrations of TBX was studied. 
As shown in Table 1, TBX changes significantly the 
flammability of HIPS. At a loading of 3 phr, the polymer 
is rated as a burning material, at 6phr it is a self- 
extinguishing material, and a non-burning material is 
obtained at 10phr TBX. As a bromine carrier compound 
TBX is similar to other bromine compounds as far as 
the effect of the bromine content on the flammability 
of the polymer is concerned 1, a. Antimony oxide, a 
well known synergistic additive to halogenated com- 
pounds, does not improve the burning resistance of 
HIPS containing 6phr TBX, in agreement with other 
literature data 4. Polymers characterized by oxygen 
indices of 21 and below and 27 and above are con- 
sidered 5 as burning and non-burning polymers respect- 
ively, in agreement with the results shown in Table 1. 

The effect of TBX on some mechanical properties 
of HIPS can be summarized as follows: both the modulus 
and ultimate tensile strength are practically unchanged 
and average values found are 3.5xl051bf/in 2 and 
35001bf/in z (llbf/inZ=6874.76N/m 2) respectively for 
the concentration range of 0 to 10phr TBX. Figure 1 
shows that the ultimate tensile elongation and flexural 
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Table I Flammability evaluation of polystyrene containing TBX and antimony oxide 

Burning characteristics 

ASTM D635-68 Extent of burning Burning rate 
Sample classification (cm) (cm/min) 

I I I I I 

3 6 8 IO 12 
Total additive concentration(phr) 

Figure 2 Izod impact resistance of high impact polystyrene 
containing TBX (O) and 6phr TBX and various amounts of 
antimony oxide (x )  

strength decrease monotonically by increasing the TBX 
content in the studied range of up to 10phr TBX. A 
different behaviour is shown in Figure 2 where the Izod 
impact resistance initially increases up to about 6phr 
TBX and then decreases. Figure 2 also shows that the 
addition of antimony oxide to HIPS containing 6phr 
TBX reduces the impact resistance in the same manner 
as would further addition of TBX (beyond 6 phr) change 
the impact resistance. 

The effect of TBX on Vicat softening point (VSP) of 
general purpose polystyrene (GPPS) is shown in Figure 
3. The softening temperature decreases with TBX 
content, attains a minimum at about 20phr and then 
increases gradually. The addition of antimony oxide 
in the concentration range studied does not affect the 
VSP or Tg (the latter was measured with a DuPont 990 
Thermal Analyzer). All the samples prepared for the 
VSP test by injection moulding were visually transparent 
up to a content of 17.5 phr TBX, while samples containing 
20 phr and above were opaque (HIPS could not be used 

for transparency studies owing to its opacity). Upon 
annealing of GPPS-TBX samples below their Tq, no 
changes in VSP and impact resistance have been found. 
However, upon annealing at 100°C (i.e. above Ta) the 
samples containing more than 10phr TBX became 
opaque and their softening temperature increased as 
shown in Figure 3. 

The observed mechanical behaviour of HIPS con- 
taining TBX indicates that TBX can be considered in 
these systems as a high melting solid plasticizer. High 
melting solid plastieizers such as tri(p-t-butylphenyl)- 
phosphate (m.p. 99"5°C), dieyclohexylphthalate (m.p. 
65°C) and triphenyl phosphate (m.p. 49°C) have been 
reported previously 6. For example, tri(p-t-butylphenyl)- 
phosphate gives compositions with ethylcellulose that 
are tougher and harder than corresponding ones made 
with conventional liquid plastieizers. The systems 
studied in this work behave similarly to the systems 
described above as far as toughness (impact resistance), 
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Figure 3 Vicat softening point of general purpose polystyrene 
containing various amounts of TBX before (0 )  and after (©) 
annealing 

modulus and yield strength, are concerned. TBX, being 
a solid plasticizer reduces the elongation to break 
(Figure 1) of ductile HIPS whereas liquid compatible 
plasticizers usually result in greater elongations. Experi- 
mental data on the effect of solid plasticizers on the 
mechanical behaviour of brittle polymers, such as 
GPPS, are not available. 

The Vicat softening temperature behaviour shown in 
Figure 3 suggests that up to about 20phr TBX, the 
system, as prepared, is a solid solution whereas at 
higher TBX loadings it forms a second discrete solid 
phase. The solute decreases the VSP while the excess, 
forming the second dispersed rigid phase, increases the 
VSP. The 20phr minimum in VSP corresponds ap- 
proximately to the transition concentration from visually 
transparent to opaque systems. The behaviour of the 
PS-TBX system is similar to the well known nitro- 
cellulose-camphor (m.p. 176°C) system which is charac- 
terized by a discontinuity in the elongation-camphor 
content curve 7 at 35 ~o camphor. It has been suggested 
that a nitrocellulose-w.amphor complex is formed up 
to a saturation concentration of 35 Y/oo camphor and all 
excess camphor is unbound. The discontinuity at 35 
results from the transition between two different dis- 
persion modes which affect the mechanical response of 
the system. 

The 20phr minimum shown in Figure 3 and the 
transition in the optical properties were initially sur- 
prising, since the room temperature saturation solubility 
of TBX in styrene monomer is only about 6~o. It is 
clearly difficult to assume a higher solubility in the 
polymer than in the monomer. It is suggested that 
under the sample preparation conditions, injection 
moulding of a hot molten mixture into a cold mould 
(actually a quenching process), a solid solution or a 
supersaturated solid solution is formed. At the processing 
temperature (220°C), which is well below the melting 
temperature of TBX (250°C), TBX (in the concentration 
range studied) is completely dissolved and upon quench- 

ing a glassy solid solution is obtained. The solid solution 
is considered here as supersaturated for TBX contents 
higher than about 5 phr (the exact saturation solubility 
is not known). The opaque samples containing more 
than 20 phr TBX were further studied under an optical 
microscope (magnification of 240x) and dispersed 
needle shaped crystallites were observed, as shown in 
Figure 4. Pure TBX crystallizes also in the form of 
needles about 100 times larger. Samples containing 
more than 20 phr TBX and injection moulded at 
270°C (20°C above the m.p. of TBX) also exhibit 
needle shaped crystals. Rheological measurements at 
a constant shear stress, z=7  × 104dyne/cm ~, at 220°C 
have shown that the addition of 25phr TBX reduces 
the melt viscosity of the polymer by a factor of 3.5. In 
another experiment an opaque sample containing 
20 phr TBX turned transparent upon heating to 150°C, 
showing that the needles are redissolved, and became 
opaque upon cooling to room temperature, showing 
reprecipitation. 

These observations support the view that TBX is 
dissolved in the polymer at processing conditions used 
in this work. Thus the needle shaped crystallites found 
in the polymer were crystallized during the quenching 
process and are not residuals of the original TBX 
crystals. 

Joseph et aL s studied the in situ crystallization of 
acetanilide (m.p. 113°C), or anthracene (m.p. 216°C) 
from amorphous styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer. They 
have reported the effect of the dissolved low-molecular 
weight materials on the polymer glass transition, using 
this effect to determine phase diagrams and crystallization 
kinetics. 

Supersaturated solutions are thermodynamically un- 
stable and tend to approach their equilibrium com- 
positions 0. This can be accomplished by thermal treat- 
ment which is a time dependent process. In our studies 
samples were annealed at 100°C, i.e. above Tg, for 1 h. 

Figure 4 Transmission optical micrograph of polystyrene film 
containing 25phr TBX 
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All the transparent samples containing 10 to 20phr 
TBX became opaque and their VSP shifted to higher 
values as shown in Figure 3. The shifted values reflect 
the amount of TBX which is rejected from the solution 
and forms a second crystalline phase upon annealing. 
This process has a multiple effect on the VSP, namely 
stiffening by reducing the plasticizer concentration and 
simultaneously adding rigid particles into the system. 
A different behaviour is observed for samples containing 
up to 10phr TBX since their transparency and VSP 
were not affected by annealing at the same conditions 
(see Figure 3). The shape of the VSP curve for annealed 
samples is as qualitatively expected based on the observed 
phenomenon of precipitation. It should be noticed 
that the minimum in this curve occurs at 10phr TBX 
which is somewhat above saturation. This result stems 
from the different precipitation conditions in these 
supersaturated solutions compared to simple super- 
saturated liquid solutions. In the former, approach to 
equilibrium composition is much slower, thus the 
composition at the minimum is controlled by the specific 
precipitation conditions, and is expected to vary with 
annealing temperature and period. In addition, by 
cooling from 100°C the amorphous sample will rapidly 
pass through Tg which is accompanied by a dramatic 
viscosity increase; thus the approach to room tem- 
perature equilibrium solubility is hindered. It is impor- 
tant to emphasize that an enhanced precipitation will 
occur from crystalline polymers owing to rejection 
of solute from the lattice. 

One can conclude that annealing at 100°C for 1 h 
of GPPS containing more than 10phr TBX results in 
the formation of a two phase system with about 10phr 
TBX in solid solution with all excess TBX as a discrete 
crystalline phase. 

The solubility of TBX in the softening temperature 
range (70-90°C, see Figure 3) is higher than at room 
temperature. Hence, the 10 phr minimum in the annealing 
curve of Figure 3 does not necessarily coincide with the 
minimum (or maximum) in a room temperature property 
such as impact resistance, elastic modulus etc. As 
shown previously in Figure 2, the impact resistance 
reaches a maximum at the lower concentration of 
6 phr TBX which is a decrease as expected. It is important 
to point out that one would expect a better solubility 
of TBX in GPPS than in HIPS. The impact data are 
for HIPS while the VSP data are for GPPS--a fact 
which also supports the results. 

An interesting result relevant to our system is men- 
tioned by Doolittle 6. It is concerned with triphenyl 

phosphate, a crystalline solid plasticizer (m.p. 50°C) 
which has flame retarding properties. This material 
tends to crystallize when used in high proportions 
enough to exude from films of cellulose ester plastics. 

In summary, it has been shown that polystyrene-TBX 
mixtures can form solid solutions, a physical system 
which is known in metal alloys 9. Such solid solutions 
are not limited to the pair polystyrene-TBX 8 and may 
be expected to occur also in other polymeric systems 
where chemical affinity between the components exists. 
Precipitation of the non-polymeric solid component 
will occur in systems of limited solubility under proper 
conditions. 

By mixing polystyrene and TBX at elevated tempera- 
tures and quenching to room temperature a super- 
saturated solid solution can be formed. At a temperature 
below the solvus curve the solid solution is no longer 
structurally stable and tends to reject solute molecules 
from itself. It is assumed that during annealing, clusters 
which had been previously formed grow to form stable 
nuclei, followed by growth into precipitate particles 
from the addition of solute molecules from the matrix. 

The practical consequences of these phenomena are 
not yet exploited in polymers and call for further studies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The application of nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) 
to the study of solid polymers has developed significantly 
in recent years. The emergence of more refined mathe- 
matical procedures for data interpretation, improve- 
ments in spectrometer design, the availability of well 
characterized samples and, most important, the intro- 
duction of the rotating frame experiment have been 
largely responsible. The rotating frame relaxation time, 
Tip, is sensitive to motions with correlation frequencies, 
vc, in the kHz range whereas spin-lattice relaxation 
times, T1, respond to much more rapid motions in the 
MHz region. As a result, Tip measurements extend 
the dynamic range of molecular motions, sensitive to 
n.m.r., to the ultraslow region. 

The use of fibre materials for n.m.r, investigation has 
enhanced the value of the technique considerably because 
of the additional information contained in the anisotropy 
of the n.m.r, data, recorded as a function of fibre orienta- 
tion in the laboratory magnetic field. Theoretical pre- 
dictions, based upon plausible molecular models, are 
tested more stringently when compared with anisotropic 
fibre data. These magnitude comparisons have been 
most successful for spin-spin relaxation time, T~, 
measurements. Second, M2, and fourth, M4, moment 
measurements of the resonance absorption envelope 
have been comparably informative. Comparison with 
7"1 and Tip data, on the other hand, is often severely 
hampered by spin diffusion and correlation frequency 
distribution effects; theories are usually based upon the 
description of molecular motion in terms of a single 
correlation frequency which results in predicted magni- 
tudes which are low compared with experimental 
values. 

The translation of raw n.m.r, data into molecular 
information is not, as yet, totally unambiguous. Com- 
plications principally arise from the non-exponentiai 
character of the various magnetization decays which 
are often observed. For example, at low temperatures, 
the decays are more Gaussian than Lorentzian. Two 
and sometimes three discrete components may be 
observed which are usually ascribed to morphological 
inhomogeneities in the polymer in which the resonant 
nuclei experience appreciably different molecular en- 
vironments. Typically, nuclei in the amorphous regions 
of a semi-crystalline polymer which is above its glass 
transition temperature, Tg, are undergoing rapid motions, 
evidenced by a long 7"2 value (or narrow line in the 
absorption spectrum) while the crystalline regions may 
still be well below their melting point for which a much 
shorter T2 (or broad line) is appropriate. Non-exponential 

decays interpreted in this way have been used to deter- 
mine the crystallinity of several polymers by measuring 
the relative intensities of the T2 or second moment 
components i-5. Such measurements in fact provide 
the 'mobile fraction' which has obvious temperature 
dependence. To equate this measurement, in a general 
way, with crystaUinity is clearly inappropriate. Rather, 
the mobile fraction must be viewed as complementing 
the wider range of experimental estimates available 6. 

There has been the suggestion that the intensities 
of component Tip decays may be used as a measure of 
crystallinity 7. As discussed in detail in a subsequent 
section, both the magnitudes and intensities of Tip 
components, attributed to different regions in the 
polymer, may be affected appreciably by spin diffusion s . 
In such cases the relative intensities in no way reflect 
the amounts of material contributing to each component 
and therefore may not be used as an estimate of either 
mobile fraction or crystallinity. 

Less obvious composite spectra have been analysed 
rigorously in an attempt to separate out the overlapping 
components 9-ii. Theoretical lineshapes have been syn- 
thesized from up to four components for comparison 
with experimental traces from drawn polyethylene 
(PE) 11. Similar studies have been undertaken on the 
spectra from polymers rotated at the magic angle i2, i3 

It is important to realize that other reasons may be 
responsible for non-exponential behaviour. Molecular 
weight distributions may be responsible or indeed 
relaxations which are dominated by defect diffusive 
mechanisms will lead to 7"1 and Tip decays which are 
non-exponential. 

While specific motions in polymers such as side group 
or main chain re-orientations, main chain translations 
or motions of a more general nature (glass transition 
phenomena) may be readily detected and identified by 
n.m.r, methods, precise information about the motional 
mechanism is generally not forthcoming. T2, for example, 
is insensitive to motions below ,,~ 104Hz, while changes 
in T2 due to the onset of rotation about an axis at 
frequencies in excess of 104Hz cannot distinguish 
between classical rotation and rotation over a threefold 
or higher potential. In some cases combined /1, Tip, 
and Tz measurements can be helpful as, for example, 
for methyl group motion in poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) 
where quantum mechanical tunnelling is indicated i4. 

The fact that the three relaxation times sample widely 
different frequency ranges in the spectrum of molecular 
motions allows activation energies, AE, to be determined. 
/'1 and Tip minima and Tz transitions are translated 
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into correlation frequencies by means of established 
formulaO 5. The temperature dependence usually obeys 
the relation vc= v0exp(-AE/RT). If the plot of log ve 
vs. reciprocal temperature is curved, indicating a tem- 
perature dependent activation energy, then the treat- 
ment of Williams et aL 16 is appropriate. The effects 
of a distribution of correlation frequencies on the 
magnitude of AE has been examined 17. 

General trends are emerging from the large body 
of n.m.r, data now accumulated for a wide variety of 
polymers. Overall similarities in the results from different 
polymers are in evidence while the correlation of n.m.r. 
data with dielectric and dynamic mechanical measure- 
ments would imply that the same molecular process is 
responsible for a variety of different experimental 
observations 15. Indeed, this cross-correlation of experi- 
mental data for a given polymer often provides a deeper 
understanding of the molecular processes which underlie 
the macroscopic responses of the polymer. The overall 
consistency between the various results is gratifying 
and indicates a measure of confidence in the existing 
procedures for the analysis and interpretation of n.m.r. 
data. 

In this review, an exhaustive survey of the literature 
is not contemplated. Rather, our principal concern will 
be to highlight the recent important developments in 
the application of n.m.r, to solid polymers. Anisotropic 
materials will be emphasized to illustrate the distinct 
advantages to be gained in their use. Spin diffusion, 
which is responsible for many apparently anomalous 
features of n.m.r, behaviour will be examined along 
with other aspects of data interpretation. A major area 
of endeavour over the past few years has been the 
acquisition of high resolution spectra from polymers in 
the solid state. Examples of the type of detailed informa- 
tion which can be derived from such spectra will be 
included. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The theory of nuclear magnetic relaxation, appropriate 
to polymers, is well established both for isotropic and 
oriented materialsZS-ZL Here we will attempt no more 
than a brief review of the more important results since 
the details of their derivation are clearly presented in the 
original references. 

Relaxation in polymers may be described by three 
equationsg.S: 

3y4hg.I(I + l)/212rc/(1 + ,,,02~9.)Y~< lye, 1 9.> + l/T1 ( k 

2rd(l +4o~O'£k (Ifeg.lg.)} (11 

1/Tle=3yahg.l(l + l)/8{2rJ(l +4o~2r2,)~(Ifeolg.)} (2) 

1/I"22 = 39,4h2I(I + l)/8~E<lf'e019.> = yg.M2/2 (3) 
k 

~,, h and I have their usual significance. ¢o0 and toe are, 
respectively, the resonance frequency and the effective 
precession frequency in the rotating frame. ~-c is the 
correlation time, 1/2~rvc, which governs the assumed 
exponential decay of the correlation function for the 
molecular motion. The nuclear position functions have 

the form: 

([f'~o[ 2) = 16~r/5( [ Y2, o(®~, o&)/r ~ ]2) (4) 

(If*,,I 2> = C.((  [ Y=, . ( 0 , ,  Ok)/r~ ~ > -  

< [ Y=,.(o.,~k)/r~ ]~,>} (5) 
The subscript n=0, 1, 2 and C0=16zr/5, Cz=8~r/15, 
C2=32~r/15. Oe, (I)e are the polar angles of the inter- 
nuclear vector, re, relative to the laboratory field direc- 
tion. The internuclear vector extends from a reference 
nucleus and the sum over k takes all other nuclei into 
account. The brackets ff ] denote the motional average 
over rapid molecular motions and the subscripts It and 
ht indicate averages over motions operative at tem- 
peratures below and above the transition, respectively. 
We note that the 7"2 formula derives from the static part 
of the local field at the reference nucleus (T2~Tx for 
solid polymers). T1 and Tip, on the other hand, depend 
on the time-dependent fluctuating part of the local 
field. The derivation of the 7"2 expression follows Bloem- 
bergen's treatment for correlation times rc~>T2tg; 
molecular motions become apparent when this condition 
is satisfied. Equation (3) is used to compute 7"2 and M2 
plateaux on either side of a transition. This equation is 
analogous to the Van Vleck expression for the second 
moment 2a. 

The expressions for T1 and Tip are based upon the 
Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound (BPP) treatment of 
relaxation 2°, for which rc~Tg.nL, where T2RL denotes 
the rigid lattice value of Tg.. Equation (2) is a valid 
expression for Tip if H~ >>Hz 2 9z. H~ is the square of 
the local field which equals one-third of the powder 
second moment ag. Hz is the amplitude of the r.f. field 
which may be easily adjusted to a value which satisfies 
the required condition. 

At low temperatures, the conditions rc>Tg, and 
HI~HL may prevail in which case the BPP analysis 
is no longer valid. This is the Slichter-Ailion regiong.9. 
for which: 

1~Tip = 2(1 - p )/re{H~/(H 2 + H2z)} "~ 1~re (6) 

If HI>>HL the expression for Tip is: 

1/7"1 p = 2(1 - p )lre{3H2/4H 2} (7) 

The parameter p is normally set equal to zero through 
lack of precise information (in any event p can never 
exceed unity). The Slichter-Ailion conditions are infre- 
quently met, the main problem arising from the inter- 
ference from overlapping motions. A notable exception 
is the analysis of the o~ relaxation process in PE a4. 

Magnitudes of T1 and T~e minima, for which were 
and oJ0re-~0"5, may be conveniently expressed in terms 
of T2 by the simplified approximate formulae35: 

T1 rain ~ (2)ll2zrvoT~L~, (8) 

Tip rain ~ 4?HIT~z r (9) 
where 

1/T2Le = 1/T~u- 1/T~t a ( 1 O) 

The subscripts It and ht again refer, respectively, to 
the low and high temperature sides of the transition. 
Note that Tg.L~,=Tg.u if the change in Tg. across the 
transition is large. 

Thus one may either use measured 7"2 data to estimate 
the corresponding 7"1 and Txp minima or, alternatively, 
these relaxation times may be computed directly from 
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the appropriate lattice sums and equations (1) and (2). 
It is appropriate to include the expression for the 

fourth moment of the absorption envelope. Although 
fourth moment computations are difficult, recent 
studies have demonstrated the advantages to be gained 
from their quantitative interpretation30, a7 The Van 
Vleck 23 expression for M4 may be written: 

M4=)~4h4/144N i,j,k, ~ ~ { 27B~B~k-4B~(B~k- BIk) + 

2B~jBjk(B~ k - Btj)(B~ k - BI~)] + 

~,4h4/8N Z B~ (11) 
i > j  

The dipolar interaction coefficients have the form: 

Bl~= - 3(41r/5) 1/2 Y2, 0((gie, (}lk)/r~k (12) 

N is the number of reference nuclei over which the 
summations are taken. Lattice sums of the type 

Z B~B~k~jk 
i , j , k  ~ 

only contribute a few percent to the total fourth moment 
and are usually neglected in view of the lengthy com- 
putational time involved in their evaluation 3e. The B 
coefficients are suitably averaged when the nuclei are in 
rapid motion a7. 

Table 1 lists the various expressions required to 
translate n.m.r, data into the corresponding correlation 
frequencies 35. The range of vc and ~'e monitored by the 
various measurements are also included. It may be 
noted that the range in ve covers some seven decades, 
the lower limit being set by the applicability, or other- 
wise, of the Slichter-Ailion conditions 22. 

The anisotropy in relaxation times and moment 
values which results from preferred orientations of 
polymer chains in drawn materials has not been discussed 
in this general outline. Nor indeed have the effects of 
spin diffusion been treated. Specific attention will be 
given to these considerations in subsequent sections 
of the review. 

THE ROLE OF SPIN DIFFUSION 

An understanding of the phenomenon of spin diffusion 
is fundamental to the interpretation of many otherwise 
puzzling features of n.m.r, relaxation data. Since 7'1 >> T2 
in polymers, excess energy can remain in the spin system 
for a time long compared with T2 before being trans- 
ferred to the lattice 3. This energy transfer is particularly 
efficient near paramagnetic impurities, lattice imperfec- 
tions or indeed near molecular segments which are in 
rapid motion TM 20, 3s, 3o Even minute concentrations 
of such relaxation sites can produce noticeable effects 

Table 1 Correlation frequency relationships and the ranges of 
vc and ~'c appropriate to each measurement 

N.m.r. Expression Range of Range of 
feature for vc vc (Hz) rc  (sec) 

T, minimum vc=(2)Z/2vo 4x 106--4x 108 4x 10-S-4x 10 - l °  
Tzp minimum vc=yHz/2~r 104-5× 105 2x 10-s--3x 10 -7 
$ -A  region of vc= 1/27rTzp 10-108 2x 10-2-2x 10 -4 

Tip 
T2 transition v =I/2~rT2LT 104-105 2x 10-5-2x 10 -s 
Linewidth v =ySHLT/27r 104-105 2x 10-5-2x 10 -° 
transition 
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in the overall relaxation behaviour 39, 40. The term 'spin 
diffusion' relates to the transfer of excess spin energy 
to these preferred relaxation sites. The coefficient of 
spin diffusion is typically of the order of 10 -12 cmZ/sec. 

The definitive paper by Douglass and Jones 31 on 
the effects of spin diffusion in n-alkanes contains most 
of the essential results of interest in polymers. A one- 
dimensional diffusion model is treated, in which relaxa- 
tion takes place via the rotating methyl end groups. 
There are two limiting situations. 

Fast diffusion limit: 

TlO:L. T] ocX~ 1 . T~ (13) 

Slow diffusion limit: 
Tz ocL 2/~r2 D (14) 

L is the length of the molecular chain and T~ is the 
characteristic relaxation time of the methyl end group. 
XM is the fraction of methyl protons. Analogous expres- 
sions may be written for Tip. In the fast diffusion limit, 
the end groups act as a bottleneck to the transfer of 
excess spin energy into thermal motions of the lattice. 
In the slow diffusion limit, the diffusion rate is slow 
compared with the rate of relaxation of the end groups. 

The role of spin diffusion in PE is interesting 3, 41-43 
Branched PE, which contains a few percent of methyl 
groups, exhibits a well defined low temperature T1 
minimum with no corresponding T2 transition¢k The 
small number of rotating methyl groups are relaxing 
the rigid protons by the mechanism of spin diffusion. 
Yet there are insufficient methyl groups to produce 
any noticeable change in the rigid lattice T2. In linear 
PE, motions in the amorphous regions are responsible 
for the T1 minimum observed at -20°C  41. Spins in the 
crystalline regions are coupled by spin diffusion to the 
spins in the amorphous regions which are sufficiently 
mobile as to constitute an ensemble of relaxation 
centres 42. The magnitude of the T1 minimum is given by 
equation (13) in the form of: 

1/T1 rain = (1 -- X)/T~ (15) 

where X is the crystallinity and T~ is the relaxation 
time appropriate to the amorphous regions 4~. 

The low temperature T1 minimum ( -  130°C), observed 
in a series of atactic polystyrenes (PS) has been examined 
in detail, in terms of spin diffusion to end groups by 
Connor 4a and later re-evaluated by Crist 45. It was 
observed that both the intensity and the low temperature 
slope of the minimum decreased with increasing mole- 
cular weight. These observations have been analysed 
in terms of a temperature-independent relaxation pro- 
cess and a molecular weight-dependent process. Separa- 
tion of the two relaxations shows that the intensity of 
the minimum for the molecular weight-dependent 
process is linearly proportional to ~ r - 1 ,  the reciprocal 
of the number-average molecular weight. As a result, 
the proposal has been made to use such measurements 
for molecular weight determinations. 

It has been the established procedure to analyse 
non-exponential magnetization decays, displaying two 
or more components, in terms of discrete non-interacting 
regions in the polymer. The coefficients of these com- 
ponent decays are taken to be a measure of the number 
of nuclei represented by the individual decay terms. 
In Figure 1, the Tip component intensities for fibre 
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Figure 1 N.m.r. rotating frame relaxation time, 
Tap for FEP. y is the angle between the fibre axis 
and the magnetic field direction. Each solid line 
represents about one-third of the total intensity. 
[Reproduced from Douglass, D. C. and Mc- 
Brierty, V. J. J. Chem. Phys. 1971, 54, 4085 by 
permission of the American Institute of Physics, 
New York] 

and bulk FEP (a tetrafluoroethylene-hexafluoropro- 
pylene copolymer) are presented 4a. 9' is the angle between 
the fibre axis and the laboratory field H0 (see also 
Figure 19). The long Tip component in the bulk material 
has twice the intensity of the short Tip over the complete 
temperature range. For fibres, at low temperatures, the 
short Tip is twice as intense as the long T~p, but, around 
room temperature, the greater intensity switches to 
the long 7"1 p. The explanation of this anomalous intensity 
behaviour necessitates the inclusion of spin diffusion 
effects between the discrete regions: they can no longer 
be viewed as non-interacting s. 

In this case the flow of energy associated with the 
magnetization between the two regions in the polymer, 
denoted respectively by the subscripts 1 and 2, and also 
to the lattice may be described by the differential 
equations: 

dM1/dt = - M x / T l p ( 1 ) - K 1 M I  + K2M2 (16) 

dM~/dt = - M2/Tl p(2) - K2M2 + K1M1 

K1 and Ks are parameters which control the strength 
of the diffusion coupling between the crystalline and 
amorphous regions. When assigned a value zero, the 
two regions relax independently and a simple super- 
position of magnetization decays results. The solution 
of these equations provides an adequate explanation of 
the intensity behaviour observed in FEP. The detailed 
analysis which has been carried out may be explained 
schematically in Figure 2. The first point to note is 

that the assignment of the long and the short Tip com- 
ponents to the crystalline and amorphous regions is 
no longer appropriate. The short Tip now reflects the 
internal establishment of an approximately steady state 
for energy flow between the two spin systems. The long 
Tip is associated with energy flow to the lattice through 
the phase which is dominant, that is, relaxing more 
efficiently. Spatial considerations have been neglected 
in the interpretation of the bulk data. In order to explain 
the fibre results, an idealized model has been used in 
which the amorphous regions form a layer over a 
crystalline interior. At low temperatures, the amorphous 
layer acts as a sink which relaxes the crystalline interior. 
At higher temperatures the concept of a sink is no 
longer valid and the situation reverts to the simplified 
analysis for the bulk material. 

This model has also been used to explain the 7"1 
behaviour of PS in a styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS) 
block copolymer 47. In the region of the first order 
transition minimum of the butadiene component, the T1 
values for PS are much lower than for the comparable 
homopolymer. Spin diffusion is operative between the 
styrene and butadiene regions. The PS is partly relaxed 
by the butadiene regions which are in rapid motion which 
results in lower observed T~ values for PS. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In recent years, pulse techniques, which provide rapid 
and precise determinations of T1, T2 and Tip, have 
augmented the more traditional steady state methods 
for recording n.m.r, data (quoted in terms of the line- 
width, 8H, second moment, M2 and fourth moment, 
M4 of the resonance absorption envelope). Pulse equip- 
ment has the further advantage in that self diffusion 
coefficients, greater than ~ 10 -s cm2/sec, may be measur- 
ed 4s-s0. The details of the steady state experiment are 
abundantly documented 51 and as such our attention 
will focus principally upon the measurement and inter- 
pretation of T1, T2 and Tip in solid polymers by pulse 
methods. The effects of sample purity on the recorded 
n.m.r, values will be included. 

It is not proposed to dwell upon the details of spectro- 
meter design since commercially available spectrometers 
are now in an advanced stage of sophistication. How- 
ever, it is relevant to note some of their more important 

T l p S h ° ~  

® 

T=p long 

® 

.=____ Spin 
diffusion 

Figure 2 Schematic explanation of the spin 
diffusion effects in FEP 
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Figure 4 Pulse sequence used to measure the rotating frame 
relaxation time, Tzp 
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Figure 5 Pulse sequence used to measure the spin-lattice 
relaxation time, T~ 

characteristics. Fully coherent fixed and variable fre- 
quency spectrometers are available with a range of  
operational frequencies between 3 and 300 MHz. Good 
signal to noise ratios have been achieved in addition to 
short pulse widths and short recovery times. For  an 
operating frequency of 60 MHz and a cylindrical sample 
of 0-6cm in diameter, a recovery time ~'r=2"5/zsec and 
a 90 ° pulse width zg0 = 1.3/~sec are reported 52. These 
values are optimal and it is more usual to find rr = 5-10 
Fsec and r90=2ffsec. We recall that ~-90 is the time 
required for H1 to turn the magnetization M0 through 
90 ° . /-/1 fields for the rotating frame experiment are 
available within the range ~ 2-60 G. 

Figures 3-5 illustrate a series of pulse sequences 
which may be used to measure the three relaxation 
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times. The diagrams refer to the behaviour of M0 in 
the rotating frame. The pulse sequences described are 
by no means exclusive; others may be used not only to 
measure the three relaxation times but also to perform 
more detailed examinations of solid polymers 5a. Multiple 
pulse cycles have been devised which severely attenuate 
the dipolar coupling and therefore permit high resolution 
studies to be carried out 54-59. This aspect will be 
discussed more fully in a later section. 

T~ measurement 
T2 values range from about 10-Ssec for the rigid 

lattice to values greater than 10-3sec for the viscous 
or rubbery state. Measurements are taken in the majority 
of cases from the free induction decay which follows 
a 90 ° pulse (Figure 3) 8. When inhomogeneities in the 
laboratory field become important, at higher tempera- 
tures, the Car~-Purcell pulse sequence may be em- 
ployed 5° (T2 ~ 1 msec for a good magnet). 

The free induction decay is the Fourier transform 
of the absorption lineshape 60. If  the lineshape is 
Lorentzian, the decay is exponential and /'2 is defined 
as tu2/ln 2, where t112 is the time required for the signal 
to fall to half its initially observed value. However, 
the lineshapes which are encountered in polymers are 
temperature dependent and cannot be defined precisely 
over a wide temperature range. In an attempt to over- 
come this difficulty, the decay has been sometimes 
described in terms of the Weibull function, e x p ( -  t/T2) E 
where E is the Weibull coefficient 61. The function may 
take on either exponential (E = 1), Gaussian (E =2)  or 
intermediate character. 

Instrumental difficulties add to the problem. As we 
have already mentioned, the recovery time of the spectro- 
meter is typically of the order of 5 ~sec. This means 
that the first 5 ~sec of the decay is lost and, in addition, 
that component signals from composite traces have 
decayed by different amounts in that time. The 'solid 
echo' sequence may be used to alleviate this problem 
somewhat 54. 

In view of the difficulties outlined above, the arbitrary 
procedure has usually been adopted where T2 is defined 
as tl/2/ln2, irrespective of lineshape 3. Furthermore, in 
the case of composite traces in which two components 
are clearly resolved, the procedure illustrated in Figure 6 
has been used to extract the magnitudes and intensities 
of the individual T~ components. Composite T2 decays 
do not suffer from the instrumental difficulties en- 
countered with complex wideline spectra. The modulation 

A X 

i a: ,i \ 

. . . . . .  Q,'2 long . . . . .  
Time 

Figure 6 Typical composite, T2 (=tl/~/In 2) signal from a 
semi-crystalline polymer 
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Figure 7 Experimentally derived confidence limits for extracting 
the two T2 component relaxation times and their i n t e n s i t i e s  a s  a 
function of the ratio of the relaxation times, n, and the intensity 
of the long component P. Within the area defined by the oblique 
hatching the component relaxation times can be determined to 
an accuracy better than 10%. Within the smaller area defined 
by the horizontal hatching the component intensities can be 
determined to an accuracy better than +0.05. [Reproduced from 
Wardell, G. E. and McBrierty, V. d. Proc. R. Irish Acad. 1973, 
"/3, 63 by permission of the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin] 

amplitude which is optimal for the broad line produces 
saturation in the narrow line and, as a result, a com- 
promise has to be made. 

An experimental assessment has been made of the 
accuracy of the component 7"2 magnitude and intensity 
values derived in this way. Confidence limits have been 
established for the decomposition of proton resonance 
signals which derive from physical mixtures of two 
polymers each of which displays a single relaxation 
time 62. Curves synthesized in this way closely resemble 
the decay traces observed for semi-crystalline polymers. 
The results are summarized in Figure 7. Within the area 
defined by the oblique hatching, the component relaxa- 
tion times may be determined to an accuracy better 
than 10%. Within the smaller area defined by the 
horizontal hatching, the component intensities may be 
estimated to an accuracy better than + 0.05. 

The analysis has been extended to three component 
systems. The confidence limits in Figure 7 hold for any 
two of the three components; however, the results for 
the short component are consistently better than for 
the intermediate or long component. 

Tip measurement 
Tip is the characteristic time for M0 to decay along 

the r.f. field/-/l and falls within the approximate range 
10-4-10-1sec. The magnetization is spin-locked along 
//1 by the pulse sequence of Figure 4, a 90 ° pulse followed 
by a 90 ° phase shift. If the decay is exponential then: 

M (r) = M0exp(- "r/T1 p) 07) 

where MO') is the initial height of the free induction 
decay when /-/1 is switched off. Non-exponential be- 
haviour is frequently encountered especially for semi- 
crystalline polymers where two component Tip's may 
be resolved: the long T~p is identified with the crystalline 
part and the short Tip with the amorphous part as a 
general rule 4. A typical non-exponential decay is 
illustrated in Figure 8. 

Connor 33 has theoretically assessed the decomposition 
procedure for extracting two component T~p magnitudes 
and intensities. His results are presented in Figure 9 in 
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Figure 8 T~p decay observed in fibres of PP at +98°C 
indicating the presence of two components. ©, Tzp (short) 
=Smsec; 0 ,  total decay, Tip (long)=21 msec 
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Figure 9 Theoretical confidence limits of Connor for the 
separation of two Tip components in terms of the ratio, n, 
of the two relaxation times and the intensity of the long 
component, PI. A reasonable decomposition may be achiev- 
ed within the shaded area. [Reproduced by permission of 
Connor, T. M. (personal communication)] 
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which the shaded area defines the limits within which 
a reasonably accurate decomposition may be achieved. 

T~ measurement 
A 180°-~-90 ° pulse sequence provides the 7'1 relaxa- 

tion time (Figure 5). T1 values for polymers lie within 
the range ~10-2-10sec. The inverted magnetization, 
following the 180 ° pulse, decays through zero to return 
to its equilibrium state along H0 with a characteristic 
time T1. Periodically the magnetization M (r) is monitored 
by applying a 90 ° pulse to bring the magnetization into 
the xy plane, the detector only responds to magnetization 
with a component in this plane. The initial height of the 
free induction decay, following the 90 ° pulse, is described 
by: 

M (r) = M0 [1 - 2exp( -  r/TO] (18) 

M ( r ) = 0  when r=T1  In 2 from which a value of 7"1 may 
be obtained. This is referred to as the null method. 
Alternatively, 7"1 may be derived from the slope of the 
graph of  In [ M 0 - M ( r ) ]  vs. ~. The effect of a non- 
uniform//1 field over the sample volume on the measured 
T1 value has been examined by Farrar and Becker 5a. 

Non-linearity in the graph of In [Mo-M(r ) ]  vs. r is 
a manifestation of  non-exponential decay in which case 
component 7"1 values may be extracted in a manner 
similar to that illustrated in Figure 8. If  the null method 
is used, the presence of more than one component is 
indicated by a change in the initial amplitude and the 
shape of  the decay as r is altered. Two-component 7"1 
magnetization decays, measured by a 180°-r-90 ° se- 
quence, may be described by: 

M (r) = M 0 [1 - 2exp( - r/Tj)] + M o [1 - 2exp( -  r/T~)] 
(19) 

Trappeniers and coworkers ~9 have discussed ways in 
which component T1 relaxation times and their intensities 
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Figure 10 Experimentally derived confidence limits for 
extracting the two T1 component relaxation times and 
their intensities as a function of the ratio of the relaxation 
times, n. and the intensity of the long component, PI. 
Within the area defined by the oblique hatching the long 
/'1 and the short 7"1 have accuracies of 5% and 10%, 
respectively. For intensities of the long component less 
than 60%, the measured intensities are good to 10%: 
above 60% the accuracy is of the order of 20%. Intensity 
measurements refer to the horizontal hatching. 
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Figure 11 Free induction decay (a) observed in a low molecular 
weight PCTFE wax under a 180°-,--90 ° pulse sequence at +90°C. 
(b) ~-=77msec; (c) ~-=90msec; (d) ~,=115msec 

may be extracted from this equation. Accuracies of  5 
for the longer relaxation time and 10~  for the shorter 
are quoted when the relaxation times differ by at least 
a factor of 4; the two 7"1 values are unresolved when 
they differ by a factor of  less than 2. 

An experimental assessment has been carried out 
for the decomposition of 7"1 decays which result from 
physical mixtures of  two polymers, in a manner 
similar to the analysis of  composite 7"2 traces described 
earlier 47. Within the area defined by the oblique hatching 
of Figure 10, the long and short T1 components have 
accuracies of  5~o and 10~o, respectively. The hori- 
zontal hatching defines the area in which the intensities 
may be determined within the following accuracies: 
for intensities of the long component less than 60~ ,  
the measured intensities are good to 10 ~.  For higher 
values of the long component the accuracy is of  the 
order of 20 ~ or worse. 

An interesting example of the analysis of multiple 
T1 decays is illustrated in Figure 11 which describes 
the behaviour of the magnetization in a low molecular 
weight polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) wax at 
+ 100°C under a 180°-r-90 ° sequence 6a. Three relaxation 
processes are operative for which: 

M (r) = Ma [ 1 - 2exp( -- r/T1 a)] + Mo [ 1 - 2exp( - r~ 7"1 b) ] + 
Mc [1 -- 2exp( -  r/Tlc)] (20) 

At ~-=77msec, the shortest 7"1 is nulled out and the 
remaining two relaxations display the symmetrical beat 
pattern of llb. At r=90msec ,  M ( r ) = 0 .  The long 7"1 
is nulled out at l l5msec, again providing the sym- 
metrical beat pattern of 1 ld  (diode detection was em- 
ployed in recording these traces with the result that the 
negative parts of the cycle are inverted in l ld) .  Only 
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two of the three relaxation times could be determined 
directly in this way from ~'null, a third null could not 
be resolved in these measurements. However, the third 
T~ along with the component intensities may be 
calculated from the experimental data of Figure 11, 
used in conjunction with equation (20). Intensity deter- 
minations by this procedure are not very accurate but 
T1 values, accurate to a few percent, may be derived. 
The problem would appear to be ideally suited to an 
analysis by Fourier transform spectroscopy. 

Sample impurity effects 
The relaxation behaviour of a polymer sample may 

be profoundly altered by the presence of impurities, 
especially at low temperatures 89, 64. Particularly trouble- 
some is the presence of oxygen which, as a paramagnetic 
impurity, is an efficient relaxation agent in the polymer. 
Sorbed 02 in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), for 
example, can lead to low temperature T1 values which 
are an order of magnitude smaller than those observed 
in a degassed sample zg. 

The nature of the sample is important in this context. 
The effect is greatly enhanced if the material is in fine 
powder form in contrast to the solid form. The T1 
results of Slichter 65 for poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA), shown in Figure 12, clearly demonstrate the 
type of behaviour which can result. The open circles 
denote the Tz response as the sample, in powder form, 
is heated above the softening point. A subsequent rerun 
leads to the upper TI curve denoted by the triangles. 
In the first set of measurements adsorbed air was pro- 
gressively driven off. In addition, the surface area of 
the sample decreased through sintering which greatly 
reduced the possibility of re-adsorption. 

Anomalous behaviour can arise from entrapped 
monomer or oligomer which can behave as a plasticizer 
in the polymer. Perhaps this is responsible for the large 
differences in relaxation behaviour observed in PS at 
low temperatures 64, 6~. 

Of course, the introduction of paramagnetic impurities 
may be turned to advantage to obtain manageable TI 
values which would otherwise be much too long. 

O ' 4 - -  O O 

0"2 

~-0.1 

I I I I I 

-15Q -5Q 5Q 15Q 
t (°C) 

Figure 12 Data of Slichter for PMMA (Mv=100x 106) at 50MHz. 
© and & denote 7"1 measurements on an initial temperature 
run and then a rerun, respectively. [Reproduced from Slichter, 
W. P. J. Polym. ScL (C) 1966, 14, 33 by permission of dohn Wiley, 
New York] 
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Figure 13 Diagram which illustrates the development 
of anisotropy in M~ for a highly drawn crystalline PE 
sample 

ORIENTATION DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS 

In bulk polymers, the angular terms in the relaxation 
expressions (1)-(3) which define the orientation of 
internuclear vectors with respect to H0 are averaged 
uniformly over all space with a consequent loss of 
molecular information. For these materials the n.m.r. 
response is characterized by a relaxation time or moment 
value which is independent of sample orientation in the 
laboratory field H0. This loss of information is avoided 
if the sample is in the form of a single crystal. Un- 
fortunately, polymer single crystals, suitable for study 
by n.m.r., are generally not available. On the other 
hand, angular dependence can arise in drawn films and 
fibres in which the molecular chains tend to align along 
the fibre axis or draw direction ~5-a°, a6, 37, 67-85. As a 
result, n.m.r, fibre data are often anisotropic when 
recorded as a function of fibre axis orientation in Ho. 

Figure 13 illustrates the way in which the anisotropy 
in M2 is developed in a highly drawn crystalline sample 
of PE. The M2 dependence upon the angle 9' between 
the draw axis and the direction of Ho is portrayed for 
a single internuclear vector, an isolated - C H ~  group, 
a single PE chain and, finally, for the case where all 
contributions to the local field at the reference nucleus 
are taken into account. It is interesting to note that the 
essential features of the anisotropy are already well 
developed for the -CH2- group, which demonstrates 
the dominant effect of nearest neighbours in the lattice 
sum computations. 

In recent years, several studies have been reported 
for partly drawn polymers in which the constituent 
chains are preferentially, but not fully, oriented by the 
drawing process zS, 30, a6, 37, 73, s6, 87. The distributions 
of molecular chain orientations which are present in 
these partly ordered systems are of primary importance 
in the description of the overall macroscopic properties 
of the polymer. 

The detailed application of n.m.r, to the study of 
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these distributions requires a precise physical description 
of the polymer which is generally unavailable. Rather, 
idealized models are used which are, as far as possible, 
consistent with the available morphological information. 
One such model describes the basic structural features 
of a drawn semi-crystalline polymer in terms of discrete 
crystalline and amorphous regions. The crystalline 
component is viewed as an aggregate of units, each 
of which has the properties of the fully drawn structure. 
The units become oriented upon drawing and thereby 
give rise to the observed anisotropy 8s. 

Often, the amorphous regions may be regarded as 
isotropic from an n.m.r, viewpoint sS, 46, 76, 88 This 
assumption, however, does not preclude a degree of 
preferred orientation which is undoubtedly present 
in the amorphous regions of the drawn material. For 
example, in the case of PE it is known that the amorphous 
regions contain a variety of rotational isomers. Trans and 
gauche conformations are present with the result that 
the molecular chains do not adopt the usual planar 
zig-zag form. Thus the local orientation of pairs of 
protons in the -CH2- groups, which we have shown to 
be mainly responsible for the observed anisotropy in 
Ms, may be random to a much better approximation 
than the orientation of the chain as a whole. While the 
concept of an isotropic amorphous component or indeed 
of a two-phase model is a useful one which has been 
applied successfully to a number of polymers, such 
approximations are not always valid. Distinct anisotropy 
is observed in the amorphous 7"2 signal from fibres of 
PCTFE s9 and also in the amorphous Ms component 
in doubly oriented nylon-6,6 27. 

As our remarks in the introductory section have 
indicated, quantitative analysis is best suited to Me, 
M4 and Te data. Anisotropy considerations favour Me 
and M4. To understand this, we recall the expression 
Me ~- 2/TST~, from which it is evident that the anisotropy 
in Te is scaled down in relation to Ms because of the 
square root relationship. It is for this reason that the 
marked anisotropy in Me for PE e5 and polypropylene 
(pp)70 is not observed in the corresponding T2 measure- 
ments s4. In the study of orientation distributions in 
polymers, measurements are made at low temperatures 
to avoid the complications associated with the presence 
of molecular motion. The moment expression appro- 
priate to the two-phase model described above may be 
written: 

(Mn) = x(Mn>cryst + (1 --x)(Mn>amorph (21) 

where x is the crystalline mass fraction and n=2,4, 
respectively. 

Following upon these preliminary considerations, we 
are now in a position to focus upon the nature of the 
orientation distribution of chains in the drawn polymer. 
The most general orientation of a typical structural 
unit, referred to a macroscopic set of axes, requires 
three Euler angles to be specified (Figure 14). The 
distribution of units may be described mathematically 
by/~(al, A, ~e), the functional form of which may be 
expressed in a series of generalized spherical har- 
monics29, 80, 90, 91: 

+l 
/~(al, A, a2)= ~ Z Ptmn~m (Z), n(Cq, A, a2) (22) 

/=0 n, m= --1 

The coefficients, Piton, of the summation are referred 
to as 'moments' of the distribution. The significance 
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of ]~ may be realized by noting that the average of any 
function, F, over the distribution, denoted by angled 
brackets, has the form: 

<F>--f:=f:f:"/,(o,,, ±,o,2).Fdo,,sinAdAdo, s (23) 

A general expression has been derived for the crystal- 
line contribution to M2 in terms of the distribution 
moments, Pzmn, which may be writtenSg-zz: 

+l 
(Ms>crys t  = ~ ~ DtPlmnYl*~(7, fr)Szn (24) 

/=0, 2,4 ra, n = - I  

where the coefficients Dt = 19272hSI(I + 1)Tr3al/(2l + l) s 
in which ao= 1/5, as=2~7 and a4= 18/35. Values of Dl 
for 1H and 19F nuclei are listed in Table 2. Stn are 
lattice sums defined as: 

Szn = I/N • Yt, n(Ok, ek)/r~ (25) 
k 

The lattice sums are computed in pairs to avoid the 
complex terms. Ok, ek and 7, ¢~, are, respectively, the 
polar and azimuthal angles of rk with respect to the 
symmetry axis of the structural unit and of H0 with 
respect to the draw axis in the polymer. Equation (24) 
expresses the crystalline second moment in terms of: (i) 
fundamental constants; (ii) lattice sums appropriate to 
the particular polymer; (iii) the direction of H0; and (iv) 
the even moments of the distribution up to order 4. 

Equations (22) and (24) simplify considerably when 
there are symmetry elements in the polymer 91. For 
example, if S in Figure 14 is identified as the draw axis 
and there is fibre symmetry, then 2~ becomes independent 
of the angle ~1 (m = 0). If, in addition, the structural unit 
is transversely isotropic, that is, rotations of the unit 
about its symmetry axis C leaves the value of ( M 2 ) c r y s t  

z S 

a2 

~ y  

J 
Figure 14 Diagram which illustrates the most general 
orientation of a typical structural unit, referred to a 
sample coordinate frame, in terms of the three Euler 
angles ~1, A, c=2 

Table 2 Values of the coefficients DI and D'I for XH 
and 19F nuclei 

DI x 10-4(G2A 6) D'I x 10-2(G2A 6) 

1 H 19F 1 H 19 F 

0 71'081 63"069 7-164 6-357 
2 4"062 3"604 10"234 9-081 
4 2"257 2"002 18.422 16"345 
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unchanged, then the dependence on the angle a2 also 
vanishes (n=0). Equations (22) and (24) then be- 
come25,36. 

and 

fi(A) = ~ (l + ½)P/(cosA)P/(cosA) (26) 
l=0 

<Mz )en, st = ~ D;Pt(cosA)P/(cos~)SI 
/=0,2,4 

= % C'6,, l)e/(cosA) (27) 
/ = 0 , 2 , 4  

The lattice sums in this expression, St, have the form 

I/N E P/(cosOk)/rk 6 
k 

The moments Pt00 have been expressed in their explicit 
form in terms of Legendre polynomials, P/(cosA). The 
coefficient D ' /=  6~ZhZI(I + 1) as. 

There is a fourth moment analog to equation (27)38: 

<M4>eryst = ~a C(~, I)Pz(cosA)+<M4)c (28) 
/ = 0 , 2 . . 8  

<M4)e is a small correction term due to lattice sums of 
the type 

E B~B~eBj~ 
id,k 

in the fourth moment calculation. We note in this case 
that the first five terms of the distribution to order 8 
are required in this expression. Only three terms are 
required for <M2)eryst. 

McCall and Hamming 92, and later Roe 29, have shown 
that the second moment may be described fully by 15 
parameters for the most general type of crystal, that is, 
there are 15 independent lattice sums. When there is 
crystallographic or statistical symmetry in the material, 
not all the lattice sums are mutually independent and, 
as a result, the number of independent moments of the 
distribution measurable by n.m.r, is greatly reduced zS, 
29, a0. To quote the example of a fibre material, consisting 
of orthorhombic crystal units, there are six non-zero 
independent P/ran coefficients, namely, P000, P200, Pz6~, 
Pa00, P402 and P404. 

The orientation distribution theory outlined above 
has been applied to a variety of polymers, both semi- 
crystalline and amorphous. Results have been reported 
for poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) 87, PMMA s6, poly(ethylene 
terephthalate) (PET) 3°, polyoxymethylene (POM) a7 and 
pE25, 36. With the exception of PET, the simplified 
theory contained in equations (26)-(28), has been used 
to analyse the experimental data. The results of Kashi- 
wagi etal. 3o for oriented PET have been interpreted in 
terms of orthorhombic statistical symmetry (the sub- 
script rn is restricted to values which are positive and 
even) and transversely isotropic units (n=0). Fourth 
moment measurements have been confined to PE 36. 
Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the agreement between 
theoretical predictions, based upon equations (21), and 
(26)-(28), and the experimental M2 and M4 measure- 
ments for PE as a function of draw ratio. Moments of 
the distribution have been derived from a least squares 
fit of the experimental data, and subsequently used to 
construct polar representations of /~(A) for the three 
draw ratios examined (Figure 17). The moments of the 
distribution obtained from the n.m.r, analysis have 
been complemented in this study by higher order 
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Figure 15 Comparison of the experimental and theoretical 
variation of M~ plotted against the orientation angle, ~,, in 
the magnetic field for low-density PE. The lines are theoretical 
and the points experimental data. Draw ratios: A, 3"7; ©, 
£'3; [3, 1 "3. [Reproduced from McBrierty, V. J. and Ward, I. M. 
J. Phys. (D) 1968, 1, 1529 by permission of the Institute of 
Physics, Bristol ©]  
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Figure 16 Comparison of experimental and theoretical 
variation of M4 plotted against orientation angle, y, in 
the magnetic field for low-density PE. The lines are theo- 
retical and the points experimental data. Draw ratios: 
A, 3-7; ©, 2'3; [3, 1"3. [Reproduced from McBrierty, 
V. d., McDonald, I. R. and Ward, I. M. J. Phys. (D) 
1971, 4, 88 by permission of the Institute of Physics, 
Bristol ©]  

moments estimated on the basis of a smoothing pro- 
cedure which suggested itself from X-ray diffraction 
measurements. The polar plots of Figure 17 are con- 
sistent with those derived from X-ray data and are 
indicative of a very non-affine deformation process 93. 
The Ptmn values derived in this study have been used to 
reasonably predict the mechanical anisotropy exhibited 
by the drawn polymer. 

The values of the coefficients C '(y, l) and C(y, l) for 
drawn POM are listed in Tables 3 and 4 in order to 
illustrate an important aspect of orientation distribution 
analysis by n.m.r.3L We note that terms for 1--2 make 
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Figure 17 Polar representations of the distribu- 
tion functions ,~(A) derived from data of Figures 
15 and 16. Draw ratios: . . . .  ,3.7; . . . . .  ,2 .3;  
- - ,  1.3. [Reproduced from McBrierty, V. J., 
McDonald, I. R. and Ward, I. M.J. Phys.(D) 1971, 
4, 88 by permission of the Institute of Physics, 
Bristol ©]  

Table 3 Values of the coefficients C'(y, I) in G 2 for oriented 
POM. [Reproduced from McBrierty, V. J. and McDonald, I. R. 
J. Phys. (D) 1973, 6, 131 by permission of the Institute of Physics, 
Bristol ©] 

~, ( d e g r e e s )  

I 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 
0 19'54 19-54 19"54 19'54 19-54 19-54 19-54 
2 -0 "01  --0-01 --0"06 0"00 0"00 0'00 0'01 
4 - 1 3 ' 9 3  - 9 - 5 3  --0"32 5-66 4'03 - 2 ' 0 0  - -5 '22 

i i  

Table 4 Values of the coefficients C(7,/) in G 4 for oriented POM. 
[Reproduced from McBrierty, V. J. and McDonald, I. R. J. Phys. 
(D) 1973, 6, 131 by permission of the Institute of Physics, Bristol 
©]  

I' ( d e g r e e s )  

/ 0 15 30 45 60 75 g0 
0 837 837 837 837 837 837 837 
2 - -9 - 9  - -6 - -2 1 4 5 
4 --963 - 6 5 9  --23 391 278 --138 -361 
6 75 30 - 2 8  -11  24 3 - 2 3  
8 130 12 --44 39 -- 10 - 2 2  36 

insignificant contributions to the calculated moments. 
This results from the fact that the angle between the 
internuclear vector in the methylene group and the 
helical axis of the POM chain is almost exactly equal 
to cos -1 [I/(3) 1/2] and therefore Py(cos0k) for this pair, 
which is the major contributor to the lattice sum, is 
almost zero 75. Thus, n.m.r, is totally insensitive to the 
second moment of the distribution in this case. 

Review of  n.m.r, o f  solid polymers: V. J. McBrierty 

In conclusion, the application of n.m.r, to the study 
of statistical distributions in partly oriented polymers 
has been successful up to a point in providing some, 
but not all, of  the even moments of the distribution up 
to order 4 for M2 and order 8 for M4 measurements. 
The method is sensitive to the crystallographic details 
of molecular structure and as such does not have uni- 
versal application. A further drawback relates to the 
direct dependence of fi(A) on l in equation (26); the 
coefficients in the summation become increasingly 
important as l increases and it is these higher order 
moments which are the least accurately assessed (see 
Table 4). Nevertheless, for low draw ratios, the first 
few terms provide a reasonable approximation to the 
distribution. Finally, it may be noted that these pro- 
cedures are a necessary prerequisite if motional studies 
in partly oriented polymers are contemplated aT. 

MOLECULAR MOTIONAL STUDIES 

The motions of molecules which are responsible for 
relaxation phenomena in polymers have been investigated 
extensively and, in this section, specific examples will 
be cited to illustrate the ways in which the theoretical 
considerations, presented earlier, have been exploited 
in the examination of polymeric systems 3a, as, 94. Fibre 
materials will be emphasized. 

For semi-crystalline polymers, there is characteristic 
motional behaviour in the crystalline and amorphous 
regions for which discrete components may be resolved 
in the recorded data, at least over a range of temperature. 
Long T1 and Tip and short T2 (or broad component 
of the absorption envelope) signals are manifestations 
of crystalline behaviour aS. 

In those cases where the interpretation of n.m.r. 
data from individual polymers is uncertain, it is often 
advantageous to examine related polymers in which 
chemical modifications have been introduced 65. The 
correlation of the combined results can be more revealing 
than the data from the individual polymers, considered 
separately. The effects of isomerism may be similarly 
studied. Slichter and Davis have recorded T1 data for 
polybutadiene as a function of cis-trans content9L They 
observed a shift of the T1 minimum to higher tempera- 
tures as the trans content was increased, indicating 
increasing restrictions to motion. 

The effects of a variety of agents which alter the 
molecular motional behaviour, often profoundly, have 
been examined by n.m.r, either to clarify, further, the 
motional mechanisms or to elucidate information on the 
combined polymer-agent system. The use of irradiation 
to produce crosslinks 96 or swelling agents to enhance 
motion 97-101 are examples. The incorporation of filler 
particles such as carbon black into elastomers can 
lead to systems which are of great practical importance. 
Recent n.m.r, studies have examined the reinforcing 
effects of filler particles in terms of the suppression of 
molecular motion which is produced in the polymer 61, 102 
The molecular details of the curing process in epoxy 
resins is under current examination 103. 

The types of molecular motion to which n.m.r, is 
sensitive fall into three broad categories: motions which 
involve side groups, main chain or segmental effects 
and motions of a general character which are typical 
of glass transition phenomena. Vibrations are essentially 
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undetected. Examples of these three types of motion 
will now be considered in turn. 

Side group motions 
Probably the most documented side group motion 

pertains to the rotation of methyl groups about their 
threefold axis of symmetry 41, 84,104. Such motions are 
observed at low temperatures, down to a few Kelvin 14. 
In some polymers the motion is not fully activated 
until relatively higher temperatures as, for example, in 
the polycarbonate (PC) 41 or the diglycidyl ether of 
bisphenol A (DGEBA) l°a. The higher temperatures and 
the accompanying high values of the activation energy 
for the motion, ~ 5 kcal/mol, reflect the steric hindrance 
associated with two methyl groups attached to the one 
carbon atom. In PVAc, quantum mechanical tunnelling 
is probably operative and, in this case, it is misleading 
to use the concept of an activation energy across a 
barrier 1~. 

The n.m.r, relaxation data for fibres of PP are presented 
in Figure 1884. The small T~ transition and Tip minimum 
around -180°C and the T1 minimum at - l l 0 ° C  are 
manifestations of methyl group rotations. An explicit 
expression for Tip has been derived for this motion in 
terms of the angle, /3, between the symmetry axis of a 
typical group and the laboratory field direction. The 
expression for Z l#mln  has the form: 

/'1 pmi n = 50/sin 4/3/~sec (29) 

i0 i 

16' 

16 3 
(7 
X 
o 

72A 

r2c 

- 2 O O  - 8 0  4 0  160 
t(oc) 

Figure 18 Temperature dependence of the relaxation t imes 
TI, T= and TIp for fibres of PP. The triangles denote T2 
measurements; A, relate to orientations 7=0 ° and 90 ° and 
A to the 54 ° orientation to the magnetic field. The 7"1 and 
Tip data are denoted respectively by [ ]  and ©. The amorphous 
and crystalline a s s i g n m e n t s  are subscripted A and C, 
respectively. [Reproduced from McBrierty, V. d., Douglass, 
D. C. and Falcone, D. R. JCS Faraday Trans. II 1972, 68, 1051 
by permission of the Chemical Society, London] 
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Figure 19 N.m.r. relaxation times Tz, T2 and Tzpfor FEP 
fibres, y is the angle between the fibre axis-and the 
magnetic field direction. The arrows indicate calculated 
T2 values: ~,  chains rotating about their helical axis;  
. . . .  ~,  chains rotating and translating. O, 7=0°; 
A, 7=54°; Iq, 7=90 °. [Reproduced from McBrierty, 
V. d. el al. J. Chem. Phys. 1970, 52, 512 by permission of 
the American Institute of Physics, New York] 

The approximation of isolated methyl groups has been 
made. The introduction of a distribution of relaxation 
times, considered to result from a random distribution 
of CH3 groups in the polymer, leads to an average 
value of ~0.25 for sin4fl. This raises the T l p m t n  t o  

200#sec. If, in addition, spin diffusion is operative, 
which allows the rotating methyl groups to relax the 
remaining 50,%o of protons in PP, the predicted minimum 
is 400/zsec, which is in reasonable agreement with the 
observed value of 550/~sec. This example illustrates 
the use of a physically meaningful distribution of relaxa- 
tion times as opposed to the purely mathematical 
procedures which are commonly employed 17. 

In several polymers, the small T2 transition is absent. 
Such is the case with PVAc 14 (a feature of quantum 
mechanical tunnelling), with DGEBA 1°8 and with 
PE 41. As we have already explained, spin diffusion is 
responsible for the observations in PE. In .any event, 
the predicted size of the T~ transition is small. Substitu- 
tion of the value for the T l a m l n  derived above into 
equation (9) shows that an increase of about a few 
/zsec is all that is ideally expected. 

The effects of bulky side groups have been examined 
in substituted polysiloxanes 9s. Replacement of half of 
the methyls in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with 
phenyl groups leads to a significant increase in the 
corresponding 7"1 minimum, of the order of a factor 
of 2. This is interpreted in terms of rigid phenyl groups 
and steric hindrance to motion of the remaining methyls. 
The effects are less pronounced when trifluoropropyl 
groups are used instead of phenyl groups. 
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An interesting, if not unusual result emerges from the 
data on FEP shown in Figure 19. There is no indication 
o f - C F 3  group motion which one might expect. The 
groups are locked in and do not rotate. 

It is possible for n.m.r, to detect and resolve more 
than one type of side group motion as in PMMA 65. 
On the other hand, known side group motions can 
remain undetected by n.m.r, as in the case of ester side 
groups in PVAO a. The vexed question of phenyl side 
group behaviour in PS remains unanswered a4, 47,64 

although the likely candidate would appear to be small 
amplitude oscillations. 

Main chain motions 
An emerging feature of  the current work on the 

application of n.m.r, to polymers has been the exploita- 
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Figure 20 N.m.r. relaxation t imes for PCTFE fibres: 
O, y=0° ;  A,  y=54° ;  I-1, ~,=90 ° where }, is the angle 
between the fibre axis and the magnetic field. [Repro- 
duced from McBrierty, V. J., McCall, D. W. and 
Douglass, D. C. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 1970, 15, 307 by 
permission of the authors] 
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various relaxation processes in the polymer (see 
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Figure 22 Second moment of partly oriented POM. Points 
represent the experimental data; the curves are calculated 
values for the rigid lattice (-1"/2°C), for crystall ine chains 
oscil lating with ampli tude 42 ° (+20°C) and for chains 
which are both osci l lat ing and translating (+t00°C).  [Re- 
produced from McBrierty, V. J. and McDonald, I. R. J. 
Phys. (D) 1973, 6, 131 by permission of the Institute of 
Physics, Bristol © ]  

tion of improved theories and the availability of more 
refined materials to identify rather than merely detect 
the characteristic main chain motions which prevail. 
Specialized motions have been proposed to interpret 
successfully various experimental data: these include 
main chain oscillations, rotations, discrete jumps 
between sites, and main chain translations. These 
effects of chain flexibility, which becomes important 
for long chains, have also been examined quantita- 
tively s6. 

The onset of rotation about the main chain axis may 
be abrupt or gradual. For  example, the first order 
transition in PTFE is abrupt with ve ~ 10Hz below the 
transition rising to ~107Hz some 10°C higher in 
temperature 4. In FEP the transition is more gradual 46 
(Figure 19) while in PCTFE main chain rotation is not 
fully activated in the n.m.r, sense until just below the 
melting point (Figures 20 and 21) l°6 . 

Chain rotations can occur in either all or part of the 
crystalline or amorphous regions. The 7c relaxation 
process in PCTFE has been interpreted in terms of 
rotations of crystalline chains only in the vicinity of 
row vacancies or defects sg, 105 

The broadline results for a number of aromatic 
polyamides 107 indicate that part of a chain may undergo 
preferred motion, probably rotation, depending upon 
the details of molecular structure. Alternatively, small 
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Figure 23 Fourth moment of partly oriented POM. Points 
represent the experimental data; the curves are calculated 
values for the rigid lattice (-172°C), for crystalline chains 
oscillating with amplitude 42 ° (+20°C) and for chains which 
are both oscillating and translating (+100°C). [Reproduced 
from McBrierty, V. J. and McDonald, I. R. J. Phys. (D) 1973, 
6, 131 by permission of the Institute of Physics, Bristol © ]  
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Figure 24 Experimental decrease in the second moment of 
doubly oriented nylon-6,6 over (a) the temperature interval - 196°C 
to +20°C and (b) +20°C to +180°C as a function of the angles 
y and ~b (see text). [Reproduced from OIf, H. G. J. Polym. Sci. 
(A-2) 1971, 9, 1851 by permission of John Wiley, New York] 

segments of a chain may dictate its overall behaviour. 
The symmetrical incorporation of terphenylene or 
terdiphenylene units into the chain leads to low barriers 
to chain motion. This is contrasted with the situation 
in poly(1,3-phenylene isophthalamide) where the units 
are not symmetrically incorporated with consequently 
higher barriers. 

Main chain translations in PTFE and FEP, suggested 
earlier from X-ray diffraction data 10s, have been quanti- 
tatively confirmed by n.m.r. (Figure 19) 4, 46. 

The use of fourth moment measurements in the study 
of molecular motions has been neglected in the past. 

This is not surprising in view of the inherent difficulties 
in their measurement and the long computer times 
required to perform the lattice sums. Figures 22 and 23 
contain the experimental and theoretical results of a 
recent study on fibres of POM3L The low temperature 
data provide the distribution functions which describe 
the statistical orientation of chains in the polymer. 
These are then used in the subsequent molecular motional 
calculations. The room temperature data are analysed 
in terms of main chain oscillations of amplitude 42 ° , 
while at 100°C the chains are considered to be both 
oscillating and translating. 

The examples quoted thusfar clearly demonstrate the 
inherent benefits in the use of fibre materials. The method 
has been extended in a recent study to a sample of 
nylon-6,6 which had been rolled to produce double 
orientation2L Fibre symmetry no longer applies since 
the crystallographic 010 planes lie predominantly 
parallel to the plane of the polymer film. The direction 
of H0 now requires two angles, y, 4, to be uniquely 
specified. The decrease in 342, recorded as a function 
of y and 4' between the temperature intervals -196°C 
to +20°C and +20°C to +180°C, is presented in 
Figure 24. The decrease in the low temperature interval 
is explained in terms of segmental motion in the amor- 
phous regions. The strong dependence of this decrease 
on both 7 and ~ implies double orientation in these 
regions. The decrease at the higher temperatures is 
consistent with the onset of large amplitude rotational 
oscillation which is essentially indistinguishable from 
full segmental rotation 26. 

Motions of a general character 
The onset of general motions in a polymer is usually 

associated with the glass transition, that is, the passage 
from a rigid glass to a rubbery or viscous liquid 15. 
For semi-crystalline polymers below their melting 
point, such motions occur in the amorphous regions. 
Existing theories of the glass transition have been 
evaluated in terms of the n.m.r, of o-terpheny1109, a 
material which may be prepared in either the glass or 
crystalline state. The central feature of the glass transi- 
tion, as discussed by McCall 15, 85, is the cessation of 
long range order in the regions which are passing through 
their Tg. 

The change in the amorphous T2 associated with the 
glass transition is an increase of about two orders of 
magnitude from ~ 10 -5 sec to ~ 10 -z see. This increase 
implies that motions of a very general nature have been 
attained since virtually all directions are available to 
the internuclear vectors above Tg 110. The degree of 
motional vigor attained is not the same in every case. 
The high temperature T2 in FEP (Figure 19), for example, 
is only ~10-4sec, which indicates that liquid-like 
motion is not reached. 

The increase in the amorphous T2 can display an inter- 
mediate plateau as observed in branched PE 41 and 
PCTFE (Figure 21) sg, lo6. This feature of n.m.r, data 
requires an explanation in terms of specialized motions, 
especially in view of the anisotropic nature of the PCTFE 
fibre results. Preliminary calculations on the preferred 
motions of loose folds or chain ends at the surface of 
crystal lamellae, which are of essentially amorphous 
character, would appear to provide an adequate descrip- 
tion of the observed data 89. 

When polymers form the components of a copolymer 
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figure £5 Transition map for PCTFE. x, n.m,r, correlation 
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remaining points are the dielectric and dynamic mechanical 
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there are often significant differences in their general 
motional behaviour. Anderson and Liu 111 have reported 
T1 results for a series of diblock copolymers of PS and 
polybutadiene (PB) as a function of the relative content 
of each. As the PS content increases beyond 50 %, the 
PB T1 minimum shifts to higher temperatures, indicating 
increasing restrictions to motion in the PB. In this case 
the PB domains are held at constant volume in the 
glassy PS matrix: PS is well below its Tg and therefore 
its thermal expansion is much less than for the PB 
component which is above its Tg. The restrictions to 
motion are therefore not surprising. 

A feature of the 7"1 and 7"2 results for a SBS block 
copolymer, which contains 30% PS, is the onset of 
general motion in PS at a lower temperature in SBS 
(lower Tg) than in the comparable homopolymer. This 
is because the PS domains are located in a PB matrix 
which is in a state of vigorous motion at the temperatures 
in question 47. Conversely, the presence of the PS domains 
leads to a more hindered motion in the PB component 
of SBS as compared with the homopolymer, as a result 
of the crosslinking effects of the PS domains. 

Transition maps 
The correlation of n.m.r, relaxation data with dielectric 

and dynamic mechanical measurements has been carried 
out for a large number of polymers 15. The combined 
results are presented in terms of transition maps which 
are plots of log vc vs. reciprocal temperature. The 
transition map for PCTFE is presented in Figure 25 in 
which the correlation frequencies, obtained by applica- 
tion of the expressions listed in Table 1 to the n.m.r. 
data of Figure 20, are compared with the dielectric and 
mechanical results of  Hoffman et al.l°L The satisfactory 
agreement between the various measurements is typical 
of most polymers. 

HIGH RESOLUTION STUDIES 1N SOLID POLYMERS 

The relaxation theory outlined in the earlier part of  
this review derives solely from the dipolar mechanism: 
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chemical shift, or, and scalar spin-spin J coupling 
interactions have been neglected because of their relative 
insignificant contributions. This is reflected in the 
type of  spectra observed for solids which are generally 
structureless and lack the fine detail associated with 
e and J type interactions. The high resolution spectra 
of liquids in which the dipolar interactions are random- 
ized to zero may be contrasted with typical spectra from 
solids. 

The observation of high resolution spectra from 
solids has been a compelling goal which has been achieved 
with a reasonable measure of success. The aim of  the 
high resolution experiment is to remove or severely 
attenuate the dipolar contribution. In one approach 
the sample is rotated rapidly at 54.7 ° , the 'magic angle', 
to the laboratory field H0112,11a The angular de- 
pendence introduced into the dipolar Hamiltonian by 
such macroscopic rotations has the form of the second 
Legendre polynomial which is zero at the magic angle. 
An alternative method is to leave the sample fixed and 
to rotate the magnetic field electrically 114, 116. A third 
approach involves the use of multiple pulses 54-59, 117-122 
High resolution spectra of rare species, laC (~ 1 .1%  
abundance), have recently been achieved by double 
resonance methods 1~1, lz2. 

Multiple pulse methods 
When a solid is subjected to a sequence of suitable 

identical pulse cycles, a time dependence is imposed 
upon the nuclear spin vectors in such a way as to cause 
severe attenuation of  the dipolar Hamiltonian when 
averaged over a cycle. The scalar coupling and chemical 
shift effects do not vanish and a liquid-like situation 
prevails in the solid. In addition, the anisotropy in 
the chemical shift is preserved, in contrast to liquids. 
Several pulse sequences, of differing degrees of refine- 
ment and complexity, have been devised to achieve this 
result. The free induction decay is prolonged to much 
longer times, of the order of Tip as opposed to the 
normal Tz 59. This is equivalent to line narrowing of 
the absorption spectrum. The closer the values of these 
two relaxation times the less chance there will be of 
achieving line narrowing. In a polymer at low tem- 
peratures Tip and T2 tend to be widely different while 
the vigorous general motions above Tg can yield values 
of Tip and T2 which are not very different. In viscous 
liquids it may well be that no line narrowing is possible 
by artificial means 59. It follows then that the presence 
of internal motion places a limit on the ultimate degree 
of line narrowing which can be achieved. Limiting 
linewidths of l - 2 k H z  have been observed in several 
fluorocarbons at room temperature 59, 12a 

Consider now the results of Ellett et al. 12a for the 
copolymer tetrafluoroethylene-perfluoromethylvinyl ether 
(TFE/PFMVE). The sample was subjected to the 
following pulse cycle: 

(Px, 2"r, P-x, r, Pu, 2r, P-u, -r) 

where Px denotes a pulse which rotates the nuclear 
magnetization through 90 ° about the x axis etc. The 
nuclear signal is sampled once every cycle. About 100 
cycles are required to construct the free induction 
decay of Figure 26. This decay may be compared with 
the normal block decay which is structureless and 
which is characterized by a T2-~ 50/zsec at room tem- 
perature. The narrow line of the absorption spectrum 
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Figure 26 (a) High resolution free i~duction decay observed 
in TFE/PFMVE and (b) its Fourier transform, the 19F absorption 
spectrum. [Reproduced from Ellett, D., Haeberlen, U. and Waugh, 
J. S. J. Polym. $ci. (B) 1969, 7, 71 by permission of John Wiley, 
New York] 
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Table 5 Principal values of the ZgF shielding tensor for PTFE 
with CeFe as reference (ppm) 

Temperature Sample 
ezl e22 a33 ~- (K) form Reference 

-71 +20 +51 -41 153 Bulk 126 
- 8 0  +21 +59 - 4 0  81 Bulk 126 

--100 +22 +78 - 3 9  77 Bulk 56 
- 8 0  +10 +70 - 3 0  77 Fibres 125 

on the low field side is assigned to the -OCFa and the 
high field peak to -CF2- groups. The areas under the 
peaks agree reasonably with the relative amounts of 
material present in the polymer. The separation of the 
peaks is 73 + 4ppm compared with 65 + 0.3 ppm deter- 
mined from the high resolution spectrum of the polymer 

in solution. The asymmetry of the -CF2- peak is con- 
sistent with anisotropy in the chemical shift tensor 124. 

Mansfield and coworkers have measured the principal 
values of the 19F shielding tensor in PTFE, both in 
bulk and fibre form 56, 125, using symmetrized pulse 
sequences 119. Their fibre results are summarized in 
Figure 27 as a function of fibre orientation in the labora- 
tory field H0. Their data indicate that the most screened 
component lies along the CF bond while the least 
screened component is aligned at 4=30-45 ° to the 
helical axis of the polymer chain. Their chemical shift 
results are compared with those of Mehring et al. 12~ in 
Table 5. 

In a double resonance experiment they have observed 
chemical shift anisotropy of 13C in bulk PTFE 122. 
They assign the values -130 + 25 ppm to the isotropic 
chemical shift, ~, - 30 ppm to Crx and + 60 ppm to o II, 
respectively. 

Macroscopic rotation method 

Several polymers have been studied by the macro- 
scopic rotation technique, which include PTFE, PMMA, 
PS, PE and polyisobutylene (PIB) 12, zz, 127-129. Line 
narrowing at room temperature was achieved in all but 
the last polymer. Ideally one would expect line narrowing 
to occur when the frequency of mcroscopic rotation, 
f~r, becomes comparable with the static line width, 8oJ, 
expressed in frequency units. The maximum spinning 
frequencies which can be attained at present, 12.5 kHz 13°, 
fall short of the typical rigid lattice linewidths which 
are of the order of 50 kHz in polymers. It emerges that 
internal motions within the polymer play a fundamental 
role in the experiment. Andrew and Jasinski 131 have 
examined the problem in detail and have found that 
rotation at the magic angle reduces the linewidth to 
a limiting value 8o~z given by the expression: 

a , [ ¢'~1b~2 - - 1  ( 3 0 )  

The internal restricted motion reduces the rigid lattice 
second moment by the amount o~, to a residual value 
of ~O~b, expressed in angular frequency units. The motion 
responsible for the internal narrowing is characterized 
by the correlation time r= (~o1=~-,<1). Any other 
motions which may be present and which are too slow to 
produce line narrowing are characterized by the cor- 
relation time rb (oJzbrb > 1). Thus we see that the limiting 
linewidth depends upon the r values for the internal 
microscopic motions. The linewidth will be narrowest 
under microscopic rotation when r= is very short and 
r~ is very long 112. For viscous fluids ~Olb '~0 and there- 
fore $oJt=~o~ara whether at rest or rotated. Generally 
speaking, there is no further narrowing possible when 
there is extensive internal isotropic motion. It is therefore 
not surprising that narrowing could not be achieved 
in PIB which is well above its Tgat room temperature 1 5 

The expression for the limiting linewidth, equation 
(30), in rotated specimens is also applicable to the 
multiple pulse method which suffers from the same 
limitations; in that case f2r is identified as the cycle 
frequency instead of the specimen rotation frequency. 

Schneider et aLla have applied the results of Andrew 
and Jasinski to a series of PE samples. The broad 
crystalline peak is unaffected by sample rotation. The 
amorphous peak narrows considerably and side bands 
are developed. Their experimental spectra cannot be 
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Table 6 Results of analysis of n.m.r, spectra of PE samples 
measured at magic angle rotation. [Reproduced from Schneider, 
B., Pivcova, H. and Doskocilova, D. Macromolecules 1972, 5, 120 
by permission of the American Chemical Society, Washington, 
D.C. © ]  

Composition (%) 

Sample Amorphous 
density 
(g/cm 3) Crystal I II 

Static Residual 
linewidth (G) linewidth (G) 

8oJzb 8wl 

I II I II 

0.962 89.8 3.4 6.8 1.6 4.4 0.35 0"8 
0.960 81.4 6.2 12.4 1.6 4.4 0.35 0.8 
0.953 81.4 6.2 12.4 1.6 4.4 0.35 0.8 
0.930 68.0 16.8 15.2 0.8 2.4 0.2 0.4 
0.9'29 68.0 16.2 15.2 0"8 2.4 0.2 0.4 
0-919 47.5 52.5 0.2 1 "5 0.1 0"3 

IG 

IG 

a 

b 

C 

Figure 28 High resolution spectra of PE derived 
from macroscopic rotation of the sample. The lines 
are experimental traces and the points theoretical. 
(a) Qr=0; (b) Qr=3650; (c) ~r=6800Hz. [Reproduced 
from Schneider, B., Pivcova, H. and Doskocilova, 
D, Macromolecules 1972, 5, 1£0 by permission of the 
American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C. ©]  

interpreted in terms of a single amorphous component; 
at least two are required. The results of  their analysis 
are presented in Table 6 and their calculated line shapes 
are compared with the experimental spectra in Figure 28. 
It is appropriate to note that the term rigid or crystalline 
is here attached to those regions for which the residual 
linewidth is larger than the spinning frequency f~r. 
The estimated correlation time ~'a for the internal 
motion in the amorphous regions varies between 10 -8 see 
for component II  in the most highly crystalline sample 
to 10-Tsec for component I in the sample of lowest 
crystallinity. 

High resolution studies by the rotation method are 
finding increasing application in the study of bio- 
polymers. While it is not intended to digress into the 
area of  biopolymers in this review, a particularly 
interesting example may be quoted in which the internal 
motions in lecithin and other biopolymers of  interest 
in relation to membranes have been examined 132. 

In summary, the application of  these techniques to 
polymers has yet to be fully developed and exploited. 

Review of n.m.r, of solid polymers: V. J. McBrierty 

The profound effects of internal motion on the observa- 
tion, or otherwise, of narrowed spectra may be examined 
further as a function of  temperature. The implications 
of correlation frequency distributions which are un- 
doubtedly present in polymers 17 have yet to be fully 
assessed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The techniques used in conventional rubber technology 
are based on and related to the properties of the first 
available raw material, natural rubber, which in the 
most commonly used form of baled smoked sheet is a 
high molecular weight polymer (~6  x 10 6) of such high 
viscosity as to be effectively solid. When synthetic 
rubbers became available, they were produced in the 
same base form as natural rubber, so as to be compatible 
with the available processing machinery and techno- 
logical practices. To convert the solid mass into useful 
products requires that it be transformed into the desired 
shape and that this shape be rendered dimensionally 
stable by vulcanization. The chemical ingredients re- 
quired for vulcanization, and the other agents such as 
fillers which are used to modify the final properties, are 
finely divided powders, and there is consequently a 
basic problem of homogeneously dispersing these ingre- 
dients into the solid rubber. In order to do so it is 
necessary to break down the structure of the rubber 
and reduce its molecular weight by mechanical action 
(mastication). Because of the high viscosity of the raw 
rubber the mastication process requires heavy duty 
machinery and it consumes large amounts of energy. 
The reduction in viscosity which permits the incorpora- 
tion of powders also facilitates the shaping process. 
However, the high abrasion and fatigue resistance of 
vulcanisates as well as their good tensile strength and 
tear resistance are a direct consequence of the network 
structure produced by the crosslinking of long molecules. 
Thus in all current processes of the manufacture of 
rubber products there is a continual compromise between 
the need to maintain the final properties of the vul- 
canisate by maintaining the high molecular weight of 
the polymer and the need to reduce the viscosity to 
enable the powder ingredients to be incorporated and to 
allow moulding to be carried out under reasonably 
convenient conditions. 

One way of overcoming the difficulty of mixing-in 
the powder ingredients is to start with a lower molecular 
weight and hence less viscous material. Accordingly, 
natural rubber can be degraded chemically and the 
polymerization of synthetic rubbers terminated at an 
earlier stage, but unfortunately the final products made 
from such liquid rubbers have poor mechanical pro- 
perties because of the high proportion of elastically 
inactive free chain ends. A way out of this difficulty is 

* Presented as a Symposium Lecture at the IUPAC International 
Symposium on Macromolecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

indicated by the polyurethane elastomers. In these 
systems the basic material is a relatively low molecular 
weight polyether or polyester with the important dis- 
tinction that the polymer chains are terminated by 
chemically reactive hydroxyl groups. These groups are 
reacted with di-isocyanates to give chain extension and 
crosslinking. The free end fraction of the resultant 
network is thereby reduced and the mechanical properties 
correspondingly increased. 

This principle has been applied to the synthesis of 
reactively terminated low molecular weight rubbers, 
based on butadiene homo- and co-polymers. These 
materials have found extensive use as binders for solid 
rocket propellants, an application which does not 
make severe demands on their physical properties and 
where dispersion of the filler poses no significant prob- 
lems, because of its relative coarseness. There has, 
however, been increasing interest in the possibility of 
using these materials more generally for the manufacture 
of mechanical rubber goods and to fulfil the require- 
ments of these applications poses significant problems, 
chemical, physical, mechanical and technological as well 
as economic. 

CHEMICAL PROBLEMS 

In principle the reactively terminated liquid rubbers 
offer the opportunity to produce networks of known 
structure and topology by starting with a strictly linear 
polymer of known molecular weight distribution and 
with a reactive group at each end of each molecule, 
and reacting this polymer with crosslinking agents of 
known and consistent functionality. The present level 
of understanding of the relation between structure 
and properties indicates that the reduction or elimination 
of network defects by the use of such systems would 
result in greatly improved physical properties. However, 
the structure of the available liquid rubbers (Table 1) is 
not closely controlled or even well defined 1. Thus 
although average molecular weights are quoted, little 
is known about the molecular weight distribution. Of 
perhaps greater import is the uncertainty associated 
with the functionality of the polymer, i.e. the average 
number of reactive groups per molecule. As indicated 
in Table 1 this is, in most cases, greater than 2, and 
may be as high as 2.8. Furthermore, it must be recognized 
that this is only an average figure and the distribution 
of the functionality of the molecules is not known. 
Consequently there may be present in the system mole- 
cules which do not possess any reactive groups and 
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Table 1 Liquid rubbers 

Name Chemical type Mol Wt Functionality 

A. Not reactively 
terminated 

Flosbrene MV Low SBR 5000 0 

B. Reactively 
terminated 

ARCO R45M OH-terminated 2400-3200 
polybutadiene 

R45HT OH-terminated 3100-3500 
polybutadiene 

R15M OH-terminated 3500-4000 
polybutadiene 

ARCO CS15 OH-terminated 3800-4300 
SBR 

CN15 OH-terminated 4200-4700 
nitrile (15%) 

Polymer Corp. Br-terminated 
Ltd. XPRD- polybutadiene 
B241 

Thiokol HC434 COOH-terminated 3800 
polybutadiene 

Hycar CTB COOH-terminated 5000 
polybutadiene 

2.2-2"4 

2-2-2.4 

2.5-2'8 

2'5-2"8 

1.5-2"8 

1.9-2.25 

~2"0 

"- 2 (  
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Figure 1 Comparison of physical properties of black-loaded 
liquid rubbers 2. From left to right: liquid SBR polymer; hydroxyl- 
terminated polybutsdiene; bromine-terminated polybutadiene; 
carboxyl-terminated polybutadiene; solid polybutadiene. I I ,  
Tensile strength or hardness; r-I, elongation 

which therefore will not be incorporated into the net- 
work, but will remain as a plasticizer or sol fraction. 
Similarly, molecules containing only one reactive group 
will severely limit the capacity of the system to increase 
in molecular weight by chain extension. Significant 
proportions of molecules of functionality 3 or more 
will cause chain-branching and ultimately gelation. 

The hydroxyl-terminated polymers can be chain- 
extended and crosslinked with di-isocyanates, in the 
same way as the polyether and polyester precursors 
of the polyurethanes, and, as in these latter systems, 
traces of water can cause undesirable side reactions. 
Carboxyl-terminated liquid rubbers can be chain- 
extended with di-epoxides such as the diglycidyl ether 
of bisphenol A (4,4'-dihydroxydiphenyl-2,2-propane), 
while a mixture of difunctional and trifunctional epoxides 
will yield a crosslinked product. The third commercially 
available type of liquid rubber is terminated with bromine 
and this can be treated with a mixture of di- and poly- 
amines to give a solid vulcanisate. The physical pro- 
perties of the simple (gum) elastomers prepared in the 
various ways are inadequate for most practical applica- 
tions and reinforcement with carbon black is necessary. 
At a filler loading of 50 parts by weight of HAF black 
to 100 parts by weight of rubber (i.e. 50phr) typical 
mechanical properties are as shown in Figure 1. 

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROBLEMS 

It is well known that the full reinforcing effect of carbon 
black in rubber is only obtained if the filler is adequately 
dispersed, a result which is difficult to achieve because 
of the tendency of the particles to form large agglomerates. 
Deaggregation requires high local shear forces that have 
to bc transmitted through the intervening liquid medium. 
Thus two levels of mixing of filler into rubber can bc 
distinguished: (a) distribution; and (b) dispersion. 
In the first the filler is incorporated into and distributed 
through the rubber to give a macroscopically homo- 
geneous mass and this can best be effected by a folding 
or kneading action. Here the low viscosity of the liquid 
rubbers is a distinct advantage. 

As indicated in Table 1, the molecular weights of the 
commercially available liquid rubbers are in the region 
of 3000-5000, values which correspond to viscosities 
of between 100 and 500P at 30°C. They can therefore 
be poured, albeit slowly, at room temperature and 
powders, including carbon black, can be readily in- 
corporated by simple paddle stirrers or Z-blade mixers, 
little power being required for this operation. However, 
this mild treatment is quite inadequate to achieve the 
dispersion of the filler to the level needed to confer 
reinforcement. The relatively low viscosity is, in fact, 
a disadvantage in this respect since it is correspondingly 
more difficult to transmit the required level of shear 
forces through the liquid; high shear rates are required, 
such as are obtainable for instance on a laboratory 
three-roll paint mill. Such a technique is not suitable 
for continuous production and a novel high-shear 
mixing device has been developed by RAPRA for this 
purpose 2 (Figure 2). This machine employs an arrange- 
ment of roller bearings to provide the necessary intensive 
shear and is capable of a throughput of about 25 kg/h. 
It is perhaps surprising that a 7.5 kW motor is required 
for this machine since this is about the size required 

Figure £ General view of RAPRA intensive mixer for liquid 
rubbers 2 
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Table £ Dispersion of carbon black 2 

Comment 

Best 
dispersion 

(Cabot scale) 

Tweedy dough mixer Inadequate; lengthy; large G5 
aggregates 

Winkworth Z-blade Lengthy unless fluffy black C4-G6 
used 

Acheson triple cone Inadequate; lengthy B3-D5 
mixer 

Vickers Transfermix Longer screw required ; no F6-G6 
back pressure; difficult 
to feed 

Excellent dispersion; un- 
suitable for continuous 
mixing 

Continuously produces 
excellent dispersion 

3-Roll paint mill 

RAPRA mixer 

A1 

A1 

Q 

to drive a conventional internal mixer to produce the 
same output of compound from solid rubber. It seems 
probable that the limiting factor is the amount of power 
required to break down the carbon black agglomerates 
and that this is independent of the viscosity of the rubber 
matrix. The nature of the dispersion on the Cabot 
scale obtained by different mixing techniques is indicated 
in Table 2, and micrographs of some of those dispersions 
are shown in Figure 3, together with that of a dispersion 
obtained with a conventional solid rubber using tradi- 
tional mixing techniques. 

The viscosity of the liquid rubbers is essentially 
independent of shear rate over the two decades at which 
measurements have been made (Figure 4). However, 
incorporation and dispersion of carbon black causes a 
dramatic change in properties. Not only is the viscosity 
increased but it shows a very marked dependence on 

Figure 3 Dispersion of black in liquid rubber 2. (a) Dough mixer; (b) 3-roll paint mill; (c) RAPRA mixer; (d) solid rubber mixed in 
internal mixer 
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IO I I I I I 

IO -3 IO "1 IO 

,Shear rate (sec -I) 

Figure 4 Plots of viscosity against shear rate for rubbers 
mentioned in Table 1. ©, R45M+50phr HAF black; G, CN15; 
I~, CS15; V, HC434; 0 ,  R45M 

shear rate, increasing with decreasing shear rate and 
attaining a value of 107p at the lowest rate at which 
measurement was possible. The trend of the data is 
such that even higher viscosities would be expected at 
lower rates of shear. These results account for the 
observation that the filled material shows no tendency 
to flow under its own weight when stored for long 
periods of time, i.e. it appears to have the consistency 
of a paste or grease. Once it is caused to flow, however, 
the resistance to flow decreases rapidly with increasing 
rate and at sufficiently high rates the viscosity approaches 
that of the unfilled liquid rubber. Thus the materials 
have the capacity to retain their shape at rest, but to 
be readily transported and transformed under the 
action of relatively small forces; properties which are 
clearly of importance in developing the appropriate 
processing technology. 

TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 

Processing 
Because of their fluid character the unfilled liquid 

rubbers can be pumped and metered relatively easily. 
Powdered ingredients can also be metered, using con- 
ventional techniques, and the components of a formula- 
tion can therefore be fed continuously and in the correct 
proportions to a mixing unit. The prepared compound 
can also be transported through pipes to the lightweight 
equipment required for shaping and vulcanization. 
These operations can therefore be carried out in a 
completely closed system without any of the raw materials 
entering the atmosphere. Such a development is desir- 
able, not only because of the toxic (di-isocyanate) or 
unpleasant (carbon black) ingredients, but also because 
of the possibility of greater consistency of the compound 
and hence of the product. This system also lends itself 
to the use of injection moulding as a fabrication technique, 
since full advantage can be taken of the easy flow pro- 
perties of the compounded liquid rubbers. The working 
pressures of most injection moulding machines for 

conventional rubbers is of the order of 150MN/m 2, 
but it is possible to injection mould liquid rubber com- 
pounds at pressures at only 5MN/m 2. On an experi- 
mental injection moulding machine, discs of 15cm 
diameter and 2 mm thickness have been produced and 
a simple hand toggle lever is sufficient to hold the mould 
closed under the injection pressure required to fill it. 

Liquid rubber compounds are particularly suited to 
the manufacture of complex mouldings and those in- 
volving inserts, where the good flow properties at low 
pressures ensure that the most complicated mould can 
be readily filled without disturbing any inserts that 
might be present. A particular case in point is the 
injection moulding of a liquid rubber tyre tread com- 
pound onto a conventional carcase, where the pressures 
needed for the injection moulding of conventional 
rubber compounds would so distort the carcase as to 
make the process unacceptable to tyre retreaders. The 
feasibility of the process has been established b y  the 
use of a modified retreading mould (Figure 5), with which 
a tyre retreaded with a liquid rubber compound has 
been produced (Figure 6). 

Many rubber products are composite structures, 
relying on the relative inextensibility of textile cord to 
confer directional mechanical properties; the most 
important examples are tyres and braided hose. The 
fabrication of such products is labour intensive and 
hand building is often required. Considerable saving 
in cost could therefore be realized by exploiting the 
possibility of automation that arises when liquid rubbers 
are used. Thus the injection moulding of complete 
tyres from liquid rubbers has been claimed 3 although 
no details of the process or the material have been 
divulged. However, the tyres are said to contain no 

H / 
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Figure 5 Diagram of injection moulding machine for retreading 
tyres with liquid rubber z 
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Figure 6 Tyre retreaded with liquid rubber 

Table 3 Physical properties of tyre tread compounds 

Liquid rubbers 
Solid 
SBR -COOH -OH 

Tensile strength (MN/m 2) 24 15 15.5 
Elongation (%) 540 340 270 
200% modulus (MN/m 2) 5.2 5.3 7.2 
Hardness (IRHD) 61 63 85 
Resilience ( ~ )  at 20°C 45 41 50 
Resilience (~ )  at 70°C 55 40 51 
Akron abrasion loss 0-21 1.21 0.43 

(cm3/1000 rev) 
De Mattia (kcycles to grade J) > 250 52 44 
Heat build-up (°C in 25min) 49 74 100 

to the unsatisfactory network structure of the vulcanized 
elastomers, which, as already discussed, arise from a 
lack of control of the structure and constitution of the 
basic liquid rubbers themselves. For this reason the 
available liquid rubbers are unsuitable for the most 
demanding applications, even though the processing 
technology is essentially fully developed. However, 
they can be used, even now, in general mouldings which 
are not subject to abrasion or rapid flexing in service. 

The incorporation of fibres into liquid rubber com- 
pounds has not progressed beyond the laboratory stage 
and even there the problems arising from the curing 
systems have restricted the experimental work to the 
non-reactively terminated liquid rubbers such as the 
Flosbrene SBR materials. The textile fibres are intro- 
duced into the liquid rubber compound on a two-roll 
mill or internal mixer to give a product which can be 
extruded by means of a ram extruder, or calendered to 
give a sheet in which some alignment of the fibres 
occurs. The physical properties can be considerably 
mproved by the use of the hexamine-resorcinol-silica 

(HRS) system. The values quoted in Table 4 are for 
compounds containing randomly oriented fibres. 

The reinforcing effect of fibres depends on the staple 
length, although long fibres tend to be broken during 
the mixing operation. However, 6 mm fibres are unaffec- 
ted by this process and tend to give superior properties 
(Table 5). Alignment of the fibres also has a significant 
effect on mechanical properties (Table 6). 

Table 4 Properties of sulphur-cured Flosbrene containing 6mm 
staple nylon 

Tensile Elongation 
Nylon strength at break 
(pphr) Additive system (MN/m 2) (%) 

'conventional fabric reinforcement' and should this be 
the case, the prospect of the elimination of hand building 
that it implies would be of major significance. 

There is also the possibility that the use of woven 
fabrics or braided reinforcement could be avoided by 
the use of liquid rubber compounds containing short 
textile fibres as reinforcement 4. The low viscosity of 
the compound is again an asset since it ensures good 
wetting and hence good bonding of the fibre, and 
even with the fibrous filler incorporated, the mixture 
can still be moulded easily. Furthermore, the flow 
processes involved in moulding can cause orientation 
of the fibres and hence the development of directional 
mechanical properties. 

20 None 3.0 75 
20 Coumarone/indene resin 3.5 70 
10 HRS 8.0 3O 
20 H RS 9.0 25 
30 HRS 17.5 20 
40 HRS 19.0 20 
50 HRS 17.5 20 
70 HRS 15.0 20 

Tyre carcase across cord 6.1 180 
Tyre carcase with cord 26-5 10 

Table 5 Effect of fibre length on tensile properties 

Tensile Elongation 
strength at break 
(MN/m ~) (%) 

Compounding 
The physical properties of hydroxyl- and carboxyl- 

terminated liquid rubbers, compounded as for tyre 
treads, are given in Table 3, together with those of a 
standard SBR tyre tread compound for comparison. 
It is evident that the tensile strengths and ultimate 
elongations of both the liquid rubber compounds are 
relatively low, while the hardness of the hydroxyl- 
terminated rubber is unacceptably high. The carboxyl- 
terminated rubber shows a particularly high abrasion 
loss while both rubbers have poor flex cracking re- 
sistance and high heat build-up properties. It is believed 
that the deficiency in these properties is due primarily 

6mm crimpless nylon 17 20 
12-5mm crimpless nylon 10 25 
32mm crimpless nylon 9 30 

100-150 mm super-crimpled nylon 9 20 

Table 6 Effect of alignment of fibres on mechanical 
properties 

With Across 
fibres fibres 

Tensile strength (MN/m 2) 11.4, 13.4 5.2, 4.4 
Elongation (%) 44, 27 (?) 41, 41 
Permanent set at break (%) 0, 5 5, 5 
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ECONOMIC FACTORS 

The economic analysis of the potential of liquid rubbers 
carried out about two years ago is still generally valid 
today 1. The hydroxyl-terminated liquid polybutadienes 
are currently available in the USA at a price about 
twice that of conventional (solid) polybutadiene, while 
that of other liquid rubbers is even higher. This price 
differential is likely to persist until increased demand, 
actual or projected, justifies the investment necessary 
for larger scale production. The overall economics of 
manufacture of rubber products are heavily dependent 
on labour costs, which over the last five years have 
increased from about 27 ~ to some 40~o of the total, 
in the non-tyre section of the industry. Thus one of the 
principle attractions of liquid rubbers lies in the possi- 
bility of reduced labour content in production by 
increasing automation and the feasibility of this has 
been amply demonstrated. However, the shortcomings 
in performance of the present materials is a serious 
deterrent to their wider application; they cannot yet 
be used in tyres, the most important volume application. 

There is, therefore, a cyclic situation in which the 
materials producers are unwilling to invest the resources 
necessary to develop the raw materials with improved 
structure and properties or to scale up production and 
hence reduce prices, without some assurance of in- 
creased demand. So far as the consumer is concerned, 
the increased demand is dependent upon the improve- 
ment in properties and reduction in price. The future 
of these potentially revolutionary materials is critically 
dependent on the resolution of this problem. 
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Polyarylates (polyesters from aromatic 
dicarboxylic acids and bisphenols)* 

G. Bier 
Dynamit Nobel AG, 521 Troisdorf Bez. K61n, West Germany 
(Received 7 November 1973) 

After a short review on the literature of aromatic polyarylates synthesis the following 
aspects are described: preparation of some monomers; preparation of the polymers by 
different chemical processing routes; physical properties; moulding behaviour. Amor- 
phous polymers are especially considered. Figures on continuous melt condensation 
via the diphenylester route are given. Some polyarylates have attractive mechanical and 
electrical properties. Injection moulding is only possible if the glass temperature is not 
too high (_<200°C), and even with these polymers thermal decomposition during injection 
moulding is a limiting factor for their technical use. The weak point is the ester group. 
Extrusion, pressing, and solution casting are technically feasable. 

INTRODUCTION 

The high volume synthetic polymers of the 1930s and 
1940s [e.g. polyethylene, poly(vinyl chloride), poly- 
styrene, polymethacrylates, nylon] and polypropylene 
and polyacetal of the 1950s all have aliphatic structures 
in the chains of the molecules. 20-30 years ago com- 
mercially produced polycarbonates, terephthalic poly- 
esters and the bisphenol A based epoxides were developed 
having an aromatic or partial aromatic character in 
the chains of the molecules. The success of these products 
and the development of theories on the relation between 
structure and properties of polymers activated the search 
for further aromatic members. Nomex ® and Kevlar ® 
were developed as aromatic polyamide fibres by Du 
Pont; these basic materials are not suitable for thermo- 
plastic use. The polyimide thermosetting resins were 
also developed, again by Du Pont. Different aromatic 
polysulphones came on the market as products of 
UCC, 3M and ICI; also an aromatic polythioether from 
Phillips USA. A mixed aromatic polyamide of Dynamit 
Nobel (Trogamid ® T) should also be mentioned. 

The first synthetic commercialized polymer, resins 
based on phenol and formaldehyde, also has a partial 
aromatic structure. The cellulosics, the cellulose nitrate 
and cellulose acetate, have structurewise a closer relation 
to the aromatic than to the aliphatic polymers. 

Theory and experience show that aromatic groups 
and other ring groups in the main chain have a stiffening 
effect on the chains. Compared with aliphatic structures 
the aromatic groups increase the glass temperature. 

According to one definition, the polyarylates are 
polyesters from diphenols and dicarboxylic acids. They 
are aromatic or partial aromatic polyesters. When the 

* Presented as a Symposium Lecture at the IUPAC Internationa 
Symposium on Macromolecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

carboxylic acid is replaced by aliphatic dicarboxylic acids 
such as succinic acid or adipic acid mixed aromatic 
aliphatic polyesters are obtained with Tg's (glass tem- 
perature) lower than the Tg of polycarbonate. If 
terephthalic, isophthalic acid or a similar acid is used 
full aromatic polyesters with higher glass temperatures 
than the corresponding polycarbonates are obtained. 
This paper is mainly concerned with this type of poly- 
arylates--highly aromatic polyesters. 

The literature on polyarylates based on aromatic 
dicarboxylic acids is extensive. In a book by Korshak and 
Vinogradova z on polyesters about 80 pages have been 
devoted to polyarylates. In a later book by Korshak z 
140 different formulae of polyarylates are listed and 
described and 279 references are given, 110 of them 
originating from Korshak's laboratory. 

Besides these publications, papers by Conix z, Levine 
and Temin 4, Morgan 5, Eareckson 6 and Weyland et al. 7 
should also be mentioned. 

In Korshak and Vinogradova's book it is statedZ: 
'there is every reason to assume that they (polyesters 
of diphenols and aromatic dicarboxylic acids)will find 
wide practical application in the near future'. Where 
do we stand with these polyarylates ? 

From the patent literature it can be seen that in the 
western world many companies have been actively 
engaged in polyarylates research. 

In 1970 Carborundum marketed a poly(p-hydroxy- 
benzoate) under the name Ekonol ~. The polyhydroxy- 
benzoate is not a polyarylate according to the original 
definition of Korshak. However, no doubt, this polymer 
should be mentioned here briefly. This type of polyester 
is highly crystalline. Korshak reports a melting point 
of 420°C. With thermogravimetric analysis we found 
5 ~ weight loss at 480°C. Judging from the Carborundum 
patents 8 it must be assumed that the synthesis proceeds 
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according to the following route (equation 1): 

0 

o 0 
°] o Icl ÷ 

/7 

n HO--~ 
(1) 

In earlier literature on this polyester a, the acetate of the 
p-hydroxybenzoic acid is the starting material: 

n AcO---~COOH > + 

n 

n CH3COOH (2) 

Wolfes (personal communication) studied the con- 
densation of aromatic hydroxyacids, and he found that 
polycondensation is very easy according to the equa- 
tion 10: 

0 
n HO--~~OH + n ~O--~--O-- O 

O 

 o.o O ~ C J  + + n CO: (3) 

In inert organic solvents hydroxybenzoic acid reacts 
with equimolar amounts of diphenyl carbonate under 
addition of a catalyst such as tetrabutyltitanate. 

Because the polyester is insoluble, its molecular weight 
could not be determined. Ekonol can only be thermo- 
formed by sintering in hot presses or by mixing with 
other types of polymers, such as polysulphone. 

The final products are brittle, they are stable against 
pressure, but not against bending and impacting. The 
product has a high thermal stability probably as a 
consequence of its high crystallinity, which prevents 
the thermal oscillation of the molecules and the penetra- 
tion of oxygen. 

Recently Carborundum announced a new range of 
polymers--Ekkzel ® C 1000. This material is said to be 
mouldable in extruders and injection machines. We 
do not have any experience with this material. On a 
small press-moulded sample we analysed the composi- 
tion: a polyarylate based on 4,4'-dihydroxydiphenyl and 
isophthalic acid. 

From the different publications on polyarylates one 
can learn that the crystalline polymers have low solubili- 
ties and are not easily thermomouldable and that only 
some of the various amorphous polymers are thermo- 
mouldable. The information from the scientific literature 
and the patents is not extensive enough for the evaluation 
of industrial use. This paper gives details of some of 
these production aspects, the monomers, the poly- 
condensation and the properties of the polymers. 
Our main interests were the amorphous thermomouldable 
polymers. 

SYNTHESIS 

Some types of diphenols 
Some simple structured diphenols are:  

HO~OH HO~O--~OH 

HO~~-SO2~--OH 
CH3 

Some of the numerous diphenols with a more com- 
plicated structure, particularly studied by Korshak and 
coworkers are: 

HO 

II 
o 

HO? O 
O 

II II 
H O__(/~ N / C " ~  C~" N .__~O H 

\c 
II II O O 

H O ~ ) H  
0 0 

Morgan 5 has also tested diphenols with large crossplanar 
substituents in the synthesis of poly(aryl esters). 

In this company we mostly worked with diphenols 
of simple structure such as 2,2-bis(4-hydroxylphenyl) 
propane (bisphenol A, dian) which is produced in large 
quantities by several companies, and its chlorination 
products dichloro-dian and the tetrachloro-dian and with 
the dihydroxytetraphenylmethane: 

CI 

CI 

( 
H O C I  

( 

) 
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Synthesis of these diphenols has been worked out in 
our laboratories up to the pilot plant level. The results 
will be summarized briefly. Richtzenhain and Zoche 
developed the synthesis of dichloro- and tetrachloro- 
dian by the chlorination of dian. They found in 
cooperation with E. Bessler* that the hydrogens of the 
phenyls show different activities against chlorination. 
First, a monochlorination in one ortho position for 
each of the two OH groups occurs. Only then does 
substitution at the second ortho positions of the two 
rings take place. This is more exactly illustrated in 
Figure 1 where the concentrations of the compounds 
during the chlorination (gas chromatography method) 
are plotted. A side reaction product, 2,4-dichlorophenol, 
is not given. 

The main product originating from the reaction with 
2 or 4 mol CI~ is relatively pure. The purity, however, is 
not yet sufficient for the production of high molecular 
weight poly(aryl esters). An additional purification step 
by recrystallization is necessary. Here it was found 11 
that the dichloro- and tetrachloro-derivatives form 
adducts with water, the adducts having low solubility 
in certain organic solvents such as ethylene dichloride, 
methylene chloride, ethylene dibromide, dichlorobutane. 
The 1-chloro, 3-chloro and 5-chtoro compounds do 
not form such adducts of low solubility. A separation 
and purification is possible via these adducts. The 
simplest procedure is to chlorinate the dian with the 
necessary amount of chlorine in one of these solvents 
and separate the dichloro- or tetrachloro-product by 
adding water. Yield is over 90 ~.  

Behr and Gresser have been working on the synthesis 
of the dihydroxytetraphenylmethane. After testing 
various possible routes the following method of synthesis 
seemed to be acceptable (see also MorganS). 

IOO 
DCD 

80 DIAN A 

6O 

4O 

2O 

0 2 4 
CI2(mol %1 

Figure I Chlorination of bisphenol A (dian). MCD= monochloro- 
dian; DCD=dichloro-dian; TriCD=trichloro-dian; TCD=tetra- 
chloro-dian 

* Bessler, E. Pontificia Universidad Cat61ica del Peru, Departa- 
mento de Ciencias, Apartado 1761, Lima, Peru. 
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Carbon tetrachloride is reacted with 2 mol benzene to 
give dichlorobenzophenone: 

C 

• 

C 

~ +2C~HsOH 

H O - - ~ (  

dichlorobenzophenone is reacted with 
to give the ether which immediately 

The purified 
2mol phenol 
rearranges into the dihydroxy compound. For the first 
step a 72 ~ yield of pure product is obtained, for the 
second step 53 ~.  This yield, however, does not include 
the reaction products dissolved in the mother liquors. 
The yield can, no doubt, be increased. 

Aromatic dicarboxylic acids and their derivatives 
For preparing linear aromatic polyesters from di- 

carboxylic acids, terephthalic acid and isophthalic acid are 
most important, especially their derivatives. They are 
produced by oxidizing the corresponding xylenes. There 
are various large scale processes, such as the Witten 
DMT (terephthalic acid dimethylester) process of 
Dynamit Nobel or the TPA (terephthalic acid) process 
of Amoco. 

For the synthesis of poly(aryl esters), terephthalic acid 
dimethylester and terephthalic acid cannot usually be 
used. A more reactive derivative of the acids such as the 
acid chloride or the diphenylester of the acids is needed. 

Acid chlorides. The classical way of synthesis is the 
reaction of the acid with thionyl chloride or other 
inorganic acid chlorides. Some other methods of syn- 
thesis have been worked out in our laboratories: 
Katzschmann and Burkhardt lz found that by chlorina- 
tion of terephthalic acid dimethylester or isophthalic 
acid dimethylester according to: 

O O II /S--~ II 
H~C--O--C--~ ,~C--O--CH~ + 4Cl2 ~' 

0 0 
I #---~ II (5) 

CIC--~ )/x---CC + 2CO + 6HCI 

tere(iso)phthalic dichloride can be obtained in good 
yields. The methoxyl group is converted to carbon 
monoxide. 
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Another way of making the dichlorides, first mention- 
ed in an old IG-Farben patent ~s starts from xylene: 

H 3 C ~ - C H  ~ + 6C1: > C I 3 C ~ - C C I  3 + 6HCI 

~ + 2 H z O  

O O 
II # ' ---~ It 

C I C / ~ _ ~ C C  +4HCI 

(6) 
The methyl groups of xylene are perchlorinated. With 
stoichiometric amounts of water the hexachloroxylene is 
hydrolysed to the acid dichloride. 

It is also possible to react the hexachloroxylene with 
terephthalic acid dimethylester or terephthalic acid for 
producing the dichloride: 

O O o,c--~/-ccl,+ II P---~, II H O C / - - J - ~ C O H  

(or DMT) 

0 0 
I ~ - - ~  tl 

2ClC---~ .~--CC + 2HCl 
(7) 

The last 2 processes have been worked out by Richtzen- 
hain and Riegger. In our opinion all processes mentioned 
here are technically feasible. 

Diphenylester. Another monomer for the production 
of poly(aryl esters) is the diphenylester of the dicarboxylic 
acid, which can be obtained from terephthalic acid 
dimethylester according to: 

O 0 
II P-----~ II 

H~COC---~z \~--COCH3 + 2C6HsOH • 2CH3OH + 

o o 

<,) 
However, the reaction rate, particularly of the second 
ester group, is extremely low. The reaction runs much 
better if the acetate of the phenol is used: 

O O 
II /Y--~ II 

H~OC--~/ \~---COCH3 + 2C~HsOAc > 2CH3OAc + 

O O 

~ ' - O - - ~ ~ = -  I c l - - o - ~  (9) 

The reaction also works if acetic anhydride is added to the 
two components phenol and terephthalic acid dimethyl- 
ester. These processes were developed by Hiilsmann 
and Renckhoff z4. Another way to obtain diphenylesters 
is the well-known reaction of acid chloride and phenol: 

0 O II / f - ~  [1 
CIC'-'~" \/k--'Ccl + 2C6HsOH > 2HCI + 

0 O 

O--C ' ~ . j ~ C - - O ~ _ . , ~  (I0) 

The routes for making the diphenylesters according to 
equations (9) and (I0) are technically feasable. 

METHODS FOR PRODUCING POLYARYLATES 

In the synthesis of poly(glycol terephthalate), terephthalic 
acid dimethylester or terephthalic acid reacts with 
glycol. In the synthesis of polyarylates this method 
does not work, because the equilibrium is strongly on 
the side of the starting material: 

O O C 
II P----~, II 

H O C ~ C O H +  H O - - ~ C [ ~ O H  .--"- 

o o c -I 
II p - - ~  II /~ - -~  I /F---~ / c-o i o l,  ll) 

We have two chemical routes for making the polymers. 
One route goes through the reactive acid chlorides, the 
other route goes through special re-esterification reac- 
tions. There are also different processing routes, a 
two-phase process (interfacial condensation) and single 
phase processes (solution and melt condensation). 

Acid chloride route 
Generally applicable and mostly used for the synthesis 

of polyarylates is the reaction of the chlorides of the 
dicarboxylic acids with the diphenols. Most of the numer- 
ous polyarylates of Korshak have been prepared by 
the acid chloride route. The reaction can be performed 
by three different processes. 

Interfacial condensation. This is normally performed 
at room temperatures. The technique has been described 
by Morgan zS. The interracial condensation method has 
been realized on a commercial scale by Bayer AG in 
the production of polycarbonate. 

In Table 1 a series of polyarylates is shown, where 
the ratio of iso- and tere-phthalic dichloride is systematic- 
ally changed 6. In the middle of the series there is low 
crystallinity, at the ends higher crystallinity. The values 
for crystallinity are only qualitative. 

Solution condensation. (a) At normal temperature. 
With this process it is necessary to have stoichiometric 
or superstoichiometric amounts of HCI acceptors such 
as pyridine or triethylamine. The advantage of this 
process is, that low boiling solvents and normal pressure 
can be applied. High molecular weights are easily 
obtained. However, in our experience it is difficult to 
obtain products with good colour after processing. 

Table 1 Properties of a series of polyarylates of bisphenol 
A/iso- or tere-phthalic dichloride copolymers 

Iso-/tere- Polymer 
phthalic melt 

dichloride temp. Tg Film 
ratio ~/inh Crystallinity (°C) (°C) toughness 

100:0 0.52 3.0 235 m Brittle 
90:10 0.67 2.7 255 181 Tough 
80:£0 1.08 1-5 250 188 Very tough 
70:30 1.33 0.3 255 188 Very tough 
60:40 1.53 0.3 255 188 Very tough 
50:50 1.38 0.3 260 194 Very tough 
40:60 0.94 1-3 250 191 Tough 
30:70 0.79 1-8 260 192 Tough 
20:80 0.74 2-0 245 203 Brittle 
10:90 0.08 2.1 290 - -  Very brittle 
0:100 0-51 2.4 315 - -  Very brittle 
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As far as it is known, an analogous process for poly- 
carbonate is performed by General Electric on a large 
production scale. The General Electric polycarbonate 
is water white, which means the colour problems with 
polyarylates can probably be solved. 

(b) At high temperatures. Here one works in the 
presence of catalysts. Hydrogen chloride is continuously 
removed from the reaction. Because reaction tempera- 
tures of 150°C and higher are preferable, it is necessary 
either to use solvents having high boiling points or to 
work under pressure with solvents having low boiling 
points. Catalysts such as amines or metallic magnesium 
play a significant role. 

Melt  condensation. With higher degree of condensation 
one has the problem of high viscosity and the demand 
for thin layers to remove the hydrogen chloride. 

A suitable apparatus for moving polymers of high 
viscosity and producing new surfaces is a Banbury mixer 
or an extruder. There is the additional problem of 
having a reactor surface stable against the combined 
attack of hydrogen chloride and phenolic (alcoholic) 
groups at high temperatures. Gouinlock et al. 18 did 
some comparative trials by the interfacial method in a 
batch equipment and by the melt method in an extruder 
They condensed the following products: 

O O 
II / f - -~  II 

ClC---J.~ ~ - C C I  1 O0 mol % 

C HOC   OH 
C 

CH~ 
I 

HOH~C--C--CH2OH 40 mol % 
l 
CH3 

The neopentene glycol has the main task of reducing the 
melt viscosity. In the melt process these authors made 
first a prepolymer in a batch reactor and then they fed 
the prepolymer to an extruder for finishing the condensa- 
tion. They found that there are differences of properties 
between the interfacial and melt polymers. 

At the same intrinsic viscosity the melt polymers had 
higher melt viscosities and lower notched impact values 
as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The authors conclude that 
branching of the melt condensate occurs by Friedel- 
Crafts reaction between the acid chloride and the 
bisphenol ring. For comparison they prepared a polymer 
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Figure 2 Copolyesters in a vented extruder. ~ ,  Interfacial 
polymer izat ion;  . . . .  , melt (extrusion) polymer izat ion;  . . . .  , 
branched interfacial polymerizat ion 
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Figure 3 Copolyesters in a vented extruder 

with a low degree of branching with the interfacial 
method by adding a small amount of a trifunctional 
phenol. The intentionally branched polymers had even 
higher melt viscosities and lower impacts than the 
melt polymers without addition of a trifunctional 
phenol. The results seem to support the idea of branching. 

Re-esterification routes 

The following routes are described in the literature: 
(a) ester of diphenol + acid 

C O O 
I k c O ~ C ~ O A c  II~II C I ~ + H O C - - - ~  COH 

Polymer + 2CH3COOH 

(12) 

(b) ester of diphenol + ester of dicarboxylic acid 

C O O I 
A c O - - ~ ~ : - - ~ O A c  + II //---~ II C H 3 O C ~ - - ~  COCH~ 

C 
) Polymer + 2CH3COOCH 3 

(13) 
(c) diphenol + diphenylester of dicarboxylic acid 

C 
+ 

O O 

o-c~c-o--~, 

Polymer + 2C~HsOH 

(14) 

Equation (12) has been described repeatedly, for instance 
by Levine and Temin 4. Usually the acetates of the 
diphenols are used. According to our experience con- 
siderable colour problems arise in this process. 

Only a little is known about equation (13) for pro- 
ducing poly(aryl esters). Clearly, it runs insufficiently, 
as in our trials only oligomers resulted. This was not 
expected because there was a high yield in the synthesis 
of the monomer diphenylterephthalate from terephthalic 
acid dimethylester and phenyl acetate. 
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The ester exchange via the diphenyl ester of the 
aromatic dicarbonic acid can be performed easily 
(equation 14). This process is known from the poly- 
carbonate synthesis z7 on the basis of bisphenol A. 
It works economically in the melt. A remarkable aspect 
of this process is that approximately the same weight 
quantity of phenol has to split off, as bisphenol A is 
needed. The phenol has to be removed from the equi- 
librium. The poly(aryl esters) with molecular weight 
above 10 000 have a high viscosity. The diffusion rate 
determines the rate of polymerization. One needs thin 
layers of the polymer melt to get a reasonable diffusion 
rate of the phenol. The technical process will be 
described later. 

The reaction of the ester exchange via diphenyl ester 
cannot be applied to all diphenols, e.g. not to the 
tetrachloro-dian. It is likely that in this case the hydroxy 
groups are sterically blocked so that a reaction with the 
phenyl-ester cannot take place. 

POLY(ARYL ESTERS) PRODUCED BY DYNAMIT 
NOBEL 

Some examples of the polyarylates prepared by this 
company are listed below as well as their preferred 
condensation methods: 

O--Ar--O--Si 
melt condensation 

(Ar = nucleus of  a diphenol) 

( 
solution condensation 
acid chloride 

PAE-B* 

CIx C / C I  O A O 

o.-~, c---~, o-c---~c 
el el solution condensation 

PAE.I t mixed acid chloride 

C 0 0 

C melt condensation 
PAE-W~: mixed diphenylester 

Only the first is a really new one. This polyester on 
the basis of diphenyl-Si-acid was made only on a 
laboratory scale by Steffen zs. This is not a classic 
poly(aryl ester), it is an outsider. The polycondensation 

* B=Behr,  E. Dynamit Nobel. 
t I=Ismail ,  R. Organ.-Chem. Institut der Universit~it Bonn, 

53 Bonn, Meckenheimer Allee 168. 
~: W =  Wolfes, W. Dynamit Nobel. 

has been carried out according to: 

© 
n H - - S i - - H  + n HO-R-OH > 2n H2 + 

ds) 

This reaction is non-reversible. One hydrogen reacts as 
cation and another hydrogen as anion; these ions form 
1 mol hydrogen which does not interfere with the equi- 
librium. The synthesis works in solution and in the 
melt. 

The products PAE-B and PAE-I above have been 
prepared by the high temperature solution method via 
the acid chloride route. The reaction in the reverse 
direction is only carried out with difficulty; however, 
one can obtain high molecular weight polymers only 
when the hydrogen chloride is removed from the solution. 
The reaction was performed on a laboratory scale and 
in pilot plant scale, where a glasslined reactor was 
used. 

Figure 4 gives some information on the kinetics of 
the hydrogen chloride removal (PAE-I). The nature of 
the catalyst has a considerable influence on the rate 
of hydrogen chloride formation. Dichlorobenzene was 
usually used as solvent at atmospheric pressure. 

For the melt condensation of the bisphenol A (PAE-W) 
the diphenylester of the aromatic dicarboxylic acid was 
used. Since we were only interested in amorphous 
polymers, mixtures of the acid derivatives (e.g. 50~ 
diphenylterephthalate + 50 ~ diphenylisophthalate) were 
used. The polymers are completely amorphous contrary 
to polymers of the same composition prepared by the 
interfacial route 5. 

On a laboratory scale the reaction was made batchwise 
in two steps within 1.3-2h" a pre-condensation with 
stirring (possible in any scale) and a polycondensation 
in small quantities of 5g in vacuo. During the poly- 
condensation the polymer foams and the viscosity 
increases up to 105P, i.e. stirring is not possible using 
standard equipment. 

In the pilot plant (Figure 5) an extruder type of reactor 
was used. No corrosion problems as with the acid 
chlorides are expected. Again a two-step procedure was 
applied. At first a prepolymer was preformed batchwise 
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in a normal reactor which took 3 h. About 96 ~o of the 
phenol was removed. The prepolymer with a molecular 
weight of 2000-3000 was drained off, cooled, crushed 
and then was subjected to a continuous reaction in a 
Werner and Pfleiderer extruder with vacuum nozzles. 
After the prepolymerization we needed the intermediate 
cooling and disintegration step because the two con- 
densation plants were installed at different locations. 

With the extruder type ZSK 53 used Ruff and 
Wolfes obtained an output of 10-30kg/h, depending on 
the polymer item. In the work of Gouinlock t6 a small 
extruder from Welding Engineers with an output of 
60g/min was used. A residence time of 15-30min was 
needed. The residence time in our experiments was 
2-3.5min. Our longest condensation run was 50h; 
this run was stopped because of a lack of material. 
We do not see any objection to continuous production 
with this type of reactor. 

For commercial production, however, a bigger type 
of extruder would be required, e.g. type ZDSK 83 
with a calculated output of about 25-75 kg/h or type 
ZDSK 120 with a calculated output of 70-150 kg/h. 
The colour of our polymers was yellowish. 

PROPERTIES OF THE POLYMERS 

The glass temperatures of some Si-polyesters are listed 
in Table 2 ts. It is well-known of silicones that the 
O-Si-O group in the chain brings high flexibility and 
low Tg. However, as the Table shows, it is possible to 
get polymers containing OSiO groups with high Tg. 
Clearly, here the flexibility of the O-Si-O groups is 
restricted by the voluminous substituents and chain 
groups. Also the OSiO group content of the polymers 
is low. The above mentioned Si-containing poly(aryl 
esters) are all sensitive to hydrolysis. The lower the pH 
value of the diphenol the more unstable is the Si-O-R 
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Figure 5 Manufacture of polyarylates 
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Table 2 Glass temperatures of Si-polyesters 

Diols 
Tg 

(d.t.a.) (°C) 

Resorcinol 
Hydroquinone 
2,2-Bis(4-hydroxyphenyl) propane (bisphenol A) 
4,4'-Dihydroxytetraphenyl-methane 
2,5-Bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazole 
Phenolphthalein 
2,2-Bis(3,5-dichloro-4-hydroxyphenyl) propane 
3,3',5,5'-Tetrachloro-4,4'-biphen ol 
2,2,4,4-Tetramethyl cyclobutane-diol-(1,3) • 

cis-trans rat io=57:43 
=52:48 
= 0:100 

51-53 
70 
94-96 

124-125 
147 
162-166 
159--160 
209 

107 
106 
107 

Tab~ 3 
sulphone 

Polyarylates : G. Bier 

Physical properties of some polyarylates and poly- 

PAE-B PAE-I PAE-W 

UCC 
poly- 

sulphone 

Tensile strength at 20°C 700-750 900 700 550 
(kg/cm =) 

Elongation (~)  3-5 10 10-15 10-15 
E modulus (kg/cm ~) 28 000- 27 000- 20 000 27 000 

30000 29000 
Tg (by torsion pendulum 270 230 190 180 

method) (°C) 

Table 4 Physical properties of polyarylates, polycarbonate and 
polysulphone 

Testing 
pre- 

scribed Poly- UCC 
in DIN PAE carbon- Poly- 
standard PAE-W (60:40) ate sulphone 

Yield strength 53455 130 690 675 800 
(kg/cm 9') 

Elongation 53455 30 23 90 55 
(%) 

E modulus 53457 21 000 21 200 24 000 27 O00 
(kg/cm 2) 

Impact strength 53453 ng ng ng ng 
(cm kg/cm 2) 

Notched impact 53453 15 15 20 65 
strength 
(cm kg/cm=) 

Heat distortion at 53461 165 155 125-130 175 
18 kg/cm 2 (°C) 

Heat distortion at 53461 160 165 140-145 
4"6kg/cm 2 (°C) 

linkage against hydrolysis. In this case the SiOR group 
evidently has the character of a mixed acid anhydride. 

The polyester on the basis of diphenylsilane and 
2,2,4,4-tetramethylcyclobutanediol-(1,3) has proved to be 
stable to hydrolysis. Perhaps the Si-O-R group has the 
character more of an ester; maybe for steric reasons the 
stability against saponification is strongly improved. 

In Table 3 some physical properties of various poly(aryl 
esters) determined from solution casted thin films are 
listed. The properties are of interest if compared with 
UCC polysulphone. The glass transition temperatures 
are quite high; indeed, in some cases too high for injection 
moulding. In Table 4 the properties of the following two 
injection moulded samples are summarized. PAE-W: 
tere-/iso-phthalic acid 50:50, bisphenol A; PAE 60/40: 
60 diphenylterephthalate: 40 diphenylcarbonate, bis- 
phenol A. One can see that the heat distortion of the 
two polyarylates is higher than the heat distortion of 
polycarbonate. 

The electrical properties of the polyarylates are 
generally good as is known from the literature and by 
Tables 5 and 6, where the influence of temperature 
and frequency on dielectric properties can be seen. 
The dissipation factor of the different polyarylates is 
higher than that of polysulphone or in the same range. 

It seems, that there are differences of polarity between 
the different products of Tables 5 and 6. Temperature 
dependence of PAE-I is very low. 

In order to gauge the thermal stability for long times, 
films have been stored for many weeks at higher tem- 
peratures and the loss of weight during that time was 
determined. From the results one can construct curves 
for the weight losses of 2 ~,  5 ~,  10 ~ etc (see Figure 6). 
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Polyarylates : G. Bier 

Table 5 Variation of dielectric properties, c, of polyarylates with 
frequency at 20°C 

Frequency 
(Hz) PAE-B PAE-I PAE-W Polysulphone 

60 - -  64/2.9 30/3.4 21/3-0 
103 35/3' 0 42/2.8 50/3' 4 17/3" 0 
104 65/3"0 37/2"8 100/3.3 26/3-0 
105 100/3.0 42/2'8 190/3.3 - -  
106 110/3" 0 40/2.7 200/3" 3 65/2.9 
107 110/3"0 38/2"7 200/3.3 62/3"0 
10 a 120/3- 0 42/3" 7 200/3.1 64/3" 1 

Table 6 Variation of dielectric properties, ~, of polyarylates with 
temperature at 16Hz 

Temperature 
(°C) PAE-B PAE-I PAE-W Polysulphone 

20 110/3" 0 40/2' 8 200/3' 2 65/2.9 
100 50/-- 38/2.8 15013" 3 16/2" 8 
150 ~40 70/2"9 115/3.4 17/2"9 
180 ~30 100/2.8 150/3.4 31/2"9 

I0000 
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E_ 

I00( I 

I I I [ I I I I" I I I 

140 180 220  260  
Temperoture PC) 

Figure 6 30% weight loss of PAE-B (R), pAI=.W (W)and PAE-I(I) 

This test has information of value for the long time 
behaviour at higher temperatures. A polyarylate based 
on dioxytetraphenylmethane has a higher stability than 
the polyarylate based on tetrachlorobisphenol A and 
the polyarylate based on bisphenol A. 

A frequently used standard test for heat stability 
consists of determining the weight loss while heating 
at constant rate (t.g.a.). Some figures are given in 
Table 7. The stability of our polyarylates is between 
that of polycarbonate and polysulphone. 

British, American and Russian workers have deter- 
mined the nature of volatile products from heated 
bisphenol A polyarylates. The British 19 and American 20 
authors suggest that first one obtains carbon monoxide 
and carbon dioxide from the ester group and then 
methane from the isopropylidene group. The Russians 21 
found a remarkable stability of the ester group. They 
found that at first the isopropylidene group develops 
methane. The conditions of testing were different for 
each group. 

The result, that in the t.g.a, test first carbon monoxide 
and carbon dioxide are developed, is in agreement with 

Table 7 Weight loss on heating under nitrogen 
(8°C/m/n) in °C 

1% 5% 10% 20% 

P A E- B 430 475 490 515 
PAE-I 410 440 455 470 
PAE-W 420 465 480 500 
Polysulphone (UCC) 475 500 515 525 
P C 410 430 440 455 

our studies. The PAE-I has in this test the highest 
weight loss (the lowest thermal stability) in spite of the 
lowest weight content of ester groups; PAE-I is better 
in the test of Figure 6. When heating model compounds 
such as phenylbenzoate it is known that there are two 
types of reactions at higher temperatures: 

(1) Fries rearrangement. Ketone and phenolic hydroxy 
groups are given. Catalysts for this reaction are 
cationic compounds such as aluminium chloride. 

O O 

O H  
o r  

O 

(16) 

(2) Thermal rearrangement with a resulting carboxylic 
group. 

COOH 
o 

~ I C I - - O - ~  > (17) 

During storage at higher temperatures several authors 
have observed crosslinking reactions of the polyarylates. 
These are understandable, if new phenolic or carboxylic 
groups are formed at the side of the molecules. 

In the case of the Gouinlock polymers (Figures 2 
and 3) made from acid chlorides with a mixture of 
bisphenol and glycol by melt condensation in a metallic 
equipment (extruder) a Fries reaction and branching 
could have occurred. 

In our melt polymers made by the route of diphenyl- 
ester of carboxylic acids, we could not detect any irregular 
structure; the chains are not branched. 

In some Russian publications 22 some hints are given 
that the method of preparation and the temperature of 
synthesis is influencing the conformation of the macro- 
molecules, the viscosity-molecular weight relation, 
properties etc. 

Moulding properties 
Our three typical polyarylates have the mouldabilities 

given in Table 8. All three polymers are amorphous. 
Only the bisphenol A-polyarylate is injection mouldable. 
However, processability of this polymer is difficult as 
is shown in the spiral test (Figure 7). High temperatures 
are needed for injection moulding of the polyarylates 
and even under hard conditions one cannot reach the 
mouldability of UCC polysulphone. Also, one is very 
near to the decomposition temperature. In an injection 
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Table 8 Mouldability of amorphous polyarylate 

Bisphenol Press Extrusion Injection 

< 
PAE-B H O ~ - - I  

< 
+ 

_X,____, L: / : . . ~  / CI C CI 

PAE-I HO< ~ - - ~ <  ~-'-OH + + 

/'---'-" C -'-'NCI 'CI 
C 
I 

PAE-W H O---~-~-- C---~'~-- O H + + 
~=/_ cl k=/-- 

50 

+ 

40 

30 

20 

IO 

/ 
/ / /  

, . / / "  • sl 

' '2 o' ' 3 6 o  . . . . .  3 k o '  ' ' 240 330 390 
Temperature (°C) 

Figure 7 Spiral test of aromatic polymers. A, Lexan ® 191; B, 
Makrolon ® 3000W; C, Makrolon ® 3100; D, Polysulfon ® P1700; 
E, PAE 60:40 (r/=0.54); F, PAE 60:40 (r/=0.65); G, PAE-W 
(~1=0.68); H, PAE-W (~;=0-97) 

run in a commercial machine under the conditions of 
manufacture, Briining and Pohl observed a degradation 
of the molecular weight after several attempts and a 
short time later the formation of gas bubbles. If the 
residence time of the material in the injection cylinder 
is too long moulded articles with defects are produced. 
Larger articles form less problems than small ones. The 
polysulphone does not show this critical processing 
attitude, as the decomposition temperature is con- 
siderably higher than the processing temperature. 

The extrusion process is much safer. Thin films, 
sheets and monofilaments have been produced without 
any difficulty. Solution casting also works very well. 

In principle we consider it possible that the thermal 
behaviour of the polyarylates which causes such diffi- 
culties at the injection moulding, can be improved by 
stabilization, end group capping, and maybe by other 
methods of preparation, i.e. by solution polymerization 
at low temperature, etc. One can look forward with 
certain optimism when considering the development of 
the polycarbonates. The polycarbonates produced in 
1973 are considerably more stable than the first market 
products of 20 years ago. 

Polyarylates : G. Bier 

Chemical stability 
The amorphous polyarylates are slightly more stable 

on hydrolysis than the amorphous polycarbonates. It 
seems that there is a certain relation to the glass tem- 
perature. This may be accidental. On hydrolysis 
the stability of the crystalline polyarylates is much 
better than that of the amorphous polyarylates. However, 
the crystalline materials cannot be thermomoulded. The 
amorphous polyarylates are more or less soluble or 
capable of swelling in a series of solvents, halogenated 
hydrocarbons, esters, ketones, epoxides. In contact 
with some solvents they show stress crazing as also 
shown by the commercial polycarbonates. 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the positive side, the raw materials are easily available. 
Polymerization on a technical scale is feasible. Mechanical 
and electrical properties are attractive. Extrusion and 
solvent casting work well. On the negative side, the 
mouldability by injection is poor. The stability against 
hydrolysis is not good. The market for extruded or 
solution casted articles of the polyarylate class seems 
small. Hence there are several drawbacks restraining 
us from building a plant for amorphous polyarylates 
at present. 
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Homogeneity of annular extrusion of polystyrene 
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INTRODUCTION 

The blown film process with a circular die has the 
advantages of a simple apparatus, low operating costs, 
easy biaxial orientation, and less trimming loss compared 
to the fiat film process with a slot die, but is said to 
show poorer gauge tolerance and troublesome control 
by means of decentring of the die lip-ring. The rotation 
of die or the take-up is not only a superficial solution 
of these problems, but also requires complex and ex- 
pensive machinery. 

In order to mitigate these disadvantages, many designs 
of circular die have been suggested 1, 2. Concerning 
the design variables, the slot die s, 4 and the spiral 
mandrel die were recently analysed 5, but operation 
variables were studied only partly in an article on the 
behaviour of sheet extrusion 6. 

The purpose of this investigation was to show experi- 
mentally the effects of operating conditions on the 
homogeneity of the annular extrusion of especially 
polystyrene, which has a melt viscosity highly sensitive 
to shear and temperature. For this purpose, the variance 
of melt flow rate between quadrants of the circular 
die was determined, changing the output rate with the 
rotational screw speed, and the specified temperature 
at various positions of the apparatus, i.e. its longitudinal 
and circumferential distribution. To facilitate the dis- 
cussion of various factors, we have devised a special 
spider-type die, which can control the pressure distri- 
bution between quadrants of the die lip, and a differential 
thermometer, which can measure accurately the melt 
temperature distribution in the die channels. 

Die constants of each of the parts were calculated on 
the assumption of infinite parallel plate or circular 
pipe, and the observed pressure drops through the 
die are given in Table 1. 

$ 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The material used was high-impact polystyrene made 
by Dainippon Ink and Chemicals, Inc.: density, 1045 
kg/m3; melt index, 0.10g/10min; and, as power law 
fluid, a flow behaviour index, 2-3. 

The melt was fed from a 30ram diameter extruder 
(L/D 20) through the adapter to a vertical inlet at the 
bottom of the circular die. As shown in Figure 1, the 
die had a construction, which conveyed the melt into 
four crosswise located manifolds with valves at the 
upward turnings, then through horizontal spreading 
channels followed by a vertical annular channel, up 
to the die lip. The total channel length was designed to 
be the same around the annular channel by adjusting the 
inclination of the spreading channel. The profile of the 
land was corrected by means of trial-and-error, to 
ensure a uniform flow rate around the die lip at the 
constant gap. 

Figure 1 Design configuration of a spider-type die. I, inlet; 
M, manifold; P, pressure control valves; H, horizontal spreading 
channels; V, vertical annular channel; R, R', die lip rings; S, 
spider mandrel; B, body; T, thermometers; A, blowing air inlet 
(R' is omitted in this experiment) 

Table I Calculated die constant and pressure drop distribution 

Die Pressure 
constant drop 

Parts x 10 -zo (m 3) (% to total) 

Manifolds 0.244 26.1 
Spreading and annular 4-655 11-3 flow behaviour 

channel index of 2.00 
Die lip 0.053 62.6 
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The ratio of  back pressure flow to drag flow was 
estimated from the difference between the extrusion 
rates with and without die. 

With pressure control by means of valves at each 
of the manifolds, the variance of flow rate between the 
quadrants could be reduced to within 1%. The extrusion 
pressure was measured at the inlet of  the adapter with a 
Bourdon-type gauge. 

The temperature at the barrel was controlled auto- 
matically. The circumferential temperature in the die 
was controlled manually by band heaters sectioned in 
quadrants. The temperature of  melt in the die was 
estimated with a differential thermometer made by 
Toa Electronic Co. It  has two pairs of  thermistors, 
which can detect the differences in the protecting sheath 
due to the conduction to the die wall, following the 
suggestion by Van Leeuwen 7. The temperature of the 
tip was read up to + 0.1 °C, controlling the root tempera- 
ture within +0.02°C. 

The uniformity of  flow rate around the die lip was 
estimated from the weights of  the film portions, which 
were extruded without blowing and divided in quadrants. 
I t  is expressed as the coefficient of variance, VC(Q), or 
the deviation from mean value. 
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Figure 3 Effect of temperature at compression zone with other 
f ixed temperatures on the variance of extrusion rate (©),  the 
variance of temperature (C]), the pressure drop (V) ,  and the 
back pressure f low ratio (A) ,  for various rotational speeds of 
screw. , 20rev/min; . . . .  , 50rev/min. Temperatures at 
other control led points are kept at 190°C 
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Figure 2 Effects of l inear extrusion rate and stock temperature 
on the variance of extrusion rate ( ), the variance of tem- 
perature at die ( . . . .  ), the pressure drop ( . . . . . .  ), and the 
back pressure f low ratio ( . . . .  -) .  ~7,170°C; x ,  190°C; A ,  £10°C; 
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Figure 4 Effect of temperature at adapter with other fixed tem- 
peratures on the variance of extrusion rate, the variance of 
temperature at die, the pressure drop, and the back pressure 
f low ratio, for var ious speeds of screw. Temperatures at other 
control led points are fixed at 190°C. (Same notations as Figure 3) 
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RESULTS 

As shown in Figure 2, increase in the rotational speed 
of the screw, i.e. output rate, increased the pressure 
drop through the die and the fraction of back pressure 
flow. The VC(Q) increased with output rate at lower 
temperature, but less significant at higher temperature. 
The coefficient of variance in temperature, VC(T), 
was held within experimental error. 

Higher specified temperature reduced the hetero- 
geneity of flow rate and pressure drop. 

As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the heterogeneous 
temperature profile in the longitudinal direction in- 
creased VC(Q). The temperature change at the adapter 
seemed to have a more marked effect on VC(Q) and 
VC(T). In these cases, more back pressure flow showed 
a tendency of less VC(T), which suggests more homo- 
geneous mixing, but it did not always have a correlation 
with VC(Q). 

The distribution of extrusion rate around the die lip, 
shown in Figure 5, became more heterogeneous by 
varying the temperature from other specified temperatures. 

The effects of circumferential temperature distribution 
are given in Figure 6. The flow rate increased at the 
locally more heated quadrants and decreased at the 
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opposite quadrant. The distance between weld lines 
decreased or increased, respectively, at the more heated 
quadrant or at the opposite quadrant. Therefore, the 
linear velocity at the more heated quadrant was higher. 

DISCUSSION 

The homogeneity of extrusion rate from the die is 
dependent on many variables. As estimated in Table 1, 
the pressure dropped mostly across the die lip in our 
experiment. Therefore, the problem was simplified and 
the discussion of flow rate was confined at the die lip, 
which was approximated as infinite parallel plates• The 
flow rate deviation in non-dimensional terms as a 
fraction of mean flow can be expressed as follows: 

A Q~ Q = (2 + n)(AH/H) - n(AL/L)- 
n(A*/O/*/O)+n(AP/P) (1) 

where Q is the flow rate per unit of circumference, L 
is the die land length, H is the gap width of lip, P is 
the pressure applied to die lip, */0 is the viscosity at 
reference shear, and n is the flow behaviour index 
expressed in the equation, log,/= log*/°- (n - 1)log(P[Po). 
This equation indicates that the temperature of melt, 
at the die lip, affects the flow rate significantly through 
the considerable change of viscosity. Although the 
longitudinal temperature profile is specific to the extruder 
and die combination, the non-uniform controlling 
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condition would result in the higher variance of  extrusion 
rate, probably due to insufficient heat transfer. However, 
the more mixing with reduced output or more back 
pressure flow could compensate the difference. 

In the experiment with more uniform temperature 
profile, shown in Figure 2, VC (Q) increased with pressure 
drop, despite higher mixing degree by back pressure 
flow. Hence, the pressure distribution at the die lip 
could have an important effect. The calculated value 
plotted in Figure 6, which corresponds to a higher 
flow rate due to reduced viscosity at higher temperature 
was steeper than the observed lines and opposite to 
the width between weld lines. Therefore, the flow pattern 
in the annular channel of the die might change and 
compensate for the heterogeneous pressure drop. 

Warmuth 6 observed the similar effect of the rotational 
screw speed on polystyrene and polypropylene, but 
different results were obtained on polybutene and poly- 
ethylene. Since the rotational screw speed changes the 
flow pattern, depending on design, material parameters, 
and operational conditions, this phenomenon would be no 
definite effect. 

From the above discussion, it is important to devise 
a die which can compensate the heterogeneity of re- 
sistance around the lip, in addition to precise manu- 
facturing, as suggested by Proctor 4. In our design, the 
gross balancing can be obtained with valves at mani- 
folds and the small difference can be corrected by the 
profile of  land length at constant gap width because, 
based on equation (1), the land length is less critical 
and more easily adjustable than the gap width. Since 
the flow behaviour index affects the effect of die design, 

Note to the Editor/Letters 

our lip-ring can be replaced corresponding to various 
types of material. 

Because the flow behaviour index n exhibits serious 
effects on the homogeneity of annular extrusion, accord- 
ing to equation (1), uniform gauge might be difficult 
in the case of polystyrene, which has higher flow be- 
haviour index and higher activation energy of flow. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Temperature distribution, particularly near the die, 
and pressure drop distribution, which are dependent on 
operation variables, i.e. rotational screw speed, back 
pressure or stock temperature, appear to have serious 
effects on the homogeneity of annular extrusion. But 
some gauge heterogeneity could be scattered in transit 
through the annular channel of die, probably owing to 
the change of flow pattern, and compensations for 
temperature and pressure drop. 
(2) The die design, which can adjust the resistance 
around the lip, would be useful particularly in the case 
of material with high shear-sensitivity. 
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Letters 

'3C n.m.r, spectra of styrene-buta- 
diene copolymers on solid samples 

Many papers have been published on the determination 
of polymer microstructure in solution by n.m.r. In the 
last few years laC n.m.r, has proved to be a powerful tool 
in this field. However, very few experiments have been 
reported on solid samples of polymers. 

The attainment of a good resolution in solid samples 
depends on the structural state of macromolecular 
chains; but more strictly on the relaxation times relative 
to the different nuclei, which are dependent on the 
mobility of the chain. As a consequence for a random 
polymer with sufficient segmental motion, we might 
expect a taC n.m.r, spectrum which is sufficiently satis- 
factory and not very different from the analogous one 
in solution. 

On the other hand, a very poor spectrum should be 
obtained in the case of crystalline polymers or in the 
case of restricted segmental motions. In fact during a 
previous study I characterizing ethylene-vinyl acetate 
copolymers we were able to obtain spectra on solid 
samples, showing a sufficient degree of resolution. 
This result prompted us to try a similar approach on 
different copolymers. The present communication con- 
cerns some preliminary results on the 13C n.m.r, spectra 
of  solid samples of styrene-butadiene copolymers. 

13C n.m.r, spectra of these copolymers in solution will 
be discussed in a later paper 2. 

The spectrum of a random copolymer is shown in 
Figure 1, in solution (a) as well as in the solid state (b). 
The high field portion of the spectrum (25-47ppm 
from TMS) is due to the CH and CH2 backbone reson- 
ances and the low field portion (l10-147 ppm) portion 
is due to the aromatic, vinyl and vinylenic 13C atoms. 
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Figure I t3C n.m.r, spectrum of a random butadiene-styrene 
copolymer. (a) In solution; (b) in the solid state 
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ances and the low field portion (l10-147 ppm) portion 
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Figure 2 zsC n.m.r, spectrum of (a) a block butadiene-styrene 
copolymer in solution, (b) atactic polystyrene and (c) a block 
butadiene-styrene copolymer in the solid state 

In both regions of the spectrum the high number of 
resonances is due to the presence of different sequences 
of monomeric units and all experimental lines have been 
assigned 2 on the basis of correlation with homopolymers 
and on the basis of additivity rules. 

Regardless of their attribution it can be seen that 
all bands present in the spectrum of the solution are also 
observed in the spectrum of the solid copolymer, in 
which obviously the resolution is partly lost. 

The spectrum of a block copolymer of the S-B type 
is shown in Figure 2, in solution (a), as well as in the 
solid state (c); the spectrum of an atactic polystyrene 
sample in solution is also shown (b). The spectrum of 
Figure 2a is identical to the superimposition of a poly- 
butadiene spectrum 3 plus the spectrum of atactic poly- 
styrene (see Figure 2b). 

The high field portion of the spectrum (25-47 ppm) 
is due to the backbone methine and methylene carbon 
atoms, while the low field portion (l10-147 ppm) is due 
to aromatic, vinyl and vinylenic carbon atomsL It can 
be easily seen by comparison of Figures 2a, 2b and 2c 
that all the peaks of the atactic polystyrene, which are 
observed in the spectrum in solution, are missing in the 
solid state spectrum. We must also note that lack of 
sensitivity is out of the question in this experiment, 
owing to the fact that in the second sample the styrene 
content is almost twice as much than in the first polymer. 

A coarse structure proposed by Kraus and Railsback 4 
for S-B copolymers, consists of domains of polystyrene, 
held together by weak interactions, connected by long 
threads of polybutadiene. 

A structure of this type might be the origin of the 
observed spectra. In fact, if we suppose the polybutadiene 
to be in a state in which it has a large segmental mobility, 
as in a glassy type structure suggested by Bishop et al. 5 
and the polystyrene is confined into compressed domains, 
the experimental results are meaningful. 

The above explanation is obviously a tentative one 
and more detailed studies at variable temperature are 
in progress. 

Experimental 
The copolymers studied were prepared as follows. 

Random copolymer: sample I; catalyst: n-butyl-Li/ 
tetrahydrofuran; adiabatic reaction between 50°C and 
l l0°C. Block copolymer: sample II; S-B type; catalyst: 
n-butyl-Li/tetrahydrofuran; adiabatic reaction between 
50°C and 95°C. 

The analysis in terms of percentages of composition 
of units in the copolymer is (by 1H and 13C n.m.r.) 

Sample I Sample II 

styrene 16% 28% 
1,2-butadiene 26% 9% 
cis-1,4-butadiene 19% 25% 
trans-1,4-butadiene 39% 38% 

The butadiene-styrene ratio has been verified by elemental 
analysis. 13C n.m.r, spectra have been run on 10~ 
solutions (by weight) in CDCla, with tetramethylsilane 
as an internal reference. 

Spectral conditions: 

Spectral width (Hz) 5000 
Acquisition time (see) 0.8 
Pulse width (#see) 10 
Signal enhancement (see) 0.4 
K transients 4 

The laC n.m.r, spectra of the solid samples have been 
run under the following conditions: 

Spectral width (Hz) 5000 
Acquisition time (sec) 0.4 
Pulse width (tzsec) 14 
Signal enhancement (sec) 0.2 
K transients 1 

The spectrometer used was a Varian XL-100. 
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Microphase separation in an ABC 
block terpolymer 

Introduction 

An important feature of many block and graft polymers 
is the ability of the components to undergo microphase 
separation. For block copolymers having a well defined 
primary structure (e.g. AB and ABA type systems) it has 
been found that microphase separation can lead to order- 
ed arrays of regular domains; the type of domain involved 
(spheres, cylinders and lamellae) is dependent on such 
factors as the structural nature of the monomeric repeat 
units, block lengths and overall composition, and the 
thermal and mechanical history of the sample 1, z 

Recently there have been several reports of work on 
ABC type block terpolymers. Cooper et al. a discussed the 
properties of triblock polymers formed from styrene, 
isoprene (or butadiene) and ethylene sulphide. Electron 
micrographs of cast films and ultramicrotomed sections 
gave clear evidence of microphase separation. Contrast in 
the polyisoprene phase was enhanced by staining with 
osmium tetroxide, but it was not possible to distinguish 
between domains of polystyrene and poly(ethylene 
sulphide). Fielding-Russell and Pillai 4 reported a study of 
the phase structure of benzene cast films of terpolymers of 
the type poly(~-methylstyrene)/polybutadiene/poly- 
styrene. Electron microscopy showed microphase separa- 
tion occurred, but again it was not possible to distinguish 
directly between two of the blocks (in this case between 
poly(~-methylstyrene) and polystyrene). On the basis of 
dynamic mechanical and differential scanning calori- 
metry (d.s.c.) measurements, however, it was concluded 
that the polymer formed a two-phase microstructure 
consisting of a composite glassy phase of poly(~-methyl- 
styrene) and polystyrene randomly dispersed in a rubbery 
matrix of polybutadiene. 

In this communication we report some results of an 
electron microscopical study of a polystyrene/polyiso- 
prene/poly(2-vinylpyridine) three-block terpolymer. The 
system is of particular interest because we have found it 
possible to selectively stain two of the polymer com- 
ponents separately. 

Letters 

polyisoprene, and poly(2-vinylpyridine) blocks were 
23 000, 102 000 and 23 000 respectively. The apparent 
weight-average molecular weight of the overall co- 
polymer, determined by light scattering in 1,2-dimethoxy- 
ethane, was 172 000. The polymerization conditions gave 
polyisoprene blocks having 91 ~ c/s-l,4 structure. 

Electron microscopy. Electron micrographs of speci- 
mens were obtained using an AEI EM6G electron micro- 
scope operated at an accelerating voltage of 100kV. 
Ultrathin polymer films were obtained by solvent casting 
from methylcyclohexane and benzene. The method 
employed was to allow a drop of a dilute solution of the 
polymer ( ~ 0 . 2 ~  by wt. polymer) to evaporate on an 
ultrathin carbon film mounted on an electron microscope 
grid. This approach was somewhat different from that 
used in our earlier studies on ABA block copolymers 5 in 
which casting was carried out on a mercury surface and 
then the polymer film was freely supported by the electron 
microscope grid. The advantage of the new method was 
that the carbon film gave additional support to the speci- 
men and permitted a variety of exploratory staining 
experiments to be carried out without breakage of the 
film. 

An electron micrograph of the ABC terpolymer cast 
from methylcyclohexane is shown in Figure 1. The 
specimen was stained by suspending it in the vapour of a 
1 ~o solution of osmium tetroxide in n-heptane. Since 
osmium tetroxide reacts selectively with olefinic bonds of 
the polyisoprene, dark regions in the micrograph indicate 
the presence of polyisoprene, whilst light regions (mainly 
'circular' domains in the micrograph) indicate the 
presence of either polystyrene or poly(2-vinylpyridine). 

Figure 2 also shows an electron micrograph of the ABC 
terpolymer cast from methylcyclohexane. In this case, 
however, the specimen was stained by dipping it in a 
0.1 ~ aqueous solution of silver nitrate. Residual solution 
was removed by rinsing with water. We believe that that 
reagent selectively stains regions containing poly(2- 
vinylpyridine). When subjected to a similar staining 
procedure, a polystyrene/polyisoprene/polystyrene co- 
polymer showed no enhancement of contrast. Comparison 

Experimental and Results 

Polymer sample. Details of the method of synthesis, 
fractionation and structural characterization of the 
sample (designated 1L1) will be reported later. Briefly, the 
terpolymer was synthesized by stepwise anionic poly- 
merization of styrene, isoprene and 2-vinylpyridine using 
butyl lithium as the primary initiator for styrene. The 
number-average molecular weights of the polystyrene, 

Figure 1 Electron micrograph of a film of block terpolymer 1L1 
cast from methylcyclohexane and stained with osmium tetroxide 
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metry (d.s.c.) measurements, however, it was concluded 
that the polymer formed a two-phase microstructure 
consisting of a composite glassy phase of poly(~-methyl- 
styrene) and polystyrene randomly dispersed in a rubbery 
matrix of polybutadiene. 

In this communication we report some results of an 
electron microscopical study of a polystyrene/polyiso- 
prene/poly(2-vinylpyridine) three-block terpolymer. The 
system is of particular interest because we have found it 
possible to selectively stain two of the polymer com- 
ponents separately. 
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polymer, determined by light scattering in 1,2-dimethoxy- 
ethane, was 172 000. The polymerization conditions gave 
polyisoprene blocks having 91 ~ c/s-l,4 structure. 

Electron microscopy. Electron micrographs of speci- 
mens were obtained using an AEI EM6G electron micro- 
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Ultrathin polymer films were obtained by solvent casting 
from methylcyclohexane and benzene. The method 
employed was to allow a drop of a dilute solution of the 
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ultrathin carbon film mounted on an electron microscope 
grid. This approach was somewhat different from that 
used in our earlier studies on ABA block copolymers 5 in 
which casting was carried out on a mercury surface and 
then the polymer film was freely supported by the electron 
microscope grid. The advantage of the new method was 
that the carbon film gave additional support to the speci- 
men and permitted a variety of exploratory staining 
experiments to be carried out without breakage of the 
film. 

An electron micrograph of the ABC terpolymer cast 
from methylcyclohexane is shown in Figure 1. The 
specimen was stained by suspending it in the vapour of a 
1 ~o solution of osmium tetroxide in n-heptane. Since 
osmium tetroxide reacts selectively with olefinic bonds of 
the polyisoprene, dark regions in the micrograph indicate 
the presence of polyisoprene, whilst light regions (mainly 
'circular' domains in the micrograph) indicate the 
presence of either polystyrene or poly(2-vinylpyridine). 

Figure 2 also shows an electron micrograph of the ABC 
terpolymer cast from methylcyclohexane. In this case, 
however, the specimen was stained by dipping it in a 
0.1 ~ aqueous solution of silver nitrate. Residual solution 
was removed by rinsing with water. We believe that that 
reagent selectively stains regions containing poly(2- 
vinylpyridine). When subjected to a similar staining 
procedure, a polystyrene/polyisoprene/polystyrene co- 
polymer showed no enhancement of contrast. Comparison 

Experimental and Results 

Polymer sample. Details of the method of synthesis, 
fractionation and structural characterization of the 
sample (designated 1L1) will be reported later. Briefly, the 
terpolymer was synthesized by stepwise anionic poly- 
merization of styrene, isoprene and 2-vinylpyridine using 
butyl lithium as the primary initiator for styrene. The 
number-average molecular weights of the polystyrene, 

Figure 1 Electron micrograph of a film of block terpolymer 1L1 
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Figure 2 Electron micrograph of a film of block terpolymer 1L1 
cast from methylcyctohexane and stained with silver nitrate 

solubility parameters (8) of methylcyclohexane, poly- 
isoprene, polystyrene and poly(2-vinylpyridine) are 
respectively 16.0, 16.6, 18.6 and 21.7j1/2cm-3/L Thus on 
evaporation of the solvent from the solution, the poly- 
styrene and poly(2-vinylpyridine) blocks probably separ- 
ate at an early stage from the polyisoprene blocks to form 
a mixed mierogel phase. 

In order to establish the three-dimensional shape of the 
domains, electron micrographs were taken of ultrathin 
sections of the ABC terpolymer cast from methylcyclo- 
hexane. Relatively thick sections were first cut away from 
the specimen and soaked in a solution of osmium tetroxide 
in n-heptane. The osmium tetroxide served to both stain 
and harden the rubbery polyisoprene. The impregnated 
specimens were then set in an embedding medium and 
ultrathin sections were cut away at several orientations 
using an LKB model 3 ultramicrotome. Figure 3 shows an 
electron micrograph of a section; similar features were 
observed for other orientations studied. The distorted 
'circles' suggest that the morphology consists of an array 
of particles roughly spherical in shape [composed of a 
mixture of polystyrene and poly(2-vinylpyridine) blocks] 
embedded in a polyisoprene matrix. Ultramicrotomy of 
the samples was found to be particularly difficult, and 
some slight deformation of the domains probably occur- 
red during this procedure. 

Studies have also been made of specimens cast from 
benzene (8=18.8J1/2cm-3/~). Similar features were 
observed to those discussed above, although in general 
the morphology was more irregular and many of the 
domains were worm-like in shape rather than spherical. 
An electron micrograph of a film cast from benzene and 
stained with osmium tetroxide is shown in Figure 4. 
Staining with AgNOa(aq.) again suggested that the glassy 
domains consisted of a blend of polystyrene and poly(2- 
vinylpyridine). 

At the present time in our laboratory, investigations are 
being made of the mechanical properties of polystyrene/ 
polyisoprene/poly(2-vinylpyridine) block terpolymers and 
we hope to present a detailed account of structure- 
property relationships for the system at a later time. 

Figure 3 Electron micrograph of an ultramicrotomed section of 
block terpolymer 1L1 cast from methylcyclohexane and stained 
with osmium tetroxide 

of Figures 1 and 2 indicates that all the domains are 
stained by AgNOa(aq.). This result suggests that when 
cast from methylcyclohexane the polystyrene and poly(2- 
vinylpyridine) blocks form a mixed microphase. The 
elastomeric properties of strips of polymer cast from 
methylcyclohexane provide evidence for the presence in 
the bulk polymer of a physically crosslinked network. 
This behaviour is understandable since both polystyrene 
and poly(2-vinylpyridine) are glassy polymers at room 
temperature (having very similar glass transition tem- 
peratures), whilst polyisoprene is a rubber. The elasto- 
meric properties serve to rule out the slight possibility 
that the polystyrene might be located in the polyisoprene 
matrix rather than with the poly(2-vinylpyridine). The 

Figure 4 Electron micrograph of a film of block terpolymer 1L1 
cast from benzene and stained with osmium tetroxide 
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More efficient stabilizers for PVC 

Stabilizers to inhibit the thermal degradation of PVC 
have been developed by empirical means and various 
dialkyltin compounds have been found to be particularly 
effective. Recently many of the beneficial reactions 
occurring between the stabilizer and the polymer have 
been identified1, 2. A stabilizer R2SnXz (R=alkyl; 
X=various groups, e.g. alkyl thioglycollate or alkyl 
maleate) by exchange reactions with labile chlorine 
atoms in the polymer and by absorption of hydrochloric 
acid becomes converted to the dichloride R2SnCI2 ~, a 
The latter compound has a deleterious effect since it 
functions as a Lewis acid catalyst for the dehydro- 
chlorination reaction. 

The aim in the work now described was to produce 
an organotin compound in which the stabilization 
reactions (exchange with labile chlorine and absorption 
of HC1) would be unimpaired but the undesirable 
catalytic function of the ensuing organotin dichloride 
would be suppressed. A compound containing weak to 
moderate strength donor groups in the alkyl chains 
would be suitable since in a stabilizer such as R Sn- 
(SCHzCOOCsH17-i)2 (RD=alkyl chain containing a 
donor group) the Lewis acidity at tin is unlikely 2, 4 to 
be sufficiently high to allow internal coordination from 
the donor groups R D and consequently the stabilizing 
function should be unaltered. The increased Lewis 
acidity of the corresponding dichloride R~SnCIz would 
ensure coordination by the R D groups and the pro- 
degradant catalytic activity would be suppressed. 

Di(4-ketopentyl)tin dichloride and dibromide were 
prepared 5 and treatment of either dihalide with the 
sodium derivative of iso-octylthioglycollate or sodium 
laurate gave (CHaCOCH2CH2CH~)zSn(SCH2COOCs- 
H17-i)z (I) and (CHsCOCH2CH2CH2)2Sn(OCOCuH2z)z 
(II). N.m.r. measurements (Table 1) show that the 
carbonyl moieties in the ketopentyl groups are free 
in compounds I and II but are complexed in the cor- 
responding dihalides where increased deshielding causes 
the protons to be displaced downfield. Treatment of the 
dihalides with the more powerful donor 2,2'-bipyridyl 
frees the carbonyl groups and the resonance signals 
revert to positions characteristic of the uncomplexed 
ketopentyl group. 

Letters 

Table 1 N.m.r. measurements of compounds containing 
the 4-ketopentyl group (=  R) in deuterochloroform 

~- values 
a b 

R= CHzCOCH2CH2CH2- 

Compound a b 

R8Sn(SCH2COOC8H17-i)2 (I) 7.93 7.50 
R2Sn(OCOCz1H23)2 (11) 7.92 7.52 
R2SnCI2 7.74 7.23 
R=SnCI2.2,2'-bipyridyl 7.89 7.42 
R~S n Br2 7.76 7.27 
R2SnBr2.2,2'-bipyridyl 7.95 7.55 

Compounds I and II and standard stabilizers were 
then milled at 155°C into PVC (Corvic D55/09) at a 
concentration of 1 ~ for 5min. The testpieces were 
aged at 190°C and specimens were removed at intervals 
of 3 min. 

The stabilizing effect of the dilaurate (II) was very 
similar to that of the corresponding butyl compound. 
However, di(4-ketopentyl)tin di(iso-octylthioglycollate) 
(I) showed a remarkable improvement when compared 
with the corresponding butyl compound Bu2Sn(SCHz- 
COOCsH17-i)2 (III). Immediately after milling in the 
stabilizers the specimens containing I were noticeably 
clearer and more transparent than those containing the 
dibutyl compound (III). The latter specimens showed 
the first sign of discoloration after 6 min at 190°C while 
those stabilized with the diketopentyltin compound (I) 
did not produce a comparable colour until they had 
been aged for 15 min though the first slight signs of 
discoloration could be discerned after 12min. Intro- 
duction of the carbonyl groups into the alkyl chains 
therefore improved the effectiveness of the thioglycollate 
stabilizer by a factor of 2 to 2.5. 

The observation that I shows enhanced effectiveness 
in stabilization whereas II does not is explained by 
the fact that organotin di(iso-octylthioglycollates) 
rapidly exchange with allylic chlorines generating 
organotin dichloride whereas dilaurates react slowly to 
give the chloride laurate a. Although the latter would 
eventually be converted to the dichloride it appears 
that it is the reactions which occur in the earliest stages 
of stabilization which are most important. 
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X=various groups, e.g. alkyl thioglycollate or alkyl 
maleate) by exchange reactions with labile chlorine 
atoms in the polymer and by absorption of hydrochloric 
acid becomes converted to the dichloride R2SnCI2 ~, a 
The latter compound has a deleterious effect since it 
functions as a Lewis acid catalyst for the dehydro- 
chlorination reaction. 
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an organotin compound in which the stabilization 
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catalytic function of the ensuing organotin dichloride 
would be suppressed. A compound containing weak to 
moderate strength donor groups in the alkyl chains 
would be suitable since in a stabilizer such as R Sn- 
(SCHzCOOCsH17-i)2 (RD=alkyl chain containing a 
donor group) the Lewis acidity at tin is unlikely 2, 4 to 
be sufficiently high to allow internal coordination from 
the donor groups R D and consequently the stabilizing 
function should be unaltered. The increased Lewis 
acidity of the corresponding dichloride R~SnCIz would 
ensure coordination by the R D groups and the pro- 
degradant catalytic activity would be suppressed. 

Di(4-ketopentyl)tin dichloride and dibromide were 
prepared 5 and treatment of either dihalide with the 
sodium derivative of iso-octylthioglycollate or sodium 
laurate gave (CHaCOCH2CH2CH~)zSn(SCH2COOCs- 
H17-i)z (I) and (CHsCOCH2CH2CH2)2Sn(OCOCuH2z)z 
(II). N.m.r. measurements (Table 1) show that the 
carbonyl moieties in the ketopentyl groups are free 
in compounds I and II but are complexed in the cor- 
responding dihalides where increased deshielding causes 
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similar to that of the corresponding butyl compound. 
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(I) showed a remarkable improvement when compared 
with the corresponding butyl compound Bu2Sn(SCHz- 
COOCsH17-i)2 (III). Immediately after milling in the 
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clearer and more transparent than those containing the 
dibutyl compound (III). The latter specimens showed 
the first sign of discoloration after 6 min at 190°C while 
those stabilized with the diketopentyltin compound (I) 
did not produce a comparable colour until they had 
been aged for 15 min though the first slight signs of 
discoloration could be discerned after 12min. Intro- 
duction of the carbonyl groups into the alkyl chains 
therefore improved the effectiveness of the thioglycollate 
stabilizer by a factor of 2 to 2.5. 

The observation that I shows enhanced effectiveness 
in stabilization whereas II does not is explained by 
the fact that organotin di(iso-octylthioglycollates) 
rapidly exchange with allylic chlorines generating 
organotin dichloride whereas dilaurates react slowly to 
give the chloride laurate a. Although the latter would 
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Book Reviews 

Flame retardancy of polymeric materials 
Edited by W. C. Kuryla and A. J. Papa 
Marcel Dekker, New York, 1973, Vol 1 : 317 pp; Vol 2: 
242 pp. $24.50 

'These volumes are designed to fill the existing need for a compre- 
hensive review of the basic aspects of the field of flame retardancy. 
Both synthetic and naturally occurring polymers are examined, 
and particular emphasis is placed on polymers of commercial 
significance. The contributing authors (who are active workers 
in the field) present factual information along with their own 
theories and interpretations in order to provide diversified view- 
points on this complex subject.' 

This description on the fly leaf adequately describes these 
volumes. They provide an excellent review by chemists for chemists 
in the textiles, fibres, plastics and coating industries. A feature 
of each chapter is the large number of supporting references 
provided. In some chapters nearly three hundred references are 
cited. 

The first chapter lists the available flame retardants which are 
classified into inorganic, phosphorus, halogen, nitrogen and 
composite compounds. Chemical formulae, reactive functionality, 
analysis of active components, product name and supplier are 
tabulated for each compound. No indication is given at this stage 
of the polymers in which the compounds are most effective. 

Inorganic flame retardants and their mode of action are then 
considered in some detail. The remaining chapters describe in 
detail the actions to improve the fire retardancy of poly(vinyl 
chloride) and related polymers; wool, nylon and other natural 
and synthetic polyamides. Volume 2 contains the chapters dealing 
with polystyrene and related polymers; polyethylene and poly- 
propylene; natural and synthetic rubbers; phenolic resins and 
urea- and melamine-formaldehyde resins. 

Each chapter is complete in itself and contains a description 
of the range of polymers available, together with an indication of 
applications. Pyrolysis studies and the mechanism of flame re- 
tardancy are then described and the behaviour of a substantial 
range of flame retardants is analysed. Usually too, attention is 
given to future developments. Some reference is made to the 
smoke problem but this is not a major consideration in this work. 

The chapters were obviously written before the US Federal 
Trade Commission's complaint regarding misleading test results 
described as self-extinguishing and non-burning. However, bearing 
in mind that the book is intended for workers in the flame retardancy 
field, the use of ASTM D635, D2843, D2863, etc. in no way in- 
validates the value of the book. Indeed many of the authors go to 
great pains to emphasize that many of the small scale laboratory 

Conference Announcement 

ACS Division of Polymer Chemistry, Inc, 

7th Biennial Polymer Symposium 
Florida, 9-12 December 1974 

The ACS Division of Polymer Chemistry, Inc. 
will hold its Seventh Biennial Polymer Sym- 
posium at the Tides Hotel and Bath Club of 
North Redington Beach, Florida, from 9 to 12 
December 1974. The conference is being 
arranged so that lectures will be given in the 
mornings and evenings with the afternoons free 
for the many recreational activities in the area. 
Further information and registration forms may 
be obtained from Dr J. C. Salamone, Publicity 
Chairman, c/o Department of Chemistry, Lowell 
Technological Institute, Lowell, Mass. 01854, 
USA. 

tests are excellent for evaluating new formulations in the laboratory, 
but may not always reflect behaviour in the product's application. 

The book reflects the extensive skills and ingenuity shown by 
chemists in their efforts to contribute to a 'safer' fire situation 
through minimizing the ease of ignition and reducing the flam- 
mability of combustible polymeric materials. 

These volumes are strongly recommended but one critical note 
must be made. It is that unsaturated polyester resins have not 
been included. This is surprising since a considerable amount of 
work has been done not only with additives for GRP products 
but also in modifying the polyester chain, monomers etc. to reduce 
flammability. The resins are also used extensively in aircraft 
transport. 

K. A. Scott 

Peptides 19"/2 
Edited by H. Hanson and H.-D. Jakubke 
North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1973, 470 pp. Dfl. 90.00 

This account of the proceedings of the Twelfth European Peptide 
Symposium, held in East Germany in September 1972, has been 
produced with commendable speed, for which the editors are to 
be congratulated. As with its predecessors, it deals mainly with 
peptide synthesis (both methods and achievements) and there is 
little in it of direct interest to readers of Polymer, apart perhaps 
from the three papers on insulin and pre-insulin, by Professors 
Hodgkin and Zahn and Dr Markussen. 

One whole section (13 contributions) is devoted to problems 
of peptide synthesis using polymeric supports. There is no doubt 
that this, the Merrifield solid-phase method, is the one method 
which offers the promise of eventual successful synthesis of enzymes 
and other biologically active proteins. It has at present, however, 
many deficiencies some, at least, of which might be overcome by 
using something better than the chloromethylated, or otherwise 
chemically modified, divinylbenzene crosslinked polystyrenes at 
present used in the procedure. If this review leads any reader of 
Polymer to address himself to this problem and come up with 
something better it will have more than achieved its purpose. 

H. N. Rydon 

Developments in P V C  technology 
Edited by J. H. L. Henson and A. Whelan 
Applied Science, Barking, 1973, 161 pp. £4.50 

This book is based on a symposium at the Polytechnic of North 
London in February 1973, and although interference of the editors 
with the individual authors' contributions appears to be minimal 
most of the ten chapters do present reasonably balanced statements 
of the subject matter with which they are concerned. While appro- 
priate in its original context the opening chapter on the pattern 
of usage of PVC is perhaps out of place here, as readers will either 
be aware of its contents or can readily find them elsewhere. Impor- 
tant aspects of the rapidly growing technology of processing of 
unplasticized PVC receive appropriate treatment in chapters 
devoted to lubricants, impact modifiers, and dry blends, although 
the second of these is remarkable for its scant reference to acrylic 
impact modifiers. A similar criticism of possible bias might be 
levelled at the chapter on mass PVC, which seems to overplay 
possible deficiencies of suspension polymers. Bottle production 
and injection moulding are treated mainly with respect to machine 
and processing characteristics, while guidance on formulation for 
these processes is almost absent apart from what can be gleaned 
from the chapters concerned with additives. 

The book is well produced and clearly printed with generally 
clear diagrams, tables and photographs, apart perhaps from 
Figure 2 on p 80 which is a little obscure, and Figure 11 on p 27 
which is reproduced upside down. At 161 pages this is a relatively 
small book, but its price is reasonable by today's standards. It 
should be read by all concerned with the technology of PVC in 
industry, whether the main interest is with materials, machinery 
or processing. The subject matter is too specific to be very relevant 
to undergraduate courses, but will be of interest to postgraduate 
academics working in appropriate fields. 

G. A. R. Matthews 
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Immobilized enzymes: 7. Use of vanacryls in 
the preparation of immobilized arginase and 
alkaline phosphatase 

Eric Brown and Roger doyeau 
Laboratoire de Synthbse Organique, Centre Universitaire du Mans, 
BP 535, 72017 Le Mans-Cedex, France 
(Received 8 October 1973; revised 11 March 1974) 

The vanacryls (vanillin polymethacrylates) were successfully used for immobilizing 
arginase and alkaline phosphatase, according to the probable scheme: 

PoI-CHO (vanacryl) + H2N-Enz-~ PoI-CH---- N-Enz 

The properties of both these immobilized enzymes are described. 

ARGINASE 

To our knowledge, only one combination of immobilized 
arginase has been described in the literature 1. Our 
object was to immobilize this enzyme with the help 
of  new linear macromolecular carriers insoluble in 
water which we have described recently 2. These polymers 
are vanillin polymethacr3~lates (vanacryls) or copolymers 
of  allylic alcohol and vanillin methacrylate (covanacryl-P, 
P indicating the number of moles of  vanillin methacrylate 
used per mole  of allylic alcohol in the polymerization). 

CH3 
I  CH ::n o   _CHO 

CH30 

Vanacryl 

The free amine functions of the enzyme are likely 
to react with the aldehyde groups of the carrier as 
follows a: 

Pol-CHO + Enz-NH2" r Po l -CH-NH-Enz  
insoluble native [ 
polymer enzyme OH 

P o l - C H = N - E n z  

immobilized 
enzyme 

Fixation rate and residual activity of immobilized arginase 
Arginase was reacted with vanacryl and various 

covanacryls in a maleate buffer solution for varying 
periods, in the presence of MnC12 to activate the enzyme. 
At the end of  the reaction, the insoluble derivatives 

were filtered and washed. The immobilized arginase 
was then kept in suspension in buffered medium. 

The fixation rate was determined by measuring the 
protein concentration of the washing filtrates of  the 
insoluble derivatives. These measurements were carried 
out using the Folin-Ciocalteu reagent 4. 

The mass (/~g) of protein fixed per mg of carrier and 
the enzymatic activity (ml) of 1 mg of insoluble derivative 
expressed in /zg of native arginase which, in identical 
measuring conditions, transformed the same quantity 
of substrate as 1 mg of immobilized arginase were then 
determined. Next, the rate of residual activity (REA %) 
for each of the resulting combinations was settled. 

The results show that the mass (m~) of immobilized 
protein per mass unit of  carrier is almost constant for 
the various carriers used, yet at the same time the 
residual enzymatic activity seems to be closely connected 
with the value of the ratio between the number of 
alcohol functions and the number of aldehyde functions 
on the polymer. The relative increase of the number of  
alcohol functions with respect to the aldehyde functions 
involves a sharp rise of the residual activity of the 
corresponding insoluble derivatives. This phenomenon 
can be interpreted in various ways: either the alcohol 
function makes up a more favourable microenviron- 
ment than the aldehyde function, to the activity of 
arginase, or an excess of aldehyde functions react with 
a greater number of amine functions of the enzyme, 
which would be more or less connected with the 
arginasic activity. 

Reactions of  fixation at 4°C for 6h and then at 
20°C for 3h  and 6h  were successively carried out. 
The results obtained show that within the given variation 
limits, neither temperature nor fixation time seem to 
have a measurable effect on the activity of the insoluble 
derivatives. 

Judging from what was observed (Figure 1), one can 
assume that the grafting of arginase on the carrier is 
relatively fast. 
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Figure 2 Activity curve of arginase as a function of pH. + ,  
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Activity as a function of pH 
The pH of optimum activity is one of  the charac- 

teristics of  an enzyme, whose chemical alteration and 
immobilization can entail a change in the activity 
profile of  the enzyme as a function of  the pH 5. The 
results show (Figure 2) that the immobilization of  
arginase did not alter in a conspicuous way either the 
value of the pH of  optimum activity, or the profile of the 
activity curve. 

Study of an immobilized arginase column 
After making an enzyme column, a solution of arginine 

hydrochloride was made to percolate through it. The 
insoluble derivatives were obtained in a form which 
did not lend itself to filling the column and consequently 
they had to be mixed with an inert carrier. Celite was 
selected, it being a hydrophilic silicate denser than the 
immobilized enzyme. 

In the course of  time, both the output of the column 
and the quantity of urea present in the eluate collected, 
were measured; a slow variation of  the output made 
it necessary to take into account the latter in order to 

Immobilized enzymes (7) : E. Brown and R. Joyeau 

find out the activity of the column which is defined 
as the mass of urea formed per unit time. 

It is supposed that in the conditions of the experiment, 
the quantity of  urea present in the eluate per volume 
unit was inversely proportional to the output, which 
means that the quantity of urea formed per unit time 
was independent of  the output. 

The column activity can then be represented by the 
product of the output by the urea concentration in the 
corresponding eluate. 

The results (Figure 3) show a sudden loss of activity 
of the column, about 50 ~ for the first 24 h, followed 
by a relative stabilization. This variation could be neither 
avoided nor explained. This loss of activity does not 
seem to be due to a solubilization of the enzyme since 
no measurable arginasic activity could be observed in 
the first eluates. The activity curves of the various 
columns all showed the same profile. 

Stability of immobilized arginase 
The derivatives of  immobilized arginase were kept 

in suspension in maleate buffer (pH 7 at 4°C). 
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Immobilized enzymes (7) : E, Brown and R. Joyeau 

The variations in activity of the native and immo- 
bilized forms of arginase were compared over a period 
of time. The values obtained are expressed in per- 
centage of initial activity for each of the two forms 
of the enzyme. 

Activity of immobilized arginase and native arginase in 
the course of  time 

Immobilized arginase kept all its activity during the 
first week following its preparation; the activity rate 
still reached 50 ~o after more than two months, in the 
conditions of conservation described herewith. After 
two and a half months, the enzymatic activity of the 
suspension of immobilized arginase proved to be only 
that of the solid phase, no arginase activity being 
detected in the filtrates (Figure 4). 

ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE 

A few preparations of water-insoluble derivatives of 
alkaline phosphatase have been described in the 
literature. 

Alkaline phosphatase has been immobilized by 
covalent linkage onto derivatives of cellulose, either on 
carboxymethyl (CM) cellulose having azide groups 6, or 
on cellulose activated by 2,4-dichloro-6-(carboxymethyl- 
amino)-s-triazine v. 

Other preparations of immobilized alkaline phos- 
phatase were obtained by means of ethylene/maleic 
anhydride or methyl vinyl ether/maleic anhydride 
copolymers, or copolymers of methacrylic acid and 
m-fluoronitromethacrylanilide s. These various combina- 
tions were prepared in order to be used in the sequential 
analysis of polynucleotides. Alkaline phosphatase was 
also immobilized on glass preactivated by 7-amino- 
propyltriethoxy silane: the derivatives thus obtained 
contained 0-74mg of enzyme/g of glass a. Last of all, 
a preparation of immobilized alkaline phosphatase was 
obtained by adsorption of the enzyme on CM cellulose, 
starch and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) 10. Our purpose then 
was to prepare new insoluble derivatives of alkaline 
phosphatase, using the vanacryl and the various co- 
vanacryls-P described above. 

The activity of alkaline phosphatase was measured 
by following the hydrolysis of disodium p-nitrophenyl 
phosphate on a spectrophotometer. 

Fixation rate and residual activity of alkaline phosphatase 
The alkaline phosphatase was made to react with 

vanacryl and various covanacryls in buffered solution. 
At the end of the reaction, the insoluble derivative 
was washed with a solution of 1 M NaCI (pH 9) and 
distilled water until the filtrate no longer showed 
measurable enzymatic activity. The mass m2 of enzyme 
fixed per mass unit of carrier was then defined by 
measuring the enzymatic activity of the filtrates and 
not by estimating the proteins directly as was the case 
with arginase; a standard curve gave the mass of enzyme 
left in solution after each reaction of fixation and m2 
was obtained by subtraction from the mass of enzyme 
involved (m2 was expressed in t~g of enzyme per mg 
of carrier). 

The residual activity (REA %) of the immobilized 
enzyme, proportional to the native enzyme, is given by 
the ratio 100 (ml/m2), wherein ml is the mass of soluble 

enzyme releasing the same quantity of product (p-nitro- 
phenol) as ling of insoluble derivative in similar 
conditions. 

A series of fixations performed with the various 
carriers has shown that neither the fixation rate nor 
the residual enzymatic activity of the derivatives vary 
in an important way according to the number of aldehyde 
functions present on the carrier: m2 remained between 
7 and 8/~g of alkaline phosphatase per mg of polymer. 
On the other hand, the residual activity of the derivatives 
varied from 56 to 69 Y/oo of the activity of the free 
enzyme. 

A series of fixations performed with covanacryl-5, 
operating from pH 5 to pH 9 has shown that the mass 
of immobilized enzyme was maximum and constant 
for a pH inferior or equal to 7 (Figure 5), whereas the 
residual activity of the derivatives obtained was inde- 
pendent of the fixation pH and remained approximately 
equal to 60 ~o. 

A series of grafting reactions was carried out, using 
various quantities of carrier (25, 50, 75 and 100mg) 
for a same mass of alkaline phosphatase (1 rag). 
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Figure 5 Fixations at various pH values 
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Figure 6 Fixation rate (ratio of immobil ized enzyme to mass 
of enzyme × 100) as a function of the ratio of mass of carrier to 
mass of enzyme involved 
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Figure 7 ms as a function of the ratio of carrier mass to enzyme 
mass involved 

It was observed that the fixation rate is a growing 
function of the mass of carrier used (Figure 6). On the 
other hand, the mass m2 of enzyme fixed per mass unit 
of carrier remained approximately constant in the cases 
when 50, 75 and 100mg of carrier were used, but was 
found to decrease slightly when only 25 mg of polymer 
were used (Figure 7). 

This phenomenon could be interpreted as resulting 
from a selective fixation on the carrier of protein de- 
prived of enzymatic activity. It should be remembered, 
actually, that m2 was obtained by the difference between 
the mass of enzyme initially involved and the enzyme 
mass not fixed and present in the filtrates after the 
grafting reaction. Now the latter mass was defined by 
measuring its enzymatic activity. Under these conditions, 
it is clear that the values given for m2 could be exact 
only if the enzyme was pure or at least deprived of 
extraneous proteins. 

On the other hand, we tried to immobilize alkaline 
phosphatase on 4-iodo-n-butyl polymethacrylate (Polio- 
dal-4) which had already been used to immobilize 
various enzymes (urease, trypsin and chymotrypsin). 
By making a series of fixations at various pH values, 
insoluble preparations were obtained, which contained 
only 2/zg of enzyme per mg of carrier and whose residual 
enzymatic activity was less than 10 ~.  

Activity as a function of pH 
When comparing the curves of activity obtained for 

each of the two forms of the enzyme, one can notice 
(Figure 8) that the pH of optimum activity is not altered 
(pH 9.5). On the contrary, immobilization altered the 
profile of the activity curve as it contracted the area 
next to the optimum pH; the immobilized enzyme was 
therefore more pH-dependent than the free enzyme. 
This phenomenon has already been observed when 
immobilizing some enzymes 5. 

Since all the activity measurements of the native and 
immobilized forms of alkaline phosphatase were taken 
at pH 8.8, the values of residual activity of the various 
derivatives prepared are inferior to the values which 
would have been obtained if the measures had been 
taken at the pH of optimum activity. Indeed, at pH 8.8, 

Immobilized enzymes (7): E. Brown and R. Joyeau 

the activity rate of native alkaline phosphatase is 62 
whereas the activity rate of immobilized enzyme is 
only 47 ~ at the same pH. 

Determination of Michaelis constants 
The Km (Michaelis constant) of the free and immo- 

bilized forms of alkaline phosphatase were determined, 
in order to judge whether the enzymatic activity had 
been altered during immobilization and in order to 
ensure also that the activity measurements of the im- 
mobilized form of the enzyme had been taken in condi- 
tions of saturation of the substrate. These measures 
were taken at pH 8.8, using concentrations of p-nitro- 
phenyl phosphate (NPP) included between 10-4M and 
25 x 10 -4 M. A rate of hydrolysis of the NPP was then 
defined for each substrate concentration used. Hence 
using the Lineweaver-Burk equation, the Km cor- 
responding to the soluble and insoluble forms of alkaline 
phosphatase could be defined graphically. These follow- 
ing values were obtained: 8.6 x 10-SM and 16.2x 10-SM 
for the native enzyme and for the insoluble derivative, 
respectively. 

Repeated use of a suspension of immobilized alkaline 
phosphatase 

An attempt was made to hydrolyse a solution of NPP 
using a stirred suspension of alkaline phosphatase in 
varying conditions of pH and Mg 2+ concentration. 
Every 24 h the substrate solution was renewed and the 
concentration of product formed during the preceding 
24h was measured to find the hydrolysis rate of the 
NPP solution. Analysis of the results has shown that 
the rate of NPP hydrolysed/24h period was about 
66 ~ during the first days of utilization and remained 
so in whatever ionic conditions. This was no longer 
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Figure 8 Activity curve of alkaline phosphatase as a function 
of pH. +,  Native; O, immobilized alkaline phosphatase 
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Figure  11 Hydrolysis of covanacryl-5 in stirred suspension at 
various pH values. Ordinate=rate of vanillin hydrolysed per 
24h at 20°C, reckoned from the total mass of vanillin contained 
per mass unit of copolymer 

true afterwards: a pH equal to 9.4 seemed better to 
the keeping of enzymatic activity than a pH of 8.8. 
In the same way, a concentration of 0.1 M Mg 2+ was 
better than a concentration 0.01 M of the same ion 
(Figure 9). 

Activity as a function of  time 
The preparations of immobilized alkaline phos- 

phatase were kept in suspension in pH 8.8 buffer (0.1 M 
MgZ+). Under such conditions the immobilized phos- 
phatase retained more than 95 7o of its initial activity 
three weeks after it had been prepared (Figure 10). 

By measuring the activity of the filtrate of a suspension 
of the insoluble derivative after this period, the filtrate 
was found to contain 6-9 70 of the enzymatic activity 
of the original suspension. 

This solubilization of the enzyme could be accounted 
for by a slow hydrolysis of the ester functions of the 
polymer. Incidentally, a basic hydrolysis of the ester 
functions of covanacryl was revealed (Figure 11) and 
proved to be responsible for some vanillin passing 
into solution. The presence of vanillin in the solution 
could be established by studying the u.v. spectra of 
aqueous solutions previously brought into contact with 
covanacryl-5. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Insoluble derivatives of arginase have been prepared 
by reaction of the enzyme with the aldehyde groups 
of vanacryl and various covanacryls-P. The mass, m2, 
of protein fixed during the reaction varied from 35 to 
45/zg per mg of carrier according to the cases considered. 

The residual arginasic activity of the various enzyme- 
carrier combinations progressively increased from 20 
to 727O as more alcohol functions were introduced 
into the polymer and results tend to show that the 
grafting reaction is relatively fast. On the other hand, 
the curves of activity as functions of pH for the two 
forms of arginase have shown that immobilization 
caused no obvious modifications of the ionic micro- 
environment of the enzyme. 

At last, it can be said that fixed arginase does not 
pass into solution while being kept in aqueous suspension. 

Preparations of alkaline phosphatase insoluble in 
water were obtained by reaction of the enzyme on 
vanacryl and various covanacryls. 

The enzyme-carrier derivatives obtained contained 
only 7 to 8/~g of phosphatase per mg of polymer but 
their residual enzymatic activity (REA) was relatively 
high: the values of the REA in the various preparations 
obtained varied from 56 to 72 7O. 

Immobilization of alkaline phosphatase made the 
enzyme more pH-dependent and entailed a considerable 
increase in the value of its apparent Kin. 

The insoluble derivatives obtained lend themselves 
readily to an intermittent use in stirred suspension. 
Besides, when kept in stock, the immobilized enzyme 
appeared to be markedly more stable than the native 
form. However, in the course of time, the enzyme went 
partly into solution, which could be explained either 
by the hydrolysis of the ester functions of the polymer, 
or by the hydrolysis of the imine functions resulting 
from the reaction of the enzyme on the aldehyde 
groupings of the carrier. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Arginase 
Immobilization of  arginase on vanacryl and various 

covanacryls. A suspension of 5rag of arginase (Koch- 
Light) and 50 mg of polymer (vanacryls) was stirred in 
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4era a of 5x 10-2M maleate MnCI2 buffer, pH 7, for 
20h at 4°C. At the end of the reaction, the derivatives 
obtained were recovered on Millipore filters, then 
washed first with a solution of 1 M NaCI (3 x 4cm a) 
and successively with distilled water up to a total volume 
of 20 cm 3. 

The derivatives were put in 2.5cm 3 of 5x 10-~M 
maleate MnC12 buffer solution, pH 7 and activated for 
4h at 37°C with stirring, before beginning the activity 
measurements 12. Such an activation indeed causes an 
increase of about 15 to 25 ~o in the activity of the deriva- 
tives with respect to that which could be observed 
without previous activation. Immobilized arginase was 
then kept under suspension at 4°C in the activation 
buffer. 

Measures taken on each filtrate using the Folin- 
Ciocalteu reagent made it possible to find out the 
quantity of proteins remaining in solution and m2 
(expressed in /zg of protein per mg of carrier) was 
then obtained by subtraction from the mass of protein 
involved in the fixation reaction. 

Arginasic activity was defined by colorimetry using 
the Ehrlich reagent and arginine hydrochloride as a 
substratO 3. 

A standard curve of the optical density at 450nm 
as a function of the mass of soluble arginase (used per 
test sample when measuring the enzymatic activity) 
made it possible to express the arginasic activity of 1 mg 
of derivative in/~g of soluble enzyme (ml) and to define 
the residual activity rate of the corresponding derivatives 
[IO0(ml/m2)= REA ~] (see Figure 1). 

Influence of temperature and fixation time with covan- 
acryl-1. Attempts at fixing arginase on covanacryl-1 
were made at various temperatures and for various 
periods of time, the other conditions being the same as 
those described previously. The following table gives 
the activities (ml) of the insoluble derivatives of arginase 
obtained (fixation rate not defined). 

Immobilized enzymes (7): E. Brown and R. Joyeau 

in the course of time for immobilized arginase were 
expressed as percentage of the initial activity of the 
insoluble derivative considered (see Figure 4). 

Alkaline phosphatase 
Immobilization of alkaline phosphatase on vanacryl and 

various covanacryls, ling of alkaline phosphatase 
(alkaline phosphatase from calf bowels as supplied by 
Koch-Light) and 100 mg of polymer (vanacryl or co- 
vanacryls) were stirred in 4cm 3 of 0.05 M phosphate 
buffer, pH 7, for 20h at 4°C. At the end of the reaction, 
the derivatives obtained were recovered by filtration 
on a sintered glass funnel, then washed first with a 
solution of 1 M NaC1, pH 9 (5 x 6 cm 3) and subsequently 
with distilled water up to a total volume of all the filtrates 
equal to 40cm 3. 

The immobilized alkaline phosphatase was then 
suspended in 10cm 3 of 0.1 M Tris/HC1, 0.1M Mg z+ 
buffer, pH 8.8, and kept at 4°C. 

The fixation rate and the mass ms of enzyme fixed 
per mg of carrier were determined by measuring the 
enzymatic activities of the washing filtrates which were 
compared to a sample solution of enzyme. The activity 
of the alkaline phosphatase in the filtrates was deter- 
mined by following the hydrolysis of nitrophenyl 
phosphate (NPP) at 410 nm 14. 

Measuring the activity of the insoluble derivatives 
of alkaline phosphatase was carried out on aliquots 
taken from a suspension of immobilized enzyme stirred 
in the presence of substrate and by determining the 
absorbance of these aliquots after filtration. 

The activity of I mg of immobilized enzyme was 
expressed by the quantity ml (/~g) of native enzyme 
producing the same variation of absorbance (at 410nm) 
m identical conditions. 

The results obtained by making fixations on various 
carriers are given below: 

Fixations conditions rnz(/zg) 

6h at 2O°C 28.5 
3 h at 20 °C 30 
6 h at 4°C 32 

Activity of immobilized arginase as a function of pH 
The activity was measured at 37°C in the presence 

of 0.1 M arginine hydrochloride using 0.1 M phosphate 
buffer for the values of pH ranging from 6 to 8 and 
0.1 M glycine buffer for the upper values (see Figure 2). 

Column of immobilized arginase. In a chromatography 
column thermostated at 37°C, a mixture was intro- 
duced, composed of 6 g of Celite and 20 mg of immobil- 
ized arginase and moistened by a 5x 10-3M maleate 
MnClz buffer, pH 7, solution. 

The column thus prepared was 1 cm wide and 18 cm 
high; it was topped with a separating funnel containing 
a 10g/l solution of arginine hydrochloride (pH 9-05). 

The quantity of urea present in the eluate was deter- 
mined in the course of time (see Figure 3). 

Stability of the insoluble derivatives. The derivatives 
of immobilized arginase were kept at 4°C in a 5 × 10 -~ M 
maleate MnCI2 buffer, pH 7. The activity values obtained 

mz m2 loo_m z 
Carrier (/tg) (#g/mg) m2 

Vanacryl 5.5 8 68-5 
Covanacryl-5 4.85 7.7 63 
Covanacryl-3 4.5 7.2 62.5 
Covanacryl-2 4.95 7.6 65 
Covanacryl-1 3.9 6.95 56 

Immobilization of alkaline phosphatase on covanacryl-5 
at various pH values. A series of graftings of alkaline 
phosphatase on covanacryl-5 at various pH values, was 
performed, using 0-05 M phosphate buffer for pH 5, 6 
and 7 and Tris/HCl for pH 8 and 9. All the other experi- 
mental conditions remained the same as before (see 
Figure 5). 

Study of the derivatives as a function of the ratio enzyme 
mass to polymer mass involved in the fixation reaction. 
Several fixations were made on various quantities of 
carrier (25, 50, 75 and 100rag) but using the same 
mass (1 mg) of alkaline phosphatase, the other conditions 
remaining the same as those described previously. Once 
they have been filtered and thoroughly washed, the 
various derivatives obtained were put respectively into 
2.5, 5, 7-5 and 10cm 3 of 0.1M Tris/HC1, 0.1M Mg 2+ 
buffe r, pH 8.8, and their activity was then defined as 
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has been described previously. The results obtained are 
collected below: 

m 

Mass of carrier used m2 REA 
(mg) Fixation rate (/zg/mg) (~/o) 

25 7"8 3"1 61'5 
50 43"5 8"7 72'5 
75 69 9"2 66 

100 84 8"4 59 

Fixation rate is defined as being the ratio of  mass of  
fixed enzyme to mass of  enzyme involved in the reaction 
x 100 (see Figures 6 and 7). 

Activity as a function o f  pH. The activities of  the 
native and immobilized forms of the enzyme (alkaline 
phosphatase/covanacryl-5) were measured at 25°C, 
from pH 7-9 to 10.75. 

A 0.1 M Tris/HC1 buffer was used from pH 7.9 to 
9.1 and a 0.1 M NaHCOa/Na2COa buffer from pH 9.5 
to 10.75. For  both forms of  the enzyme, measurements 
were taken according to the process previously described 
except that the final concentration of Mg 2+ was equal 
to 3.3 mM (see Figure 8). 

Determination o f  Michaelis constants. The activity of  
alkaline phosphatase and of its insoluble derivative 
(with covanacryl-5) was measured at various concen- 
trations of  NPP (10 -4 to 25 x 10 -4 M) by following the 
hydrolysis of  NPP over a period of  time according to 
the process previously described. 

In order to determine the value of  Kin, I /V  is set 
graphically as a function of 1IS according to Lineweaver 
and Burk 11 (see Figure 12). The results were Km = 
8"6 x 10- 5 M for the native enzyme and Km -- 16"2 x 10- 5 M 
for its insoluble derivative. 

I 1 

O 5 IO 
I / [ s ] ( m M  -I) 

Figure 12 Determination of Michaelis constants, K m fern ative 
(+ )  and immobilized (©) alkaline phosphatase with NPP as 
substrate 

Intermittent use o f  a suspension o f  immobilized alkaline 
phosphatase. In a series of  centrifuging tubes placed in a 
bath thermostated at 25°C, 20mg of  immobilized 
alkaline phosphatase were added, followed by 5cm 3 
of  a solution of  10 -2 M NPP in 0.1 M Tris/HCl buffer 
with pH and Mg 2+ concentration differing for each 
tube. A solution of  NPP was thus used at pH 8.8 and 
0.01 M Mg 2+, then at pH 8.8 and 0.1 M Mg e+ and 
last at pH 9.4 and 0.1 M Mg 2+. 

After stirring for 24h, each suspension was filtered 
on Millipore filters, the various filtrates were collected 
and their concentrations in p-nitrophenol were deter- 
mined. 

Each derivative was washed with an aqueous solution 
of  10-1M or 10-2M Mg z+ according to the cases, 
until a colourless filtrate was obtained. 

Each derivative was then put in 5cruz of the same 
solution of NPP as before, and stirred again for 24 h. 
This operation was thus repeated daily; the filtrates 
corresponding to each hydrolysis were collected and 
the optical density at 410nm developed by each filtrate 
previously diluted with distilled water, was determined. 

A standard curve of the absorbance as a function 
of the concentration in p-nitrophenol was plotted in 
order to determine the rate of  NPP hydrolysed every 
24 h (see Figure 9). 

Stability o f  immobilized alkaline phosphatase. The 
derivatives of immobilized alkaline phosphatase were 
kept at 4°C in suspension, with a concentration of 
10mg of derivative per cm 3 of 0.1 M Tris/HCl, pH 8.8, 
0.1 M Mg 2+ buffer. In the course of  time, measurements 
were taken of the activities of  native enzyme and im- 
mobilized enzyme kept in the same conditions (see 
Figure 10). 
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Effect of ethylamine pretreatment on the 
oxidation of cellulose by periodate 
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The effect of ethylamine pretreatment on the rate and uniformity of the periodate oxidation 
of cotton has been studied. Although water is essential to the oxidation its presence has 
been kept to a minimum by using 40~ aqueous dimethylformamide as the oxidation 
medium. This both retarded the rate of oxidation sufficiently to eliminate its dependence 
on diffusion and reduced the extent to which the swollen structure produced by ethylamine 
collapsed when the amine was replaced by periodate solution. The best way that has 
been found of maintaining the open structure consists in partial acetylation of the ethyl- 
amine-treated material. This resulted in a much more nearly random attack on the 1,2-diol 
groups by periodate than occurred with untreated cotton. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most previous work on the oxidation of cotton cellulose 
by periodates has been done with material that has 
received no pretreatment other than purification by 
scouring. It is now widely believed that native cotton 
consists of highly crystalline elementary fibrils which 
form the basic building units of larger fibrillar aggre- 
gates 1. The larger fibrils contain voids and dislocations 
where the packing of the elementary fibrils is less than 
perfect and these voids account for the accessibility 
of the material to chemical reagents. For this reason 
oxidation cannot take place uniformly throughout the 
fibre, but must occur first in the accessible regions, and 
then more slowly in the rest of the material as its 
crystalline structure gradually breaks down. 

The object of  the present work was to study the 
periodate oxidation of  cellulose that had been rendered 
as nearly as possible uniformly accessible to the reagent, 
under conditions in which diffusion was not the rate- 
controlling process in the reaction. The method chosen 
to increase the accessibility consisted in swelling with 
anhydrous ethylamine. The originators of this process 
called it 'decrystallization '2, but it will be shown that 
this is not a very appropriate term to describe the 
effects reported in this paper. The more open structure 
of the ethylamine-treated cellulose survives removal 
of the amine to a greater or lesser extent according to 
the method of removal used 2b,3. Solvent exchange 
with pyridine has proved particularly suitable for 
maintaining a high accessibility 4, 5, and N,N-dimethyl- 
formamide (DMF) has now been found to be equally 
effective. Periodate oxidations have been carried out in 
4 0 ~  aqueous DMF. Although it was not possible to 
prevent some loss of accessibility due to the presence 
of water, this was reduced to a minimum consistent 

*Present address: Science Department, Stockport College of 
Technology, Stockport, Cheshire, UK. 

with a reasonable rate of reaction. The rate was suffi- 
ciently low to be independent of the rate of diffusion 
of periodate into the fibres. The effect on periodate 
oxidation of preventing the collapse of the cellulose 
structure by partial acetylation has also been investigated. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 
Most of the work was done with a softly twisted 

two-fold yarn (count, 10/2) spun from Sudan Sakel 
cotton. Before use it was steeped overnight in 0.2N 
sulphuric acid at 60--70°C, boiled twice for 3h at an 
excess pressure of 35 lbf/in 2 with 1 ~ sodium hydroxide, 
steeped for 1 h in cold 0.2N hydrochloric acid, and 
washed with water until free from acid. Some work 
was also done with regenerated cellulose. A continuous- 
filament bright viscose yarn (denier, 150/27), supplied 
by Courtaulds Ltd, was purified by boiling with a 1 
solution of the Shell non-ionic detergent RD 107 for 
15min and washing well with water; cellulose sheet, 
0.387mm thick and supplied by the Transparent Paper 
Co. Ltd, was soaked in cold water for 24 h, the water 
being changed several times. 

Ethylamine (BDH) was distilled from solid potassium 
hydroxide as previously described a. Pyridine (BDH, 
Analar) was dried over solid potassium hydroxide and 
fractionated, the portion boiling from 115 to 116°C 
being collected. Dimethylformamide (DMF) was dried 
over phosphorus pentoxide and fractionated, the portion 
boiling from 150 to 152°C being collected. 

'Cadoxen', in which the intrinsic viscosities of the 
treated cellulose samples were determined, was prepared 
as described by Henley 6. An excess of cadmium oxide 
was stirred rapidly for 24h with a 2 8 ~ w / w  aqueous 
solution of redistilled ethylene diamine at 3°C. The 
cadmium content of the resulting solution was determined 
by titration with EDTA. The solution was centrifuged 
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and diluted with sufficient of a solution of sodium 
hydroxide in 28 % ethylene diamine to bring the final 
cadmium concentration to 5%w/w and the sodium 
hydroxide concentration to 0-35 M. 

Treatment with ethylamine 
Cotton (10g) was placed in a flanged reaction vessel 

and dried by evacuation through a tube containing 
phosphorus pentoxide. Ethylamine (500ml) was cooled 
to 0°C in a separating funnel which was fitted into the 
lid of the reaction vessel by means of a ground-glass 
joint. The taps of the funnel and of the inlet tube of the 
vessel were then opened so that the ethylamine was 
drawn into the vessel; care was taken to see that no 
air was drawn in with it. The cotton was kept immersed 
in ethylamine for 4 h at 0°C, after which it was removed 
and thoroughly washed with several portions of either 
pyridine, DMF, or water, over a period of 24 h. It was 
stored in the solvent until required for acetylation or 
oxidation. Some of the pyridine-washed samples were 
solvent-exchanged with water, and some of the DMF- 
washed samples with 40% aqueous DMF and with 
water, before being acetylated or oxidized. 

Acetylation 
Ethylamine-treated cotton (2 g) was solvent exchanged 

with pyridine, if it was not already wet with this solvent, 
and treated with a mixture of pyridine (50 ml) and acetic 
anhydride (50 ml) at 25°C for 15 min in the case of the 
material to be oxidized with periodate, and for 45 min 
in the case of materials to be used for accessibility 
measurements. The products were washed with cold 
water until free from acid and dried by exposure to 
air. A sample of cotton that had received no pretreatment 
other than soaking in pyridine was also acetylated for 
45 min. 

S. Shaw 

analogous way to that described above, the only difference 
being that water, instead of DMF, was added with the 
sample to the reaction mixture. Untreated cotton and 
cotton that had been partly acetylated (6% acetyl, 
degree of substitution = 0.24) and dried after ethylamine 
treatment were added to the reagent in the air-dry 
state. 

Characterization of products 
For the intrinsic viscosity measurements a suitable 

weight of material (0.05 to 0.2 g, according to the extent 
of oxidation) was moistened with a few drops of water 
and shaken with 25 ml of cadoxen until it had dissolved. 
The solution was then diluted to 50ml with water, 
allowed to stand for four days, filtered through sintered 
glass (No. 3), and transferred to an Ubbelohde visco- 
meter. The flow time was measured at 25°C at the 
original concentration and at several others obtained 
by adding known volumes of 1:1 mixture of cadoxen 
and water to the viscometer. The intrinsic viscosity was 
determined by extrapolating the plots of ~Tsp/c and In ~r/c 
against c to c= 0 and taking a mean of the two values. 
The viscosity-average degree of polymerization (DP) 
was calculated from the relationS: 

[~7] =0"018(~P)v 0"77 

The reason for waiting for four days before measuring 
the flow time of the solution was to allow all the alkali- 
sensitive chain-linkages in the material to be broken 9. 
Figure 1, which illustrates the rate of fall of relative 
viscosity for a slightly oxidized oxycellulose, shows that 

2.8 

Oxidation by periodate 
The experiments were conducted with 0.1 M solutions 

of sodium metaperiodate in 40% aqueous DMF at 
25 +0.01°C, the ratio of cotton to solution being 1 g 
to 50 ml; some comparative experiments in water were 
also carried out. 

Samples of treated cotton, of known weight, were 
solvent-exchanged with DMF unless they were already 
wet with that solvent or with water. They were then 
freed from as much DMF as possible by squeezing, 
weighed, and added to a solution containing such 
quantities of periodate, DMF, and water that the final 
mixture had the desired composition. After the required 
period, the oxycelluloses were removed from the solution, 
washed with water, and dried in air. The periodate 
consumptions were determined by running 10 ml portions 
of solution into a mixture of 0.1 N sodium arsenite 
(25ml), saturated sodium bicarbonate solution (10ml), 
and 10 % potassium iodide solution (10 ml), and titrating 
the excess of arsenite with 0.05 N iodine 7. It was shown 
that, under the prevailing conditions, free iodine did 
not react to a measurable extent with DMF, and that 
the method gave accurate and precise results. Oxidations 
were carried out for a series of times so that rate curves 
could be obtained under each set of conditions. 

The oxidation of samples that were wet with water 
after being treated with ethylamine was done in an 
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Figure I Rate of fall of relative viscosity of a 0.1% solution of a 
periodate oxycellulose in cadoxen at 25°C 
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- - - _ 

- m  

Figure2 Apparatus for oxidation 
of multiple sandwich of cellulose 
sheets 

four days are required for the attainment of a constant 
value. 

Copper numbers were measured by Braidy's method 10 
and acetyl contents were measured as previously 
described 4. 

Moisture regains were measured as previously describ- 
ed 4 at 59~or,h., which was obtained by means of  a 
saturated solution of  sodium bromide. 

Diffusion studies 
Sheets of  regenerated cellulose were soaked in either 

water or 40 ~o D M F  and were rolled tightly together to 
expel as much liquid as possible from between them. 
A sandwich of  ten sheets was placed on a glass plate 
and a bell-jar reaction vessel was damped firmly on top 
of  them (Figure 2). Periodate solution (0.1 M) was 
admitted to the vessel and stirred continuously for the 
required length of  time, during which the apparatus was 
kept in the dark at 25°C. The sheets were then separated, 
washed with water, and dried. Their copper numbers 
were determined and served as a measure of the degree 
of oxidation reached in each layer of the sandwich. The 
overall degree of  oxidation was determined from the 
fall in concentration of  the periodate solution. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Choice of oxidation medium 
Although pyridine was known to be an excellent 

solvent for maintaining the accessibility of  ethylamine- 
treated cellulose 4, 5, it could not be used for the study 
of periodate oxidation because pyridinium periodate is 
insoluble in it. D M F  appeared to be an alternative, 
since its hydrogen bonding properties were thought to 
be similar to those of  pyridine and it is a solvent for 
sodium metaperiodate. Work on accessibility to be 
described below justified the choice of DMF. However, 
periodate in pure D M F  has no action on cellulose 11. 
The presence of water is necessary for oxidation and 
the choice of  40 % aqueous D M F  as a reaction medium 

represents an attempt to strike a balance between loss 
of  accessibility owing to the presence of  waterZ and 
the attainment of  a reasonably convenient rate of 
oxidation. 

The rate of oxidation of cellulose by periodate in 
aqueous solution is diffusion-controlled. This is evident 
from the results of  multiple-sandwich diffusion studies 
shown in Figure 3; for a given reaction time the extent 
of oxidation falls in going from sheet to sheet away 
from the periodate solution. On the other hand, the 
reaction in 40 ~o D M F  is much slower and proceeds at 
a practically constant rate throughout each sandwich 
(Figure 4). It may therefore be concluded that diffusion 
no longer plays a part in determining the reaction 
rate. This conclusion will also apply to any sample 
of  cellulose with an accessibility similar to that of viscose 
sheet. 
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Figure 3 Copper numbers of cellulose sheets oxidized at 25°C 
by 0.1M periodate in water by the multiple sandwich method. 
Oxidation time (h)/overall periodate consumption (mol/glucose 
unit): x ,  0.25, 0.041; [], 0.50, 0.066; A, 1'00, 0'108; ©, 2"00, 
0"171 
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Figure 4 Copper numbers of cellulose sheets oxidized at 25°C 
by 0"1 M periodate in 40% DMF by the multiple sandwich method. 
Oxidation time (h)/overall periodate consumption (mol/glucose 
unit)." V,  0"25, 0"022; Q, 0"50, 0.029; x ,  1-50, 0.051; IZ, 3"00, 
0"073; A, 5-00, 0.093; O, 10.00, 0"136 
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Effect of  ethylamine on the accessibility of  cellulose 
In order to obtain some estimate of the effect of 

ethylamine treatment and of various solvents used to 
remove it on the accessibility of cellulose to water 
vapour (subsequently abbreviated to 'accessibility') it 
was necessary to take into account the loss of accessi- 
bility that inevitably accompanies the production of a 
dry fibre. This was done by inhibiting the collapse of  the 
cellulose structure by partial acetylation before measuring 
its moisture regain. The moisture regain at zero acetyl 
content was calculated from the relation representing 
Zeronian's results 5, viz., c =y+0.225x,  where x is the 
acetyl content, y the actual moisture regain, and c the 
moisture regain at x ~ 0 ,  all expressed as percentages 
by weight. The value of  c was then substituted in Jeffries' 
equation 12 A=0.05795+0.05416c, where A was called 
by Jeffries the amorphous fraction but is here called 
the accessibility. Table 1 gives the results for six ethyl- 
amine-treated samples of cotton solvent-exchanged as 
indicated in column 2, pyridine-treated cotton, and 
three untreated samples of cellulose (for which c and y 
are identical). It will be noted that the final treatment 
of each sample before acetylation was a solvent exchange 
with pyridine; this was because pyridine was to be 
used as an acetylating medium. It was, however, to 
determine the effects of the treatments prior to pyridine 
exchange that these experiments were done. The last 
three materials were included for purposes of com- 
parison. 

Table 1 shows that D M F  and pyridine are equally 
effective in preserving the increase in the accessibility 
of cellulose produced by ethylamine treatment. How- 
ever, if water is included in the washing treatment, 
either before or after pyridine, or after DMF, some 
(but by no means all) of  the increase in accessibility 
is lost. 
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Figure 5 Rate of oxidation of cotton (0)  and of water-washed 
ethylamine-treated cotton (O) by aqueous 0.1M periodate at 
25°C 

Effect of ethylamine pretreatment on the rate of  oxidation 
of  cellulose 

Rate curves for the early stages of the reaction of  
periodate with cellulose that has received various pre- 
treatments are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. In general, 
the rates of oxidation rank the treatments in the same 
order as the accessibility measurements. Thus cellulose 
that has been treated with ethylamine and washed with 
water (,4=0.64) consumes periodate more rapidly than 
untreated cotton (,4 = 0-40) both from aqueous solution 
(Figure 5, both curves) and from 40 ~ D M F  (Figure 6, 

Table I Accessibility of various samples of cellulose 

Moisture Acetyl 
content content 

Material Treatment (~)  (~)  A 

Cotton EtNH2/pyridine 8"80 16"1 0"73 
Cotton EtNH=/DMF/pyridine 8"82 16.3 0-73 
Cotton EtNH~/water/pyridine 8"31 11 "9 0"64 
Cotton EtN H2/pyridin e/water/ 8"38 11 "4 0"65 

pyridine 
Cotton EtNH2/DMF/water/ 8-47 11.7 0.67 

pyridine 
Cotton EtNH~/DMF/40% DMF 8"52 12'2 0.68 

aq./pyridine 
Cotton pyridine 6-63 3-6 0"46 
Cotton none 6.37 - -  0-40 
Viscose rayon none 13"01 - -  0-76 
Viscose sheet none 12"81 - -  0-75 
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Figure 6 Effect of pretreatment on the rate of oxidation of cotton 
by 0.1M periodate in 40~  DMF at 25°C. Pretreatments: 0 ,  
ethylamine/DMF and ethylamine/pyridine/DMF; O, DMF and 
pyridine/DMF; A, ethylamine/pyridine/part, acetylated; A,  
ethylamine/water;. ,  none 

solid triangles and squares). On the other hand, it 
consumes periodate from 4 0 ~  D M F  less rapidly than 
ethylamine-treated cellulose that has been washed with 
DMF, or with pyridine followed by D M F  (A=0.73; 
Figure 6, solid circles). Washing cellulose with pyridine 
increases its accessibility slightly (from 0.40 to 0.46) 
and causes an increase in the initial rate of consumption 
of periodate which, though appreciable, is much less 
(Figure 6, open circles) than when the material is first 
treated with ethylamine; washing with pyridine followed 
by D M F  and with D M F  alone have the same effect 
on the rate of  periodate consumption. 

The curves for oxidation in 40~o D MF  shown in 
Figure 6 fall into two groups: those for material that 
was wet with either D M F  or water when introduced 
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Figure 7 Effect of pretreatment on relation between copper 
number and periodate consumption of oxycelluloses. Pretreat- 
ments before oxidation in 40% DMF: O, ethylamine/DMF; 0, 
DMF; ~, ethylamine/pyridine/part, acetylated; A, untreated 
cotton oxidized in water 

into the periodate solution (solid and open circles and 
solid triangles), and those for material that had been 
dried in the air before being introduced (open triangles 
and solid squares). Curves of the first group are clearly 
composite, a very rapid initial consumption of periodate 
being followed by consumption at a much slower, 
practically constant, rate. Curves of the second group 
show little or no sign of a break. The initial rapid con- 
sumption of periodate by materials that have not been 
dried is not accompanied by oxidation of the cellulose. 
This is shown in Figure 7, where the copper numbers 
of the treated samples are plotted against periodate 
consumption. The curves with open and solid circles, 
which correspond to the curves with solid and open 
circles in Figure 6, are straight lines that cut the periodate 
consumption axis at values not very different from those 
obtained by extrapolating the linear portions of the 
curves in Figure 6 to zero time. Non-oxidative periodate 
consumption has been ascribed to the formation of a 
moderately stable intermediate periodate ester of cellu- 
lose 1~, but the amounts observed previously have been 
much smaller than in the present instance. When un- 
treated cotton and partly acetylated ethylamine-treated 
cotton are oxidized respectively in water and in 40~ 
aqueous DMF the amounts are so small that the lines 
relating copper number to periodate consumption 
appear to pass through the origin (Figure 7, open and 
solid triangles). 

The main, nearly linear, portions of the curves in 
Figure 6 show that the rates of actual oxidation of 
cellulose samples that have been treated with ethylamine 
do not differ greatly but all are appreciably higher than 
those of samples that have not been so treated. This 
applies equally to material that has been partly acetylated 
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and dried in the air after treatment and to material 
that has been solvent-exchanged and never dried. The 
explanation of these curves depends upon several 
factors. Hydrogen bonding reagents such as pyridine, 
DMF, and ethylamine, all increase the susceptibility 
of cellulose to attack by periodate by causing inter- 
fibrillar swelling. Ethylamine, in addition, causes intra- 
fibrillar swelling; it distends the unit cell of crystalline 
cellulose by about 0.75 nm in the direction perpendicular 
to the 101 planes whilst leaving the distance between 
the 10T planes unchanged 14. It thus renders the whole 
of the fibre accessible to periodate ions (H4IO~-), which 
have a diameter of between 0.5 and 0.55nm, and this 
increased accessibility may be stabilized by partial 
acetylation. The large non-oxidative periodate con- 
sumptions are clearly associated with the imbibed DMF 
in the samples when they were introduced into the 
periodate solutions. It is unlikely that more than a 
small proportion of these consumptions is attributable 
to intermediate ester formation. However, although the 
imbibed DMF facilitates the passage of periodate 
from the aqueous to the cellulose phase, it inhibits 
actual oxidation until enough of it has been exchanged 
with water to allow the reaction to proceed at an 
appreciable rate. It has already been pointed out 11 that 
at concentrations of DMF greater than about 50~ 
periodate oxidation is extremely slow. The role of 
DMF in bringing periodate into the cellulose phase is 
illustrated by the fact that ethylamine-treated cotton 
imbibes about 37~ more DMF, and consumes non- 
oxidatively about 40~ more periodate, than does 
untreated cotton. Thus, although the presence of DMF 
may increase the extent of non-oxidative periodate 
consumption by cotton cellulose, the actual rate of 
oxidation only shows an increase when intrafibrillar 
swelling by ethylamine has been employed at some 
stage in the pretreatment. 

Effect of ethylamine on the randomness of attack of 
periodate on cellulose 

If the intrafibrillar swelling of cotton cellulose by 
ethylamine were complete it might be expected that 
the sites of periodate attack would be randomly distri- 
buted along the chain molecules. This possibility has 
been tested by calculating stoichiometrically the fraction 
of glycosidic bonds broken by periodate oxidation 
followed by treatment with alkali 9 and comparing it 
with the fraction calculated from the viscosity measure- 
ments in cadoxen assuming random attack. Periodate 
consumptions by ethylamine-treated cotton in aqueous 
DMF were corrected for the amount consumed but 
not reduced (derived from the intercept of the curve 
with open circles in Figure 7 with the axis of abscissae). 
It was then assumed that each molecule of periodate 
reduced resulted in one 2,3-dialdehyde chain unit, 
which in turn gave rise to the scission of the adjacent 
glycosidic bond when the material was allowed to come 
to equilibrium in the alkaline cadoxen solvent. In 
calculating the proportion of bonds broken from the 
viscosity measurements it had to be assumed that the 
number-average DP was equal to half the viscosity- 
average DP over the range covered by the experiments 
(1)SPv=2450 for the original cotton and about 150 for 
the most highly oxidized alkali-degraded samples). 
Figure 8 illustrates the results of these calculations. 
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Figure 8 Relation between the stoichiometrically and visco- 
metrically calculated fractions of bonds broken in cotton (0) ,  
ethylamine/DMF-treated cotton (A), and ethylamine/DMF-treated 
part. acetylated cotton (©), oxidized by 0.1 M periodate in 40% 
DMF at 25°C and dissolved in cadoxen 

The broken straight line of  unit slope represents the 
ideal situation where all the pairs of  2,3 alcohol groups 
in a portion of fibre are equally accessible to periodate. 
The curve with solid circles shows that untreated cotton 
is far removed from this situation, the material clearly 
being highly heterogeneous towards pedodate attack. 
The curve with solid triangles shows that ethylamine 
treatment goes a long way towards permitting random 

attack to occur and the curve with open circles that an 
even better result can be achieved by a small amount  
of  acetylation after ethylamine treatment. Even this 
last curve, however, diverges considerably from the 
ideal line at high degrees of  oxidation, possibly owing 
to the formation of  hemi-acetal crosslinks as discussed 
in the next paper 15. Thus no way has been found for 
rendering all possible reaction sites in cotton equally 
available to periodate ions. The most effective treatment 
studied has been swelling with ethylamine followed by 
the introduction of  a few bulky acetyl groups to inhibit 
the collapse of  the swollen structure when the ethylamine 
is removed. I t  is to be noted that, when this is done, 
the material does not lose its enhanced reactivity towards 
periodate by being dried in air. 
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Effect of ethylamine pretreatment on the tensile 
strength of periodate oxycelluloses 
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A study has been made of the effect of ethylamine pretreatment on the changes in strength 
suffered by cotton fibres and viscose rayon filaments on oxidation with periodate and on 
subsequent reduction with borohydride. The extent of chain scission during periodate 
oxidation has been estimated roughly from intrinsic viscosity measurements in cadoxen 
on the borohydride-reduced materials and has proved to be small. The variation of strength 
with the degree of oxidation of the oxycelluloses themselves has been interpreted in terms 
of Bueche's model for rubbery polymers. It appears to be a combination of the effects 
of chain scission, chain flexibility, swelling and the formation of hemi-acetal crosslinks. 
By assuming that the first two are the same in both the original and the reduced oxy- 
celluloses, the effects on the strength of the oxycelluloses of the destruction of inter- 
molecular hydrogen bonds by swelling and the formation of intermolecular hemi-acetals 
have been estimated. In the early stages of the oxidation of cotton, hemi-acetal formation 
causes a fall in strength, which is much smaller in ethylamine-treated than in untreated 
cotton. This is because of the more uniform distribution of reactive sites in the former 
material. As oxidation proceeds the destruction of hydrogen bonds through swelling 
more than offsets the number of hemi-acetals formed, and an increase in strength 
occurs. In viscose rayon, no initial fall of strength occurs because this material is far 
less effectively crosslinked than cotton. 

INTRODUCTION 

The changes in the tensile strength of cotton yarn 
brought about by periodate oxidation, and by subsequent 
reduction with potassium borohydride, are complex, 
but they are believed to reflect similar changes in the 
strength of the fibres of which the yarns are composed. 
In the oxyeelluloses they have been attributed to a 
combination of the effects of the formation of hemi- 
acetal crosslinks and of chain scission resulting from 
non-Malaprade side reactions 1, ~. In the reduced materials 
they have been thought to arise solely from chain 
scission since reduction destroys the hemi-acetal cross- 
links. The present work has been undertaken to determine 
the effect on these changes of the more uniform attack 
by periodate that can be achieved by pretreafing the 
cellulose with ethylamine 3. In order to eliminate any 
possible interference from changes of yarn structure the 
tensile strength measurements have been made on 
individual fibres, and this has incidentally justified the 
earlier assumption that changes of fibre strength and 
yarn strength follow the same course. The effect of 
ethylamine pretreatment has proved smaller than was 
expected, but the results have demonstrated the impor- 
tance of taking intermolecular hydrogen bonds as well 
as hemi-acetal crosslinks into account when interpreting 
the tensile behaviour of the chemically modified fibres. 

* Present address: Science Department, Stockport College of 
Technology, Stockport, Cheshire, UK. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials and chemical methods 
The materials, methods of chemical treatment, and 

the method of determining intrinsic viscosities in 
cadoxen, have been described in the previous paper 3. 
Oxycelluloses were reduced by shaking l g samples 
with 0.01 x M potassium borohydride (50cm 8) for 24h 
at room temperature, where x is the periodate con- 
sumption of the material in mol/glucose unit 4. The 
products were washed with 10 ~o acetic acid and numerous 
portions of distilled water before being dried by exposure 
to air. 

Tensile strength measurements 

Single cotton fibres and viscose rayon filaments were 
carefully mounted on rectangular paper mounts (4.5 × 2.5 
cm) having a hole 1 cm in diameter in the centre with 
the help of adhesive tape. The mounts were fixed in 
clips (1 cm apart) attached to the jaws of the A cell 
of an Instron tester (Model TM-M) in an atmosphere 
controlled at 65 ~o r.h. and 20°C. The sides of the mounts 
were then cut away and the load-extension curve re- 
corded at a constant rate of extension of 1 mm/min 
until the specimen broke. The full-scale pen deflection 
was set at 10g for fibres and 20g for filaments. Fifty 
measurements were made with each cotton sample, and 
twenty with each rayon. The results were expressed as 
relative breaking loads, that of the original material 
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being taken as unity. Extensions at break were expressed / 
as fractions of the original sample length. IO r a 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Chain scission during periodate oxidation 
0.8 

Since chain scission has been considered to be part 
of the cause of the loss of strength suffered by cotton 
on oxidation by periodate and almost the whole cause 
of the loss of strength in borohydride-reduced oxycel- 
luloses, an attempt has been made to assess, at least -o 

0 6  
qualitatively, the importance of this reaction. It is clear 
from Head's measurements 4 of  the cuprammonium c 
fluidity of borohydride-reduced periodate oxycelluloses 121 

that very little scission occurs during the early stages 
.£3 

of oxidation. In the present work the relationship has 
0 4  been determined between the intrinsic viscosity of the ,= 

IO 
reduced oxycelluloses in cadoxen and periodate con- -~ 
sumption (corrected for non-oxidative consumption); cc 
Figure 1 shows the results for the original cotton, 
ethylamine-treated cotton, and partly acetylated ethyl- 
amine-treated cotton (6 ~ acetyl). Since the borohydride- 0 2  
reduced materials are stable to alkali, the fall of  intrinsic 
viscosity can be due either to chain scission during 
periodate oxidation, or to increased flexibility of the 
polymer chains arising from the breaking of the 
C(2)-C(3) bond in the glucose rings, or to a combination 
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Intrinsic viscosity in cadoxen at 25°C of reduced Figure 1 
periodate oxycelluloses f rom: A ,  untreated cot ton;  O, DMF- 
washed ethylamine-treated cot ton;  I I ,  partly acetylated ethyl- 
amine-treated cot ton 
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Figure 2 Relative breaking load (a) and extension at break (b) 
of untreated cot ton:  0 ,  oxidized by periodate; i ,  oxidized by 
periodate and reduced with borohydride 

of both. If  it were due solely to random chain scission, 
halving the degree of polymerization (DP) (originally a 
~'~v=2450) would reduce the intrinsic viscosity from 
about 6.7 to 4.5, which corresponds to a periodate 
consumption between 0.1 and 0.2 molecules per glucose 
unit, or 120 and 240 molecules per cellulose chain 
molecule. Thus the maximum number of glycosidic 
bonds broken is less than 1 ~ of the number of dialdehyde 
groups formed and would probably turn out to be still 
smaller if chain flexibility could be allowed for. The 
fact that intrinsic viscosity falls more rapidly with 
increasing periodate consumption with ethylamine- 
treated cotton than with the original material is due 
to the more uniform susceptibility of the former to 
chemical attack. 

Breaking load and extensibility of the fibres 
The effect of periodate oxidation and of subsequent 

borohydride reduction on the relative breaking load 
and extension at break of cotton fibres is shown in 
Figure 2. The curves are very similar to those previously 
reported for cotton yarns 1 except that the maximum in 
the breaking-load curve of the reduced materials at a 
periodate consumption of about 0.2mol/glucose unit 
was not then observed. Figures 3 and 4 show the results 
of similar experiments with DMF-washed ethylamine- 
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Figure 3 Relative breaking load (a) and extension at break (b) 
of DMF-washed ethyiamine-treated cotton: O, oxidized by 
periodate; i ,  oxidized by periodate and reduced with boro- 
hydride 

treated fibres and partly acetylated ethylamine-treated 
fibres respectively. The curves are similar in form to 
those in Figure 2, but the minima in the breaking-load 
curves of the oxycelluloses themselves have become 
sharper and represent considerably smaller losses of 
strength. Furthermore the minima in the curves for the 
reduced materials have become mere points of inflection, 
and the initial losses of strength are also smaller. 

Reduced oxycelluloses. If the initial strength loss in 
the reduced oxycelluloses is due entirely to chain scission 
during the periodate oxidation, the diminution of this 
loss brought about by pretreatment with ethylamine 
may be attributed to the more uniform susceptibility to 
chemical attack already referred to. This explanation is 
consistent with the well-known fact that the DP of 
commercial yarns of regenerated cellulose is lower than 
the DP of cotton that has been sufficiently degraded by 
acid hydrolysis to make it useless for textile purposes. 
It is also borne out by the results shown in Figure 5 for 
the periodate oxidation and borohydride reduction of 
viscose rayon. The rate of loss of strength of the reduced 
oxyrayon is much lower than that of the corresponding 
cotton products because of the greater accessibility of 
the rayon. 

Although it is reasonable to assume that chain scission 
is the only cause of strength changes in the reduced 
materials with low periodate consumptions, it is clear 
that other factors need to be taken into account at 
higher degrees of chemical modification. The diminution 
in the rate of fall of the relative breaking load (Figures 
3, 4 and 5), or its temporary reversal (Figure 2), occurs 
at a stage when swelling of the fibre during treatment 
is appreciable and when the cellulose chain molecules 
have been rendered significantly more flexible than they 
were originally by scission of the C(~)-C(s) bonds. This 
enables the chain molecules to rearrange themselves in 
such a way that a higher proportion of them can be 
fully extended before they break under stress, and so 
the fibres lose less strength than they otherwise would 
have done. When further molecular rearrangement is 
impossible, the fibres continue to lose strength through 
chain scission as chemical modification proceeds. 
Swelling continues to increase simultaneously, as is 
shown by the increasing extension at break of the 
fibres, but it no longer exerts an overriding effect on the 
fibre strength. 
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Original oxycelluloses. In the early stages of the 
oxidation of cotton fibres (up to about 0.25 mol/glucose 
unit) the loss of strength due to oxidation alone is 
greater than that due to oxidation followed by reduction. 
This has already been attributed to the presence in the 
oxycelluloses of hemi-acetal crosslinks, which do not 
withstand reduction with borohydride 1. These crosslinks 
also account for the fact that the oxycelluloses are less 
extensible before borohydride reduction than after it. 

The effect of crosslinking on the tensile strength 
of a rubber-like polymer was examined theoretically by 
Bueche 5 and his model was applied to cellulose materials 
by Gardon and Steele e. Bueche showed that the intro- 
duction of crosslinks progressively increases the tensile 
strength of a fibrous material up to a maximum. Beyond 
this further crosslinking causes a fall in strength, basically 
because it reduces the proportion of chain molecules that 
can be fully extended simultaneously before they break 
under stress. In terms of this model, cotton is a cross- 
linked polymer (the crosslinks being intermolecular 
hydrogen bonds) with a crosslink density well beyond 
that at which maximum strength occurs. Thus the 
formation of still more crosslinks, by whatever means, 
causes a loss of strength. This application of Bueche's 
theory not only accounts for the loss of strength during 
the early stages of periodate oxidation but also gives 
a more satisfactory explanation than that given pre- 
viously 1 of the subsequent increase in strength that 
supervenes between periodate consumptions of about 
0.15 and 0.4 molecules per glucose unit. The point at 
which the strength begins to rise is precisely the point 
at which fibre swelling becomes appreciable 7. Progressive 

swelling causes a progressive reduction in the number 
of intermolecular hydrogen bonds larger than the 
increase of newly formed hemi-acetal links. Thus the 
strength continues to rise until eventually further swelling 
has little effect, and hemi-acetal formation again becomes 
the predominant influence. 

The variation of the tensile strength of viscose rayon 
oxidized with periodate (Figure 5) confirms the above 
picture. The density of intermolecular hydrogen bonds 
in this material is well below that at which maximum 
strength occurs, and so oxidation brings about an 
increase in strength until that point is reached. Thereafter 
the continued formation of hemi-acetals causes the 
strength to fall. The curve for borohydride-reduced 
oxidized rayon shows the same evidence of progressive 
but slow concomitant chain scission as did the cor- 
responding curves for cotton. 

It may be wondered why ethylamine-treated cotton, 
which has an accessibility similar to that of viscose 
rayon 8, does not behave like this material, rather than 
like untreated cotton, on oxidation. The reason must 
lie in the impreciseness of accessibility as a characteristic 
of fibre structure. The high accessibility of rayon is 
due to its low degree of crystallinity and high crystallite 
surface area. That of ethylamine-treated cotton is due 
to the enlargement, but not the destruction, of the 
cellulose crystal lattice 3, s, 9 

The effects of crosslinking resins on the tensile pro- 
perties of cellulosic materials have been broadly under- 
stood for some time t0, but it has never been possible 
to exclude with certainty the effects of embedded resin 
not chemically combined with the material. In the 
present work, however, a system has been used in 
which the covalently bound crosslinks are part of the 
cellulose chain molecules themselves. 

Attempted isolation of the effect of crosslinking on the 
strength of oxycelluloses 

It has been suggested that the overall effect of oxidizing 
cellulose with periodate on its fibre strength is a com- 
bination of the effects of crosslinking, chain scission, and 
increased chain flexibility, the net extent of crosslinking 
being the difference between the number of intermolecular 
hemi-acetal groups formed and the number of inter- 
molecular hydrogen bonds broken through swelling. 
If the assumption is made that the changes of relative 
breaking load due to chain scission and increased chain 
flexibility are the same for each oxycellulose and its 
reduced derivative (an assumption which at best can be 
only approximate), the changes in relative breaking 
load due to crosslinking alone can be calculated by 
adding to the experimental results the difference between 
1.00 and the relative breaking loads of corresponding 
reduced materials. The results of calculations of this 
type for untreated cotton, ethylamine-treated cotton, 
and viscose rayon are shown in Figure 6. The loss of 
strength suffered by the two cotton samples during the 
early stages of oxidation dearly distinguishes them from 
rayon, which gains in strength, thus illustrating the 
structural difference between the two types of material. 
At periodate consumptions greater than about 0.2 
mol/glucose unit rayon develops sufficient crosslinks to 
cause a diminution of strength, whereas cotton gains 
strength rapidly through the destruction of inter- 
molecular hydrogen bonds. Ethylamine-treated cotton 
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Figure 6 
scission and increased chain flexibility) of periodate oxycelluloses 
from: 0,  untreated cotton; l ,  ethylamine-treated cotton; A, 
viscose rayon 

reaches a min imum strength at a degree o f  oxidation o f  
about  0.15mol/glucose unit. The loss o f  strength is 
approximately hal f  that  suffered by untreated cotton, 
which again illustrates the more  uniform distribution o f  
hemi-acetal crosslinks in the former material. 

The curve for  untreated cot ton in Figure 6 has a 
small subsidiary maximum at about  0 .15mol  o f  
periodate/glucose unit. I t  is probable that  this is a real 
effect, but  it is no t  considered worthwhile to offer 
speculative explanations o f  it. 
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The synthesis of crosslinked poly(acryloylaminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal) is described. 
Controlled hydrolysis of this material with aqueous acid, led to polyaldehydrol gels, two 
of which were used to immobilize urease. With the more expanded urease derivative a 
modified substrate concentration-activity profile was observed in which saturation kinetics 
were evident between 50mM and 500mM urea concentration. This conjugate exhibited 
greater stability during continuous use in per'fused columns, on storage in aqueous buffer 
suspension, to removal of substrate and to temperature change. The strategy of synthesiz- 
ing reactive polyaldehydrol gels, their mode of binding enzymes and the mechanism of 
substrate inhibition in polyaldehydrol-urease conjugates are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

A variety of methods have been described for the immobi- 
lization of enzymes by covalent binding to water- 
insoluble support matrices 1-8. To date, the most popular 
semi-synthetic supports have been those derived from 
agarose 4, cellulose 5-7, crosslinked dextran s and porous 
glass 9. Totally synthetic carriers have included poly(amino 
acids) 10, crosslinked polyacrylamidesZZ, lz, copolymers 
of methacrylic acid 13 and a copolymer of ethylene and 
maleic anhydride 14. 

A number of these enzyme carriers are non-ideal. In 
order to ensure the stability of the bound enzyme, it is 
essential that support matrices should be hydrophilic 
overall and devoid of prominent hydrophobic features 1. 
Non-ionic carriers are preferable because charged groups 
can lead to enzyme instability. Of the supports listed 
only neutral, hydrophilic derivatives of polysaccharides, 
porous glass and crosslinked polyacrylamide enjoy 
regular use. Since it is of interest to study the properties 
of a given enzyme when it~is~constrained within a variety 
of different micro-environments there is some need for 
alternative supports. 

In this laboratory, we have devised a new type of 
support matrix for enzyme immobilization, namely, 
crosslinked poly(acryloylaminoacetaldehyde dimethyl- 
acetal) (Enzacryl Polyacetal). Treatment of this polymer 
with dilute mineral acid leads to polyaldehydrol gels. We 
have shown these to be effective in immobilizing glycoside 
and protein hydrolases and have reported on the biologi- 
cal properties of the resulting conjugates 15, zr. Although 
these enzyme derivatives were found to undergo slight 

dissociation in contact with their natural, macromolecular 
substrates they were found to be quite stable during 
continuous use against small, synthetic ones. 

The present paper describes the synthesis of crosslinked 
poly(acryloylaminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal) together 
with the preparation and properties of some derived 
polyaldehydrol-urease conjugates. Urease was selected 
because its natural substrate, urea, is a small molecule. 
Polyaldehydrol gels are unusual support matrices in that 
the functional groups active in enzyme binding also 
confer the characteristic hydrophilicity of the polymer. 
Consequently, these groups are present in large excess. 
This leads to the possibility of several enzyme to carrier 
linkages for each bound enzyme molecule. This could 
have an important effect on allosteric processes. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Synthesis of N-acryloylaminoaeetaldehyde dimethylacetal 
Aminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal (31.5 g, 300 mmol) 

(Aldrich Ltd, USA) was dissolved in peroxide free, dry 
ether (150cm 3) and the solution was maintained at 0°C. 
A mixture of acryloyl chloride (13.6g, 150mmol) (Koch- 
Light Ltd, UK) and peroxide free, dry ether (50cm a) 
was added slowly during 1 h with efficient mechanical 
stirring. A few minutes after the addition was complete 
the precipitate of aminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal 
hydrochloride was removed by filtration. Evaporation of 
the ether under reduced pressure gave N-acryloylamino- 
acetaldehyde dimethylacetal (21.3 g, 90 %), b.p. 104-105 °C 
at 0.1 mmHg, VD z5 1"4665, vmax (liquid film) 3280 (amide 
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N--H str.), 1655 (amide C = O  str.), 1620 (C=C str.) 
and 1126cm -1 (acetal C--O str.), 8 (CDCIa; 60MHz) 
3.40--3.52 [8H, CH(OCHa)z and NHCH2CH], 4.42 [1H, 
t, J~5I-Iz, CH2CH(OCHa)2], 5.61 (1H, dd, J ~ 8  and 
5Hz, CH2=CHCO), 6.25 (2H, m, CH2=CHCO), and 
7.04ppm (1H, br s, CONH). (Found: m/e 128.0711 
(M--OCH3)+; CTHlaNOa--OCHa requires m/e 128.0712. 

2,4-Dinitrophenylhydrazone, m.p. 186--187°C (from 
chloroform). (Found: C, 44.90 ~o; H, 3.75 ~ ;  N, 23.88 ~o. 
C11HzlNsO5 requires: C, 45.05~; H, 3-78~; N, 
23.88~); syn oxime m.p. 145-147°C (from ethanol/ 
petroleum ether, b.p. 40-60°C). (Found: C, 46.84~; 
H, 6-26~o; N, 21.81 ~o. CsHsN202 requires: C, 46.87~; 
H, 6.29~; N, 21.86~o.) 

Synthesis of crosslinked poly(acryloylaminoacetaldehyde 
dimethylaeetal) 

To a solution of N-acryloylaminoacetaldehyde 
dimethylacetal (7.95g, 50mmol) and N,N'-methylene- 
diacrylamide (0.96g, 6.25mmol) in peroxide free tetra- 
hydrofuran (25 cm a) was added a solution of potassium 
persulphate (10mg) and riboflavin (2mg) in distilled 
water (25cm3). Nitrogen was bubbled through the 
mixture until an increase in viscosity occurred (~  30 min) 
when it was irradiated for 15min with a photoflood 
lamp (500W) placed 8 cm above the surface of the 
liquid. Polymerization was allowed to proceed to com- 
pletion overnight. The gel was broken up by grinding 
in a mortar and equilibrated with distilled water. Particles 
of <300t~m wet mesh were retained and stored in 
aqueous suspension. The weight of the crosslinked 
poly(acryloylaminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal) matrix 
was 8.3 g (93 ~)  (estimated by drying out a sample of the 
hydrated gel). 

Preparation of polyaldehydrol gels 
Crosslinked poly(acryloylaminoacetaldehyde dimethyl- 

acetal) was activated for enzyme coupling by shaking 
with aqueous 0.25 M HCI at 30°C for 48 h. After exhaust- 
ive washing with distilled water, the neutral polyalde- 
hydrol gel (PG 1) was stored wet at 0-2°C. Dry samples 
were obtained, as required, by equilibration of aliquots of 
the aqueous suspension with ethanol, washing with 
ether, and evaporation of the solvent in vacuo. Re-hydra- 
tion of the dried material led to a less expanded poly- 
aldehydrol gel (PG 2). The aldehydrol content of the 
gels, determined by the method of Bryant and Smith 17 
was 5.4mequiv./g (71 ~ theoretical). The water content 
of the gel particles was calculated from the extinction 
change (615nm) observed on equilibration of aliquots 
of the aqueous suspension with a 0"2~o w/v aqueous 
solution of blue dextran (Pharmacia Ltd). Polyaldehydrol 
gels PG 1 and PG 2 had water contents of 10.9 and 
5.0cma/g respectively. 

Preparation of polyaldehydrol-urease conjugates 
Prior to enzyme coupling, samples of the polyalde- 

hydrol gels PG 1 and PG 2 (each equivalent to 100 mg 
of dry copolymer) were equilibrated with 25 mM phos- 
phate buffer (pH 7.5). After centrifuging, excess buffer 
was discarded and aliquots (0.25cm 3) of a 2 ~  w/v 
solution of purified urease, 210 Sumner units/mg (P-L 
Biochemicals Inc.), in 25 mM phosphate buffer, added. 
The resulting polyaldehydrol-urease conjugates, PU 1 
and PU 2 respectively, were washed six times at 0-2°C 

with aliquots (10cm a) of 25mM phosphate buffer 
(pH 7.5) containing 5mM EDTA. Washings were of 
30rain duration and were carried out with vigorous 
magnetic stirring. Finally, each conjugate was suspended 
in buffered EDTA solution (10cm a) and stored at 0-2°C. 

Determination of immobilized protein 
Samples of each conjugate were hydrolysed by treat- 

ment with 6MHCI at ll0°C for 18h. The resultant 
amino acids were separated into groups is by paper 
chromatography and subjected to quantitative ninhydrin 
estimation 19. The bound protein originally present in the 
conjugates was calculated with the aid of a standard 
graph obtained on chromatographic assay of known 
amounts of a hydrolysate of the free enzyme. 

Determination of urease activity 
A substrate solution of 150mM urea in 100mM 

phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) containing 5 mM EDTA was 
used 20. In the case of magnetically stirred reactors, 
aliquots (0.2cm 3) of the suspensions of the polyalde- 
hydrol-urease conjugates were incubated with aliquots 
(10cm 3) of the urea solution at 30°C. At intervals, 
aliquots of the reaction mixture were withdrawn, centri- 
fuged and the ammonia concentration in the supernatant 
was estimated with Nessler's reagent. For continuous 
use in packed columns, samples (estimated dry weight 
5 mg) of each conjugate were dispersed in a large excess 
(dry weight 200 mg) of hydrated Bio-Gel P-30 (Bio-Rad 
Laboratories Ltd). The columns (5-0x0-7cm) were 
thermostated at 30°C and perfused with urea solution 
at a flow rate of 5 cmZ/h. The ammonia concentration 
in the effluent was determined periodically. 

Substrate concentration-activity measurements 
The activities of both the water-insoluble conjugates 

and the free enzyme in solution were determined at a 
series of urea concentrations between 0,001M and 1.0M 
in stirred reactors at 30°C. Buffer and EDTA concentra- 
tions were as described above. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to synthesize polyaldehydrol gels in which the 
identity of each aldehydrol group is preserved, it is 
necessary to design the polymer matrix with some care. 
Otherwise suitably placed aldehydrol groups may undergo 
undesirable condensation reactions within the gel. For 
example, in the case of polyacraldehyde, aldehyde or 
aldehydrol groups condense spontaneously with their 
nearest neighbours to give an extended polyacetal 
structure 21. This results in conversion of the polymer 
to a crosslinked system of fused pyran rings. 

One approach to the synthesis of stable, polyaldehydrol 
gels of the polyacrylate type is to situate the aldehydrol 
groups at the end of short molecular chains pendant on 
the hydrocarbon backbone. This has been achieved in 
the present studies by preparing gels derived from cross- 
linked poly(acryloylaminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal) 
and subjecting them to controlled acid hydrolysis. Hemi- 
acetal formation in the resulting polyaldehydrol gels, 
by condensation of neighbouring aldehydrol groups, is 
unlikely because this would necessitate the formation of 
twelve membered rings. Moreover, by constructing 
molecular models, it has been possible to demonstrate 
that sequences of fused acetal rings are not feasible. 
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Another reaction which might occur within a poly- --CH--CH,-- 
aldehydrol gel and result in loss of aldehydrol groups is ~O~H 
acid or base catalysed aldol condensation. This is also I~H2' + 
unlikely in the case of the polyaldehydrol gels of the ~CH, 
present studies because the methylene residues next to HO OH 

the aldehydrol (aldehyde) groups in the acylaminoacetal- 
dehyde side chains are deactivated by the adjacent 
nitrogen function. The high aldehydrol content (71% 
theoretical) of the polyaldehydrol gels, which were 
necessarily exposed to mineral acid during generation 
of the aldehydrol groups, together with the fact that 
the gels could be stored hydrated for several weeks 
without deterioration or diminution of water content, 
reflect their excellent stability. 

The water content of a given polyaldehydrol gel 
could be diminished by carrying out a cycle of drying 
and re-hydration. It is possible that this change in swelling 
property was caused by the formation of intercatenate 
hemi-acetal linkages in the solid state. When the freshly 
generated polyaldehydrol gel, PG 1, was subject to a 
single drying and re-hydration cycle, the water content 
of the resultant gel, PG 2, was approximately half that 
of the original. Both gels were used for the immobilization 
of urease. 

The protein bound in polyaldehydrol-urease conjugate 
PU 1, 19.8mg/g and polyaldehydrol-urease conjugate 
PU 2, 8-5mg/g reflects the respective swelling of the 
polyaldehydrol gels, PG 1 and PG 2, from which they 
were derived. The bound urease retained 29.6% and --CH--CH z- 
19"9~o respectively of the free solution activity. It is I CONH 
usual for the most expanded matrix to be the more [ --CH--CHz-- 

I 
effective, both from the point of view of enzyme binding CH, NHCO 

\CH / and activity retention 2. Values of Km determined for ~CXHo'C 
conjugates PU 1 and PU 2, 7 mM and 10 mM respectively, 
and for the free enzyme in solution, 8 raM, did not differ 
significantly. 

For each polyaldehydrol-urease conjugate, an incuba- u . ,  
tion mixture consisting of the conjugate and a buffered 
solution of urea was centrifuged and the supernatant 
was tested rigorously for re-solubilized urease activity. NH, 
These tests proved negative. Although not unexpected, 
this is an important result which has some implications 
on the nature of the binding reaction. 

Simple reaction between aldehydrol groups on the 
aqueous gel and primary amino groups on the enzyme 
might be expected to result in the formation of primary 
aminol and azomethine linkages (Figure la). An objection 
to this hypothesis is that, in the ease of most monomerie 
aldehydes and amines, the binding equilibrium favours 
extensive dissociation. However, Falb et aL 22 have 
predicted that the high concentration of aldehydrol 
groups within a polyaldehydrol gel will provide a micro- 
environment within which the binding equilibrium is 
displaced to favour the formation of the polyaldehydrol- 
amine conjugate. 

If the binding process is reversible it should be possible 
to bring about dissociation. In previous studies we have 
observed that repeatedly washing a polyaldehydrol- 
dextranase conjugate s with an aqueous solution of its 
macromolecular substrate, dextran, brought about slight 
re-solubilization of the enzyme. Probably affinity of the 
bound enzyme for its macromolecular substrate in 
solution is sufficient to displace the binding equilibrium 
and cause significant partitioning of the enzyme between 
the gel and aqueous phase. It was not possible to bring 
about total dissociation in the ease of the dextranase. 
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Figure I Possible modes of aldehydrol-enzyme coupling. (a) 
Reversible binding via primary aminol and azomethine linkages 
and possibleirreversible binding viathe secondary aminol linkage; 
(b) Michael type coupling 

Rather, re-solubilized activity fell exponentially until it 
became very difficult to detect. The fact that substantial 
activity remained on the gel at this stage was indicative 
of a second, irreversible, binding mechanism. 

It is known that reaction of enzymes with giutaralde- 
hyde, either alone 2a, 24 or in the presence of carriers 
such as aminoethyl cellulose ~5, 2e or partly hydrolysed 
nylon-62~ is a useful method of achieving irreversible 
immobilization. During the binding process, glutaralde- 
hyde undergoes random aldol condensation which is 
followed by /3-elimination ~s. This results in a mixture 
of oligomeric unsaturated dialdehydes. Primary amino 
groups on the enzyme then undergo irreversible Michael 
addition across the conjugated double bonds (Figure lb). 
In view of the structures of the polyaldehydrol gels 
derived from crosslinked poly(acryloylaminoacetalde- 
hyde dimethylacetal), enzyme binding via Michael 
addition was thought unlikely. However, it was deemed 
prudent to consider the possibility. With this in mind it 
is relevant to examine the infra-red (i.r.) spectra of 
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Figure 2 Infra-red spectra. (a) Crosslinked poly(acryloylamino- 
acetaldehyde dimethylacetal); (b) polyaldehydrol gel (PG 1) 
derived by treatment of crosslinked poly(acryloylaminoacetalde- 
hyde dimethylacetal) with 0.95 M HCI for 24h at 20-25°C; (c) 
polyaldehydrol gel derived by treatment of crosslinked poly(acryl- 
oylaminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal) with 2M HCI for 7 days at 
20-25°C 

exhaustively dried samples of crosslinked poly(acryloyl- 
aminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal), and the polyalde- 
hydrol gel (Figure 2). 

Drying the polyaldehydrol gels should lead to conver- 
sion of aldehydrol groups to aldehyde residues. This is 
apparent from the absorption at 1710cm -1 in the i.r. 
spectrum. In simple compounds, the stretching absorp- 
tion of an alkene in conjugation with an aldehyde 
carbonyl group should be apparent at 1620cm -1. 
Unfortunately, in the case of the dried polyaldehydrol 
gels, this region of the spectrum is obscured by a broad 
band arising from the carbonyl of the amide group. 
However, unambiguous evidence against unsaturation is 
provided by the absence of any absorption between 
790 and 840cm -1 (Figure 2b and 2c). If alkenyl C- -H 
were present in the dried polymer there would be a 
strong, highly characteristic absorption in this region 
owing to the alkenyl C- -H out-of-plane bending defor- 
mation zg. This absorption was not apparent even in the 
spectrum of a dried sample of polyaldehydrol gel which 
had been generated by treatment of the polyacetal with 
2M HC1 for 7 days at room temperature. Absence of 
unsaturation must preclude any binding process involving 
Michael addition. 

Our own tentative hypothesis for the binding reaction 
is that the high concentration of aldehydrol groups in 
the polyaldehydrol gel not only displaces the binding 
equilibrium to facilitate primary aminol formation, but 
permits further reaction to form secondary arninol 

linkages (Figure la). In the case of suitably placed alde- 
hydrol groups, secondary aminol formation could be 
irreversible. A similar reaction scheme may be involved 
in the facile immobilization of enzymes by polymeric 
dialdehydes derived by periodate oxidation of cellu- 
lose30, ai and dextran ao. 

It is well known that saturation kinetics are not obtained 
for native urease owing to substrate inhibition ~0, as. A 
similar situation is apparent in the case of conjugate 
PU 2 (Figure 3). However, in the case of conjugate PU 1, 
saturation kinetics were evident between 50mM and 
500mM urea concentration. This phenomenon has not 
been reported in the case of covalent urease conjugates 
derived from such materials as poly(amino acids) aa, 
porous glass 9 or linear polymers and copolymers of 
4-methacryloxy-3-methoxy benzaldehyde a4. The last two 
materials are of interest because, in contrast to the 
xerogel polymers of the present studies, they provide a 
simple, solid polyaldehyde matrix for binding urease. 

Conjugate PU l was superior to conjugate PU 2 in 
its activity retention during continuous use in packed 
columns (Figure 4). Furthermore, on storage for 6 
months in buffer suspension, conjugate PU 1 retained 
48 ~ of its original activity whereas conjugate PU 2 

I 0 0  

50 

IOO 

50 

I I I 

O.Ol o.I  I.O 

Urea concentrat ion (mol/I) 

Figure 3 Substrate concentration-activity profiles. (a) Native 
urease; (b) conjugate PU 1 ; (c) conjugate PU 2 
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Figure 4 Continuous use of polyaldehydrol-urease conjugates 
in packed columns at 30°C. (a) Conjugate PU 1; (b) conjugate 
PU 2 

Table I Heat denaturation of native and polyaldehyde bound 
urease at 60°C 

Percentage of original activity remaining 
Heating time 

(h) Conjugate PU 1 Conjugate PU 2 Native urease 

0 100 100 100 
2 48 56 63 
4 39 46 54 
8 32 83 45 

24 15 14 24 

retained only 17~o. Both conjugates were slightly less 
stable to heat denaturation than the native enzyme in 
solution (Table 1). On recovery from stirred reactors 
followed by washing with 2 5 m M  EDTA conjugates 
PU 1 and PU 2 lost 17~o and 18~o respectively of  their 
activity. This loss in activity was shown to be caused 
by the removal of  urea. However, whereas urease bound 
in conjugate PU 2 could be inactivated merely by 
diminution of substrate concentration, the enzyme bound 
in conjugate PU 1 was relatively insensitive to such 
changes. Consequently conjugate PU 1 could be repeat- 
edly transferred between stirred reactors with full activity 
retention. 

I t  is pertinent to consider the binding environment of  
the enzyme in the two conjugates. With the more 
expanded gel the proportionately larger cavities between 
the solvated polymer chains should favour penetration 
by the enzyme molecules and thereby facilitate multiple 
contact. I t  is reasonable to suppose that this leads to 
greater numbers of  carrier to enzyme linkages as well 
as providing more general support for the enzyme 
molecule. This should help to preserve tertiary structure is 
and is consistent with the superiority of  conjugate PU 1 
both in storage and in continuous use. On the other 
hand the external constraint imposed by multiple linkage 

might prevent or severely impede allosteric effects. In 
connection with the insensitivity of  conjugate PU 1 to 
substrate inhibition it is interesting to note that Laidler 
and Hoare  z0, in describing their classical investigation 
of  urease kinetics, suggested that allosteric substrate 
inhibition of urease was just as acceptable an interpreta- 
tion of  their results as their more widely accepted hypo- 
thesis of  urea molecules competing directly for a 'water 
site' in the active centre of  the enzyme. The relative 
insensitivity of  conjugate PU 1 to variation in substrate 
concentration may also be consistent with the mode of 
binding impeding an allosterie process. 
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Eigenvalues for the Gaussian chain theory for dilute solutions of linear polymers have 
been determined in an exact manner for chain segments up to 100 and for a wide range 
of hydrodynamic interaction. It is found that these exact results may be closely approxi- 
mated by a simple equation. The intrinsic functions of the eigenvalues which describe the 
molecular weight dependence of the intrinsic viscosity and terminal relaxation time of 
the chain are presented using both the exact and the approximate eigenvalues. It is shown 
that by using the simple approximate calculation good results are easily determined. 
The approximate equation is available for manipulation and analysis of complex eigenvalue 
functions. 

INTRODUCTION 

IO 

The Gaussian chain theory for the behaviour of linear 
polymer molecules in solution 1-6 has greatly expanded 
our insight into the phenomena underlying intrinsic 
viscosity 7, viscoelasticity s, flow birefringence s and con- 
figurational relaxation 9. However, the quantitative 
applicability of the theory has been impeded by lack of 
precise eigenvalues. A set of exact eigenvalues were 
first given by Thurston and Morrison 10 for short 
Gaussian chains and have been extended to longer 
chains by Lodge and Wu 11. Apart from the 'free draining' 
case, all other published values have been approximations 
of unspecified accuracy. Even when exact eigenvalues in 
tabular form are available, the labour of handling the 
large number of values is of major concern. Thus, it 
would be highly desirable to have a simple function 
which will generate the eigenvalues on demand, thus 
avoiding laborious tabulations. In the present work, 
such a function is presented and its accuracy is evaluated. 

The eigenvalues are used in this paper to show the 
dependence of theoretical functions determining intrinsic 
viscosity, intrinsic birefringence, and terminal relaxation 
time on the number, N, of sub-chain segments making 
up the chain and the hydrodynamic interaction para- 
meter h* measuring the intrachain coupling through 
hydrodynamic forces. It was first emphasized by Thurston 
and Schrag 12 that N should be retained in the theory 
as being proportional to the molecular weight of the 
polymer. The parameter h* was introduced by Thurston 
and Peterlin s as a segmental property. Exact eigenvalues 
are presented in the following as a function N from 
1 to 100 and h* from 0.0 to 0.3. These are compared 
with values generated by a simple empirical relationship. 
Intrinsic functions of these eigenvalues are also compared. 

EIGENVALUE DETERMINATIONS 

The generation of the product matrix (HA) having 
eigenvalues ,~p and a method for determining their 

values has been previously described 10. The solution 
was carried out using a Control Data Corporation 6600 
computer. Determinations were made using a program 
designated EISPKL for obtaining eigenvalues for a 
real, general (non-symmetric) matrix, the values then 
being ordered using a TSORT routine. For the case 
h* =0.0, the 'free draining' case, eigenvalues are given 
by the exact relation: 

A~, free =4sin2[p ~r/2(N + 1)] (1) 

where the integer p takes on all values from 1 to N. 
The exact A~ are given in Figure 1 where logarithmic 

scales are used and A~ are plotted against [p/(N + 1)]. 
Values plotted are for N = l, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, 30, 100 

F 

I 

I 

Exact and approximate eigenvalues and intrinsic 
functions for the Gaussian chain theory 

IC~ 2 iO -I iO ° 

p/(N*l) 

Figure 1 Exact eigenvalues hp(N, h*) versus p/(N+ l). Plotted are 
values for p=l to N for N=I,  2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100 and 
for h*=0-0 (A), 0.01 (B), 0.05 (C), 0.1 (D), 0.2 (E), 0"3 (F) 
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and for h* =0.0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. By plotting 
the Aa~ in this manner, a wide range of eigenvalues may 
be graphed compactly. 

The form of the graphs of the exact eigenvalues in 
Figure 1, suggests that an equation which will approxi- 
mate these values is: 

"~ = Ap, freek[p/(N + 1)]°~ (2)  

where k and ~ are functions of h* and A'a~ indicates an 
approximate value. Using the exact values for A1 for 

cL 
~,~ 1(5 

,8 2 

IC~ 2 i0  -I i0  0 

pl (,v+l) 
Figure £ Approximate eigenvalues 7~p(N, h*) versus p/(N+ 1) from 
equation (2) 

I 0  

I 

I 

I'O 0 6  

0 . 8 i  0 ' 4  "o 

I 

01~ 0"2 

0 '4  0 

I I I I 

0 01 0"2 0 3  
h ~  

Figure 3 Factors k (©) and o (0)  versus hydrodynamic inter- 
action parameter h* as needed for equation (2) for 2"p calculation 

Table 1 Numerical factors for 
approximate eigenvalue equation 

h* k 

0.0 1 0 
0 .01  0.96330 - 0" 0334 
0.05 0 . 8 4 2 2 5  -0-1410 
0.10 0 . 7 2 4 9 6  -0-2441 
0.20 0 . 5 4 3 3 3  -0.4006 
O. 30 O" 39804 - O" 5327 

N --- I and N = 100, values of k and ¢ are determined to 
give ~'z this same value. This was done for each of 
the h* values. Then, using the k and a thus determined, 
the ~u are calculated using equation (2) for all values 
ofp. 

The results of these calculations of ~ are shown in 
Figure 2. These curves are to be compared with their 
exact A~ counterparts in Figure 1. The values of k and 
cr used are graphed in Figure 3 and are well approximated 
by: 

k "  1 - 1"66h* (0.78) (3) 

_ - l'40h* (048) (4) 

Numerical values are given in Table 1. While these 
tabulated values do give exact ~ for p = 1 and N = 1 
and 100, a comparison of Figures 1 and 2 shows some 
differences at intermediate values. However, they are 
generally in agreement to within 10 % or better. Despite 
the approximate character of the ~p the values given 
by equation (2) are much more accurate than those 
given by the frequently used equation of Pyun and 
Fixman 13 in this range. 

INTRINSIC FUNCTIONS OF THE EIGENVALUES 

The terminal, or longest of the N relaxation times of 
the chain is an important factor for polymer charac- 
terization. It may be determined experimentally from 
steady flow birefringence measurements 9, from the 
frequency dependence of viscosity and oscillatory flow 
birefringence s and with auxiliary information may be 
determined using the intrinsic viscosity in steady flow 1°. 
The two principal relations which give the terminal 
relaxation time, zt in terms of the eigenvalues are: 

and 

where 

"rt = b 2f/6kTYq(N, h*) 

-rz = C (N, h *) [7 ] M~ s/ N ~ T  

(5) 

(6) 

C(N, h*) = [~}[1 /~]  -1 (7) 
LP J 

In these equations b is the segment length, f is the 
friction factor, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the 
absolute temperature, AI(N, h*) is the first eigenvalue, 
[7] is the intrinsic viscosity in steady flow, M is the 
molecular weight, ~Ts is the solvent viscosity and Na is 
Avogadro's number. Equations (5) and (6) have been 
used to determine rl for polystyrene solutions 1°,14 
but the functions ;h(N, h*) and C(N, h*) have only 
been given previously using the approximate eigenvalues 
of Pyun and Fixman and for exact eigenvalues for N up 
to 15. Figures 4 and 5 show more extensive determina- 
tions of these functions of the eigenvalues. In Figure 4, 
the function [1/AI(N,h*)] is plotted against N on 
logarithmic scales with h* as parameter. The circles 
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IO 25 

I I I 

I IO IO 2 IO 3 
/V 

Figure 4 Reciprocal of the eigenvalues 1/,tl, 1/A'1 versus the 
number of chain segments N. This function relation is propor-  
t ional to the molecular weight dependence of the terminal relaxa- 
t ion time, according to equation (5). The circles are exact whi le 
the solid lines are approximate values from equation (2) 

l -Oc 

0"8  

0 - 6  
A 

B 
C 

D 

0 ' 4  

103 

I IO IO 2 IO 3 

N 

Figure 5 Parameter C(N, h*) versus N of equations (6) and (7). 
The circles are exact whi le the solid lines are approximate 

are exact and the solid line is determined using the 
approximate eigenvalues of equation (2). It has been 
shown that for polystyrene, the molecular weight is 
directly proportional to the number of segments N z4, 15 
and thus the curves of Figure 4 are to within a multi- 
plicative constant of a plot of ~-1 versus M. In Figure 5, 

C(N, h*) is plotted against N on a logarithmic scale, 
the circles being exact values while the solid line is 
obtained using the approximatic equation (2). 

The molecular weight dependence of the intrinsic 
viscosity in steady flow is dependent upon the eigenvalues 

IO 24 

O 

iO 23 

iO 2; 
Io  i o  2 i o  3 

N 

Figure 6 Function ~'(N, h*) versus N of equations (8) and (9). 
This functional relation is proport ional to the molecular weight 
dependence of the intrinsic viscosity. The circles are exact whi le 
the solid lines are approximate 

Table 2 Exact values of eigenvalue funct ions 

h* N ¢' C 1/Az 

0.0 

0-01 

0'05 

0.10 

0"20 

0.30 

1 - -  1 .00000  5'  0000O E -  01 
3 - -  0.68284 1"70711 E-I- 00 

10 - -  0"61718 1 '23435 E+01 
30 - -  0. 60908 9. 74530 E+ 01 

100 - -  0.60804 1.03366 E+ 03 

1 9" 81976 E+ 21 1' 00000 5' 07171 E -  01 
3 1' 62762 E+ 22 0- 68108 1.71761 E-I- 00 

10 3.84507 E+22 0-61262 1.21660 E+01 
30 9" 95727 E+ 22 0" 60076 9.26858 E+ 01 

100 2" 99717 E+ 23 0" 59330 9-18409 E+ 02 

1 5' 20871 E+ 22 1.00000 5" 38039 E -  01 
3 8.43653 E+ 22 O. 67356 1.76095 E+ 00 

10 1" 87416 E+ 23 0.59442 1.15076 E-I- 01 
30 4" 38679 E+  23 0' 57082 7" 75984 E+ 01 

100 1.12247 E+24 0"54916 6.36738 E+02 

1 1.12752 E+23 1 '00000 5'82343 E-01  
3 1.77002 E+23 0'66304 1 "81842 E+00 

10 3.65327 E+23 0.57164 1.07859 E+01 
30 7" 73578 E+ 23 0' 53893 6" 45973 E+ 01 

100 1 "74597 E+24 0.51198 4.61685 E+02 

1 2.69964 E+23 1 "00000 6.97156 E-01  
3 3.94280 E+23 0.63706 1.94594 E+00 

10 7.08577 E+23 0.52508 9"60808 E-I-00 
30 1.29165 E+ 24 0" 48562 4" 85938 E+ 01 

100 2-50845 E-F24 0-46189 2-99206 E+02 

1 5" 04389 E+ 23 1.00O00 8' 68357 E -  01 
3 6.74383 E+23 0.60133 2.09446 E+00 

10 1.06370 E+24 0.47497 8.69803 E+00 
30 1.72955 E+ 24 0" 43800 3.91254 E+ 01 

100 3.04376 E+ 24 0" 42370 2' 22026 E+ 02 
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through a function ff'(N, h*) by: 

[7] = ok'(N, h*)[ba/Nams] (8) 

where ms is the mass of the segment and 

¢'(N, h*) = (Na,,"/2131/2)(h*/N)Z l la~ (9) 
v 

Since [b3/Narns] is expected to be constant for a given 
polymer and solvent, a logarithmic plot of ff'(N, h*) 
versus N has the form of the molecular weight de- 
pendence of [7/]. Figure 6 shows such a series of plots 
with h* as parameter. Again, the circles are exact and 
the solid lines are approximate. Exact values of this 
eigenvalue function together with (N, h*) and 1/hffN, h*) 
are given in Table 2 for selected N and h* values. The 
functional form for intrinsic birefringence 12 is similar 
to that of equation (9). 

CONCLUSIONS 

A comparison of the functions plotted in Figures 4, 
5 and 6 using both exact and approximate eigenvalues 
gives a ready indication of the accuracy of the ap- 
proximation. The values of I /~ l (N,h*)  are in good 
agreement while some differences of up to 10Yo are 
seen for C ( N ,  h*). The exact and approximate values 
of function ~'(N, h*) differ by as much as 10~o for larger 
values of h* and N. The accuracy in the range of N from 
100 to 1000 is not specified since the exact values are 
not determined. 

The empirical equation giving approximate eigen- 
values is more accurate than theoretically derived 
approximations that have been used in the past. The 

equation is of sufficiently simple form as to speed 
calculations and thus is useful in cases where the labour 
of the exact determination is not practical. 
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A general theoretical study of heterogeneous ionic polymerization in a continuous sta- 
tionary reactor is presented. Equations have been calculated that describe the dependence 
of the substances' concentration in the reaction vessel, of the polymer yield and molecular 
weight on the initial concentration of the monomer, catalyst and chain-transfer agent. 
The problem is solved with assumptions based on actual anion processes. The obtained 
functional dependences have been analysed for different values of their parameters. The 
characteristic features of the reaction are also emphasized. 

There exists quite a considerable interest towards 
carrying out polymerization processes in a flow reactor 
with ideal mixing. The reaction takes place under 
stationary conditions and can be conveniently in- 
vestigated. It is also possible in practice to use a con- 
tinuous technology. In this connection already there 
have been suggested mathematical descriptions of the 
homogeneous radical polymerization T M  and the co- 
polymerization 5. As far as the ionic polymerization is 
concerned, similar studies do not exist. A more general 
approach to the problem is extremely difficult because 
of the great variety of complex mechanisms and the 
incomplete data available for most of them. For this 
reason it is necessary to consider certain principal cases. 

The purpose of the present examination is to analyse 
theoretically some aspects of the continuous ionic 
polymerization, carried out under heterogeneous condi- 
tions. A kinetic model is used with the following basic 
characteristics: the principal steps are initiation, propaga- 
tion, and unimolecular termination; initiation is rapid; 
the average residence time is much longer than the 
average life of the growing macromolecules, i.e. active 
centres do not escape from the reactor; the average 
length of the material chain is great; a stationary state 
is established in the system; the polymer is obtained 
in the form of a solid disperse phase distributed in the 
dispersion medium; the reaction takes place under 
kinetic conditions and is first order with respect to the 
elementary particles. The model so described is based 
on experimental data obtained from the anionic poly- 
merization of formaldehyde in the presence of tri- 
ethylamine 6-10. The model is comparatively simple and 
makes it possible to get an idea of the fundamental 
laws of the process, without leading to rather com- 
plicated equations, rendering the discussion difficult. 

The basic kinetic scheme of polymerization may be 
written as follows. 

initiation: C + A ~  C* (I) 
propagation: * * Cn +A-*Cn+I (II) 
termination: C* ~ Pn (III) 

where A is the monomer, C is catalyst, C* is the active 
centre, P is the polymer, n is the number of units. 

We will now consider the capacity flow polymerization 
of a gaseous monomer in a gaseous phase. In general, 
the monomer concentration may vary by mixing with 
inert gas. (For instance, in this way it is possible to 
adjust the average molecular weight, while maintaining 
the molecular weight distribution.) Under the above- 
mentioned kinetic conditions the following equations 
hold: 

dA_ VlAo i. ,,.,,~ v2A n 
dt V ~.A~ ~ .... - ~ = u  (1) 

dt V V (2) 

Substituting the rate of catalyst consumption for the 
rate of formation of active centres (rapid initiation), 
and neglecting the escape of the active centres (small): 

dC* vlCo kC*=0  (3) 
dt V 

Neglecting the small amounts of catalyst we may write 
the following concentration quantities: 

A o + G o = A + G = s = P  T (4) 

where A0, Go and A, G are the concentrations of mono- 
mer and diluent at the inlet and in the reactor (at the 
outlet): Co and C* are the concentrations of catalyst 
at the inlet and of the active centres in the reactor; 
vl and v2 are the volume rates of the incoming and 
outgoing flow; V is the volume of the reactor; kA and 
k are rate constants of the propagation and unimolecular 
termination of kinetic chains; s is total concentration 
of the gaseous substances; p is the atmospheric pressure; 
T is the absolute temperature; R is the gas constant. 
Dimensionless monomer concentration A/s in the 
reactor may be obtained from equations (1)-(4), as 
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follows: 

\ ~,)~ ~ - =  (5) 

where o~=~C0 (6) 

The monomer conversion degree (relative polymer 
yield) q is determined from: 

kAC *A 
q =(vz/V)Ao 

and having applied equations (3) and (6), we obtain: 

kACo A _  A 
q -  k "A0-aAoo (7) 

Figure 1 shows that A/s decreases while q increases 
with the growth of ~. The possible values of the con- 
sidered functions A/s and q are closed between the 
boundary curves: 

A_= 1 for a ~< 1 and A_=_I for ~ > 1, and for A o = 1 
S S ct S 

A=O for A°-~O 
s 5' 

q = a for a ~< 1 and q = 1 for a > 1, and for Ao = 1 
s 

O~ 
q = ~ + -  for "4°-}0s 

I '0 

0 .6  

0.2 

~ a 

C 

• b 

0.6 

0 .2  

2 6 I0 14 
c~ (tool/t) 

Figure 1 Dependence of (a) monomer concentration in the 
reactor and (b) the monomer conversion degree on catalyst 
concentration at the inlet with various Ao/s: A, 1; B, 0.99; C, 
0-9; D, 0.5; E, 0.25; F, Ao/s~O 

Catalyst concentration Co =k/kA corresponding to ~= 1 
appears particular in the sense that, for ~< 1, always 
q < 1, while for all ~ > 1, A/s < 1. The physical meaning 
of A/s< 1 for Ao/s= 1 (when diluent is absent) is that 
pressure in the reactor remains equal to atmospheric 
pressure, i.e. s does not change as a result of the inert 
gas coming back through the outlet. For ~= 1, the 
ratio q(A/s= 1)/q(A/s~O) is maximal and equals 2. 

Since the average sizes of polymer molecules are 
determined by the unimolecular death of the active 
centre the number-average degree of polymerization f is 
expressed by: 

- kA A r=-~ 

i.e. it behaves as A, namely, it is reduced by increasing 
and by decreasing Ao/s. q and f have simultaneously 

maximum values only for ~= 1. This result is quite 
essential for the synthesis of polymers from a gaseous 
monomer. 

Let a kinetic chain-transfer agent B take part further 
in the process, i.e. there occurs, apart from reactions 
(I)-(III), a 

C* + B--}Pn + C* transfer 

where C* is the newly formed active centre which 
does not contain monomer units. Besides, poly-, oligo- 
and telo-merization are possible. The complex reaction 
is described in equations (1)-(3), by the relation for the 
chain-transfer agent: 

dB v:Bo i. ,-,.1, v2B ,~ 
dr-  V - '~ '~  D - - V = "  (8) 

and by the new concentration balance: 

Ao+ Go+ Bo= A + G + B = s = ~ T  (9) 

where B0 and B are the concentrations of the chain- 
transfer agent at the inlet and in the reactor; k~ is 
the rate constant of the chain-transfer to B. Using 
equations (1)-(3), (8) and (9), we obtain the following 
system of two square equations with variables A and 
B, represented for convenience in our further analysis, 
as follows: 

Ao-~A (10) 
A = I - ~A/s-  flB/s 

Bo-f lB (11) 
B = 1 - aA/s -  flB/s 

where 

kBCo 
The following two cubic equations are equivalent to this 
system: 

( ~ z - ~ 3 ) - ~  + ~ - 3  s s -~ + 

; ; ] ~ -  =o (13) 
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A particular case of practical importance is the 
condition where the chain-transfer agent reacts much 
more slowly than the monomer, i.e. Bo~Ao or kB<kA 
(for instance, chain-transfer occurs owing to the impurity 
or to the molecular weight regulator). Then the terms 
/3B/s in equations (10) and (11) may be neglected. Besides, 
simplification of the relation for A coincides with equa- 
tion (5), and for B takes the form: 

B0 
B - 1 - o~A/s+ 3 (14) 

As far as q is concerned, equation (4) holds, i.e. the 
magnitude depends only on the inflow of A and C. 
When the molecular weight is controlled by the chain- 
transfer reaction, f is expressed by: 

F=k AA 
I<~.," 

I.O 
a D 

0-6 r 

C, F 

0.2 

Ionic polymerization in a flow reactor: P. I. Penchev et al. 

I 0 ~  1 

% 
e~ 
"o 

8 

a 

~- b 
0 4 B 12 

ct (rnol/[) 

Figure 3 Dependence of the polymer number-average degree 
of polymerization on catalyst concentration at the inlet with 
small expenditure of the chain-transfer agent and various kB/kA: 
(a) 0.1; (b) 10. Ao/s: A, 1; B, 0.99; C, 0.9; D, 0.5; E, 0.25; F, 
Ao/s-~O 

IO b 

O 

• I i . . . .  I z I I I I I 

2 6 IO 
a (reel/t) 

Figure 2 Dependence of (a) monomer (A-C) and the chain- 
transfer agent (D-F) concentration in the reactor and of (b) the 
polymer number-average degree of polymerization on catalyst 
concentration at the inlet with Ao/s=Bo/s=0"5 and various 
kB/kA: A, D, 0; B, E, 0"1 ; C, F, 1 and (b) 0.1 ; the curves A, B and 
C, F coincide 

and varies in the range fokAAo/k~Bo for a o 0 ,  and 
FoAo/Bo for s o  ~ .  

Figure 2 shows the change of A/s, B/s and of the 
relative magnitude f/?(ao~)=f/(Ao/Bo) (more con- 
venient for analysis than f) with respect to o~, calculated 
according to the exact equations (12) and (13) in the 
example of equal concentrations of the monomer and 
of the chain-transfer agent. When /3/~=kB/kA<l, 
with the growth of ~, B/s assumes a maximum, while f 
decreases. Figure 3 gives the graphs f/(Ao/Bo) against c~ 
which are constructed with the help of the simplified 
equations (5) and (14). We can see that when ~ increases 
f decreases for kB/ka< 1 (the monomer has a higher 
reactivity than the chain-transfer agent), or increases 
for kn/ka> 1 (impurity is more active than A). The 
boundary curves are given by the expressions: 

f _ /3/o~ for A O=l 
Ao/Bo 1 +/3--a s 

f _/3 a + l  for A ° o o  
Ao/Bo a' /3+ 1 s 

If  the monomer, being fed to the flow reactor with 
ideal mixing, is liquid, and the heterogeneous poly- 
merization takes place in a liquid phase, then the kinetic 
equations for the elementary particles are analogous 
to equations (1)-(3). The equantities for balancing are 
different from equation (4). For the liquid phase of the 
polymer system it is possible to write, neglecting the 
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insignificant contraction or dilatation: 

a A o + l L o = a A  + I L =  1 (15) 

where a and l are the molar volumes of  the monomer 
and diluent, L0 and L are the concentrations of diluent 
at the inlet and in the reactor. On the basis of  equations 
(1)-(3), and (15) we arrive finally at: 

A2_(I+I]A+ A \ ~ ] a  ~ = 0  (16) 

This equation (16) for A is of  the same type (with 
coefficients depending on ~), as is equation (5), obtained 
for the gaseous monomer. Here, in fact, with the increase 
of ¢ processes up to such values of q take place, that the 
fluidity of  the reaction mass is kept sufficiently great 

and it becomes possible for the reaction mass to be 
mixed and moved. 
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Preparation, thermal characterization and 
tribological evaluation of some 
polyquinazolinediones and polyquinazolones 
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The preparation of a series of pre-polymers by solution polycondensation of 4,4'-diamino- 
diphenyl-3,3'-dicarboxylic acid (BDC) and di-isocyanates, and the melt polycondensation 
of BDC and diacetyl derivatives of aromatic diamines is described. These pre-polymers 
have been characterized and cyclized to yield polyquinazolinediones and polyquinazolones 
whose structures and thermal stabilities have been investigated. The physical characteris- 
tics of films made from these materials were determined after cyclization, and friction and 
wear characteristics of composite films containing polytetrafluoroethylene, lead oxide and 
graphite were evaluated in a journal bearing bush configuration. The relationship between 
wear behaviour and polymer structure, thermal stability and physical properties is dis- 
cussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The work described stems from the desire to prepare 
polymers of greater temperature stability than those in 
current use for low wear coating compositions. Epoxy 
polymers are examples of materials in commercial use 
and the compositions frequently contain polytetrafluoro- 
ethylene (PTFE), graphite and/or lead oxide. It has been 
found 1 that the limited stability of the epoxy at tempera- 
tures greater than 130°C contributes to the poor wear 
properties at high PV ratings or elevated temperatures 
and in order to improve the wear under these conditions 
it is necessary to employ a polymer of greater temperature 
stability than an epoxy. In these formulations the polymer 
can be considered as a binder material for the other 
components which are thought to function as transfer 
film-forming materials and hence in addition to tempera- 

ture stability the polymer-additive adhesive bond may 
be important. The influence of additive composition on 
wear is the subject of another paper and in the work 
described the influence of the polymer binder or matrix 
is determined at a fixed optimum additive compositionL 

The choice of polyquinazolinediones and polyquinazo- 
lones as the matrix material was based on their reported 
temperature stability 8, 4, ease of preparation, and their 
ability to be fabricated in a pre-polymer stage. The latter 
is important as it enables coatings to be formed by 
spraying or casting methods on metal substrates relatively 
easily and these can be converted to the more thermally 
stable cyclized form by heating. This is a much more 
simple operation than plasma spraying or high pressure 
sintering techniques which are the only methods available 
for the fabrication of some high temperature polymers. 

PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reaction of BDC with di-isoeyanates 
BDC (4,4'-diaminodiphenyl-3,Y-dicarboxylic acid) was 

prepared as the dihydrochloride from o-nitrobenzoic acid 
by the method of Kurihara and Yoda 5. Free BDC was 
obtained by suspending the hydrochloride in excess 
distilled water. The suspension was centrifuged and the 
BDC so obtained was resuspended several times in 
distilled water. BDC was finally obtained by filtration 
at the pump. It was further purified by washing with hot 
distilled water until the filtrate was free from chloride 
ion. Finally, the yellow BDC was washed with methanol 

and dried under vacuum at 70°C and 3 mmHg (m.p. 
299 °C). 

Commercially available hexamethylene di-isocyanate 
was dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate and stored 
over molecular sieves but was used without further puri- 
fication. Methylene di-p-phenylene di-isocyanate was 
purified by recrystallization from n-hexane (m.p. 41- 
42 °C). Triethylamine was purified by distillation. Solution 
polymerization of BDC and methylene di-p-phenylene 
di-isocyanate was effected by the method previously 
described by Yoda 6 yielding the pre-polymer, poly(urea 
acid)IA, [7]0=0.33 in N-methylpyrrolidone at 25°C. 
Calculated for poly(urea acid), [IA, (C29H22N406)n]: 
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C, 66.66~o; H, 4.23~o; N, 10.73%; O, 18"37~o. Found: 
C, 62.80~o; H, 4.80%; N, 10.00%. 

Yoda's method was also used for hexamethylene 
di-isocyanate. BDC (5.46g) and triethylamine (4.02g) 
were dissolved in N-methylpyrrolidone (100ml) and 
hexamethylene di-isocyanate (3.36 g) was added dropwise 
with stirring over a period of 2h at room temperature. 
The clear solution so obtained was dropped into an 
excess of aqueous hydrochloric acid with vigorous 
stirring. The white powder obtained was filtered, washed 
with water and methanol and finally dried at 78°C and 
0-5mmHg. The pre-polymer, poly(urea acid)IIA so 
obtained was soluble in N-methylpyrrolidone, dimethyl 
sulphoxide, and dimethylacetamide. The pre-polymer 
solution in N-methylpyrrolidone gave a tough transparent 
film when dried at 100-120°C for 1 h. Calculated for 
poly(urea acid) [IIA, (C~H24N4Or)n]: C, 59"99~o; H, 
5"49~o; N, 12"72~; O, 21"80~o. Found: C, 58"50~o; 
H, 6"20~o; N, 12-60%. It had [~7]0=0-19 in N-methyl- 
pyrrolidone at 25°C. 

Reaction of BDC with diacetamide compounds 
Diacetamido derivatives of 4,4'-diaminodiphenyl meth- 

ane (m.p. 226-227°C), 4,4'-diaminodiphenyl ether (m.p. 
220°C) [calculated for (C16H16N2Os): C, 68.10%; H, 
5"80~o; N, 10.03%; O, 16"07~o. Found: C, 69.01%; 
H, 5.63 %; N, 9-86 %], 4,4'-diaminodiphenyl sulphone 
(m.p. 285°C) and 4,4'-diaminodiphenyl disulphide (m.p. 
208°C) were prepared by acetylation with acetic anhyd- 
ride in aqueous suspension. 

Polymerization of equimolecular quantities of powd- 
ered BDC and the diacetumido compound was effected 
under nitrogen in the melt phase at 2300240°C for 1 h. 
The polymer was cooled to room temperature in dynamic 
nitrogen and then the solid glass was freed from the 
polymerization tube by cooling in liquid nitrogen. This 
method yielded: (a) Prepolymer IB from BDC and 
4,4'-diacetumidodiphenyl methane as a pale yellow glass, 
[v]0=0.045 in N-methylpyrrolidone at 25°C. Calculated 
for IB, (CalH26N404)n: C, 71"80~o; H, 5"05~o; N, 
10"81%; O, 12"34~o. Found: C, 70.60%; H, 5.40%; 
N, 11.50 %. (b) Pre-polymer IIB from BDC and 4,4'-di- 
acetumidodiphenyl ether as a pale yellow glass, [~7]0 = 0.040 
in N-methylpyrrolidone at 25°C. Calculated for IIB, 
(C30H24N405)n: C, 69"22%; H, 4"65%; N, 10"76~o; 
O, 15"37~o. Found: C, 67.30%; H, 5"70~o; N, 10"40~o. 
(c) Pre-polymer IIIB from BDC and 4,4'-diacetumidodi- 
phenyl sulphone as a greenish yellow glass, [~7]0=0.038 
in N-methylpyrrolidone at 25°C. Calculated for IIIB 
(Ca0H~4N404S)n: C, 63.37~o; H, 4.25%; N, 9"85~o; 
O, 16.88~o; S, 5.64%. Found: C, 63"30~o; H, 5.10%; 
N, 10.00~; S, 5.40~. (d) Pre-polymer IVB from BDC 
and 4,4'-diacetumidodiphenyl disulphide as a dark amber 
glass, [~7]0=0.034 in N-methylpyrrolidone at 25°C. 
Calculated for IVB, (C30H24N40459~)n; C, 63"36~o; H, 
4.25~; N, 9"85~o; O, 11"25~o; S, 11.28%. Found: C, 
62.20%; H, 5"10~o; N, 10.10~o; S, 10.90~. 

Cyclization of the pre-polymers 
Pre-polymers IA and IIA were cast as films on to glass 

plates and heated from room temperature to 180°C in 
10min and maintained at this temperature for 1 h in a 
nitrogen atmosphere. The temperature was then raised 
to 250°C in 10min and then maintained at this tempera- 

ture for a further hour. The resulting hard black films 
were insoluble in N-methylpyrrolidone and gave the 
following elemental analyses. Calculated for the poly- 
quinazolinedione IA, (CzgHlsN404)n: C, 71.80~o; H, 
3.73%; N, 11.52%; O,13.16~. Found: C, 71.40~o; H, 
4.70 ~ ;  N, 11.90 ~o. Calculated for the polyquinazolinedi- 
one IIA, (C22H20N404)n; C, 65"33%; H, 4"99%; N, 
13"869/o; O, 15"83%. Found: C, 62"30~o; H, 5.00%; N, 
12.10~o. 

Pre-polymer films from polymers In-IVn were heated 
from room temperature to 280°C in 10min and main- 
ruined at this temperature for 2 h in a nitrogen atmo- 
sphere. The resulting polyquinazolones were obtained as 
hard black films which gave the following elemental 
analyses. Calculated for polyquinazolone IB, 
(Cs1H22N404)n; C, 77"16%; H, 4"60~o; N, 11"61~o; 
O, 6"63~o. Found: C, 78.10%; H, 4.30%; N, 11"90~o. 
Calculated for polyquinazolone IIB, (C30H20N4Os)n: 
C, 74"37~o; H, 4"16~o; N, 11"57~o; O, 9"91%. Found: 
C, 75.40%; H, 4-70~; N, 11.30~o. Calculated for poly- 
quinazolone IIIB, (C3oH20N4OaS)n: C, 67"65~o; H, 
3"79~o; N, 10"52%; O, 12"02~o; S, 6"02%. Found: C, 
67.80%/0; H, 4.50%; N, 10.80%; S, 5.80%. Calculated 
for polyquinazolone IVB, (CzoH20N402S2)n: C, 67"65 ~o ; 
H, 3"79~o; N, 10"52~o; O, 6"01%; S, 12"04~o. Found: 
C, 64.80%; H, 4.20%; N, 10.40%; S, 10.70~o. 

Preparation of model compounds 
2-Methylbenzoxazone was prepared by the method of 

Zentmyer and Wagner 7 and recrystallized from benzene 
(m.p. 80-81°C). Acetamidobenzanilide was prepared by 
heating 2-methylbenzoxazone (3.04g) with redistiUed 
aniline (1-06 g) for 3 h on a steam bath. The product was 
recrystallized from a 3:1 v/v mixture of ethyl acetate 
and n-hexane (m.p. 115°C). Calculated for C15H14N202: 
C, 70.80%; H, 5.47%; N, 11"00~o; O, 12.93~o. Found: 
C, 71.20 ~o; H, 5.40 ~o; N, 10.90 ~.  3-Phenyl-2-methyl-4- 
ketoquinazoline(3-phenyl-2-methylquinazolone) was pre- 
pared from acetamidobenzanilide by heating it at 2400 
250°C for 30 min. The cooled melt was dissolved in hot 
ethylacetute and n-hexane was added until precipitation 
occurred. The suspension was chilled and the product 
was obtained by filtration. The crystals were washed with 
10~o aqueous ammonia and recrystallized from ethyl 
acetate (m.p. 137°C). Calculated for C15H1zN20: C, 
76.60%; H, 5"20~o; N, 11.40%; O, 6.80~. Found: C, 
75.90%; H, 5.10%; N, 11.20%. 

Thermal analysis 
Studies were made using thermogravimetry (t.g.) and 

differential scanning calorimetry (d.s.c.). 
Dynamic t.g. was carried out in a convected air 

atmosphere using a Stunton decimilligramme thermo- 
balance (Model TRO1) with the furnace programmed for 
a heating rate of 6°C/min (nominal). Samples (10 mg) were 
contained in a platinum crucible (12 mm o.d. x 8 mm high). 

Isothermal t.g. studies were made on the polymers by 
the following method. The furnace was pre-heated to the 
required temperature without the crucible in place on 
the rise rod. The furnace was then raised, the sample 
was placed in position, the furnace was lowered and 
the weight loss was recorded. A convected air atmosphere 
was used and sample weights and the crucible were those 
previously described above. All temperatures quoted are 
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furnace wall temperatures. D.s.c. studies were made on 
a Dupont 900 Thermal analyser with a d.s.c, attachment. 
Samples were contained in open aluminium pans and an 
open pan acted as the reference. A heating rate of 
20°C/min and a sample size of ~ 6 m g  was employed 
for studies in a convected air atmosphere. 

Infra-red spectroscopy 
Spectra of the model compounds, the pre-polymers 

and cyclized polymers were obtained from 2 ~o suspen- 
sions in potassium bromide using a Unicam SP200 
spectrophotometer. 

DISCUSSION 

Preparation of the pre-polymers 
Poly(urea acid) IA was prepared by the method previ- 

ously reported by Yoda 6 and gave essentially the same 
spectra and elemental analysis. Poly(urea acid)IIx had 
not been previously reported but its spectrum (Figure 
1 (A)] and elemental analysis are in accord with the 
structure: 

H H O H H O 
I I II I I II 

II II 
O O 

R = - - ~ C H 2 ~  inlA and--(CH=),--  in l l  A 

Pre-polymers I~-IVB are new compounds and the 
spectra [Figure 2 (A)] show absorptions at 3300, 1540 
and 1640cm -1 for the - - N H - - C = N - -  grouping, 
1680cm -1 for the carbonyl group of the aromatic acid 
and 3100cm -1 (--OH of acid). In addition absorptions 
at 1190, 1285 and 1340cm -1 indicated the presence of 
C--N stretching in the --CtH4--N-- unit. 

This information together with the elemental analysis 
data is consistent with the tautomeric structure for the 
pre-polymers shown below: 

J° 
CH3 H H CH~ "I 

L i I ~ ~--~ ,~-----~l 

HO-  !-OH 
n 

where X = CH:(IB); O(lls); SO=(IIIB); S--S(IVB) 

No attempts were made to determine absolute molecular 
weights for the pre-polymers because of the exotic 
nature of solvents in which they could be dissolved. 

Preparation and spectra of model compounds 
3-Phenyl-2-methyl-quinazolone (lII) was 

from anthranilic acid by the route: 
prepared 

NH2 ~ ~ N ~ ? / C H 3  

COzH ~--------/'~'C/O 
II 

(l} o 

0 
~--NH--C6Hs 

(H) O 

~ N%c/CH~ 

c'/N~c6Hs 
II O 

(m) 

The elemental analysis and the i.r. spectrum (Figure 3 (A)] 
are in accord with the proposed structure. Hagiwara and 
coworkers s have found that the position of the carbonyl 
absorption for the isomeric diphenyl quinazolones 
depends on whether the carbonyl group is conjugated 
with the C = N  grouping as in compound IV or in a t7  
position as in compound V: 

Ph 

I 
P. P" 

C/N= ~ _ _ - - ~ c / N ~ p h  
II II 
O O 

(tv) (v) 

Carbonyl absorption in IV occurred at 1649cm-Z and 
in V at 1679 cm-L In the model compound III the C =  O 
absorption occurs at 1680 cm -1 confirming the proposed 
structure III. This spectra was used to establish the 
nature of the cyclized polymers IB-IVz. The spectra of 
2-methylbenzoxazinone (I) [Figure 3 (B)] was used to 
evaluate the course of cyclization of pre-polymers IA 
and IIA. 

Cyclization of pre-polymers 

D.s.c. and t.g. studies showed that the pre-polymers 
were stable to 300°C and that cyclodehydration was best 
effected in nitrogen or in vacuo. D.s.c. studies on pre- 
polymers IA and IIx showed baseline shifts ascribable to 
the glass transition followed by three endothermic pro- 
cesses which have been ascribed as shown in Table 1 by 
complementary studies using hot-stage microscopy and 
i.r. spectroscopy. Kurihara and coworkers 9 have shown 
that cyclization for IA occurs in two distinct stages via the 
intermediate formation of the polyiminobenzoxazinone 
(vI). 

This has been confirmed by heating IIA at 180°C which 
yielded a compound having the i.r. spectrum shown in 
Figure I(B) where it is compared to that of the pre- 
polymer [Figure I(A)]. It can be seen that the C = O  
absorption at 1670cm -z is lost and a new lactone C = O  
is formed at 1770cm -1 together with absorptions for 
C--N at 1644cm -1, - -N=C- -O- -C- -  at 1250cm -1 and 
--C--O--C--  at 1060cm -1 similar to those observed 
for the model compound 2-methylbenzoxazinone [Figure 
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O O 
li I1 

--N H - - I o - N I ~ "  v v -~ H.._~I--N H--X-- 

li II 
O O 

---N=(i'/NH'~O~c"/L""~ [~c/OI/~NH"]3=N--X-- l 

rol tot . 
(vt) 

r O - - c / N H ~  ~ N  H"c//O l 
- - I  I / 

/ II II / 
L O O Jn 

{VII) 

: , n , A  X 

3(B)]. After heating to 250°C the i.r. spectrum [Figure 
I(C)] was obtained which indicates the formation of the 
quinazolinedione structure 6 by absorption at 1730 and 
1650cm -1 due to 4-carbonyl and 2-carbonyl groups of 
quinazolinedione. 

Pre-polymer IA was shown to behave in a similar man- 
ner. 

However, the elemental analyses and the spectra 
indicate that cyclization is not complete in these polymers. 
Pre-polymers Ia-IVB behaved similarly on d.s.c, showing 
3 endothermic peaks but cyclodehydration occurred 
above the Tm and was not followed by a subsequent 
structural rearrangement as with polymers of the A 
series. The basic features of the thermograms are shown 
in Table 1. In Figure 2 the spectra of a representative 
polymer of the B series (IB) is shown as pre-polymer 
(A); cyclized polymer (B) which may be compared with 
the model compound 3-phenyl-2-methyl-4-ketoquinazo- 
line [Figure 3(A)]. From these spectra it can be seen that 
the conversion to the quinazolone is not quantitative as 
is evidenced by the incomplete removal of --NH absorp- 
tion. In addition the different extents to which cyclization 
occurs under the stated conditions is reflected in the 
elemental analysis data. 

Thermal stability studies 
T.g. studies were made in air to simulate the bearing 

running condition. Preliminary studies were made on 
the pre-polymers to establish the temperature range for 
cyclodehydration and for degradation. All the pre- 
polymers studies gave thermograms showing a three 
process weight loss curve. There was a primary weight 
loss process whose onset temperature was defined as 
procedural decomposition temperature 1 (PDT 1) which 
was followed by a region of zero or very low weight loss. 
This 'stable' region was then followed by catastrophic 
degradation whose onset temperature was defined as 
PDT 2. The PDT data obtained are shown in Table 2. 

The weight loss which occurred during the primary 
weight loss process was always higher than that required 
for quantitative cyclodehydration. This indicates that 
there is loss of some monomeric or oligomeric species, or 
that oxidative degradation occurs during cyclization. 
That the former explanation is correct is shown by the 
observation that cyclization on the thermobalance in 
dynamic nitrogen atmosphere affords an equivalent 
~o weight loss in this temperature range. The PDT 2 
values observed are always higher than the PDT values 
observed for the cyclized polymers (Table 3). This is due 
to the difference in sample size and form of the cyclized 
materials. The polymer cyclized in bulk in the crucible 
will have a lower surface area than that cyclized as a 
film and subsequently run on the thermobalance as a 
powder. This will significantly influence the rate of 
oxidative degradation leading to volatile products and 
hence alter the PDT observed. The PDT 1 and PDT 2 
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Figure I Infra-red spectra of polyquinazolinedione IIA and its 
pre-polymers 
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values obtained suggested that cyclization was best 
affected at temperatures below 300°C in either an inert 
atmosphere or in vacuo. For ease of preparation, the 
bearings studied later in this paper were cyclized in a 
nitrogen atmosphere after spin-casting. Thus, in order 
that thermal stabilities could be measured on comparable 
materials laboratory cyclizations were also made in a 
nitrogen atmosphere. 

The thermal stabilities of the polymers have been 
assessed in terms of the following parameters. The PDT 
and the 50 ~o decomposition temperature (50 ~o DT) have 
been obtained from dynamic t.g. experiments (Table 3). 
Isothermal t.g. experiments have yielded the time for 
50 ~ decomposition (50 ~o D) at various temperatures and 
the weight loss in 30 min (W30) at 400°C (Tables 4 and 
5). The t.g. behaviour of representative samples of 
polymers from the A and B series are shown in Figure 4 
where they are compared to poly(phenylene sulphide) 
and Ekonol [poly(p-hydroxybenzoic acid), Carborun- 
dum]. The cyclized polymers were found to have similar 
stabilities to the commercially available materials as 
assessed by dynamic thermogravimetry. However, these 
commercial polymers, with the exception of poly(phenyl- 
ene sulphide) had other features which prevented their 

Table I Thermal characterization of pre-polymers 

Polymer Tg (°C) Tm (°C) CD (°C) DT (°C) 

IA 52 180" 180-250t .425 
IIA 50 170" 170-250t 350 
IB 80 64 250-300 450 
liB 23 46 250--325 350 
IIIB 30 72 250-300 400 
IVB 30 72 260-320 400 

CD= Cyclodehydration ; DT= decomposition temperature 
* Melting accompanied by dehydration 
t Rearrangement of structure 

Table 2 Procedural decomposition temperatures for 
pre-polymers 

Pre-polymer PDT 1 (°C) PDT 2 (°C) 

IA 120 325 
IIA 140 340 
IB 220 350 
liB 220 360 
IIIB 140 300 
IVB 220 360 

i i i '4obo' 2obd i i 

1600 1200 
Wavenumber (cm -=) 

# 

' ' 8(30 

Figure 2 I.r. spectra of polyquinazolone IB and its prepolymer 
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Figure 3 Infra-red spectra of model compounds: A, 3-phenyl-2- 
methyl-4-ketoquinazolone; B, 2-methylbenzoxazone 

Table 3 PDT and 50% DT values for polymers in a i r  

Commercially available high 
temperature polymer Source 

PDT 50% DT Cyclized PDT 50% DT 
(°C) (°C) polymer (°C) (°C) 

Polybenzimidazole* 
(Imidite 2801) 

Polybenzoxazole* 
(PBO3) 

Polyimide* 
(C)X-13) 

Polyimide 
(Keramid 601) 

Poly(phenylene sulphide) 
(Ryton) 

Ekonol 
Ekonol (plasma sprayed) 

* Cured samples 

Whittaker Corporation (USA) 

Yorkshire Chemicals 

RAE Farnborough 

Societe des Usine Chemique 

Phillips Petroleum (UK) 

Carborundum 
Carborundum 

310 550 
IIA 

360 550 IB 

380 580 

380 550 

410 580 

340 524 
340 487 

IA 320 520 

300 494 
305 525 

liB 280 520 
IlIB 290 500 

IVB 290 525 
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Table 4 % Weight loss of cyclized polymers in 30min at 400°C 
in air 

Polymer IA IIA IB lib IIIB IVB 
W30 31 61 £8 31 42 30 

Table5 Time for50%decomposition in airfor cyclized polymers 

50% decomposition time (min) at stated isothermal 
temperature 

Cyclized 
polymer 375°C 400°C 425°C 450°C 

IA 240 55 46 17 
IIA 200 20 18 12 
IB 235 89 4O 30 
liB 150 61 33 25 
IIIB 130 55 35 29 
IVB 230 81 56 45 

25 

O 

== 
O 
-- 25 

IOC 
300 4 0 0  500 600 

Temperoture (oc) 
Figure 4 Thermograms in static air. @, Poly(phenylene sulphide); 
I I ,  Ekonol; A,  polyquinazolinedione IA; ©, polyquinazolone IB 

use as bearing materials. These features include the 
ditticulty in fabrication of Ekonol which could be plasma 
sprayed on a fiat surface but proved impossible to coat 
on the inside of a bearing bush. In addition as can be 
seen from Table 3 plasma spraying reduces the thermal 
stability of the polymer. Polymers 1-4 yielded poor 
bearings by the spray casting technique employed in 
this study which were not amenable to testing. 

In order to attempt to further thermally characterize 
polymers of the A and B series, isothermal weight loss 
studies were made and the data are presented in Tables 4 
and 5. The results shown in Table 5 for 50 ~o D, W30, 
PDT and 50~o DT indicate that polymer IA is more 
thermo-oxidatively stable than polymer IIx. This is to 
be expected since in Ix the heterocyclic unit of the 
quinazolinedione is linked byp-phenylene units separated 
by a methylene grouping, whereas in polymer IIx the 
linking unit is a fully aliphatic --(CHs)6-- chain which 
is more susceptible to thermo-oxidative attack. 

Polymers IB-IVB differ only in the nature of the 'hinge 
grouping' (--X--) in the structure (see above), and the 
following order of stability of the 'hinge group' in air 
is apparent from the above results: --CHs-- > --O-- > 
--Ss-->--SOs-- .  This result may be compared with 
those from other workers on polyimides whose only 
only structural differences are similar 'hinge groupings' 
to those studied above. The following orders of stability 
have been reported in air: -- O-- > -- S-- > -- CHg-- 
(Bower and Frost10); - -O- ->- -CHs- -  (Sroog et al.ll); 
--O-- > --CHs-- > --SOs-- (Nishizakil2); and --S-- > 
--SOs-- > --CH2-- > --O-- (Dine-Hart and Wdghtla). 
Dine-Hart and Wright la have reviewed the above work 
and have ascribed the apparent lack of correlation 
between workers to differences in preparative conditions 
which may have resulted in the presence of low molecular 
weight species; differences in environmental conditions 
during degradation, and differences in the mode of 
assessment. Thus, it is not surprising that the results in 
this study do not correlate exactly with previous workers, 
since no attempts were made to remove low molecular 
weight materials. The polymers studied contain different 
heterocyclic units and the percentage cyclization in the 
B series of polymers differs from polymer to polymer. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CURED POLYMER FILMS 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The hardness, ductility and thermal diffusivity of the 
cured polymer films were measured as these properties 
assume major significance when the material is employed 
as a bearing surface. In addition, hardness measurements 
were employed to determine the thermal mechanical 
ageing of the polymers. 

Hardness measurements were conducted at room 
temperature using an ICI Pneumatic Micro-indentation 
Apparatus 14. The penetration of a 1.6mm diameter 
needle into a 0.18mm thick cyclized polymer layer 
deposited on a stainless-steel disc was measured under a 
load of 8 g. After 72 see the load was removed and the 
viscoelastic recovery of the film was observed. Total 

penetration (h), elastic recovery (E) and permanent 
deformation 07) were recorded. For the six polymers 
tested values of h are shown in Table 6 and h, E and ~7 
are plotted in Figure 5. Also shown in Figure 5 are the 
values obtained after ageing the films at various tempera- 
tures for 100h in an air-circulating oven. 

Ductility measurements designed to complement the 
hardness tests were conducted with a 0.15mm thick 
polymer film deposited on the 4mm wide neck of a 
dumbbell-shaped brass sheet and subsequently cured. 
The composite specimens were clamped on the neck 
portion at a separation of 20mm and extended at 
0.017 mm sec -1 (corresponding to about 0.1 ~o see-0 and 
the percentage elongation at which edge cracking of the 
polymer film first appeared was recorded (Table 6). 
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Table 6 Physical properties and wear behaviour of cured films 
and filled compositions 

Polymer 

Thermal Wear Friction 
Penetra- Elonga- diffusivity factor, k, coeffici- 
tion, h tion to x 10-~ x 10 -zs ent, 

(p,m) break(%) (m~sec -z) (m2N -z) /~ 

IA 5"0 1 "8 0"0075 1 "28 0"28 
IIA 5"5 1 '7 1.99 1"36 0"23 
IB 5"8 3.4 0.076 4-80 0"23 
liB 5.7 2"7 0.47 4.20 0"31 
IIIB 5.8 2.9 0.58 7.80 0'33 
IVB 6"0 3.8 0.51 7.20 0'21 
PPS - -  - -  0.177 0"74 0.18 

These values are related, amongst other properties, to 
the ductility of the films. 

Thermal diffusivity for the composite specimen was 
measured at 200°C by the heat pulse method using the 
HABEA computer programme (UKAEA, Risley) 15, 16. 
The specimens consisted of 0.72 mm thick stainless-steel 
discs coated with a 0.1 mm film of cyclized polymer. 
The results are shown in Table 6. 

DISCUSSION 

An examination of the values of total hardness (h) and 
elongation to break reveals similar trends for the various 
samples suggesting that related properties are being 
determined. The ageing results shown in Figure 5 reveal 
that while it is possible to distinguish between the samples 
as far as total penetration is concerned this is not the 
case for elastic and permanent deformation which are 
similar for all polymers. It is seen that on ageing the 
polymer becomes much more ductile suggesting that 
intermolecular attractions have been reduced due pos- 
sibly to molecular weight or cyclization changes. 

As far as the thermal diffusivity measurements are 
concerned a possible source of error lies in the partial 
transparency of the films at the wavelength of the detector 
and this might contribute to the unexpectedly high value 
recorded for sample IIA. The significance of these 
results to the tribological behaviour is discussed below. 
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Figure 5 Penetration characteristics of cured films, h is the total 
penetration, E the elastic recovery and ,q the permanent deforma- 
tion. O, IA; I-q, IIA; A, IB; O, liB; l ,  I I IB;A, IVB 

WEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF FILLED COMPOSITIONS 
EXPERIMENTAL 

One of the immediate objectives of this work lay in the 
development of polymeric matrix materials for composite 
plastic bearing which would possess greater temperature 
stability than the epoxy-based compositions in current 
use 17. A constant additive composition was accordingly 
selected and journal bearings manufactured with varying 
matrix materials by a spin casting technique. The 
composition chosen corresponded to 55~o polymer, 
25~ PTFE, 10~ graphite and 10~o lithage (by weight). 
The pre-polymer and additives were blended with N- 
methylpyrrolidone in a Potter homogenizer and the 
resulting dispersion was spun cast at 2000rev/min on 
the inside of a brass brush of length 19.05am, i.d. 
19.43mm and wall thickness 6.05ms. The inside of the 
bush had previously been prepared by grit blasting with 
100 mesh alumina to assist adhesion. In order to cure 
the polymer the bush was heated to 280°C from ambient 
over a period of 3 h. After casting the bushes were 

machined to an internal diameter of 19.15 mm corre- 
sponding to a 0.14 mm thick plastic lining. 

The bearings were tested on a modified Dow-Corning 
LFW-5 bearing test machine against 700 VHN steel shaft 
of 19.05 mm diameter and 100-250nm c.l.a., at a load of 
133N and a shaft speed of 1610rev/min corresponding 
to a PV value of 0-6× 106Nm-Zsec -1. The results are 
expressed in terms of wear factor K (radial wear rate/PV) 
in Table 6. The validity of this technique in the case of 
non-metallic bearings is discussed by Lancaster 18. It is 
seen that the polymers tested display a wide variation of 
wear factor which is in every case significantly higher 
than poly(phenylene sulphide) (PPS) based composi- 
tions 2. Simultaneous measurements of coefficient of 
fiction were also made (Table 6). 

DISCUSSION 

In discussing possible wear mechanisms for composite 
bearings it is necessary to consider first the effect of 
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operating temperature. During the wear testing equili- 
brium temperatures of  110--130°C for the bearing housing 
was observed. The rubbing surface will, however, be at 
a higher temperature and the value of this can be deter- 
mined by experiments in which the shaft was replaced 
by a stationary dummy shaft containing a cartridge 
heater. The energy input to the heater was varied until 
similar housing temperatures resulted and it was found, 
using this technique, that a temperature difference of  
about 20°C existed between the rubbing surface and the 
housing. This is relatively small when considering the 
effects on physical properties and hence variations in 
polymer thermal diffusivity will in this case produce 
only minor changes in bearing operating conditions. 

An examination of the results shown in Table 6 reveals 
that a definite relation exists between wear factor and 
hardness. A similar type of relation has been noted 
previously is and this and the results given in Table 6 
are shown plotted in Figure 6. It has been suggested that 
polymers wear by an adhesive mechanism and this is 
confirmed with the present materials by the relations 
between wear on the one hand and hardness, contact 
area and adhesion on the other. The mechanism of 
action of the filler components in composite bearings is 
the subject of a previous paper 2 but from the present 
results it can be concluded that compositions of increased 
wear resistance result from matrix polymers possessing 
higher hardness values. Although the wear factors of 
compositions manufactured from the polyquinazoline- 
diones and polyquinazolones are higher than those based 

on epoxy polymers the operating temperatures which 
those materials can withstand are likely to be of  the order 
of 80°C higher than existing commercial materials and 
hence they could find uses under certain conditions 
where moderate wear life at temperatures greater than 
120°C is desired. 

Penetration distance (~m) 
6 0  55 5 0  

Ic 9 "--1 ° 
IS'°[ 

id'2  
10 2 10 3 

Hard heSS (VPN) 
Figure 6 Wear rate/hardness relations (after LancasterZ8). 
O, Data from Table 6. Lines represent least squared data analysis 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the first section the preparation of  novel polyquina- 
zolinedione and polyquinazolone polymers has been 
described. The precursors to these polymers have been 
characterized and cyclization has been described in a 
nitrogen atmosphere; this is not, however, quantitative 
and may be improved by cyclization in vacua. Thermal 
stability studies have revealed a stability order consistent 
with the structural differences of the polyquinazoline- 
diones but the order obtained for the polyquinazolones 
is complicated by the presence of low molecular weight 
fragments, and the differences in percentage cyclization 
achieved for each system. 

In the second section the variation in hardness or 
ductility of the cyclized polymers was discussed. A 
comparison with structural considerations reveals that 
the ductility of the polymers is increased and the hardness 
decreased as the groupings between the heterocyclic units 
allow more flexibility. This is particularly marked in the 
case of  IVB which has a - - S - - S - -  linking unit, and in 
the case of IA and IIA where aromatic and aliphatic 
linking groupings are involved. 

The comparatively small increase in hardness that 
occurs on ageing as the ageing temperature is raised is 
accompanied, as noted previously, by a large reduction 
in the ratio of  elasticity/permanent deformation. This 
could possibly be due to thermal oxidative degradation/ 
thermal rearrangement resulting in the scission of  the 
polymer into smaller units and possibly the formation of 
a 'graphite-like' structure. The improvement of wear 
resistance as hardness increases suggests that polymers 
possessing the quinazolinedione structural features offer 
promise for use in high temperature journal bearing 
compositions when the bearings are operated under 

certain conditions. Polyquinazolones similarly might 
prove useful in this application as would other polymers 
having the combination of high hardness and thermo- 
oxidative stability such as poly(phenylene sulphide) 2. 
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Electric permittivity of polyelectrolytes: 2. Effect 
of the concentration and ionic specificity 
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The dielectric behaviour of a polycondensate between L-lysine and 1,3-benzenedisulphonyl 
chloride (PLL) was studied at different concentrations and the effect of the nature of 
counterions was investigated. The effect of concentration on the dielectric increments 
and relaxation times are explained by the influence of polyion-polyion interactions on the 
dielectric parameters. In the presence of a bulky quaternary ammonium counterion (tetra- 
butylammonium), larner dielectric increments are found together with an increase in the 
high-frequency ;elax&ion time. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paperl, the effect of ionization on the 
dielectric properties of PLL (polycondensate between 
L-lysine and 1,3-benzenedisulphonyl chloride) neutralized 
with sodium hydroxide has been reported. A pH-induced 
conformational change, from a compact to an extended 
mean conformation, was clearly shown from potentio- 
metric and viscosity dataz. In the ionization range where 
the transition occurs a marked change in the dielectric 
moment, AEQ, was observed which can be directly related 
to an increase in the molecular dimensions of PLL. Over 
the ionization range corresponding to the hypercoiled 
state of PLL (degree of ionization, a! below 0*2), the 
dielectric dispersion of PLL could be described with one 
mean relaxation time whereas two separated dispersion 
regions are found for the extended conformation as is 
usual for solutions of flexible polyelectrolytes. From 
potentiometric and viscosity data, it has been reported 
that the transition is shifted to higher values of the 
degree of ionization when PLL is neutralized in the 
presence of quaternary ammonium cations. In the 
peculiar case where PLL is neutralized with tetrabutyl- 
ammonium hydroxide (TBA) the hypercoiled state of 
PLL is maintained in a large range of ionization 
(O<a<0*7) and it can be deduced that TBA has a 
stabilizing effect on the compact conformation of PLL. 

Here we wish to present results on the effect of the 
concentration and the nature of counterions on the 
dielectric behaviour of PLL. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials and preparation of polymer solutions 
PLL was prepared as described previously3 by poly- 

condensation between L-lysine and 1,3-benzenedisul- 
phony1 chloride. Its structural unit is: 

SOz-+SOz-NH-CH-(CH&--NH 

I 
COOH A 

A stock solution of PLL (C, =O*Ol mol/l) was prepared 
by dissolving PLL in an excess of sodium hydroxide. 
The solution was then de-ionized with an ion-exchange 
column. The different concentrations were obtained by 
dilution from the stock solution and adjusted to the 
desired degree of ionization by adding differing amounts 
of hydroxide. 

Dielectric measurements 
The dielectric permittivity was measured in the frequency 

range 2.5 kHz-1OOMHz. In the low frequency part 
(2.5-600 kHz) a specially designed bridge was employedd. 
The high frequency measurements (l-100MHz) were 
performed with an RX Meter type 250 Schering imped- 
ance bridge and a coaxial cell with variable electrode 
length. Only the value of the real part of the frequency- 
dependent complex permittivity could be determined. 
The experimental values of l were fitted by a least- 
squares procedure according to the following analytical 
expression with two separated dispersion regions, each 
one being described by the dispersion relation proposed 
by Cole5: 

E= ~~D+$AE~ l- 
sinhj3xl 

coshpxBxl+ cosflq 

sinhfixz 
cosh/3xz + co@77/2 (1) 

where x1 = ln(2nf71), x2 = ln(27472) and p is the Cole-Cole 
parameter (0 < /3 < 1). 

The two dispersion regions are characterized by mean 
relaxation times ~1 and 72 and dielectric increments 
Acl= Q- ~2 and AE~= EZ- l oD where c8 and coD are the 
extrapolated values of the electric permittivity at the 
low and the high frequency end of the dispersion curve. 
The total dielectric increment is given by A+= ts - Ed. 
It has been found that all curves could be fitted by a 
superposition of two Cole-Cole functions with the same 
value for /?. We have tried this for /? values between 0.5 
and 1 and it has been found that the best standard 
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Table 1 Effect of the concentration on the dielectric dispersion of PLL-Na 

Degree of Cp Aes/Cp 
ionization, (g/I) Aes A~2 (I/g) 

O( 

A~2/Cp .q x 106 .r~ x 106 
(I/g) (sec) (sec) 

0.20 1.74 6.8,+1.2 4.5-1-0.7 8.6 2.6 2.5-+0-5 1.0+_. 0.6 
0-20 1.04 5.5-+1.4 8.6-+0.5 5.2 8.4 3.9-1-0.7 1- 9__. 0.8 
0.20 0-69 5.3+0.4 2.9-+0.2 7-6 4.0 2.5-+0-5 3.0-+0.8 
0.20 0.35* 8.6+0.8 1.2_+ 0.4 10.2 3-5 2.0-+1.0 10.0,+6.0 
0.40 1.40 14-0,+0.5 6.8,+0.3 10.1 4.9 1.8,+0-3 3.5,+0.5 
0.40 1-04 13"4,+0.6 6"2+0.2 12"8 5"9 2.2-+0.2 3"6-+0.8 
0.40 0-69 12.6-+0.6 5"6+C.3 18"1 8"1 2.8-+0.4 7"2-+1.1 
0-40 0"28 12"8-+0.9 5.3+0.5 46.0 19.0 8.0+2"0 17-4,+5.0 

* For this concentration the two dispersion regions are not well separated and the whole dispersion can be described 
with a mean relaxation time z=8.9 (+3.0)x  10-Tsec and a dielectric increment Aes=8.1+0.2 

Table 2 Effect of the nature of counterion on dielectric dispersion 
of PLL solutions (polymer concentration Cp=0.096g/I) 

Degree 
of 

Counter- ioniza- 7zx106 ~-2x108 
ion tion A~ s A~2 (sec) (see) 

Li 0"5 16.0___ 0.6 7"4+0"8 2"5+0"8 4"0+0"6 
Na 0.5 13.7_0.6 6.7+0.3 2-0,+0.35 5.3+0.9 
TMA 0.5 11.4,+0.7 5.2,+0.8 2.2,+0.5 3-3+0.5 
TEA 0.5 12.2,+1-3 6.4,+0.7 2.0,+0.9 7.2,+1-5 
Li 1.0 21,5,+1.0 8.1,+0.3 2.8,+0.4 3.5+0.5 
Na 1.0 19,6_+1.3 8-3-+0.5 8.1-+1 2-6,+0-6 
TMA 1.0 20.6,+1.3 8-8,+0.3 4.0,+0.9 2.9,+0.4 
TEA 1-0 19.8,+1.0 10.1,+0.4 2.5,+0.7 3-8,+0-6 
TPA 1.0 23.4+0.8 12.1,+0.3 2-8,+0.4 4.8,+0-5 
TBA 1.0 24.0+1.4 18.9,+0-8 8.2,+0.7 13-2,+2 
Ba 0.3 1.5,+0.2 r=3.9  (_+1.4)x 

10-Tsec 

deviations of the fitting procedure were obtained for 
/3=0.75-0.80. Therefore all results were fitted by a 
curve with/3=0.80. 

RESULTS 

The effect of the polymer concentration has been investi- 
gated for two values of the degree of ionization of PLL 
(~=0.2 and 0-4). The experimental results are reported 
in Table 1. 

The dependence of dielectric dispersion on the counter- 
ion type has been investigated for solutions of X-PLL 
where X is: Li +, Na +, (CHz)4N + (TMA), (C2Hs)aN + 
(TEA), (C3HT)4N + (TPA), (C4Hg)4N + (TBA) and Ba 2+. 
The experimental results are collected in Table 2. 

DISCUSSION 

The dielectric behaviour of polyelectrolytes is usually 
ascribed to the polarization of the ionic atmosphere 6-9. 
In the theoretical interpretation the molecule is generally 
considered as a rigid rod. Clearly, the rigid rod model 
is rather crude as most synthetic polyelectrolytes are 
more or less flexible and thus a quantitative explanation 
of experimental results is difficult, van der Touw and 
Mande110 have proposed a new model taking into 
account the flexibility of the molecule. It has been found 
that the dielectric properties of poly(L-glutamic acid) 
could be interpreted in terms of this theory 11. The polyion 
is considered as a collection of rigid rodlike parts (of 
length b) along which bound counterions can move. 
This theory predicts two separated dispersion regions if 

the rigid parts of the molecule are separated by energy 
barriers higher than kT. 

The total dielectric increment due to the perturbation 
of the bound counterions distribution along the whole 
chain is given by: 

1 n(ze)Z(L 2) 
Acs =]-c0Cv, ~ (2) 

where Cv is the polymer concentration (expressed in 
number of polyions per unit volume), co is the electric 
permittivity of vacuum, ~ is a field correction factor, n 
is the number of counterions of charge ze associated per 
polyion and L 2 is the average square length of the polyion. 

The corresponding relaxation time 71 can be determined 
by fluctuations in the bound counterions distribution 
over the whole molecule, the orientational motion of the 
polyion or the exchange mechanism between bound and 
free counterions. The amplitude of the high-frequency 
dispersion region At2 is given by an expression similar 
to equation (2) in which L z is replaced by the square of 
the length b of each rigid part. The relaxation time 7~ 
belonging to this high-frequency dispersion region, which 
is determined by the diffusion process of bound counter- 
ions along each part b, is given by: 

• 2 = b2/~r2ukT (3) 

where u is the mobility of counterions along the part b. 
Values for b can be calculated from equation (3) assuming 
that u does not differ from the mobility u0 of ions free 
in solution. 

Concentration dependence 
Figure I illustrates the dielectric behaviour of PLL-Na 

at ~= 0.4. It can be seen that the reduced increments and 
the relaxation times are dependent on the polymer 
concentration Cp. As shown in Figure 2 for both degrees 
of ionization investigated (~=0.2 and 0.4) the reduced 
increments A Es/C~ increase with increasing dilution as 
already reported by many authors on other kinds of 
polyeleetrolytes. The reduced increment for a=0.4 is 
found to be more dependent on C~ than for ~=0.2. 
From relation (2) such a behaviour is consistent with an 
extension of the polyion upon dilution as is also evidenced 
by viscosity measurements (Figure 2). The dielectric 
behaviour can be described by the empirical relation: 

A c,/C~ - (A cdCp) cp ~o 
1 + ascp (4) 

where (Acs/Ca)cp_,o is the limiting value of the reduced 
increment at infinite dilution (intrinsic increment) and 
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Figure 3 Dependence of the reciprocal reduced increment 
C#/Aes on the polymer concentrat ion Cp for PLL-Na;  A ,  a=0 .2 ;  
A, a=0"4  

B, is a parameter related to intermolecular interactions. 
Experimentally (A¢s/C~)cp ~o and Bs can be determined 
by plotting the reciprocal values of the specific increment 
(Cv/A¢s) against the concentration Cv. As shown in 
Figure 3, the reciprocal values of the reduced increments 
depend linearly on the concentration. The same behaviour 
is also observed for the concentration dependence on 
(AE2/Cv) and thus (A~2/Cv)cp_~o and B~ can be deter- 
mined in the same way. Extrapolation to infinite dilution 
yields the following values for the intrinsic increments 
and for parameters Bs and B2: 

( A EslCp)%->o ( A e~/ Cp) cp~O 
~x (I/g) Bs (I/g) B2 

0"20 21 2.7 7 1.0 
0"40 950 17'5 25 3"0 

It is observed that Bs is strongly dependent on the 
degree of ionization. The change in B8 from ~=0.2 to 
0.4 is not only due to the change in the ionization and 
seems consistent with the conformational transition of 
PLL already reported as also viscosity measurements 
have pointed out a marked change of the parameter By 
around ~= 0.2 (Bv, being defined in the same way as Bs, 
is also characteristic of intermolecular interactions). 

The observed increase in 72 with decreasing concentra- 
tion can be interpreted by the increase in the thickness 
of the ionic atmosphere with decreasing concentration. 
The low frequency relaxation time ~1 seems to be inde- 
pendent on Cp for P L L - N a : a = 0 . 2 ,  which is in agree- 
ment with the fact that the average conformation of 
PLL is less dependent on the concentration at low ~. 

Ionic specificity 
As was already reported there is a marked difference 

in the viscosimetric and potentiometric properties of 
PLL in the presence of Li, Na and the quaternary 
ammonium ions. From the apparent pK values deter- 
mined from the potentiometric titration curves, it could 
be concluded that the following sequence for association 
holds: Li > Na > K > TMA > TBA. On the other hand, 
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the reduced viscosity of the system PLL-TBA has been 
found to be much smaller than for PLL-Na  (at ~= 1) 
and TBA was found to have a marked effect on the 
stabilization of the compact structure of  PLL in a large 
range of ionization (0 < ~ < 0.7). These facts suggest that 
TBA may interact with PLL by non-electrostatic inter- 
actions. 

It has been found that the transition between a very 
compact form to a more extended one which is initiated 
at ~___0.2 in the presence of  Na + is shifted to higher 
values of ~ in the presence of TBA as evidenced by the 
sharp increase in viscosity observed near ~=0.7.  Owing 
to the hydrophobic nature of the PLL chain, the effect 
of a hydrophobic ion such as TBA leads to a situation 
in which non-electrostatic hydrophobic interactions are 
favoured. We have shown that the effect of  TBA on the 
observed transition is quite similar to that of  Acridine 
Orange and leads to a stabilization of the compact form. 

The A~s values, reported in Table 2, for Li, Na and 
TMA are consistent with the potentiometric and visco- 
simetric behaviour. In the presence of the bulky quater- 
nary ammonium ion TBA, larger dielectric increments 
and an increase in the high-frequency relaxation time are 
observed. Primarily this is due to the field effect of  the 
counterion and its dependence on the ability of the 
counterion to approach the polyion. Unfortunately, the 
dielectric behaviour of  PLL in the presence of different 
counterions has been studied for only one fixed concentra- 
tion and it has been shown, in the preceding paragraph, 
that the dielectric parameters are strongly dependent on 
the polymer concentration. It is not to be excluded that 
the effect of the concentration for the system PLL-TBA 
might be different from that for the system PLL-Na,  as 
indicated from the concentration dependence on the 
viscosity behaviour in the presence of Na and TBA 
(Figure 4). Extrapolation of dielectric parameters to 

0.7 

 o.4 

0"1 

I I I 

0.1 0.2 0.3 
cp (gldl) 

Figure 4 Effect of the concentration on the reduced viscosity of 
PLL-Na (A) and PLL-TBA (A) solutions fully neutralized (¢=1) 

infinite dilution should allow a more detailed interpreta- 
tion as in more dilute solution a larger fraction of  
counterions is separated from the chain thus decreasing 
the specific effects. 

In the case of divalent ion (Ba2+), only one dispersion 
can be found with a very small dielectric increment which 
can be attributed to the fact that Ba z+ is so strongly 
bound to PLL that it does not contribute to the polariz- 
ability. 

CONCLUSION 

As generally observed for solutions of flexible polyelec- 
trolytes the dielectric parameters are found to be depend- 
ent on the concentration. For  both degrees of ionization 
investigated, the reduced increments and the high- 
frequency relaxation time T2, increase with decreasing 
concentration which is consistent with an extension of  
the macromolecule upon dilution as is also observed 
from viscosity measurements. The effect of polymer 
concentration can be explained in terms of polyion- 
polyion interactions which reduce extension of the 
polyion and its ionic atmosphere. The A~s values for 
PLL in the presence of Li, Na and TMA are consistent 
with the potentiometric and viscosimetric behaviour. In 
the presence of a bulky quaternary ammonium ion 
(TBA), larger dielectric increments and an increase in 
~-2 are observed. A detailed interpretation of the effect 
of counterion size is difficult insofar as the measure- 
ments were performed at one single concentration; 
extrapolation of all experimental results to infinite 
dilution might allow a more quantitative explanation 
as it is not to be excluded that the concentration depend- 
ence on the dielectric properties should be different for 
the systems PLL-Na  and PLL-TBA. 
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Filler effect on the relaxation time of fibre 
suspensions in polymeric solutions 

L. Nicodemo and L. Nicolais 
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Viscosity measurements on suspensions of short glass fibres in aqueous solutions of 
poly(ethylene oxide) are presented. The volumetric fi l ler fraction ranges between 0.01 and 
0.07 and the shear rate from 0.1 to 1000sec -1. The results indicate that the fi l ler enhances the 
non-Newtonian pseudoplastic behaviour of the suspending solution increasing its relaxa- 
tion time. Furthermore, at low shear rate, in the region of Newtonian behaviour of the 
unfilled solut ions, most of the suspensions show a viscosity increase with decreasing 
shear rate owing to fibre aggregate formation. These effects are compared with previously 
publ ished results on glass bead suspensions in polymeric liquids. 

INTRODUCTION 

In previous papers 1, 2 the viscosity of glass bead suspen- 
sions in polymeric liquids as a function of the shear rate 
and filler content has been studied. The present work 
deals with suspensions of short glass fibres in polymeric 
solutions with the purpose of modelling the behaviour 
of fibre composites based on polymeric matrices. The 
relevance of this study is connected with such operations 
as moulding, extrusion, etc., which are encountered in 
the processing of these materials. Moreover, in the 
literature much more work has been presented for bead 
suspension than for fibre filled materials in spite of the 
major applications of short fibre composites. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Viscosity measurements were made on suspensions of 
glass fibres in aqueous solutions of poly(ethylene oxide) 
(PEO) of Mw~_4 x 105 at concentrations, c, of 3.8, 5.8 
and 7.6g/dl (PEO-4, PEO-6 and PEO-8 respectively). 

With each solution, suspensions of filler volumetric 
loading 6 of 0.01, 0-03, 0.05 and 0.07 were prepared. 
Suspensions with $ larger than 0-07 were difficult to 
prepare because at these concentrations the fibres were 
forming aggregates of finite dimensions with entrapped 
liquid and air. 

The short fibres were prepared by cutting long glass 
fibres embedded in paraffin wax and removing the wax 
after melting. The fibres were then repeatedly washed 
with benzene and dried in an oven under vacuum. The 
length of the fibres was in the range 0.4-0.7 mm with 
an average value of 0-53 mm while the values of the 
diameter, d, comprised a narrow range around the 
average value of 0.014mm. The aspect ratio lid was 
then 37.8. 

The suspensions were prepared by stirring the poly- 
meric solutions and the fibres in the desired amount 
under a pressure low enough to remove the entrapped 

air without water evaporation. Viscosities in shear flow 
were measured with a Weissenberg rheogoniometer 
(Model R 18 manufactured by Sangamo Controls Ltd) 
of 5 cm diameter and 2 ° angle cone. Data were taken at 
steadily decreasing shear rates in the range between 
1000 and 0.1 sec -1, but check measurements at higher 
shear rates were made at the completion of a run. To 
prevent heating of the sample, the readings were made 
as quickly as possible. The temperature was 22°C. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Figure 1 results obtained with the polymeric solutions 
and their relative suspensions are reported as viscosity ~7 
vs. shear rate 3. The general appearance of these diagrams 
is typical of non-Newtonian pseudoplastic materials. 
However, the filler enhances the viscosity of the suspend- 
ing medium by an amount which depends on shear rate 

x x 

I0 2 , " *  . .  

PEO-8  !!! i6iii    lll 

,o i i 
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~ "  x x x 

x 
F "  ~ A A x x x 
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Figure I Viscosity vs. shear rate for PEO-4, PEO-6 and PEO-8 
slurries at different volumetric filler Ioadings, ~: O, 0; E], 0.01 ; 
O, 0.03; /% 0.05; x, 0"07 
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and, for a fixed PEO concentration, while the curves 
relative to different ~ are generally well distinguishable 
in the range of low 9> values, they crowd together at 
increasing ~. 

Furthermore at low ~ values, while the unfilled solu- 
tions show the well known Newtonian plateau, there is, 
for most suspensions at higher filler contents, a tendency 
towards an increase of viscosity at decreasing shear rate. 
This behaviour has been previously observed also for 
glass bead suspensions in polymeric solutionsZ-a and for 
particulate filled melt polymers 4, ~ 

The behaviour of suspensions at low ? can be inter- 
preted ~ as due to filler aggregate destruction with 
increasing shear rate while the subsequent drawing 
together of the ~/--~ curves can be attributed to a change 
of the relaxation time of  the macromolecules owing to 
the presence of the filler. 

Extending the procedure outlined previously~ for the 
case of  glass bead slurries to the fibre suspensions it is 
possible to show this change in relaxation time by means 
of a superposition of the ~7--~ curves. 

In Figure 2 a master curve of reduced viscosity ~7' vs. 
reduced shear rate ~' for the unfilled solutions obtained 
with a double shift procedure ~-s assuming as reference 
curve that c=7-6g/dl  (PEO-8), is reported. In this plot 
the reduced variables are defined as: 

~7'=a~.n; f,'=a~.~, (1) 

where a~ and a~ are the vertical and horizontal shift 
factors respectively, a~ is defined as: 

In Figure 4 the master curves for the four filler loadings 
tested are reported. The master curve at a fixed ~ is 
obtained with the superposition of the part of the V--? 
plots corresponding to the non-Newtonian zone of the 
relative unfilled solution assuming as reference curve 
that c=7.6g/dl .  As can be seen from Table 1 the vertical 
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Figure 3 Horizontal shift factor (©)  and polymer concentrat ion 
(O) vs. zero shear viscosity of unfil led PEO s o l u t i o n s  

a~ = ~ o ,_88 (2) 

where ~70 is the zero shear viscosity of the solutions used 
and ~/0, 8 is that of PEO-8. 

These 70 values are reported in Table I and logarithmi- 
cally plotted vs. the polymer concentration c in Figure 3, 
where also the a;, values are plotted vs. ~70. The straight 
line which fits the a~ data has the equation: 

a;, = 0.022"qo °'°~ (3) 
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Figure 2 Master curve of reduced viscosity vs. reduced s h e a r  
rate for unfil led PEO solut ions at reference concentrat ion of 
7.6g/dl.  r-l, PEO-4; ~ ,  PEO-6; ©,  PEO-8 
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Figure 4 Master curves of reduced viscosity vs. reduced s h e a r  
rate for slurries at volumetr ic fi l ler fraction of 0.01 (A), 0-03 (B), 
0.05 (C) and 0.07 (D), at a reference polymer concentrat ion of  
7.6g/dl.  R,  PEO-4; A ,  PEO-6; ©,  PEO-B 
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Table 1 Shift factors for the master curves at fixed ¢ and zero shear v i s c o s i t y  of  P E O  s o l u t i o n s  

c (g/dl) 0 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 
~70(P) a n a~ a n a~, a n a~, an a~, an a~, 

3" 8 2" 8 20 O" 056 22 O" 056 22 O" 056 20" 6 O- 056 £0 O" 056 
5"8 17"5 3"2 0"35 2"7 0"35 2"7 0.35 2"9 0'35 3"9 0'35 
7" 6 56 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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shift factors a~ at a fixed 4 are within the 15 ~o of the 
value for 4 = 0  and the a~, (the horizontal shift factors) 
are equal to those for 4=0 .  The scattering of the a~ 
values is mainly due to experimental errors and to the 
usual uncertainty connected with the superposition 
procedure. 

The ab values reported in Table 1 indicate that, if r 
is the relaxation time of the polymeric solution, one can 
write 6-s: 

a~ = ~-c, ~ (4) 
"r8,~ 

where the subscripts c and ~ refer to polymer concentra- 
tion and filler loading (including 4=0)  respectively, 
while the subscript 8 indicates the reference solution 
PEO-8. From equation (4) it can be deduced that: 

~'c, ~ = A~;~-c, o (5) 

where the proportionality factor A~ depends on filler 
content and is independent of polymer concentration. 
The values of A~ are obtained by means of a superposi- 
tion of the master curves at different 4 on that relative 
to the unfilled solutions. 

This general master curve is plotted in Figure 5 as 
reduced viscosity ~7" vs. reduced shear rate ~>*, defined by: 

= A ~  = A~a~] (6) 
~* = A ~  = A~a~ 

where A~ and A~ are the horizontal and vertical shift 
factors respectively. In Table 2 the A~ values obtained 
at different filler contents are reported; they are larger 
than unity, which corresponds to a non-Newtonian 
behaviour of the suspension stronger than that of the 
relative suspending medium. In Table 2 also the cir values 
defined as (A~) -1 are listed. ¢]r represents the ratio between 
the viscosity of the suspension and that of the suspending 
solution at the same ~>* and therefore it should be the 
relative viscosity of the suspension when there is no 
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Figure 5 General master curve of reduced viscosity vs. reduced 
shear rate for slurries of glass fibre in PEO solutions assuming 
the reference curve is that of unfilled PEO-8. Filler content: ©, 0; 
D, 0.01; A, 0-03; x ,  0.05; V ,  0.07 

Table 2 Shift factors for the general master curve 

0 0.01 0.03 0"05 0.07 

~Tr 1 1 "12 1 '3 1.5 1 "85 
Ay 1 1.04 1-3 1-53 1.9 
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vs. relative viscosity ";/r 
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change in the relaxation time and the mechanism of 
aggregate destruction is exhausted. 

In Figure 6, cir values are plotted vs. q~. The full line, 
which fits the experimental data well, is the plot of the 
equation: 

cir = e 8' 52~ (7) 

which has been proposed elsewhere 9 for the relative 
viscosity of suspensions obtained with the same glass 
fibres used here, in Newtonian liquids. This relation has 
been derived from the Mooney equation 10 extending the 
Brodnyan approach 11 relative to prolate ellipsoids with 
Brownian motions to the case of short rigid fibres where 
these motions are absent. 

In Figure 6 are also reported the A~ values vs. Cir. The 
best fit is obtained with the straight line of equation: 

A(,=Cir (8) 

From equations (5) and (8) it can be seen that the 
filler enhances the relaxation time of the solution by an 
amount which depends on the increase in viscosity. This 
effect is analogous to that obtained with increasing 
polymer concentration (equation 3) although in this 
latter case the viscosity and then the relaxation time are 
more strongly affected owing to entanglement formation 
between molecules. 

The presence of entanglements can be inferred from 
the fact that ~/0 is proportional to c 4z5 as can be derived 
from the slope of the straight line which fits the data 
of polymer concentration vs. ~70, reported in Figure 3. 

In conclusion, the results of this work confirm the 
presence of two different mechanisms active in the 
region of low and high shear rate of the flow curves 
relative to suspensions in polymeric liquids. The enhanced 
viscosity increases the relaxation time of the suspending 
solution and then the shear rate dependence of these 
already non-Newtonian fluids. This effect is stronger for 
fibre suspensions than for microbead slurries because 
the dependence of Cir on the filler content is higher for 
the former. In fact, for example, while for the glass bead 
suspensions cir = 1"5 is reached for~ =0-142, 4=0.05 is 
sufficient for the suspension of the fibres with I/d= 37.8 
used in this work. 
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Qualitatively also the appearance of the ~--~ curves 
in the low shear rate range is similar to that of  micro- 
bead suspensions, i.e. the viscosity increases with decreas- 
ing shear rate as shown in Figure 5 where average curves 
for each ff are reported. This effect appears to be less 
relevant with respect to microbead suspensionsL 
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Characterization of styrene-butadiene 
copolymers by light scattering 
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The general theory of Stockmayer and Benoit and their coworkers yields the weight average 
molecular weight of a binary copolymer and parameters which reflect the heterogeneity 
of chemical composition of the copolymer, using light scattering data from solutions in 
at least three solvents with different refractive indices. Although this theory has been 
applied successfully to block and graft copolymers and to mixtures of homopolymers, 
it has not seemed to be valid for random copolymers. 

In this report, molecular weight and heterogeneity parameters of a number of gel-free 
styrene-butadiene emulsion copolymers were estimated from results of light scattering 
measurements in toluene, cyclohexane and 1,2-dichloroethane. The calculated hetero- 
geneity parameters contradict expectations from copolymerization theory and appear to 
be in error. It is suggested that the particular difficulties with statistical copolymers result 
from a dependence of specific refractive index increment on polymer molecular weight. 
This dependence varies with different solvents. The effect is illustrated by experimental 
results for polystyrenes in toluene, cyclohexane and 1,2-dichloroethane. Accurate study 
of copolymercharacteristics requires selection of solvents such that the differences between 
specific refractive indices of the appropriate homopolymer solutions do not depend 
strongly on polymer molecular weight in the molecular weight range which corresponds 
to the sum of homopolymer sequences in the particular copolymers. The apparent in- 
applicability of the theory to random copolymers appears to be an artifact of the particular 
systems which were studied. 

INTRODUCTION 

Treatment of the results of light scattering experiments 
on solutions of homopolymers relies on the assumption 
that all polymer molecules have the same refractive 
index. This practical rule does not hold for copolymers, 
since the intensity of light scattered at given viewing 
angle from a particular concentration depends not 
only on the mean molecular weight of the solute, but 
also on the heterogeneity of its chemical composition. 
The correct molecular weight of a binary copolymer 
can be determined, in principle, by measuring the 
scattering of light from its solutions in at least three 
solvents with different refractive indices. The general 
equations which have been developed in this context 
yield the weight average molecular weight, _~rw, of the 
copolymer along with parameters which characterize 
the heterogeneity of the chemical composition of the 
solute species z, 2 

The theory mentioned has been applied with some 
success to block and graft copolymers 3, but studies of 
random copolymers have usually yielded estimates of 
heterogeneity parameters which are not consistent with 
those from copolymerization theory 2, 4-e 

This paper reports results of a light scattering study 
of butadiene-styrene copolymers. Such materials are 
of considerable technical importance as SBR rubber 
and in various toughened polystyrene formulations. 

The possibility of using light scattering data for charac- 
terization of such materials is discussed. Reasons are 
suggested for the apparent contradiction between light 
scattering and copolymerization theory assessments of 
the heterogeneity of these copolymers. 

THEORY 

The specific refractive index increment, v, of a solution 
is defined at fixed wavelength and temperature by: 

where An is the difference between the refractive index, 
n, of the solution with concentration c and no, the 
solvent refractive index. For scattered light intensity 
extrapolated to zero viewing angle and zero concen- 
tration, the excess (of solution over solvent) Rayleigh 
ratio, R, is given by: 

R = K '  c M v  ~ (2) 

Here the optical constant K' is given by: 

K ' =  2~r~.n~ (3) 
No~ 

with No being Avogadro's number and ~0 the wavelength 
of the light in vacuo.  
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A solute which is polydisperse in molecular weight 
but uniform in refractive index may be considered to 
be composed of a mixture of monodisperse species, 
each with molecular weight Mt and concentration c~. 
Since the intensity of scattered light is ideally additive, 
then: 

R = K '  v~Ec~M~ = K'c.~wv s (4) 

Here, Y.c, = c and by definition: 

M w -  Y.c~g~ ~c~g~ (5) 
~c~ c 

If the solute is polydisperse with respect to composi- 
tion as well as molecular weight, contributions to 
scattered light intensity are still additive under conditions 
of zero viewing angle and sufficiently low concentration. 
The Rayleigh ratio is then: 

R =  K'Ec~Miv~ (6) 

where species i has concentration c~, molecular weight 
M~, refractive index increment v~ and composition x~. 
In the present context consideration is restricted to 
binary (AB) copolymers and xt is the weight fraction 
of component A in species i. As with homopolymer 
solutions, an apparent average molecular weight Mapp, 
can be deduced such that: 

R =  K '  cv2_l~app (7) 

where v is the specific refractive index of the copolymer 
solution, as determined experimentally. 

Stockmayer et aL 1 and Benoit and coworkers s-4 have 
approximated v for binary copolymer mixtures as a 
linear function of average composition taken as inde- 
pendent of molecular weight: 

v~=x~vA+(1 -x~)v~ (8) 
where the subscripts A and B denote the refractive 
index increments characteristic of the respective homo- 
polymers, poly(A) and poly(B). This equation is applic- 
able to a mixture of homopolymers as well as to a 
copolymer. It is based on the premise that the specific 
refractive index v, of a species depends only on its 
composition and not on its molecular weight. 

Mapp is not independent of the solvent used in its 
measurement since it depends on the specific refractive 
index increment of each hypothetical monodisperse 
species. If the dependence of v on x is as shown in 
equation (8) then 1, 3: 

Mapp = -~w + 2be + Qb s (9) 

where: 

b = vA-- VB (10) 
IP 

and P and Q are parameters which characterize the 
compositional heterogeneity of the polymer. In detailS: 

P = Y,~,M~(x~ - x) (11) 

Q = Ey~M~(x~ - x) s (12) 

Here ~,~ is the weight fraction (~,~=cdc) of component i, 
with molecular weight M~, composition x~ and specific 
refractive index v~. The mean weight fraction of con- 
stituent monomer A is denoted by x. 

The correct weight average molecular weight of a 
binary copolymer which is heterogeneous as to chemical 
composition can be obtained in principle by measuring 

scattered light intensity in at least three solvents which 
differ in refractive index. These measurements also 
yield the parameters P and Q, from equation (9). The 
parameter Q characterizes the average compositional 
heterogeneity. It may have a value between zero (x~ =x,  
the copolymer composition is uniform) and Qmax = 
3~wx(1-x). The latter is the value for a mixture of 
homopolymers, each with molecular weight Atw, in 
the same proportion as indicated by the mean com- 
position, x. That is: 

0 ~< a ~< x(1 - x)Mw = amax (13) 

and parameter P reflects the influence of polymer 
molecular weight on the chemical heterogeneity. Its 
limits are given by: 

-xiffw<~P ~<(1- x)_bTw (14) 

and P may be positive or negative. 
For a statistical copolymer formed from an invariant 

monomer feed composition the general copolymerization 
formulae of Stockmayer 7 lead to the expectation s, 4 
that: 

P =0 (15) 

a=x(1 - x)M0[1-4x(1 -x)(1 - rArB)]l/s (16) 

where Mo is the weight of a copolymer repeating unit 
and the reactivity ratios, rA and rB, have their usual 
meaning 8. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The styrene-butadiene polymer samples were gel-free, 
purified emulsion copolymers prepared and charac- 
terized as described elsewhere 9. Samples were available 
with 19.6, 43.5 and 70.3 weight % styrene. The specific 
refractive index increments of these polymers were 
measured at 25°C in various solvents and at two wave- 
lengths, as noted below. An emulsion polystyrene 
(sample B of ref 10) was also studied. Refractive index 
increments were measured at 25°C with a thermostated 
Brice-Phoenix differential refractometer. 

The particular copolymers were intended for a study 
of the effects of n0Co y-radiation on styrene-butadiene 
elastomers. Details and conclusions of that study are 
given elsewhere 9. It suffices for present purposes to 
record that the lffrw of sol portions of irradiated polymers 
were determined by light scattering in toluene, 1,2- 
dichloroethane and cyclohexane. 

Solvents and polymer solutions were filtered under 
nitrogen pressure through 0.22, 0.88 or 1.20/zm steel 
filters before use. The larger apertures were needed for 
the more intensely irradiated polymers. Dry copolymer 
samples which were obtained as described elsewhere 9. 
were dissolved in the appropriate solvent by mechanical 
shaking at room temperature for about 12h. Light 
scattering of most samples was measured shortly after 
this solution procedure. Otherwise, the solutions were 
stored cold until used. No antioxidant was added to the 
mixtures for light scattering or specific refractive index 
increment measurements. 

Scattered light intensity was measured with a Brice- 
Phoenix light scattering photometer modified essentially 
as described by Roche and Tanner 11. The outer vat in 
this apparatus was filled with a thermostated, circulating 
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low viscosity (45 cP) polydimethylsiloxane fluid. Scattered 
intensities were measured at nine viewing angles between 
30 ° and 145 ° with unpolarized 546 nm light. The Rayleigh 
scattering of benzene at 90 ° was used as a calibration 
standard and this value was taken to be 1.62x 10 -5 
cm-XXL Two anionic polystyrene standard samples 
with nominal molecular weights 5-55 × 105 and 1-85 × 108 
yielded respective ~tw values of 4.98 x 105 and 1.80 x 106 
in toluene solution, with this apparatus and calibration 
standard. 

The light scattering data were treated by Zimm's 
procedure la, with a negative concentration multiplier 
to spread the low angle data points 14. A typical Zimm 
plot is shown in Figure 1, for the 19.6 weight ~o styrene 
copolymer. 

c 
-o .9  -o-6 -0.3 o 0.3 0.6 

sin2-~ -IOOC 

Figure 1 Zimm plot for copolymer (80.4/19-6). Sample taken 
after 2.61Mrad irradiation. Toluene solution at 25°C 

RESULTS 

Specific refractive index measurements were made with 
546 and 436nm wavelength light in benzene, toluene, 
1,2-dichloroethane, cyclohexane, carbon tetrachloride and 
cyclohexanone. The data are listed in Table 1, along with 
comparative values from the literature. 

The results in Table I are plotted in Figure 2 according 
to equation (8). The results are seen to be linear in 
weight fraction of styrene, as expected, and to extrapolate 
to the available literature values for specific refractive 
index increments of homopolymers in the particular 
solvents. The extrapolated homopolymer v values for 
the various solvents are listed in Table 1. The extrapolated 
homopolymer figures are all very close to literature 
results except for polystyrene/dichloroethane at 546 nm 
and polybutadiene/benzene at 546 nm. The good agree- 
ment of all the other values with those of a variety 
of sources lends support to the reliability of the present 
data. 

Table 1 Specific refractive index increment (cm3/g) data of styrene-butadiene polymers in various solvents at 25°C 

v at 546nm v at 436nm 

Styrene 1,2-Di- Carbon Cyclo- 1,2-Di- Carbon Cyclo- 
content chloro- Cyclo- tetra- hex- chloro- Cyclo- tetra- hex- 

Sample a (wt .%)  Benzene Toluene ethane hexane chloride anone Benzene Toluene ethane hexane chloride anone 

Polybutadiene 0 0.011z5 _ n 0 .11818  . . . . .  0.12616 - -  _ 
Polybutadiene - -  0.021 0.031 0.088 0.118 - -  0-081 0.022 0.034 0.092 0.127 n 

extrapolated 
values 
(Figure 2) 

Copolymer 19-6 0.037 0.046 0.099 0.127 (0.099522) 0-091 0.038 0.048 0-104 0.134 - -  0.106 
(80.4/19.6) 

Copolymer 43.5 0.058 0.003 0.112 0.138 0.112 0.103 0.059 0.069 0-123 0.149 0-122 0.121 
(56.5/43.5) 

Copolymer 70.3 0.083 0.084 0.131 0.155 - -  - -  0.084 0.088 0.146 0.167 - -  - -  
(29- 7/70.3) 

Polystyrene 100 0.107 . . . . .  0.109 . . . . .  
B10 

0.1062 0.10917 0.155 TM 0.17021 (0.14828) - -  0 .10924  0.1132e 0.16812 0.18125 0-15927 0.15128 
0.10815 ~ 0.16119 - -  __ ~ 0.11225 . . . .  

_ _  _ _  0 . 1 6 8 2 0  . . . . . . . .  

Polystyrene 0.106 0.108 0.149 0.170 - -  0.132 0.109 0.113 0.168 0-182 
extrapolated 
values 
(Figure 2) 

a Copolymer compositions are given in terms of weight % of butadiene and styrene, respectively 
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Table 2 lists experimental values for Jl~rapp of irradiated 
copolymers in the various solvents. All the results in 
toluene exhibit minima with increasing radiation dose, 
whereas ~rapp values in the other solvents increase 
monotonically with radiation dose in the pre-gel region. 
Figure 3 illustrates these tendencies, for the 80.4/19.6 
eopolymer in the three solvents studied here. The steady 
increase in molecular weight is as expected from the 
radiation chemistry of this system 9. 

I00 

75 

E 

I / I  

5O 
o 
0 

01 

25 

0 
001  0-05 0 " I0  0-15 

v (ml /g)  

Specific refractive index increments of styrene-buta- Figure 2 
diene copolymers vs, styrene content. - - ,  546nm; . . . .  , 
436nm.  ~,  Benzene; ©, toluene; V, 1,2-dichloroethane; [7, 
cyclohexane. Homopolymer values (x )  from literature sources 
cited in Table 1 

h,'~app of the unirradiated 80.4/19.6 and 56.5/43.5 
copolymers were also measured in carbon tetrachloride 
and cyclohexanone. These results, shown in Table 2, 
are consistent with ~tapp values obtained in other 
solvents in which v was about 0.1 ml/g. There would 
thus seem to be no anomalous effects which could be 
ascribed to incomplete dissolution of the polymer. 
The data appear to reflect refractive index difference 
influences as expected 1, 2 

The heterogeneity parameters calculated by fitting 
experimental Mapp values to equation (9) are given in 

I0  

0 
- -  6 
x 

0.. 
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15 

| ~ I I I 0 

0 1.0 2-0 3-0 
r { Mrod)  

~o 

b 
x 
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(3. 
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IO  I~  

Figure 3 Apparent t~w as a function of radiation dose in various 
solvents. Copolymers with 19.6weight % styrene. ©, Toluene; 
×, 1,2-dichloroethene; ~,  cyclohexane 

Table 2 Light scattering molecular weights (x 10 -3) of irradiated copolymers in the pre-gel region 

Mapp 

Dose Carbon 
Sample (Mrad) Toluene Dichloroethane Cyclohexane tetrachloride Cyclohexanone 

/ ~ 'W 
(eqn 21) 

(80 .4 /19.6)  0 2 860 122 330 150 175 
polymer 0 .12 850 159 389 - -  - -  

0 .23  650 171 366 - -  - -  
0" 46 230 223 465 - -  - -  
0" 92 200 435 478 - -  
2" 07 4 760 667 833 - -  - -  
2" 61 10 008 1 220 - -  ~ - -  

(56"5/43"5) 0 1 620 126 160 167 155 
copolymer  0 .12  130 200 206 - -  - -  

0 .23  182 227 222 - -  - -  
0- 35 290 250 229 - -  
0 .46  401 278 340 - -  
0 .92  740 345 451 ~ 
1" 59 1 230 590 700 - -  
2" 30 4 350 2 000 16 700 - -  

(29" 7/70" 3) 0 2 500 105 286 ~ 
copolymer  0 .02 1 640 208 1 000 ~ 

0" 04 710 228 1 280 ~ 
O" 08 390 910 1 700 - -  
0"12 10 000 1 390 67 000 ~ 
0"23 oo . . . .  

1 419 
1 151 

992 
1 130 

935 
1 252 

818 
201 
189 
173 
611 
951 

1 302 
66900  

2 258 
5179  
5968  
4 943 

346 000 

5 9 6  P O L Y M E R ,  1 9 7 4 ,  V o l  15 ,  S e p t e m b e r  



Table 3 Composi t ion heterogeneity parameters of the irradiated 
polymers 

Dose 
Sample (Mrad) P/fftw QII~w QmaxxlO -~i Q/Qmax 

(80.4/19"6) 0 --1 "33 1-92 2.24 12"2 
copolymer 0-12 --1.04 1.13 1 "82 7.20 

0.23 --0-98 1.04 1.57 6.57 
0-46 --0.87 0.75 1.79 4-75 
0.92 --0.55 0.39 1.48 2.46 
2.07 --0.48 0"35 1 "98 2"23 
2"61 . . . .  

(56"5/43"5) 0 --1 "71 3-40 2"01 13"8 
copolymer 0.12 0.11 --0.41 0.54 --1.53 

0-23 0.34 --0.58 0.47 - 2 . 3 3  
0.35 0.50 --0,36 0.43 --1.47 
0.46 --0.80 1.12 1-50 4.57 
0.92 --0,96 1.41 2.34 5.73 
1 "59 --0-87 1.37 3.20 5.59 
2-30 --1-27 1.44 165,0 5"82 

(29.7/70.3) 0 -- 2.07 4.58 4- 72 21.9 
copolymer 0.02 --1.68 2.82 10.8 13.5 

0.04 --1-56 2.35 12.5 11.2 
0-08 --1.23 1.57 10.3 7.55 
0.12 --1.59 2.29 724.0 10.9 

Table 3. These parameters are expressed in the forms 
P/Mw, Q/Mw and Q/Qmax, which are most useful for 
comparative purposes. 

The P parameter is a measure of the drift in com- 
position of the copolymer with molecular weight. In 
the present case, the negative sign reflects a predominance 
of butadiene in the  high molecular weight fractions. 
The values of (P/Mw) are numerically much greater 
than the theoretical limits indicated in equation (14). 

The (Q/Qmax) values obtained are obviously impos- 
sible since they exceed the theoretical limit of unity. 
Some of the Q values for the 56.5/43.5 copolymer are 
negative, and this also is physically impossible. The 
negative Q/Mw values are a consequence of the low 
Mapp figures obtained in toluene solutions. 

The failure of the heterogeneity analysis in this case 
parallels examples recorded in previous studies of 
statistical copolymers 2, 4-6 

Heterogeneity parameters were estimated from toluene, 
m 

dichloroethane and cyclohexane data. The Mapp values 
from carbon tetrachloride and cyclohexanone solutions 
were not used since these solvents provided v and/ffapp 
data close to values which were already available from 
the other three solutions. 

DISCUSSION 

0"170 

Application of the light scattering method to random 
copolymers has generally yielded disappointing results, 
as noted above. Benoit and Froelich 3 have suggested 
some possible explanations for the disagreement between 
heterogeneity measurements and copolymerization theory, 
but none of these reasons seems to be very satisfactory. 

The equations developed by Stockmayer 1 and Benoit z 
and their coworkers depend explicitly on use of molecular 
weight-independent homopolymer v values in equation 
(8). The specific refractive index increment of a polymer 
in a given solvent will be essentially constant and inde- 
pendent of degree of polymerization provided the 
degree of polymerization exceeds a certain minimum 
value. This minimum may be a function of the solvent 
as well as the polymer. 

This possibility is illustrated by results of measure- 
ments of v of four anionic polystyrenes with molecular 
weights of 2.0 x 10 z, 4.0 x 103, 1.0 x 104 and 2.04 x 104. 
The specific refractive index increments obtained with 
546nm light are shown in Figure 4, from which we 
see that the dichloroethane solutions are most sensitive 
to molecular weight while the toluene solutions tend 
to be least affected by molecular weight changes. The 
curves recorded here for toluene and cyclohexane 
mixtures agree well with those given by Barrall and 
coworkers 29 and Kratohvi130. 

In this particular case, ASfn of the initial styrene- 
butadiene copolymers was in the 30 000-50 000 range 
and was essentially unchanged by irradiation in the 
pre-gel dose region 9. We may assume reasonably that 
the homopolymer v value applicable to a given co- 
polymer molecule is that of a homopolymer with degree 
of polymerization equal to the sum of the sequence 
lengths of the particular monomer in the copolymer. 
From equation (9), Mapp is strongly dependent on the 
parameter b which is defined in turn by equation (10). 
The sums of the polystyrene sequence lengths in the 
present copolymers are within the molecular weight 
ranges encompassed by the data points in Figure 4 
and b is not a constant quantity for these samples, 
except in dichloroethane solutions. 

The parameter b may vary slightly in cyclohexane 
and apparently changes strongly in toluene mixtures. 
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Figure 4 Specific refractive index increment as a funct ion of 
molecular weight of anionic polystyrenes. A,  Cyclehexane; 
x ,  1,2-dichloroethane; ©,  to luene 
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This explains the anomalous variation of  toluene Mapp 
values with radiation dose shown in Figure 3, since 
progressive crosslinking increases the effective molecular 
weight of  polystyrene in the larger molecules which are 
thus formed. The concurrent decrease in b at low radia- 
tion doses results in a decrease in 37tapp in accordance 
with the expected parabolic dependence of Mapp/Mw 
on ( v i - v B ) / v  5. 

The theory of light scattering of  copolymers is a 
direct extension of the fundamental equations which 
apply to homopolymers,  except for the assumption of 
additivity of  refractive indices. I t  is tempting to ascribe 
the apparent inapplicability of  the theory to random 
copolymers to failure of  the additivity rule for short 
monomer  sequences. This explanation is not consistent, 
however, with the established fact that the refractive 
index of a copolymer agrees with the value estimated 
from additivity rules 3 and with the general coincidence 
of  extrapolated and measured specific refractive indices 
of  homopolymers recorded in Table 1. The solvent 
dependence of the molecular weight-b parameter 
relation suggested here seems to be in better accord with 
all the experimental facts. I t  suggests also that the 
reported differences between block and random co- 
polymers are more likely artifacts of  the particular 
solvents and polymer molecular weights used than 
reflections of  basic differences between the two kinds 
of  copolymer. 

Tuzar and coworkers 31,32 have summarized the 
requirements of  the specific refractive indices of  homo- 
polymer solutions for the accurate study of  copolymer 
characteristics. I t  seems necessary to add to their list 
the requirement that the solvents be such that ( v i -  VB)/V 
is not strongly dependent on molecular weight in the 
molecular weight range which corresponds to the sum 
of  homopolymer sequences in the particular copolymers. 
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Solvent stress crazing in PMMA: 
1. Geometrical effects 

E. H. Andrews and G. M. Levy 
Department of Materials, Queen Mary College, London E1 4NS, UK 
(Received 27 November 1973; revised 19 March 1974) 

Single crazes were propagated in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) by loading sheet 
specimens containing 'starter' cracks and immersed in various alcohols. Craze lengths 
and propagation velocities were measured (as functions of the applied load) using an 
ultrasonic scanning technique, for three types of behaviour. These were: (I) where craze 
arrest occurs after some growth; (11) where the craze grows at a constant velocity for an 
unlimited distance; and (111) where constant velocity growth continues after removal of 
the original 'starter' crack and re-application of the load. The results are analysed using the 
concept of an 'equivalent crack', whose length I turns out to be related to the length co 
of the starter crack. At temperatures above a previously identified 'characteristic tempera- 
ture', / is commensurate with Co, but at lower temperatures, /<co. These results are dis- 
cussed in terms of the strain hardening properties of the craze matter which fills the craze. 

INTRODUCTION 

The application of fracture mechanics to the growth of' 
solvent induced cracks and crazes in a glassy polymer 
has been discussed in a number of papers TM. The work 
reported here extends these studies with particular 
reference to geometrical effects associated with the 
'starter' crack used to localize and initiate craze formation. 

Marshall et al. 3 observed that craze propagation veloci- 
ties in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) immersed in 
methanol were governed not by the applied stress o0, 
but by the stress intensity factor K0 given (for tensile 
loading of wide sheets containing an edge crack) by: 

Ko = Zaoco 1/2 (1) 

where Z is a constant (related to the ratio of co to the 
specimen width, b) and co is the length of the starter 
crack inserted in the edge of the sheet before immersion. 
This applied even when the craze length c so far exceeded 
co that the stress field of the starter crack could exert no 
significant influence at the propagating craze tip. 

In the original work of Marshall et al., the stress was 
applied by a 'dead-load' which remained constant 
throughout any given test. Thus a0 and co were not 
independently variable in a given test. In a subsequent 
paper, Marshall and Williams 5 showed that fatigue-type 
loading could be treated as an extension of the constant 
load situation. In the present study also, variations of 
a0 could be made without interruption of craze propaga- 
tion, throwing light on the nature of the K0 dependence 
of craze velocity. 

The predominance of K0 as the rate-determining factor 
causes obvious difficulties in applying the results of the 
investigations cited above to the crazing of virgin speci- 
mens. In the absence of a starter crack, co is either zero 
or, at least, of microscopical dimensions, giving equally 
small K0 values. Nevertheless crazes do initiate and grow 

at reasonable velocities under these conditions, in appar- 
ent contradiction to equation (1). In order to elucidate 
this point, crazes were initiated and grown from starter 
cracks under three sets of conditions. 

(1) First, under relatively low applied stress, crazes 
grow for a short distance from the starter crack and then 
arrest. The craze length at arrest increases with the 
stress until a 'breakaway' point is reached at which the 
craze continues to grow indefinitely at constant stress. 
These effects were described by Marshall et al. a. Crazes 
which arrest will be described as exhibiting 'type I' 
behaviour. 

(2) Craze growth subsequent to 'breakaway' occurs 
at constant velocity under a steady applied stress, and 
will be described as type II behaviour. 

(3) Type III behaviour is obtained by establishing 
type II growth, removing the specimen from the solvent, 
machining away the edge containing the starter crack, 
and recommencing the experiment. This has the result 
of entirely removing any instantaneous effects of the 
starter-crack stress field on craze growth. This is parti- 
cularly relevant since Marshall et al. explained the K0 
dependence of craze velocity in terms of the instantaneous 
crack opening displacement at the tip of the starter crack. 
It also throws light on the behaviour of crazes initiated 
and grown in virgin material. 

The results of these experiments are described in this 
paper. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials and specimen preparation 

The polymer used was poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(Perspex, ICI Ltd) suppfied as 1 mm cast sheets. All 
experiments were carried out on a single batch of material. 
The polymer was characterized in terms of molecular 
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weight, intrinsic viscosity, density and glass transition 
temperature. Details are given in the Appendix. 

Ethyl and n-butyl alcohols (general purpose grades) 
were chosen as solvents. 

Specimens were cut from the polymer sheet with 
dimensions 0.16×0.07x0.001 m, the tensile load being 
applied in the direction of their long axis. In order to 
localize craze growth, and thus ensure that only a single 
craze develops, it is necessary to insert a starter crack 
in the edge of the specimen. This was done by the method 
described by Andrews and Bevan z which involved cooling 
the specimen edge in liquid nitrogen and propagating a 
brittle crack which arrested when it ran into the uncooled 
region of the sheet. The specimen edge was then milled 
away to give a starter crack of any desired length, co. 
Milling was also used to remove the starter crack when 
type III growth was to be studied. 

These steps in specimen preparation are shown schema- 
tically in Figure 1. To avoid unwanted crazes growing 
from other points on the specimen edge, the milled 
edges of the sheet were polished to a glass-like finish. 
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Figure 2 Type I growth, ethyl alcohol at 203K. co/b ratios: A, 0" 01 ; 
IS], 0"03; x ,  0"05; ©, 0"11 ; I I ,  0-10; V, 0.24; Q, 0.45 Measurements of craze growth 

All craze velocity measurements were made automati- 
cally using the ultrasonic scanning equipment described 
previously by Andrews and Levy 6 and developed specially 
for this work. It was established that ultrasonic irradi- 
ation did not affect the rate of craze propagation in any 
way.  

The specimen was subjected to uniform tensile loading 
applied, and measured, by deflection of a simply sup- 
ported steel beam. The specimen grips had been specially 
designed to produce an evenly-spread tensile stress field, 
whose uniformity was checked photoelastically. 

The specimen was totally immersed in solvent in a 
thermostatically controlled, heated chamber containing 
observation windows. Temperature control was better 
than + 0.2K. 

The lengths co of the starter crack, and c of arrested 
crazes were measured with a travelling microscope. 

a b 

^ 

C 

Figure I Specimens preparation. (a) Crack produced in 
cooled edge of sheet; (b) excess crack length cut away; 
(c) craze growth from crack; (d) starter crack milled away 
for type III experiments 
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Figure 3 As Figure 2 but for ethyl alcohol at 303K. co/b ratios: 
I I ,  0-02; ©, 0.0,3, A,  0.03; A, 0.08, x ,  0.07; 0 ,  0.10; V, 0.18; 
r-i, 0"19; V, 0-31 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Type I behaviour 
Type I (craze arrest) behaviour clearly occurs whilst 

the craze tip lies within the stress-field of the starter 
crack, and can be largely understood in these terms. The 
collected experimental data are shown in Figures 2 to 4, 
where the craze length at arrest (ca) is plotted as a 
function of applied stress a0 for different values of the 
ratio co/b where b, the specimen width, is a fairly constant 
quantity. The quantity ca is measured from the starter 
crack tip, i.e. the total discontinuity length (crack plus 
craze) at arrest is (co + ca). 
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first be applied 9 by multiplying co by the quantity Z 2 
where: 

Z = 1-99 - 0.41(c0/b) + 18.70(co/b) 2 - 

38.48(co/b) 3 + 53.85(co/b) 4 (4) 

Figure 5 is a plot of o 2 against (Z2co) -1 and shows good 
linearity within the mitations of  experimental error, 
both for ethyl alcohol at 303K and n-butanol at 298K. 
The slope of these plots: 

s--p~p/4 (5) 

is also equal to the product of 2E (where E is the Young's 
modulus) and the surface work Y- for formation of 
unit area of fresh interface 1, which gives the following 
values for Y:  

Environment Temperature (K) Y(d/m ~) 

Ethyl alcohol 293 1.2 
Ethyl alcohol 303 1.1 
n-Butanol 298 O. 6 

0 0 .4  0-8 1.2 
Applied stress (MNlm =) 

Figure 4 As Figure 2 but for butyl alcohol at 298K. co/b ratios: 
x ,  0.01; m, 0 .02;A,  0.06; A,  0.14; T ,  0.15; r--I, 0"40 

The most numerous data are for immersion in ethyl 
alcohol at 293K (Figure 2), but the results for ethyl 
alcohol at 303K and n-butanol at 298K follow a similar 
pattern. 

The craze length at arrest increases with the applied 
stress in all eases, eventually tending to infinity as the 
'breakaway' point is reached for transition from type I 
to type II behaviour. If  the curves are extrapolated to 
ca=0, they intersect the applied stress axis at a stress 
a~ which is the threshold applied stress necessary to 
form a craze at the tip of the starter crack (the 'critical' 
applied stress for type I growth). This threshold stress 
is clearly dependent upon co/b, increasing as e0 decreases. 
The slope of  the curve of  ca vs. or0 also changes with e0, 
being smaller for small e0. 

These data are wholly consistent with the idea that the 
craze propagates as long as the major principal stress 
at its tip is above some critical local value, p. This would 
be expected from the experiments of Sternstein et al. v 
who found the pattern of crazing around a hole in a 
stressed sheet of PMMA could be explained precisely in 
terms of  just such a critical stress for craze growth. 

If  it be assumed that growth of the craze does not 
significantly modify the stress field of  the starter crack, 
the idea can be tested quantitatively. This assumption 
is not unreasonable, since the craze (unlike a crack) is a 
load-bearing entity though, clearly, it cannot be wholly 
valid. 

Consider first the behaviour of  the threshold stress 
~i. According to linear mechanics, the major principal 
stress at the crack tip isS: 

~y~ = ,,0[1 + 2(eo/pW 21 (2) 

where p is the crack tip radius. If  co>>p, and cruu has 
some critical value, p, for craze formation, 

a~ =- a~ = a~p/4eo =p2p/4eo (3) 

A plot of o~ against eo -1 should therefore be a straight 
line through the origin. A finite width correction must 

It appears, then, that the idea of a critical local stress 
for craze formation accounts for the dependence of the 
threshold applied stress ax upon e0. 

Consider secondly the craze arrest length ca. A con- 
venient approximation for the major principal stress in 
the vicinity of the crack tip is given 1° by: 

~uu(x) = =0{1 r .[sln2b_/sln~]~rc°[ ~r(co+x)]2} -a/2 (6) 

where x is the distance ahead of the crack tip along the 
crack (or x) axis. For eo/b~ 1, equation (6) can be 
simplified to: 

co (7) Cruy(X)= aO{1-- [ C~] 2} -1/2 
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Figure 5 (Critical applied stress) = for type I growth, as a function 
of reciprocal crack length. O, Ethyl alcohol at 303K; [~, butyl 
alcohol at 298K 
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Type H and type III behaviour 
Type II behaviour is characterized by constant velocity 

propagation under a steady applied load, suggesting that 
the stress conditions at the craze tip do not change as 
the craze grows. The alternative explanation is that 
craze velocity is not sensitive to the local stress level, 
but this is contradicted by the immediate change in 
craze velocity which occurs if the external load is altered. 

Figure 8 shows typical type II data as plots of craze 
tip velocity against applied stress for various co/b ratios. 
The extreme sensitivity of craze velocity to applied stress 
is evident, as is the influence of co. Extrapolation of the 

C r i t i c a l  major principal stress at arrest(HN/~) 

Figure 6 Constancy of the critical local stress required at the 
craze tip for propagation. Different symbols refer to various 
co/b ratios; open symbols refer to co/b>O.£. (a) Ethyl alcohol at 
293K; (b) ethyl alcohol at 303K; (c) butyl alcohol at 298K 

The major principal stress at the craze tip is obtained 
simply by replacing x by the craze length c (again 
assuming that craze growth does not perturb the starter- 
crack stress field). At arrest we expect c = Ca, and crvu =p, 
giving: 

p = ~ 0 { 1 - [  co ]2/-1/2 
L c - ~ j  ! (8) 

i.e. the right-hand side of equation (8), involving the 
applied stress ~0 and the arrest length of the craze, 
should be constant. 

The data of Figures 2-4 have been replotted with the 
right hand side of equation (8) as abscissa and Ca as 
ordinate, and the results are shown in Figure 6. Apart 
from data for large eo/b (>  0.3), most of the points are 
reasonably well represented by equation (8), i.e. by a 
constant value of p. For large co/b the formulae used 
for ~uu are not accurate. 

Departures from p =  constant are also found at craze 
lengths ea < 0.2 ram, under which conditions p is predicted 
to be unusually large. This is to be expected if, as sug- 
gested elsewhere z, the important factor in craze forma- 
tion is the local hydrostatic component of stress, rather 
than the major principal stress. In a narrow craze 
consisting of rigid boundaries either side of a compliant 
layer, a stress cruu normal to the craze plane in the rigid 
continuum will produce a hydrostatic stress ~uu in the 
compliant zonO t, t2 (see Figure 7a). This situation will 
exist at the tip of a craze whose length is more than, say, 
ten times its thickness. 

p (hydrostatic) = cruu (tensile) 

When the craze is very short, however, the 'sandwich' 
configuration discussed above does not exist and the 
compliant craze material is more nearly subject to simple 
tension (Figure 7b). In simple tension, however, 

p (hydrostatic) = auu (t;nsile) 

so that, to obtain the same hydrostatic tension in very 
short crazes as in 'sandwich' crazes requires a tensile 
stress three times as large for the former than for the 
latter. 

We would thus expect p to tend to a constant value for 
'long' crazes which is one-third the value for very short 
crazes. The limited data for very small ca, shown in 
Figure 6, are consistent with this expectation. 

curves to zero velocity allows us to define a critical stress 
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Figure 7 Possible relationship between 
hydrostatic and tensile stress compon- 
ents for (a) long craze and (b) short 
craze 
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Figure 8 Type II growth, ethyl alcohol at £93K. co/b ratios: 
I-% 0.03; /% 0.06; ©, 0.11; I I ,  0.10; x ,  0.18; 0 ,  0.£3; +,  0-32; 
V, 0.47;A, 0.42 
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Figure 9 Effect of load cycling on craze tip velocity, co/b ratios: 
A, 0-12; B, 0.23; A',  0.32. Numbers enclosed by experimental 
points denote loading sequence. The centre pair of curves (B) 
show hysteresis arising from large load-change steps. The two 
outer curves (A, A')  show absence of hysteresis when load steps 
are small 
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Figure 10 (a) Critical stresses for types I (@), II (O) and III ( ~ )  
growth as functions of co/b. (b) Critical stresses for types II (O) 
and III (O) showing reconciliation achieved by use of net section 
stresses 

(711 for type II growth, analogous to tri, the threshold 
applied stress for type I growth. In either case no new 
craze is formed if the applied stress is less than the 
critical value. 

Figure 9 shows the effect of  cycling the applied stress. 
Provided the changes of stress are not too rapid, the 
curve of craze velocity against stress for a given Co is 
reversible, and the critical stress trli is not affected by 
the loading history (A in Figure 9). Significant shifts of 
o7i can be obtained, however, with sudden load changes 
(B in Figure 9). 

Entirely parallel results were obtained in type III 
experiments in which the starter crack was removed 

after the establishment of type II propagation. Again 
curves of craze velocity against applied stress are obtained 
which can be extrapolated to zero velocity to give a 
threshold stress ~iii for propagation. Like Oli, oTn is 
clearly a function of co/b. 

In Figure lOa are shown the values of ~ii and CrlIi 
obtained for PMMA in ethanol at 293K as functions of 
co/b. The differences between o7i and Crlii can be entirely 
eliminated by calculating o7i as a net-section stress, i.e. 
by dividing the applied load by the unsevered cross- 
section of the specimen rather than the total cross-section 
(see Figure lOb). Thus 

o71 (nominal) = load/(sheet thickness x breadth) 

o7I (net section) = load/(sheet thickness x [ b -  co]) 

Since Crlii relates to the situation after the removal of 
the non load-bearing region of the specimen, it seems 
reasonable to work in terms of  o7i (net section) and oTi 
will hereafter bear this meaning. 

To summarize, then, craze velocity in both type II 
and type III growth is controlled by the instantaneous 
value of the net-section applied stress regardless of the 
presence or absence of  a starter crack. This clarifies two 
important points. First, it demonstrates that the initial 
stress intensity factor K0 exerts its subsequent influence 
on craze growth via the starter crack length co rather 
than the initial applied stress under which craze growth 
was established. This was not clear from the previous 
work of Marshall et al. since in their work any one 
craze was initiated and grown under the same steady 
load. Secondly, the correspondence of type II and type 
III behaviour shows that the effect of co on subsequent 
craze growth is a 'memory' effect not requiring the 
continued physical presence of the starter crack. In 
particular the effect is not due to the instantaneous crack 
opening displacement under load of the starter crack. 

Comparison of  type I and type 11/111 behaviours 
In Figures l l a - l l e  the threshold applied stresses 

o7, ~ii and oTn are plotted against eo/b for the various 
solvents and temperatures employed. As previously 
discussed, Crli and oTn define the same curve, but cri is 
significantly smaller for ethanol at 293K and for n-buta- 
nol. For ethanol at 303K, however, cri and ~ii, ~iii 
values are nearly indistinguishable. 

The relationship between oi and ~ii, ~ni can be clari- 
fied by use of the 'equivalent crack' concept introduced 
by Andrews and Bevan 2. These authors accounted for 
the unknown stress concentration at the tip of a craze 
by defining a parameter l, the equivalent crack length. 
This parameter is the length of a true crack which would 
give rise at its tip to a stress concentration equal to that 
actually existing at the tip of the craze. The 'equivalence' 
relates to the magnitude of the maximum stress and does 
not necessarily imply that the stress distributions at a 
craze and a crack are qualitatively similar. 

It is now proposed that a certain minimum amount of 
work, Y-0 per area, is required to effect the local trans- 
formation of polymer to craze matter, whether at the tip 
of the starter crack or at the tip of a craze. Thus: 

2 2 
J-0 = ~trI c°-- *rcrlI/ (9) 

2E 2E 

adopting the linear equations (Griffith equation) and 
assuming that co<b. The use of the net section stress 
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Figure 11 Critical net section stresses as functions of co/b for types I, II and III growth for (a) ethyl alcohol at 293K, (b) n-butyl alcohol 
at 298K and (c) ethyl alcohol at 303K 

(Tiz in equation (9) is appropriate since we are here 
comparing a real edge crack with a long craze having a 
notional crack l at its tip, in the absence of complications 
arising from a residual starter crack. From equation (9) 
immediately, 

l= ~e0/~  (10) 

and I can be evaluated numerically. The parameter l can 
also be expressed in terms of the 'threshold' parameters 
Kn and Km of Marshall et al. s as: 

l = (Km/Kn)2Co (10a) 

The results for I are given in Figure 12, and assume 
the form: 

l=  ~ + flco- fl(co + ~//3) (11) 

where ~ is a constant which may be independent of  
temperature but certainly depends on the solvent, and/3 
is both solvent and temperature dependent. The values 
of a, /3 are, for the conditions studied, as follows: 

Ethanol (293K) Ethanol (303K) Butanol (298K) 

a (mm) 0"3 0-0-3 0.15 
/3 0"05 0"85 0.03 
a//3 (mm) 6.0 0-0.4 3.0 

At the lower temperatures (which are below the 
'characteristic temperature '2 for the solvents concerned), 
the equivalent crack length l is governed largely by the 
term ~, though its dependence on co cannot be ignored. 
The term a is, of  course, the 'natural' equivalent crack 
length which would apply to a craze initiated spontane- 
ously at a surface. The effect of initiating crazes at 
starter cracks is to increase the stress concentrating 
power of the craze tip over and above that of the 'natural'  
craze. It is interesting to note that the equivalent crack 
length for a natural solvent craze is of the order of  
0.1-0.3 mm even when the craze itself may be several cm 
in length. This bears quantitative testimony to the load- 
bearing capacity of  the craze matter. 

At the higher temperature of 303K for ethanol, a 
dramatic increase in fl has occurred so that l is now 
dominated by (and only slightly smaller than) co. This 
enormous co dependence at this temperature is relevant 
to the findings of  Marshall et aL a that craze velocity is 
controlled by K0, i.e. the stress intensity factor calculated 
for the starter crack. 

It is significant that fl becomes large as the temperature 
rises from below to above the characteristic temperature 
Te identified by Andrews and Bevan ~ and proven in a 
later paper 4 to correspond to the glass transition tempera- 
ture of an equilibrium-swollen zone at the tip of  the 
craze. It is suggested that the strain-hardening propensi- 
ties of  craze matter decrease rapidly across this range to 
give a much higher effective l at temperatures above To. 

Physical significance of the equivalent crack 
So far the equivalent crack length I has been used as 

a parameter to characterize the craze for the purposes 
of a fracture mechanics analysis. Even this is valuable 
because it provides, for the first time, a characteristic 
parameter for crazing mechanics and allows crack and 
craze propagation phenomena to be reconciled. A value 
of l which does not change with growth of the craze 
further explains the observation that crazes propagate 
at constant velocity under steady load, in spite of their 
increasing length, yet respond immediately to changes 
in applied load. 

The fact that l remains constant during craze propaga- 
tion points to a self-stabilizing mechanism at the growth 
tip and there can be little doubt that this stabilization 
arises from the ability of  the craze matter to strain-harden 
at some point behind the advancing tip. This idea, in 
turn, points to a possible physical model of the equivalent 
crack. 

In this model it is suggested that the craze tip region 
can be represented by a 'bullet-shaped' crack of  length 
/, with a sharp advancing tip and a blunt rear end coincid- 
ing with the point at which the craze matter strain 
hardens strongly as it is progressively extended. This is 
sketched in Figure 13a. 
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Figure 12 Equivalent crack length as function of starter crack 
length for (A) ethyl alcohol at 293K, (B) ethyl alcohol at 303K 
and (C) n-butyl alcohol at 298K. Solid symbols refer to type III 
and open symbols to type II growth data 
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Model for craze growth in terms of the equivalent 

Suppose that a layer of polymer of thickness, ~:, is 
being transformed into craze matter at the propagating 
tip and that the craze assumes a wedge-like geometry 
with a wedge-angle, 0 (this geometry is strongly sup- 
ported by electron micrographs13). 

This is all shown in Figure 13b, where a filament of 
craze matter F at a distance x behind the tip is seen to 
have undergone a tensile strain: 

~(x)=xO/~ (12) 
providing 0 is small. 

It is now supposed that an element of material originat- 
ing in the layer ~ undergoes a stress-strain history such 
as shown in Figure 14, where the stress Cruu normal to 
the craze plane is represented as falling abruptly on 
cavitation, remaining fairly level during initial flow and 
then strain hardening strongly at a tensile strain denoted 
by ~*. If  this behaviour is considered reasonable, it can 
be maintained that the normal stress cruu over some length 
x* measured from the tip of the craze is low and can be 
approximated to zero, as it would be for a crack. At 
x>>.x*, the strain E~> ~* and ~uu rises steeply thus termi- 
nating the crack-like region. Finally, then, we equate x* 
to the equivalent crack length, obtaining: 

l~x* = ~*/0 (13) 

It is now necessary to investigate the parameters 0 
and ~. 

The wedge angle O. Figure 15 shows experimental data 
obtained for a craze propagating under steady load in 
PMMA immersed in ethanol at 293K. The craze shape 
profiles were obtained by microscopical measurement at 
different times. These results show that the craze propa- 
gated at an almost constant wedge angle of about 10 -a, 
varying by no more than a factor of two over a propaga- 
tion distance of  3cm. Figure 16 shows the effect of 
varying load, and surprisingly shows that the gross 
wedge angle defined by the major part of the craze is 
very little affected by the applied stress. The effect of 
raising the stress appears to be to blunt the craze rather 
than to increase the wedge angle, i.e. to increase 
rather than 0. The effect of increased temperature (Figure 
17) is similar to that of increased stress. 

E¢" 

b 

E 

Figure 14 Speculated stress-strain history of an element of 
material transforming from solid polymer to craze. The initial 
peak coincides with the cavitation event and ~* is the point of 
rapid strain hardening 
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Of course, some caution must be exercised in identify- 
ing the gross wedge angle of Figures 16 and 17 with the 
angle appropriate to the extreme tip and used in equation 
(13). On the other hand, the values of l given in Figure 12 
show that our model is on the scale of 1 mm, a scale 
comprehended by the results on craze shape, and this 
gives some confidence in the use of the 'gross' wedge 
angle in equation (13). 

It is concluded, therefore, on the grounds of empirical 
observation that 0 is a nearly constant quantity for a 

M, Levy 

given alcohol-polymer system, independent of time, 
craze length, applied stress and temperature. 

The parameter ~. The quantity ~ is the thickness of 
the layer of polymer which is transformed into craze 
matter. Since it represents merely a dimension in the 
bulk polymer it is not, like 0, accessible to direct measure- 
ment. It is nevertheless a dimension fixed by physical 
processes since it defines the region within which cavita- 
tion occurs. We are forced to conclude that ~ is deter- 
mined by the stress distribution at the craze tip. This in 
turn is determined by the stress intensity factor K. 

Since ~ in equation (13) is an independent variable, 
with l a consequent parameter, it is necessary to ask 
what fixes ~ in the first place? To answer this question 
we must go back to the initiation of the craze at the 
starter crack tip. 

Let & be the initial value of # within the stress field 
of the starter crack. Then if #~ is determined solely by 
this stress field we have: 

~:~ =f(K¢) =f(cr~, Co) (14) 

where ai is the initial applied stress and f is a function. 
This assumes the tip radius to be zero and the specimen 
to be infinite so that co is the only linear dimension to be 
considered. Then, by dimensional analysis: 

  =c0g( 0 (15) 
where g is another, non-dimensional function. 

At any subsequent point in the craze growth history, 
when the applied stress is a: 

= cotgOr, ) + (~ Ogd~rl 
Jo, J 

= c0h(**, or) (16) 

where h is another function. Being dimensionless, h can 
also be written h(**/cr). 

Substituting in equation (13): 

l ~ - coh(~r~l~rlI) e*lO (17) 

remembering that lis defined under 'threshold' conditions 
i.e. when a = trli. Further ~, must of necessity equal our 
previously defined *i, since this is by definition the 
applied stress at which craze begins to form at the starter 
crack tip. Thus, 

h=h(~rI/~rlI) 

and from equation (10): 

h=j(co/l)  (18) 

where j is another function. Since E*, 0 are constants for 
a given system at a given temperature, the relation: 

1~ coj (co~l) e*/O (19) 

can only be satisfied by the solution: 

l=  yc0 (20) 

where ~, is a constant of proportionality given by: 

~=j(~-l),*/O 

Equation (20) is in complete harmony with the experi- 
mental data for l shown in Figure 12, allowing that, in 
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the absence of a deliberate starter crack, there exist 
intrinsic flaws of  effective length a/fl (equation 11); 
values of e~/fl are given in the table. Then y becomes 
equivalent to /3. It does not immediately explain the 
dependence of l upon sheet thickness implicit in the 
results of  Marshall et al. 3. Possibly the wedge angle, 0, 
is thickness dependent, but we have no data bearing on 
this point. 

Equation (19) provides a plausible explanation of  the 
large increase in/3 which occurs for the ethanol/PMMA 
system as the temperature is raised through the charac- 
teristic temperature Te defined by Andrews and Bevan. 
Since this temperature (26°C for ethanol) is the glass 
transition temperature of  the swollen zone at the craze 
tip, it would be expected that the critical strain-hardening 
strain E* to which /3 is proportional, would increase 
dramatically across this range. Indeed, one might expect 
e* to become indefinitely large above Te were it not for 
the possibility of  solvent being squeezed out of  the 
straining filaments, restoring them to a glassy condition. 

The derivation of equation (20) can be criticized in 
that it relies upon dimensional arguments and lacks 
physical interpretation. The analysis does, however, 
provide a foundation for future work on the physical 
mechanisms involved in the dependence of l upon co. 

CONCLUSION 

The conditions for craze propagation can be treated by 
a fracture mechanics analysis by the introduction of a 
new concept, that of the 'equivalent crack' which allows 
equations normally valid only for cracks (i.e. discontin- 
uities having traction-free surfaces) to be applied to 
crazes. The dependence of the equivalent crack length l 
upon starter crack length e0 and upon temperature can 
be explained by use of a plausible physical model, 
namely a bullet-shaped crack located at the tip of the 
growing craze. The treatment explains the nature of the 
K0 (or c0) effect discovered by Marshall et aL and 
indicates how this effect can be subtracted to predict the 
behaviour of  crazes grown in virgin specimens (e0~ 0). 
The present work also focuses attention on the import- 
ance of strain-hardening in the filaments of  craze matter 

stress crazing in PMMA (1): E. H. Andrews and G. M. Levy 

as a factor determining l and thus the critical stresses 
necessary to propagate environmental crazes. 
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APPENDIX 

P M M A  characterization data 

Source: ICI Perspex batch No. 943/170 

Molecular weights: Mn =2-22 x 105 

Mw = 1.84 × 106 

M~ = 4.92 x 106 

Mn:  Mw: M~= 1 : 8"30:22"1 

Intrinsic viscosity: 2.54 dl/g (toluene) 

4.72 dl/g (chloroform) 

Density: 1.88 g/ml 

Glass transition temperature: 381K by d.t.a., heating 
rate 10K/rain. 
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Dielectric relaxation in polymethyltrifluoropropylsiloxane 
M. E. Baird and C. R. Sengupta 

Department of Applied Physics, University of Wales Institute of Science and Technology, Cardiff CF1 3NU, UK 
(Received 27 February 1974) 

Previous studies 1, 2 at low temperatures with amorphous 
polyphenylmethylsiloxane and crystalline polydimethyl- 
siloxane have revealed the presence of an a relaxation 
in the audio frequency region for each polymer. 

In polyphenylmethylsiloxane 2 the normalized plot of 
E"/,~ against logloOC/fm) (where ,~ is the maximum 
loss factor occurring at a frequency fin) was reasonably 
broad and asymmetric (broader on the high frequency 
side) consistent with the empirical decay function 3, 4 for 
charge ¢(t) = exp-  (t/ro)P as often found with amorphous 
polymers 3, 4. With polydimethylsiloxane the normalized 
plots were also asymmetric but broader on the low 
frequency side. This behaviour was consistent with that 
usually found for crystalline polymers 5. Measurements 2 
in the glassy region below Tu have revealed no/3 relaxation 
in either polymer. However, a/3 relaxation in the glassy 
region has been observed with many amorphous polymers 
with or without side groups 6-s. In order to elucidate 
more clearly what molecular motions may occur in the 
glassy region with siloxane polymers, measurements 
have been made with polymethyltrifluoropropylsiloxane 
[repeat unit (CFsCH2CH2Si(CHs)O)] containing a 
dipolar side group. The polymer had a number-average 
molecular weight of about 2000, as supplied by Dow 
Coming Ltd. The glass transition Tg was about -71°C 
(referred to a scan rate of 1 °C/min) as determined by 
RAPRA from d.s.c, measurements. The polymer did 
not crystallize. The dielectric behaviour of this polymer 
was evaluated using a laboratory constructed 3 terminal 
dielectric cell as described previously 2 and a G.R.1615A 
Capacitance Bridge over the frequency range 102-105 Hz 
and temperature range -190°C to 0°C. The polymer 
samples were stored over P205 in vacuo for at least 3 h 
before use in order to minimize air and water absorption. 

The plots of loss factor against temperature for poly- 
methyltrifluoropropylsiloxane are shown in Figure 1 and 
indicate two relaxations, the a occurring in the tempera- 
ture region - 8 0  to -30°C and the /3 occurring in the 
glassy region over the range -190 to -130°C. For the 
o~ relaxation the shape of the plots of loss factor (" 
against log frequency f were independent of temperature, 
since for the normalized plots of ( " / ~  against loglo(f/fm) 
all the points fell on a smooth asymmetric master curve. 
This had a total half width A (for (" = (~n/2) of about 1.75. 
The decay function ¢(t) for charge was evaluated from 
the normalized plot as described previously 2 using 
Romberg (numerical) integration and conformed to the 
empirical decay function ¢(t) = exp-  (t/To)P with/3 = 0"67. 
This is similar to the value of 0.62 found for polyphenyl- 
methylsiloxaneL The plot of logz0fm against IO00/T was 
linear (Figure 2) and from the slope the experimental 
activation energy AH (equal to 2.303R I d lOglofm/d 1~T I) 
was calculated as l l2kJ/mol (compared to 320kJ/mol 
for polyphenylmethylsiloxane). The magnitude E s - ~  

of the o~ relaxation was calculated from the equation 4: 

( , s -  ,~)= = k,~ Alogzof (1) 

with k=  1"66 and was found to be in the range 5-5-6.0 
over the range of temperature used. This is over ten 
times larger than the values z found for the a relaxation 
in polydimethylsiloxane and polyphenylmethylsiloxane. 

The /3 relaxation is of much smaller magnitude than 
the a relaxation as shown in Figure 1. The half-width 
of the plots against log frequency was about 4--5 decades 
with peak heights in the region 0.026--0.030 in the range 
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of temperature used ( -  160 to - 180°C). This gives an 
average magnitude (~8-Eoo)p of about 0.22 in the 
temperature range studied, using equation (1) with k = 1-75 
(i.e. assuming that the loss peaks may be expressed in 
terms of a Fuoss-Kirkwood distribution, k being 
independent of the breadth of the distribution 6, 9). Thus 
(~s-E~o)p is considerably less than (Es-E¢o)=. 

The plots of logl0fm against 1000/Tfor the fl relaxation 
was approximately linear (Figure 2) and from the slope 
the experimental activation energy was about 13 k J/tool. 
This low value is somewhat lower than that usually 
found for the fl relaxation in amorphous polymers. 
Assuming that the most probable relaxation time ~- is 
of the form r=A-I [exp( -AS /R)exp(AH/RT)]  for a 
2 site model 1°, where A is of the order of a frequency 
of oscillation of the entity in its equilibrium position 
(1012 Hz) and AS is the entropy of activation, AS was 
calculated from the locus as near zero, certainly much 
lower than that quoted for local motion in poly(ethylene 
terephthalate) n,  or that suggested for local motion in 
the amorphous regions of polychlorotrifluoroethylene 1°. 

In polymers containing rotatable side groups 6-8 (e.g. 
the poly(alkyl methacrylates)] the/3 relaxation has been 
attributed to side group motions whilst in polymers with 
dipoles rigidly attached to the main chain [e.g. poly(ethyl- 
ene terephthalate) or poly(vinyl chloride)] it has been 
assigned to local mode motions 6-s. However, there is 
evidence that the side group motion is not independent 
of the main chain motion 7,12, is and a more satisfactory 
model has recently been proposed 1~, is. A dipole may 
exist in a variety of different local environments and in a 
given environment, r, may be partly relaxed by local 
motions. In polymers with flexible side groups the local 
motion may involve the re-orientation of side groups 
whilst in the absence of side groups the local motion 
involves only short segments of the dipolar chain 
molecule. The dipole moment (auto) correlation func- 
tion 14 averaged over all possible environments is given 
by: 

F(t) = (/~(0)./x(t)) tz 2 - ~=(t )E°prq=r, + 

¢~(t)Y~°prqp,4pr(t) (2) 

~ ( t )  is the decay function for microbrownian motions 
(a process) and ~pr(t) is the decay function for the /3 
process in environment r. °pr is the probability of obtain- 
ing the environment r and q=r = [(/z)r]2//z ~ where (/~)r 
is the mean dipole moment residing in environment r, 
observed over a time scale long compared with that for 
the flr process but short compared with that for the 
process, q~r+q~r = 1. 

Notes to  the Editor 

The complex relative permittivity is then given by: 

"(e°~s)~-':-~°prq=rLP [ d~t(t)] + 

~rOprq#r.~ [ d¢=(t)(opr(t!] 
dt ] (3) 

At low temperatures C~Br(t ) decays far faster than 
~=(t) and equation (3) predicts two relaxation regions, 
a and ft. 

Although (Es-Eoo)#~(Es--E~o)= in polymers °, 7 con- 
taining dipolar groups rigidly attached to the main 
chain, for several polymers containing flexible dipolar 
side groups (Es-~oo)B>(Es--eoo)= 6,1s (e.g. PMMA). In 
polymethyltrifluoropropylsiloxane with a strongly dipolar 
side group, AH and AS for the fl relaxations are very 
small, and (Es- Eoo)a~(~s- Eoo)=, whilst in polydimethyl- 
siloxane and polyphenylmethylsiloxane no fl relaxation 
was detected at all. This suggests that the local motion 
in siloxane polymers may be quite limited and that in 
polymethyltrifluoropropylsiloxane the fl relaxation may 
arise virtually entirely by motion within the side group. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Gaussian elasticity theory of rubberlike networks 
gives the following expression for the stress at uniaxial 
strain by extensionl: 

f = ¢ v R T ( ~ -  A-2)v;-1/a (1) 

where f is the equilibrium force per unit cross-section 
of non-strained dry sample, v is the effective cross- 
linking densiW per volume unit,/~ is the relative elonga- 
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of temperature used ( -  160 to - 180°C). This gives an 
average magnitude (~8-Eoo)p of about 0.22 in the 
temperature range studied, using equation (1) with k = 1-75 
(i.e. assuming that the loss peaks may be expressed in 
terms of a Fuoss-Kirkwood distribution, k being 
independent of the breadth of the distribution 6, 9). Thus 
(~s-E~o)p is considerably less than (Es-E¢o)=. 

The plots of logl0fm against 1000/Tfor the fl relaxation 
was approximately linear (Figure 2) and from the slope 
the experimental activation energy was about 13 k J/tool. 
This low value is somewhat lower than that usually 
found for the fl relaxation in amorphous polymers. 
Assuming that the most probable relaxation time ~- is 
of the form r=A-I [exp( -AS /R)exp(AH/RT)]  for a 
2 site model 1°, where A is of the order of a frequency 
of oscillation of the entity in its equilibrium position 
(1012 Hz) and AS is the entropy of activation, AS was 
calculated from the locus as near zero, certainly much 
lower than that quoted for local motion in poly(ethylene 
terephthalate) n,  or that suggested for local motion in 
the amorphous regions of polychlorotrifluoroethylene 1°. 

In polymers containing rotatable side groups 6-8 (e.g. 
the poly(alkyl methacrylates)] the/3 relaxation has been 
attributed to side group motions whilst in polymers with 
dipoles rigidly attached to the main chain [e.g. poly(ethyl- 
ene terephthalate) or poly(vinyl chloride)] it has been 
assigned to local mode motions 6-s. However, there is 
evidence that the side group motion is not independent 
of the main chain motion 7,12, is and a more satisfactory 
model has recently been proposed 1~, is. A dipole may 
exist in a variety of different local environments and in a 
given environment, r, may be partly relaxed by local 
motions. In polymers with flexible side groups the local 
motion may involve the re-orientation of side groups 
whilst in the absence of side groups the local motion 
involves only short segments of the dipolar chain 
molecule. The dipole moment (auto) correlation func- 
tion 14 averaged over all possible environments is given 
by: 

F(t) = (/~(0)./x(t)) tz 2 - ~=(t )E°prq=r, + 

¢~(t)Y~°prqp,4pr(t) (2) 

~ ( t )  is the decay function for microbrownian motions 
(a process) and ~pr(t) is the decay function for the /3 
process in environment r. °pr is the probability of obtain- 
ing the environment r and q=r = [(/z)r]2//z ~ where (/~)r 
is the mean dipole moment residing in environment r, 
observed over a time scale long compared with that for 
the flr process but short compared with that for the 
process, q~r+q~r = 1. 
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The complex relative permittivity is then given by: 

"(e°~s)~-':-~°prq=rLP [ d~t(t)] + 

~rOprq#r.~ [ d¢=(t)(opr(t!] 
dt ] (3) 

At low temperatures C~Br(t ) decays far faster than 
~=(t) and equation (3) predicts two relaxation regions, 
a and ft. 

Although (Es-Eoo)#~(Es--E~o)= in polymers °, 7 con- 
taining dipolar groups rigidly attached to the main 
chain, for several polymers containing flexible dipolar 
side groups (Es-~oo)B>(Es--eoo)= 6,1s (e.g. PMMA). In 
polymethyltrifluoropropylsiloxane with a strongly dipolar 
side group, AH and AS for the fl relaxations are very 
small, and (Es- Eoo)a~(~s- Eoo)=, whilst in polydimethyl- 
siloxane and polyphenylmethylsiloxane no fl relaxation 
was detected at all. This suggests that the local motion 
in siloxane polymers may be quite limited and that in 
polymethyltrifluoropropylsiloxane the fl relaxation may 
arise virtually entirely by motion within the side group. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Gaussian elasticity theory of rubberlike networks 
gives the following expression for the stress at uniaxial 
strain by extensionl: 

f = ¢ v R T ( ~ -  A-2)v;-1/a (1) 

where f is the equilibrium force per unit cross-section 
of non-strained dry sample, v is the effective cross- 
linking densiW per volume unit,/~ is the relative elonga- 
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tion, vr is the degree of sweUing of the network and ~ is 
the so-called front factor. 

For small strains by compression in swollen state it 
is possible to simplify equation (1) which thus assumes 
the following form~: 

f =4~3vRT~o~o (2) 

where h0 is the original height o unswollen sample and 
Ah is the change in height of the swollen sample due to 
the compressive stress, f.  

As the determination of equilibrium stress for the 
strain of unswollen (dry) samples is rather tedious, it is 
frequently necessary to use swollen samples. There are, 
however, only sporadic papers in the literature which 
are concerned with the effect of solvent on the determina- 
tion of v from stress-strain relations a-5. In this paper 
the effect of solvent on the determination of crosslinking 
density according to equation (2) is discussed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 
The ethylene-propylene copolymer (EP) (Dutral; 

ethylene content 45mo1~o; Mn--7x 104) was used for 
experiments. Dicumyl peroxide (DCP), precipitated 
three times from ethanol, was used as crosslinking 
agent. 

Methods 
The vulcanization mixtures of EP with DCP were 

prepared in a laboratory calender. For 100 parts by 
weight of copolymer 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, or 5.0 parts by weight 
of DCP were used. The samples were vulcanized in a 
laboratory press at 160°C for 45rain in the form of 
foils of about 1 mm or 6 mm thickness. 

The samples with the dimensions according to ASTM-D 
1708-5 ST were cut from the foils I mm thick. These 
samples were used for the determination of the relation- 
ship between equilibrium stress and elongation in dry 
state. The measurements were performed with a Cam- 
bridge Textile Extensometer adapted to the thermo- 
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at 70°C after about 5-7 h relaxation. The measurements 
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were cut from the foils of 6 mm thickness. These samples, 
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Table I Solvents used 
and their solubility 
parameters 9,1o 
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Figure I Relationship between the effective crosslinking density 
v and the solubility parameter of the solvent used 8s for the 
ethylene--propylene copolymer (100 parts by weight) crosslinked 
with dicumyl peroxide, x, 2; A, 3; @, 4; ©, 5 parts by weight 
DCP 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The crosslinking density, v, of individual samples 
swollen in different swelling agents was calculated from 
equation (2) assuming that ~ = 1. The values of v found 
are, however, different according to the solvent used. 
Provided the difference between the solubility parameters 
of polymer, 8~.p, and swelling agent, ~s, is taken for 
the measure of the quality of swelling agent, this method 
gives higher values of v in a poorer swelling agent 
(Figure 1). For the samples crosslinked to a higher 
degree the differences between the values found for v 
are higher. It is worth noticing that the error introduced 
by simplifying equation (1) is negligible because of the 
use of low strains (to 5 ~o). 

The fact that different values of v are obtained by 
using different swelling agents is likely because of the 
assumption that ~ in equation (2) is a constant (~ 1). 
According to some workers 7, s ~=r2o/r~ holds where 
ro 2 is the mean square end-to-end distance of the network 
chains in the unstretched, unswollen state and r~ is the 
mean square end-to-end distance that the network 
chains would assume in the stretched (swollen) state 
if the crosslinks were removed. From the paper by 
Tobolsky and Goebel s it follows that ~ is not a constant. 
Parameter r~ increases with the improving quality of 
solvent. This fact suggests that the calculated values 
of v (provided ~ = 1) decrease with the improving quality 
of swelling agent. 

Assuming that the ratio of r~ in the two different 
solvents is proportional to the swelling ratio of the 
sample in these swelling agents according to: 
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Figure 2 Variation of the modified values of crosslinking density 
with the solubility parameter of the swelling agents used for 
the ethylene-propylene copolymer (100 parts by weight) cross- 
linked with dicumyl peroxide, x, 2; A, 3; 0, 4; O, 5 parts by 
weight DCP 

r f y 2  - -  ~2/3 (3) 
vry 

(indices x and y denote different swelling agents), 
equation (2) assumes the form: 

Ah 
f = 3vRT~o v ~  a (4) 

The use of equation (4) allows the determined values 
to be recalculated so that they are independent of  the 
solvent used. In Figure 2 the values of v adjusted accord- 
ing to equation (4) are presented while the values v 
(or respectively vr) measured in cyclohexane are taken 
for the reference values. 

For comparison, the values of  v for the dry samples 

Notes to the Editor 

Table 2 Properties of the EP vulcanizates 
obtained by different methods 

vX 10 4 (mol /cm s) 

DCP 
(parts by wt) Mooney-Rivlin Cluff* 

£ 0.20 0.21 
3 0.52 0.61 
4 0.86 0.83 
5 0-84 0.85 

* Samples swollen in cyclohexane 

subjected to strain by extension were also determined 
by using the well-known Mooney-Rivlin equationa: 

f = 2A00 t - ;~-2)(C1 + C2)t -x) (5) 

in which the following identity is generally supposed: 

2C1 = vRT (6) 

As evident from Table 2 the values calculated according 
to equation (5) for dry samples are approximately 
equal to the values of v determined from equation (2) 
for the samples swollen in cyclohexane. 
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ERRATA 

'Conversion of  work of  deformation to heat in polymers' by 
P. Zoller and H. Bont, Polymer 1974, I5, 239-242. 

Equation (16) on page 241 should read: 

sO(to)---lOO[1 f 

This equation, with fz and./2 as previously given (Table 2) permits the calculation of 
the conversion factor for a given distribution of  relaxation times H(~-). 

The last paragraph of  the paper was based on the wrong expression for equation 
(16) and should be ignored. 
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Letters 

On the structure of equibinary cis. 
1,4-11,2-polybutadiene by lsC n.m.r. 

18C n.m.r, spectroscopy has been recognized as a powerful 
tool for studying the structure of polybutadienes 1-5. 
As reported in previous papers 6, 7 the resonance region 
of the carbon double bond is very sensitive to small 
differences in the sequence distribution of cis and trans 
units in the polymer chain. 

The purpose of this communication is to report the 
first results observed in the z3C n.m.r, spectrum of 
polybutadiene containing cis-l,4- and -1,2-units in the 
backbone chain. The polymer sample under study 
contains 46% cis-, 3% trans- and 51% 1,2-units in 
random-like enchainment. 

Figure 1 shows the expanded spectrum of the olefinic 
carbon atoms. Within the resolution of the spectrometer 

4 -'CH:C.- 

X 

-CH=CH2 5 
6 

i i i i | i i i 

144 142 131 129 127 

PPm 

-CH --xCH2 

115 113 

Figure I Expanded z3C n.m.r, spectrum of equibinary cis-l,4-/-1,2- 
polybutadiene in the resonance region of the carbno double 
bond (OMTS=0ppm) ~, 

8 signals are resolved clearly in the region of the cis-1,4 
double bond atoms. These resonance signals result from 
neighbouring influences of 1,2-units. In a sequence of 
three monomer units, e.g. vinyl(v)/cis-l,4(c)/vinyl(v), 
(-v/el-v): 

C H = C H  
/ \ 

--CH~--CH--CH2 CH~--CH2--CH-- 
I I 

CH CH 
][ ]l 
CH2 CH2 

the resonance signals of the two carbon atoms of the 
cis-l,4 double bond have different chemical shifts owing 
to their different distances to the vinyl side group. In 
analogy to low molecular weight alkanes s and alkanes ~ 
we determined an empirical set of parameters which 
take into account whether the double bond of the vinyl 

group is three (y) or four (8) carbon bonds away from 
that carbon atom of the cis-l,4 double bond under 
consideration. The parameters (y') and (8') refer to the 
influence of the vinyl double bond on the opposite side of 
the cis-l,4 double bond. Head-to-tail addition is highly 
probable because no other signals for other linkages 
could be verified. Consequently four parameters describe 
the influence of the vinyl group on the resonance signals 
of the cis-l,4 double bond atoms relatively to the cis-l,4 
block signals at 128.91 ppm. 

= - 1.60 ppm y' = + 0.48 ppm 

8= +0.48 ppm 8'= -0.365pp 

Assignment of the signals of the cis-l,4 double bond 
atoms and relative intensities are listed in Table 1. The 

Table I Chemical shift data and relative intensities in cis-l,4-/- 
1,2-polybutadiene. Resonance region of the cis-l,4 carbon 
double bond 

Chem. Relative intensities 
Carbon shift 

Signal atom Sequence (ppm) Exp. Calc.* 

1 - - ~ = C - -  

8 
7 

126.89 0.05 0.14 
-v/c]-v 127.00 0.08 
-v/c/c 12"/.31 0.13 0.12 
c/c/-v 128.49 0.04 0.12 

128.60 0.08 
c/c/c 128.91 0.25 0.23 
c/c/-v 129.39 0.22 0.25 
-v/c/c 
-v/c/-v 129.88 0.14 0.14 

* Calculated from a Bernoullian distribution 

assignment has been proved by the 13C n.m.r, spectra of 
pure cis-l,4 and isomerized polybutadienes 6 and by 
comparison of experimental peak intensities with those 
calculated from a Bernoullian distribution of the mono- 
mer units in the polymer chain. 

Signals 1 and 3, however, are split up by + 0"055 ppm 
into two single resonances. These additional signals may 
result from the asymmetric carbon atom of the 1,2-unit 
on the opposite side of the cis-l,4 double bond. Addition- 
ally the next following monomer unit may have influence. 
Signals 6 and 7 were expected to split also into two signals. 
This is not detectable, however, within the given resolu- 
tion. 

On the other hand, the influence of neighbouring 
cis-l,4-units on the chemical shift of the vinyl carbon 
atoms has been detected in the resonance region of the 
configurational triads and pentads of 1,2-polybutadienes 5. 
Unfortunately, as shown in Figure 1, the difference in 
chemical shifts of configuration 1,2- and of compositional 
1,2-/1,4- sequences are too small to be resolved by the 
spectrometer. 

Experimental 
The equibinary cis-l,4-/-1,2-polybutadiene was poly- 
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merized with Co(Ill) triacetonylacetate/AIEts/Hg.O cata- 
lyst according to the method of Furukawa et aL 1°. The 
proton decoupled z3C n.m.r, spectra were obtained in 
CDC13 at 35°C with a HX 270 (Spectrospin AG, Ziirich) 
at 67-88 MHz. Internal standard was octamethyltetrasil- 
oxane (OMTS) = 0 ppm. 
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Polypropylene stability adversely 
affected by volatile oxidation 
products 

In one of frequently used tests for measuring antioxidant 
effectiveness, the polymer compositions are oven-aged 
at selected temperatures 1. The results obtained from 
such tests and those from individual cell ageing units 
are often difficult to reconcile 2. It seems that in the case 
where many samples of different stability are exposed 
simultaneously the tendency of equalization of results is 
observed whereas the testing arrangements where indi- 
vidual samples are examined seem to discriminate better 
between two unlike samples. We wish to present results 
that could offer a possible explanation to this pheno- 
menon. 

Since all the samples being oven tested are more or 
less subjected to the influence of  volatile products 
evolved from those samples which are already decompos- 
ing, it was of interest to examine the role of these volatiles 
in polypropylene thermo-oxidation. 

Two polypropylene strips (each 0.2 g), one of which 
was fully stabilized and the other was either unstabilized 
or only partly stabilized (see Table 1), were placed into 
an open test-tube in such a manner that the direct 
contact of samples was avoided, the strips being 8 mm 
apart. The tube was then heated to 150°C until the 
deterioration of both samples occurred. The time required 

Letters 

for the appearance of first surface cracks was considered 
as the induction period, Ip. The value of Ip was noted 
for each strip. The results in Table 1 show that the 
induction period of a fully stabilized sample is strongly 
influenced by the second sample of the pair and it may 
Table 1 Induction periods ofvariouspoly propylene sample pairs 

Samples /p (days) 

Fully stabilized pair 58 
60 

Unstabilized 1 
Fully stabilized 4 
Irganox 1076 (Ciba-Geigy) (0-1%w/w) 20 
Fully stabilized 20 
Dilauryl thiodipropionate (0.3%w/w) 28 
Fully stabilized 31 
Tinuvin ,327 (Ciba-Geigy) (0.6%w/w) 1 
Fully stabilized 3 

Fully stabilized samples contained 0.1%w/w Irganox 1076, 
0.25%w/w dilauryl thiodipropionate, 0.5%w/w Tinuvin 327 and 
0.15%w/w calcium stearate 

4 
/ 

5 

| I I I 

/ --  

I I 
20 IO O 

Time (rain) 
Figurei Fractogram of polypropylenethermo-oxidation products. 
Sample size, 0.6~I; column, 6ft Carbowax 1540 on Chromosorb; 
temperature, 50--130°C; carrier gas, argon; flow, 30ml/min. 
I, Acetaldehyde; 2, acetone; 3, biacetyl; 4, acetic acid; 5, 
pyruvic acid 
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be reduced  f rom 60 days  down to even 3--4 days.  More -  
over,  the fact  that ,  under  given condi t ions ,  the  fully 
s tabi l ized sample  canno t  survive the a l ready  degrad ing  
sample  by  more  than  three days  indicates tha t  volati les 
fo rmed  due to  degrada t ion  are  involved.  Table 1 also 
indicates  tha t  these volat i les  are  arising f rom the oxida t ion  
o f  po lymer  and  no t  f rom the decompos i t ion  o f  addit ives.  

W e  isolated the l iquid mixture  o f  p roduc ts  fo rmed  
dur ing  po lypropy lene  the rmo-ox ida t ion  at  150°C in pure  
oxygen. The mixture  was well resolved using gas - l iqu id  
c h r o m a t o g r a p h y  (Figure 1). Some of  the degrada t ion  
produc ts  were identif ied by  compara t ive  gas ch roma to -  
g raphy  using different co lumn packings  and  are  l isted in 
Table 2. 

These compounds ,  as well as the  or iginal  l iquid 
mixture  o f  degrada t ion  products ,  were in t roduced  into  
the system in which the po lymer  samples  were degrading.  
Wi th  the except ion o f  acetone all the c o m p o u n d s  sub- 
s tant ia l ly  accelerate  the the rmo-ox ida t ion  o f  fully 

Table 2 Degradation of fully stabilized polypropylene in the 
presence of various compounds 

Compound Ip (days) 

34 
Acetone 34 
Acetic acid 3 
Acetaldehyde 4 
Biacetyl 3 
Degradation products mixture 5 

stabi l ized po lypropy lene  samples  p laced in an  oxygen 
filled, sealed glass tube  (70ml)  hea ted  at  140°C, the 
a m o u n t  o f  a d d e d  l iquid being 5/zl (see Table 2). In  o rder  
to f ind out  whether  these addi t ions  influence also the  
degrada t ion  o f  unstabi l ized polypropylene ,  the experi-  
ment  was repeated,  degrading  the la t ter  a t  80°C. A t  this 
t empera tu re  the  process  is sufficiently s lowed down to 
see the differences in Ip values. N o  influence on the 
Ip values,  however,  was observed this t ime. This is in 
agreement  with the observat ion  o f  Mil ler  et aL 3 who 
examined the influence o f  ace ta ldehyde  on the degrada-  
t ion o f  pure  polypropylene .  

I t  seems tha t  the deleter ious effects o f  degrada t ion  
produc ts  fo rmed  th rough  po lypropylene  the rmo-ox ida-  
t ion consists o f  the a t t ack  on stabil izing addit ives and  
thus increasing the ra te  o f  their  consumpt ion .  

The  observed effect o f  volati les should  be taken  into  
cons idera t ion  when designing accelerated ageing tests. 

J. Sedld~ and d. Pdc 

Research Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, 
656 49 Brno, Czechoslovakia 
(Received 21 June 1974) 
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Book Reviews 

Plastic foams 
Edited by K. C. Frisch and J. H. Saunders 
Marcel Dekker, New York, 1973, Part II, 572 pp. $47.50 

This is Part II of a USA monograph series, Part I being pub- 
lished in 1972 (reviewed in Polymer 1973, 14, 175) and dealing with 
foams from flexible polymers. Rigid foams are described in this 
second volume coveting both organic and inorganic polymeric 
structural materials. In this sense the book is unique, which is 
perhaps as well as the price of $47.50 will surely put it firmly in the 
'library only' price bracket. Despite this disadvantage, the authors 
have carried out an excellent job in bringing together a new team 
of industrially based authors whose contribution is valuable in 
presenting a current account of many new commercial foam systems 
with the latest developments in older cellular technologies. 

Chapters are written on established foams from rigid polyure- 
thanes, polystyrene and related thermoplastics, phenolics, urea- 
formaldehyde, epoxy resins. A special chapter has been compiled 
on new high temperature resistant plastic foams based on polyiso- 
cyanates, polybenzimidazoles, polyamides. This is most timely 
given the current pressing needs of fire retardancy and low smoke 
emission requirements in structural foams. 

A wide range of cellular polymers not yet in large scale commer- 
cial production but possessing interesting potential is detailed. 
Thus covered are poly(vinyl carbazole), pyroxyl, polyester, cellulose 
acetate, poly(vinyl alcohol) formaldehyde, polyamide, irradiated 
acrylic, fluorocarbon, polysulphone, ionomer, temperature-adapt- 
able fabrics and temperature-reversible foams. 

Unusually, inorganic foams are included based on glass, metals, 
refractories, concrete and sulphur. This area is little touched upon 
by most polymer publications but must now be regarded of much 
future importance with the increasingly stringent fire resistance 
performance now demanded. A further section on thermal decom- 
position and flammability emphasizes such present interest, it being 
supported by an account of cell geometry on foam performance. 

Application areas are included in some detail. Usually the product 
and field use of foams is neglected in polymer technology books 

despite their crucial importance and the fact that the majority of 
technical personnel earn their living in such areas. Uses covered 
over three chapters are transportation, agricultural, military and 
space applications. 

No author or subject index is provided in Part I; Part II contains 
a rather meagre index supplemented by detailed chapter contents. 
Printing and paper quality are first-class and few typographical 
errors were noted. A minor criticism concerns the exclusive use of 
USA trade names and units perpetuating the need for most technical 
personnel to remain conversant with imperial, cgs and SI systems. 

Undoubtedly this book provides much information which would 
be very useful for new entrants to the growing specialized foam 
field and serve as a balanced review for older established practi- 
tioners. As material costs increase and scarcity grows, so foamed 
structures offer many cost and weight economy advantages; hence 
this book and its companion volume are welcome and timely 
additions to the now rapidly growing volume of foam literature. 
Chemists and foam technologists will likely be the personnel most 
likely to require access to this book supplemented by marketing 
people interested in exploiting the various new application areas. 

C. Hepburn 

Conformational properties of macromolecules 
A. J. Hop finger 
Academic Press, New York, 1974, 348 pp. £11.30 

The need which this book sets out to fill is very real: to provide 
an up-to-date review of theoretical conformational analysis, 
including (to quote from the jacket) 'in-depth discussions of the 
forces that dictate molecular conformation'. 

The reviewer found the stated objectives only imperfectly fulfilled. 
The mathematics is often expressed verbally at excessive length. 
On p 26, 'x~>xj for i>j is rendered, 'each successive skeletal 
atom has an associated x coordinate which has greater positive 
value than the x coordinate of any preceding atom (any atom whose 
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be reduced  f rom 60 days  down to even 3--4 days.  More -  
over,  the fact  that ,  under  given condi t ions ,  the  fully 
s tabi l ized sample  canno t  survive the a l ready  degrad ing  
sample  by  more  than  three days  indicates tha t  volati les 
fo rmed  due to  degrada t ion  are  involved.  Table 1 also 
indicates  tha t  these volat i les  are  arising f rom the oxida t ion  
o f  po lymer  and  no t  f rom the decompos i t ion  o f  addit ives.  

W e  isolated the l iquid mixture  o f  p roduc ts  fo rmed  
dur ing  po lypropy lene  the rmo-ox ida t ion  at  150°C in pure  
oxygen. The mixture  was well resolved using gas - l iqu id  
c h r o m a t o g r a p h y  (Figure 1). Some of  the degrada t ion  
produc ts  were identif ied by  compara t ive  gas ch roma to -  
g raphy  using different co lumn packings  and  are  l isted in 
Table 2. 

These compounds ,  as well as the  or iginal  l iquid 
mixture  o f  degrada t ion  products ,  were in t roduced  into  
the system in which the po lymer  samples  were degrading.  
Wi th  the except ion o f  acetone all the c o m p o u n d s  sub- 
s tant ia l ly  accelerate  the the rmo-ox ida t ion  o f  fully 

Table 2 Degradation of fully stabilized polypropylene in the 
presence of various compounds 

Compound Ip (days) 

34 
Acetone 34 
Acetic acid 3 
Acetaldehyde 4 
Biacetyl 3 
Degradation products mixture 5 

stabi l ized po lypropy lene  samples  p laced in an  oxygen 
filled, sealed glass tube  (70ml)  hea ted  at  140°C, the 
a m o u n t  o f  a d d e d  l iquid being 5/zl (see Table 2). In  o rder  
to f ind out  whether  these addi t ions  influence also the  
degrada t ion  o f  unstabi l ized polypropylene ,  the experi-  
ment  was repeated,  degrading  the la t ter  a t  80°C. A t  this 
t empera tu re  the  process  is sufficiently s lowed down to 
see the differences in Ip values. N o  influence on the 
Ip values,  however,  was observed this t ime. This is in 
agreement  with the observat ion  o f  Mil ler  et aL 3 who 
examined the influence o f  ace ta ldehyde  on the degrada-  
t ion o f  pure  polypropylene .  

I t  seems tha t  the deleter ious effects o f  degrada t ion  
produc ts  fo rmed  th rough  po lypropylene  the rmo-ox ida-  
t ion consists o f  the a t t ack  on stabil izing addit ives and  
thus increasing the ra te  o f  their  consumpt ion .  

The  observed effect o f  volati les should  be taken  into  
cons idera t ion  when designing accelerated ageing tests. 

J. Sedld~ and d. Pdc 

Research Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, 
656 49 Brno, Czechoslovakia 
(Received 21 June 1974) 
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emission requirements in structural foams. 
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Unusually, inorganic foams are included based on glass, metals, 
refractories, concrete and sulphur. This area is little touched upon 
by most polymer publications but must now be regarded of much 
future importance with the increasingly stringent fire resistance 
performance now demanded. A further section on thermal decom- 
position and flammability emphasizes such present interest, it being 
supported by an account of cell geometry on foam performance. 

Application areas are included in some detail. Usually the product 
and field use of foams is neglected in polymer technology books 

despite their crucial importance and the fact that the majority of 
technical personnel earn their living in such areas. Uses covered 
over three chapters are transportation, agricultural, military and 
space applications. 

No author or subject index is provided in Part I; Part II contains 
a rather meagre index supplemented by detailed chapter contents. 
Printing and paper quality are first-class and few typographical 
errors were noted. A minor criticism concerns the exclusive use of 
USA trade names and units perpetuating the need for most technical 
personnel to remain conversant with imperial, cgs and SI systems. 

Undoubtedly this book provides much information which would 
be very useful for new entrants to the growing specialized foam 
field and serve as a balanced review for older established practi- 
tioners. As material costs increase and scarcity grows, so foamed 
structures offer many cost and weight economy advantages; hence 
this book and its companion volume are welcome and timely 
additions to the now rapidly growing volume of foam literature. 
Chemists and foam technologists will likely be the personnel most 
likely to require access to this book supplemented by marketing 
people interested in exploiting the various new application areas. 

C. Hepburn 
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The need which this book sets out to fill is very real: to provide 
an up-to-date review of theoretical conformational analysis, 
including (to quote from the jacket) 'in-depth discussions of the 
forces that dictate molecular conformation'. 

The reviewer found the stated objectives only imperfectly fulfilled. 
The mathematics is often expressed verbally at excessive length. 
On p 26, 'x~>xj for i>j is rendered, 'each successive skeletal 
atom has an associated x coordinate which has greater positive 
value than the x coordinate of any preceding atom (any atom whose 
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label number is a smaller integer)'. Besides, a few lines later, a 
definition is said to be rendered unique by a procedure which does 
not render it unique in all cases. The physical and chemical theory 
is occasionally marred by basic misstatements. On p 49 it is clearly 
implied that thermodynamic behaviour such as phase transition 
can in principle be explained in terms of interparticle potentials 
like that of Lennard-Jones, only if the parameters occurring therein 
are made temperature-dependent. In reality, such potentials are 
capable of modelling thermodynamic and transition behaviour 
without making them dependent on temperature; such dependence 
runs counter to the basic framework of statistical mechanics, 
although it is used as an empirical adjustment to compensate other 
faults in the model. On p 164, an equilibrium constant is wrongly 
defined without regard to stoichiometry since n units are made to 
disappear and n+j to appear. But the book's worst fault is the lack 
of critical assessment of data, which are often presented in tables 
without clear indication of their sources or error limits. Table I - I ,  
for instance, lists Lermard-Jones parameter A, for various contact 
pairs, all to 0-1 kcal-Ar/mole, though individual values vary almost 
20-fold. The text warns against numerous approximations in the 
underlying computations, without disclosing them adequately. On 
p 132, it 'is left to the reader to decide upon the reliability of the 
proposed potential functions for a specific type of structural calcu- 
lation'. Thereafter, however, chapter three, at least, does give a 
helpfully critical evaluation of the accuracy and refinement of 
potential functions. 

This book could in principle fill a much greater need than this 
first edition suggests. A thoroughly revised text, with fuller authenti- 
cation of calculations and data, and less wordy exposition elsewhere, 
would make an early second edition worthwhile. In particular, 
those working on conformational computer calculations often have 
to rely on verbal instructions from programming experts for want 
of guidance in published form; Professor Hopfinger could help 
here by including more details of his programming procedures. 

M. Gordon 

Polymer chemistry 
B. Vollmert (Translated by E. H. Immergut) 
Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1973, 630 pp. $27.80 

This book takes on the formidable task of covering the whole 
field of polymer chemistry and physics in a single volume. Clearly 
any author of  such a work must be prepared to tackle a very wide 
range of subjects indeed. On the other hand, most reviewers are 
likely to find their own knowledge rather limited in relation to 
certain parts of the book, and so tend to evaluate reliability in 
relation to those parts where their expertise is more well developed. 

Generally the level is that of the advanced student. In the first 
chapters the chemistry of polymers and their preparation is sys- 
tematically set out. Thus the first 250 pages cover the major poly- 
merization processes, normally approaching the subject from the 
organic chemist's point of view, although a substantial amount of 
kinetic treatment is also included. The next 30-40 pages then give 
a short summary of  recent work in the field of  biopolymers including 
DNA, protein synthesis and biosynthesis. The strictly chemical 
part of the book then closes with sections covering graft and block 
copolymer and the chemical reactions of polymer chains (mainly 
degradation processes). 

There follows a large section on the macromolecular coil, 
molecular weight distribution and the solution properties of poly- 
mers (about 130 pages). The properties of polymers in the rubbery 
and solid state are finally dealt with in some 60 pages. This part is, 
of course, rather short, as is perhaps appropriate in a book on 
polymer chemistry, but it nevertheless goes well beyond the require- 
ments of a work dealing exclusively with chemical properties and 
reactions. 

The main value of the book lies in a comprehensive presentation 
of the chemistry of polymerization processes. These are generally 
very good, though in the case of Ziegler polymerization the bimetal- 
lic mechanism of Patat and Sinn is rather exclusively presented 
and Cossee's monometallic mechanism is mentioned only in the 
section dealing with soluble AI-Ti complexes. 

On the physical side the book is not quite up to date in discussing 
the structure of block copolymers, though crystalline polymers both 
natural and synthetic are well summarized. Further though strength 
and toughness are discussed, modem theories of yield and fracture 
are omitted, and crazing is not mentioned as having anything to do 
with the properties of impact polystyrene. On the other hand, the 
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structural information on the preparation of high impact pol- 
styrene is very good. These limitations no doubt reflect the great 
difficulties which face any single author in providing a comprehen- 
sive work of this nature. 

The general presentation of the work is very satisfactory, though 
the inclusion of some of the main references would have been help- 
ful. Translation from the German is fully adequate, though not 
completely free from Germanic structures. The foreign origin is also 
apparent in the use of kw as the propagation content in a radical 
polymerization (normally k~) and by the description of poly(vinyl 
alcohol) monomer on p 14 as 'not bystanding'. In spite, however, 
of these minor blemishes the reviewer can recommend the book as 
a good summary of modern polymer chemistry. 

R. N. Haward 

Allyl compounds and their polymers (including 
polyolefins) 
C. E. Schildknecht 
Wiley-lnterscience, New York & London, 1973, 
736 pp..£.15.50 

The books of Cal Schildknecht have been of considerable value 
to many of us concerned over the years with polymer science and 
technology. His Vinyl and Related Polymers published by Wiley in 
1952 formed a major source of information and reference, as did 
his Polymer Processes which appeared a few years later as Vol X 
of the Interscience High Polymers series, and one therefore took 
up his latest book with considerable interest and expectation. It 
forms Vol XXVIII of this same series and has the uniform binding, 
but there was some dismay on seeing the lay-out and type which, 
although no doubt helping to keep down costs, hardly contribute 
to comfortable reading, However, a glance at the contents list 
showed how comprehensive and erudite one could expect his book 
to be and on reading it there was no disappointment. 

As the title implies, the book deals with all aspects of compounds 
in which the CH2:CHCH" or related groups occur and surveys 
the preparation, chemical reactions and properties of such com- 
pounds, their behaviour towards polymerization and copolymeriza- 
tion, and their applications in plastics, elastomers, fibres, and 
adhesives. Other aspects where allylic compounds enter into flavours, 
perfumes, bactericides, insecticides, pharmaceuticals, catalysts, are 
also included (and often make fascinating reading) so that in all the 
book forms a welcome and useful addition to the literature not only 
of polymer organic chemistry but also of organic synthesis in 
general. It is based on a carefully made and extensive collection 
of the scientific and patent literature and one cannot but be impressed 
by its wide coverage. 

The thirty-one chapters deal with polymerization and copolymeri- 
zation in vinyls and alkenes, discussing the effects of structure, and 
in a very comprehensive manner with the preparation and behaviour 
of allylic compounds---oleflns, halides, alcohols, ethers, acids, 
amides, esters, etc.; included also are derivatives where phosphorus, 
silicon, boron and metal complexes are involved. For many of the 
compounds discussed preparative detail, often taken from patent 
examples, is given. Lists give some physical constants and primary 
references, while each chapter carries a list of references to the 
relevant scientific, patent and commercial literature, so bringing 
each survey very much up-to-date. 

In this comprehensive, almost encyclopaedic, review, the author 
shows the wide applications of aUyl compounds in many branches 
of polymer chemistry where they give rise to novel or modified 
materials like CR39 resins, diallyl phthalate, triallyl cyanurate, 
acrylic copolymers, starch ethers, and polyelectrolytes for floccu- 
lants, conducting and ion-exchange materials. 

Despite covering such a wide field the contents of each chapter 
are well defined and it is easy to select portions relating to specific 
topics. A good index is provided but surprisingly this does not 
include the Alfin catalysts mentioned on p 712. The book appears 
to have been well edited and few errors appear (the formulae or 
nomenclature on page 274 and references 100 and 101 in Chapter 3 
need attention). 

This book fills a gap in the literature of polymer and organic 
chemistry and as such will be of value to a large number of academic 
and industrial workers and to students, useful both as a textbook 
and as a source of reference. On modem standards the price is not 
excessive and there is no doubt that it is worthy of its place as 
Vol XXVIII of the well-known High Polymers series. 

R. J. IV. Reynolds 
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be reduced  f rom 60 days  down to even 3--4 days.  More -  
over,  the fact  that ,  under  given condi t ions ,  the  fully 
s tabi l ized sample  canno t  survive the a l ready  degrad ing  
sample  by  more  than  three days  indicates tha t  volati les 
fo rmed  due to  degrada t ion  are  involved.  Table 1 also 
indicates  tha t  these volat i les  are  arising f rom the oxida t ion  
o f  po lymer  and  no t  f rom the decompos i t ion  o f  addit ives.  

W e  isolated the l iquid mixture  o f  p roduc ts  fo rmed  
dur ing  po lypropy lene  the rmo-ox ida t ion  at  150°C in pure  
oxygen. The mixture  was well resolved using gas - l iqu id  
c h r o m a t o g r a p h y  (Figure 1). Some of  the degrada t ion  
produc ts  were identif ied by  compara t ive  gas ch roma to -  
g raphy  using different co lumn packings  and  are  l isted in 
Table 2. 

These compounds ,  as well as the  or iginal  l iquid 
mixture  o f  degrada t ion  products ,  were in t roduced  into  
the system in which the po lymer  samples  were degrading.  
Wi th  the except ion o f  acetone all the c o m p o u n d s  sub- 
s tant ia l ly  accelerate  the the rmo-ox ida t ion  o f  fully 

Table 2 Degradation of fully stabilized polypropylene in the 
presence of various compounds 

Compound Ip (days) 

34 
Acetone 34 
Acetic acid 3 
Acetaldehyde 4 
Biacetyl 3 
Degradation products mixture 5 

stabi l ized po lypropy lene  samples  p laced in an  oxygen 
filled, sealed glass tube  (70ml)  hea ted  at  140°C, the 
a m o u n t  o f  a d d e d  l iquid being 5/zl (see Table 2). In  o rder  
to f ind out  whether  these addi t ions  influence also the  
degrada t ion  o f  unstabi l ized polypropylene ,  the experi-  
ment  was repeated,  degrading  the la t ter  a t  80°C. A t  this 
t empera tu re  the  process  is sufficiently s lowed down to 
see the differences in Ip values. N o  influence on the 
Ip values,  however,  was observed this t ime. This is in 
agreement  with the observat ion  o f  Mil ler  et aL 3 who 
examined the influence o f  ace ta ldehyde  on the degrada-  
t ion o f  pure  polypropylene .  

I t  seems tha t  the deleter ious effects o f  degrada t ion  
produc ts  fo rmed  th rough  po lypropylene  the rmo-ox ida-  
t ion consists o f  the a t t ack  on stabil izing addit ives and  
thus increasing the ra te  o f  their  consumpt ion .  

The  observed effect o f  volati les should  be taken  into  
cons idera t ion  when designing accelerated ageing tests. 

J. Sedld~ and d. Pdc 

Research Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, 
656 49 Brno, Czechoslovakia 
(Received 21 June 1974) 
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This is Part II of a USA monograph series, Part I being pub- 
lished in 1972 (reviewed in Polymer 1973, 14, 175) and dealing with 
foams from flexible polymers. Rigid foams are described in this 
second volume coveting both organic and inorganic polymeric 
structural materials. In this sense the book is unique, which is 
perhaps as well as the price of $47.50 will surely put it firmly in the 
'library only' price bracket. Despite this disadvantage, the authors 
have carried out an excellent job in bringing together a new team 
of industrially based authors whose contribution is valuable in 
presenting a current account of many new commercial foam systems 
with the latest developments in older cellular technologies. 

Chapters are written on established foams from rigid polyure- 
thanes, polystyrene and related thermoplastics, phenolics, urea- 
formaldehyde, epoxy resins. A special chapter has been compiled 
on new high temperature resistant plastic foams based on polyiso- 
cyanates, polybenzimidazoles, polyamides. This is most timely 
given the current pressing needs of fire retardancy and low smoke 
emission requirements in structural foams. 

A wide range of cellular polymers not yet in large scale commer- 
cial production but possessing interesting potential is detailed. 
Thus covered are poly(vinyl carbazole), pyroxyl, polyester, cellulose 
acetate, poly(vinyl alcohol) formaldehyde, polyamide, irradiated 
acrylic, fluorocarbon, polysulphone, ionomer, temperature-adapt- 
able fabrics and temperature-reversible foams. 

Unusually, inorganic foams are included based on glass, metals, 
refractories, concrete and sulphur. This area is little touched upon 
by most polymer publications but must now be regarded of much 
future importance with the increasingly stringent fire resistance 
performance now demanded. A further section on thermal decom- 
position and flammability emphasizes such present interest, it being 
supported by an account of cell geometry on foam performance. 

Application areas are included in some detail. Usually the product 
and field use of foams is neglected in polymer technology books 

despite their crucial importance and the fact that the majority of 
technical personnel earn their living in such areas. Uses covered 
over three chapters are transportation, agricultural, military and 
space applications. 

No author or subject index is provided in Part I; Part II contains 
a rather meagre index supplemented by detailed chapter contents. 
Printing and paper quality are first-class and few typographical 
errors were noted. A minor criticism concerns the exclusive use of 
USA trade names and units perpetuating the need for most technical 
personnel to remain conversant with imperial, cgs and SI systems. 

Undoubtedly this book provides much information which would 
be very useful for new entrants to the growing specialized foam 
field and serve as a balanced review for older established practi- 
tioners. As material costs increase and scarcity grows, so foamed 
structures offer many cost and weight economy advantages; hence 
this book and its companion volume are welcome and timely 
additions to the now rapidly growing volume of foam literature. 
Chemists and foam technologists will likely be the personnel most 
likely to require access to this book supplemented by marketing 
people interested in exploiting the various new application areas. 

C. Hepburn 

Conformational properties of macromolecules 
A. J. Hop finger 
Academic Press, New York, 1974, 348 pp. £11.30 

The need which this book sets out to fill is very real: to provide 
an up-to-date review of theoretical conformational analysis, 
including (to quote from the jacket) 'in-depth discussions of the 
forces that dictate molecular conformation'. 

The reviewer found the stated objectives only imperfectly fulfilled. 
The mathematics is often expressed verbally at excessive length. 
On p 26, 'x~>xj for i>j is rendered, 'each successive skeletal 
atom has an associated x coordinate which has greater positive 
value than the x coordinate of any preceding atom (any atom whose 
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label number is a smaller integer)'. Besides, a few lines later, a 
definition is said to be rendered unique by a procedure which does 
not render it unique in all cases. The physical and chemical theory 
is occasionally marred by basic misstatements. On p 49 it is clearly 
implied that thermodynamic behaviour such as phase transition 
can in principle be explained in terms of interparticle potentials 
like that of Lennard-Jones, only if the parameters occurring therein 
are made temperature-dependent. In reality, such potentials are 
capable of modelling thermodynamic and transition behaviour 
without making them dependent on temperature; such dependence 
runs counter to the basic framework of statistical mechanics, 
although it is used as an empirical adjustment to compensate other 
faults in the model. On p 164, an equilibrium constant is wrongly 
defined without regard to stoichiometry since n units are made to 
disappear and n+j to appear. But the book's worst fault is the lack 
of critical assessment of data, which are often presented in tables 
without clear indication of their sources or error limits. Table I - I ,  
for instance, lists Lermard-Jones parameter A, for various contact 
pairs, all to 0-1 kcal-Ar/mole, though individual values vary almost 
20-fold. The text warns against numerous approximations in the 
underlying computations, without disclosing them adequately. On 
p 132, it 'is left to the reader to decide upon the reliability of the 
proposed potential functions for a specific type of structural calcu- 
lation'. Thereafter, however, chapter three, at least, does give a 
helpfully critical evaluation of the accuracy and refinement of 
potential functions. 

This book could in principle fill a much greater need than this 
first edition suggests. A thoroughly revised text, with fuller authenti- 
cation of calculations and data, and less wordy exposition elsewhere, 
would make an early second edition worthwhile. In particular, 
those working on conformational computer calculations often have 
to rely on verbal instructions from programming experts for want 
of guidance in published form; Professor Hopfinger could help 
here by including more details of his programming procedures. 

M. Gordon 

Polymer chemistry 
B. Vollmert (Translated by E. H. Immergut) 
Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1973, 630 pp. $27.80 

This book takes on the formidable task of covering the whole 
field of polymer chemistry and physics in a single volume. Clearly 
any author of  such a work must be prepared to tackle a very wide 
range of subjects indeed. On the other hand, most reviewers are 
likely to find their own knowledge rather limited in relation to 
certain parts of the book, and so tend to evaluate reliability in 
relation to those parts where their expertise is more well developed. 

Generally the level is that of the advanced student. In the first 
chapters the chemistry of polymers and their preparation is sys- 
tematically set out. Thus the first 250 pages cover the major poly- 
merization processes, normally approaching the subject from the 
organic chemist's point of view, although a substantial amount of 
kinetic treatment is also included. The next 30-40 pages then give 
a short summary of  recent work in the field of  biopolymers including 
DNA, protein synthesis and biosynthesis. The strictly chemical 
part of the book then closes with sections covering graft and block 
copolymer and the chemical reactions of polymer chains (mainly 
degradation processes). 

There follows a large section on the macromolecular coil, 
molecular weight distribution and the solution properties of poly- 
mers (about 130 pages). The properties of polymers in the rubbery 
and solid state are finally dealt with in some 60 pages. This part is, 
of course, rather short, as is perhaps appropriate in a book on 
polymer chemistry, but it nevertheless goes well beyond the require- 
ments of a work dealing exclusively with chemical properties and 
reactions. 

The main value of the book lies in a comprehensive presentation 
of the chemistry of polymerization processes. These are generally 
very good, though in the case of Ziegler polymerization the bimetal- 
lic mechanism of Patat and Sinn is rather exclusively presented 
and Cossee's monometallic mechanism is mentioned only in the 
section dealing with soluble AI-Ti complexes. 

On the physical side the book is not quite up to date in discussing 
the structure of block copolymers, though crystalline polymers both 
natural and synthetic are well summarized. Further though strength 
and toughness are discussed, modem theories of yield and fracture 
are omitted, and crazing is not mentioned as having anything to do 
with the properties of impact polystyrene. On the other hand, the 
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structural information on the preparation of high impact pol- 
styrene is very good. These limitations no doubt reflect the great 
difficulties which face any single author in providing a comprehen- 
sive work of this nature. 

The general presentation of the work is very satisfactory, though 
the inclusion of some of the main references would have been help- 
ful. Translation from the German is fully adequate, though not 
completely free from Germanic structures. The foreign origin is also 
apparent in the use of kw as the propagation content in a radical 
polymerization (normally k~) and by the description of poly(vinyl 
alcohol) monomer on p 14 as 'not bystanding'. In spite, however, 
of these minor blemishes the reviewer can recommend the book as 
a good summary of modern polymer chemistry. 

R. N. Haward 

Allyl compounds and their polymers (including 
polyolefins) 
C. E. Schildknecht 
Wiley-lnterscience, New York & London, 1973, 
736 pp..£.15.50 

The books of Cal Schildknecht have been of considerable value 
to many of us concerned over the years with polymer science and 
technology. His Vinyl and Related Polymers published by Wiley in 
1952 formed a major source of information and reference, as did 
his Polymer Processes which appeared a few years later as Vol X 
of the Interscience High Polymers series, and one therefore took 
up his latest book with considerable interest and expectation. It 
forms Vol XXVIII of this same series and has the uniform binding, 
but there was some dismay on seeing the lay-out and type which, 
although no doubt helping to keep down costs, hardly contribute 
to comfortable reading, However, a glance at the contents list 
showed how comprehensive and erudite one could expect his book 
to be and on reading it there was no disappointment. 

As the title implies, the book deals with all aspects of compounds 
in which the CH2:CHCH" or related groups occur and surveys 
the preparation, chemical reactions and properties of such com- 
pounds, their behaviour towards polymerization and copolymeriza- 
tion, and their applications in plastics, elastomers, fibres, and 
adhesives. Other aspects where allylic compounds enter into flavours, 
perfumes, bactericides, insecticides, pharmaceuticals, catalysts, are 
also included (and often make fascinating reading) so that in all the 
book forms a welcome and useful addition to the literature not only 
of polymer organic chemistry but also of organic synthesis in 
general. It is based on a carefully made and extensive collection 
of the scientific and patent literature and one cannot but be impressed 
by its wide coverage. 

The thirty-one chapters deal with polymerization and copolymeri- 
zation in vinyls and alkenes, discussing the effects of structure, and 
in a very comprehensive manner with the preparation and behaviour 
of allylic compounds---oleflns, halides, alcohols, ethers, acids, 
amides, esters, etc.; included also are derivatives where phosphorus, 
silicon, boron and metal complexes are involved. For many of the 
compounds discussed preparative detail, often taken from patent 
examples, is given. Lists give some physical constants and primary 
references, while each chapter carries a list of references to the 
relevant scientific, patent and commercial literature, so bringing 
each survey very much up-to-date. 

In this comprehensive, almost encyclopaedic, review, the author 
shows the wide applications of aUyl compounds in many branches 
of polymer chemistry where they give rise to novel or modified 
materials like CR39 resins, diallyl phthalate, triallyl cyanurate, 
acrylic copolymers, starch ethers, and polyelectrolytes for floccu- 
lants, conducting and ion-exchange materials. 

Despite covering such a wide field the contents of each chapter 
are well defined and it is easy to select portions relating to specific 
topics. A good index is provided but surprisingly this does not 
include the Alfin catalysts mentioned on p 712. The book appears 
to have been well edited and few errors appear (the formulae or 
nomenclature on page 274 and references 100 and 101 in Chapter 3 
need attention). 

This book fills a gap in the literature of polymer and organic 
chemistry and as such will be of value to a large number of academic 
and industrial workers and to students, useful both as a textbook 
and as a source of reference. On modem standards the price is not 
excessive and there is no doubt that it is worthy of its place as 
Vol XXVIII of the well-known High Polymers series. 

R. J. IV. Reynolds 
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Treatise on adhesion and adhesives, Vol 3 
Edited by R. L. Patrick 
Marcel Dekker, New York, 1973. 240 pp. $21.75 

This third volume of Dr  Patrick's treatise differs in several 
respects from the other two. According to the prefactory remarks 
this volume instead of dealing with the technology of adhesives 
as originally planned deals with four special topics and subsequent 
volumes, if any, will continue this type of treatment. These special 
topics are handled in a very different manner from the ordered 
textbook theory approach of the previous volumes and will appeal 
to and be used by a very different clientele. U'niike Volumes 1 
and 2, this book is produced by offset litho from typewriter setting 
without line justification or changes in type face and with under- 
lining replacing both italic and bold insertions in the text. This 
method of book production has also resulted in a non-uniform 
graph and figure production. There is also the annoying consequence 
that many tables take too much space and require rotation of the 
book in order to refer to them. Three of the four subjects treated 
in the text are cast in the form of reviews. The first deals with 
structural adhesives for metal bonding and is an easily read, 
valuable contribution with sufficient organic chemistry to make 
chemical aspects intelligible within the compass of the ordinary 
technologist. This section is particularly illuminating on epoxy 
adhesives. The second on the durability of adhesive bonded joints 
is rather too much like a report to a government agency with all 
data meticulously graphed when the results could be more suc- 
cinctly subsumed. It also suffers from codification of the commercial 
adhesives to preserve anonymity. The discussion on surface treat- 
ment of aluminium is inadequate. The third review type paper 
discusses the increasingly popular field of polymers in the glassy 
state with some interesting analysis of thermal and mechanical 
data especially for polycarbonates clearing up the so-called glass 
transition at about 145°C and putting the true second order transi- 
tion down to - 120°C. The discussion of the brittle-ductile transi- 
tion could have been much more extensive. 

The last article in the book illustrates the use of stereo scanning 
electron microscopy in adhesion science but does so with a detailed 

manner of experimental presentation more appropriate to a 
research journal. The message and results tend to get lost in the 
exposition but their importance repays close study. 

A few mistakes were noticed; polyethylene for polyether on 
p 30; calandered for calendered; Aero Corporation for Areo 
Research Ltd, and Dr Salomon's name repeatedly anglicized to 
Solomon. A simple monomolecular layer does not suffice to give 
a weak boundary layer (p 207)--the layer must be duplex for 
cohesive failure. The Figure on p 132 is a waste and that on p 135 
contains insufficient identification of what the three curves represent 
and this cannot be deduced easily from the text. 

It is not a flawless book but it is a valuable one. 

A. R. Payne 

Polymerization kinetics and technology 
(Advances in Chemistry Series 128) 
Edited by N. A. J. Platzer 
American Chemical Society, Washington, 1973, 
288 pp. $15.95 

This is the publication of eighteen papers from a symposium and as 
such covers a wide field of polymerization kinetics with attention 
to radical and ionic mechanisms and stereocontrol. There is a clear 
direction to industrial interests with contributions on equipment 
and process design and to the modification of polymers by grafting, 
blocking, blending and crosslinking. The important formation of 
polyesters is not forgotten and mechanisms for the synthesis of 
these and other condensation polymers such as polyurethanes are 
discussed. 

This is a well-produced and illustrated volume which presents 
modern growth points in the science and technology of polymeriza- 
tion in a condensed manner. For industrial chemists, this offers 
much of immediate interest and for the academic worker, an 
opportunity to see how fundamental studies are being applied. 

As present prices go, this is good value for money. 

J. C. Robb 
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Effect of molecular weight on the partial specific 
volume of polystyrenes in solution 

Jeanne Francois, Francoise Candau and Henri Benoit 

Centre de Recherches sur les Macromolecules, CNRS, 67083 Strasbourg, France 
(Received 18 February 1974) 

The partial specific volume ~2 of linear and branched polystyrenes has been measured as 
a function of molecular weight (1300<Mw<9x 106). In the low molecular weight range, the 
effect of end-groups is predominant. In the high molecular weight range (Mw>about 
20 000), we have detected small but significant variations due to the intramolecular segment- 
segment contacts within the coil. We have proposed an empirical relation between ~2 
and the segment density of the macromolecule; this relation has been confirmed using 
highly branched polystyrenes. These results relative to dissolved polystyrenes are com- 
pared to experimental data obtained by different authors on pure liquid polystyrenes at 
different temperatures. Starting from simple additivity rules and from the known chemical 
composition of liquid polymers, we have shown that the variation of specific volume with 
high molecular weights is due to some phenomenon different from an effect of chain-ends. 

INTRODUCTION 

The partial specific volume, ~2, and the refractive 
increment dn/dc, of solutions of polymers have been 
extensively studied in the past few years. Apart from 
their intrinsic interest as physical properties, the know- 
ledge of these quantities and their dependence on molecu- 
lar weight have to be known without ambiguity for a 
correct interpretation of the measurements given by 
techniques such as ultracentrifugation, light scattering 
and gel permeation chromatography 1, 2. 

It is generally assumed that ~2 as well as dn/dc are 
linear functions of reciprocal molecular weight. This 
variation is attributed to the sole influence of the end 
groups attached to a polymer chain and is supposed to 
be negligible in systems of sufficiently high degree of 
polymerization s , 4. 

In a recent paper 5, we have shown that a linear relation- 
ship of the type: 

~z=~ora+ K/mn (1) 

holds for polystyrenes with molecular weight below 
about 4 × 10 4, whatever the end groups and the nature 
of the solvent. Moreover, we have been able through 
simple calculations, to relate the variation of the K 
coefficient to the nature and the partial specific volume 
of the end groups. 

On the other hand, studying the case of large molecular 
weights, we have shown that the ~0m quantity is not a 
constant, since we have observed a decrease of ~z for 
increasing M (M> 4 x 104). Such a discrepancy does not 
appear in the literature data. As an example, let us 
mention the values 0-900 and 0.906cma/g we have 
obtained for two polystyrene samples of molecular 
weights respectively equal to 9 x 106 and 1.06 x 106, in 
solution in benzene. These values differ significantly 
from the value 0.918cma/g which corresponds to the 

intercept of the straight line ~2=f(1/M). The fact that 
no systematic work has been carried out in the high 
molecular weight range may explain why this significant 
difference in partial specific volumes (about 2%) is so 
far unknown. 

Since the behaviour of specific volume and refractive 
index increment are very simila#, 6, we can expect for 
dn/dc the same variation as a function of molecular 
weight. Effectively, some authors have revealed a signi- 
ficant variation of dn/de with molecular weight which is 
of the same order of magnitude as the effect we observed 1. 
Nevertheless, the limited amount of data available is 
not sufficient to consider this phenomenon as well 
established. It was then of great interest to study the 
dependence of ~2 and dn/dc on molecular weight, by 
means of very accurate techniques and covering a large 
molecular weight region. The polystyrene samples we 
have used ranged in molecular weight from 1300 to 
9 × 10 6. 

In this paper we shall deal with results concerning the 
variation of ~2 with molecular weight, and in the next 
paper, those related to the refractive index increment. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Partial specific volume measurements have been carried 
out with art automatic densimeter DMA 02 of the Kratky 
type 7. After improvement of the cell s, we have been able 
to obtain an accuracy on the t~2 values of + 10 -a cm3/g, 
the precision being limited by the estimate for concentra- 
tion 5. 

Our polystyrene samples, except the radically prepared 
polymer PS 22, have been synthesized by anionic poly- 
merization and consequently have narrow molecular 
weight distributions. The preparation of the homologous 
series of linear polystyrenes with different end groups, 
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according to the nature of the initiator, has already been 
described 5, 9. Comb-like polystyrene samples have been 
obtained by anionic deactivation of a living polystyrene 
with a chloromethylated polystyrene10; their thermo- 
dynamic properties in dilute solutions have been recently 
studied lz. Their structural characteristics are very well 
defined and are listed in Table 4. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Dependence on molecular weight 

According to recent results 5, the partial specific 
volume ~2 may be expressed by the following relation- 
ship: 

v 2 = v m ( g ) q - ~ ( V e - V o m ) = v m ( n ) J r g / g n  (l ') 

In this expression, Me and ~e represent the molecular 
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weight and the partial specific volume of the end groups. 
Mn is the number-average molecular weight of the 
polymer, and the parameter ~m(M) stands for the partial 
specific volume of the monomeric unit, which varies 
with molecular weight. 

Figure 1 shows the variation of the partial specific 
volume ~2 as a function of 1/Mn, for a few series of 
polystyrene samples, with different end groups in solution 
in benzene. The %m and K values obtained from the 
intercepts and the slopes of the experimental straight 
lines, in a number of solvents are reported in Table 1. 

Since we are not concerned in the present work, with 
the influence of the end groups, we have subtracted for 
each sample its contribution to the partial specific 
volume ~2. It may be noted that, for high molecular 
weight samples, the ~m value thus obtained coincides 
with the experimental value ~z, since the end groups 
do not contribute significantly to the partial specific 
volume. 

The resulting data are reported in Table 2, and the 
corresponding plot ~r~ versus reciprocal molecular weight 
is given in Figure 2. It is apparent from this Figure that, 
as the polymer molecular weight decreases towards a 
value approximately equal to 4 x 104, ~m reaches a limiting 
value ~0m, which remains constant even for molecular 
weights as low as 1300. 

Dependence on the solvent 
In Table 1 are listed, for various good solvents at 

25°C, the A~z values representing the difference between 
the value flora corresponding to the plateau and the 
partial specific volume of a high molecular weight 
polymer sample (Mn = 1"05 × 106). These differences can 
be considered as a measure of the divergence arising 
from the linear law of variation fi~ =f(1/Mn). It appears, 
by inspection of the data, that the A~2 values do not 
significantly differ with the solvent. The Aft2 value 
obtained in cyclohexane at 35°C is also reported in 
Table 1. At  this temperature, which is the 0-temperature, 
the chain is Gaussian and unexpanded. This shows that, 
even in a 0-solvent, the effect is still apparent although 
less pronounced. 

0.9173 a ~ i I 
-O 2 4 6 

I IMnx IO" 

Figure 1 Variation in v2 of benzene-polystyrene solutions with 
reciprocal of Mn at 25°C. Samples initiated by butyl-lithium 
(series I, ~) ,  by cumyl-potassium (series II, I-I), by a-methyl- 
styrene tetramer (series III, x), by naphthalene sodium (series 
IV, +) .  I I ,  Data of Schulz et al. 3 

Dependence on the segment density within the coil 
At first sight, these results are rather surprising since 

it is not clear why, after elimination of the influence of 
end-groups, there is still an effect of molecular weight on 
specific volume. These results may be connected to the 
conclusions of a recent study concerning macromolecular 
solutes in mixed solvents 12. Benoit and coworkers have 
shown the existence of a molecular weight dependence 

Table I Values of VOm, K and A~s in various solvents 
m 

Solvent T (°C) 

Molar 
volume 
(cm 3) 

VOrn 
(cmS/g) 

K (cm 3) 

Butyl Cumyl Styryl Av2 
end-group end-group end-group (cm3/g) 

Acetone 25 73.70 0.9065 
Benzene 25 89.43 0.918o 
Butanone 25 90.12 0.915o 
Carbon tetrachloride 25 97.07 0.918o 
Toluene 25 107-14 0.9260 
Cyclohexane 25 108.48 0- 9305 

35 O. 930~ 

36-0 
41.0 29.5 14.5 0.013 
37.0 
38.0 0.016 
35.0 0.015 
35-0 
35.2 0.010 
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Table 2 Parameters of linear polystyrenes in solution in benzene at 25°C 

Polymer No. Initiator Mn Mw* 

pmax 
x 104 (g/cm s) 

~3 (cm3/g) ~m (cmS/g) x 105 (segments/AS) 

1 9 1 5  Butyl-lithium 1 300 (t)t 
1811 2000 (o) 1 950 

1 711 (t) 
PS PE 3 4 100 (t) 4 500 
PS PE 1 8 500 (t) 9 500 
PS PE 2 15 600 (o) 16 095 
1753 23 900 (o) 25 000 

O. 9500 O. 9184 7488 
O. 9383 O" 917s 5337 

O" 9293 O. 9193 3039 
0"9243 0.9193 1715 
0" 9235 0.9200 1065 
0.921~ 0"9199 802.3 

1795 ¢-methylstyrene tetramer 2 800 (o) 3 600 
1903 4 150 (t) 4 990 

31 7 300 (o) - -  
1895 5 000 (t) - -  
1829 10 000 (t) - -  
1278 53 095 (g.p.c.) 74 095 

0.9£24 0.9173 4106 
0" 9204 0- 9169 3640 
0" 919s 0.917.~ 1940 
0" 9212 0.9183 2602 
0' 9194 0.9179 1509 
0.9173 0.916O 317 

3' naphthalene sodium 8 500 (t) - -  0- 919o 0.9173 852 

PSTT 18 cumyl-potassium 2 500 (t) 4 095 0-9305 0.9187 4485 
3 450 (Q) 

1742 6 000 (g.p,c.) 6 300 0.9218 0.916s 2255 
1764 8 400 (0.P.C.) 9 600 0.920s 0.9166 1557 
A 33 000 (g.p,c.) 40 000 0.919o 0.0181 507.8 
1 1.35 x 105 (g.p.c.) 1,4x105 0.9115 0.9113 190.0 
3 6.6 x 104 (g.p.c.) 7 x 105 0.906O 0.9065 53.7 
2 1.05x 106 (g.p.c.) 1.1 x 105 0.9053 0.9053 37.60 
11B 1.06x 106 (g.p.c.) 1-6x10S 0-906o 0.9060 28,10 
6951 FzB 4"1 x 105 0"9013 0"9013 13"70 
PS 22 9x 105 0"9000 0'9000 7"20 
C 3-0x 105 0"910o 0"9093 103.1 

* Molecular weight determined from light scattering measurements 
t Molecular weight determined from vapour pressure measurements (t), osmotic pressure measurements (o), 
tography (g.p.c.) 

gel permeation chroma- 
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Figure 2 Variation of v'm as a function of l/Mn, for linear poly- 
styrenes in solution in benzene at 25°C./k, Series I; I-i, series II; 
x ,  series III; + ,  series IV 

of the preferential adsorption not predicted by the classi- 
cal lattice model theory of polymer solutions is. A quali- 
tative explanation has been proposed where the segment 
density within the macromolecular coil appears as the 
fundamental parameter 14, arising from the fact that the 
only difference between two solutions of the same 
concentration in the same solvent, differing only by 
molecular weight, lies in the repartition of the seg- 
ments. 

It was then of interest to see if, by analogy, a correla- 
tion between ~z and segment distribution can be estab- 
lished. In order to characterize this segment distribution, 
we shall use the maximum density within the coil as 
parameter, i.e. the density at the centre of mass assuming 
a Gaussian distribution of segments. 

Table 3 Parameters of linear polystyrenes in cyclohexane at35°C 

Polymer v2 vm pmaxX 104 
No. Mn Mw (cmS/g)  (cmS/g) (g/cm s) 

1764 8400 9600 0"9320  0.9290 1550 
A 33 095 40 003 0 .929o  0.9280 759 
1 1"35x 105 1.4x105 0" 926O 0"926o 406 
2 1" 05x 10 e 1.1 x 106 0"9200 0-9200 144 

The validity of this assumption can be checked using 
branched polymers since it is known that the density of 
segments can be changed in this kind of sample without 
changing the molecular weight. More precisely, the 
segment density can be evaluated, in a branched polymer, 
if its structure is known. One of us has shown earlier 
how to prepare and characterize comb-like polymers 10. 
With these polymers, it is possible to increase the density 
of segments by a very important factor, increasing the 
number of the branches. 

In a recent paper, we have revealed in a quantitative 
way the dependence of the number of end-groups and 
of the junction points of branches on the partial specific 
volumes of some comb-like polystyrenes 15. To compare 
the results relative to linear and branched polymers, we 
have to get rid of the influence of chain ends and of 
junction points of branches; we have thus calculated the 
partial specific volume gm for each branched sample 
(see Appendix 1). 

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the values of t~m and of the 
segment densities measured at the centre of mass of the 
coils, for different linear and branched polystyrene 
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Table 4 Parameters of comb-like polystyrenes in solution in benzene at 25°C 

V2 V'm pmax 
Polymer No. Mwb Mws Mwg p (cm3/g) (craB/g) x 104 (g/cm 8) 

1 A 0.gx 106 7x105 4x104 5 0" 9082 0- 908z 60 
2 A 1 "5x 106 7x 105 4x 104 20 0"9126 0"9126 80-5 
4 A 8.5x 106 7x 105 4x 104 195 0"9177 0-9177 240 

1752 fz 4.8x 105 7.5x 104 4.5x 108 86 0.9177 0.9179 904 
1752 f2 2.58x 105 4.0x 104 4.5x 108 46 0.9176 0.9188 1250 
1752 f2 1.57x 105 2.45x 104 4.5x 108 28 0.9182 0.9189 1503 
1752 f4 9.8x104 1.53x104 4.5x108 17 0.9172 0.9178 1645 

Mwb= molecular weight of the branched polymer 
Mws= molecular weight of the backbone 
Mwg= molecular weight of the branch 

p=number of branches 

IS A o n 

0-9 2 ~ I 

i.~o.91 

0"90 i 
O IOOO 2 0 0 0  

3 
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Figure 3 Plot of "Vm versus the segment density at the centre of 
mass of the polymer. Curve I: linear and branched polystyrenes 
in solution in benzene at 25°C; z&, Series I; [7, series II; x ,  
series III; + ,  series IV; V ,  branched polystyrenes. Curve I1: linear 
polystyrenes in solution in cyclohexane at 35°C; I-I, Series I1. 

samples. This density can be evaluated using the well 
known relation16: 

r 3 -I 3/2 
(2) 

where N is the total number of segments and R-~ the 
mean square radius of gyration of the polymer. 

Determinations of the mean square radii of gyration 
of linear samples were obtained from the following 
relations 17: 

RA=0.145M °'595 in benzene at 25°C 
Rx = 0"347M °'5°° in cyclohexane at 35°C 

In the case of comb-like structures, we have calculated 
using Stockmayer's formulalS: 

2__ 2 Rb - -  gRltnear  

where R~'near is given by the preceding formulae and g is 
a factor determined by Orofino et al.iL 

Figure 3 represents the variation of ~m versus pmax for 
polymers in solution in benzene and cyclohexane. It 
clearly appears that the experimental points relative to 
both linear and branched polystyrenes lie on a single 
curve. This justification of our crude hypothesis relating 
specific volume anomalies to the segment density is 
quite remarkable. If we had used 1/M 1/2 as a parameter 
instead of pmax, the experimental points would have been 
scattered. For instance, the comb-like polystyrene sample 

4A (Mw=8.5x 106) possesses a segment density com- 
parable to that of the linear polystyrene 1 of molecular 
weight 1.35x105; its partial specific volume fm is 
effectively equivalent to that of the polystyrene sample 1. 
On the contrary, sample 1A which possesses a backbone 
of molecular weight 7x 105 with very few branches 
presents a behaviour similar to that of a high molecular 
weight linear polystyrene. It seems therefore clear that 
the segment density is the fundamental parameter of the 
fm dependence on molecular weight. In the high molecu- 
lar weight range, fm varies almost linearly with pmax. 
When the segment density increases (Mw decreases) the 
fm values reach a plateau. 

We have attempted empirically to find an analytical 
function which would represent the observed results. 
The following expression: 

fm= f0r , -  Bexp(- Cpmax) (3) 

seems to be in reasonable agreement with experimental 
data as shown in Figure 3. In this Figure, the solid lines 
represent the best least squares fits to the preceding 
equation. The B and C values are the same for both 
cyclohexane and benzene solvents and are equal to 
1.4x 10 -2 and 5.7x10 z respectively. When pmax is 
small enough (high molecular weights), equation (3) 
can be expanded in powers of pmax; by limiting the 
development of exp(-Cpmax) to the first two terms: 

Vm = (f~om -- B )  + BCpmax (4)  

we find again a linear dependence of fm as a function of 
p m a x .  

The points corresponding to linear polystyrenes of 
molecular weights 4.1 x 106 and 9x 106 are not taken 
into account by this empirical equation. Anyway, it 
seems very difficult to explain these values since at these 
high molecular weights the distribution of segments in 
the solution is uniform even at high dilution and therefore 
no effect of molecular weight should be observed. 

Nevertheless, the empirical equation we have proposed 
accounts for most of our experimental data, but it 
would be important to understand, at least qualitatively, 
the reasons of such a behaviour. 

We may relate the observed influence of the segment 
density to the inhomogeneity of a dilute solution which 
can be regarded as a dispersion of clouds of segments 
separated by regions of pure solvent. The partial specific 
volume, evaluated under the assumption that for solvent 
it remains constant in the solution, should thus reflect 
volume alterations undergone by both the macromolecule 
and the solvent molecules within the coil. 
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Qualitatively, one can think that for each intramolecu- 
lar segment-segment contact, a 'free volume' is created 
which is inaccessible to solvent molecules, and should 
produce, as a consequence, an increase of ~2. 

Assuming that the probability of  occurrence of  poly- 
mer-polymer contacts within the coil is directly propor- 
tional to the square of local segment density, it can be 
shown that the average number of  intersegmental 
contacts per chain segment is proportional to pmax ~°. 
This gives: 

I]2 = V~o + Apmax 

which corresponds to our empirical relation for low 
values of pmax (t~oo is the limiting value at infinite molecu- 
lar weight). If  we try to evaluate the A factor from this 
relation, assuming that the total free volume created at 
each segment-segment contact corresponds to the volume 
of  a few solvent molecules, we find a value which seems 
much lower than the experimental one. Besides, this 
relation does not account for the observed behaviour 
when the segment density increases; this can be explained 
taking into account the fact that in the high segment 
density region, a single contact approximation is no longer 
valid and the chains do not obey Gaussian statistics. 

It seems therefore that the dependence of  the partial 
specific volume on molecular weight is well explained, 
if one assumes the effect of the segment density. The 
only difficulty which is not yet resolved is a quantitative 
explanation of  the parameter A and of the observed 
behaviour at very high values of pmax. 

As mentioned above, the idea of plotting the results as 
functions of pmax was suggested by some previous work 
on branched polymers 21 and on preferential adsorption 14. 
It seems to be well established that as soon as deviations 
occur from the law valid for infinitely dilute solutions 
one can, as a first approximation, explain them by the 
effect of the local segment density or more precisely by 
the density pmax at the centre of  mass of the macro- 
molecule. It is worth noting that the assumption of the 
proportionality of the deviation on pmax is only valid 
for small values of  Pmax, i.e. at high molecular weights. 
For  instance, Hert  et aL ~4 have shown that for linear 
polystyrenes in benzene-methanol (0.78: 0.22ml/ml), it 
is necessary to introduce higher terms in the expansion 
of  the preferential adsorption coefficient as a function 
of p, i.e.: 

)t = 2too + ap + bp 2 . . .  

The squared term bp 2 cannot be neglected for molecular 
weights lower than 20 000. In our case also, the linear 
relation (4) fails for the same limiting molecular weight. 

This shows the close relation between preferential 
adsorption and specific volume. At first sight, these 
two phenomena seem to be quite different, but we believe 
we have been able to show their similarity. A modification 
of  preferential adsorption is due to the replacement of  a 
non-adsorbed molecule by an adsorbed molecule, when 
intramolecular contacts occur. A modification of specific 
volume is due to the replacement of  a solvent molecule 
by a hole. 

This similarity is, indeed, a hypothesis which should 
be checked on complementary experiments. 

Concentration effects 
Since the values of ~2 depend on the intramolecular 

concentration, they should also depend on the total 

concentration, i.e. on the intermolecular segment-segment 
interactions. 

In order to check whether the progressive apparition 
of  intermolecular contacts have an influence on the 
partial specific volume, we have measured ~z of  sample 2 
(Mw = 1.05 × 106), at concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 
10 % g/g, when the polymer is dissolved in benzene and 
0.05 to 3 % g/g if dissolved in toluene. In both cases, 
there is no evidence of concentration effect 5. This last 
result confirms those reported by Scholte relative to a 
polystyrene-toluene mixture2L 

This first result is not very significant and in order to 
check the existence of such an effect in the high concen- 
tration range, more experiments should be carried out 
over a wide range of concentrations. 

Effect o f  the molar volume o f  the solvent 
Heller suggested that specific volumes in solution are 

insensitive to the thermodynamic quality of the solvents 
and depend on their molar volume 6. Qualitatively 
speaking, it seems reasonable to assume that, when the 
size of solvent molecules increases, the number and the 
size of the holes should also increase and consequently 
the partial specific volume. 

In Figure 4, we have plotted the ~0m value obtained 
for each solvent against the molar volume Vs, of the 
corresponding solvent. It can be seen that ~0m varies in 
a regular manner, practically linearly with this quantity, 
increasing with Vs as it was predicted. Studying a linear 
polystyrene of  Mw = 150 000, in bulk, we were able to 
determine its specific volume at the room temperature, 
by extrapolation of the Fox and Ueberreiter 2z, 24 data 
obtained at different temperatures; by this procedure, 
we obtain for this liquid polymer a value of  the specific 
volume equal to 0.926cm3/g at 25°C. This value which 
corresponds also to the value of  a polystyrene solution 
in polystyrene can be plotted in Figure 4 and gives for 
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Figure 4 Plot of Vorn against the molar volume of the solvent. 
I I ,  Pure polystyrene ~,24 
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the molar volume of the solvent a value of the order of 
95cm 3. This corresponds approximately to the molar 
volume of the monomeric unit at this temperature, 
regardless of the nature of the solvent. It seems therefore 
that a polymeric solvent has, at least with regard to the 
specific volume, the same properties as a low molecular 
weight solvent possessing a volume identical to that of 
the monomeric unit. Each chain therefore can be con- 
sidered as dissolved in monomeric units. 

Consequently, it was interesting to see whether the 
law we have established for solutions, can be extrapolated 
to pure polymers. 

Specific volumes of pure liquid polystyrenes 
The specific volumes of pure liquid polystyrenes have 

been widely investigated in the two last decades 2z-2s, in 
order to determine their glass temperature and its 
dependence on molecular weight. The most extensive 
data have been obtained by Fox et al. and Ueberreiter 
et al. who have performed their measurements in the 
temperature range (To < T< 237 °C) for thermally initiated 
polystyrenes with molecular weights ranging respectively 
from 2970 to 85 000 and 100 to 94 000. 

Both authors have observed at a given temperature, a 
linear variation of v2 with 1/M which they attribute to 
the influence of the chain ends, as we did for solutions 
of low molecular weight polystyrenes. In Figure 5, we 
have plotted for molecular weights higher than l0 s , the 
specific volume values, as measured by these authors at 
140°C versus 1/M. The good agreement between the 
results obtained by these different authors shows the 
precision of their measurements. If  we consider carefully 
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the behaviour for large values of M, the first approxima- 
tion of g2 as a linear function of 1/M does not completely 
explain the experimental results. These results seem very 
similar to those we have obtained in solution. Since we 
have been able to explain them by two different effects, 
chain ends and segment density, it is interesting to see 
whether such an explanation could not give a better fit. 
Therefore, we assume that in the low molecular weight 
range (<  10 000) the end effects are predominant, which 
yields a straight line of equation: v2=vom+A/M. The 
A value can be estimated from the known values of 
specific volumes of the end groups, following a method 
which has been described elsewhere (see Appendix 2). 
The theoretical value (14< A < 17) is in good agreement 
with the experimental slope equal to 15. This shows 
dearly that it is impossible to explain the value of v~ 
at high molecular weights by the influence of the end 
groups. More precisely, (i) it is impossible to draw a 
straight line going through all the points taking into 
account the precision of the data, (ii) if we do so the 
obtained slope is incompatible with our knowledge about 
specific volume of the end groups, being much too large. 

That statement is confirmed by recent results of Chee 
and Rudin 25 who have measured the specific volumes of 
anionically prepared polystyrenes initiated by butyl- 
lithium, with molecular weights between 9x  103 and 
7 x l0 n at 170-237°C. These authors have studied the 
temperature dependence of the slope corresponding to 
v2=f(1/M) and Figure 6 illustrates their data. They 
remark that the slope varies considerably with tempera- 
ture and is much higher than the average slopes obtained 
by Fox et al. and Ueberreiter et al. They conclude then, 
by assessing this anomalous behaviour to the nature of 
the end groups. We have calculated, as we did previously, 
the theoretical slopes of v2=f(1/M) from the specific 
volume values of the end groups (see Appendix 2) and 
compared them to the experimental data. We observe 
a considerable discrepancy, which increases greatly with 
temperature. Moreover, the same authors have found 
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for a liquid polystyrene of molecular weight 3000 a 
specific volume value consistently below the general 
lines w. =f(1/M), the deviations from the lines increasing 
with temperature. Presumably, the shape of the curves 
v2=f(1/M) over the entire molecular weight range 
should be similar to that obtained by Fox et aL and Ueber- 
reiter et al.; it is only in the low molecular weight range 
that the influence of end groups can affect the specific 
volume. 

If we focus our attention on the high molecular weight 
range, we can plot on the same diagrams all the available 
results at different temperatures (140 ° , 170 ° , 204 ° and 
237°C) for polymers with different end-groups. If the 
variation of v2 as a function of M would depend on 
these end-groups, we should have had a larger scattering 
of the experimental data (Figure 7). 

It seems therefore quite probable that the origin of 
the high molecular weight dependence of v2 is not due 
to an end-groups effect, as it was assumed previously, 
but to some different physical phenomena. It is, of 
course, tempting to extrapolate our explanation for 
dilute solutions to liquid polymers, since the shape of 
the curves is practically the same. Formally, this can be 
done, for we have seen that, with regard to a given 
molecule, the bulk material is equivalent to a solvent 
having the same molar volume as the monomeric unit. 
But, even assuming that in bulk state the chain has a 
Gaussian character z6, it is difficult to understand such 
a difference between intramolecular and intermolecular 
contacts. 

APPENDIX 1 

In a recent paper 15, we have shown that the partial 
specific volume of a comb-like polystyrene may be 
expressed by the following relation: 

1 
f2 =fm + ~r[(1 +p)Mez(fez + f)m) +pMe3(fe3- fro) + 

Me2(v,2-Vm)] (A1) 

where fm represents the partial specific volume of the 
monomeric unit, p the total number of branches and 
M the molecular weight of the branched polymer. Met 
and fez are respectively the molecular weight and the 
partial specific volume of the cumyl radical attached to 
the end of each branch and to one side of the backbone; 
Me2 and re2 the molecular weight and the partial specific 
volume of the styryl group attached to the other end 
of the backbone. As for Me3 and re3, they represent the 
molecular weight and the partial specific volume of the 
monomeric units bound to the grafts. 

The present study requires the knowledge of fm and 
consequently that of the quantities fez, 0e2, re3. The 
partial specific volumes re1 and fez have already been 
calculated 5 and are respectively equal to 1.166 and 
0.997 cmZ/g. 

As for the 0es estimate, it may be useful to represent 
roughly the formula of a comb-like polystyrene, as 
prepared from our method: 

R2 
I 

R1--C--(CH2--CH)x- CH2--CH -- CH2--CH2 
I I I 
R3 C6H5 C6H4 C6H5 

CH2 

RI--C--R2 

R3 

Thus, the monomeric unit bound to a graft may be 
represented by 

CH2 ] 

instead of the classical unit 

CeHs] 
The substitution of the hydrogen atom by the CH~ 
group should produce as a consequence a change in the 
partial specific volume of these units. We can estimate 
that difference comparable to that existing in a compound 
like toluene and the radical (CHa--CeH4--CHe) included 
in the 4-heptyl toluene. The values of the partial specific 
volume of toluene and 4-heptyl toluene are respectively 
equal to 1.155 and 1.168cma/g ~v. Accounting for the 
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specific volume of the hexyl radical which is easily 
estimated from homologous paraffin series z7 we obtain 
for the (CHa- -C6H4- -CH2)  group a value equal to 
0.873 cm3/g, which gives a difference of 0.282 with toluene 
specific volume. 

I f  we assume that this last difference represents, in 
the same manner, the difference between the classical 
monomeric unit and the junction monomeric unit, we 
can substitute in equation (A1) ~ea by the quantity 
(~m-0"282) and then calculate ~m for each comb-like 
polystyrene sample (see Table 4). 

APPENDIX 2 

Estimates of  the slopes of  the lines f~2=f(1/M) for low 
molecular weight polystyrenes at 140°C. 

Polystyrenes prepared by Ueberreiter and Kanig 24 

These polymers are polymerized thermically without 
any catalyst and possess a styryl radical at each end of 
the chain, The slope of  the straight line evaluated from 
equation (1') is then equal to Me(ge-gore) if Me is the 
total molecular weight of  the two styryl end groups. The 
quantity ~e has already been calculated in a preceding 
paper from alkyl phenyl compounds and is equal to 
0.997 at 25 °C. Assuming that the specific volume expan- 
sion coefficient dO/dTis similar to that of  a low molecular 
weight polystyrene sample, i.e. 0.000581cma/g K, we 
obtain ge (140°) = 1.063 to which corresponds a slope of  
13.86 cm a. I f  now we use the value 1.080 given by Ueber- 
reiter and Kanig for the dimer of  polystyrene, we find a 
slope of 17.43 cm z. 

Polymer samples used by Fox and Flory 2a 

These samples have been prepared by thermal poly- 
merization in diethylbenzene in the absence of  added 
catalyst. Most of  the molecules possess, at one end, a 
(C2Hs- -C6H4- - (CH3)CH-- )  group and a styryl radical 
at the other. We will evaluate, at 140°C, the slope of the 
line resulting from equation ( l ' ) .  The specific volume at 
25°C of  diethylbenzene is equal to 1-156cm3/g. From 
considerations similar to that mentioned above for 
branched polystyrenes, we have evaluated, at 25°C, the 
specific volume of the corresponding end group which 
is equal to 0.964cm3/g. Assuming that the volume 
temperature coefficient is equivalent to that of  the styryl 
radical, the latter becomes equal to 1.045 cm3/g at value 
140°C. From this value and the one corresponding to the 
styryl end-group as calculated above, we have obtained 
for the slope a value of 14.52cm a. 

Polymers used by Chee and Rudin 25 

These anionically prepared polystyrenes are initiated 
by butyllithium, We have evaluated the slopes at different 
temperatures. For  that purpose, we have used the specific 
volume values of  octane and styryl radical at different 
temperatures, as reported below. The gm values have 
been given by Chee and Rudin. 

Temperature (°C) 170 186 204 217 237 
Vom (cm3/g) 1.001 1 "018 1 "027 1 "033 1 "042 
vez (styryl) 

(cma/g) 1.088 1 .092  1 .105  1 .114  1.128 
Yes (butyl) 

(cm3/g) 
Calculated slope 

(cma) 51.0 53.7 58.0 61.7 68.7 
Experimental 

slope (cm 3) 08.9 161 "9 232.9 284"1 362"9 
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Effect of molecular weight on the refractive 
index increment of polystyrenes in solution 
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The variation of refractive index increment dn/dc with molecular weight has been studied 
using solutions of monodisperse polystyrenes (2000< Mw<4 × 106) in benzene. The results 
are in good agreement with those obtained by several authors using other systems, 

We have shown that the linear relationship: 
d n=/dn'~ q K" 
dc kdc]m /V/n 

where (dn/dc)m is the refractive index increment of the repeating unit and K" a constant, 
holds only for low molecular weights. With the assumption of volume additivity, we have 
estimated quantitatively the linear portion of the curve, dn/dc=f(1/M), observed for molecu- 
lar weights below 20 000 as a function of polymer composition. Beyond this limit, the increase 
of dn/dc with molecular weight may be probably related to segment-segment interactions 
within the coil. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown in a number of recent papers that 
partial specific volume and refractive index increment 
are two quantities which are closely related 1-6. We 
have seen, in the preceding paper, that the partial specific 
volume of a polymer is a function of its molecular weight. 
More precisely, we have shown that end-groups affect 
the specific volume only in the low molecular weight 
range (less than 20 000 in our experiments). In the high 
molecular weight range, we have detected small but 
significant variations which have been explained by a 
decrease in segment density within the coil when the 
molecular weight increases. We could expect the same 
behaviour and the same interpretation for refractive 
index increment tin~tic. Some authors have effectively 
found such a variation for molecular weights up to 
300 000 and higher but they did not give any general 
explanation for their results 7. Moreover, the refractive 
index increment dependence on molecular weight has 
to be known without any ambiguity, because small 
changes in dn/dc would affect absolute values of molecu- 
lar weights calculated from light scattering or from gel 
permeation chromatography (g.p.c.) data. 

The present paper confirms from an experimental 
point of view, the systematic molecular weight-refractive 
index dependence. The results, in connection with those 
obtained for partial specific volumes, should provide 
additional information for a better interpretation of this 
phenomenon. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Differential refractometer 
A Waters Associates differential refractometer R400 

was used to measure the refractive index difference 

between solution and solvent. This apparatus which is 
highly sensitive is generally used in g.p.c, to determine 
the weight of polymer eluting at any time. 

The operating principle of the R400 is the conventional 
differential technique which measures the defection of a 
light beam, as it passes through a partition at an angle to 
the beam, and therefore detects small changes in refractive 
index. 

We have employed a Schneider digital millivoltmeter 
as a detector. 

With this technique, the refractive index increment 
measurements are accurate to +10-a~ml/g. Such an 
accuracy is not usually obtained with a Brice-Phoenix 
refractometer which generally requires solutions of 
higher concentrations (0.05 to 5~og/g) than those 
necessary with the Waters refractometer (0.03 to 0.07 
g/g); the measurements performed on the latter instru- 
ment should then give more valuable information. 

The instrument was thermostated using a circulating 
water thermostat. The temperature was controlled with 
a Hewlett-Packard quartz thermometer and remained 
constant at 25 + 0.01 °C. 

Samples 
The anionic polystyrene samples were synthesized in 

our laboratory using cumyl-potassium as initiator s. They 
range in molecular weight from 2500 to 4 x 106 and have 
narrow molecular weight distributions as can be seen 
in Table 1. 

The solvent used for dn/dc measurements was benzene 
obtained from Merck Company and graded for ultra- 
violet spectroscopy. 

Calibration of the instrument 
The calibration experiments have been performed 

with solutions of carbon tetrachloride in benzene; these 
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Table 1 Characteristics of polystyrene samples and values of 
their refractive index increment in solution in benzene 

Polymer dn/dc 
No. Mn Mw* Mw/Mn (ml/g) 

PSTT 18 2500 (t)l" 4000 - -  0"0877 
3450 (o) 

1764 8400 (g.p.c.) 9600 1.14 0.1014 
A 3"3x 104 (g.p.c.) 4x 104 1.20 0" 1044 
1 1.35x 105 (g.p.c.) 1.4x 105 t .04 0.106o 
2 1.05x 106 (g.p.c.) 1.1 x 108 1 "05 0-108o 
6951 1:113 - -  4.1x106 - -  0"1085 

* Weight-average molecular weight determined from light scat- 
tering measurements 
t Number-average molecular weights determined from vapour 
pressure (t), osmotic pressure (o), gel permeation chromato- 
graphy (g.p.c.) measurements 
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Potential difference plotted against refractive index 
difference between benzene and solutions of carbon tetrachloride 
in benzene employed in the calibration experiments 

two solvents of  similar boiling points but different 
refractive index do not have a significant degree of 
association when they dissolve. Thus the relationship 
of the refractive index of the mixture with concentration 
is a linear relationship between the two pure refractive 
index values when mixtures are made on a volume basis. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the variation of the potential 
difference Av versus An, which represents the refractive 
index difference between the pure solvent and the solution 
of CC14 in benzene. This variation is linear as long as 
An remains below a limiting value approximately equal 
to 0.5 x 10 -a, which corresponds to a Av value of 2.75 mV. 
Beyond this limit, a deviation from the straight line is 
observed, arising from the very response of the instru- 
ment. 

The instrumental constant C was calculated as the 
slope of the linear part of the curve Av versus An and 
was found to be equal to 5.45 V; this constant does not, 
at least in our experimental conditions, change with time. 

We have studied solutions of polystyrene in benzene 
having refractive index increments lower than 0-5 x 10 -a 
ml/g. Several sets of measurement were made on each 
sample. 

This instrument is equipped with white light. We have 
compared the dn/dc values obtained with this instrument 
to the classical dn/de values determined with monochro- 
matic light (usually= 546 nm). For  instance, for a 
polystyrene in benzene of molecular weight equal to 
140 000, we have found, using our calibration constant, 

the value of  dn/dc = 0.106 ml/g which is in good agreement 
with many others experiments9; we can thus assume that 
our absolute values are correct. 

Even if it was not the case, it would only change the 
absolute values by a constant factor and not the dn/dc 
variation as a function of M. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Variation of refractive index increment with molecular 
weight 

In Figure 2 several dn/dc values as obtained by different 
authors, are plotted against the reciprocal molecular 
weight, in order to see if the linear relationship 4: 

dn/dc = (dn/dc)m + K"/ Mn (1) 

holds for the entire range of molecular weights studied. 
In this equation (dn/dc)m stands for the refractive index 
increment of  the repeating unit, and K"  is a constant 
characteristic of the nature of the end-groups. Mn is 
the number-average molecular weight of the polymer. 
In Figure 2 curve I represents our data which correspond 
to a series of anionic polystyrene samples in solution in 
benzene with a cumyl radical at one end of the chain 
(Table 1). We may note that equation (1) holds only for 
molecular weights lower than about 20 000. Beyond this 
limit, an abrupt change in the slope is observed which 
compares well to that obtained from densitometric 
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Figure 2 Variation in dn/dc of polystyrenes with reciprocal 
molecular weight. I, Polystyrene in benzene at 25°C; II, our 
results. II, Polystyrenes in toluene at 25°C; 0,  data of Barrall 
et al.7; rq, data of Margerison et al. lo. - -  represents the best fit 
to the complete data from these authors; . . . .  , calculated 
curves. III, Polystyrenes in butanone at 25°C; ©, data of Barrall 
et aL IV, Polystyrenes in tetrahydrofuran at 25°C; x,  data of 
Schulz et aL lz 
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measurements, occurring at the same value of molecular 
weight. We have also reported (curve II) the results 
obtained in toluene by Barrall et al. 7 relative to commer- 
cial polystyrene samples initiated by butyllithium. Their 
results are in very good agreement with ours and exhibit 
the same change in slope which takes place again for 
about 20000 molecular weight. Margerison et al. 1° 
repeated their experiments in the same conditions. Their 
results are reported in the same Figure. They seem to 
be much more scattered and do not allow the conclusion, 
as do these authors, that the variation of dn/dc with 1/Mn 
is consistently linear in the whole molecular weight range. 
The single curve we have drawn for both results of 
Barrall et al. and Margerison et al. clearly demonstrates 
there are no significant differences between their data. 

The same behaviour has been observed for poly- 
styrenes in butanone 7 (curve III) and for polystyrenes in 
tetrahydrofuran 11 (curve IV). Unfortunately, in the last 
case, low molecular weight polystyrenes have not been 
studied. 

All these results suggest that these curves consist of 
two parts. The first relative to the low molecular weight 
region, is correctly represented by equation (1); the 
second corresponds to the high molecular weight range. 

The best confirmation of these two different behaviours 
may be given by a quantitative estimate of the linear 
portion of the curves as a function of polymer composi- 
tion. 

F. Candau et al. 

Table 2 Variation of v2, dn/dc, R8 and n~ of polystyrene samples 
with molecular weight in various solvents 

"vz dn/dc 
Mn (ml/g) (ml/g) /~88 n~a ,ffsb nlb 

Benzene (nl= 1.5016) 
1 300 0"950o 0'093o 0'3264 1" 6038 0"5695 1"5994 
2000 0"9380 0"097o 0'325o 1" 6098 0"567o 1"604o 
4100 0"9293 0"0997 0"3237 1" 6134 0"5658 1" 6088 
8500 0"9248 0"101o 0"3228 1-6156 0"5648 1"6108 

15 600 0"9235 0"102o 0"3231 1"6169 0"5650 1'612o 
23900 0"9217 0"1025 0"3228 1"6178 0"5648 1"6127 
53000 0"9178 0"1046 0"3224 1' 6207 0"5644 1" 6158 

1"35x105 0"9115 0"1068 0"3217 1"6235 0"5634 1"6181 
6"6x105 0"9066 0-1070 0"3208 1"6250 0'5619 1"6197 
1'05x10 e 0"905~ 0"108o 0"3207 1"6267 0'5620 1"6209 
4"1x108 0"9018 0"109o 0"3200 1"6286 0'561o 1"6225 

Toluene (nz=1.4962) 
1 300 0 .949o 0-093o 0.3237 1.5978 0.5638 1.5934 
2000 0 .940o 0.097o 0.3230 1.6034 0.5634 1.5998 
4100 0 .932o 0.1005 0.3225 1.608o 0.562o 1.603o 
8500 0 .9278 0.1028 0-3221 1.611o 0.5624 1.6060 

15600 0 .926o 0.103o 0.3220 1.6121 0.5624 1.607o 
23900 0.924o 0.1035 0.3217 1.613z 0.552o 1.6088 
53000 0.9215 0.1048 0-3216 1.614e 0.5617 1.6095 

1.35x105 0.9185 0.1063 0.321¢ 1.6178 0.562o 1.612o 
6.6x105 0-914o 0"1086 0.3213 1.620o 0.5621 1.6148 
1.05x10 e 0.9200 0.1087 0.3208 1.6211 0.5608 1.6156 

Butanone (hi---- 1' 3778) 
2000 0"9201 0"2070 0"3246 1"6238 0"5546 1"6027 
4100 0"9150 0"2094 0"3244 1"6278 0"5548 1" 6011 

15600 0"9147 0"211o 0"3254 1"630o 0"5558 1"607e 

Influence of the end-groups on the refractive index increment 
of polymers 

It is well known that the Lorenz-Lorentz and Dale- 
Glastone mixture rules 12 may be respectively expressed 
in the limiting case of c--*0 by: 

(n~ + 2) 2 [ ~ -  n~- 1 _ 
(dn/dc)e-,o= 6nl ~R2-n~2"v2)  (2) 

(dn/dc),-~o = 122 -- (nt-- 1)02 (3) 

where nl represents the refractive index of the solvent 
and fi2 and /~2 the partial specific volume and partial 
specific refractivity of the polymer, respectively. We have 
evaluated, from our partial specific volume measure- 
ments 13, the partial specific refractivity of each sample 
in solution in benzene, toluene and butanone, according 
to the Lorenz-Lorentz expression: 

- / n * 2 _  1 \  
R , = ~ 2 ( ~ /  (4) 

k 2  / 

and to the less accurate Dale-Glastone version: 

-/~2 = / ~ 2 ( n *  - -  1) (5) 

The quantity n* represents the refractive index of the 
dissolved polymer which is not supposed to be equal to 
the refractive index n2 of the pure polymer; it has been 
calculated following a procedure suggested by Heller 2. 

The dn/dc values needed for this calculation have been 
deduced from interpolation of the curves dn/dc =f(1/M) 
corresponding either to the results of Barrall et aL7 or 
to ours, depending on the solvent used. The n* and ~2 
values thus calculated are listed in Table 2. 

The partial specific refractivity of some polystyrene 
samples in benzene, as calculated from the Lorenz- 
Lorentz equations is plotted against 1/M in Figure 3. 

a Determined from the Lorenz-Lorentz mixture rule TM 

b Determined from the Dale-Glastone mixture rule TM 
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Figure 3 Partial specific refractivity of polystyrenes in toluene 
plotted against the reciprocal of the molecular weight. , 
Experimental data; . . . .  , calculated curves 

It is necessary to emphasize here that, as for dn/dc 
and ~2 measurements, we observe a linear variation for 
molecular weights below 20 000 and the same departure 
from linearity beyond that limit. 

The linear variation which arises at low molecular 
weights has already been shown by Bodmann 14 and 
corresponds (according to his assumptions and that of 
Lorimer and Jones 4) to the additivities of the specific 
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refractivities of the end-groups J~e and of the repeating 
units/~r~: 

J~z = (1 - we)Rm + w~e (6) 

where We represents the mass concentration of the end- 
groups with respect to the total weight of the macro- 
molecule, then: 

Rz  = Rm 4 Me(Re -- l~m) _ J~m + K'/Mn (7) 
M~ 

In this relationship, Me is the molecular weight of the 
end-groups. Since ~z may be replaced by: 

fra + K/ n n  = fir, + Me(re - era) 
Mn (8) 
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Figure 4 Variation in dn/dc of polyethylenes with reciprocal 
molecular weight (data of Wagner and Hoevelb). (a) Polyethylenes 
in trichlorobenzene at 135°C; (b) polyethylenes in 1-chloro- 
naphthalene at 135°C 

it is easy to calculate from the Lorenz-Lorentz equation 
(2) and from equations (7) and (8), the relation between 
dn/dc and M. One finally obtains, if A stands for the 
quantity (n~- 1)/(n~ + 2): 

d , ,  3(J~m-Afm), 1 [3(K'-AK)~ 

=(dn/dc)m W K"/Mn (9) 

Provided that the refractive index ne and the partial 
specific volume fe of the end-groups are known, it is 
then possible to calculate, starting from this simple 
hypothesis, the theoretical slopes of the lines dn/dc= 
f(1/M).  For this purpose, we have assumed for/~m and 
fra the extrapolated values of the experimental straight 
lines obtained in the low molecular weight range. 

For instance, in the case of polystyrene samples 
terminated by a butyl group, we have evaluated the 
theoretical slope, assuming for this end group the 
properties of the octane compound dissolved in the same 
solvent (at 25°C, he(butyl) = 1"3975 and re(butyl)= 1"459 
cma/g). Assuming a value for/~m of 0"3218 cma/g which 
corresponds to (dn/dc)m = 0" 104 cma/g, when polystyrene 
is dissolved in toluene, we obtain values for K'  and K"  
of 1.69cm a (Figure 3, curve A) and -14 .6cm a (Figure 2, 
curve IIA) respectively. 

A more elaborate calculation consists of assuming la 
that the refractive index [ne(styryl)=l.584] and the 
partial specific volume [fe(styryl) = 0"989 cma/g] of the 
last monomeric unit differ from that of the central 
repeating units. The resulting K'  and K"  values are 
found to be equal to 2-65 cm 3 (Figure 3, curve B) and 
- 17.06 cm 3 (Figure 2, curve IIB) respectively. 

These calculated values are in good agreement with 
the experimental ones Kexp = 2"5 cm a and Kexo = 14 cm a 
determined in the range of molecular weights below 
20 000 and are anyhow much lower than the average 
experimental slope corresponding to molecular weight 
data over 20 000. 

All these results show it is possible to explain quanti- 
tatively the linear portion of the curve corresponding to 
the low molecular weight range. They suggest also that 
there exists always, at least for polystyrenes in the three 
considered solvents, an increase of dn/dc with molecular 
weight, which is definitively outside the limit of errors. 

We believe that the explanation we gave for the 
behaviour of specific volume in this range of molecular 
weight is also valid, but we do not have enough experi- 
mental data to verify that dn/dc, as a function of M-112 
gives a straight line. 

The effect just described seems also to exist for other 
systems, as shown by the few data available in the 
literature. Wagner and Hoeve 15 performed tests on 
n-alkanes and polyethylenes in solutions of 1,2,4-trichloro- 
benzene and chloronaphthalene at 135°C (Figure 4). They 
determined the (dn/dc)m and K"  factors included in 
equation (1) for n-alkanes dissolved in 1,2,4-trichloro- 
benzene and have shown that the variation of dn/dc 
with molecular weight in this case was less than half the 
one observed for polyethylenes above 20 000 in the same 
solvent. If  we use our representation dn/dc=f(1/M), 
we find curves which are very similar to ours, presenting 
a linear part in the low molecular weight region (below 
10 000) and an anomalous increase at high molecular 
weights. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the results of this paper and the preceding one, 
it appears that the variation of the partial specific volume, 
as well as the refractive index increment, depend on 
molecular weight in a much more complicated way than 
it is generally assumed. 

Two domains have to be considered separately: 
(a) in the low molecular weight range (below 20 000 for 
polystyrenes) the effect of end-groups is predominant. 
If  one knows the exact chemical composition of the 
polymer, it is possible, applying simple additivity rules, 
to predict and evaluate quantitatively the variations of 
these two parameters with molecular weight; (b) in the 
high molecular weight range, these calculations predict 
a constant value for these quantities. We have shown that 
this is not the case: a small variation of both f2 and 
dn/dc does exist. We suggested that this variation is due 
to intramolecular contacts; this gives a linear relation 
between f2 and dn/dc as functions of M -1/z which has 
been confirmed for f2 using highly branched polymers. 

However, some remarks can be made concerning these 
tentative explanations. Molar refractivity usually does 
not depend on temperature. If  we assume that the change 
in free volume introduced by intramolecular contacts is 
similar to that which could be created by a temperature 
change, we should expect an effect of molecular weight 
on fz and dn/dc but not on R2. This is not the case, 
showing that intramolecular contacts do affect also the 
internal field probably by mutual orientation of segments. 

We may also note that the partial specific refractivity 
of the polymer depends on the nature of the solvent 
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(Table 2). Likewise, the proper refractive index n* of  
the dissolved polymer, as defined by Heller 2 is different 
f rom the refractive index of  the pure polymer, usually 
assumed to be equal to 1.602. Relating to this, it is 
interesting to point out that, according to the results 
obtained by Heller, the refractive index of  polystyrenes 
in butanone is much higher than in the other solvents 
considered. As suggested in the preceding paper, the 
penetration of the polymer coil by the solvent molecules 
should depend on their size and on their conformation. 

The results presented here may have some incidence 
in all fields where dn/dc and ~2 appear as working 
parameters, e.g. molecular weight determinations by light 
scattering and by g.p.c., studies relative to macromolecu- 
lar solutes in mixed solvents 16 etc. 

The numerous applications of  dn/dc and ~2 in macro- 
molecular science and their particular importance on the 
characterization of  polymers would require a generaliza- 
tion of these results to other systems. 
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Anionic polymerization of styrene in triglyme- 
benzene mixtures 
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Living anionic polymerization of styrene was kinetically investigated in triglyme-benzene 
mixtures. At low concentrations of triglyme the overall propagation rate constant, kp, was 
much larger than at the same concentration of monoglyme (DME) in DME-benzene mix- 
tures. The Szwarc-Schulz plot did not have negative slopes for lithium and sodium salts 
at triglyme contents of 5~20vo1~, and no contribution of free anions to the propagation 
was observed for the sodium salt. The sodium ion pair was more highly reactive than the 
lithium ion pair; thus at 25°C, the ion pair rate constant, k~, for the lithium salt was 43, 102, 
135 and 165 M-lsec -z at triglyme concentrations of 5, 10, 15, and 20~, respectively, while 
that for the sodium salt was 410, 920, and 1460M-Zsec -z in 5, 10, and 15~ triglyme, respec- 
tively. The dissociation constant, K, for the lithium salt was 2.4×10 -11, 1.9×10 -l° and 
1.3 × 10 -9 M in 10, 15, and 20~ triglyme, respectively and the free ion rate constant, k~, was 
2,.~2.5×104M-lsec -z for the lithium salt. 

INTRODUCTION 

In general, ion pairs, free ions, triple ions, quadrupole 
ions, etc., contribute to the propagation step of ionic 
polymerizations 1-4. Ion pairs and triple ions exist in 
different types such as 'contact' ion pairs or "solvent- 
separated' ion pairs (or 'tight' or 'loose' ion pairs). The 
latter have higher re, activities than the former. The frac- 
tion of the ionic species and their reactivity depend on 
solvents, gegenions and temperature, etc. 

For example, lithium and sodium salts of living poly- 
styrene are present in large amounts of the dimeric ion 
pairs (less reactive) and in small amounts of reactive 
(monomeric) ion pairs in benzene 5, and in contact ion 
pairs in dioxane 6. In the latter case, the ion pairs with 
large alkali metal gegenions, such as caesium, form loose 
ion pairs to give higher reactivities than those for smaller 
gegenions 5 , 6 (Na + and Li +) owing to the lack of solvation; 
Coulombic forces between the electric charges affect the 
reactivity of ion pairs in such a poor-solvating medium. 
On the contrary, lithium ion pairs are highly solvated 
and very reactive in tetrahydrofuran (THF) 7, s, even 
more so in the case of 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) 9,10. 
This is because the fraction of highly reactive solvent- 
separated ion pairs is larger in DME than in THF. 
Though the polarity of THF and DME is nearly the 
same, the latter has a higher solvation power than the 
former. This is due to the structure of the DME molecules. 
The strong solvation power of DME was made clear in 
previous studies 11 of living anionic polymerizations of 
styrene in DME-benzene mixtures, in which the forma- 
tion of highly reactive intermolecular solvent-separated 
triple ions was noted. The physical properties of the 
DME-benzene mixture and the THF-benzene mixture 
are about the same, but triple ions were observed only 
in the former mixtureslL Thus the role of solvent is 

determined not only by the macroscopic properties such 
as dielectric constant, but also by factors such as struc- 
ture and fitness of solvent molecules and ions. 

It is well known in the spectroscopic studies of fluorenyl 
salts 13 that polyethers such as diglyme, triglyme, tetra- 
glyme, and pentaglyme have much larger solvation power 
than monoglyme owing to the specific solvation. In the 
present paper we studied living anionic polymerizations 
of styrene in triglyme-benzene mixtures in which lithium 
and sodium ions were used as gegenions, in order to 
discuss interactions of growing ends with gegenions 
and solvating agents (triglyme and monoglyme). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Commercial triglyme CHsO--(CH2CH20)s--CH3 was 
preliminarily dehydrated by contact with metal sodium 
plates, refluxed over calcium hydride for a few days and 
distilled over sodium-potassium alloy under 7mmHg 
pressure at 81.5°C. Triglyme was set on a vacuum line, 
vigorously stirred with a magnetic stirrer at room 
temperature, frozen and de-aerated. The stirring and 
freeze-de-aeration cycles was repeated several times until 
degassing became steady and relatively weak. Then the 
glyme was distilled into thoroughly flamed ampoules 
with a break-seal. The dark blue colour of a charge trans- 
fer complex was observed during the purification process. 
On heating the solution, the colour disappeared instantly. 

Ethyllithium and ~-methylstyrene tetramer dianions 
were used as the initiators for lithium and sodium salts 
of living polystyrene, respectively. Ethyllithium was 
recrystallized in benzene, and then styrene was seeded. 
~-Methylstyrene tetramer dianions were prepared by a 
reaction of pre-purified ~-methylstyrene with metal 
sodium (mirror) in THF. 
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All the experiments were carried out using a high 
vacuum line with break-seaL The apparatus and its 
operating procedure have been described elsewhere xz. 
Polymerization rate was determined spectrophotometri- 
eally at 25 °C and 0°C. The observed absorption maxima 
were at 335 and 337nm for lithium and sodium salts, 
and at 291.5 nm for styrene. A Hitachi EPS-3T spectro- 
photometer was used. The molecular absorption coeffici- 
ent, • , was assumed to be 1.2 x 104 for both polystyryl 
salts. 

The conductance of the 'living' polymer solutions was 
measured by a Wayne-Kerr B331 MklI autobalance 
precision bridge method (a.c.). The absorption of poly- 
styryl salts was measured just before and after the 
conductance measurement. The conductance measure- 
ment was carried out also by applying a high voltage to 
the solution (d.c. method). 

RESULTS 

In Figure 1, the dielectric constant and viscosity of 
triglyme-benzene mixtures at 25°C are given. 

According to the two-state mechanism, the apparent 
propagation rate constant, k~, is given as: 

k~ = k'p + k;K1/i/[LE] 112 (1) 

where k~ and k~ are the ion pair and free ion rate con- 
stants, K is the dissociation constant of the ion pair, 
and [LE] is the living end concentration. The Szwarc- 
Schulz plot (viz. kv vs. [LE] -1/2) for the lithium salt of 
living polystyrene in triglyme-benzene system is given in 
Figure 2. The slopes for the triglyme concentration of 5 
and 10 ~o were practically zero, but they became positive 
at the higher triglyme concentrations of 15 and 20 ~o. A 
negative slope was not observed. The intercept k~ 
increased as the triglyme content increased, being 43, 
102, 135 and 165M-1sec -z for 5, 10, 15 and 20~o tri- 
glyme at 25°C respectively. 
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Figure I Dielectric constant (O) and viscosity (I-3) of triglyme- 
benzene mixtures at 25°C 

In Figure 3 the Szwarc-Schulz plot for polystyryl 
sodium in triglyme-benzene systems is given. This Figure 
suggests that the contribution of the free ions is negligible 
for 5, 10 and 15~ triglyme at 25°C. Experimental 
difficulties prevented us from carrying out the rate 
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measurements at higher glyme contents, because the 
contribution of free anions makes the reaction too fast. 
The ion pair rate constant k~ for the sodium salts was 
410, 920 and 1460M-Zsec -z for 5, 10 and 15% triglyme 
at 25°C. 

Kinetically, the propagation of  polystyryl sodium was 
studied also at 0°C and the slope of  the Szwarc--Schulz 
plot was also zero as shown in Figure 3. The intercept 
(kp) was 380 and 1080M -z sec -z for 5 and 10% triglyme, 
respectively. 

In weak electrolyte solutions containing ion pairs and 
free ions, a logarithmic plot of  equivalent conductance, A 
vs. [LE] gives a linear relation with a slope of  -0 .5 ,  as 
shown in Figure 4. Even at 10% triglyme, this Figure 
indicates the presence of  free ions, although the slope of 
the Szwarc-Schulz plot was zero (Figure 2). 

The dissociation constant, K, was evaluated by the 
Kraus-Bray plot 14, as shown in Figure 5. The intercept 
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Figure 4 Dependence of the equivalent conductance A on living 
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benzene mixtures at 25°C 
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Table 1 
system 

Kinetic and conductivity results in triglyme-benzene 

Triglyme (vol%) 

5 10 15 20 

Li + salt at 25°C 
• 2.40 2.54 
kp (M-Zsec -z) 43 102 
A0(cm2ohm-lequiv. -1) - -  33-8 
K (M) - -  2"4x 10 -11 
k~ ( i - l sec  -1) - -  - -  

Na + salt at 25°C 
k/~ (M - ]  sec -1) 410 920 

Na ÷ salt at 0°C 
kb (M-lsec -z) 380 1080 

2.72 2.90 
135 165 
32"4 31-0 

1.9x 10-1o 1.3x 10-s 
2.5x 104 2.0x 104 

1 4 6 0  

1/Ao is nearly zero, so that the limiting equivalent 
conductance A0 was assumed by the Walden rule. The 
product A0v (=0.291 cm ~ P ohm -z equiv. -z) in DME 15 
was used assuming that A+(Na+)=Ao+(Li+) z6. Thus the 
dissociation constants of  polystyryl ion pairs were 
determined to be 2"4 x 10 -11, 1 "9 x 10 -10 and 1 "3 x 10 -9 M 
at 10, 15, and 20% triglyme, respectively. Consequently, 
the free ion rate constant k~ was evaluated to be 2.5 x 104 
and 2-0 x 104 M -1 sec -1 at 15 and 20% triglyme, respec- 
tively. All results of kinetic and conductometric measure- 
ments are summarized in Table 1. 

DISCUSSION 

Dissociation eonstan t, K 

The dissociation constant, K, of  the lithium salt in 
the triglyme-benzene systems was much smaller than 
that in T H F  s or in pure D ME (monoglyme) 15, and 
close to that in THP 16-1a, i.e. the K values in the triglyme- 
benzene systems are in the order of  10 -11,~ 10 -a M for 
10~20% triglyme, which is close to the values in mix- 
tures of DME-benzene containing 40 ~ 50 % DME. The 
K value of  the sodium salt in the triglyme-benzene was 
too small to be evaluated by the conductivity measure- 
ment~ If the dissociation constant reflects the electrostatic 
energy with which an ion pair is separated to infinity, 
then K would become larger in more polar solvents. 
Because free anions contribute to the propagation in 
the present system as seen from the conductivity data 
for the lithium case, in which dielectric constant, E 
(2.54, 2.72, and 2.90 at 10, 15, and 20% triglyme, respec- 
tively) is much smaller than that in DME-benzene 
system 11 (3.81 and 4.33 at 40 and 50% DME respectively) 
and in THP (5.61) 16-1s the lithium ions seem to be 
stabilized by solvation of triglyme molecules. The larger 
sodium ion is solvated by triglyme molecules to a lesser 
extent; in fact no free ion contribution was observed in 
triglyme-benzene system (see Figure 3). 

The intercharge distance a in the lithium ion pair was 
calculated to be 7.1A from the ( l o g K -  l/E) plot based 
on the Fuoss equation za for the sphere-in-continuum 
model: 

K 3000 [ e 2 \ -- .expt-a  ) (2) 

The fact that the a value is larger than in other solvent 
systems (e.g. a=4 .5  A in T H F  7) means that the solvation 
power of triglyme molecules is strong. 
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Reactivity o f  ion pairs 

In triglyme-benzene systems, k~ for the lithium salt 
of living polystyrene was much larger than that in D M E -  
benzene systems (7, 30, 57, and 135M-Zsec -1 for 10, 
30, 40, and 50 ~o DME respectively). Also for the sodium 
salt the k~ values at low triglyme concentrations were 
much higher than those in DME-benzene (k~= 30, 140, 
220, 360 and 700M-lsec  -1 for 10, 30, 40, 50 and 60~2°). 

The log k~ vs. ( c -1 ) / (2E+  1) plots ll  show deviation 
from linearity (convex). This is in contrast with previous 
observations for other binary systems xl, 18, zl, and would 
imply that specific solvation by glyme molecules is 
important in the present system. 

The differences in physical properties (such as polarity) 
between the triglyme-benzene system and the D M E -  
benzene system are small. Thus, the difference in k~ of the 
lithium and sodium salts is due to the difference in the 
solvation power of  the glymes to the alkali cation. This 
means that highly reactive solvent-separated ion pairs 
are more abundant in the triglyme system than in the 
D M E system. In the study of the ion pairs of  fluorenyl 
salts is, it was also clear that triglyme molecules had much 
higher solvating ability towards cations than DME 
molecules. 

We discuss next the effect of  ionic size. Sodium ion 
pairs are more reactive by one order of magnitude than 
lithium ion pairs both in the triglyme-benzene system 
and in the DME-benzene system. It is well known that, 
in polar ethereal solvents such as T H F  or DME, ion 
pairs with a smaller cation can easily be solvated and 
have a high reactivity. Consequently, the inversion of  the 
reactivity should be attributed not to the fraction of 
glyme-separated ion pairs, but to the structure of glyme- 
separated ion pairs. 

Shinohara et al.Z2, ~ reported the reactivity (ks) of 
tetraglyme-separated sodium ion pair in the system 
THP-tetraglyme-polystyrylsodium, which was much 
smaller (3900M-Xsec -~) than that of  THF-separated 
ion pair (3 x 104 M -1 see -x) or monoglyme-separated ion 
pair (2 x 104M-lsec-1). They interpreted the difference 
by the tightness of  tetraglyme-separated sodium ion pair. 
It is clear from the spectroscopic studies of fluorenyl salts 
in the presence of glymes that triglyme 'fits' just the 
lithium ion pairs and tetraglyme the sodium ion pairs, 
This would account for the reactivity of  the solvent- 
separated ion pairs. The triglyme-separated lithium ion 
pair is much tighter than the sodium one. 

The temperature dependence of  the ion-pair rate 
constant, k~, of  the sodium salt (see Table 1) suggests 
that, as the activation energy is either negative (at 10% 
glyme content) or very small (at 5 ~o glyme content), the 
contribution of  solvent-separated ion pair - S-/trig- 
lyme/Na + should become larger at 0°C and even more so 
at higher triglyme contents. 

Reactivity o f  free ions and formation o f  triple ions 

The k~ values of  the lithium salts in the triglyme- 
benzene system were 2 x 104 and 2.5 x 104M -1 see -1 for 
20 and 15~o triglyme respectively. These are close to 
3 x 104 M -1 sec -x for the DME-benzene system H (lithium 

salt), but smaller than 9 ~ 1 0 x 1 0 4 M - l s e c  -z for the 
DME-benzene system ~o (sodium, potassium and caesium 
salts), 4 ~ 1 3 x  104M-Zsec -1 in DMEg, x0, 6 . 5 ~ 1 5 x  10 4 
M -z sec -z in TH F  ~, s, 6 ~ 7 x 10 4 M -~ sec -x in THP 1 7,1 s 
and 4 ~  7 × 10 4 M -1 sec -1 in MeTHF 24. The reason why 
the free carbanions in the present case are less reactive 
in the case of the lithium salts than other salts is not 
clear: the presence of  impurity or isomerization reaction 
was not observed. It may be due to the neglect of  the 
contribution of intermolecular triple ions which are 
more reactive than the free anions, as was the case for 
triple ions - S-//Li+//S -- - in the DME-benzene 
systemZL If  the intermolecular triple ion is more reactive 
than the free ions, the slope of the Szwarc-Schulz plot 
will be made apparently smaller, i.e. k~ may be under- 
estimated. Accordingly, zero slope of the k~ vs. [LE] -x/2 
plot for the 10~o triglyme system in Figure 2 might be 
attributed to the contribution of not so highly reactive 
triple ions as those found earlier in DME-benzene 
systems 11. 
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Anionic polymerization of styrene in 2-methyl- 
tetrahydrofuran: temperature dependence of 
the field effect 

K. Takaya and N. Ise 
Department of Polymer Chemistry, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan 
(Received 22 October 1973; revised 1 April 1974) 

Kinetics of living anionic polymerizations of styrene was investigated for lithium, sodium, 
and potassium salts in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran at 35, 25, 0, and -70°C in the presence and 
absence of a high intensity electric field. At  35 and 25°C, a field acceleration effect was 
observed whereas no effect was found at 0 and -70°C.  The propagation rate constant of 
ion pairs was almost independent of gegen ions and their temperature dependence was 
smaller than that of free anions. The free ions seem to be more strongly solvated as the 
temperature decreases. 

INTRODUCTION 

The influence of an electric field on the propagation step 
of living anionic polymerizations of styrene has been 
studied in this laboratory 1. When a high intensity electric 
field was applied, the propagation was generally acceler- 
ated. The acceleration was neither due to increase of the 
ion pair rate constant nor to increase of the fraction of 
free ions, but to the increase in the reactivity of the free 
anion itself 1. The increase in the free-ion rate constant 
was suggested to be due to desolvation of the free anion 
by the electric field, although without direct evidence. 

Previously, it was believed that the carbanions such as 
the styryl anions were not solvated by ethereal solventsL 
There, however, are a few solvents such as mono- 
glyme(DME) which can coordinate the anions, though 
weakly a. The temperature dependence of living anionic 
polymerizations in the presence and absence of the field 
seems to be of interest. As the field effect was not observed 
in the DME-benzene system because the solvation was 
strong towards anions, we chose 2-methyltetrahydro- 
furan (MeTHF) as a solvent, which is a weaker solvating 
agent than DME. We studied the kinetic and electrolytic 
behaviour of lithium, sodium and potassium salts of 
living polystyrene in MeTHF between 35°C and -70°C. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The preparation of the living polymers and the purifica- 
tion of reagents were carried out using a high vacuum 
line. The details were described elsewhere 4, 5 

The initiator for the lithium salt of the living poly- 
styrene was ethyllithium (Mitsuwa Chemicals, Osaka, 
Japan), which was recrystallized in benzene, and seeded 
to give styryllithium (degree of polymerization,,, 10) in 
benzene. The solvent was replaced by MeTHF according 
to the method described in previous papers 4, 5. For 
sodium and potassium salts, a-methylstyrene oligomer 
dianions were used as initiators; they were prepared by 

the reaction of ~-methylstyrene with the corresponding 
metal film. 

The determination of the propagation rate was spectro- 
photometrically carried out using a Hitachi EPS-3T 
spectrophotometer. The absorption maxima were at 
291.5nm for styrene, and at 338, 343 and 344nm for 
polystyryllithium, sodium, and potassium, respectively. 
The apparent propagation rate constant, k~, was calcu- 
lated at conversions below 85 ~. 

The electric conductivity was measured by using an a.c. 
autobalance precision bridge Wayne Kerr B331 MklI 
and a d.c. method with high voltage. 

Temperature control was carried out as follows. The 
measurements near room temperature were carried out 
by circulation of water from a thermostat whose tempera- 
ture was regulated at 25 + 0-01 °C or 35 + 0.01 °C. A quartz 
Dewar with optical windows was used for the measure- 
ments at 0°C and -70°C. As a cooling medium, ice- 
water or methanol was used for studies at 0 + 1-5°C and 
-70+2°C,  respectively. The polymerization cell was 
pre-cooled in another large Dewar set at the experimental 
temperature. Just before and after the kinetic measure- 
ments, the temperature of the quartz Dewar was checked. 

RESULTS 

In a polar ethereal solvent such as MeTHF, the propaga- 
tion proceeds by a two-state mechanism, in which a 
small amount of free ions and a large amount of ion 
pairs contribute, and the apparent propagation rate 
constant, k~, is proportional to the reciprocal square 
root of living end concentration [LE]2: 

k~ = k~ + k~KZ/~/[LE]I/2 (1) 

The k~ vs. [LE] -1/2 plot is given in Figure 1 for the 
sodium salt in the presence and absence of an electric 
field at 35, 25, 0 and -70°C. In the presence and absence 
of the electric field, the higher the temperature, the higher 
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Figure 1 Linear dependence of the observed propagation rate 
constant, kp, on living end concentration [LE] for sodium salt 
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Figure 2 Linear dependence of the observed propagation rate 
constant kp on Giving end concentration [LE] for potassium salt 
in MeTHF. A, 35°; B, 25°; C, 0°; D, -70°C. O, O; Q, 3.0; x ,  4.5 
kV/cm 
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Figure 3 Linear dependence of the observed propagation rate 
constant, kp, on Giving end concentration [LE] for lithium salt in 
MeTHF. I-1, 25°; x, O; O, -70°C 

the reactivity. In Figure 2, the kv values for the potassium 
salt are given. For  both cases, field acceleration effect 
was observed at 25°C and 35°C, but not at 0°C and 

- 70 °C. 
As was observed for many other systems 1, the electric 

field did not increase the intercept k~, but the slope 
k~Kll 2. The ion-pair rate constant k~; was 25, 23, 20 and 
5.5 M -1 sec -1 for the sodium salt at 35, 25, 0 and -70°C ,  
respectively. The k~ value of the potassium salt was 25, 
20, 18 and 6 .5M-tsec  -1 at 35, 25, 0 and -70°C,  respec- 
tively. The k~ value of the lithium salt was 25, 20 and 
6.0M -1see -1 at 25, 0 and -70°C,  respectively, as is 
seen from Figure 3. 

In Figure 4, the dependence of  the equivalent conduct- 
ance A on the living end concentration [LE] is given for 
the potassium salt at 35, 25, 0 and -70°C ,  where the 
slope of  the straight line was -0 .5 .  This value implies 
that the propagation proceeds via the two-state mecha- 
nism. For  the lithium and sodium salts, we note that 
quite similar results were obtained. 

Assuming the limiting equivalent conductance A0 
from the Walden product to be 67, 58, 42 and 12cm 2 
ohm -1equiv. -1 for the lithium, sodium and potassium 
salts at 35, 25, 0 and -70°C ,  respectively, the dissociation 
constant, K, of the ion pair was estimated by the Kraus-  
Bray plot 6 as 1 .5x10 -zo, 2 .4x10 -1°, 4 .1x10  -1° and 
1.6 x 10-gM for the sodium salt, 1.5 x 10 -10, 3.4 x 10 -10, 
5.7× 10 -l° and 1.6x 10-gM for the potassium salt, and 
7.8 x 10 -10, 1.3 × 10 -9, and 1-32 x 10 -a M for the lithium 
salt. 
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Based on these K values, we obtained the free anion 
rate constant k; for polystyryl salts in the presence and 
absence of an electric field, which is summarized in 
Table 1. For the sodium and potassium salts, field 
acceleration was observed at higher temperatures. 

DISCUSSION 
¢ 

Ion-pair rate constant kp 
The activation energy of the propagation by the ion 

pairs was 1.0~l .5kcal/mol for lithium, sodium, and 
potassium salts from the Arrhenius plot. The low value 
might be attributed to increase of the contribution of 
solvent-separated ion pairs at low temperatures. 

The k~ values were practically independent of the 
ionic size in the present solvent. When we compare the 
reactivity of the lithium and potassium ion pairs in other 
solvents, the order of reactivity in MeTHF is different 
from both that in THF 7 and that in THPS, 9. Thus 
MeTHF seems to have a weaker solvation power than 
THF, but a stronger solvating power than THP as far 
as the lithium ion-pair is concerned. The reactivity was 
in the order: THF ~ MeTHF > THP. On the other hand, 

the reactivity of the potassium ion-pair in THP is larger 
than in MeTHF: THP ~ THF > MeTHF. 

Dissociation constant, K 
The K value of the lithium salt was larger than those 

of sodium and potassium salts, but that of the potassium 
salt was not less than that of sodium salt. The K values 
were between that in THF (2.0x 10-9,-,2-2x 10-TM at 
25°C) 7 and that in THP (3.7x 10-11~ 1.3 x 10-10M at 
25°C)S. 

The heat of dissociation ( - A H )  became larger with 
increasing temperature as shown in Figure 5. The - AH 
values were 2.9, 2.1, and 1-6 kcal/mol for lithium, sodium 
and potassium salts at lower temperature (between 0 ° 
and -70°C),  respectively; it, however, became larger 
(4.8, ,,,6, and ~ 9 kcal/mol for lithium, sodium and 
potassium salts, respectively) above 0°C. This tempera- 
ture dependence is closely related to the fraction of 
solvent-separated ion pairs. 

Free-ion rate constant k~ and field effect 
From the kinetic results in Table 1, we obtained the 

free energy of activation AG ~ for the propagation by 
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Figure 4 Dependence of the equivalent conductance _& on living 
end concentrat ion for polystyryl potassium in MeTHF. A, 35°; 
B, 25°; C, 0°; D, -70°C.  O, 0 kV/cm (a.c. value); 0 ,  3-0 kV/cm 
(d.c. value); x ,  4.5 kV/cm (d.c. value) 
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Figure 5 Temperature dependence of dissociation constant, K. 
/% Li + salt; O, Na + salt; r--I, K + salt 

Table 1 Kinetic results for polystyryl salts in MeTHF 

Gegen Temperature k~ _&~= 
ion (°C) (M- lsec -1) (cm~ohm-Zequiv. -1) 

K x  10 TM k~0x 10 -4 k~EX 10 -4 
(M) (M- lsec -z) (M-Zsec-1) 

Li + 25 25 58 
0 20 42 

- 7 0  6.0 12 
Na + 35 25 67 

25 23 58 
0 20 42 

- 7 0  5.5 12 
K + 35 25 67 

25 20 58 
0 18 42 

- 7 0  6.5 12 

* Assumed from the Walden product 

7.8 7.0 - -  
16 2.9 - -  

130 0.13 - -  
1 '5 12 16 
2.4 7.4 12 
4.1 2-7 2.7 

16 0.14 0.14 
1-5 13 16 
3.4 7-1 12 
5.7 2"3 2.3 

16 0-17 0"17 
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the free anions as l l .8+0-05kcal /mol  and 12-2+0.05 
keal/mol in the presence and absence of  the field at 
25°C, respectively. The activation energy of  propagation 
by the free anions in the presence of the field seems to be 
smaller than in its absence (7.0 + 1.2 kcal/mol), although 
the large experimental errors prevent us from detailed 
discussion. 

The field acceleration has been accounted for in terms 
of  desolvation and has been fairly small, as found in 
other systems. 1 This seems to be related to the very weak 
solvation of  carbanions. In a polar ethereal solvent such 
as THF,  it is clear from the study of  the n.m.r, spectra 
of  living oligomers 10-12 that a styryl anion has a highly 
delocalized zr-electron cloud. The delocalization is 
distinct for a large alkali cation; the larger portion of 
negative charge of  styryl anions or ~-methylstyryl anions 
scatters over the phenyl ring. 

The lower electron density of  the carbanion due to the 
delocalization would cause veryweak interactions between 
the styryl anion and solvent molecules. There are no 
solvents capable of  coordinating strongly with anions 
except glymes among ethereal solvents, while a number 
of  solvents can coordinate towards cations, which contain 
lone electron pairs such as O, g[ and S. 

The larger the sp 2 character (hybridization) of  the 
s-carbon in the free ion type growing end, the more 
strongly the ~r-electron delocalizes over the phenyl ring. 
The styryl or ~-methylstyryl anions have an intermediate 
structure between the sp 2- and sp3-hybrid orbitals, so 

Figure 6 

~ C H  2 H 

Solvated free styryl anion 

and IV. Ise 

that the solvation takes place toward the phenyl ring. If  
we imagine a collision complex between T H F  and styrene 
molecules in the manner as suggested by LedaaP a, the 
coordination of MeTHF towards styryl anions should be 
such as shown in Figure 6. The s f  character of the s-car- 
bon of  a free styryl anion would facilitate the formation 
of  the collision complex shown in this Figure. As the 
interaction with the phenyl rings seems to give a rather 
smaller steric effect on the propagating step, desolvation, 
which has been suggested to be caused by field applica- 
tion, would not lead to a large acceleration. Actually the 
field effect (kpE/kpo) is only 1.2~ 1.8 for various alkali 
salts of  living polystyrene and its derivatives in several 
solvents. 
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Low temperature dielectric relaxation in 
polymers containing an aromatic group in the 
main chain 
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Dielectric measurements of samples of polymers containing phenylene rings in the back- 
bone chain have been obtained in the frequency range 62Hz to 100kHz and at temperatures 
between 4.2K and 330K. Most of the polymers with a phenylene ring in the main chain 
exhibit a dielectric relaxation in the temperature range 120 to 185K (62Hz). In poly(2,6- 
dimethyl-p-phenylene oxide) a single relaxation region occurs, ranging from 125K (62Hz) 
to 170K (100kHz). In poly(phenylene sulphide) a very broad relaxation region occurs over 
the temperature range ~70K to 190K. Poly(p-xylylene) exhibits a well defined relaxation 
centred at 185K (62Hz) moving to 250K (100kHz). In poly(dichloro-p-xylylene) the relaxation 
region is in the same temperature range as for poly(p-xylylene), although less sharp; in 
poly(monochloro-p-xylylene) the beginnings of relaxation region are visible at 330K (62Hz). 
In all these polymers the low temperature relaxation region is believed to be caused by a 
local re-orientation of the phenylene ring, or substituted phenylene ring. The substitution 
of a single chlorine atom on the phenylene ring causes the relaxation to appear at higher 
temperatures, whereas the disubstitution causes the relaxation region to re-appear at a 
similar temperature to that for the unsubstituted polymer. The activation energies of 
these processes lie in the range 30-45Md/kgmol (7-11kcal/mol). The temperatures and 
activation energies of this process appear to depend on the units adjacent to the phenylene 
ring, and on steric and polar effects caused by substituents on the ring. 

INTRODUCTION 

Linear high polymers frequently exhibit relaxation 
processes in the region of 180K 1-4. This relaxation is 
usually referred to as the y-relaxation process, and 
ascribed to local twisting or re-orientational motions, 
in the amorphous phase, of a small number o f -CH2-  
sequences 5-7. Relaxations at lower temperatures have 
also been found in polymers with pendant phenyl 
groups, and are usually attributed to motions of the 
pendant phenyl side group s-l°. The temperature at 
which this relaxation process, usually termed the 8-relaxa- 
tion, occurs can be raised by an amount which depends 
upon the nature of any side substituent on the phenyl 
groupS, 9. 

Dynamic mechanical 11, 1~ and dielectric 18 relaxations 
have been found to occur in polymers containing the 
phenylene group in the main chain. The present work 
was carried out in order to determine the origin of these 
relaxations and to obtain their activation energies. 
The polymers studied were poly(p-xylylene) (PPX), 
poly(monochloro-p-xylylene) (PMCPX), poly(dichloro- 
p-xylylene) (PDCPX), poly(2,6-dimethyl-p-phenylene 
oxide) (PDMPO) and poly(phenylene sulphide) (PPS), 
all being commercial samples unpurified in any way. 
Their structures are shown in Figure 1. 

Chung and Sauer 11, z3 in their mechanical studies 
of PPX, PDCPX, PMCPX and PDMPO, found relaxa- 

* Present address: Department of Electrical Engineering, Univer- 
sity of Southampton, Southampton, LrK. 

tion regions centred around 159K (0.54Hz) for PPX, 
254 K (0.4 Hz) for PMCPX, 156 K (0-34 Hz) for PDCPX 
and two peaks, one at 125K (1-4Hz) and at 277K 
(1325Hz) for PDMPO. They also studied poly(4,4'- 
isopropylidene-diphenylene- co-4,4'- sulphonylidiphenyl- 
ene dioxide) (PSF) and poly(dian carbonate) (PDC), 
obtaining peaks at 162K (0.67Hz) for PSF and 165K 

~$ 

poly(2,6-xylenol) 

poly(p-xylylene) 

poly(phenylene sulphide) 

Cl 

- - C H £ ~ C H 2 - - -  

poly( mo nochloro-p-xylylene) 

Figure 1 

Cl 

- - C H 2 - ~ C H 2  - 

CI 
poly(dich Ioro-p-xylylene} 

Chemical structure of the polymers studied 
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(1-24Hz) for PDC. PDMPO has been studied both 
mechanically and electrically by workers other than 
Chung and Sauer. Karasz et al. 18 found two relaxation 
regions, one centred at 173 K (0.1 kHz) and the other 
centred at 513K (0.1 kHz). De Petris et aL 14 reported 
a shoulder at 150K in their mechanical data (7kHz). 
Stoelting et al. 15 also found this low temperature 
relaxation in their mechanical data. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparation o f  specimens 

The PDMPO was obtained in the form of grey mould- 
ing pellets from Engineering Polymers Ltd, Wilmslow, 
marketed under the trade name of Noryl 731. PPS 
(Ryton PPS) was obtained from Phillips Petroleum 
Co., London, in the form of a creamy-grey free flowing 
powder. All samples of the poly(p-xylylenes) were 
obtained from Union Carbide Corporation in the form 
of thin films. 

Specimens, in the form of 35.8mm diameter discs, 
were either cut from sheet [poly(p-xylylenes)] or moulded 
(PDMPO and PPS). The free-flowing PPS powder was 
first converted to block form by heating to 583K for 
2 hours. The resulting brittle chocolate-brown mass was 
broken into pieces prior to moulding. Sample prepara- 
tion is summarized in Table 1. Moulded samples had 
aluminium electrodes evaporated onto their face to 
ensure good electrical contact; this was not necessary 
for samples cut from sheet. 

Apparatus and method 

The dielectric loss tangent, tan 8, of each specimen 
was measured by means of a dielectric cell similar in 
type to that designed by McCammon and Work is. 
The only modifications were the addition of heating 
coils directly on the cell, and the insertion of thermo- 
couples into the two electrodes. The dielectric cell was 
held in a vacuum-tight can, which was inserted into 
a single-vacuum jacketed helium cryostat. Loss tangent 
measurements were made by means of a General Radio 
1615-A transformer ratio arm bridge, at frequencies 
of 62Hz and then (1-0, 1.6, 2.55, 4.0, 6.2, 10)x 10nHz 
where n =2, 3, 4. Starting at a temperature of 330K 
the dielectric cell was cooled down to 4.2K in 10K 
steps, the temperature being held at its required value 
until thermal equilibrium had been achieved. Measure- 
ments were then made over the frequency range of 
interest, the temperature being held constant by means 
of a temperature controller. This was attached to one 
of the thermocouples, whilst the temperature was 
monitored by the other thermocouple. In this way, loss 

Table 1 Sample preparation 

Moulding data 
Glass 

Temp. Pressure Thickness Crystallinity temp.* 
Sample (K) (MN/m a) (mm) ( ~ )  (K) 

PDMPO 548 23 0.297_ 0.029 Amorphous 483 
PPS 583 31 0-563_+ 0-007 Amorphous 365 
PPX As - -  0.020+ 0.001 50-70 330-340 

received 
PMCPX As - -  0.022+0.002 50-70 350-370 

received 
PDCPX As - -  0-062+0.002 50-70 383 

received 

* Manufacturer's data 

Id2E ~-, 
÷ 

10-3 

j ( : ~ 4  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , ,  , . . . . . . . . . .  , 

0 80  160 240 320 
Tern peroture (K} 

Figure 2 Dielectric loss tangent versus temperature at different 
frequencies for PDMPO. + ,  100Hz; 0 ,  l kHz; ©, 4kHz; A, 
10kHz; I-q, 100kHz 

tangent could be measured to an accuracy of better 
than _+3x I0 -s whilst temperature could be held to 
__0.2K at worst. A more detailed description of the 
experimental apparatus and techniques is given else- 
where17. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Poly(2,6-dimethyl-p-phenylene oxide) ( P D M P O )  

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of loss 
tangent at frequencies from 102 to 105Hz. Two distinct 
relaxation regions are visible; a broad region, termed 
the 7-relaxation region, in the range 120 to 200K, and 
a frequency dependent region from 4.2 to 60K. The 7 
region has been found before in the dielectric studies 
of Karasz et ak 13, in the dynamic mechanical data of 
Chung and Sauer z2, de Petris et al. 14, 18 and Heijboer 19. 
The low temperature region, tentatively termed the 8 
region appears not to have been observed before. No 
evidence was seen in agreement with Karasz, of the 
very broad loss peak, termed the fl peak, found by 
Chung and Sauer and de Petris. 

Baccaredda et al. is have also studied several other 
poly(p-phenylene oxides), including poly(2-mono- 
methyl-p-phenylene oxide), the disubstituted polymer 
and the unsubstituted polymer. All of these exhibit the 
fl-relaxation near 370K and a 7-relaxation shoulder 
in the region 140 to 170K at 7kHz. Thus it is clear 
that the methyl groups themselves cannot be the cause 
of the relaxations, and n.m.r, experiments and calcula- 
tions confirm this. From comparison of observed second 
moments with values calculated on the basis of a rigid 
lattice, and from the gradual reduction in linewidth 
from 80K to room temperature, Mathes and Rochow 20 
conclude that both methyls rapidly re-orient at a 
temperature of 80K. 

The 7-relaxation found in this present work can be 
interpreted, using the results of Chung and Sauer 12 and 
of Karasz et al. 13, as a result of re-orientations of the 
phenylene group about colinear C-O bonds. If this is 
so, it would appear that the steric hindrance is somewhat 
less for PDMPO, where the oscillations can occur 
about colinear C-O bonds, than for other polymers 
studied, such as PPX or PPS, where the colinear bonds 
are C-C or C-S. Barrales-Rienda and Pepper 21 cal- 
culated the unperturbed dimensions and gyration radius 
of PDMPO in solution, and showed that the steric 
factor for the C-O bond is much lower than the usual 
values found for the simple C-C bond. The continued 
high level of dielectric loss, as well as the gradual n.m.r. 
drop, over the temperature range from 160 to 330K, 
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Figure 3 Arrhenius plot of the ~,-maximum in PDMPO 

may indicate an increasing amplitude of phenyl group 
oscillation. 

The magnitude of the S-relaxation process is frequency 
dependent with a maximum at 10kHz, and remains in 
the same place with respect to temperature. The effect 
is similar to that found by Carter et al. 22 for carbon 
black loaded rubbers, and could be due to additives in 
the commercial sample. 

Figure 3 shows a plot of log frequency for the loss 
maximum (y peak) against the reciprocal of the tem- 
perature at which the maximum occurs. The activation 
energy is 30.05 + 6.95 MJ/kg mol (7.18 + 1.66 kcal/mol), 
which is low when compared to that of Karasz et aL 13 
(8.7kcal/mol) and Chung and Sauer 12 (9.6kcal/mol). 
This low result could be attributed to the effect of 
plasticizer in the sample, acting as a swelling agent and 
thus reducing the hindrance to motion. 

Poly(phenylene sulphide) (PPS) 
Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of loss 

tangent at frequencies from 62Hz to 105Hz. Two 
relaxation regions are visible, a very broad plateau from 
80K to 190K which gradually resolves into a slight 
peak at 150K (105Hz); and a region rising up from 
about 260K. There is also slight evidence of a low 
temperature region as found for PDMPO. Since the 
glass transition temperature of this polymer is 365K 
the marked rise in loss tangent from 260K is probably 
the beginning of the a-transition region. The relaxation 
region from 80 to 190K is termed the y-relaxation, and 
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since it covers approximately the same range as that 
for both PDMPO and the unsubstituted poly(pheylene 
oxide) 18 it is assumed to be due to the same relaxation. 

If this relaxation is considered to be re-orientation 
of a phenylene ring around a C-S bond, the magnitude 
of the relaxation process would be expected to be smaller 
than that for PDMPO, since: (i) there is a larger steric 
hindrance for rotation about a C-S bond than a C-O 
bond (see above); (ii) this sample was moulded at 575K 
in air, so crosslinking will have taken place 23. 

Calculating the activation energy for this y-relaxation 
by estimating the shift in temperature with increase in 
frequency of the centre of the relaxation gives (from 
Figure 5) a value of 36.8+8-3MJ/kgmol (8.76+2.06 
kcal/mol). This value compares reasonably favourably 
with that for PDMPO and the hypothesis of a phenylene 
group rotation appears reasonable. 

t -  

10-3 

i , o  

g 

10-4 

I ( ~  i t , i , , i i i i i i i i i I i i i I i i l i i I i i , . i i I 

O 80 160 240 - 320 
Temperature (K) 

Figure 4 Dielectric loss tangent versus temperature at different 
frequencies for PPS. +,  62Hz; ©, 255Hz; O, lkHz; A, 4kHz; 
A, 10kHz; r-I, 100kl-lz 
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Figure 6 Dielectric loss tangent versus temperature at different 
frequencies for PPX. +, 62Hz; O, 255Hz; O, lkHz; A, 4kHz; 
/k, 16kHz; r-I, 100kHz 
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Poly-p-xylylene (PP X) 
The temperature dependence of the loss tangent for 

PPX is shown in Figure 6. There are two relaxation 
regions visible, the y-relaxation in the range 140K to 
240K (62Hz), which moves to 220 to 320K (105Hz), 
and a very small loss peak at 10K, which disappears at 
frequencies above 4.0kHz. The ~,-relaxation is better 
defined in magnitude compared with other samples 
studied. Chung and Sauer 11, lz have reported a ~,-relaxa- 
tion in their mechanical measurements. Their peak was 
situated at 154K (0.5Hz) whilst the maximum in the 
present work was situated at 185K (62Hz), which 

allowing for the frequency difference can be considered 
as good agreement. 

Chung and Sauer 12 attribute this relaxation region 
to the local re-orientation of the phenylene ring and 
not re-orientation of the CH2 units. The activation 
energy for this process, expected to be of the same 
order as that for the similar process in PPS and PDMPO, 
is from Figure 7 40.8+l.2MJ/kgmol (9.74+0.30 
kcal/mol). This is in reasonable agreement with the 
previous results, considering the greater steric hindrance 
for re-orientation around a C-C bond than a C-O 
bond. This value also suggests that the steric hindrance 
for C-C rotation is greater than for C-S rotation. No 
independent confirmation for this is available. 

The cause of the low temperature loss peak is very 
difficult to assign, since the sample was in the form of a 
thin film which had been polymerized directly from the 
dimer in vacuo 24. The only impurities likely to be present 
are small amounts of unpolymerized dimer which could 
well give rise to a relaxation in this region. 

Poly(monochloro-p-xylylene) ( P MCP X) 
This polymer with one chlorine atom substituted on 

the phenylene ring should be highly polar. That this 
is so can be seen by the fact that the dielectric constant 
for the PMCPX is the order of 3.3 at 1 kHz and 293K 
whilst that for PPX is 2.7. This difference is fairly 
constant throughout the temperature range. The values 
for dielectric constant are not absolute, but being 
obtained under the same conditions for each sample 
should give an indication of the difference involved. 
The fact that PMCPX is polar explains why the overall 
value of loss tangent is greater than that for previous 
samples by a factor of ten. 

The plot of loss tangent versus temperature (Figure 8) 
shows no relaxation region in the range 100 to 200K. 
There is a very frequency dependent (in magnitude) 
region below 80K, which is probably due to unpoly- 
merized dimer. The relaxation region associated with 
the re-orientation of the phenylene ring would now 
appear to occur at higher temperatures. Careful study 
of the 62 Hz curve in Figure 8 shows that this curve is 
levelling off at 330K, implying that this is now the 
y-relaxation region. This shift in position of the relaxa- 
tion process to higher temperatures is in agreement 

t -  
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Figure 8 Dielectric loss tangent versus temperature at different 
frequencies for PMCPX. A,  62Hz; O, 255Hz; Q, 1 kHz; +,  
16kHz; IS], 100kHz 
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with Chung and Sauer 11, 19 who found that the ~,-relaxa- 
tion region moved from 159K (0.5Hz) for PPX to 
254K (0.4Hz) for PMCPX. Using the one result of 
Chung and Sauer and the point at 330K (62Hz) in 
the present work to obtain a tentative value of the 
activation energy of the y-relaxation gives AH=44-8 
MJ/kgmol (10.7kcal/mol). This, if correct, is in good 
agreement with previous values, considering that the 
chlorine atom on the phenylene ring will further hinder 
the re-orientation of the phenylene ring. 

I°-2[ i 

I See Figure I0 I . 

. i O - 3  ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~  S*S 

2 , 
I 0  l ~  J 

10- 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 80 160 240 320 

Temperature (K) 
Figure 9 Dielectric loss tangent versus temperature at different 
frequencies for PDPCX. +, 62Hz; O, 255Hz (A); 0, lkHz (B); 
A, 6.2kHz (C); A, 16.6kHz (D); rT, 100kHz (E) 
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.D 

/ 

160 200 240 280 
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Figure 10 Enlargement of a portion of Figure 9, showing the 
~,-Ioss peak extrapolated to higher temperatures. Symbols as in 
Figure 9 
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Poly(diehloro-p-xylylene) (P DCP X) 
The loss tangent versus temperature plot (Figure 9) 

shows that the y-relaxation process again occurs in the 
region of 180K and there is, as previously seen, a small 
frequency dependent relaxation process taking place at 
10K. The y-relaxation is, however, less well defined 
than that in PPX (Figure 10). The disubstitution of 
chlorine atoms has moved the ~,-relaxation process 
down in temperature, compared with the singly substi- 
tuted polymer, since PDCPX is less polar than PMCPX. 
The dielectric constant is reduced to 2.9, as compared 
to 3-3 for PMCPX. The location of the second chlorine 
atom on the phenylene group is not precisely known z5 
and some polarity is expected. This polarity accounts 
for both the larger loss tangent and dielectric constant 
of PDCPX compared with PPX. Chung and Sauer 12 
show that in order that the phenylene ring should have 
a small dipole moment (which from Figure 9 appears 
to be correct), the substitution must be in either the 
2,5 or 2,6 positions, the former having the greater dipole 
moment. However, it has been shown by gas chromato- 
graphy 11 that 85~ of the phenylene groups have two 
chlorine atoms per ring, 10 ~ have three chlorine atoms 
per two phenylene rings and 5 ~  have five chlorine 
atoms per two phenylene rings, and these excess chlorine 
atoms could account for the observed polarity. 

The activation energy of this y-relaxation was cal- 
culated from Figure 11 and found to be 43.9+ 1.7 
MJ/kgmol (10-5+0.4kcal/mol). Again there is good 
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agreement with the activation energies of the y-relaxation 
for the other polyxylylenes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained show that for the polymers studied, 
even though they do not possess three or more adjacent 
-CH2-  groups in the structure, there is a low temperature 
relaxation region. The common feature of all these 
polymers is that they contain phenylene groups in the 
main chain. Comparing the results with previous di- 
electric 13 and mechanicalH, 12 studies leads to an 
interpretation in terms of  re-orientation of the phenylene 
ring, probably coupled with torsional rotational motions 
of  nearby chain units. The location of this relaxation 
region is a function of  the units adjacent to the phenylene 
ring, as well as the nature of  the ring substituents. 

The results are outlined in Table 2, from which it 
appears that when the phenylene ring is adjacent to two 
oxygen atoms there is less hindrance to motion than 
when the neighbours are sulphur or carbon atoms, and 
PDMPO exhibits a relaxation region at lower tempera- 
tures than the other polymers studied, in keeping with 
theoretical considerations ~z. Crosslinking, as in PPS, 
does not substantially change the position of the relaxa- 
tion, but decreases the magnitude of the process. The 
ring motion is affected considerably by a polar substitu- 
tion on the phenylene ring, as in the case of PMCPX, 
where the relaxation is moved up in temperature by 
150K. If  the substitution is symmetric, the relaxation 
occurs at roughly the same temperature as for the 
unsubstituted polymers, implying that the motion 
responsible for the relaxation is the same. A further 
confirmation of this hypothesis is the fact that all the 
activation energies for these processes are of the same 
order of  magnitude. Since the only common structural 
factor in all the polymers studied is the phenylene ring, 
the implication is that the y-relaxation is associated with 
re-orientation of  the ring. 

If  this assumption is correct, then it would be expected 
that other polymers containing aromatic rings in the 
main chain should show the same relaxation. Chung 
and Sauer 1~ found in their dynamic mechanical experi- 
ments a relaxation region occurring at 162K (0.67Hz) 
for Polysulfone and at 165K (1.24Hz) for poly(dian 
carbonate), interpreted as re-orientation of  the aromatic 
groups in the main chain. Illers and Breuer's study 26 
of  poly(ethylene terephthalate) showed that the fl-relaxa- 
t/on could be composed of  three overlapping processes, 
one of  which occurs at 168K. This could be assigned to 
re-orientation of the phenylene ring, and not, as they 
postulate, due to the motions of the - C O O -  groups 
associated with the gauche conformation of  the polymer 
chain. Also as the number of methylene sequences is 

Table 2 Summary of experimental results 

Polymer 

Temp. of 
~,-relaxation 

maximum AH Dielectric 
at 62Hz constant at 

(K) Md/kgmol kcal/mol 293K and lkHz 

PDMPO 
PPS 
PPX 
PMCPX 
PDCPX 

195 30.05-f-6.95 7"18_1"66 3"1 
120 36"8__.8"3 8"76__.2-06 3-0 
185 40"8+1 '2 9"74___0"30 9.7 
330 44.8 10"7 3"3 
185 43"9+1 "7 10"5_0"4 2"9 

increased in the poly(methylene terephthalates) the loss 
peak experiences a shift to lower temperatures, which 
implies less steric hindrance for phenylene ring re-orienta- 
tion. Bernier and Kline 27 have studied polyimide, and 
in a dried sample found an internal friction peak at 
130K (700Hz), which has been associated with the 
addition of water 26, 28. However, Butta et al. 29 studied 
the effect of water on polyimide at a frequency of  
15 kHz, and found for a sample dried at 200°C a broad 
asymmetric low temperature tail in the loss peak. The 
addition of water caused a new peak to arise at 230K 
(700 Hz). They draw attention to the similarity between 
dried polyimide, which has an unsubstituted phenylene 
ring between a nitrogen atom and an oxygen atom, and 
PDMPO. Since the phenylene ring in the polyimide is 
situated between a nitrogen and an oxygen atom it 
would be expected that the barrier to re-orientation 
for the phenylene ring should be similar to that for the 
phenylene ring in PDMPO. 
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A study of molecular orientation in poly(methyl 
methacrylate) by means of laser-Raman 
spectroscopy 
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Measurements have been made of the polarization dependence of the intensity of 
the Raman scattering from uniaxially oriented samples of poly(methyl methacrylate). Lines 
at wavenumber shifts 486, 562, 604 and 1732cm -z were studied. With the right-angle scatter- 
ing geometry used, four combinations of polarization directions of incident and observed 
scattered light could be chosen and the angle between the draw direction and the direction 
of the incident laser beam could be varied. The observed intensities were found to fit 
equations derived in an earlier publication. Five parameters which would determine the 
scattered intensity for any scattering geometry and combination of polarization vectors 
were derived. They were shown to contain information about the distribution of orientations 
of the structural units of the polymer despite the fact that their values also suggest that 
either the nature of the structural units or the interactions between them are modified by 
drawing. Values of ~ and ~ deduced for the structural units, where 0 is the angle 
between a unique axis in a typical unit and the draw direction, are in good agreement with 
those obtained by other authors from broadline n.m.r, measurements. For the sample with 
the highest birefringence, -14 .8x  10 -4, the values of ~ and co--6-~rO were 0.52+0.03 and 
0.43 + 0.04 respectively. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has recently been shown 1-a that it should be possible 
to obtain fairly detailed information about the distribu- 
tion of orientations of the structural units in an oriented 
solid polymer from suitable measurements of the intensity 
of the Raman scattering of polarized light. In this paper 
the results of some measurements of this kind that have 
been made on uniaxiaUy oriented specimens of poly- 
(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) are reported. 

PMMA has certain advantages as a material on which 
to test some of the predictions of the theoretical treat- 
ment. It forms a dear glassy solid which produces very 
little Tyndall scattering, so that polarized light can pass 
through a considerable thickness of sample without 
appreciable polarization scrambling, and it can be 
worked to a reasonable optical finish so that surface 
scattering and deviation of the incident and Raman- 
scattered light are small. The birefringence of oriented 
PMMA is quite low, which enables the predicted effect 
of the birefringence on the observed intensities to be 
tested and permits all the potentially available independ- 
ent data containing information about the distribution 
of molecular orientations to be obtained in practice. In 
order to test a fairly simple form of the theory it is 
convenient to deal with samples of uniaxial symmetry, 
and for PMMA these can be easily prepared in the form 

* Present address: CEGB Scientific Services Department, Otley 
Road, Harrogate HG3 1PR, UK. 

of quite thick sheets, which simplifies the experimental 
arrangements for obtaining all the independent intensities 
and makes it easier to study the effects of birefringence 
on them. An additional incentive to use PMMA was that 
suitable drawn samples were available for which infor- 
mation about the distribution of molecular orientations 
had already been obtained from measurements of broad- 
line nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) by Kashiwagi 
et al. 4. A comparison of the results of two independent 
methods of studying molecular orientation could thus be 
made. 

A disadvantage of PMMA is that the ordinary com- 
mercial material, such as that used in preparing these 
samples, does not have a very well-defined molecular 
structureL The success of the n.m.r, work, in which 
certain simple assumptions about the structure were 
made, suggested that this disadvantage might not out- 
weigh the advantages. 

THEORY 

Although this paper is concerned with uniaxially oriented 
samples we shall begin by considering briefly the theory 
for samples of the more general orthotropic symmetry. 
Such samples have, statistically, three mutually perpen- 
dicular two-fold axes of rotational symmetry and we 
shall choose a right-handed set of axes O-xzx2x3 fixed 
in the sample so that each axis is parallel to one of the 
two-fold axes. When the simpler uniaxial symmetry is 
considered, Ox3 will be chosen parallel to the unique axis. 
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It will be assumed that the vibrational Raman scatter- 
ing from the structural units making up the polymer 
solid is incoherent. Since PMMA is non-crystalline the 
simplest assumption would be that these structural units 
are individual chain segments. It was shown earlier/that 
the intensity of Raman scattering for any combination 
of polarization vectors of the incident and observed 
scattered light can be expressed in terms of nine quantities, 
Y~s~q, where mj is the i/th component (with respect to 
O-x~x2xa) of the Raman tensor of a typical structural 
unit. The summation is over all structural units contri- 
buting to the observed intensity and ijpq is of the form 
iijj or ijij. Any component aq can be expressed in terms 
of the principal components, at, a2, ~a, of the Raman ten- 
sor and the Euler angles which define the orientation of 
its principal axes with respect to the axes O-xlx2xs. The 
quantities Zaoa~, q thus contain information about the 
distribution of orientations of the structural units. For 
uniaxial symmetry, the number of independent Y~a~a~a 
is reduced to five. 

We choose right-handed sets of axes O-x~x~x~ oriented 
identically within each structural unit, with Ox~ parallel 
to the long axis of the unit. If we assume that the units 
have no preferred orientation around the Ox~ axes and 
consider a vibration for which the principal axes of the 
Raman tensor coincide with O-x~x~x~, equation (20) of 
ref 1 shows that for a uniaxial sample: 

Xo~ja~q=4zr2No Z MtooAti~o~oa (1) 
If0, 2,4 

In this equation No is the number of structural units 
contributing to the observed intensity and zorn is a " ~ lO0 
sum of quadratic terms in ax, as, a3 (see Table I of ref 1). 
Mtoo is (apart from a factor 4~r2) a coefficient in the 
expansion of the distribution function for the structural 
units in terms of a series of (normalized) Legendre 
polynomials P[(cosO), where 0 is the angle between Ox3 
and Ox~ for a typical structural unit. M000= 1/(21/s.4~r s) 
and M200 and M400 are linearly related to Cs=co--6~z-O 
and C4= cos ~0, where the bars denote that the quantities 
are averaged over the distribution. 

As already stated, for uniaxial symmetry, only five 
Y,m~a~¢ are independent. If these are determined experi- 
mentally (as they can be apart from an unknown scaling 
factor, I0) equation (1) represents, after multiplying both 
sides by 10, five independent equations in five unknowns, 
M200, M400, (Nolo)t/S~l, (Nolo)l/2as and (Nolo)1/2a3, 
which can thus, in principle, be determined. The equations 
are linear in M200 and M400 but quadratic in the tensor 
components and it is thus not straightforward to solve 
them and the solution is not unique. Since a~ and as 
occur in the quantities ,~r~ only in the combinations "~lO0 
(a 2 + a2), (a~ + as)~3 and a~2, it is possible to obtain an 
approximate solution for Msoo and M400 (or Cs and 
C4) for any vibration for which al and ~s have the same 
sign and are not too different in magnitude by substi- 
tuting a~= as (=  at) in equation (1). 

The explicit forms of the equations then become: 

I0 E~2~ = I0 E~z = ~N010[8~t ~ + 8a~az + 3a~-- 
(8cqaL + 6c~)Cs + 3a~C4] (2a) 

Io E~3~a = Nolo [~t 2 + 2cxtaLCs + c~ C4] (2b) 
Io ~ s  = ~rNo/oa~[1 - 2C2 + Ca] (2c) 
Io Z~3 = Io ~2t3 = ½No/oc~ [C2- C4] (2d) 

I0 ~as2a33 = ½NoIo [2at 2 "t- a taL -a t- (a~ --1- ataL) Cs --  a~C4] (2e) 

~-' ~11a2 2 ~ 2 2 Ea11-- 2Ea12 , Eo~33oq1 = Ea22a33 (3) 

where 
~L = ~a-  ~e (4) 

From equations (2a), (2b) and (2e) it follows that: 

I0 Y~c~2- 210 ~22a33 + Io ~a~s 

=~N010ag(3-14C2+I9C@ (5) 

and approximate values of C2 and C4 may thus be 
obtained directly by using equations (2c), (2d) and (5). 
In addition, by using equations (2a) and (2b), suitable 
approximate values for (NoIo)l/2al, (NoIo)t/2as and 
(NoIo)t/2aa may be obtained for substitution as starting 
values in an iterative least squares computer program 
to solve equations (I). 

It has been shown I that it should be possible to deter- 
mine the values of the five independent quantities 
IoZaoavq for a material of uniaxial symmetry by arrang- 
ing that the incident light travels along a diameter of a 
disc cut so that the unique axis (Oxs) lies in its plane and 
determining the intensity of the Raman light scattered 
along the normal (Oxl) to that plane as a function of the 
angle of rotation of the disc about the normal. This 
arrangement is used in the experiments reported here. 
We choose axes O-XIXSX3 in the laboratory and assume 
that the disc is placed so that OX1 and Oxt coincide 
(see Figure 1). Let the incident light travel along OXa 
with polarization vector parallel to OXt or OXs and 
let the light scattered along 02(1 be observed using an 
analyser with polarization vector parallel to OXa or 
OXs. Four observed intensities hi(t) can be defined, 
where i and j refer to the polarization vectors of the 
scattered and incident radiations, respectively, and Oxa 
makes a variable angle 3 with OXs. These intensities 
are given by: 

ltl(fl)=lo(l~jo+lij2 cos 2fl+hj4 cos 4]3) (6) 

where 
I 2 1 4 = I 3 1 4 = I 3 2 S = 0  (7) 

The five independent non-zero values of I ~  are linear 
functions of the five independent quantities Y~oqF~q and 
are given by setting Y,a~3 equal to E~3 in equations (23) 
of ref 1. This equality implies that: 

/Sl(zr/2) =/32(0)  (8) 
o r  

/210--/212 ~ I3so-- /s24 (9) 
For a sample of the more general orthotropic symmetry 
equations (8) and (9) do not hold. The five independent 
IoZa~]apq for uniaxial symmetry can be determined by 
fitting equations (6) to experimental intensity data. 

So far the effects of the birefringence of the polymer 
have been neglected. If these are taken into account/92o 
and/324 are modified by the subtraction, and /224 and 
/3so by the addition, of a term 

Io  = ¼( ~-~a22o~33 "4- ~ 3 ) ( 1  --  ~ (10) 

where ~7 is the relative phase shift that occurs between 
two scattered light waves polarized parallel to Ox3 or 
Oxs as they travel a distance d parallel to Oxl. The aver- 
age of cos~ is to be taken over the volume of the sample 
illuminated by the incident light. For a material of low 
birefringence, this average can be made very close to 1 
or - 1 ,  as explained in the experimental section. 

The possible conformations of the molecular chains in 
PMMA will be discussed in a later section and it is 
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concluded that helical structures may be present. Bower 
and Purvis 2 have shown that for those vibrations of a 
helix for which it is not possible to resolve the A, E~ 
and E2 modes corresponding to what would be the same 
mode of vibration of side groups attached to the helix 
backbone if there were no coupling between the groups, 
equation (1) holds with a modification to the significance 
of the quantities Ai~pq These now become functions of  

" = 1 0 0  " 

four quantities P, Q, R and S which depend on the 
components of the Raman tensors for the A, E~ and E2 
modes. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Sample preparation 
The material used was a commercial type of isotropic 

Perspex, originally in sheet form of approximately 3 mm 
thickness, which was drawn in a tensometer, at a number 
of temperatures, to a fixed draw ratio. Discs of  diameter 
1 cm were cut with the draw direction of the material 
in the plane of the disc. The surfaces of the discs were 
polished to an optical finish using diamond dust. Each 
of  the specimens was examined under a polarizing 
microscope for any serious inhomogeneities which might 
have been produced during its preparation, but none 
were observed. This examination was repeated after the 
samples had been exposed to the laser beam. The drawing 
temperatures and birefringences of the specimens are 
given in Table 1. 

Apparatus 
The Raman spectra were excited by light of wavelength 

488 nm from a CRL model 52A Ar + laser. The power in 
the laser beam was approximately 1 W continuous. The 
Raman light collected at right angles to the direction of 
the incident beam was focused on the entrance slit of  a 
Coderg PHO double monochromator and the light from 
the exit slit was detected by an EMI S-20 photomultiplier 
tube. This tube was cooled to - 3 0 ° C  and a magnetic 
field was applied to it by means of a pancake solenoid 
in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The signal 
from the photomultiplier was amplified by a low-noise 
d.c. amplifier and recorded both on a chart recorder and 
digitally on paper tape using a Solartron Data Transfer 
Unit coupled to a Facit tape punch. 

The vertically polarized laser beam was first incident 
upon a beam splitter so that the power of  the laser 
light could be monitored continuously. The beam 
reflected from the beam-splitter travelled parallel to 
the optical transfer plate of  the spectrometer on which 
were mounted a half-wave plate, which permitted rotation 
of  the plane of polarization of the incident light through 
a right angle, and a narrow band-pass dielectric filter 
which removed unwanted plasma lines from the exciting 
light. The width of  the beam striking the specimen was 
limited by means of  a variable-width slit placed immedi- 
ately in front of it. 

Table ! Drawing temperatures and birefringences of samples 

Draw temp. Birefringence 
Sample (°C) (na- n2) x 104 

MF 5 155 -3.72 
AG 130 -8.80 
MF 12 115 -14.78 
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oxa 

L ~ OX, 

OX 3 

Figure 1 Detail of sample mount. L, laser 
beam; S, slit jaws; Sa, sam pie; Sd, Perspex 
surround. Sample can be rotated around 
OX1 and scattered light is collected in this 
direction. Sample and surround can be 
moved together parallel to OXz, the slit 
remaining stationary 

The specimen disc was attached by one face (using 
double-sided tape) to a holder which permitted it to be 
rotated about an axis perpendicular to its faces and 
which also incorporated a movement parallel to this 
axis. The specimen was placed so that the exciting beam 
passed along a diameter of the disc, which was surrounded 
by a close-fitting fixed rectangle of ordinary PMMA, so 
that the incident laser light passed through the specimen 
as a parallel beam (see Figure 1). Tests were carried out 
to ensure that no measurable scattered light was collected 
from this surround. In order to reduce scatter and 
deviation of  the laser beam the very small gap between 
the specimen and the surround was filled with water. An 
analyser and quarter-wave plate were placed between 
the collecting lens and the spectrometer entrance slit. 
The purpose of the quarter-wave plate was to reduce the 
differential sensitivity of the spectrometer to light polar- 
ized parallel or perpendicular to the slit length. 

Procedure for determining relative intensities 
The Raman lines studied were at 486, 562, 604 and 

1732cm -1 from the exciting line. The first three of the 
lines were obtained by scanning the spectrum over a 
range from 430 to 690 cm -1. The slit width and specimen 
position were adjusted so that a slice of the sample 
0-1 mm thick was illuminated at a depth corresponding 
to an integral or half-integral wave plate below the 
surface from which the observed Raman light emerged. 
This made it possible to correct quite accurately for the 
effects of the birefringence of the specimen on the observed 
intensities. 

If  the incident light illuminates a slice of specimen at 
depth d below the surface, equations (6) and (1(3) show 
that the maximum variation of intensity with dis obtained 
for [3=r r~4 and that the intensity should vary as 
cos[2~rd(ns-n~)[,~]. Whether the intensity for d =  0 should 
be a maximum or a minimum depends on the sign of  
(Ea~a+Zazzn3a) and cannot be predicted. Figure 2 
shows the observed intensity variation in a particular 
case. It is in reasonable agreement with a cosine vari- 
ation and clearly indicates a maximum at the surface. 
Using the measured values of (na-n2) we can calculate 
the spatial period of  this variation and in Table 2 the 
measured and calculated periods are compared for the 
three specimens for the 604 and 1732 cm -1 lines. For these 
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two lines the appropriate values of cost  could be deter- 
mined directly. Since the slice of  specimen illuminated 
was very much smaller than the period of  the variation 
of  scattered intensity with d, cost could be made very 
close to 1 or - 1 ,  depending on whether the sample was 
positioned for d=mA/(na-n2) or d=(m+½)A/(na-n2), 
where m is an integer. It was not possible to measure the 
variation of  the intensity of the 486 and 562 cm -1 lines 
with d because these lines were relatively weak and the 
variation was very small. The specimen was therefore 

80 

.-M_ 
t -  

= 60 

2 

0 

a 4 0  
I -  

n 

• I"4 

2C 
) 'O I'O 2"0 3"0 

d ( rnm)  

Figure 2 Variation of intensity 1~2(~r/4) with distance, d, of incident 
laser beam below surface from which scattered light emerges. 
t l ,  Experimental points; , cosine curve; H ,  slit width. 
Data for 604cm -1 line of sample MF5 

Table 2 Calculated and measured spatial periods 

MF 5 AG MF 12 
period (mm) period (ram) period (mm) 

Line 
(cm -1) Meas. Calc. Meas. Calc. Meas. Calc. 

604 1 "40 1 "35 0"81 0"57 0"36 0"34 
1732 1 "50 1 "43 0"78 0"61 0"38 0"36 

positioned for a maximum in the variation of  intensity 
with d for the 604 cm -1 line. 

The Raman spectra were recorded for a number of  
angles, fl, between the draw direction (Ox3) of  the sample 
and the horizontal axis (OXa) for the four combinations 
of  incident light polarized parallel to OX1 or OX2 and 
analyser polarization direction parallel to OX2 or OXs. 

The spectra obtained in the region 430-690 cm -1 were 
analysed by a computer program into five overlapping 
Lorentzians plus a linear background (Figure 3). No 
corrections for slit function were made, since the slit 
width corresponded to only about 5 cm -1 compared with 
linewidths of ~ 25 cm -1 or greater. The line at 1732 cm -1 
did not appear to overlap any other line, thus making 
computer fitting unnecessary. 

In fitting the spectra of  specimen MF12, for which the 
intensities were measured by hand at intervals of  2 cm -z 
before the digital equipment was available, a completely 
free fit was performed to every spectrum taken and the 
average value of the half-intensity width and centre of  
each line was subsequently calculated. The spectra were 
then all refitted with the half-intensity widths and centres 
fixed at these average values. For the other two specimens, 
the spectra were recorded digitally on paper tape at 
intervals of 0.5 cm -1 and these data were then treated 
in a similar manner. In this way good fits were obtained 
for all the spectra and the intensities of the lines could be 
specified by the fitted peak heights, since no comparison 
of the intensities of different lines was to be made. The 
intensities obtained in this manner were corrected for 
changes in laser power and for the remaining differential 
polarization sensitivity of the spectrometer. The maxi- 
mum values of these corrections were 5 9/0 and 18 ~o 
respectively. 

The theoretical treatment assumes that scattered light 
of  only one polarization is observed, whereas this is 
impossible with a finite collection angle. To check 
directly the effect of aperture, the semi-angle of the 
collection cone was reduced by a factor of  about x/2 
and the spectra were run again for the specimen MF12. 
Analysis of the data for the 604 cm -1 line for both aper- 
tures by the first of the methods discussed in a later 

j I .L L __t ] J l _ _  
650 625 600 575 550 525 500 475 

A~ (cm-') 

Figure 3 Raman spectrum of sample MF12 in range A~=460-670cm -1 showing the five torentzian peaks and linear background fitted to 
it. Upper line shows deviation from sum of Lorentzians and background (with arbitrary zero shift) 
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Figure 4 Polar plots of the four intensities//j(/~) for the 604cm-Z line. (a) Sample MF5; (b) sample MF12. All intensities to same arbitrary 
scale within each set of four plots. O, • Experimental points; , least squares fits 
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Figure 5 Polar plots of the four intensities lij(~) for the 486cm-1 line. (a) Sample MFS; (b) sample MF12. All intensities to same arbitrary 
scale within each set of four plots. O, O, Experimental points; , least squares fits 
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section showed no significant difference in the parameters 
obtained. 

The linearity of response of the system to intensity 
was checked by recording the same spectrum for two 
different laser powers (differing by a factor of approxi- 
mately two) and analysing both spectra. The results 
showed that, within experimental uncertainties, the 
positions and widths of the lines remained constant and 
the peak heights scaled by a common factor. The 
linearity was also checked directly using neutral density 
filters. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Values of loZotijot2o q 
The corrected intensities yield the values of the 

quantities loZo~jo~2~ q via equations (6) and (10). Figures 
4 and 5 show the polar diagrams for the observed 
intensities I~j(fl), together with the best fits to equations 
(6), for the 604cm -1 and 486cm -1 lines of specimens 
MF5 and MF12. For each specimen and line the four 
diagrams are on the same intensity scale, and although 
the condition of uniaxial symmetry, equation (9), has 
not been imposed in the fits it is seen to be well satisfied, 
i.e. I21(rr/2)=Is2(O). The polar plots also serve to confirm 
the correction factors applied for the differential polari- 
zation sensitivity of the spectrometer, since I2x(/3) is seen 
to be equal to Ial(fl+ ~r/2) within experimental error for 
all ft. The fits were made using a computer program in 
which a least squares criterion of fit was imposed and 
values of the five independent IoY~a~ial~q were obtained 
from them. An extra parameter, fl0, was included in the 
fits to allow for experimental error in determining the 
orientation of the specimen corresponding to /3 = 0. 

There are two independent invariants of second order 
in the a,¢ which are usually chosen as the squares of the 
spherical part of the Raman tensor, ~, and the anisotropy, 
/3, defined by ~ : 

9~ 2 = ( a l l  + a22 + a33) 2 = ( a l  + a2 + a3) 2 (11) 

2/3 z = (o~11 - -  C~22) 2 "4- (0~22 -- o~a3) 2 q- (o~33 -- Oql) 2 -4- 
2 2 2 

= (a l  - a~)2 + (a2 - a3) ~ + ( a s -  a l )  2 (12)  

Summing over the No structural units contributing to 
the observed intensity and taking account of the restric- 
tions of uniaxial symmetry we obtain: 

9N0~ 9' = 4 Za~2 + Xa]a- 4 Z~ 2 + 4 Za~3~ (13) 

No/3~= Za~+ Xa]a+ 5Za~2+6Xaa~l-2Z~zaaa (14) 

Since only values of IoEa~lavq are available and No and 
I0 are unknown it is not possible to evaluate ~2 or/33 
directly. It is, however, possible to evaluate the ratio 
/32/~ and to check whether this is the same, for a given 
Raman line, for the three specimens. The values obtained, 
together with those for an isotropic sample, are shown 
in Table 3, which also shows the values of the more 
familiar depolarization ratio, m, given byT: 

3/3~ 
m = 2 (15) 45~ +4/39. 

For each line, except that at 562cm -1 for which the 
scatter in the data is large, the anisotropy of the Raman 

Table 3 Tensor  invariants and depolarization ratios 

Sample 

Line (cm -z) ISO MF5 AG MF12 

486 /g2/~2 6" 7 32 131 
pt 0.48 0.55 0.69 

562 B~/~z 1 "6 5"5 18"9 
pz 0.13 0.25 0.47 

604 /3~/~s 1.7 3.6 5.2 
pt 0.13 0.18 0-24 

1732 /32/7x ~ 1" 7 6" 3 27.5 
pt 0.14 0.27 0.53 

Table 4 Values of (~.allC~pq)/(No~ ~) 

Line 
(cm -z) cxijetpq ISO MF5 AG 

157 
0.70 
8.6 
0"33 

10.1 
0.35 

30"4 
0.55 

MF12 

486 a~= 1.3 4.0 15.7 17.6 
a~ s 3.1 12.3 12.6 
a~= 0.6 2.1 8.1 9.4 
a~ 2 2"1 8"2 11 "5 
a~a~8 (0.1)a --0"4 --8"3 --6"9 

562 a~= 1" 06 1" 64 3" 51 2" 24 
a~3 1' 01 2" 95 1" 78 
a~= 0"14 0"38 2"09 0"53 
axe= 0'29 0"86 0"36 
c=~aaa (0" 78) 0" 68 - 1" 12 -- 0" 73 

604 a~= 1" 07 1" 45 1" 83 2" 51 
a~a 1 "18 1 "37 1 " ~  
a~ 0"15 0"23 0"31 0"55 
a~2 0"21 0.99 0"48 
ot~aa8 (0"77) 0"72 0'29 --0"18 

1732 a~= 1 "07 1 "84 4"21 5"74 
c=~8 1 '65 3"67 4"96 
aa~ 2 0'15 0"29 1 "59 0"87 
%2= 0"32 1 "55 1 "41 
a~2~aa (0" 77) O" 28 -- 1" 37 -- 3" 34 

a Values in parentheses obtained by using equation (16c) 

tensors appears to increase with increasing birefringence 
of the specimen. 

Table 4 shows the values of (ZaoavO/(No~ 2) for each 
line and each specimen and those for the 604 cm -1 and 
1732cm -1 lines are plotted against the birefringence in 
Figures 6 and 7. The straight lines in these Figures have 
been drawn mainly as a guide to the eye in following 
the trends in the values, although for constant Raman 
tensors approximately straight lines might be expected 
in the low orientation region. The lines have been drawn 
so that the values extrapolated to zero birefringence are 
consistent with random orientation of the structural 
units. For random orientation the following equations 
apply: 

Y~a~l = Xa~2= Zany= Xa~, (16a) 

Ea2a= E%l= Ea~ ( i# j )  (16b) 

Values obtained from a randomly oriented specimen of 
PMMA are also shown in the Figures. The less precise 
data for the 486 and 562cm -1 lines show much greater 
scatter but follow similar general trends. The data 
deviate systematically from agreement with equations 
(16) as the birefringence increases, and this shows that 
despite the changes in the tensors from one specimen to 
another, some information about the orientation of the 
structural units is certainly preserved. 

Before attempting to obtain the orientation parameters 
M20o and M400, or C~ and C4, for the structural units 
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it is necessary to ask whether the assumptions leading 
to equation (1) are likely to be satisfied. The assumption 
of  uniaxial symmetry has been confirmed both by 
measurements of  refractive index and by the Raman 
scattering results. The validity of  the assumptions that 
the structural units have no preferred orientation around 
the Ox~ axes and that the principal axes of the Raman 
tensor coincide with O-x~x~xL depends on the nature 
of  the structural units and on the mode of vibration 
involved. 

Nature of structural units 
We shall for the moment assume that the structural 

units are individual molecular chain segments. The 
validity of  the remaining assumptions will then depend 
on the configurations and conformations of these chain 
segments and on the assignments of the Raman lines. 

A 52 helix conformation has been assigned to the 
pure crystalline isotactic species s-l° and Kashiwagi et al. 4 
used this structure in their interpretation of  the broadline 
n.m.r, spectra of the ordinary amorphous material. This 
material is, however, predominantly syndiotactic 11 and 
a planar zig-zag conformation has been suggested TM, za 
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for the syndiotactic species. Some form of helix cannot, 
however, be ruled out, particularly in view of the appar- 
ently successful application of a helix model in the n.m.r. 
study. Because of  the uncertainty about the conformation 
or conformations of  the molecules, we shall consider 
both helical and planar zig-zag structures. We shall 
further assume that in either conformation the ester 
group is planar and that in the planar zig-zag molecule 
the plane of the ester group is normal to the chain axis, 
while in any possible helical structure the normal to the 
plane of the ester group makes a fairly small angle with 
the helix axis. These assumptions about the ester group 
have been shown to be reasonable by other authors s, 10, 12 

If  the molecules are helical the assumption of no 
preferred orientation around the Ox~ axes is not required, 
but no attempt will be made to justify the assumption 
for the planar zig-zag conformation. The assumption 
that the observed scattering from any molecular segment 
for the lines studied may be regarded as essentially due 
to a single Raman tensor with one axis parallel to Ox~ 
will now be considered. An attempt will also be made to 
predict whether ~z and a2 are likely to be of the same 
sign and similar magnitude so that the applicability of 
equations (2) can be assessed. 

Vibrational assignments and theoretical Raman tensors 
Willis et al. la have attempted a complete assignment 

of the Raman spectrum of predominantly syndiotactic 
PMMA. They assigned lines at 487, 604 and 1732cm -1 
to vibrations of the - -Ca- - (Cb=O~)- -Ob--  part of the 
ester group, and they consider, following Hummel 5, that 
this group of atoms vibrates essentially as if it had C2v 
symmetry. The three lines are then assigned, respectively, 
to the vibrations v6, Vl and v2 in Herzberg's notation 6 
for the XYZ2 molecule. The nearest line which they 
observed to that observed in the present work at 562 cm -1 
was at 537cm -1 and it was assigned to a a (C--C--C)  
skeletal mode. Manley and Martin 13 have assigned a line 
at 552 cm -1 to a B1 species of skeletal vibration, consider- 
ing the factor group of the chain to be isomorphous 
with the point group C2v. Since the line at 562cm -1 
overlaps the much stronger line at 604cm -1, and since 
the 562 cm -1 line is quite broad (~45  cm-1), a difference 
of  10cm -1 in reported position is not improbable, 
particularly as other authors have not attempted curve 
fitting. 

In considering the modes of vibration of the syndio- 
tactic molecule it is necessary to note that there are two 
ester groups per repeat unit. Havriliak and Roman 12 
consider that the splitting of the ester lines in the region 
l l00-1300cm -1 is primarily due to the in-phase and 
out-of-phase vibrations of the two ester groups. No such 
splitting seems to be observed for the lines under con- 
sideration here. This may be either because the splitting 
is too small to be resolved or because one component is 
inactive or of very low intensity. Havriliak and Roman 
considered as a source of secondary splitting of  the 
lines the two possible orientations of the ester group 
obtained by rotation through 180 ° about the Ca--Cb 
bond. It will be assumed here that these two orientations 
occur randomly and that the effective Raman tensor for 
the group may be obtained by averaging the tensors for 
the two orientations. The assumption of approximate 
C2v symmetry for the important part of the ester group 
will be extended to assuming that the Raman tensors for 
the Ca--Cb and Cb--Ob bonds are not very different. 
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In the following paragraphs, as already implied, we 
shall make use of the assumption of the additivity of 
Raman tensors for individual bonds ~, z6, although the 
discussion is intended to be only semi-quantitative. Each 
line will be considered in turn, and in considering the 
forms of the Raman tensors use will be made of a set of 
axes O-xyz  defined with Ox parallel to Cb-----Oa and Oz 
perpendicular to the plane of the ester group. 

604cm-~ line. The vibration v~ is essentially the 
symmetric stretch of the C=--Cb and Cb--O~ bonds. It 
follows from the assumption of similar Raman tensors 
for these symmetrically stretching bonds that unless the 
ratio of the transverse to longitudinal component of the 
Raman tensor for the bond is of order - 1 the averaging 
over the two orientations around the C=--Cb bonds 
leads to a tensor for which the principal components 
perpendicular to Oz are of the same sign and of similar 
magnitude. For the planar zig-zag molecular conforma- 
tion the Oz axis is parallel to the chain axis. It follows 
that the mode of vibration of the repeat unit in which the 
two ester groups vibrate out of phase will give rise to 
much lower intensity of Raman scattering than the mode 
in which they vibrate in phase, and that the in-phase 
mode will have a tensor which is approximately axially 
symmetric about the chain axis (~_~c~z). For helical 
molecules, the argument would be similar if the Oz axis 
were parallel to the axis of the helix, and provided that 
the angle between them is small enough the assumption 
of a single Raman tensor with axial symmetry about the 
helix axis should be a reasonable first approximation. 

1732cm -1 line. The vibration v2 is essentially the 
Cb=Oa stretching vibration. If we assume that the 
Raman tensor for this vibration has principal components 
c~z, ~y, ~z, with c~ and ~u of the same sign, similar con- 
clusions can be drawn to those for the 604 cm-Z line. If, 
however, c~z and ~ are of opposite sign, serious deviations 
from the simple axially symmetric tensor model could 
Occur. 

486cm -1 line. The v6 vibration for C2v symmetry is 
an out-of-plane bending vibration and would have 
~ (=~xz) non-zero and all other components zero. 
Averaging over the two orientations around the Ca--C0 
bond gives a new tensor of similar form, but with the 
reference axes rotated around Oz so that the new Ox 
axis lies parallel to C,--Cb. The in-phase and out-of- 
phase combinations for the syndiotactic planar zig-zag 
are then also of the same form, with axes again rotated 
about Oz so that in one case the new Ox axis is parallel, 
and in the other perpendicular, to the plane of the zig-zag. 
It is possible to show from results in ref 2 that super- 
position of lines due to two such tensors would give: 

=(I+2C~-3C4):  8(C2-C4): (1-C4): 

-4(Cz-Ca):  (1-3Cz+4C4) (17) 

These ratios are quite different from those given by 
equations (2). If helical molecules are considered, there 
seems to be no reason to expect that the approximation 
of a single tensor with axial symmetry about the helix 
axis would be a good one. 

It should be noted that any combination of tensors of 
the type appropriate to the pure v6 vibration for C2v 

symmetry would have ~=0. The experimental ratios 
f12/~ for this line are quite high (see Table 3) and the 
observations are thus consistent with the assignment to 
this extent at least. 

562 cm -1 line. The B1 species skeletal vibration would 
have a tensor with principal components ~, -~ ,  0. The 
principal axes corresponding to the first two components 
would be normal to the chain axis. The observed ratios 
fl2/a~ are rather low for this line and do not support the 
assignment very convincingly. 

Orientation parameters and experimental Raman tensors 
The above discussions are only expected to give, at 

best, some indication of the possible forms of the Raman 
scattering tensors. They do, however, suggest that the 
scattering for the 604 cm -1 line, and possibly that for the 
1732cm -1 line, might be reasonably well described in 
terms of an axially symmetric tensor model, which is one 
of the forms of tensor for which unambiguous values of 
C2 and Ca can be determined directly. The 486 and 
562 cm -1 lines would not be expected to give good fits 
to this model, if their assignments are correct. It was 
found in practice that for each specimen the data for the 
604, 1732 and 562cm -1 lines gave similar values for C2 
and C4 when analysed using equations (2), whereas, the 
data for the 486 cm -1 line gave quite different values and 
the fit was poorer. The data for this line did not fit 
equation (17). 

In the absence of any definite assumptions about the 
Raman tensors, the most general model for which a fit 
can be made using data from only one line and one 
specimen is that to which equations (1) apply, a general 
tensor with one principal axis parallel to the Ox'3 axis 
of the structural unit. Values of C2, C4, IoNo~,  and 
~t/aL obtained from the axially symmetric tensor model 
were used to provide starting values for an iterative least 
squares computer program to solve equations (1) for the 
604, 1732 and 562 cm -1 lines. The unknowns were taken 
to be Cz, C4 and the principal Raman components 
~1, ~2, ~a [or strictly, (IoNo)1/2~1, (IoNo)l/z~2, (IoNo)Z/2~a]. 
The starting values of C2 and C4 for a similar fit to the 
data for the 486 cm -~ line were chosen as those obtained 
for the 604 cm -1 line, while the initial values of(IoNo)l/2az, 
(IoNo)l/z~2, (IoNo)a/2~a were somewhat arbitrarily set at 
values suggested by the attempted fit to the axially 
symmetric tensor model. The results of these fits are 
shown in Table 5 and the values of C2 and C4 are plotted 
in Figure 8. The values obtained confirm the good fit 
of the data for the 604 cm -a line to the axially symmetric 

Table 5 General tensor model 

Line 
Sample (cm -1) 0(1/¢3 0(2//~3 C2 C4 

MF5 486 - 3 - 6  0.3 0'40 0.25 
562 - 5 . 9  - 2 " 8  0"44 0.27 
604 - 6 . 2  - 6 . 2  0-40 0.27 

1732 - 3 . 4  -3 -1  0.41 8-32 
AG 486 - 3 . 0  0-7 0"43 0.32 

562 - 2 . 4  - 1 . 3  0.47 0.37 
604 - 3 . 0  - 3 " 0  0-46 0-37 

1732 - 1  "5 - 0 - 9  0"43 0.32 
MF12 486 --2.5 0.4 0-53 0.39 

552 - 2 " 0  - 2 " 0  0-46 0.37 
604 --2"0 --1"7 0"52 0"41 

1732 --1 "5 --0"9 0"57 0"50 
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Raman tensor model and the somewhat less good fit 
of  the data for the 562 and 1732 cm -1 lines to that model. 
The 486cm -1 line is seen to yield values of (72 and C4 
which are reasonably consistent with those obtained 
from the other lines but ~1 and a2 are always of opposite 
sign. 

As has already been pointed out, a good fit to the 
axially symmetric model for some lines may simply be 
an indication that the molecule is helical. It is not pos- 
sible, however, to fit the helix model to data for a single 
line and a single specimen, since this model requires an 
extra parameter to describe the tensor components and 
thus has one more unknown than there are independent 
equations. We therefore made the arbitrary assumption 
that R =  S in the equations for the helix model. If  R 
and S are small this may be a reasonable approximation, 
since they are necessarily both positive 2. The results 
obtained using the helix model are shown in Table 6 
and the values of (22 and (:74 are plotted in Figure 9. For 
the 562, 604 and 1732cm -1 lines the values of R/Q are 
small compared with P/Q, as expected from the reason- 
able fit of  these lines to the axially symmetric tensor 
model. The values of R/Q for the 486cm -1 line are not 
small. The values of  C2 and (24 for this line are in poor  
agreement with those for the other lines and in one case 
an impossible value is obtained for C4. These results 
suggest that the approximation R =  S is not reasonable 
for the 486 cm -1 line and that the values of C2 and (74 
obtained using the helix model should therefore be 
rejected. 

There is good grouping of  the remaining values of  
C~ and C4 derived from the data for different lines for 
the same specimen, and there is little difference between 
the closeness of  the grouping for the two models. It is 
thus not possible to decide, on the basis of  the present 
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results alone, whether the molecular conformation is 
helical or not. In Table 7 the average values of  Cz and 
(74 obtained from the two methods of interpretation are 
compared with the values obtained by broadline n.m.r. 4. 

Figures 8 and 9 show, in addition to the experimental 
values of  C2 and (24, the relationship between them pre- 
dicted by the pseudo-affine aggregate deformation 
scheme 17. The experimental values lie reasonably close 
to the line and thus correspond to distributions of  orienta- 
tions that are reasonable on physical grounds. The results 
are, however, not sufficiently accurate to permit the 
conclusion that the orientation process is really of  the 
aggregate, rigid-rod-rotation type, since the theoretical 
curve for the affine rubber deformation modellS is 
shifted from the pseudo-affine curve by less than the 
scatter in the experimental values. It should be possible 
to discriminate between the two models by making 
measurements on a series of samples drawn to different 
draw ratios at the same temperature, since the theoretical 
curves for C2 and C4 as functions of draw ratio are 
quite different for the two models. 

Table 6 Helix model 

Line 
Sample (cm -1) P/Q R/Q C~. C¢ 

MF5 486 - 1 . 6  0"9 0.43 0"27 
562 -2"1  0"0 0.44 0-30 
604 - 6 . 3  0"0 0.40 0"27 

1732 - 3 . 3  0-0 0.41 0-33 
AG 486 - 1  "0 0.7 0"70 0.65 

562 - 1.5 0.0 0"48 0.37 
604 - 3 . 0  0.0 0.46 0.37 

1732 - 1  "3 0"5 0.48 0"40 
MF12 486 - 1  "3 1.8 0.74 8"29 

562 - 2 . 0  0"0 0.46 0.37 
604 - 1  "9 0.1 0"52 0.41 

1732 - 1 . 2  0.1 0.56 0.50 
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Figure 9 cos40 plotted against cos~0 for helix model. V,  562cm -1 
line; O, 504cm -1 line; i-I, 1732cm -1 line. Open symbols, sample 
MF5; half-filled '.symbols, sample AG; filled symbols, sample 
MF12;  , pseudo-affine deformation scheme 
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Table 7 Comparison of orientation parameters with those 
obtained by means of broadline n.m.r, a 

Raman 

General tensor Heiixa N.m.r. 

Sam p le Ca Ca Ca Ca Ca Ca 

MF5 0"41 0"29 0"42 0"30 0.37b 
--+0"01 -+0"03 -+0.02 ___0-02 

AG 0.45 0"35 0.47 0.38 0.49c 
-+0"02 -+0"03 -+0"01 -+0"01 

MF12 0"52 0"42 0"52 0.43 0.55d 
-+0"03 -+0'04 -+0"04 -+0"05 

0.22b 

0.33c 

0.39d 

a Excluding data for 486cm -z line 
b No n.m.r, data available for this specimen. Those given are for 

a specimen prepared in a similar mannerwhich had birefringence 
n a - - n a = 3 " 5 x  10 -4  

c Values from ref4 
d Unpublished values obtained by the authors of ref 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the present experiments on uniaxially 
oriented specimens of PMMA show that, for the scatter- 
ing geometry used, the dependence of  the intensity of the 
polarized Raman scattering on the angle between the 
unique axis of  the specimen and the direction of the 
incident laser beam is adequately described, for the four 
possible combinations of polarization directions of  the 
incident and scattered radiations, by equations (6) with 
the appropriate restrictions on the coefficients 1~ .  
Provided that the effects of the birefringence of  the 
samples are correctly allowed for, the coefficients l~j~ 
can be interpreted in terms of  five quantities IoZa~lavq 
which could be used to predict the intensity of the Raman 
scattering for other geometries. 

The quantities 10Eo~lapq are expected to contain 
information about the distribution of orientations of the 
structural units and they can be combined to provide 
values of IoNo~ ~ and loNofl 2, where ~ and fl are certain 
tensor invariants. The values of  (Za~javq)/(N0~ 2) can thus 
be calculated and they are found to change systematically 
with the degree of orientation of the samples (as indicated 
by the birefringence), showing that they do contain 
information about the degree of  orientation. The values 
of  /32/~2 also change with the degree of  orientation, 
however, and this indicates either that the nature of the 
structural units changes on drawing or that there are 
significant interactions between them which affect the 
values of their Raman tensors and which depend on their 
degree of orientation. 

If  it is assumed that whatever the nature of  the struc- 
tural units, or of the interactions between them, the Raman 
tensor for each of the modes of vibration studied has 
one principal axis parallel to a unique axis of the unit 
which is preferentially oriented parallel to the draw 
direction, values of cos20 and cos40 can be deduced, 
where 0 is the angle between the unique axis and the 
draw direction. Values of cos20 and cos40 can also be 
derived using the more specialized assumption that the 
structural units are helices. The results obtained using 
either model are in quite good agreement with those 
deduced from measurements of broadline n.m.r, using a 
helix model for the structural unit. The good agreement 
is somewhat surprising for, as already pointed out, it is 
not certain that the molecules are helical and it is possible 

that the n.m.r, data would give different values of  cos~0 
and cos40 for a different model, even if this were only 
another helix different from the isotactic one assumed. 
Re-analysis of the n.m.r, data for a different model is 
thus desirable. 

In order to progress further with the understanding 
of the Raman scattering from oriented PMMA it will be 
necessary to make measurements on a variety of  samples 
oriented by means of different procedures. For instance, 
a study of  samples having the same birefringence but 
produced by orienting at different temperatures might 
help to establish the origin of the changes taking place 
in the Raman tensors. Results obtained on another 
polymer, poly(ethylene terephthalate), by Purvis et al. 3 
suggest that the Raman tensors for the modes of vibration 
studied do not change with the degree of orientation of 
the sample. The vibrations studied for this polymer were 
not expected to be sensitive to the precise conformation 
of  the molecules and it is thus possible that the changes 
of the Raman tensors observed for PMMA may be due 
to conformational changes. Orienting at different 
temperatures may produce samples with a different 
distribution of conformers for a given birefringence. 
Studies on other polymers are also desirable so that a 
general understanding can be obtained of the conditions 
under which the Raman tensors can be regarded as at 
least approximately independent of the degree of orienta- 
tion of the structural units. 
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The time dependent transient values of the stress, strain and dielectric susceptibility 
tensors were measured in a circular disc made of a rheo-optically simple material and 
subjected to two equal pairs of diametric loads oriented at right angles. The loading pro- 
gramme was suddenly transferred from a rheologic equilibrium of the four-load situation 
to a transition state with only one pair of diametric loads. In this way the isotropic point 
(stress, strain or birefringent), existing at the centre of the disc for the four equal-load 
configuration, split into a pair of isotropic points moving along a diameter of the disc and 
tending to its circular boundary. The velocities of isotropic points along the diameter of 
the disc with time allowed the study of the phase lag between the stress, strain, and optical 
principal axes. The material chosen for the experiments was a strongly plasticized epoxy 
polymer. The study extended along the whole viscoelastic spectrum of the material. 
Important results were revealed for the mechanical and optical viscoelastic behaviour of 
rheo-optically simple materials. 

INTRODUCTION 

High polymers at their transition region do not have, 
in general, an instantaneous coincidence of their stress, 
strain and dielectric susceptibility tensors, when subjected 
to any type of loading and displacement, as it is the case 
with purely elastic materials. 

At the glassy and rubbery regions of the viscoelastic 
spectrum the mechanical and optical behaviour of 
polymers is quasi-elastic with an immediate response 
between applied stresses and created strains and bire- 
fringence. At the transition region, however, this response 
is not instantaneous, and there is a time lag between the 
mechanical and optical viscoelastic response of the 
polymer. 

The optical properties of high polymers used in 
photoelasticity have been the subject of correlated studies 
with their mechanical properties. The stress-optical and 
the strain-optical coefficient functions, which relate the 
birefringence with the applied stress and strain on the 
specimen, proved to be monotonically varying with time, 
temperature or frequency for crosslinked polymers. It 
has been shown that the principle of reduced variables 
was also valid for the optical viscoelastic properties of 
a substance, provided that this principle is valid for its 
mechanical properties 1-4. Furthermore, it has been 
proved experimentally that approximately the same time 
factors are valid for optical and mechanical properties, 
and the WLF equation for optical characteristic proper- 
ties is similar to the corresponding equation for mechani- 
cal properties of the high polymer. Williams and Arenz 5 
and Dill s, 7, among others, have given expressions in 
integral form, interrelating birefringence or better the 
dielectric susceptibility with time-varying stresses and 
strains. 

All these studies are based on the main assumption 
that the relation between stress and birefringence (i.e. 
the stress-optic law) is of the same form as the stress- 
strain law for the material. This is not precisely true, 
especially at the transition region. The most extensive 
study for the proof of the non-coincidence of the stress, 
strain, and dielectric susceptibility tensors was made by 
van Geen s, who showed that the stress, strain, and bire- 
fringence isotropic points in a two-dimensional visco- 
elastic stress field are in general non-coincident and only 
under certain and specified conditions may coincide. In 
spite of the relatively large number of papers dealing 
with this phenomenon, van Geen did not consider any 
quantitative evaluation of these discrepancies between 
the appropriate tensors and he restricted his studies to 
the proof of the various aspects of this non-coincidence. 

In this paper an extensive experimental study was 
undertaken to measure the non-coincidence of the stress, 
strain, and dielectric susceptibility tensors in a plane 
stress specimen made of a typical high polymer, where 
the orientation of the molecular chains determines both 
the mechanical behaviour and the dielectric susceptibility 
of the material. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

For an elastic material submitted to any type of loading 
conditions the principal stress directions, the principal 
strain directions and the principal directions of the 
refractive index or the dielectric susceptibility are always 
aligned. Therefore the isoclinics observed in photo- 
elasticity, which are the loci of points for which the 
principal stress directions are parallel, are indiscriminately 
defining stress isoclinics, strain isoclinics and birefring- 
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ence isoclinics. However, for a viscoelastic birefringent 
material we must distinguish between stress isoclinics, 
strain isoclinics and birefringence isoclinlcs, since the 
three tensors defining stress, strain and birefringence are 
not always coincident, when pronounced viscoelastic 
behaviour is apparent. 

In order to investigate the eventual coincidence of the 
three types of isoclinics in a typical viscoelastic material, 
a specimen geometry and load configuration were 
selected which yield an exact theoretical solution for the 
instantaneous principal stress and principal strain 
directions. The specimen was a thin circular disc, which 
was loaded equally by concentrated forces, applied along 
two orthogonally oriented diameters of the disc. While 
the side (horizontal) loads were applied permanently, 
the vertical loads could be applied or removed rapidly. 
Under conditions of viscoelastic equilibrium the bire- 
fringence isoclinics almost coincided with the stress and 
strain isoclinics derived from the corresponding elastic 
solution. 

The material used for the specimens was a cold-setting 
epoxy polymer (Shell Epon 628), plasticized by adding 
60 ~ by weight of Thiokol LP3 polysulphide plasticizer. 
The mixture was hardened by adding 8 Yo TET hardener 
in a glass mould, after it has been thoroughly mixed and 
properly degassed. The cast plate was cured and annealed, 
so that the polymer was stable and without any residual 
fringes during the period of the experiments. 

It has been shown 1-4 that epoxy polymers (pure or 
plasticized) behave admirably as linear viscoelastic 
substances up to a certain limit of loading (different for 
each region of the viscoelastic spectrum) obeying Boltz- 
mann's superposition principle and the principle of 
reduced variables. Furthermore, the WLF equation is 
applicable in the transition region of these polymers 
and the same molecular mechanism determines the 
mechanical and optical properties of the material, so 
that composite curves expressing mechanical and optical 
characteristic functions are similar 4. Therefore, this type 
of material is ideal for the study of the eventual non- 
coincidence of stress, strain and dielectric susceptibility 
tensors at the transition region, because if this non- 
coincidence exists for this rheologically simple material, 
the same behaviour may be expected for any other 
viscoelastic substance presenting a more complicated 
rheologic behaviour. 

Since addition of plasticizer in the epoxy polymer 
merely shifts the composite curves of the material 
towards lower temperature levels, while it does not 
appreciably alter its characteristic viscoelastic properties 9, 
the plasticized epoxy polymer was selected because it 
presents a rubbery plateau at a temperature of 80°C 
and a glassy state at -10°C which are convenient 
temperatures. The material selected presents compliances 
and moduli at the glassy and rubbery states which are 
essentially constant. 

For the study of the relative position of the three types 
of isoclinics in the transition region, where the principal 
directions of stresses, strains and birefringence change 
rapidly and drastically, we make use of the fact that, 
when the four-load configuration abruptly changes to a 
two-load configuration, the isoclinic pattern changes 
from Figure la to Figure lb. These two patterns corre- 
spond to two-load and four-load isoclinlc ensembles for 
the corresponding elastic case. The same appearance of 
isoelinics is valid for the glassy and rubbery states of 

- - _ ~ 5 .  o* 

- -  " - " ' - 1 5 "  

-- --350 

a b. 
Figure 1 Isoclinics for a disc subjected either to (a) a diametral 
compression or (b) four equal-load compression 

the material, where in a very short period of time the 
one configuration changes to the other, as the one pair 
of loads is suddenly removed or applied after some time 
interval had elapsed from the first application of the 
four-load pattern (for the removal) or the two-load 
pattern (for the application of additional loads). 

The testing programme for the unloading test adopted 
in our experiments consisted of a sudden application of 
the four compressive and equal loads +Pz and +Pu 
along the coordinate axes Ox and Ou of the circular disc 
(Px=Pu) at time t=0  and under isothermal conditions. 
The loads were kept constant (creep test) until t=tc, 
where te corresponded to the equilibrium time for the 
temperature of the test. At time t = te the vertical pair 
of loads + Py was relieved and the disc was left to recover 
for another interval from t= tc until t=(tc+ te), where 
re= 16'. The first time interval from t=0  until t=  tc is 
called the creep interval, and the second time interval 
from t= tc until t=  (to + te) the recovery interval 

The circular disc subjected to compressive loads P= 
and Pu along two perpendicular diameters is convenient 
to create a variable two-dimensional stress field at the 
centre of the disc, which depends on the ratio k=Pu/P~ 
of the externally applied loads. The creation of isotropic 
points (singularities) at the interior of the stress field, 
which are movable, depending on the ratio k, is most 
convenient for the detailed and accurate study of the 
eventual coincidence of the principal axes of stresses, 
strains and birefringence. The corresponding isotropic 
points define the points where the stress, strain, and 
dielectric susceptibility tensors are spherical, that is 
where G I =  a 2 ,  E l =  E2 and nz= n2. 

For the case when the two pairs of loads are equal 
(k= 1) it is well known that a single isotropic point So 
appears at the centre of the disc. If Pu <Px, a pair of 
isotropic points $1 and Se appears along the y-axis 
symmetrically placed to the centre O of the disc. Quantity 
8", which expresses the distance ~ between S1 and S~ 
normalized to the diameter D of the disc, is expressed 
by the simple relationS: 

8" = [1 - / c l /~  11/3 
L1 +kl/~j (1) 
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Figure 2 presents the variation of the distance 8" 
between the singularities $I and Se, as the ratio k varies 
between zero and unity. 

In order to find the position of the strain-isotropic 
points along the y-axis for P~=Pu and their relative 
position to the corresponding birefringence isotropic 
points, which are defined experimentally from the 
photoelastic test in creep and subsequent recovery of the 
disc, it is necessary to equate the two components of 
strain at each time instant. Since the applied loads to the 
disc are step functions with time and the polymer is 
linear, it is possible to apply the correspondence principle 
and derive the viscoelastic solution from the respective 
elastic solution by introducing, instead of a constant 
modulus and Poisson's ratio, the corresponding creep 
compliance in extension and the lateral contraction ratio 
function at each time. In this case it can be shown that lo: 

pz]-l-3*2]z [1 Dc(t-te)[l+ve(t-te)]] 
~ [ ~ 3 ~ ]  = ~ De(t) " [l+ve(t)] ] (2) 

In the case when the two loads are equal (P~=Pu) 
and the LCR function does not change drastically, that 
is when re(t)~-ve(te-t), relation (2) becomes: 

[1 -3"2] ~ [l_De(t- te)]  
l~f f~J  = De(t) J (3) 

Solving relations (2) or (3) with respect to 3", we define 
the distances 8* along the y-axis in both sides of the 
origin O, where the isotropic points are lying for each 
time interval during recovery. These are compared with 
the corresponding birefringence-isotropic points found 
experimentally by photoelasticity. Figure 3 presents 
typical photoelastic patterns for a disc made of cold- 
setting plasticized epoxy resin C-100-60-8 at temperatures 
T=70 °, 50 °, 20 °, and 0°C, where the times te were 

'°1 1 

uD 

0.6 

0'2 

0'2 0.6 I-O 
k 

Figure 2 Variation of distance 8* between isotropic points 
normalized to the diameter of the disc versus the ratio k of the 
applied compressive loads Px and Py 

Figure 3 Typical isochromatic patterns for a disc made of a 
plasticized epoxy polymer, subjected to afour-equal load config- 
uration until viscoelastic equilibrium is reached and then sub- 
miffed to a recovery period by releasing the one pair of loads. The 
patterns correspond to recovery times: (a) 30min; (b) 16min; 
(c) 4min; (d) 4min; and the corresponding temperatures of the 
tests: (a) 70°; (b) 50°; (c) 20°; (d) 0°C 

taken equal to the equilibrium times of the material at 
the corresponding temperatures and (t- te)=30,  16, 4 
and 4 min respectively. 

For the stress-isotropic points, the components of 
stresses expressed by relations which are independent 
of the viscoelastic functions D(t) and re(t), there is an 
abrupt transposition of the stress-isotropic points from 
the centre of the disc to the circular boundary at time 
t=te. Therefore, the principal directions of the stress 
tensor for t > te do not coincide with the principal direc- 
tions of the two other tensors at the transition region. 

VISCOELASTIC CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 
MATERIAL 

For the study of the relative lag between characteristic 
functions of mechanical and optical viscoelastic behaviour 
of the high polymer tested it is necessary to define the 
creep compliance function of the material along the 
whole viscoelastic spectrum. This function is sufficient 
for the determination of the strain-isotropic points in 
the disc, as it can be derived from relation (3). For this 
purpose tensile specimens were cut from a plate of the 
material 2 mm thick. These specimens have a standard 
'dogbone' shape, convenient for viscoelastic tests, of a 
width of w= 12.10mm and a length l=48.00mm along 
the reduced section, which was considered as uniformly 
loaded. The test equipment used in the experiments has 
been previously describedL Measurements of the longi- 
tudinal component of strain, as well as of the applied 
constant stress, were taken at equal intervals in a logarith- 
mic scale from 0.25 min up to 16min for each isothermal 
test. The creep tests were carried out at various steps of 
temperature from the glassy up to the rubbery state of 
material, in order to obtain the extension creep com- 
pliance composite curve along the whole viscoelastic 
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Figure 4 Individual isothermal creep curves for the extension 
creep compliance at various steps of temperature and the compo- 
site D(t) curve derived by applying the principle of reduced vari- 
ables versus log time. A, -10°;  B, 0°; C, 10°; D, 20°; E, 25°; F, 30°; 
G, 35°; H, 40°; I, 45°; d, 50°; K, 55°; L, 60°; M, 65°; N, 70°; O, 75°; 
P, 80°C 

range of the substance. For this purpose the method of 
reduced variables was applied for the formation of the 
composite D(t) curve. 

Since the material did not present any kind of flow for 
the range of deformations applied during the experiments, 
the technique of using a single sample for all steps of 
temperature was practised. This presents the advantage 
of reducing errors, owing to variability of samples from 
different batches. The specimen was allowed to recover 
completely after each loading cycle, and the next loading 
step started only when the specimen has been returned 
to its initial condition. 

Figure 4 presents the individual creep curves for the 
extension creep compliance at various steps of tempera- 
ture, as well as the composite curve formed by applying 
the method of reduced variables. The glass transition 
temperature Tg was experimentally determined and 
found to be 30°C. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental set-up for the determination of the 
birefringence-isotropic points on the disc consisted of a 
temperature chamber, which was equipped with trans- 
parent windows in two opposite sides, so that the speci- 
men could be observed during tests. The loading frame 
consisted of two pairs of cylindrical steel protrusions, 
orthogonally placed to each other, which could be 
adjusted by screws, and the applied pressure by each of 
these protrusions could be measured separately by pres- 
sure meters. The whole loading set-up, which was 
attached to an alignment frame, was placed at the interior 
of the temperature chamber. The application of loads 
could be adjusted electrically by a console outside the 
chamber. The chamber was interposed in a circular 
polariscope, illuminated by a monochromatic sodium 
light, and the fringe pattern at each instant was recorded 
in a 36 mm camera. 

Vertical loads were always applied first and then the 
side loads were adjusted until symmetrical patterns were 
produced with the single isotropic point at the centre of 
the disc. Since the loading and unloading times lasted 
only fractions of a second, the difference between the 
beginning time for both pairs of loads did not influence 
the results. The duration of the loading and unloading 

times were very small and the first measurement of strains 
and birefringence was taken at 30 sec after the sudden 
application of load, so that the loading cycle could be 
considered as a step function. Furthermore, vibration of 
the specimen during the sudden unloading was not 
observed at any test. The loading cycle in our experiments 
consisted in submitting the specimen to the four-load 
configuration and leaving it with constant loads, until 
a state of equilibrium was reached in the specimen. This 
was indicated by the constancy of the fringe patterns 
with time and the constancy of the applied pairs of loads, 
without operating at the electric regulators. 

The experiment started at a temperature very close to 
the rubbery state, where viscoelastic equilibrium was 
reached very quickly. The creep period for this and 
subsequent tests was limited. As soon as viscoelastic 
equilibrium was achieved the recovery period was 
started by the instantaneous release of one pair of loads 
(the horizontal loads). The position of the birefringence- 
isotropic points was recorded for each time interval in 
the log time scale. Furthermore, the position of the 
strain-isotropic points was determined by substituting in 
relations (2) or (3) Dc(t)=D~o and vc(t)=voo (i.e. the 
values of these functions at the rubbery state) and 
De(t-t c) and re(t-to) the corresponding values from 
the isothermal individual creep curve at the correspond- 
ing recovery time interval. The recovery experiments 
lasted always 16min and measurements were taken at 
1/2, l, 2, 4, 8 and 16rain in a logarithmic scale. 

As soon as the experimental cycle was terminated, the 
temperature was lowered by 5°C, and the four-load 
configuration was started again. This constant loading 
lasted until again equilibrium was reached, which for the 
lower temperature level necessitated a longer time period. 
When viscoelastic equilibrium was established, the 
recovery cycle started, which again lasted for 16 min, and 
measurements of the position of the birefringence- 
isotropic points were executed in the same time intervals. 

Figure 5 presents the individual isothermal curves of 
the relative positions of isotropic points 8" = 8/D corre- 
sponding to birefringence and strains. Since the relative 
position of the individual curves suggests the application 
of the method of reduced variables, this method was 

~ / ( ~  J P  
I,O ~. i I~ I~ N . , , ¢ ~ - - 0  

/ J  );K Y ~'IL /'d6 //q / /  
/ i . ,"  ;VoS, 
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• Z / ;  x ://: 
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o 4 8 12 16 
log t (rain) 

Figure 5 Individual isothermal curves for the relative positions 
of isotropic points expressed by the distance a*= a/D correpond- 
ing to birefringence (A)  and strain (O). A, -10°;  B, 0°; C, 10°; 
D, 20°; E, 25°; F, 30°; G, 35°; H, 40°; I, 45°; J, 50°; K, 55°; L, 60°; 
M, 65°; N, 70°; O, 75°; P, 80°C 
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applied to the experimental and analytical curves for the 
distance between birefringence- and strain-isotropic 
points. 

RESULTS 

Application of the method of reduced variables to the 
individual isothermal curves for 3*--f( logt)  gave the 
composite curves shown in Figure 5. It is clear from the 
relative position of these two composite curves that in 
the glassy and rubbery states of the polymers there is a 
satisfactory coincidence of the birefringence- and strain- 
isotropic points. Since the response of the material at 
these extreme states was almost instantaneous, it is 
reasonable to accept that, in these regions, all three 
tensors are coincident. 

However, as soon as we withdraw from these two 
limiting states, there is an increasing discrepancy between 
the 3* composite curve for birefringence-isotropic points 
and the corresponding curve for strain-isotropic points. 
This discrepancy becomes maximum for the distinctive 
creep time, Ka, as defined by Tobolsky 11. Since the 
stress-isotropic points always move instantaneously, as 
the lateral loads are removed, at this distinctive time the 
discrepancy between stress, strain and birefringence 
tensors becomes maximum. 

It has been found from previous tests that the glass 
transition temperature of this plasticized polymer was 
30°C a. This limit was confirmed by the present tests. 
The values of shift factors aT for the birefringence- and 
strain-isotropic points were determined and the curves 
log aT--f (T) for both composite curves were plotted as 
shown in Figure 6. It is clear from this Figure that above 
Tg both log aT = f ( T )  curves for birefringence- and strain- 
isotropic points coincide. Below Tg, i.e. in the glassy 
region, the birefringence-isotropic points values of aT lie 
in a different curve than the strain-isotropic points values 
of aT. Both curves log aT=f (T) along a large part of 
their transition region coincide with the corresponding 
curve traced by using the WLF equation for Tg=30°C 
and C1=-16"14  and Cz=5611. However, the unique 
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Figure 6 Logarithm of the shift factor a T versus temperature for 
composite curves 3*=f( Iogt)  corresponding to birefringence 
( A ) - a n d  strain (©)-isotropic points. The corresponding WLF 
equation for T¢=30°C ( x )  was also plotted for comparison 
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Figure 7 Variation of distance 3* of birefringence (,~)- and 
strain (O)-isotropic points versus the ratio of the instantaneous 
values of the creep compliance, normalized to its rubbery plateau 
value. The positions of 3* for different values of D(t)/Doo were 
plotted, as they have been derived from relation (3) (C]) 

curve expressing both curves log aT=f (T) in the transi- 
tion zone is almost a straight line and the discrepancies 
from the WLF curve become more important at the 
vicinity of the rubbery region. Furthermore, the WLF 
curve at the glassy region lies closer to the log aT = f ( T )  
curve for strain-isotropic points than the corresponding 
curve for the birefringence-isotropic points. 

Finally, as a check of the whole procedure, the vari- 
ation of the quantity 3" versus the ratio of the instantane- 
ous value of the extension creep compliance D(t) and 
its limiting value at the rubbery plateau Dog was plotted 
in Figure 7 by applying the simplified relation (3). In 
the same Figure the positions of different values for 3% 
as they have been either measured (birefringence-iso- 
tropic points) or calculated (strain-isotropic points) for 
different temperature levels, were plotted. It is again 
clear from this Figure that all values of 3* for birefring- 
ence- and strain-isotropic points lie on the theoretical 
curve. This proves the validity of the testing procedure. 

It is worthwhile mentioning here that the use of the 
simplifying relation (3), instead of the accurate form of 
equation (2), where the values of LCR function along the 
viscoelastic range were taken as constant, does not 
influence the results more than a maximum of 3 ~ ,  for 
values of lateral contraction ratio between 0.5 (rubbery 
state of polymer) and 0.365 (glassy state). It is therefore 
indifferent which one of these two relations was used for 
our calculations. 

DISCUSSION 

It has been shown in this paper that even for a rheo- 
optically simple polymer, such as the plasticized epoxy 
polymer used in our tests, where the optical viscoelastic 
behaviour presumably follows the mechanical behaviour 
of the substance, there is always in the transition zone a 
time lag of the mechanical viscoelastic phenomena 
relatively to the corresponding optical phenomena. 

For non rheo-optically simple polymers, where the 
mechanism defining the optical viscoelastic behaviour is 
of a different form than the mechanism determining the 
mechanical behaviour, it is expected that this difference 
in optical and mechanical viscoelastic behaviour will be 
much stronger in the transition zone. 

However, although it is stated that for linear viscoelas- 
tic substances the same values of the shift factor aT must 
superpose all viscoelastic functions 12, this principle is 
only approximately true. Previous experimental evidence 
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shows that, if one runs simultaneous creep or relaxation 
tests under isothermal conditions and in simple tension, 
up to a certain limit of loading, which may or may not be 
the viscoelastic equilibrium limit, and then leave the 
specimen to recover under continuing isothermal environ- 
ment, one can find that birefringence relaxes much earlier 
than the strain applied to the specimen and this difference 
is much higher deep in the transition zone TM. 

Furthermore, experimental results obtained by exten- 
sion and compressibility tests on the same polymeric 
substance corroborate the above theory and prove that, 
while the transition regions appear in the following 
order: lateral contraction ratio, bulk, extension and 
shear compliances, they end in the reverse order except 
the lateral contraction ratio function, which enters first 
in the rubbery region. The broadest transition region 
appears for the lateral contraction ratio function and the 
shortest for the shear compliance. Moreover, the inflec- 
tion points of these curves, that is the maxima of the 
corresponding retardation spectra, appear in the same 
order of the appearance of transition regions a, 4 

An analogous phenomenon has already been indicated 
for the relaxation spectra 14. The first approximations of 
the shear, extension, bulk and lateral contraction ratio 
relaxation spectra for the National Bureau of Standards 
polyisobutylene were calculated from the transient 
extension relaxation modulus data given by Tobolsky 
and Catsiff is and the dynamic shear and bulk moduli 
data given by Ferry et al. la and Marvin et aL 17 respec- 
tively. The dynamic data were converted into transient 
values by applying Tobolsky's conversion method is. It 
is again clear that the rate of relaxation is decreasing 
from the shear modulus, to the extension modulus, to 
the bulk modulus and to the lateral contraction ratio 
relaxation function. The maxima of the relaxation spectra 
are following the inverse order. 

Thus, although the viscoelastic behaviour of the 
polymer in shear and bulk is qualitatively the same, and 
it is governed by the same molecular mechanisms, there 
are certain quantitative differences of the behaviour of 
the material, which differentiate the two deformation 
modes. 

Indeed, it could be reasoned that at the glassy region, 
where a complete absence of any configurational re- 
arrangements of the chain backbones of the molecule is 
accepted, the scission and interchange mechanisms create 
the same results in bulk as in shear deformation. The 
distribution of retardation times for both types of defor- 
mation is therefore similar. Optical phenomena, which are 

related to side group movements and scission, follow 
closely the shear and bulk deformation mechanisms. 

Above the glass transition temperature, long-range 
configurational changes in the chain backbones result 
in a considerable increase of the shear compliance. The 
bulk compliance and optical phenomena depend only 
on the scission and interchange between crosslinks in 
the network. Therefore, they do not present a very strong 
dispersion, like the shear compliance, and their mecha- 
nisms deviate from the mechanisms of shear deformation, 
which is the main contributor to the mechanical charac- 
teristic properties of high polymers. 
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Microscopic observations of the crystallization 
processes of polyethylene under high pressure 
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Microscopic observations of the three-stage crystallization processes of polyethylene at 
5000kg/cm 2 reported previously as those of 'unknown structure', 'extended-chain crystal' 
and 'folded-chain crystal' have been performed precisely using a diamond-anvil cell. 
At first, a lens-like and structureless crystal grows at the crystallization temperature of 
unknown structure. This lens-like crystal develops into the form of 10/~m diameter and 
3/zm width with time. Secondly, the lens-like and structureless crystal forms a band-like 
structure (band width 1Fm) rapidly at the crystallization temperature of extended-chain 
crystal. Thirdly, a slight gap between band structures is filled up rapidly by many fine 
spherulites at the crystallization temperature of folded-chain crystal. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Recently, many authors have studied the melting and 
crystallization processes of polyethylene under high 
pressurel-L The results are summarized in Table 1. 
The unknown structure 1, the large extended-chain 
crystal (ECC)2, 8 and the intermediate phase 4 are the 
same ones which appear above the temperature range 
of extended-chain crystal phase. The crystallization 

* Present address: Kurume Technical College, Kurume, Fukuoka, 
Japan. 

Table I Summary of melting and crystallization processes 

Methods Results Ref. 

Micro d.t.a, under high 
pressure. Electron 
microscopy 

Dilatometry under high 
pressure. Electron 
microscopy 

D.t.a. under high pres- 
sure. Dilatometry. 
Optical microscopy 

Optical observation 
under high pressure 
(diamond anvils) 

A. 3 stages: unknown, ECC, FCC 1 
B. Direct and rapid formation of 

ECC at TEc. FCC grows for the 
first time at TFc and gradually 
thickens into ECC. That re- 
ferred to as 'unknown struc- 
ture' has no clear structure 

A. 2 stages: large ECC, FCC 2 
B. Formation of large ECC 3 

A. 2 stages: intermediate phase, 4 
ECC 

B. ECC has a texture of spheru- 
lite with only embryonic 
sheaving 

B. Direct observation of acicular 5 
or bladed crystals of poly- 
ethylene under high pressure 

A. Melting and crystallization processes: ECC, FCC mean 
extended-chain crystal and folded-chain crystal respectively 

B. Observation by electron microscopy, optical microscopy and 
other methods. TEc and TFc mean the crystallization tempera- 
tures of extended-chain and folded-chain crystals respectively 

E 
e -  

LLI 

. _L- ,  ,----,"-" 
- - -  - i l  i # 

J /I ..... ,,- 
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i I ~ I I I 1 
2 0 2 0 250 270 
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Figure I D.t.a. curves of melting ( . . . .  ) and crystallization 
( ) of polyethylene (Mw=130000) under high pressure. 
A, 5000; B, 6000; C, 6300kg/cm ~ 

condition of acicular or bladed crystaP observed under 
high pressure at the initial stage of the crystallization 
process is not clear owing to the absence of detailed 
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Figure 2 Melting ( - - - - )  and crystallization ( ) curves. 
m, r-I, Unknown structure; O, ©, extended-chain crystal; A, 
folded-chain crystal 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A most important imperfection of the diamond-anvil 
cell is the unreliability of applied pressure. Recently, an 
optical fluorescence system for quantitative rapid pressure 
measurement 8 has been developed and used fairly 
successfully. But in this study, a simple method to 
estimate the applied pressure from its melting tem- 
perature employed a fractionated linear polyethylene 
(Mw=130 000). The melting and crystallization micro 
d.t.a, signals of this sample obtained with our equipment 1 
are shown in Figure 1. The melting and crystallization 
curves of unknown structure, extended-chain crystal 
and folded-chain crystal (crystallization curve only) are 
shown in Figure 2. 

A soft nickel-chromel alloy (Ni 93 ~o, Cr 7~o) plate 
(0.2mm thickness) was used as a gasket material of 
the diamond-anvil cell (High Pressure Diamond Optic 
Inc.). This plate was drilled (0.2mm diameter hole) at 
high speed (20 000 rev/min), so that no burrs were evident. 
A square plate (3mmx 3mm) with a hole in the centre 
was cut from this and used as a gasket. The use of this 
soft gasket prevented completely pressure leakage 
during the melting state of the sample. (The final thick- 
ness of gasket under high pressure was about 40 Fm.) 

The diamond faces were polished by abrasive paper 
and cleaned by the blank replicating method using 
cellulose acetate sheet and acetone. 

Gasket setting on the diamond faces was carried out 
by the following new method. Under the visual field 
of a microscope, the piston of the diamond-anvil was 

Figure 3 Photomicrograph of the growth (2.3min after 
the start of nucleation) of lens-like crystal at 5900kg/cm 2 
and 254°C (crystallization temperature of unknown struc- 
ture). Upper and lower photographs show cases of crossed 
and paralleled Nicols, respectively. The scale bar on this 
and subsequent micrographs represents 1O/~m 

data, but will correspond to the crystallization of the 
unknown structure. 

To clarify these complicated melting and crystalliza- 
tion processes, it is necessary to develop many precise 
measurements under high pressure. As the first step of 
this project, a more precise microscopic observation 
under high pressure is desirable. 

Figure 4 Photomicrograph of the growth (4.8min after 
the start of nucleation) of lens-like crystal at the same 
condition 
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254°C), lens-like and structureless crystals formed 
gradually (Figure 3). These developed in the direction 
of its lens diameter, and reached the diamond surface, 
seeming to be cigarlike (Figure 4). The growth rate of 
this diameter (l in /zm) of lens-like crystal at this tem- 
perature is expressed as: 

l(t) = (25t) 1I~ 

where t is time in minutes. This feature is similar to 
the growth feature of liquid crystal droplet of p-azoxy- 
anisole. When the temperature decreased and reached 
the crystallization temperature of extended-chain crystal 
(C in Figure 2, 245°C), the lens-like and structureless 
crystals are divided by striations and turn into band 
structures (Figure 5). The width of striations is about 
1/zm and this corresponds to the band width observed 
at the fracture surface of the sample under the electron 
microscopic field. The growth of this band structure is 
very rapid at this temperature, and the visual field of the 
microscope is filled by these bands in a few minutes as 
shown in Figure 6. When the temperature decreased 
and reached the crystallization temperature of folded- 
chain crystal (D in Figure 2, 232°C), a slight gap between 
band structure is filled up rapidly by many fine spherulites 
as shown in Figure 7. The quantity of the fraction of 
these spherulites is very small as shown in the d.t.a. 
curve (Figure 1), but the surface effect of this thin 
sample strongly emphasizes this phenomenon. 

From these observations we can conclude that the 
crystallization process of polyethylene under high 

Figure 5 Photomicrograph of the growth of extended- 
chain crystal at 5900kg/cm ~ and 245°C (crystallization 
temperature of extended-chain crystal). A rapid generation 
of striations in the lens-like crystal can be seen. The 
distance between striations is about 1/~m and it cor- 
responds to the band width of extended-chain crystal 

set and fixed on the stage of the microscope so that the 
centre of the anvil face was consistent with the crosspiece 
of the microscope, the gasket was then set and the 
edge was bonded with epoxy resin so that the centre 
of the gasket was also consistent with the crosspiece 
of the microscope. After this preparation, the powder 
sample was mounted between the diamond faces in the 
gasket by usual powder mounting methodL This pro- 
cedure prevents a miss-setting of the gasket and any 
contamination of the sample, and we can obtain a 
complete setting easily. 

The temperature of the sample was measured by a 
copper--constantan thermocouple set on the surface of 
the gasket. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Above 5000kg/cm~, the crystallization processes had 
the features of a three-stage crystallization. For example, 
we show crystallization behaviour under 5900kg/cm 2 
in Figures 3-7. The melting temperature of this sample 
was 266°C under high pressure. This melting temperature 
was kept constant during cycles of melting and crystalliza- 
tion processes, and corresponds to that under 5900 
kg/cm ~ from the melting curve (A in Figure 2). When 
the temperature decreased and reached the crystallization 
temperature of unknown structure (B in Figure 2, 

Figure 6 Photomicrograph of the growth of extended- 
chain crystal at the same condition a few minutes after that 
of Figure 5. The striations change colour with time and 
perfect extended-chain crystals are formed rapidly 
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pressure has three stages. At  first, a lens-like and struc- 
tureless crystal grows at the crystallization temperature 
of  unknown structure. This structure may be a nematic 
liquid crystal having the c-axis parallel to the lens-axis 
from this optical observation and the d.t.a, curve. 
Secondly, the lens-like crystal forms a band-like structure 
(band width 1 t~m) rapidly at the crystallization tem- 
perature of extended-chain crystal. This shows the 
rapid direct formation of  extended-chain crystal at this 
temperature. This temperature may be the nematic-solid 
phase transition of  this sample. Thirdly, a slight gap 
between bands is filled up rapidly by many fine spherulites 
at the crystallization temperature of  folded-chain 
crystal. 
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Figure 7 Photomicrograph of the growth of folded-chain 
crystal at 5900kg/cm 2 and 232°C (crystallization tempera- 
ture of folded-chain crystal), A slight gap between band 
structure is filled up with many fine spherulites, rapidly, 
The observer feels as if he was looking at a firecracker 
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Poly(ether sulphone) as an engineering material* 
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The polysulphones exhibit a unique blend of toughness at low temperatures and deforma- 
tion resistance at high temperatures which makes them invaluable as engineering plastics. 
At room temperature, poly(ether sulphone) can withstand a stress of 50MN/m 2 for many 
months without crazing or excessive creep. In this respect it is superior to all other com- 
mercial unreinforced thermoplastics. The deformation resistance at 150°C is still such that 
the working lifetime is at least three years at a tensile stress of 10 MN/m2; at lower stresses 
the lifetime is much longer, The experimental techniques and results on which these 
conclusions are based are reported. Complex changes occur in the mechanical properties 
of polymers stored at high temperatures, and poly(ether sulphone) is no exception; some 
of the phenomena are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary requirement of an engineering plastic is that 
it should be able to withstand an applied stress without 
breaking and without excessive deformation. As a general 
rule, a polymer that has a high modulus and low sensi- 
tivity to elapsed time is not particularly tough under 
impact conditions, but members of the polysulphone 
family are an exception displaying an attractive combina- 
tion of toughness and stiffness. This paper discusses in 
particular the creep and creep rupture properties of 
poly(ether sulphone) (ICI Ltd, Plastics Division)t, 
which is tough under impact at temperatures as low as 
-80°C and has good resistance to creep at +150°C. 

The investigations reported here were in direct support 
of the development of commercially acceptable grades 
of poly(ether sulphone), rather than independent back- 
ground studies. Thus their course was influenced by 
fluctuations in the state of the overall programme and its 
changing priorities, so that some of the features that 
emerge have not been pursued to their logical limit. 

The creep experiments were carried out in accordance 
with test classification A of BS 46181 using apparatus 
developed by Mills and Turner 2. The creep rupture 
experiments were carried out in the manner described 
by Gotham 3, on waisted specimens with no parallel-sided 
section and on parallel-sided specimens notched on both 
edges. 

CREEP AND CREEP RUPTURE AT 20°C 

Because of their high glass-rubber transition tempera- 
tures, the polysulphones are naturally of particular 
interest for high temperature applications and the room 

* Presented at 31st SPE ANTEC Conference, Montreal, 7-10 May 
1973. 
T Structural formula: 

temperature properties might be regarded to some degree 
as of secondary importance. Good creep resistance at 
high temperatures combined with impact toughness at 
sub-zero temperatures virtually guarantees good load- 
bearing capability at room temperature but it transpires 
that poly(ether sulphone) is outstandingly good in this 
respect. 

The data in Table 1 demonstrate that the moduli at 
short times and small strains are similar to, rather than 
superior to, those for many common plastics in their 
glassy state. 

The superiority arises rather from a very low sensitivity 
to elapsed time, coupled with a high yield stress as 
exemplified by Table 2. Thus a creep specimen of poly- 
(ether sulphone) at a stress of 50MN/m 2 has endured 
for more than two years, developed only slight crazing 

Table 1 100sec tensile creep modulus at 20°C, 0.002 strain 

Polymer Modulus (GN/m z) 

Poly(ether sulphone) 3.00 
Udel Polysulfone (Union Carbide) 2.55 
Nylon-6,6 (dry) 3.00 
PMMA 3.05 
Unplasticized PVC 3-10 
Polystyrene 3.20 
Styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer (high 

styrene) 3.50 
Styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer (low 

styrene) 4' 50 
Polycarbonate 2.30 

Table 2 Yield stresses of some common plastics 

~y 
Polymer (MN/m 2) 

Poly(ether sulphone) 100 
Nylon-6,6 (dry) 85 
PMMA (slightly drawn) 106 
Unplast[cized PVC 59 
Styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer (low styrene) 104 
Polycarbonate 64 
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and showed no inclination towards runaway creep. 
Although PVC, PMMA and dry nylon can withstand 
such a stress for short periods, excessive creep, the 
precursor to ductile failure, quickly ensues, as is shown 
by Figure 1. 

The creep rupture behaviour of poly(ether sulphone) 
is correspondingly good. Figure 2 compares its stress vs. 
time to the onset of necking with that of several plastics 
in their glassy state. Poly(ether sulphone) is the best, by 
this criterion, but such curves illustrate only part of the 
long-term strength behaviour, of course. The effect of 
notches of different severities and of fluctuations in the 
applied stress is important information. This has not 
yet been assessed at 20°C in any comprehensive fashion 
because of the main preoccupation with properties at 
elevated temperatures but it has been ascertained that 
poly(ether sulphone) remains strong, withstanding stresses 
of about 30 MN/m 2 even when the specimen has been 
sharply notched (notch tip radius ----- 10/~m) in an unfavour- 
able direction with respect to molecular orientation (see 
later). In comparison with the non-crystalline plastics 
detailed in Figure 2, poly(ether sulphone) is stronger 
under these conditions than poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) and poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) but is not so 
strong as polycarbonate. Its performance compares 

favourably with that of nylon-6,6 the only crystalline 
plastic included in the Figure. 

CREEP AND CREEP RUPTURE AT ELEVATED 
TEMPERATURES 

Creep at 150°C 
A family of creep curves for poly(ether sulphone) at 

150°C is shown in Figure 3. The solid lines were derived 
by numerical interpolation between the experimental 
data (extrapolated where necessary). The experiments 
were carried out on two different batches, differently 
processed (Batch 13 compression moulded, Batch 204 
injection moulded). The implicit agreement between the 
results from the two batches is better than that observed 
for most polymers, particularly when different moulding 
techniques are compared, but this is a feature of the 
deformation behaviour of polysulphones that has been 
borne out by many results. In particular, modulus 
anisotropy due to molecular orientation in the injection 
moulded sample might have been expected to cause 
some difference between the results for the two batches, 
but measurements of the 100 see Poisson's ratio at 20°C 
are consistent with little anisotropy. Specimens cut from 
compression moulded and/or injection moulded samples 
of several poly(ether sulphones) and polysulfones with 
different molecular weights gave values of Poisson's 
ratio all within the range 0.39-0.41. 

It is now generally accepted that a family of creep 
curves, or a family of related cross-sections, is an efficient 
means of presenting the data necessary for deformation 
calculations in the course of engineering design, and the 
curves can be derived with high accuracy almost as a 
matter of simple routine using well established experi- 
mental procedures. However, in the one case of glassy 
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Figure 3 Tensile creep curves for poly(ether sulphone) at 150°C 
Specimens conditioned at test temperature for 12 days prior to 
creep. , Computed curves; x ,  experimental data; . . . .  , 
notional creep curves. A, 5; B, 10; C, 15; D, 20; E, 25; F, 30MN/m 2 
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amorphous plastics at a temperature not far below the 
glass-rubber transition the regularity and apparent 
simplicity hides a degree of experimental complexity. 
Most of the mechanical properties of glassy amorphous 
plastics, including the creep resistance, are affected by 
the thermal history of the sample and particularly by 
prolonged heating at temperatures just below the glass- 
rubber transition temperature. Thus the strain developing 
during a prolonged creep test in that temperature region 
is not merely a straightforward viscoelastic response to 
the applied stress, and the data are correspondingly 
difficult to interpret unless appropriate control measures 
are introduced, The problem is largely overcome by the 
imposition of a conditioning period at the test tempera- 
ture prior to the start of any creep experiment. The 
general effects of a conditioning period are the same as 
those found for PVC4; the resistance to creep at 60°C, 
particularly that at long times, was increased if the 
specimen was held for some time at that temperature 
prior to the test. The effect was progressive and seemingly 
endless; it was completely reversed by a period at a 
higher temperature followed by rapid cooling. There is 
now evidence that long storage at room temperature also 
produces the same effect and the picture that emerges is 
of some molecular rearrangement process that is achieved 
more rapidly and more completely as the temperature 
rises up to some limiting temperature associated with the 
glass-rubber transition. The phenomenon is common 
to many different glassy amorphous polymers, and 
apparently also in crystalline ones, so that it is probably 
a general property of polymer networks rather than the 
consequence of some specific molecular feature. 

During our experiments on poly(ether sulphone), 
these effects have been regarded as a minor inconvenience 
rather than as a topic for deep study, and hence a condi- 
tioning period of about 12 days was chosen arbitrarily for 
most of the experiments, e.g. those leading to Figure 3. 
Ideally, this period should be longer than the intended 
duration of the creep experiment, because a genuine 
equilibrium state seems to be unattainable. As a practical 
compromise 12 days seems to be very suitable. At 150°C, 
for instance, the short-term modulus increases by about 
20 ~ during that time, but a significant proportion of 
the increase occurs within the first 24 hours and it might 
be argued, therefore, that a shorter period would suffice 
for many purposes. However, this would not be a sound 
procedure because the trend towards apparent equilibrium 
as indicated by a short term test is an inadequate index 
of the changes that occur in the creep response under a 
stress maintained for long times. There is also the strictly 
practical objection that the adoption of short condition- 
ing periods would entail adherence to a strict timetable 
for conditioning and testing, which is difficult to attain 
in a busy laboratory with high utilization of machines. 
A twelve day period, on the other hand, allows some 
latitude in the starting times for the experiments. 

The advocates of a short conditioning period can 
justifiably say that a long one introduces an element of 
artificiality into the results. The counter-argument is that 
the observed creep or creep rupture response of an 
unconditioned specimen is difficult to interpret, as was 
mentioned above and as may be inferred from a few 
results presented in Figure 4. The specimens were cut 
from injection moulded ASTM Type I tensile bars of 
Batch 204, conditioned for one hour only, just to ensure 
temperature equilibrium, and subjected to a range of 
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Figure 4 Effect of thermal conditioning on tensile creep of 
poly(ether sulphone) at 150°C. , Uncond i t ioned;  . . . .  , con- 
d i t ioned at 150°C for 12 days prior to creep. ©, 12.5; A ,  15; 
0 ,  17.5; x ,  20; 1::3, 25MN/m ~ 

stresses at 150°C. The creep curves are significantly 
different from those for conditioned specimens, two of 
which have been transposed from Figure 3, and the 
difference would have been even greater but for the fact 
that the unconditioned specimens were tested at a much 
later date than the others. The prolonged delay constituted 
a storage period at 20°C which was equivalent to some 
short period at 150°C. Apart from the complicated 
interaction between the creep response and the changes 
induced by thermal conditioning, the behaviour is 
interesting in that crazes in unconditioned specimens do 
not develop rapidly into serious defects as they do in 
conditioned ones; thus a simple summary of the effect 
of a conditioning period is that it increases the modulus 
and lowers the ductility. 

Recovery after creep 
Under a wide range of conditions, the strain arising 

in a thermoplastic from a period under stress is very 
largely recoverable if the stress is reduced to zero. In 
this respect thermoplastics are very different from metals, 
for which the creep strain is irrecoverable. This charac- 
teristic of plastics is rightly regarded as an advantage 
in some practical situations and recovery experiments 
are an important feature of any comprehensive evaluation 
of load bearing capability. However, there is some unco- 
ordinated evidence from several sources that the recovery 
after creep of glassy amorphous plastics at high tempera- 
tures is significantly poorer than that after creep at 20°C, 
and the results for unconditioned poly(ether sulphone) 
at 150°C, plotted as fractional recovery vs. log (reduced 
time) in Figure 5, suggest the same, though the actual 
comparisons with data for 20°C are not given. When 
recovery data are presented against such axes the curves 
assume similar shapes but are shifted downwards and 
to the right as either the duration of the preceding creep 
period or the maximum creep strain increases, that is 
the recovery is retarded after creep for long times and/or 
to large strains. In these experiments the effect of creep 
duration is particularly pronounced, the transposition 
being mainly vertical, which strongly suggests that part 
of the creep strain is truly irreversible. Thermoplastics 
of reasonable molecular weight are not normally regarded 
as undergoing a 'viscous flow' creep process at small 
strains such as those involved in these experiments but 
a tentative explanation is that substantial molecular 
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Figure 5 Recovery after creep of poly(ether sulphone) at 150°C. 
Open symbols: unconditioned; solid symbols; conditioned. 
Glassy amorphous plastics near their glass-rubber transition 
recover less readily than thermoplastics in general 

Creep duration Final creep 
Symbol (sec) strain 

7.2x 102 0.01515 
V 7.2x 103 0.01225 
C) 8.1 x 104 0.01452 
[]  3.29x 105 0.01312 
• 1" 037 x 106 0.01478 
• 5.4 x 106 0- 00970 

re-ordering, associated with the approach to equilibrium 
free volume, occurs in the unconditioned specimens dur- 
ing the creep period and that this essentially creates a 
new zero state when it occurs under the bias of an 
applied stress, analogously to the more spectacular 
thermoforming processes that exploit the enormous 
change in molecular mobilities in the vicinity of the 
glass-rubber transition temperature. 

Two recovery curves for conditioned specimens are 
included in Figure 5. When due consideration is given 
to the relevant parameters, which could not be properly 
matched for this comparison because of other restraints 
on the experiments, it is clear that the recovery of condi- 
tioned specimens is superior to that of unconditioned 
specimens, which supports the contention that an 
irreversible component of strain is generated when 
molecular re-ordering occurs during creep. However, the 
recovery at 150°C of the so-called 'conditioned' specimens 
was not impressive either, the probable reason being 
that a similar re-ordering, though to a lesser degree, 
must have occurred during the creep stage because there 
is no evidence that a true equilibrium can be achieved 
within the arbitrarily chosen 12 days. A further complica- 
tion is that the phenomenon is not simply a matter of 
slow equilibration. An isotropic glassy amorphous 
polymer has a Poisson's ratio of about 1/3 (but see 
reference to the Poisson's ratio of polysulphones in the 
previous section) and hence tensile creep is accompanied 
by a volumetric strain of the order: A V/ V= tensile 
strain/3. Under typical creep conditions, therefore, a 
specimen will increase in overall volume by between 
0.1 ~ and 0.3 ~ ;  this will constitute a significant increase 
in the free volume, that will augment whatever non- 
equilibrium state exists as a consequence of the thermal 
history. 

Creep rupture 
The excellent creep rupture resistance at 20°C is main- 

tained at elevated temperatures at least up to, and 

probably well beyond, 100°C. At 150°C, however, the 
behaviour is inferior, both in the magnitude of the stress 
that can be endured and in the brittle nature of the 
failures occurring at the longer times. At that tempera- 
ture, crazing occurs at a tensile strain of about 0.008 
and brittle failure ensues fairly rapidly, whereas at 20°C 
crazing occurs, if at all, at a strain of 0.040 or more and 
does not induce brittle failure. 

The typical stress vs. log (lifetime) curves for poly(ether 
sulphone) in Figure 6 demonstrate the general response 
to elapsed time and the change in failure characteristics 
as the temperature rises. There is nothing particularly 
untoward in the deterioration of performance at high 
temperatures and the results must be seen in proper 
perspective. The data indicate a lifetime of at least 
9 months at 150°C under a stress of 10MN/m z applied 
in an unfavourable direction with respect to the molecu- 
lar orientation, i.e. to a specimen cut with its axis 
transverse to the nominal flow direction in an edge-gated 
injection moulded disc, and the results of the creep 
experiments strongly suggest that this is an underestimate 
of the lifetime in practice. In addition to this, the time 
at which the lifetime curve at 150°C sweeps downwards 
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Figure 6 Static fatigue in unnotched specimens of poly(ether 
sulphone). Stress applied across the nominal direction of flow. 
A, Batch 99D at 20°C; B, Batch 204 at 100°C; C, Batch 204 at 150°C 
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Figure 7 Effect of molecular weight on the failure characteristics 
of poly(ether sulphone) at 150°C (see reference to RV in text 
footnote). O, RV=0.37;  O, RV=0.42;  • ,  RV=0.46; m, RV=0.54.  
D =  ductile failure 
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Creep and creep rupture under intermittent stress 
The stress to which a component may be subjected in 

service will seldom be constant, and it has been shown 
that a very useful subsidiary experiment is one in which 
the stress is applied intermittently. Our original experi- 
ments on polypropylene and polyacetal showed that the 
creep under intermittent stress is significantly less than 
that under continuous stress because of the retraction 
that occurs during the unstressed periods, and that such 
behaviour can be predicted on the basis of an elementary 
modeP. Glassy amorphous plastics behave similarly in a 
viscoelastic sense, but work on PVC at 20°C reported 
recently 6 and experiments on poly(ether sulphone) at 
150°C show that such polymers are prone to early failure 
under fluctuating stress. 

Batch 204 of poly(ether sulphone), which has good 
• load bearing characteristics under steady stress (Figure 3), 

was subjected to a diurnal cycle of 6h  creep and 18h 
' ' ' recovery, in tension at 20MN/m 2 and 25 MN/mL The 

IO6 results are shown in Figure 9; the maximum creep strain 
in successive creep periods conformed to the expected 
pattern, i.e. it increased in successive cycles but lay always 
below the curve for steady stress, but the specimen broke 
after a few cycles due to the growth of crazes which, 
under steady stress would have remained innocuous for 
a very much longer period, as seen in the steady creep 
experiments. 

The probable explanation is that during the unloaded 
periods a large proportion of the creep strain disappears 
and the size of the plastic zone at the craze tip also 
decreases. Successive loadings do little more than 
re-establish the strain state that existed during earlier 
creep periods and the conditions in which the craze 
grows are nearly constant during successive cycles. 
During steady stress creep this retraction mechanism is 
absent and, in fact, the plastic zone size, and hence the 
fracture toughness, increases. 

The residual strains observed during the recovery 
periods in these experiments, and plotted in Figure 9, 
are very similar in magnitude to those that arose in the 
PVC experiments 6 and in no sense atypical of glassy 
amorphous thermoplastics. This is not in conflict with 
the poor recovery exemplified in Figure 5 because the 
latter mainly involved unconditioned specimens or very 
much longer creep times. No feature of the intermittent 
stress results could be used as a counter argument to the 
proposition that molecular re-ordering occurs during 
creep. 

o &  

0 • 

0 , I , I 
10 2 10 4 

Time (sec} 

Figure 8 Effect of thermal conditioning on the lifetime of poly- 
(ether sulphone) at 150°C. Notched (tip radius 10/~m); x,  heat 
treated at 150°C for 12 days; O, no heat treatment. Unnotched: 
©, heat treated at 150°C for 12 days (data from Figure 7); A ,  no 
heat treatment 
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Figure 9 Creep under intermittent stress of poly(ether sulphone) 
at 150°C. The datum points show the maximum strain reached 
during, or the residual strain immediately prior to, the nth creep 
cycle. Some values of n are given. ©, 20; x,  25MN/m 2 

dramatically--the tough brittle transition--is strongly 
dependent on the molecular weight* (see Figure 7). The 
lowest molecular weight sample (RV= 0.37) always failed 
in a brittle manner, apparently without crazing, presum- 
ably because any craze that did form was so weak that 
failure ensued rapidly. The transition from ductile to 
brittle behaviour was less abrupt for the polymer with 
the highest molecular weight. 

Reference has already been made in a previous section 
to the effect of a conditioning period on the creep rupture 
behaviour. The combined effect of decreased ductility 
and increased creep modulus is that the overall time to 
fail remains insensitive to the thermal history. This was 
first ascertained with sharply notched specimens of  
poly(ether sulphone) (notch tip radius 10/zm), and then 
later on unnotched specimens (Figure 8). 

* There has been no quantitative assessment of molecular weight, 
but for this purpose the reduced viscosity (RV) is an adequate 
guide. It was measured at 25°C using a 1 ~o w/v (1 g/100cm 8 total 
volume) solution in dimethylformamide. 

DISCUSSION 

The load-bearing properties at 20°C have been studied 
rather cursorily because they are self-evidently satis- 
factory. At 150°C some influence of the nearby glass- 
rubber transition is evident and more comprehensive 
experiments were clearly necessary. At this temperature 
the deformation resistance remains very adequate. For  
instance, a strain of only 0.01 develops in three years 
under a continually applied stress of 10 MN/m 2, which is 
far better resistance to creep than is shown by propylene 
homopolymer at 20°C and only slightly worse resistance 
than that of a rigid PVC pipe formulation at 20°C. Since 
these two polymers are widely accepted as 'engineering 
plastics' at 20°C, poly(ether sulphone) should be similarly 
acceptable at 150°C. Furthermore, this temperature is 
not the upper limit for load-bearing service; limited 
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creep tests at 170°C have indicated that 0.010 strain is 
reached after about 1 week at 10 MN/m 2, but at 5 MN/m 2, 
which is still a substantial stress, the time would probably 
be much more than a year. The material is form stable 
under lower stresses at even higher temperatures, of  
course. 

The choice of  0.01 strain, rather than some other value, 
was deliberate. It was governed by the well authenticated 
crazing threshold of 0.008. If  the molecular weight is 
reasonable, crazes do not progress immediately to 
failure, and hence there is no urgent necessity to adopt 
0.008 rather than 0.010 as a limit for service strains. 
Creep rupture specimens cut with their axis perpendicular 
to the nominal flow direction, i.e. specimens likely to 
give a reasonable approximation to worst case condi- 
tions, survived for about 9 months at 10MN/mL 

A low strain limit for components in service is uneco- 
nomic because load-bearing sections have to be corres- 
pondingly robust, whereas a high strain limit is often, 
though by no means always, unacceptable on aesthetic 
or functional grounds. Crystalline polymers are often 
inherently satisfactory at strains up to 0.03, but glassy 
amorphous polymers are not widely used above about 
0.01. In this respect, therefore, poly(ether sulphone) is 
particularly satisfactory at 20°C since there is no evidence 
of  either runaway creep or premature creep rupture due 
to cracking after long times in the strain region 0.02 to 

0.03 (see Figures 1 and 2). It is also satisfactory at 150°C 
by the criteria that have hitherto proved to be meaningful 
and practical for a wide range of polymers at lower 
temperatures. 

The use of a strain limit for service is a simplifying 
concept that circumvents some of  the complexities inherent 
in the assessment of durability. It is not very satisfactory 
where the material is likely to be brittle, which means, 
in the case of poly(ether sulphone), at long elapsed times 
at high temperatures, where there is a significant stress 
concentration such as a notch or an inhomogeneity, and 
where the stress fluctuates sharply. The reduced durability 
of  poly(ether sulphone) in these particular conditions is 
typical of  glassy amorphous polymers and is in no way 
peculiar to the polysulphones. 
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The weak network theory previously developed is applied to explain the failure envelope 
for the ductile fracture of uncrosslinked amorphous polymers in a constant rate of elonga- 
tion, with the assumption that the reformed chain requires a lapse of time after its reforma- 
tion to contribute to maintenance of the network structure. The chain that contributes to 
maintain the structure is called the 'structure chain'. The criterion is used that the fracture 
occurs provided the apparent average force per one 'structure chain' reaches a certain 
critical value. The result agrees well with the failure envelope obtained experimentally. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ultimate tensile properties of crosslinked amorphous 
polymers such as elastomers can often be characterized 
by a failure envelope t-1°, which is represented schematic- 
allyt, 2 in Figure 1. The failure envelope is constructed 
from the values of the tensile stress at break ob and 
the associated ultimate strain ~,b by applying the well 

Strain 
Figure I Schematic representation of the dependence of stress- 
strain curves on strain rate and temperature z 

known time-temperature superposition principle to the 
ultimate properties data obtained at different tem- 
peratures and strain rates. The lines emanating from 
the origin of the diagram represent stress-strain curves 
determined at various rates and temperatures. The 
rupture point moves anticlockwise around the envelope 
either as the strain rate is increased or as the test tem- 
perature is decreased. Such a failure envelope is inde- 
pendent of time (or strain rate) and temperature and 
thus it depends only on basic characteristics of the 
polymeric network. Several models 5, 8, 11, 12 have been 
proposed to explain these phenomena. Some 5, 11 of 
them are based on the view that the fracture of the 
sample results from a certain accumulation of scission 
of molecular chains, and the others 8, z2 are phenomeno- 
logical ones. 

On the other hand, it is found that in the ductile 
fracture of uncrosslinked amorphous polymers, e.g. 
polystyrene, the ultimate tensile properties show the 
same tendencies13, 14 as elastomers. Uncrosslinked 
polymers, unlike crosslinked polymers, have no per- 
manent junctions. Therefore there would be little possi- 
bility of scission of molecular chains under the action 
of mechanical force above the glass transition tem- 
perature and it is not correct to treat the ductile fracture 
of uncrosslinked amorphous polymer only on the basis 
of the concept of this chain scission. 

One of us previously has given 15 a good explanation 
to non-linear viscoelasticities of concentrated polymer 
solutions and melts by adding a few assumptions to 
Yamamoto's network theory 16. In this paper we shall 
attempt to interpret on the same basis as the previous 
one 15 the failure envelope for uncrosslinked amorphous 
polymers in the rubbery state from the point of view 
of the breakage (in the weak network theory the term 
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'breakage' means not 'scission' but 'disappearance') and 
the reformation of the network chain. 

THEORETICAL 

Our basic picture is as follows. Uncrosslinked amorphous 
polymers with no permanent junctions should have the 
weak network structure. The weak network chains repeat 
breakage and reformation processes under the action of 
an external force. According to Yamamoto's weak net- 
work theory 16, a mechanical quantity such as stress is 
calculated from the chain distribution function F(h, N, t). 
The distribution function is proportional to the number 
of chains which have the end-to-end distance vector 
h(¢, 7, 0 and the number of segments N at time t. 
Suppose a 'structure chain', which contributes to 
maintain the network structure, is chosen out of all the 
weak network chains. It is assumed that the reformed 
chain does not become the structure chain until a 
characteristic time ~-c elapses. This is our essential 
assumption which is more precisely discussed later. 
The degree of instability of the network structure 
would be expressed by the intensity of apparent average 
force f ( t )  per one structure chain. The f ( t )  is obtained 
by dividing the network normal stress parallel to the 
tensile direction by the number of structure chains 
per unit area perpendicular to the tensile direction. 
We employ as the criterion for the fracture that the 
network chain cannot possibly maintain the 
network structure when f ( t )  reaches a certain critical 
value ft .  

Then, to find out the average force f ( t )  and the 
number of the structure chains, we can use the Yama- 
moto network theory 1~ as in the previous paper 15. 
It tells us that the stress tensor of network an and the 
number of chains F(h, N, t) per unit volume are given 
in terms of the chain reformation function G(h, N, t), 
the chain-breakage coefficient fl(h, N) and the free 
energy of a chain ¢(lhl, N, T) by: 

an =e(t )S (t )e+(t ) (1) 

S (t) = So(t) + ft ° e-l(t ')T(t, t')e+-l(t ' )dt '  (2) 

oo oo 1 d~ 

F(h, N, O)exp[- f!(e(t')h, N)dt']dh (3) 

T(t, t')= 

C(h,N,t')exp[-f:fl e(C')e-l(t')h, UIdC']dh (4) 
F(h, N, ¢)=r.(h, N, t)+ f f (h, N, t')dt' (5) 

FR(h, N, t )= l e ~ F  {e-l(t )h, N, 0} x 

exp[-ftoB{e(t')e-l(t)h,N}dt '] (6) 

N, t')= le@t )l le(t')lG{e(t ')e-qt )h, N, t'} x fs(h, 

e x p [ - f :  fl(e(t")e-l(t)h,N}dt"] (7) 

where Tis the absolute temperature, and e(t) and (hh) are 
the deformation tensor and a tensor defined by: 

(hh)= 7/~ ~72 ~7~ (8) 

~ b7 ~2 
respectively. 

The first term, called 'relax term', of equation (5) is 
the contribution from the chains which initially con- 
structed the network, and the second term, called 
'steady term', is that from the newly formed chains 
during the course of the deformation. 

Following the previous treatment, we assume G(h, N, t), 
flfh, N) and ¢([h], N, T) as: 

G(h, N, t) = G0exp - ~ (9) 

fl(h, N)= (N~z)h2 (10) 

_ [3kT~ [ h 2 '~ 
¢(Ihl, N, T)-  \ 2 } kaZN] (11) 

where k and a are the Boltzmann constant and the 
effective length of a segment respectively. Moreover it is 
assumed that the distribution of N is neglected. 

Consider an incompressible sample being stretched in 
the x direction by a constant rate of elongation, the 
deformation tensor e(t) is given by: 

0 

1 
e(t)= 0 (~)1/2 

0 0 

a = l + 7 = l + c t  

0 

0 (12) 

1 
(~)1/2 

(13) 

where c and 7 are the rate of elongation and the tensile 
strain in the x direction respectively. Using equations 
(1)-(4) and (8)-(13), and also assuming F(h, N, 0)= 
fl(h, N)G(h, N, 0) in the natural state, we obtain the stress 
tensor of network: 

t 1 
(rnll ---- or2 [S011-1- f o  ,~2T11dt ' ] (14) 

1 on22 = ~n33 = ~ [ So22 -t- fto~'T22dt ' ] (15) 

anl~ = an23 = on31 =0  (16) 

S 3kT. , ," 3'2 
0 1 1 = ~ 0 ( p  - - q ) -  , × 

[In( (p'-q')1/2+ p ' l /2~-[p ' -q ' '~  ] \ ~ - ]  (17) 

3kT 1 
So22=So33=2floq,p,1/z ~Son (18) 

kT (19) I'll p 3/2q 

kT (20) 
I'22 = T33 = p1/2q2 
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where: 

2/30 et2+c~ta) (21) p ' = l + ~ - ( t  + 

q ' =  1 + 2::ln~ (22) 

- 2/30[ c 2 ,~)] p =1+3~  ~ ( t - t ' ) + c ( t 2 - t ' 2 ) + ~ ( t 3 - t  (23) 

. 2 f lo~' .  / ~  q = 1 + ~ l n ~ )  (24) 

o: = 1 + et ' (25) 

The normal stress difference a is given by: 

t r  = ( r n l  I - -  t r n 2  2 (26) 

Next, let us find the number of structure chains per 
unit area perpendicular to the tensile direction. From 
the definition of the structure chain and equation (5), 
the number of structure chains F~t(h, N, t) per unit volume 
is given by: 

Fst(h, N, t)=Fn(h, N, t)+ f~'fJh, N, t ')dt '  (27) 

where ~-~(h, N) is the characteristic time of reformed chain 
with h and N. The probability that a chain with h in unit 
volume passes across a unit area perpendicular to the 
tensile direction is proportional to the tensile direction 
component ~ of the chain length. Accordingly, multi- 
plying the chain number in unit volume by ~:, we can get 
the number of the structure chains having h and N per 
unit area perpendicular to the tensile direction as: 

rst(h, N, t)~ (28) 

Considering that the chain effectively supports an 
external force by a factor cosO(=~/lhD, where 0 is the 
angle between the chain vector and the tensile direction, 
the total effective number of the structure chains having 
N segments in unit area perpendicular to the tensile 
direction mr(N, t) is expressed by: 

n s t ( N , t ) = r  :'~ r~ ,¢2 -~ J_~ J _ ~ F ,  dh, N, t )dh (29) 

and, accordingly, the apparent average force f (N ,  t) is 
given by: 

f (N ,  t )=  ~n11/rtst(U, t) (30) 

Then, we assume re(h, N) to be equal to the relaxation 
time of chains which consists of N segments, that is: 

Na 2 
"re(h, N) = ~3oh 2 (31) 

Finally, the effective number of structure chains is 
obtained by: 

nst(m, t ) = FR(N, t) + Fs(m, t) (32) 
where: 

FR(N, t )= l~[3Na2] 1/2 1 
- t 2 t x /30 ~ 2= ] ~P~v- a- qz: 

[ ( a3~] )  1/2 a3/2+ (°t3- 1)1/2 
ln~3/2_ (c~3- 1)1/z 

2 ,q} , tan 1 P } . q ' s  1/~ 

(p_~ > qz~) 

. 1 [3Na2\1/2 1 
F,(N,  t ) = ~ - )  ~p, _ _2q,z¢ × 

[ c~3 \1/2 a3/2+(c~_1)1/2 
~a3~--1) lnaa/2-- (a3-- 1)1/2-- 

[ q~ \1/2 q~l/2+(q~_p~)l /2] 

(p~r < q~) 
t 3 3Na ~ 1/2 t ~= 

Fs(N, ) = ~ (  27r ) foJoC°SzOsinOQ × 

-]dt'd0 [Qq (t-lt ')/30]exp[ (t-t ')/30J 

where: 

(34) 

(35) 

! t P~v = P '/a 2 and qN=q' ~ (36) 

Q=~[p(~'/oOZcos20+ q(~/a')sin20] (37) 

The tensile strength ob and the ultimate tensile strain 
yb are obtained from the criteria for the fracture, that 
is: 

fc= f (N ,  to)= crn11(tv)/na(N, tD (38) 
yb=ctb (39) 

ab = crnll(tb)-- an22(tb) (40) 

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

Figure 2 shows the stress-strain curves calculated from 
equations (12)-(15) and 07)-(25). The symbols indicate 

4.J 
U 3  

/f 

I I I I 

0 2 4 
Strain 

Figure 2 Dependence of stress-strain curves on strain rate: 
x, 0"5; O, 1; A, 2; Q,3; 17, 5; A ,  7; V,  10; II, 100 
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the fracture point defined by equations (38)-(40) and the 
envelope of them agrees well with the tendencies of the 
schematic diagram shown in Figure 1. 

In the present paper, we have attempted to interpret 
the tensile failure envelope for uncrosslinked amorphous 
polymers. Here, we shall refer to the assumptions that 
the reformed chain requires the lapse of the characteristic 
time re after its reformation to contribute to the main- 
tenance of network structure and, moreover, re is equal 
to the relaxation time of chains. 

In general the major part of  the intermolecular 
interaction between polymer molecules in amorphous 
polymers is interpreted by the concept of entanglement. 
As for entanglement, unfortunately, a definite picture 
has not yet been established, although many authors 
have treated its effect on the mechanical properties. 
In the present network theory, complicated breakdown 
and formation process of  entanglement of real polymeric 
chains is simply idealized in the breakage and reforma- 
tion of  the network chain and both kinds of relaxation 
time for formation and breakdown are not explicitly 
taken into account, especially the time for formation. 
On the other hand, Graessley 17 and Tanaka et aL is 
have successfully treated this relaxation time for its 
formation in their semi-molecular models to explain 
non-linear viscoelastic properties of  concentrated polymer 
systems. As behaviour of entanglement of  the rubbery 
state essentially differs from that of concentrated systems 
only in time scale, the concept of entanglement in the 
above treatments will be useful in the present investiga- 
tion also. In this treatment it is uncertain whether the 
time when the chain is reformed in the network model 
corresponds to the time when the formation of entangle- 
ment begins or to the time when it has finished in real 
polymeric systems. If  the time corresponds to the 
former, we can consider that the chain becomes a 
'structure chain' when the time required for formation 
of entanglement elapses after the chain reformation. 
The chain is called a weak chain until a state of entangle- 
ment reaches its equilibrium state, although, strictly 
speaking, the weak chain partly belongs to the structure 
chain a little, but it is assumed not to belong to the 
structure chain in equation (27). Since the formation 
time of entanglement may be of the same order as 
relaxation time for its breakdown, we assumed that the 
characteristic time is equal to the relaxation time of the 

chain. The result of  the evaluation shows that the 
'steady term' makes little contribution to the structure 
chain. 

Although some problems remain to be solved about 
relationship between real entanglement and the present 
network chain, we shall propose the present network 
fracture model as an interpretation of the tensile failure 
envelope for uncrosslinked amorphous polymers. 
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Fracture and mechanical property data on a wide range of epoxy resin systems are pre- 
sented. The extent to which toughening can be induced by heterophase rubber inclusions 
depends more on the curing agent used than on the resin component. The greatest 
improvements in toughness were obtained by rubber modification of epoxy resins cured 
with an anhydride. A preformed ABS polymer can be used to toughen many epoxy resin 
systems. With one major exception (where a large improvement was found) only small 
changes in tensile properties occur when small amounts of rubber are present. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has long been known that the resistance of poly- 
styrene to cracking is improved considerably if many 
small rubber particles are dispersed in the polymer. 
The principle of toughening by heterophase rubber 
dispersions has been applied to other thermoplastic 
polymers, e.g. ABS, and recent work has shown that 
a similar method is applicable to some thermosetting 
polymers. 

McGarry and coworkers 1-8 showed that a low mole- 
cular weight, carboxyl terminated, butadiene-acrylo- 
nitrile copolymer (Hycar CTBN*) is soluble in a con- 
ventional epoxy resin but during cure with amine curing 
agents, micron sized rubber particles are precipitated. 
All McGarry's reported work is based on a diglycidyl 
ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) type epoxy resin (Epi- 
kote 828) cured with amines [tris(dimethylaminomethyl)- 
phenol (DMP-30) or curing agent D]. He evaluated 
toughness using a double cantilever cleavage test in 
which a crack was propagated along the grooved median 
of a parallel sided strip of the test material. 

Temperature of cure, curing agent concentration and 
rubber molecular weight were shown by McGarry to 
influence the heterophase particle size and concentration 
and these in turn influenced the fracture energy. For 
example 10 parts of Hycar CTBN per 100 parts of 
resin raised fracture energy from 165 Nm/m 2 to between 
1690 and 2720Nm/m 2 depending upon the molecular 
weight of the rubber. The mechanism of toughening 
was said to be an increase in the extent of crazing and 
cold drawing but no strong evidence for this was pre- 
sented. Indeed, evidence which might support the 
existence of crazing in crosslinked materials has only 
recently been obtained 4. 

Rowe and coworkers 5 used a wide range of acrylo- 
nitrile-butadiene rubbers as modifiers for amine-cured 
epoxy resins. Their results showed considerable scatter 
but confirmed that large increases in fracture energy 
could be obtained. 

* For sources of commercial materials see Appendix. 

Soldatos and Burhans 6 reported that CTBN raised the 
tensile strength and the 'ball impact strength' of a cyclo- 
aliphatic resin cured with an anhydride. The same resin 
cured with a boron trifluoride-monoethylamine complex 
was not significantly toughened by the heterophase so the 
authors concluded that the nature of the crosslinking 
agent greatly influences the ability of the rubber to 
toughen the cured resin system. 

The object of the work reported here was to determine 
the fracture and mechanical properties of crosslinked 
resins prepared from a wider range of resin and curing 
agent types than reported hitherto. The results give 
further information on the factors which control the 
toughness potential of cured epoxy resins. Hycar CTBN 
liquid rubber and Blendex 311, a preformed ABS 
powder, were chosen as the modifiers. The latter emerged 
as a promising candidate from the screening of several 
rubbery materials. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparation of cast resin 
Since the materials used differ widely in properties 

(viscosity, melting point etc.) identical techniques could 
not be used in the preparation of all the castings. The 
following general method was used for most systems: 
(1) resin and rubber were heated to lower the viscosity, 
if necessary, then blended together using a high shear 
stirrer. In order to obtain a fine dispersion, Blendex 311 
had to be mixed with the resin at about 95°C for 30min; 
(2) dissolved and trapped air which would have caused 
bubbles in the final castings was removed by vacuum 
degassing the hot blend; (3) curing agent, melted if 
normally a solid, was stirred into the rubber/resin blend 
taking care not to entrain more air bubbles; (4) metal 
moulds treated with silicone release agent and preheated 
to the required gel temperature were filled with the 
liquid resin system; (5) curing was carried out in air- 
circulating ovens for the required gel and cure cycles. 
These times and temperatures as well as formulation 
details are given in Table 1. On completion of the cure 
cycle the ovens were switched off and the moulds were 
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allowed to cool slowly to minimize stresses in the resin 
castings. Step (1) was omitted for the unmodified 
materials. 

Preparation of anhydride-cured resins differed slightly 
in that the molten anhydride was added to the resin/ 
rubber blend before it was degassed. Accelerator was 
added after the degassing process. 

Fracture testing 
The parallel sided double cantilever cleavage test 7 

was used in early work. All resins studied fractured in a 
'stick-slip' mode, i.e. crack jumping occurred, so several 
cracks could be initiated successively on each testpiece. 
The number of jumps varied between 3 for the toughest 
material and 50 or 60 for resins with low fracture energy. 

Our studies of alternative fracture tests showed that 
the tapered cleavage test s gave improvements in repro- 
ducibility and crack direction control, and so it was 
used for most of the fracture work reported here. The 
testpiece shown in Figure 1 was loaded in tension until 
crack jumping followed by crack arrest occurred. 

Beam theory relates sample geometry and compliance s: 

dc 8 [3a 2 1 ] 
da-/~T[H-~ + ~ J  (1) 

where c= compliance, a=crack length, E=Young's  
Modulus, T=sample thickness, H=sample height 
above tip of the crack. 

For the geometry used: 

H =ka+kb  (2) 

where k=0.21, b= 3.65. Substitution of H from equation 
(2) into equation (1) and integration gives: 

8 (1 [ 6b 3b 2 ] )  
c = ~ ! ~ [ ( a T b )  2(a+b) 2 4-(3+k~)l°ge(a+b)~, + 

constant of integration (3) 

The term in the outer parentheses of equation (3) and 
compliance c, were calculated for each crack length and 
the term 8/ETwas determined by least squares regression. 
This value was then substituted in equation (1) to obtain 
values of dc/da for later use. 

61ram 

I ~'Saw cut 

Figure I Tapered cleavage testpiece, Sample length, 260mm; 
thickness, 6mm 

The stress intensity factor Kc, is related to fracture 
load P, crack width W, etc. by the Irwin-Kies relation 9: 

Kc 2 = p2E dc 
2 W" da (4) 

For generalized plane stress, fracture energy ~,, is given 
by: 

Kc~ = 2E~, (5) 

Combining equations (4) and (5) 

p2 de 
Y = 4 W" da (6) 

Thus fracture energy y was calculated from equation 
(6) using the value of dc/da obtained previously. 

Impact tests were carried out in accordance with 
ASTM D256-56. Tensile properties were measured 
using an Instron Model TT-D testing machine and 
Instron strain gauge extensometers. Samples similar to 
those described in ASTM D1708-66 were cut from 
3 mm thick resin plates. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Formulations and cure conditions of all systems studied 
are listed in Table 1. The effects of cure time and tem- 
perature on the glass transition temperatures (Tg) of the 
cured compositions were determined in separate experi- 
ments. Conditions used for the preparation of test 
samples were chosen as a balance between achieving 
maximum Tg and using convenient cure times. Higher 
Tg values could have been achieved under more severe 
conditions but thermal degradation might then have 
occurred. 

Because of the wide range of curing agents and resin 
types which we have studied it is convenient to divide 
the results and discussion into sections. In this way 
one or more of the variables can be held constant to 
simplify the interpretation of effects. 

Effect of  curing agent on resin toughness 
The limited literature information on toughening 

of epoxy resins indicates that the degree of toughening 
by rubbery modifiers depends on which curing agent 
is used to crosslink the resin. To check and amplify 
this finding we have determined the effect of a wide 
range of curing agents on fracture and tensile properties 
of a conventional resin (a diglycidylether of bisphenol A) 
of low polydispersity (Epon 825). A liquid rubber which 
was compatible with the uncured resin and a preformed 
ABS powder were used as the modifiers. 

Results given in Table 2 show that Hycar CTBN 
reduces the tensile modulus, in proportion to the rubber 
concentration. As a rough approximation a given 
percentage of Hycar in the final resin reduces the tensile 
modulus by twice that percentage. The effect on tensile 
strength is less clear cut however, changes varying from 
a 35 % reduction to a 30 % increase. Changes in elonga- 
tion at break are usually not statistically significant 
because of the large scatter in this measurement. With 
two major exceptions glass transition temperatures 
(determined by torsion pendulum at about 0.7 Hz) are 
unaffected by the presence of the rubber. The 30°C 
reduction in Tg of the catalytically cured and NMA- 
cured resins is probably due to incomplete cure not 
caused by the presence of Hycar. 
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Table I Formulations and curing conditions 

Gel Cure 

Curing agent Accelerator Time Temp. Time Temp. 
Resin (parts)* (parts)* (h) (°C) (h) (°C) 

Epon 825 ED (8.6) 

Epon 825 HMD (16.7) 

Epon 825 DDM (28.4) 
Epon 825 MPD (15.5) 

Epon 825 DMP-30 (4-0) 
Epon 825 HHPA (88.5) BDMA (1-0) 
Epon 825 NMA (102.3) BDMA (3.0) 

Epon 825 Epikure BF3400 (3"0) 

Epikote 171 HHPA (100) BDMA (1 "0)t 
Epikote 190 HHPA (97) BDMA (0.3) 
Epikote 191 HHPA (100) Epikure 110 (6.0) 
Epikote 828 HHPA (80) BDMA (1.0) 
Epikote 828 DDM (27) 

Epikote 828 MPD (14.6) 
Epikote 828 DMP-30 (4.0) 
Epikote 154 Epikure BF3400 (3.0) - -  

48 23 
plus 3 120 

2 80 
0"5 60 

plus 24 150 
2 100 
2 80 1 200 
1 100 12 175 

24 23 
plus 18 150 

2 120 
2 100 12 175 
2 100 6 140 
- -  - -  12 200 
0.5 60 

plus 
2 100 12 175 

plus 
1 120 
2 120 4 160 
2 100 6 140 
- -  - -  8 140 
2 100 6 140 
1 100 2 125 

o r  

1 100 1 200 
2 80 4 160 
2 100 4 125 
4 105 4 200 

* Parts by weight per 100 parts of resin 
t Plus 1.5 parts of ethylene glycol 
BDMA= benzyldimethylamine; DDM= diaminodiphenylmethane; ED=ethylenedi- 
amine; HMD=hexamethylene diamine; MPD=m-phenylene diamine; NMA=Nadic  
methyl anhydride 

Table 2 Fracture and mechanical properties of Epon 825 cured resin systems at 23°C 

Tensile data based on mean values for 8 tests 
Fracture energy data based on minimum of 2 testpieces (data at each arrest point); standard deviation of fracture energy was 
usually about 10% 

Tensile properties 
Cleavage Glass 

Hycar CTBN Elongation fracture transition 
Type of (% wt in cured Strength Modulus at break energy temperature 

curing agent Curing agent product) (MN/m 2) (GN/m 2) (%) (J/m 2) (°C) 

Aliphatic amines ED - -  70.4+10.6 2-76+0-02 6.48+_0.31 60 - -  
ED 8.43 58.9+ 1.5 2-22+0.09 7.77+0.98 136 - -  
HMD - -  58.0+ 3.9 2.28+0.13 5.75+0-78 104 127 
HMD 7.89 49.4+ 3.6 1.92+0-16 7.83+_0.94 175 117 

Aromatic amines DDM - -  75.7+ 8.4 2.67+-0.05 6.12+-0.60 66 180 
DDM 7.23 60.0+- 5.0 2.30+_0.12 5.05+0-80 87 179 
MPD - -  78.4+_ 6.5 2.97+0.14 6.20+-0.84 58 181 
MPD 7.97 50.7+_ 7,7 2.43+-0.13 3.26+-0.80 74 189 

Other amines Piperidine - -  51 "4+11.4 3.00+0.05 7.60+-2"26 - -  89 
Piperidine 8"70 58"0+ 1.9 2"72+0"07 8.10+0'48 - -  93 
DMP-30 - -  74.2+- 1,4 2"73+0-02 5.45+_0'47 126 124 
DMP-30 8-77 60.5+ 3-7 2,24+0.21 6-43+-1.04 127 125 

Anhydrides HHPA - -  83'8+ 5.9 2"92_+0-13 6.22+-2.02 27 143 
HHPA 5.01 79.8+- 3"6 2.66+-0-13 5.48+0.32 140 140 
NMA - -  60"2+ 1.7 3"62+0.07 2.09+0.26 24 136 
NMA 4.64 78.2+- !"2 3-25+_0-38 5.06+_0"41 162 106 

Catalyst Epikure - -  47-3+ 3.8 2-79+_0.15 2.04+_0.46 - -  200 
BF3400 8-85 49.7+_ 3.6 2.44+_0.09 3.18_0"63 42 170 

+- Values represent standard deviations of one result 
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Fracture toughness of the resin with the highest 
degree of crosslinking (the BFa400-cured material) is 
reduced by Hycar but in every other case studied, 
fracture energy and critical stress intensity factor are 
increased. The magnitude of the increases depend upon 
the type of curing agent used. There is little difference 
between the effects of curing agents of a particular 
class but this may be due to similarity of chain lengths. 
Unmodified resins which had relatively high fracture 
energies were less readily toughened than the more 
brittle materials. The ability of CTBN to toughen the 
resin matrix increases in the curing agent series: aromatic 
amines, aliphatic amines, anhydrides. Both anhydrides 
raised fracture energy of Epon 825 by a factor of about 
5 and similar improvements are described later for 
other epoxy resins cured with anhydride. 

We were unable to measure fracture energies of 
piperidine-cured resins using the cleavage test because 
of the difficulty in introducing the initial crack into test- 
pieces. The use of blunt initial cracks gave high apparent 
fracture energies. However, more recent work has 
shown that when sharp cracks are produced in SEN 
testpieces of this system the material is not as tough as 
anticipated. In conflict with McGarry's work 1 we found 
no toughening effect of Hycar on DMP-30 cured resin 
but this may be due to differences in cure conditions 
producing different heterophase particle size and extent 
of cure of the resin matrix. Fracture surfaces of this 
system showed 0.5/~m diameter irregular markings 
which appeared to be holes and there was little evidence 
for protruding heterophase particles (Figure 2). 

The effects of the curing agent on ease of toughening 
of resins may be due to differences in compatibility 
between the rubber and the resin/curing agent system. 
In the case of a compatible rubber/resin blend the 
addition of curing agent will alter the solubility of the 
rubber in the total system and influence phase separation. 

The anhydrides which are reacted with the epoxy in 
nearly equal proportions will change the compatibility 
markedly. Catalytic curing agents (DMP-30, BF3400 
etc.) are used in small amounts so compatibility will 

Figure 3 Fracture surface of Epon 825/BFz400/Hycar CTBN 

Figure 4 Fracture surface of Epon 825/BF3400/Hycar CTBN 

Figure 2 Fracture surface of Epon 825/DMP-30/Hycar CTBN 

be governed more by the epoxy/rubber solubility. Thus 
the extent to which phase separation occurs during 
polymerization will depend upon the curing agent type 
and amount. Since the reactions which occur during 
cure are complex (chain extension of the epoxy, poly- 
merization of the CTBN etc.) phase separation will 
be further affected. If preformed rubber particles are 
used as the modifier, particle size will not change signi- 
ficantly during cure but matrix-particle bonding will 
influence any toughening effect. 

These comments are qualitatively in accord with our 
findings that Hycar CTBN is highly compatible with 
anhydride-containing resins (1 : 1 resin/curing agent) 
and no heterophase is produced during cure The 
system which contained the smallest amount of curing 
agent, BFa400 (100:3 resin/curing agent), contained 
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the largest heterophase particles. These particles (see 
Figure 3) were between about 4 and 8 tzm in diameter 
and steps on the fracture surfaces intersected or origin- 
ated from most of the particles (Figures 3 and 4). Ali- 
phatic diamine-cured resins (100:10 to 30 resin/curing 
agent) containing Hycar CTBN were opaque and 
contained intermediate sized particles between about 
0.5 and 2 t~m in diameter (Figure 5). 

Anhydride-cured resins 
In the previous section it was demonstrated that 

Hycar CTBN greatly improves the fracture toughness 
of Epon 825 cured with hexahydrophthalic anhydride 
(HHPA). Results given in Table 3 show this to be a 
more general effect for a range of resins, which includes 
both aromatics and cycloaliphatics, cured with HHPA. 

The cycloaliphatic resin Epikote 171 is toughened in 
proportion to the Hycar concentration. The unmodified 
system has a rather low tensile strength but this is 
doubled when 4.7 ~ of Hycar or Blendex is present. A 

similar strengthening effect has previously been reported 6 
and is probably due to the reduction of flaw sensitivity 
of the system by raising the ductility of the material. 
Where comparisons are available Blendex 311 has the 
same effect on fracture properties as the same proportion 
of Hycar CTBN. Impact strengths are raised to a lesser 
extent than the lower strain rate fracture energy. Blendex 
is less effective than Hycar in raising impact strength 
probably because of the higher Tg components, poly- 
acrylonitrile and polystyrene, in Blendex. 

There are obvious morphological differences between 
the Hycar and Blendex-containing materials. Hycar 
modified resins (anhydride cured) are transparent or 
show only slight cloudiness and scanning electron 
microscopy (s.e.m.) examination shows no well developed 
heterophase. However, the resins which contain Blendex 
are translucent or opaque and s.e.m, shows the presence 
of irregular heterophase particles (Figure 6) of the same 
form as the Blendex powder. The mechanism of toughen- 
ing in this case may be similar to the craze mechanism 

Figure 5 Fracture surface of Epon 825/ethylene diamine/Hycar 
CTBN 

Figure 6 Fracture surface of Epikote 828/Epikure MPD/Blendex 
311 

Table 3 Fracture and mechanical properties of HHPA cured resins at 23°C 

Tensile properties 
Cleavage 

Rubber Elongation fracture Impact 
Rubber (% wt in cured Strength Modulus at break energy strength 

Resin modifier resin) (MN/m 2) (GN/m 2) (%) (J/m =) (kJ/m 2) 

Epikote 171 

Epikote 190 

Epikote 191 

Epikote 828 

Hycar CTBN 4-7 
Hycar CTBN 11.0 
Hycar CTBN 16.5 
Blendex 311 4.7 

Hycar CTBN 4.8 

Blendex 311 2.4 
Blendex 311 4.6 
Blendex 311 8.8 

Hycar CTBN 10.0 
Blendex 311 10-0 

34.0 2.95 1.15 24 1-05 
67.9 2.74 3-45 42 1.16 
60.3 2.29 3.75 68 1-31 
56"1 1"92 4.80 90 1.42 
71"7 2.74 3.95 37 1.00 
89"7 3"35 - -  18 1"21 
78"2 3"39 6"8 165 1'79 

37 1.23 
240 1.85 
258 1-36 
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Table 4 Fracture and mechanical properties of various resin systems at 23°C 

Tensile properties 

Elongation Fracture 
Rubber Strength Modulus at break energy 

Resin Curing agent (~o wt in cured resin) (MN/m 2) (GN/m~) ( ~ )  (d/m s) 

Impact 
s t r e n g t h  
( k J / m  2) 

Epikote 154 Epikure BF3400 - -  33.2 3-43 1-20 16 
Hycar CTBN (8.8) 33.3 2.66 1.75 27 

Epikote 828 Epikure DDM - -  79.3 2.94 6-7 170 
Hycar CTBN (7.3) 67.4 2.43 6.3 230 
Hycar CTBNX (7-3) 67.1 2.39 5-5 200 

Epikote 828 MPD - -  87.1 3-25 7.5 55 
Blendex 311 (15) 63-2 2.49 9.6 250 

Epikote 828 Epikure DDM . . . .  85 
Herclor H ( 7 . 3 )  - -  - -  - -  140 

Epikote 828 DMP-30 . . . .  90 
Hycar CTBN (8-8) - -  - -  - -  140 

3"1 
4"1 
3"0 
2"6 

operative in some thermoplastics. The extent to which 
crazing could occur in thermosets will be hindered by 
the crosslinks 1°. Holloway 4 has found evidence for 
crazing in thermosets but there is no other evidence in the 
literature. 

The mechanism of toughening of anhydride-cured 
epoxies by Hycar is also in doubt since no heterophase 
appears to be present. If it acted solely as a flexibilizer 
(i.e. a compatible long chain material which raises the 
molecular weight between crosslinks) a reduction in 
Tg would be expected even at low concentrations of 
the modifier. In these systems, Tg is usually not signifi- 
cantly altered so a flexibilization process is not supported. 

Failure in tension of the Hycar-containing diglycidyl 
ester Epikote 191, cured with HHPA, is accompanied 
by extensive shear deformation and fracture surfaces 
are extremely irregular under s.e.m. Blendex modified 
diglycidyl esters and cycloaliphatics usually undergo 
marked stress whitening, the whole of the gauge section 
of the tensile dumbbell becoming whitened, at stresses 
close to the ultimate. Whitening could have been caused 
by failure of the resin/heterophase bond or by micro- 
cavitation as in crazing, but we do not know which 
mechanism occurred here. Fracture surfaces are irregular 
with both modifiers and this is consistent with the 
similarity in toughening effect. Fracture surfaces of 
Hycar-containing resins cured with amines are com- 
pletely different and show spherical particles or voids 
due to pull-out of poorly bonded particles. A deeper 
insight into the mechanism of failure could be gained 
using Bucknall's technique 11 of determining the lateral 
and longitudinal creep at high strains. This would 
indicate the relative importance of crazing and shear 
deformation. 

Other resin systems 

Toughness improvements produced by Hycar and 
Blendex have been observed in other types of resin/curing 
agent systems (see Table 4) but the increases are usually 
smaller than those observed in anhydride cured resins. 
The Hycar-containing resins were opaque, and spherical 
markings up to about 10/zm in diameter were present 
on fracture surfaces. These markings were usually in 
the form of craters which may originally have contained 
poorly bonded heterophase particles. Few well defined 
particles were identified except in the case of Epikote 
154/BFz400/Hycar CTBN where the fracture plane cut 
through the particles themselves and steps on the fracture 

surface intersected most of the particles. The particles 
appear to have a resolvable fine structure (Figures 3 
and 4). 

The Epikote 828/MPD system is exceptional among 
amine-cured resins in that it may be toughened by 
rubber modifier. Blendex 311 (15~o) raises fracture 
energy by a factor of 5 and impact strength is improved 
by 30 ~o. Fracture surfaces were extremely rugged. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results reported here confirm that the curing agent 
has an important effect on the ability of certain rubbers 
to toughen cured epoxy resins. Anhydrides have been 
shown to be the most useful in this respect with only 
modest toughening being observed with most of the 
other curing agents used. Scanning electron microscopy 
has shown that the compatibility between the resin and 
the rubber is greatest with anhydrides; indeed no hetero- 
phase was visible in resin/anhydride materials containing 
added Hycar. The presence of a distinct heterophase is 
not essential for toughening even when flexibilization 
does not occur. 

The mechanism of toughening remains obscure but 
toughening is favoured when the resin system and the 
rubber are compatible. 

In general the tensile properties and glass transition 
temperature are little affected by the small rubber 
loadings necessary to raise fracture toughness. 

Generally Blendex 311 (itself a toughened polymer) is 
at least as good a toughening agent as Hycar CTBN 
and it will also toughen some systems which are un- 
affected by Hycar. We have yet to find a resin system 
whose fracture toughness cannot be improved by 
Blendex 311. 
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APPENDIX 

Commercial materials and suppliers 

Epikure BFa400 Boron trifluoride-monoethylamine 
complex 
Shell Chemicals UK Ltd 

Epikote 154 An epoxy-novolac resin 
Shell Chemicals UK Ltd 

Epikote 171 Epoxy resin of the type 

o ~ C H = - - O - - C O ~  

Shell Chemicals UK Ltd 

Epikote 190 

Epikote 191 

Epikote 828 

Epon 825 

Blendex 311 

Hycar CTBN 

Herclor H 

Diglycidyl ester of tetrahydrophthalic 
acid 
Shell Chemicals UK Ltd 

Diglycidyl ester of hexahydrophthalic 
acid 
Shell Chemicals UK Ltd 

Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A and 
homologues 
Shell Chemicals UK Ltd 

Similar to Epikote 828 but with a 
narrower molecular weight range 
Shell Chemical Co. 

An acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene 
(ABS) copolymer with high butadiene 
content 
Marbon (UK) Ltd 

A carboxyl-terminated acrylonitrile- 
butadiene copolymer 
B. F. Goodrich Chemical Company 

Epichlorohydrin elastomer 
Hercules Powder Co. Ltd 
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I Letters 
Chain conformation in molten 
polyethylene by low angle neutron 09 
scattering 

The technique of low angle neutron scattering from 
solid solutions of isotopically labelled chains has recently 
been developed to measure molecular dimensions in 
bulk amorphous polymers. We have now applied this 
technique to the study of a crystallizable polymer 
(polyethylene). The principles of the method have 
already been described in detail 1-4. A small number 
of isotopically labelled chains (tagged molecules) are 
dispersed in a matrix of polymer molecules to form the 
sample and the scattering from the tagged molecules 
is obtained by subtracting the scattering of an equivalent 
blank (without tagged molecules) from the sample 
scattering. 

For these measurements two series of samples were 
prepared. Series 1 consisted of five samples with a 
protonated polyethylene (PEH) matrix with 5, 4, 2, 1 
and 0"5~o (by wt) of linear deuterated polyethylene 
(PED) as tagged molecules. Series 2 consisted of two 
samples with a PED matrix and 5 and 0.75 ~o PEH as 
tagged molecules. For all samples equivalent blanks 
with no tagged molecules were prepared. Thermal 
analysis of both PEH and PED with a Perkin-Elmer 
DSC 2 instrument gave peak melting points of 135 + 1 °C 
and 128 _+ I°C respectively after slow cooling from the 
melt. These melting points are consistent with linear 
PEH and PED molecules 5. For all samples the tagged 
and matrix molecules were matched in molecular 
weight. 

All samples were prepared by dissolving PED and 
PEH in the required proportions in boiling xylene 
(boiling range 137-142°C) and precipitating into excess 
methanol. Samples were then pressed into bubble free 
films approximately 1 mm thick. During the course of 
the experiments it was discovered that prolonged boiling 
in xylene can apparently cause exchange of H and D 
atoms, and it was therefore necessary to measure X, 
the degree of deuteration of the PED chains after the 
mixing process. This was accomplished by standard 
n.m.r, techniques. 

The experimental procedures for scattering measure- 
ments, temperature control etc. are identical to those 
described earlier 4. Measurements of the differential 
scattering cross-section per unit solid angle (dE/df~)(k) 
were performed as a function of k=(4rr/~)sinO (where 
~=8 A is the incident wavelength and 20 is the scatter 
angle), in the range 0.005<k<0.04A-1. Data were 
taken initially at 25°C and then at 150°C for all samples. 
Figure 1 shows a 25°C plot of (dE/df~)(k)/KNC vs. k 
for the 0.5 ~ sample of series 1 (KN is a calibration 
constant 4 and C=0.005 is the concentration of tagged 
molecules). 

Also shown is the scattering from the equivalent 
black, and the general (flat) background level of in- 
coherent scattering originating almost completely from 
ZH nuclei. From this Figure we conclude that the 
difference scattering is due to the tagged molecules. 
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Figure 1 Scattering patterns from PEH matrix with 0.5% PED 
molecules (©) and from blank with PEH matrix (0) 

The upturn in the blank scattering at low k is due to 
void scattering from the matrix. Normally void scattering 
dominates low angle X-ray scattering patterns from 
polyethylene, but in the case of neutron scattering 
from PEH, cancellation between the positive scattering 
length of 12C (be= +0.66x 10-ZZcm) and the negative 
scattering from 1H (bE=-0 .37x  10-Z2cm) means that 
the coherent neutron scattering is almost completely 
eliminated. The scattering is proportional to the mean 
square density of coherent scattering amplitudes p~ort 
which is 0"11 for PEH (in 1020cm -4 units). In PED, 
on the other hand, there is no such cancellation (as 
bD=+0.62x 10-12cm for ZD) and p~oE=64.0 in the 
same units. This means that the low angle data are 
dominated by background (void) scattering as in the 
case of low angle X-ray scatter patterns. Measurements 
of molecular dimensions in a solid PED matrix are 
therefore virtually impossible and were not attempted. 

In the melt, however, measurements on samples with 
both PEH and PED matrices are possible as voids 
can be eliminated from the matrix owing to the expansion 
on melting. Provided the amount of dissolved air in 
the system is sufficiently low the voids are eliminated 
and the background scattering drops by several orders 
of magnitude when the samples are melted, to the 
point where the blank scattering again represents only 
a small correction to the sample scattering at low k. 
Figure 2 shows the scattering from the tagged molecules 
from the 5 ~o sample of series 2 (i.e. after subtraction 
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of the blank) showing that measurements are quite 
feasible in the melt with a PED matrix. Figure 3 shows 
the equivalent Gunier plot which is linear as required. 
Table 1 shows the values of radius of gyration, (SZ)I/2, 
for series 1 samples in the melt. The measured data 
represent the Z average which is then converted to a 
weight average a. Also shown is (1/KNC)(dE/df~)(k) 
extrapolated to k=0.  The extrapolated values give the 
molecular weight when themselves extrapolated to 
C =04. However, these values may be taken as good 
estimates of (weight averaged) molecular weight assuming 
a zero virial coefficient for the solution as found in 
deutero- and proto-polystyrene a, 4 and PMMA solutions z. 

Comparison of these estimates with those determined 
by a combination of g.p.c, and intrinsic viscosity 
measurements, also shown in Table 1, reveals a marked 
discrepancy for some samples (4 ~o and 1 ~). 

This discrepancy is definitely outside the experimental 
error, and any error in the absolute calibration pro- 
cedures is ruled out by the correct prediction of the 
background incoherent scattering level (Figure 1). Also 
measurements on polystyrene which were performed 
simultaneously with PEH/PED measurements gave 
exact agreement between neutron and osmometry 
methods for molecular weight 4. The same tagged mole- 
cules were used in all samples and it may be seen that 
as the apparent molecular weight increases so does the 
apparent radius of gyration. Table 2 shows the equivalent 
results for series 2 and again the same pattern is evident 
with one sample showing an apparent molecular weight 
higher than the true molecular weight and a correlation 
between high apparent molecular weight and a higher 
value of radius of gyration. 
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Figure 2 Scattering pattern from 5% PEH molecules in PED 
matrix after correction for the blank scattering 
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Figure 3 Gunier plot for 5% PEN molecules in PEH matrix. 
© and • represent scattering on both sides of the k=0 position 

Table I Molecular dimensions of series 1 samples 
(with PEG matrix) at T=150°C 

1 d~. 
Concentration KNC ~ (k) 

PED (%) (S~>lz/~ ($2)~, 2 at k=0x  105(g) 

5" 0 250 207 1 
4" 0 365 300 6 
2" 0 230 190 2 
1"0 350 287 10 

Tag ged molecules (PED): Mw= 150 000; Mw/Mn = 9.2 

Table 2 Molecular dimensions of series 2 samples (with 
PED matrix) at T=150°C 

1 dZ 
Concentration K~C d-Q (k) 

PEH (%) (S~)lz/2 ($2>~ ~ at k = 0 x  10~(g) 

5.0 185 167 1 "0 
190 171 0-6 
172 155 0.66 

0.75 900 180 2" 5 

Tagged molecules (PEH)" Mw=61 000; Mw/Mn=l  "3 

If we consider first samples with molecular weights 
close to the true value (5, 2 ~  in series 1 and 5 ~ in 
series 2) we find a value of K=(SZ)I~I2/MIJ2 of 0.52 
for series 1 and 0.74 for series 2. Comparing these values 
with the values in 8 solvents 7 we find estimates of/<0 
in the range Ka = 0.45 + 0.08. Thus the chain dimensions 
in the melt appear to be close to those found in 8 
solvents. 

We believe that the results giving significantly higher 
molecular weights and radius of gyration can be best 
explained as follows. 

The expected value of molecular weight is based on 
the assumption that the tagged molecules scatter inco- 
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herently with respect to each other, in order that the 
scattering is described by: 

dy.lne(k) 
dr2 - M. CKN([f (k ) ] 2> (1) 

K~r=p[2X. e (bD-bH)2]Ao (2) 
MCD~xH2(1-x) 

where p=0.92g/cm 3 is the density, X=0.88 is the 
degree of deuteration of the PED chains, MCDzxH2 (z-x)= 
15.78 is the same mass of a (partly deuterated) chain 
segment, A0 is Avogadro's number and bD and bH are 
the scattering lengths of 2D and 1H. 

The small angle scattering from a sample which 
consists of two types of molecules A and B with con- 
centrations CA and CB can be derived from first principles 
and the cross-section dE/dO(k) is given by: 

~ (k )=  MKrrC{ ([f(k)]2> + 

fd3rpa(r)a(r)(fx (k ) f*+ ,(k ) ~exp( ikr) } 

where fx(k) is the form of a molecule, whose centre 
of mass is at a position x, f~(k) is unity for k=0. pa(r) 
is the mean probability of finding a molecular centre 
of mass at a distance r from the origin, which is also the 
centre of mass of another molecule, a(r) is the short 
range order parameter defined by ~(r)=--nAB(r)/CB, 
where nAB(r) is the probability of finding a B (tagged) 
molecule B at a distance r from the origin, which is the 
centre of an A (protonated) molecule (CB=C). The 
first term in equation (3) is the incoherent part of the 
scattering cross-section, which is already described in 
equation (1). 

Two conditions have to be fulfilled in order to achieve 
accordance with the experimental result (dY~/dQ)(k) 
much larger than dE'no/dr2: 

(1) (fz(k). f*+r (k)>¢O 
(2) c~(k)¢0 

Not only the configurations of two different molecules 
must be correlated but also a correlation in space 
between the centres of the tagged molecules must be 
assumed. It is understandable, that for polystyrene with 
its Gaussian configuration, the first condition does not 
hold and therefore only dZme/df~ has been measured 
independent of a possible heterogeneity of the sample. 
However, if one assumes correlations of the configuration 
of neighbouring molecules in a sample of polyethylene, 
the tagged molecules have to be statistically distributed 
in the sample in order to measure only dZtne/d~. 
Conversely one reason why some experimental values 
are greater than dEme/df2 would be a non-statistical 
distribution, i.e. clusters of tagged molecules. This 
possibility would also explain that as dZ/df~ exceeds 
dy~mC/d~ then the apparent radius of gyration grows, 
as the size of the cluster is convoluted with the molecular 
conformation to give a higher radius of gyration. The 
reason why molecules might cluster is the small thermo- 
dynamic differences between PED and PEH molecules 5. 

The tendency to clustering appears to be much marked 
in the solid state as may be seen from Table 3, where the 
tagged molecules appear to form clusters of 15-30 
molecules. It appears that on melting the correlations 

Table 3 Molecular dimensions of series 1 samples (with 
PEH matrix) at T=25°C 

1 dZ 
Concentration K~/C ~ (k )  

PED (%) <S~>lz/2 <32>~ ~ at k=0x 10 5(g) 

5" 0 550 442 24 
4.0 480 386 14 
2"0 500 402 14 
1.0 470 378 28 
0.5 470 378 29 

Tagged molecules (PED): Mw=150 000; Mw/Mn=2"2 

(clusters) of the configurations partly disappear and 
therefore dY~/d~2 comes closer to dEJnC/df~ and cor- 
respondingly the measured radius of gyration approaches 
that for a single molecule. 

We may remark in passing that relative measurements 
of intensity which are not calibrated in absolute units 
and hence cannot yield an absolute estimate of 
(1/KNC)(dZ/df~).(k)=k=O are very misleading. There 
is no way of checking whether the molecular weight is 
correct and of estimating the degree of clustering if 
any. Where absolute measurements are performed 
conclusions can be restricted to specimens exhibiting 
the correct molecular weight for which the radius of 
gyration corresponds to that of a single molecule (5, 
2 ~ of series 1 and 5 ~o of series 2 in the melt). Con- 
versely samples exhibiting anomalously high molecular 
weights which very probably contain clusters (all samples 
at T=25°C) can be recognized. This cross-checking 
procedure is not possible with relative measurements 
performed with arbitrary intensity units. 

Our findings and their interpretation in terms of 
clustering could have important implications for recent 
studies of chain re-entry in polyethylene crystals s, 9 
Bank and Krimm (BK) 9 used experimental infra-red 
studies of mixed crystals of PEH and PED to distinguish 
between chain folding with adjacent re-entry and random 
re-entry. Basing their interpretation on the earlier work 
of Tasumi and Krimm they concluded that folding 
occurred with adjacent re-entry for both dilute solution 
grown crystals and melt crystallized polymer. This 
interpretation was subsequently challenged by Stehling et 
al. 5 (SEM) whom claimed that while adjacent re-entry 
could account for the observed infra-red splittings, 
these splittings could also arise from compositional 
heterogeneity of crystals formed at different stages of 
crystallization in the samples. Subsequently Krimm and 
Ching 1° replied that compositional heterogeneities had 
been recognized in the infra-red analysis and that a 
detailed analysis of the results of SEM provided addi- 
tional support for the interpretation of BK. While we 
do not wish to comment on this discussion we would 
like to make the point that even if there is no appreciable 
overall heterogeneity between crystals formed at different 
stages of crystallization, our results indicate the possibility 
of heterogeneity at the molecular level, i.e. clustering 
of like molecules within crystals of the same overall 
composition. BK used sample preparation methods 
similar to ours in making mixed crystals of polyethylene, 
mixing the components in p-xylene and cooling from 
the melt, If clustering were present in their samples 
then part or all of the infra-red splitting might arise from 
this source. 

Clearly more work is needed to establish whether 
clustering occurs under the conditions used by BK, 
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and to use different methods of  sample preparation to 
avoid this problem. Only in samples where clustering 
has been shown to be absent can unequivocal conclusions 
be drawn concerning the conformation from infra-red 
or neutron data in solid polyethylene. 
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Temperature effects on some 
solution properties of poly(n-alkyl 
isocyanates) 

It has been suggested, on the basis of  very different 
experiments that poly(n-alkyl isocyanates) have a rod- 
like conformation in solution and the hydrodynamic 
properties of these polymers have been studied ex- 
tensively 1. 

Nevertheless, there is still a lack of agreement between 
the chain dimensions calculated by different authors 
and the exact cause of the high rigidity of these macro- 
molecules is still uncertain. The hypothesis has been 
advanced that this rigidity is due to a resonance inter- 
action in the nitrogen-carbonyl system 2 which gives a 
partial double bond character to the carbon-nitrogen 
bond. However, Troxell and Scheraga a concluded from 
electric dichroism measurements that the delocalization 
is very weak along the polymer backbone. 

Shmueli and coworkers 4 have suggested, from X-ray 
diffraction data that the polymer in the solid state has a 
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helical structure with a translation of 1.94A and a 
rotation of 135 ° per monomeric unit; however, there is 
no definite proof that such a helical conformation is 
partly maintained in solution. Recently, Fetters 5 identi- 
fied a conformational change in carbon tetrachloride 
solutions of poly(n-alkyl isocyanates) which was induced 
by the addition of pentafluorophenol. The transition 
observed is apparently non-cooperative and reversible; 
Berger and TidswelP have also studied the effects of 
trifluoroacetic acid and a temperature increase on the 
viscosity of poly(n-hexyl isocyanate). 

In order to try to clarify the origin of the chain stiffness 
of the alkyl polyisocyanates, we have studied systematic- 
ally the effect of temperature on different solution 
properties of these polymers. We report here the results 
obtained by viscosity and light scattering measurements. 

The polymers were prepared by the method described 
by Shashova and fractionated by precipitation using 
the carbon tetrachloride-methanol system. The fractions 
have been analysed by gel permeation chromatography 
(THF solutions at 25°C) and have a polydispersity 
of around 1.2. 

The viscosity measurements were performed in a 
new type of sealed capillary viscosimeter 7 between 0 ° 
and 55°C; the rate of  shear was between 300 and 500 
SCC -1 ; the concentration of the poly(n-hexyl isocyanate) 
(PHIC) solutions was in the range of 10-ag/ml and was 
corrected for the change of density with temperature. 

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the variation of ~?sp/e with 
increasing temperature for PHIC samples of different 
molecular weight, dissolved in carbon tetrachloride, in 
chloroform and toluene. There are two definite dis- 
continuities in the curves around 20 ° and 40°C when 
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Figure I Variation of ~sp/C with temperature for PHIC of different 
molecular weights in carbon tetrachlorid e: O, 6x 105; x ,  2x  105; 
A,  10~; O, 5x 104. Concentration ~10-ag/ml 
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and to use different methods of  sample preparation to 
avoid this problem. Only in samples where clustering 
has been shown to be absent can unequivocal conclusions 
be drawn concerning the conformation from infra-red 
or neutron data in solid polyethylene. 
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solution properties of poly(n-alkyl 
isocyanates) 

It has been suggested, on the basis of  very different 
experiments that poly(n-alkyl isocyanates) have a rod- 
like conformation in solution and the hydrodynamic 
properties of these polymers have been studied ex- 
tensively 1. 

Nevertheless, there is still a lack of agreement between 
the chain dimensions calculated by different authors 
and the exact cause of the high rigidity of these macro- 
molecules is still uncertain. The hypothesis has been 
advanced that this rigidity is due to a resonance inter- 
action in the nitrogen-carbonyl system 2 which gives a 
partial double bond character to the carbon-nitrogen 
bond. However, Troxell and Scheraga a concluded from 
electric dichroism measurements that the delocalization 
is very weak along the polymer backbone. 

Shmueli and coworkers 4 have suggested, from X-ray 
diffraction data that the polymer in the solid state has a 
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helical structure with a translation of 1.94A and a 
rotation of 135 ° per monomeric unit; however, there is 
no definite proof that such a helical conformation is 
partly maintained in solution. Recently, Fetters 5 identi- 
fied a conformational change in carbon tetrachloride 
solutions of poly(n-alkyl isocyanates) which was induced 
by the addition of pentafluorophenol. The transition 
observed is apparently non-cooperative and reversible; 
Berger and TidswelP have also studied the effects of 
trifluoroacetic acid and a temperature increase on the 
viscosity of poly(n-hexyl isocyanate). 

In order to try to clarify the origin of the chain stiffness 
of the alkyl polyisocyanates, we have studied systematic- 
ally the effect of temperature on different solution 
properties of these polymers. We report here the results 
obtained by viscosity and light scattering measurements. 

The polymers were prepared by the method described 
by Shashova and fractionated by precipitation using 
the carbon tetrachloride-methanol system. The fractions 
have been analysed by gel permeation chromatography 
(THF solutions at 25°C) and have a polydispersity 
of around 1.2. 

The viscosity measurements were performed in a 
new type of sealed capillary viscosimeter 7 between 0 ° 
and 55°C; the rate of  shear was between 300 and 500 
SCC -1 ; the concentration of the poly(n-hexyl isocyanate) 
(PHIC) solutions was in the range of 10-ag/ml and was 
corrected for the change of density with temperature. 

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the variation of ~?sp/e with 
increasing temperature for PHIC samples of different 
molecular weight, dissolved in carbon tetrachloride, in 
chloroform and toluene. There are two definite dis- 
continuities in the curves around 20 ° and 40°C when 
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the molecular weight is below 2 x 105; the slopes of the 
curves above 40°C and below 20°C are considerably 
different for the low molecular weight fractions; the 
decrease of ~Tsp/c between 20 ° and 40°C is much smaller 
than the one observed at constant temperature by 
Fetters by addition of pentafluorophenol and by Berger 
et aL by addition of a small quantity of trifluoroacetic 
acid. The observed anomaly is more pronounced at low 
concentration and is entirely reversible. 
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Figure 2 Variation of ~Tsp/C with temperature of samples of 
PHIC in (a) chloroform and (b) toluene. (a) ~w=5X104; (b) 
Mw=3X 104 
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Figure 3 Variation of [c/(I-Io)e~] with temperature for a sample 
of(a)  P H I C  and (b) PBIC in chloroform. 0=135 °. (a) J~;lw=6.3x 104; 
(b) ~/w=7.3x 10 4 
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Figure 4 Variation of A= with temperature for a sample of (a) 
PHIC and (b) PBIC in chloroform. (a)~w=5X 104; (b) Mw=10 ~ 

We have observed the same kind of abnormal viscosity 
curve in the same temperature range with solutions of 
poly(n-butyl isocyanate) (PBIC) and poly(n-nonyl iso- 
cyanate) (PNIC) in chloroform and carbon tetrachloride. 

Light scattering data on chloroform solutions were 
obtained at different temperatures with a Sofica photo- 
meter (polarized light; 5460A; tight cells). We have 
observed again an anomaly between 20 ° and 40°C as 
illustrated in Figure 3; the values of [c/(I-Io)a] at an 
angle of 135 ° and at a concentration of around 0.6-0.7 x 
10-Zg/ml are plotted against the temperature for two 
samples of PBIC and PHIC. 

The proportional decrease of [c/(I-Io)a] with tem- 
perature is of the same order of magnitude for solutions 
of different concentrations. The dissymmetry values 
below 20 ° and above 40°C are nearly the same. 

The values of the second virial coefficient A2 are 
abnormal in the same temperature range (Figure 4). 
The observed phenomena are again entirely reversible 
and no time effect has been observed. 

In conclusion, the poly(n-alkyl isocyanates) dissolved 
in different solvents undergo, between 20 ° and 40°C, a 
reversible transformation as illustrated by the anomalies 
in the viscosity and light scattering curves. The length 
of the aliphatic side chain does not seem to have a great 
influence on the transition which, consequently occurs 
probably in the main chain; however, no change in 
the infra-red spectrum with temperature has been 
observed. The rod-like conformation of the chains is 
preserved after the transition which must be different 
from the one observed by Fetters. The same anomaly 
in the same temperature range has been displayed by 
other methods, namely by dielectric absorption measure- 
ments s. 

Further investigations on the nature of the transition 
are in progress. 

d. Pierre and V. Desreux 

Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, 
Universit~ de Liege, 
B 4000 Liege, Belgium 
(Received 31 July 1974) 
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Influence of particle diameter on 
chromatogram broadening in g.p.c. 
with porous silica columns ~ 4 

Introduction 

Theoretical treatments of solute dispersion in gel per- 
meation chromatography (g.p.c.) predict that chromato- 
gram broadening decreases as the particle diameter 
of the column packing falls 1. Polymer separations with 
porous oxide packings have mainly been confined to 
particles with mean diameters in the range 40-250/zm. 
These experimental studies have differed on the influence 
of particle diameter and its distribution on column 
efficiency 1-5. Here, initial g.p.c, results are reported for 
the column efficiency of Spherisorb silica (mean particle 
diameter=20tzm) which has been prepared recently at 
AERE (Harwell, Berks, UK). This packing consists of 
almost perfectly spherical particles which have a narrow 
particle size distribution with 90 ~ of the spheres lying 
within + 20 ~ of the mean particle diameter 6. Spherisorb 
is compared with Porasil silica which has been studied 
extensively by other workers 1-a. 
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Figure 1 Calibration curves. A, Porasil A (37-75~.m); Iq, sieved 
Porasil A (37-50p.m); O,  Spherisorb silica S . 2 0 . W  (20/=m) 
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Figure 2 Dependence of column efficiency on eluent flow rate. 
(3, Toluene; G, tetraphenylethylene; D, polystyrene standard 
(molecular weight=Ill 000). (a) Open symbols, Porasil A(60) 
(37-75/~m); solid symbols, sieved Porasil A(60) (37-50/~m); (b) 
Spherisorb silica S.20.W (20/~m) 

Experimental  

Spherisorb silica S. 20. W was supplied by Phase Separa- 
tions Limited and Porasil A(60) (particle size range= 37 
to 75 tzm) by Waters Associates Inc. Sieving showed that 
the particle size distribution of Porasil A is skewed to 
high particle diameters; ,~70~ of the packing was 
retained on a 60 tzm sieve. The sieved Porasil A (particle 
size= 37-50 tzm) was the fraction passing through a 
50/~m sieve. The silica particles were dry-packed into 
individual stainless-steel columns (0.47m long × 3.0mm 
i.d.). With the addition of each increment of packing, 
the column was tapped and tamped with a close-fitting 
Teflon-ended rod. Separations were performed with an 
Applied Research Laboratories Limited modular liquid 
chromatograph LC 750 having a constant pressure 
pump [~<13501bf/in z (llbf/in2=6894.8N/m2), 60cm z 
capacity] and an ultra-violet detector (254nm, cell 
volume=8/zl) 7. Valve/loop (,,,0.5 cm 3) injection (20.0 
to 2.5sec injection time) at pressures ~< 10001bf/in 2 was 
used for flow rates between 0.5 and 4.0cma/min. Solute 
concentrations were 0"05~o (w/v) for toluene (Analar) 
and polystyrene standards (Waters Associates) and 
0.005~ (w/v) for tetraphenylethylene (Aldrich Chem. 
Co.). The eluent was tetrahydrofuran (Maybridge Chem. 
Co.) which was destabilized and distilled before use. 
The packings settled very little (~<2 mm) after flushing 
the columns at lO001bf/inL 

Results and Discussion 

Plots of log molecular weight versus retention volume 
VI~ are shown in Figure 1, illustrating that Porasil A 
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chromatogram broadening in g.p.c. 
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AERE (Harwell, Berks, UK). This packing consists of 
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to 75 tzm) by Waters Associates Inc. Sieving showed that 
the particle size distribution of Porasil A is skewed to 
high particle diameters; ,~70~ of the packing was 
retained on a 60 tzm sieve. The sieved Porasil A (particle 
size= 37-50 tzm) was the fraction passing through a 
50/~m sieve. The silica particles were dry-packed into 
individual stainless-steel columns (0.47m long × 3.0mm 
i.d.). With the addition of each increment of packing, 
the column was tapped and tamped with a close-fitting 
Teflon-ended rod. Separations were performed with an 
Applied Research Laboratories Limited modular liquid 
chromatograph LC 750 having a constant pressure 
pump [~<13501bf/in z (llbf/in2=6894.8N/m2), 60cm z 
capacity] and an ultra-violet detector (254nm, cell 
volume=8/zl) 7. Valve/loop (,,,0.5 cm 3) injection (20.0 
to 2.5sec injection time) at pressures ~< 10001bf/in 2 was 
used for flow rates between 0.5 and 4.0cma/min. Solute 
concentrations were 0"05~o (w/v) for toluene (Analar) 
and polystyrene standards (Waters Associates) and 
0.005~ (w/v) for tetraphenylethylene (Aldrich Chem. 
Co.). The eluent was tetrahydrofuran (Maybridge Chem. 
Co.) which was destabilized and distilled before use. 
The packings settled very little (~<2 mm) after flushing 
the columns at lO001bf/inL 

Results and Discussion 

Plots of log molecular weight versus retention volume 
VI~ are shown in Figure 1, illustrating that Porasil A 
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and Spherisorb S.20.W have a somewhat different 
internal pore volume although they separate a similar 
range of solute sizes. The suppliers quote mean pore 
diameters of < 10 and 8 nm for Porasil and Spherisorb 
respectively. 

Column efficiency was expressed in terms of the 
height equivalent to a theoretical plate H defined by 1: 

where W is the distance between the baseline intercepts 
of lines drawn tangent to the points of inflection of the 
chromatogram and /.  is the column length. Possible 
contributions to g," from extra-column dispersion are 
included in the H value. From Figure 1, the poly- 
styrene standard having a molecular weight of 111 000, 
and above, is a non-permeating solute. The dispersion 
behaviour of this solute, tetraphenylethylene (molecular 
weight=332) and toluene (molecular weight=92) is 
shown in Figure 2. It is clear that H decreases as the 
particle size falls, taking mean particle diameters of 
~65~m,  ~ 4 5 ~ m  and 20/~m for Porasil A, sieved 
Porasil A and Spherisorb silica respectively. In Figure 2, 
H for polystyrene remains almost constant as flow rate 
increases, as observed by Kelley and Billmeyerl for a 
non-permeating solute having a low diffusivity. H for 
the permeating solutes rises as flow rate increases, i~nd 
for Porasil A the curves diverge possibly because of a 
dependence of permeation dispersion on solute diffusivity 
as proposed by Kelley and Billmeyer 1. For Spherisorb 
silica, this divergence is much less marked, suggesting 

that solute mass transfer between the mobile and sta- 
tionary phases is facilitated with the smaller Spherisorb 
particles. 

These results suggest that a significant decrease in 
chromatogram broadening in g.p.c, may be possible 
with small porous particles. Polymer dispersion for 
smaller Spherisorb particles is being investigated, using 
high-pressure liquid chromatography instrumentation. 
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Conformations of macromolecular sequential 
polypeptides in solution: 2. Sequential poly- 
peptides containing both D- and L-residues 

H. T. Storey, R. C. Thompson, P. M. Hardy and H. N. Rydon* 
Department of Chemistry, University of Exeter, Exeter EX4 4QD, UK 
(Received 4 January 1974; revised 9 April 1974) 

The conformations adopted in solution by two series of macromolecular sequential poly- 
peptides containing up to four ~,-benzyI-D-glutamyl and one ~,-benzyI-L-glutamyl or L-leucyl 
residue in the repeating unit have been studied by spectroscopic methods (i.r., o.r.d., 
n.m.r.). The nature of the ordered conformations encountered is discussed; it is suggested 
that they are a distorted form of the o~-helix and special types of cross fl-structure. 

INTRODUCTION 

In an earlier paper 1, we described spectroscopic studies 
of the conformations adopted in solution by 'alternating' 
sequential polypeptides of the type H-(A.B)~-OH in 
which A and B were residues of amino acids which give 
rise to poly(amino acids) of opposite helical sense. 
The present paper describes the extension of these 
studies to cases in which the repeating unit contains more 
than one residue of type A. As in the earlier work, A 
was ~,-benzyl-D-glutamyl; B was either 9,-benzyl-L- 
glutamyl or L-leucyl, the polypeptides having the struc- 
tures (1) and (II), where x = 2, 3 and 4. 

OBzl OBzl OBzl OBzl 
I / I I 

Hm(DGlUx . l ,  LG lu .DG lu )n~OH Hm(DGlUx .LL tU)n~OH 

(tl (tt) 

The size of the polypeptides was such as to make the 
differences at the ends of (1) and (11) insignificant and 
both series can be regarded as examples of the same 
general type, H-(Ax. B)n-OH. Much of the experimental 
data on the cases where x =  1 were given in the earlier 
paper 1 but some additional data are given below. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

The preparation of the polypeptides, by polymerization 
of the appropriate oligopeptide succinimidyl esters, and 
their characterization has been described elsewhere 2, a 
The molecular weights of the polypeptides, as determined 
by gel filtration of their debenzylation products, are 
given in Table I. The degree of racemization of the 
C-terminal residues in the polymerization process was 
estimated to be about 2 ~ for series (I) ~ and about 1 
for series (1I) 3. 

The infra-red (i.r.) spectra, in chloroform solution at 
room temperature, were recorded with a Hilger and 
Watts Infrascan H900 Recording Spectrometer. The 

* To  w h o m  enquiries should  be addressed.  

positions of the principal absorption bands are given in 
Table 2; in all but one instance (1; x=2)  neither the 
positions nor the relative areas of the bands changed 
when the concentration was varied from 2 to 40g/din 3. 

Optical rotatory dispersion (o.r.d.) measurements 
were made at ~25°C in 3 to 5 7o solutions in mixtures 
of deuterochloroform and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) 

Table I Molecular weights of sequential polypeptides 
(I) and (11) 

i 

Polypeptide Mw Mn Mw/Mn n* 

I (x= 1) 28 300 23 400 1.21 53 
I (x= 2) 37 200 28 300 1.32 43 
I (x=3) 18400 15500 1.19 18 
I (x=4) 22 900 18 400 1.25 17 
II ( x = l ) ;  fraction 2"1" 18 400 12 200 1.51 36 
II (x=2);  fraction 2 22900 15900 1.44 28 
II (x=2) ;  fraction 3 12 800 10 400 1 "23 19 
II (x=3) ;  fraction 1 20800 12600 1.65 16 
II (x=3);  fraction 2 25500 13800 1.85 18 
II (x=3) ;  fraction 3 21 000 13100 1.60 17 
II (x= 4) 34 000 22 400 1- 52 22 

* Based on Mn 
Fraction numbers as in ref 3 

Table 2 Principal infra-red absorptions of sequential poly- 
peptides (I) and (11) 

i 

Ester Amide Amide 
Polypeptide N-H C = O  Amide I II I1' 

I (x= 1 ) 3300 1738 1650, 1665 1549 1457 
I (x=2) 3300 1736 1624, 1663, 1693 1554 1456 
I (x= 3) 3300 1737 1625, 1662, 1695 1550 1456 
I (x=4) 3300 1735 1627, 1659 1552 1455 
II ( x = l ) ;  fraction 2* 3290 1 7 3 6  1641,1663 1549 1454 
II (x=2);  fraction 2 3300 1735 1625, 1657, 1695 1550 1455 
II (x=2);  fraction 3 3300 1735 1627, 1660, 1695 1550 1455 
II (x=3) ;  fraction 1 3300 1737 1628, 1659, 1695 1548 1457 
II (x=3);  fraction 2 3300 1735 1628, 1659, 1695 1548 1457 
II (x=3);  fraction 3 3300 1735 1659 1548 1457 
II (x=4) 3300 1738 1628, 1660 1548 1456 

* Fraction numbers as in ref 3 
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Table 3. O.r.d. parameters for sequential polypeptides (I) and (11) 

TFA TFA 
Polypeptide ( ~ )  ao bo Polypeptide ( ~ )  ao bo 

I ( x = l )  0 +106 --115 I I ( x=2) ; f rac t ion  2 0 --508 +464 
1 +70 --83 2 --437 +419 
2 +55 --71 5 --294 +272 
3 +32 --56 7 +42 + 15 
4 +16 --32 10 +53 +4  
5 --1 --18 20 +60 --8 

100 --27 +1 50 +61 --4 
100 +36 --1 

I (x=2) 

I (x=3) 

I (x= 4) 

II ( x = l ) ;  fraction 2 

0 --455 +374 
5 --362 +320 I I (x=2) ; f rac t ion  3 0 --289 +246 
6 --83 +73 1 --276 +252 
7 --22 +22 2 --162 + 181 

10 +13 --11 3 --44 +99 

0 -307  +123 I I ( x=3) ; f rac t ion  1 0 -526 +30 
2 --286 +239 1 -403 +234 
4 --209 +198 2 -331 +203 
6 -106 +105 5 + 4  +76 
8 + 6  + 4  10 +74 + 6  

100 +135 --28 50 +98 --3 
100 + 168 --4 

0 --318 +390 
6 -235 +299 I I ( x=3) ; f rac t ion  2 0 -410 +457 
7.5 -166 +229 2 -409 +441 
9 --64 +118 3 -376 +404 

12 +65 - 1 0  6 -111 +147 
100 +226 - 2 7  

II (x=3);  fraction 3 0 -376 +418 
0 +191 +225 1 -325 +394 
2 + 281 + 34 3 - 223 + 278 
3 +241 - 5 4  3.5 -167 +226 
4 +165 --88 4 -110 +173 
5 +43 - 7 3  5 - 7  +58 

100 - 4 0  - 2  
II (x=4) O -369 +416 

1 -- 340 + 460 
3 -- 286 + 383 
5 --9 +99 
7 +78 +17 

10 +109 --12 
100 +238 - 2 5  

with a Bendix-Ericsson Polarmatic 62 Recording 
Spectropolarimeter, using a pathlength of 1 ram. [We 
are indebted to Professor L. C. Crombie for access to 
this instrument.] The results can be adequately described, 
within experimental error, in terms of the Moffitt 
equation; the parameters a0 and b0 given in Table 3 
relate to reduced mean residue rotations, [m']a, with 
A0=212nm. 

1H nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) spectra for 
3 to 4 ~ solutions in CDC13/TFA mixtures were recorded 
at 33°C on a Perkin-Elmer R10 60MHz NMR Spectro- 
meter fitted with a Digico Digiac computer for averaging 
accumulated spectra. The spectra were similar to those 
illustrated in the earlier paper1; the chemical shifts (r) 
for the various types of proton were as follows: NH, 
1-2; C~H~, 2-7(s); Ph.CH2, 4.9(s); a-CH, 5-6; Glu 
C2H4, 7.3-8.0(m); Leu CH2 and ~,-CH, 8.3 (m); Leu 
(CH3)2, 9.1 (m). The multiplet nature of the leucine 
methyl signal indicates magnetic non-equivalence of the 
two methyl groups, although at the resolution of our 
instrument this band often approximated to a broad 
singlet; the doublet expected for an isopropyl group 
with magnetically equivalent methyls (ABe system) was 
never seen. The broad multiplet for the glutamate 
side-chain methylene groups showed a maximum at 

about 7.6 ~-; a second maximum, at 7.9 % often developed 
at higher TFA concentrations. 

In general, as with poly(amino acids) 4, the n.m.r. 
spectra in CDCI3 were almost featureless, single scans 
showing a distinct peak only for the C6H5 protons; 
the other peaks were very broad, often so broad as to 
be quite undetectable, but could be revealed by accumula- 
tion of spectra and expansion of the amplitude scale. 
Addition of TFA caused 'unfreezing', the peaks for the 
various types of proton sharpening successively, from 
the periphery of the molecule inwards, as more TFA 
was added until, in 100K TFA, all the peaks were 
easily observable in single scans. Separate NH and ,-CH 
peaks for ordered and random-coil conformations were 
observable in expanded accumulated spectraS; the 
controversy regarding the significance of such 'double 
peaks' now appears to have been resolved 6 and it seems 
that, although separate peaks for ordered and random- 
coil forms are only observable with polydisperse speci- 
mens, they nevertheless do correspond to different 
conformations, albeit in molecules of different molecular 
weights. Quantitative interpretation was, however, not 
possible, except for the polydipeptide (I; x=  1), owing 
to the complicating effect of the different types of side- 
chain, especially in the leucine series (II). 
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DISCUSSION 

Polydipeptides ( I  and  II;  x = 1) 

The spectroscopic data for the polydipeptide (I; x =  1) 
were fully discussed in the earlier paper I and little 
need be added, save that all the evidence points to the 
mid-point of  the 'perfect' ~ random coil transition being 
at about 1 ~ TFA and that for the right-handed a'- 
helix ~- random coil transition at about 2.5 ~ .  

Less was said about the leucyl polydipeptide (II; 
x = l )  and further comment is needed. As with its 
simpler analogue (I; x = l ) ,  the presence in chloroform 
solution of molecules with the 'perfect' conformation* 
is indicated by the presence of a low-field ~-CH n.m.r. 
band at ~5.2 r, and an anomalous amide I band, at 
1641 cm -1. Both of  these disappear on adding 1 to 2~o 
of  TFA, the mid-point of  the 'perfect' ~- random coil 
transition being at about 1.5 % TFA. The n.m.r, spectrum 
contains a second, weaker, a-CH band, due to the 
a'-helix, at ~6-2 ~-. This, like that at 5.2 % is replaced 
by a random coil band at 5.5~- on adding TFA;  the 
mid-point of this E-helix ~ random coil transition occurs 
at about 4 ~ TFA. The optical titration data (Figure 1) 
are consistent with these two transitions. The shapes 
of  the curves are such that the 'perfect' conformation 
must have a positive b0, while the more stable E-helical 
conformation must have a negative b0 and a positive a0. 
The negative b0 so inferred for the E-helix indicates 
that this is right-handed; this is surprising, since any 
racemization of  the C-terminal residues during the 
polymerization processes would give rise to an excess, 
albeit slight, of  o-residues and a left-handed helix 
might be expected. The explanation of this apparent 
anomaly probably lies in the greater inherent strength 
of polyleucine as compared with poly(~,-benzyl-glutamyl 
a-helices) 7. 

In Part 1, the findings for these polypeptides were 
interpreted as showing the presence in chloroform 
solution of two ordered conformations, the weaker of  

* By 'perfect' molecules we mean those in which the specified 
regular sequence of configurations is wholly uninterrupted by 
racemization. 

"t"300 / 

-I-200[ 

°.,° I 

I I -I00 0 I 2 3 4 5 
TFA (O/o) 

Figure I Optical titration of poly(~,-benzyl-D-glutamyl-L-leucine) 
(II; x=1). ©, ao; x, bo 

these, ascribed to 'perfect' molecules, being the all, 
ribbon-like, structure of  Huggins a, and the other the 
distorted a-helical conformation of  N6methy et aL 9 
(called ali by these authors but a' by us to avoid con- 
fusion with Huggins' structure). 

Recent theoretical work on the conformations of 
polypeptide chains with alternating D- and L-residues 
cells for re-appraisal. Ramachandran and Chandra- 
sekaran 1° conclude that the most stable conformation 
for poly(L-alanyl-D-alanine) is that termed by them 
LD3p, which they find to be very nearly as stable as is 
the right-handed helix for poly(L-alanine). It is of 
interest to point out that the intra-chain hydrogen- 
bonding pattern in the LDZl, helix is the same as the 
inter-chain hydrogen-bonding pattern in the parallel 
fl-pleated sheet; the helix can in fact be generated from 
the sheet by suitably rolling this up and joining chain 
ends together, a relationship not previously noted in 
the literature. On the other hand, Hesselink and 
Scheraga 11 find, surprisingly, that alternate D- and L- 
residues can be readily incorporated into either left or 
right handed c~-helices, without appreciable effect on 
stability and with only slight modification of the torsion 
angles. These authors also find the LD helix of Rama- 
chandran and Chandrasekaran to be much less stable, 
illustrating, perhaps, the limitations of such calculations. 
Further, the seven-membered hydrogen-bonded ring 
('~,-turn') present in Huggins' all structure is no longer 
regarded as inherently unstable 12, 1~ and evidence has 
been presented for its presence in thermolysin~4; it 
has been shown ~2 to be capable of accommodating 
alternating L- and D-residues. 

There is clearly no lack of theoretically acceptable 
conformations for the polydipeptides (I and II; x = l ) .  
We see no reason to change our previous assignment 
of an o~'-helical structure to the more stable ordered 
conformation, emphasizing, as pointed out before a, that 
the actual conformation may lie somewhere between 
this and the a-helix. The LD3p helix of Ramachandran 
and Chandrasekaran 10 is, however, an attractive alterna- 
tive to the Huggins o~ii-structure for the conformation 
adopted by the 'perfect' molecules; it has the advantage 
that it appears to be incapable of accommodating any 
exchange of an L- for a D-residue or vice versa. On the 
other hand the ali-ribbon fits well into the series of 
cross-/3-structures suggested below for the 'perfect' 
components of the other sequential polypeptides and 
the question must remain open. 

Polytripeptides ( I  and 11; x = 2) 

The i.r. spectrum of the polytripeptide (I; x = 2 )  
showed two principal amide I bands, at 1663 and 1624 
cm -1, with a shoulder at 1693cm-1; these indicate the 
presence of E-helix and fl-structuret. The ratio of the 
areas of the 1663 and 1624cm -1 bands is concentration 
dependent and corresponds to 23 % of the /3-form at 
2g/dm 3, 37% at 9g/dm a and 42% at 18g/din 3. Taking 
there to be 35% of the /3-form at the concentration 
(6.4g/din z) at which the o.r.d, measurements were made 
and b0 = + 630 for the left-handed E-helix, the observed 

t The expression 'c~'-helix' is used to denote a distorted form of the 
a-helix, with torsion angles, 4, and 4,, intermediate between those 
for the undistorted c~-helix and those for the helix of N6methy et 
al. 9. By the term '/3-structure' is to be understood one or other 
of the special types of cross-E-structure described later (III-VI). 
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value of  + 374 for b0 leads to the reasonable value of  
- 100 for the/3-structure. Addition of 1 ~ of TFA leads 
to the disappearance of  the 1624cm -1 (/3-structure 
amide I) band from the i.r. spectrum. In 100~o CDCIa 
the n.m.r, spectrum is very poorly developed. Addition 
of 1 ~o of TFA results in the appearance of  broad bands, 
assigned to the a'-helix, at 1.5 (NH) and 6.1 (~-CH)~-. 
Addition of  more TFA leads to the progressive replace- 
ment of these by bands at 2.1 and 5.5 r, characteristic 
of  the random coil; in the early stages of the transition 
there is some indication of an NH band, presumably 
for the E-structure, with a chemical shift between 1.5 
and 2.1 ~-. The mid-point for the overall order ~ disorder 
transition, based on the n.m.r, spectra, is at about 
3 ~ TFA. The plot of b0 against TFA concentration 
shows a sharp transition (~ ' -hel ix~random coil) at 
5.5 ~ TFA. 

Spectroscopic studies were carried out with two 
specimens of the leucyl polytripeptide (II; x=2) ,  one 
of  which (fraction 2) was less soluble in chloroform- 
methanol (1:2) than the other (fraction 3) and had 
almost double the molecular weight. The i.r. spectrum 
of  fraction 2 showed amide I bands at 1657 and 1625 
cm -1, with a shoulder at 1695cm -1, indicating the 
presence of ~'-helix and /3-structure; the relative areas 
of  the principal bands were 0-75 and 0.25, suggesting 
2 5 ~  of fl-structure; the 1625cm -1 band disappeared 
on adding 2 ~  of TFA. The value of b0 was +464; 
assuming that b0 is +630 for the left-handed ~'-helix, 
this leads to b 0 = - 3 5  for the /3-structure. The n.m.r. 
spectrum in 100 ~ CDC13 was poorly developed. Addi- 
tion of  1 ~ TFA resulted in the appearance of a broad 
N H  band, centred at about 1.7 r, and a sharper a-CH 
band at 6.0 ~-; addition of  more TFA brought about the 
progressive replacement of these o~'-helical bands by 
random coil bands at 2.0 and 5.5 ~-. Both the plot of 
b0 against TFA concentration and inspection of the 
n.m.r, spectra indicate a midpoint for the helix ~ random 
coil transition at about 4.5 ~ TFA. 

The i.r. spectrum of fraction 3 of II (x=2)  is very 
similar to that of  fraction 2 and the ratio of the areas 
of  the 1660 and 1627cm -1 bands is again 0.75:0.25; 
the 1627cm -1 band disappears on adding 1 to 2~o of  
TFA. However, the o.r.d, is very different, b0, although 
still positive, being much smaller (+246). The n.m.r. 
spectrum in 100K CDC13 is much more fully developed 
than that of fraction 2, all the side-chain proton signals 
being discernible in a single scan. Addition of  1 ~ TFA 
sharpens the spectrum further; in the N H  region there 
are peaks at 1.4~- (='-helix), 1.85r (/3-structure) and 
2-0r (random coil), and in the ~-CH region peaks, 
almost equal in area, at 5.55 ~- (random coil) and 5-95 ~- 
(ordered structures). The i.r. spectrum suggests the 
presence of  2 5 ~  of fi-structure, the remaining 7 5 ~  
being distributed between ~'-helix and random coil. 
Taking b0 to be + 630 for the ~'-helix and - 3 5  for the 
fl-structure, as for fraction 2, the proportion of ~'-helix 
comes to 40 ~ ,  the remaining 35 ~ being random coil. 
The data indicate that the TFA concentrations for the 
midpoints of the fl-structure~-random coil and ~'- 
helix ~ random coil transitions are 1 ~  and 3 
respectively. 

Polytetrapeptides (I and II; x = 3) 
The i.r. spectrum of the polytetrapeptide (I; x = 3 )  is 

similar to that of  the corresponding polytripeptide, 

I- 

A 

B 

C 

I I I f I 

1800 1700 1600 
Wavenumber (cm -I ) 

Figure 2 Infra-red spectrum of I (x=3) in CHCIs/TFA mixtures. 
A, 0%; B, 1%; C, 2% TFA 

showing amide I bands at 1662 and 1625cm -1 and a 
shoulder at 1695cm -1. The two bands have approxi- 
mately equal areas in 1 ~ solution, suggesting the 
presence of  5 0 ~  each of ~'-helix and /3-structure. The 
o.r.d, is very different, however, the value of b0 rising 
from + 123 in 100K chloroform to a maximum (+239) 
with 2 ~ TFA and then falling again. Calculation on the 
basis of equal amounts of the two conformations and 
taking b0 as + 630 for the ~'-helix, leads to a value of 
b0 ( -3 8 0 )  for the fl-structure, which is well outside the 
normal range. In 100 K CDC13 the n.m.r, spectrum is 
poorly developed. In accumulated spectra a very broad 
N H  band extending from 1 to 2 ~- and a sharper a-CH 
band centred at 6.0z (ordered structure) can be seen; 
there are no observable signals attributable to the 
random coil. These appear, at 2.1 and 5.5 r, on addition 
of  1 ~o of TFA, together with an c~'-helix peak at 1.7 ~-, 
and progressively replace the other bands as more TFA 
is added. The disappearance of the 1623cm -1 amide I 
band from the i.r. spectrum on addition of 1 to 2 ~  
of TFA (see Figure 2) shows that the TFA concentration 
for the midpoint of the /3~random coil transition is 
about 1.5 ~ ;  optical titration indicates that the midpoint 
of the ='-helix ~ random coil transition occurs at about 
5% TFA. 

Three specimens of the leucyl polytetrapeptide (II; 
x = 3 )  were studied. All were obtained from the crude 
polypeptide by precipitation from chloroform with 
methanol. Fraction 1 was precipitated by addition of  
one volume of  methanol and fraction 2 by addition 
of  another; fraction 3 separated slowly from the mother 
liquor of  fraction 2. Although not greatly different in 
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5 0 0  X ~ X ~ x  

4 0 0  
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@ 
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Figure 3 Optical titration of poly(tri-~,-benzyI-D-glutamyI-L- 
leucine) (11, x=3). O, Fraction 1 ; x,  fraction 2; El, fraction 3 

molecular weight, these three specimens were the most 
polydisperse of  any studied in the present work; in 
particular, gel filtration showed fraction 1 to have a 
bimodal molecular weight distribution (Mn 9300 and 
35 300; 0-8:0.2 by wt). 

The i.r. spectrum of fraction 1 shows amide I bands 
at 1659 and 1628cm -1, with a weak band at 1695cm-1; 
the relative areas of the major bands suggest a mixture 
of 3 0 ~  of ~'-helix and 70~o of/3-structure; the 1628 
and 1695cm -1 bands disappear on addition of 2 ~  of 
TFA. The o.r.d. (Figure 3) is similar to that of the 
analogous polyglutamate (I; x = 3), b0 rising from + 30 
in 100~o chloroform to +234 on addition of 2~o TFA 
and falling again with more TFA. Calculation, taking 
b0= +630 for the ~'-helix, leads to a value of - 2 3 0  
for b0 for the/g-structure. The n.m.r, spectrum in 100 ~o 
CDCla is very poorly developed; addition of 1 to 2 
of TFA sharpens the spectrum and both NH and oL-CH 
bands can be observed in accumulated spectra. In the 
a-CH region there are bands at 5.5 and 5.9 ~- (random 
coil and ordered structure); addition of more TFA 
leads to disappearance of the ordered band, the mid- 
point of  the transition occurring at about 2 ~  TFA. 
The N H region is much more complex and ill resolved, 
but again there is clear evidence of an overall transition, 
with a midpoint at about 2 ~ TFA, involving replace- 
ment of  a broad band stretching from 1 to 2 ~- by a 
sharper band at 2.1 r (random coil). 

The i.r. spectrum of fraction 2 indicates that it, too, 
is a mixture of ~'-helix and/g-structure (amide I bands 
at 1628 and 1659cm -1, with a much weaker band at 
1695 cm-1); the/3-structure bands at 1628 and 1695 cm -1 
disappear on adding 2 ~o of TFA. The ratio of the areas 
of  the major bands suggests 80 ~ of ~'-helix and 20 
of  fl-structure. This is supported by the o.r.d, measure- 
ments. The value of b0 in 100~ chloroform is +457; 
taking the proportions of the conformations suggested 
by the i.r. spectrum and b0= +630 for the ~'-helix, 
calculation leads to - 2 3 5  for bo for the /g-structure, in 
good agreement with the value found for fraction 1. 
The optical titration curve (Figure 3) shows a mid-point 
for the ~'-helix~-random coil transition at about 5 

TFA. The n.m.r, spectrum in 100~o CDC18 is very 
ill developed; the main transition observed on adding 
TFA involves replacement of bands at 1.5 and 6.0r  
(~'-helix) by bands at 1.9 and 5.5 ~" (random coil). 

The i.r. spectrum of fraction 3 shows only one amide 
I band, at 1659cm-1; the absence of absorption at 
1628 cm -1 shows the absence of/3-structure. The value 
of b0 (+418) in 100K chloroform indicates a mixture 
of  65 ~ of ~'-helix and 35 ~ of random coil; optical 
titration (Figure 3) gives 3.5 ~ as the TFA concentration 
for the midpoint of the transition. The n.m.r, spectrum 
in 100K CDC13 shows sharper bands than those seen 
with similar solutions of the other two fractions; the 
main transition observed on adding TFA, again with 
the midpoint at about 3 ~  TFA, involved the pro- 
gressive replacement of bands at 1.5 and 6.1 r (~'-helix) 
by bands at 1-9 and 5.5 ~- (random coil). 

Polypentapeptides (I and II; x=4)  
The i.r. spectrum of the polypentapeptide (I; x = 4 )  

showed a single amide I band at 1659cm -1, with a 
shoulder at 1627cm -1, corresponding to only a small 
amount of/g-structure. The n.m.r, spectrum of a chloro- 
form solution was consistent with the view that this 
polypeptide was almost entirely helical; accumulation 
revealed a broad ~-CH band at 6.0 7, with no trace of a 
random coil peak at 5-5 r. Addition of 1 ~ of TFA 
caused the appearance, in accumulated spectra, of an 
N H  band at 1.77. Addition of more TFA led to the 
progressive replacement of these ~'-helix bands by 
random coil bands at 2.1 and 5.4 7, the transition being 
half complete at about 4 ~  TFA. It is, however, not 
easy to reconcile this interpretation with the o.r.d. 
findings. In 100 ~ chloroform, b0 was + 390, correspond- 
ing to only about 6 0 ~  of left-handed helix, if b0 for 
the a'-helix has the value (+  630) which it appears to 
have in the other cases (above); however, 40 ~ of random 
coil would surely have been evident in the n.m.r, spec- 
trum. An alternative explanation is that b0 for the 
~'-helix in this particular case is about +400, which is 
possible but not very probable. The optical titration 
indicated that the midpoint for the helix ~-random coil 
transition was at 8 ~ TFA. 

The i.r. spectrum of the leucyl polypentapeptide, 
(II; x=4) ,  showed amide I bands at 1660 and 1628 cm-1; 
the relative areas pointed to a mixture of 75 ~ of ~'-helix 
and 25 ~ of/3-structure. The /g-structure band at 1628 
cm -1 disappeared on adding 2 ~ of TFA. For a solution 
in 100~ chloroform, b0 was +416; on the usual 
assumptions, calculation leads to a value of - 2 2 5  for 
b0 for the /3-structure. Optical titration indicated a 
midpoint for the ~ ' -hel ix~random coil transition at 
about 4 ~  TFA. The n.m.r, spectrum in 100K CDC18 
was very poorly developed. Addition of I ~ of TFA led 
to the appearance, in accumulated spectra, of a broad 
N H  band at 1-7 ~- and a broad ~-CH band at 6.0 7, both 
corresponding to the ~'-helix; further addition of TFA 
resulted in the progressive replacement of these by 
bands, at 2.1 and 5.5~-, due to the random coil con- 
formation; the transition was half complete at about 
5 ~ TFA. 

General 
Our suggestions regarding the conformations adopted 

in chloroform solution by the eight sequential poly- 
peptides we have studied are collected together in 
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Table 4 Conformat ions of sequential polypeptides (I) and (11) in chloroform 

Mass fract ion of 
TFA  (%) at midpoint of 

Random 
Polypeptide cd-helix #-structure ~11 or LD3p coil cd~RC # ~ R C  ~II~-RC 

( x = l )  0'60 0 0.40 0 2 '5 - -  1.0 
( x = l )  0'35 0 0.65 0 4.0 - -  1.5 

(x=2)  0.65 0.35 0 0 5.5 1.0 - -  
( x=2) ;  fract ion 2* 0-75 0.25 0 0 4.5 1.0 - -  
( x=2) ;  fraction 3 0.40 0.25 0 0-35 3"0 1.0 - -  

(x=3)  0.50 0-50 0 0 5.0 1.5 - -  
( x=3) ;  fract ion 1 0-30 0.70 0 0 4'0 1.0 - -  
( x=3 ) ;  fraction 2 0'80 0.20 0 0 5.0 1.0 - -  
( x=3 ) ;  fraction 3 0.65 0 0 0.35 3.5 - -  - -  

(x=4)  0-95 0-05 0 0 4.0 or 8-0-[- - -  - -  
(x=4)  0-75 0.25 0 0 4.0 1.5 - -  

* Fraction numbers as in ref 3 
"l N.m.r. and o.r.d, respectively 

Table 4. The most striking feature of these results is 
the occurrence of substantial amounts of  B-structure, 
especially since it is difficult to accommodate both D- 
and L-residues in the normal cross-B-structure, owing 
to the unfavourable contacts which models show to 
occur when such residues are at the apices of type A 
rings, e.g. : 

l I l I 

1 I I 1 
1 A 1 B I A I 
I I I I 

However, special structures (III, IV and V)~of the 
cross-B-type can be written for DDL, ODDL and DDDDL 
sequential polypeptides which avoid this difficulty, 
involving only pairs of D-residues at the apices of type 
A rings, and it is suggested that it is these types of 
structure which we have encountered in our work. 
These structures all contain y-turns 1~, 1~ adjacent to 
B-type rings, as in the arrangement around Thr26 in 
thermolysin 14. In all of  them the NH and CO groups 
of  the L-residues situated at the apices of the F-turns 
are not involved in hydrogen bonds and this may account 
for some of the anomalies (e.g. anomalous values of b0) 
encountered in our work. Replacement of  any of the 
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D-residues in these structures by an L-residue leads to 
unfavourable DL interactions and it is tempting to 
conclude that they are, for this reason, assumed only 
by the 'perfect' sequential molecules present in our 
polypeptides. As pointed out in Part 11, the low degree 
of  racemization in our polymerization reactions would 
result in the presence of  very substantial amounts of such 
'perfect' molecules. 

An alternative cross-B-structure (VI) may be written 
for the DDDL polypeptides. It differs from (IV) in having 
B- instead of  y-turns and may for this reason be more 
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stableZ2; the unusual 12-membered hydrogen-bonded 
rings, C, present in (IV) is absent f rom (VI). Similar 
structures cannot be constructed for the DDL and DDDDL 
polypeptides and it is noteworthy that the two poly- 
peptides containing the largest amount  of  cross-fl- 
structure (I; x = 3 ,  and II ;  x = 3 ,  fraction 1) both belong 
to the DDDL series. I t  is also perhaps significant that 
one of  these, (I; x =  3), contained a fl-structure with the 
very anomalous b0 of  -380 .  

The nature of  the helical conformations assumed by 
the polytri-, tetra- and penta-peptides is less clear than it 
was in the earlier work 1 on the alternating polydipep- 
tides. The position of  the amide I bands attributed to 
the helical structure (Table 2) varied f rom 1657 to 
1663cm -1, the mean being 1660cm-~; although sub- 
stantially higher than the mean value (1653cm -1) for 
undoubted a-helices, this is not as high as the mean 
value (1663cm -1) found for a'-helices in the earlier 
work x. In the n.m.r, spectra the low field N H  band 
at 1.5 r and the high field ~-CH band at 6-3 z were seen 
only rarely, the chemical shifts for these protons being 
generally much closer to those observed for undistorted 
a-helices. However, it still seems probable to us that 
the introduction of L-residues into a left-handed a-helix 
must lead to some distortion and to the adoption of a 
helical conformation somewhat different from that in 
the strict a-helix, lying somewhere in the low potential 
energy trough between the o~- and oY-helices in the 
conformational map. In this connection the ease with 
which the helical structures we have encountered are 

solution (2): H. T. Storey et aL 

split by TFA is noteworthy. In general (Table 4) the 
midpoint for the helix ~ random coil transition in our 
sequential polypeptides comes at about 4 to 5 ~o TFA. 
This is markedly lower than the midpoint T F A  concen- 
trations for the corresponding poly(amino acids)7 
[25 ~o T F A  for poly(y-benzyl-L-glutamate) and 60 ~o for 
poly(L-leucine)] and is again indicative of  a modified, 
strained, helical conformation. 
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Crystallinity and crystallite size measurement 
in cellulose fibres: 2. Viscose rayon* 
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A new X-ray diffraction procedure is established for the determination of crystallinity, 
crystallite size, and the relative proportions of cellulose II and cellulose IV in viscose 
rayons. The method involves resolution of the diffraction traces into peaks which are 
described by combined Gaussian-Cauchy functions, fG+(1 - f )C .  The profile-function 
parameter f is  considered to be a useful new measure of order. Samples were heat treated 
in dry nitrogen gas and in glycerol for the preparation of the cellulose IV modification 
which is produced by a real lattice transformation from cellulose li. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is now generally accepted that the characteristic 
molecular order and aggregation in a material determines 
its physical properties. Estimates of  structural para- 
meters such as X-ray crystallinity, crystallite size, 
orientation, birefringence, and degree of  polymerization 
(DP) ,  may be related to physical properties such as 
elastic modulus, tensile strength, yield point, abrasion 
resistance, degree of swelling and moisture content 1-4. 

The characterization of  normal textile viscose rayons 
by X-ray diffraction methods has been hindered by the 
lack of adequate quantitative methods for measuring 
crystallinity and crystallite size in a material essentially 
cellulose II, which is normally considered to have 
relatively low crystallinity when compared to most 
native celluloses or synthetic polymers such as nylon-6 
or nylon-6,6. Indeed even though crystallinity is expected 
to improve with heat treatment in water or steam, 
changes found by the usual methods of X-ray analysis 
are relatively small 5-16. A contributory problem is the 
occurrence of  the cellulose IV configuration in addition 
to cellulose II. In normal textile viscose rayons cellulose 
IV is found after heat treatment in steam or water, 
after stretching in cold or hot water, and particularly 
after heat treatment in glycerol. There are also traces 
of  cellulose IV in high-tenacity viscose rayons which 
can again be enhanced by various heat treatments ~a-16. 
The presence of cellulose IV in the viscose rayon structure 
complicates the traditional X-ray methods for evaluating 
crystallinity; although a drop in D P  and reduction in 
degree of  swelling are amongst the modifications ob- 
servedaZ, 14, there is no possibility of  relating the effect 
of cellulose IV to the physical properties of viscose 

* A project supported in part by the Jordan Science Research 
Council, Amman, and the British Council. 

rayons since there is no adequate procedure for estimating 
the amount of cellulose II and IV in fibres after different 
treatments. 

METHODS OF ASSESSMENT OF CELLULOSE 1V 

Hermans and Weidinger 1~ have made an attempt to 
analyse the equatorial X-ray diffraction traces of various 
viscose rayons into peaks and background by a method 
which assumes identical Gaussian distributions for the 
overlapping [10T, 002] interferences. This procedure is 
an improvement on their earlier method which fits the 
background to minima in the diffraction trace and 
disregards peak overlap, but it does not allow a precise 
determination of the cellulose II and cellulose IV com- 
ponents. Okajima and Inoue 14 assessed various rayons 
in terms of the increase in the X-ray equatorial intensities 
at 15.5 ° [(101)iv and (10T)iv], and 22 ° [(002)ii and 
(002hv] as the heat treatment temperature increases. 
Philipp et al. 13 carried out a semi-quantitative determina- 
tion of  cellulose IV by a comparison of the 101 intensity 
of cellulose IV to the 101 intensity of cellulose II and 
IV together. Manjunath and Peacock 15 carried out a 
comprehensive study of the conditions under which 
cellulose IV occurred in viscose rayons and judged its 
content by qualitative assessment of the equatorial 
X-ray diffraction traces. 

Because of the absence of a reliable method or 
analysing the X-ray diffraction patterns of viscose 
rayons, the question remains open whether cellulose IV 
increases at the expense of disordered material or by a 
real lattice transformation from cellulose I113, 14 

It is our aim in the present paper to discuss a new 
X-ray procedure for the quantitative evaluation of 
cellulose II and cellulose IV in equatorial X-ray diffrac- 
tion traces from viscose rayon fibres. At the same time 
we will illustrate our new method for the determination 
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of crystallinity and crystallite size, deduce a measure 
of lattice order and suggest a mechanism for the trans- 
formation of cellulose lI to cellulose IV. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Material 

The material used for this investigation was normal 
textile viscose rayon yarn, 120 denier, 36 filaments, 
spun on a Dobson and Barlow continuous-filament 
spinning machine which includes a drying section where 
the yarn is heated to around 100°C. Prior to heat treat- 
ment the rayon was cleaned in a Soxhlet apparatus 
using petroleum ether to dissolve the surface oil. 

Heat treatment 

Heat treatment was carried out in (a) dry nitrogen 
gas within the temperature range 110 ° to 260°C at 
intervals of 10°C, and (b) in glycerol within the tem- 
perature range 220 ° to 270°C. In the case of dry nitrogen, 
the yarn was wound around a wire frame in order to 
avoid shrinkage. Heat treatment was carried out in a 
tubular oven in which a stream of dry nitrogen gas 
was allowed to pass continuously. The temperature 
of the oven was raised at a rate of about 3°C/rnin, 
starting at 50°C, until the designated temperature 
had been attained; the sample was then annealed for 
30min and finally cooled to room temperature in 
a desiccator. The temperature was measured to an 
accuracy of _+ I°C by a thermocouple mounted over 
the sample. For  heat treatment in glycerol the sample 
was immersed in the liquid at room temperature, then 
the temperature was raised gradually to the desired 
level where it was held for 2h;  the sample was then 
washed with water and air-dried. 

X-ray diffraction 
X-ray diffraction photographs of the various rayon 

samples were taken in a camera using Ni-filtered CuKa 
radiation, a lead-glass collimator with a capillary 
0.3 mm in diameter, and a flat-film cassette. The specimen 
was made in the form of a bundle of parallel filaments 
held between the jaws of a special frame. 

Equatorial X-ray diffraction traces were recorded 
with a modified Hilger and Watts Yl15 diffractometer 
and a Y90 constant-output generator; the diffracto- 
meter employs a scintillation counter whose output 
can be fed through a single-channel pulse-height analyser 
to a counter or, via a ratemeter, to a chart recorder. 
Corrections to the diffraction traces were made for 
air scatter, polarization, Lorentz factor and Compton 
scatter; they were then normalized to a convenient 
standard area 2~ and analysed in the range 3 ° to 50 ° 
(20) by a resolution program Is which resolves multi- 
peak data into individual peaks and a background. 
The program incorporates an iterative procedure 
based on Powell's method of conjugate directions 
which ensures efficient convergence of the function S 
where: 

n 

S = E [Y(obs)l-Y(ealc)i] 2 
i ~ 1  

for n values of Y(obs) obtained from the corrected 
diffraction traces, and n values of Y(caxc) evaluated from 
the expression: 

B 

Y(calc) = ~] Qt + R 
t = l  

where B is the number of diffraction peaks, and Qt = 
f G t + ( 1 - f ) C t .  Here f is called the profile-function 
parameter of the resolved peak; its value is 1 when the 
profile is Gaussian and O when the profile is Cauchy. 
G, is the Gaussian function: 

and Ct is the Cauchy function: 

Ct = At~ 1 + [2(X - Pt)/Wt] z 

where X represents the angle 20. Each peak is defined 
in terms of At the peak height, Pt the peak position, 
and Wt the peak width at half height. 

The background scatter R is defined in terms of the 
parameters a', b', c ' ,  and d '  in a polynomial expression 
of the form: 

R = a' + b'x + e 'x 2 + d ' x  3 

We have already reported 19 a rigorous analysis of 
the highly crystalline forms of cellulose I and cellulose 
II, Ramie and Fortisan, and showed that the resolved 
reflections are well fitted by combined Gaussian/Cauchy 
profiles. We also demonstrated how crystallinity, defined 
as the percentage X-ray scatter under the resolved 
peaks, and crystallite size, must be considered as para- 
meters which have their optimum values when the 
best profile-function parameter has been fitted. In 
the earlier programs we evaluated S and the crystallinity 
C corresponding to different f values ranging from 1, 
a Gaussian profile, to 0, a Cauchy profile. S and C 
were then plotted against f and hence the optimum 
value o f f  and C were determined at minimum S. 

In the present work we have developed our programs 
so that the profile-function parameter f becomes a 
variable parameter for each peak and the best-fit values 
can be computed directly. In effect Qt is now: 

Qt= f tGt+ (1 - ft)Ct 

To calculate the crystaUite size from the width Wt 
or integral breadth IBt of the interference profiles, the 
line broadening due to the experimental conditions was 
corrected by the approximation for the deconvolution 
procedure discussed by Jones ~°. We have used the 
form: 

fi= f ( B  2_b2)1/2 + (1 - f ) ( B  - b )  

to include the profile-function parameterf.  The corrected 
breadth is /3, the uncorrected breadth is B, and b is 
the instrumental breadth obtained for the diffraction 
trace of hexamethylenetetramine crystals compacted 
at 85°C 19. 

RESULTS 

X-ray photographs 
Qualitative examination of the high-angle X-ray 

diffraction photographs showed a very gradual sharpen- 
ing of the diffraction arcs in the heat-treated samples 
with increasing annealing temperature. In the range 
210°C to 260°C the photographs show the development 
of a cellulose IV reflection around 16 ° between the 
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101 and [10T, 002] reflections of  cellulose II. After 
treatment in glycerol this additional reflection becomes 
more pronounced. Accordingly for detailed quantitative 
analysis we have chosen an untreated specimen, samples 
annealed at 120 °, 180 °, 210 °, and 260°C in nitrogen, 
and a sample heated in glycerol at 270°C. 

X-ray diffraction traces 
Normalized equatorial diffraction traces for the above 

samples are given in Figure 1. The untreated specimen 
and the sample annealed at 120°C show no evidence 
of cellulose IV and the computational analysis was 
carried out in terms of  cellulose I[ peaks only. It  was 
suspected that the specimens annealed at 180°C and 
210°C contained small amounts of  cellulose IV, conse- 
quently tests were made for the presence of cellulose IV 
reflections in the region (20) 15 ° to 15 ° . Since evidence 
for cellulose 1V can be seen clearly in the traces for the 
260°C nitrogen and 270°C glycerol-treated specimens, 
analysis of  these materials necessitated the inclusion 
of  both lattices in all resolution work. Published values 
for lattice spacings in cellulose II  and cellulose IV are 
given in Table 1 TM 17 

We have used 79 data points in these experiments 
with an error in the fit of  Y(eale) to Y(obs) of around 
3 .5~.  Diffraction traces resolved into the three main 
equatorial reflections of  the cellulose II  lattice are given 
in Figures 2a-2d, for the untreated viscose rayon and 
for examples heat-treated at 120 °, 180 °, and 210°C in 
nitrogen. In the case of  samples annealed at 180°C 

u3 
1-- 

5 13 21 29 37 
2@ (degr¢es} 

Figure I Corrected and normalized X-ray diffraction traces from 
viscose rayon, untreated (A), heated to 120 ° (B), 180 ° (C), 210 ° (D) 
and 260°C (E) in nitrogen, and heated to 270°C in glycerol (F). 
Each trace has a different base level 

Table I Equatorial spacings of cel lulose 
lattices in ,~ 

101 10T 002 

Cellulose II 7.19 4.40 4.04 
Cellulose IV 5.68 5.68 4.02 

and 210°C, the additional peak for cellulose IV was 
included at 16°; after resolution this peak was found to 
be very small, consequently it has not been included in 
the illustrations. Figures 3 and 4 show resolution of the 
diffraction traces for samples annealed at 260°C in 
nitrogen and at 270°C in glycerol. Figures 3a and 4a 
illustrate the resolution of the diffraction traces into 
4 peaks only; the cellulose IV peak at 15.6 ° is clearly 
resolved in both Figures. However, the peak at 21'75 ° 
is a composite of  both the 002 reflection of cellulose 1I 
and 002 reflection of cellulose IV. In order to estimate 
the relative quantities of ce!lulose I I  and IV present in 
each specimen it is necessary to resolve the complete 
trace into 6 peaks corresponding to the spacings indicated 
in Table 1. The results of  this analysis are illustrated in 
Figures 3b and 4b, and full details of  all the parameters 
are given in Tables 2 and 3. i t  can be seen that the I01 
and 10T peaks of  cellulose II  are unchanged in Figures 3a 
and b as well as in Figures 4a and b; but the composite 
reflection of cellulose IV at 15.6 ° is resolved into two 
separate peaks for the 101 and 10T reflections. However, 
since there is no change in position of these resolved 
peaks and the total area remains unchanged, this resolu- 
tion may be considered redundant. At the same time 
the composite peak at 21.75 ° has been resolved into 
the 002 peak of cellulose I I  and the 002 peak of cellulose 
IV, hence we are now able to add together the respective 
crystallinities due to cellulose II  and IV. 

Crystallinity 
The parameters obtained after the resolution pro- 

cedures which relate to the illustrations in Figures 2, 
3b and 4b are given in Tables 2 and 3. The untreated 
specimen, essentially cellulose I[, has a crystallinity of  
4 5 ~  as evaluated in the diffraction range 3 ° to 50 °. 
After annealing at 120°C and 180°C the crystallinity 
increases to 6 0 ~  and 6 7 ~  respectively; however, at 
210°C it has fallen to 57~ .  When the suspected reflec- 
tions of  cellulose IV were included in the resolution 
procedure, a small peak at 16 ° (20) was found correspond- 
ing to a cellulose IV content of  1.6 ~ in the 180°C sample 
and 2.4 ~ in the 210°C sample. The fact that the detected 
cellulose IV content is small, while the decrease in 
crystallinity between 180°C and 210°C samples is about 
10~ ,  suggests that a part  of  the cellulose II  has been 
transformed into an intermediate disordered structure 
prior to complete transformation into cellulose IV. 
Thus we can deduce from the table of  results that this 
difference (10~)  appeared as an increase in the back- 
ground scatter at 210°C. At the higher annealing tem- 
perature (260°C) the total crystallinity increased to 
65~ ,  of  which 4 5 ~  is cellulose II and 2 0 ~  is cellulose 
IV. Thus one-third of  the ordered cellulose II  at 180°C 
was transformed into ordered cellulose IV at 260°C. 

When annealed in glycerol at 270°C the cellulose IV 
content increased to 4 0 ~  while the cellulose II content 
decreased to 2 1 ~  giving a total crystallinity of  61~ .  
In this case, two-thirds of  the cellulose II  has been 
transformed to cellulose IV. 

Crystallite size 
From the analysis of the peak breadths in the un- 

treated specimens we find that the calculated crystallite 
sizes are small, only three or four times the d spacing 
for the appropriate lattice, as indicated by the values 
of  L/j in Table 2 obtained from the integral breadths. 
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Table 2 Parameters of the resolved peaks for specimens annealed in nitrogen 

Specimen Peak f A P W C Lwj Lij II IV 

Untreated 101 -0-24 7.18 12.19 3.41 44.8 30.5 18.5 
10~ -0-53 23-24 20.03 5.17 19.7 11.3 
002 0.03 22.66 22.14 4.23 23.5 15.5 

120°C 101 0.07 13.48 12.13 4.08 60.2 24.0 16.6 
107 -0 .62 35.93 19.88 3.33 33.4 17.2 
002 0.17 47.24 21.77 3.28 30.6 20.8 

180°C 101 0.44 13.29 12.51 2.65 66.7 36.9 27.7 
107 -0 .94 51.10 20.15 3.45 33.4 15.6 
002 0.36 51.65 22.01 2.63 38.2 27.4 

210°C 101 0.11 10.83 12-69 2.46 57.4 42.3 28-4 
107 -0 .87  28.64 19.82 3.68 30.5 15.1 
002 0.08 51.57 21.87 3.43 29.5 19.7 

260°C 101ii 0.49 10.78 12.41 1.88 65.5 53.7 40-3 
101[v 0-29 11.46 15.64 2.95 33.6 23.8 
10~zv 0.07 10.30 15.65 4.05 24.3 16.3 
101ii 0.41 47.62 20.12 3.72 25.9 19.3 
002ii 0.28 4 3 . 0 1  21.70 2.01 52.8 35.9 
O02zv 0.49 15-30 22.04 3.36 28-7 22.0 

1.6 

2.4 

45 20 

f=  profile-function parameter; A= peak height (arbitrary units); P= peak position (20°); W= 
peak width (20°); C=area under peaks (%), i.e. crystallinity; Lwj=crystallite size from peak 
width corrected by the Jones approximation ; Lij= crystallite size from integral breadth corrected 
by the Jones approximation ; I1= percentage of cellulose II; IV--- percentage of cellulose IV 

Table 3 Parameters of the resolved peaks for the specimen 
annealed in glycerol at 270°C 

Peak f A P W C Lwj LU II IV 

101H 0'25 4"57 12"15 2"61 60"9 38"6 26"9 
101ZV 0"63 17'70 15"66 2"33 41"3 33"1 
10fir 0"30 22"26 15"47 2"32 44"0 30"7 
101Z[ 0"28 25"95 20"15 2"08 50"5 33"7 
O02zI 0"50 32"15 21"68 1"91 53"5 39"8 
002IV 0"46 54"24 21"87 3'10 31"4 23"6 

20'5 40.4 

/ =  profile-function parameter; A= peak height (arbitrary units); 
P=peak position (20°); W=peak width (20°); C=area under 
peaks (%), i.e. crystallinity; Lwj=crystalfite size from peak width 
corrected by the Jones approximation; L/j=crystallite size from 
integral breadth corrected by the Jones approximation; I I=per- 
centage of cellulose II; IV= percentage of cellulose IV 

The high values of peak breadth may be due not only 
to small crystallite size but also to a high disorder in 
the lattice; essentially the crystal structure may be 
regarded as paracrystalline. 

After annealing at 120°C and 180°C the peak breadths 
decrease. At 210°C there is a slight increase in peak 
breadth (002) a change which has accompanied the 
drop in crystallinity and the appearance of a large 
background scatter; consequently this increase may 
well be attributed to the transitional state of the cellulose 
and the onset of crystallization into the cellulose IV 
configuration. At the higher annealing temperatures, 
260°C in nitrogen and 270°C in glycerol, the crystaUites 
of cellulose IV and the remaining crystallites of cellulose 
II have increased in size. 

The profile-function parameter, f 
For the untreated viscose rayon specimen we obtained 

very low values of the profile-function parameter f in 
comparison with earlier work on the highly crystalline 
cellulose fibres, Ramie and Fortisan 19 where best-fit f 
values of 0.7 and 0.4 were obtained. In particular we 
note that f may take negative values when it is allowed 
to become a variable parameter unconstrained by the 
limits 1 > f > 0 .  The concept of a negative f value is 

illustrated in Figure 5 where four test peaks with ampli- 
tudes of 10, half-height widths of 2, and f ranging from 
1 to -0 .5  are drawn. It is evident that as f decreases 
the tails become longer and the area under the peak 
increases. Since an increase in the tails of a reflection is 
generally attributed to increased disorder in the para- 
crystalline lattice, we believe, to a first approximation, 
that the profile-function parameter f of the resolved 
peaks can be considered as a measure of lattice order. 
At the higher annealing temperatures (260°C in nitrogen 
and 270°C in g lycerol ) f  becomes more Gaussian, i.e. 
it increases for all peaks (see Table 4). Since it is well 
known that annealing paracrystalline polymers at high 
temperatures causes an increase in both crystalfite size 
and order 21, we may deduce that the lattices of cellulose 
lI and IV have an increased order as f increases. We 
can now examine the variation of f a t  the lower annealing 
temperatures; here for the 101 and 002 peaks of cellulose 
II we found an increase when cellulose II is the only 
polymorphic form, this is followed by a decrease at 
210°C when cellulose IV is first detected; finally, at 
260°C, there is an increase in f as cellulose IV becomes 

12 

9 

A B 
C 

3 6 9 12 15 
20 (degrees) 

Figure 5 Test peaks with amplitudes=10, half-height widths=2, 
posit ions=& and profile-function parameters f = - 0 " 5  (A), 0 (B), 
0.5 (C) and 1.0 (D) 
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Table 4 The profile-function parameter/of the 
resolved peaks 

101 10] 002 

Untreated -0"24 --0.53 0-03 
120°C in nitrogen 0.07 -0 .62  0-17 
180°C in nitrogen 0.44 - 0 . 9 4  0.36 
210°C in nitrogen 0"11 -0 .87  0.08 

260°C in nitrogen 
Cellulose II 0-49 0.41 0.28 
Cellulose IV 0-29 0.07 0.49 

270°C in glycerol 
Cellulose II 0"25 0.30 0.46 
Cellulose IV 0"63 0.28 0.50 

more prominent. Since we have observed a general loss 
of  order in the 210°C sample, we have additional proof  
that f may be regarded as a measure of  lattice order. 

An important observation regarding the transforma- 
tion of  cellulose I I  to cellulose IV can be made in terms 
of the 10T reflection of cellulose II. This reflection has a 
decreasing f value ( - 0 . 5 3  to -0 .94)  in the temperature 
range up to 210°C, and it would seem that this indicates 
increasing disorder of  the chain molecules normal to 
the (10T) planes. Since infra-red evidence ~3 suggests 
that intramolecular hydrogen bonds are predominantly 
in the (101) planes, this disorder may be due to break- 
down of  the less dominant hydrogen bonds in the 
(002) planes. Recrystallization into the cellulose IV 
lattice will occur at higher temperatures after rotation 
of  the pyranose rings into positions approximately 
parallel to the (002) planes and reformation of  intra- 
molecular hydrogen bonds. 

CONCLUSION 

We have established a quantitative method for the 
determination of crystallinity, crystallite size, and 
relative content of  cellulose I[  and cellulose IV in 
viscose rayons. After an initial increase in crystallinity 
after annealing at temperatures up to 180°C, where 
only cellulose II  is present, there is a significant decrease 
around 210°C; annealing at higher temperatures causes 
recrystallization of  cellulose IV with a total crystallinity 
which remains around 60 to 6 5 ~ .  This constancy of 

Crystallinity in cellulose (2): A. M. Hindeleh and D. J. Johnson 

total crystallinity and the onset of  molecular disorder 
perpendicular to the (10T) planes at the intermediate 
temperatures, suggests that there is a real lattice trans- 
formation from cellulose H to cellulose IV. Although 
crystallite size in cellulose IV is always lower than in 
cellulose II, even after heat treatment in glycerol, both 
types of  crystallite increase in size and lattice order 
as annealing temperature increases. We have also found 
that the profile-function parameter  f can be considered 
as a measure of  lattice order. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The relationship between the structure and function 
of biological macromolecules is fundamental to our 
understanding of molecular biology. It is generally true 
that those proteins which are rich in charged residues 
have a high axial ratio (fibrous proteins) and those 
which are low in charged residues tend to have a small 
axial ratio (globular proteins). Rod-shaped proteins 
have a larger surface area and smaller internal volume 
per unit volume than do the globular proteins. The 
surface charge per unit area is reduced by the protein 
adopting a cylindrical shape. Also, a larger percentage 
of apolar residues can be accommodated in the centre 
of  a globular unit than in a cylindrical unit. This review 
is primarily concerned with attempting to understand 
how the long, rod-shaped molecules found in fibrous 
proteins pack together in three dimensions in a regular 
or quasi-regular manner to produce functionally useful 
filaments or fibrils such as are present in muscle, tendon, 
cartilage, skin etc. Since it is often possible to produce 
synthetic filaments by self-assembly of the long molecules 
from solution, the structure of  the molecular aggregate 
must be specifically related to the packing of the indi- 
vidual molecules. Electron microscopy has allowed the 
visualization of orderly arrays of filaments in muscle 
and hair but technical limitations still prevent easy 
recognition of  regular packing of the molecules them- 
selves. X-ray diffraction, however, conclusively shows 
the existence of such regular assemblies of molecules in 
the native state of many biological fibres. Long rod- 
shaped macromolecules are specifically designed by 
nature to aggregate. The kind of molecular interactions 
in the aggregate are normally dictated by thermo- 
dynamic considerations of free energy. In the event 
of the possible formation of several structures of similar 
free energy, that which is biologically useful must be 
preferred. 

The purpose of  a structural investigation of a fibrous 
protein is to see how the molecular structure can lead 
to specific interactions which produce regular aggregates 
and also how these interactions bestow properties 
appropriate to the biological role on the resulting 
aggregate. In this review we draw attention to a particular 

aspect of regular arrays of fibrous proteins, their syn- 
thetic analogues and also the nucleic acids, viz. statis- 
ticality. We first describe the various possible categories 
of  statisticality and show how the X-ray diffraction 
patterns from such structures may be calculated. Then 
follows a review of  the known occurrences of statis- 
ticality in assemblies of biopolymers and their analogues 
and a discussion of the biological implications. We 
also point out the characteristic features of X-ray 
diffraction patterns from structures which exhibit 
statistical ordering. 

TYPES OF STATISTICALITY 

Statistical structures are arrangements of  molecules 
(or molecular aggregates)which exhibit a limited and 
highly specific form of disorder. Whilst in a crystal lattice 
the contents of the unit cells are identical, in many sta- 
tistical structures there are two or more unit cells of 
differing contents which occur throughout the lattice. The 
differences between these unit cells is brought about in the 
cases we shall consider, by the molecules or the molecular 
aggregates packing together in two or more different 
ways. The crystal lattice parameters remain closely 
similar in different unit cells, but the unit cell contents 
may be one of a finite number of kinds. 

Two general types of statisticality are geometrically 
possible. In the first type we imagine each unit cell can 
be one of t different kinds, each of which may be un- 
related to the kind of their neighbours. For example, 
suppose a unit cell contains a molecule which can either 
point 'up' or 'down' (i.e. t = 2). In the first type of statis- 
ticality the occurrence of  molecules in 'up' and 'down' 
directions will be randomly distributed throughout the 
crystal lattice, i.e. a molecule found in the 'up' direction 
will not be determined by the direction of the neighbour- 
ing molecules. The unit cell of the statistical structure will 
be the same as that of a perfect lattice with all the mole- 
cules pointing in the same direction. However, in the 
former case each unit cell can be thought of as containing 
a statistical molecule which comprises a half weighted 'up' 
and 'down' molecule at the same lattice site. In the second 
type of statisticality, the particular kind of one unit cell 
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may affect that of neighbouring cells. The kinds of  unit 
cells are 'coupled' in some manner. This usually results in 
the unit cell of the statistical structure being larger than 
that of the perfect lattice with all unit cells of one type. 

EFFECT OF STATISTICAL ORDERING ON THE 
FOURIER TRANSFORM 

If  a 'unit' is a molecule or molecular aggregate, then in 
order to define that unit fully, its position and nature 
must be specified. If  both of these parameters are statistic- 
ally distributed in an independent manner (as will be the 
usual case in the types of system which we will discuss), 
then the scattering power of a set of N units which have 
scattering factors f j ( j  = 1 . . . .  N)  will be1: 

N 

I~'(s) =ZJ}2+ Z Y J)f/cos(2~rs.rjj ') (1) 
1 j,aj, 

where s and r are the vectors in reciprocal and real 
space respectively and r # = r j ' - r j .  It follows directly 
from equation (1) that the observed intensity will be 
the average value of equation (1) determined over all 
possible states, i.e. 

I N ( s )  = Nfj ~ + Z Yfj.J),cos(2~s. r#,) 

= Nj~ -2 + ZZJ~J},cos(2,s. r # )  

= N [jj2 _ (j)) 2] + (fj) 2 [N + Z Zcos(ecrs. rjj')] (2) 

Now [j je_ (./~)2] may be expressed as: 
i = N  j = N  

1 

1 i 

and (j~)z as: 

7v~ fJ 

The second term in equation (2) is instantly recogniz- 
able as the diffracted intensity for a group of N identical 
units with scattering factor f j  and will therefore give 
rise to discrete Bragg reflections. However, the first 
term arises from the differences in the scattering units. 
As such, its magnitude will in general be small and it 
will not be confined to discrete points in reciprocal 
space but will vary relatively smoothly along the layer 
lines. This feature in a diffraction pattern is often called 
'a layer line streak'. Particularly clear examples may 
be seen in patterns obtained from nylon-6 (e-form) 2 and 
a-poly(e-alanine)a, 4. If  a structure exhibits 'pure' 
randomness, then the intensity of the Bragg reflections 
will be zero (as Ef t=0) .  The corresponding intensity 
of the layer line streaks will be proportional to: 

i - - N  j=37 
1 

1 i 

In the case where the molecules are coaxial but not 
otherwise ordered with respect to one another, only 
continuous layer line streaks (i.e. no discrete Bragg 
reflections) will be present in the X-ray diagram. 

EXAMPLES OF STATISTICAL ORDERING 

Polarity disorder 
Using X-ray diffraction methods, Brown and Trotter 5 

investigated the structure of highly crystalline fibres 

of  a-poly(L-alanine). The equatorial reflections were 
readily accounted for by a hexagonal cell of side 8.55 A, 
which can contain only one molecule on density con- 
siderations. Brown and Trotter also measured a meri- 
dional reflection of spacing 1.495/k which is charac- 
teristic of an a-helical structure. However, they were 
unable to obtain quantitative agreement between an 
a-helical model and the observed data. Three years 
later, Elliott and Malcolm a recognized the source of 
the problem and suggested that an incorrect choice of 
crystal structure had been made. Polypeptide chains 
exhibit chain sense - N H . C H R . C O -  and if a-helical 
molecules point 'up" or "down' on a random basis, 
then the molecular site in the unit cell may be considered 
a half weighted "up' and 'down' molecule, i.e. the unit 
cell still contains only 'one' molecule. This arrangement 
was investigated by Elliott and Malcolm using optical 
diffraction and consequently better agreement between 
the observed data and the model was achieved. This 
synthetic polypeptide therefore exhibits polarity staffs- 
ticality at the molecular level. The structure was finally 
refined by Arnott  and Wonacott  a using the method 
devised 6-s by them. Furthermore, they were able to 
show that if methyl groups were assumed to be spherical, 
the packing energy of two 'up' a-helices of poly(L- 
alanine) would be very similar to that of an 'up' and 
'down' pair. Even though some energy differences were 
noted when the approximation to the methyl group was 
replaced by the individual hydrogen atoms, it would 
seem likely that in this case the statistical structure 
arises as a consequence of the energy balance between 
the alternative modes of packing. 

The transition from an 'up' to a 'down' molecule or 
aggregate of molecules is not unique. The change is 
made by a rotation about some axis perpendicular to 
the long axis of the molecule or molecular aggregate. 
The molecule or molecular aggregate may then be 
translated in the direction of the fibre axis and rotated 
about that axis by amounts consistent with optimum 
packing and interactions. These two parameters were 
refined by Arnott and Wonacott who eventually reduced 
the R factor for their structure determination of a-poly(L- 
alanine) to the satisfactory value of 0.206. As we have 
previously mentioned, statistical structures often give 
rise to continuous layer line streaks (in addition to 
discrete Bragg reflections) in the X-ray diffraction 
patterns. ~-Poly(L-alanine) shows two such streaks on 
the 13th and 21st layer lines (axis repeat= 70.4 A, see 
Figure la). Arnott  and Wonacott calculated both the 
positions and intensities of streaks expected from their 
statistical model and found an extremely satisfactory 
correlation with the data, thus removing any doubt as 
to the validity of their conclusions. 

One point should be emphasized. The introduction 
of statisticality into a structure determination implies 
that as more parameters are used in the refinement 
procedure, the 'fit' between model and data is likely to 
be improved. This is certainly not necessarily the case 
and is well illustrated in the case of poly(L-proline)II. 
This system was investigated by Cowan and McGavin 9 
who showed that the polypeptide formed left-handed 
three fold helices. Furthermore, they postulated that all 
the helices were similarly directed with respect to one 
another. Arnott  s studied a statistical structure where 
the axes of the helices were parallel but randomly 
directed. Despite the fact that the statistical structure 
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had more degrees of freedom, the resulting refinement 
showed that the non-statistical structure not only fitted 
the X-ray data more satisfactorily but also led to the 
undefined parameters refining to physically more 
reasonable values. Consequently, we may conclude 
that the introduction of statisticality to a structure 
determination does not imply a reduction in the difficulty 
of fitting a structure to the observed data. 

Hamilton 1° has discussed the problem of whether 
the incorporation of extra parameters in a structure 
refinement leads to a meaningful improvement of the 
fit of  the model to the data. He has shown that the 
arbitrary definition of 'fit' as a function of the number 
of refillable parameters can be put on a firm mathe- 
matical basis thus illustrating the point that the most 
satisfactory structure may not be the one with the 
lowest R factor. 

It is worth noting that nylon-6(~, forln)(polycapro- 
amide) exhibits a polarity statisticality of a different 
sort. In this case, it is not the individual chains which 
show randomness of  direction but rather the sheets 
of  parallel similarly directed molecules. With this 
arrangement, good agreement (R factor=0.15) between 
the model and the observed X-ray diffraction data was 
obtained by Bradbury et al. 2. The strong seventh layer 
line streak observed in the X-ray pattern (Figure lb)was 
the only streak predicted from this statistical structure 
and therefore served to confirm the findings of Bradbury 
et aL 

Screw disorder 
Considerable effort has been put into structural 

studies on tobacco mosaic virus (TMV). Early work by 
Bernal and Frankuchen 11 indicated that the TMV 
particles were rod-shaped with a diameter of about 
150/k. Caspar lz showed that the TMV is built up of 
units which are packed in a helical manner and that the 
surface of  the TMV may be thought of as a series of 
grooves and protuberances. The maximum diameter 
of the particle has now been determined as about 
185/~13. As adjacent TMV units are able to pack closer 
to one another than might be expected, some sort of 
interlocking of the grooves and protuberances must 
occur. X-ray patterns from oriented gels of TMV 
show a continuous distribution of layer line intensity 
which means that the individual particles are scattering 
X-rays in an independent manner 14, 15. The results of  
Bernal and Frankuchen 11 imply that TMV particles 
are rotating or oscillating about their long axes over a 
complete range of concentration. When the gels are 
gradually dried, the particles oscillate less and less, 
become more closely packed and eventually form a 
hexagonal array. This type of  statistical structure, 
commonly known as screw disorder, is therefore one 
in which the relative translation and rotation of one 
molecule (or molecular aggregate) with respect to its 
neighbour is precisely determined by the grooves on 
the outer surface of the molecule (or molecular aggregate) 
and is not dependent on the actual structure of  the 
grooves. Franklin and Klug were the first to observe 
the presence of  a screw disorder in TMVIL 

Although it is not the intention of this review to 
discuss statistical structures found in polymers, we have 
included that found in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 
because of  its unusual character. Bunn and Howells 1~ 
showed that the X-ray pattern of  PTFE changed when 

the temperature was raised above 25°C. The reflections 
on the equator and on the 6th and 7th layer lines 
(c = 16-8 A) remain discrete whilst those on the remaining 
layer lines become diffuse. Klug and Franklin 14 dis- 
agreed with Bunn and Howells' interpretation that the 
change in order was due to either a random displace- 
ment of the molecules about their long axis or a random 
rotation about the axis and they suggested that the 
combination, i.e. a screw disorder was more likely. This 
case was particularly interesting as two screw disorders 
must be present which would have similar pitch length 
but opposite hands. PTFE, like TMV, packs in a 
hexagonal array. 

In order to be able to understand the effect of screw 
disorders on an X-ray diffraction pattern, part of the 
theory of diffraction from helical molecules put forward 
by Cochran et aL 17 must be stated. They showed that 
the structure factor per asymmetric unit of helix can be 
expressed as: 

F(R, ~, 1/c ) = ZGn, l(R)expin(~b + rr/2) 
n 

where 

J 

J9 = scattering factor of atom ], 

rjq~j, z3" = cylindrical coordinates of atom j,  

R, ~, 1/c =reciprocal space cylindrical coordinates, 

J~ = Bessel function of the first kind of order n. 

Furthermore, if P is the pitch length of  the helix and h 
is the axial rise per subunit on that helix, then the 
diffraction is confined to those axial regions in reciprocal 
space which are satisfied by: 

I n m 
- 

c P h 

where l is the layer line index, c is the axial repeat and 
n and m are integers. A continuous helix is one in which 
m =0.  The layer line maxima fall approximately on the 
axes of  a cross originating from the centre of the diffrac- 
tion pattern. The angle that the arms of the cross make 
with the R axis depends on the pitch angle of the helical 
molecule, where the pitch angle is given by arctan 
(2,triP), r being the radius of the continuous helix 
measured from its long axis. A discontinuous helix 
may produce a diffraction pattern in which there are a 
series of these 'crosses' originating not only from the 
centre of the pattern (m=0)  but also from points at 
(l/h) intervals along the 1/c axis. 

Klug et al. is have shown that screw disorders lead 
to a characteristic X-ray diffraction pattern in which 
the inner part remains crystalline and consists of discrete 
reflections (on layer lines where m--0) whilst the outer 
part (where m # 0 )  comprises only diffuse layer line 
streaks. Klug and Franklin 14 postulated that this type 
of  statistical ordering may also be found in the structures 
of  the nucleic acids. The X-ray patterns from C-DNA 19, 
A"-RNA z0 and the triple stranded polynucleotide 
poly(U), poly(A), poly(U) 21 (see Figure lc )  have been 
shown to have the features expected of  a system with 
screw disorder. In each case, the macromolecules pack 
in a hexagonal array. 
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Figure 1 (a) X-ray diffraction pattern from an oriented ~-poly(L-alanine) fibre showing a strong layer line streak 
on the 13th layer line (c axis repeat 70.4,&.) and a weaker streak on the 21 st layer line. This plate has been photo- 
graphically modified to reduce the intensity of the inner part of the pattern in order to show the 13th and 21st 
layer line with their Bragg maxima and continuous layer line streaks on the same print. The inset is a weaker 
exposure of the 13th layer line and clearly shows the arced Bragg reflection superimposed on the continuous 
layer line streak. (We are indebted to Dr A. Elliott for providing this plate.) (b) X-ray diffraction pattern from 
nylon-6(y-form) (polycaproamide) taken at room temperature after heating to 195°C in vacuo. The specimen was 
tilted by 18 ° from the normal in order to show the strong 7th layer line streak (c=16-7~k). (c) X-ray diffraction 
pattern from oriented fibres of the sodium salt of poly(U).poly(A).poly(U) at 75%r.h. The pattern shows 
discrete maxima near the centre but continuous layer line diffraction elsewhere. (We are indebted to Professor 
S. Arnott for providing this plate.) (d) X-ray diffraction pattern from glycerinated water-bug flight muscle in 
rigor. This shows sampling on the m=0 set of layer lines but not clearly on layer lines for which m:Y=0. Rodger 23 
has observed sampling on layer lines where m # 0  (see text) 

It is clear that screw disorders may be found in 
molecules or molecular aggregates of  vastly different 
structure and function. In all cases, the molecules or 
molecular aggregates have an outermost surface showing 
pronounced helical ridges and troughs. In general, the 
stability of  any system will be enhanced when the 
assemblies are packed closest together and it is therefore 

likely that there will always be the maximum interlocking 
of  the ridges and grooves of neighbouring molecules or 
molecular aggregates. This type of statistical ordering 
implies that the molecules or molecular aggregates do 
not take up a specific azimuthal orientation (or axial 
translation) with respect to one another, possibly as a 
consequence of the number of units (or residues) per 
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pitch length being non-integral. In other words, when 
the pattern of contacts does not repeat between particles 
at pitch length intervals then screw disorders are more 
likely to occur. This is undoubtedly an over simplifica- 
tion and it is certainly not true in the case of poly(U). 
poly(A).poly(U) which has an eleven fold axis. In all 
the cases discussed, the molecules or molecular aggre- 
gates pack in a hexagonal array which corresponds to 
the closest packing of cylindrical rods. 

The angle the grooves make with the long fibre axis 
direction of the molecules or molecular aggregates 
varies considerably in different species. It is small in 
the case of TMV and large for the nucleic acids. Also 
the nature of the grooves and protuberances greatly 
varies between that for the nucleic acids, where the 
protuberances are continuous phosphate ester chains 
and that for PTFE, where the protuberances are dis- 
continuous and comprise discrete fluorine atoms. In the 
former structure, the pitch length and hand of the screw 
disorder are unique but in the latter arrangement, 
several possible screw dislocations are possible though 
it would appear that the screw disorders of shortest pitch 
length are more likely. 

Lateral, axial or azimuthal disorder 

An example of  azimuthal statisticality occurs in 
insect flight muscle. The thick filaments of muscle are 
arranged on the 61 axes of a hexagonal lattice of plane 
group P6. This plane group has diad axes midway 
between the 61 axes and three-fold axes at the trigonal 
points. In muscles of different types the thin filaments 
are arranged in different ways in the P6 lattice. In 
vertebrate striated muscles the thin filaments lie on the 
trigonal points and in insect flight muscle they lie on 
the diads. The thin filament consists of actin, tropo- 
myosin and troponin. The actin helix may be regarded 
as a two stranded rope of pitch 770/k. The axial separa- 
tion between globular actin molecules in one strand is 
54 A and the two strands are related to each other by 
an axial shift of 27 A and an azimuthal rotation of almost 
180 ° . There is therefore, no way in which the symmetry 
of  thin filaments centred on the trigonal points can 
conform to the symmetry of  the P6 lattice, and X-ray 
diffraction patterns from vertebrate striated muscle in 
rigor show no sampling of any of the layer lines originat- 
ing from thin filaments marked by myosin heads. 
However, thin filaments placed on the diads can conform 
to the symmetry of  the P6 lattice but only partly. If  the 
thin filament is considered as a two strand rope where 
the strands are continuous, then it has a 2-fold axis and 
can sit on the diad axis of the P6 lattice. However, 
when the globular actin molecules are considered in the 
two strand rope, the thin filament no longer has a 
two-fold axis and so can no longer conform to the 
symmetry of the P6 lattice. These geometrical considera- 
tions may be followed in the X-ray diffraction pattern 
from water-bug flight muscle 22 (Figure ld ) .  

It may be observed that the layer lines m = 0  are 
sampled by the hexagonal reciprocal lattice indicating 
that, considered as continuous helices, the thin filaments 
conform to the P6 lattice. Layer lines with m ¢ 0 are not 
clearly sampled and show diffuse layer line streaks. 
Miller and Tregear 22 pointed out that a lattice could be 
constructed in which the thin filaments were statistically 
distributed between two azimuthal orientations separated 
by ~-. Various types of  distribution are possible and 

were mentioned by Miller and Tregear e2, some of which 
require a super lattice to index all the observed reflec- 
tions. In order to define the type of statisticality which 
exists in water-bug flight muscle it is necessary to have 
detailed knowledge of the intensity distribution along 
the layer lines from the thin filaments with m # 0 .  
Improved X-ray diffraction patterns have recently been 
obtained by Rodger 23 which show discrete reflections 
on the 59 and 70/~ layer lines in addition to diffuse 
scatter. These reflections may be indexed on the simple 
hexagonal reciprocal lattice. This suggests that there is 
no super-lattice in water-bug flight muscle but that in 
the small cell the thin filaments are equally distributed 
between the two azimuthal orientations. We note that 
this is a special type of screw disorder; it is screw dis- 
order where only one of two defined azimuthal orienta- 
tions are possible as distinct from all azimuthal orienta- 
tions which occur in complete screw disorder. 

/3-Poly(L-alanine) is another example of this type of 
statistical organization. There had been considerable 
doubt for many years as to whether the polypeptide 
chains in the/3-pleated sheet were arranged in a parallel 
or anti-parallel manner. Infra-red (i.r.) evidence favoured 
an anti-parallel arrangement 24-26 whilst the X-ray data 
showed evidence of a one molecule unit cell which was 
taken at the time as indicating parallel chains. Brown 
and Trotter 5 studied the X-ray pattern but were unable 
to suggest a model in agreement with all the X-ray 
results. The problem was neatly solved by Arnott  et 
al. 27 who suggested that the fl-sheets consisted of anti- 
parallel chains and that adjacent sheets were randomly 
displaced from the orthogonal packing position by 
+_a/2 in a direction perpendicular to the chain axes 
and in the plane of the pleated sheet (where a is the 
distance between chains in this direction). In this model, 
each molecular site in the unit cell can be considered 
as a half 'up' and a half 'down' chain. By finding the 
way in which sheets pack together, Arnott et al. were 
able to refine the molecular structure of fl-poly(L- 
alanine) to a satisfactory level (R factor=0.136). Al- 
though fl-poly(L-alanine) is a statistical structure, there 
do not appear to be any strong layer line streaks in 
addition to the usual Bragg maxima. We may generalize 
this point by stating that whilst the presence of layer 
line streaks and discrete reflections infer some type of 
statistical structure, the absence of layer line streaks 
cannot be taken as evidence for the absence of 'statistic- 
ality'. 

The intensity distribution in the X-ray pattern from 
Tussah silk is the same as that from fl-poly(L-alanine) 5, 
87, 2s. This type of  statistical ordering must therefore 
be found in at least one protein and is not confined to 
synthetic polypeptides. 

fl-Keratin has a similar history to that of /3-poly(L- 
alanine) in that there had been no general agreement 
on whether the fl-chains were parallel, anti-parallel or 
randomly directed with respect to each other. Fraser et 
al.29, 3o re-investigated the entire problem using quanti- 
tative X-ray and i.r. data. They considered two particular 
models. In the first the fl-sheets were assumed to contain 
a perfect arrangement of anti-parallel chains. These 
sheets were then displaced randomly from the orthogonal 
packing position by +3(4-7)/k in a direction perpendi- 
cular to the chain axes and parallel to the plane of the 
sheet directly analogous to that proposed by Arnott et 
al. for fl-poly(L-alanine). In the second model, the 
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fl-sheets were considered to comprise extended chains 
which were either 'up' or 'down' on a random basis. 
Fraser et al. showed that both models could be refined 
to a high level of  significance as regards the X-ray 
diffraction data alone (R factors of 0.133 and 0.129 
respectively) but the inter sheet disorder model was 
more likely in terms of the minimum energy calculations 
and the i.r. data. In two appendixes to their paper, 
Fraser et al. determined explicitly the effect on the 
X-ray patterns of both of these types of ordering. 
For the inter sheet disorder model, reflections whose 
Miller indices h were even would be unaffected whilst 
those with odd values of h would be reduced in magni- 
tude by a factor A~t, where M was defined as the average 
number of sheets per crystallite. It is now apparent 
why the fl-poly(L-alanine) pattern showed no evidence 
of a two molecule unit cell, i.e. the intensities of all 
reflections with odd values of h (those that would 
indicate a unit cell of twice the measured size) were 
multiplied by 1/3~t where 3~t was extremely large. Layer 
line streaks characteristic of a statistical structure of  
this type will have no intensity at lattice points where 
h is even. For the intra sheet disorder model, reflections 
with both even and odd h indices would be affected by 
factors which are dependent on the probability (P) that 
a particular chain is 'correctly' directed with respect to 
the preceding chain (P =0  and P =1 correspond to 
parallel and antiparallel chain pleated sheets respectively). 

With both fl-poly(L-alanine) and fl-keratin, the 
pleated sheet is a perfect arrangement of anti-parallel 
chains. Shifting the fi-sheets laterally by +_a/2 with 
respect to each other implies that each position is 
energetically favourable and is equally likely to occur 
on a statistical basis. In the case of fl-poly(L-alanine), 
k~r is large and the side chain methyl group is small 
(and approximately spherical). For fl-keratin, the side 
chains are not all the same and 3~t is only 2 or 3. This 
may imply that there is some relationship between the 
size and type of side chains involved in the energy 
stabilization of  a structure exhibiting this type of 
statisticality and the mean number of sheets in a crystal- 
lite. Even so, the two positions of minimum energy 
appear to be sufficiently pronounced to dominate the 
overall stability of the aggregate. 

Because of the existence of this type of  statistical 
ordering, Fraser et al. were able to conclude that there 
seemed no compelling reason for believing in the 
existence of parallel (or random) chain fi-pleated sheets 
in any fibrous protein or synthetic polypeptide that 
has yet been investigated. It would appear that the 
anti-parallel fi-sheet is a more stable entity than its 
'parallel' or random analogue. 

The X-ray pattern from the lithium salt of  DNA 
(hexagonal C-form) shows streaks on the 1st and 3rd 
layer lines (c =30-8A) and discrete reflections on 
adjacent layer lines. This is consistent with the DNA 
molecules being randomly displaced by _+e/2 in the 
fibre axis direction with respect to one another 14, 31, 32 
In general, therefore, if adjacent molecules are axially 
staggered with respect to one another on a random 
basis by _+ c/q, (where c is the fibre axis repeat length 
and q is an integer) then the X-ray diffraction pattern 
will show discrete reflections on layer lines which are 
multiples of q and diffuse layer line streaks elsewhere. 
The extreme case of axial disorder is one in which 
molecules or molecular aggregates remain on lattice 
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sites but are completely free to move axially. This has 
the effect of maintaining the lateral sharpness of the 
equatorial reflections and producing layer line streaks 
elsewhere. Such a situation often occurs for synthetic 
polypeptides in solution as for example in the case of 
poly(7-benzyl-L-glutamate) in m-cresol 33. However, this 
situation should not be confused with statistical ordering 
in which only a finite number of discrete axial displace- 
ments are allowed. 

DISCUSSION 

We can analyse the structures of these various biological 
macromolecules and synthetic polypeptides and attempt 
to determine the type of interactions that may be impor- 
tant. What are the properties of a biological molecule 
or aggregate that enable it to function optimally and 
why does statisticality play such an important part? 
There appears to be two main reasons. 

The ideal arrangement of molecules or molecular 
aggregates will be one in which the greatest number of 
satisfactory interactions between molecules or molecular 
aggregates can arise. This will occur in general when 
the individual units are related by symmetry elements. 
However, such an arrangement may be one which cannot 
be physically satisfied by all members of the group in 
the same way. If  only a few of these molecules or mole- 
cular aggregates cannot satisfy (say) a space group 
symmetry requirement, it appears that these exceptions 
may adopt an alternative position in keeping with as 
many symmetry elements as possible. It should be 
noted that it is not usually steric hindrance which 
prevents the attainment of full symmetry but rather the 
difficulty (or even impossibility) of being able to position 
all the molecules or molecular aggregates in equivalent 
environments. In other words, statisticality may arise 
as an attempt by the molecules or molecular aggregates 
to arrange themselves with a higher degree of order 
than is physically possible. Possibly the best example 
is given by the actin filaments in water-bug flight muscle. 
At low resolution, these have a diad axis but at high 
resolution the globular units along each strand are 
resolved and the true symmetry is no longer 2-fold, i.e. 
at high resolution, the space group symmetry no longer 
holds strictly. 

When the energy differences between specific but 
alternative modes of packing or organization are small, 
then statistically any mode is equally likely. Anisotropy 
will consequently be reduced at this level at least. 

The importance in biological systems of a self-assembly 
mechanism 34 has now been well established. Such a 
mechanism implied that the molecules have a single 
set of primary aggregating interactions which can 
organize the molecules into some three-dimensional 
aggregate. Having reached this level the various protein 
assemblies will then (in general) interact with one 
another in a specific manner. In most cases, the sym- 
metry of an aggregate is such that the surrounding 
assemblies will not all interact in the same way. What 
must the molecular aggregate do in this case? Pre- 
sumably, an equilibrium must be set up where the 
optimum number of ideal relationships are made and 
it is at this level that 'statisticality' is most often en- 
countered. For instance, a molecular aggregate might 
have to be in two different axial positions simultaneously 
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in order to satisfy the necessary symmetry conditions 
inherent in the system. The problem may be partly 
overcome if it is assumed that a statistical relationship 
exists where either position is equally favoured. It  
should be emphasized that the biological entity may 
be equally satisfied irrespective of which of  the statistical 
possibilities arises in practice. The energies of  the 
alternative structures will be the same or very similar 
unless the function of  the assembly so demands a 
difference to exist. 

The invariant set of  in vivo primary aggregating 
interactions enable the myosin molecules to build a 
thick filament, the actins to form a thin filament, the 
tropocollagens to form a microfibril, the extended 
chains to produce an ordered pleated sheet and so on. 
Once this degree of organization has been achieved 
and the molecules are in regular three-dimensional 
form, a second set of  aggregating interactions can be 
made. It is equally important to realize that whilst 
biological systems may have one type of  statisticality, 
other types are functionally unallowable. For instance, 
the thick and thin filaments in muscle exhibit polarity 
and no directional variability can be introduced without 
the mechanism of muscle contraction being lost. The 
collagen fibre also exhibits strict polarity as may be 
seen in the electron microscope using, for example, 
positively stained sections from rat tail tendon collagen. 

In summary we have shown that statisticality is 
becoming an increasingly more evident and important 
facet of  structure determination. We believe that the 
concept of statisticality helps to explain how flexible 
and dynamic protein assemblies may be able to interact 
in a more highly symmetrical manner than the symmetry 
of  the molecule or molecular aggregate theoretically 
allows. 
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N.m.r. studies on the effect of water on the 
glass transition of polystyrene 
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These investigations are concerned with water-polymer interactions in polymer latices. 
It is known that water can act as a plasticizer for many solid polymers and cause a reduc- 
tion in the glass transition temperature, To, of the amorphous regions. Experiments were 
carried out to determine whether pulsed n.m.r, techniques could be used to study the 
To of a polymer suspension and hence the influence of water and electrolyte on it. From 
T1 and /'2 proton relaxation measurements as a function of temperature on polystyrene 
latex systems it was shown that the presence of water lowers the To of the polymer particles 
(by about 10°C), the effect being slightly greater in the presence of concentrated electrolyte. 
The extent of electrolyte penetration into the particles was deduced by studying relaxation 
as a function of particle diameter in latices containing paramagnetic Mn 2+ ions. Using 
simple theories of relaxation and spin diffusion it was concluded that for all but the smallest 
particles electrolyte penetration is restricted to a very thin shell of the order of 1 nm. These 
conclusions were supported by the results of similar measurements on PTFE particles. 

INTRODUCTION 

The effect of temperature on the molecular behaviour 
of solid polymers has been studied over many years 
and is the subject of several reviews 1-a. The glass 
transition temperature, Tg, has been measured by a 
number of techniqnes and the results, though largely 
in~ agreement, depend on the method of measurement. 
Both broad line 4 and pulsed n.m.r. 5 were used to 
investigate not only Tg, but also other transitions, such 
as occur in crystalline phases of polymers 6, and side 
chain motions. Small molecules incorporated into solid 
polymers normally lower Tg 7, and theories based mainly 
on the concept of additivity of free volume have been 
outlined 8. 

In this work, the influence of water on the Tg of 
polystyrene was investigated by pulsed n.m.r. The 
polymer was in two different physical forms, namely 
normal solid and dispersed as latex particles in water. 
N.m.r. techniques have been used to study water 
structure 9, 10 in latex systems, though no investigation 
appears to have been made of the polymer. In the latex 
suspension, the high solid/liquid surface area allowed 
rapid equilibration of the polymer and water. The 
effect of paramagnetic manganese ions on the polymer's 
nuclear relaxation times was measured for different 
latex particle sizes, and the results interpreted in terms 
of electrolyte and water penetration of the polymer. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Three of the polystyrene latices were prepared in this 
laboratory by the usual emulsion polymerization tech- 
nique using hydrogen peroxide initiator and sodium 
laurate as the emulsifying agent 11. Particle diameters 

produced were: 210nm, 89nm and 30nm (seed). Sur- 
factant and unreacted monomer were removed by 
dialysis for 6-8weeks. A latex of larger diameter, 
1-3 tzm, was obtained from the Dow Chemical Company 
Ltd. For n.m.r, purposes, H20 was exchanged for D20 
by repeated processes of centrifugation, D20 exchange 
and redispersion and the samples were finally con- 
centrated to about 10-20~ solid. Electrolyte was 
introduced before the last stage of centrifugation (in 
these experiments, 1M sodium chloride and 0.1M 
manganous sulphate solutions were employed). Atmo- 
spheric oxygen was removed from dry samples by 
maintaining under vacuum for several days. Pellets 
of polystyrene were used, as supplied by BDH. 

A PTFE (Fluon) latex (diameter 200nm) and a 
granular PTFE sample were supplied by ICI Ltd 
(Plastics Division); the latex sample was concentrated 
as above. 

Relaxation times, 7"1 and T2 were measured using a 
Bruker (BKR 322S) pulsed spectrometer operating at a 
frequency of 20 MHz. 

7"1 (spin-lattice relaxation time) was measured by 
monitoring the growth of longitudinal magnetization 
using either a 180°-90 ° or 90o-90 ° pulse programme. 

For solids, such as polystyrene at normal tempera- 
tures, the free induction decay is governed by the direct 
spin-spin interaction between nuclei. T2, which charac- 
terizes the rate of this decay was taken as the time for 
the signal to drop to e -1 of the maximum value. The 
temperature was controlled to within _+ 1 °C by means 
of a gas-flow thermostat system. 

Errors in the relaxation time values are probably 
in the region of 5-10~ as judged by the reproducibility 
of the data, these being influenced by sample prepara- 
tions and variations in signal-to-noise ratio. The effect 
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of dissolved oxygen on T1 is difficult to estimate but 
would be significant only for T1 values higher than 
about 1 sec. 

2.C 

rl 

RESULTS I'0 

Both the spin-lattice (T1) and spin-spin (7"2) relaxation 
times were measured as a function of temperature for 
the latex (44.5nm radius) (a) in D20, (b) in 1 M NaC1 
and (c) dried. In all cases, single component relaxations 0.5 
were observed for 90-95 % of the relaxation, and the 
results are presented in Figure 1. The relaxation be- 
haviour of the dried latex was similar to that of the 
high molecular weight commercial polystyrene pellets. 
Below about 100°C the curves are typically those for 1 
relaxation in an amorphous solid, T2 exhibiting a value 20 
normally found for solids and T1 a relatively high 
limiting value characteristic of low mobility. The marked "~ 
change of T1 and 7"2 with increasing temperature at ~_ 
about IO0°C reflects the onset of significant segmental 
motion associated with the glass transition temperature IC 
of polystyrene. In the presence of D20, this transition 
took place at a lower temperature. It is unlikely that 
oxygen was responsible for this effect, since 7"2 in this 
system would be insensitive to small quantities of 
paramagnetic materials, but is probably due to in- 
clusion of water molecules within the polymer. Addition 
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Figure i Dependence of relaxation times, TI and T2, on tempera- 
ture for protons in polystyrene particles (89nm diameter latex). 
A, Latex (in D20); ©, dried latex; El, latex+electrolyte; O, 
polystyrene pellets 
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Figure 2 Variation of /'1 and 7"2 with temperature for polystyrene 
protons in seed latex (diameter 15--35nm). A, Latex (in D20); 
©, dried latex; [Z], latex+electrolyte 

Table I Relaxation times for polystyrene 
particles of different diameter in the 
presence of paramagnetic ions (Mn 2+) 

Par t i c le  rad ius  Tl(obs) 
r (nm) (sec) T]-I~ (sec -z) 

650 1 • 43 0 • 10 
104 0"83 0"61 
44 • 5 0" 48 1 • 49 
17•5 ̀  ) , 0.21 3.44 
7 5f  seea • 0"05 17"20 

of electrolyte modified the relaxation-temperature be- 
haviour further and indicated a slight lowering of Tg, 
although at higher temperatures (T>Tg), the degree 
of motion represented by the absolute values of T1 and 
T2 coincides with that exhibited by the polymer in 
the absence of electrolyte. The temperature dependence 
of the relaxation behaviour of the seed latex is shown 
in Figure 2. The glass transition, as indicated particularly 
by T1 results, took place over a wider and lower 
temperature range, even in the absence of water• 

In order to estimate the degree of penetration, if 
any, of electrolyte into particles, polymer proton T~ -1 
values were measured in the presence of Mn 2÷. Again, 
except for the seed latex, the relaxation process could 
be represented by a single exponential decay and the 
results are shown in Table 1. Experiments were per- 
formed at 25°C. -1 Tl(obs) is the relaxation rate in the 
presence of Mn 2+ and Ti-~ is the corresponding result 
in the absence of Mn 2+, the difference between these 
being Ti-~. 

Electron micrographs showed that the seed latex 
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had a bimodal size distribution, and the relaxation 
was best described by two relaxation times. 

DISCUSSION 

The results in Figure 1 show that water lowers the 
Tg of polystyrene. The 7"1 results below 100°C for the 
pellets are slightly lower than for the dried latex, but 
as the corresponding 7"2 results are equal, the difference 
is probably due to the presence of oxygen in the pellets. 
Water has been shown to lower the Tg of more hydro- 
philic polymers, such as nylon 7, whereas it is con- 
sidered that water absorption by hydrophobic polymers 
such as Terylene is mainly a surface effect 12. Since 
the Tg, as indicated by both T1 and T2 results is lowered 
by water its uptake by the polymer must include some 
bulk absorption. The solubility of water in benzene 13 
is about 0 . 2 m o l ~  at 25°C and hence it is not un- 
reasonable that polystyrene latex particles contain 
small quantities of water, which act as plasticizer for 
the polymer. The results with sodium chloride have 
no obvious explanation at present, since as indicated 
below, electrolyte penetration of the polymer is probably 
small and confined to a thin shell around the particle. 

The results with the seed latex (Figure 2) are possibly 
explained by the greater influence of surface groups 
on the average relaxation times. 7"1 is more affected 
than 7"2, suggesting that dissolved oxygen or spin 
diffusion averaging of the groups on the surface with 
those in the bulk of the particle is causing the unusual 
relaxation behaviour. Since 7"1 is not constant below 
about 90°C, the latter possibility seems more likely. 
The molecular weight of the polystyrene in the seed 
latex was found by viscometry to be 9 × 105, this value 
being too high to allow molecular weight to account for 
the 7"1 results. 

To evaluate the data obtained with added Mn 2+, 
the following model was used. Manganese ions were 
assumed to penetrate the latex particle by a distance 
dr and produce a polymer proton relaxation rate 
Ti~, ~ within this shell. In the absence of spin diffusion, 
the remaining core of radius ( r - d r )  would have 
a rate T ~ .  In this system spin diffusion would lead 
to an average value for the relaxation rate and the 
observed value would be: 

--I __ --1 --1 Ti (obs )  - -  XeTi~ + XsTie (1) 

where Xe and Xs are the mole fractions of protons 
in the core and shell respectively. Although there is 
some debate a4 about the morphology of the latex 
particles, the implicit assumption in equation (1) of 
uniform density across the particle seems justified. 
Using equation (1) the model leads to the following 
expression: 

T - ~ = (  3dr 3dr 2 t_dr~ 
- r2 r 3  ] [Ti~ 1 - Ti-~] (2) 

This expression predicts that, when r>dr, the pro- 
duct rT{a} should be a constant as r varies. Within 
experimental error this appears to be the case for 
all but the seed particle (radius 7-5nm) as shown in 
Table 2. This indicates that for the larger particles 
the model is consistent with the experimental data 
and that uniform penetration of the particle by Mn 2+ 
ions did not occur. When r becomes small, i.e. as r 

Table2 Dependence ofrTi-D 1 on 

r rind rr, d 

650 0.10 65.0 
104 0-61 63.5 
44.5 1.49 66.4 
17.5 3-44 60.3 
7.5 17.20 129 

and I. D. Robb 

r 

approaches dr, it is expected that the product rTfD t 
would decrease below the average value of 65.0 nm/sec. 
The value of rTl~ obtained for the seed particle 
( r=7 .5nm)  is too high to be accounted for by errors 
in particle size determination or relaxation time 
measurements. The data can be explained by assuming 
either a larger value of dr or a greater surface concen- 
tration of Mn 2+ ions for the seed latex, although there 
are no obvious reasons for this. 

The value of dr depends on that of TI~ which in 
turn is influenced by the concentration of ions in the 
polymer and at the surface of the particle. The rela- 
tionship governing proton nuclear relaxation (T~-E) by 
unpaired electrons isiS: 

T~% = (4/30)g2/329"Zs(s + l)[3rc + %-c/(1 + oJ~.r~.)lr -6 (3) 

where g is the Lande factor, /3 is the Bohr magneton, 
9' is the magnetogyric ratio, s is the spin quantum 
number for the ion, o,s is the electron spin frequency and 
~-c is the correlation time for the interaction. 

For  the ions at the surface, the correlation time 
was taken to be about 10-11sec, since relaxation is 
probably dominated by translational diffusion of the 
ions and hence fluctuations in the value of r. Protons, 
1 nm from the Mn 2+, have a Tj-~ of 28 sec -1, a rate 
which as equation (3) shows, decreases rapidly with 
increasing r. A shell of about 1 nm with an average 
relaxation rate of 50sec -1 is sufficient to account for 
the relaxation rates in Table 1, for particles greater 
than 7.5nm radius. The actual value of this average 
relaxation rate will depend on the concentration of 
Mn z+ at the latex surface, a quantity which is not known 
exactly. 

A further contribution would come from Mn e+ 
which have penetrated the polymer, and expressions 
have been calculated for solids containing low concen- 
trations of paramagnetic centres. In this case, the 
correlation time for the proton relaxation would probably 
be the relaxation time of the free electrons 16 of the 
manganese, 10 -s to 10-gsec -1. A concentration of 
0.1 mol/dm 3 of Mn z+ in a shell of 1 nm would be suffi- 
cient to account for the results in Table 1. Relaxation 
is produced by Mn z+ both at the surface of, and inside 
the polymer. The relative contributions from these 
two sites cannot be estimated although penetration by 
the Mn z+ is probably limited to a thin surface layer. 

PTFE particles 
Relaxation times obtained for PTFE particles, both 

wet and dry are shown in Figure 3, and agree with 
literature values where comparison is possiblelL They 
indicate that water has no influence on polymer mole- 
cular motion. Both X-ray 18 and n.m.r, data showed 
that the sample was highly crystalline although any 
penetration of water into the polymer would still alter 
both 7"1 and 7"2. Manganese ions were added to the 
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Figure 3 Temperature dependence of Tz and /'2 for fluorine 
nuclei in PTFE latex particles. (3, Latex (in H20); 0,  dried latex; 
D, granular PTFE; A, latex+MnZ÷ions 

PTFE latex in the same way as for polystyrene, and 
the resulting temperature dependence of T1 and T2 
plotted in Figure 3. Though a direct comparison with 
the polystyrene system is difficult, as the PTFE particles 
were not spherical, the results could be explained by 
a model in which there was no penetration of  the surface 
by Mn 2+. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The relaxation time/temperature results have indicated 
that the presence of water in polystyrene latex system 
has some plasticization effect on the bulk of the polymer, 
penetration of water molecules into the particles causing 

a decrease in Ta (of about 10°C). I t  has been shown 
that this effect is slightly greater in the presence of  
concentrated electrolyte. Although the differences in 
Ta are quite distinct, the increase in mobility due to 
the penetration of water indicates that swelling of the 
particles does not occur to any major extent (probably 
less than 1% by vol). 

From the results of  relaxation by paramagnetic ions 
in the polystyrene latex samples it was concluded that 
for all but the smallest seed particle penetration by 
electrolyte is restricted to a very thin shell of  the order 
of  1 nm. The results obtained on PTFE latices support 
this conclusion. 
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The mechanism of vinyl chloride polymerization initiated by the catalyst system AIEtz/di- 
ethylenetriamine/CCla has been investigated. The kinetic equations for the vinyl chloride 
polymerization and the catalyst components interaction reaction support the radical 
mechanism of the process. A possible mechanism of the initiation is suggested. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that organo-aluminium compounds 
are among the most reactive metal alkyls. They enter 
into the most varied reactions, particularly with chlorine, 
alkyl halides and metal halides. Extensive work has 
been carried out on the polymerization of  vinyl chloride 
catalysed by the reaction of  alkyl aluminiums with 
certain halide-containing organic compounds 1-4. In 
a previous paper~, the author reported that a system of 
A1Et3 and CC14 could initiate the polymerization of 
vinyl chloride at a moderate temperature in the presence 
of  various Lewis bases, especially diethylenetriamine 
(DETA). 

The role of DETA in the initiating system was also 
pointed out. Recently the polymerization of vinyl 
monomer was investigated in the presence of oligo (n) 
ethylene (n+ 1) amine, a trace amount of Cu 2+ ion and 
CC14 6, 7. In connection with the problem of flee-radical 
formation in the system of oligo (n) ethylene ( n + l )  
amine, a transfer metal ion and CC14, the results of the 
vinyl chloride polymerization with A1Ets, DETA and 
CC14 prompted the author to elucidate the reaction 
mechanism. 

The mechanism of the polymerization of vinyl chloride 
with Ziegler-Natta type catalysts has already been 
elucidated by means of  a kinetic study s, 9. Bearing in 
mind that kinetic methods could be useful in the elucida- 
tion of the mechanism of this process the author has 
undertaken a kinetic study of vinyl chloride polymeriza- 
tion in fine detail. This paper reports the results of the 
kinetic study of  the vinyl chloride polymerization 
initiated by A1Ets, DETA and CC14 as well as some 
data about the initiation reaction in such a system. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents 
Vinyl chloride (VC) (supplied by Toyo Soda Manu- 

facturing Co. Ltd) was dried over phosphorus pent- 
oxide, purified by means of  trap-to-trap distillation into 
traps cooled with solid carbon dioxide in methanol 

( -78°C) .  The purity of the monomer was checked by 
chromatography. Others were purified in the usual 
manner. 

Benzene was dried by refluxing over calcium hydride 
for 6 h. The middle fraction was then stored over sodium 
wire in a dry box. Tetrahydrofuran was dried by re- 
fluxing over calcium hydride and was then fractionated 
just before use. 

Triethyl aluminium was purified by distillation under 
reduced pressure and was stored as a normal solution in 
benzene. 

DETA was purified by distillation under reduced 
pressure. 

Carbon tetrachloride was purified in the conventional 
way. 

Polymerization procedure 
All experiments were carried out in either glass tubes 

or dilatometers. Both tubes and dilatometers contained 
glass-enclosed iron stirrers which could be operated 
magnetically. The dilatometers had a capacity of about 
15ml with a capillary calibrated to 0-01 ml. The catalyst 
components were introduced into the reaction vessel 
in a dry box. Solutions of the catalyst components were 
prepared in benzene in a dry box. Benzene was added 
to the reaction vessel (the tube or the dilatometer) by 
means of a syringe and then the solutions of the catalyst 
components were added in the following order: DETA, 
CC14 and A1Et~. The reaction vessel (the tube or the 
dilatometer) was removed from the dry box and attached 
to a high vacuum line. The contents were frozen down 
at - 7 8 ° C  and then degassed, when a known amount 
of monomer was distilled into the dilatometer or the 
tube. 

After all the monomer had been distilled into the 
vessel, the vessel neck was sealed. The vessel was then 
attached to the stirrer and placed in the thermostat 
bath. In the kinetic experiments the polymerization 
rate was calculated for a 3-9 % conversion, this being 
estimated from contraction. 

The contraction coefficient was found as a mean 
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value from several experiments on the basis of gravi- 
metric measurements of the polymer yield. 

Isolation of polymer and measurement of the degree of 
polymerization 

The polymer mixture was sucked out of the dilato- 
meter (or the tube) and poured into methanol containing 
hydrochloric acid (or, for polymerization of vinyl 
acetate, into n-hexane). The polymer was filtered, 
washed and dried under high vacuum. The intrinsic 
viscosity of the poly(vinyl chloride) was determined by 
measurements on their dilute nitrobenzene solutions at 
30°C. The degree of  polymerization (p)  was cal- 
culated from the following equation10: 

p =500 (anti log [7]/0.168-1) 

50 o 

O 

-~ 30 

IO 

I I I I I I I I 

IO 20 30 40 
Tirn¢ (h) 

Figure I Plot of % yield versus time at 40°C. • : [VC]=7.87 mol/I; 
[AIEts]=7"87x10-2mol/I; [DETA]=7-87x10-2mol/I; [CCI4]= 
7.87x 10 -2 mol/I; solvent= benzene. ©: [VC]= 7.87 mol/I; [AIEt3]= 
15.7x10-2mol/I; [DETA]=15.7x10-2mol/I; [CCI4]=15.7x10 -= 
tool/I; solvent= benzene 

N.m.r. spectrum of the AIEt3 and DETA 
The n.m.r, spectrum of  an equimolar mixture of 

A1Et3 and DETA in benzene was measured at 30°C 
on a 100 MHz n.m.r, spectrometer using benzene as 
internal standard. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1 shows that polymerization initiated by the 
A1Et3/DETA/CC14 system is selective for the type of  
vinyl monomer. Vinyl monomers such as vinyl acetate 
and methyl acrylate, which polymerize readily by free- 
radical catalyst showed very little tendency to polymerize. 
The results seem to suggest that DETA plays a greater 
part, and that the participation of a polar monomer in 
the initiating system is essential for the initiation, and 
this behaviour will be more fully discussed in a later 
publication. From these results vinyl chloride was used 
as monomer in the kinetic investigation. 

Figure 1 shows a typical plot of percentage conversion 
against time. It can be seen that there is a fall off in 
rate, and that there is no induction period. This de- 
creasing overall rate of polymerization as a function 
of time is characteristic of many Ziegler-Natta type 
catalysts s, 9. 

However, the kinetic curves are nearly linear in 
the initial stage of the polymerization (Figure 2). 

Therefore the main kinetic characteristics were 
determined at 40°C continuing the polymerization to 
not more than 3-9% conversion. The dependence of 
the initial overall rate of polymerization on the con- 
centrations of the components of the catalyst system 
was investigated systematically. 

Table I Vinyl polymerization with AIEtz/DETA/CCI4 
catalyst system 

Concentration Yield 
No. Vinyl monomer (mol/I) (%) 

1 Vinyl chloride 7.87 33.5 
2 Methyl methacrylate 4"70 10.6 
3 Styrene 4"33 7.4 
4 Vinyl acetate 5.43 1.5 
5 Acrylonitrile 7.59 7.0 
6 Methyl acrylate 5.54 trace 

a [AIEt3]=7-87x 10-2mol/I; [DETA]=7.87x 10-2mol/I; 
[CCI4]=7-87x 10-2mol/I; solvent= benzene; polymeri- 
zation at 40°C for 20h 

IO 

"~ 5 
>- 

I I I I I 

O 120 240  360 
Time (rain) 

Figure 2 Plot of % yield versus time at 40°C. [VC]=7.87mol/I; 
[AIEtz]=7'87x 10-2mol/I; [DETA]=7"87x 10-2mol/I; [CCl4]=7.87 
x 10 -2 mol/I; solvent= benzene 

6"0 

~_4"0 

x 

2"0 

I t I I I I 

7 I0 
[VCI (tool/ l) 

Figure 3 Variation in rate of polymerization with [VC] at 40°C. 
[AIEt3]=7"87x10-2mol/I; AIEta:DETA:CCI4=I:I : I(mol); sol- 
vent= benzene 

The effect of increasing the monomer concentration 
on the rate of polymerization was investigated at 40°C. 
A series of polymerizations in dilatometers were carried 
out in which the concentration of monomer was varied 
from 4"95 to 8-60 mol/1 whilst the catalyst concentration 
remained constant. Experimental details of these experi- 
ments are given in Figure 3. It can be seen that the 
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I I I t I 

I 3 5 
[AIEt3--amine]l/2x IO (mol/ I )  1/2 

Figure 4 Variation in rate of polymerization with [AIEts-amine] 
at 40°C. [VC]=7.87mol/I; [CCI4]=7-87x10-~mol/I; solvent= 
benzene 

initial rate of  polymerization is first order with respect to 
the monomer concentration. 

The results of  experiments in which the concentrations 
of  monomer  and CC14 remained constant, whilst the 
concentration of A1Et3 and DETA (1:1 molar ratio) 
was varied from 1.96×10 -2 to 20.25×10-2mol/1 are 
shown in Figure 4. Similarly, Figure 5 shows the relation- 
ship between the initial rate of  polymerization and 
CC14 concentration when the concentration of A1Et3 and 
D E T A  were kept constant. From these Figures it can 
be seen that the initial rate of  polymerization is square 
root order with respect to the concentration of initiator 
components. 

These kinetic results show that the reaction order for 
the components of  the initiating system corresponds to 
that found for radical polymerization 11. 

The results of experiments in which the concentrations 
of  monomer and CC14 remained constant, whilst DETA 
to A1Et3 ratio was varied from 0.1:1.0 to 2-0:1.0 are 
shown in Figure 6. It  can be seen that the initial rate 
rapidly increases as the ratio of DETA to AIEt3 is 
increased, and then flattens out as the ratio is equal to 
or greater than unity. From Figure 6 one can conclude 
that under the experimental conditions the formation 
of the complex resulting from the reaction between 
A1Et3 and DETA greatly influences the polymerization 
of vinyl chloride. It  is likely that the free-radical forma- 
tion under given conditions is a result of  the interaction 
between CC14 and the A1Et3-DETA complex. 

Figure 7 gives the dependence of the overall rate 
constant of  the process on the inverse temperature 

O 4 
I I I 

2 
[C CI4]l/2x IO (mol / I )  I/2 

Figure 5 Variation in rate of polymerization with [CCI4] at 
40°C. [VC]=7.87mol/I; [AIEt3]=7.87x 10-2mol/I; [DETA]=7-87x 
10 -2 mol/I; solvent= benzene 
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Plot of rate of polymerization versus DETA/AIEta 
molar ratio at 40°C. [VC]=7.87mol/I; [AIEt3]=7.87x10-2mol/I; 
[CCI4]=7.87× 10-2mol/1; solvent= benzene 
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IO 

, = i = 015. = I I I 
O I'O 

Rp / [VC] 2 x I0 6 

Figure 8 lip versus Rp/[VC] 2. [Vinyl chloride]=7.87mol/I; 
[AIEta]=I× 10 -2 to 12.3× 10-2mol/I; AIEtz:DETA:CCI4=I: I : I  
(molar ratio); solvent=benzene; polymerization at 40°C 

Table 2 Polymerization of vinyl chloride 
by AIEtnCla-n/diethylenetriamine/CCI4 
catalyst system a 

N o .  AIEtnCIz-n Yield (%) 

1 AIEta 35.0 
7 AIEt2CI 15.0 
8 AIEtLsCIL5 3'8 
9 AIEtCIz 2'3 

10 AICI8 0"0 

a [Vinyl chloride]=7.87mol/I; 
[AIEtn CIs-n] = 7" 87 x 10 -s mol/I; 
[DETA]=7-87x 10-2mol/I; [CCI4]= 
7-87x10-2mol/I; solvent=benzene; 
p o l y m e r i z a t i o n  at 40°C for 20h 

from which E0 is estimated to be 14.4kcal/mol. This 
value is somewhat higher than that in the AIEt3/benzoyl 
peroxide/ethyl acetate catalyst systemlL 

As the value of (Ep-½Et)  was reported to be 1.5 
kcal/mol for vinyl chloride, Ein is 25.8 kcal/mol. 

Plots of lip vs. R~/[M] 2 (where p is the degree of  
polymerization, and R~ is the polymerization rate) 
make a straight line making an intercept on the ordinate 
axis (Figure 8). 

This dependence corresponds to the well-known 
equation for radical polymerization: 

I _ I + A  k tR~ +Cm+Cs[S] j_F , .  [I] 
# 2 .k~[M]2 ~ T ~ x ~ ] ,  

where kp and kt are the rate constants of propagation 
and termination respectively; Cm, Cs and Ci are the 
constants for chain transfer through monomer, solvent 
and initiator; ;t is the part of  the termination reaction 
caused by disproportionation. 

Taking ~=1 the author obtained 6150molsec/l for 
kdk~; this value is very high compared with that found 
for the vinyl chloride polymerization with Ziegler-Natta 
type catalyst s . According to the above equation an 
intercept on the ordinate axis equal to 1.1 x 10 -3 repre- 
sents Cm+Cs[S]/[M]+G[I]/[M]. Cm was reported to 
be 4 x 10 -4 at 25°C 14. 

The difference between 1.1 x 10 -3 and 4 x  10 -4 is due 
to the chain transfer reaction through initiator, particu- 
larly A1Ets, CC14 and DETA 6, z5 

Table 2 summarizes the results of  the vinyl chloride 
polymerization by the AIEtnC13-n, DETA and CC14 
catalyst system. It is obvious that the use of AIEt2CI, 
AIEtClz and A1Etz.sCI1.5 instead of A1Et3 decreased 

the yield of polymer, and polymerization did not occur 
with the use of A1Clz. 

The difference seems likely to be attributable to both 
the stability of the polar complex between aluminium 
alkyl and DETA and the reactivity of this complex 
towards CC14. 

The kinetic studies show that A1Et3, DETA and CC14 
catalyst system can initiate the free-radical polymerization 
of vinyl chloride and the formation of the A1Et3-DETA 
complex plays an important role. 

The formation of the A1Eta-DETA complex was 
determined by n.m.r, spectroscopy. The chemical shifts 
of the amino protons of DETA are increased in the 
presence of  AIEts from an initial absorption band. The 
reaction of DETA with A1Etz produces 1 : 1 molecular 
addition compound. In the n.m.r, spectrum of this 
compound, there is a single NH2 peak, indicating that 
both amine groups are equivalent. The amine groups 
are symmetrically located with respect to the aluminium 
atom, and therefore the aluminium atom is penta- 
coordinate. 

On the basis of the n.m.r, spectrum obtained during 
the reaction of A1Eta with DETA and also the informa- 
tion of the experimentally established function of the 
total process, the reaction sequence leading to free- 
radical formation can be visualized as follows, 

A1Eta. DETA + C C 1 4 ~ [ A 1 E t 3 .  D E T A . . .  CC14] (1) 
(I) 

I-~ Et 2A1CI(DETA) + Et. + CCl3 (2) 

Equation (1) is the complex formation reaction 
between A1Ets.DETA and CC14. Equation (2) is the 
special redox reaction. 

The fact that Et2A1C1 is also an initiator indicates 
that it can undergo the same reaction to give EtA1C[2, 
but that AIEtClz and A1EtLsCIlm do not react with 
CCI4 to form radicals. 
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The crystal thickness of PTFE has been measured for a variety of crystallization conditions. 
It increases with the temperature and time of crystallization as well as molecular weight, 
and also with the temperature and time of annealing. The data are fitted by the kinetic 
theory of chain folding as well as are those for chain-folded polyethylene. On this basis 
PTFE may be regarded as a chain-folded polymer whose large thickness derives essential ly 
from its low entropy of fusion. It is also suggested that a single theory of polymeric crystal- 
lization may be able to predict the crystal thicknesses not only of PTFE and chain-folded 
polyethylene but also of chain-extended polyethylene, but it would have to be a theory 
in which account were taken of lamellar thickening behind the narrowed growing edge 
of a lamella. 

INTRODUCTION 

The microstructure of melt-crystallized polytetrafluoro- 
ethylene (PTFE) is unusual in that although it consists 
of lamellae these have a much greater thickness than 
is observed in nearly all other crystalline polymers 1. 
For comparison, polyethylene (PE) crystallized from the 
melt under vacuum would normally have average 
lamellar thicknesses of 300-400 A, a figure which under 
extreme conditions might increase to perhaps 1500A. 
In contrast, measurements on PTFE reported in this 
paper give typical average lamellar thicknesses of I000 
to 2500A and maximum values approaching 105/~. 
The explanation of this disparity and its relation to 
underlying crystallization mechanisms are the main 
concern of this paper. 

Nowadays PTFE is generally regarded as one of a 
small class of chain-extended polymers ~ whose other 
members include polytrichlorofluoroethylene and poly- 
ethylene which has been recrystallized at high pressures 
(CEPE). The basis of this classification is empirical and 
rests upon firstly the large layer thicknesses and secondly 
similar morphologies, notably the narrowing of lamellae 
at their edges. The purpose of this research, starting 
from a background of work on CEPE, was to investigate 
whether there is also a fundamental basis for this 
classification. We shall conclude that there is not and 
that PTFE conforms to the general pattern of chain- 
folded crystallization behaviour found in other polymers 
with its large thickness stemming essentially from its low 
entropy of fusion. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

Temperature dependence of lamellar thickness 
Notwithstanding the description 'chain-extended', 

molecules in PTFE are not generally fully extended. 
On the contrary, they fold into lamellae whose thickness 

increases with crystallization temperature 3. We have 
measured this variation for the coagulated dispersion 
polymer Fluon CDI* which is estimated to have a 
molecular weight of ~ 106. 

The standard crystallization procedure adopted used 
samples in the form of 5 mm discs, prepared by cold- 
pressing the original powder, which fitted in the sample 
pan of a Perkin-Elmer DSCIB differential scanning 
calorimeter (d.s.c.). They were held for 5min at 400°C 
in a nitrogen atmosphere--a procedure which from the 
reproducibility of subsequent crystallization behaviour 
produced negligible thermal degradation--before being 
lowered in about 12sec to a crystallization temperature 
in the range 312 to 322°C and then, after a further 
20min, quenched to ambient temperature. Afterwards 
specimens were fractured in liquid nitrogen, exposing 
surfaces whose two-stage replicas were photographed 
in the electron microscope. These were similar in ap- 
pearance to those published by other workersl-L 

The determination of lamellar thickness from such 
micrographs followed the procedure used in earlier 
work on CEPE 4, 5 which has since been justified as an 
objective method for that polymer by comparison with 
molecular lengths left after degradation with nitric 
acid 6. Briefly, the technique consists of drawing arbitrary 
lines on the micrograph and for each line measuring the 
thickness parallel to c at the region of intersection for 
every layer crossing that line. In practice the coordinates 
of two points, lying at opposite ends of the characteristic 
fracture-induced striation for each layer are recorded on 
punched tape. After computation the output data are 
presented in a normalized frequency histogram as 
shown in Figure 1 together with the value of the mean 
lamellar thickness and its standard error. Re-measure- 
ments of the same replica gave a repeatability within 

* This and all other samples of PTFE used in this work were kindly 
supplied by A. J. Cobbold of ICI Ltd (Plastics Division). 
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Figure 2 Mean crystal thickness along c as a function of crystal- 
lization temperature for 2Omin crystallization, x ,  Fluon CD1; 
O, Fluon G163 

+ 7 ~ and repeatability of the same order was also 
obtained between different samples crystallized at the 
lower temperatures in the range. For crystallization at 
320 and 322°C, however, problems of nucleation arose 
which will be described in connection with measurements 
of time dependence. 

The collected data are assembled in Figure 2 which 
has the familiar upward curving shape found for crystal- 
lization of other polymers from solution 7, from the 
melt under chain-folded conditions and for chain- 
extended growth of polyethylene 4, s 

Also in Figure 2 are three points recording the average 
lamellar thickness found in three different samples of 
the higher molecular weight (estimated at ~ 107) PTFE 
Fluon G163, a granular polymer, after crystallization 
at 316°C. These are significantly higher than measured 

for Fluon CD1 under identical crystallization conditions 
indicating that the higher molecular weight polymer 
formed thicker lamellae. 

Lamellar thickening 
Among explanations advanced for the formation 

of chain-extended lamellae, enhanced lamellar thickening 
has attracted especial attention, not least because it 
has been demonstrated that chain-folded PE can be 
converted by high pressure annealing into CEPE 5, 9 and 
because morphological studies suggest that growing 
lamellae thicken behind a narrowed growing edge 4, z0 
For PTFE we have attempted to measure the longer 
term thickening during both crystallization and annealing 
treatments of Fluon CD1. 

The first experiments were of prolonging the crystal- 
lization time of specimens held at 316°C from 20min 
to 18 h. This did not produce any significant change in 
mean crystal thickness. At 322°C, however, there is 
clear evidence of substantial lamellar thickening. Figure 3 
illustrates six specimens which after the standard 5 min 
at 400°C were held at 322°C for times varying from 
20 min to 51.5 h, then kept at 316°C for a further 20 rain 
and finally quenched. This procedure gave a more 
repeatable product than did direct quenching. After 
the longest times some lamellae which were very large 
indeed were produced, with thicknesses as high as 6/zm. 
The numerical data of the increase in mean thickness 
with time are shown in Figure 4, but have to be treated 
with some caution, because of the very considerable 
variation found in the onset of crystallization at this 
temperature. This was discovered by interrupting the 
crystallization procedure described immediately after 
the end of the period at 322°C, then heating a sample 
up again in the DSCIB and checking for the occurrence 
of a melting endotherm. Sometimes samples had crystal- 
lized within 20min--and it seems from the smoothly 
rising data that the point in Figure 2 represented such 
a sample--while others remained molten after many 
hours. This behaviour was unchanged by the addition 
of talc in an attempt to induce more regular nucleation. 
Nevertheless as the error in crystallization time will 
diminish for long periods, an order of magnitude 
estimate of the rate of isothermal thickening at 322°C 
may be obtained by dividing the overall range of thick- 
nesses observed by the maximum crystallization time. 
This gives a figure of order 1000 A/decade of minutes. 

Figure 5 shows specimens of Fluon CD1, which have 
a fibre orientation around c. These were prepared in 
connection with mechanical studies by annealing samples 
at 325°C without constraint after previous cold drawing 
to a draw ratio of 3 but also demonstrate that molecular 
orientation is maintained during annealing, in a similar 
way to the known behaviour of both chain-folded PE 
and CEPE 5, a. The average lamellar thickness increases 
with annealing time from an initial value of nearly 
1000A to 2000A after 54h at 325°C and maximum 
thicknesses of order 1/zm. The rate of thickening in- 
creases rather faster than the logarithm of time (Figure 6), 
and whereas the first three points fall on a line having a 
slope of 245 A/decade of minutes, the last two give a 
line of slope 688A/decade. On annealing without 
constraint at 326°C, all orientation was lost within 
2 h. However, if specimens were clamped at both ends, 
they could be annealed to 340°C and still remain 
oriented. 
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Figure3 Fracture surface replicas of Fluon CD1 crystallized at322°C forthefollowing times:(a)20min;(b)2h;(c)9.3h;(d) 18.25h; 
(e) and (f) 51.5h 
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t ime for the samples illustrated in Figure 3 

Lamellar thickness and melting point 
The melting point Tm of a crystalline polymer con- 

taining lamellae of thickness l should, according to basic 
thermodynamics, be: 

r, .  = to(1 _2'~. _1] Ah~ l ] (1) 

where T ° is the melting point of infinitely thick crystals, 
ere the  end surface free energy and Ahy the enthalpy 
of  fusion per unit volume of crystal. The melting points 
of  all our samples of PTFE have been measured as a 
matter of course using the DSCIB at a scanning rate of 
8 K/min (the recommended compromise between thicken- 
ing at slow rates and superheating at fast ones 11) and 
calibrated against the melting point of 1 mg high purity 
lead at 327°C by a comparison of peak temperatures. 
This gave a repeatability on the same sample within 
+0 .5K.  Data obtained on crystallized samples are 
plotted against 1/l in Figure 7 and fit adequately to a 
straight line as required by equation (1). The slope of 
the least squares line has a magnitude of 8.45 x 10ZKA 
which taking the values of T ° as 334-1°C (the intercept 
on Figure 7) and Ahl as 14.6cal/g lZ multiplied by a 
density of  2-2 g/cm a gives tre as 94 erg/cm 2. 

There is, however, a problem with the melting points 
of PTFE which we must now consider. It is that the 
virgin, as-polymerized material may show two melting 
peaks. For  Fluon G163 these are well-resolved and 
occur at 336 and 339.5°C. For  Fluon CD1 there is 
only a broad plateau which we choose to regard as 
two unresolved peaks falling at 333.8°C and 338-1°C. 
We now note that the lower peak for Fluon CD1 is 
consistent with the best straight line drawn in Figure 7. 
Similarly for Fluon G163 the lower original melting 
point and the data in Figure 8 for recrystallized polymer 
are consistent with a line of  similar slope to that drawn 
in for the dispersion polymer but displaced by some 
2 K  to higher temperatures. Evidently, therefore, it is 
the higher of the two melting peaks of the virgin polymer 
which requires explanation. 

Two possible reasons for this have been considered. 
The first, for which X-ray diffraction provided no 

evidence, is that a different crystalline phase is present. 
The other is the possibility of superheating, i.e. of  
crystals being unable to melt sufficiently quickly to 
avoid being heated above their thermodynamic melting 
point. If  this is occurring then melting at a slower rate 
should reduce the effect. There was indeed only one 
melting peak, at 331"5°C when virgin Fluon CD1 was 
melted at a scan rate of 1 K/min in the DSCIB. Melting 
points of recrystallized samples are also moved to lower 
temperatures by consistent amounts of ~ 2  K so that the 
slope of the line in Figure 7 would not be altered. A 
shift in this sense would be expected from thermal lags 
in the apparatus. 

Additional evidence bearing on this point comes 
from the melting points of a dispersion based PTFE 
which had been subjected to varying amounts of radia- 
tion in air from a 6°Co source. The initial molecular 
weight was estimated to be slightly higher than for 
Fluon CD1 but still to be of order 106. Figure 8 shows 
that at doses less than 0-1 Mrad two endothermic 
peaks are resolved during melting but that as the radia- 
tion dose increases, both melting peaks move to lower 
values, the higher doing so more quickly; the two 
have merged by 0-1 Mrad. 

The factor responsible for the double melting peak 
in as-polymerized PTFE is clearly very sensitive to 
radiation. It is highly unlikely that the crystalline texture 
of such a high-melting material could be sufficiently 
affected by irradiation at room temperature to give the 
effect and we must look rather to molecular behaviour. 
As is well known the chief effect of radiation on PTFE 
is to cause main chain scission. The combined evidence 
suggests, therefore, that the higher melting peak of 
virgin PTPE is due to superheating associated with the 
longer molecules. As the molecular weight is reduced, 
presumably it is easier for shorter molecules to nucleate 
the molten phase during heating and so remove the 
cause of superheating. There is also the implication 
that molecular constraints are different after recrystal- 
lization than when the polymer is first formed. 

An estimate of the molecular lengths associated with 
superheating may be made by noting that in 1 g of 
polymer there will initially be N/Mo and finally N/M 
molecules where N is Avogadro's number and M0, M 
are the number-average molecular weights before and 
after irradiation. The difference [(N/M)-(N/Mo)] must 
be equal to the number of breaks in the main chain 
D/Eg for a dose D in which Ea is absorbed per scission lz. 
If  we take the G value for scission as N3 z3 and take 
l r ad=6 .25x  1013eV absorbed energy/g then we reach 
the relation: 

1 1 10 -6 

M M 0 "  3 

for a dose of 0.1 Mrad. Setting M0= 106, 2 x  106 and 
107 in turn gives M as 7.5 × 105, 1-2 x 106 and 2× 106 
respectively and lastly, dividing by 38.5 converts to 
corresponding chain lengths of 2 x 104, 3.3 × 104 and 
5 × 104A. According to this crude calculation therefore, 
it would be molecules longer than these lengths which 
would be involved in superheating. 

Finally, we consider the case of two melting peaks 
produced by crystallizing in two stages so that a sample 
contains a double population of lamellae. Figure 9 is 
the melting trace of such a sample produced in this 
case by growth partly at 322°C and partly during 
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Figure 5 Fracture surface replicas of oriented Fluon CD1 annealed at 325°C for the following times: (a) 1 h;(b) 9-3 h; (c) and (d) 54 h 

cooling. The histogram of crystal lengths in fracture 
surfaces, in which each lamella is counted once, for 
this specimen is Figure lOa. It is instructive to compare 
Figures 9 and lOa which are in principle related by 
equation (1). To do this we first convert Figure lOa 
into Figure lob, a distribution in 1/l. This shows two 
peaks (as does Figure 9) but with the ratio of the lower 
to the higher as 3:4 whereas in the d.s.c, trace they are 
as 4:3 on an apparently reasonable baseline. Using 
Figure 7, Figure 10b leads to expectations of peak 
melting temperatures of about 325 and ,-~ 333°C respect- 
ively in comparison with those observed of 326-9 and 
,-,333°C respectively (with the latter peak drawn out 
by superheating). This is not unreasonable agreement, 
and the interesting point is that exact agreement would 
only be expected (ignoring instrumental factors) if 
Figure 10b is in fact the weight average distribution in 
1/1. Whether this is so depends on the relationship 
between average thicknesses measured on a surface and 

the true value in the sample. This interesting question 
is discussed elsewhere 6 in connection with measurements 
on CEPE which have shown the same correspondence 
of the surface number-average figure with the volume 
weight-average value as reported here. Other simple 
distributions notably that of ln(1/l) do not show two 
clear peaks from which we conclude that for PTFE, 
n(1/l) measured on a surface is a fair approximation to 
the true weight average distribution in l/l. 

DISCUSSION 

We wish to consider whether the phenomena observed 
in PTFE constitute a case for regarding it as an exception 
to the pattern of chain-folded crystallization from the 
melt. Current kinetic theories of chain folding are 
strictly applicable only to crystallization from dilute 
solution, but are normally carried over to the melt case 
because no more complete theory is available. In doing 
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so the time dependence of lamellar thickness, which 350 
is absent during growth from solution, is ignored. If  
we make this translation then we have to consider 
observed thicknesses in relation to the equation: 

3 4 0  

l -  2Creft 
As#XT F 81 (2) o ~ 

in which 3l is usually assumed to be small and ae~t is ~'~ 330 
increased beyond ae measured using equation (1) from 
melting experiments (because of supposed surface 
roughness during growth) in order to fit the data. It is 
shown in Table 1 that the product IAT is approximately 32(30 
constant. This indicates that equation (2) does represent 
the PTFE data reasonably well and that 8l is indeed 
small. The plot of l against l /AT is not shown but it is Figure 8 
similar to that reported previously for chain-folded and 
chain-extended PE a . 

An equivalent statement is that aeff/ae should be 
constant. Values of this ratio calculated from the data 
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Figure 6 Mean crystal thickness as a function of annealing time 
for the samples illustrated in Figure 5 
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Figure 10. (a) Normalized histogram of lamellar thicknesses 
along c for the sample of Figure 9, (b) The distribution in reciprocal 
crystal thickness corresponding to (a) 

of Figure 2 are also listed in Table 1. They give an 
average value of 2.6, which interestingly enough is very 
much the same figure as applies to chain-folded crystal- 
lization of polyethylene at 1 bar. For  example, an 
average lamellar thickness of 360A resulting from the 
crystallization of PE at l bar and 15K supercooling 
gives ~ett=2"4ae when Ahl is taken as 280J/cm z and 
{re = 77 erg/cm z 14 
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On the basis of the above data there is no reason 
to regard the large lamellar thickness of  PTFE as 
anomalous. It  can be fitted as well as can the measure- 
ments for chain-folded PE to existing kinetic theories 
of  chain folding. The increase in thickness for PTFE in 
comparison with chain-folded PE is, as equation (2) 

Table I Crystallization data for PTFE 

Crystall iza- Super- Mean 
tion cooling, lamellar 

temperature AT thickness, IAT aeff 
(°C) (K) / (/~,) (/~mK) (erg/cm 2) aeff/ae 

312 22-1 946 2.09 233 2.48 
314 20-1 1074 2-16 238 2.54 
316 18.1 1243 2"25 249 2.68 
318 16.1 1302 2.10 231 2.47 
320 14.1 1527 2.15 237 2.53 
322 12-1 2129 2.58 284 3-03 

Figure 11 (a) Internal fracture surfaces and (b) external surface 
of a thin film of recrystall ized dispersion PTFE 

Figure 12 Appearance of particles of a dispersion PTFE after 
recrystallization from the melt 

requires, in the same proportion as the reduction in 
the entropy of fusion per unit volume of crystal. From 
this point of  view, therefore, PTFE may be regarded 
as a chain-folded polymer with a large lamellar thickness. 

Similar considerations can also be applied to the 
case of  CEPE. This is now known to form as a conse- 
quence of the melt solidifying first into the recently 
identified hexagonal phase 15 instead of directly into the 
orthorhombic structure 16, 17. As at 5 kbar the hexagonal 
form has an entropy of fusion only some 2 0 ~  of that 
of  the or thorhombiO 7, i.e. ,-~0.1 J cm -3 K -1 one expects 
that, other things being equal, CEPE lamellae should 
be five times thicker than chain-folded. This is essentially 
true is. One notes also that lamellae of PTFE formed 
at 1 bar are half as thick as those of CEPE formed at 
5 kbar 4 and the same supercooling. This is in agreement 
with the inverse ratio of their entropies of  fusion per 
unit volume (the values are 0.11 and 0 .22Jcm a K  -1 
for CEPE and PTFE respectively) which, because 
equation (2) fits both cases reasonably well, implies 
that aeff is more or less the same at ~250erg /cm z in 
both cases. 

On the basis of the above considerations, there is a 
prima facie case for bringing the crystallization of 
PTFE, chain-folded PE and also CEPE into a unified 
scheme. This is strengthened by the morphological 
similarities between CEPE and PTFE 19. I f  this be so, 
however, there are important implications for the pre- 
mises of  a suitable theory. Current theories of chain 
folding, which are formulated for solution, consider 
the layer thickness as established, except for relatively 
minor readjustments, when molecules are laid down on 
the growing crystal face. This concept has to be cor- 
related with the appearance of growing lamellae which 
for the PTFE studied here and high molecular weight 
(>  10 5) CEPE 4 have narrowed edges. In some cases this 
appearance is undoubtedly due to impingement or 
interference of separate lamellae but it has also been 
argued 4 and recently confirmed by direct observation a5 
that this is also the normal contour of a growing lamella. 
Supporting evidence for this view is shown in Figures 11 
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and 12. Figure 11 shows the internal fracture surface 
and external surface of  a thin film of  recrystallized 
dispersion polymer. These show that the c axis lies trans- 
verse to the lamellar units. Figure 12, on the other 
hand, is another dispersion PTFE polymer which was 
sprayed from aqueous suspension and then recrystallized 
on a glass substrate. Here the lamellar units, which 
appear similar to those examined by Symons 2°, are 
not restricted and yet still have tapered edges. Exactly 
the same phenomenon occurs in thin films of  CEPE, 
provided the polymer is >10 s in molecular weight, 
with the c axis still transverse to the lamellar units 21. 
If  we are to have a single theory of polymeric growth 
from the melt then this thickening behind the growth 
edge would have to be regarded as the normal mode 
of  growth but one which, perhaps, may not be readily 
observed either in thin crystals or where thickening is 
more rapid (as in CEPE of lower molecular weight, 
~ 2 ×  104) 4 . Thus in producing data which appear to 
remove PTFE from the anomalous position it has 
seemed to hold in polymeric crystallization, we are 
questioning the basis on which theories of crystalliza- 
tion must be established. 
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High temperature vulcanization of elastomers: 
3, Network structure of efficiently vulcanized 
natural rubber mixes 
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The effect of vulcanization temperature (140-200°C) and time on the structures of pure 
gum natural rubber vulcanizates with two different N-cyclohexyl-2-benzothiazylsulphen- 
amide (CBS): sulphur ratios (A, 3.5:1.5; B, 6.0:0.4CBS/S) has been determined. Analyses 
of vulcanizates were carried out as reported in Part 2. Results show that both mixes are 
efficient in crosslinking, resulting in mainly monosulphidic crosslinks and relatively few 
modifications of the rubber chains. Raising the cure temperature from 140°C reduces 
the density of chemical crosslinks, particularly those of monosulphidic crosslinks, obtain- 
able in the vulcanizates. This decrease in crosslink density has been shown to be irre- 
versible with respect to cure temperature. The formation of intramolecular sulphidic 
groups and zinc sulphide increases with rising cure temperature, but this increase is 
small compared with that reported for the conventional CBS-accelerated system. The 
main difference between mixes A and B is that mix A yields a higher level of crosslinks 
and a major proportion of cyclic sulphides as main-chain modification. Negligible chain 
scission occurs during vulcanization at 140-200°C. These network results are interpreted 
mechanistically, and essential network features for obtaining good physical properties in 
high temperature vulcanizates are deduced. 

INTRODUCTION 

Efficient vulcanization (EV) systems, which utilize 
sulphur effÉciently in crosslinking, have been advocated 
to eliminate reversion during high temperature vulcaniza- 
tion, as usually encountered in injection moulding and 
continuous extrusion 1-3. Several methods have been 
developed to achieve this efficient vulcanization 4-6. 
They include the use of sulphurless vulcanization, the 
use of a synergistic combination of accelerators and the 
use of an increased ratio of  accelerator to elemental 
sulphur. Although many vulcanizate networks of these 
EV systems, prepared at a conventional temperature 
of  140°C have been characterized, those obtained at 
temperatures higher than 140°C are seldom studied. 
In this paper, the vulcanizate structures of  natural 
rubber (NR) with one of these EV systems, namely, 
6-0 phr N-cyclohexyl-2-benzothiazylsulphenamide (CBS): 
0.4phr sulphur, cured at temperatures in the range 
140-200°C have been determined. 

In Part 17, the effect of cure temperature (140-220°C) 
on the physical properties of NR tread type mixes 
vulcanized with various sulphur and CBS proportions 
was reported. A mix with 3.5phr CBS: 1.5phr sulphur 
was found to be more suitable for high temperature 
vulcanization than the conventional cure system (0.5 phr 
CBS: 2.5phr sulphur) in that better technological pro- 
perties were obtained. Part 28 described the network 

* Present address: Rubber Research Institute of Malaysia. 

structures accounting for the inferior physical properties 
of the conventional cure system vulcanized at high 
temperatures. The present paper additionally reports the 
influence of cure temperature (140-200°C) on the 
vulcanizate structures of a NR gum mix with the 3.5 phr 
CBS: 1.5 phr sulphur system. This work aims to establish 
the network features essential for providing good 
physical properties in high temperature vulcanizates. 

Bi-thermal vulcanization 
In Part 28 , elevated cure temperatures were shown to 

reduce the chemical crosslink densities obtainable in 
conventional CBS-accelerated natural rubber vulcaniz- 
ates. T. Moore reached the same conclusion in the case 
of the 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT) accelerated 
natural rubber vulcanizates 9. Using a technique based 
on bi-thermal vulcanization, he further showed that this 
loss in chemical crosslink density is a reversible effect 
depending on cure temperature. The MBT-accelerated 
mix was initially cured at 180°C until the crosslink 
density reached a maximum value (for 180°C), and the 
vulcanizate was quenched. The cure temperature was 
then lowered to 100°C, and the curing of the sample 
was continued, when the crosslink density was found 
to increase and to reach the level achieved at the lower 
temperature of 100°C. Part of this paper examines 
whether such a reversible effect, in the relationship 
between cure temperature and crosslink density, occurs 
in the present efficient CBS-accelerated vulcanization. 
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The results from bi-thermal vulcanization can throw 
light on the mechanisms occurring during high tem- 
perature curing. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Mixes A and B (Table 1) were prepared and vulcanized 
in a manner similar to that described in Part 28. 

Bi-thermal vulcanization 
The selected rubber mix (mix B, Table 1) was first 

cured in a steam-heated press at 180°C for 6min, and 
then immediately transferred to an electric press, thermo- 
stated at 140°C, where the curing was continued for 
various times. The cure time of 6 rain corresponds to 
the maximum value of chemical crosslink density at 
180°C (Figure 2). 140°C was chosen as the lower tem- 
perature for the bi-thermal vulcanization because it is 
the lowest used in this investigation. To record the 
heat input during the bi-thermal vulcanization, the 
time-temperature data at the centre of the moulding 
were measured by the thermocouple procedure described 
in Part 17 . 

Characterization of vulcanizates 
The vulcanizate networks were characterized to 

ascertain: (a) the density of chemical crosslink, (b) the 
proportions of mono-, di-, and poly-sulphidic cross- 
links, (c) the crosslinking efficiencies, namely, E and 
E '  (atoms of sulphur combined in the network per 
chemical crosslink before and after treatment with 
triphenylphosphine, Ph3P), (d) the content of zinc 
sulphide present, and (e) the extent of main-chain 
scission during vulcanization. The methods for these 
determinations were described in Part 28 . 

RESULTS 

Chemical crosslink density 
Figures 1 and 2 show how vulcanization temperature 

(140-200°C) and time affect the chemical crosslink 
densities of vulcanizates of mix A and mix B (Table 1) 
respectively. They reveal clearly that, for both mixes, 
the maximum degree of crosslinking decreases as the 
cure temperature is raised from 140°C. This conclusion 
is similar to that found for the conventional cure system 

Table I Mix formulations and molecular weights (~n) 

Parts by wt 

A B 

Natural rubber (SMR 5) 100 100 
Zinc oxide 5 5 
Stearic acid 1 1 
Antioxidanta 2 2 
CBSb 3"5 6"0 
Sulphur 1 '5 0.4 

Wallace Rapid plasticity 20 20-5 
[~]to[uene of rubber hydrocarbon component 2-97 3.29 
of mix at 25°C (dl/g) 
~ n x  10 -5 of rubber hydrocarbon component 2.16 2.30 
of mix 

a Polymerized 1,2,-dihydro-2,2,4-trimethylquinoline (Flectol H) 
b N-cyclohexyl-2-benzothiazylsulphenamide (Santocure) 
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Figure I Influence of vulcanization temperature and time on the 
chemical crosslink density of mix A. O, 140°; A ,  160°; I~, 180°; 
0,200°C 
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Figure £ Influence of vulcanization temperature and time on 
the chemical crosslink density of mix B. O, 140°C; A, 160°; 
[~, 180°; O, 200°C 

(0-5phr CBS: 2-5phr sulphur) 8. There are some differ- 
ences, however, between mix A and mix B. First, as 
cure temperature increases, the drop in the maximum 
degree of crosslinking and the rate of subsequent reduc- 
tion in crosslink density are greater in the case of mix A. 
Secondly, at any cure temperature in the range of 
140-200°C, the degree of crosslinking of mix A is higher 
than that of mix B. The high crosslink density of mix A 
can be accounted for by the presence of a high content 
of CBS accelerator with a moderate amount of sulphur 
(3-5phr CBS: 1.5phr sulphur). This is consistent with 
the observations of Morita and Young z0. 

Distribution of crosslink types with cure time 
Mix A. The density of each type of crosslink (mono- 

sulphidic, $1; disulphidic, $2; and polysulphidic, Sx) 
is plotted against cure time in Figures 3 and 4 for mix A 
vulcanized at 140°C and 200°C respectively. At 140°C 
the polysulphidic crosslinks disappear in the early 
stages of vulcanization, the concentration of disulphidic 
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crosslinks is a maximum at the optimum crosslink 
density (~45min ,  Figure 3), and the concentration of 
monosulphidic crosslinks builds up rapidly with cure 
time and continues to increase. At a cure temperature 
of 200°C, the concentration of polysulphidic crosslinks 
falls much faster than at 140°C. This result is in accord 
with the thermal instability of  polysulphidic cross- 
links. The concentration of  disulphidic crosslinks at 
the optimum crosslink density (2 .05×105mol/gRH 
for 1 min at 200°C, Figure 4) is lower than that obtained 
at 140°C (3 . 80x l05mol /gRH for 45min at 140°C, 
Figure 3). The concentration of  monosulphidic cross- 
links increases very rapidly with cure time, reaches a 
maximum value of  3 . 1 5 x l 0 5 m o l / g R H  at 6min, and 
then declines very slowly on prolonged vulcanization. 
Compared with the 7 .45x105mol /gRH recorded at 
310rain at 140°C, the maximum level of monosulphidic 
crosslinks has been considerably reduced by raising the 
cure temperature from 140°C to 200°C. 

Mix B. The densities of  each crosslink type for mix B 
at 140°C and at 180°C are shown in Figures 5 and 6 
respectively. As in the case of mix A, the majority of 
the crosslinks present in the network are monosulphidic. 
The rate of desulphuration of polysulphidic crosslinks 

High temperature vulcanization of elastomers (3): C. T. Loo 

into monosulphidic crosslinks is higher than that 
occurring in mix A. For  example, at a cure time of 
60min at 140°C, the concentration of monosulphidic 
crosslinks in mix B is 74 % of the total, compared with 
48 % in the case of mix A. The results at 140°C (Figure 5) 
agree reasonably well with those reported by Campbell i t  
and Moore 12 for a similar cure system. At a cure tem- 
perature of 180°C, the number of monosulphidic cross- 
links builds up very rapidly to a value of 2.85 x 105 
mol /gRH in 20min (Figure 6), but this value is con- 
siderably lower than that observed at 140°C (3.90 × 105 
mol/g RH for 360 rain, Figure 5). 

Therefore, the reduction in the concentration of 
monosulphidic crosslinks accounts for the major portion 
of the fall in the total crosslink density with increasing 
cure temperature for both mixes A and B. The decrease 
in the concentration of monosulphidic crosslinks at 
long cure times at 200°C and at 180°C, which is shown 
in both Figures 4 and 6, is real and not due to experi- 
mental error. It is not unexpected in view of the severity 
of the curing conditions, namely 30min at 200°C or 
60min at 180°C. In the case of mix B, the conclusion 
is supported by measurements of relaxed stress at 
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Secondly, raising the cure temperature from 140°C 
to 200°C increases the values of E and E'  (Table 2, 
mixes A and B). The increase is, however, small in 
contrast with the considerable increase in E and E' 
values in the case of the conventional system s, 14. This 
suggests that the elevated cure temperature results in a 
relatively small increase of sulphidic chain modification. 

Thirdly, some appreciation of the amount of sulphur 
in the network as cyclic sulphides (I) and pendent 
groups (II) can be deduced from an examination of the 
sulphur analysis values (Table 2). By assuming that 
(a) the sulphur present in the chemical crosslinks, cyclic 
sulphides, and zinc sulphide is derived only from the 
available elemental sulphur and not from the sulphur 
in the CBS accelerator, and (b) the concentration of 
free sulphur and the amount of elemental sulphur 
combined in the polysulphidic sulphurating com- 
plexes15, z6 present in the vulcanizates are negligible, a 
calculated value, E*, can be obtained: 

E* = [elemental S] - [S 2-] 
[2Me, ehem.] -1 

where [elemental S] is the concentration of the elemental 
sulphur used in the mix formulation, and is expressed 
as g atoms of sulphur per g RH. Since assumption (b) 
can only be true when the degree of crosslinking has 
reached its maximum leveP 5, the E* values were ob- 
tained for cure times at optimum and above. The correct- 
ness of this assumption is proved by the values of free 
sulphur (Table 3) determined on the vulcanizates by 
the copper spiral method (BS 903: Part B7). The 
difference between the found and calculated efficiency 
values (i.e. E - E * )  gives the amount of network- 
combined sulphur present in the pendent groups (II). 
It is apparent from the ( E - E * )  values (Table 3) that, 
in the case of mix B, the proportion of pendent sulphidic 

Table 3 Atoms of sulphur per chemical crossl ink present as 
pendent and cyclic sulphidic groups in vulcanizates of mixes 
A and B 

Cure t ime 'Pendent '  sulphur 'Cyclic' sulphur Free sulphur 
(min) (E-E*) [(E'--I)-(E-E*)] (% w/w) 

Mix A 
At  140°C: 

60 - -  1-7 <0.005 
120 0.3 1.5 <0.005 
180 0.4 1.4 < 0.005 
310 0.7 1.4 <0.005 

At  200°C: 
1 0 .2  3 .6  - -  
2 0"3 4.3 0-04 
5-5 1.1 5.9 0'03 

30 1.9 7.0 <0"005 

Mix B 
At  140°C : 

40 1 "9 1 '8 <0"005 
60 1 '3 0 '8 <0.005 

120 1.1 0-8 <0.005 
360 1-1 0" 9 < 0.005 

A t  200 °C : 
2 2"7 1 '5 0"01 
6 3"7 1 '6 <0 '005 

12 4"3 1 '5 <0"005 
30 4"9 1 "9 < 0 ' 0 0 5  

Experimental errors were well within __+6% of the reported 
values for ( E - E * ) ;  _+10% of the reported values for [ ( E ' - I ) -  
( E -  E*)] and _+ 0" 003%w/w for free sulphur 
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groups increases as the cure temperature is raised from 
140°C to 200°C. For mix A, the values of ( E - E * )  
are relatively small, suggesting a smaller proportion of 
pendent sulphidic groups. Alternatively, this result 
means that, in mix A, the intramolecular sulphidic 
groups are predominantly cyclic sulphides. 

Since ( E ' -  1) is a quantitative measure of the amount 
of sulphur combined in the network as cyclic sulphides 
and as pendent accelerator groups 17, the quantity 
[ ( E ' - I ) - ( E - E * ) ]  gives a measure of sulphur com- 
bined in the network as cyclic sulphides. The calculated 
values of [ ( E ' - I ) - ( E - E * ) ]  in Table 3 show that, 
as the cure temperature is raised from 140°C to 200°C, 
the proportion of cyclic sulphides increases substantially 
for mix A while it increases only moderately for mix B. 

The relative abundance of the pendent accelerator 
groups for mix B at 140°C is consistent with the radio- 
tracer findings of Campbell 11 and Park et aL TM, in that 
the number of pendent groups relative to crosslink 
density increases as the ratio of accelerator to sulphur 
increases. Skinner and Watson 4 reached a similar con- 
clusion for a similar cure system (mix B) on the basis 
of sulphur analysis values. Furthermore, the numerical 
results given in Table 3 for mix B at 140°C agree with 
the observation of Campbell 11, also for a similar cure 
system, that cyclic sulphides and pendent groups make 
approximately equal contributions to the network 
features. Calculations show that, for mix B at a cure 
time of 60min at 140°C, the amount of sulphur per 
g RH in pendent groups is 11.4 ~ of the total sulphur 
in the CBS accelerator initially present in the mix. 
This agrees well with Campbell's finding that 11 ~ of 
the accelerator was combined in the network as the 
pendent groups 11. 

Zinc sulphide formation 
The formation of zinc sulphide during vulcanization 

at 140-200°C for various times is recorded in Table 2 
as values of [$2-], g ions of sulphide per g R H  and as 
F values (ratios of [$2-]/[2Mc, chem.]-1). At 140°C, the 
F values for both mixes A and B (Table 2) are low, 
reflecting the efficiency of the crosslinking 19. With 
increasing cure temperatures, F values increase, particu- 
larly in the case of mix A. This could be accounted for 
by the greater extent of thermal decomposition of the 
chemical crosslinks (Figure 3). The sulphur released 
from the destroyed crosslinks may further react to 
form zinc sulphide and cyclic sulphides simultaneously. 

Main-chain scission during vulcanization 
Table 4 gives the sol-gel data of the vulcanizates 

prepared at 140-200°C for various times. These sol-gel 
data were analysed using the Charlesby and Pinner 
equation 20: 

S +S1/Z=pq-l+(qf~n) 1 

where S is the sol fraction, p and q are the fractions 
of sites at which random scission and crosslinking have 
occurred respectively, and fin is the number-average 
chain length of an uncured polymer having a random 
chain length distribution s, zl 

Figures 7 and 8 show the plots of (S + S 1/2) versus q -z 
for mix A and mix B using the sol-gel data given in 
Table 4. Both plots show a linear fit to all the data 
obtained from four different cure temperatures. There- 
fore, there is no significant dependence of chain scission 
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Table 4 Sol-gel data for vulcanizates of mixes A and B 

Gel 

Sol [2Mc, chem.] -z 
Cure time x 105 q-1 

(min) Wt% (S+S ~/2) (g mol/g RH) x l 0  -2 

Mix A 
At 140°C: 

30 0' 050 0.0229 9.03 0" 81 
60 0" 041 0.0207 9.30 0" 79 

120 0" 042 0.0208 9" 42 0" 78 
310 0' 061 0.0252 8" 25 0" 89 

At  160°C : 
5 0- 070 0.0272 7" 50 0" 98 
8 0.063 0.0257 8" 10 0" 91 

120 0"094 0.0315 6"85 1 "07 
At  180 °C: 

3 0"102 0.0329 6.55 1.12 
8 0-113 0-0348 6.10 1.20 

20 0-146 0-0397 5" 05 1" 45 
90 0" 225 0.0497 4" 47 1.64 

At  200 °C: 
0"5 0"114 0.0349 5.80 1.27 
1 "5 0"147 0.0398 5.26 1 '40 
2.5 0.167 0.0425 4.67 1.57 
5" 5 0"285 0.0563 3 .85 1.91 

to 
+ 
to 

Mix B 
At 140°C: 

40 0- 344 0.0621 2.57 2.86 
60 0-165 0-0423 4.10 1.79 

120 0.140 0.0404 4.30 1.71 
360 0.183 0.0446 4.05 1.81 

At  160°C: 
16 0" 253 0.0528 3.55 2.07 
22 0- 208 0.0477 3.85 1.91 

120 0.290 0.0568 3.40 2.16 
At  180°C : 

6 0' 305 0.0583 3.30 2" 23 
8 0.299 0.0577 3" 25 2" 26 

12 0' 307 0.0585 3" 17 2.31 
20 0' 373 0.0648 2.82 2.60 
60 0' 522 0.0775 2.45 2- 97 

At  200 °C: 
2 0.386 0.0660 2" 80 2" 62 
4 0" 474 0.0736 2" 60 2" 82 
5 0" 482 0.0743 2" 50 2" 94 
6 0" 551 0.0798 2" 40 3" 06 

12 0"676 0.0890 2.17 3"38 
30 1.024 0.114 1 "80 4"08 

on cure temperature in the range 140-200°C. The linear 
equations derived from the application of the least 
square principle are: 

S + $ 1 / 2 =  -0 .0018+2-99 × 10-4q -1 for mix A 
S + $ 1 / 2 =  -0.0071 +2-82 x 10-4q -1 for mix B 

An additional statistical analysis of  the plotted data 
shows that, at the confidence limit of 98 ~o, P/q is less 
than 0.002 and 0.0015 for mix A and mix B respectively. 
These statistical results suggest that less than one random 
chain scission has occurred for every five hundred 
events of crosslinking. As a check on the accuracy of  
these plots (Figures 7 and 8), the kStn values of 2-28 and 
2.41 × 105, calculated from the slopes of the linear 
equations, are in close agreement with the respective 
Mn values of 2.16 and 2-30 × 105 (Table 1), determined 
using the solution viscosity method. 

Bi-thermal vulcanization 
Figure 9 records a typical heat history of  the centre 

of  a moulding during the bi-thermal vulcanization of  

0 ' 0 6  

0 - 0 2  

I /  f i i i 
O I'O 2 ' 0  

q- ix  IO -2 

Figure 7 Plot of S+ S 1/2 versus q-1 for natural rubber vulcanized 
with a 3.5:1.5phr CBS/sulphur system (mix A) at 140-200°C. 
©, 140°; A,  160°; [7,180°; O, 200°C 

O"12 

0'08 

to 
÷ 

to 

0 " 0 4  

O 

I 
°/I  

O 2-0 4 ' 0  
¢-i x IO -2 

Figure 8 Plot of S+ S 1/2 versus q-Z for natural rubber vulcanized 
with a 6.0:0.4phr CBS/sulphur system (mix B) at 140-200°C. 
O, 140°; A ,  160°; [7,180°; O, 200°C 
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Figure 9 Time-temperature data at the centre of the moulding 
(mix B) during bi-thermal (180°C/140°C) vulcanization 

Table 5 Crosslink density and distribution of cross- 
link types in mix B vulcanized isothermally and 
bithermally 

[2Me, chem.]-1 x 105 (g mol/g RH) 
Cure time 

(min) Total Sl S2 Sx 

At  180°C, 6min 
fol lowed at 140°C: 

20 3.25 w _ _ 
50 3- 20 3- 09 0" 03 0" 08 

100 3.16 3.14 0-01 0"01 
180 3-14 3.14 0 0 

A t  140°C: 
40 2.57 1.70 0' 51 0.36 
60 4-10 3.02 0.74 0-34 

120 4- 30 3.65 0.35 0.30 
360 4-05 3.95 0-10 0 

A t  180°C: 
4 2" 77 1 • 72 0.78 0.27 
6 3-30 2-47 0"57 0.26 
8 3.25 2.74 0"34 0.10 

20 2.85 2.85 0 0 

mix B. It shows clearly that the curing temperature was 
effectively stepped down from 180 ° to 140°C in less 
than 40sec after the 6min cure at 180°C. 

Table 5 shows how the total crosslink density and 
proportion of each crosslink type of mix B vulcanizates 
vary with cure time during the hi-thermal curing. Some 
results of the isothermal cures at 140°C and at 180°C 
are included in Table 5 to provide numerical com- 
parisons. They prove that when the cure temperature 
is stepped down from 180°C to 140°C, the crosslink 
densities, particularly the density of monosulphidic 
crosslinks recorded during subsequent vulcanization 
at 140°C, are intermediate between those for vulcanizates 
cured isothermally at 140°C and at 180°C. There is no 
evidence that the chemical crosslink density increases 
even at long cure times after the step-down in tempera- 
ture is effected. There is also no evidence that more 
polysulphidic and disulphidic crosslinks are formed; 
neither is there any indication that the crosslink density 
of bi-thermal (180°C/140°C) vulcanizates would ever 
reach the level achieved by the isothermal vulcanizates 
at 140°C. Therefore, the loss of chemical crosslinks in 
the CBS-accelerated vulcanizates is an irreversible 
effect. This conclusion is to be compared with that 
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of T. Moore 9 who found that the influence of cure 
temperature on the crosslink formation in the 2-mer- 
captobenzothiazole accelerated vulcanizates was re- 
versible at cure times in the region of the peak degree 
of crosslinking. 

DISCUSSION 

Mechanistic interpretations 
The network structure of an accelerated sulphur 

vulcanizate has been shown to depend significantly on 
the maturing reactions of the polysulphidic crosslinks 
formed in the early part of vulcanization. The relative 
rates of these maturing reactions, namely, desulphuration, 
decomposition and interchange of sulphur bonds, are 
governed by: (a) the chemical structure of  crosslink 
termini, (b) the structure, concentration and reactivity 
of the sulphurating complexes formed from the accelera- 
tors and activators, and (c) the vulcanization temperature 
and timO 2, 22 

Influence of cure temperature on crosslink maturation. 
In the present vulcanization systems, the high ratios 
of  accelerator: sulphur in mix A (2.3: 1) and mix B 
(15: 1) give a high concentration of chelated zinc mer- 
captide complexes (III) 23,24 which are believed to 
react with sulphur to form the active sulphurating 
complexes of zinc perthiomercaptides (IV)16: 

L ¢ 
A - - S - - Z n - - S - - A  A - - S - - S y - - Z n - - S y - - S - - A  

where y ;~ 1 

(ill) 0v) 

where A = - -  and L = cyclohexylamine 
s or zinc carboxylate 

The high concentration of sulphurating complexes may 
lead to the formation of polysulphidic crosslinks pre- 
dominantly at the methyl groups (V) in the natural 
rubber hydrocarbon. 

CH~ < "methyl ic 

I 
. '~- ' , . ._. f -~ CH 2 - -  C = C H - -  CH ~ ~  

f 
~-Methylenic 

(v) 

Such polysulphidic crosslinks desulphurate very rapidly 
to form thermally stable monosulphidic crosslinks, 
consequently suppressing the thermal decomposition 
of  crosslinks. This accounts for the majority of the 
crosslinks being monosulphidic (Figures 3-6), and for 
the small extent of the chain modification (see E and E '  
values in Table 2). The higher rate of desulphuration 
observed for mix B may be due to the greater amount 
of  active sulphurating complexes which catalyse the 
desulphuration of polysulphidic crosslinks. 

One less expected feature of the present network 
results is that elevated cure temperature brings about 
a substantial drop in the monosulphidic crosslink density, 
although the desulphuration of polysulphidic crosslinks 
into thermally stable monosulphidic crosslinks is known to 
be very rapid for efficient vulcanization systems 16, 22 
The dependence of crosslink density on cure temperature 
suggests that mechanisms other than crosslink matura- 
tion may be important. Fewer polysulphidic crosslinks 
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may be formed at higher cure temperatures because 
the concentration of the crosslinking intermediates 
available for crosslink formation is lower; at the same 
time, these intermediates may have a reduced reactivity. 

Influence of cure temperature on sulphurating com- 
plexes. It is not clear from the present results how the 
cure temperature influences the structure and reactivity 
of sulphurating complexes (IV) and the zinc mercaptide 
complexes (III). It is possible that, at elevated cure 
temperatures, some amine complexes may be partly 
dissociated into free amine, and sparingly soluble zinc 
mercaptide. Alternatively, high cure temperatures may 
favour the dissociation products of the CBS accelerator 
to react directly with the rubber chain forming pendent 
accelerator residues (II, x = l )  which are unreactive. 
In consequence, the intermediate complexes (III and 
IV) may have a reduced reactivity, leading to less 
effective crosslink formation. Another possible conse- 
quence is that some elemental sulphur may react directly 
with the rubber chain to form cyclic sulphides. 

Influence of  cure temperature on pendent accelerator 
groups. The pendent accelerator groups of polysulphidic 
character are believed to be the precursor of poly- 
sulphidic crosslinks 11, 25, 26. In the case of the high 
CBS : low sulphur cure system (mix B), it may be that 
the average number of sulphur atoms in the polysulphidic 
pendent groups is lower in mix B than in mix A. This 
would lead to the formation of polysulphidic crosslinks 
with a lower sulphur rank. Since polysulphidic species 
of fewer sulphur atoms are expected to be more thermally 
stable, the polysulphidic pendent groups and poly- 
sulphidic crosslinks formed in the case of mix B would 
be less susceptible to the thermal destruction at high 
cure temperature. This mechanism would account for 
the smaller drop in the peak level of crosslink density, 
the lower rate of crosslink decomposition (Figure 2), 
and the smaller increase in E, E '  and F values (Table 2, 
mix B) as the cure temperature is raised from 140 ° to 
200°C. One interesting result obtained for mix B is 
that, as cure temperature increases, the number of 
pendent sulphidic groups increases. This suggests that, 
at the higher cure temperatures, more polysulphidic 
pendent groups (II, x > 1) are desulphurated into therm- 
ally stable monosulphidic pendent groups (II, x = l )  
before they can be utilized in crosslinking; such undesir- 
able reaction would account for the lower crosslink 
density. Calculations obtained from Table 3 show 
evidently that the sulphur present in pendent groups 
increases from 4.7g atoms per gRH at 120min/140°C 
to 8.8g atoms per gRH at 6min/200°C while the 
chemical crosslink density decreases from 4.30 to 
2.40 g mol/g RH. 

The results of the bi-thermal vulcanization (Table 5) 
rationalize the above discussions in two respects. First, 
the irreversible relationship between the cure tempera- 
ture and crosslink density is consistent with the mechan- 
ism that more sulphur is wasted in forming the intra- 
molecular sulphidic groups irreversibly at high cure 
temperature. Secondly, once the polysulphidic cross- 
link is formed, the influence of cure temperature on 
the crosslink maturation becomes important in governing 
the vulcanizate structures. The results of the chain 
scission investigation (Figures 7 and 8) confirm that 
the loss of chemical crosslinks at high cure temperature 
cannot arise from a reduction in the rubber chain 
length. It is to be noted that the network features of a 

Loo 

conventional CBS-accelerated system have been inter- 
preted by a similar mechanism s. 

Network structures essential for good high temperature 
vulcanizates 

The network structures, necessary for obtaining good 
technological properties from high temperature vul- 
canization, can be deduced from the vulcanizate struc- 
tures established for mixes A and B. 

(a) To reduce the crosslink destruction at elevated 
cure temperature, the polysulphidic crosslinks formed 
initially must be relatively short (i.e. with a lower 
sulphur rank) and capable of desulphurating very 
rapidly into thermally stable monosulphidic crosslinks. 
This requirement calls for a vulcanization system which 
favours sulphur crosslink formation at methyl group 
rather than at s-methylene group (V) in the natural 
rubber hydrocarbon 12. This has been achieved by the 
use of the EV formulations. Furthermore, the vulcaniz- 
ares of the EV systems possess the superior resistance 
to thermal-oxidative ageing, and improved compression 
set 5, 27. In the case of the CBS-accelerated EV system, 
the zinc mercaptides formed during the vulcanization 
have been found to render the rubber network very 
responsive to antioxidant protection 5. The abrasion 
resistance, strength, resilience and fatigue life (under 
relaxing conditions) of these EV systems are, however, 
inferior to those of the conventional vulcanization 
system. Considering the serious reversion associated 
with the conventional vulcanization system v, and the 
increasing demand for retention of physical properties 
at high service temperature, it is more desirable to use 
the EV systems for high temperature curing. 

(b) As shown by the crosslink densities of mix A at 
200°C (Figure 1), a sufficient number of crosslinks must 
be present in the network formed at high cure tempera- 
tures, in order to provide a good level of physical 
properties 7. For example, the crosslink density of 
5.70×105mol/gRH for lmin at 200°C is as high as 
that of the conventional vulcanizates cured at 140°C 
for 45 min 8. The EV formulations currently recommended 
for vulcanization at 140--160°C may not be suitable for 
high temperature curing, owing to an insufficient number 
of crosslinks being formed. This is exemplified by the 
results of mix B at 200°C (Figure 2). The crosslink 
density of 2.80x 105mol/gRH for 2min at 200°C may 
be inadequate to provide enough strength and may 
accelerate the failure process during the service life 
of the vulcanizates 2s. The use of the increased CBS and 
sulphur contents (mix A, Table 1) is therefore advan- 
tageous for high temperature vulcanization. O'Mahoney 
recently reported a similar conclusion from studying 
the effect of high cure temperature (193-215°C) on the 
physical properties of accelerated vulcanizates of cis- 
polyisoprene with different low sulphur-sulphenamide 
accelerator combinations 29. 

(c) The thermal stability and reactivity of the cross- 
linking intermediates may play an important role during 
vulcanization. Accelerators which are capable of pro- 
ducing active and stable sulphurating complexes would 
be more suitable for high temperature curing. It is of 
particular interest that the crosslink densities of the 
diphenylguanidine and tetrarnethylthiuram disulphide 
accelerated vulcanizates of NR have recently been 
reported to remain unchanged with rising cure tern- 
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pera tures  3°. This  contras ts  with the present  results o f  
the CBS-accelera ted vulcanizates .  
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Equilibrium ring concentrations and the 
statistical conformations of polymer chains: 
Part 13. Cyclics in two aliphatic polyesters 
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Methods have been developed for measuring the molar cyclization equilibrium constants 
Kx for cyclics [O(CH2)10OCO(CH2)4CO]x with x=1-5 in an undiluted ring-chain equilibrate 
of poly(decamethylene adipate) (PDA) at 423K, and for cyclics [O(CH2)3OCO(CH2)2CO]x 
with x=1-7 in an undiluted equilibrate of poly(trimethylene succinate) (PTS) at the same 
temperature. The experimental Kx values are compared with theoretical values calculated 
by the Jacobson and Stockmayer theory. The latter were obtained by assuming that chains 
in the undiluted melts adopt random-coil conformations obeying Gaussian statistics and 
have average dimensions predicted by the rotational isomeric state model of FIory and 
Williams. The agreement between experiment and theory is excellent for the cyclic oligo- 
mers containing 54, 72 and 90 skeletal bonds in the PDA equilibrate. By contrast, the 
experimental Kx values for cyclic oligomers of comparable size in the PTS equilibrate 
are approximately half the calculated values. These differences suggest that the statistical 
conformations of oligomeric aliphatic polyester chains depend on the relative numbers 
of methylene groups and ester linkages that they contain. 

INTRODUCTION 

Experimental and theoretical studies of the relationship 
between the concentrations of cyclics in polymeric 
ring-chain equilibrates and the statistical conformations 
of the corresponding open chain molecules have already 
been carried out for a number of systems including 
some polysiloxanes l-a, a paraffin-siloxane 7, a poly- 
ether s, a polyamide 9, 10 and an aromatic polyester 11. 
The primary aim of such studies has been to establish 
a new experimental method for probing the structures 
of polymeric melts, polymer solutions and solid polymers. 
They have also been directed at the investigation of the 
conformational statistics of real chain molecules con- 
taining only a few to as many as several hundred skeletal 
bonds. 

This paper describes the first investigations of the 
concentrations of individual cyclics in ring-chain equi- 
librates of two aliphatic polyesters. The polyesters 
chosen for this study were poly(decamethylene adipate) 
(PDA) and poly(trimethylene succinate) (PTS), with 
the repeat units -O(CH2) 10OCO(CH2)4CO- and 
-O(CH2)3OCO(CH2)2CO-. They were selected because 
they contain pairs of cyclics which have the same number 
of skeletal bonds (viz. 18, 36, 54) but different numbers 
of ester groups. Hence a comparison of the experimental 
molar cyclization equilibrium constants for such cyclics 
with those predicted theoretically allows for an assess- 
ment of the relative effects of methylene groups and 
ester linkages on the conformational statistics of 
oligomeric polyester chains. 

Up to the present time, the only reported experimental 

study of the ring-chain equilibration reaction of a linear 
aliphatic polyester was that carried out in 1950 by 
Jacobson et alA 2 to test their new cyclization theory13. 
These authors used viscometry to estimate the total 
concentrations of cyclics in ring-chain equilibrates of 
PDA in chloroform solution, but made no attempt to 
measure the concentrations of individual cyclic oligo- 
mers. Experimental studies that are more closely allied 
to those described here include the classical investigations 
of Carothers 14, 15 and the extensive work of Billmeyer 
and his coworkers 16-19. 

EXPERI MENTAL 

Ring-chain equilibration reaction of PDA 
Dimethyl adipate was prepared from adipic acid and 

methanol in toluene solution using concentrated sulphuric 
acid as catalyst. A water/toluene/methanol azeotrope 
was removed from the reactants by distillation and the 
product that remained was fractionally distilled twice 
under vacuum. 

Decamethylene glycol was obtained commercially 
and it was fractionally distilled under vacuum before 
use.  

Equimolar portions of dimethyl adipate and deca- 
methylene glycol were added to a four-necked glass 
reaction kettle. This was equipped with a thermometer, 
a stirrer, a distillation head and either a nitrogen or a 
vacuum connection. The contents of the kettle were 
purged with nitrogen, homogenized by stirring and 
heated to 373K. When 0.5~ow/w of freshly distilled 
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tetraisopropyl titanate (Pfaltz and Bauer Inc.) was 
added to the reactants, transesterification began immedi- 
ately. The reaction temperature was raised to 438K 
and maintained at that temperature for 4 h, within which 
time 85 ~ w/w of the theoretical yield of methanol had 
distilled from the reactants. The temperature was then 
raised to 468K for 5h  to expel further methanol. The 
undiluted polymer containing the catalyst was main- 
tained under vacuum at the equilibration temperature 
of 423K for 24h. Nitrogen was then allowed into the 
vessel and a 25 ml sample was removed from the reaction 
mixture using a pipette. The polymeric melt was then 
maintained at 423K for a further 24h and a second 
25 ml sample was taken. After a further 24h at 423K, 
the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature 
and a third sample was removed for analysis. 

The density of the PDA melt at 423K was measured 
separately. It was found to be 0.94g/ml. 

Ring-chain equilibration reaction of PTS 
Dimethyl succinate was prepared from succinic acid 

and methanol in toluene solution using concentrated 
sulphuric acid as catalyst. The reactants were heated 
and the water/toluene/methanol azeotrope was removed 
by distillation. When the temperature of the vapour 
had reached 353K, the distillation was stopped and the 
distillate was dried with anhydrous magnesium sulphate. 
It was then filtered and returned to the reaction flask 
before being removed again by distillation at tempera- 
tures up to 353K. The dimethyl succinate remaining 
in the reaction flask was fractionally distilled under 
vacuum, a centre cut only being retained. 

1,3-Propane diol was obtained commercially and 
purified by vacuum distillation before use. 

The condensation polymerization reaction and ring- 
chain equilibration reaction of PTS were carried out in 
the manner described above for PDA. Particular care 
was taken to maintain the required concentration of the 
volatile reactant dimethyl succinate. 25 ml samples were 
removed for analysis after the polymeric product had 
been maintained at 423K for 24 h, and then for a further 
period of 24 h. 

The density of the PTS melt at 423K was measured 
separately. It was found to be 1.10g/ml. 

Extraction of cyclics from the polymeric equilibrates 
The following procedure was found to be satisfactory 

for the quantitative extraction of cyclics from the 
samples obtained from the ring-chain equilibration 
reactions. Each polyester sample was dissolved in about 
twice its weight of  chloroform and the solution was 
poured into a 4: 1 mixture of diethyl ether and low-boiling 
petroleum ether (b.p. 40-60K), which was maintained 
at 273K in an ice bath. The ratio of chloroform solution 
to ether mixture was adjusted to 1 : 6 v/v. Even relatively 
short chain molecules were found to precipitate, although 
the cyclics remained in solution. After filtering, the 
cyclic-free polymers were washed with the ether mixture 
and dried. The solvents were removed from the filtrates 
using a rotary evaporator. The solid cyclic extracts 
were dissolved separately in carbon tetrachloride, and 
this solvent was itself removed to yield samples suitable 
for analysis. Each polyester sample removed from the 
ring-chain equilibration reactions was subject to four 
such extractions, and each cyclic extract and polymeric 
residue was analysed separately. 

Cyclics in aliphatic polyesters: F. R. Jones et aL 

Preparation of reference materials 
The general pyrolytic method of Carothers 14, 15 

was used to prepare the cyclic monomer of PDA and a 
mixture containing mainly the cyclic monomer and 
dimer of PTS. 

The following procedure was employed. Approxi- 
mately 30 g of the polyester were mixed with 2-5 ~ w/w 
magnesium chloride hexahydrate catalyst and placed in 
a molecular still at 543K under a pressure of 0.05 mmHg. 
A sublimate collected on the probe over a period of 
about 40h. It was dissolved in chloroform and washed 
with water. The chloroform solution was then dried 
and the solvent was removed to give a residue which 
was dissolved in warm methanol. Concentration of 
this methanol solution gave samples of the low molecular 
weight cyclics. 

Gel permeation chromatography (g.p.c.) 
Cyclic extracts were analysed using a g.p.c, fitted 

with a Waters Model R4 differential refractometer 
detector. The instrument was fitted with four sample 
columns [each 1.22m (4ft) long and 6-35mm (0.3in) 
i.d.] packed with SX-1 Bio-beads (obtained from Biorad 
Laboratories, St Albans). Samples were analysed in 
chloroform solution at room temperature. 

The molecular weights and molecular weight distribu- 
tions of the cyclic-free polymers were measured using a 
Waters Associated g.p.c. This was fitted with four 
columns containing Styragel with nominal porosities in 
the range 102A to 5× 106A. Samples were analysed in 
solution in tetrahydrofuran at room temperature. 

Spectroscopic methods 
Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were 

measured in deuterochloroform or carbon tetrachloride 
using a Perkin-Elmer 60 MHz Model R10 spectrometer. 

Infra-red spectra were obtained as thin films between 
sodium chloride plates using Unicam SP200 and SP200G. 
instruments. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Analysis of cyclics from PDA and PTS equilibrates 
Both the specially prepared low molecular weight 

cyclic oligomers and the oligomeric extracts from the 
PDA and PTS samples were analysed by g.p.c. Their 
carbon and hydrogen contents were determined and 
their infra-red and nuclear magnetic resonance spectra 
were measured. These studies showed that the extracts 
from the polyester equilibrates consisted almost entirely 
of cyclic oligomers, although some of them contained 
small amounts of chain polymers*. A g.p.c, tracing 
of a mixture of cyclics [O(CH2)3OCO(CH2)2CO]x 
obtained from a PTS equilibrate is shown in Figure 1. 
Cyclics above the monomers were not completely 
resolved in chromatograms of cyclic extracts from 
PDA or PTS samples, and the areas under the curves 
were apportioned to their respective cyclic components 
by assuming that each cyclic produced a peak of  
Gaussian shape, and that the response of the differential 

* G.p.c. tracings of the cyclic extracts from the PDA equilibrates 
showed the presence of small amounts of a side-product which 
eluted after the cyclic with 36 skeletal bonds. The identity of this 
compound was not established. 
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Figure I Gel permeation chromatogram of cyclics [O(CH2)aO 
CO(CH2)2CO]x with x=1-7 extracted from PTS equilibrated in 
the melt at 423K 

refractometer detector was independent of the size of 
the cyclic oligomer. This latter assumption was tested 
using the specially prepared low molecular weight 
cyclics and different oligomeric extracts. It was found 
to apply well over the range of cyclic oligomers studied. 
As expected, pairs of cyclics in PDA and PTS extracts 
with the same number of skeletal bonds were found to 
have similar g.p.c, elution volumes. 

Experimental molar cyclization equilibrium constants 
Ring-chain equilibria were established in both the 

PDA and PTS melts within 24h. Samples removed 
after a further 24 h were found to have similar molecular 
weights and molecular weight distributions, and to 
contain the same weight fractions of individual cyclic 
oligomers. These ring-chain equilibria may be repre- 
sented as: 

-Mu--~-My-z--+ Mx (1) 

where M symbolizes a monomer unit and -My-- and 
-M~-z-- represent linear species. 

G.p.c. analysis showed that the cyclic-free polymers 
produced in the equilibration reactions had distributions 
of chain lengths close to their most probable distribu- 
tions. Hence, the molar cyclization equilibrium constants 
Kz for cyclics in both polymers were calculated using 
the relation: 

Kx = [Mz]/p z (2) 

where p represents the extent of reaction of functional 
groups in the chain polymer. Values for p were deter- 
mined by measuring the number average molecular 
weights /~¢n of the cyclic-free polymers and applying 
Flory's relation z°: 

3~n = M0/(1 - p) (3) 

where M0 represents the molecular weight of a mono- 
meric unit. 

Experimental Kx values for cyclics in PDA and PTS 
equilibrates at 423K are plotted as log Kx against log x 
in Figures 2 and 3. The degree of uncertainty associated 
with these values is believed to be less than + 10 % for 
all but the largest cyctics. 

Theoretical molar cyclization equilibrium constants 

The Jacobson and Stockmayer z3 cyclization theory 
relates the experimental molar cyclization equilibrium 

0 
. J  

constants for cyclics in ring-chain equilibrates to the 
statistical conformations of the corresponding open 
chain molecules. For present purposes, the experimental 
Kz values (plotted in Figures 2 and 3) will be compared 
with theoretical values calculated by assuming that 

Number of  skeletal bonds, n 
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Figure 2 Experimental molar cyclization equilibrium constants 
Kx (in mol/I) for cyclics [O(CH2)zoOCO(CH=)4CO]x in the PDA 
melt at 423K ((3) are plotted as log Kx against log n, where n 
represents the number of skeletal bonds in the ring. They are  
compared with theoretical values calculated by equation (4) (1)  
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Figure 3 Experimental molar cyclization equilibrium constants 
Kx (in real/I) for cyclics [O(CH~)~OCO(CH=)2CO]x in the PTS 
melt at 423K ((3) are plotted as log Kx against log n, where n 
represents the number of skeletal bonds in the ring. They are  
compared with theoretical values calculated by equation (4) (Q) 
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Figure 4 Section of the PDA chain in the all-trans conformation. Structural parameters were assigned to the chain by Flory 24 as follows, 
Bond angle supplements of 67 ° at CO-O-CHs (e.g. 0z), 70 ° at O-CH~-CHz (e.g. 0~), 68 ° at CH~-CH~-CH~ (e.g. Oz), 68 ° at CH~-CHz-CO 
(e.g. OzT) and 66 ° at CH~-CO-O (e.g. 0z8). Bond leng ths /co-o=1.33 .~ , /o -ca~=1.44A, /cH2-cm~= 1 .53~ and ICHz-CO=I "51 .~ 
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Figure 5 Section of the PTS chain in the all-trans conformation, 
Structural parameters assigned to the chain were similar to 
the corresponding values of the PDA chain (see caption to 
Figure 4) 24 

chains in the aliphatic polyester melts adopt random-coil 
conformations and obey Gaussian statistics. If these 
conditions are fulfilled, the Kx values for the cyclics 
Mz are related to the mean-square end-to-end distances 
(r~)0 of the corresponding unperturbed x-meric chain 
molecules by 3, 13: 

Kz = (3/2~r(r~)0) 3/2(1/2NAx) (4) 

where Kx is in mol/1 and NA is the Avogadro constant. 
Theoretical values for (r~)o were computed by the 

exact mathematical methods of Flory and Jernigan TM 22 
using the rotational isomeric state models of the chains 
set up by Flory and Williams 23, 34. Sections of PDA 
and PTS chains in their all-trans conformations are 
shown in Figures 4 and 5. Structural parameters of the 
chains (assigned by Flory 24) are listed in the captions 
to these Figures. In the Flory-Williams model, ester 
groups are assumed to adopt the planar trans con- 
formation only and all other skeletal bonds are assigned 
to rotational states in trans (¢=0 °) and gauche 
(¢= + 120 °) positions. Statistical weight matrices Ui 
are introduced to take account of the interdependences 
of rotations about adjacent pairs of skeletal bonds. The 
elements of these matrices are indexed on the rows and 
columns by the rotational states of pairs of skeletal 
bonds i - 1 and i as shown in Figures 4 and 5, and they 
are defined by Boltzmann factors as follows: 

E/u~, ~ = exp(- E/~; i/RT) (5) 

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature and 
Ec~;, represents the difference between the conforma- 
tional energy of a section of the chain when the skeletal 
bonds i -  1 and i are in rotational states ~ and ~7 (and 
all other bonds are trans) and the corresponding con- 
formational energy when bonds i -  1 and i are in trans 
states. At the temperature of 423K used for the ring- 
chain equilibration reactions, the elements of the sta- 
tistical weight matrices U1-U18 for PDA and Ui-Ug 
for PTS are given as follows: 

UI=U~=[1 0 0] (6) 

Uz=U~=U~= 0 (7) 
0 

[' l i]  U3 ~--- U12 = U15 =U17 = U18 = 1 1 .20 (8) 

u ~ =  u i = u ;  = u~ = u ;  = 1 0 . 2 0  

1 0.55 0.55] 
U4=Un=U16=  1 0-55 0.11 (9) 

1 0.I1 0-55 

1 055  0.55] 
Us=U6=UT=Us=Ug=U10= 1 0-55 0.05] (10) 

1 0-05 0.55J 

[ U13=U;  = 1 0 (11) 
1 0 

U14 = 0 (12) 
0 

The Flory-Williams rotational isomeric state model 
for aliphatic polyesters predicts values for the charac- 
teristic ratios (rZ)o/ni 2 taken in the limit n~oo (where 
n represents the number of skeletal bonds of mean- 
square length ]) of 5.4 for PDA and 5.3 for PTS at 
423K. These theoretical values may be compared with 
the experimental characteristic ratios of a number of 
aliphatic polyesters which were measured recently by 
Knecht and Elias 25. At temperatures from 291 to 308K 
the latter were found to lie in the range 5.5 <((r2)0/ 
ni 2)n -, ® < 7"0. 

Comparison of  experiment with theory 
In Figures 2 and 3, the experimental Kz values for 

cyclics in undiluted PDA and PTS equilibrates are 
compared with theoretical values calculated by equation 
(4) using the Flory-Williams model (equations 5-12) 
to compute the required end-to-end distances (r~)0 of 
the corresponding x-meric open chain molecules. The 
experimental K~ values for the smallest cyclics fall well 
below the theoretical values predicted for rings cor- 
responding to chains that obey the Gaussian relationship 
for the probability that they will intramolecularly 
cyclize. It is noted that the discrepancy between experi- 
ment and theory is similar for the cyclics in PDA and 
PTS which contain 18 skeletal bonds, even though they 
contain two and four ester groups respectively. The 
agreement between experiment and theory is excellent 
for the largest cyclics analysed in the PDA equilibrates. 
The Kz, K4 and K5 values for the trimeric, tetrameric 
and pentameric cyclics (containing 54, 72 and 90 skeletal 
bonds respectively) are similar to the theoretical values 
calculated as described above. By contrast, the experi- 
mental K4, Ks, K6 and K7 values for the tetrameric, 
pentameric, hexameric and heptameric cyclics (con- 
taining 36, 45, 54 and 63 skeletal bonds respectively) 
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in the PTS equilibrates are about  half  the corresponding 
theoretical values. Cyclics in this latter system contain 
twice as many  ester groups as cyclics o f  similar size 
in PDA.  The close agreement between experiment and 
theory in the P D A  system, and lack o f  agreement in 
the PTS system, indicate that  the conformat ional  
characteristics o f  oligomeric aliphatic polyester chains 
are considerably more  sensitive to the relative numbers  
o f  methylene groups and ester linkages than is predicted 
by the Flory and Williams model.  
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Determination of molecular orientation by 
polarized infra-red radiation in an oriented 
polymer of high polarizability 

A. Cunningham*, G. R. Davies and I. M. Ward 
Department of Physics, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK 
(Received 8 March 1974) 

A quantitative treatment is presented for the absorption of polarized infra-red radiation 
at normal incidence by a transversely isotropic polymer film. In addition to the reflectivity 
correction, an approximate treatment of the internal field problem is also carried out. 
This is important where the polymer is of high polarizability. It is shown how the orientation 
and concentration of the absorbing species can be derived from experimental data. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is customary to consider the absorption of infra-red 
radiation by a polymer in terms of the non-interacting 
molecular gas approximation. The rate of absorption 
of  energy is then given in terms of the absorbance or 
optical density A by: 

I0 
A = log10 i-oc (~. E)2 (1) 

where I0, I are the incident and transmitted intensities 
at the absorbing wavelength respectively, ~ is the 
transition moment vector and E the electric field vector. 
I f  the angle between ~ and E is fi, the absorbance is 
proportional to cos2fl, and thus for an oriented sample, 
measurements with polarized radiation can in principle 
provide information regarding the orientation of the 
transition moment vectors and hence, hopefully, valuable 
structural information. Notable amongst studies of this 
nature, have been the early work of Elliott and co- 
workers on polypeptides 1, and that of Read and Stein 
on polyethyleneL 

We have recently been examining the use of polarized 
infra-red measurements on oriented poly(ethylene tere- 
phthalate) (PET). It appears that in this case the 
molecular gas approximation, although adequate for 
qualitative measurements, suffers from two important 
objections. First, the electric field E in the sample is 
assumed to be identical with the incident electric field. 
Our studies of the anisotropic dielectric absorption of 
such materials, however, have clearly demonstrated the 
necessity of a local field correction a. Moreover, all 
previous studies of optical anisotropy in PET and 
other oriented polymers, implicitly assume a local 
field correction, in that the Lorentz-Lorenz relationship 
is used to relate refractive indices to molecular polariz- 
abilities 4, 5. It therefore appears mandatory to apply 
the local field correction to the infra-red data both on 

* Present address: ICI Corporate Laboratory, Runcom, Cheshire, 
UK 

the evidence of previous experimental work, and on 
grounds of consistency, so that orientation data so 
obtained can be comparable with those from measure- 
ments of optical anisotropy. 

Secondly, in the simplest and most usual application 
of equation (1), I is considered to be the transmitted 
intensity at the peak of the infra-red absorption band 
and I0 that at its base, assuming an empirically drawn 
base line. The reflection losses, however, will in principle 
vary with the amount of absorption and must therefore 
be treated quantitatively if the data are to be analysed 
correctly. 

In this paper we therefore present a treatment for the 
infra-red absorption by an oriented polymer, dealing 
quantitatively with both the reflection correction and the 
internal field problem. These are considered for the 
case of uniaxial symmetry, and for the situations where 
the electric field vector is incident along a principal 
axis. 

In the next paper 6, results will be presented for 
oriented PET films and it will be shown that the 
theoretical treatments presented in this paper provide a 
satisfactory basis for the interpretation of these results. 

THEORY 

The reflectivity correction 
Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement in the 

double beam spectrometer for normal incidence of the 
infra-red (i.r.) radiation. To reduce reflection effects 
at the sample surface (which will normally produce 
interference fringes) the sample is sandwiched between 
potassium bromide (KBr) plates with a thin layer of 
Nujol between the sample surfaces and the KBr plates. 
An orthogonal coordinate frame is set-up within the 
sample with z parallel to the draw direction and x in 
the plane of the film. The i.r. radiation is incident along 
the y direction, with the electric vector along either 
z o r x .  

The reflectivities of the four interfaces are denoted 
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Figure 1 The experimental arrangement in the double-beam 
infra-red spectrometer 
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Figure2 The definition of the experimentally measured quantities 
B and C 

by R1, R2, R3 and R4 respectively (Figure 1). If  the total 
attenuation within the sample is L, the final transmitted 
intensity IT is related to the incident intensity 10 by: 

IT = I0(1 -- R1)(1 -- Re)L(1 -- R3)(1 - R4) (2) 

Only the principal (firs0 reflection at each interface is 
considered, the correction due to multiple reflections 
being taken to be negligible. 

Putting R1 = R4 = RKBr and R2 = R3 = R, we have: 

IT = I0(1 -- RKBr) 2(1 -- R) 2L (3) 

The spectrometer compares the transmitted intensity 
1T with the attenuated incident intensity loP, where 
P is the attenuation, and is calibrated to give a linear 
representation of the percentage transmission, so that: 

% transmission = 100 x I T  
loP 

The attenuation is chosen so that the majority of the 
spectrum can be recorded within the range 20-80% 
transmission, where the instrument is most accurate. 

Figure 2 shows a typical infra-red band, with 
B =IT/PIo, C =I~/PIo, where IT, I~ are the transmitted 
intensities at the base and peak of the absorption band, 
respectively. We now have: 

B IT Io(1-RxBr)2(1-R)2L 
C [r Io(1--RKm)2(1--R')2L ' (4) 

where the primes show that the quantities R', R~B r and 
L' have to be evaluated at the peak of the absorption, 
as distinct from the unprimed quantities which are 
evaluated at the base. 

Clearly a s  RKBr only involves the air/KBr interface 
and KBr is non-absorbing RkBr = R/CBr and we have 

B I r  (1 -R)2L 
C I~ (1-R ' )2L ' (5) 

The quantities R and R' are readily evaluated by 
considering the equations of continuity at the KBr! 
polymer interface. For normal incidence we have: 

E* r ' * - r , *  
1 --~-~2 - -~-~3  

and 
H* + H~= H* 

where E*, E*, E~' are the incident, reflected and trans- 
mitted electric vectors at the interface, and H*, H* and 
H~ the corresponding magnetic field vectors. We have 
allowed for phase differences by allowing all these 
quantities to be complex. In each case H* and E* are 
related by the corresponding refractive index, so that 
in the polymer H*ocn*E*, where n*=n- ik;  and in 
the KBr H*oCnKBrE*. It can then be shown that the 
reflectivity, R, is: 

IE*I 2 (.--.xBr)2+k2 
R = [ ~  - ~ (6) 

Similarly it can be shown that 

R' = (n' - nxm)  2 
(n' + nxm) ~' (7) 

Although in general the reflectivity will depend 
markedly on wavenumber, we need only consider its 
value at the peak of the absorption. Figures 3a and 3b 
show typical variations of n and k respectively in the 
region of an absorption band. Although n can vary 
between large limits its value at resonance n(so) falls 
between the much narrower limits of the high and low 

a 

I , . . . .  7 -   -ooo4 

i ° 
Low So High 

Wavenumber 

K 

K 

Low So High 
Wavenumber • 

b 

Figure 3 Idealized dispersion (a) and absorption (b) curves 
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Table 1 Comparison of refractive index values for 
oriented films measured at 551nm (optical region) 
and at 3000cm -1 

Infra-red refractive index 

Optical refractive* P-E457 Grubb-Parsons 
index (551nm) spectrometer spectromaster 

2 0  

/ 

/ /  

1.584 1.646 1.670 
1-592 - -  1.602 
1.593 1.584 1.569 
1.604 - -  1.670 
1-614 1.673 1.654 
1-619 1.670 1.655 
1.620 1.795 1.683 

* Average refractive index in the plane of the film 

Figure 4 An infra-red spectrum in the region 700-1000cm -z 
showing the pseudo base lines adopted 

wavenumber refractive indices n~o and no. Calculations 
using the Kramers-KrSnig relationships showed that 
the difference n ~o-n0= An~ 0.008 for the i.r. absorption 
bands used in this study. The major contribution to 
the refractive index at the absorption peak therefore 
comes from the high electronic contribution n~o(~ 1.6). 
This was confirmed by an experimental determination 
of the refractive index at 3000cm -1 by measuring the 
spacing of interference bands in a film which was not 
sandwiched between KBr plates. The results, listed in 
Table 1, show a very small increase compared with the 
optical values determined at 18 000cm -1. Because the 
optical refractive indices can be determined more readily 
and to greater accuracy, we have therefore used these 
values in the reflectivity correction. We have also assumed 
that the value of k is zero at the base of the absorption 
peak, and that n' = n. 

Finally, the value of nKBr varies less than 1% in this 
wavenumber range, and is taken to have a constant value 
of 1-524. In practice, the reflectivity correction changes 
the value of the final calculated absorbance by a maxi- 
mum of about 10 ~o. Thus very precise values of n, k 
and nKBr are not required (even a 10% error in this 
correction will only affect the final absorbance value 
by 1%). 

The experimental absorbance 
It is customary in i.r. spectroscopy to use a base line 

method of determining the absorbances. In Figure 4 a 
typical base line is shown for the absorption bands 
investigated in the companion experimental study. In 
a conventional analysis the absorption is given by 
loglo/I in Figure 4. The equivalent assumptions in the 
present analysis are to assume that the attenuation L 
is unity and the value of k is zero at the base of an 
absorption peak. The orientation functions which we 
seek are primarily determined from the anisotropy in 
k and not by its absolute magnitude. A consistent error 
in the absolute magnitude of the peak value of k will 
not therefore proportionally affect the determination of 
the orientation functions. 

Consider the situation for plane polarized radiation 
incident normally, as shown in Figure 1, with the electric 
vector along z and the direction of propagation along y. 

The equation of propagation is given by: 

E*(y)=Ez(O)exp[ico(t-ncY)] 

=Ez(O)exp[--k~]exp[ico(t-n~)] (8) 

where E*(y) is the electric vector at a distance y into 
the sample, Ez(0) is the amplitude of the electric vector 
at (y= 0), n* =n~-ikz is the relevant complex refractive 
index, co is the angular frequency and e the velocity 
of light. 

The corresponding intensity at y is given by: 

Iz(y)= lz(O)exp(- 2kzy) (9) 

For a sample thickness y0, the attenuation L is therefore 

L=exp(---22~ kzy°) (I0) 

Combining equations (5), (6), (7) and (10) we now 
evaluate the ratio of intensities at the peak and base 
of the absorption band 

B IT [(nz+nr~Br)2+k2~ [2kzyo\ 
(7=]¢~= / (nz+nK]~)'- jexp~---X- ) (11) 

The experimentally determined absorbance is therefore 
given to a good approximation by" 

IT [ 2kzyoA (12) logz0 ~=0 .4343 /  -~ 2k~ t 
(m+nx~r)2j 

It can now be clearly seen how the experimental 
absorption depends on k and n. Both k and n are aniso- 
tropic, and in unfavourable cases where k is large, the 
reflectivity term can be appreciable for these thin films 
where y 0 ~ L  We now wish to show how the values 
of kz and kz determined from these experiments can 
be used to determine first, orientation functions and 
secondly, the concentrations of particular molecular 
conformations. 

The loeal field effect 
We therefore wish to relate the macroscopic, experi- 

mentally determined parameters n and k to the orienta- 
tion of molecular units at the microscopic level. This 
necessarily involves consideration of the local field. 
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We introduce a molecular polarizability tensor ~ 
defined in such a way that the change in total dipole 
moment of the molecule Am is related to the local 
electric field E L by 

A m ~ = a ~ E ]  ~ (13) 

In general, the tensor ~ is complex and includes 
both infra-red and electronic processes. In order to 
study a particular i.r. absorption band we further 
define: 

Am= t t+p 

where I~ is that part of Am due to the i.r. process of 
interest (cf. the i.r. transition moment), and p contains 
all the other effects. Since the contribution to p from 
absorption bands away from resonance is small, p is 
essentially an electronic polarization. ~ is now decom- 
posed into ~ and a.*.~ such that: 

p,=q e? 
t** - ~*EZ (14) 

The tensor a~ is considered totally real since the 
electronic polarization is in phase with the applied field 
at i.r. frequencies and the i.r. bands included in p are 
not at resonance. ~* must, however, be complex since 
we are detecting the i.r. band by its absorption properties. 
We therefore let: 

In general, each molecule is acted upon by a different 
local field and we do not have enough information 
about the microscopic structure of the polymer to 
compute the actual local field for any given molecule. 
We therefore consider a small volume V of the sample 
which contains sufficient molecules for its polarization P 
(the dipole moment per unit volume) to be a sensible 
average value over the molecular orientations, inde- 
pendent of the size or position of V. We now introduce 
average polarizabilities (c~*) and (~e) such that: 

P = {N(a*} + N e ( a e } } ( E  ~} (15) 

where (a*} and (a  e} are to be evaluated, N and N e are 
the concentrations of species/unit volume and (E ~'} 
indicates an average local field which we take to be 
that used in the Lorentz-Lorenz or Clausius-Mosotti 
equation. Thus: 

The advantage of the Lorentz local field is that a 
real cavity is not excavated in a dielectric hence E, 
(E L) and P are all uniform and parallel. Any other 
local field theory requires the calculation of these 
quantities in a dielectric, perturbed by a real cavity. 
The Lorentz field is strictly only applicable provided 
that the polarization results from parallel, weakly 
interacting dipoles which are either randomly arranged 
or situated as a cubic lattice. This is not the case in our 
samples, but in the absence of a formal theoretical 
treatment of this very complex situation, the calculation 
will be continued, accepting that the Lorentz field is an 
approximation. 

E, (E L} and P are only parallel in an anisotropic 
sample provided that E lies along a principal axis. 
The average polarizabilities are therefore only readily 
evaluated for the situations where E lies along the z 

radiation : A. Cunningham et aL 

or x direction. In these cases, using the Lorentz-Lorenz 
equation as in much previous work, we have: 

n . 2 - 1  4zr . 

and 

~!;+~ 4~r{N<oL*}+Ne(c~}} (16) 

As before, (a*) and (a*} relate to the infra-red band 
and (a~} and (a~} to the electronic processes. We may 
remove (~}  and ( ~ }  from direct consideration by 
taking the imaginary parts of these equations. This 
g i v e s :  

2 2 2 2 k~+4}-z=4~N(a~} 6nzkz{nz + 2n~k~ + 4n z - 4k~ + 

and 

, t. ~ , 4 ± , ~ , 2 k 2 - 4 n  9. 4 k 2 ± k 4 ± 4 ~ - l - 4 r r ~ a / o t " \  ,,z,~zt,,~ . . . .  ~ ~ ~ -  ~ ~ j - ~ - , , , ,  ~/  (17) 

For convenience, we introduce the function ¢~, 
defined by: 

¢t = 6n~k~{n~ + 2n~k~ + 4n~ - 4k~ + k~ + 4} -1 

where 

and 

Then 

471" t, 

4"/'/" It 
e z = y N ( a z }  

47T tt 
¢ ~ = ~ N ( a ~ >  (17a) 

Equations (17) relate nz, k~ and nx, k x  to (~;} and (~;} 
and it remains to calculate ( ~ }  and (~;} in terms of ~*, 
the concentration of the absorbing species, and the 
molecular orientation functions. 

The magnitude of the molecular polarizability asso- 
ciated with i.r. absorption is defined from the situation 
where the change in an individual dipole moment, i.e. 
the transition moment F, is parallel to the local field. 
Here ix=~*E z'. Since the electronic field is small the 
direction of ~ is not influenced by a change in the 
direction of E L. Hence ~ is defined by the tensor 0] 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

referred to axes where x is parallel to ~.. For the case 
where the dipole moment vector makes an angle fl with 
E L we have, therefore: 

= *lELlcos/3 (18) 
and the component of ¢ parallel to E L is given by: 

#lJ = ' x*E  Lcos2fl (19) 

We now wish to calculate the polarization P for the 
situation where the applied field E is parallel to a prin- 
cipal axis of the sample, i.e. for the situation where 
E, (E L) and P are parallel. 

P is obtained by summing over the molecular dipoles 
in the volume V. 

P = 1.{Z I~z + Zp~} (20) 
¥ 
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where, as before, vt~ and p~ represent individual contribu- 
tions from the infra-red and electronic components 
respectively. The second term in this equation is used 
in standard calculations of  polymer refractive indices 
(see Appendix). 

If we assume that all the local fields are parallel to 
E, the component of the infra-red contribution to the 
polarization along x or z is then given by: 

,r 1 * £ 2 Pi, =-~.Za E/cos  /31 (21) 

which we may write in terms of average quantities as i~i 

P)7 = N (c~*ELcos 2/3> (22) 

The orientation on a microscopic level can be defined 
by the average polarizability (~*>, defined by equation 
(15). 

p i r  

(a*) =N (E L > (23) 

Combining equations (22) and (23) we have: 

, \  (a*ELcos2/3) 
/ =  ~E-]; ~ . . . . .  (24) 

If  /3 and E L are independent variables we have: 
(ELcos2/3) = (COS2fl)(EL). Hence 

(c~*) = ~x*(cos2/3) (25) 

where/3 is the angle between I~ and the electric field which 
lies along the z or x direction. 

The same result is obtained at greater length if one 
does not require that the local field at each dipole is 
parallel to E, provided that the directions of  V~ and the 
individual local fields are uncorrelated. 

The required imaginary parts of the average polariz- 
abilities are therefore given by: 

<~; )  = ~/'(cos2/3)~ 

and 
( a ; )  = ~"(cos 2/3)z (26) 

where (cos2/3)z and (cos2/3)z are the average values 
of cos2/3 for the applied electric field lying along the 
z and x directions respectively. 

The final expressions relating the measured quanti- 
fies nz, kz and nz, kz to these orientation parameters are 
then: 

4 ~  ,, z 
-3 Ncz (cos /3>z=¢z 

and 
4 ~  tt 2 Na (cos fl)z = Cz (27) 

The evaluation of the orientation functions for samples 
with fibre symmetry 

We now wish to relate the quantities (cosZ/3)~ and 
(cos2/3)x to the molecular orientation in the sample. 
To do this, first consider a set of Cartesian axes {u, v, w} 
fixed within a repeat unit of the polymer, the w axis 
being parallel to the chain axis (Figure 5a). The transition 
moment v~ makes angles Ore, ¢m with the w and u axes 
respectively. The electric field E makes an angle fl 
with ~t and angles 3, ¢m with the w and u axes respectively. 

Assuming that 0,,, is a constant angle and that there 

orientation by polarized i.r. radiation : A. Cunningham et al. 

Chain 
ax is  
w 

 m/y, ; 
' : 

a 

b 
z 

Ch.ain 
a X l S  

E 

/ < ~ . .  I .  , 

Figure 5 Diagrams showing orientation of the 
electric field E and the transition moment p. with 
respect to unit axes u, v, w (a) and the orientation 
of the electric field E and the chain axis with 
respect to coordinate axes x, y, z for the 
sample (b) 

is no preferred orientation of the transition moment 
about the chain axis we can use the Legendre addition 
theorem to write: 

(P2(/3)) = P2( Om)( e2( 3) ) (28) 

(No preferred orientation implies that we must average 
over the angle Cm with a uniform probability function. 
In the addition theorem Cs and Cm appear in a com- 
bination (¢~-¢m) which is independent of the u axis 
from which they are defined. P2(/3) is therefore a function 
of Om and 3 only.) 

We now wish to express this result in terms of a 
set of Cartesian axes conveniently situated with respect 
to the macroscopic shape of our drawn film sample. 
We therefore choose axes {xyz } such that the xz plane 
is the film plane and the draw direction is parallel to z 
(Figure 5b). The electric field E and the chain axis make 
angles 7, 0 and ¢~, ¢ with the z and x axes respectively. 

Because there is no preferred orientation of the 
chain axis about the draw direction (the sample is 
transversely isotropic, with z as its unique axis) the 
Legendre addition theorem can be used again to give 
the result: 

(P2(3)) = <P2(O))P2(7') (29) 

We wish to evaluate the two situations where the applied 
electric field E is along z and x respectively. 

For  E parallel to z, we have 7 = 0  and P2(7)= 1 and 
for E parallel to x, we have 7=7r/2 and P2(7)=-½.  
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This gives: 

( Pz(/3) )a = P2( Om)( P2( O) ) 
and 

( Pz(/3) )z = - ½ e2( Om)( e2( o) ) (30) 

Using the results of the previous section, we can now 
proceed to relate the orientation functions to ¢z and ¢x. 
Noting that: 

(cos 2/3)z + 2(cos 2/3)~ = 1 (31) 

4~r ,, 
¢z + 26,  = ~ - g a  = 360 (32) 

where 60 is a convenient normalization factor. Com- 
bining equations (30) and (32) together with the definition 
of ez(o) = ½(3cos~0-1), we have: 

(cos =/3)z - (cos z/3)x =Pz(Om)(Pz(O)) (33) 

Using equations (27) and (33) the final result is: 

6 z - 6 .  _ 6 ~ - 6 ~ _ p  "0 w p  ,0, \  (34) 

The quantities 6z and 6x, which can be directly evaluated 
from experiment have therefore been related to the 
constant quantity P~(Om) which depends only on the 
molecular structure of the polymer and the quantity 
(P2(O)) which relates directly to the distribution of 
chain axis orientations. Finally we note that the quantity 
60 is proportional to the concentration of the absorbing 
species, since a" will be a constant for a given infra-red 
absorption band. 

CONCLUSION 

A theoretical treatment has been given for the infra-red 
absorption by an oriented polymer, which incorporates 
a reflectivity correction and attempts to deal with the 
internal field correction for the situations where the 
electric vector lies along a principal axis. The case 
of  a transversely isotropic film with radiation incident 
normally has been analysed and it has been shown 
how the orientation and concentration of the absorbing 
species can be quantitatively related to the experimentally 
measured quantities. 
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APPENDIX 

P2(O) from the optical refractive index of an oriented 
sample 

We define the electronic polarizability of a polymer 

repeat unit by the tensor a ~.. referred to its principal 
axes. 1- 0 00] 

0 0 ~8 

We assume that one of these is the chain axis (a~3 
say). The other two are therefore perpendicular to the 
chain axis. If  there is no preferred orientation of  
chains about the chain axis, we need only consider 
the average polarizability perpendicular to the chain 
axis (a~_): 

~ _ 1  e e 

In a similar fashion to the infra-red calculation, the 
component of the polarization parallel to E L is given by: 

1 L e 2 P~ = ~ Z E ¢  (%acos /3,+~*Lsin~/30 (A1) 

where/3 is the angle between E L and a chain axis. Thus 

( 4 )  = ~a(cos 2/3)a + ~_(sinZ/3)z 

(a~) = ~3(cos2fl)x + ~ ;(sin2/3)x (A2) 

If 0 is the angle between a chain axis and the z axis, 
/3 = 0 for E along z hence: 

<P2(/3)>z = (P2(0)> (A3) 

For  E along X: 

<Pc(/3)), = - ½(Be(O)) (AY) 

Defining the isotropic polarizability by 3% = ~8 + 2~_, 

and the difference Aae= ~a--~_,  we have: 

e e 2Acre 
(az) = % + T (e2(o)) (A4) 

e m°~e 
(eg) = ~0 -- ~ - ( P z ( 0 ) )  (A4') 

These may be combined to give: 

(a  e) -- (ct e) _ Aa (p2(0)) (AS) 3~0 

The quantities (~{) are obtained by measurements of  
(m)  and the Lorentz-Lorenz equation: 

n/2 1 - 43Ne(a{) = 6 '  (A6) 
n/2+2 

6~ is convenient since it can be calculated, without a know- 
ledge of N e, directly from n,. The final result then 
becomes: 

4~ze- 6g Acx/" 'm\  (A7) 
6 ~ -  370\'a~J2 

The quantity A~/e~0 may be estimated from the maximum 
birefringence of a highly oriented sample where Pz(O) ~- 15, 
thus allowing calculation of Pz(O) for lower orientations. 
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An infra-red spectroscopic study of molecular 
orientation and conformational changes in 
poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
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Polarized infra-red (i.r.) spectroscopy has been used to study the changes in molecular 
orientation and conformation which occur on drawing poly(ethylene terephthalate) sheets. 
The i.r. data provided orientation functions (P2(0)~ir where 0 is the angle between the 
molecular chain axis and the draw direction for these uniaxially oriented sheets. Excellent 
agreement was obtained between the i.r. orientation functions for absorption bands 
associated with benzene ring mode vibrations, and orientation functions obtained from 
optical birefringence. Infra-red orientation functions for absorption bands associated 
with the trans and gauche conformations of the glycol residue, were then combined with 
i.r. estimates of the trans/gauche concentrations to examine the changes occurring in 
drawing. For drawing at 80°C up to a draw ratio of about 3-5, there was good agreement 
with expectations based on the deformation of a rubberlike network. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the examination of polymers by infra-red (i.r.) 
spectroscopy with polarized radiation has been under- 
taken for many years, it is only comparatively recently 
that the measurements have been used to obtain an 
absolute measure of molecular orientation in terms of 
orientation functions similar to those employed in 
optical, X-ray diffraction and n.m.r, studies. Most of 
these quantitative i.r. studies have been carried out on 
polyethylene, notably by Read, Stein and their colla- 
borators, and extensive measurements have been made 
on low density polyethylene 1, oxidized polyethylene 1, 
ethylene-carbon monoxide copolymers ~ and crosslinked 
amorphous polyethyleneS. 

The particular value of assessing the i.r. data in 
terms of orientation functions, rather than dichroic 
ratios, is that they can then be used to compare with 
other measures of orientation. In this paper we describe 
an i.r. spectroscopic study of poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
(PET) where the i.r. results are combined with measure- 
ments of refractive indices to provide quantitative 
information regarding both molecular orientation and 
conformational changes. The i.r. data will be analysed 
using the theoretical results derived in the previous 
paper 4, which take into account both the reflectivity 
correction and the internal field effect. 

There have been several previous i.r. structural 
studies of oriented PET fibres and films. Two aspects 

have been given particular attention. First, there is the 
molecular orientation. In one way drawn films this is 
complicated by preferred orientation of the (100) planes 
of the crystalline regions 5, 6. We have taken particular 
care to reduce this effect to a minimum in the films 
prepared for the present investigation. Secondly, there 
are the changes in rotational isomer content with 
changing degrees of deformation or draw ratio. It is 
now generally accepted that these are primarily associated 
with the trans and gauche isomerism of the ethylene 
glycol linkage 7-9, and there have been a number of 
publications where it has been shown that the trans 
content increases and the gauche content decreases with 
increasing draw ratio or density 10-12. In the present 
paper, by combining quantitative measures of both 
molecular orientation and rotational isomer content, 
we are able to carry the analysis forward to a greater 
degree of sophistication than has hitherto been achieved. 

THEORY 

As the theory to be used has been described in detail 
in the previous paper 4, only a brief summary will be 
given here. 

The measurements are made with the electric vector 
of the polarized i.r. radiation along the draw direction 
(z) or perpendicular to the draw direction in the plane 
of the film (x). Absorption coefficients kz and kx are 
then calculated from equation (12) of the previous 
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paper, where the absorbance A is given by: 

A = log10/~=0"4343{~-t  2k2 -/ 
(n+nKBr)2j (1) 

where I t ,  I~ are the incident and transmitted intensities 
respectively at the peak of the absorption, n and k are 
the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive 
index of the polymer at the free space wavelength )~, 
and nr:Br is the refractive index of the potassium bromide 
plates used to contain the sample (assumed constant 
and real). The thickness of the sample is y0, and the 
free space wavelength at the absorption peak is )~. 

The value of k can be found directly from equation 
(1). This equation is a quadratic in k and has two solu- 
tions, one of which may be rejected by inspection, 
since an approximate value of k can be obtained in 
the absence of the reflectivity correction term 
2k2/(n+n~zBr) 2. 

These values for kz and kz are then combined with 
the optical values of nz and nx, to obtain the imaginary 
parts of the corresponding average complex polariz- 
abilities * . . . . . . .  ( % ) = ( % ) - ~ ( % )  and ( ~ * ) = ( ~ ) - z ( o ~ )  (see 
ref 4), using the Lorentz-Lorenz equation. We have: 

2 4 4zrN , 
6nzkz{n4z + 2n~zk~ + 4n~ - 4k~ + k z + 4}- 1 =_i f_(% ) 

and 

6nxkx{n~ + 2n~k~ + 4n~- 4k~ + k) + 4}-1 = ~ - ( a ~ )  (2) 

These polarizabilities, where N is the concentration 
of absorbing species/unit volume, relate to the distribu- 
tion of molecular orientations as follows. It is assumed 
that an individual transition moment direction makes 
a fixed angle Ora with the chain axis, and that the cor- 
responding chain axis makes an angle 0 with the draw 
direction. 

It was shown in the previous paper that for a uniaxially 
oriented polymer: 

~ x  = P2( Om)( P2( O) )ir (3) 

It is perhaps worth commenting that this equation is 
very closely related to the more familiar relationship 
in terms of the absorbances Az and Ax, which follows 
directly from the molecular gas approximation without 
taking into account reflection losses and the internal 
field effect. In this case we have: 

Az--A~ 
A z ~  = P2( Om)( P2( O) )lr 

In these equations P~(Om)=½(3cos2Om-1) and is 
assumed to be a constant quantity depending only on 
the molecular structure of the polymer. It is, of course, 
quite possible that this assumption does not hold if 
there are changes in molecular conformation on drawing. 
(P2(O))ir=½(3(cos2O)ir-1), defines the mean value of 
P2(0), determined by the i.r. method for the molecular 
chain axes and is the orientation function which we 
will be primarily concerned with in this paper. The 
measurement thus provides a direct measure of the 
product of the constant quantity P2(Om) and the orienta- 

tion function (P2(0))lr. An absolute measure of the 
chain axis orientation can therefore be obtained either 
if Ora is known or if the method can be calibrated by 
comparison with another method of measuring molecular 
orientation. In this investigation we have combined 
the i.r. measurements with refractive index measure- 
ments to examine the validity of the i.r. method and to 
provide a possible measure of absolute calibration. 

For a transversely isotropic sample, the refractive 
indices nz and nx can also be used to calculate (P2(0)). 
Since this is a different measure, we introduce the 
subscript 'opt'. Following the previous paper, letting 

n ~ - I  "e ~ = ¢ i  (4) 

We then have: 

¢~ + 2¢~ = (P~(0))opt (5) 

Ae/3e0 can be estimated from measurements on highly 
oriented samples where (P2(0))--*l. We have used the 
value 0.105 calculated from data in ref 6. 

It can be appreciated that if the i.r. method provides 
an accurate measure of chain axis orientation then a 
plot of P2(Om)(P2(O))ir against (P2(0))opt will be linear. 
Moreover, the optical measurements can be regarded 
as providing a calibration of the i.r. technique, by 
allowing P2(0m) to be calculated. Alternatively, if an 
independent estimate of 0m can be obtained (say from 
crystallographic data) then the i.r. data can be directly 
converted to an absolute measure of chain axis 
orientation. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Sample preparation 
The starting material for all the samples investigated 

was isotropic amorphous PET film (intrinsic viscosity 
0.61) of thickness 30/~m. This film was prepared by 
melt extrusion and quenching onto a chill roll. Two 
series of oriented films were studied. Series (i) was 
prepared by drawing strips of the isotropic film to a 
constant draw ratio of 4:1 at temperatures in the range 
60°C to 100°C. Series (ii) was prepared by drawing at 
constant temperature (80°C) to different draw ratios in 
the range 1.5: 1 to 5: 1. Details of the sample dimensions, 
and the extensometer crosshead speeds used are listed 
in Table 1. For convenience a range of cross-head 
speeds was utilized in the sample preparation. Subsidiary 
experiments showed that this did not significantly affect 
the degree of molecular orientation achieved. 

The sample thicknesses were measured with a pre- 
cision dial indicator and were checked by near i.r. 
interference fringe measurements. These results are also 
shown in Table 1, together with density measurements 
obtained using a density column prepared from an 
aqueous solution of sodium bromide and water. 

Refractive index measurements 
The measurements of refractive index were undertaken 

using an image splitting interference microscope (Zeiss 
Zena Interphako) with accurately calibrated immersion 
liquids. All measurements were made at 551 nm. The 
results are shown in Table 2. 
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Table I Details of sample preparation 

Average 
thickness 

Crosshead Gauge after 
Temp. Draw speed length Width drawing 

(°C) ratio (cm/min) (cm) (cm) Shape (/zm) Density 

Series (i) 
60 4:1 5 8 3 Strip 11.5 1.362 
65 4:1 5 8 3 Strip 12 1 '362 
70 4:1 5 8 3 Strip 14 1 '362 
75 4:1 5 8 3 Strip 14 1.358 
80 4:1 5 8 3 Strip 16 1.358 
87 4:1 5 4 3 Strip 16 1.355 
94 4:1 5 4 3 Strip 11 1 '356 

100 4:1 5 4 3 Strip 12 1 '356 

Series (ii) 
80 1.5:1 Unknown 10 3 Taper 25 1-339 

(dead-loaded) 
80 2.3:1 Unknown 10 2-5 Taper 20 1.340 

(dead-loaded) 
80 2.7:1 Unknown 10 2 Taper 14 1.343 

(dead-loaded) 
80 3.4:1 Unknown 10 1-5 Taper 16 1-354 

(dead-loaded) 
80 3.7:1 Unknown 10 1 Taper 16.5 1-356 

(dead-loaded) 
80 4.5:1 20 4 1 Dumbbell 12-5 1.365 
80 5:2 20 4 1 Dumbbell 12.5 1.365 

Isotropic 1:1 . . . .  30 1.337 

2C 

4C 

o 

Ln 

~- 6C 

80 

;a  

975crn -~ 

8 7 5 c m ~  

795cm "1 ~ / ~  896 Cm-' { I 

~ 4 C  
o 

E 
c 

6 C  

b 

2 C  

8 0  

/ 795 cm-i 

8 7 5 c m  -~ 

•k'X• 6cm'' i 

pseudo base lin~" ~ ~ -~. ~ .1 . /  

Figure 1 The infra-red spectrum of PET in the region 700-1000 
cm -z. Electric vector parallel to (a) z direction or (b) x direction 

Infra-red measurements 
The i.r. measurements were carried out using a Hilger 

H800 double beam i.r. spectrometer, with a wire grid 
polarizer Cambridge Consultants Limited type 1CR 55. 
The measurements were made at normal incidence and 
the film sample was sandwiched between potassium 
bromide plates with a very thin film of Nujol between 
each surface. This reduces the reflection at the polymer 
surface, which for an isolated polymer film gives rise 
to interference fringes. The Nujol forms an approximate 
match for the refractive index of the polymer and has 
a low absorption in the region 750-1300cm -1. The wire 
grid polarizer was assumed to transmit radiation with 
the electric vector in one plane only, and the chart 
recorder was calibrated as a linear vertical scale so that 
the ratio IT/I~ could be determined directly from 
the curves, using a pseudo-base line as shown in 
Figure 1. 

For  each sample, two spectra were recorded in the 
normal incidence case, one with the electric vector 
parallel to the z direction and the other at right angles 
in the x direction. For  each polarization the spectro- 
meter was scanned through the range 750-1100cm -1 at 
a speed of 42-5 cm-1/min and the slit width was gradually 
reduced from 0.9 mm at 750 cm -1 to 0-5 mm at 1100 cm -1. 
Typical examples of  such spectra, obtained f rom a 
sample of  intermediate draw ratio, are shown in Figures 
la and lb. 

Absorption band assignments 
The detailed assignment of  the absorption bands in 

the i.r. spectrum of PET has been the subject of  much 
attention and controversy. Some of this stems f rom the 
proposal originally made by one of us 7-9, that the major 
differences between the i.r. spectra of  amorphous and 
partly crystalline samples of  PET are due to rotational 
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isomerism of the 

0 CH2 
/ \ /  \ /  

CHz O 

group. Crystallographic studies lz, showed that the 
conformation of this group in the crystalline regions 
is trans. It was proposed that in the amorphous regions 
the gauche conformation of  this group is present as 
well as the trans conformation. Although this proposal 
was initially not generally accepted TM 15, in most later 
paperslZ, 16-18 there is a general consensus that certain 
absorption bands can be identified with the trans and 
gauche conformations. In this paper we have chosen 
the 975 cm -1 trans band and the 896 cm -1 gauche band 
for quantitative analysis. 

It is also valuable to analyse the behaviour of absorp- 
tion bands associated with the terephthalate group, and 
more particularly the benzene ring. Here we have 
chosen the 795 cm -1 and 875 cm -1 bands. The 875 cm -1 
band has the added advantage that it can be assigned 
with some certainty to an out-of-plane C-H  deformation 
vibration, in which the transition moment vector lies 
normal to the plane of the benzene ring. From the 
crystallographic data lz, 0m the angle which the transition 
moment vector makes with the chain axis would then 
be about 86 ° . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The optical measurements of the refractive indices nz 
and nx were used to calculate the refractive index of the 
isotropic polymer ni8o, on the basis of  averaging the 
polarizabilities and assuming that the samples were 
transversely isotropic. As before, the Lorentz-Lorenz 
equation is used to relate polarizabilities and refractive 
index. We have: 

n~s o -  1 1 p, t n ~ -  1 , 2 ( n ~ -  l ) ]  
n~so-2 -  3 p0 ~ n z ~ - v  ~ ]  

Table 2 Refractive index measurements 

Temp. Draw ni 
(°C) ratio nz nx (predicted) (Ps(O))opt 

Series (i) 
60 4:1 1-713t 1.540 1-582 0.729 
65 4:1 1.709 1,540 1.590 0.715 
70 4:1 1-703 1-542 1.580 0.682 
75 4:1 1-695 1.540 1.579 0-663 
80 4:1 1.679 1-549 1.580 0.557 
87 4:1 1.660 1-555 1.580 0-453 
94 4:1 1.620 1.570 1.576 0.219" 

100 4:1 1-587 1.576 1.570 0-049* 

Series (ii) 
80 1-5:1 1- 592 1" 576 1.580 0.071 
80 2.3:1 1" 621 1.563 1- 580 0- 256 
80 2.7:1 1" 623 1.563 1- 580 0" 264 
80 3.4 ." 1 1.658 1.553 1- 578 0.455 
80 3.7:1 1" 684 1" 547 1.581 0.586 
80 4.5:1 1" 704 1" 540 1" 578 0.696 
80 5:1 1.705 1" 540 0-578 0" 700 

Isotropic ~ 1.582 1 "582 1 "582 0 

* These samples were not used in the subsequent i.r. analysis 
because of the poor predicted value of ni 
"l'These values were obtained by extrapolation of the higher 
temperature nz data 

where/~ and p0 are the densities of the isotropic polymer 
and the oriented film respectively. Table 2 shows that 
the predicted values of nl8o correspond very closely to 
the experimental value of 1.582, confirming that these 
samples are transversely isotropic to a very good 
approximation. 

The optical data have also been used to calculate 
the overall molecular orientation function (P2(O)ovt) on 
the basis of equations (4) and (5) above, and the results 
are shown in Table 2. 

The i.r. measurements on the bands at 875, 795 and 
896cm -1 were first used to calculate the absorbances 
Az and Ax, corrected for reflection at the interfaces 
using equation (1). These absorbances were then used 
to calculate the quantities Cz and ~x, on the basis of 
equations (4). Finally values of  the i.r. orientation 
function product P2(Om)(P2(O))ir were calculated using 
equation (3). 

It is also possible to calculate the orientation functions 
ignoring the local field correction, by assuming that 
(c¢*)ocn'2-1,  i.e. (~")ocnk. Values of P2(Om)(P2(O))ir 
so calculated for the 875cm -1 band are shown in 
Figure 4. 

Compar&on of the i.r. and optical orientation functions 
The 875 and 795cm -1 bands are both associated 

with vibrations of the benzene ring. They are therefore 
not directly affected by conformational changes in the 
same way as the 975 and 896 cm -1 bands, and might be 
expected to give an indication of the overall chain 
orientation. The optical orientation functions are de- 
rived on the premise that they relate to the orientation 
of an extended repeat unit. Figures 2 and 3 show values 

0 " 2 0  

,_ .0"15 

-$ 

V 

o.lo <o, 

0"05 

,% 

0 

I I I I I 

0 d.2 0-4 d.6 o'.e 
gP2 (el> opt 

Figure 2 Values of P=(Sm)(P=(8))ir for the 875cm -1 band as a 
function of (P2(e))opt. O, Series (i); I I ,  series (ii) 
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Figure 3 Values of P~(Srn)(P~(O)>ir for the 795em -1 band as a 
function of (P2(8)>opt. O, Series (i); II, series (ii) 

degree of anisotropy in absorbance. In the case of the 
875 cm - t  band, if it is assumed that the optical measure- 
ments provide an absolute calibration, the value of Om 
is found to be 85 ° . This agrees well with the value 
expected on the basis of the band assignment*. Hence 
we can make the following identity, (P2(O))~[ 5= 
(P2(0))opt .  

These results were obtained using the Lorentz-Lorenz 
internal field correction. Figure 4 shows a comparison 
of the optical orientation functions with those deduced 
from the i.r. data for the 875cm -1 band ignoring the 
local field correction. The solid line shows the expected 
correlation for Ore= 85 °. The experimental correlation is 
now less good, and it appears that the value of (P2(0)} 
is an underestimate. These results give some support for 
the validity of our treatment. 

The orientation behaviour of the 975 and 896cm -1 
bands associated with the trans and gauche conforma- 
tions respectively, is much more complicated than for 
the 875 and 795cm -1 bands. Figure 5 shows values of 
P2(Om)(P2(O))ir for the 975 cm -1 trans band as a function 
of (P2(0))opt. In this case there is not a linear relationship, 
but the trans orientation function increases rapidly for 
low optical orientation function values to achieve an 
almost constant value for (P2(0))ovt>0"5. This result 
shows that the orientation of the trans conformation is 
not representative of the overall chain axis orientation. 
Figure 6 shows the corresponding results for the 896 cm -1 

* In view of the possible errors in A~13~0 such close agreement may 
well be fortuitous. 

/ 

_o., / [ .... 

/o, I o /  o.o 

~ 0 '3  

0 0'2 0'4 0"6 0,8 I-0 

f:onrrC:ic~7oOf <(~:(~,e>l?3:; (~;SUlllBt: :blea,:~i~ ignoring the internal field O l ~  

of P2(Om)(P2(O)>ir plotted as a function of (P2(0)>opt for 
the 875 and 795cm -1 bands respectively, for the two , ~ , , ~ , , 
series of oriented samples. There is an excellent linear O 0.2 0.4 0-6 O18 I-© 
relationship between these two parameters for both 
bands, confirming that both are measuring similar <P2(O)>oP t 
quantities. The greater consistency of the results for Figure 5 Values of P~(Om)(P~(O))ir for the 975cm -1 trans band 
the 875cm -z band can be attributed to its greater as a f u n c t i o n  of(P2(O)>opt. (3, Series (i); II, series (ii) 
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Values of P2(Sm)<P~(O)>ir for the 896cm -z gauche band 
as a function of (P2(0)>opt. O, Series (i); I I ,  series (ii) 

gauche conformation band. In this case a completely 
different pattern is observed. The gauche orientation 
function is small and positive for (P2(0))opt<0-45 and 
then becomes negative, the numerical value increasing 
rapidly in the highly oriented samples. 

These results, taken together, suggest the following. 
First, that the molecular segments which contain the 
trans conformation possess at low overall orientation 
much higher orientation than those segments which 
contain the gauche conformation. Secondly, that up to 
(P2(O))opt~0.45 the gauche orientation distribution is 
very close to isotropic. There is even an indication that 
the gauche segments for low orientation may be oriented 
transversely to the draw direction. However, it is difficult 
to study the 896cm -1 band quantitatively in terms of  
orientation because it overlaps with the strong 875 cm -1 
band. The i.r. data must therefore be regarded as incon- 
clusive in this particular detail. Finally, it is clear that 
at high degrees of overall molecular orientation there 
is appreciable alignment of the gauche segments. 

The concentration of the absorbing groups 
The concentration of  the absorbing groups can be 

estimated from a calculated value of 40. 
It was found that the calculated values of 40 for the 

875 and 795cm -1 bands are approximately constant 
for all degrees of molecular orientation. This result is 
an expected one, since these bands have been assigned 
to vibrational modes which are independent of the 
conformational state of the molecule. 

On the other hand, the values of 40 for the 975 cm -1 
trans band and 896cm -1 gauche band show a strong 
dependence on the degree of overall molecular orienta- 
tion. This can be seen in Figure 7 where 40 is shown as 
a function of (P2(8))opt, and we observe a smooth 
increase in trans content and a smooth decrease in 
gauche content with increasing overall molecular orienta- 
tion. We have attempted to make the extrapolations 
of 4o t o  full overall molecular orientation (i.e. 

(P2(0)>opt = 1) for both the trans and gauche bands. 
If  we combine these extrapolations (shown in Figure 7) 
with the assumption that there is 100 ~ trans concentra- 
tion at full overall orientation, we have a very simple 
picture. The extrapolation of the 975cm -1 band then 
gives us the value of the polarizability for 100~o trans 
concentration; hence we can find the trans concentration 
for an isotropic sample and thus the corresponding 
gauche concentration. We are then able to calculate 
the trans and gauche concentrations for each sample, 
which, of course, should total 100~. In fact, we chose 
the value of 40 for 100K trans concentration, which 
gave the best overall fit to the data so that the sum of 
the trans and gauche concentration totalled as close to 
100~o as a least squares fit would provide. Table 3 lists 
these intermediate concentration values and it can be 
seen that there is very good internal consistency. A 
remarkable result, which is not to be expected, is that 
absolute values obtained for the polarizabilities of the 
trans and gauche species by this fitting procedure are 
identical. It can readily be appreciated that this is so 
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Figure 7 Values of ~o and concentration for the trans conforma- 
tion (975cm -1 band) and the gauche conformation (896cm -1 
band) as a function of <P~(O)>opt. - - - - ,  trans; , gauche. 
O, Series (i); I--1, series (ii) 
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Tab/e 3 trans and gauche concentrations 

% trans % gauche 
(P~(O)~>opt (xi) (yi) (xi"l-yi) 

0"0 24 76 100 
O" 1 28 72 100 
O" 2 3£ 67 99 
O" 3 38 61 99 
0"4 44 56 100 
O" 5 50 49 99 
0.6 58 42 100 
0-7 68 34 102 
0"8 77 24 101 
0.9 88 13 101 
1.0 100 0 100 
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by noting that the q~0 curves for the trans and gauche 
species (Figure 7) cross at a point corresponding to 
50 ~ trans. It should perhaps be pointed out that although 
the absolute values of the polarizabilities of the trans 
and gauche species are identical for the present series 
of samples this may not hold for other samples where 
high degrees of crystallinity are obtained. In the samples 
examined here the crystallinities were always very low, 
and usually less than 10~o. 

Relationship between molecular orientation and changes in 
molecular conformation 

It has already been remarked that the gauche orienta- 
tion is very low over most of the orientation range. 
This implies that the overall molecular orientation 
arises largely from those molecular chains possessing 
the trans conformation. Moreover, at high overall 
molecular orientation there is little further increase in 
the trans orientation. The values of  the orientation 
function for the 975 cm -1 trans band, <Pz(0)>lr trans × 
P2(0~ an') can be extrapolated to give a constant value 
for high overall molecular orientation. If it is assumed 
that this value corresponds to complete orientation of 
the trans conformers, this gives a value for 0 t'a"" of 32 °. - - m  

With this result we can then calculate absolute values 
of <P2(O)>irtrans for intermediate degrees of  overall 
molecular orientation. These results are shown in 
Table 4. 

Furthermore, recalling that the orientation of the 
gauche conformers is very small, it can be suggested 
that to a good first approximation the optical orientation 
function (Pz(O)>opt which reflects the overall orientation 
is given by: 

<P2(O)>opt = f trans< P2( O) >ir trans 

where titans is the trans mass fraction. The results 
shown in Table 4 confirm that this is a reasonable 
approximation. 

A more remarkable feature of all the results, however, 
is the exact similarity of the data for the two series 
of samples, and this suggests that there is a unique 
relationship between the concentration of trans and 
gauche conformers and the overall orientation as re- 
vealed by optical measurements or by the orientation 
of the 875 or 795cm-Z bands. 

A possible explanation of  this remarkable result is 
that both the conformational content and the molecular 
orientation relate only to the overall strain, irrespective 
of the temperature and conditions of draw. This explana- 
tion would certainly hold for a given temperature if 
the drawing process can be regarded as the extension 

Table 4 Comparison of <P2(O)>opt with 
ftrans<P2(O)>ir trans 

(P2(O)>opt <P:~(O)>lr trans ftrans<P2(O)>ir trans 

0.0 0"0 0.0 
0.1 0.2 0"06 
0.2 0.4 0.13 
0.3 0.6 0"23 
0.4 0.8 0-35 
0.5 0.9 0"45 
0.6 0.9(5) 0"55 
0.7 1 "0 0-68 
0.8 1-0 0.77 
0.9 1 "0 0.88 
1.0 1.0 1.00 
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Figure 8 Plot of <P2(0)>opt against [A2-(1/A)] for series (ii) 
(samples drawn to a series of draw ratios at 80°C) 
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Figure 9 The change in trans conformat ion for series (ii) as a 
function of [1 /3{ ,V+(2/A) } - t ]  

of a rubberlike network, and we will discuss two pieces 
of evidence which support this view. First, there is the 
development of  orientation in a rubberlike network. 
If  it is assumed that the network can be considered as 
a network of freely jointed chains of identical links 19 
(the so-called random links), it can be shown z0 that the 
orientation function <P2(0)>randora  link for the random 
links is given by: 

<P2(0)>random link = ~ A - -  + terms in N- z, etc. 

where N is the number of random links between the 
network junction points (the entanglements) and h is 
the extension or draw ratio. Stress-optical data on 
PET in the temperature range 60--90°C showed 2a that 
the behaviour fitted this model to a good approximation, 
and a value of about 6 was obtained for N. A plot of  
the present 80°C results for <P2(O)>, based on the 
values obtained for the overall molecular orientation, 
is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that there is a good 
linear relationship between <P2(O)> and [Az-(1/A)] up 
to a draw ratio A of 3.5, and this gives a value for N of 
about 5, in reasonable agreement with the previous 
stress-optical results. 

A second piece of  evidence comes from a considera- 
tion of the conformational content as a function of 
draw ratio. According to Abe and Flory z2, the average 
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Figure 70 (Pz(B))ept as a function of draw ratio, showing fit 
to rubberlike (number of random links, N=4*8) network (-) 
at low draw ratios and turn over to pseudo-affine deformation 
scheme (- ---) at high draw ratios 

change in the content of a particular conformer, Amtrans, 
say, relates to the extensional strain h, by an equation 
of the form: 

where v is the total number of chains in the network 
and DZ is a constant of proportionality which can in 
theory be calculated provided that the internal energies 
of the different conformational states is defined. 

In Figure 9 the change in the concentration of the 
tram conformer is plotted as a function of [l/3 x 
(h2+ (2/h)} - l] for series (ii). Again a reasonable straight 
line relationship is obtained up to a draw ratio of 
about 35. 

These results suggest, therefore, that it is not un- 
reasonable to obtain a good correlation between mole- 
cular orientation and conformer content in the low 
draw ratio range where the extension of the polymer 
is akin to that of a rubberlike network. It is perhaps 
more remarkable that the correlation holds to high 
draw ratios where the behaviour fits the pseudo-affine 
deformation scheme23 more closely, as shown by the 
broken line in Figure IO. This aspect will be discussed 
in detail in a future paper, where measurements of 

molecular orientation by polarized Raman spectroscopy 
and polarized fluorescence are also presented. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Polarized infra-red spectroscopy can provide accurate 
measures of overall molecular orientation in PET. 
There is confirmation that corrections for reflectivity 
and the internal field effect are required. 
(2) The combination of measurements of molecular 
orientation with concentration of conformers can throw 
light on the deformation mechanisms occurring during 
drawing. 
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1 Note to the Editor 

Molecular weight dependence of the spherulitic growth rate 
of isotactic polystyrene 
P. d. Lemstra, d. Postma and G. Challa 

Laboratory of Polymer Chemistry, State University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands 
(Received 16 April 1974) 

The influence of molecular weight on the crystallization 
rate of polymers has been the subject of various papers 1-5. 
However, no study on the molecular weight dependence 
of the spherulitic growth rate of isotactic polystyrene 
(i-PS) has been published before. Owing to the low 
crystallization rate we were able to study the spherulitic 
growth rate in a broad temperature between the melting 
temperature and the glass transition temperature. 

Samples of different molecular weight were obtained 
by heating high molecular weight i-PS at 290°C under 
nitrogen atmosphere for various times. At this tempera- 
ture the molecular weight rapidly decreases owing to 
random chain scission 6. Hereafter each sample was 
dissolved into dichloromethane and the solution was 
added slowly to boiling methyl ethyl ketone. By evapora- 
tion of dichloromethane i-PS precipitated quantitatively 
from the ketone leaving the contaminating atactic 
polystyrene in solution. The purified samples were dis- 
solved in toluene and pumped through a column filled 
with Merckogel GPC glass granules (type S1, 1000A) 
in order to fractionate the samples. The eluate was 
collected with a fractional collector (Baird and Tatlock). 
The low and high molecular weight tails were omitted 
and the remaining parts were used for further experi- 
ments. This roundabout method of sample preparation 
was necessary because normal Ziegler-Natta poly- 
merization of styrene produces very high molecular 
weight i-PS. 

13C n.m.r. (FT) spectra recorded on the Varian 
XL-100/15 at 25.2MHz, showed that the degrees of 
isotacticity 7 of the various samples were the same within 
experimental error (92 % isotactic triads). 

The number-average molecular weights of the samples 
were measured in toluene at 35°C with an automatic 
osmometer (Hallikainen) and the viscosity average 
molecular weights in toluene at 30°C with a Ubbelohde 

viscometer. The glass transition temperatures (Tg) and 
melting temperatures (Tin) were measured with a 
differential scanning calorimeter (Perkin-Elmer DSC- 
1B). All sample data are compiled in Table 1. The melting 
temperature T ° as found by extrapolation of the melting 
temperatures Tm versus the crystallization temperature 
Tc was the same for each sample, viz. 242°C as found 
before s. 

The spherulitic growth rates G were measured using 
a Leitz hotstage microscope. Temperature control was 
within + 0-2°C. The samples were heated on the micro- 
scope up to 250°C and after complete melting (for 15 
min) cooled down to To. At this temperature the diameter 
of the spherulites was measured as a function of time 
by means of a Leitz occular. Figure 1 shows the tem- 
perature dependence of the spherulitic growth rate for 
the various samples. In comparing the growth rates G 
with those found by other authors 9, 10 differences were 
found. In our opinion degradation is the cause of these 
differences. When i-PS is not thoroughly purified catalyst 
residues enhance the rate of degradation enormously 
during melting prior to crystallization. 

To analyse the experimental data we used the following 
rate equation 11, 12. 

G = G0exp[- elC2/(C2 -[- Tc - Tg)]exp(-4bo~rae/AFkTc) (1) 

Go is a pre-exponential factor which is generally assumed 
to be constant or proportional to To. The first exponential 
term, the transport term, contains two constants cl and 
c2 originating from the empirical relationship for viscous 
flow given by Williams et al. 13. In the second exponential 
term b0 is the thickness of a monomolecular layer on 
the crystal surface, ~ and ge are interracial free energies 
per unit area parallel and perpendicular respectively to 
the molecular chain direction of the growing crystal, 
and AF is the Gibbs free energy difference per unit 

Table 1 

Sample 

Crystallization parameters for different samples of isotactic polystyrene 

/~n × 10 -3 /~VX 10 -8.  Tg (°C) age (erg2/cm4)t Go (/Lm/min) ~cre(erg2/cm4)~ G~ (/Lm/min K) 

A 290 460 87 126 1730 117 5-0 
B 220 390 87 121 1820 114 5-4 
C 180 330 87 116 1970 111 5.7 
D 85 125 86 114 2380 108 6.7 
E 70 110 85 110 2508 105 7-0 
F 30 58 84 107 3060 102 8-2 

* From [~7]=K./~dl /g with K = 9 . 3 x  10 -5 and a=0.72 (data taken from Trossarelli, L. et al. J. Polym. Sci. 
1959, 35, 205) 

t Calculated from Figure 2 
, Calculated from Figure 3 
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Figure 3 Plots of In G - I n  Tc+clc2/(cz+ Tc-Tg) vs. l/TeAT for 
various samples of isotactic polystyrene. Letters A-F refer to 
samples in Table 1 

volume between the supercooled melt and the crystalline 
phase. AF can be approximated byl2: 

AF = AH. AT/T  ° (2) 

AH is the heat of  fusion per unit volume and AT is 
the supercooling T ° - T c .  In the case of  i-PS this is a 
fairly good approximation as shown by Suzuki and 
Kovacs 9 because the degree of supercooling is rather 
large and the transport term makes the more important 
contribution to G. Substitution of equation (2) into (1) 
yields: 

G = G0exp[-  czcz/(e2 + T e -  Tg)] x 

e x p ( -  4boaaeT°/kAHTeAT) (3) 

When we plot lnG+elc2/(e2+Te-Tg) vs. 1~TeAT a 
straight line should be obtained provided that the 
correct values for el and e2 are substituted. In principle 
several combinations (el, e2) are possible*. Taking 
ez=30K,  which seems a reasonable value a, straight 
lines are obtained for ei = 22 for all samples (see Figure 2). 
For different samples Go can be calculated from the 
intercepts in Figure 2. It  appears that Go depends on 
molecular weight and is proportional to k~rn-°'z5 which 
can be calculated from the slope of the graph In Go vs. 
I n /qn  (see Figure 4). Taking bo=5"5 x 10-Scm, as intro- 
duced by Suzuki and Kovacs 9, and A H = 8 6 x 1 0 7  
erg/cm 315 the products a(re were calculated from the 
slopes in Figure 2 (see Table 1). The product age increases 

* Some authors 1, 9, z4 analysed their data of spherulitic growth 
rates in terms of a rate equation analogous to equation (3) but 
with a first exponential term exp[-C/R(c~+Tc-Tg)]. With a 
computer program they optimized the parameters Go, C1, c2, and 
the nucleation parameter 4boooeT°/kAH. In this way they found 
optimum values for Cz and c2. However, this optimization pro- 
cedure is not quite correct because C~ and c2 are mutually dependent: 
C1/ R = clc2. 
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on double logarithmic scale 

with increasing molecular weight as usually found for 
other polymers too ~. 

When we analyse our data, taking into account that 
Go in equation (3) may be proportional to Tc, straight 
lines are obtained for the same combination cz=22;  
c~=30K when plotting: In G - I n  Tc+clc2 / (c2+Te-Tg)  
vs. 1/TcAT. 

From the intercepts in Figure 3, G+o(=Go/Te) can be 
calculated (see Table 1). We see that Go + also depends on 
molecular weight and that the values for the product 
~ee are in the same range as found above. The molecular 
weight dependence of Go + is given by /Qn -°'2° (see 
Figure 4). 

The values for acre which were calculated from Figures 

Note to the Editor~Letter 

2 and 3 are close* to those found by Suzuki and KovacsL 
In contrary to polyethylene t l  the values of  Go and 
Go + . T + are much smaller than the theoretical limit of 
the Eyring theory bokT+/h=3.1 × 1011Fm/min. (T + is 
the temperature at which G has its maximum value, h 
is Planck's constant.) This shows that other factors may 
play an important role in the crystallization of i-PS 
such as chain conformation and chain stiffness which 
give rise to a different crystallization mechanism 16. 
The small dependence of Go and Go + on molecular weight 
supports this view. 
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* In a recent paper Lauritzen and Hoffman give a new theory for 
polymer crystallization. Following this theory the values 
for aae should be taken twice as large 16. 

Letter 

Effect of temperature on the wett- 
ability of oxidized polyethylene films 

In previous papers 1-a it was shown that the wettability 
and the free energy of  adhesion between a polyethylene 
film and reference liquids increase when a polyethylene 
film is oxidized by a mixture of  sulphuric acid and 
potassium chlorate. 

Under given conditions of  potassium chlorate con- 
centration in the mixture, temperature and immersion 
time of  the films in the mixture, the oxidation produced 
a well determined amount  of high energy, hydrophilic 
superficial sites, mainly carbonyls. 

The effect of  the oxidation is the increase of  the 
critical surface tension, ye, of  the polymer by several 
dynes/cm. 

A linear relationship is obtained when the surface 

density of the polar sites created is plotted against the 
free energy of adhesion of the films with a reference 
liquid. This is verified up to the saturation of the poly- 
ethylene surface by polar sites. The higher degree of 
oxidation of the films, achieved by increasing the potas- 
sium chlorate concentration in the mixture, does not 
modify the free energy of adhesion of  the oxidized 
films. I t  follows from these observations that the strong 
chemical oxidation produces polar sites in the bulk of 
the polyethylene, below the surface. They do not modify 
the polymer wettability, which depends on the chemical 
composition of the outermost layer of  the molecules. 

The present work illustrates the effect of  temperature 
on the wettability of  the oxidized polyethylene films. 

Neumann 4, ~ has already demonstrated that the shifts 
in the temperature dependence of polymer-liquid 
adhesion may be related to the polymorphic transitions 
in the bulk of  a polymer. 
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with increasing molecular weight as usually found for 
other polymers too ~. 

When we analyse our data, taking into account that 
Go in equation (3) may be proportional to Tc, straight 
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vs. 1/TcAT. 

From the intercepts in Figure 3, G+o(=Go/Te) can be 
calculated (see Table 1). We see that Go + also depends on 
molecular weight and that the values for the product 
~ee are in the same range as found above. The molecular 
weight dependence of Go + is given by /Qn -°'2° (see 
Figure 4). 

The values for acre which were calculated from Figures 
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Go + . T + are much smaller than the theoretical limit of 
the Eyring theory bokT+/h=3.1 × 1011Fm/min. (T + is 
the temperature at which G has its maximum value, h 
is Planck's constant.) This shows that other factors may 
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such as chain conformation and chain stiffness which 
give rise to a different crystallization mechanism 16. 
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In previous papers 1-a it was shown that the wettability 
and the free energy of  adhesion between a polyethylene 
film and reference liquids increase when a polyethylene 
film is oxidized by a mixture of  sulphuric acid and 
potassium chlorate. 

Under given conditions of  potassium chlorate con- 
centration in the mixture, temperature and immersion 
time of  the films in the mixture, the oxidation produced 
a well determined amount  of high energy, hydrophilic 
superficial sites, mainly carbonyls. 

The effect of  the oxidation is the increase of  the 
critical surface tension, ye, of  the polymer by several 
dynes/cm. 

A linear relationship is obtained when the surface 

density of the polar sites created is plotted against the 
free energy of adhesion of the films with a reference 
liquid. This is verified up to the saturation of the poly- 
ethylene surface by polar sites. The higher degree of 
oxidation of the films, achieved by increasing the potas- 
sium chlorate concentration in the mixture, does not 
modify the free energy of adhesion of  the oxidized 
films. I t  follows from these observations that the strong 
chemical oxidation produces polar sites in the bulk of 
the polyethylene, below the surface. They do not modify 
the polymer wettability, which depends on the chemical 
composition of the outermost layer of  the molecules. 

The present work illustrates the effect of  temperature 
on the wettability of  the oxidized polyethylene films. 

Neumann 4, ~ has already demonstrated that the shifts 
in the temperature dependence of polymer-liquid 
adhesion may be related to the polymorphic transitions 
in the bulk of  a polymer. 
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Letter 

As in the previous work the low density polyethylene 
(0.929g/cm 3 at 23°C) thin film (25/zm) Cryovac L 
Film (provided by Grace Society, France) was used. 
The reference liquids were formamide and ethylene 
glycol, both Merck analytical grades. Small volumes 
of these liquids were thoroughly degassed in vacua 
with a series of freeze-thaw cycles and were then vacuum- 
distilled into reservoir flasks on the vacuum line. Their 
surface tensions measured by the Wilhelmy method 
were consistent with literature data (formamide, 58.2 
dyne/cm; ethylene glycol, 47.7dyne/cm). 

Contact angles were measured by a drop-on-plate 
method employing a device built for us by Soci&6 
Bouty, Paris. The main part of the apparatus is the 
thermostatically heated contact angle cell. It operates 
in the temperature range 20-140°C. A thermocouple 
incorporated in the sample holder measures the tem- 
perature with an accuracy of + I°C. The cell allows 
saturation of the air phase with vapour of the reference 
liquid, thus avoiding drafts and contaminants. By means 
of a suitable syringe a liquid drop was placed on the 
polymer surface. The sample holder may be turned 
round by an exterior command enabling contact angle 
measurements to be made on various sites of the sample 
surface. A telescope equipped with a goniometer device 
enables direct readings of contact angle values. 

For each system at each temperature 3-5 separate 
drops were examined and the average advancing contact 
angles were recorded. 

The series of contact angle measurements performed 
on the oxidized and unoxidized polyethylene films are 
shown in Figure 1. Curve 1 of this Figure shows that 
for the untreated polyethylene the contact angle remains 
constant within the temperature range 20-98 °C and that 
neither during the heating nor during the cooling runs 
could any variation of its value be observed. The tem- 
perature dependence of the contact angle of the oxidized 
polyethylene measured with formamide and ethylene 
glycol are shown in Figure 1 by curves 2 and 3 respect- 
ively. For both liquids a remarkable shift of the contact 
angle value in the temperature region of 79-92°C may 
be noticed. For ethylene glycol the contact angle value 
increased from an average of 52 ° to 64 ° and for forma- 
mide from 54 ° to 70 °. Furthermore, these values remain 
almost constant during the cooling run of the sample 
to 20°C and during the second increase of the tempera- 
ture to about 100°C. 
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Figure 1 Temperature dependence of contact angle on poly- 
ethylene films oxidized in sulphuric acid and potassium chlorate 
mixture at 20°C. Potassium chlorate concentration in the mixture 
is 4.76%. Under these conditions oxidation yields a surface den- 
sity of polar sites equal to 14-0x 1014molecules/cm ~ 1. 1, Form- 
amide/unoxidized polyethylene; 2, formamide/oxidized poly- 
ethylene; 3, ethylene glycol/oxidized polyethylene 
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Figure 2 Thermograms of polyethylenes. A, Unoxidized poly- 
ethylene; B, oxidized polyethylene, e-~. Temperature range where 
the shift of the contact angle takes place (see Figure 1) 

The decrease of the wettability of the oxidized poly- 
ethylene at about 80°C and the irreversibility of this 
phenomenon suggests that some essential changes of 
the surface nature and composition occur in this 
temperature region. 

These changes involve, most probably, the decrease 
of the surface free energy, 7s, of the polymer. 

Measurements of melting points and heats of melting 
for the untreated and oxidized polyethylenes were 
carried out using differential thermal analysis (d.t.a.). 
The thermograms represented in Figure 2 show that 
for both samples the beginning of the melting transition 
is at about 85°C. 

The close agreement between the temperature of the 
beginning of the melting transition and the decrease of 
the wettability of the oxidized polyethylene seems to 
have an important significance. 

The most probable interpretation of the observed 
phenomenon is the following. At the beginning of the 
melting transition the increase of the chain mobility 
leads to the redistribution of the external polar groups 
initially located at the solid-air interface. Thus some 
groups become immersed in the bulk of the polymer 
and a decrease of the surface density of these polar 
groups results. This is spectacularly demonstrated by 
the shift of the contact angle value. The new equilibrium 
value leads to a contact angle value close to that of the 
untreated polyethylene and remains constant during the 
cooling and successive heating of the polymer sample. 
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Spherulitic crystallization in biopolymers 

P. d. Barham, E. D. T. Atkins and I. A. Nieduszynski 
H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TL, UK 
(Received 8 April 1974; revised 16 May 1974) 

Banded spherulites with diameters of the order of 150/zm have been grown by evaporation 
from solutions of the branched polysaccharide, dextran, in DMSO, formamide and water. 
The average size of the spherulites depends on molecular weight, evaporation temperature, 
and the solvent used. Activation energies for spherulitic growth were measured as a 
function of molecular weight and solvent environment. Two distinct types of spherulite 
were obtained depending only on the molecular weight: negative, banded spherulites 
from the high molecular weight dextran; and positive, unbanded spherulites from the 
low molecular weight dextran. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the synthetic polymer field spherulitic growth patterns 
are an established facet of polymeric morphology, 
which has been investigated in some detail over the last 
two decades, especially by Keller 1-a. It is somewhat 
surprising therefore to find that spherulities, admittedly 
rather small, have only recently been reported 4 for a 
biological polymer*. On general considerations no 
fundamental difference is expected between the crystal- 
lization behaviour of synthetic and biological polymers. 
Indeed recent work in this laboratory on the crystalliza- 
tion of the connective tissue polysaccharides 6-9 in the 
form of oriented fibres and films bears out this philo- 
sophy. In order to demonstrate that banded spherulites 
may also be obtained from a biopolymer we have 
undertaken an investigation concerned with the crystal- 
lization of the polysaccharide dextran 10, which is 
commonly used as a blood plasma filler. Our interest 
in this particular biopolymer was prompted by the 
reported observation by Pasika and West of the first 
laboratory produced biological spherulites 4. 

The spherulitic films of dextran reported by Pasika 
and West consisted of spherulites with diameters in the 
range 8-25/zm. In the present paper a somewhat different 
method of obtaining spherulitic dextran films, by 
evaporation of solutions at relatively high temperatures, 
is described. Using this method dextran films with 
spherulitic diameters in the range 10--150/zm have been 
obtained. These spherulites, which are very similar to 
spherulites from synthetic polymers, may be able to 
give information about spherulitic morphology in 
general since in several cases they are of a better quality 
than those observed for synthetic polymers which 
exhibit similar properties. Dextran is an a-l,6-1inked 
polysaccharide, the molecular shape of which is illustrated 
in Figure 1 (for a review of dextran see ref 10) and as 
such the molecule is able to rotate, subject to steric 
hindrance, about three bonds at each monomer unit. 
The polysaccharide chain is branched and furthermore 

* We wish to distinguish between these observations and the 
Maltese cross seen in starch granules between crossed polars 5, 
which results from distinctly different morphological features. 

HO 

H 

HO 

n 

Figure I Schematic diagram of c~-l,6- 
linked dextran. Note that rotation can 
occur about three successive bonds, 
subject to steric hindrance, which 
allows considerable flexibility 

it is believed that in the longer molecules the branching 
is concentrated into long side chains. Dextran has also 
been crystallized by precipitation from aqueous solu- 
tion 11. X-ray powder diagrams were obtained from 
such samples, and four different X-ray patterns were 
observed depending primarily on the temperature at 
which the precipitation was performed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The dextrans used in this work were kindly provided 
by Dr A. deBelder of Pharmacia AB, Uppsala, Sweden. 
The molecular weights and degrees of polymerization 
(DP) of the dextrans used were 2400 (DP ,,~ 15), 3200 
(DP ~20), 40 000 (DP ,,,250) and > 107 (DP N63 000). 
Three different types of dextrans with molecular weight 
> 107 were used, but no significant differences were 
observed. All the dextrans were branched with ap- 
proximately 5 ~o of the material in the branches. 

Spherulitic films of dextran were prepared by evapora- 
tion of solutions of dextran in dimethylsulphoxide 
(DMSO), formamide or water, or mixtures of these 
solvents at temperatures between 70 ° and 180°CZL 
Growth rates, and hence activation energies were 
measured by evaporating solutions at fixed temperatures 
for fixed lengths of time and then measuring the mean 
diameter of the spherulites formed. 
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The birefringence of the spherulites was measured by 
cutting a series of successive thin (~ 10tzm) sections 
through a sample and selecting those sections which 
passed through the centre of a spherulite. When the 
spherulites were banded the birefringence was measured 
at the centre of a bright band. The magnitude of bi- 
refringence was measured using a Brace-K6hler rotating 
quartz compensator and the sign measured using a 
whole wave plate using standard techniques 13. 

RESULTS 

Spherulitic size 
The main factors which determined the size to which 

spherulites would grow were the molecular weight of 
the dextran, the evaporation temperature, and the 
solvent used. In addition the initial concentration of 
the solution appears to play some part in determining 
the size of spherulites. It was found that with initial 
concentrations greater than 10 ~ (w/v) the size to which 
spherulites would grow steadily decreased with increasing 
initial concentration. The maximum initial concentration 
of solution that produced spherulites which could be 
resolved in the polarizing microscope was found to be 
60~ (w/v). The sizes to which spherulites grew as a 
function of evaporation temperature, molecular weight 
and solvent are shown in Table 1 (the sizes of spherulites 
of molecular weight 3200 were similar to those from 
molecular weight 2400). All these results refer to the 
mean diameter of at least fifty spherulites grown from a 
10~ (w/v) solution. 

When dextrans with different molecular weights 
were mixed, the sizes of spherulites obtained were 
generally those which would be expected from a weighted 
average of the sizes given in Table 1. There was, however, 
one notable exception to this empirical ruIe. A mixture 
of the 2400 and 40 000 molecular weight dextrans with 
5-10%w/w of the 40000 molecular weight dextran 
dissolved in DMSO produced spherulites smaller than 
those from either pure system, generally about 70 ~ of 
the expected size. 

Figure 2 Banded dextran spherulites grown from an 8% (w/v) 
solution of 40000 molecular weight dextran in DMSO at 180°C. 
The micrograph was taken between crossed polars 

Birefr&gence of  spherulites 
The most striking birefringence effects of spherulites 

are the dark Maltese cross and the concentric bands J, z. 
Both these effects were always observed in spherulites 
grown from the 40000 and >107 molecular weight 
dextrans as illustrated in Figure 2. However, in spherulites 
from the 2400 molecular weight sample (see Figure 3) 
banding was rarely observed, and in any event was 

Table 1 Mean diameter (in Fm) of dextran spherulites grown from 
10% (w/v) solutions 

Evaporation temperature (°C) 
Molecular 

Solvent weight 80 100 120 140 160 180 

DMSO 2 400 5 12 25 60 100 120 
DMSO 40 000 5 15 30 70 120 150 
DMSO >107 0 2 5 10 15 30 
Formamide 2 400 0 2.5 8 15 30 40 
Formamide 40 000 3 5 10 20 35 45 
Formamide > 107 0 0 2 5 8 10 
Water 2 400 1 "5 2 . . . .  
Water 40 000 2 4 . . . .  
Water > 10 ? 0 0.5 . . . .  

i i  

Figure 3 Spherulites of low molecular weight dextran grown by 
evaporation at 160°C from a 10% (w/v) solution of the 2400 mole- 
cular weight dextran sample in DMSO (micrograph between 
crossed polars) 

irregular. In some of the 2400 molecular weight sphe- 
rulites the Maltese cross was very distorted and in a 
few it was completely absent (interestingly these particular 
spherulites were banded). 

The spacing between bands was observed to depend 
on the evaporation temperature only, the bands being 
further apart in those spherulites grown at higher 
temperatures. The spacing was approximately the same 
for spherulites grown from the 40 000 and the > 107 
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molecular weight dextran samples, but the bands were 
closer together in spherulites of the 2400 molecular 
weight sample which were grown at the same temperature. 

It was found that spherulites of 40 000 and > 107 
molecular weight dextrans were negatively birefringent, 
while those from the 2400 molecular weight dextran 
were positively birefringent. (A positive spherulite is 
one in which the radial refractive index is greater than 
the tangential refractive index and vice versa for a 
negative spherulite.) Positive and negative banded 
spherulites with very low birefringence, and also non- 
birefringent banded spherulites could all be grown from 
solutions of the 3200 molecular weight dextran fraction, 
depending on the evaporation temperature. Evaporation 
below 150°C provided positive spherulites, while evapora- 
tion above 160°C produced negative spherulites. At 
evaporation temperatures between 150°C and 160°C 
non-birefringent spherulites could be grown. It was 
found possible to grow complex spherulites with the 
sign of birefringence changing along a radius, by varying 
the evaporation temperature during crystallization. 
Such spherulites were banded in a continuous fashion. 
Mixing the 40 000 and 2400 molecular weight samples 
again gave unexpected results. When there was up to 
3 70 wJw of the 40 000 molecular weight material present 
the proportion of negative spherulites was about 1%. 
With 3-7 ~o of the longer molecules present the pro- 
portion of negative spherulites increased to 10%. When 
there was more than 107o of the 40000 molecular 
weight dextran present very few (less than 1%) of the 
spherulites were positive. All the negative spherulites 
were banded but with the bands closer together than in 
spherulites of pure 40 000 molecular weight dextran. 

The magnitude of the birefringence in the spherulites 
was measured for the 2400, 40 000 and > 107 molecular 

Table 2 Birefringence of spherulites (the error in all measure- 
ments is + 8 % )  

Solvents 

Molecular weight Water DMSO Formamide 

2 400 +0'00071 +0.00075 +0"00068 
40 000 --0.00079 -0-00073 -0"00074 

> 107 -0"00070 --0"00068 --0"00072 

Results refer to difference between mean radial refractive 
index and mean tangential refractive index for light of wavelength 
4861 

Table 3 Activation energies (in kcal/mol) for spherulitic growth 
in dextran 

Initial concentration of solution 
(w/v) (%) 

Molecular 
Solvent weight 1 10 20 40 

DMSO 2400 26+4 24_5 28+4 28+7 
DMSO 40000 28___3 30+2 31+3 33+4 
DMSO >107 - -  33+6 m 
Formamide 2 400 30_. 5 29+__ 5 30+ 5 34_ 7 
Formamide 40 000 31 __. 5 33+ 5 36+ 5 35+ 5 
Formamide >107 - -  35+6 - -  - -  
Water 2400 ~ 33+9 - -  
Water 40000 38±8 41+8 39+8 35__.8 
50% DMSO/ 2400 28+5 30_+5 324-6 324-6 
50% formamide 
50% DMSO/ 40 000 30_+4 32_+5 33_+4 33_+5 
50% formamide 

i 

Figure 4 Row nucleated structures grown by evaporation at 
160°C from a stirred 10% (w/v) solution of the 40000 molecular 
weight dextran in DMSO (micrograph between crossed polars) 

weight dextrans and these results are given in Table 2. 
The birefringence of the 3200 molecular weight dextran 
was too low to be measured accurately. 

Activation energies 
The activation energy for spherulitic growth 14, 15 was 

measured as a function of solvent environment, initial 
concentration of the solution and the molecular weight 
of the particular dextran used. The results of these 
measurements are shown in Table 3. It should be noted 
that although several trends are detectable all the 
measured activation energies lie within the experimental 
error of each other. The principal trends are: (i) an 
increase in activation energy with increasing length 
of the molecular chains; and (ii) a variation with the 
solvent used. There also may be an increase in activation 
energy with increasing concentration of the initial 
solution. 

Row nucleated structures 

Row nucleated structure is the name given to a 
crystal morphology often occurring in synthetic polymers 
which have undergone a flowing process prior to crystal- 
lizationL A row nucleated structure is a series of spherul- 
ites all of which have their origins nucleated on a common 
line. The spherulites grow out perpendicularly to this 
line without constraint but growth parallel to the line 
is restricted as the spherulites grow into one another. 

Row nucleated structures were first observed in 
dextran films around the edges of the film where the 
solution had flowed inwards during evaporation. The 
few row nucleated structures which were thus observed 
were aligned roughly perpendicular to the edges of the 
film. Further investigation showed that these structures 
could be consistently grown if the solution was stirred 
with a needle during evaporation. This technique gave 
many row nucleated structures randomly arranged 
within the film (see Figure 4). These structures grew best 
in a mixture of 40 000 and about 5 70 w/w of the > 107 
molecular weight material, although they were observed 
in films of all the dextran fractions which were used. 
However, row nucleated structures were only observed 
to form from DMSO solutions. 

The temperature range over which row nucleated 
structures were observed to form was the same as for 
spherulites. Their widths were also of the same order 
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of magnitude as the diameters of spherulites grown 
under similar conditions. Row nucleated structures were 
normally ~300/zm long although several over I mm 
long were observed. 

X-ray data 
Spherulitic films of all types were subjected to X-ray 

diffraction and all gave powder diagrams with the same 
interplanar spacings. These patterns were similar to 
the L-2 patterns obtained by Jeanes et al. z 1 (see Table 4). 
The only variation between the patterns obtained from 
the different films was the relative intensity of the 
amorphous halo, which enables the crystallinity to be 
estimated. The intensity of the amorphous halo was 
found to vary considerably with the evaporation tem- 
perature, solvent environment, and the molecular 
weight of the particular dextran used. It was greatest 
at low evaporation temperatures in all cases. At evapora- 
tion temperatures below 60°C for DMSO and 65°C for 
both formamide and water solutions no crystallinity 
was observed. 

The 2400 and > 107 molecular weight dextran sphe- 
rulites showed a strong amorphous halo at all evapora- 
tion temperatures (although the relative intensity was 
observed to decrease slightly with increasing evaporation 
temperature). The 40000 molecular weight dextran 
spherulites showed a distinct drop in amorphous content 
at evaporation temperatures above 120°C, especially 
from DMSO solutions, where the amorphous halo was 
very weak. In general there was least amorphous scatter- 
ing from films grown from DMSO solution, and most 
from films grown from aqueous solutions. 

DISCUSSION 

Most of the effects observed in dextran spherulites have 
been observed in the past in spherulites of synthetic 
polymers. This adds further weight to the argument 
that there is no fundamental difference between the 
behaviour of natural and synthetic polymers. 

The results concerning the sizes and activation energies 
of dextran spherulites are stated for the reader's informa- 
tion and require little discussion, except to mention 
that the lower activation energy for growth of spherulites 
in the 2400 molecular weight dextran may be easily 
understood. Since in spherulites grown from synthetic 
polymers it is well established that the molecular chains 
are in the chain-folded configuration, it is reasonable 

Table 4 Interplanar spacings (in ~) as determined 
from X-ray powder diagrams 

Spherulites grown at 140°C deanes et aL lz 'L-2' type 

5"93 
5" 60 5- 65 
4-97 4'95 
4.51 4'52 
4.06 4'00 
3'85 
3"57 3"57 
3'20 3"24 

3-06 
2-87 
2-56 2-55 
2" 33 2" 36 
2'16 

6 

• 

g, 
...1 

24 2's 26 27 2'8 
(IIT}x IO3{K -I) 

Figure 5 Graph showing the variation of spherulitic growth rate 
(plotted as the logarithm) with reciprocal temperature for 10% 
(w/v) solutions in DMSO. The experimental results for samples 
with molecular weights 40000, 2400 and >107 are represented 
by the symbols I I ,  ~I', • respectively. Note that the growth rate 
of the 40g00 molecular weight material is greater than for the 
2400 molecular weight material which in turn is greater than 
that of the >107 molecular weight material. The growth rates 
used to prepare this graph were measured in purely arbitrary 
units, since to obtain an activation energy only the gradient is 
needed 

to expect a similar situation to occur in dextran sphe- 
rulites. However, in the case of the 2400 molecular 
weight dextran the chains are short (~ 15 monomer 
units) and therefore are very unlikely to crystallize in 
the chain-folded configuration. Thus with no energy 
to fold the chains required, a lower activation energy is 
to be expected. The birefringence phenomena observed 
in dextran spherulites will be discussed in more detail 
and compared with observations of synthetic polymer 
spherulites. The effects on spherulitic morphology of 
mixing molecular weight fractions has not been examined 
in detail in the synthetic polymer field; however, the 
observed birefringence effects in dextran spherulites 
grown from such mixtures may be explained as follows. 

Figure 5 shows that spherulites of the 40 000 molecular 
weight fraction always grow faster than those of the 
2400 molecular weight fraction. Thus it would be expected 
that in the mixture the shorter molecular chains will 
be 'forced' to adopt the growth mechanism and morph- 
ology common to the 40 000 molecular weight dextran 
spherulites so that most spherulites grown from such a 
mixture would have negative birefringence. 

The observation of positive and negative spherulites 
from the same polymeric material is not a common 
occurrence, although observations have been reported 
for polyamides 16-20 and polyesters 16, ~7. A brief resum6 
of these reports will be given here, for the sake of com- 
parison with dextran. In 1955 Keller 16, 17 observed 
positive and negative spherulites in poly(ethylene 
terephthalate) (PET) and polyamides and in addition 
gave results of X-ray microbeam diffraction analysis to 
determine molecular orientation within these spherulites. 
The quality of the diffraction patterns was quite poor 
due to many practical difficulties; however, he was 
able to detect some differences in orientation phenomena 
in PET spherulites and concluded that the change in 
sign of birefringence was due to a change in crystal 
habit. In 1961 and 1962 Mann and Roldan-Gonzalez TM 19 
reported that they were unable to detect any similar 
differences in orientation phenomena in polyamide 
spherulites, and concluded that there was no change in 
crystal habit in this case. This was taken up by Cannon 
et aL 2° who examined the temperature dependence of 
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the birefringence of  polyamide spherulites. They only 
found one model consistent both with their own studies 
and with those of Mann and Roldan-Gonzalez, in 
which in the positive spherulites the c-axis (i.e. the chain 
direction) was approximately tangential and the b-axis 
approximately radial; while in the negative spherulites 
the c-axis was tangential but otherwise the orientation 
was completely random. 

In the case of  PET the negative spherulites were 
obtained by degrading (heating the undried preparation) 
the polymer 16 and the positive spherulites were obtained 
from the undegraded material. No quantitative results 
of the particular molecular weights are available for 
these results. In the case of nylons the spherulites 
obtained are negative if crystallized above some critical 
temperature and positive if crystallized below that 
temperature. Spherulites grown at the critical temperature 
have zero birefringence. No experiments growing 
spherulites from different molecular weight fractions 
have been reported for the polyamides. In both PET 
and polyamides all the spherulites were grown from 
the melt. 

The phenomena which cause changes in sign of the 
birefringence of PET, nylon and dextran spherulites 
may be common to many polymers, but go unobserved 
in those polymers where there is no accompanying 
change in sign of birefringence. It  should be noted in 
this context that only those polymers which have a 
comparatively large polarizability perpendicular to the 
molecular chain axis will be able to form both positive 
and negative spherulites. 

Indeed it has been suggested 2z that the sheaf-like 
structures of polyethylene grown from solution can 
have either the a or the b axis oriented radially depending 
on the crystallization conditions. I f  spherulites grew 
from both types of  sheaf and retained their crystal 
habit then they could not be distinguished by bire- 
fringence measurements alone. 

Spherulites grown from dextran solutions exhibit a 
variation in sign with molecular weight as do the PET 
spherulites; and the 3200 molecular weight dextran 
fraction exhibits a temperature dependence comparable 
with the polyamides. At present the reasons for these 
changes in birefringence of dextran spherulites are not 

understood; however, dextran may prove to be a useful 
model material for further investigation into these 
phenomena, owing to the ease with which good quality 
spherulites may be grown from dextran solutions. 
However, it must be remembered that the positive 
spherulites are all grown from short molecules which 
are unlikely to adopt the chain-folded configuration, 
and so care must be taken in comparing dextran with 
the long chain synthetic polymers. 
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Synthesis, characterization, and conformational 
studies of N-t-butyloxycarbonyl-oligo-L-leucine 
methyl esters 
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The conformational properties of N-t-butyloxycarbonyl-oligo-L-leucine methyl esters 
were examined in anhydrous and aqueous organic solvents. This study demonstrates 
that these oligomers may exist in predominantly E-associated or unordered conformations 
depending upon the solvent. The fi-structure, which appears at the pentamer in ethylene 
glycol (EG) and trifluoroethanol (TFE)-water (20:80 v/v), could be disrupted by dilution 
or by increasing the temperature. The stability of the fl-structures was found to be lower 
than those formed by oligopeptides derived from L-isoleucine and L-valine and comparable 
to those formed by oligo-L-methionines. 

INTRODUCTION 

Conformational energy calculations 1, 2 have shown that 
the right-handed o-helix is a structure of great stability 
for poly(e-leucine). Also, recent experiments have 
demonstrated that poly(e-leucine) and various co- 
polymers assume this structure in the solid state, in 
aqueous solution and in non-denaturing organic sol- 
vents ~-14. Leucine was also found to be the amino acid 
residue with the highest propensity for forming ordered 
secondary structures (total helical and fl-regions) in 
proteins 14. In previous papers we reported evidence 
of B-associated structure formation in homo-oligo- 
peptides derived from amino acids with saturated side 
chain, i.e. isoleucine 15-17, valine is, and methioninOg, 2°. 
In this paper we wish to discuss the synthesis and 
characterization of the homologous series BOC-(-L- 
Leu-)-nOMe (n=2-7) (BOC, t-butyloxycarbonyl; Leu, 
leucine; OMe, methyl ester), and its conformational 
properties in anhydrous and aqueous organic solvents. 
For this investigation we have used polarimetry, ultra- 
violet (u.v.) absorption and circular dichroism (c.d.). 
A brief account of some of this work has already been 
reported 21. Leucine oligomers have been scarcely 
investigated, and no conclusive structural assignments 
have been made 22-z4. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparation of compounds 
t_Butyloxycarbonyl_L_leucine25, 26. This compound was 

prepared following the procedure described by Schna- 
be125, m.p. 81-83°C, [=]]~=-24.1 ° (c = 1, acetic acid). 

L-Leucine methyl ester hydrochloride 27. This compound 
was prepared following the procedure described by 
Boissonnas et al. 28, m.p. 149°C, after recrystallization 

from anhydrous methanol-ethyl ether, [~]~ = + 13.3 ° 
(c =4.9, H20). 

t-ButyloxycarbonyLL-leueyl-L-leucine hydrazide. This 
compound was synthesized according to the procedure 
previously described 16, m.p. 115-I16°C, after recrystal- 
lization from hot methanol-water, [~]-~ = - 5 7  ° (c = 0.4, 
trifluoroethanol). Calculated for C17H34N404: C, 57.0 ~ ;  
H, 9.6~;  N, 15.6~. Found: C, 56.7~; H, 9 .6~;  
N, 55.5%. 

The BOC%L-Leu-)-nOMe (n=2-7) oligomers were 
synthesized according to the procedures previously 
reported 16. The elemental analytical data are sum- 
marized in Table 1 and the physical properties in 
Table 2. 

Methods 
The optical rotation measurements were carried out 

on a Perkin-Elmer Model 141 polarimeter equipped 
with a thermostat. The values are expressed in terms 
of Cv, total molar rotation at sodium D line. The 
u.v. absorption measurements were carried out using 
a Cary Model 15 spectrophotometer equipped with 
a hydrogen light source and a thermostat. The spectro- 
photometer was kept oxygen-free by continuous flushing 
with dry prepurified nitrogen. The values are expressed 
in terms of total molar absorption coefficients. C.d. 
spectra were recorded using a Cary 60 spectropolari- 
meter modified with a Model 6001 circular dichroism 
attachment, and 0.5mm, 1 ram, and 1 cm path length 
cells. Dry prepurified nitrogen was employed to purge 
the instrument before and during the experiments. The 
values are expressed in terms of [0]M, total molar 
ellipticity. The solvents used for the spectral measure- 
ments were trifluoroethanol (Fluka, Btichs), hexafluoro- 
isopropanol and hexafluoroacetone sesquihydrate (Du 
Pont and Co., Wilmington, Delaware), ethylene glycol 
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N (%) 

Calc. Found 

2* ClsHa4N205 358"5 60.1 60.1 9-6 9.7 7-8 7.9 
3* C24H45NaO6 471.6 61.1 61.0 9.6 9-6 8.9 8.8 
4* CaoH56N407 584.8 61.6 61.8 9.6 9.5 9.6 9.6 
5 CsdHdvNsO8 698.0 61.9 61.6 9.7 9.7 10.0 10.0 
6 C42H~BN609 811 "1 62"2 61 "8 9-7 9"8 10.4 10"3 
7 C48HsgNTOlo 924"3 62"4 62"2 9"7 9"7 10.6 10"5 

* For a previous synthesis and elemental analytical data of this compound, see ref 22 

Table 2 Summary of physical properties of BOC-(-L-Leu-)-nOMe 

Yield M.p. (°C) 
n Method (%) (recryst.) Solventsa [~]~(HFA)b ~ ( H F A ) b  Rfl  c Rf, c 

2d DCCI 72 141-142 EA/pet. ether - 46 .9  - 1 .68  0.90 0.90 
3d DCCI 75 158-159 EA/pet. ether -75 .1  - 3 .54  0.90 0"90 
4d Azide 88 208-209 DMF/water - 92 .6  - 5 .42  0.90 0"70 
5 Azide 87 >250 hot DMF/water -101.0  - 7 .05  0.90 0.50 
6 Azide 91 >250 hot DMF/water -111.1 -9 .01 0-20 0.10 
7 Azide 71 >250 hot DMF/water -120-0 -11.09 0.10 0.10 

a EA=ethyl acetate; DMF=dimethylformamide 
b ~ = [ ~ ] ~  x (molecular weight/10 000) x (degree.cma/mol). The concentration used for the polari- 
metric measurements was 3x 10-SM 
c Thin-layer chromatography on SiO2 (Merck); Rf,, methanol-benzene (1:6); R%, benzene-ethyl 
acetate (1:1). A single spot was observed in each case 
d For a previous synthesis and physical properties of this compound, see ref 22 

(Erba RS, Milan) and double distilled water. All solvents 
were of the highest purity commercially available and 
were used without further purification. 

0 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Synthesis and eharacterization of oligomers 
The oligopeptide series BOC-(-L-Leu-)-nOMe (n = 2-7) 

has been synthesized following the scheme illustrated 
in ref 16. The DCCI coupling method 29 has been em- 
ployed for preparing the dimer and trimer, and the 
Rudinger's acid azide route 30 has been used for pro- 
ducing the higher oligomers. These methods, as applied 
here, are known to give products of high chemical and 
optical purity 16-z0. The chemical purity of the oligo- 
peptides is demonstrated by the elemental analytical 
data (Table 1), thin-layer chromatography in a number 
of solvent systems (two representative examples are 
listed in Table 2), and comparison of melting points 
where available2% The linearity of the Goodman's 
plot 31 (total molar rotations of oligomers vs. n) in 
hexafluoroacetone sesquihydrate (HFA), a denaturing 
solvent for the secondary structures of oligopeptides 16, 
confirms the almost complete absence of racemization 
in the various synthetic steps (Table 2 and Figure 1). 

Conformational analysis 
At first, as a physico-chemical method sensitive to 

s-helical and fl-conformations of oligopeptides, we 
employed u.v. absorption in the 190rim 7r~r* amide 
regional Hypochromism of the 190nm band and the 
appearance of a shoulder at 205 nm indicate the presence 
of a helix, while hyperchromism and a 5 nm red shift 
indicate the presence of a fl-conformation a2. For these 
spectral studies we employed trifluoroethanol (TFE) 
as solvent since it is suitable for use in the far u.v. 

-4 

t3 

-8  

-12 
.x,, 

N-t-butyloxycarbonyl-oligo-L-leucines methyl esters: G. M. Bonora et aL 

Table 1 Summary of elemental analytical data of BOC-(-L-Leu--)-nOMe 

C (%) H (%) 

n Formula Mol. wt Calc. Found Calc. Found 

[ i I I I I 

2 4 6 8 

n 
Figure I Plot of total molar rotation values of BOC-(-L-Leu-)-n- 
OMe vs. n at the sodium D line in HFA at 25°C (conc. 3x 10-aM) 

In the 3 x l0 -4 to 1.5x 10-SM concentration range 
the wavelength absorption maxima of all oligo-L- 
leucines occur at 189-190nm, in contrast to oligo-L- 
isoleucines 16 and oligo-L-valines 3a which exhibit an 
abrupt bathochromic shift of N4nm from hexamer to 
heptamer, indicative of the onset of a/3-structure at this 
stage. Furthermore, a negative deviation from linearity 
is apparent at the heptamer in the plot of total molar 
extinction coefficients at 195 nm vs. n in oligo-L-leucines. 
This hypochromic effect is concentration independent; 
however, it is too small to represent a convincing proof 
of s-helical formation. 

C.d. in the region of the peptide chromophore is an 
extremely useful technique for assigning the secondary 
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Figure 2 (a) Circular dichroism spectra of BOC-(-L-Leu-)-n- 
OMe in TFE at 25°C (conc. 3x10-4M); (b) plot of total molar 
ellipticity values at 222nm (0)  and 202nm (A) vs. n 
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Figure 3 Circular dichroism spectra of BOC-{-L-Leu-)-nOMe 
at 25°C (conc. 3x10-4M) in (a) HFIP and (b) EG 

structures of oligopeptides in solution 15,17-21,33-39. 
Thus, we undertook to investigate the conformational 
properties of the leucine oligomers using c.d. The c.d. 
spectra of BOC-(-L-Leu-)-nOMe in TFE (3 x 10-4M) 
are shown in Figure 2. In going from dimer to heptamer, 
the negative short wavelength band shifts gradually 
from 193nm to 202nm while increasing in intensity 
whereas the other two bands present in the dimer, the 
positive one at 204 nm and the negative one at 224 nm, 
disappear at the trimer and heptamer, respectively. 
In addition, a small deviation from a straight line 
dependence of total molar ellipticity values vs. n is 
present at the heptamer (Figure 2). However, there is no 
evidence of spectral patterns resembling those of ordered 
secondary structures 40. The c.d. curve of the heptamer 
does not vary either in the concentration range 3 × 10 -z 
to 3×10-4M or increasing the temperature to 65°C 
(only a 15 % decrease of the intense negative Cotton 
effect has been observed at higher temperatures). There- 
fore, we conclude that the leucine oligopeptides up to 
hexamer are essentially unordered in TFE, whereas the 
heptamer exists predominantly in the random coil state 
in this solvent. In any case our results indicate that 
hepta-L-leucine does not form fl-associated structures 
in TFE as opposed to the behaviour of hepta-L-iso- 
leucine 15-17 and hepta-L-valine TM 33 

In hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) (Figure 3) and 
HFA, however, the c.d. curves do not change significantly 
from dimer to heptamer. Also, a gradual increase in the 
intensity of the two negative bands has been observed. 
This finding is not surprising since HFIP and HFA 
are considerably more acidic than TFE 41 and thus 
require a longer chain length for the onset of secondary 
structures. In fact, the structure-disrupting properties 

of these two fluoroalcohols have been shown in other 
oligopeptide series 15-17, 20, 83, 35 In addition, these 
c.d. results confirm our preliminary polarimetric con- 
formational analysis (Figure 1). 

The chiroptical properties of the oligo-L-leucines in 
ethylene glycol (EG) are also shown in Figure 3. This 
solvent dissolves the oligopeptide series to the hexamer. 
The c.d. spectrum of hexa-L-leucine is reminiscent of 
those typical of fl-conformations 4°, even if the Cotton 
effects are slightly red shifted and less intense than those 
of hepta-L-isoleucine 15,n and hepta-L-valine 18,33 in 
TFE. The/3-associated structure of hexa-L-leucine could 
be disrupted by dilution, addition of TFE and HFIP 
(Figure 4), or by increasing the temperature (Figure 4). 

Since proteins function primarily in water, it is of 
interest to investigate peptide model compounds in 
aqueous solution. Unfortunately, these oligopeptides 
are insoluble in water. We were able, however, to 
examine their c.d. properties in TFE-water mixtures. 
The addition of 80 % water (v/v) to a solution of hepta- 
L-leucine in TFE induces a dramatic variation in the 
c.d. pattern (Figure 5). Consequently, we have in- 
vestigated all the peptide series in this solvent mixture. 
The spectral properties typical of the /3-form 40 appear 
at the pentamer (Figure 5). Again, dilution or increasing 
temperature (Tm=34°C for the heptamer) disrupts the 
/3-aggregates. We have also compared the tendencies 
of water and EG in supporting the fi-structure. The 
different c.d. curves of the heptamer in 2 0 ~  TFE and 
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80% water or  E G  indicate that  the stability o f  the 
/3-structure o f  these oligomers is higher in water than 
in EG.  The present c.d. analysis o f  L-leucine oligomers 
confirms that  the fl-structure has a solvent-dependent 
critical chain lengthZS-21, 33-35, in analogy to the 
critical size necessary for s-helix formationa, a7-39 
Also, the f l-conformation is the preferred structure o f  
oligo-L-leucines in water as o f  other homo-oligopeptides 
derived f rom other aliphatic and aromat ic  amino acid 
residuesZS-2z, aa-zs. Our  results additionally show the 
greater tendency o f  water, when compared  to E G  and 
TFE,  in support ing the/3-conformat ion of  oligopeptides 
with saturated side chains 15-~1, z3-35, 42. In  this context, 
the higher tendency of  isoleucine 15-z7 and valine la, aa 
with respect to leucine (and methionine 19, 20) in assuming 
the fl-structure points to the contr ibution of/3-branching 
in directing peptide conformations3;  finally, the com- 
parable conformat ional  behaviour  o f  leucine and 
methionine oligopetide series suggests similarity in 
structural role o f - C H 2 - C H ( C H 3 ) z  and - C H ~ - C H z -  
S-CH3 groups 14. 
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Sorption, diffusion and conduction in 
polyamide-penetrant systems: 
1. Sorption phenomena 

G. Skirrow and K. R. Young* 
Department of Inorganic, Physical and Industrial Chemistry, University of Liverpool, 
PO Box 147, Liverpool L69 3BX, UK 
(Received 20 February 1974) 

Isotherms for the uptake of water, methanol, ethanol, propan-l-ol and propan-2-ol by 
nylon-6 have been determined by gravimetric methods (quartz spiral spring and electronic 
recording microbalance) over wide temperature and concentration ranges. The isotherm 
shapes and the partial molar free energy, enthalpy and entropy changes associated with 
the uptake are consistent with sorption at specific sites. The data have been used to 
explain the order of the equilibrium uptake: propan-l-ol > water> propan-2-ol > ethanol > 
methanol. Some isotherms showed an upward sweep at high penetrant concentrations, 
and examination by the Zimm-Lundberg method showed clustering to become apparent in 
this region. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years a number of authors 1-5 have reported 
sorption investigations of penetrant-polyamide systems 
during studies of penetrant-polymer interactions and 
the consequent change in polymer structure. Generally, 
results have been restricted to a limited number of 
penetrants, to a small temperature range or both. 
This paper outlines an investigation of the uptake of a 
series of penetrants (water and alcohols) by nylon-6 
over a wide temperature range. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Nylon-6 film (2.8 × 10-3cm thick) was obtained in the 
form of tubular sheet from British Cellophane Ltd. 
Before use each sample cut from the sheet was soaked 
in distilled water for 48 h. 

The penetrants used were distilled water and Analar 
grade alcohols. Most of the sorption isotherms were 
obtained using a calibrated quartz spiral spring 6 (92.2 
cm extension/g) which was mounted in a Pyrex jacket 
connected to a conventional high vacuum system, a 
penetrant storage system and a mercury manometer. 
The portion of the apparatus containing the sample was 
mounted in a thermostat, the temperature of which 
could be controlled to +0"2°C, and the upper portion 
of the spring (jacket) was maintained at a temperature 
close to that of the sample so as to minimize convection. 
The manometer used to measure the applied penetrant 
pressure and all connecting lines were heated so as to 
prevent condensation of vapour, and care was taken to 
prevent the distillation of mercury vapour onto the 

* Present address: The Queen's School, City Walls Road, Chester, 
CH1 2NN, UK. 

spring or sample by isolating the manometer except 
when readings were taken. The extension of the spring 
was measured by means of  a precision cathetometer 
to + 10-acm. 

A vacuum electronic recording microbalance (Com- 
bustion Instruments Microforce Balance, Mark 2 
model B) was used to obtain absorption/desorption 
isotherms (and also to follow the kinetics of the vapour 
uptake by a semi-automatic method 7) for a number of 
systems. When using this method, the sample was 
suspended in a jacket, the temperature of which was 
controlled to +0.2°C by a forced-draught thermostat. 
Particular care was taken to minimize vibrations by 
isolating the jacket from mechanical contact with the 
thermostat by mounting it on a vibration-damping 
support. The entire microbalance system was mounted 
on vibration resisting support. The balance was calibrated 
against the spring by comparison of equivalent isotherms. 
Samples were degassed for 6 h until a stable zero was 
attained, a pre-determined pressure of penetrant (meas- 
ured using a wide-bore mercury manometer and catheto- 
meter) introduced from a reservoir and the weight 
change to equilibrium followed. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Isotherms were obtained using as penetrants water 
(36, 40, 43.9, 48.0, 52.0, 55-0, 59.0, 70.0, 80.0 and 
90-0°C), methanol (32.0, 36.0, 40.1, 44.1, 47.9, 52.0, 
59.0, 70.0, 80.0 and 90.0°C), ethanol (48.0, 59.0, 70.0, 
80.0 and 90.0°C), propan-l-ol (70.0, 80.0 and 90.0°C) 
and propan-2-ol (80.0, 90.0 and 100.0°C). Those for 
water and methanol penetrants are shown in Figures 1 
and 2, the concentration being expressed in cm a penetrant 
vapour (at STP) taken up by 1 cm a of the dry polymer. 
Occasionally, slight hysteresis was observed, particularly 
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Figure 2 Isotherms: nylon-6/methanol systems. O, 32.0; A, 
36.0; I ' ,  40.1; O, 44.1; 17, 47.9; x ,  52.0; A, 59.0; V, 70.0; 
+ ,  80.0; I I ,  90'0°C 

for large uptake changes. The magnitude of this 
hysteresis was similar to that observed previously in a 
number of other polyamide-water systems 1. Absorption 
isotherms are considered in this paper. 

Isotherm shape 
For small amounts of penetrant uptake, most of the 

isotherms were convex to the pressure axis; at high 
applied penetrant vapour pressure an upward sweep 
was apparent. The general shape of the isotherms is 
characteristic of nylon-water systems and has often 
been noted for various polyamide-penetrant systems 2, 3, 
8-12. The initial Langmuir-type behaviour suggests the 
presence of a limited number of sorption sites which 
are immediately available to the penetrant molecules, 
and the eventual upward sweep is probably indicative 
of clustering or multi-layer formation 9 at the higher 
penetrant concentrations. 

Although the sorption process in nylons is complex, 
it is generally considered that the penetrant molecules 
do not readily enter the crystalline regions but that 
they are confined to the amorphous portions or to the 
crystalline surfaces (see, however, Campbell13). Since in 
the unperturbed polymer a small fraction (~6%) of 
the imide groups in the amorphous regions are not 
hydrogen bonded to other chains 14, the initial uptake 
of water probably occurs on these 'free' sites. This 
primary monolayer formation is likely to be complete 
at about 2wt% (~20cm 3 (STP)/cm 3) uptake, a value 
consistent with the position of the inflection of the 
isotherms for water shown in Figure 1. Studies of the 
effect of water on the narrow line n.m.r, intensity for the 
nylon-6/water system at 25°C by Kawasaki and Sekita 3 
indicated a further region of low water content over 
which the penetrant molecules are relatively immobile. 
In this region the uptake is accompanied by the breaking 
of intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Above about 4 wt % 
the water molecules are much more mobile, and it is 
in this region (~40cm 3 (STP)/cm 3) that clustering in 
nylon-6 is apparent (see below). For these higher uptakes 
when there are no longer available singly occupied 
primary sites, penetrant molecules must attach to 
secondary sites or, where suitable voids in the polymer 
matrix exist or can be created, associate with other 
water molecules in clusters. 

Comparison of isotherms 
For a particular penetrant pressure, the equilibrium 

uptake sequence by nylon-6 is: 

propan-l-ol > water > propan-2-ol > 
ethanol > methanol (I) 

although at low pressures the uptake for ethanol is 
closely similar to that for methanol. Clearly, neither 
polarity nor molecular size can be used as simple criteria 
for predicting the relative uptakes. Thus, steric effects, 
which might be expected to restrict access of propan-2-ol 
to sites do not appear to be critical. 

The partial molar free energy, enthalpy and entropy 
changes for uptake at a concentration c' of penetrant 
can be defined on the basis of one or other of the three 
processes: 

(i) 1 mole of liquid infinite amount of 
penetrant + polymer-penetrant ~mixture 

mixture (conc. c') 
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(ii) 1 mole of penetrant infinite amount of 
vapour at saturated+polymer-penetrant --*mixture 
vapour pressure (ps) mixture (conc. c') 

(iii) 1 mole of penetrant infinite amount of 
vapour at reference+polymer-penetrant --*mixture 
pressure Pr mixture (conc. c') 

For each polymer/penetrant system at a given tem- 
perature, provided that the vapour can be regarded as 
a perfect gas, the partial molar enthalpy changes in 
these three processes are inter-related by: 

A/t7ii ---- A/tTiii = A/~i -- A Hc (1) 

where AHe is the molar enthalpy of condensation of the 
penetrant. Also: 

AGi = AGii = ACiii - RTln(ps/pr) (2) 

where R and T have their usual meanings. The appro- 
priate quantities can be obtained by making use of 
standard relationships 15. For example: 

(Olnp~ A/Tu 
O-T-]c-RT 2 (3) 

where p and c are the penetrant pressure and concen- 
tration respectively, and if A/~ii is temperature inde- 
pendent: 

afi i i  . , 

lnp = R T  + constant (4) 

Typical isosteres are shown in Figure 3, and values 
for A/-Tii and A/-Ti (derived from the isostere slopes) 
are given in Table 1. Mean values 16 for AHe for the 
relevant temperature range were used to evaluate 
A/-Ti. 

~ 2-© 

3 0  3"2 3 4  
I / r x l O 3 ( K  -I ) 

Figure 3 Isosteres: nylon-6/methanol systems. O, 15; O, 25; 
x ,  35; 17, 45; _A, 55; I I ,  70cm 3 (STP)/cm 3 

Table I Enthalpy changes for polyamide-penetrant  systems 

Concentrat ion 
(cm 3 vapour (STP)/ - A/-Tii -- AHi 

System cm 3 polymer) (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) 

nylon-6/water 
(AHc= - 42.05 kd/mol) 

nylon-6/methanol 
(~Hc= -34 .84kd /mo l )  

nylon-6/ethanol 
(AHc= -- 39" 91 kd/mol) 

ny lon-6/propan- l -o l  
(AHc= - 43.30 kJ/mol) 

nylon-6/propan-2-ol 
(AHe=-40 .08kd /mo l )  

20 46.61 4"56 
30 44.85 2.80 
40 44.02 1.97 
70 44-22 2.18 

100 42.43 0.38 

15 38.65 3'80 
25 37.97 3'12 
35 36.19 1-35 
45 35.62 0.77 
55 33.32 0.47 
70 35.47 0.63 

15 38.20 - 1 ' 7 1  
25 37.50 - 2 ' 4 1  
35 38.05 - 1"87 
45 36.22 - 3 - 6 9  
55 36-07 - 3 . 8 5  

15 28.62 -- 16.78 
25 33.51 --11.88 
35 35.86 --9"54 

15 35"56 --4"51 
20 32"76 --7"32 
25 30"59 --9"49 

With the exception of the nylon-6/propan-l-ol system 
(for which the data were not sufficiently precise to 
allow a trend to be detected), both A/Tii and A/Ti 
became less exotherrnic with increasing concentration 
of penetrant. Process (ii) is exothermic, but as the 
concentration increased, the exothermicity decreased. 
Process (i) incorporating as it does penetrant vaporiza- 
tion, is sometimes endothermic (see e.g. the values for 
the uptakes of ethanol and propanol). 

For the nylon-6/water systems, A/tTii (and A/Ti) 
become progressively less exothermic by about 4.2 
kJ/mol over the concentration range 20-100cm 3 (STP)/ 
cm 3 (Figure 4a). Calorimetrically determined values 
for A/li for this system show a similar fall at least 
over part of the range 1. Thus, Nekryach and Sam- 
chenko 17 found the heat of wetting ( - A / I i )  for the 
nylon-6/water system at 20°C to be constant (~9.2 
k J/tool, exothermic) up to 5 w t ~ ,  but beyond this 
uptake it became progressively less exothermic until 
at 9Wt~o it was almost zero and constant. The first 
region of constant A/ti was attributed to sorption on 
sites, and the second to clustering or multi-layer forma- 
tion. Similar behaviour was noted by Muller and Hell- 
muth l° (using the data obtained by Bull 18) for the 
nylon-6,6/water system. For the nylon-6/water system 
they found A/-Ti to be -12.9  kJ/mol at a concentration 
of 9.66 cm 3 (STP)/cm3; this value should be compared 
with that of -4 .56kJ/mol  found in this work for a 
concentration of 20 cm 3 (STP)/cm 3 (Table 1). 

Isosteric determinations of A/-Ti (and possibly also of 
A/Tii) are generally regarded as not being sufficiently 
precise compared with calorimetrically determined 
values to allow computation of meaningful A~¢i values 
(cf. Puffr and Sebendal). Both A/~i and A~¢i are very 
sensitive to isostere slope. This limitation on the accuracy 
of ASi must be borne in mind when examining the 
estimates for it given in Table 2 and Figure 4b. 
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Table 2 Thermodynamic data, nylon-6/water system at 
80°C: AGi; ARi (kd/mol); ASi (d mol-ZK -z) 

cm a vapour (STP)/cm s polymer 

15 20 25 30 40 

- A G i  5.19 4.31 3.64 3.10 2-30 
- ARi 6- 02 4.56 3.56 2" 80 1.97 
--A,~i 2"38 0.71 --0.25 --0.84 --0.96 

Table 3 Thermodynamic data (kJ/mol), nylon-6/penetrant 
systems at 8O°C; pr=100mmHg; c=10cm 8 vapour (STP)/cm 3 
polymer 

HzO methanol ethanol propan-l-ol propan-2-ol 

A~d 3"72 7"66 6"15 3'81 5'65 
-- AG'il 6"53 6"74 5"44 6"99 6"02 
-- AGiii 2"81 --0'92 --0"71 3"18 0"37 
-- ARii 46" 41 38" 66 38" 20 28" 62 35" 56 
-- TA,,%i 43" 80 39" 58 38" 91 25" 44 35" 19 

O 
E 

4 

I 

0 210 4'0 610 

Penetront concentrotion (cm3vapour(STP~m3polymer) 

Figure 5 Free energy changes for nylon-6/penetrant systems at 
8O°C. @, water; x, methanol; ©, ethanol; m, propan-l-ol; F1, 
propan-2-ol 

Thus, the apparent tendency for A~  to become more 
positive with increasing water concentration is surprising 
if with increasing concentration the likelihood of  a 
water molecule taking part in more than one hydrogen 
bond simultaneously increases. ACii (=  AG0--concentra- 
tion curves (based on ps values taken from the litera- 
ture 19-zl) for a number of systems are shown in Figures 
4c and 5. For  all the systems examined, AGu is negative, 
the numerical value decreasing with increasing penetrant 
concentration. The effect of temperature on AGu for 
water uptake is small, but there is a tendency for it to 
become more negative at higher temperatures. Muller 
and Hellmuth 11 found ACu for the nylon-6/water 
system to fall from -6 -3  kJ/mol at 14°C to -5 .4kJ /m o l  
at 59°C. In the present work the mean value for AGu 

over the range 36-59°C was -6 .3 k J /m o l  for a similar 
concentration to that used by previous workers (~ 10  
cm a (STP)/cma). 

For  the nylon-6/alcohol systems at 80°C (Figure 5), 
- A d u  ( = - A G t )  for processes (i) and (ii) is in the 
order: 

propan-1-ol > methanol > water > 
propan-2-ol > ethanol (II) 

for low uptakes, and 

propan-l-ol > methanol > propan-2-ol > 
water > ethanol (III) 

for higher uptakes. These orders are, of course, immedi- 
ately evident if the isotherms obtained (e.g. Figures 1 
and 2) are replotted showing the uptakes as a function 
of P/Ps. 

In the above discussion of the partial molar quantities, 
AGlt corresponds to the uptake of one mole of penetrant 
(either as a liquid or as the vapour at the saturated 
vapour pressure) by an infinite amount of the penetrant- 
polymer mixture at the reference concentration. How- 
ever, AGui (see above) and the corresponding value 
of A~lu are, unlike AGi (=  AGii), A,.~I and ASii, un- 
complicated by the process of  vaporization of the 
penetrant, and the acceptance of a common reference 
pressure (pr) as the standard state for the pure penetrant 
means that direct comparison of  the changes of the 
thermodynamic parameters for the different systems is 
more realistic. 

The quantities ACa [=  RTln(ps/pr)], AGii, AGiil, A/tli 
and TASui for the various nylon-6/penetrant systems 
at 80°C and a penetrant concentration of 10 cm a (STP)/ 
cm 8 are given in Table 3. The following sequences are 
evident: 

- AGui; propan-l-ol > water > propan-2-ol > 
e thanol_methanol  (IV) 
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- -  A/~ii ; water > methanol > ethanol > 

propan-2-ol > propan-l-ol (V) 

- TASm; water > methanol > ethanol > 

propan-2-ol > propan-l-ol (VI) 

The equilibrium uptake sequence (I) is, of course, the 
same as that for AtTlii (sequence IV). Thus, although 
water uptake shows the highest exothermicity (as 
expected because of its high polarity), the effect of this 
on AGm is offset by the large value for --TASiii and 
consequently the uptake of water is, relative to the 
other penetrants, lower than might otherwise have been 
expected. 

The -TAgm values indicate that the nylon-6/water 
system is more ordered than the corresponding nylon/ 
alcohol systems. This is understandable if the water 
molecules are more tightly bound and are capable of 
multiple hydrogen bonding in a comparatively ordered 
structure. It is known that each oxygen atom in liquid 
water may cooperatively form four hydrogen bonds 
with its neighbours and thereby give an ordered structure 
whereas the evidence available suggests that for alcohols 
the maximum number of hydrogen bonds which can 
normally be formed is two2L It seems likely that the 
relative facilities of water and alcohols for hydrogen 
bond formation may be preserved to some extent when 
they enter the polymer system. 

Clustering 
When the polymer and penetrant differ in polarity, 

a tendency for penetrant clustering might be expected, 
particularly at high concentrations. This tendency is 
usually examined by the method proposed by Zimm 
and Lundberg 2~, 24. These authors defined a cluster 
integral Gag, viz. : 

GAA rd(aA/vA)] 

where vA and vB are the volume fractions of penetrant 
and polymer respectively, aA is the penetrant activity 
and ffA is the partial molar volume of the penetrant. 
According to this treatment, when GAA/ITA>--I, 
clustering occurs whereas when GAA/P'A<- 1 sorption 
occurs on sites with little tendency for clustering. 

20 I 
15 o 

IO 

D 13 X 4 X  ~ l l t ~ ¢  X 
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Figure 6 Clustering in the nylon-6/water system. ©,  36.0; 0 ,  
40"0; + ,  48-0; I ,  52-0; ~ ,  59"0; D,  70"0; x ,  80.0°C 
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Figure 7 Clustering in the nylon-6/methanol system. &, 36.0; 
C], 40.1; +, 44.1; O, 47.9; 0, 52.0; ×, 70.0; I ,  80'0°C 

When using this approach, it is customary to take the 
activity of the penetrant to be PiPs and to plot aa/vA 
against aA. Typically, for a system in which clustering 
develops as the concentration increases a curve with a 
maximum is obtained; the concentration corresponding 
to the activity at which the maximum occurs is that for 
the onset of clustering. Plots of this sort derived from 
the basic data for nylon-6/water and nylon-6/methanol 
isotherms are shown in Figures 6 and 7. There is some 
scatter, particularly for the points corresponding to 
low uptakes where the measurement precision is low, 
but it is apparent that clustering is evident in both the 
methanol and water systems. 

Within the precision of the measurements there is no 
detectable shift with temperature of the position for the 
onset of clustering, and for both systems this position 
falls within the range 26 to 40cm 3 (STP)/cm 3, the 
majority being in the range 28 to 32cm 3 (STP)/cm a. 

Evidence for clustering during the uptakes of ethanol 
and the propanols is less conclusive, partly because of 
some scatter in the basic data. However, it is possible 
that the greater bulk of these molecules in relation to 
their polarity may make their localized aggregation 
in a relatively inflexible polymer network more difficult. 
This is not inconsistent with the smaller decrease in 
A~qiii for uptake of these molecules compared with that 
of water. Further examination of the uptakes of these 
penetrants is desirable. 

The agreement between the amounts of water and 
methanol taken up at the onset of clustering implies 
that at this point there is one penetrant molecule per 
accessible sorption site. If it is assumed that in the 
polymer network there is one polar site per polymer 
unit, then for a polymer of density 1.16g/cm 3 the 
potential molar concentration of sites is 9.4× 10 -3 
mol/cmL A penetrant uptake of 30cm a (STP)/cm 3 is 
equivalent to a concentration of i.35× 10-3mol/cm 3. 
Evidently only some 15% or so of the polar sites are 
accessible. Of the remaining 85 °~ /o, a large proportion 
will constitute the crystalline regions and for this reason 
will be unavailable. 
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Upper and lower critical solution temperatures 
in polyethylene solutions 
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Upper and lower critical solution temperatures have been determined for solutions of 
polyethylene in n-butyl acetate and n-amyl acetate over the molecular weight range of 
M~=I .36×104 to 17-5x104. Polyethylene solution in n-butyl acetate displays a smaller 
miscibility region than that of the polyethylene/n-amyl acetate system, as indicated by the 
relative positions of their upper and lower critical solution temperatures. Contributions 
of the energy and the equation of state terms to the xz parameter have been examined by 
an application of the Patterson-Delmas corresponding state theory to the experimental 
results of the polyethylene solutions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Phase diagrams of non-crystalline polymer solutions 
show two regions of limited miscibility in the tempera- 
ture-composition plot. One of limited miscibility is 
found below the upper critical solution temperature 
(UCST),  the other above the lower critical solution 
temperature (LCST).  The UCST and L C S T  are predicted 
by the Patterson-Delmas 1-4 and Flory theories 5-7 of 
polymer solution thermodynamics. The pairs of the 
UCST and L C S T  have been given for a number of 
systems, e.g., polyisobutylene solutions s, 9, polystyrene 
solutions 10-15. The UCST is raised and the L C S T  
lowered as the molecular weight of polymer is increased. 
If a solvent of poor quality is chosen, the temperature 
region of complete polymer-solvent miscibility is re- 
duced giving coalescence of two regions of limited 
miscibility with an increase of the molecular weight of 
polymer. The featured studies have been done by Cowie et 
al. for cellulose acetate-acetone systems xn and Siow et al. 
for polystyrene solutions 17. Appearance of both the 
UCST and L C S T  is very general in polymer solutions. 

Richards TM first studied the solubility and swelling 
of low-density polyethylene in various solvents. The 
UCST for solutions of polyethylene in a number of 
solvent has been extensively examined by Nakajima et 
al.19, zo. For solutions of polyethylene, a typical crystal- 
line polymer, the UCST appearing in low polymer 
concentrations is followed by the solubility curve at 
high polymer concentrations representing the depression 
of the melting point of polyethylene by the solvent. 
If a solvent of good quality is used, the UCST is lowered 
and thus is merged below the solubility curve giving 
liquid/solid phase equilibrium. The L C S T  of the poly- 
ethylene/n-alkane system has been extensively studied 21- 
z4 from the view point of applications of the Patterson- 
Delmas and Flory theories of polymer solution thermo- 
dynamics. 

It is very interesting to study the occurrence of a 
pair of the UCST and L C S T  in polyethylene solutions. 
There is, however, little work showing appearance 

of a pair of the UCST and L C S T  for solutions of poly- 
ethylene in a solvent. The present work was done to 
give phase diagrams for polyethylene solutions in 
n-butyl and n-amyl acetate. Except for the solubility 
curve representing liquid/solid phase equilibrium the 
phase diagram of polyethylene solutions is essentially 
the same as that of polystyrene solutions. Thus molecular 
parameters characterizing thermodynamic properties of 
polyethylene solutions can be derived by applications 
of the recent theories of polymer solution thermo- 
dynamics to the UCST and LCST. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Polyethylenes (Japan Olefin Chem. Co. Products Sholex 
6050: M~=4.3× l04 and Sholex 4002: M~--7.2× l04, 
M~ being the viscosity-average molecular weight) were 
fractionated into eleven and seven fractions, respectively. 
Fractionation was carried out through the solution 
fractionation technique called the coacervation method. 
After adding poly(ethylene glycol) 200 to the poly- 
ethylene-xylene solution more dilute than 0-15g/dl 
under constant temperature of 125°C, the solution was 
kept for a day at 115°C in a poly(ethylene glycol) bath 
controlled to +_0"05°C. After a complete attainment 
of the liquid/liquid phase equilibrium the dilute solution 
phase, in which lower molecular weight polyethylene 
is richer, was carefully separated from the other con- 
centrated solution phase. A fractionated polyethylene 
was obtained from the dilute phase and the concentrated 
phase was redissolved by a mixture of xylene and 
ethylene glycol 200 for further fractionation. The 
fractions were precipitated and collected in methanol 
and dried to constant weight at 60°C for 7 days under 
v a c u u m .  

The molecular weights of polyethylene samples were 
determined from the limiting viscosity numbers for 
solutions of polyethylene in tetralin at 120°C, according 
to the equation 2~: 

[7] =32.6 x 10-ZM °'77 
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Viscosity measurements were made in a modified 
Ubbelohde-type viscometer having negligible kinetic 
energy corrections with the aid of a silicone oil bath 
controlled within +0.02°C. Preparation of solutions 
of polyethylene in tetralin was carried out inside the 
viscometer and the solutions were filtered through a A-2 
medium sintered-glass filter fixed within the viscometer. A-4 

B-3 
Chromatographic grade tetralin and reagent grade A-8 

n-butyl acetate and n-amyl acetate were further purified 
before use. Tetralin was dried over anhydrous potassium 
carbonate and n-butyl acetate and n-amyl acetate over 
anhydrous magnesium sulphate. The dried solvents were 
fractionally distilled by use of a column of 100cm 
length and 10mm diameter packed with stainless-steel 
helices. 

Several solutions in n-butyl acetate and n-amyl A-2 
acetate were prepared from each sample in the concen- A-4 
tration range of 0.4 to ~ 12 wt % and flame sealed under a-3 

A-8 
dry nitrogen gas in 7ram i.d. cylindrical cells. Pre- B-7 
paration of solutions of polyethylene in n-butyl acetate 
and n-amyl acetate was carried out by keeping the 
solution cells and frequently turning them upside down O-12 
at a temperature between the UCST and the LCST 
by use of a silicone oil bath controlled to + 0-2°C. 

Cloud-point temperatures for the UCST and LCST 
were optically determined with an accuracy of + 0.2°C O IO 
in the silicone oil bath, ~ as described elsewhere 12. 
After measurements of the precipitation temperature 
for the LCST, thermal degradation of polyethylene was ~ -  
examined by the reproducibility of the precipitation 008  
temperature for the UCST. No thermal degradation 
of polyethylene in n-butyl acetate and n-amyl acetate 
was observed. 

RESULTS 

The cloud-point curves for solutions of polyethylene in 
n-butyl acetate are shown in Figure 1, in which w2 is 
the weight fraction of the polymer. The cloud-point 

Table 1 Reduced critical temperatures for polyethylene/n-butyl 
acetate system 

UCST LCST 
Sample MnxlO-4 r-Z/2xlO z (K) Tl,uxlO (K) Tl,lx10 

1.36 9.87 415 0.870 518 1.085 
2.00 8.14 431 0.903 507 1.062 
6-11 4.66 448 0.939 497 1.041 
6.40 4.55 451 0.945 490 1"027 

Table 2 Reduced critical temperatures for polyethylene/n-amyl 
acetate system 

UCST LCST 
Sample MnxlO -4 r-1/~xlO s (K) Tl,uXlO (K) ~t,lxlO 

1"36 10'5 389 0"766 553 1"089 
2'00 8"65 396 0"780 547 1"077 
6"11 4"95 410 0"807 535 1"053 
6"40 4"83 415 0"817 533 1"049 

17'5 2"92 421 0'829 528 1"039 

0'0~ ! 

0.05 ol lo 
r-I/2 

~).lOl 010 

>. 

:}o81OO8 

0.0610"06 

Figure 2 Comparison of experimental reduced temperature l-z 
with theoretical curves of equation (4) for solutions of poly- 
ethylene in n-butyl acetate (©) and n-amyl acetate (O) 
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Figure I Phase diagrams for the polyethylene samples in n-butyl 
acetate: A, A-2; A,  A-4; ©, B-3; Q, A-8 

curves obtained in n-amyl acetate were similar to those 
in Figure 1 except for the somewhat wider temperature 
region of complete miscibility. The UCST is raised and 
the LCST lowered as the molecular weight of the polymer 
is increased. If the polymer were completely mono- 
disperse, the critical point would be given by the maxi- 
mum or minimum points of the cloud-point curves. 
Polydispersity tends to displace the critical point to 
lower temperature and higher concentration for the 
UCST and higher temperature and higher concentration 
for the LCST depending on the polydispersity of the 
polymer sample 36-28. The differences of the maximum 
and minimum temperatures from their critical tempera- 
tures should be small because of polymer samples 
obtained by fractionation by the solution fractionation 
technique. Since we are mainly interested in semi- 
quantitative features of miscibility, the maximum and 
the minimum temperatures are assumed as the critical 
solution temperatures for the UCST and the LCST, 
respectively. Values of the UCST and LCST for the 
systems are compiled in Tables 1 and 2. 

Experimental reduced temperatures 2#1 for the systems 
of polyethylene in n-butyl acetate and n-amyl acetate 
are plotted against r-a/2 in Figure 2, in which r is defined 
by the ratio of the molar volumes of the polymer and 
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solvent. The reduced critical temperature T1 is calculated 
from 5: 

T1 =/71-1(1 --/71-1/3) = T/Tt (1) 
and 

171 = (~iT/3(1 + al T)  + 1 } 3 (2) 

where T*, /71, and o~1 are the characteristic temperature 
reduction parameter, the reduced volume, and the 
thermal expansion coefficient of the solvent. Values 
of the experimental Ti are given in Tables 1 and 2, 
in which the subscript u is for the UCST and the sub- 
script 1 for the LCST. The values of T* were obtained 
from 17i by use of ~l for solvents taken from the 
literature ~o. 

DISCUSSION 

The value of the LCST is markedly increased with an 
increase of pressure 3°-32 bringing out a corresponding 
enhancement of polymer solubility. A small dependence 
on pressure for the UCST of the polystyrene-cyclo- 
hexane system has been observed 33. Pressure dependence 
of the UCST and LCST should be generally expected 
in the polymer-solvent systems and displacements of 
the UCST and LCST by pressure are related to the 
reduced volume of the solventL The cloud-point curves 
of the n-butyl acetate system were obtained under the 
solution vapour pressure of 1 to ~4atm. [latin.= 
101.33N/m 2] for the UCST and 8 to ~14atm. for the 
LCST depending on the molecular weight of the samples. 
The critical solution temperatures corrected to the 
zero pressure condition would be negligible small for 
the UCST and lower than the observed ones by 4 to 
~7°C for the LCST. The pressure condition of deter- 
minations of the LCST for the n-amyl acetate solutions 
is estimated as 10 to ~ 16 atm., which lowers the observed 
critical solution temperatures by 5 to ~ 8 °C in correcting 
to the zero pressure condition. On the other hand, the 
observed critical temperatures for the LCST obtained 
from the minimum points of the cloud-point curves 
should be a little lower than their critical temperatures 
depending on the molecular weight polydispersity of 
the sample 26-28. The somewhat compensating displace- 
ments of the critical temperatures by pressure and 
molecular weight polydispersity should be practically 
of minor importance in determinations of main features 
of miscibility. 

Two types of cloud-point curves for solutions of 
polyethylene in n-butyl acetate and n-amyl acetate 
behave like mirror images across the temperature axis 
of the intermediate region of the UCST and LCST. 
The usual type of liquid/liquid immiscibility is found in 
the n-amyl acetate system except for the solubility 
curve at high polymer concentrations representing 
the depression of the melting-point of polyethylene by 
the solvents, which is first discussed by Richards is. 
Complete miscibility occurs above the UCST and below 
the LCST in the n-amyl acetate system. The two regions 
of miscibility for the n-butyl acetate system approach 
each other suggesting cloud-point curves of an 'hour- 
glass' shape as the molecular weight of the polymer is 
increased. No complete miscibility was observed for 
the sample B-7 of M~= 17-5 × 104 over wz of 0-004 to 
0.082 suggesting the limits of miscibility at concentrations 
lower than w2=0.004 and higher than w2=0.082. If 

2.6 

~O 2.2 
x 

1.8 

Figure 3 

I 

0 0 5  O"lO 
r-'/2+ (2r) -z 

Reciprocal critical solution temperature vs. r-1/2+(2r) - I  
plots for solutions of polyethylene in n-butyl acetate (C)) and 
n-amyl acetate (a)  

n-propyl acetate of poorer quality than n-butyl acetate 
is chosen as a solvent, the two regions of limited misci- 
bility coalesce to give an 'hourglass' shape even for a 
solution of polyethylene of the low molecular weight 
of M~=1-36× 104. The UCST of polymer solutions 
has been usually found at temperatures lower than the 
boiling point of the solvent. It should be noted, however, 
that the UCST for the n-butyl solutions lies above the 
boiling point of n-butyl acetate. 

The dependence of the UCST and LCST on molecular 
weight is usually described by a relation 1°, which is 
given by: 

I/Tc=(I/O){I -k(1/~bl)(1/rl/2+ 1/2r)} (3) 

where ~bi is the entropy parameter and 0 is the Flory 
temperature. The molecular weight dependence of the 
UCST and LCST is shown in Figure 3 representing the 
Shultz-Flory plot. The complete miscibility region of 
the n-amyl acetate system is given by the intermediate 
region between a pair of lines in Figure 3 or a pair of 
curves in Figure 2. However, coalescence of the UCST 
and LCST in the n-butyl acetate system would occur 
in the neighbourhood of r-I/Z=0"037 corresponding to 
M~=9.7× 104, in Figure 2, which is much larger than 
r-1/2=0.01 to M~=146×104 in Figure 3. Deviation 
from linearity in the Shultz-Flory plot has been usually 
observed to the UCST and LCST for solutions of 
polystyrene in expanded solventsl3, a5,17 Values of 
empirical parameters ~bl and 0 determined by assumption 
of linearity of the Shultz-Flory plot are given in Table 3, 
in which the subscripts u and 1 are for the UCST and 
LCST, respectively. The 0u of both the n-butyl and 
n-amyl acetate systems lies above their boiling point 
temperatures. It is recognized that the values of ¢lu 
and ~bll in Table 3 would be different if the dependence 
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Table 3 Parameters of systems 

System 

Relative values of v 8 and .8 
terms in equation (4) 

Flow's parameters At 0u At 0z 

Ou (K) 81 (K) Cz,u ¢1,1 ],2 1-8 V "1 1.8 

Polyethylene/n-butyl acetate 
Polyethylene/n-amyl acetate 

483 471 0.65 -1.12 
434 519 0.98 -1.77 0.320 0.180 0.250 0.250 

Table 4 Parameters of systems 

System T~ (K) cz ,8× 10 vSx 10 cz~. ,8 czv 8 

Polyethylene/n-butyl acetate 
Polyethylene/n-amyl acetate 

4770 1"26 0"477 0'374 0'060 0"047 
5080 0"850  0"706  0 ' 4 7 1  0'060 0'040 

of the X parameter on concentration is taken into 
accounOT, 27, 28 

The Patterson-Delmas 1-4 and Flory theories 5-7 of 
polymer solution thermodynamics give essentially the 
same expressions for Xl as a function of temperature 4. 
Using a van der Waals model xl at a critical point 
under zero pressure is given as a function of the reduced 
volume I71 of the solvent by 4, 17: 

Xl(crit) = ClV2/(1 - -  1 7 1 - 1 / 3 )  + c1.c2/2{(4/3) 171-1/3 __  1} 

= (1/2)(1 + r-1/2) 2 (4) 

where 3cz is the number of external degrees of freedom 
of the solvent molecules and the v 2 parameter is related 
to the differences of  the cohesive energy and segment 
size of the solution components. The • parameter is a 
measure of  the difference of free volumes of the solution 
components and is defined by: 

T ~  1 * * --  T 1 / T  2 = 1 - T 2 / T 1  ( 5 )  

where T* is the characteristic temperature reduction 
parameter and ~P1 is the reduced temperature of the 
solvent (1) and polymer (2). 

Theoretical curves of ~1 against r-l~ 2 for the two 
systems derived by equations (1) and (4) using suitable 
pairs of the molecular parameters ClV 2 and Clr 2 are 
given in Figure 2. The procedure of  the analysis for 
T1 was described in detail elsewherelL Values of  pairs 
of  ClV 2 and ClZ 2 adopted for fitting of the theoretical 
curves to the experimental points are given in Table 4. 
The ~-2 value was calculated from T* and T~' = 6500K. 
The temperature shifts required for fitting of the cal- 
culated curves to the experimental critical temperatures 
are 38 °C for the n-butyl acetate system and 33 °C for the 
n-amyl acetate system. 

Equation (4) predicts the temperature dependence 
of Xl at zero pressure. Values of Xz are calculated by 
the aid of equation (4) with the suitable molecular 
parameters such as clv 2 and Cl~ -2 given in Table 4. The 
temperature dependence of Xl for the systems is given 
in Figure 4, in which the dependences of the clv 2 and 
Cl, 2 terms on temperature are also included. Com- 
parison of the relative values of the clv 2 and c1~ -2 terms 
at 0u and 01 for the n-amyl acetate system is given in 
Table 3. In the polyethylene solutions the first ClV 2 
term contributes more to Xl as compared with the second 
Cl~ -~ term, although the two terms equally contribute to 
xl at 0v This feature is a contrast to polystyrene solu- 
tions, in which the two terms equally contribute to 

0"~ 

~'~0"4 

0"2 

/ 
/ 

C 

/ / 

O I I I 
373 473 573 

Ternperoture (K) 

Figure 4 Interaction parameter XZ (A), czv2 (B) and czr 8 (C) vs. 
temperature p l o t s . - - ,  Polyethylene/n-butyl acetate system; 
. . . .  , polyethylene/n-amyl acetate system 

Xl at 0u and the second C l " r  2 term dominates over the 
first clv ~ term at temperatures above 0u 12-15. The less 
contribution of the clr  2 term to Xl in polyethylene 
solutions as compared with that in polystyrene solutions 
would be qualitatively explained by the Patterson- 
Delmas 1-4 and Flory theories 5-7 by taking account 
of T~" of polyethylene lower than T* of polystyrene. 

It should be also noted that Xl for the n-butyl acetate 
solution in Figure 4 is larger than 0.5 suggesting immisci- 
bility for the solution of  polyethylene with the infinite 
molecular weight in n-butyl acetate. Equation (4) 
suggests that Xl(crit) for polymer solutions increases as 
the molecular weight of polymer decreases. As a result 
complete miscibility occurs for the solutions of the 
polyethylene samples of  the molecular weight less than 
M~=9.7 x 10 4 in n-butyl acetate. 

In this work appearance of  both the U C S T  and 
L C S T  is shown to be found even for solutions of  poly- 
ethylene, a typical crystalline polymer. It should be 
recognized that the contributions of the two terms to 
x1 for the polyethylene solutions are in a different 
way from the polystyrene solutions and miscibility of  
the polyethylene solutions in a series of n-alkyl acetates 
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is main ly  domina ted  by  the differences o f  the cohesive 
energy and  segment  size between the components .  
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220 MHz proton magnetic resonance analysis of 
some methyl methacrylate-chloroprene 
copolymers 

J. R. Ebdon 

Department of Chemistry, University of Lancaster, BalTrigg, Lancaster LA1 4YA, UK 
(Received 19 March 1974) 

220MHz proton magnetic resonance (p.m.r.) spectra of some free-radically prepared 
methyl methacrylate-chloroprene copolymers have been recorded. The intensities of the 
s-methyl signals are related to the relative proportions of various methyl methacrylate 
(MMA) centred triads. Triad fractions obtained from the s-methyl signals indicate that the 
Mayo-Lewis copolymerization scheme is not strictly applicable to this system, and are in 
good agreement with those calculated from the penultimate reactivity ratios r11=0.107+ 
0.008, r2z=0-057+0.004 and r~=6.7+0"5 where MMA=monomer 1. However, although a 
small penultimate group effect is indicated, some deviation from the Mayo-Lewis scheme 
may be due to the occurrence of anomalous head-head and tail-tail methyl methacrylate- 
chloroprene linkages. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has long been recognized that measurements of 
copolymer sequence distributions can give valuable 
information about the kinetics of copolymerizations, 
and that as a rule measurements of sequence distribu- 
tions can be expected to be a more sensitive indicator 
of kinetic anomalies than measurements of copolymer 
compositions 1. With the advent of proton magnetic 
resonance (p.m.r.) spectrometers capable of operating 
at a frequency of 220MHz, a powerful technique for 
the measurement of copolymer sequence distributions 
has become available. Over the last few years, many 
copolymer systems have been studied by p.m.r, spectro- 
scopy including a number involving dienes 2-a. Recently 
it has been shown that the s-methyl proton resonances 
of the methyl methacrylate (MMA) units in methyl 
methacrylate-butadiene copolymers provide a measure 
of the various methacrylate centred triads and pentads 
in the copolymers 10. Triad and pentad fractions cal- 
culated from the areas of these resonances were in 
good agreement with those obtained from the measured 
reactivity ratios (r1=0"17 and r2=0"60 where MMA is 
monomer 1). This paper describes a similar analysis 
of some methyl methacrylate-chloroprene copolymers. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Methyl methacrylate (BDH Ltd) was freed from sta- 
bilizer and purified by the usual techniques. Chloroprene 
(BP Chemicals Ltd) was supplied as a 50 ~ solution in 
xylene containing 2000 ppm each of t-butyl catechol and 
phenothiazine as stabilizers. It was purified by fractiona- 
tion under a reduced pressure of nitrogen followed by 
distillation on a vacuum line just prior to use. 

Mixtures of chloroprene and methyl methacrylate 

were prepared under vacuum with benzene as solvent 
and benzoyl peroxide (lg/1) as initiator. An overall 
monomer concentration of 5-0mol/l was used in all 
experiments. Polymerizations were carried out at 60°C 
and stopped at 2 wt ~ conversion or less. The copolymers 
were recovered by precipitation in excess methanol, 
were purified by reprecipitation from benzene/methanol 
and finally were freeze-dried from benzene solutions. 

Proton magnetic resonance spectra of the copolymers 
were recorded at ambient temperatures on Varian 
A60A and HR 220 spectrometers using CDC13 and 
C6D6 as solvents and tetramethylsilane (TMS) as 
internal reference. Infra-red spectra of copolymer 
films cast on rock-salt plates from ~ 2 ~ CHCI3 solutions 
were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 237 grating infra-red 
spectrometer. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Copolymer  composit ions and reactivity ratios 

Mole fractions of methyl methacrylate, x, in the 
copolymers were calculated from 60MHz proton 
magnetic resonance spectra recorded with CDC13 as 
solvent using the equation: 

X = 5AoMe/(3Atotal - 3AOMe) (1) 

where AoMe is the area of the peak due to the methoxy 
protons of the methacrylate units and Atotal is the total 
proton peak area. The compositions of the copolymers 
together with those of the monomer feeds from which 
they were prepared are given in Table 1. 

Attempts to obtain a unique pair of reactivity ratios 
for this system by application of the Fineman and 
Ross 11 equation proved unsatisfactory; the Fineman 
and Ross plot has a pronounced curvature which cannot 
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Table I Compositions of copolymers and 
monomer feeds 

Mole fraction Mole fraction 
No. MMA in feed MMA in copolymer 

1 0'98 0"86__.0'02 
2 0'97 0"77___0'02 
3 0"96 0"71+0'02 
4 0'95 0"64__.0"02 
5 0"93 0"56+0'02 
6 0'90 0"48+0"02 
7 0"85 0.40+0'02 
8 0'80 0.34+0"02 
9 0'70 0"22+0-02 

10 0.60 0-18+0-02 
11 0.50 0.13+0.02 
12 0.40 0.11+0.01 
13 0.30 0.08_+0.01 

be accounted for solely in terms of experimental errors. 
Thus it would seem that the Mayo and Lewis copoly- 
merization scheme 12 is not strictly applicable to the 
methyl methacrylate-chloroprene system. However, a 
pair of reactivity ratios which give the closest fit to the 
experimental data have been obtained by the curve- 
fitting procedure of Braun et al. 13. This method gives 
r1=0.08 and re=5"l  where MMA is monomer 1. 
These values are close to those previously published 14 
for this system at 60°C (0-080 and 6.12 respectively). 

220 M H z  p.rn.r, spectra 

The complete 220MHz p.m.r, spectra recorded in 
CDC13 for three of the copolymers (1, 4 and 10) are 
shown in Figure 1. Features to note are: (a) the peaks 

I I i 
1"2 I '0  0 8  

due to the olefinic protons of the chloroprene units 
(5.2-5.55, ppm relative to TMS); (b) the peaks due to 
the methoxy protons of the MMA units (~3.65);  
(c) the peaks due to the backbone methylene groups 
(1.3-3.05) which include a peak at 2-45 arising from 
the adjacent methylene groups in chloroprene-chloro- 
prene diads; and (d) the peaks due to the s-methyl 
groups of the MMA units (0-7-1-38). 

It is apparent from the p.m.r, spectra that the chloro- 
prene units of the copolymers are almost entirely in 
the 1,4-configuration. There is no evidence in the 
spectrum of any of the samples of a peak at ~ 58 arising 
from the CH~= protons of pendant vinyl groups in 1,2- 
or 3,4-units. Thus, these types of unit must constitute 
less than 2 % of the chloroprene units. 

Of particular interest in the p.m.r, spectra are the 
peaks arising from the s-methyl groups of the MMA 
units which are clearly grouped in three main regions: 
A (1.3-1.18), B (1-1-0.955) and C (0.95-0.78). The 
methyl peaks for copolymers 1-4, 6 and 8-11 are shown 
in Figure 2. This grouping of the methyl signals is 
similar to that observed for methyl methacrylate- 
butadiene copolymers 10 and the following assignments 
are made (MMA = M, chloroprene = C): 

(1) Group A is assigned to MMA units at the centre 
of isotactic MMM triads, CMC triads and MMC 
and CMM triads in which the constituent MM 
diad is in the meso configuration (I). 

(2) Group B is assigned to MMA units at the centre 
of heterotactic MMM triads and MMC and 

I0 

_ I I I I I I 
6 5 4 3 2 I 

5 (ppm) 

Figure I Complete p.m.r, spectra in CDCI3 at 220MHz for 
copolymers 1, 4 and 10 

J I I 
1"2 I '0  0"8 

5 (ppm) 

Figure 2 c~-Methyl peaks for copolymers 1-4, 6 and 8-11 
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CMM triads in which the constituent MM diad 
is in the racemic configuration (II). 

(3) Group C is assigned to MMA units at the centre 
of syndiotactic triads. 

indication that the Mayo-Lewis 
properly applied to this system. 

H /H H  ̂ ~,H 

~ ~ ' C H 3  
COOCH 3 COOCH3 

(t) 

H•'COOCH 3 

(ill 

M-centred triad fractions 
The relative areas of groups A, B and C have been 

measured for nine of the copolymers using a Du Pont 
310curve resolver to assist in the deconvolution of the over- 
lapped areas and assuming a Lorentzian peak shape 
for the overlapping portions of the three groups. From 
these areas, relative proportions of CMC, CMM + MMC, 
and MMM triads have been calculated. It has been 
assumed that the tacticity of the MMM triads is the 
same in the copolymers as it is in a sample of poly(methyl 
methacrylate) prepared under identical conditions (6 
isotactic, 38~o heterotactic and 56~  syndiotactic). 
The results are presented in Table 2. Also included in 
this Table are M-centred triad fractions calculated from 
the reactivity ratios rz=0.08 and r2 = 5.1 using a version 
of the computer program devised by Harwood et al. ~5. 
The computed triad fractions are corrected for the 
effects of finite conversion. 

It can be seen from Table 2 that whilst the measured 
fractions of MMM triads are in reasonable agreement 
with those calculated from the reactivity ratios, there 
are considerable discrepancies between the measured 
and calculated fractions of CMC and C M M + M M C  
triads, especially for the copolymers richest in methyl 
methacrylate. These discrepancies cannot be accounted 
for in terms of experimental errors and are a further 

scheme cannot be 

Penultimate group effect 
Deviations from the Mayo and Lewis scheme 12 have 

been observed before in a number of copolymerizations 
and have been interpreted usually in terms either of the 
influence of penultimate units on the reactivities of 
polymer radicals 16-24 or of an effect arising from 
monomer-monomer complexes 25-29. 

If it is assumed that a penultimate group effect is 
responsible for the deviations observed here, two new 
penultimate reactivity ratios (rl~ and r21) can be cal- 
culated from the measured M-centred triad fractions 
using the equations first proposed by Chfij6 et al. 3°. 
The relevant equations for the methyl methacrylate- 
chloroprene system are: 

r [C]o 2(MMM) 
11 = ~]-0" (MMC + CMM) (2) 

and 
[C]0 (MMC+CMM) 

r21 = [M]0" 2(CMC) (3) 

where [M]0 and [C]0 are the initial concentrations of 
methyl methacrylate and chloroprene in the feed, and 
(MMM), (MMC+CMM) and (CMC) are the fractions 
of the three different types of M-centred triad, rxl 
represents the reactivity of a methyl methacrylate ended 
radical bearing a penultimate methyl methacrylate unit 
and r21 represents the reactivity of a methyl methacrylate 
ended radical bearing a penultimate chloroprene unit. 
The reactivity ratios obtained from the triad fractions 
given in Table 2 with the aid of equations (2) and (3) 
are: rzz=0.107 +0.008; and r21=0.057 +0.004. 

A new value of r2 (reactivity ratio for a chloroprene 
ended radical) can be calculated from rl l  and r21 
together with the measured copolymer compositions 
using the equation: 

r21F2(l + r11F) - f )  + (4) r 2 - F ( l f  f(1 +r21F) 

where f is the ratio of methyl methacrylate units to 
chloroprene units in the copolymer and F is the ratio 
of methyl methacrylate to chloroprene in the monomer 
feed, [M]0/[C]0. The average value of r2 obtained from 
the composition data given in Table 1 for copolymers 
1-4, 6 and 8-11 is 6.7 +0.5. Subdivision of r2 into two 

Table 2 Methyl peak areas and M-centred triad fractions 

M-centred triad fractions (%) 

Relative peak Obtained from Calculated using 
areas* (%) A, B and C* r1=0-08, r~=5-1 

No. A B C CMC MMC+CMM MMM CMC MMC+CMM MMM 

1 15 45 40 6 22 72 3 28 69 
2 22 48 30 10 37 53 6 36 58 
3 31 42 27 20 32 48 9 42 49 
4 32 47 21 20 43 37 13 46 41 
6 49 39 12 37 42 21 31 49 20 
8 71 26 3 62 32 6 55 38 7 
9 76 20 4 70 23 7 71 27 2 

10 87 12 1 83 15 2 79 20 1 
11 91 9 0 88 12 0 85 14 1 

* Areas and triad fractions accurate to within _ 2 %  
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Table 3 Copolymer compositions and M-centred 
triad fractions based on rlz=0"107, r2z=O'057 and 
r2=6.7 

No. 

Mole fraction M-centred triad fractions (%) 
M M A  in 

copolymer C M C  M M C + C M M  MMM 

1 0" 84 4 25 71 
2 0.78 8 32 60 
3 0.72 12 37 51 
4 0.67 17 40 43 
6 0.50 38 41 21 
8 0.33 64 30 6 
9 0.23 76 21 3 

10 0 '17 84 15 1 
11 0.12 89 10 1 

Table4 Comparison of measured and calculated pentad 
fractions having central syndiotactic MMM triad 

C M M M C + C M M M M +  
M M M M C ( % )  M M M M M ( % )  

Measured Measured 
No. (peak C1) Calculated (peak C2) Calculated 

1 13_+1 11 27+1  29 
2 13+_1 13 17+I 21 
3 14+1 13 13+1 15 
4 14_+1 11 7_+1 6 

penultimate reactivity ratios r22 and r2~ is not possible 
since the p.m.r, spectra do not give any information 
about the fractions of the various possible chloroprene- 
centred triads. 

Theoretical copolymer compositions and M-centred 
triad fractions based on the new reactivity ratios r11, 
r21 and r2 are given in Table 3. It can be seen by com- 
paring the data in Tables 2 and 3 that the new reactivity 
ratios give a substantially better agreement between 
measured and calculated M-centred fractions than that 
given by the reactivity ratios obtained by the curve-fitting 
procedure. 

M-centred pentads 
For copolymers 1, 2, 3 and 4, it is apparent that group 

C of the a-methyl peaks is composed of two overlapping 
signals (CI and C2) centred at 0.87 and 0-845 respec- 
tively. Following the procedure adopted with the methyl 
methacrylate-butadiene copolymers 1°, peak C1 is as- 
signed to syndiotactic MMM triads at the centre of 
CMMMC, C M M M M  and M M M M C  pentads, whilst 
C2 is assigned to syndiotactic MMM triads at the centre 
of M M M M M  pentads. The relative areas of  these 
two peaks have been obtained with the aid of the Du 
Pont curve resolver using generated peaks of Lorentzian 
shape. The relative areas of these two peaks are compared 
with the relevant pentad fractions calculated from 
r11, r21 and r2 in Table 4. 

Configuration of the chloroprene units 
In the p.m.r, spectra of methyl methacrylate-butadiene 

copolymers a° containing 42mo1~ or more of butadiene 
(B), group A of the c~-methyl peaks was found to consist 
largely of two overlapping peaks the ratio of which 
was independent of the copolymer composition. Since 
in these methyl methacrylate-butadiene copolymers, 

group A largely arises from BMB triads, this splitting 
was considered to reflect the configuration of one of the 
diene units in the triad, i.e. that the position of the 
BMB methyl resonance depended on whether one of 
the constituent butadiene units was in a cis-l,4- or a 
trans-l,4-configuration. However, for the methyl meth- 
acrylate-chloroprene copolymers, no such splitting of 
group A can be discerned even at the highest chloroprene 
contents. Thus, it seems likely that the chloroprence 
units are predominantly of a single configuration. The 
most probable configuration is trans-l,4- since poly- 
chloroprene prepared free radically is predominantly 
of this configuration 31. 

The infra-red spectra of the copolymers are not 
particularly helpful since they show that the chloro- 
prene = C H -  out-of-plane deformation occurs between 
825 and 835 cm -1 depending on the chloroprene content 
(trans-polychloroprene, 822cm-1; cis-polychloroprene, 
847cm-~ 31) and that the C- -C  stretch occurs between 
1655 and 1660 cm- 1 (trans-polychloroprene, 1660 cm- 1; 
cis-polychloroprene, 1653cm 13~). 

Methoxy signals 
When C6D6 is used as solvent, the methoxy signals 

of the methacrylate units in the 220 MHz p.m.r, spectra 
of copolymers 1 and 2 are partly resolved into three 
peaks (D, E and F) centred at 3.50, 3.42 and 3.353 
respectively (Figure 3). A similar partial resolution of 
the methoxy signals in methyl methacrylate-butadiene 
copolymers is observed when C5DsN is used as a 
solvent TM. Since the ratio D: E : F  for each of the co- 
polymers is close to that of A : B : C ,  it can be assumed 
that the three methoxy peaks represent, in a similar 
way to the methyl signals, the various M-centred triads. 

Head-head and tail-tail l&kages 
Whilst it is clear that the occurrence of a small pen- 

ultimate group effect could account for the deviations 
of the methyl methacrylate-chloroprene system from 
the ideal Mayo and Lewis scheme, other reasons for 
these deviations can be envisaged. For example, an 
unsymmetrically substituted diene like chloroprene can 
add to a growing polymer radical in two distinct orienta- 
tions to form either a head-tail linkage or a head-head 

E 
.F 

2 

J 

I I I I I I i I I I I 
36 34 32 36 34 

5 (ppm) 

Figure 3 Methoxy peaks for copolymers 1 and 2 

/F  

i I I 
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! 
I H -T 

I I I 
3 2 

8 (ppm) 

Figure 4 Methylene peaks of 
head-head (H-H), head-tail (H- 
T), and tail-tail (T-T) chloro- 
prene-chloroprene linkages in 
copolymer 11 

linkage with the preceding monomer  unit. In the p.m.r. 
spectrum of t rans-polych loroprene  in CS2, head-head 
and tail-tail linkages give rise to characteristic methylene 
peaks at 2.50 and 2.18 3, whilst head-tail  linkages give 
a methylene peak centred around 2.35 381, Head-head  
and tail-tail linkages are found to constitute between 
20 and 30 700 of the linkages in polychloroprene depending 
on the exact conditions of  preparation. Recently, 
Guyot  et al. 82 have demonstrated that the occurrence 
of  head-head linkages in copolymerizations can lead 
to kinetic anomalies akin to those more usually attri- 
buted to penultimate group effects; the system they 
studied was vinyl chloride-vinylidene chloride. The 
occurrence of anomalous methyl methacrylate-chloro- 
prene linkages could be an important factor in the 
present system, but unfortunately 220MHz p.m.r. 
spectroscopy does not appear to provide a way of 
measuring the proportions of  such linkages. However, 
methylene peaks from head-head and tail-tail chloro- 
prene-chloroprene linkages are evident in the spectra 
of  copolymers comparatively rich in chloroprene (Figure 
4). Relative amounts of  head-head and tail-tail linkages 
estimated from the areas of  these methylene peaks 
(2.543 and 2.253 in CDCla) average 1 9 + 2 ~  for co- 
polymers 8, 9, l0 and 11; the corresponding amount 
for a sample of  polychloroprene prepared under similar 
conditions is 23 + 2 ~ .  

At present, 18C magnetic resonance and ozonolysis 
studies of  the copolymers are in progress. I t  is hoped 
that these will provide further information about the 
microstructure of  the copolymers and in particular 
allow quantitative measurements of  the various possible 
methyl methacrylate-chloroprene linkages. 
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E.s.r. study of u.v.-irradiated polypropylene: 
effect of the stereoregularity on the behaviour 
of free radicals produced by u.v. irradiation 

Y. Hama, T. Ooi*, M. Shiotsubo and K. Shinohara 
Science and Engineering Research Laboratory, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan 
(Received 2 January 1974; revised 8 April 1974) 

The effect of stereoregularity on the behaviour of free radicals produced in polypropylene 
by ultra-violet light at low temperature was investigated by an electron spin resonance 
method. Ultra-violet (u.v.) light is absorbed mainly by carbonyl groups produced in poly- 
propylene by oxidation. The radicals produced at low temperature are identified as 
-CH2-CH((~H2)-CH~- and methyl. A large yield of radicals is obtained in samples of poor 
tacticity. Some of the -CH2-CH(CH2)-CH2- radicals convert to acyl and some to -CH2- 
(~(CH3)-CH2- on warming the sample. The conversion to acyl is remarkable in atactic 
and stereoblock polypropylene, and that to -CH2-C(CHa)-CH2- in isotactic polypropylene. 
These acyl and -CH~-(~(CHs)-CH2- radicals return to -CH~-CH((~H~)-CH2- by illumina- 
tion, respectively, by visible and u.v. light at 77K. The decay of radicals is attributed to the 
local motion or microbrownian motion of molecules. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Electron spin resonance (e.s.r.) studies of free radicals 
produced in irradiated high polymers have hitherto 
been reported by many authors. Free radicals were 
produced, in most cases, by ionizing radiation such as 
electron beams, y-rays or X-rays, but in some cases 
by ultra-violet (u.v.) light 1-s. Some of  these studies 
were carried out also on polypropylene 2, s, 6. A methyl 
radical has been detected in the case of u.v. irradiation 
but not in ionizing radiations. Blowning et al. 2 noted 
that u.v. light tends to be selectively absorbed by im- 
purities and chain imperfection. 

In our recent e.s.r, study 5 of u.v.-irradiated poly- 
ethylene, it was found that major absorption of light 
occurs at oxidized segments in the sample and also that 
the resulting acyl radicals -CH.~-CH2-CO are converted 
by absorption of visible light to -CH2-CH-CHO.  

In a polymer such as polypropylene with high stereo- 
regularity, the structure and number of chain imperfec- 
tions may be strongly dependent on the stereoregularity. 
Moreover, it was expected that the characteristics of 
free radicals produced by u.v. irradiation may be strongly 
affected by the stereoregularity and that they are different 
from those in the case of ionizing radiation. 

In the present paper, the effect of stereoregularity on 
the behaviour of free radicals produced in u.v.-irradiated 
polypropylene has been investigated. 

E X P E R I M E N T A L  

Preparation of samples 
Polypropylene (PP) used in the present work was 

manufactured by Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals, Inc. Four 

* Research Center, Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals Inc., Totsuka-ku, 
Yokohama-city, Japan. 

samples having different stereoregularity were prepared 
by extracting from the original polymer with ether 
and/or n-heptane. The characteristics of the samples 
thus obtained are listed in Table 1. They were dried 
sufficiently before use. Three samples except sample 
A were then formed in a film of 2 mm thickness by 
hot pressing in vacuum. Each sample was placed in a 
quartz tube which was evacuated to about 10-3mmHg 
at room temperature and then sealed. 

Irradiation 

Irradiation was carried out with u.v. light from a 
low pressure mercury lamp (UL2-1HQ) manufactured 
by Ushio Electric Co. Ltd and in some cases with 
7,-rays from a 6°Co source. Predominant wavelengths 
from this u.v. lamp are 2537A and 1849A. In all cases 
of u.v. irradiation the sample was kept in liquid nitrogen. 

E.s.r measurement 

E.s.r. measurements were carried out by using an 
X-band spectrometer, manufactured by Japan Electron 
Optics Laboratory Co. Ltd. The frequency of field 
modulation used was 100kHz. Measurements at 77K 
were carried out by inserting a Dewar flask with a 
transparent cylindrical tip into the cavity. The sample 
was held in the Dewar flask filled with liquid nitrogen. 

Table I Characteristics of samples used 

Content in 
Solvents original 

Stereo- polymer 
Sample Ether n-Heptane regularity (%) 

A soluble soluble atactic 3 
B insoluble soluble stereoblock 3 
I insoluble insoluble isotactic 94 
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Heat treatment of sample was carried out by keeping 
the sealed sample in a bath of isopentane at the desired 
temperature for 3 min and then returning it quickly into 
liquid nitrogen. 

RESULTS 

a 

Infra-red absorption spectra of samples A, B and I 
The infra-red (i.r.) absorption spectra of the samples 

used are shown in Figure 1. In these spectra, differences 
due to the difference of the tacticity are found at 995 cm-1 
and 975 cm -z 9. It is also seen that an absorption appears 
at 1750cm-Z in the spectrum of samples A and B, 
which could not be observed for samples I and M. 
It is well known that the absorption appearing at a 
wavenumber between 1600 and 1800cm -1 can be attri- 
buted to carbonyl groups bound in the form of ketone 
or acid. This absorption at 1750cm -~, therefore, may 
also be attributed to such groups bound to the polymer 
chain. The carbonyl groups probably were introduced 
into the polymer by oxidation. The i.r. spectrum suggests 
that PP of low taeticity is oxidized more easily than one 
of high tacticity. 

E.s.r. spectrum at 77K 
The first derivative e.s.r, spectrum of each sample, 

except sample M, irradiated by u.v. light at 77K and 
measured immediately after irradiation at 77K is shown 
in Figure 2. Samples I and A, and also sample M, 
though not shown in Figure 2, gave a similar spectrum. 
This spectrum is also similar to that observed by previous 
investigators 2, 3, n. The spectrum of sample B, however, 
was different from that of the other samples in the 
centre, although in other sections it was similar. Each 
of these spectra consist of a sharp quartet (spectrum I) 
and a broad quartet (spectrum II). These spectra also 
seem to include a weak singlet although it is manifested 
rather prominently only in the spectrum of sample B. 
The average hyperfine splitting of these quartet spectra 
were 21.5 and 25G, respectively. The sharp quartet 
was unstable at 77K and its intensity decreased very 
gradually even at 77K. This was attributed to methyl 
radical, as was already noted in previous papers 2, a, 6 
The broad quartet was stable at 77K. 

If the u.v. irradiation was carried out on samples M 
and I which were prepared shortly after synthesis, 

only a weak e.s.r spectrum, but of the same shape, was 
obtained. When these samples were kept in air for 
several months and irradiated, larger e.s.r, signals 
were obtained, the intensity of which increased with 
the time of storage. 

When samples A and B which have lower tacticities 
than that of sample I, were kept in air for the same 
period of time as sample I, they gave a far larger e.s.r. 
signal than that of sample I. 

Change of the e.s.r, spectrum by heat treatment 
Sample L When sample I stored in air for several 

months was irradiated by u.v. light at 77K and the 
e.s.r, measurement was carried out at 77K after heat 
treating at various temperatures, the spectra shown in 
Figure 3 were obtained. The methyl radical (spectrum I), 
which was observed at 77K immediately after u.v. 
irradiation and the e.s.r, spectrum which showed a 
sharp quartet (spectrum I), had already disappeared 
after heat treatment at 123K and the remaining spectrum 
was composed of the broad quartet having an average 
hyperfine splitting of 25G and a weak singlet. 

As the temperature of heat treatment was raised 
further, a gradual change was observed in the spectrum. 
On heat treatment at 173K, spectrum II decayed slightly 
and the weak broad singlet (spectrum III) made its 
appearance more clearly at the centre (Figure 3b). On 
heat treatment above 173K, the central broad singlet 

C 
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b 
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Figure 1 Infra-red absorption spectra of (a) sample I, 
(b) sample A and (c) sample B 

Figure 2 First derivative e.s.r, spectra of samples 
irradiated by u.v. light at 77K and measured immedi- 
ately at 77K after irradiation. (a) Sample I; (b) 
sample B; (c) sample A 
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Figure 3 E.s.r. spectra of sample I irradiated by u.v. 
light at 77K: (a) observed immediately at 77K after 
irradiation ; (b), (c) observed at 77K after heat treatment 
of (a) at 173K (b) and 283K (c); . . . .  , 9 line spectrum 
of isotactic PP irradiated by ~,-rays at room temperature 
and measured at 77K 

disappeared gradually and spectrum II converted 
gradually to a spectrum (spectrum IV) which seems to 
be composed of 9 lines. The solid curve of Figure 3e 
shows this 9 line spectrum converted from spectrum II. 
The average hyperfine splitting of the 9 line spectrum 
was 21.5 G. This value agrees with that of the spectrum 
obtained in sample I ~,-irradiated at room temperature 
and measured at 77K, which is shown as a broken 
curve in Figure 3e. 

When sample I was kept at room temperature for a 
sufficiently long time, or heated above room tempera- 
ture, the 9 line spectrum disappeared very gradually 
and a weak broad singlet which was broader than the 
singlet appearing at low temperatures, appeared. These 
experiments seem to indicate that the spectrum shown 
by the solid line of Figure 3c consists of  superposition 
of the 9 line spectrum (spectrum IV) and a rather weak, 
broad singlet (spectrum V). This singlet may make poor 
resolution in the centre of the 9 line spectrum. It seems 
that this broad singlet is not due to the acyl radical 
which gives the broad singlet appearing at low tem- 
peratures as described below, but its origin is not yet 
known. 

Sample B. Change due to heat treatment of the e.s.r. 
spectrum obtained by u.v. irradiation at 77K on sample 
B is shown in Figure 4. On heat treatment at 163K, 
spectrum II became very weak and the same broad 
singlet (spectrum III), observed in sample I, appeared 
with a far larger intensity. This broad singlet decayed 
gradually by heat treatment above 183K and a weak 
spectrum which looks as it is was composed of 7 or 
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9 lines was observed after heat treatment at 243K 
(Figure 4c). 

Sample A. The e.s.r, spectrum of sample A obtained 
by u.v. irradiation showed a similar change as sample B 
on heat treatment. The change is shown in Figure 5. 
The broad singlet which appeared after heat treatment 
above 143K was larger in intensity than that of the 
other samples. The e.s.r, spectrum observed after heat 
treatment above 243K appears more clearly and it 
seems to be a composite spectrum made up of a 6 line 
spectrum and a singlet rather than a 7 line spectrum. 

Dependence of the intensity of e.s.r, spectrum on tempera- 
ture of heat treatment 

The decrease of the relative intensity of the e.s.r. 
spectra of samples I, B and A by heat treatment is 
shown in Figure 6. There exist three decay regions in 
the decay curve for sample I, i.e. 113-133K (D-I), 
163-193K (D-II) and a region above 243K (D-III). 
Two decay regions, one at a temperature of 113-133K 
(D-I) and the other above 183K (D-IV), are found in 
the decay curve for samples B and A. 

Figure 6 shows that the decrease of the intensity in 
the decay regions D-I  and D-I I  is fairly small compared 
with that in D-II I  and D-IV. In the case of samples B 
and A, free radicals decay almost completely in the 
decay region D-IV and only several per cent of those 
produced at 77K remain after heat treatment at room 
temperature. For sample [, the decrease of about 35 
of free radicals produced at 77K was observed in the 
decay region D-II I  of 243 to 293K and 35 ~ of free 
radicals remained even after heat treatment at 293K. 

J a 

b 

t i 

5 0  G 

Figure 4 E.s.r. spectra of sample B irradiated 
by u.v. light at 7/K: (a) observed immediately at 
77K after irradiation; (b), (c) observed at 77K 
after heat treatment of (a) at 163K (b) and 
243K (c) 
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Figure 5 E.s,r. spectra of sample A irradiated by 
u.v. light at 77K: (a) observed immediately at 77K 
after irradiation; (b), (c) observed at 77K after heat- 
treatment of (a) at 183K (b) and 249K (c) ,oo  

._c 
50 
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Figure 6 Relationship between relative intensity and temperature 
of heat treatment for each sample; ©, sample I; x ,  sample B; 
O, sample A 

Thus residual free radicals decayed gradually by storing 
the sample at room temperature. 

Photoinduced conversion between the broad singlet 
(spectrum III) and the 9 line spectrum (spectrum IV) 

Most of the broad singlet (spectrum III) appearing 
prominently after heat treatment at a temperature 
of around 158K was converted into the broad quartet 
(spectrum II) by illumination with light from a tungsten 
lamp at 77K. The result of heat treatment and illumina- 
tion with light, carried out on sample A, is shown in 
Figure 7. 

When sample A was irradiated by u.v. at 77K and 
observed at 77K, a spectrum composed mainly of the 
broad quartet (spectrum II) shown by Figure 7a is 
obtained. This spectrum includes a weak broad singlet, 
but the singlet cannot be seen distinctly in the spectrum 
because it is masked by the stronger broad quartet. If 
this sample is heat-treated at 138K and observed at 77K, 
the intensity of the broad quartet (spectrum II) decreases 
slightly and a weak broad singlet (spectrum III) appears 
distinctly (Figure 7b). If this sample is again heat-treated, 
this time at 158K, intensity of the broad quartet (spectrum 
II) decreases further and the spectrum showing a pro- 
minent broad singlet (spectrum III) is obtained (Figure 
7c). On illuminating this sample with light from a 
tungsten lamp for 15min, spectrum III converts into 
the spectrum shown by Figure 7d. This spectrum is 
quite similar to that shown by Figure 7b (composite 
spectra of spectra II and III). This spectrum, i.e. the 
spectrum shown by Figure 7b or 7d, is converted into 
spectrum III by heat-treating the sample again at 158K. 
Further illumination and heat treatment causes the 
conversion of the spectrum between those two. More- 
over, there is no change in the total spectral intensity 
during this conversion. 

A similar reversible conversion was observed between 
the broad quartet (spectrum II) and the 9 line spectrum 

a 

b 

d 

Figure 7 Change of e.s.r, spectrum by heat 
treatment and illumination by light from W 
lamp: (a) observed immediately after irradiation 
at 77K; (b), (c) observed at 77K after heat treat- 
ment of (a) at 138K (b) and 158K (c); (d) ob- 
served at 77K after illuminating (c) by light from 
tungsten lamp at 77K 
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(spectrum IV) obtained in sample I. In this case, however, 
it was necessary to illuminate the sample showing the 
9 line spectrum with u.v. light for a short time instead 
of with a light from a tungsten lamp in order to convert 
the 9 line spectrum into the broad quartet. This change 
of the spectrum is certainly due to the conversion 
because the time of u.v. irradiation was too short to 
produce a detectable amount of the broad quartet in an 
unirradiated sample I. 

DISCUSSION 

Origin of  the e.s.r, spectrum 
The assignment of the component spectra labelled 

by spectrum I to spectrum V which resulted from the 
following discussion is summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2 Assignment of the component spectra 

Spectrum Shape Free radical 

I sharp quartet CH3 (methyl radical) 
II broad quartet -CH2-CH((~H2)-CH~- 

(radical 1) 
I11 broad singlet -R-CO (acyl radical) 

(radical 6) 
IV 9 line in isotactic PP -CH2-(~(CHs)-CH2- 

(radical 4) 
V broad singlet unknown 

Quartet and the 9 line spectrum. It was already pointed 
out that the sharp quartet (spectrum I) observed in the 
present experiment is due to methyl radical (CH~). 

As for the broad quartet (spectrum II), a similar 
spectrum was obtained by Loy 1° in his e.s.r, study of 
7-irradiation on deuterated polypropylene and was 
attributed by him to -CH2-CH(d;H2)-CH2- (radical 1) 
and not to -CH2-CH(CH3)-CH2 (radical 2) nor 
-CH(CH3)-CH-CH(CH3)- (radical 3). On the other 
hand, Iwasaki et al. 11 reported in their e.s.r, study of 
7-irradiated isotactic polypropylene, that mutual con- 
version occurs as follow: 

heat 
-CH2-CH(d;Hz)-CH2- ~------~ -CH2-t2(CH3)-CH2 - (1) 

radical 1 u.v. radical 4 

It was found that the broad quartet (spectrum II) 
obtained in the present work is similar to that obtained 
by both Loy and Iwasaki et al. 

Radical 4 was shown by Ayscough et aL 1~ and also 
by Iwasaki et aL 11 to give a 9 line spectrum. Their 
experiments were carried out using 7-rays. Our experi- 
ment carried out on sample I with y-rays also gave a 
9 line spectrum when measured at 77K which was 
similar to theirs and also to that obtained by heat 
treatment on u.v.-irradiated sample I. These facts 
together with the observation that mutual conversion 
occurs between spectrum II and the 9 line spectrum 
lead to the conclusion that, in the case of u.v. irradiation 
too, the broad quartet is due to radical 1 and the 9 line 
spectrum is due to radical 4 produced in isotactic PP. 

Broad singlet. The broad singlet (spectrum II1) which 
is observed to appear at around 173K in the course of 
warming up the sample looks quite similar to the singlet 
due to acyl radical which we have observed in the e.s.r. 
study on the u.v.-irradiated polyethylene 5. Acyl radical 
-R-(~O is produced by main chain scission at the site 
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of carbonyl group. I.r. absorption has shown that a 
sample of low tacticity contains a larger number of 
carbonyl groups than a sample of high tacticity. This 
fact together with the observation that higher intensity 
of broad singlet is obtained for samples of low tacticity 
supports the view that the present spectrum [I[ is also 
due to acyl radicals. 

6 Line spectrum. It was shown above that when a 
u.v.-irradiated sample A was heat-treated at a tempera- 
ture above 243K, a weak 6 line spectrum appeared. This 
6 line spectrum can be observed more clearly in samples 
irradiated by ~,-rays and did not undergo similar con- 
version under u.v. irradiation as that observed for 9 line 
spectrum in sample I. It was ascertained, however, that 
radical 4 gives a 6 line spectrum when it takes a different 
conformation from that when it gives the 9 line spectrum. 
The 6 line spectrum can be given by a radical conforma- 
tion in which one of the methylene protons lies near the 
nodal plane of the unpaired electron orbital, where the 
hyperfine coupling constants are 30.0 and 1.8G for 
methylene protons and 21.3G for methyl protons, 
respectively. On the other hand, when radical 4 gives the 
9 line spectrum the methylene proton does not lie near the 
nodal plane of the unpaired electron orbital. The hyper- 
fine coupling constant due to the methylene protons are 
then 15.1, 39.6, 9-1 and 42.1 G, respectively. That of the 
methyl protons is 21.3G. These values were estimated 
from the e.s.r, spectrum observed in 7-irradiated PP. 
The e.s.r, spectrum simulated by computer using these 
values were similar to the observed spectrum. 

Decay of  radicals by heat treatment 
As shown in Figure 6, there are several decay regions of 

radicals by heat treatment, i.e. region D-I (113-133K), 
D-II (169-193K) and D-III (above 243K) in sample I, and 
region D-I and D-IV (above 183K) in samples B and A. 

In the decay region D-I, the sharp quartet due to methyl 
radical disappears while the broad quartet due to radical 1 
shows some decrease in intensity without changing its 
spectral shape. Only a small molecular motion may exist 
in this region. Even this small molecular motion may 
have been effective in the process of disappearance of 
methyl radicals which can wander about in the polymer, 
and some radical 1 which are produced in pairs close 
to each other by u.v. irradiation. 

In the decay region D-H which is observed only for 
sample I, a small part of radical 1 may have disappeared 
by recombination. The slight increase of the e.s.r, signal 
due to acyl radical indicates that some radical 1 have 
converted into acyl radical and some have decayed by 
recombination. 

The beginning of region D-III (243K) observed in 
sample I is close to the glass transition temperature of iso- 
tactic PP which is ,,~253K 13-15. The decay in this region 
can, therefore, be attributed to microbrownian motion 
of the main chain. 

Figure 6 shows that about 60 % of radicals produced at 
77K decay by heat treatment up to 293K. This suggests 
that most of the radicals are produced in the amorphous 
region, even in sample I, by u.v. irradiation. The remain- 
ing 40% of radicals decay very slowly at room tem- 
perature. 

Since the absorption of u.v. light which produces the 
radicals concerned occurs at carbonyl groups and most of 
the carbonyl groups are located in the amorphous region, 
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and also in the semi-crystalline region such as the folding 
part or loose loop of the lamella of PP, those 40 % of 
radicals will probably be located in the semi-crystalline 
region. This interpretation also explains the fact that their 
decay is not so slow as the radicals of the same kind 
produced in isotactic PP by 7-irradiation, most of which 
probably exist in the crystalline region. 

Decay region D-IV, observed for samples A and B 
begins at about 183K, and most of the radicals disappear 
at 273K. The fact that radicals hardly remain at room 
temperature suggests that most of the radicals are pro- 
duced in the amorphous region, especially in sample A 
which has only amorphous structure. The glass transition 
temperature of sample A or B is lower than that of iso- 
tactic PP of about 253K because of its lower regularity in 
structure 13. Moreover, it was reported that a local mode 
relaxation has been observed at ,-, 193K 13. The disap- 
pearance of radicals in region D-IV may be attributed 
to the motions of such origin. 

Formation o f  f r ee  radicals by u.v. irradiation on P P  and 
their behaviour 

Formation o f  f r ee  radicals by low temperature irradia- 
tion. It is fairly certain that most of the absorption of u.v. 
light occurs at carbonyl groups in the main chain of PP 
produced by oxidation while the sample is stored in air, 
since a larger yield of free radicals is obtained in a 
sample which showed an existence of a larger number of 
carbonyl groups in i.r. absorption measurement and also 
since the quantum energy of the u.v. light used to 
produce radicals are distributed in the same range of 
light in which absorption by ketones occur. 

In the neighbourhood of carbonyl groups, the mole- 
cules probably have the following structure: 

-CH(CH3)-CHz-CO-CH2-CH(CHa)-  (2) 

When a carbonyl group absorbs u.v. light at liquid 
nitrogen temperature, scission of the main chain will 
occur: 

U.V.  

-CH(CHz)-CH~-CO-CH~-CH(CH3)- > 

-CH(CH3)-CH~-CO + CH2-CH(CH3)- (3) 
radical 6 radical 2 

Most of radical 6 may absorb u.v. light during the 
irradiation and change over to radical 7 by: 

L1.V. 

-CH(CH3)-CHz-CO > -CH2-CH(CH2)-CH2-CHO 
radical 6 radical 7 

(4) 
Radical 2 may also absorb u.v. light and change over 
to radical 1 by: 

U.V.  

CH2-CH(CH3)-CH2- > 

CHz-CH(CHz)-CH2-CH(CH2)- (5) 
radical l 

but it may also undcrgo hydrogcn abstraction, even at 
low temperature, to produce another radical, probably 
radical I. There is, thus, the possibility of the existence 
of four kinds of radicals after irradiation at 77K, i.e. 
methyl radical, radical 7, radical I and radical 6. 

Sample A. When sample A which contains these 
radicals is heat-treated at a temperature above 143K, 

radical 7 will change over to acyl radical in the manner 
shown by: 

heat 
-CH2-CH(CH2)-CH2-CHO > 

-CH(CH3)-CHz-CO (4') 

Equation (4') together with equation (4) explains the 
mutual conversion, observed by e.s.r, measurement, 
between the broad singlet given by acyl radical and the 
broad quartet given by radical 7. 

By heat treatment at a still higher temperature above 
243K, an e.s.r, signal composed of a fairly weak singlet 
and a 6 line spectrum due to radical 4 appears. 

Sample I. In the case of sample I, similar a e.s.r. 
spectrum is obtained by irradiation with u.v. light at 
77K, but the behaviour is different. 

By heat treatment at 173K a weak broad singlet due 
to the acyl radical appears but it disappears by further 
heat treatment at temperatures above 173K and the 
broad quartet converts gradually into the 9 line spectrum. 
In the case of sample I, free radicals will be produced 
in the semi-crystalline part and also in the part having 
a more irregular structure. Radical 7 produced in a 
poor tacticity which exists even in sample I and forming 
part of the amorphous region, may behave similarly 
as radical 7 produced in sample A. 

It was shown above that in sample A a prominent 
broad singlet due to acyl radical which is converted 
from the broad quartet is observed. In sample I, however, 
the broad quartet converts into the 9 line spectrum and 
only a very weak spectrum due to acyl radical is observed. 
This fact can be explained if it is assumed that the 
activation energy for the conversion to the acyl radical 
of radical 7 which are produced in the isotactic PP is 
much higher than that of the same radical produced 
in the atactic PP. Such radical 7 will disappear by 
recombination or by some other process before con- 
verting into acyl radical when the heat treatment is 
carried out at a higher temperature. On the other hand, 
radical I produced in the semi-crystalline region converts 
into radical 4 giving the 9 line spectrum. 
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Studies on the surface of as-grown and annealed 
polyethylene single crystals by the spin-probe 
method 
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Studies on molecular motions at the surface of as-grown and annealed polyethylene 
single crystals in relation to the surface structure have been made by dispersing electron 
paramagnetic probes on the surface of the crystals and detecting them by the electron 
spin resonance method. A relatively large scale molecular motion supposedly associated 
with the glass transition was detected as a change in hyperfine patterns at around -50°C. 
Rotational correlation frequency of the paramagnetic probe was found to rapidly increase 
above the crystallization temperature suggesting that the new mode of molecular motion 
takes place by thickening of crystals. For the annealed crystals the frequency was much 
depressed compared with that of the as-grown crystals indicating the decrease in mobility 
of the surface by annealing. Extensive study revealed that the mobility of the surface of 
annealed crystals is uniquely determined by the increased portion of the lamellar thickness 
by annealing. 

INTRODUCTION 

The surface structure of polymer single crystals has 
interested many investigators. It has been widely recog- 
nized that almost all molecules have the folding structure 
at the surface of the single crystal. However, opinions 
vary as to whether sharp folding 1, long loop 2 or switch 
board structure 3 is present, leaving an ambiguity to the 
folding structure. In addition to the problem of the 
structure of individual molecules, the state of aggregation 
of molecules has not been clarified yet, although it 
characterizes the properties of the surface. 

We describe here the molecular motion and related 
structure of the surface of as-grown and annealed 
polyethylene single crystals using the spin-probe method. 
This method was first applied to synthetic polymers by 
Strukov 4 and demonstrated to be useful in characterizing 
polymers by RaboldL In this method stable free radicals 
are used as electron paramagnetic probes surveying a 
polymer matrix in which the probes have been embedded. 
They are detected by the electron spin resonance (e.s.r.) 
method to give information about their motions. 
Further, since the motions of the probes are controlled 
by the motion of their surroundings 4,5 one can obtain 
information about a polymer matrix through motion 
of the probe. 

Meanwhile, since the size of the probe does not 
exceed that of the crystal lattice of common synthetic 
polymers, this method gives selective information about 
a non-crystalline phase. In the present case, the probes 
were dispersed in polyethylene single crystal mats and 

* Present address: Toshiba Silicone Co., Kawasaki 210, Japan. 

attempts were made to reveal the surface properties 
of the single crystals in relation to the molecular motions. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Sample preparation 
Linear polyethylene (Hizex 1200 J, Mitsui Petro- 

chemical Co.) was used as the material. Isothermal 
crystallization was conducted by the method used in 
the previous work 6. The polyethylene pellets were 
dissolved in xylene at a concentration of 1.5 g/l. This 
solution was then added dropwise to xylene, which 
had been kept at a regulated temperature to within 
+0-1°C, to reach a final concentration of 0.06~. 
Crystals differing in lamellar thickness were prepared 
by varying the crystallization temperature of the solution 
from 46-6 to 84"2°C. The suspensions of the single 
crystals were filtered to form single crystal mats and 
then dried under reduced pressure for more than 6 days. 
Table 1 gives the crystallization conditions and the 
lamellar thickness estimated by the small angle X-ray 
scattering. 

Annealing of single crystal mats was conducted by 
keeping them at regulated temperatures in reduced 
pressure for 30min. The annealing temperature and 
the lamellar thickness are shown in Table 2. 

Nitroxide radical, 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinol-1- 
oxyl, was used as the paramagnetic probe. This was 
obtained by oxidizing 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinol 
using the method of Briere 7. The structure and the 
principal values of the hyperfine coupling tensor are 
shown in Figure la. The probe was dispersed in the 
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Table I Crystallization conditions and lamellar 
thickness 

No. 

Crystallization Crystallization Lamellar 
temperature time thickness 

(°C) (h) CA) 

1 46.6 24 96 
2 60.0 24 103 
3 70.2 24 120 
4 76.5 24 129 
5 81.0 72 139 
6 84.2 120 147 

Table 2 Annealing temperature and lamellar thickness 

Annealing Lamellar thickness (A) 
temp. 
(°C) 1 2 3 4 5 6 

50 97 
60 99 
70 101 105 
80 105 109 
90 110 113 

100 118 120 
110 132 133 
120 160 159 

123 130 
128 135 143 151 
135 141 150 158 
147 153 101 169 
172 177 184 192 

single crystal mats by immersing them in the 0-2~ 
xylene solution of the probe for 24 h at room temperature, 
and then the mats were dried at a reduced pressure for 
more than 3 days. Attention was paid to using a dilute 
solution to avoid spin-spin interactions among the 
probes which result in the exchange narrowing of e.s.r. 
spectra when the probes are closely located to each other 
in the specimen. 

E.s.r. measurements 

E.s.r. spectra were recorded on a Nihon Denshi 
JES-3BSX ESR spectrometer using X-band and 100 kHz 
field modulation. Measuring temperature was varied 
from -160 to 100°C using the JES-VT-3A temperature 
controller and the JES-UCT-2A gas flow cryostat. Since 
the temperature measurement was very important in 
this experiment, the sample temperature was confirmed 
by a thermocouple inserted into a sample tube with the 
sample during e.s.r, measurements as well as the tem- 
perature indicator of the instrument. For exact estima- 
tion of the rotational correlation frequency of the 
probe from the e.s.r, spectra, the field modulation width 
and the microwave power level were carefully controlled 
to decrease the line broadening and the power saturation, 
respectively, while maintaining necessary sensitivity of 
the spectrometer. 

Analysis o f  e.s.r, spectra 
The probe of nitroxide radical shows fundamentally 

a three line spectrum as shown in Figures lb  and lc.  
These patterns are caused mainly by the hyperfine inter- 
action of an unpaired electron with the nitrogen atom in 
the probe. When the probe is in a frozen state, in view 
of the e.s.r, frequency, the pattern is broad as shown in 
Figure lb,  but it becomes well resolved as the motion 
of the probe is fully increased at elevated temperature 
as shown in Figure lc,  because of the time averaging 
of the anisotropy of the hyperfine interaction and the 
g-value. 

We can conveniently obtain two parameters from 
these spectra concerning the motion of the probe: 
(1) isotropic rotational correlation time of the probe, 
re, which is derived from the linewidth of the spectrum 
using the theory of KivelsonS; (2) separation of outer- 
most peaks of a derivative e.s.r, spectrum, denoted by 
W in Figure lb  5. 

The correlation time, ~-c, is related to the line shape 
parameters by: 

"re = Wo[(holhl) 1/2 -- (ho/h-1)l/2]C (1) 

Tc= Wo[(ho/hl) l /2+(ho/h-1) l /2-2]C ' (2) 

where W0 is the maximum slope linewidth of the central 
peak of the three line spectrum, h is the peak height 
whose subscript represents the nuclear magnetic quantum 
number of nitrogen atom, C and C' are constants 
determined by experimental conditions such as the 
hyperfine interaction characteristic of the probe and 
the magnitude of a static magnetic field. These two 
equations are mathematically equal, but accuracy in 
employment has been discussed by Strukov 4. In this 
theory the rate conditions must be fulfilled, namely, 
(~razc)2~l, (b~'c)2<l and (2rrw'c)2>l, where a and b 
are related to the principal values of the hyperfine 
tensor and v is the microwave frequency used. 

These equations are applicable only to a well resolved 
spectrum such as shown in Figure lc,  because of the 
restriction by the rate conditions. The separation of the 
outermost peaks is found to be a conventional measure 
showing the motion of the probe when the time range 
larger than that derived from the above equations is 
required, since the separation begins to change by the 
time averaging of anisotropic hyperfine interaction and 
the anisotropy of the g factor. Although some efforts 
have been made to expand the estimation of correlation 
time into a larger time range corresponding to the 
larger separation of outermost peaks TM, these methods 
are not convenient to use here. 

OH Az=31 G 

H3C ~ C H  3 Ax=Ay=5 

H3C ~lkl . f  CH 3 
O 

a x 

b ~ 14/ = 

C 

J Y 
Figure 1 (a) Structure of nitroxide radical; (b) e.s.r, spectrum 
when probes are in a rigid state; and (c) e.s.r, spectrum when 
probes are fully in motion 
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Figure 2 Change of e.s,r, spectrum with 
temperature for as-grown crystals formed at 
76.5°C. (a), 60°; (b), -20°; (c), -50°; (d) 
-100°; (e), -110°; (f) -130°C 
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Figure 3 Plots of W vs. temperature for as-grown crystals formed 
at 76.5°C. ©, Wra; 0, Ws 
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Figure 4 Plots of Tn vs. crystallization temperature for as-grown 
crystals. O, Wm; 0, Ws 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As-grown crystals 

Figure 2 shows e.s.r spectra at different temperatures 
for the crystals crystallized at 76.5°C. Quite similar 
spectra were obtained for all samples. At low tempera- 
tures the spectra have a broad line shape suggesting 
that the polymer matrix is in a rigid state. With increasing 
temperature a small subsplitting appears as indicated 
by the arrow at about -110°C. This subsplitting shifts 
inwards and increases its intensity as the temperature 
is increased. As to the development of this subsplitting 
two mechanisms can be considered: (i) part of the 
probe begins to rotate sufficiently to cause change of 
hyperfine pattern as the temperature is increased, and 
a spectrum with a sharp hyperfine pattern overlaps on 
the broad one as suggested by RaboldS; (ii) a sub- 
splitting similar to ours appears essentially in a certain 
rotational correlation time range of the probe as a 
result of the partial averaging of the anisotropy of the 
hyperfine interaction and the g value. Case (i) seems 
likely when the complexity of the structure of polymer 
matrix is considered. If the supposition proposed by 
Rabold 5 is permitted, it is likely that this appearance of 
the subsplitting is caused by a certain heterogeneity of 
the surface structure of single crystals such as chain 
ends and long loops at the surface. However, the spectra 
which have the subsplitting have been simulated by 
Itokowitz 10 and it may be beneficial to clarify the cause 
of this subsplitting in future. 

At about -40  to -50°C a marked narrowing of the 
peak separation occurs. When the separation is plotted 
against temperature a drastic change is seen as shown 
in Figure 3. In this Figure both narrowing of the sub- 
splitting Ws and the main splitting Wm are shown. The 
narrowing temperature of Win, Tn, may be related to 
the molecular motion associated with the glass transition 
because the linear relation between this temperature 
and the glass transition temperature Tg has been found 
for several polymers s. Additionally, the agreement of 
Tn and Tg was found for poly(vinyl alcohol) and poly- 
(vinyl acetate) by the authors. 

Further study of the narrowing temperature for all 
samples revealed that Tn was slightly increased above 
the crystallization temperature of 75°C, at which a 
lamellar thickness of 100A was achieved as shown 
in Figure 4. This result indicates that the surface structure 
is not largely affected by the crystallization temperature, 
and agrees with the result of the nitric acid etching 
experiment that the thickness of the non-crystalline 
surface layer was independent of the crystallization 
temperature 12, and supports our previous work of 
irradiation effects on single crystals of linear poly- 
ethylene 6. 

Above room temperature spectral patterns became 
sufficiently resolved to calculate the correlation time 
of tumbling motion of the probe by equations (1) or 
(2). Figure 5 shows an example of plots of the logarithmic 
correlation frequency ~-v -~ versus the reciprocal of 
observation temperature for the crystals formed at 
76"5°C. The frequency below 109Hz may be somewhat 
inaccurate because of the limitation of the rate conditions 
mentioned earlier. However, it is useful to know the 
tendency of the change in frequency with variation in 
temperature. It should be noticed that the frequency 
increases linearly with increasing temperature up to the 
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Figure 5 Plots of correlation frequency vs. reciprocal temperature 
for as-grown crystals formed at 76.5°C. ©, Increasing tempera- 
ture; 0 ,  decreasing temperature 

(NBR)la; accordingly this may be due to change of 
unstable structures in polycrystalline materials such 
as partial melting. Similar results have been found for 
the behaviour of trapped radicals in y-irradiated poly- 
ethylene 6. 

The Arrhenius relation below the crystalline tem- 
perature in Figure 5 gives about 1.5 kcal/mol of activa- 
tion energy to the tumbling motion of the probe. This 
relatively small value implies that the rotational oscilla- 
tion of the probe occurs in this temperature range. 
Strukov 4 and Rabold 5 obtained about 10kcal/mol for 
the bulk crystallized linear polyethylene, corresponding 
to the higher temperature region where the slope in 
Figure 5 is continuously changing. In this region, jumping 
of the probes into adjacent holes may possibly occur as 
well as the polymer segments jump above Tg with 
increasing free volume. It is interesting to note that 
the value of 1.5kcal/mol is comparable to that of the 
wideline n.m.r, data obtained for the bulk polyethylene 
by McCall 14 although the temperature region is some- 
what different. He found two temperature regions where 
the correlation frequency of the motion of molecules 
obeys the Arrhenius law giving 6.1 and 1.5 kcal/mol for 
the high and the low temperature region, respectively. 
Such a coincidence between e.s.r, and n.m.r, data has 
been pointed out by Wasserman 15 for several polymers, 
except polyethylene. 

crystallization temperature, satisfying the Arrhenius 
relation, and then it increases more rapidly beyond this 
temperature as shown in the Figure by the open circles. 
It is well known that as-grown polyethylene single 
crystals cause thickening above the crystallization 
temperature. The abrupt increase in the increasing rate 
of frequency suggests that the new mode of molecular 
motion is initiated along the whole surface of the 
crystals to cause thickening of the crystals. When the 
temperature is decreased from above the crystallization 
temperature, the irreversible decrease in the frequency is 
seen as shown by the solid circles of Figure 5. This 
decrease in the frequency indicates that the crystal 
surface was changed into some immobilized state by 
annealing, and the progressive increase of the slope of 
the curve with increasing temperature implies that the 
surface structure changes as the temperature increases. 

One may fed some fear for the supposition that the 
probes were located at the surface of crystals even 
after the thickening of crystals had occurred since 
molecular motions in the thickening process may 
possibly confine the probes within the thickened crystal 
core. This fear, however, was dispelled by the fact that 
the correlation frequency observed at room temperature 
was considerably decreased even for the annealed 
crystals in which the probes were dispersed after annealing 
as shown below. 

As to the change in slope at elevated temperatures, 
the desaturation effect on e.s.r, spectra, from which 
the correlation frequency is derived, might be con- 
sidered. Rabold 5 has reported that the e.s.r, spectra 
of the nitroxide radical were very sensitive to the incident 
microwave power level. Increasing temperature increases 
the saturation factor, and then the correlation frequency 
may possibly increase. However, this phenomenon has 
not been found for the completely amorphous materials 
such as natural rubber and nitrile-butadiene rubbers 

Annealed crystals 
Figure 6 shows the change of W with temperature 

for the annealed crystals in which the probes were 
dispersed after annealing. It should be noticed that 
the narrowing temperature Tn is shifted to higher 
temperatures by about 50°C compared with that of as- 
grown crystals indicating the fact that the surface 
structure is immobilized by annealing. This fact is 
further confirmed by plotting logarithmic correlation 
frequencies at room temperature versus annealing 
temperature as shown in Figure 7. The frequency is 
found to decrease above the crystallization temperature 
(arrow) suggesting that the thickening of the crystals 
by annealing changes the surface structure into immo- 
bilized state. The arrangement of the folding molecules 
in the annealed crystals is believed to have the highest 
regularity compared with that of the melt crystallized 
sample (Tn=-50°C)  and as-grown crystals. As far as 
these e.s.r data are concerned, the arrangement of the 
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Figure 6 Plots of W vs. temperature for crystals annealed at 
90°C. Crystallization temperature, 76.5°C; lamellar thickness, 
135~. ©, Win; 0, Ws 
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crystallization temperature and becomes constant at 
higher temperatures for each sample. These plots were 
reduced to one curve when the logarithmic frequency 
was replotted against the increased portion of the 
lamellar thickness as shown in Figure 9b. This means 
that the surface structure of the annealed crystals was 
determined uniquely by the increased portion of lamellar 
thickness, and the structure of the annealed crystals was 
almost settled when the increased portion reaches about 
0.3 during the thickening process. 
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surface molecules of the as-grown crystals may have 
some irregularity. This irregularity can be introduced 
by loose loops and chain ends at the surface, but they 
are tightened by being taken into the crystal core during 
the thickening process. In the melt crystallized state, 
tie molecules and the irregularity of crystallographic 
folding direction may disturb the increase of regularity 
of chain arrangement at the surface. 

The activation energy of the tumbling motion of the 
probe was found to be about 3 kcal/mol for the crystals 
annealed at 90°C, suggesting that the polymer matrix 
changed to hinder the motion of the probe. According 
to the cavity model of Strukov 4, the probe will be 
trapped in a cavity formed as a micro-void among 
polymer molecules, and rotates with a certain steric 
hindrance. The degree of hindrance can be evaluated 
by the activation energy. Further, it can be said that the 
hindrance is mainly controlled by the thermal motion 
of polymer molecules since the activation energy of 
molecular motions detected by n.m.r, agrees with that 
of the paramagnetic probe 4, 15. In the present study, 
therefore, it is deduced that the cavity wall, namely 
molecular arrangement around the probe, was changed 
to immobilized state by annealing decreasing microvoids 
also in view of the activation energy. 

It has been found that the mobile fraction of wideline 
n.m.r, spectra increased when polyethylene single 
crystals were annealed above the crystallization tem- 
perature 16. This phenomenon has been interpreted by 
two conflicting situations: (1) the increased mobile 
fraction is originated from a disordered phase increased 
by annealing at the surface of crystals 17, 18; and (2) 
mobile segments are introduced within crystals to 
form crystal defects 6, 19, 20. The data and the discussion 
mentioned above lead us to the conclusion that molecular 
arrangement at the surface of as-grown crystals have 
some irregularity and it becomes more regular and 
immobilized by annealing above the crystallization 
temperature, as represented by the model shown in 
Figure 8. This was originally proposed to explain the 
results of our previous work 6, 21, slightly modified as 
to the state of chain ends. The broken lines in the 
annealed model show the defects within the crystal and 
the wriggling folding stems represent the distortion of 
of planar zig-zag chains in the vicinity of the defects. 

Figure 9a shows the plots of logarithmic correlation 
frequency versus lamellar thickness L for the annealed 
crystals. The frequency is found to increase above the 
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Figure 8 Schematic representation of change in surface structure 
of as-grown crystals by annealing 
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The dielectric properties of phenol-formaldehyde cellulose laminates show four loss 
processes. There is a very low frequency polarization, the amplitude of which varies as 
an inverse function of charging voltage and which requires long charging times. This is 
ascribed to the formation of space charge at the resin-electrode interface. A low frequency 
internal process which is very dependent on absorbed moisture is ascribed to Maxwell- 
Wagner-Sillars interracial polarization of the resin/wet cellulose boundary. A.c. con- 
duction (again dependent on water absorption) is evident below about 1 MHz, and at the 
highest frequencies a further relaxation exists which is ascribed to dipole orientation of 
hydroxyl groups. 

The dielectric properties are much improved by addition of small (less than 10-3mol/kg) 
quantities of agents capable of oxidizing hydroxyl groups. In the case of the high frequency 
process this arises directly by reduction of hydroxyl content. However, the effect on a.c. 
conduction and the low frequency processes arises through a primary reduction of moisture 
absorption as the hydrophilic character of the resin and cellulose surface is diminished. 

INTRODUCTION 

Crosslinked phenol-formaldehyde resins, reinforced with 
either paper, cotton or glass, are used as insulating 
materials in the construction of an electrical insulating 
sheet which, when clad with copper, forms printed 
circuit boards for use in electronic equipment. These 
materials must often operate in adverse environmental 
conditions (such as high temperatures and humidities), 
when it is found that, unless the materials are specifically 
selected, the electrical properties may deteriorate. 

Few studies of the dielectric properties of phenol-  
formaldehyde resins and laminates have been reported 
in which deductions are made in relation to molecular 
structure or in which measurements have been carried 
out over an extended frequency range. The early work 
of  Hartshorn et al. 1, 2 showed well-defined loss processes 
which are dependent on the amount of  impurities 
present, of  which water was extremely important. It 
was concluded that water passed easily through the 
resin layers to be absorbed by the paper. However, these 
studies were conducted over an extended temperature, 
rather than frequency, range and the molecular origins 
of the loss processes remained unclear. Modifications 
to the resin by changes in the phenol derivative ~ or 
catalyst 2 have also been shown to reduce the loss factor 

* Patent applications embodying subject matter disclosed in this 
paper are or will be pending in one or more countries. 

of  dried materials, but the improvement was lost on 
the absorption of a few percent of  water. 

Formica International Limited has discovered 4 that 
the electrical properties of laminates are altered by 
the addition of metal cations during the resin synthesis. 
For  example, when Fe(III) salts were added to the 
liquid resol before paper impregnation and curing, 
improvements were noted in moisture resistance, with 
a corresponding decrease in electrical conductivity and 
dielectric loss at 1 MHz. 

There are a number of possible explanations of this 
behaviour. The hydrophilic character of the resin could 
be reduced by formation of a metal complex or by 
oxidation of phenolic hydroxyl groups. Alternatively 
the surface of the cellulose filler might be rendered less 
hydrophilic by oxidative or complexing reactions. 

A number of metal salts have been shown ~-8 to form 
complexes with phenol-formaldehyde resins, and a 
very large amount of  work has been done on phenol 
oxidation. Of particular relevance are oxidations using 
potassium ferricyanideg, 10, cerium(IV) compounds 11, 
and sodium periodate 12. In addition oxidative modifica- 
tion of cellulose can be achieved using cerium salts 18, 14 
or periodates 15. 

In this paper measurements are reported over ten 
decades of frequency of the dielectric properties of 
phenol-formaldehyde resins and resin-paper laminates. 
These show the effect of water absorption, and the 
consequences of  modification by oxidizing additives. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Materials 

Formica electrical grade laminates and the A-stage 
resol from which these had been prepared were supplied 
by Formica Int. Ltd. The initial resol was formed by 
ammonia catalysed polymerization, and laminates were 
prepared by pressing on a standard cycle seven sheets 
of impregnated bleached Kraft paper prepared by 
treating the paper in the resin. The final resite, or C-stage, 
laminates had a thickness of 1.5 mm and conformed to 
BSS 2782 tests: (a) relative permittivity less than 5.8, 
power factor less than 0.045ohms-iF-I;  (b) water 
content less than 0"8~o; (c) electrical strength greater 
than 25kV edgewise, 18kV flat; (d) surface resistivity 
greater than 1014f~, volume resistivity greater than 
1014 ~ cm. 

Samples of resin without filler were prepared as 
follows. The resol (A-stage) resins were heated at 120°C 
to remove volatile impurity and bring the degree of 
cure to the resitol (B-stage). They were then ground in 
a ball-mill to a fine powder and moulded between 
Melinex release film. 

Samples for electrical measurement were cut to discs 
45mm in diameter. Contact with test electrodes was 
obtained either by flash deposition of aluminium on 
the sample, by pressing aluminium foil on to a greased 
surface, or by coating the sample surfaces with graphite. 
The following additives were studied: iron(III) sulphate, 
iron(II) sulphate, iron(Ill)malonate,  iron(Ill) naph- 
thenate, potassium ferricyanide, cerium(IV) ammonium 
sulphate, cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate and sodium 
periodate. These were added, as solutions in 60ml of 
distilled water, to 3 kg of the liquid resol prior to impreg- 
nation of the wet sized paper or to resin formation. 
The additive concentrations studied ranged from 10 -5 
to 10 -3 mol/kg of resin. 

Apparatus 
Dielectric measurements between 10 -5 and 10-1Hz 

were made using the d.c. transient technique. The 
measurement circuit 16 included a Keithley 610C electro- 
meter with the output displayed on a Servoscribe 
recorder. Current-time curves were converted to the 
appropriate permittivity-frequency data using standard 
computational procedures 17. Charging times were always 
several times longer than the discharge times of interest, 
and were usually 18 h. 

The frequency range 10 -1 to 3 x 102Hz was covered 
using a Scheiber bridge is fitted with a frequency selective 
detector amplifier. Between 102 and 106Hz measure- 
ments were made using Wayne Kerr B221 and 3601 
transformer ratio arm bridges. Between 5 x 105 and 
102Hz measurements were made (at room temperature 
only) using a Hartshorn-Ward resonant circuit tech- 
nique 19. 

Samples were measured in a three-terminal parallel 
plate test cell, the container for which could be placed 
in any convenient thermostat bath. 

RESULTS 

Unmodified resin and laminate 
The a.c. and short-time d.c. transient behaviour of 

samples coated with graphite was found to be the 
same as that of samples vacuum-coated with aluminium. 
Since the former technique was both rapid and repro- 

1.5 

I.O 

0.5 

I I ~ I I I I 

O 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Log f(Hz) 

Figure I A.c. dielectric loss, E", at 25°C. ©, Unmodified resin 
at room humidity (0.2%w/w water); l ,  unmodified resin after 
30 days at 100% r.h. (0-3% w/w water); r-l, unmodified laminate 
at room humidity (0.6% w/w water); l ,  unmodified laminate after 
30days at 100% r.h. (0.8%w/w water); A, unmodified laminate 
(4~w/w water) 

ducible, and could be applied to samples with a large 
water content (which vacuum procedures could not) 
all measurements reported refer to this technique unless 
otherwise stated. 

The a.c. dielectric losses of the standard resin and 
laminate at laboratory humidity (40-50~) and after 
30 days in an atmosphere of 100K relative humidity 
are illustrated in Figure 1. The pronounced effect of 
absorbed water on the laminate, is apparent, as is the 
existence of loss processes at high and low frequencies. 

The low frequency values of dielectric loss measured 
as a transient discharge current depend on both the 
charging voltage (Figure 2) and charging time (Figure 3). 
The log-log plots of discharge currents against time 
for a relaxation obeying the Cole-Cole empirical 
function: 

E~-- Eoo 
- -  = [1 + ( i , o ~ 0 ) - ]  - 1  

E O - -  E o o  

should exhibit 20 a slope of - ( l - n )  at times shorter 
than ~-0 and - ( l + n )  at times longer than r0. Such 
graphs for laminate samples charged for 18h showed 
at least two changes of slope. As well as an increase in 
negative slope between about 101 and 102 sec, a decrease 
in negative slope occurred above 102 sec. Such a pheno- 
menon is normally ascribed to a second relaxation 
process of long relaxation time. On the assumption 
that the discharge currents from the two processes are 
independent and additive 21, extrapolation of the 'long- 
time' current and subtraction allows evaluation of the 
discharge current due to the 'short-time' process. This 
can be transformed in the normal way, as illustrated in 
Figure 4. The process was found to be independent of 
electrode nature and of charging field and time so 
long as these exceeded 6.7 × 103 V/m and 103 sec respect- 
ively. However, the loss was very dependent on water 
content and temperature (Figures 4 and 5). The apparent 
activation energy obtained from the frequency of 
maximum loss was 140+20kJ/mol compared with 
120+20kJ/mol for d.c. conduction over the same 
temperature range (below 41°C). A similar loss process 
(though requiring a higher water content for com- 
parable magnitude) was observed in the cured resin 
(Figure 6). 

The 'long-time' process was found to have similar 
characteristics in both resin and laminate samples and 
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Figure 2 Resin d.c. transient dielectric loss, ~", at 25°C at various 
charging fields; charging time 18h. O, 2'4x10a; 0 ,  1'7x104; 
<3, 9.3x 103; I ,  3-1x 103V/m 
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Figure 3 Laminate low frequency dielectric loss, c", at 25°C at 
various charging times; charging field 6.1x103V/m. x,  A.c 
data; O, 1O0sec; 0,300sec; VI, 35min; ,,,,, 18h 

so did not involve the cellulose filler. The process 
depended on charging time up to 18h, but was inde- 
pendent of it above this value. The height of  the loss 
maximum was found to vary as E -0" 2 where E was the 
charging field. By comparison the steady d.c. leakage 
current (measured during the charging cycle) was found 
to vary as E +0.2. An interesting feature of the tempera- 
ture dependence of  the d.c. conductivity is that a decrease 
in the apparent activation energy (120+20kJ/mol  to 
60 + 20kJ/mol) is observed at 41°C. A similar change in 
slope occurs in an Arrhenius plot of  the thermally 
stimulated depolarization current obtained when a 
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sample is heated after being quenched from 100°C 
to 20°C under the influence of a 1.7 × 104V/m polariz- 
ing field. 

Modified resin and laminate 
Effect on water absorption. Since the dielectric loss 

processes of  interest were profoundly affected by water 
content, the effect of additive on water uptake was 
studied first. The water absorption of  dried laminate 
and resin samples placed in an atmosphere of  100% 
relative humidity at 25°C is illustrated in Figure 7, 
where it can be seen that the addition of  iron(III) or 
cerium(IV) compounds lowers the rate of  water absorp- 
tion, having little effect on cured resin. It was found 
that the additives exhibited the maximum beneficial 
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-3 -2 -I 0 
Log f (Hz) 

Figure 4 Resolved 'short-time' process in laminate. Charged 
at 1.7x104V/m for 18h at 25°C. [q, Total loss at room humidity 
(0.6%w/w water); O, 'short-time' loss process at room humidity 
after subtraction of 'long-time' discharge current; O, 'short-time' 
loss after drying in vacuo for 5days; x ,  'short-time' loss after 
5h at 100%r.h. (0.8%w/w water) 
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Figure 5 Resolved 'short-time' process in laminate. Charged 
at 1"Tx104V/m for 18h; 0.6~/ow/w water. O, 12°C; O, 25'5°C; 
[q, 34.6°c 
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Figure 6 Resolved 'short-time' process in cured resin. Charged 
at 1-Tx104V/m for 18h at 25°C. Water content (w/w): ©, 0.3%; 
@, 1-25%; rT, 2.5% 
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Figure 8 A.c. loss of modified laminate at 25°C, room humidity. 
©, Standard laminate; x ,  1.8xt0-4mol/kg iron(Ill) sulphate; 
@, 1.8xl0-3mol/kg iron(Ill) sulphate; FI, 1.6xl0-4mol/kg 
cerium(IV) ammonium sulphate; A,  lx l0-4mol /kg iron(Ill) 
naphthenate; A ,  3x 10-4mol/kg iron(Ill) malonate~ 
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Figure 7 Water absorption by laminate and resin. ©, Standard 
laminate; x ,  laminate with 1-8x 10-Smol/kg iron(Ill) sulphate; 
O, laminate with 1.6xl0-4mol/kg cerium(IV) ammonium sul- 
phate; El, standard cured resin; i l ,  resin with 1.8xl0-3mol/kg 
iron(Ill) sulphate 

effect only when present in concentrations less than 
10-3mol/kg. Samples prepared in this way with higher 
additive concentrations were often more susceptible to 
moisture absorption than standard materials. 

Effect on high frequency dielectric loss. the general 
effect of  oxidizing cations on the a.c. dielectric loss of  
laminates at room humidity is illustrated in Figure 8. 
The high frequency loss process can be more easily 
studied at low temperatures, where the influence of the 
oxidizing power of  the cation is evident (Figure 9). 
Although this Figure illustrates iron(II) sulphate as an 
additive, it must be pointed out that some oxidation of 
iron(II) to iron(III) occurred during the curing process, 
so that the effect must be considered as due to a mixture 
of  Fe z+ and Fe z+ ions of  greater total iron ion content 
than when iron(III) sulphate was added initially. 

These low temperature-high frequency losses have a 
rather low temperature coefficient. From the variation 
with temperature of  the frequencies of  maximum loss 
(Figure 9 and two other temperatures) an Arrhenius 
activation energy for this process can be estimated as 
45 + 5 kJ/mol. 

Effect on low frequency a.c. loss. The effect of  a range 
of iron(liD salts, and of cerium(IV) ammonium sulphate 
on the low frequency (a.c. conduction) can be seen in 

2 4 6 
Log f (Hz) 

Figure 9 High frequency loss process in modified laminates. 
©, Standard laminate at -45°C; x ,  laminate with 3 .6x lg  -z 
mol/kg iron(ll) sulphate at -48°C; O, laminate with 1.8x10 -3 
mol/kg iron(Ill) sulphate at -48°C; I I ,  laminate with 1.8x10 -3 
mol/kg iron(Ill) sulphate at -58°C 
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Figure 10 A.c. loss at 200Hz, 25°C. O, Standard laminate; ~,  
1.8xl0-4mol/kg iron(Ill) sulphate; @, 1.8xl0-3mol/kg iron 
(111) sulphate; A, lx l0-4mol/kg iron(Ill) naphthenate; A, 
3xl0-4molk/g iron(Ill) malonate; +, lxl0-Smol/kg sodium 
periodate; x,  lx l0-2mol/kg sodium periodate; ®, 1x10 -3 
mol/kg cerium(IV) ammonium sulphate; I I ,  lx l0-2mol/kg 
cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate; Y, 5xl0-Smol/kg cerium(IV) 
ammonium nitrate; V, l xl0-4mol/kg potassium ferricyanide. 
~ . ,  factory batch 1 ; . . . .  , factory batch 2 
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Figure 8. In general the cerium(IV) salts are more 
effective in reducing losses than the iron (II1), with the 
salts of organic acids being least effective. 

It was observed that the dielectric loss in this frequency 
range correlated with the water content of the sample 
rather than with the concentration of additive. This is 
illustrated for the loss at 200Hz at 25°C for samples 
measured after exposure to atmospheres of different 
relative humidity (Figure 10). Small variations in the 
dependence of ~" at 200Hz on water content were 
found for laminates prepared in different batches. This 
was ascribed to differences in water and hydroxyl 
content of the different papers and resins used, and to 
differences in the relative humidity in the factory at 
the time of fabrication. Consequently the intercept 
illustrated in Figure 10 for each batch is dependent on 
the variables of fabrication. 

Measurements of the temperature dependence of the 
amplitude of loss at 200Hz above 55°C yielded an 
apparent activation energy of 40 + l0 kJ/mol, in compari- 
son with 60 + 20kJ/mol observed for d.c. conduction in 
the same temperature range. The large uncertainty in 
the d.c. measurement arises because of the difficulty in 
obtaining a constant leakage current after very long-time 
polarization effects. As remarked earlier, the presence 
of large amounts of additive caused a deterioration in 
dielectric performance resulting from the enhanced 
susceptibility to water absorption. 

Effect on 'short-time' transient process. The additives 
affect the 'short-time' relaxation observed in the d.c. 
transient experiment simply by affecting the water 
content, which in turn controls the amplitude of the loss 
(Figure 4). 

DISCUSSION 

Low frequency processes observed in transient discharge 
currents 

The d.c. transient technique allows, by observation 
of discharge currents, the examination of relaxation 
processes which in an a.c. measurement might be 
swamped by conduction. In this work two distinct 
processes are apparent. 

The lowest frequency process, requiring very long 
charging times for the establishment of polarization 
(Figure 3) and varying as an inverse function of charging 
voltage (Figure 2) is similar to the electrode polarization 
reported 21-z4 for a number of other polymer systems. 
The exponents of field strength found for this process 
and for d.c. conduction ( -0 .2  and +0.2 respectively) 
are in line with the generalized form 25 of the Schottky 
law of space charge limited conduction currents. Under 
these circumstances the observed relaxation and polariza- 
tion characterize the formation of space charge at the 
electrode-resin interface. The long relaxation times and 
the influence of water suggests that these arise by ionic 
rather than electronic charge carriers. 

Beyond noting that this phenomenon appears to be 
general, and depends on the conductivity of the polymer 
(and so on water content) it is not possible to draw 
further conclusions relating the relaxation to chemical 
structure of the resin. 

The 'short-time' process, being profoundly affected by 
the presence of the paper filler but not by the resin- 
electrode interface can be described as an 'internal 
polarization'. The relationship to the conduction process 
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(evidenced in both the activation energy and the ampli- 
tude dependence on water content) indicates that the 
polarization may have its origins in the localization of 
charge carriers. Under these circumstances the process 
is probably some kind of Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars 
interfacial polarization 26. The importance of this 
process, too, in a variety of polymer systems has been 
emphasized recently 21-23. 

The apparent independence of the loss frequency upon 
water content could arise from uncertainties in the 
resolution of the two low frequency loss processes, or 
from comparable increases in both the conductivity and 
the permittivity in the region of charge localization. 
It should be noted that these low frequency interfacial 
polarizations in polymer systems do not always 
obey20-22, 26 (either in frequency or amplitude) the 
idealized Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars equations. 

It is not immediately apparent whether the resin or 
the cellulose constitutes the phase of higher conductivity. 
The existence of a similar (albeit much reduced) pheno- 
menon in very wet resin in which clustering of water 
may occur in regions of low crosslink density suggests 
that the phase difference of importance is between 
resin and a predominantly aqueous system. Under 
these circumstances charge carriers could arise by 
dissociation of water molecules when the observed 
activation energy (for both d.c. conduction and inter- 
facial polarization) would be made up of dissociation 
and diffusion terms. On this basis the experimental 
value of about 130kJ/mol would be made up of ap- 
proximately 60kJ/mol for dissociation to give charge 
carriers leaving 70kJ/mol for diffusion in wet resin, 
which compares well with literature values 27, es. The 
cellulose filler, presenting a hydrophilic surface of 
hydroxyl groups, would then function as a favourable 
location for the formation of a water-resin interface. 
The oxidation of the cellulose hydroxyl groups by the 
additives would render the surface less hydrophilic 
and so decrease both water absorption and interfacial 
polarization as observed. 

The change in temperature coefficient at 41 °C indicates 
that a transition comparable to a glass transition occurs 
in the cured resin at this temperature. 

Processes contributing to a.c. permittivity and loss 
The low frequency (10o-104Hz) process observed in 

the a.c. measurements is a.c. conduction. This is de- 
pendent on water content, and consequently is always 
higher in laminates than in unfilled resins. Again the 
mode of action of the additives seems to be by reduction 
of hydrophilic character in the resin and cellulose. The 
general similarity of the a.c. and d.c. conduction pro- 
cesses suggests that both have their origin in the migra- 
tion of ionic species through the wet resin. 

The loss process observed above 104Hz exhibits the 
characteristics of dipole orientation polarization. The 
amplitude, frequency and activation energy of this 
process lead us to suggest that it arises in rotational 
movement of the many (and chemically varied) hydroxyl 
groups present in the resin and cellulose. As there will 
be many different molecular environments for these 
groups, a broad absorption reaching to very high 
frequencies would be expected, and is observed. Again 
the magnitude of the loss is much greater in the laminate 
than in the resin, as would be expected on a simple 
consideration of hydroxyl group concentration. 
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The oxidizing additives reduce, but  do not totally 
remove this process. This is in line with a mode of  
action in which the oxidation occurs predominantly at 
susceptible groups in the resin and at the resin--cellulose 
interface. Other studies la, 14 have shown that methylol 
units are unaffected in such oxidations. Thus it appears 
that the observed reduction in water uptake and di- 
electric loss arises by oxidation of  phenolic hydroxyl in 
the resin and some 1,2-diol units on the celJulose surface. 
The methylol units would then be responsible for the 
highest frequency loss which is just becoming apparent 
at 10 6 Hz in Figure 9, and which is not greatly affected 
by an oxidizing additive, an important  point for certain 
technical processes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The dielectric properties of  phenol-formaldehyde cellu- 
lose laminates show evidence of  four loss processes. 
These are a very low frequency polarization ascribed to 
formation of a space charge at the resin electrode 
interface, a low frequency internal polarization ascribed 
to Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars interfacial polarization of a 
wet resin/cellulose boundary, a.c. conduction, and a 
high frequency polarization ascribed to dipole orientation 
of  hydroxyl groups. 

The addition of  small quantities of  oxidizing agents 
reduces the losses arising f rom all these processes. The 
highest frequency process is diminished by oxidation 
of  certain hydroxyl groups (although others remain 
unaffected) and the processes associated with movement  
of  charge carriers are affected indirectly by reduction 
of  water absorption. 
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Mechanical properties of polymers at cryogenic 
temperatures: relationships between relaxation, 
yield and fracture processes* 
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Semi-crystalline as well as amorphous polymers generally develop some measure of 
molecular mobility at temperatures well below their melting temperature, Tin, or their 
glass transition temperature, Tg. In these polymers, one or more damping or internal 
friction peaks are usually found to occur in the low temperature region from 4K to 300K. 
The magnitude and temperature position of these maxima are dependent upon the struc- 
ture of the polymer, its mode of preparation and past history, and the local environment 
of the moving units. Various examples are given of polymers that show significant low 
temperature relaxation processes, and the influence of chemical structure, structural 
substitution, crystallinity and low molecular weight diluents is illustrated. The extent to 
which relaxation behaviour can be correlated to macroscopic ductility and fracture 
toughness is also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is now well recognized that semi-crystalline as well as 
amorphous polymers develop considerable molecular 
mobility in the solid state at temperatures well below 
their melting or glass transition temperature. These 
motions frequently manifest themselves as one or more 
mechanical loss or dispersion peaks in the temperature 
region 4.2 to 300K. There is also growing evidence 
that the molecular and defect motions that give rise to 
secondary relaxations are intimately related to transitions 
in bulk deformation and fracture behaviour. This paper 
is not intended as a review of the literature since this 
has been done elsewhere 1-3. Rather, with the use of 
specific examples, some of the problems in the area of 
low temperature relaxation and mechanical properties 
which have been of particular interest to the authors 
will be discussed. These include: (i) very low temperature 
relaxations in polymers with and without pendant side 
groups; (ii) relationship of secondary relaxation pro- 
cesses to yield and fracture; (iii) variation in chemical 
structure as a tool in understanding relaxation processes; 
and (iv) the effect of small molecular weight additives 
on relaxation behaviour with particular reference to 
the study of water in biologically relevant materials. 

CRYOGENIC RELAXATION PROCESSES 

In recent years an increasing number of studies have 
been concerned with extending relaxation measurements 
to very low temperatures, usually down to 4.2K. The 

* Presented as a Symposium Lecture at the IUPAC International 
Symposium on Macromolecules, Aberdeen, September 1973. 

rationale for this approach is important. Molecular 
motions which occur at very low temperatures will be 
the most primitive, i.e., the mobile unit will be small 
and the re-orientation modes will be relatively simple. 
It is reasonable to assume that processes which become 
active at higher temperatures do not occur independently, 
but are built up on the lower temperature modes by 
involvement of larger units of the molecule in more 
complex motion. An understanding of the lowest tem- 
perature relaxation processes is thus of fundamental 
importance to the interpretation of higher temperature 
relaxations. Moreover, the relative simplicity of the 
low temperature modes facilitates the formulation and 
theoretical analysis of meaningful models. 

Many of the polymers exhibiting cryogenic relaxation 
peaks have pendant side groups, and re-orientation of 
all or part of the side group is often the proposed 
mechanism 3. For example, there is evidence that the 

peak in polystyrene (PS) at about 40K can be described 
by the simple barrier model for re-orientation of the 
phenyl side group. 

Dielectric measurements on copolymers of 4-methyl- 
styrene and 4-chlorostyrene have been made by Irvine 
and Work 4. It was found that the strength of the 
peak varied linearly with composition (4-chlorostyrene 
being the dielectrically active moiety) while both the 
activation energy and peak shape were independent of 
composition. The authors conclude that the phenyl 
groups relax independently of each other, and propose 
that a simple barrier model is adequate for discussion 
of the roles of inter- and intra-molecular forces in the 

relaxation. 
Dielectric and mechanical measurements have been 

made on chloro-substituted polystyrenes 5, 6, and mechan- 
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Figure I Internal friction of fluorinated polystyrenes: poly- 
(2,3,4,4,6-pentafluorostyrene) ( ) ; poly(c~,#,/3'-trifluorostyrene) 
( . . . .  ); and polystyrene ( . . . .  ). [Reproduced from Hiltner, A. 
and Baer, E. Crit. Rev. Macromol. Sci. 1972, I, 215 by permission 
of The Chemical Rubber Company, Cleveland, Ohio ©]  
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Figure 2 Effect of mineral oil on the internal friction of atactic 
p o l y s t y r e n e . - - . ,  polystyrene; . . . .  , polystyrene+2~ mineral 
oil. [Reproduced from Hiltner, A. and Baer, E. Crit. Rev. Macromol. 
Sci. 1972, 1,215 by permission of The Chemical Rubber Company, 
Cleveland, Ohio ©]  

ical measurements on bromo-, fluoro- and methyl- 
polystyrenes 6-s. It is found, in part, that backbone 
substitution, which causes a stiffening of the chain, has 
a greater effect on the relaxation curve than ring substi- 
tution (Figure 1). The effect of substitution on the 
peak is consistant with a spectrum of vibration and 
torsional modes for which the distribution of barrier 
heights is determined by intramolecular forces. 

While the activation energy and shape of the ~ peak 
are determined primarily by intramolecular forces, the 
relaxation strength is thought to depend on intermole- 
cular or 'free volume' considerations. This is an on-off 
effect where the cavity size and shape determine whether 
or not a phenyl group can re-orient between equilibrium 
positions. The effect of the density of the glass on the 
peak has not been investigated, although mechanical 
data for amorphous and semi-crystalline isotactic 
polystyrene have been reported v. The relaxation strength 
is lower in the semi-crystalline specimen but the shape 
and temperature of the peak do not change. 

Low molecular weight additives can potentially 
modify both intra- and inter-molecular forces. For 
example, the addition of 2 ~o mineral oil alters both the 

temperature and strength of the 8 peak (Figure 2). 
Many other small molecules have also been found to 
change the 8 peak, the precise effect appears to depend 
on the aromatic nature of the additive and its size and 
shape% The presence of a low molecular weight additive 
is often accompanied by the appearance of a second 
peak at higher temperatures (7 peak), which in some 
cases corresponds to the glass transition of the additive< 

Dynamic mechanical loss peaks have also been 
observed below 77K in polymers without pendant side 
groups. Peaks at 26 and 46K have been observed in 
heat treated and drawn specimens respectively of 
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) 10. Linear poly- 
ethylene (LPE) and polyoxymethylene (POM) also 
have a loss peak in the 45-50K range, the intensity of 
which is very dependent on specimen history 11, 12. The 
dramatic effect of deformation and thermal history on 
the intensity of these processes precludes a mechanism 
involving either specific group motions in the amorphous 
regions or motions at fold surfaces. Rather the data 
suggest that the relaxation arises from the crystalline or 
ordered regions of the polymer, and a mechanism 
involving limited segmental motion at dislocations 
within the crystalline regions has been proposedZ% 

This 8 relaxation has many experimental features in 
common with the Bordoni peaks observed at cryogenic 
temperatures in FCC metals. The principal features 
of the Bordoni and 8 peaks are compared in Table 1. 

I0  
a ' j /  
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I0 4 
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Temperature (K) 
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I 410 | 20 60 

Figure 3 Effect of annealing on the (~c relaxation; the samples 
of lowest density refer to the quenched material, PE(a) and 
PET(b) were subsequently annealed with fixed ends at 129 ° and 
240°C, respectively, the POM(c) samples were prepared using 
different cooling rates, p: O, 0-970; [Z], 0.954; A, 1.406; O, 1 "337; 
x ,  1.331 ; I I ,  1 "440; V,  1 "425; A ,  1 "403. [Reproduced from Hiltner, 
A. and Baer, E. Crit. Rev. Macromol. Sci. 1972, 1,215 by permission 
of The Chemical Rubber Company, Cleveland, Ohio ©]  
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Figure 4 Effect of deformation of (~c relaxation; the PE samples 
(a) were drawn at room temperature, PET(b) was drawn at 40°C, 
and POM(c) was rolled at room temperature, p: O, 0.970 (8 .5x) ;  
S,  0.963 (5 .5x) ;  FI, 0.954; x ,  1.368 (5 .0x) ;  A,  1.360 (3 .5×) ;  
Y,  1.331; I I ,  1.434 (7x) ;  V,  1.430 (Sx);  A,  1.403. [Reproduced 
from Hiltner, A. and Baer, E. Crit. Rev. Macromol. Sci. 1972, 1, 
215 by permission of The Chemical Rubber Company, Cleveland, 
Ohio ©]  
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Table 1 The ~ and Bordoni peaks--comparison of experimental 
features 

Bordoni peak in copper 14 ~ peak in linear polymers 

Appears in both single crystals 
and polycrystalline specimens 

Generally not observed in fully 
annealed specimens 

Height of the peak increases 
rapidly with increasing amount 
of cold work for deformations 
up to about 2%, but for greater 
deformations there is little 
change 

Height of the peak and the 
temperature at which it occurs 
are almost independent of the 
amplitude of the vibrations 

In addition to the main peak, 
a smaller subsidiary peak is 
generally observed at a lower 
tern peratu re 

Impurities reduce the heights 
of the peaks 

Temperature at which the peak 
maximum occurs is lower if the 
internal friction is measured 
at a lower frequency 

For a given frequency the 
temperatures at which the 
peaks occur are only slightly 
affected by either the amount 
of cold work or the impurity 
content of the material 

Observed in crystalline or order- 
ed polymers, is weak or absent 
in specimens quenched from 
the melt 

Strongly dependent on thermal 
history, is weak or absent in 
specimens annealed without 
constraint but is present in 
specimens annealed constrained 
(Figure 3) 
Observed in rolled or drawn 
specimens and increases in in- 
tensity with increasing amount 
of deformation and decreasing 
deformation temperature (Figure 
4) 
Dependence on amplitude is 
not known 

In addition to the primary peak at 
45--50K, POM has a subsidiary 
peak below 4.2K (1 Hz). LPE also 
has a smaller peak at 20K and a 
dielectric peak has been repor- 
ted ibetween =1"2 and 4.2K 15,16. 
Intensity of the subsidiary peaks 
shows the same dependence 
on deformation and heat treat- 
ment as the primary peak 

Cornonomer units which are 
accommodated in the crystal 
lattice reduce the intensity of 
the peak 17 

Frequency dependence of the cS 
peak temperature is not known. 
The dielectric peak below 4.2K is 
observed at a lower frequency 
when measurements are made 
at a lower temperature 

For any polymer, the temperature 
o f  the peak does not change 
with the amount of deformation 
or the presence of a comonomer 

The similarity in experimental characteristics suggests 
that the ~ peak may arise from a polymeric analogue 
of  the Bordoni mechanism. The Bordoni peaks are 
believed to arise from motion of  kinks in the dislocation 
segments between pinning points. Kinks in metallic 
dislocations are thought to be best represented by a 
smooth curve extending over many atomic distances 
rather than as an abrupt or discontinuous step. In 
crystalline polymers, interatomic forces are highly 
anisotropic compared to metals, with covalent bonds 
in the chain direction and non-bonded van der Waals 
interactions between chains. The geometry of a kink, 
whether abrupt or smooth, will be determined by the 
relative contributions of  the intra- and inter-molecular 
forces. The abrupt kink model may be better suited 
for polymeric systems, than metallic ones, where the 
number of possible chain conformations is limited by 
restrictions on bond lengths and angles. 

The abrupt kink model of the 3 mechanism is similar 
to that proposed by Brailsford for the Bordoni peaks ~ 3, 18 

It is based on the assumption that dislocations are 
present in crystalline polymers as a result of lattice 
deformation in the vicinity of local stresses. Non- 
uniform stresses may produce a dislocation with a 
Burgers vector having a component in the chain direc- 
tion. In this case it is proposed that discontinuities or 
kinks are formed where sections of the dislocation are 
displaced in the chain direction (Figure 5). The kinks 
have an equilibrium distribution along the dislocation 
which corresponds to a minimum in the free energy. 
When an external stress is applied, the distribution 
changes and since the process is thermally activated, it 
gives rise to a relaxation. 

The size and density of dislocations required to 
produce an observable relaxation can be calculated. 
Motion of a kink is approximated by a two state model 
for the re-orientation of  the jogged chain segment at 
the edge of the kink. The jog is translated by the distance 
of one lattice spacing along the chain axis thus moving 
the kink one chain diameter along the dislocation. 
For  a dislocation in PE with a Burgers vector in the ae 
plane, the logarithmetric decrement is given by: 

Am~x~-5ONl~oltan ol 

The intensity is a function of three parameters: N, the 
dislocation density; 10, the mean dislocation length 
between pinning points; and 0 which reflects the kink 
density in the dislocation (Figure 5). Since Itan0[ 
changes by less than an order of magnitude for 
10~< 0~<40 °, 0 is arbitrarily chosen and the values of N 
and 10 which give rise to an observable maximum in 
the logarithmic decrement calculated (Figure 6). If  for 
example/0=40fl , ,  a dislocation density of 1014 disloca- 
tions/cm a would not be detectable while a density of 10 ~a 
would produce an observable relaxation. 

The ~ process may be a precursor to higher energy 
dislocation processes, The ~, peak in both PE and POM 
contains a contribution from the crystalline phase which 
is attributed to molecules located near defects in the 
crystaU 9. Defect models for the crystalline 7 component 
have been suggested for PE 2° and POM 12. The models 
are similar in that both propose motion of a dislocation 
over a Peierls barrier as the thermally activated process. 

m [O 

X---m 

I X 

l 

/ 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5 Redistribution of kinks along a dislocation (a) sche- 
matic representation, and (b) schematic including jogged chain 
segments. [Reproduced from Hiltner, A. and Baer, E. Crit. Rev. 
Macromol. Sci. 1972, 1,215 by permission of The Chemical Rubber 
Company, Cleveland, Ohio © ]  
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Figure 6 Relationship between /o the mean dislocation length 
and N the dislocation density: A, Amax=5X 10-s; B, Amax-----10-3; 
C, Arnax=lO-L [Reproduced from Hiltner, A. and Baer, E. Polym. 
J. 1972, 3, 378 by permission of the Society of Polymer Science, 
Tokyo ©]  

DEFORMATION AND FRACTURE AT LOW 
TEMPERATURES 

It is well known that the high strain mechanical response 
of a polymeric material is strongly affected by both 
temperature and rate and, depending upon these para- 
meters, may range from ductile yielding to brittle 
fracture. Deformation may also be accompanied by 
crazing or other morphological changes, again depending 
upon the temperature, rate and environment. The 
extent to which mechanical behaviour is influenced by 
secondary relaxation processes, which of course are 
also rate and temperature dependent, is not well under- 
stood. A simple correlation may not exist between 
relaxation measurements made at very low strains, in 
the region of linear viscoelastic response, and large 
deformation, yield and fracture studies which may be 
dominated by non-linear effects. Nevertheless there is 
growing evidence that the molecular and defect motions 
that give rise to secondary relaxations are also intimately 
related to transitions in solid state properties. Changes 
in impact strength, thermal expansion coefficients and 
tensile and compressive behaviour have been correlated 
with secondary relaxations. Such correlations are 
improved when differences in experimental time scales 
are compensated by means of temperature shift factors. 

The high strength engineering polymers polycarbonate 
(PC) and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), are distinc- 
tive in that they are ductile at temperatures considerably 
below the glass transition. These polymers both exhibit 
two secondary relaxation regions (y and 8), and these 
relaxation regions have been found to coincide with 
transitions in tensile properties 21, 32. The vacuum stress 
strain curves of PET show considerable departure from 

linearity above about 40K, which is the temperature 
region of the 8 relaxation. Below this temperature the 
curves are very close to linear. Ductile behaviour is 
observed at temperatures considerably below room 
temperature, the onset of yielding occurs at about 200K 
or roughly the temperature of the y relaxation. 

Contact with nitrogen significantly alters the tensile 
behaviour in the region between 45 and 80K. Specimens 
tested under these conditions are heavily crazed, and 
the abrupt yielding is thought to be a consequence 
of craze nucleation and growth. 

The transitions in tensile behaviour are most dearly 
seen when the maximum stress is plotted versus tem- 
perature (Figure 7). Several regimes of behaviour can 
be distinguished on the basis of the temperature depen- 
dence of the maximum stress and on failure type. The 
two commonly encountered regimes of 'brittle' and 
'ductile' are apparent in the vacuum data. The brittle- 
ductile transition is indicated at about 160K by the 
intersection of the yield-stress and fracture-stress 
curves. Within the brittle regime (50 to 160K) the strain 
at fracture decreases with decreasing temperature but 
the fracture stress is approximately temperature inde- 
pendent. Such behaviour has been observed in other 
polymers and may be a general phenomenon. 

There is a marked change in the temperature de- 
pendence of the brittle fracture stress at the 8 relaxation. 
Below, the fracture stress decreases rapidly with de- 
creasing temperature indicative that stress concentration 
effects are activated. This suggests that the molecular 
motions giving rise to the 8 relaxation are also involved 
in the lowest temperature stress relief mechanism. 
Whether or not this mechanism also plays a role in 
nitrogen stress-crazing remains unresolved since the 
temperature region in which nitrogen is a liquid, and 
hence an effective stress crazing agent, is above the 8 
temperature. 

Polycarbonate behaves in a manner similar to PET, 
with the difference that ductile behaviour extends down 

I 
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¥ 

NIiq. 
r ' ~  i I 

~4'2 IOO 2 0 0  3 0 0  
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Figure 7 Temperature dependence of the poly(ethylene tere- 
phthalate) failure stress (maximum stress) in vacuum (V) and 
in the presence of nitrogen (©). O, indicates yield. [Reproduced 
from Kastelic, d. R. and Baer, E. J. Macromol. Sci. (B) 1973, 7, 
679 by permission of Marcel Dekker, New York ©]  
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Figure 8 Energy to failure for amorphous polymers which yield 
below Tg showing correlation between toughness and damping: 
A, PCA; rT, CHDMT: x, PET; O, PPO (solvent cast). [Repro- 
duced from Roe, d. M. and Baer, E. Int. J. Polym. Mat. 1972, I, 
133 by permission of Gordon & Breach, New York ©] 

to 78K, below the 7' relaxation and close to the tem- 
perature of the 3 relaxation. In this regard it would be 
noted that the a relaxation region is broader and much 
more intense in PC than PET. 

A low temperature brittle-ductile transition has been 
observed in other 'tough' amorphous polymers. These 
include poly(1,4-cyclohexylene dimethylene terephtha- 
late) (CHDMT), a polyimide and poly(2,6-dimethyl 
phenylene oxide) (PPO) 23. In this case the energy to 
failure (area under stress strain curve at yield or fracture) 
has been plotted as a function of temperature (Figure 8). 
The transition from brittle fracture to ductile yielding 
coincides with the maximum in the energy curve. For 
each of these polymers, this transition is also in the 
temperature region of a major secondary relaxation 
(7' peak) 24. The conclusion is that backbone motions, 
which give rise to the 7' peaks in these polymers, are 
also important in the macroscopic yielding process. 

rude of the 7' process. In PET, the dynamic loss modulus 
and the dielectric decrement decrease linearly with 
decreasing amorphous content but do not extrapolate 
to zero at 100 K crystallinity 25, 28 

Dynamic mechanical and dielectric studies of the 7' 
process in PET have shown it to be composed of 
at least two peaks at 160 and 205K (1Hz) 10, 27-29 
These have been associated with gauche and trans 
glycol conformations respectively. Orientation of PET 
induces the gauche to trans conversion, where the 
amount of conversion depends on the conditions of 
the process rather than only the amount of orientation. 
A shift in the mechanical peak to higher temperature 
with orientation has been attributed to this increase in 
relative amount of trans isomer 10. In a dielectric study 
of biaxially oriented PET the areas of the two component 
peaks were found to be in approximately the same ratio 
as the amount of gauche and trans isomers2L 

Further evidence that the two components of the 7' 
peak are associated with the gauche and trans isomers is 
inferred from a dynamic mechanical study of a series 
of poly(methylene terephthalates), Ca to C10. With 
increasing number of carbon atoms in the glycol the 
temperature of the 7' peak decreased and the asymmetry 
was reversed with the low temperature component 
becoming more intense 3°. This has been attributed to 
the increased probability of gauche isomers as the number 
of methylene groups increases. 

Direct evidence that the 7' temperature of terephthalate 
polyesters depends on the geometry of the glycol is 
obtained from poly(1,4-cyclohexylene dimethylene ter- 
ephthalate) 31. In this case, non-interconvertible cis and 
trans isomers of the glycol are possible (Figure 9). 
Mechanical loss curves for the homopolymers show the 
7" peak at 175 and 210K for trans and cis respectively 
(Figure 10). The peaks are essentially symmetrical, 
which suggests a single dominant mechanism involving 
in part the glycol. The motion also appears to be very 
localized since the discrete contributions of cis and 
trans modes can be resolved in the asymmetric 7' peak 
of a random copolymer (Figure 11). 

The effect of crystallinity on the loss curves of the 
homopolymers is to decrease the intensity of the 7 
peak without changing the shape. Resolution of the 
composite 7' peak of a crystalline specimen of the co- 
polymer shows that only the trans component (175K) 
decreases in intensity. The blocks of cis or trans in the 

C h a i r  

i rons 

EFFECT OF CHAIN STRUCTURE 

A 9' peak in the region 100-200K is frequently observed 
in linear polymers with in-chain phenyl rings and no 
large pendant side groups. Examples include the 'tough' 
amorphous polymers discussed in the preceding section. 
The mechanisms involved in the 9' process are not 
understood although it is generally agreed that restricted 
motion of small chain segments including the phenyl 
group is involved. Both amorphous and crystalline 
phases are believed to contribute to the overall magni- 

. .OU~~ jx___ / . / .__~  0 H H 

H V c H2. 
Chai r  0 B o a t  

e/s 

Figure 9 Possible conformations of the cyclohexane ring in 
PCT. [Reproduced from Hiltner, A. and Baer, E. J. Macromo/. 
Sci. (B) 1972, 6, 545 by permission of Marcel Dekker, New York ©]  
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Figure 10 Effect of glycol configuration on the ~, relaxation of 
PCT. I-I, trans; O, trans/cis 68:82; O, cis. [Reproduced from 
Hiltner, A. and Baer, E. J. Macromol. Sci. (B) 1972, 8, 545 by 
permission of Marcel Dekker, New York ©]  
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3 0 0  

Figure 11 The ~, relaxation of PCT (trans/cis 68:32) resolved 
into its components. [Reproduced from Hiltner, A. and Baer, E. 
d. Macromol. Sci. (B) 1972, 6, 545 by permission of Marcel Dekker, 
New York ©]  

curves for the temperature region below the glass 
transition are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Two relaxa- 
tion regions (y and/3) have been identified. 

y Region 

Each member of the second series has one more 
secondary peak (y) than the corresponding member of 
the first series. Polymers in the second series have an 
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Figure 12 Relaxation behaviour of amorphous polyolefins, 
series 1. [Reproduced from Hiltner, A. et al. J. Macromol. Sci. (B) 
1974, 9, 255 by permission of Marcel Dekker, New York ©]  
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normal random distribution are not large enough to 
crystallize separately and it is assumed that the cis and 
trans units co-crystallize. Also, copolymers with as 
little as 15~ trans isomer crystallize in a deformed 
trans crystal structure, the extent of deformation depend- 
ing on the composition 82. Taken together with the loss 
measurements, it appears that the cis units are present 
in the lattice as defects where their mobility is not 
greatly different from that in the amorphous state. 

A similar approach, utilizing specific modification 
of molecular geometry, was employed in a study of 
vinyl-type polymers. The polymers of interest were 
two series of amorphous polyolefins, -(CH~)mC(CH3)z- 
and -(CH2)mC(CH3)(CH2CH3)- where re= l ,  2, 3 ~3. 
The intramolecular flexibility of the polymers in each 
series is varied by increasing the number of in-chain 
methylene units between substituted carbon atoms. 
Because of the absence of other structural variables such 
as polar forces, tacticity and crystallinity, the relaxation 
behaviour can be interpreted solely in terms of the 
molecular flexibility in the bulk state. The decrement 
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Figure 13 Relaxation behaviour of amorphous polyolefins, 
series 2. [Reproduced from Hiltner, A. et al. J. MacromoL Sci. 
(B) 1974, 9, 255 by permission of Marcel Dekker, New York ©] 
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ethyl side group, and the 7 peak is attributed to re- 
orientation of this ethyl group. Members of the first 
series do not exhibit an analogous peak associated with 
the methyl side group. Extrapolation of wideline n.m.r. 
data for the first member of the first series (polyiso- 
butylene) predicts such a relaxation should be at about 
95K at 1 Hz 34, but this is not observed. Other poly- 
olefins with methyl side groups such as polypropylene 
and hydrogenated hevea also show no mechanical side 
group relaxation. The reason a methyl side group 
process is absent in mechanical measurements is not 
understood, although the symmetry of methyl group 
rotation may be important. 

fl Region 
The second and third members of each series have 

one more secondary peak (/3) than the first member. 
It is proposed that the /3 process is associated with 
restricted backbone motion. Although the formal crank- 
shaft motion is forbidden in these polymers, certain 
minimum chain flexibility requirements must be neces- 
sary since the process is not observed in the first members 
of the series. The constant ratio T~/Tg for all four 
polymers (Table 2) is further evidence that backbone 
motion is involved and suggests that the/3 process is a 
precursor to the glass transition. For example, the glass 
transition can be considered as a freeing of the localized 
fl motions permitting the entire chain to move co- 
operatively. The existence of a /3 process where Tp < Tg 
has been predicted on theoretical grounds 36, and it has 
been found empirically that for many polymers Ta/Tg 
is a constant z7. This relationship strongly supports the 
idea of a common glass transition mechanism. 

The first members are exceptions to this generality 
in that no /3 process is observed. These polymers also 
exhibit anomalous glass transition temperatures. From 
considerations of intramolecular steric hindrance the 
first members would be expected to have the highest 
glass temperature. However, in both series the glass 
temperature of the first member is lower than that of 
the second and third members. This observation, to- 
gether with the absence of the/3 process, suggests that a 
different glass mechanism is operative. For example, 
the molecular motion associated with the glass process 
may be very restricted, as indicated by the unusually 
low glass temperature and activation energy (Table 2). 
In this case, the barriers to motion over long chain 

Table 2 Relaxation temperatures (K) for amorphous polyolefins 

Polymer My* Te* Tp Te T~/Tg 

CH3 m = l  200000 208 
[ (22kcal/mol) 

-(CH2)~C- m=2 30000 266 168 - -  0.63 
I (48kcal/mol) 

CH3 m=3 460000 258 156 - -  0.60 
(44 kcal/mol) 

CH3 m = l  18500 253 - -  144 
[ (28 kcal/mol) 

-(CH2)K~C- m=2 25100 278 180 110 0.65 
I (44 kcal/mol) 

CH2CH,~ m=3 268000 258 160 115 0.62 
-(CH2CH~)~ Poly- - -  240"[" 160t ~ 0.67 

ethylene 

* Ref 35 
"j- Refer to text 
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Figure 14 Effect of water content on the relaxation spectrum 
of human diaphragm tendon collagen (age, 30 years). O, De- 
hydrated; I I ,  10% H20; O, 26% H20; A, native 35% H20; A, 
rehydrated 35~ H~O. [Reproduced from Baer, E. et al. J. MacromoL 
Sci. (B) 1972, 6, 761 by permission of Marcel Dekker, New York ©] 

segments may not differ greatly from the barriers to 
local motion, and therefore the local processes would 
be observed at temperatures very close to the glass 
temperature. Similar considerations may also apply to 
other sterically hindered polymers with unusually low 
glass temperatures such as poly(vinylidene chloride) and 
poly(vinylidene fluoride). 

It is of interest to extend these ideas to a discussion 
of the glass temperature in some highly crystalline 
polymers. Polyethylene does not have the steric hindrance 
of the first members of the polyolefin series and hence 
would be expected to exhibit a secondary relaxation. 
The lowest temperature amorphous relaxation in PE is 
the higher temperature component of the 7 peak at 
160K (1 Hz). If  this is taken as Tp a glass transition 
would be predicted in the vicinity of 240K (Tp/Tg = 0.67, 
1 Hz) for amorphous PE. This coincides with the tem- 
perature of the so-called fl peak observed in low density, 
branched PE. Also, if extrapolation of the constant 
T•/Tg ratio to m =  oo is valid, it indicates that Ty de- 
creases only slightly with increasing values of m. 

Like PE, polyoxymethylene has a complex 7 relaxation 
with the higher temperature component (205K, 1 Hz) 
associated with the amorphous regions. Admittedly 
some modification of the empirical relationship between 
Tp and Tg may be appropriate for polymers without 
the C-C backbone. However, as described above, the 
relationship predicts the glass transition of POM to 
be around room temperature, possibly corresponding 
to the so-called fi process at about 270K (1 Hz). 

EFFECT OF WATER 

The role of water in influencing the mechanical and 
physicochemical properties of fibrous proteins and 
related materials is clearly recognized but not well 
understood. Figure 14 illustrates the astounding effect 
that water has on the mechanical relaxation behaviour 
of tendon. Loss processes occur above (~) and below 
(/3) the devitrification of water which are affected both 
in temperature position and intensity by the water 
content 3s. These cannot be attributed independently to 
either the protein or water phase but may be a result 
of specific interactions which produce unique structures 
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with characteristi~loss processes. Data obtained directly 
from protein-water systems are useful, but the chemical 
and organizational complexity of tendon-water 3s-40 and 
stratum corneum-water 41 shows the need to investigate 
the interactions of water with less complex macro- 
molecular systems. 

It is well known that the relaxation spectra of many 
polar polymers exhibit features which can be associated 
with the presence of water. Polymers with the amide 
linkage are of particular interest in a discussion of the 
proteins. Two types of sorbed water have been postulated 
for nylon-642. The 'tightly bound' water, about 2~o by 
weight, is associated with a large decrease in the tem- 
perature of the a process, 362 to 317K, and the ap- 
pearance of a /3 process at about 200K (Figure 15). 
Sorbed water in excess of 2 ~o, up to about 8 ~o, is termed 
'loosely bound' water and has little additional effect on 
the relaxation behaviour. 

Other model systems which have a closer structural 
resemblance to the proteins are the synthetic poly(a- 
amino acids). Below physiological temperature the low 
frequency relaxation spectra of dry poly(a-amino acids) 
are dominated by side group processes. Those with 
aliphatic side chains (alanine, valine, leucine) have a 
peak in the 120K region 43, 44, and derivatives of lysine 
(¢-carbobenzoxy) and glutamic acid (methyl and benzyl 
esters) have a side chain peak near room temperature 43. 
The local mode process which is observed at about 
150K in almost all polymers with sequences of 3 or more 
methylene groups in the backbone, including nylon-4 
and higher members of the nylon series, is absent or 
very weak in nylon-2 (polyglycine) 3s, 44. This suggests 
that side groups, especially those with hydrophilic 
groups, may play an important role in determining the 
relaxation behaviour of proteins below physiological 
temperature. 

Copolymers of L-leucine and L-glutamic acid show 
relaxation peaks which can be identified with specific 
side groups: the isobutyl group of leucine at 120K 
(1 Hz) and the glutamic acid side group at 278K 45. 
Water suppresses the side group processes while giving 
rise to a relaxation at about 175°K (/3). In a 50 ~ glutamic 
acid copolymer, the/~ peak increases in intensity up to 
about 1 ~ water (approximately 1 water molecule to 
15 peptide residues) (Figure 16). At higher water content 

32 
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6 0  140 2 2 0  3 0 0  
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Figure 15 Differences in the magnitude of the a,/3, and ~, relaxa- 
tions of rolled specimens of nylon-6 due to different amounts 
of adsorbed water: O, 0%; A ,  0.5%; A, 1.4%; O, 8% water 
by wt. [Reproduced from Papir, Y. S. et al. J. Polym. Sei. (A-2) 
1972, 10, 1305 by permission of John Wiley, New York © ]  
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Figure 16 Effect of water content on the relaxation spectrum of 
a 50:50 glutamic acid/leucine copolymer. ~ . ,  Dry; . . . .  , 
0.9% water; . . . .  ,27.8% water 

Table 3 Relaxation temperatures (K) (1Hz) 
acids), collagen and nylon-6 

for poly(c~-amino 

Te T# TH=O T= Ref 

Collagen dry - -  - -  - -  450 38 
wet - -  200 260 315 

50:50 L-glutamic dry 120, 278 - -  45 
acid/L-leucine wet - -  180 260 

20:80 L-glutamic dry 120, 278 - -  45 
acid/L-leucine wet 120, 278 175 

Poly(L-leucine) dry 120, (220) - -  45 
wet 120 175 

Nylon-6 dry 145 - -  362 2,47 
wet 125 190 317 

the intensity of the /3 remains constant and a broad 
devitrification peak is observed at about 260K. 

Relaxation temperatures for the poly(~-amino acids) 
are compared with those of collagen and nylon-6 in 
Table 3. Experimentally, the/3 process appears initially 
with water sorption, is difficult to remove completely, 
and the intensity remains constant above a certain water 
content. This implies that water molecules occupying a 
specific number of high energy sites are involved, and 
the /3 process has been associated with 'tightly bound' 
water. The /3 process observed in wet nylon-6 at about 
the same temperature is also associated with 'tightly 
bound' water. In nylon-6 the 'tightly bound' water is 
thought to form interchain hydrogen bonded bridges 
between two amide groups 46. The diffusion of the 'tightly 
bound' water molecules, accompanied by the breaking 
and reforming of 2 hydrogen bonds, is a suggested 
mechanism for the /3 process 47. A similar mechanism 
has been suggested to explain the ability of water to 
catalyse structural re-arrangements of glycine peptides in 
the solid state 4s. 

In the e~-helical conformation the peptide is intra- 
molecularly hydrogen bonded, and formation of peptide- 
water hydrogen bonds would necessitate that the peptide 
carbonyl be doubly hydrogen bonded. Polarized infra-red 
measurements have been interpreted to indicate at least 
partial hydrogen bond character to the water-peptide 
interaction in several o~-helical poly(a-amino acids) 49, 5o. 
However, the 'tightly bound' water sites which have 
been postulated with regard to the /3 relaxation in the 
copolymers may also involve peptide groups in non- 
helical regions, the carboxyl side groups, or other 
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water-pept ide interactions such as dipolar  interactions 
between water and s-helical peptide groups. The width 
of both  the fl and  devitrification peaks also indicates 
that  there is a spectrum of water -polymer  interactions 
with the two predominate  states represented by the 
' t ightly b o u n d '  and  'vi treous '  water models. 
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Bound rubber and vulcanizate properties 
C. M. B l o w  
Institute of Polymer Technology, Loughborough University, Loughborough, Leics LE11 3TU, UK 
(Received 14 August 1974) 

In a recent review of the bound rubber phenomena 1, 
discussion of the contribution of bound rubber to the 
vulcanizate properties was omitted. Recently Brennan 
and Lambert ~ postulated that the curing ingredients 
in a mix containing fine particle black will have a higher 
concentration in the unbound rubber than in the bound 
rubber and developed this to account for the lower 
swelling of reinforced vulcanizates. Whereas these 
authors allowed for an increase in bound rubber during 
the induction period of vulcanization, they did not refer 
to the increase that takes place during the storage in 
the unvulcanized state of many mixes. By inference, 
owing to this storage effect, the vulcanizing ingredients 
must migrate from the bound rubber as it is formed. 
The investigation reported in this note follows up this 
suggestion. 

Because the bound rubber content of some mixes 
increases on storage, it is possible to prepare a series 
of vulcanizates differing only in the amount of bound 
rubber present immediately before vulcanization. The 
uncertainty remains, however, that the bound rubber 
content will change during the heating which is applied 
to bring about the crosslinking. This can be taken 
care of, at least partly, by having a control mix, con- 
taining no vulcanizing ingredients, subjected to storage 
and heat treatment identical to that given to the 
vulcanizable mix. 

Two mixes were prepared using the blended pre- 
masticated natural rubber batches 2 and 3 referred to 
in Table 8 of the previous publicationL Twenty parts, 
by weight, of HAF-HS black per hundred of rubber 
were added (mix U); to half the batch vulcanizing 
ingredients were added: zinc oxide 5, stearic acid 1, 
sulphur 2.5, CBS 1 phr (mix V). Within 20min of the 
completion of the mixing, samples were immersed in 

Table 1 

toluene in which they were completely soluble. At the 
same time, 20g blanks of each mix, measuring ap- 
proximately 40 x 40 x 12ram were pressed out to sheets 
135 x 135 x 1 mm between Melinex in a mould between 
steam heated platens for 10min at 150°C. Mix V gave 
a well-cured product. This moulding procedure was 
repeated on samples of mixes U and V which had been 
stored in the dark for three periods of time. In addition, 
one sheet of mix U was reheated (still encased in its 
Melinex sheets) in the press for 10min at 150°C, 14 
days after the original heating. 

Bound rubber determinations of mix U after storage 
and/or heating and of mix V after storage were made 
by immersing small samples in toluene (1 : 25 by vol) for 
72h; equilibrium was substantially reached in this 
time with no change of solvent; the result is expressed 
as the percentage of the original rubber retained in 
the jelly. Swelling tests on the four vulcanizates of 
mix V were carried out in toluene to equilibrium (also 
reached in 72h), approximately 2~o of solubles being 
extracted; the results are expressed as Vr, the volume 
fraction of polymer in the jelly (polymer and toluene), 
i.e. correcting for the presence of black and zinc oxide. 

To reduce the extent of flow that occurred during the 
moulding procedure, one sheet of mix V was produced 
from six blanks approximately 23 x23 x 6mm spaced 
over the cavity area. Furthermore, replicate samples 
for bound rubber and swelling determinations were 
taken from various positions in the sheets. 

The increase in bound rubber on storage of both 
mixes is similar (Table 1). Heating of the fresh batch 
of mix U led to the development of some bound rubber 
not detectable in the unheated mix, but flowing and 
heating of the stored mix reduced the bound rubber 
content, and, indeed, the value did not increase to that 

Bound rubber contents ( ~ )  and (gel rigidity/solution colour) 

Non-vulcanizing mix U 

Vulcanizing 1 2 3 4 5 
Time lapse between mix V Heated Sheet 3 Heated 
mixing/heating and original Original Heated on 14 days reheated 28 days 

testing (days) batch batch same day after mixing 14 days later after mixing 

< 2 h O O 11.8 (2/4) 23.2 (6/2) 21.1 (6/2) 17.8 (6/2) 
7 . . . .  99.4 (6/1) - -  

14 * * 99.8 (5/2) 21.2 (5/1) - -  25.2 (6/2) 
25 - -  29.0 (5/2) . . . .  
35 44.2 (7/1) 46.9 (6/1) 23.2 (7/1) - -  - -  - -  
42 56.0 (7/1) 54.5 (7/1) . . . .  
70 . . . .  24.2 (7/1) 25.2 (7/1) 
98 - -  - -  23.0 (7/I) - -  - -  26.8 (7/2)1" 

* Jelly not satisfactorily separable from the solution 
"1" Mean of five testpieces from different positions in sheet; all results within + 1.3 of this value 
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Table 2 Swelling values of vulcanizates of mix V 
(Vr=volume fraction of polymer in swollen jelly) 

Time l apse  D a y s  storage between mixing 
b e t w e e n  moulding and moulding 

and  tes t ing  
(days) 0 14 28 49 

0 214 - -  234 - -  
7 - -  - -  - -  230*  

21 - -  234 - -  
28 - -  - -  236 - -  
35 233 - -  - -  - -  
42 - -  238 - -  
56 237 - -  - -  - -  
77 -- -- -- 234t 

* Result from sheet moulded from one blank ident ica l  
with that from sheet moulded from six blanks 
1-Mean of 10 testpieces from different positions in 
the sheets moulded from one and  six blanks; all 
results within +_2 of this value 

Table 3 'Modulus' values of vulcanizates (MPa) 

Storage between mixing and 
moulding (days) 

0 14 28 49 

Storage between moulding 
and testing (days) 

140 126 112 92 % Difference 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  ( 1 - 4 ) / 4  

S t r e s s  at  1 0 %  0 . 3 6  0 . 3 3  0 .31  0 . 2 9  23 
5 0 %  I .  05 1 . 0 0  0 . 9 8  0 . 9 7  8" 5 

1 0 0 %  1 -75  1 . 6 9  1 . 6 9  1 . 6 4  7 . 0  

found in the untouched mix. Assessment of gel rigidity 
and the black content of the solution are given in the 
Table, using the same coding as before 1. Pressing blanks 
of  the two mixes which had been stored for some weeks 

Note to the Editor 

between cold platens failed, not unexpectedly, to produce 
thin sheets; the rubber retracted to nearly its original 
shape on removal of the pressure. Bound rubber deter- 
minations carried out immediately on the pressed and 
unpressed mixes showed no significant difference. 

The swelling results show remarkable consistency 
(Table 2) with any differences in the vr values being 
barely significant, with the exception of the value on 
the vulcanizate made from the freshly mixed rubber. 
Furthermore no marked lack of uniformity was shown 
in the Vr results from different parts of the sheet, and 
no difference between the sheets from one and six 
blanks. 

As a further check, stress-strain data were obtained 
for the four vulcanizates using the relaxed modulus 
tester, described by Loo 3. It is to be noted, from the 
results given in Table 3, that the stored mixes give 
lower modulus vulcanizates, the % difference decreasing 
as the strain is increased; it can be expected that 

o / swelling--corresponding to a linear strain of 160/o--  
would show less effect on storage. 

It is concluded from the results presented here that 
there is no correlation between the amount of bound 
rubber present immediately before vulcanization (varying 
from less than 10% to, perhaps, 50 °/) and the extent 
of swelling of the vulcanizate in toluene. This con- 
clusion, moreover, casts doubt on the hypothesis of 
Brennan and Lambert and emphasizes their neglect 
of the storage effects associated with bound rubber. 
It does not rule out the reasonable conclusion that 
both phenomena are manifestations of a similar 
polymer/filler interaction. 
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Letter 

13C n.m.r, spectra of polybutadienes: 2 

Introduction 
In the past twenty years much attention has been 

devoted to the spectroscopic characterization of poly- 
butadienes, both by i.r. z, 1H n.m.r. 2, a and z3C n.m.r. 
spectroscopy4-L 

The problem of a quantitative analysis of cis, trans 
and 1,2-content was first resolved z, but there are only 
few results 2, a with regard to the distribution of the 
various units characterizing the polymer microstructure. 

A quantitative analysis of the cis-l,4- and trans-l,4- 
monomeric unit distribution was made on the basis of 
the 13C spectra of equibinary polybutadienes 7, and of 
isomerized cis-1,4-polybutadiene 6. 

Owing to the usefulness of this approach to these 
polymers we decided to extend this type of analysis to 
polybutadienes prepared with different catalysts, resulting 
in mixed 1,2/1,4-microstructures. 

Experimental 
The experimental conditions for the zaC n.m.r. 

spectra were as previously reported 7. 
The polybutadiene, composed of 1,2- and cis-l,4- 

units, was prepared using the catalyst system A1Etz- 
V(acac)313. 

Experimental conditions: A1Ets, 0-023ml; V(acac)3, 
0.72x10-Zmol; benzene, 40ml; butadiene, 15g; poly- 
merization temperature, 20°C; polymerization time, 
24 h. The catalyst was aged for 2 min before the intro- 
duction of the monomer. The crude polymer was ex- 
tracted with boiling diethyl ether and then with boiling 
benzene. 13C n.m.r, examination was performed on 
the fraction extracted with benzene. I.r. analysis: 85 70 
1,2- the remaining units being cis-l,4-. The fraction 
exhibited crystallinity typical of syndiotactic 1,2-poly- 
butadiene. 

The atactic 1,2-polybutadiene was prepared using 
n-BuLi in THF. Experimental conditions: n-BuLi, 
0.42 ml; THF, 42 ml; butadiene, 6 g. 18 C n.m.r, examina- 
tion was carried out on the crude polymer, whose 
i.r. analysis was as follows: 9470 1,2-; 670 trans-l,4-. 

trans configuration, the addition can take place in the 
following ways: 

. . . .  c'~, -.- c'~, - - - t V  or - - - t V  

If  the chain ends with a 1,2-unit, the addition of 
another 1,2- unit can take place, in principle, in the 
following ways: 

--9 q, v_ xTV, 9 9  
The great sequential multiplicity which can result 

from the different possible combinations in terms of 
triads is therefore evident. The number of possible 

triads is 4 a = 64, i.e. 4 units c, t, ~r and ~r, 3 at a time, 
in all possible dispositions, each of which will give rise 
to two resonances in the aliphatic portion of the 
spectrum. 

Clearly these two resonances might or might not be 
different depending on the symmetry. 

The number of possible triads is, however, reduced 

to 50 if we exclude the presence of diads "~ V and ~¢ V, 
which seems reasonable in view of the fact that head-to- 
head and tail-to-tail placements are practically non- 
existent in regular polybutadienes prepared by transition 
metal catalysts s. 

Calculation of  the backbone 13C chemical shifts 

All the central units of possible triads gave rise to 
two n.m.r, signals, corresponding to the saturated carbon 
atoms of the backbone. 

The assignment of different resonance signals to the 

Possible triads in polybutadienes 
The addition of a butadiene monomeric unit to a 

polymeric chain in growth can give rise to a 1,4- or a 
1,2-unit. In the case of 1,4-addition the butadiene 
unit can be in a cis or trans configuration. I f  the growing 
polymer chain ends with a 1,4-unit the addition of a 
1,2-unit can result in two different ways. Using the 
notation: 

"V=-CH-CH2- and "V=-CH2-CH- 
I f 

CH CH 
II II 
CHz CH2 

and c and t, for the 1,4-units respectively in a cis or 

I 

4 5  
I I I I I '1 

41 37 33 29  25 21 

Figure I Aiiphatic portion of the spectrum of polybutadiene 
containing 85~/o 1,2-units and 15~/o cis-l,4-units. Upper, off 
resonance decoupled; lower, noise decoupled 
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possible sequences has been done either by direct com- 
parison with regular polymer, or by calculating the 
chemical shifts relative to various groups according 
to additivity rules °, i.e. adding the contribution relative 
to ~, fl and y positions. 

Contributions relative to position 3, ~ . . .  have been 
neglected ~0. Clearly no steric effect can be kept in 
consideration with this type of approach. Values for 
a, fl and 7 contributions to the cis and trans double 
bonds in the backbone were obtained by Roberts et 
al. 1~ and are consistent with the spectra of regular 
1,4-polymers ~, as well as with the spectrum of 'equi- 
binary' polybutadienes 7. Thus, these values can be 
accepted without any criticism. In order to get the 
vinyl group contribution, if model compounds with a 
vinyl, such as 1-octene, 1-heptene etc. are used, the 
calculated values for the spectra relative to 1,2-poly- 
butadiene show a very poor fit. Thus it was necessary 
to get the vinyl contribution from the polymer spectra 
themselves. For this purpose a polymer containing 
85~  1,2-units and 15~o 1,4-cis units was used. The 
aliphatic portion of the spectrum (noise decoupled 
from protons as well as decoupled in off resonance 
condition) is shown in Figure 1. The peak at 27.4 ppm 
is attributed to cis-l,4- sequences by comparison with 
the cis-l,4-regular polymer 4. I f  we admit that the 7 
contribution of a vinyl is negative, and the a and fl 
contributions are positive ~,  we can attribute the peak 
at ~25ppm as due to the y effect of a vinyl on the 
CHz of a cis-l,4-unit. In this way it is easy to get the 
7 vinyl contribution. The ~ and fl contribution can be 
obtained from the spectrum of atactic 1,2-polybutadiene. 
As a check on the obtained values, all the other peaks 
of the 85 ~ 1,2-/15 ~ cis-l,4 sample can be used; more- 
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over a reasonable agreement with all the observed peaks 
in a n-BuLi 1,2-polybutadiene (Figure 2) has been 
observed. 

Branching corrections, as indicated by Grant and 
Paul 9 were added; the polyethylene chemical shift, 

45  4 0  35 3 0  25 

Figure 2 Aliphatic portion of the spectrum of n-BuLi catalysed 
polybutadiene 

Table 1 Experimental and calculated lsC chemical shifts of some polybutadienes 

Line Calculated 
number frequency 

Sequence attribution 
(C~ is on the left, Ca is on the right side of central unit, 

tertiary carbon atoms with *) 

Exp. frequencies (ppm) from TMS 

Polybutadiene 
cis-1,4-/1,2- 

Polybutadiene (syndiotactic) Polybutadiene 
n-BuLi in C6D6 as in ref 12 

1 25.0 

2 27.4 

3 30-5 

4 32.9/33" 3 

5 35-3 

6 35"8 

7 38.6 

8 38"8 

9 40-5 

10 41 "0 

11 41 "2 

12 41 "7 

13 42"9 

Gac,), Gt(co, GV(c,), v%v~(c,), g'cg(c,, c=), ~-(c,), tcV(c~) 
ccc(Cz, C2), tcc(Cz, C~), tct(Cz, C2) cct(Cz, Cs),-Vcc(C2), V-cc(C2), 
v~a(c~), ~ct(C~), cc~(Cl), cc~(Cl), tc~-(cl), tc~(Cl) 

ttt(C1, C2), ttc(Cx, C2), ctt(C1, C2), ctc(C1, C2), V'tc(Ca), V~tc(C2), 

Vtt(C2), Vtt(Ce), ttV(C0, ttV(Cz), ctV(C0, ctV(CO/Vcc(CO, 

Vct(C1) VcV(C1), VcV(Ca), VcV(C~, Ca), ccV (Ca), tcV(C2) 

c-Vc, cVc, cVt, cVt, [Vc, t*Vc, tVt, tVt 
- t - < - -  ~ - ->- -> 

cVV, tVV, VVc, VVt 

VVV*, VVV* 
~=  ~ - ( - -  - ~ -  < - -  . _~  =-~  

Vtt(C0, Vtc(C0, VtV(Cz), VtV'(C2), VtV(Cz, C2), ttV(C2), ctV(Ca) 

cVV*, tVV*, VVc*, VVt* 

cVV*, tVV*, VVc*, VVt* 

cVV, tVV, VVc, VVt 

VVV, VVV 

cVc*, cVc*, cgt*, c~qt *, t~c*, t~c*, t-qt*, t'qt* 

24'94 25-21 ~25"0 

27"44 27'58 ~27"4 

30"15 ~30"3 

32" 73 33' 59 ~ 32' 6/~ 33" 2 

34"13 33"67 ~34"0 

35" 93 ~ 35" 5 

39"02 ~38'6 

38'23 39'16 ,'~ 39"5 

40-41 ~39-9 

41 "19 

41-34 ~40"8 

41 '71 ~41 "1 

43" 62 43" 00 ~ 43' 2 
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29.9 ppm from TMS was chosen as a reference, in which 
all CH2 contributions must be considered nil. 

The values for the contributions (all in ppm) are: 

Polyethylene chemical shift 29.9 ppm 

Correction for CH (tertiary saturated) ~ = - 2 . 5  
/~=0 
7 = 0  

Contribution for cis double bond ~=  - 2 . 5  
/~=0 
7 =  - 0 . 5  

Contribution for trans double bond a = 3.0 
8 = 0  
7 =  - 0 . 5  

Contribution for a vinyl ~= 13.5 
8=8 .4  
7 =  - 2 . 4  

Hence it is possible to calculate the values of  chemical 
shifts relative to different carbon atoms in the different 
triads, and these values can be compared with the peaks 
experimentally observed (see Table 1). 

In Table 1 are reported the values obtained for a 
sample containing only 1,2- and cis-l,4-units. It can be 
observed that the experimental frequencies and the 
calculated ones correspond very well. 

A recent paper by Furukawa et aL 12 reports the laC 
n.m.r, spectrum of  a so-called 'equibinary' 1,2/cis-l,4- 
polybutadiene. It is noticeable that none of  the experi- 
mental peaks have the same chemical shift of  previously 
reported spectra of  polybutadienes in the same sol- 
vent 4, 5, 7; however, it is remarkable that this apparent 
disagreement disappears by shifting 1.2 ppm upfield all 
the reported peaks. In this way the spectrum of  this 
polymer shows a perfect agreement both with our 
observations and with other spectra in the literature. 
Moreover, the peak labelled 'd' in ref 12 has exactly 
the chemical shift of trans-l,4-polybutadiene, as can be 
seen in Table 1; according to this observation and also 

the calculated values, an assignment of  all the resonance 
peaks is reported for the experimental spectrum of  
ref 12. 

Finally, the spectrum of  a n-BuLl polybutadiene is 
also reported in Table 1. The spectrum does not differ 
substantially from previously reported data 5, except for 
the better resolution (Figure 2). The assignment of  all 
the experimental peaks is also shown. 
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Book Reviews 

Polymerization reactions and new polymers 
(Advances in Chemistry Series 129) 
Edited by IV. A. J. P/atzer 
American Chemical Society, Washington, 1973, 
287 pp. $15.95 

This volume comprises those papers presented at a symposium 
on polymerization and polymerization processes to the Division 
of Polymer Chemistry during the American Chemical Society 
meeting in Boston, April 1972, which relate to new polymers and 
novel polymerization processes. 

The demand for a wider range and variety of plastics to meet the 
future demands of polymer science and technology is growing 
constantly and eighteen papers survey some of the newer materials 
in terms of their synthesis, properties and uses. New elastomers 
and polymers include polycyanoprene, a new rubber with mechani- 
cal properties similar to commercial polychloroprene but with 
better oil resistance; terpolymers of tetrafluoroethylene, perfluoro- 
(methyl vinyl ether) and certain cure site monomers; polymers 
obtained by the hydrogenation of styrene-butadiene block copoly- 
mers; segmented copolymers of polyethers and polyesters. 

New heat resistant polymers described include: (a) the use of 
perfluoroethylene ether intermediates and their amine and iso- 
cyanatophenoxy derivatives in the synthesis of polyimides and 
polyisocyanurates; (b) poly(ethylene sulphides) made by the 
reaction of p-dichlorobenzene and sodium sulphide in a polar 
solvent (Rytex) and a separate paper describes the properties of the 
coating grade of this material; (c) the polymerization of cyclic 
bis(arylene tetrasulphides) and their use as tyre cord adhesives and 
metal-to-metal binders; (d) the synthesis and properties of a range 
of poly(thiol esters), and finally (e) a practical route to a heat 
resistant poly(aryi sulphone) showing improved flow during 
processing. 

The group of papers on novel polymerization reactions covers the 
subjects of ring opening and simultaneous polymerization of small 
cyclic hydrocarbons; the polymerization of pivalolactone; radiation- 
induced copolymerization of hexafluoroacetone with c~-olefins; 
alternating copolymer graft copolymers; new block copolymers 
from macroradicals; cationic block copolymerization of styrene 
with cyclic ethers. The final two chapters deal with photopolymeri- 
zation, viz. photopolymerization in the solid state and photo- 
polymerization of urethane-modified methacrylates. The chapters 
as a whole provide an overall cross-section of improved products 
and new candidates for the future. 

C. E. H. Bawn 

Natural chelating polymers 
R. A. A. Muzzarel/i 
Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1974, 254 pp. £4.95 

Professor Muzzarelli's book examines in detail the three polymers, 
viz. alginic acid, chitin [poly(N-acetylglucosamine)] and chitosan. 
The latter is apparently produced by fusing chitin with potassium 
hydroxide at 180°C to give a product with considerably diminished 
acetyl content. Roughly a quarter of the text is devoted to each one 
of the three polymeric species in turn, accounting for the major 
part of the book. This whole section is sandwiched between an 
initial chapter on 'Recent applications of modified celluloses in 
inorganic chemistry' and a short final chapter on 'Other chelating 
polymers'. The main part of the book turns out to be a generalized 
review of the structure and characteristics of these polymeric 
substances. 

The tone of the molecular interpretation of possible chelating 
mechanisms is set by statements such as, 'alginic acid has the same 
backbone and functional groups as carboxymethylcellulose . . .' 
(preface), together with covalent repeats of alginic acid showing a 
tetrasaccharide containing three D-mannuronic acid and one 
L-guluronic acid unit. The three-dimensional shapes of the polymers 
are not considered except insofar as projections of crystalline 
chitin are presented. 

The chapter on alginic acid misses out many of the important 
points regarding the block type distribution of L-guluronic acid and 
D-mannuronic acid units, and takes no account of the molecular 
shape of the L-guluronic acid segments which strongly chelate 
such divalent ions as calcium. The next chapter (chapter 3) entitled 
'Chitin' covers occurrence, availability, detection, isolation bio- 
synthesis, properties, degradation, a large section on macrostructure, 
association with protein and derivatives. Quite a good review of 
chitin but the reader is left still wondering how all this information 
is relevant to chelation. Similarly the following chapter on chitosan 
--which is not polyglucose, but somewhat close one would guess-- 
is in the main, a review of its preparation and characteristics. 
Sections in the last chapter concerned with other chelating polymers 
will raise a few eyebrows, for example the covalent repeat of 
heparin is shown as alternating 1 -+4 and 1 -+3 glycosidically linked 
and containing galactose derivatives! 

The book is rather superficial and is in general a catalogue of 
information concerning these three polysaccharide species. The text 
is one of the international series of monographs in analytical 
chemistry and the data may well be useful to the analytical chemist 
wishing to separate minute quantition of metal ions from other 
metal ion types. However, there is little attempt to offer explanations 
for the molecular mechanisms involved in such chelating processes 
The diagrams and tables are clearly presented; the layout of the 
text is good and commensurate with a price of £4.95. 

E. D. T. Atkins 

Conference Announcement 

5th Polymer Meeting Point 

University of Essex, 10 January 1975 

Phase equilibria and phase separation in poly- 
mer systems is the subject of the 5th Polymer 
Meeting Point being organized as a one day 
symposium bythe Polymer Physics Group of the 
Institute of Physics on 10 January 1975 at the 
Institute of Polymer Science, University of 
Essex. Invited papers will be given by: R. 
Koningsveld (DSM, Holland); d. M. G. Cowie 
(University of Stifling); F. L. Swinton (New 
University of Ulster); A. d. Pennings (University 
of Groningen, Holland); and M. Gordon (Uni- 
versity of Essex). 

Further details and registration forms are 
available from the Meetings Officer, Institute of 
Physics, 47 Belgrave Square, London SW1X 
8OX, UK. 
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Classified Contents 
ABS polymers, improved etch method for 

electron microscopy, 254 
AIEt3/diethylenetriamine/CC14 catalyst sys- 

tem, mechanism of vinyl chloride 
polymerization initiated by, 717 

Adhesion analysis, (for) diagnosis of graft 
copolymers, 189 

oJ-Amino acid polyamides, transition and 
relaxation processes, 42 

Biopolymers, spherulitic crystallization, 762 
Birefringence, flow and magnetic, (for) 

conformation of polycarbonate, 301 
Birefringence, magneto-optic, evidence for 

aggregation of polystyrene in solution, 
187 

Bisphenol A, poly(2-chlorocyanurate) of, 
preparation and properties, 56 

Block copolymer, determination of the 
molecular weight and hydrodynamic 
dimensions of micelles formed from, 
228 

Block copolymers, amorphous styrene] 
cis-l,4-isoprene, organized structures 
in: low angle X-ray scattering and 
electron microscopy, 137 

Block copolymers, phase structure of 
solution cast films of c~-methylstyrene/' 
butadiene/styrene, 97 

Block copolymers, segmental orientation 
studies: 2. Non-hydrogen bonded 
polyurethanes, 433 

Block polymers, elastomeric, from ethylene 
sulphide, 175 

Block polymers, some observations on 
colloidal behaviour, 325 

Block terpolymer, ABC, microhpase separ- 
ation, 541 

N-t-Butyloxycarbonyl - oligo - L - leucine 
methyl esters, synthesis, characteriza- 
tion and conformational studies, 767 

Cellulose fibres, viscose rayon, crystallinity 
and crystallite size measurement, 697 

Cellulose, oxidation, effect of ethylamine 
pretreatment by periodate, 553 

Chain conformation in moleten poly- 
ethylene by low angle neutron scatter- 
ing, 682 

Chain defects, effects on thermal behaviour 
of polyethylene, 306 

Chain folding, and shrinkage, in drawn 
poly(ethylene terephthalate) fibres, 
277 

Chain theory, Gaussian, exact and approxi- 
mate eigenvalues and intrinsic func- 
tions, 569 

Circular dichroism and magnetic circular 
dichroism of the haemin-poly(L-lysine) 
complex system, 330 

Composites formed by interstitial poly- 
merization of vinyl monomers in 
polyurethane elastomers: 3. The role 
of graft copolymerization, 13.4. Prep- 
aration, properties and structure of 
acrylonitrile and styrene based com- 
posites, 19. 5. Variation of modulus 
with composition, 28. 6. Low angle 
X-ray scattering and turbidity, 33 

Conformation of polycarbonate by flow 
and magnetic birefringence, 301 

Conformations of macromolecular sequen- 
tial polypeptides in solution: 2. Sequen- 
tial polypeptides containing both D- 
and L-residues, 690 

Copolymerization and oligomerization by 
transition metal catalysts, 162 

Copolymers, methyl methacrylate-chloro- 
prene, 220 MHz p.m.r, analysis, 782 

Crack stability in PMMA, 251 
Crazing phenomena, thermal, in epoxy 

resins, 441 
Crazing, solvent stress, in PMMA: 1. 

Geometrical effects, 599 
Creep deflection processes, non-isothermal: 

characterization of the thermomechan- 
ical behaviour of polymers, 243 

Crosslinking density in ethylene-propylene 
copolymer, effect of sweding agent on 
determination, 609 

Crosslinks (defects), intramolecular, intro- 
duced into a rubbery network, effects 
of crosslink density and length on, 194 

Crystallinity and crystallite size measure- 
ment in cellulose fibres: 2. Viscose 
rayon, 697 

Crystallization, eutectic, of pseudo binary 
systems of polyethylene and high 
melting diluents, 413 

Crystallization kinetics of polyacrylonitrile: 
single crystal growth rate and thermo- 
dynamic considerations, 402 

Crystallization phenomena in polytetra- 
fluoroethylene, 721 

Crystallization, polymer, a technique for the 
detailed investigation at high pres- 
sures, 491 

Crystallization processes of polyethylene 
under high pressure, 661 

Crystallization rates, effect of chemical 
structure and melting of polymers: 
2. Aliphatic polyesters, 407 

Crystallization, row-nucleated, effect of 
molecular weight on, and the mor- 
phology of melt-crystallized PTFE, 
272 

Crystallization, spherulitic, in biopolymers, 
762 

Crystallization studies of isotactic poly- 
styrene, 351 

DNA, sonicated, reversal of birefringence 
sign at low fields, 396 

Deformation, conversion of work, to heat 
in polymers, 239 

Degradation, thermal, of phosphorylated 
poly(vinyl alcohol), 335 

Dielectric properties of standard and 
modified electrical grade phenol-form- 
aldehyde resin-paper laminates, 799 

Dielectric relaxation in polymethyltrifluoro- 
propylsiloxane, 608 

Dielectric relaxation, low temperature, in 
polymers containing an aromatic group 
in the main chain, 639 

Dilute solution behaviour of polymers near 
the phase separation temperature, 346 

E.s.r. studies of spin-labelled polymers: 
Part 6. End-labelled poly(methyl meth- 
acrylate), 74 

E.s.r. study ofu.v.-irradiated polypropylene: 
effect of the stereoregularity on the be- 
haviour of free radicals produced by 
u.v. irradiation, 787 

Eigenvalues, exact and approximate, and 
intrinsic functions for the Gaussian 
chain theory, 569 

Elastomeric block polymers from ethylene 
sulphide, 175 

Elastomers, high temperature vulcaniza- 
tion: 2. Network structures in con- 
ventional sulphenamide-sulphur nat- 
ural rubber vulcanizates, 357. 3. Net- 
work structures of efficiently vulcan- 
ized natural rubber mixes, 729 

Electron microscopy of ABS polymers, an 
improved etch method, 254 

Enzymes, immobilized: 7. Use of vana- 
cryls in preparation of immobilized 
arginase and alkaline phosphatase, 
546 

Epoxy resin, polarization effect at elevated 
temperatures, 496 

Epoxy resins and rubber modified epoxy 
resins, fracture and mechanical proper- 
ties, 675 

Epoxy resins, thermal crazing phenomena, 
441 

Equilibrium ring concentrations and the 
statistical conformations of polymer 
chains: Part 12. Cyclics in molten and 
solid nylon-6, 420. Part 13. Cyclics in 
two aliphatic polyesters, 738 

Ethylene-propylene copolymer, effect of 
swelling agent on determination of 
crosslinking density, 609 

Extrusion, annular, of polystyrene, homo- 
geneity, 536 

Extrusion, solid-state, of isotactic poly- 
propylene through a tapered die: 2. 
Structure and some properties of 
extrudates, 446 

Filler effect on relaxation time of fibre 
suspensions in polymeric solutions, 589 

Films, thin polymer, formation of super- 
molecular structure, 211 

Flame retardant polystyrene-tetrabrom- 
oxylene systems, solid solutions and 
precipitation, 499 

Fracture and mechanical properties of 
epoxy resins and rubber-modified 
epoxy resins, 675 

Fracture, ductile, of rigid poly(vinyl 
chloride), 149 

Fracture process, ductile, of uncrosslinked 
polymers in the rubbery state, an 
interpretation, 671 

Fracture properties of thermosets, 101 
Fracture surface energy of PMMA, depen- 

dence of molecular weight, 394 

G.p.c., influence of particle diameter on 
chromatogram broadening, with por- 
ous silica columns, 687 

G.p.c. : rapid thin-layer characterization of 
aqueous gel networks using dyed 
protein standards, 466 

Gelation in the reactions of aliphatic di- 
isocyanates with triols, 315 

Glass transition, polystyrene, n.m.r, studies 
on the effect of water, 713 

Graft copolymer, effect of addition on the 
microsctucture and impact strength of 
PS]LDPE blends, 119 

Graft copolymer, microphase separation, 
117 

Graft copolymers, cellulosic, synthesis and 
analysis by ultra-violet and infra-red 
spectroscopy, 133 

Graft copolymers, diagnosis by adhesion 
analysis, 189 

Graft copolymers, light scattering study of 
micelle formation by pol:,styrene-g- 
polyisoprene, 389 
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Haemin-poly(t-lysine) complex system, cir- 
cular dichroism and magnetic circular 
dichroism, 330 

Heparin, macromolecular properties in 
dilute solution: 1. Application of vari- 
ous hydrodynamic models in 0.5 M 
NaCI, pH 2"5, 197. 2. Dimensional 
parameters as a function of pH, ionic 
strength and desulphation, 204 

'Hydroxymethyl groups, introduction into 
polystyrene and styrene' [Comments 
on paper by C. H. Bamford and 
H. Lindsay (Polymer 1973, 14, 330- 
332)], 323 

I.r. spectroscopic study of molecular 
orientation and conformational changes 
in poly(ethylene terephthalate), 749 

Infra-red, far, spectrum of crystalline 
polytetrafluoroethylene, 69 

Interfacial and aqueous solution synthesis 
of titanium polymers, tentative identi- 
fication of reactive species, 9 

Laminates, resin-paper, dielectric proper- 
ties of standard and modified electrical 
grade phenol-formaldeyhde, 799 

Laser-Raman spectroscopy, a study of 
molecular orientation in poly(methyl 
methacrylate), 645 

Light scattering, anisotropic, measure- 
ments; application to the determination 
of the difference Hh--Hv for O= ~r/2, 
77 

Light scattering, characterization of sty- 
rene-butadiene copolymers, 593 

Light scattering study of micelle formation 
by polystyrene-g-polyisoprene graft 
copolymers, 389 

Liquid rubbers and the problems involved 
in their application, 521 

Mechanical and optical response of poly- 
mers, time lag in, 655 

Mechanical losses, and impact strength in 
thermoplastics, 111 

Mechanical properties, and fracture, of 
epoxy resins and rubber-modified 
epoxy resins, 675 

Mechanical properties, and thermal history, 
451 

Mechanical properties, effect of molecular 
weight and molecular weight distribu- 
tion on drawing behaviour, of ultra- 
high modulus linear polyethylenes, 233 

Mechanical properties of oriented polymers, 
379 
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